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Winik camera crew films Parade of States

New, High-Speed Du Pont "Superior” 4
Captures Miss America Pageant for TV
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. - Filming the
1956 Miss America Pageant in the resort’s
huge convention hall was a tough assign¬
ment for Winik Film Corporation, New
York City, since only available light was
used. But cameraman Fred Fordham
chose Du Font’s new high-speed “Supe¬
rior” 4 Motion Picture Film and turned
out top-quality pictures . . . with an illu¬
mination of about 40 foot-candles!
Thousands of TV viewers saw the filmed
portion of the show on the ABC-TV Net¬
work, sponsored by Philco Corporation.
The pictures were clear and sharp with

/LLUM/NA TION:
For incident incandescent
light: 24 frames per second
— 1/50 second.

LENS
APERTURE
FOOT-CANDLES
REQUIRED

a full scale of middle tones (see table
below for recommended exposures).
High-speed “Superior” 4 has an expo¬
sure index of 320, Daylight; 250, Tungs¬
ten, with a combination of medium-fine
grain and extreme latitude. It’s available
in 35-mm and 16-mm sizes and is espe¬
cially designed for theatrical and tele¬
vision work.
NEW Du Pont “Superior” 4, Type 928,
Motion Picture Film is available now!
Take advantage of its speed, latitude, fine
grain and full panchromatic reproduction
in your own motion-picture work.

f: 1.4 f: 2.0 f: 2.8 f: 4.0 f: 5.6 f: 8.0
10

20

40

80

160

320

FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact your near¬

est Du Pont Sales Office (listed below) or the
Du Pont Company, Photo Products Depart¬
ment, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada:
Du Pont Company of Canada Limited,
Toronto.
SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8, Ga.805 Peachtree Building
Boston 10, Mass.140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III.4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
Cleveland 16, Ohio.20950 Center Ridge Road
Dallas 7, Texas.1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif.7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N. Y.248 West 18th Street
Wynnewood, Pa.308 East Lancaster Avenue
Export.Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM

William C. Mellor, ASC

the lens
Bausch & Lomb Baltar...
the professional standard

the result
Academy Award, 1951, for
black-and-white cinematography
in the Paramount production,
"A Place in the Sun”

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

©A.M.P.A.S.

CAMERAS RECORD NUCLEAR WEAPONS TEST DROPS

At the Atomic Energy Commission's Salton Sea Test Base this special tracking mount uses a 35mm high speed Mitchell camera.Operated by Sandia Corporation,
this base uses Mitchell cameras for recording test operations.

Salton Sea Test Base Uses Mitchell Cameras
to Capture High Speed Action of Dummy Bombs
High speed flight and laboratory tests, which hitherto have been difficult or
impossible to view with the human eye, are today providing revealing informa¬
tion through high speed film recordings.
Typical example of the widespread use of high speed cameras is the Salton
Sea Test Base in Southern California, where drop testing of “dummy” bombs is
a major activity. In testing carried on there, by Sandia Corporation for the Atomic
Energy Commission, as many as 20 Mitchell high speed cameras may record dif¬
ferent angles in the flight of an experimental weapon “shape” from drop aircraft
to impact area.
Operating at 48 to 100 frames per second, the Mitchell cameras film accurate,
steady images with maximum uniformity—even under difficult and complicated
filming conditions.

Tracking at 40,000 feet, this film frame from a Mitchell
camera operating at 96 frames per second provides an
accurate record.

High speed
Mitchell
Camera in
operation on
tracking
telescope
mount during
test run at
Salton Sea.

Mitchell cameras play a growing role in today’s research and developmentjust as 16mm and 35mm Mitchell cameras have become the leading professional
motion picture equipment used by industry, television, and film studios through¬
out the world. Write on your letterhead for further information on the uses of
Mitchell cameras in the field of military and industrial research.

Photogrammetric mounts
for 8 Mitchell
cameras
determine the
position in
space of a
nuclear
explosion.
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ON THE COVER
SHOOTING TV spot announcements for Lionel trains in studio of
Transfilm, Inc., New York City.
David Quaid, Transfilm cinema¬
tographer, studies a Lionel train setup as head grip, Bob Hart (left)
watches.
Hart designed and constructed the novel overhead camera
crane used here to make dolly shots of the trains in action.
(See
story beginning on page 24 of this issue).
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CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St.. JUdson 6-1700

= New 35 mm Model 2A ee
EE

With 180° Shutter

. . . in equipment, accessories, service

=

I A TRUlY GRtM j
i
=
=

CAMERA 1
for TV, Newsreel
and commercial

16mm Color Processor

—
—

For tough and trying assign*
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in n —

—

class by itself. Reflex focusing

=
—

through photographing lens ~
while camera is operating— :—

—
—

this is just one outstanding ~
ARRIFLEX feature.
~

EE
—
=
=

Equipped with bright, rightside-up image finder, 6’/2 x
magnification. Solves all parallax problems. 3 lens turret.

—
—
=

Variable speed motor built EE:
into handle operates from
lightweight battery. Tachom- —eter registering from 0 to 50 =

:—

frames per second. Compact, ~

—
~

lightweight for either tripod EE
Of hand-held filming. Takes

Houston-Fearless, 11801 West Olym¬
pic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif., an¬
nounces a new color film processing
machine for processing 16mm reversal
color film. Designated the Model 16ARC15 Color Labmaster, its features in¬
clude laminated fiberglass chemicalresistant construction; unbreakable film
spools with Pyrex ball bearings; exclu¬
sive clutch drive that eliminates film
breakage; built-in refrigeration temper¬
ature control; dry-box temperature con¬
trol; drain valves at front of each tank,
and variable speed control to allow for
processing at various exposure index.
Unit measures 217" in length, 16"
in width, and 60 inches high. Net weight
is 1600 lbs.

=
=
EEE
=

THC Lenses for Arriflex
Kling Photo Corp., 257 4th Ave.,
New York, announces a new series of
Taylor-Hobson-Cooke lenses for the Ar¬
riflex 35mm camera which are cali¬
brated in T-stops as well as F/ stops.
Lenses are fitted with follow-focus lever
to permit continuous focusing through
the Arriflex reflex finder. Availab’e are
18mm f/1.7-T2, 35mm f/2-T2.3, 50mm
f/2-T2.3, and 75mm f/2-T2.3 lenses.

Plastic Nameplates
Plastic nameplates for B&H and Bolex
H-16 cameras are available from Cinevue Co., 100 Cedarcrest Lane, Bellevue,
Wash. White lettering is deep etched in
plastic plates. Sure-grip adhesive back
eliminates need for screws or clamps.

^ 200' or 400' magazine. Write EE
EE for free folder.
EE
—

Blimp now available.

~16mm ARRIFLEX also available.:
C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfi CouipmenT (o..mc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

6

JUdson 6-1420
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Electronic Splicer
Neumade Products Corp., 250 W.
57th St., N. Y. City, announces the
Neumade-Shepard Electronic Film
Splicer which employs dielectric heating
to splice 35mm, 16mm, 8mm, magnetic,
Acetate and Cronar films. No cement is
required. CinemaScope and standard
film can also be spliced—all on the
same machine. Literature is available.

January,
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PAR Accessories
PAR Products Corp., 926 No. Citrus,
Hollywood, Calif., announces 3 new
accessories for the B&H Automaster
camera:
right-angle viewing prism,
cable release and full-frame groundglass viewer which features ground-glass
reticle and auxiliary viewing tube. Dual¬
power magnification is also available.

The Motion Picture Industry attained its majority in 1917 —twenty one years of artistic
progress! It was the year of the first million dollar movie, "The Mystery of The Deep"
with Annette Kellerman, and Mary Pickford's silent classic, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm."
Technical progress was essential too! In 1917, August Arnold and Robert Richter came
together and in the following forty years the firm of Arnold and Richter has made
important contributions to photographing and processing today's magnificent motion
picture image. Seven hundred skilled Arnold and Richter craftsmen now produce the
fine Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras, a full range of accessories for location and
sound shooting, plus ARRI production, processing and printing equipment—partners
with you in the production of better motion pictures!

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

KX.IKTG
FHOTO

CORPORATION

257 FOURTH AVENUE

•

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

7303 MELROSE AVENUE

•

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Sold only through authorized Arriflex Dealers
Representatives in the following cities:

CITY, MO.

•

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

•

BOSTON
MEMPHIS

•

•

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

MIAMI

•

NEWARK

•
•

CHICAGO
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•
•

DENVER

•

DETROIT

PHILADELPHIA

•
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HOUSTON

•

KANSAS

SAN FRANCISCO

•

SEATTLE

News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

John Kowalak, an Associate Member of
the ASC, who was ten years with Ansco
as Technical advisor working out of
Hollywood, resigned last month to go
with Movielab Film Laboratories, Newr
York, as Process Engineer.

•• • •

James Wong Howe, ASC, an “Oscar"
winner last year for photography of
“The Rose Tattoo,” celebrates 40 years
in the motion picture business with his
current assignment, “Sweet Smell of
Success," which he is photographing for
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for United Artists
release.

AUTHENTICITY—That’s genuine Lipton’s tea that’s being dumped overboard for a
re-enactment
Tremaine.”

of

the

Directing

historical

Boston

Tea

Party

for

photography is Charles Boyle,

Walt
ASC,

Disney’s

production,

in white shirt,

realistic
‘‘Johnny

next to

Mitchell

camera. Authentic rigging at left was “borrowed” intact from an old four-masted schooner.

phers last month. He is currently photo¬
graphing “Silk Stockings" at MGM.

•

•

•

Harry Squire, ASC, is currently shoot¬
ing footage for Cinerama’s fourth fea¬
ture film, “Search for Shangri-La,” at
U. S. Air Force Bases in Virginia,
Florida and California.

James Wong

Howe

V ong began his career as a cinema¬
tographer back in 1917 at the old Lasky
studio on Sunset and Vine streets.

Frank Planer, ASC, is in New York City
directing the photography of RKO’s
“Stage Struck," being directed by Sid¬
ney Lumet. Planer had only recently
returned from Spain where he photo¬
graphed “The Pride and The Passion”
for Stanley Kramer.
•
•
•
Homer Scott, a Charter Member of the
American Society of Cinematographers,
who served as its President during 1925
and 1926, died last month at the age
of 75. Scott was a top flight cinema¬
tographer during the heyday of the
“silents”
•

•

•'

Robert Bronner, a cinematographer at
MGM, was elected to membership in
the American Society of Cinematogra-

8
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WHILE IN HONG KONG shooting exteriors for MGM’s “The Painted Veil,” cinematographer
George Folsey, ASC, visited native cinema studio there and observed their operations. From
left are:

James

Luke,

J.

Wong,

Frank

Tang,

George

Folsey,

H.

Cathcart, Mrs. Cathcart, Yen Chuen and comeraman S. F. Van.
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Honored by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences, in demand by every motion picture
studio in America and abroad, J. G. McAlister’s
Dual Steering Crab Dolly is the original, perfected
and proven Camera Dolly. For maximum
dependability, it is the ONLY dolly...
backed by a company you know ...
J. G. McAlister Inc.

Additional U. S. and world-wide patents issuer! and pending

only j. g. McAlister studio lights offer all 3
(1) Perma-Lock Mirror for positive mirror alignment
(2) Fresnel Lens with "Beam Pilots” for unexcelled lighting
(3) Reliable, “Easy-Action” controls for front AND rear focusing.

1117 North McCadden Place, Hollywood 38, California
world headquarters for the finest engineered lighting and production equipment

J. G. McAlister equipment
available in U. S. A. through :
San Francisco
Brooks Cameras Inc.
Chicago
Television Equipment Co.
Studio Lighting Co.
Detroit
Village Camera Shop
Jack A. Frost
New York
Florman & Babb

and world-wide through
offices in:
U.S.A.
5880 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Europe
7 Theatinerstrasse
Munich, Germany
British Dominions & Far East
88 Fourteenth St.
Toronto 14, Canada

PRECISION RACK-OVER
For all Bell & Howell 70 Cameras
& Bolex “H” Cameras
PRICE

$32.50
F.O.B. WESTLAKE

INDUSTRY
NEWS

Size 4 V4 "x43/4 "x2 'A ”
high
Weight: 3'/2 lbs.
approx.
Cast Iron
Wrinkle Enamel finish
Machined to .001
tolerance
Tool Steel Guide and
Lock Pins
Vlier Spring Locating
Plunger

Titler Accessory to mount on
available. $32.50.

RACK-OVER

. . . Technicolor passes
five billion mark

•

FEATURES

NOTE:

Faster film for TV recording

permits either reduction in the “drive"
on the kinescoping tube to reduce image
flare, or use of a smaller f/ stop to im¬
prove the focus. The new film is avail¬
able in both 16mm and 35mm widths.

PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION

• Film exactly what you see.
• A must for perfectly centered titles.
• Perfect for animation. Assures you all moving
objects are within the lens field.
• Film ultra close-ups not possible with camera
parallax adjustment.
• Mounts on any tripod using Vt-20 mounting
screw.
• Cam locks in position to avoid accidental loss
of field.
• Camera can be hand cranked regardless of po¬
sition on RACK-OVER.
. A substantial camera base used to film from
a table top.
• May be used with all camera accessories in
place, such as: motor, 400-ft. magazine, etc.
• Can be racked over and locked instantly.

New animation technique

. . . full animation and lip sync is
achieved with cut-out cartoon characters
and actual packages and products.

•

•

The first Medical Motion Picture Work¬
shop will be conducted on the Calvin
Company’s sound stages in Kansas City,
Missouri, on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, February 4, 5, and 6.
Subjects include Pre-planning, Script
Preparation, Camera Equipment, Motion
Picture Lighting, 16mm Sound Record¬
ing, Film Titles, Optical and Special Ef¬
fects, and many others.
Tuition is $60.00 per person. The
Medical workshop will not replace the
regular Calvin Workshop, scheduled for
March 18, 19, and 20, 1957, which is
open to anyone on a no-fee, no-obliga¬
tion basis.

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O.

Box 135

MILLER

Westlake,

Fluid-Action

HEAD

Model “D” Head
PAN WITH

Sturdy fiber carrying case .

18.50

* Custom top available for Cine-Special
* Adapter plate for Pro-Junior Tripod
* Servicing and repairs
* Modernization of early models

U.
Box

10

D.
25761,

C.O.D. or send
ship prepaid.

PHOTO

•

PERFECTION

Model “D” & PRO-16 Tripod ....$230.00

Order

Exclusive new cut-out techniques, when
employed with ultra-modern animation
equipment, make it possible to reduce
cost of production one-fourth to one-half
on TV commercials, black-and-white as
well as color, according to Graham
Place, president, Animation Associates,
Inc., New York City.
Studio uses an Oxberry animation
stand, compound and camera with mo¬
torized zoom. Hand wheel provides ac¬
curate control of the tabel for east-west,
north-south and diagonal pans.
Full animation and lip-synchroniza¬
tion is achieved with cut-out cartoon
characters in conjunction with sponsor's
packages and products. Real textures
such as hair, cloth and fur are utilized
with multiple set-ups to produce novel
three-dimensional animated cartoon ef¬
fects with a minimum of effort.

•

Beautiful Professional Screen Effects

TERMS:

••

Ohio

$$

and

we

ENGINEERING

Los Angeles 25,
Phone GRanite 7-4570

Calif.
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A faster, fine-grain, low contrast pho¬
tographic film for television recording
(kinescoping) is annouced by the Photo
Products Department of the Du Pont
company.
Known as Type 834 TV recording
film, it is approximately 21/2 times faster
than Type 824, which it replaces. The
new film is designed for photographing
either negative or positive images on
television monitor tubes. Its high speed

January, 1957

•

•

A course in motion picture sound re¬
cording for soundmen actively engaged
in the motion picture and television in¬
dustries has been organized by the So¬
ciety of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers in co-sponsorship with Motion
Picture Studio Mechanics Local #52,
IATSE. Cooperating with the SMPTE is
the Office of Special Services to Business
and Industry of New York Liniversity,
where the course will run for twenty
weeks beginning February 6, 1957.
The course offers opportunity for
mixers, recordists and boom operators to
acquire an increased technical back¬
ground as well as information on cur¬
rent developments in sound recording.
The syllabus incudes a review of basic
principles of electricity, sound and
acoustics; a survey of modern recording
methods, materials and equipment; dis¬
cussion of production techniques and
maintenance procedures; and an expla¬
nation of factors governing quality.
Tuition is $50.00 and includes the cost
of reference material. Applicants should
write to the SMPTE Education Com¬
mittee, Room 1004, 55 West 42nd St.,
New York City on or before January
18th.

•

•

A Directory of Schools and Depart¬
ments of Journalism offering photo(Continued on Page 12)

Diagram shows Auricon 16 mm Sound-On-Film
Camera in use for Executive Speech Training at
C. C. Mullin & Associates, Los Angeles.

Donald A. Davis, Director of Sales and Engineering
at Cannon Electric Company, filmed during Profes¬
sional Speech-Training at C. C. Mullin & Associates.

C. C. Mullin, (extreme right) and His associate,
Sidney A. Jones, join Don Davis of Cannon Electric
in reviewing Speech-Training •’Talking-Picture” film.

Hidden Auricon
Sound Camera
operated via
remote control
by instructor

Mollvw oq

Cannon's'tJonald A. Davis, (left) being congratulated
by C. C. Mullin on completion of the Mullin Execu¬
tive Speech-Training.
w...

/ ■

C. C. Mullin & Associates report that
the Auricon 16 mm Sound-On-Film Camera
is a unique and valuable "Mirror” for
Speech-Training students to see and hear
themselves,as others see and hear them.

Berndt-Bach, Inc
Hollywood 38, California
Gentlemen
We thought you would be interested in a unique Speech'
Training technique made possible by the Auricon 16 mm
Sound-On-Film Camera.
Your fine Camera is proving to be an extremely
valuable Executive Speech-Training "mirror".
We film our people "before" and "after", and the
poise and self-assurance your Sound Camera helps

This new C. C. Mullin filming technique
enables the business executive to advance
rapidly in professional Speech-Training.
Voice, appearance and gestures are faithfully
recorded via Talking Pictures filmed under
normal room-lighting conditions, with a hidden
Auricon Sound Camera! Self-assurance, poise
and ability to think on one’s feet, develop
quickly and more surely with private viewings
of "before” and "after” films.
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them develop, is truly remarkable.
We are very pleased with our Auricon Equipment
because of its complete dependability and silent
operation.

The well-designed controls make filming

so easy, the Camera seems to "think for itself".

Perhaps you also have a unique and valuable use for
" *
an Auricon 16 mm Sound-On-Film Camera? Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30-day money-back guarantee. You must be satisfied!
Please write to Berndt-Bach, Inc., 6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California
or phone Hollywood 2-0931 for free illustrated Auricon Catalog and prices.

Our Auricon is the most valuable tool we have
discovered for our Professional Speech-Training.
Jiucci ci y f
Sincerely,

f.YWJISL^
C. C. Mullin

“Mend thy speech, lest it mar thy fortune.”— Shakespeare

Ike 0?

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

^ HUGS n € © IM
A

PRODUCT

OF

BERNDT-BACH,

INC.
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ONE CAMERA

(Continued from Page 10)

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

Camerette<6

,

3

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion
maker working
or

black

and

in

same

16mm

picture film

or 35mm

color

white.

LOOK AT THESE
• The

both

ADVANTAGES—

lenses,

same

motor

drives,

same

sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both
change

journalism and cinematography courses
in the United States has been compiled
by Jennings B. Woodson. Jr., Photo Pro¬
ducts Information Division of the E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., and is
available from the company at Wilmington 98, Delaware.

•

•

•

Uhler Cine Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.,
announces removal to larger quarters at
15762 Wyoming Avenue. Coincident
with the move is company’s announce¬
ment of production of a new model 8mm
/16mm Cine Printer for both sound and
silent films. Printer is A.C. operated,
has 400-ft. takeup and feed spools, and
provides for filters for use in printing
color films.

16mm or 35mm—to convert simply
the

magazine.

•

Precise

rugged

•

Reflex

viewing

•

200

•

Divergent

degree

adjustable

• Automatic film

•

•

lens

shutter

turret

gate 400’

16mm

•'

magazines

magazine

will

16

•

Light

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write

for

brochure
.

.

.

honeycomb

structure

of

new

RCA

screen increases contrast up to 20 to 1,
makes
tures

possible
in

viewing

full-lighted

of

motion

pic¬

rooms.

Experimental development of a radi¬
cally new type picture screen that makes
possible the viewing of television and
motion pictures in artificially lighted or
naturally lighted rooms, was revealed
recently by the Radio Corporation of
America.

UDamerette
patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(7fini€Rfl G^uipiuenT (o.,inc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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•

Technicolor, last month, passed the five
billion mark in terms of footage proc¬
essed by its Hollywood laboratory. By
the end of December, 5.000,000,000 feet
of film had been processed into Tech¬
nicolor motion picture release prints.

load.
weight—only

•

or

accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core

Early this month, Paul Klingenstein,
president of Kling Photo Corporation,
New York, U. S. distributors of Arriflex
cameras, will take his entire sales staff
consisting of salesmanager Eric J.
Sheldon and 19 others, to the Arriflex
factory in Germany. There the Kling
staff will observe Arriflex cameras in
various stages of manuafcture, and re¬
ceive instructions on servicing Arri
equipment.
Event marks the first time in the
history of the photographic industry
that an entire sales organization has
traveled to Europe to study products in
course of manufacture.

movement

three

35mm—the

••

in front of the theatre or home movie
screen, or can be fabricated completed
with a backing screen. For TV use,
with both direct-view and projectiontype TV receivers, the device would be
positioned directly in front of the
receiver.

JUdson 6 -1420
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More
recent
developments
have
shown that the new screen makes pos¬
sible increases of up to 20-to-l in pic¬
ture contrast under adverse ambient
light conditions.
The RCA development, known as a
directional viewing device, is similar in
structure to a honeycomb, consisting of
a network of tiny, interconnecting cells.
The device is fabricated with aluminum
foil, .001-inch thin; cell width, length
and depth can be varied to produce a
range of viewing angles.
For motion picture use the directional
viewing device can be mounted directly
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For comparative purposes, five bil¬
lion feet of film would be enough to
circle the earth 38 times or to run one
motion picture theatre projector at the
rate of 90 feet per minute for 105 years
without stopping.
Thirty-five millimeter positive color
prints manufactured by the Techni¬
color imbibition process have accounted
for the majority of the above footage.
More Technicolor prints have been
made of “Gone With The Wind” than
of any other picture. To date, nearly
2,000 Technicolor dye transfer prints,
totaling approximately 41,000,000 feet
of film, have been manufactured from
the original negative of that picture.

•

•

Members of the radiology department
of the School of Medicine and Dentistry,
University
of
Rochester,
have
de¬
veloped
a
slow-motion,
stop-action
movie projector that permits projection
at film speeds as low as three frames
per second without flicker, primarily for
use in the interpretation of x-ray mo¬
tion picture studies on congenital heart
diseases.
end

NOW in the East it's...

MOVIELAB

ative-Positive Processing
fed by experienced COLOR
inicians.
KODACHROME and ANSCO-

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360
COLOR LABORATORIES

IDENTIFY YOUR
FILMS INSTANTLY

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

The MOV edge numbers every
foot of 16, UV2, 35mm film

Conducted by Walter Sfrenge, A.S.C.

and simplifies the task of
checking titles, footage

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

is not limited in any way whatsoever
and can do anything that any 35mm
system can do.—A. S. Sanford, General
Mgr., Todd-AO.

Q

(l)

I have observed that some cine¬

matographers use a flat-cell incident

light meter and translate the foot candle
readings

Q

directly

into

f/stops,

ignoring

the effect of anything other than the key
The

cover

issue
Crandall
with

photo

shows
using

about

six

on

your

October

photographer

a

16-inch

feet

of

lens

Robert
coupled

extension

tubes.

light. Whereas others set the key to a cer¬
tain

intensity,

laboratory,
kickers,

as

and

backlights,

Why was such a setup used rather than a

lights,

lens of shorter focal length and a shorter

light collector on

extension tube, which would give the same

over-all

size

image? — J.

film

W.

W'.,

Savage,

most

Minn.

dictated

then,

etc.,

switch

exposure.

by

after
fill

to

lights,

the

film
the

clothes

hemispherical

the meter
Which

the

adding

for reading

method

is

the

Saves many man hours now lost
classifying films without titles.
Unnumbered films cause confusion
and loss of valuable time.

accurate?

(2)

In order

to establish

an

accurate

key-to-fill ratio, should one read the key
alone and then the fill alone, or the key

The same degree of magnification
could have been obtained with lenses of
shorter focal length, hut they would
not have provided the desired working
distance between subject and camera.
Because specimens of nature subjects
often are located in holes or under
foliage, ample working distance is an
important factor in filming them; and
when large and complex lighting equip¬
ment must also be used, it becomes in¬
dispensable.—Robert H. Crandall, Walt
Disney Studio.

Q

I have noted that the title and screen
credits for “Oklahoma” were merely

“clipped” shown rather than lap-dissolv¬
ed,

and

there
and

that

were
no

throughout

but

fadeins

separation.

three
or

Camera

the entire film

or

four

fadeouts
action

dissolves
for

scene

seemed

to be

limited to “dolly-in” or “dolly-out”; some
pan shots and minor under-carriage shots.
Is there a reason why this picture was so
photographed? Does it indicate any short¬
comings of the Todd-AO system?— E. /.
G., San Antonio, Tex.

Double-exposures were
made for
“Oklahoma” but because they dis¬
closed too much of the scenic back¬
grounds, Rodgers and Hammerstein de¬
cided to shoot them against black vel¬
vet. There is no other technical reason
for this other than it was Rodgers &
Hammerstein’s personal wish to have it
that way.
Dissolves and fades in Todd-AO films
are presently being made by Techni¬
color using the A-B method. Todd-AO
14
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alone then the key plus the fill?—B. M.

I).., New York.

The

MOY

Visible

Edge

Numbering

Machine

replaces cue marks, perforations, messy crayons,

(1) The procedure outlined in this
question is correct; that is, to use the
flat disk on the meter for light contrast
readings, then, after getting the kickers,
backlights and fill lights properly bal¬
anced, the exposure should be deter¬
mined by using the hemispherical col¬
lector on the meter.
(2) To establish proper key-to-fill
ratios, the flat disc should be used on
the meter when taking readings. Since
the Norwood meter is also supplied with
a grid, it is possible also to measure
scene brightness to
determine the
proper balance suitable for the parti¬
cular negative to be used.
It is assumed that this inquiry relates
to the use of black-and-white film.
Where color film is to be used the pro¬
cedures mentioned above are the same
except that the color quality of the dif¬
ferent light sources used should also be
measured with a color temperature
meter to insure correct color rendition
in all scenes.—Karl Freund, ASC.

punches,

embossing—does

Work prints showing

not

mutilate

film.

special effects, fades and

dissolves require edge numbering to keep count
of

frames

cut

or

added.

Multiple

tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic
make edge numbering a MUST.
AMONG

RECENT

PURCHASERS ARE:

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.
Present
the

Moy owners can

magnetic
recordings

With NEW
Improved
Non-Clog

easily

Inking
System
$2475
install

new and improved inkling system.
Write for illustrated brochure

NOW HEAR THIS!
Modernize Your 35mm
Dubbers & Interlock
Projectors
with SOSOUND Magnetic Head Attachments to
fit Simplex and RCA Rotary Stabilizer Soundheads. Complete with Magnetic Equalization
Preamplifier, DC filament supply and voltage
regulated power supply. Easily installedl No
drilling! No expensive wiring!

All for $575

Q

Three

questions,

please:

(1)

Have

been told there is available a 16mm
zoom lens of varifocal type with a prism
finder that is part of the lens itself. Who
makes

it

and

where can

I

get

informa¬

tion regarding it?

(2)

Is there available

a

will

fit

zoom

camera

lens
such

that
as

“C”

mount

the Auricon-Fro

a

200-ft.

(Continued on Page 50)
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S.O.S.
SUPPLY CHRP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19—PLaza 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.

S.O.S. presents Complete Line of TEL-tana Products

TEL-Animastand

ANIMATION AND
SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND
Priced to fit the most modest budget!
TEL-Animastand is your answer to the many animation and special
effects problems in Motion Pictures and Television. Embodies features of
the photo enlarger, movie camera, micrometer and railroad roundhouse.
Optical effects such as pans, angles, zooms, quick closeups and every vari¬
ation for trick photography may be easily produced for cartoons, titles and
stills with this precision built TEL-Animastand.

All basic movements associated with high priced
stands are incorporated. Accuracy is assured
through precise registration of art work. In¬
cludes four Veeder Root counters which cali¬
brate 18" north/south movement, 24" east/
west travel, and zoom movements to the Art
Table or Cel Board. The compound table can
turn a full 360° circle as well as travel to the
front, back, or either side.

i

A camera fitted to a movable, counterbalanced
vertical carriage photographs the art work. Will
accept even the heaviest 16mm or 35mm camera
(Acme with stop motion motor illustrated.)
Among the recent purchasers are:
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka,
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas

Basic Unit Only $2995

Kansas
TEL-Animastand with
TEL-Anima
sliding
cell board, rotated
at 45°

Write for illustrated brochure.

Produce Rock-Steady Prints Improve Tour Film Titles
with the Tel-Animaprint
with the

TEL-Amatic Printer
PROFESSIONAL

continuous

m

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.

contact

sound and picture printer for 16mm
films.

Designed for color, black and

The first sensibly priced HOT
PRESS TITLE MACHINE for high
quality, fast lettering—the an¬
swer to economy and precision
fUffl
accuracy in film titling. Prints
dry from colored
foil for instant use.
Acme pegs assure
«
U£Mf:
perfect registration
-L
on paper or ace¬
tate cells. Prints all
colors. TEL-Animaprint tools
for Top Tech¬
niques— great¬
est dollar-for dollar value in
the industry.

white, reversal, sound or silent films.
TEL-Amatic does all with rock-steady
professional precision.

Has outstand¬

ing features never achieved before in
the low cost field.
• Semi-automatic

13

scene

mechanical

•

light change for frame line change.
•

er registration of neg. and pos. films.
•

Large capacity of 1200 feet.

• Three-way aperture for sound,

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for prop¬

Lamp

holder

accommodates

filters

for

color printing.
picture

and composite at main sprocket.

•

Footage counter and light change card
indicator included.

TEL-Amatic Printer complete—ready for bench or table mounting, ONLY $1350
TEL-Amatic Printer mounted on heavy floor pedestal. ONLY $1495

'

■ ■ .-AS( ^

Only $435

Write for TEL-Anima Literature covering every need for animation

I

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 5.0.5. TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Convenient payment terms arranged.

You may apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry’

UIPPIY PflRP
OlllLlYl/1 UUI I LI UUIII
S.O.S. rilMFUIA
WESTERN

BRANCH — 633 T

Hollywood

Boulevard,

SfS. ~~
602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Hollywood

Phone: PLaza 7-0440
28,

California

—

EST. Ml926

Cable: S0S0UND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

F&B PARADE OF NET PRODUCTS
ACE “CLEAR-VISION”

F&B SPLIT KEELS

FILM SPLICER

REGULAR

16MM

F&B NEW

PRICE

REELS

LOW PRICE

$4.50

400'

$2.25

6.00

800'

3.00

7.50

1200'

3.75

1600'

4.50

9.00

uclmt.,.

omd m cmupkc&i im-iUfujHelic!

SIMPLE SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES
TIME . . . SPACE . . . MONEY
You can project, edit, synchronize, clean and
inspect film on cores, without rewinding by
simply slipping them in
F&B SPLIT REELS.

Splices all types of film, including DuPont "Cronar" polyester
base . . . uses TAPE, not cement . . . compact, strong, easy to
operate . . .

CINE-COHP&CTO JE.
16mm Sound Continuous
REPEATER PROJECTOR
Featuring:
Built-in screen
800 ft. capacity
Movie-Mite projector
Excellent used condition—
Complete with cases & covers

to) M uo ceumt'

Accurate alignment of film

Value $498.00

Strong

butt or lap

of safety-nitrate.

F&B NEW LOW PRICE

ends.

splices, straight or diagonal in all film bases

On straight line cutting you can cut picture on

line between two frames.
up to 70mm.

16mm in A & B wind and from 17'/2mm

Uses newly developed and extremely strong PERMACEL* perforated
transparent splicing tape only 1 >/2 mils thick. Splices do not
show on screen.

$179.50
QUANTITIES AVAILABLE

11"xl4 //

Taped splices will not break or come apart during projection.

Taped splices are unaffected by film cleaning solutions.
Taped butt splices permit repair without loss of single frame.
Taped splices are fast and easy to apply . . . durable ... in¬
visible . . . reliable. Price $69.50.
* PERMACEL brochure on request.

CAMERA SLATE
A 300-watt GARNELITE is
with dapstick
Regular

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
DATE

Price

.$8.75

F&B NEW
LOW PRICE

PRODUCED

$3.95

LIGHT HEAD with yoke
and back knob, takes
300-watt PAR 56 lamp
and fits any motion pic¬
ture stand or hanger.

BRIGHTER
THAN A
DEUCE

Weight 5 Vi lbs.
Price $50.00.

Designed by a gaf¬
fer with 25 years in
the industry
Rapidly replacing all
other forms of loca¬
tion lighting
Suitable for color
(3200 or 3400 K)
and black and white
photography

F&B CHAHCINB BUS
Rubberized film changing bag
36 x 44 inches
With double zipper—rubberized
cover with zipper

Regular Price .$23.50

F&B New Low Price $13.95

F&B NOMINAR
1" f/0.95 LENS
“The Fastest Lens in the World”

CONVERTER
Regular

through
Price

FOR ALL 16MM CAMERAS
Hundreds being used successfully by...

position

$174.90

4

individual,

switches,
outlets.

2

7

carry-

Completely

fused, 15' rubber-covered cord
and plugs. Capacity—24 amps.
110-120 A.C. only. Weight 41

Industrial film producers

lbs. Price $125.00.

Industrial TV circuits
Police & Investigation Agencies

F&B New

Educational film producers
Newsreels and TV features

Low Price

Army, Air Force & Navy
Engineering, research & development

$129.50

West

45th

unit for photography today!

AN

F L O R
68

The BRIGHTEST, LIGHTEST

Street,

New

&
YORK

BABB
36,

N.Y.

MU

2-2928

NAIDICH
am

gSLjigsi :~W.

m

v»

Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry’s cameramen were shooting last month.
‘Asterisks indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Attack of the Crab
Monster,” (Roger Corman Prod.) with Rich¬
ard Garland and Pamela Duncan. Roger
Corman, producer-director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

• Bob Hoffman, “Dr. Christian,”* (Ziv-TV)
with MacDonald Carey. Herb Strock, director.

35 MM SOUND CAMERA..•
The camera used by major newsreels, gov't
bureaus and U.S. Military Forces. Fully guar¬
anteed, completely overhauled in our instru¬
ment shops to new condition. Includes camera
complete with pilot pin movement, 170° ad¬
justable shutter opening, 40, 50, 75 and
100mm lenses, 4 each 400' and 2 each
1000' magazines, galvanometer, portable
power supply, amplifier, erect image view¬
finder, cables, microphone, earphones and
carrying cases; complete ready to operate.

gordon enterprises^
1
Serving tAc

L

• Curt Fetters, “Highway Patrol,”* (ZivTV ) with Broderick Crawford. Eddie Davis,
director; “Dr. Christian,”*
(Ziv-TV) with
MacDonald Carey. Eddie Davis, director.

££

• Monroe Askins, “West Point,”* (Ziv-TV).
James Sheldon, director.
BILTMORE STUDIOS (N.vv York)

-

NORTH HOL.LYWOOD, CALIF.

J

Customize
Your Camera!

Plastic Nameplates
on your Bril & Howell 70 and Bolex H-16

White lettering deep-etched into special ebony
plastic plate in any color. Enhances and
identifies your equipment. Sure-grip adhesive
back eliminates need for screws or clamps.
If sign for any other make is desired—
inquire for rates and specifications.
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• Benjamin Kline, ASC, “Rin Tin Tin,”*
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and James
Brown. Lew Landers, director.

• Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Oscar Rudolph, director.

• Hal McAlpin, “0. Henry Playhouse,”*
(Gross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godfrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dt. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”* (Wesmor,
Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey, di¬
rector.
• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Abby Berlin,
director.

• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Anton Leader, director.
• William Whitley, ASC, “Rin Tin Tin,”*
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and James
Brown. George Archinbaud, director; “77th
Bengal Lancers,”* (Screen Gems) with Phil
Carey. Frank MacDonald, director; “Circus
Boy,”* (Screen Gems). George Archinbaud,
director.
• Gert Anderson, ASC, “Dr. Mike,” (pilot).
Oscar Rudolph, director.
• Ray Cory, ASC, “Johnny Wild
(pilot). Ralph Staub, director.

Life,”*

• Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with James Arness and Den¬
nis Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.

• William Skall, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Leslie Kardos, director.

COLUMBIA

JERRY FAIRBANKS

•
Kit
Carson,
“Father Knows Best,”*
(Screen Gems)
with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

• Walter Castle, ASC, Swift commercial.*
Harold Schuster, director.

• Jack Hildyard, ‘‘The Bridge on the River
Kwai,” (Horizon-American Prods., shooting
in Ceylon) with Jack Hawkins and Alec
Guinness. David Lean, director.
• Wilkie Cooper, “The Admirable Crich¬
ton,” (London Films shooting in Bermuda)
with Kenneth More and Diane Cilento. Lewis
Gilbert, director.

• Jerry
Fairbanks,
Swift
commercial.*
Harold Schuster, director; Oldsmobile com¬
mercial.* Jerry Fairbanks, director.
• Ray Foster. ASC, Johnson Wax commer¬
cial.* (5 Star Prods.). Louis Huet, director.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”*
(Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

sent postage paid

100 Cedarcrest Lane, Bellevue, Wash.

• Robert Planck, ASC, “Jeanne Eagels,”
(George Sidney Prods.) with Kim Novak
and Jeff Chandler. George Sidney, director.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

• Ted Scaife, “The Haunted,”
(shooting
in London) with Dana Andrews. Jacques
Tourneur, director.

CINEVUE CO.

• Irving Lippman, “Hellcats of the Navy,”
(Morningside Prod.) with Ronald Reagan
and Nancy Davis.
Nathan Juran, director.

• Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “77th Bengal Lanc¬
ers,”*
(Screen
Gems)
with Phil
Carey.
Frank MacDonald, director.

• Lester
Shorr,
ASC,
“Adventures
of
Hiram
Holliday,”*
(Gross-Krasne)
with
Wally Cox. Philip Rapp, director; “Matinee
Theatre,”* (Gross-Krasne Inc.). Albert McCleery, director.

Permanent Engraved

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “3:10 To Yuma,”
with Glenn Ford, Van Heflin and Felicia
Farr. Delmer Daves, director.

• J. Burgi Contner. ASC, “The Hidden
Treasure Show,”* (Wm. Tell Prods.) with
Ray Bloch and Orchestra and Robert Q.
Lewis. Perry Lafferty, director.

H^or/c/

5362 N. CAHUENGA BLVD.

• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “The Brothers
Rico,” (William Goetz Prod.) with Richard
Conte and Dianne Foster.
Phil Karlson,
director.

• Bob
Krasker,
“The
Golden
Virgin,”
(Valiant Films shooting in London) with
Joan Crawford and Rossano Brazzi. David
Miller, director.
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• Lloyd Ahern, ASC,
Various directors.

“T.

C.

F.

(Continued on Page 20)

Hour.”*

YOU can depend on caMEita tnam
FOR

THE

BEST

IN

MOTION

PICTURE

EQUIPMENT

CAMART TV
CAMERA DOLLY
MODEL 111
Boom

arm

chanical
raises
TV

type.

Smooth

geared

operation

your motion

camera

from

me¬

picture

two

or

feet to

almost seven feet. Weighs only
350 lbs. Dolly tracks available.

BARDWELL McALISTER LIGHTS

$1825.00

. . . complete stock of 750 to 1000 watt spots
and accessories. From. .$81.00

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSERS
Simply
attach
the
dispenser
to
your
wall
for
keeping
your plastic lab cores
handy at all times.

BALTAR LENSES
Brilliant images thrillingly detailed with
Bausch & Lomb Baltar Lenses. For finest
images on film,- complete line of 35mm
and 16mm movie lenses mounted for all
cameras. Prices on request.

Plastic-clear, vue,
16" . $12.50
Aluminum

AURICON PRO 600 CAMERA
. . . Latest development in sound on film
cameras.

16" .

9.50

24" .

1 1.50

36" .

14.50

MACO VIEWFINDER
formerly
Maier-Hancock,
professionaltype side viewfinder, with large, bright,
erect image. For Cine Special, Filmo
Bolex, and Cine-Voice cameras. $139.50

AURICON TRIPOD
Designed to handle the Auricon-Pro
and other cameras with ease. Maxi¬
mum ruggedness . . . light weight.
Full ball bearing adjustment of inde¬
pendent pan and tilt friction clutches
provides velvet smooth action.

• Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm opti¬
cal sound!
• Edit single system
magnetic sound!

Magnastripe

or double

system

• Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer to ob¬
tain perfect lip-sync matching of picture to track.
© Works from left to right or right to left.

«. enMEfitt MfMT
$325.00

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

• Optical Model....$ 1 950.

Magnetic Model....$ 1 85.00

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameraman

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued, from Page 18)

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

• Frank Redman, ASC, “T. C. F. Hour.”*
A1 Rogell, director.
• Charles Van Encer, ASC, “Broken Ar¬
row,”* with John Lupton. Various directors;
“Kaiser Aluminum” commercial.*
Derwin
Abbe, director.

MATTE BOX & SUNSHADE

GENERAL SERVICE

FITS ALL
16mm PROFESSIONAL
& SEMI-PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS
The latest in matte boxes, embodying many
new advantages! Takes all accessories such
as gauze holders, diffusion filters, effect
filters, etc. For use with 2" and 3“ square
glass or gelatine filters. Fibre filter holders
supplied. Beautifully constructed of durable
aluminum castings with dural front rods.
Optical black interior.

• Base fits all cameras and has large
and small tripod threads.
• Takes all lenses 15mm to 152mm.
• Rubber back caps avoid back flare
when lens is smaller than back opening

• PRICED ONLY $44.95

for
Cine Special & Maurer Cameras

• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David, and Rickey Nelson. Ozzie
Nelson, director.

Durably constructed to give
years and years of service

• Hal Mohr, ASC, “The Marie Wilson
Show,”* (C.B.S. Pilot) with Marie Wilson.
Rod Amateau, director.

Precision construction. Single-frame motion actuated
by a cam and lock, released by a remotely con¬
trolled solenoid. Animation motor-to-camera con¬
nect shaft has break-off safety spring to prevent
damage to camera in case of buckle. Frame counter
is part of the motor housing.

For Cine Special 1 and 11,

$455
• Frank Phillips, “Navy Log,”*
Prods. Inc.). Sam Gallu, director.

• Robert Pittack, ASC, Ford Commercial.”
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Remote control switch box with forward and re¬
verse, plus on or off switch. Solenoid fingertip actuater switch for single or multiple frame exposures.
Outlet for foot or additional remote control switch.

• Norbert Brodine, ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.”* (Lewislor Inc.,) with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.

Time Lapse Equipment available for above motors

For Maurer Camera,

$485

SYNCHRONOUS

BOLEX
MOTOR
115 volt, AC, 60
cycles,
single
phase. Operates at
24 frames per sec¬
ond, sound speed
for accurate recording with film, disc, or tape re¬
corders. Complete with base, coupling with clutch
and cable. Camera height adjusting screw is pro¬
vided in aluminum base. Motor mounting base ad¬
justable for horizontal centering of coupling. No in¬
stallation necessary .ONLY
$165
For

115

volt,

50

cycle.$225

STREET,

NEW

YORK

36,

N

Y.

—

Circle

• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.
• Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “The Fuzzy Pink
Nightgown,” (Russ-Field Prods, for UA re¬
lease) with Jane Russell and Ralph Meeker.
Norman Taurog, director.
INDEPENDENTS

• James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Sweet
Smell of Success,” (Hecht-Hill-Lancaster).
Prod, for UA with Burt Lancaster, Tony
Curtis and Susan Harrison. Alexander MacKendirck, director.
• Giovanni Di Venanzo, “II Grido,” (Robt.
Alexander Prods., shooting in Rome) with
Steven Cochran. Michael Angelo Antoini,
director.
• Ralph Woolsey, ASC, British Overseas
Corp. commercial.*
(Shooting backgrounds
in San Francisco.)
• Frank Calabria, “The Ordeal of Thomas
Moon,” (Gerold Prods, of New York City.)
Michael Nebbia, director.

naiIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
48th

(Gallu

• Walter Strence, ASC, Ford commercial*
Stan Frazen, director.

Synchronous motor unit, 115V, single phase, 60
cycle, assures even exposure from first to last frame.
Available in 60 or 100 frames per minute units.
Also available for 50 cycle.

WEST

• Harry
Wild,
ASC, “Bob Cummings
Show,”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
• Phillip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Jackie Cooper, di¬
rector.

ANIMATION MOTORS

209

• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”* (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.* Rod Amateau, director.

6-0348

(Continued on Page 22)
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foolproof— inexpensive—easy to install
602-E-4 RECORDER

602-E-l 1 DUBBER

602-E-ll DUBBER

with M-470 Interlock

with M-470 Interlock

with M-470 Interlock

•
•
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PROJECTORS,
OPTICAL RECORDERS
AND ADDITIONAL
DUBBERS
M-802 DISTRIBUTOR

M-790 CONTROL

A TYPICAL MAGNASYNC

ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK SYSTEM,

FROM $4678

COMPLETE MIXING-EQUALIZING CONSOLES TAILORED
TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS. .. FROM $1000

You can now enjoy the advantages of major studio techniques through the revolutionary
Magnasync electrical interlock system.
Standard Magnasync dubbers and recorders are interlocked with projectors, optical recorders,
etc., through packaged assemblies —all elements in the system are readily connected by
prefabricated interconnecting cables.
Our engineering department will gladly furnish proposal diagrams and quotations on request.

IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

ASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd.,

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif

DEALERS

/fanqtmKic
SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK—Camera
New York 36, N.Y.

Eguipment Co., 315 W. 45th
Cable Address CINEQUIP.

CHICAGO—Zenith Cinema Service,
Chicago 25. III.
IRving 8-2104.

Inc.,

3252

St.,

Foster Ave.,

SAN FRANCISCO—Brooks Camera Co.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

45

Kearney

St.,

CANADA—Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto 18,
Ontario.
BEImont 1*3303.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 20)

Roe,
ASC,
Buick
commercial.*
(Shooting in Utah and Nevada.) Jack Hivley, director.
• Guy

nevox

NOW—the combined engi¬
neering experience of two
of the oldest manufac¬
turers of magnetic film
recording equipment.

„.

.

NEXT MONTH watch for

..; '■. \

the announcement of the

• J.
Peverell,
Marley,
ASC,
“Johnny
Trouble," (Motion Pictures by Clarion) with
Ethel Barrymore and Stuart Whitman. John
H. Auer, director.
• Jack Marta, “The Beginning of the End,”

(Am-Par Pictures Corp.) with Peter Graves
and Peggie Castle. Bert I. Gordon, director.
® Jack Mackenzie, ASC, "Mark of the Vam¬
pire," (Gramercy Pictures for UA release)
with Beal and Coleen Gray. Paul Landres,
director.
• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Valerie,” (Hal R.
Makelim Prod.) with Sterling Hayden and
Anita Ekberg. Gerd Oswald, director.
Crosry. ASC, "Rock All Night,”
(Sunset Prod.) with Dick Miller and Barboura Morris. Roger Corman, director.
• Floyd

first of our new line of
magnetic film recorders.

hallen

William C. Thompson, "Naked Invader,”
(Ronnie Ashcroft Prods.) with Robert Clarke
and
Marilyn
Harvey.
Ronnie
Ashcroft,
director.
•

Send for our free brochure.
KEYWEST STUDIOS
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious

pictures.
directors.

William

Claxton

and

Eddie

Dew,

KTTV
Stuart
Thompson,
ASC,
“Lassie,”*
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.
•

are now

LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE
• Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“People
Are
Funny,”* (Art Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Gun Glory,”
(CinemaScope and Metrocolor) with Stewart
Grainger and Rhonda Fleming. Roy Rowland,
director.
•

Ray
June,
ASC, “The Seventh
Sin,”
(CinemaScope) with Eleanor Parker and Bill
Travers. Ronald Neame, director.
•

• Robert Bronner, ASC, “Silk Stockings,”
(Arthur Freed Prods. CinemaScope; Metrocolor) with Cyd Charisse and Peter Lorre.
Rouben Mamoulian, director.
Harlan, ASC, “This Could be
the Night,”
(Widescope)
with Jean Sim¬
mons and Paul Douglas. Robert Wise, di¬
rector.
• Russell

• Desmond
Dickenson,
“Action
of
the
Tiger,”
(Blau-Meyer
Prods.,
shooting
in
Spain)
with
Van
Johnson
and Martine
Carole. Terrence Young, director.

I

nevox J hallen / a division of the electromation co.
1646 18th St., Santa Monica, Calif. • Exbrook 5-9975 • Texas 0-6401
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® Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Man On Fire,”
with Bing Crosby and Mary Fickett. Ronald
MacDougall, director.

(Continued on Page 56)

Prices subject to change
without notice

PRECISION SOUND READERS

NEW

Simple threading . . . polished stabilizer
drum with needle bearings, with a surface
which cannot damage film. Film rollers ma¬
chined to conform with SMPTE standards,
and equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimensions
6" x 6" x 71/2".

ARRIFLEX

Amplifier: 117 volts —60 cycle —A.C. Power
output —4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V
speaker . . . safety fused.. . . prefocused
socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy duty
cord.
Optical Model 600 —16mm and 35mm
$185.00

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-iens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00

Magnetic Model 700—16mm, 17.5mm, 35
mm and 1/4 inch.$198.00

75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

f

Optical-Magnetic Model 800 —16mm, 35mm
and V4 inch.$259.50

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.!
Features high gain "long-shot” microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for "speech-music” selection.
Self-contained play¬
back system for
“'\
"film-direct” moni¬
tor. Famous Magnam
sync “synkinetic”
S/
precision film transn
port. High speed rewind, sync speed
reverse and fast for¬
ward. Convenient ar¬
rangement for "sync
1
marking.” Footage
counter, extended ca1
pacity arms, "quickdetach" mount for
special motors. Un-

*

anteed!
. $8§5.00
Magnasync M-8
speaker, amplifier,
and accessory case
$97.50
4-position mixer, high level mixing W/4V2"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $375.00

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
wattsof currentfrom a 15 ampere fuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$198.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
amphere fuse.$265.00
SPOT KIT— Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

AURIC0N PRO-600

16mm
CINE-VOICE

16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

AURIC0N CINE-VOICE

^ *
MARK IX
MAGNAPH0NIC SOUND SYSTEM
A basic system with built-in record-play, amplifier
and remote control assembly. Priced from $1995. Also
available, built into new Magnasync Model G-932 slide
wire attentuator microphone mixer; or with Magnasync
Model G-924 microphone mixer with remote control
assembly in matching case.

popular - priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound projecter. Single-lens model.
New.$695.00
Used.$495.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

AURIC0N “SUPER-1200’
16mm sound - on - film
camera (self-blim pad)
with 3-lens turret for”C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

SUPER

1200
AURIC0N PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

FOR
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DOLLY SHOTS IN MINIATURE....
How Transfilm ,lnc., photographed a series of Television spot
announcements for Lionel Trains, using a unique overhead
dolly to capture realistic shots of toy trains in action.

By

A

ALBERT

BOYARS

pre-Christmas spot announcements
seen on television by the nation’s video-viewers, perhaps
the most outstanding were those in the series promoting
Lionel Trains. Through the combined medium of him and
video, one of the great annual yuletide displays—railroads
in miniature—was brought right into the living rooms of
several million homes from coast to coast.
The unique manner in which they were photographed
gave the toy trains and their scenic background displays a
most realistic appearance. These filmed commercials—a
total of nine ranging in length from twenty to sixty seconds
—were produced in New York by Transhlm, Inc.
Briefly, the assignment called for capturing on him for
the best possible transmission on television, the hdelity of
detail which marks the design and construction of every
piece of Lionel equipment.
MONG

24

the

TIMELY
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was

used in filming zoom, dolly and follow shots of Lionel Trains by Trans¬

fps,

David Quaid. a member of IATSE Local 644, was the
cameraman assigned the task of visually fulfilling Lionel's
requirements. First, he and Transhlm’s director looked at
the considerable stock footage available on both model and
real trains. They observed that all high-angle longshots of
real trains made them appear as miniatures. Similar shots
of miniature trains made them appear no more nor less than
toys. Close range shots made at right angles to the moving
models resulted in blurring with practically all detail lost.
This same blurring was evident even in shots made at a 45
degree angle. Quaid was determined to apply different
photographic techniques from those evident in the films he
had seen.
Lionel's trains are reproduced in the scale of 14 inch to
the foot, exactly l/48th the size of real trains. Frequently,
owners of model trains, both children and adults, will lav
1957

RONALD SAYPOL (L.) of Lionel Corp. watches cinematographer Quaid
line op shot in which camera on overhead dolly will move parallel
with moving Lionel train on tracks at right.

their heads close to the tracks in order to gain a more real¬
istic perspective of the models. This, of course, cannot he
accomplished when viewing model trains from an upright
position. In a sense, Quaid decided to “lay the camera
down” in order to achieve this desirable view, the same
perspective at which a person might watch a real train. To
accomplish this was the problem.
First, it was decided that in order to achieve loom and
mass, as well as acuracy of detail, the models had to be shot
at about an inch and a half above the tracks. It was agreed
that the trains would not be shot with a static camera while
moving at right angles to the camera. Straight-on shots
were to be made only when the trains were at rest or when
the camera could dolly along with them as they moved.
Quaid, used a Mitchell 35mm camera for 45 degree angle
shots of the moving trains, and a 35mm Eyemo camera for
zoom, dolly and follow shots. The Mitchell was too large to
permit its lens to get low enough to the tracks for these
shots. But, even with the Eyemo, the conventional dolly was
too cumbersome to effect what Quaid had sought. To help
solve this problem. Bob Hart, head of Transfilm s grip de¬
partment, was called in. Hart is an old hand at contriving
extraordinary camera mounts. Only a few weeks before, he
had constructed a rig to support a Mitchell upside down for
some highly critical shadow-free shooting of a watchband.
The camera movements were explained to Hart and he went
to work.
Resembling a railroad signal bridge, the rig was con¬
structed of a trussed and braced beam approximately twelve
feet long and eighteen inches square. (See photos). Per¬
pendicular to the beam, and at each end, were wooden sup¬
ports which elevated the beam approximately nine feet from

the floor. Fastened one foot apart on the lower side of the
beam were two heavy duty “I” beam curtain tracks. Large
curtain carriers (wheels) rode on each of the “I beams.
The carriers were connected to an aluminum framework
which served as a mount for a high hat, pro-junior tripod
head and rack-over mechanism. On this movable unit the
camera was mounted upside down.
A “U” shaped bracket, made from a two-foot long bent
steel bar, served as the support for the Eyemo camera.
The bracket was secured to the rack-over unit. The camera
was mounted in the “U” of the bracket, right side up. With
the slightest pressure, the entire mobile camera mount could
be made to accelerate rapidly. A cord and series of pulleys
enabled the mount to be moved when it was in inaccessible
positions. The complete structure was portable and could
straddle the entire railroad set in any position. The camera
trucked with the moving trains to perform zooms, dolly and
follow shots with ease. Scenes were planned to show the
trains moving through tunnels and under signal bridges
from a head-on vantage point. Bob Hart had come up with
a truly unique upside-down dolly.
Quaid then considered the equally important points of
lighting and camera exposure. He decided to work in sun¬
light and night keys for day and night shots. This, he felt,
would give the trains more realism. The night shots were
for the purpose of photographing inside lighted passenger
trains and an auxiliary generator car equipped with its own
searchlight. It was obvious that in the sunlight key, a great
depth of field was necessary to achieve the feeling of infinity
present when real trains are photographed in sunlight. East¬
man Tri-X film was selected because of its fast emulsion
speed and minimum light requirements.
A ten-kilowatt lamp with the fresnel lens removed served
for the key light for the daylight illumination. In all day
shots, the Ten KW was used at a high angle, about 45 de¬
grees to the train layout. It gave a strong drop shadow
under rivets and other protruding details of the trains, re¬
sulting in a most realistic effect. A deuce cone-light was
also used, but to a minimum. Too much fill light would
have reduced or eliminated the desirable shadows. Other
small lighting units were on hand to “tickle” certain areas.
Backlighting was kept to a minimum since the strong key
light did most of the job. The set was lit to 1000 foot
candles for an exposure of F/16.
As pointed out earlier, stock shots of moving trains pass¬
ing a camera lens at 45 degrees showed considerable blurr.
The desired scenes, therefore, were shot with a high-speed
Mitchell, shooting at 72 frames per second with the lens set
at F/9. Naturally, when projected, the trains would have
appeared in slow motion. This was corrected by skip-frame
printing the fine grain. Final footage of these scenes showed
the trains crisply and up to the desired speed.
Certain Lionel equipment such as culvert pipe loaders,
saw mills and cranes, etc., were slower moving than the
trains themselves. This equipment, in motion, was photo¬
graphed with both the Eymo and the Mitchell, depending
upon the angles desired, at either 32 or 48 frames per
second at F/ll. In these cases, the fine grain print was not
altered as the Lionel equipment showed up best at these
speeds.
Throughout the job Quaid used 18)^mm, 25mm and
35mm lenses almost exclusively. These lenses, working at
F/9, could be focused to two feet and less while still giv¬
ing the depth of field needed. For extreme closeups, 75mm
and 100mm lenses were used. Gil Geller, Local 644 assis¬
tant cameraman, worked with Quaid during the eight days
of shooting. He had his hands full making the follow-focus
shots of the trains speeding toward the camera.
More than 1000 pieces of equipment were involved in
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now . . . splice any type film with no frame loss

NEW

AUTOMATIC
FILM
SPLICER

The HFC automatic film splicer uses a special transparent tape, perforated
to match the film to be spliced and coated on one side with a pressure
adhesive. The tape is precut and rolled onto the film in register. The unit
makes butt or overlap splices. The tape is rolled onto the film automatic¬
ally from a precision sprocket. Registration pins assure perfect lineup of
film. Stock units are for 35mm positive film.

BUTT

OVERLAP

PERFORATION

TEAR

SPLICE

SPLICE

REPAIR

REPAIR

AFS—35—(35MM

MODEL)

AFS—16—(.16MM

MODEL

$175

F.O.B.

HOLLYWOOC

FILM-EDGE
NUMBERING MACHINE
(Coding Machine)
An important aid and time saving device which enables the Film Editor to
quickly tie together the picture and sound track in perfect synchronization
is the HFC film edge numbering or coding machine. The machine numbers
every 16 frames in 35mm. The 16mm model numbers every 40 frames. The
numbering block generally consists of two letter wheels or one number and
one letter wheel manually operated and four number wheels which move
automatically and number the film from 0001 to 9999. All numbers can be
reset by hand to begin at any number.
ENM—35—(35MM MODEL)
ENM—16—(16MM MODEL)

$2500

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases
AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284
branch office:

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle

Shooting The
Cine - Voice
Hand-held...
Freelance video-filmer discards
tripod and replaces AC current with
battery and converter to gain
wider scope in filming operations.
By

FREDERICK

FOSTER

P

robably the most “converted motion picture camera
is the Auricon Cine-Voice.
Most of the conversions
found on the market today involve enlarging the film cham¬
ber to accommodate 400 or 600 foot rolls of film. But the
most unique conversion of this camera, perhaps, does not
involve the film capacity nor require any alteration of the
camera itself. It has to do with giving the camera “hand¬
held” portability, so ideal for newsreel filming.
John Murphy, who operates Murphy’s Studio of Photog¬
raphy in Mount Pleasant, Pennsylvania, and who specializes
in motion pictures for industry and television, is the inno¬
vator of the conversion pictured in the photo above.
Murphy observes that more and more major television
stations, and a lot of the minor ones, too, are purchasing
Cine-Voice cameras for shooting newsreel footage and spe¬
cial events film for TV, but that not enough of them are
being used as originally planned because of the time re¬
quired for operational setup. The need, as Murphy sees it,
is to be able to get right in close to the scene of activity
and get the picture and sound on film, as readily do the
fellows shooting silently with Eyemos.
“Whenever a newsworthy person comes to town, most
newsreel cameramen drag their equipment to the visitor s
hotel room, and take 30 minutes preparation to film a
one- or two-minute interview,” observes Murphy.
One of the first things Murphy did, after purchasing
his Auricon Cine-Voice camera was to install a power con¬
verter in his station wagon so that he could run it from
the car’s storage battery whenever regular house current
wasn’t available.
But it took the recent Presidential election campaigns
to convince Murphy that his equipment required further
modification and greater portability.
“When President Eisenhower came to Pittsburgh to
make a speech,” said Murphy, “I hurried down to the air¬
port with my sound camera to get shots of his arrival.
Because police were restricting newsmen to only certain
areas, I was unable to get my car down on the field; so
I ran 300 feet of AC power cable from an outlet down on
the airfield to a point where the Presidential plane was
supposed to come to a stop. When it came in, however, it

COMPACT

AND

PORTABLE—By

freeing

himself

of

tripod

and

power lines, John Murphy is able to shoot anywhere with his
Auricon Cine-Voice camera that existing light will permit.

With

microphone around his neck and monitor phones clamped to his
ears,

he

records

speech

or

background

sounds

as

he

shoots.

was turned at such an angle that the President was obscurred from my view. 1 tried to move my camera to a
more advantageous position, but it was impossible, because
of the crowd, to move a tripod-mounted camera, the am¬
plifier, and several feet of cable. The result was that I got
nothing on film.”
After this disappointing experience, Murphy decided that
his camera henceforth must be as portable as a small springmotor camera, and that the sound recording feature must
be retained to enable him to record sound, speech, back¬
ground effects, etc., all of which are essential to news
filming today.
He trimmed his Cine-Voice equipment to just the bare
essentials: the camera with three lenses in the turret, the
battery-operated amplifier, a motorcycle battery, and small
power converter to transform the battery current to 110
volts, 60 cycles A.C.
So that he can narrate footage as he shoots it, Murphy
mounted the microphone on a wire suspended around his
neck. When narration is to be done live by the studio an¬
nouncer, the microphone serves to record sound effects
pertinent to the scene of action, which is used to back¬
ground the narration and thus enhance the realism of the
scene.
“If I had been thus equipped when I tried to film Presi¬
dent Eisenhower in Pittsburgh,” says Murphy, “I could
have run to the approaching plane with my camera and
covered the President's debarkation, at the same time re¬
cording the sound of the band playing and the cheers of
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Apparatus For Time-lapse Photography
Filmer reproduces portable, automatic interval timer described
in the July issue, adding some innovations of his own.

By

I

ARTHUR

1956, issue of American Cinematographer,
Australian cinematographer Paul F. Ruckert described a
unique automatic interval timer which he built for making
time-lapse movies of the growth of plants and flowers. The
semi-enclosed unit houses camera, subject and lights and
actuates exposures at intervals ranging from 21/£ minutes
to 1 hour.
Ruckert explained the odd design of his equipment by
pointing out that most nature filming, such as the growth
of plants and the bursting of flower buds into bloom re¬
quires at least two days of continuous interval photography
to record. With some plant life cycles it is necessary to
carry out time-lapse photography over a period of two or
three weeks. Therefore, to obtain uniform exposures in both
day and night periods, the photographic illumination must
be the same. This means using artificial light entirely for
photography and excluding all daylight during the daytime
exposures—but at the same time providing for daylight to
reach the growing plants between exposure intervals. A
plant cannot grow in darkness, he pointed out; it requires
natural daylight or sunlight for this.
The idea for the timer intrigued R. P. Herzfeld of Mil¬
N
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waukee, Wisconsin, and he decided to build one along the
same lines, “making a few changes here and there to suit
the equipment available,” Herzfeld says.
It is quite feasible to use electronic flash or very highpowered lights with stopped-down diaphragm to make timelapse movies, he points out. “In fact this method is more
portable and requires less mechanical equipment than the
automatic enclosure system inaugurated by Paul Ruckert.
However, the lighting, setting and background are better
controlled by the latter method.
“The apparatus I have built, following Ruckert’s design,
is entirely automatic in operation and will run day and
night exposing film at any pre-set interval. The photo¬
graphic result is almost as smooth as if made at normal
24 fps sound speed.
“The range of time intervals is sufficient for most timelapse photography requirements. The control consists of an
ordinary electric clock from which the face and hands have
been removed. A 6-inch aluminum disk is fastened to the
clock’s minute-hand shaft. The disk has 24 lugs or contact
points (small bolts) around its perimeter. These are re¬
movable so that a wide range of time-intervals can be set
1957

FIG. 3—Looking toward camera.

The two floodlamps used for illumina¬

tion are placed at either side of camera, are switched on automatically
when camera is triggered to make exposure.

up. When all 24 points are in place, the interval between
exposures is 21/2 minutes. By removing every other point,
the time interval is spaced out to 5 minutes, and so on.
By attaching the timer disk to the hour-hand shaft of the
clockwork, intervals of much greater length are possible.
“The proper interval to use for a photo study of plant
growth depends upon the subject, and only trial and error
can establish the interval that will render the best results.
For example, one of my first experiments was with seed
beans, which I photographed at a wide range of intervals.
I found that single-frame exposures at 10-minute intervals
produced ideal results with enough growth action of the
sprouts to hold an audience’s attention and at the same
time permit a detailed study of the growth process.
“For photographic illumination, I use two standard 150watt floodlamps, at either side of the camera, as shown in
Fig. 3. These are the same lamps that are used for outdoor
floodlighting, and have the reflector built into the lamp.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Electric Clock
Aluminum Plate
Wooden Stand
7.

FIG.

4—Diagram

of

Using two of these lamps enables me to shoot Kodachrome
Type A film at stops of f/8 to f/11.
here greater depth
of field is required, I add another lamp or two, which en¬
ables me to stop down the lens beyond f/11. However, it is
important not to create too much heat, which might well
disturb some plants and cause them to wilt. I found that
photoflood lamps burned out too readily and were there¬
fore impractical for this type of cinematography. By prop¬
erly positioning the mercury switch controlling the floodlamps, the interval during which they are lit is reduced to
the minimum, yet allows ample time for the camera shutter
control to operate within the illumination period.
“Both the illumination and shutter control contacts are
mounted on the cam wheel and are easy to synchronize with
the position of the enclosure lid—namely the moment of
complete exclusion of daylight," Herzfeld explained.
The drawings (Figs. 4 and 5) supplied by Herzfeld and
reproduced here showing the mercury switches, are self
explanatory. In all, three mercury switches are employed.
One is operated by the clock motor which regulates the
start of each time interval. This switch must be kept in the
“on" position long enough to allow the No. 2 Mercury
switch to be brought to “on" position by the cam wheel.
The current to the motor will then continue through the No.
2 switch until the cam allows the No. 2 switch to return to
“off" position. Prior to this, the No. 1 mercury switch,
operated by contact with the lugs on the clock disk, also
will have returned to the “off" position. This cycle begins
again as soon as the clock has moved the next disk lug far
enough to bring the No. 1 mercury switch to the “on"
position.
The third mercury switch on Herzfeld's apparatus turns
the lights on at the proper moment. It takes a bit of experi¬
menting, he says, to properly position these switches so
that the current flows through them at the right time—and
more important, for the correct length of time.
The shutter contact can be attached to the cam wheel so
that the solenoid operating the single-frame shutter lever
causes an exposure to be made by the camera as soon as the
lights are on.
A y8 HP motor coupled to reduction gears drives the
cam wheel at very slow speed (Fig. 3). The whole cycle of
moving the enclosure lid from open position to closed and
back again to “open” takes about 1Y2 minutes. The reduc¬
tion gears used here Herzfeld found in a government sur¬
plus store. “While a faster opening and closing cycle might
be desirable," he points out, “the extreme slow speed
minimizes vibration."
Herzfeld prefers the Cine Special camera for time-lapse
photography because of its focusing finder which operates
through the taking lens and makes it easy to line up and
(Continued on Page 43)

Sheet Metal Stand
Mercury Switch
Sheet Metal Strip

Lugs

interval

views and various components.

timer
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showing
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FIG.
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Counterweights

2.

Lever System

4*

Mercury Switch.

5—Diagram showing construction details of lid-dosing device

plus mercury switch for lights.
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CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long-forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It’s just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR TRIPOD
TR11-CEC0 SMALL GYRO
TRIPOD features "controlled
action". Has two speeds—
slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting. Especially
recommended for 16mm
Mitchell, 16mm Maurer,
B&H Eyemo and similar
cameras. Weight, 19 lbs.
Precision construction, also
used as gear head. Crank,
handles included.

The improved PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR with the removable head
—world standard of quality among tripods, now features the
following improvements: Simplified camera attaching method
with easily accessible knob. Double leg lock adjusting knobs,
self aligning—assures positive leg locking. Adjustable tele¬
scoping pan handle—makes it longer or shorter. Pan handle
sockets for left, right or reverse tilt. Sturdier construction of
tilt and pan locking levers. Cast in tie-down eyelets. NO
INCREASE IN PRICE. $1 5Q Q()

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS have cas
top flanges and upper leg portior
made of one-piece aluminum allo}
castings.
Lower legs are 1 Vi1
seamless steel tubes, hard-chromec
legs slide easily and have tie-rod
to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up. Accepts "Balanced" TV head,
Mitchell, other similar Professionol
^Tripod heads.

$600.00 COMPLETE

TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD
used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control pan
& tilt action.

$150.00
HEAD ONLY

COMPLETE

ADJUSTABLE COLLAPSIBLE ALUMINUM TRIANGLE insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs. Prevents slipping and damage
to floors.
Model C (illustrated) $29.50
Model B

(less clamps) $23.50

TH1-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter
for extremely low-mount set¬
ups; also used for title stands
and permanent mountings.
Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads.

TR12-CECO PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬
ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts
all Professional Jr. Tripod Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures 26" extended from floor
to flange, 18" collapsed. Weight 7 lbs.

TH11-PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is simil ar in construction
to Ceco Balanced TV head.
Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other cameras.
Spring-load
tilt assures that camera will
return
to
neutral
position
when lever is in unlocked
position. Built-in spirit level.

$425.00
HEAD
ONLY

$1350.00

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice

SALES

•

TH7-CEC0 BLIMP-TYPE GEARED
HEAD offers two-speed pan
and tilt—slow and fast. Pro¬
vides extreme tilts, can be
used as Freehead.
Supersmooth action, rugged con¬
struction. Ideal for use with
Mitchell BNC. Can be used
with
silent
cameras
with
bridge
plate.

SERVICE •

RENTALS

TH2-CEC0 NEW “BALANCED" TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity adjustable, offers smooth
tilt with 360° pan action, perfect balance.
Quick relase handle locks in position. Has
tension adjustment, built-in spirit level and
telescoping extension pan handle. Camera
moveable on top plate to counter-balance
film load or long lenses.
Tripod for "BALANCED” TV Head $140.00

FRANK

C.

$285.00 HEAD ONLY
TH3-CEC0 MICRO WAVE RELAY BEAI
REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabolo
up to 6-foot diameter. Withstand
torques of 225 ft pounds in elevatio
and 150 ft pounds in azimuth. Envi
ronmental treated for extreme weathe
conditions.

ZUCKER

(7flm€RH €c^uipm€nT(o.,inc.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

3 i Ttl IT

mm
Hr

mi[H
Conversion of 100 ft.

AURICON CINE VOICE
to 1200 ft. capacity.
iudes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision consion permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (1 1 min. running
;) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Includes in:lation of Veeder footage counter. We convert your present
ie Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with
'?rnal magazines.
Conversion-less magazines $450.00
itive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for
ill additional charge.

Only accurate meter that
measures all light sources,
including daylight. Measures
the proportionate amounts
of all 3 primary colors in the
light source, and indicates
the filters needed for positive
color correction. Product of
Photo Research Corporation.

Complete line of 16mm and 35 Cameras

With case and strap $305.00
With Kelvin scale $325.00

3-wheel portable

750-2000-5000 Watt

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

CONE LIGHTS

Illustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also
takes Professional Junior and most stand¬
ard tripods. You can’t beat it for light¬
weight convenience.
$300.00

Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.
750W-$75.
2000W-$110.
5000W-$175.00. Less stand.

RENTALS
*9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
*PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. “Electric Footage Timers
“Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.
“Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers.
“DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.
“Complete line of Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders”
Prices subject to change without notice.

Adjustable Collapsible

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE
Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to floors.
Phone
JUdson
6-1420

Model C (illustrated $29.50
Model B (less clamps) $23.50

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(JnmcRfl ^ouipmcm (o.jnc
Dept. A ^ 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 3«, N. Y.
JUdson 6-142

Filming
Assignment
On Formosa
Versatility and resourcefulness
proves assets to Army cinematographer
documenting progress of Chinese
Nationalist Army.

A

SPIDER-TURRET

and

152mm

Eyemo

camera

equipped

with

35mm,

50mm

lenses was used exclusively by Army cinematogra¬

pher Nicholas DiLoreto in documenting a record of the activities
of American

By

CLIFFORD

HARRINGTON

S

movies for the Army demands versatility—a
sort of jack-of-all-trades movie maker capable of bring¬
ing home results, no matter what the assignment. For Army
cinematographer Nicholas DiLoreto, of Winchester, Mass.,
assignment SPX-203 proved to be one of the most challeng¬
ing of his career as Army motion picture photographer at¬
tached to the Signal Overseas Communications Battalion’s
photo laboratory in Tokyo, Japan.
SPX-203 was the code number under which DiLoreto
was sent by the Army to cover a story on the Chinese Na¬
tionalist island of Formosa. His mission was the filming of
American military advisors working with the Chinese. These
men who are assigned to the Military Assistance Advisory
Group (MAAG) range from enlisted men to commissioned
officers. They work through interpreters in most military
operations with the Nationalists.
The job of documenting this work was dropped in DiLoreto’s lap. He was to be script writer, director, camera¬
man and caption writer rolled into one. Thanks to his
Army training he was well equipped to do all these jobs.
hooting

AN

ANTI-AIRCRAFT

gun

crew

in

training—one

of

the

many

se-

quences filmed on Formosa by Army cinematographer Nick DiLoreto.
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Nick, as he is known by his Army buddies, left the lab¬
oratory at Tokyo loaded down with his personal gear, a
spider-turret Eyemo, 25mm, 50mm, and 152mm lenses, a
Pro-Junior tripod and 4,000 feet of Dupont Superior #2
film. Additional film was to be shipped from Tokyo as he
needed it. He was flown to Formosa by the Military Air
Transport Service.
When he arrived on the island stronghold he was met with
the first of his major obstacles, rain. The second barrier,
which he was to meet shortly, was red tape.
Working through the local Public Information Office at
Taipei, DiLoreto began writing his shooting script and plan¬
ning the phases of MAAG work he was going to photo¬
graph. For each subject, location and date he was going
to film, he first had to obtain the permission of the MAAG
officer involved. Then he had to get the okay of each
Chinese Army officer in charge for clearance. The clear¬
ances were then sent back through channels to him. Be¬
cause of the security blanket placed on the subjects he
(Continued on Page 46)

NATIONALIST soldiers in gunnery practice—an important sequence
in the film

1957

for which DiLoreto used

DuPont negative.

EASTMAN
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MOTION PICTURE

FILMS
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RAY JUNE, ASC—“Mood must be a dom¬
inant

goal

in

any

cinematographic

technique:

un¬

dertaking.”

CHARLES
camera

LANG,

JR.,

becomes

the

ASC—.
discerning

.

his

eye

of

the artist."

J

AS NO TWO painters employ the
same techniques in putting a picture
on canvas, we rarely find two directors
of photography who think the same and
work the same in photographing a mo¬
tion picture. It is this individuality in
thinking and practice that makes Holly¬
wood’s cinematographers the artists they
are.
Students of cinematography look to
Hollywood’s directors of photography
for the guidance they need in the pur¬
suit of their cinematographic studies,
yet much of this must come from study¬
ing their work on the screen. Some cine¬
matographers
consider
their
photo¬
graphic approach sufficiently distinctive
to warrant secrecy, if not in its applica¬
tion at least in literary revelation—
which may explain why so many suc¬
cessful cameramen have never written a
book on cinematography. There are
others who consider every advancement
in cinematography a boon to be enjoyed
by and disseminated for the good of all
fellow craftsmen.
The innovations which marked the
late Gregg Toland’s photography of
“Citizen Kane” not oidy contributed to
the very great success of the picture,
but set a new standard in feature film
photography. The immediate result was
that other cinematographers adopted
Toland’s “deep focus” technique and
gave it new and interesting application.
In each cameraman’s respective “bag
of tricks” is something that can enhance
another’s work or prove the solution to
an immediate problem. If only all of
these “bags of tricks” could be emptied
on a table for all to see, study and
adapt!
ithin the membership roster of the
American Society of Cinematographers
are 44 directors of photography who
have won Academy Awards for achieve¬
ment in cinematography—some of them
more than once. Arthur C. Miller,
UST

'

ARTHUR

MILLER,

ASC—“The

secret

of

wearying your audience is to show him
everything!”

GEORGE J.
a

FOLSEY, ASC—“Shadows are

cinematographer's

best

friend.”

ERNEST HALLER, ASC—“Detail

is an im¬

portant factor in cinematography.”

OF HOLLYWOOD CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Every veteran Hollywood director of photography has his own
concept of how a picture should be photographed, and a shooting
technique that has proved successful over the years.

By

JOE

HENRY

A.S.C., past president of the Society, is
one of these. He won an “Oscar’ in
1942 for “How Green Was My Valley,’’
again in 1945 for “The Song of Berna¬
dette,” and a third in 1947 for “Anna
and the King of Siam.”
During Miller's more than a quartercentury experience in motion picture
photography, he evolved a definite phi¬
losophy of cinematography. The advent
of sound strengthened it. Voltaire wrote:
“The secret of wearying your reader is
to tell him everything.” Miller para¬
phrases it, “The secret of wearying
your movie audience is to show him
everything.”
Thus when shooting a picture, he
maintains an acute awareness that audi¬
ences have imagination. He plays to that
mass imagination with his camera and
lighting. The result is that the screen
never appears crammed with vivid, de¬
tailed depiction. It reveals just enough,
not a fraction more—and makes the aud¬
ience put its imagination into play.
Early in 1935, when he was photo¬
graphing “Black Sheep,” a singular cir¬
cumstance interrupted the smooth, rapid
flow of scenes from stage to film. The
immediate and ingenious solution is an
illuminating instance of reaching down
into one’s cinematic “bag of tricks.”
Most of the footage for this story de¬
picted action aboard an ocean liner at
sea. Studio sets were used, of course.
One scene called for an extreme long
shot embracing the ship's promenade
deck, two hundred and twenty feet in
length.
The lighting demands were interest¬

ing. All light had to enter the scene
from one side, simulating the brilliance
of reflections from the water. With the
camera ready to roll on this scene, it
was suddenly realized that a ship plow¬
ing through sea has a natural roll. How
to achieve this effect ? The set was built
on the solid floor of the studio. Rock¬
ing the camera wasn’t the answer.
So Miller dug down deep in his bag
of lighting legerdemain. He had no top¬
lighting; it was all side-lighting. He had
the lights re-mounted on hastily-con¬
structed see-saw devices. A small army
of electricians was recruited. They
manned the see-saw mounts and pushed
down in unison, elevating the lights.

Releasing their pressure, the lights de¬
scended. Against the scene’s two hun¬
dred and twenty feet the light rose and
fell with rhythmic regularity—and for
all the world, that ship was gently
rolling against the sea’s mirrored glit¬
ter.
When Ray June, A.S.C., returned to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio last month
after an absence of over a year, the oc¬
casion recalled some of the cinemato¬
graphic artistry which June had devel¬
oped and put into practice on that lot.
“Mood,” says June, “must be a domi¬
nant goal in any cinematographic un¬
dertaking.’’
(Continued on Page 54)
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Corrective Make-up
Aid To Cinematography
No matter what type of picture you are shooting
if there are people in it their appearance can
be improved by use of corrective make-up.

By

LEIGH

T

cinematographer working in a
production field other than Holly¬
wood feature films often does not have
the advantage of a competent make-up
department. But correct make-up is
equally important to the success of his
photography,
for
audiences
expect
people to look as professional in indus¬
trial, religious, training or other non¬
theatrical films as do the players in a
Hollywood production.
There is more to make-up than simply
coating the player’s face with grease
paint and powder to produce a satinsmooth complexion for the camera. Ever
he

36
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ALLEN

since the advent of motion pictures, cam¬
eramen and make-up artists have been
comparing make-up to retouching in
“still” portraiture. The comparison is a
good one, but slightly inaccurate: in re¬
touching, both the contour and texture
of the facial areas are rendered more
pleasing; in conventional make-up, we
deal almost exclusively with complexion
and texture, leaving the correction of
objectionable contours almost entirely
to the cinematographer and his lights.
That is all well enough, for the cine¬
matographer can, by painting with light
and shade, modify facial contours, ac-

•

January,
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centuate good features and conceal or
minimize bad ones to a remarkable ex¬
tent. To conceal an undesirable protrud¬
ing feature such as, for instance, a chin
that is beginning to sag, he endeavors to
keep that area in shadow. To minimize
wrinkles, he throws additional, very soft
light onto that portion of the face in or¬
der to eliminate wrinkle shadows.
In applying a “corrective ’ make-up,
the make-up artist uses essentially the
same means. Only instead of actual light
and shadow, he applies lighter or darker
make-up to produce essentially the same
result. In the case of the sagging chin,
he throws it, photographically, into
shadow by applying a slightly darker
shade of make-up to that area. In the
case of wrinkles, he produces the effect
of stronger, flatter lighting by applying
a lighter shade of made-up to that area,
so that even though the wrinkle, being
in a physical depression, receives less
light than the surrounding area of the
face, it will, because of its lighter tone,
reflect comparatively more light, bring¬
ing its photographic value into closer
parity with the rest of the face.
If the corrective make-up is properly
applied, it can be a really worthwhile
help to the cinematographer’s efforts at
corrective lighting, for a well-applied
corrective make-up should have much
the same corrective effect regardless of
the angle at which it is viewed or pho¬
tographed, whereas the corrective light¬
ing changes its effect in varying degrees
as the actor moves about. Used together
intelligently, these two means of correc¬
tion should supplement each other per¬
fectly, just as the still-photographer’s
lighting and the subsequent retouching
done on his portrait negatives supple¬
ment each other. Corrective make-up is
essentially a matter of skillfully retouch¬
ing the subject before, rather than after
the exposure is made.
But to do its work, the corrective
make-up must be applied skillfully, and
with a real understanding of what the
make-up artist and cinematographer are
trying to accomplish.
Perhaps the most common fault is
permitting the shadowing or the high¬
lighting to spread over adjoining areas
where it is not needed. This often hap¬
pens when the make-up man, after ap¬
plying his corrective coloring, attempts
to blend it in with the adjoining areas
by stippling, patting or even rubbing the
make-up. This may blend the two ad¬
jacent shades: but it also spreads the
corrective coloring so broadly that all its
effect is lost.
As an example of this, take an ordi¬
nary facial wrinkle. If you look at it
closely, you will see that it is virtually
a little canyon in the skin, fairly deep
and usually quite narrow. Speaking pho('Continued on Page 44)

need location
lighting...fast?
Call on Jack Frost, one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost's expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
41

Kipling Avenue South, Toronto, Canada
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NEW BOLEX
UNDERWATER
CASE
By

ALVIN

D.

ROE

FIG.

1—New

camera,
motor,

Bolex

provides
operating

Underwater

manual
shutter

camera

external
release,

case

controls
and

takes

for

setting

the

winding
lens

H-16
spring

diaphragm.

External scale shows f stop settings.

FIG.2—Scenes like these are easy to film with

the

Bolex H-16

mounted in the new Bolex water-tight case.

FIG.3—Rear
counter
grip,
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4—Here

camera
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fitted
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gears and baseplate prior to inserting
underwater case.
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increasing popularity of skin
diving has had its effect in stimulat¬
ing interest in underwater cinematog¬
raphy, especially among amateur movie
makers. Underwater photography, of
course, requires a waterproof housing or
“blimp” for the camera. Some of these
have been built by the amateur himself.
Water-tight camera cases for a wide
range of still and cine cameras are j
available from a Florida manufacturer.
Recently the makers of the Bolex ;
camera introduced an underwater cam¬
era case for the Bolex H-16 camera
which will function at depths down to
330 feet. It opens a wide new range of
movie making opportunities for all
Bolex H-16 camera owners, who now
can go hunting under water with their
cameras and photograph in color the
fascinating and visually exciting sea life
that surrounds them.
Few cine cameraists, of course, will
venture underwater to a depth of 330
feet; but the Bolex case has been built
to stand pressure at this depth mainly as
a safety factor for the user’s camera.
The case is a die-cast metal body. The
three most important controls on the
Bolex H-16—spring motor wind, shut¬
ter release, and diaphragm adjustment
—can be manually operated from outside the housing. A crank on the right
side of the case permits winding the
camera s spring motor.
Before the camera is placed inside the
underwater case, the regular hand crank
is removed and a gear mounted on the
crank shaft. This gear meshes with
another gear operated by the external
winding crank. Meshing of gears is
simple and positive each time the cam¬
era is inserted in the case.
he

j

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to

the

needs of

large

film

producers,

or small, feature or com¬

mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free

sound.

• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the

latest

SMPTE

stand¬

ards.
• It

serves

every

segment

of

motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
• Purchaser

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM,SYSTEM “A”

pay

is

not

royalties

on

required
footage

to

con¬

sumed.
with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is

an

engineering

achieve¬

BUT

MOST

OF

ALL,

the

MAG¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other

NASYNC

recorder.

contains exclusive features found

Has

recording,

playback,

oscillator circuits enclosed in
assemblies; easy
components;
mote

control

footage

17 Vi mm &

35mm

to all

motor

counter,

film-direct monitor switches.

bias

in

separate plug-in

accessibility

push-button

and

record-play

recorders,

yet

all

Trust your own ears—trust your

re¬

Sound

&

to

Available in 1 6mm,

priced from

other

line

carry low, low price tags.

amplifier

controls;

no

MAGNAPHONIC

Man's

judgment.

Switch

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

$2,145.00

(Continued on Page 41)

OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM "B” includes Model
G-932

microphone

mixer

with

2

channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is

a

film

completely
recording

detail.
as

synchronous

channel,

16mm

professional

MARK IX SYSTEM “C” includes Model

Magnetic
in

G-924

every

mote

in

Can be operated in "console" position,

shown,

or

stacked

as

one

unit.

microphone mixer and re¬
control

assembly

packaged

matching portable case.

Features

$2,520.00

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬

TYPE

5

features

built-in

Monitor

eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power

amplifier, separate overdrive torque

consumption.

motor,

Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Prices subject to change without

record

gain

playback control.

control,

Priced

and

from

$1,570.00

notice
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FIG.

6—Sighting

device

consist

of

simple

aiming

post and a tinted transparent plastic rectangle with
a hole indicating center.

Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd Sf„
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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Bright-Dim'' Photolamp Control

Home-made gadget eases eyestrain, lengthens lamp life.

By

N

JAMES

cameraman, himself,
but those who are the subjects in
his indoor movies will appreciate the
usefulness of the homemade ‘‘brightdim”'’ light control herein described. A
flick of the switch on the compact de¬
vice reduces the brilliance of the photo
lamps to a more tolerable degree of il¬
lumination during such picture-taking
preliminaries as selecting camera an¬
gle, focusing, rehearsing, etc. Only when
everything is in readiness for the “take,”
itself, need the lamps he restored to full
intensity by another flick of the same
switch. Reserving the normal illumina¬
tion of the photo lamps solely for brief
intervals of actual shooting, lengthens
the life of the lamps, and relieves your
subjects of unnecessary eyestrain.
Easily built with a few simple tools,
the handy device employs no rheostat
to falter or cease to function at a cru¬
cial time. Utilizing what is known in
electrical terminology as a “series-paral¬
lel” circuit, this photoflood control de¬
pends for its efficiency of operation on
ot

just

the

R .

OSWALD

lamps of equal current consumption be¬
ing used in conjunction with the two
receptacles provided. Proper balance is
established by connecting bulbs of the

The pictured version of the device
shows the components assembled in a
smartly styled metal case of the type de¬
signed to house electrical meters of vari¬
ous sorts. But while a sloping-panel cabi¬
net of this kind lends a note of distinc¬
tion and a professional-like appearance
to the model, it by no means is neces¬
sary for the successful functioning of
the unit. For, with the exception of a
possible sacrifice of looks, a woodmounted version of the photoflood con¬
trol will serve with equal satisfaction.
Regardless of your personal prefer¬
ence in the matter of design, the few7
simple parts comprising the basis of this
useful accessory can be procured from
radio supply companies such as Allied
Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chi¬
cago 80, Ill., or similar concerns. Some
of the parts may be obtained at hard¬
ware and 5 & 10 cent stores. A list of the
components follows:
“1 15-amp. double-pole, double-throw
toggle sw itch
2 “Amphenol” type AC sockets, or
equivalent
1 16 or 18 ga. rubber-covered line
cord of desired length, with con¬
ventional male plug attached to
one end

Line

w
o
o

FIG. 2—The nominal parts required are
illustrated
in

FIG.

1—Easily

built

with

tools, device employs no
izes
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“series-parallel”

few

simple

rheostat;

util¬

circuitry.
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accompanying

described

in

detail
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same type to both outlets. Thus, if a #1
photoflood is plugged into one of the re¬
ceptacles on the unit, another #1 must
be plugged into the other. Or, two #2
lamps may be used in like fashion, etc.
In this manner, when the control switch
is placed in the “bright”’ position, the
bulbs are wired independently, or in
“parallel, ” just as though connected to
any conventional AC outlet. But placing
the switch in the alternate “dim” posi¬
tion automatically rearranges the hook¬
up to that of a “series” circuit, with the
resultant drop in light intensity. There
are no cords to change; no complicated
controls to master; the switch is instan¬
taneous.
January, 1957
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1 Rubber grommet to fit above cord
1 Sloping-panel metal cabinet (op¬
tional)
'"Note: If this switch is purchased,
with a center “off” position, it serves
a dual purpose in enabling the photofloods to be extinguished completely be¬
tween the “dim” arid “bright” positions.
Wiring remains in accordance with the
diagram.
A model to be built along the com¬
pact lines illustrated is best wired as
much as practical before placing the
various parts into the case, thus avoid-

CAESAR-SALTZMAN
ing the need to work unnecessarily in
close quarters. It goes without saying
that all connections must be neat and
tight to avoid the danger of shorts. This
accomplished, the components are then
mounted in their respective holes drilled
or punched into the cabinet.
To accommodate additional photo
lamps in multiples of twos, one need
only use a larger cabinet and increase
the number of switch-and-receptacle
units correspondingly.
Assembly complete, all that is required
is to plug the line cord of the device
into your regular AC wall outlet, and
the photoflood lamps into the two recep¬
tacles on the unit, and you are ready for
business. Now, with the distress of eyestrain and its accompanying aggrava¬
tions minimized or eliminated entirely
for all concerned, indoor movie making
can become the pleasant pastime it
should be. And your photofloods will
last longer, too!

Special Effects Optical Printers
and Animation Equipment
• ANIMATION

• INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

• TITLES

• EDUCATIONAL MOTION PICTURES

• STILLS

• TV MOTION PICTURES

• CARTOONS

• ENTERTAINMENT MOTION PICTURES

TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY

ANIMATION AND SPECIAL
EFFECTS CAMERA STAND
Model No. II1-E

An intelligent approach to today’s
problems of TV commercials. It is
made to serve the multiple tasks of
the animation field to take angle
shots _ and zooms, matching zooms,
spinning, as well as countless other
photographic requirements. We man¬
ufacture a complete range of styles
and sizes.

BOLEX UNDERWATER CASE
(Continued from Page 39)

Setting the lens diaphragm is also ac¬
complished through a set of gears. A
collar, included as standard equipment
with the underwater case, is slipped
over the lens diaphgram ring and tight¬
ened with thumb screws. At the rear of
the collar is another gear which engages
a worm gear mounted inside the case.
Lens stops are changed by turning a
wheel mounted externally on the lower
left side of the case. The exact f/ stop is
shown clearly on a scale opposite the
control wheel and is easily read under
water by the operator.
Two collars are actually supplied with
the case. One fits the Switar 10mm f/1.6
wide angle lens, and the other will fit
either the Switar 16mm f/1.8 or the
Yvar 16mm f/2.8 wide angle lenses.
The shutter release is conveniently
located on top of the right hand grip
of the case and is easily operated by
thumb pressure. The release may be
locked by simply turning it clockwise.
The normal finder of the camera is
not used in underwater photography.
Instead, a parallax-corrected gunsight is
provided on the Bolex Underwater Case.
This is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of a
simple aiming post at the rear and a
tinted transparent plastic rectangle at
the front. The aiming post is lined up
with a hole in the plastic. The tint in the
plastic serves to increase viewing con¬
trast.
Inserting and removing camera from
the case is a simple operation. The cam¬
era can be removed from the case, the
film changed, and the camera replaced
(Continued on Page 43)

OPTICAL PRINTER FOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS WORK
Will print 4 times reduction to
4 times enlargement in one
continuous zoom. Complete au¬
tomatic focus. Many combina¬
tions of movement and optical
effects available.
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Headquarters for Professional Photographic Equipment Since 1920
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BOLEX UNDERWATER CASE
(Continued from. Page 41)

in something less than a minute. Key to
this efficient, time-saving operation is the
specially-designed baseplate (Fig. 4)
which is first attached to the camera.
A simple lever secures the base to the
housing and the camera is secure. The
next step is placing the lid on top. A
single lever holds this in place, and a
fully water-tight closure is effected.
With the Bolex H-16 camera finding
increasing use among producers of pro¬
fessional 16mm films, its professional
use is certain to be extended to under¬
water photography, thanks to this effi¬
cient new underwater case. Most of the
big camera stores have the case in stock
or can get it for you quickly on special
order.

TIME-LAPSE APPARATUS
(Continued from Page 29)

and focus upon his subjects. In addi¬
tion. the powerful spring of this cam¬
era's motor enables photography to pro¬
ceed for long intervals before rewinding
is necessary. Shooting a frame at a
time at ten minute intervals requires
seven hours to expose one foot of film.
All of the components of the appa¬
ratus are mounted o na base 2-ft. by
4-ft., made of l^-inch plywood, which
is reinforced underneath with 2" x 2"
battens.
The enclosure, which is 2-ft. high and
2-ft. wide, is made of plywood also—
the top is 1/2-inch and the sides 1/4-inch
material, reinforced with 2" x 2" bat¬
tens. The sides are cut diagonally, as
shown in the photographs. The top sec¬
tion is fastened to a supporting frame
of 2-by-2s by means of a piano-type
hinge. The supporting frame is braced
with sections of angle iron and bolted
to the plywood base.

We know our way
around in the dark—►

Two lengths of quarter-inch strapiron 4-ft. long are bolted to the top
edges of the enclosure and serve to hold
the counterweights as well as part of the
lever system which operates the en¬
closure top. The arms of the lever sys¬
tem are also made of the same material
and are fitted with brass bearings at
the joints. The camera is set in motion
for single-frame exposures by means
of a battery-powered solenoid attached
to the single frame release.
As may be seen from the photos,
Herzfeld’s equipment is well-engineered,
considering that all he had to go by was
Paul Ruckert’s photos and the text of
his descriptive article.
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SHOOTING THE CINE-VOICE HAND-HELD
(Continued from Page 27)

the throng that greeted him. My assist¬
ant could have interviewed the Presi¬
dent as he stepped from the plane. And
when the President's car started the
trip to town, I could have jumped into
the press car ahead—an open convert¬
ible—along with the other newsmen and
made shots with sound as the President
acknowledged the plaudits of the throngs
gathered on both sides of the street.”
Naturally a camera unit such as this
is somewhat heavier than an Eyemo,
but the advantages outweigh the dis¬
advantages of extra weight. For others
wishing to streamline their Cine-Voice
camera operations to the hand filming
level. Murphy recommends the motor¬
cycle storage battery as the best source
of power. However, there is another
type battery on the market which is
smaller and uses silver plates.
This,
along with the power converter which
weighs less than two pounds, can all
be put into the same carrying case that
supports the Cine-Voice amplifier. It
sounds like a lot to carry, but Murpthv
doesn't seem overburdened in the ac¬
companying photo which shows him
ready for action on a newsreel assign¬
ment.

... where we do

"I find this equipment most advan¬
tageous when shooting speakers at din¬
ners and indoor functions,” says Mur¬
phy. “It saves hours of setup time. I
can shoot from any place on the floor.

There is no longer need to search for
AC outlets, then run a hundred-foot
length of cable to the camera.”
When feasible, Murphy always shoots
with his camera mounted on a tripod,
with the amplifier and battery under it.
The outfit is so compact, that setting
up and breaking down again later re¬
quires so little time that he can get
his shots and have the film in the lab¬
oratory before many other news men
have their cameras knocked down and
put away.
To ease the chore of carrying the
amplifier, battery, etc., in a shoulder
bag, Murphy is now designing a com¬
pact carry-all in the form of a wooden
box on casters, with a rope attached
that will enable him to pull it along
behind him as he moves from setup to
setup. But for working in tight places,
such as crowds, restricted areas, etc., the
pack on the back or over the shoulder
is still the best bet, says Murphy.
As for the additional equipment
needed for a “conversion” such as his,
a 6-volt motorcycle battery can be pur¬
chased from most service stations or
auto parts stores. The power converter
can be had at any Radio Parts store
for around $8 to $10. These are the same
converters that are sold for operating
110-volt AC electric shavers from the
cigarette lighter receptacle in auto¬
mobiles.

some of our best work.
CORRECTIVE MAKE-UP
(Continued from Page 36)

• RCA Sound Recording
• Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and
Black-and-White
• Magnetic Laminating

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Ave., N. E.
Washington 2, D. C.
LAwrence 6-4634
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tographicallv, the reason the camera
sees it as a canyon is because the higher
areas on both sides of the wrinkle re¬
flect a great deal of light, while the sides
and bottom of the canyon, being in the
shadow, reflect much less light. If we
throw a strong, flat light straight into
the canyon, we light up these ordinarily
shadowed areas, and as both the wrinkle
and the adjacent areas reflect substan¬
tially the same amounts of light into
the lens, the wrinkle is apparently
erased.
A good corrective make-up does the
same thing. Only, instead of using light
itself, a lighter, more reflective shade
of make-up is applied to the bottom and
side-walls of the little canyon, so that
their reflectivity is brought to a level
close to that of the adjacent flat skinareas.
But if the make-up man tries to blur
the highlighting into the tone of the rest
of the face, or applies it too broadly,
what happens? The highlighting, instead

•
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of being confined to the depressed areas,
where it is beneficial, is spread to a
greater or lesser extent over the adjoin¬
ing areas, where it is emphatically not
needed. As a result, he is brought
back to his original starting-point again:
the wrinkle and its surrounding skinarea have the same reflective value, and
the wrinkle, being physically recessed,
receives and reflects proportionately less
light to the lens than does the surround¬
ing flat area, so it still photographs as a
wrinkle. In fact, he is probably worse
off than he was at the start, for he has
produced a blurred streak of lighter
tone than the surrounding make-up,
somewhat wider and longer than the
original blemish he sought to correct.
No wonder the director of photography
takes one look at the result and declares
loudly that he can’t and won’t photo¬
graph such a streaky caricature or a
make-up!
The same thing naturally can and
does occur when shadowing is used to

tone down a protruding area. The
darker-toned make-up must be placed
with precision, on exactly the areas that
are to be subordinated, and nowhere
else. Otherwise the same result will en¬
sue: a blob of darker make-up which
not only does not correct the fault it is
intended to remedy, but which photo¬
graphs as an obvious dark spot or streak.
To do a really correcting job of cor¬
rective make-up, the make-up artist must
he exactly that—an artist, working with
a good, solid understanding not only
of make-up, but of photography, light¬
ing, drawing and sculpture. Above all,
he must apply it with the greatest of
precision, in fine strokes, rather than
broad, careless ones. If this is done,
corrective make-up can very quickly
prove its worth as a very positive help
to good cinematography.
The same technique can be applied to
color make-up, whether for Technicolor,
Eastman Color, Kodachrome, or any
other process. Its value in color photog¬
raphy is ever greater, for here we have
not only light, shade and form, but color
as well with which to work. Like correc¬
tive monochrome make-up, the corrective
make-up for color must be handled with
precision, but if it is so applied, it can
prove its worth even more quickly.
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Magnetic Sound Attachment for Moviola Synchronizer
Complete units feature magnetic head mount,
six-foot cable for magnetic head, and a
high-gain amplifier.
The Magnetic Head
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DOLLY SHOTS IN MINIATURE
(Continued from Page 25)

approximately 250 setups. Grip Arthur
Garvin was presented with some unique
problems himself. One shot called for
a scene of an engine smoke stack puff¬
ing away as the train sped down the
tracks. To ease the task of keeping the
camera equidistant from the moving
locomotive, Garvin attached a batten
to the front coupling of the engine and
joined it to the Eyemo camera bracket
on the rig. As the locomotive moved
under its own power, it simply pulled
the camera along with it. This same
device was used for closeups of the
locomotive’s driving wheels.
Cloud
formations on a cyclorama background
were changed regularly, but this proved
to be a simple chore. Scouring powder
and a wet sponge provided the effect.
U.P. RAILROAD CAMERAMAN JACK PATTERSON SHOOTS ABE SCHILLER OF THE FLAMINGO
LAS VEGAS STANDING IN FRONT OF THE NEW UNION PACIFIC “CITY OF LAS VEGAS."

IN
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The mobile camera rig straddled the
set in any position. The camera support
moved freely and permitted a rapid ac¬
celeration of the camera itself, a physi¬
cal impossibility with more conventional
camera dollies. The Eyemo trucked with
the moving trains and performed zooms,
dolly and follow shots with ease. Scenes
show the trains coming through tunnels
and signal bridges from a head-on van¬
tage point. The resultant footage com¬
bined with authentic sounds, gives the
model trains a realistic appearance.

superior quality without involving an
outfit of great weight and bulk.

We

like to use the ARRIFLEX because of
its extreme flexibility—on a tripod or
hand held.
And

they
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(Continued from Page 32)
wanted to film, these transactions took
longer than he had expected. When
they were finished the resulting papers,
written both in English and Chinese,
filled a large envelope.
Rain now was his biggest headache.
During the first weeks on the island,
rain would have kept him from shoot¬
ing had he been cleared to do so. As
the filming started, DiLoreto became
skilled at setting up and shooting be¬
tween showers.
The Chinese army appointed Nation¬
alist officers to accompany DiLoreto.
They acted as observers, liaison men
and interpreters. The Army photogra¬
pher worked with many such officers
during his stay on Formosa. Among
them were an Air Force Major, an
Army Captain and a Navy Lieutenant.
The ever-important clearance papers
were carried by the Chinese officer as¬
signed to him each day.
After obtaining a Jeep and a Chinese
driver who spoke no English, DiLoreto
set out to get his story on film. The
areas in which the action was to be
filmed were spread over half the island.
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EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,
Exclusive U. S.
Distributor
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Often DiLoreto and his “crew” would
leave Taipei at dawn and return after
dark.
On one occasion DiLoreto planned to
film an American PFC working with
four Nationalist officers at a VHF radio
transmitting and receiving site. This
would have been easy if the site had
not been located in a remote area on
the side of a mountain.
DiLoreto had procurred two 1000watt floodlamps from the local Signal
Corps unit to illuminate the inside of
the shack which housed the radio equip,
ment. With all his gear packed into
two Jeeps, DiLoreto and his crew
bumped three-fourths the way up the
mountain to where the road ended.
Here the Chinese officer took charge
and commandered the services of four
Nationalist enlisted men to haul the
photographic equipment the rest of the
way up the mountain.
After hiking for almost an hour, the
group arrived at the site and Nick set
up his lights and camera in a room
approximately 9 x 12 feet. A Chinese
electrician hooked up the floodlights to
a generator used to supply power for
the radio equipment. When the lights
were turned on it was discovered that
they were reflected in the only window
in the room. Because of the cramped
quarters, the camera could not be

16 MM

35 MM

the Westrex Editer
The film editing machine which won
an Academy Award
•

No intermittent • Plays negatives safely • Least film damage

•

Rotating prism permits slow lap dissolve of picture

•

Quiet operation • Automatic fast stop • Easy threading

•

Picture-sound synchronization while running or stopped

•

Photographic and single or multiple magnetic sound

•

Footage and seconds counters • Framing control

•

Projection viewing for Cinemascope or Standard films

Westrex Corporation
Dept. D 111 Eighth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
Hollywood Division: 6601 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.
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LAB-TV
Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Write for Circular

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone jack in camera and complete re¬
finishing . . . Quick
service
. . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:

moved and still get the shots needed.
The American GI at the site took care
of the situation when he turned up
with a curtain to cover the window.
In the afternoon the equipment was
carried back down the mountain and
the crew returned to Taipei. The net
result was 300 feet of exposed him.
Nick considered this experience a suc¬
cessful day’s shooting. Many times
later he put in as much time and ef¬
fort with even less him to show for his
efforts.
On another occasion which required
the use of photofloods, DiLoreto found
the current he was using varied almost
constantly. He was set up in a building
in which an American Sergeant was
conducting a class in cable splicing. To
get enough current to operate the
lamps a cable had to be stretched to
another building. After the setup was
made, the lights would burn dim for
several minutes and bright for a time.
Nick had to wait until the lights would
grow bright, take a meter reading and
shoot before the lights dimmed again.
This method of filming continued until
he finished the sequence.
For the outdoor shooting, Nick had
to readjust his visual calculations for
exposure. As an Army cameraman he
has been trained to estimate exposures
and not depend on an exposure meter.
In Japan the basic exposure for Su¬
perior #2 is about f/16. In Formosa,
however, it was necessary to stop the
lens down to nearly f/22 on the rare

occasions when the day was bright and
sunny.
Keelung, the chief seaport of For¬
mosa, has been described as the rainiest
city in the world. Showers occur al¬
most every day. It was here that Nick
had to shoot several important se¬
quences. The problem was to determine
from Taipei when the weather was go¬
ing to be clear at Keelung. He finally
gave up his attempts at weather pre¬
diction and sat it out at Keelung, wait¬
ing for a few minutes of sunshine.
Later he heard from a friend that the
day after he had finished his last shot
it started raining and continued pour¬
ing for two weeks.
DiLoreto was familiar with the re¬
sults of humidity on cameras from his
experience in Japan. But on Formosa
the problem was even worse. He often
had to wipe condensation from the in¬
side of his camera when he changed
rolls of film. During the periods be¬
tween showers, the sun would dry out
the earth and then there would be a
dust problem to face. Luckily, he had
no problems with moisture affecting his
film.
During this assignment, the Army
photographer had several close brushes
with death. One instance was the time
he was set up to shoot an anti-aircraft
gun crew in training. He had explained
carefully through his interpreter that
he was going to film the action. He
planned to photograph the gun as it
wheeled around and the muzzle pointed

MAGNETIC-OPTICAL PAGEANT PROJECTOR

Bass Camera Co., Chicago; Brooks Cameras,
San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.; Har¬
old's, Sioux Falls S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas,- Lloyd's Camera Shop, Holly¬
wood, or write direct to:

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055
We
Film o

Ridgecrest

Rd.,

Dallas,

Texas

give

immediate
service
on
Auricon
repairs.
We add a critical focuser
any turret Cine-Voice.

&
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FILM CEMENT
FOR ALL TYPES OF FILM

A FABULOUS NEW CEMENT THAT
GUARANTEES YOUR SPLICES WILL
HOLD... PERMANENTLY!
1 Oz. 40c
1/2 Pt. si.50
1 Pt. $2.50
Please include Postage trith order.

THE NEW Kodascope Pageant Sound Projector, Magnetic-Optical Model, permits addition of

Write for free sample.

background music and narration to business and industrial films without special equipment

CAUTION: Will not mix with other film cements.

FLORMAN & BABB
68 WEST 45th ST.. N. V. C. 36
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or sound studios.

In over-simplified terms, this “do-it-yourself” projector combines the prin¬

ciples of a tape recorder and a movie projector into one compact, portable unit which makes
sound movies as inexpensively as most silent movies.
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It is priced at $795.

into the lens. He had his camera sta¬
tioned on an embankment above the
gun, and he started it as the barrel re¬
volved his way. Suddenly, an American
officer who had been standing nearby
yelled, “Stop!”

MILLER

^yQction

TRIPOD HEAD

DiLoreto hit the dirt and looked up
to find that the Chinese soldiers had
actually put a live round of ammuni¬
tion in the weapon in their enthusiasm
for a realistic performance. All the
gunner would have had to do was re¬
lease the trigger to blow Nick to obliv¬
ion. Although he was shaken by the
experience, he got back to work and
ground out the sequence.
Although the assignment was tough
at times, it also had its lighter mo¬
ments. As Nick prepared to film a pole
lineman’s class being conducted in an
open field, he heard the heavy tread of
marching feet. He turned about and
saw nearly 200 Nationalist soldiers
marching onto the field. As they came
abreast of him, the commanding officer
gave a flanking command and they
marched toward him. Suddenly, the
men halted and in a body seated them¬
selves on low stools, which are part of
each Chinese soldier’s equipment.
Nick hurriedly asked through his in¬
terpreter what the men were doing
there. The report soon came back. The
men were there to watch him shoot
movies. With 200 pairs of eyes scruti¬
nizing his every move, Nick became un¬
nerved. He did not want the men watch¬
ing him, but he could not tell them to
leave. Finally he hit upon a solution to
the problem. He moved his camera and
included the men in the picture. He
picked certain soldiers for closeups. He
had complete cooperation and in a
small way won a diplomatic victory.
The men were pleased to work as
actors. When he had finished filming
and had thanked the officer and his
men, the whole group stood
and
cheered. As he left, shouts of “Ding
How” followed him.
Perhaps the most thrilling sequences
were those Nick shot of a class making
its first parachute jump from a C-46
plane. This class was instructed by an
American Lieutenant Colonel who be¬
lieved in leading the men he taught.
He was the first man to jump from the
plane.
This chute-jumping sequence began
with shots of the Nationalist soldiers
packing their own chutes. Next, Nick
with his Eyemo was buckled into a
parachute and sent aloft with the men
to get shots of them from inside the
plane. Here his 25mm lens proved in¬
valuable in the crowded aircraft.
He shot closeups of the men making
last minute checks of their equipment.
The men needed no prompting on how
to act when confronted by a camera.
Their work was of such a serious nature

WORLD’S
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AURICON-PRO OWNERS

CONVERSION
200-FT. TO 400-FT. CAPACITY
•

No external

•

No change

magazines or belts

•

Daylight loading

•

No changing

•

Uses same reliable sync motor

•

Low,

in

loading film
bag

or

loading

hooks

low noise level

Complete

Conversion

that the tension showed in their faces.
Before the first run over the jump
area, DiLoreto scrambled over the
backs of the seats to station himself
next to the open door. He picked up
closeups of the men as they hit the
silk. On the second run he moved back
and got his long shots. Afterward, he
set up his camera on the ground and
shot another class jumping. These shots
completed the sequence.
Toward the end of the drop, DiLoreto got the most unique shot of the
film. Two of the men who jumped from
the plane collided as they floated earth¬
ward. They clung to each other, and
one for some unexplained reason pulled
the rip cord of his second chute. Nick
managed to capture this unusual sight
of two men with three parachutes.
During the four months of shooting,
Nick had been gathering detailed cap¬
tion information. By the time he was
ready to return to Tokyo, he had
amassed enough material to cover

twenty-five typewritten pages.
During the last weeks of shooting,
he had to keep one eye on the calendar
as he worked. The typhoon season was
fast approaching. He had to rush to
finish. On the morning he was sched¬
uled to leave, the rains of the first big
storm of the season hit. His plane left
in the early afternoon and as it winged
its way back to Japan, the typhoon
clung to its tail.
The success of the photographer’s
mission was known several weeks later
when the critique arrived from the first
of his shipments of film to the Army
Pictorial Center in Long Island, New
York. It read in part, “This consign¬
ment from Formosa on military assist¬
ance is of consistently excellent pic¬
torial quality and story value. . . .
Cameraman’s approach to each subject
reveals methodical prior planning. . . .
DiLoreto should be commended on the
exemplary standards of cinematography
evident in this consignment.”

Only

$165.00
Send
One

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

in Your Camera—Fast Service!

Year

Guarantee

on

Your

Conversion!

Several complete Auricon-Pro cameras
available at $1295.00 with amplifier
sories.

(Continued from Page 14)
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Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

1*1^
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• •

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras; Bell & Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAR Proiluets €orp.
926 E N. Citrus Ave.

•

Hollywood 38, Calif.
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Will

it

also

fit

an

Cine-Special Model I?

I

have tried a

Berthiot lens, but this does
the

fit

with

turret

removed

and

a

single-lens

plate “C” mount in position.

The

for

stud

the

400

feet of

Auricon

turret

interferes.

smaller zoom lens made on

order of Zoomar.

Established

■

turret?

not

there a

)FILM

_

with

Eastman Kodak

film

without

Is
the

(3) Please tell me how
can

be

loaded

altering

the

in

the

camera

when no external magazines are used?—

R. H. P., Binghamton, IS.Y.

(1) Varifocal lenses are not new, al¬
though the first American-made Zoomar
did not appear until 1947. Zoom lenses
available prior to that time were costly
and had only a limited professional
use.
At present there are two principal
manufacturers
of zoom-type lenses:
Zoomar. Inc., Glen Cove, Long Island,
New York, makes a complete line of
Zoomars for both film and television
cameras, and even for 8mm cameras.
A coupled wide-vision finder is an in¬
tegral part of each Zoomar lens, giving
an image whose apparent field does not
change.
The Zoomar ‘*16” is equipped with a
Kodak types “S” mount. (This is the
standard mount for the Cine-Special.)
For cameras having other than “S”
mount, adapters are available. The
zoom range is from 25mm to 75mm.
A zoom range extender mounted be¬
tween lens and camera will increase
this range to from 50mm to 150mm,
with an exposure factor of two stops.
Short range adapters are available for
focusing at distances less than 8 feet.
Maximum aperture is f/2.8.

January, 1957

More recently the
French
firm,
Berthiot, has placed on the market its
Pan-Cinor zoom lens, which is marketed
through Paillard Products, Benjamin
Berg, and Kling Photo Corp. The
original Model 60 Pan Cinor was
equipped with a Kodak “S” mount and
had a coupled viewfiinder. The current
model, available in two ranges, is fitted
with a prism which reflects a viewing
image from a tiny mirrored spot placed
on the axis of the lens. A very small
part of the light is diverted to the view¬
ing tube, with no significant loss of
definition at the film plane. Finder
parallax is eliminated, but focusing
through the lens is not possible as the
reflex image is universally sharp owing
to the optics of the system.
The Pan-Cinor Model 70 has a zoom
range from 17.5mm to 70mm, with a
maximum aperture of f/2.2. Model 100
has a zoom range from 25mm to
100mm, with a maximum aperture of
f/3.4. Supplementary lenses are avail¬
able for focusing at distances less than
the minimum calibration of about 7
feet.
Adapters are available to fit the Pan
Cinor to any 16mm camera. (At this
point, we should mention the new f/3.8
Pan Cinor for 35mm cameras, which
has a zoom range from 38.5mm to
150mm. It is not presently equipped
with a prism type finder. Another f/3.8
Pan Cinor having a range from 60mm
to 240mm is reliably said to “be in the
works.”)
On a very few 16mm cameras some

Continuous projection process makes it
SAFE for originals and fine grain masters
any speed by foot pedal or switch. True opti¬
cal system of a 12-surfaced rotating prism
ideal for daylight viewing. Less noisy than
conventional machines. Sound synchronizing
possible whether machine is running or
stopped. May be equipped with built-in film
counter. Console on top of attractive desk
contains 8" speaker, screen and 4 w ampli¬
fier. Many other wonderful features. Avail¬
able in both 16 mm and 35 mm models.
Every busy film editor will say it’s the an¬
swer to a prayer. See the Precision Film
Editor today.

No longer do you have to defer editing until
duplicates are made. The Precision Film
Editor is so machined that no portion of the
film except the sprocket holes, comes into
contact with any surface. Permits several
persons to view a clear, flickerless 7" x 9"
picture under any studio or telecasting situa¬
tion—without time loss for modification or
special setup.
Electromotor drive with a stepless variable
gear. Ratio of 1:28 permits filmspeed varia¬
tion between 2-56 fps. Ratchet action indi¬
cates 24 fps. Direction can be reversed at
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.,mc.
Deot. A

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6*1420

adjustment is necessary when mounting
any of the zoom lenses because the zoom
finder must clear the left side of the
camera. For example, when fitting a
Zoomar to either the Mitchell “16” or
the Bell & Howell 70DL, the finder can
be set at an angle of 45° and its frame
plate reset; or a flat door may be used
on the Bell & Howell camera.
(2) Any of the zoom lenses mention
can be mounted on the Auricon-Pro
200, using a “C” mount adapter. The
weight of such a lens calls for extra
precaution in preventing accidental ro¬
tation of the turret.
In fitting a zoom lens to the CineSpecial Model I with “C” mount plate,
it is suggested that the Zoomar be
chosen, as its rear diameter is only a
little larger than the “C” mount adapter
required.
(3) The reader apparently refers to
one of the conversions being marketed
for the Auricon Cine-Voice camera or
for the Auricon-Pro 200 where larger
film magazines are fitted to these
cameras and made a part of the con¬
version. In such instances, special belts
and/or torque motors handle the takeup problem induced by the larger film
capacity. Several producers of these
conversions
advertise
regularly
in
American Cinematographer and it is
suggested that the reader inquire direct
for further details.
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MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican
ing

Cinematographer
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or

omission of issues. Thank You.

—American Cinematographer

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from Wi to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
•

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes

•

•

Self-Contained Plumbing

Filtered Air Supply

_

•

Cantilever Construction

FRANK C. ZUCKER

•

Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

(JflmeRH Couipmcm (a,me.

•

Ball Bearing Gearbox

•

Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

Other models available. Write for literature.

PlCTo-sCOPE*
NEW TRIPLE-PURPOSE ANAMORPHIC LENS
IBBMg

Professional
List $40.00

Imperial
List $50.00

Imperial F.M.
List $75.00

PICTO-SCOPE anamorphic lenses will work on any 16mm or 35mm
motion picture camera or projector. Excellent for color or black-andwhite photography.
The “Imperial F.M." model is made for 35mm theatre projection; can
also be used on a 35mm camera.
PICTO-SCOPE is compatible with CinemaScope
"Trademark

THE PICTORIAL COMPANY
2910 Broad Street

•

New Castle, Indiana

INDOOR LIGHTING
One of the most practical lighting ac¬
cessories for the amateur is the clamp
light. This consists of a standard light
socket mounted on a strong spring
clamp, which may be used to mount it
on a light stand, or any convenient
piece of furniture. Reflectorflood bidbs
may be screwed directly into the socket
of the clamp light. For Photofloods
however, you will have to buy a small
reflector which screws onto the clamp
light socket. Ten inch reflectors suitable
for use with #1 and $2 Photofloods may
be purchased for less than a dollar in
any camera store. Most Reflectorflood
lamps and Photoflood lamps burn at a
color temperature of 3,400 Kelvin.

DOCTOR MAKES OWN
SURGICAL FILM; ADDS
SOUND FROM TAPES
Skin-planing is a technique employed
by dermatologists and plastic surgeons
for removing pits, scars, and similar
blemishes from the face. Since it per¬
mits of certain variations in technique,
it is an operation of unusual interest to
doctors, and is widely discussed at der¬
matologic meetings.
To illustrate his own particular meth¬
od, Dr. Dan J. Kindel of Cincinnati has
made a 16mm soundfilm. As soon as it
was completed it was shown to 200 mem¬
bers of the Central Dermatological Soci¬
ety and the Ohio State Medical Associa¬
tion. The film was received enthusias¬
tically, and has traveled considerablv in
the ensuing months.
Dr. Kindel filmed the picture in his
office. The camera was mounted rigidly
at a distance of two feet from the pa¬
tient’s face, and was operated by a
nurse. Action shown included the spray¬
ing of ethyl chloride on the skin, use of
an air blower to promote the freezing

OUTSTANDING COLOR PRINTS FROM NEW EASTMAN 5269 DUPING STOCK

Electronic or Optical Sound Printing Optional
6039 Hollywood Blvd.
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Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

scratch film. Put this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your
editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".

(?nni€Rfl €ouipmenT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd Street,

New York 36, N. Y.
effect of the spray, and the operation it¬
self, which involves a motor-driven wire
brush revolving at 12,000 r.p.m.
Most of the footage was shot with a
1-inch f/1.9 lens. A medium-beam Pho¬
tospot was hung directly above the pa¬
tient’s face at a distance of 24 inches.
Exposure was f/5.6 at 24 f.p.s. The
closeups were interspersed with shots of
the general setup. For these a wideangle lens was employed; two Photo¬
spots furnishing the illumination.
In putting sound on his film. Dr.
Kindel used two tape recorders. Actual
sounds of the air blower and revolving
brush were taped, as was the commen¬
tary. Both tapes then were fed into the
202. All scenes in the film had been
timed with a stop-watch, and the com¬
mentary and other sounds were fitted
accordingly. This recording procedure
worked so well that Dr. Kindel is using
it in making subsequent films.
end
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DESIGNERS

When lighting for mood in a motion
picture, we need not depend entirely
upon illumination from visible light
sources. Some very striking effects can
be achieved with light coming through
a window or an open doorway. These
invisible sources afford a wonderful op¬
portunity to experiment with colored gel¬
atins. The light coming through the win¬
dow can be changed from sunlight to
moonlight merely by using a different
gelatin in front of the lamp.

JUdson 6-1420

AND

ENGINEERING COMPANY
763 Tenth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

MANUFACTURERS
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FOR
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AND
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WANTED

35mm MITCHELL HIGH SPEED CAMERA
We are interested in buying “like new" 35mm Mitchell High Speed
camera with magazines, view finder, matte box, high speed motor and
follow focus.

Box 5700, American Cinematographer
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TECHNIQUES OF HOLLYWOOD CINEMATOGRAPHERS
(Continued from Page 35)

C I N E K A D
Synchronous Motor Drive

for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.
The synchronous motor drive can be instantly

When striving constantly for the
proper pictorial mood, June believes
that the cinematographer cannot escape
humanism in his work. The bleakness of
loneliness is not to be endured in mo¬
tion pictures. If man is absent in the
scene, consciousness and life are there,
nevertheless. If the idiom of today has
been utilized, we may all read in our
common language an unblurred message
in every cinematographic interpretation.
There is no reason why this should not
appeal to the masses, June points out.
“In the tastes of the many is a fund of
detail, suitable for expression as any
subject which could be conjured in the
mind. Detail is valuable to remind us

that we walk upon the soil; but the true
greatness resides in unrelated detail.
Here the cinematographer shows his
greatest ability in creating originality.
And originality in cinematography is
not only necessary and vital, but it is
stimulating to the minds of the audience.
Charles B. Lang, Jr., A.S.C., who
studied to become an attorney and then
changed his plans to become a cinema¬
tographer, has, beneath his calm exter¬
ior, the same gripping vitality and dy¬
namic energy that marks his cinema¬
tography. He won an Academy “Oscar"'
in 1934 for the photography of “A Fare¬
well to Arms.” (Cont’d on next page.)

attached to projector and taken off at any
time.

No

special

technical

knowledge

re¬

quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with

SCANOSCOPE—NEW ANAMORPHIC LENS

base-plate, Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.

Write for more details and prices
Also available on special order. Synch. Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING COMPANY
763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLaza 7-3511

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

S

is the tradename of a new
anamorphic filming system which
makes possible the use of any standard
35mm camera lens in a completely com¬
patible fashion with the Scanoscope ana¬
morphic lens to produce super-wide
screen motion pictures of the CineaScope
type. A feature of the system is that
both the camera lens and the anamor¬
phic may be focused simultaneously in
a single operation.
CANOSCOPE

In the photo below, the Scanoscope
anamorphic lens is pictured with four
standard focal-length lenses which have
been mounted in special holders that
couple with the Scanoscope lens. Foeus-

ing is effected by rotating the lens
mounts.
The mechanical arrangement of the
Scanoscope with relation to the camera
lens permits absolute accuracv in align¬
ment. Optical design of the anamorphic
system is said to be unique in that the
correction of all aberrations has been
carried out to a point where they are
much lower than the residuals present
in the camera lens. Vignetting has been
reduced to a minimum by employment
of two air spaces in the optical arrange¬
ment of the anamorphic.
Scanoscope is distributed by Camera
Equipment Company, 315 West 43rd
Street, New York, N. Y.

FILM DRYER
. Motor driven-—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.
S1

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

Heady-Eddy
U.

S.

4K

Registered Trademark

HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time?” etc, etc.
A MUST FOR EVERY¬
ONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.

$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered

in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or write—
READY -EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

SCANOSCOPE anamorphic lens (center) shown with four standard camera lenses which have
Conn.

been mounted in

special holders that couple them with the Scanoscope lens.

both lenses is accomplished simultaneously by rotating the lens mounts.
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Focusing of

of the furnishings—everything that has
a direct bearing on the photography.
For when a cinematographer has a clear
picture in advance of his sets, the story
and the characters, he is able to pre¬
plan his lighting and camera angles and
come on the set fully prepared to do an
inspiring job of photography.

A fellow artist says of him: “Lang
never allows his subject to become drab
and colorless. He endeavors at all times
to place himself in the frame of mind of
the audience so that his camera, instead
of remaining the cold mechanical eye
that it is, becomes the discerning eye of
the artist: an artist who is able to see
more than what appears on the surface,
and gifted with an ability to capture
and hold the throbbing undercurrent of
life itself."

When photographing a mystery pic¬
ture, he looks to the auroral perspec¬
tive. He aims to leave the background
dark at all times to create the illusion
that someone or something is lurking
unseen in the shadows. When making
action shots, very often he will reverse
the technique, lighting the background
brilliantly so as to bring out the sub¬
ject clear and precise.
Detail is an important factor in cine¬
matography. Years ago Ernest Haller,
A.S.C., earned the reputation of being a
stickler for detail, and it has been an
important factor in every picture that he
has since photographed.
Once a shooting script is given to
Haller, he treats it as a textbook and
gives it careful study. Thus, when he be¬
gins actual work on the picture, the
story is so vividly stamped in his mem¬
ory that every situation and location is
thoroughly familiar; it enables him to
better visualize the picture as it should
appear when completed, and to plan
his photography accordingly. He care¬
fully considers the characters in the
story. Mentally, he sets his lights in the
various sequences. He knows long be¬
fore shooting begins the amount of light
that is going to be necessary to enhance
the various characterizations undertaken
by the cast.
He consults with the art director and
learns something about the sets planned
for the picture, how they are to be
dressed, and the colors, textures, period

F

MATTES

•

•

INSERTS

Produce moonlight and night eW*cf%
in daytime • fog scenes • diffused locus
and many other effects.
Information moiled on request

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0. Box 46834, Hollywood. Calif.

Mood is a word that invariably comes
to the fore whenever cinematography i9
discussed. Because motion pictures are
basically a visual medium, it is the
function of the camera to visually set
the mood of the story or of a particular
scene. Perhaps we should say it is the
function of the director of photography,
for what the camera records is the di¬
rector of photography’s concept of the
mood of a scene, a bit of action or of
the story as a whole, based upon the
story script. He knows from experience
that light and shadow and camera
angles play a big part in setting the
mood of a story, and he invariably seeks
new and unique ways to employ these
elements in every new picture.
George Folsey, A.S.C., president of
the American Society of Cinematogra¬
phers, in his discussions on cinematog¬
raphy, puts great emphasis on the im-

Lang’s best cinematography has been
in black-and-white. He uses what he
terms
“black-and-white
color
treat¬
ment,” which gives the illusion of many
and varying colors or “tones" in mono¬
chrome photography. This is done, Lang
says, by proper utilization of lights to
create illusions.

PRO

In World-U)ids Uss

Laboratory

Equipment

SQUEEGEE
TROUBLES?
Want a sure cure?
Nylon Squeegee with¬
out mounting bracket

$48.00
With mounting bracket
and
rollers.... .$58.00

CHEMICAL PUMPS
All
V,

sizes

h.p.
pump
with motor

$63.00

SUTO

BLOWER

Surplus
20

item

$35.00

CFM

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, California

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 13 feet; has

BR-12

extends

from

6

to

12

feet.

ALL MODELS FIT
IN YOUR CAR!

external
3

Model

directional
“Miracle”

mike

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

has
5

For Prices and Literature,

19,

S

FADES

•

S
DISSOLVES

mike

boom

The monopod

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

extends
feature

from

6

to

permits op¬

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a
sturdy 5-foot stand, which can be
elevated to a height of 10 feet.

N

0

1
•

from

hours without fatigue.

N.Y.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURES AND TV EQUIPMENT

E

feet.

extends

directional

erator to handle “Fishpole” mike boom for

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 10TH AVE., NEW YORK
PLaza 7-3511

C-18

external

“Fishpole”
12

Ask Your Dealer or Write

control.

Model

WIPES

•

A

L

SUPERIMPOSURES

• SPECIALIZED TITLES •
OPTICAL EFFECTS
35 and 16mm

/

CinemaScope
B & W or Color

\cut MERCER & CO.
r

ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR FREE SPECIAL
4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYOOD 29, CALIF.

EFFECTS
•

CHART & INFORMATION
NOrmandy 3-9331
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It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Practical

•

Dependable

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

portance of visual mood. To fully under¬
stand the mood of the subject or story,
he says, the cinematographer must care¬
fully analyze the script and visualize the
story as it will appear a completed mo¬
tion picture. With this knowledge, he is
better able to properly light and sur¬
round the players with backgrounds that
will enhance and sustain the mood.
The background in a scene, he says,
should never become more important
visually than the subject playing against
it, and yet it should never be allowed
to reach such a degree of unimportance
that it no longer has any relation to the
subject. To obtain the perfect balance
between subject and background, Folsey
never allows the latter to become mono¬
tone. Instead, he introduces contrast in
shadows that blend this relationship
with perfect harmony.
Folsey points out that shadows are a
cinematographer’s best friend. Utilizing
them properly, he is able not only to in¬
crease or decrease the quality of his
composition and display the subject (or
star) to greater advantage, but attune
the audience’s mind to any mood he de¬

sires—keying the response to any emo¬
tional pitch. If the cinematographer
keeps an attentive eye on the handling
of shadows, he can prepare the audi¬
ence for any desired dramatic tempo.
He can also create a subconscious, emo¬
tional receptiveness on the part of the
audience that greatly enhances the dra¬
matic, vitalic and entertainment quality
of the production.
One could go on indefinitely discours¬
ing on the many methods that various
cinematographers employ in obtaining
their best shots, yet not give an absolute
formula to follow in mastering the art of
cinematography—an art in which every¬
thing is tangible and anything is pos¬
sible.
New York — Filmack Studios has
devised a new four-panel storyboard
form for the production of film com¬
mercials. The storyboards have individ¬
ual panels for video, animation and
background, audio, and timing.
Those desiring free story boards
should write to Filmack Studios, Dept.
D20, 341 West 44th St., New York 36.

MOVIOLA
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

FILM EDITING

(Continued from Page 22)

EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
MOTION
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• Sid Hickox, ASC, “I Love Lucy,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington, Dean
Miller, Frances Rafferty, Jerry Thorpe, di¬
rector.

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

PICTURE CENTER

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

• Robert deGRASSE,
ASC, “The Danny
Thomas Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny
Thomas, Sherry Jackson. Sheldon Leonard,
director; “The Brothers,”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Gale Gordon. Hy Averback, director.

Write for
Catalogue

• Henry

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451 Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28, Calif.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
For

H8

and

HI 6

Cronjacer,

(Desilu Prods.) with
Sholem, director.

• Charles Straumer. “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
Lewis Foster, director.
Novak,
ASC,
“Wire
Service,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Dane Clark and George
Brent. Various directors.
• Joe

• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Those Whiting
Girls,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Margaret and
Barbara Whiting. Norman Tokar, director;
“Date with the Angels,”* Desilu Prods.)
with Betty White. Norman Tokar, director.

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
Write today for 1957 Illustrated Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Los

Military Ave., Dept. A
Angeles

64,

PARAMOUNT

• Daniel L. Fapp, ASC, ‘The Joker”
(VistaVision) with Frank Sinatra and Jeanne
Crain. Charles Vidor, director.
Gricgs,
ASC, “The Tin Star,”
(VistaVision) with Henry Fonda and Betsy
Palmer. Anthony Mann, director.
• Gordon

American Cinematographer

• Ed Colman, ASC, “Noah’s Ark,”*

VII Prods.)
director.

(Mark
with Paul Burke. Jack Webb,

• Reggie Lanning, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents,”* H. Dougherty, director.
• Virgil Miller, ASC, “Do You Trust Your
Wife,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.
• Ellis Thackery,

ASC, “Frontier Doctor,”*
with Rex Allen. William

® John Russell, ASC, “Jane Wyman The¬
atre,”* (Lewrnan Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
Sidney Lanfield, director; “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,”* (Meridan Prods.). James Sloan,
director; “Nevada State Troopers,”* with
Rod Cameron.
Richard Irving, director;
“General Electric Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.).
Don Weis, director.
Ray
Rennahan,
ASC,
“On
Trial,”*
(Fordyce Inc.) with Joseph Cotton. Harry
Horner, director; “General Electric The¬
atre,”* (Revue Prods.) with James Stewart.
Jim Nilson, director.
•

• Clark Ramsey, ASC, “Crusader,”*
(Re¬
vue Prods.) Brian Keith, director; “Nevada
State Troopers,”* with Rod Cameron. Rich¬
ard Irving, director.

ASC, “Sergeant Preston of
(Tom R. Curtis Prods.) with

• William Sickner, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.) Don Weis, direc¬
tor; “Heinz Studio 57,”* (Revue Prods.)

Avil,

the Yukon,”*

56

STUDIOS

• Loyal

Calif.

Phone GRanite 3-3227

REPUBLIC

(Studio City TV)
Whitney, director.

cameras:

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens Control
Handle • Complete Factory Parts & Service

2421

“Sheriff of Cochise,”*
John Bromfield. Lee

Dick Simmons. Eddie Dew and Earl Bellamy,
directors.
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads

ADVERTISING

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad. Si.00.

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters iexcept 1st word and advertiser's

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th

name)

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

15c per word.

Modified display format (text

set

in

boldface

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with
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STARTLING VALUES FOR 35MM PRODUCTION
MITCHELL 35mm SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERA
compl. w/RCA sound.- 4 Baltar lenses;
viewfinder; motor; mattebox; sunshade,- 2
magazines; tripod. $15,000.00 value. Re¬
conditioned ...$6,995.00
MITCHELL 35mm NC CAMERA compl. w/4
Baltar lenses; 2 magazines,- viewfinder,- 2
motors,- mattebox; sunshade; tripod. Re¬
conditioned ... 7,395.00
B&H 35mm STUDIO CAMERA w/RACKOVER;
4 mags.,- 3 motors—animation stopmotion;
24V and
110V wild with tachometer;
Mitchell finder, mattebox and tripod, 2
intermittents,
hispeed
and
pilotpin;
4
lenses. $7,500 value. Reconditioned. 4,450.00
MITCHELL
STANDARD
35mm
TRACKING
CAMERA. Single lens mount, 115V syncmotor (16 fps), footage counter. Recon¬
ditioned .
995.00
SINGLE SYSTEM 35mm RECORDING HEAD
for B&H studio camera.
Includes gal¬
vanometer. Like new .
995.00
STEPHENS TRUSONIC WIRELESS MIKE OUT¬
FIT. Has 2 "invisible" concealed micro¬
phones, power supply, transmitter, antenna
& receiver. $1,500.00 value, likenu.
795.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—nonmagnetic, butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe
Model—$69.50. Std. Model.
59.50
DEBRIE 35mm SOUND & PICTURE PRINTER,
Matipo Model w/light changer. $8,000
value. Good as is. 1,995.00
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 speed with wedge.... 1,025.00
B&H 35mm FILM PERFORATOR w/negative
punch and die. Good condition, $4,000
value .
— 1,250.00
CINEFLEX 35mm CAMERA, 24V motor; 2-200'
magazines; 3 f2.3 lenses—35mm Apogar,
50mm & 75mm Baltar; filter holders and
case. $2,500 value, excellent.
695.00
ARRIFLEX II 35mm CAMERA, 3 lenses; 2
magazines; mattebox,- recond. 1,195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus, recond.
995.00
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/ollow focus,
recond.
995.00
BODDE BACKGROUND PROJECTOR 2000W,
4x5, recond.
595.00
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs,
w/preamplifier,
cormer
&
mtg. bracket .
575.00
NEW 35mm MOVIOLAS with 3" viewing glass
& take-ups .
475.00
LIKENU HOUSTON 35mm PROCESSORS, N-l,
all
stainless
construction.
Gov't
paid
$8,500.00. Only few available at. 3,995.00
TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Deot. fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202
DO

ANIMATION AND REGULAR PRODUCTION
WITH THIS GORGEOUS OUTFIT
Peterson
Heavy
Professional
ANISTAND
with
all
movements; motorized zoom,- lightbox for transpar¬
encies; sliding celboard; air operated platen and
revolving camera mount.
Includes B&H 16mm rackover 2709A Studio
Camera with 2 magazines; 3 lenses; Rich¬
ardson stopmotion motor; 110V syncmotor;
Mitchell viewfinder, mattebox & sunshade,
all accessories. A $12,500.00 investment—
ready to go.
$7,475.00
TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202
BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomar 16; Cine Specials all models; Bell & Howell
70-DR; Bolex H-16; Used 16mm. Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two 12" speakers, $250.00; Used 16mm. B.&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F:1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00; Used 16mm.
Ampro. Compact sound proj., sound and silent
speeds, 2" F: 1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago
2. III.
LENSES FOR EYEMO, now available at greatly re¬
duced prices. Write for list. AIR PHOTO, Dept. B,
555 E. Tremont Avenue, New York 57. New York.
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STUDIO

16MM PRODUCERS—LOOK AT THESE!
MAURER CAMERAS w/235° shutter- 400'
magazine; syncmotor; less lens.$1 ,795.00
AURICON PRO-200 CAMERAS with noise re¬
duction amplifier, complete, excellent.
695.00
HALLEN 16mm SYNCMAGNETIC RECORDER,
25A, one case w/monitor speaker, play¬
back amplifier. $1,495.00 value, reduced
695.00
BLIMP FOR B&H 70 CAMERA, plywood, room
for syncmotor. CLOSEOUT.
NEW MOVIOLAS, 16mm PICTURE ONLY.
495.00
HALF
PRICE
SALE—NEUMADE
STORAGE
CABINETS—SLIGHTLY USED.
MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400' 16mm
reels .„...
99.50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels .
149.50
NEW 16MM FIBRE FILM SHIPPING CASES—Dozen Lots
1600' 2000'
400'
800'
1200'
2.00
1.50
1.75
1.35
reel
1.10
1
1.65
1.95
2.35
1.20
1.55
2 reel
2.10
2.55
1.80
3 reel
1.35
1.75
2.75
2.05
2.35
1.50
2.25
4 reel
Add 15tf for handle. These prices F.O.B. Holly’d
Devel BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos
oper.
Includes
airpump,
drain
pump,
stapler. $1,500 value. Good shape.
975.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—nonmagnetic, butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe
Model—$69.50.
Std. Model.
59.50
NEW HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR rollers
3 Vs" dia. $1.00 value...
.49
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, 16mm neg./
pos./reversal. Includes refrigeration; tem¬
perature controls; recirculation; airpump;
stainless steel construction. Look new. 2,595.00
STEPHENS TRUSONIC WIRELESS MIKE OUT¬
FIT. Has 2 "invisible" concealed micro¬
phones, power supply, transmitter, antenna
& receiver. $1,500 value, likenu.
795.00
KLIEGL 5000W FRESNEL SPOTS ON Heavy
Stands. $300 value. Excellent...
159.50
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept. FC
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollv’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
__Phone HO 7-9202_
For Sale MOVIOLAS 35mm (without takeups) with
large oblong viewer, optical and magnetic soundhead and Veeder counters painted Moviola green,
excellent condition, price $650.00 FOB Hollywood,
Calif. Box 1258, American Cinematographer._

3

BELL

HOWELL 35 MM STANDARD CAMERA.
New Condition.
EKTAR 1.4" Commercial lens in barrel new condition,
$140.00. Enlarging condensers, 14" diameter, good
condition,
pair,
$200.00.
2 Mitchell
Theodolite
cameras, rebuilt into usuable cameras.
One with
motor, one with attachment for Cinemotor.
Two
200-ft. magazines with each.
Bargain, $500.00
each. B&H 35mm 1,000-ft. magazines, good condi¬
tion, 3 at $90.00 each.
Animation stand 35mm
with Acme camera.
For full information call or
write MEYER, 6337 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood.
Hollywood 9-8209._
&

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York._
PRECISION

Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record - Playback
STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

Industry

FOR SALE
Used late model MAURER cameras and recorders.
Economically priced.
Write for details.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, New York.
CAME RA ECLAIR STRAIGHT 35mm—4 fine Kinoptik
lenses including telephoto; 2 motors, critical focuser,- 2 magazines with metal plates, like new.
A steal
at $2,250.00. Write or telegraph to
FORMONT FILM,
129 E. 61st St., New York,
New York.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: HILLS Filmatic neg/reversal
16mm processor. Built-in replenisher system, all
stainless steel, hi-speed operation, condition ex¬
cellent ready to run. Will sacrifice FOB Sioux
Falls, S. Dak, HAROLDS MOTION PICTURE LAB.
BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
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REBUILT and refinished Filmo H in perfect working
order, $275.00. PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS,
6055 Ridgecrest Rd,, Dallas, Texas.
ADD critical focus to your Turret Cine-Voice. Write
for details. PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055
Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas.
EASTMAN, 16MM CINE SPECIAL WITH COMPLETE PAR
FOUR-LENS TURRET, MAGNIFIER, TUBES CASE, ETC.
$750.00. PHOTO COPY SERVICE & CAMERA SHOP,
204 Wisconsin Avenue, Waukesha, Wisconsin.
16MM B&H PRINTER, Model J, just rebuilt, Peterson
Soundhead, Par Fader, excellent condition through¬
out. Exceptional buy at $6,500; Reeves Sensitester,
perfect condition, $600.00. FLORIDA FILM STU¬
DIOS, Carey-Swain. Inc., Sarasota, Florida.
WALL 35mm sound camera, less lenses. Also one
Wall outfit complete. Equipment in very good
condition. J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
FILMORAC Projector, Rollaway stand, 50-watt am¬
plifier, two 12" speakers, $750.00. ROSCOE PER¬
DUE, P.O. Box 671, Roanoke, Va.
SPIDER TURRET EYEMO, Model 71Q with prismatic
focuser, alignment gauge, three lenses, case. Ex¬
cellent. $795.00. VICTOR DUNCAN, 4828 Oleatha,
St. Louis.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WANTED
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP
WHY
your production and
equipment when we can
ment. Let us know what
1845

SACRIFICE
struggle with old or used
trade for cash or new equip¬
you have and what you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23,

N.Y.

WE’RE ALWAYS IN THE MOOD FOR EQUIPMENT
THAT’S GOOD. WE BUY—SWAP—SELL—CONSIGN
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment
you don’t need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE’LL
GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Depf. fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell

209

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

West

48th

St

New

York

Eyemo

N Y

INDIVIDUAL wants Mitchell 35mm camera and equip¬
ment, Bi-pack adapters, Cooke lenses, reasonably
priced. Complete or separate items. Box 1257,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
FILM-MAKER wanted by Chicago studio. Must have
basic editing experience,
as well
as working
knowledge of production. Write full qualifications
to Box 1256, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WANTED—Man for fast growing motion picture pro¬
duction company.
Experience in production, di¬
rection and/or photography necessary. Write qivinq
qualifications and salary desired. TANTAMOUNT
PICTURES,
INC.,
108 No.
Jefferson St.,
Richmond, Va,_
AURICON 1200; extra magazine, must be a bargain,
complete.
Quotation; cash.
HAL PARKER, 4943
Woodland Ave., Kansas City 10 Mo.

(Continued on Next Page )
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Classified Ads

(Continued from Page 56)

(Continued, from Preceding Page)
LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.
POSITIONS WANTED
NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, tilting, also projectionist.
MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.

Jules Bricken, director; “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,”* (Meridan Prods.) John Brahm,
director; “On Trial,”* (Fordyce Inc.) with
Joseph Cotton Harry Horner, director.

• Herb

Kirkpatrick, “Heinz Studio 57,”*
(Revue Prods.) with Pat O’Brien. Don Weis,
director; “The Millionaire,”* (Don Fedderson
Prods.) A1 Green, director; “Jack Benny
Show,”*
with Jack Benny.
Ralph Levy,
director.

■ II ■ ■ l

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.
• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Various directors; “Blonde.”*
Hal Yates,
director.

• William

Snyder,

ASC,
“Escapade
in
Japan,”
(wide-screen;
color;
shooting in
Japan) with Teresa Wright and Cameron
Mitchell. Arthur Lubin, producer-director.

Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.
B 4 W DUPLICATING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING

CINE

• Guy Roe, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey

LAB

Theatre,”*
(Four Star Prods.)
Powell. Various directors.

Washington 17, D. C.

Box 4425

with

Dick

fe ■ a a « a a '

ASC, “Mr. Adam and
Eve,”*
(Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino
and Howard Duff. Frederick de Cordova and
Richard Kinon, directors.
• George

— MOVIE FANS —

8mm and 16mm
DUPLICATES
16mm

REDUCED

TO

8mm ENLARGED TO
COLOR
B&W

.4c ft.

(Min.

Order

MAIL

$3.50)

ORDER

ONLY

•

8mm
16mm

FAST

Diskant,

20TH

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
16mm x 100 ft.$1.00
16mm x 50 ft.75
8mm .50

.9c ft.

SERVICE

$295 - Complete With Magazine
600-FT. CONVER¬
SION FOR AURICON
CINE-VOICE
Over 16-minute run .
.
.
Footage Counter . . . Ex¬
ternal Motor Drive . . . Light
Trap
.
.
Uses
Daylight
Spools Or Bulk Film . . .
Camera Can Be Used With¬
out Magazines . . . 48-hr.
Service on Installation . . .
One-Year Guarantee.

GREAT
12037

LAKES
Grand

Pictures

and

MOTION
River

Ave.,

Literature

PICTURE
Detroit

pion,” (shooting in Mexico City) with Rich¬
ard Denning and Mara Corday. Edward Lud¬
wig, director.

o Carl

Guthrie,

Clint Walker.

ASC, “Cheyenne,”
Joseph Kane, director.

with

• Harry Stradling, ASC, “The Pajama
Game,” (WarnerColor) with Doris Day and
John Raitt. Stanley Donen, director.
• William Clothier, “Bombers B-52” (Cine¬
maScope and WarnerColor) with Karl Malden
and Natalie Wood. Gordon Douglas, director.
• Frank Calabria, 45 minute film for Union
Carbide & Carbon
rector.

Co.

Edward

Grabill, di¬

® Milton
Krasner,
ASC
(CinemaScope;
DeLuxe color), “Boy On a Dolphin,” with
Alan Ladd, Clifton Webb and Sophia Loren,
Jean Negulesco, director.

Harold
Lipstein,
ASC,
“Conquest,”
(CinemaScope; DeLuxe color; shooting in
Mexico) with Ray Milland and Debra Paget.
Allan Dwan, director.
•

• Karl Struss, ASC, “She-Devil,” (Regalscope; Regal Films Inc.) with Mari Blanch¬
ard and Jack Kelly. Kurt Neumann, director.

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

• James Drought, Du Pont, Kellogg and
Pillsbury commercials.* Wil Cowan, director.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes
non-resident
cinematographers
and cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

e
OFFICERS

George Folsey, President
John W. Boyle, 1st Vice-President
Joseph Biroc, 2nd Vice-President
Arthur Edeson, 3rd Vice-President
Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Ray Rennahan, Secretary
Sol Halprin, Sergeant-at-arms

SERVICE
4,

Mich.

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, Ford commercial*
(shooting in Las Vegas). John Sherwood,
director.

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

FILMS AFIELD

• Arthur Arling, ASC, Ford commercial.*
Jack Daniels, director;
Mercury commer¬
cial*. Jack Daniels, director.

6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856

58

• Lionel Linden, ASC, “The Black Scor¬

• Ossie Morris, “Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
son,” with Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum.
John Huston, director.

• Frederick Young, ASC, “Island in the
Sun”
(CinemaScope & color; shooting in
B.W.I.) with James Mason and Joan Fon¬
taine. Robert Rossen, director.

P.O. BOX 447, Great Neck, New York

for

• Nick Musuraca, ASC, ‘‘The Story of Man¬
kind,” with Ronald Colman and Charles
Coburn. Irwin Allen, producer-director.

CENTURY FOX

COMET FILM SERVICE

Write

Esca¬

RKO-PATHE

All work vaporated at no extra charge

NATIONAL

• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Lafayette
drille,” (Aerial photography).

RKO

PROCESSING

CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
EDGE NUMBERING

• William Clothier, “Lafayette Escadrille,”
with Tab Hunter and Etchika Choureau.
Wm. Wellman, producer-director; “Bombers
B-52” (CinemaScope and WarnerColor) with
Karl Malden and Natalie Wood.
Gordon
Douglas, director.

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Conflict,”* with
Keith Andes. Walter Doniger, director.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
To Classified Advertisers
Copy deadline for classified advertising is the
15th of month preceding publication date.
Mail
copy and remittance to cover cost to
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

WARNER BROS.

American Cinematographer

• George Robinson, ASC, Marlboro com¬
mercial.* Dave Monahan, director; Chevrolet
commercial.* Joseph Parker, director.

January, 1957

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Charles Clarke, Burnett Guffey, Winton
Hoch, Victor Milner, Robert Pittack, Wil¬
liam Skall, Philip Tannura, Paul Vogel.
ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS

John Arnold, Lee Garmes, Sol Polito,
Robert Burks, Ellis Carter, Ernest Miller,
Loyal Griggs, Dan Clark, Gert Andersen,
Edward Colman.

New Research Laboratories in Parma, Ohio.

At the outer boundaries
of knowledge...

To expand its basic research in solid
state and chemical physics, National
Carbon Company has recently
enlarged its staff of scientists and
provided them with an ideal laboratory
setup for creative work.

Studying color balance for better color movies.

The spectroradiometer analyzes the
complete “rainbow” of colors in projected
light — to give an investigator, in one and
a half minutes, information that he
formerly worked half a day to get.
Research like this helped National Carbon
Company win the coveted “Oscar” this
year for developing lighting carbons
which were balanced to operate with
other studio lights.

New “particle” theory promises help in
developing still brighter carbon arcs
Although the high-intensity arc has been
around for forty years now, nobody has
yet been able to explain satisfactorily how
it produces the super-bright light so useful
for movie projection and studio lighting.
At one time it was thought that the bril¬
liant light came from atomic reactions tak¬
ing place within the glowing crater or pit
at the tip of the positive electrode where
the energy of the arc is highly concen¬
trated. But this theory has been radically
modified by researchers at National Car¬
bon’s laboratories.
Now it is believed that a much more
complicated process takes place in the
crater region where powerful electrical
currents heat the carbon to temperatures
of 10,000 to 12,000 degrees Fahrenheit,

roughly the temperature of the sun’s
surface. According to the new “particle”
theory, material from the molten floor of
the crater vaporizes into tiny particles of
the order of a millionth of an inch in diam¬
eter. These white-hot liquid droplets stream
out into the space between the carbon
electrodes of the arc to form a long, lumi¬
nous tail flame or “comet tail.”
Precise knowledge of this process, com¬
bined with results of other experiments
now under way at the Parma laboratories,
should point the way toward new, brighter
lighting carbons that will stand up to
higher and higher currents and tempera¬
tures. More details of the work at Parma
are given in a new booklet titled “Research.”
Write for a copy.

Look to NATIONAL OAR BON for leadership in lighting carbons
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY

•

A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

I'Hi

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta. Chicago, Dallas. Kansas City, Los Angeles. New York. Pittsburgh. San Francisco, hi Canada: LInion Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

16mm Color Prints
on the New EK Positive Stock
through an Intermediate Negative Stage

shoot on commercial Kodachrorne
prepare on A & B rolls — furnish
with negative A-wind sound track

make a color-correct® negative
incorporating all effects,
and 16mm color release prints

• LOWER-COST prints
■ BETTER color
■ PROTECTS your original footage
■COLOR CONTROL complete in one labor¬
atory with a new Arri installation

For information and price list,
write, phone or wire

byron
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES . . . COLOR AND

laboratory
Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000

BLACK-AND-WHITE PROCESSING AND PRINTING

FEBRUARY

MAGAZINE

OF

MOTION

PICTURE
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bert Burks, A.S.C.,
ofographs a scene
Alfred Hitchcock's
‘The Wrong Man,"
rring Henry Fonda.

if' I
Zoom Effects in Animation

Th/s /sstte

•

00

• ‘Hitch’ Didn’t Want It Arty
• Cineiniracle—New 3-Camera Wide-Screen System

FOREIGN 45e

\

1

\

/ /

Color prints shine like originals on . . .
^|NV

ANSCO DUPLICATING COLOR FILM
...TYPE 238
Th ere’s a world of difference in 16mm release prints . . . and
that quality “edge” is visibly yours when you specify Ansco
Color Type 238 Duplicating Film.
Type 238’s long tonal scale matches to the full all the true

Ansco Color Type 538
. . . the slow-speed,
fine-grain duplicating
film . . . perfect
for making strips
and slides!

color of your original . . . gives you the crisp definition, the
cleaner, whiter whites, softer middle tones, open shadows, and
high-fidelity sound that bring more sales to your front door!
Next time you print, tell your laboratory it’s popular Ansco
Color Type 238 Duplicating Film you want used. Your cus¬

This superb 35mm reversal color
duplicating film is ideal for mak¬
ing direct duplicates from original
transparencies. Avail a hie on
safety base . . . long lengths DRL
. . . processing not furnished.

tomers . . . and your skill . . . deserve it! ANSCO, A Division
of General Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton, N. Y.

Ansco

.

the

you can 'pxuf cjxud/i

YOU can depend on
THE

FOR

BEST

IN

MOTION

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
SIMPLIFIED SOUND EDITING
•

Steady support for your
newsreel camera when
atop car platform. Heavy
bronze construction . . .
Weatherproof.
Set
of
three _
$28.00

16mm and 35mm optical
•

Edit sound for single or double systems
•

PICTURE

EQUIPMENT

CAMART CAR
TOP CLAMPS

16mm and 35mm magnetic
•

CAMFfM MHUT

Jack Plug for Ear Phones

• from $195.00 to $295.00.

CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only a four wheel dolly will provide the bal¬
ance and stability required for professional
production.
Adjustable seat for cameraman;
platform accommodates assistant .$375
DOLLY TRACKS AVAILABLE

CAMART
CORE
Dispenser
Wall dispenser tor keeping
lab

cores

times.

handy

Plastic

at

clear

all
vue

A dual purpose anamorphic lens de¬
signed

for camera

and

projector of

16mm motion pictures. For silent pro¬

AURICON PRO 600

jectors $159.50.

Latest development in sound-on-film
Time payments arranged
cameras

For sound projectors

(specify make) .$169.50

ECCO FILM CLEANER
REGEL LIGHTS

MACO VIEWFINDER

Now available in kit form.
Two
Model
600
heads,
stands,
converters
WITH
cases . .$255.

Professional-type side, viewfinder,

Two
Model
400
heads,
stands,
converters,
with
cases. . $200.

with large bright erect image. For
Cine-Special,

Filmo,

Bolex

Cine-Voice cameras..

and

$139.50

Send for literature

Ecco no. 1500 speedroll applicator—
an
efficient method
for cleaning
films.....$39.50

CAMART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
Winds film smoothly and even¬
ly without cinching or ab¬
rasions. Fits 16mm and 35mm
standard rewinds. With core
adapter ...$29.00

at Columbus Circle next to

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

New York’s new Coliseum

BIG ROLE FOR
U.S.C. CINEMA
DEPARTMENT
University Benefits From Greatly
Extended Use of 35mm and 16mm
Mitchell Motion Picture Cameras

One of the most startling developments among the
cinema departments of colleges and universities is
the increased contribution which the campus film
unit has made to the field of higher education.
A leading example is the University of Southern
California where students using professional
Mitchell motion picture cameras film a remarkable
range of subjects. Films are created for classroom
instruction, public relations, sports events, campus
activities, scientific research, audience reaction
research, entertainment, television and industry.
Mitchell cameras meet an extreme range of film¬
ing requirements. No other single camera has
proven so flexible in use as these easy-operating,
trouble-free 35mm and 16mm cameras which con¬
sistently deliver the highest quality film.
For information about Mitchell cameras, write
today on your letterhead.

Widely diversified filming conditions are covered in

instruction in which Mitchell cameras demonstrate their
great flexibility.
Mitchell camera focuses on operating room as medical

instruction film is made by Department of Cinema at U. S. C.

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4

CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO”

Peabody and TV "Emmy"

Dr. Frank
Baxter, being filmed for
the education TV and Radio
Center of Ann Arbor.
award

winner,

Students from all over the
attend U. S. C. to
learn the latest techniques
of 16mm and 35mm cine¬
matography.
world

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
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SHOOTING A SCENE for Warner Brothers’ “The Wrong Man” on a
New York subway train. Watching star Henry Fonda are directorproducer Alfred Hitchcock, center, and Robert Burks, A.S.C., director
of photography. To photograph the shot Burks used Tri-X film and
small portable lighting units described in the article which begins on
page 84 of this issue.—Photo for Warner Brothers by Floyd McCarty.
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CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long-forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It’s just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR TRIPOD
TR11-CEC0 SMALL GYRO
TRIPOD features "controlled
action". Has two speeds—
slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting. Especially
recommended for 16mm
Mitchell, 16mm Maurer,
B&H Eyemo and similar
cameras. Weight, 19 lbs.
Precision construction, also
used as gear head. Crank
handles included.

The improved PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR with the removable head
—world standard of quality among tripods, now features the
following improvements: Simplified camera attaching method
with easily accessible knob. Double leg lock adjusting knobs,
self aligning—assures positive leg locking. Adjustable tele¬
scoping pan handle—makes it longer or shorter. Pan handle
sockets for left, right or reverse tilt. Sturdier construction of
tilt and pan locking levers. Cast in tie-down eyelets. NO
INCREASE IN PRICE.
5Q QQ

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS have cast
top flanges and upper leg portion
made of one-piece aluminum alloy
castings.
Lower legs are 1’A"
seamless steel tubes, hard-chromed
legs slide easily and have tie-rods
to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up. Accepts “Balanced" TV head,
Mitchell, other similar Professional
^Tripod heads.

$600.00 COMPLETE

TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD
used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control pan
& tilt action.

$150.00
HEAD ONLY

$200.00
COMPLETE

ADJUSTABLE COLLAPSIBLE ALUMINUM TRIANGLE insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs. Prevents slipping and damage
to floors.
Model C (illustrated) $29.50
Model B

(less clamps) $23.50

THl-CECO PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter
for extremely low-mount set¬
ups; also used for title stands
and permanent mountings.
Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads.

TH11-PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is similar in construction
to Ceco Balanced TV head.
Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other cameras.
Spring-load
tilt assures that camera will
return
to neutral
position
when lever is in unlocked
position. Built-in spirit level.

TR12-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬
ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts
all Professional Jr. Tripod Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures 26" extended from floor
to flange, 18" collapsed. Weight 7lbs.

$425.00
HEAD
ONLY

$1350.00

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice

SALES

TH7-CEC0 BUMP-TYPE GEARED
HEAD offers two-speed pan
and tilt—slow and fast. Pro¬
vides extreme tilts, can be
used as Freehead.
Super¬
smooth action, rugged con¬
struction. Ideal for use with
Mitchell BNC. Can be used
with
silent
cameras
with
bridge
plate.

• SERVICE •

RENTALS

TH2-CECO NEW "BALANCED” TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity adjustable, offers smooth
tilt with 360° pan action, perfect balance.
Quick relase handle locks in position. Has
tension adjustment, built-in spirit level and
telescoping extension pan handle. Camera
moveable on top plate to counter-balance
film load or long lenses.
Tripod for "BALANCED" TV Head $140.00

FRANK

C.

$285.00 HEAD ONLY
TH3-CEC0 MICRO WAVE RELAY BEAM
REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabolas
up to 6-foot diameter. Withstands
torques of 225 ft pounds in elevation
and 150 ft pounds in azimuth. Envi¬
ronmental treated for extreme weather
conditions.

ZUCKER

(?flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

Success Minded TV and Film Pros
CECO PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER, permits editor to
view his film from left to
right on a large, brilliantly
illuminated
screen.
Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Viewing screen
size is 5 3/4" x 43/4". EDI916mm model. Also available
with sound reader installed.

... look to CECO for
Top tools and techniques
As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the
world’s finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—also an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their technical
problems. May we help you?

$350.00 viewer only; addi¬
tional $75.00

with coun¬

ter; additional $150.00
with built in sound reader.

CUTTING AND EDITING
TABLES are of heavygauge all-steel con¬
struction. Rigid frames
— always
level;
block-front exten¬
sions for all rewinds;
channel slide drawers.
Baked enamel finish.
Various models and
sizes with light box,
switch, utility drawer.
3' x 4' x 34" Formica top—
film rack—no drawer $71.50;
other sizes available.

5000 Watt— $175.00

GR39-COLORTRAN GROVERLITE “5000'' SENIOR
KIT contains two Senior Lights with Senior
Converter, 2 stands of chromed steel with
column supports, packed in 2 fibre cases.
GR40-same, with Master Converter. We also
handle the full line of Mole-Richardson &
Bardwell McAllister lighting equipment.

CL13-CECO 5000 WATT CONE LIGHT. Shadowless, will flood a large area with soft light.
Can be placed close to actors who are able
to look directly into it without blinking. Com¬
plete with switch, 25 ft. cable and yoke.
2000 Watt—$110.00 750 Watt—$75.00

Xl-ARRIFLEX 16mm Incorporates all
advantages of Ariflex 35mm Camera,
with mirror reflex system which per¬
mits viewing and focusing through
taking lens while camera is in opera¬
tion. Viewfinder shows clear, welldefined image correct parallax, unin¬
verted and right—side-up; eyepiece
has 10-power magnifier. 3-lens tur¬
ret. Accepts 100-ft daylight loading
spools; also accessory 400-ft maga¬
zines.

Cl 6S68-CECO AURICON CINE-VOICE CONVERSION
Cine-voice camera modified to accept 1 200-ft.
magazines; has torque motor for takeup. Also
includes Veeder footage counter.

$450.00 conversion only
Write for prices on complete Cine-voice
cameras, converted for external magazines
and all other models of Auricon Cameras.

SY45-CECO “FILMETER” STOP
WATCH AND TIMER For 35 and
16mm cinematography. Ys sec¬
ond intervals. Black figures in¬
dicate film footage consumed
for 35mm; blue figure for 16mm.
Red figures indicate time con¬
sumed. Registers to 12 minutes.
Time out for interrupted opera¬
tion. Chrome finish, anti-mag¬
netic. Available with slide re¬
lease or pushbutton. $14.50 up

MOVIOLA FILM EDITING MA¬
CHINES “SERIES 20" designed
so that short pieces can be
used without putting the
films on reels. Picture size
3" x 4" on 35mm models
and 2 3,4 " x 3 %" on 16mm
rear projection-type screen.
Some models are equipped
with reel spindles. Can be
reversed by hand-operated
switches.
Various
models
available. Also synchroniz¬
ers and rewinders.

SALES - SERVICE • RENTALS
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing
Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric Footage Timers • Exposure
Meters & Color Temperature Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors
• Screens • Film Processing Equipment • Film Shipping Cases •
Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens
Labels • Blooping Tape • Blooping Ink • Dulling Spray • Alpha
Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters • Number and Letter
Punches • Camera & Projector Oil.
• Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders.
« rv n

.

4
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Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Dept. A
315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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Nominees for Academy “Oscars” for
best cinematography of 1956 will be an¬
nounced by the Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences February 18. At
that time five black-and-white and five
color films will be named from the fol¬
lowing list of contenders:
Black-and-White

“Attack.” Joseph Biroc, ASC, United
Artists).
“Baby Doll,” Boris Kaufman, ASC,
(Warner Brothers).
“Back From Eternity,” Wm. C. Mel¬
lon ASC, (R-K-O).
“The Bad Seed,” Harold Rosson, ASC.
(Warner Brothers).
“The Boss” Hal Mohr, ASC (United
Artists).
“The Harder They Fall.” Burnett Guf¬
fey, ASC, (Columbia).
"Julie,” Fred Jackman, Jr., (M-G-M).
“The Killing,” Lucien Ballard, ASC,
(United Artists).
“Somebody Up There Likes Me,” Jo¬
seph Ruttenberg, ASC, (M-G-M).
“Stagecoach
To
Fury,”
Walter
Strenge, ASC, (20th Century-Fox).
Color

“Anastasia,” Jack
(20th Century-Fox).

Hildyard,

February, 1957

BSC,

COL.
tion

MILNER,
&

Chief of Tactical Evalua¬

Training

Directorate,

USAF,

talked on group's activities and screened
a

thirty-minute

film,

“New

Sound

of

Freedom.”

“Around The World in 80 Days,”
Lionel Lindon, ASC, (Michael Todd
Prods.).
“The Eddy Duchin Story,”
Stradling, ASC, (Columbia).

Harry

“Giant,” Wm. C. Mellor, ASC, and
E. B. Du-Par, ASC, (Warner Brothers).
“The King and I,” Leon Shamroy,
ASC, (20 Century-Fox).
“Lust For Life,” Russell Harlan, ASC,
and Frederick A. Young, ASC (M-G-M).
“The. Silent World,” Edmond Sechan,
(Columbia).
“Teahouse of the August Moon,” John
Alton, (M-G-M).
“The Ten Commandments,” Loyal
Griggs, ASC, Wallace Kelley, ASC;
Peverell Marley, ASC; and John War¬
ren, ASC. (Para.).
“War and Peace,” Jack Cardiff, BSC,
(Paramount).

M/0COM!6m Sk/id-On-ft/m fiirfkkmtiRmMf
ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

“CINE-VOICE” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
-* 100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation. •* $695.00 (and up).

“AURICON PRO

SOUND RECORDER - Model RM-30... 1200 foot film
capacity, synchronous motor for “double-system”
16mm Optical Sound-On-Film operation.
-* $3359.00 (and up)

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model PS-21...Si lent
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
"Single System” or "Double System” Auricon
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote “location” filming. -*$269.50

60Q’’16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.

* 600 ft. film capacity for I6V2 minutes of
recording. -* $1497.00 (and up) with 30 day
money-back guarantee.

1200” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
* 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording. -* $4652.15 (and up) complete for
"High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.
“SUPER

FILMAGNETIC—Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras.
$870.00 (and up)

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it’s profit you’re after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

TRIPOD —Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
BERNDT-BACH, INC.
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced 6902 R0MAINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
to prevent Camera “dumping.”* $325.00 (and up).
_—1

Auricon Equipment is sold with a
30-day money-back guarantee,

_ _L—i
MANUFACTURERS

OF

SO U N D - O N - FI LM

RECORDING

EQ U I PM ENT ■ SI NCE

Please send me free Auricon Catalog.
1931

Name.
,

1

(Please write your address in margin)

6902A

PRECISION GROWS...
in an amazingly short period of time, Precision
Sound Readers have achieved unique recognition
throughout the motion picture and television
industries for their outstanding, precision quality.
Now, in order to provide an even greater range of
Sound Readers than ever before, and to further
improve service, Precision has doubled its plant
space. May we thank our many friends whose wordof-mouth testimony has made our growth possible.

Complete Sound
Reader Guide
Free on Request

optical
sound
readers
Model 600
$185.00

Model 650 RL
$169.50

$195.00

film slitter
opticalmagnetic
sound
readers
Prices available on request

magnetic sound reader attachments
Look

magnetic head only
from $75.00

from $127.50
with amplifier

magnetic film
and tape
sound

amplifier only
$52.50

reader

trademark
Model 700
$198.00
All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

Hill PRECISION LABORATORIES
1037 UTICA AVENUE

BROOKLYN 3,

N. Y.
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Honored by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences, in demand by every motion picture
studio in America and abroad, J. G. McAlister’s
Dual Steering Crab Dolly is the original, perfected
and proven Camera Dolly. For maximum
dependability, it is the ONLY dolly...
backed by a company you know ...

'*

Additional U. S. and world-wide patents issued and pending

ONLY J. G. MCALISTER STUDIO LIGHTS OFFER ALL 3
(1) Perma-Lock Mirror for positive mirror alignment
(2) Fresnel Lens with “Beam Pilots” for unexcelled lighting
(3) Reliable, “Easy-Action” controls for front AND rear focusing.

1117 North McCadden Place, Hollywood 38, California
world headquarters for the finest engineered lighting and production equipment

J. G. McAlister equipment
available in U.S. A. through :
San Francisco
Brooks Cameras Inc.
Chicago
Television Equipment Co.
Studio Lighting Co.
Detroit
Village Camera Shop
Jack A. Frost
New York
Florman & Babb

and world-wide through
offices in
U.S.A.

iimm

w

5880 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Europe
7 Theatinerstrasse
Munich, Germany
British Dominions & Far East
88 Fourteenth St.
Toronto 14, Canada

BELLs HOWELL i

IVIO

35mm Movi
THE GREATEST
BUY OF THE

CENTURY...

with 3 lens spider turret, open back and
motor mount.

COMPLETE with 1", 2", 6"

Bell & Howell lenses, new Eyemo motor,
power cable, two each 400' magazines,
drive belt and tube finder.

List Value Nearly $2000

with accessories

HOLLYCAM
The famous Bell & Howell Eyemo “Q” camera professional
newsreel photographers rely on to record history. Rugged,
sturdy, versatile, the leader of the industry. Extremely
durable. Speeds of 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48 frames per
second. Footage counter. Film capacity: 100' daylight
load or 400' w/magazine. Camera can be easily hand¬
held for pictures at a moment’s notice. With accessories,
the famous “Q” produces results comparable to a fullyequipped Hollywood studio camera.
For prismatic
focusers, see optional accessories list.

optional accessories
10” f/4.5 Bell & Howell Eymax telephoto lens. $170 value... $44.50
Heavy duty Bell & Howell Eyemo tripod.
Eyemo

handle and

Titling

and

ID

Inserts in

leather strap.

unit with
lens mount.

$75

available

compact

turret

at

comparable

Eyemos,

and

bargain
a

huge

prices:
variety

single
of

lens

lenses,

Eyemos,

89.50

value.

1.65

screen

value.

7.75

35mm x 100' daylight load Super XX film.

1.75

Filters for any of above lenses.

2.25

$8 value.

Sunshades for any of above lenses.
Fitted carry

case with

room

$4.60 value.

for camera,

filters, sunshades, handle, etc.
Also

$6

backlighted

$200 value, new....

motor,

lenses,

1.95

film

$79 value.

19.95

Critical thru-the-lens prismatic focuser as illustrated, installed 48.75

including

Kinars, Miltars, Baltars, Bell & Howells, Cookes, etc. from the world's
largest inventory of professional cine cameras and equipment. Write
to us about any cine equipment you
lowest prices.

need.

We

have it in

All equipment listed is from U. S. Government excess

stock at

stock and is new or in good serviceable condition.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO

#

North Hollywood, Californ

NOW in the East it's...

MOVIELAB

» 16mm-35mm EASTMAN COLOR
Negative-Positive Processing
• Staffed by experienced COLOR
technicians.
• Also KODACHROME and ANSCOCOLOR Printing.

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360

DIRECTOR'S VIEWFINDER

TECHNICAL

Adjustable Zoom Type For
16mm and 35mm Lenses

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
,
Conducted by Walter Strenge

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

RANGE:
16mm: from 13mm fo 75mm lenses

QI low

35mm: from 25mm to 150mm lenses

ONLY
One

$19.50

model

for

both

PREPAID
16mm

and

35mm use.

Lloyd's Camera Exchange
1614

Cahuenga

AURICON

Blvd.

SPECIALISTS

•

HOIlywood

•

SALES

28,

•

are live-action sequences pro¬
duced where animals appear to be
talking, with the words matching the
movements of the animal’s lips?
An
example is a recent Wildroot TV Film
commercial.—J. G., Cleveland Heights,
Ohio.

Calif.

RENTALS

LAB-TV
Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers
•

Such films are the result of a com¬
bination of trick photography and ani¬
mation synchronized to a pre-recorded
sound track. The principle involves first:
the selection of suitable animal action
film; second: possible altering of the
action by re-arranging of frame se¬
quence to obtain the desired timing.
Frequently, natural action may not suit
the situation exactly, but may be made
to do so by re-timing methods in the
printing, such as skip framing, holding
frames (for repeated printing) running
sections backwards, repeats, etc.
Third: after working the details on
a timing sheet, an artist animates the
lip action necessary to give the illusion
of talking. The drawings are finished on
animation cels in colors and tones to
match those of the animal. Finally, the
animation cels are superimposed in reg¬
ister over the animal action and the
combination photographed to form the
composite film you see in the theatre or
on TV.—Ub Iwerks, ASC, Walt. Disney
Productions.

Q

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
•
Now under the sole
direction and ownership of
JACK ASHER

•
Write for circular

Where can I obtain the correct fig¬
ures on aspect ratios and aperture
dimensions on all of the current wide¬
screen systems?—V. R., Hartsdale, I\.Y.

The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, 55 West 42nd St.,
New York 36, N. Y., have available a
booklet, “Wide-Screen Motion Pictures,"’
which contains the figures you desire.
—Walter Strenge, ASC.

LAB TV
247 West 46th
New York 36,

74

St.

N. Y.

American Cinematographer

QIn

the
article,
“Shooting
Night
Scenes
in
Daylight,’’
the
author
states: “Were it necessary to use day¬

February, 1957

A.S.C.

light color film for night-effect scenes,
then the light blue filler recommended
for converting interior color film for
daylight use would be employed without
making any allowance for filter factor
to gain exposure.”
My understanding is that for interior
color film (Type A) that the recom¬
mended filter for daylight use is a Wratten 85—an orange-rust colored filter
and not a light blue filter, which is only
recommended to convert daylight type
color for interior use.—S. IS., ValleyStream, 1S.Y.

You are correct, and the misstatement
is the result of a transposition of a cou¬
ple of important words . The (involved)
sentence should read:
“Were it necessary to use daylight
color film for night effect scenes, then
the light blue filter recommended for
converting daylight color film for inte¬
rior use would be employed without
making any allowance for filter factor
to gain underexposure.”—Charles G.
Clarke, ASC.

Q

We have been producing three fash¬
ion
films annually, using
16mm
Commercial
Kodachrome,
making re¬
lease prints without sound.
On
our next production
(working
with a low budget, of course) we would
like to add sound, including narration
and background music, and make about
10 prints.
How can we add sound at low cost
to our 16mm Commercial Kodachrome
original master?—C. L., ISeiv York, IS.Y.

To obtain the type of sound track you
require, the usual procedure is to begin
with the use of magnetic tape. Record
your narration on one tape, then record
your music on a second tape. If you
have two-channel facilities available
when re-recording, you can combine the
two tracks on a single tape, thus obtain¬
ing the level of narration and music
that you wish.
Where such facilities are not avail¬
able, then your best bet is to engage a
professional sound recording studio to
do the work for you. From the resultant
single tape, the recording studio can
then transfer to an optical negative
sound track for Kodachrome printing.
In the cutting, sync your picture with
(Continued on Page 114)

Yes, in any light, look right through the viewfinder of an

pressure pad and cross stages. Three-lens, oversize divergent

Arriflex 16. See the large, bright finder image —even when

turret, electric motor drive, and a host of other features.

the lens is stopped way down ... because... the nineteen
critically corrected lenses of the exclusive Arriflex mirror-

The Arriflex 16 is a hand camera. It is also a studio camera if

reflex finder system project the actual taking lens image,

you add the 400 ft. Arri magazine. And it is a sound camera

uninverted, and ten times aperture size, on to the finder eye¬

when you use it in the Arri 16 Sound Blimp. The cost is sur¬

piece—during actual shooting too!

prisingly little, for a professional camera with precision engi¬
neering. The Arriflex will pay for itself in the shortest time,

This means easy, accurate follow focus, no finder problems

because it is easier to transport, easier to use, more versatile

regardless of focal length lens, no parallax problems at any

and most reliable.

subject distance, no rackover problems.
But, this is only one of the many exclusive features of the
Arriflex 16.
There is the registration pin film movement with micrometer
accuracy; the precision film gate with side pressure rail, rear

Sold only through authorized ARRIFLEX dealers
BE'

f

<~<

•

,

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

ARRIFLEX 16, complete with Variable
Speed (wild) Motor, Battery Cable, Neck Strap
$1625°°

-,
Matte Box and Lenses, additional

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
Please send 16 page ARRIFLEX 16 catalog.
I'd like your representative to call

PHOTO CORPORATION
257 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

•

ARRIFLEX 16 without obligation.

Q

and demonstrate the

Q

J

7303 MELROSE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Representatives in the following cities: BOSTON • CHARLOTTE, N. C.
• CHICAGO * DENVER • DETROIT • HOUSTON • KANSAS CITY, MO.
• HOLLYWOOD, CAL. * MEMPHIS • MIAMI • NEWARK • NEW YORK
• PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE

Name_
Company_

j

Address_

|

City_:_Zone___State

|

_l

1LER PRINTERS

Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
•Asterisks indicate television film productions.

ALLIED

and Jeff Chandler.

ARTIST

• Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Dino,” with Sal
Mineo, Brian Keith and Susan Kohner.
Thomas Carr, director.
• Lester Shorr, ASC, “Hot Rod Rumble,”
(Macirema Prods.) with Dick Hartunian and
Leigh Snowden. Les Martinson, director.
• Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “The Persuader,”
(World Wide Pictures) with William Talman
and Kristine Miller. Dick Ross, producerdirector.
AMERICAN

Combination 16mm continuous for color or
B and W films. Prints sound and picture si¬
multaneously, either single or double system.
Other printers for:
Reduction and enlarging 16-8mm and
8-16mm.
Reduction and enlarging 35-16mm
and 16-35mm.
Sound reduction for 35 to 16mm only.
Cine 16mm for sound or silent pictures.
Machines are tested and guaranteed.

Write for literature.

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Ave.,
Ph.: UNiversity 1-4663

Detroit 38, Mich.
Cable: “UHLCIMA”

CAMERAS
FOR RENT
DAILY • WEEKLY • YEARLY

LOW-COST TRANSPORTATION
AND OVERNIGHT SERVICE
TO MIDWESTERN CITIES

• 35mm MITCHELL
•

16mm MITCHELL

• EYEMO

• Fred West. ASC, “Dragstrip Girl,” (Gold¬
en State Prods.; shooting at American Na¬
tional) with Fay Spain and Steven Terrell.
Edward L. Cahn, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

• BLIMPS

Victan,

buncau

4828 Oleatha • St. Louis 16, Mo.
VErnon 2-2959

American Cinematographer

• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Oscar Rudolph, director.
• William Whitley, ASC, “Rin Tin
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and
Brown. Fred Jackman, director; “77th
Lancers,”* (Screen Gems) with Phil
Frank MacDonald, director.

Tin,”*
James
Bengal
Carey.

• Ted Moore, “Uncle George,” (Warwick
Prods.; shooting in England) with Nigel Pat¬
rick, Charles Coburn and Wendy Hiller. Nigel
Patrick, director.
• Basil Emmott, “The Long Haul.” (Marks¬
man Films; shooting in London) with Victor
Mature and Diana Dors. Ken Hughes, direc¬
tor.
• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Playhouse 90,”*
(Screen Gems). James Nilsen, director; “Ford
Theatre,”* (Screen Gems.) Anton Leader,
director.

• Bob Hoffman, “Highway Patrol,”* (ZivTV) with Broderick Crawford. George Blair,
director; “West Point Story,”*/ (Ziv-TV).
James Sheldon director; “Dr. Christian,”*
(Ziv-TV) with MacDonald Carey. Henry Kess¬
ler, director.

• Irving Lippman, “Rin Tin Tin,”* (Screen
Gems) with Lee Aaker and James Brown.
Lew
Landers,
director;
“Circus
Boy,”*
(Screen Gems). Robert Walker, director.

• Curt Fetters, “West Point Story,”*
TV). Norman Foster, director.

• William Skall, ASC, “Ivanhoe,”* (pilot;
color). Fred Sears, director.

(Ziv-

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
• Hal McAlpin, “0. Henry Playhouse,”*
(Gross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godfrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dt. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”* (Wesmor,
Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey, di¬
rector.
• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Abby Berlin,
director.
• Lester
Shorr,
ASC,
“Adventures of
Hiram
Holliday,”*
(Gross-Krasne)
with
Wally Cox. Philip Rapp, director.

• Benjamin Kline, ASC, “Rin Tin
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and
Brown.. Lew Landers, director; “77th
Lancers,”* (Screen Gems with Phil
Douglas Hayes, director.

© Jack Hildyard, ‘‘The Bridge on the River
Kwai,” (Horizon-American Prods., shooting
in Ceylon) with Jack Hawkins and Alec
Guinness. David Lean, director.
• Charles Lawton, ASC, “3:10 To Yuma,”
with Glenn Ford, Van Heflin and Felicia
Farr. Delmer Daves, director.
• Robert Planck, ASC, “Jeanne Eagels,”
(George Sidney Prods.) with Kim Novak
February, 1957

Tin,”*
James
Bengal
Carey.

WALT DISNEY

• Charles P. Boyle, ASC, “Old Yeller,”
(Technicolor) with Dorothy McGuire and
Fess Parker, Robert Stevenson, director.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”* (Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX

• Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with James Arness and Den¬
nis Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.

• Kit Carson, “Father Knows Best,”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

• AURICON

• Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Oscar Rudolph, director.

• Monroe Askins, “Dr. Christian,”* (ZivTV with MacDonald Carey. Henry Kessler,
director; “Highway Patrol”,* (Ziv-TV) with
Broderick Crawford. Eddie Davis, director.

COLUMBIA

• FILMO

76

INTERNATIONAL

George Sidney, director.

MOVIETONE

STUDIOS

{NEW

YORK)

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, Delco-Remy com¬
mercials* (Peter Elgar Prods.) Peter Elgar,
director. “No One Answer,” (A.T.&T.) In¬
dustrial; Henry Strauss Prods.) Robert Wilmot, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “T. C. F. Hour.”*
Various directors.
• Frank Redman, ASC, “T. C. F. Hour.”*
Various directors.
• Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Broken Ar¬
row,'* with John Lupton. Various directors;
“Kaiser Aluminum” and G. E. commercials.*
Jean Yarbough, director.

(Continued on Page 78)

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for
16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

beauties.

Incorporates all advantages of Arriflex
35mm Camera, with mirror reflex system which permits viewing
and focusing through taking lens while camera is in operation.
Viewfinder shows clear, well-defined image correct parallax, un¬
inverted and right-side-up; eyepiece has 10-power magnifier.
3-lens turret. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also ac¬
cessory 400-ft. magazines.

XI -ARRIFLEX

ARRIFLEX.

16mm.

Come

in

and

see

You'll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses
from 11.5 mm to 600 mm • 200 to 400 ft magazines • nickel
cadmium batteries *110 volt Synch motor • Hi-Hat adapter for
use on Pro Jr Tripod • Shoulder Pod.
ACCESSORIES

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For

tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing

for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6Vi x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.

FRANK

ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:

Lenses from 11.5 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(JflmeRH Cc^uipmem (o.,inc.

able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Dept. A

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.

Y. JUdsotl 6-1420

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to the needs of film producers,
large or small, feature or com¬
mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• It serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX

• Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM,SYSTEM "A"
with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is an

engineering

achieve¬

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG¬
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line
contains exclusive features found
in no other recorders, yet all
carry low, low price tags.

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier
components;
mote

control

push-button

motor

controls;

footage counter, record-play

Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound Man’s judgment. Switch
to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

re¬
&

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 1 6mm,
17'/jmm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 76)
GENERAL SERVICE

• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”* (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.* Rod Amateau, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC, “Bob
Cummings
Show,”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
• Phillip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Jackie Cooper, di¬
rector.
• Frank Phillips, “Navy Log,”* (Gallu
iProds. Inc.). Jean Yarbough, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Ford commercial*
(Filmways Prods.). Stan Frazen, director.
• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson. Oz¬
zie Nelson, director.
• Hal Mohr, ASC, Toni commercial* (Filmways Prods.) Stan Frazen. director.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

• Norbert Brodine, ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.”* (Lewislor Inc.,) with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.
• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.
• Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “The Fuzzy Pink
Nightgown,” (Russ-Field Prods, for UA re¬
lease) with Jane Russell and Ralph Meeker.
Norman Taurog, director.
INDEPENDENTS

• James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Sweet
Smell of Success,” (Hecht-Hill-Lancaster).
Prod, for UA with Burt Lancaster, Tony
Curtis and Susan Harrison. Alexander MacKendirck, director.

OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM "B" includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is a completely synchronous
film

16mm Magnetic

recording channel, professional

detail.

MARK IX SYSTEM“C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re¬
mote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

in every

Can be operated in "console" position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit.

Features

TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor
amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power
consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00

$1,570.00

notice

FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€iiT(ojnc.
Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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• Guy
Roe,
ASC,
Buick
commercial.*
(Shooting in Utah and Nevada.) Jack Hivley, director.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Careless Years,”
(Bryna Prods, for UA release) with Natalie
Trundy and Dean Stockwell. Arthur Hiller,
director.

$2,520.00

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬

Prices subject to change without

• Giovanni Di Venanzo, “II Grido,” (Robt.
Alexander Prods., shooting in Rome) with
Steven Cochran. Michael Angelo Antoini,
director.

JUdson 6-1420
February, 1957

• Jack Cardiff, “Legend of the Lost,” (Batjac-Panama Prods, for UA release; shooting
in Rome & Tripoli; Technirama) with John
Waayne, Sophia Loren, and Rossano Brazzi.
Henry Hathaway, producer-director.
• George Perinal, “St. Joan,” (Carlyle
Prods, shooting in London) with Richard
Todd and Richard Widmark. Otto Premin¬
ger, producer-director.
• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Barney
Ross Story,” (Edward Small Prods, for UA
Release) with Cameron Mitchell and Dianne
Foster. Ted Post director.
(Continued on Page 115)

AUTOMATIC
FILM
SPLICER

The HFC automatic film splicer uses a special transparent tape, perforated
to match the film to be spliced and coated on one side with a pressure
adhesive. The tape is precut and rolled onto the film in register. The unit
makes butt or overlap splices. The tape is rolled onto the film automatic¬
ally from a precision sprocket. Registration pins assure perfect lineup of
film. Stock units are for 35mm positive film.

BUTT
SPLICE

OVERLAP
SPLICE

TEAR
REPAIR

PERFORATION
REPAIR

AFS—35—(35MM MODEL)
AFS—16—(16MM MODEL)

$175

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

FILM-EDGE
NUMBERING MACHINE
(Coding Machine)
An important aid and time saving device which enables the Film Editor to
quickly tie together the picture and sound track in perfect synchronization
is the HFC film edge numbering or coding machine. The machine numbers
every 16 frames in 35mm. The 16mm model numbers every 40 frames. The
numbering block generally consists of two letter wheels or one number and
one letter wheel manually operated and four number wheels which move
automatically and number the film from 0001 to 9999. All numbers can be
reset by hand to begin at any number.
ENM—35—(35MM MODEL)
ENM—16—(16MM MODEL)

$2500

F.O.B.

HOLLYWOOD

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases
AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284
branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
__
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle

a oden

joe

the

Edi(rninrj

oj

Tiller & Special Effects Kit

'hjainj j Eolith l^ofe Expedition
(Operation

freeze
rdt)eepjri
for

AURICON PR0-600
lor 16mm Optical Sound - On ■ Film
Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

TOP
Pro¬
fessional
results

For producing the widest range of titles, trick films, cartoons, anima¬
tion, etc. Takes most types of movie cameras. Horizontal and verticle
operation. Table adjustable north, east, south, west. Title board size
7'/8"x9,/2" with tipping frame, overall dimensions 40"xl 5"xl 2",
weight 40 lbs. Complete with all accessories.

•
•
•
•
•

Twin lamps with reflectors for front and back illumination.
Title card frame with platens at top and bottom.
Distance scale to obtain correct setting of camera lens.
Climbing title device produces any desired number of title lines.
Turntable for rotating titles, small objects and other purposes.
MODEL TG,
II, 16mm.$175
MODEL TG, III, 16mm.$225
MODEL TG, IV, 16/mm (illustrated).$325
Write for illustrated brochure.

Film Numbering Pays Off

lAuricon Pro-600’' with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

"Auricon Pro-600" with SingleLens "C"
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
flow of The "'Auricon Pro-600" is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!

Unnumbered
films cause
confusion and
loss of time

if 600

ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.

★ Synchronous Motor Drive for "SingleSystem"
or
"Double-System"
Re¬
cording.

“Auncon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

PRICES START AT $1165

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
Write for free

illustrated

“AURICON

PRO-600"

literature

and prices.

Under rigorous Antarctica below zero tempera¬
tures, “Operation Deepfreeze,” cameraman Bill
Hartigan’s Auricon Pro-600 operated perfectly
throughout the changing climatic conditions.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

The MOY Visible Edge Numbering Machine edge numbers every
foot of 16, 1 7 '/2, 35mm film and simplifies the task of checking
titles and footage. Replaces cue marks, perforations, messy
crayons, punches, embossing—does not mutilate film. Work
prints showing special effects, fades and dissolves require edge
numbering to keep count of frames cut or added. Multiple
magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic recordings make
edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.
AMONG

RECENT

PURCHASERS

ARE:

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefilm, Inc., Holywood, Calif.
Consolidated Film Labs.. Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

With NEW
Improved Non-Clog
Inking System $2475
Present

May

owners

can

easily install the new and
improved

inking

system!

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440, Cable: Sosound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.—Phone HO 7-9202

TEL - Animastand

LTION & SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

service

for Motion Picture Producers,
Animators, Special Effects, Labs,
TV Stations, Advertising Agencies,
Art Depls., Etc.

„
Nove mber

9, 195b

SOS. Cinema Supply Corp

Sb0?WeSt5ZnaS^eYtork
York 1^'
..
Dear Mr.

t a
J-

Tanney'.

we are .UHVurn^
Tei-Animasranci.
1 th°Up' Xel-Animastand.

** “*

—"
Tpl.Animastand

.. - -*^5

wT”'

1

Priced to fit the
most modest budget!

® rs

s ana sp*"- -

; ...

„ Tpi.Ammasw“”'

,

operate
matures
Tel_Animastand
°Pera
• of the
.
Animastand f°J0£^t r aMP«encies.
also us. m to correct
Wk alS°iwseno problem to correct co
m(
with the light box, U i- - ?r
^ Tel-Animastand
Tel.Ammastand a lit*.>
with
^Uny^putttoVork.
and we have real7 PTel.Animastand ha
t°
^ reuCs°ve5ry
pleases
us ten --h-

P*id lor itself, whtch

Yours truly,
TV SPOT SERVICE

,ue Tel-Animastand

EAR‘“:

„„.d »p i»»»«“"d ’*

indispensable
tnB TV OH FILM
personalized messages

Improve Your Film Titles
with the Tel-Auimaprint

TEL-Animastand with
TEl-Anima
sliding
cell board, rotated
at 45°

Among the recent purchasers are:

TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas

Basic Unit Only $2995

Only $435
°

ii ii

All basic movements associated with high priced stands
are incorporated. Accuracy is assured through precise
registration of art work.
Includes four Veeder Root
counters which calibrate 18" north/south movement, 24"
east/west travel, and zoom movements to the Art Table
or Cel Board. The compound table can turn a full 360°
circle as well as travel to the front, back, or either side.
A camera fitted to a movable counterbalanced vertical
carriage photographs the art work. Will accept even the
heaviest 16mm or 35mm camera (Acme with stop motion
motor illustrated.)

The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE for high quality, fast lettering
—the answer to economy and precision
accuracy in film titling. Prints dry from
colored foil for instant use. Acme pegs
assure perfect registration on paper or
acetate cells. Prints all colors. TELAnimaprint tools for Top Tech¬
niques—greatest dollar for dollar
value in the industry.
With New Heating Control

TEL-Animastand is
your answer to the
many animation
and special effects
problems in Motion
Pictures and Tele¬
vision. Embodies
features of the
photo enlarger,
movie camera, mi¬
crometer and rail¬
road roundhouse.
Optical effects such
as pans, angles,
zooms, quick doseups and every
variation for trick
photography may
be easily produced
for cartoons, titles
and stills with this
precision built TELAnimastand.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME-PAYMENT PLAN
Trade-ins Accepted . . . Send List.

Write for TEL-Anima Literature covering every need for animation

'The Department Store oi the Motion Picture Industry”

S.O.S.
= WESTERN

PUA QIIPPI V PflRP
UI 1 L If I/l UUI I LI uUlll •

BRANCH — 6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 7-0440

28,

California

Cable: SOSOUND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

In

16 mm
and
35 mm

Accessories,

Services

why buy ?

ARRIFLEX

camerasbdmeidb.

Equipment,

AUR,C0N
BELL & HOWELL

Greater savings on taxes... no main¬
tenance problems ... no obsolescence

CUNNINGHAM
MAURER
MITCHELL

loss... TOP RATED Equipment!
•

SWIFT SERVICE: same-day ship¬
ment of equipment by Air, Truck
or Rail.

•

A-I CONDITION: all serviced and
inspected by our own Shops.

•

RENTED FOR USE ANYWHERE,
in U.S., or by arrangement in for¬
eign locations.

•

MAXIMUM TAX SAVINGS, no
upkeep cost, no storage.

•

MODERATE RATES:

by day,

week, month, long-term lease ararrangement.

WRITE FOR RENTAL LIST

special cameras
HULCHER
EASTMAN
FASTAX
PHOTOSONICS

35mm Pan-Cinor Zoom
The Benjamin Berg Co., 1410 No.
Van Ness Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.,
announces its distributorship of the
Pan-Cinor “4” Zoom Lens for 35mm
motion picture cameras, such as the
Mitchell, Camerette, Bell & Howell and
others.
Varifocal range of the lens is from
38.5mm to 150mm; aperture range,
f/3.8 to f/22; focusing range 6Vo'fL to
infinity. Price is under $2,000.

Rental Equipment
Camera Mart, Inc., 1845 Broadway,
New York, N. Y., announces they have
added several brand new Mitchell 16mm
and Mitchell 35mm NC cameras and
blimps to their rental department.

Microphones

accessories:

editing
equipment:

TRIPODS
LENSES
FILTERS, ETC.

I
I
I

Camera Equipment Co., 314 West
43rd St., N. Y. City, announces it is now
distributing the complete line of worldfamous AKC microphones imported
from Austria. Descriptive, illustrative
brochure is available for the asking.

MOVIOLAS, SPLICERS
REWINDS,
COUNTERS,
SYNCHRONIZERS,
ETC.

Non-arcing Lamp Socket

PROJECTORS,
BACKGROUND
& STILL

We Ship via Air, Rail or Truck
S362 NORTH CAHUENGA BlVD.

gordon enterprises

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

J. G. McAlister, Inc., 1117 No. McCadden PI., Hollywood 38, Calif., has
patented a new, spring-loaded, toggleoperated socket which eliminates arcing
on any type of bi-pole lamp.
Besides arc prevention, new socket as¬
sures steady, noiseless light and increases
globe life. All 5KW and 10KW Mc¬
Alister lamps and skypans are equipped
with the new socket.

Cable: GORDENT

New Hi-Speed Cine Lenses

Serving the World

Wollensak

Optical

Co.,

Rochester,

(Continued on Page 116)
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P&B PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS
F&B SPLIT SEELS
REGULAR

16MM

F&B NEW

PRICE

REELS

LOW PRICE

The
Newest, Most Advanced
Lighting & Production Equipment.
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT:

$4.50

400'

$2.25

6.00

800'

3.00

7.50

9.00

1200'

3.75

1600'

4.50

SIMPLE SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES
TIME . . . SPACE . . . MONEY
You can project, edit, synchronize, clean and
inspect film on cores, without rewinding by
simply slipping them in
F&B SPLIT
REELS.

Part No.

Ml 9000

CINE-COMPACTO JR.
16mm Sound Continuous
REPEATER PROJECTOR
Featuring:
Built-in screen
800 ft. capacity
Movie-Mite projector
Excellent used condition—
Complete with cases & covers

Value $498.00

Description

M06000

Baby Keglite Head.$ 73.50

M63020

Baby

Ml 4000

Junior Spot Head. 117.50

M63000

Junior Spot Stand.

Ml 9000

Senior Spot Head. 235.00

M63010

Senior Spot Stand.

M08001

Sky Pan Head (with switch). 107.50

M61000

Single Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser

M20000

Double Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser 105.00

M64000

Indirect

M03000

5

Keglite

QUANTITIES AVAILABLE

.$8.75

F&B NEW

III MUM

M58001

LOW PRICE

PRODUCED

$3.95

BY

List

Part

List

No.

Price

No.

Price

M58000

10.50

M58001

17.00

Junior Spot

M58011

17.00

M58014

30.00

Senior Spot

M58021

30.00

M58022

50.00

Hanger.

22.00

Bracket...

15.00

Description

M49107

Broad

M51000

Low

M49006

Trombone

M54001

Pneumatic

M54002

Through

M49010

Hanger..

27.50

Hanger.

44.00

Hanger.

22.50

Hardwall

Clamp.

6.75

M49103

Clothwall

Clamp.

5.25

M49102

Wall

Plate.

3.50

Write for complete brochures and price lists.

F&B CHANCING BASS
Rubberized film changing bag
36 x 44 inches
With double zipper—rubberized
cover with zipper

Part

Baby Keglite

Part No.

with clapstick

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
DATE

62.00

HANGERS, ETC.

CAMERA SLATE

Price

49.50

4 WAY

2 WAY

Regular

43.00

Floodlight. 320.00

$179.50

SOUND

36.50

BARN DOORS:

11"xl4"

TAKE

Stand.

Light Striplight. 141.00

F&B NEW LOW PRICE

CAMEM SLATE
SCENE

List Price

M49102

Regular Price . $23.50

F&B New Low Price $13.95

AUTOMATIC

SPLICER

for 8mm- 16mm combination
& 35mm with the
Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER!

F&B NOMINAR
1" f/0.95 LENS

Regular

“The Fastest Lens in the World”

Price

A PERFECT SPLICE
EVERY TIME

FOR ALL 16MM CAMERAS
Hundreds being used successfully by...

$174.90

• Industrial film producers
O Industrial TV circuits
Police & Investigation Agencies

F&B New

Educational film producers
Newsreels and TV features

Low Price

Army, Air Force & Navy

F&B NEW LOW 16mm $79.50
PRICE
35mm $104.50

Engineering, research & development

$129.50

FLOR

AN

&

68

Street,

New YORK

West

45th

BABB,
36,

N.Y.

INC.
MU

2-2928

;.\V:

v'^'f

■

ROBERT BURKS, A.S.C. (left) discusses a camera setup for “The
Wrong Man” with producer-director Alfred Hitchcock on one of the
few daytime exteriors used in the picture. In background one of

■

the 170s used for booster light is being readied by an electrician.
Except for Plus-X used on this and other day exteriors, balance of
picture was shot with Eastman Tri-X.

Hitch' Didn't Want It Arty
“I want this picture to look like it had been photographed in
New York in a style unmistakably documentary,” he told cinema¬
tographer Robert Burks when shooting started on “The Wrong Man.”

By

FREDERICK

IMAGINE the photographic

problems involved in shoot¬
ing the re-enactment of a true story which demanded
faithful delineation of events in the very locales in which
they orignally occurred—locales that included interior of
New York’s famous Stork Club, the Subway, Subway trains,

84
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city jails, courtrooms, and the hallways, bedrooms, etc., of
the subject’s modest cottage?
Such an assignment marked the eighth consecutive photogrpahic undertaking by Robert Burks, A.S.C., for filmdom’s master of mystery and suspense, Alfred Hitchcock. The

February, 1957

story? ‘"The Wrong Man,” which Hitchcock produced and
directed for Warner Brothers.
The story of “The Wrong Man” can be found in the
newspaper files of the New York dailies. Here the dramatic
events depicted in the him actually took place in 1953.
Manny Balestrero, a Stork Club musician, played by Henry
Fonda, is fingered by several witnesses as the man who
held up a number of shopkeepers and a loan office. He is
picked up by police and held to answer. As time passes and
the hapless Balestrero becomes resigned to a prison sentence,
the real bandit, resembling Balestrero in looks and stature,
returns to the scene of an early holdup. He is recognized
and captured. His confession exonerates Balestrero who is
subsequently released. In the meantime, however, the or¬
deal has turned his wife into a mental case.
Hitchcock personally introduces the picture on the screen
with this statement:
“In the past I have given you many kinds of suspense
pictures. But this time I would like you to see a different
one. The difference lies in the fact that this is a true story—
every word of it; and yet, it contains elements that are

stranger than all the fiction that has gone into many of the
thrillers that I have made before.”
Since the picture was to be shot on original locales, Hitch¬
cock told Burks at the very beginning that he did not want
it to look arty in any way. “I want it to look like it had
been photographed in New York in a style unmistakably
documentary,” he said. Perhaps remembering Bob Burk's
fine color photography on other pictures and the new pres¬
tige he acquired last year as a result of winning an Oscar
for the photography of “To Catch A Thief,” Hitchcock
said to him: “Perhaps you may not want to do this picture,
Bob. I wouldn’t want the stark, colorless documentary treat¬
ment I expect to reflect on your reputation as a photog¬
rapher.” Burks reassured Hitchcock that if he was willing
to risk his reputation on the picture, he’d gladly go along
with him.
Prior to starting production on "‘The Wrong Man,” Hitch¬
cock set up his headquarters at the St. Regis Hotel in New
York, so that the picture could be planned and researched
right in its Manhattan and Queens County setting.
(Continued on Page 112)

THE EFFECTIVE lighting which Burks accomplished with the portable
lightweight Garnelites is evidenced in this shot of Henry Fonda,
playing Manny Balestrero, in the custody of two detectives.

AGAIN with the small, portable lighting equipment, Burks achieved
striking results, both in lighting the players and the set itself.
The same unit was used for all location lighting requirements.

WHERE LARGER areas demanded full illumination, the tiny Garnelites
served remarkably well, as evidenced in this interior of the actual
liquor store which figured in the original robbery.

AGAIN Burks’ versatility in employing the same lighting unit for
a wide range of purposes is aptly demonstrated in this interior of
the loan office where Fonda is recognized as the bandit.

American Cinematographer
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Natural Source
Set Lighting
Establishing the basic source of
light is the first step in
lighting the motion picture set.

By

LAMP-LIGHT
simulation.

and

candle-light

present

peculiar

problems

CHARLES

LORING

of

Such light is naturally diffused in quality and should

appear coming

from the direction and the

level of the candle

or lamp shown in the scene.

E

pattern in real life has its basic natural
source. In your living room, the light comes through
windows by day, and from light fixtures by night. It is
only natural, then, that scenes in motion pictures should
appear illuminated by natural source lighting. The best
cinematographers strive for this very thing in lighting a set.
Such an arbitrary rule as “Follow the natural light source’’
is not, of course, the answer to every set lighting situation,
but in the majority of cases if the cameraman re-creates a
lighting pattern for the screen that approximates the lighting
source natural to the room or locale in real life, he can
hardly go wrong.
The whole problem of motion picture set lighting becomes
greatly simplified when a systematic approach is used. The
principle key to the lighting of each sequence is the script
itself. Even thou*gh the script writer may not have indicated
camera and lighting directions in his treatment, certain
moods are suggested by the action and dialogue and it is
up to the cameraman to study these elements and translate
them into terms of light and shadow. Further clarification
of the mood and lighting key of specific sequences usually
develops out of conferences between the cameraman and the
director. Quite often, the director's interpretation of a se¬
quence may vary greatly from the mood indicated in the
script, but since he is the one entrusted with actually staging
the action of the film, his artistic viewpoint should be of
prime concern to the cameraman when planning the lighting
of the picture.
Having decided the predominant mood and lighting key
of each sequence, the cameraman is now charged with the
very lighting
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DAYLIGHT

strong

arcs

scene
placed

filmed
high

indoors
poured

on

the

sound

illumination

stage.

simulating

Here
sun¬

light on this realistic “indoor exterior” for “Moby Dick,” photo¬
graphed by Ozzie Morris.

responsibility of conveving these ideas to film. Here again
the rule, “Follow the natural source,” comes into play. The
establishment of the basic source is usually quite simple. For
a daylight exterior sequence the source would naturally be
the sun. For a similar sequence staged at night, the light
source would be the moon, with possibly some electric light
sources included, as in a street scene. For a daylight in¬
terior, the source would be daylight or the sun’s rays or
both, coming through windows and doors. For a night
interior, the basic source would be a lamp, chandelier, open
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Zoom Effects In Animation
High-quality effect shots for low-budget animated commercials
made with zoom lens and graduated control on 16mm camera
mounted vertically on title stand.
By

that require upand-down movement of the camera
on the stand are often outside the range
of the average producer of low-budget
commercials. Because such effects re¬
quire costly equipment to produce, they
are invariably blue-penciled out of lowbudget animation scripts.
The advent of the Zoomar lens for
16mm cameras changed all this. With
this versatile lens it is now possible to
produce zoom effects using a simple
vertical title stand for the camera. Be¬
sides the camera and the Zoomar lens,
the only other piece of equipment re¬
quired is a gadget for controlling the
zoom action in accurate calibrated
steps for single-frame animation pho¬
tography.
The one pictured in the
nimation effects
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cause of its light weight, simplicity of fabrication.

magazine.

A
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accompanying photos is homemade and
easily built by anyone handy with tools.
A dollar’s worth of scrap plastic ma¬
terial, solvent for cementing the plastic
pieces together, and a coping saw will
enable anyone to make a similar gadget
for his camera.
Because of the wide range of cameras
used in 16mm commercial film produc¬
tion, it is impossible to give exact de¬
tails for constructing the control device
for each camera. In the case at hand,
it was designed for a Cine Special and
as this camera is widely used by 16mm
film producers, the details that follow
should prove of interest to a great many
readers.
For the Cine Special, the diagrams
on opposite page can be followed in
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fabricating the necessary parts for a
control attachment. For other makes of
cameras, the various fitting holes, shaft
length, etc., should be carefully calcu¬
lated so that the finished job will
“tailor-fit” the camera.
The function of the device is to
enable the camera operator to advance
the zoom cycle of the Zoomar lens a
fraction of an inch prior to each single¬
frame exposure of animation photog¬
raphy. The faceplate (A in diagram)
has a series of 32 equally-spaced de¬
pressions (1 in Fig. 2) which are en¬
gaged by a button at the top of the
lever F in the manner of a ratchet. The
Zoomar lens control lever is connected
to this by a rod D, as shown in Figs.
1 and 2, and as this lever is advanced

a notch it is held in place for the dura¬
tion of the ensuing single-frame expo¬
sure, until time to advance it another
notch. Thus a complete zoom effect
may involve a maximum of 32 single¬
frame exposures and consequently 32
separate movements of the Zoomar lens
control arm. From the author’s expe¬
rience, the ideal zoom for short TV
commercials involves but sixteen steps
of two notches per single frame expo¬
sure.
In constructing the device, particular
attention should be given the calibrated
face plate A. The 33 notches (32 plus
one for the starting point) in the one
illustrated were made with an %-inch
metal drill to the depth of the drill tip
only.
Before cementing the fittings on the
extension shaft, tap the connecting hole
through the Zoomar lens lever. (Easy
does it! That’s mighty expensive gear

to sustain the shock of a drill running
wild over it!) First try several posi¬
tions for the fittings, held temporarily
in place with masking tape, and then
apply plastic solvent to permanently
cement the parts in place.
The photographs (Figs. 1 and 2)
show the calibrated plate A clamped
to the magazine of the camera by two
“L”-shaped plastic brackets, (2 and 3,
Fig. 2). As a snug fit should be
achieved, these should be cut after
measuring the area they must cover,
i.e., the Cine-Special magazine housing
plus the thickness of the plate
The finished brackets are cemented to
the calibrated plate, as indicated at A
in the diagram. Because the calibrated
plate is not a permanent fixture on the
camera, and must be removed when
film is changed, it is secured to the
camera with a long strip of masking
tape. This extends around the outer

edge of the film magazine—from under¬
neath the magazine, around the butt
end (over the two plate brackets), and
up the diagonal edge of the magazine.
The pointed arm F that ratchets
along the calibrated perforations, is held
in place with a snug-fitting capped plug
inserted through the pointed arm, and
cemented to the calibrated plate. Care
should be taken that the arm is free
to move, but snugly flush with the plate.
Avoid the risk of cementing the arm
inadvertently, when applying solvent to
the capped plug in the plate.
The little ratchet point in the end of
the pointed arm can be just a button
of plastic cemented to the tip where it
will fall in place in the ratchet holes
in the calibrated plate, as the pointed
arm is moved; however, this can be
made flexible and spring-loaded in the
manner diagramed. The button of
(Continued on Page 108)
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Romance never dies
on the wide, wide-screen
Audiences truly live the lives and loves of their favo¬
rites as they see them on the wide, wide-screen. For
here, as they sit in the theatre, is escape . . . freedom
from the humdrum. New technics in production, proc¬
essing and projection are responsible . . . new horizons
achieved by an ever-searching industry working in
co-operation with the Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
East Coast Division

Midwest Division

342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd
Hollywood 38, Calif.
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Boris Kaufman, who photographed the production,
describes
shooting

some
the

of

the

greater

problems

part of the

encountered

in

picture on

an

abandoned southern plantation.
$

By

BORIS

KAUFMAN,

W

is the main problem con¬
fronting a cinematographer start¬
ing a new picture? To me it has always
been the same; to establish a style of
photography most compatible with and
complimentary to the theme of the story;
HAT
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to approach each new subject with a
fresh viewpoint; to avoid the same pat¬
terns applied in previous pictures.
The story of “Baby Doll,” which Elia
Kazan produced and directed for War¬
ner Brothers’ release, didn’t fit into the
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HUGE SCRIM is held by grip to soften sunlight fall¬
ing on actors Eli Wallach and Carroll Baker.
eraman
dolly as

Kaufman

and

Director Kazan

it moves with walking

Cam¬

ride camera

players.

DIRECTOR

Elia

Kazan

forms

frame

with

hands to show cinematographer Boris Kaufman, holding finder, how he wants a scene
lined op for “Baby Doll.”

On bed is Carroll

Baker, who plays title role, and beside her,
Karl Malden, who plays her screen husband.

conventional forms of comedy or melo¬
drama. The story is better described,
perhaps, as a tragi-comedy in which
every dramatic situation is offset by a
grotesque twist, and every comedy scene
underscored in tragic overtones. The
problem was: how to give visual trans¬
lation to all this, using lights, camera
and film. There was no easy answer to
it.
"Baby Doll
is basically a story of
violence and action which takes place
somewhere in the south of today—a
modern drama in the delta lands in
which a young girl stirs to the demands
of womanhood and revolts at an unconsumated marriage. Baby Doll, played
by Carroll Baker, is the voluptuous,
scornful bride of loutish Archie Lee
(Karl Malden). She seeks romance in
the embrace of a suave, dominant cot¬
ton gin operator and brings about a cli¬
max of murderous rage and frustration
when her husband becomes suspicious.
The time lapse for the entire plot is lit¬
tle more than 48 hours.
An old plantation one and one-half
miles east of Benoit, Mississippi, was

selected by Kazan and Tennessee
illiams as the ideal site for filming the
drama. The plantation house, known as
the Old Burras Place, stands on the now
deteriorated Hollywood Plantation—so
named because of the quarter-mile lane
of huge holly bushes that leads to the
house from the main road.
The hundred-year old house has stood
vacant for the past 25 years, and like
most locations it posed a real challenge,
photographically. To enhance the set¬
ting, the company added a breeze-way,
an outdoor kitchen, a plantation bell, a
well, and a venerable Pierce Arrow mo¬
tor car of undetermined vintage—a sym¬
bol of the plantation’s early-day gran¬
deur.
I employed a light-comedy style of
lighting and camera treatment for the
opening of the picture, where comedy
predominates. Then the same white¬
washed walls of the sets become grayer
and more bare as the story progresses.
I treated the long sequence of action of
the mid-afternoon — encompassing the
yard, swings, porch, etc.—in dreamy,
soft light accented with some menacing
touches. Contrasted with this was the
chase through the house in eery, fan¬
tastic light and shadow; the dinner scene
in heavy dramatic style, and finally,
when Archie Lee goes mad and shoots
at shadows, the pictorial mood (the
lighting) changes to extremely low key
so that shadows virtually have more
body than real objects. Thus was fol¬
lowed a pattern of several moods blend¬
ing into each other, or changing sud¬

denly at precise moments to lend dra¬
matic impact.
The difficulties and advantages of lo¬
cation shooting had to be faced con¬
structively and realistically. The physi¬
cal aspect of the location, situated as it
was in the deep south, imposed shapes
and colors of various degrees. The vari¬
ables in light and weather had to be
brought under control in order to main¬
tain consistency of mood. The matching
of location interiors later with those
filmed at the studio had to be carefully
handled. Such scenes as were shot out
of continuity had to be remembered in
detail so that the same mood could be re¬
created when shooting of the balance of
the sequence was resumed later.
Then there were the problems of cre¬
ating visually the feeling of a warm
afternoon when actually it was bitter
cold; of shooting day scenes at night;
and the precise lighting and composi¬
tion that had to be employed in order
to shoot a number of interiors facing
the outdoors, alternately in sun, rain,
fog and the darkness of night.
One of the more challenging sequences
began when Eli Wallach, playing the
amorous cotton gin operator, discovers
the strange world of Baby Doll. He no¬
tices at once the decrepit Pierce Arrow
car standing in the yard with vegetation
growing through its floor boards. Baby
Doll thinks he wants to play chauffeur
and the two climb into the car. At this
point we ran out of daylight and I was
faced with the problem of lighting the
(Continued on Page 106)

SHOOTING action on stage of Warner Bros.' Brook¬
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THE

CINEMIRACLE

CAMERA—actually

three

cameras

in

one.

Built

by

Corporation, center camera records the middle segment of the picture.

Mitchell

Camera

Vertical mirrors at

either side of center camera lens pick up the left and right hand sections of the picture,
which are recorded by the left- and right-hand cameras.

CINEMIRACLE
A three-camera wide-screen system that achieves
smooth blending of lines of demarcation between
panels and

requires but one projection booth.
By

JOE

C

is the newest of wide¬
screen motion picture systems that
have been developed in recent years to
meet the exhibitor’s need for a “new
look ' in film presentations. Reduced to
simple terms, Cinemiracle employs a
three-cameras-in-one photographic unit,
and three projectors interlocked in a
single projection booth. Each projector
covers one-third of the huge screen
INEMIRACLE
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area, with the three panels (picture seg¬
ments) smoothly vignetted at the mar¬
gins to create one elongated picture
that covers a full 146° of the horizon.
Nearest thing to Cinemiracle is
Cinerama, which preceded it. Unlike
Cinerama, only one projection booth
instead of three is required, and the
blending of the lines of demarcation
between the picture segments is pretty
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near perfect, so that you see a single
super-wide picture on a large, slightly
curved screen. Jiggle between the three
picture segments is non-existent. At
least it was in the demonstration screen¬
ings held in Hollywood last month; and
judging from the engineering that has
gone into the projection setup, there is
no doubt that Cinemiracle has this
bugaboo licked.
As early as 1952, National Theatres
commenced development of this new
process, when it placed the company’s
Chief Engineer, R. H. McCullough, in
charge of a research program aimed
at creating an entirely new principle of
camera and projection technique.
Shortly after he became President of
National Theatres in November, 1954,
Mr. Elmer C. Rhoden stepped-up and
expanded the research program, not
only on the projection phase, but also
in the development of a multi-panel,
three-lensed camera.
Within a few month’s time, National
Theatres acquired world wide exclusive
rights to the Smith-Dietrich patents
covering a new electronic lens system
developed by the Smith-Dietrich Cor¬
poration. The combined projection and
camera systems were then named “Cine¬
miracle.” Orders were placed for two
camera units with the Mitchell Camera
Company. The cameras were equipped
with the electronic control systems de¬
veloped by National Theatres, and the
Smith-Dietrich lens systems which are
the secret of Cinemiracle’s photographic
perfection.
The
Cinemiracle
engineers
have
achieved further perfection of picture
quality through the use of mirrors, both
on the camera unit and in projection.
Electronic lenses on the three record¬
ing units of the Cinemiracle camera,
mounted as a single mobile unit and
meshing as one, are so synchronized
and perfectly adjusted that each scene
is photographed on three individual
strips of 35mm film and partially
blended at the margins to eliminate the
line of demarcation. Further vignetting
in the printing completes the blending,
so that the picture appears on the screen
without joining lines at any point.
But more important, because of the
unique system of shooting with mirrors,
there is no bending of horizontal or
angular lines at the panel margins, as
with other three-film systems. The cen¬
ter camera (see photograph) records
the
center
picture
panel
directly
through the lens of the camera. The
two side cameras, each set at an angle,
photograph the left and right hand
sides of the scene which are reflected
in the mirrors.
The camera lenses provide a depth
of field from 3 feet to infinity at the
average working aperture. Some excep¬
tional underwater shots made with the

CLIP OF Cinemirade film, showing 6-sprocket
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edge
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camera, using Eastman Color negative
exposed at f/2.8, were screened during
the recent Hollywood demonstration.
But it was the edge-to-edge sharpness
that marked all types of shots made
with this camera that was impressive.
Whether it was their aim or not, Cinemiracle’s engineers have finally evolved
a three-film widescreen process that is
admirably suited to the photography
of dramatic stories in addition to the
travel and trick stuff which marks the
usual three-film presentations.
As with any three-camera filming
system the consumption of film for any
type of production is high. In addition
to the three cameras, each requiring a
separate load of film, the film travels
through each camera, which has a sixsprocket pulldown, at the rate of 146
feet per minute.
For panning and tilting, the threecamera unit has been carefully bal¬
anced so that it may be used on almost
any of the conventional heavy-duty
tripod heads or mobile camera mounts.
Because of the interlocked electronic
control of the lenses, follow focus shots
are simple to make, the three individual
lenses responding to the remote control
with infinite accuracy.
Just as the three Cinemirade cam¬
eras for the photographic process are
mounted on a single standard as an
integrated filming unit, the three pro¬

jectors necessary for showing the films
are housed in a single booth. As with
the
cameras,
the
center projector
screens the center panel of the threesection picture. The left and right hand
panels are projected with the machines
set at right angles to the center projec¬
tor and project the image into adjust¬
able angular mirrors.
The fine mi¬
crometer adjustment on these mirrors

are an important factor in achieving
the fine blend of margins of the three
projected images so that they join
smoothly into one large wide-screen
picture.
All three projectors are equipped
with giant 8.000-foot reels and, as in
the cameras, the film travels at the rate
of 146 feet per minute. The sound
(Continued on Page 104)

CINEMIRACLE PROJECTOR setup is similar to that for cameras.

Machine in center projects

straight on while machines at either side, set at right angles, project picture on angular
mirrors (arrows), which reflect images to screen for left- and right-hand panels of the wide¬
screen picture.
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Religious Films — A Major Industry
Producers

of evangelical

films for churches

and

television employ the best of professional techniques.
By

CLARENCE

I

DAY’S

WORK

on

the

set

begins

and

ROBERT

religious films yearly, using its highlytrained student personnel; still other
films are made by church-organized film
production staffs. But by and large, to¬
day’s religious films are “studio pro¬
duced' with all the care, pre-planning
and use of professional production per¬
sonnel that goes into the making of ma¬
jor motion pictures.
“Television is the church’s atomic-age
vehicle for putting into effect John
Wesley’s 18th century tenet that ‘the
world is my parish’ ”, Methodist Bishop
Donald Harvey Tippett of San Fran¬
cisco said recently.
That’s one way of saying that here is
a way to graphically point out the Chris¬
tian approach to the world around us.

an avid watcher of televi¬
sion, you know that religious pro¬
grams have increased both in scope and
number within the past few years. Most
of these originate on film. Today, the
production of religious films is a major
segment of our motion picture industry.
Quietly, almost unobtrusively, what
was virtually an amateur movie making
activity a few years ago now ranks in
importance with the production of busi¬
ness, industrial, educational and training
films.
Most of the religious films made to¬
day are produced by one of several
long-established professional film pro¬
ducers. One college, the Bob Jones Uni¬
versity, turns out a number of important
F YOU are

EACH

DUNCAN

with

a

prayer

whenever

M.

BASSETT

There is a Christian manner of dealing
with life’s problems and vast numbers
of people are not familiar with it—many
of them Christians.
The Radio and Television Commis¬
sion of the Southern Baptist Convention,
literally assigning itself the most diffi¬
cult job in the entire denomination, de¬
cided to make a dramatic entrance into
the field with a series of motion picture
films based on the parables of Jesus.
That was early in 1954, and at that
time there seemed no possibility of
launching a TV series without a large
windfall of money from somewhere.
Several film companies on the West
Coast and in other parts of the nation
were queried about producing films

technical staff and players in prayer.

In background, to left of the

shooting is in progress on “This is the Answer” series produced by

Mitchell camera, is director of photography Walter Strenge, A.S.C.,
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RELIGIOUS FILMS produced by Family Films receive the same meticu¬
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photography
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the

best feature

Scene at left is from “The Rich Fool,"

based on parables but dealing with con¬
temporary people in modern situations.
Family Flms, Inc., Hollywood, Califor¬
nia, created the best impression, partly
because of past experience in the pro¬
duction of films having religious themes.
Family Flms announced the cost of a
single 30-minute pilot film would be
$27,500. On faith and little else, the
parable of the prodigal son was made
into a picture called “This My Son,”
story of a rancher and his two boys, one
wayward and one a steadfast, homebody
type. Although simple in plot, its im¬
pact was tremendous.
For instance, when the film was of¬
fered for rental in Baptist Book Stores,
an Indian missionary working near
Phoenix, Ariz., took a print of “This
My Son” for showing on an Indian res¬
ervation. A total of 200 Indians pro¬
fessed faith in Christ following a single
showing of the film.
Such spectacular results are not al¬
ways the case, of course, but it is an
indication of the effectiveness of the
medium of the screen in religion. And
spiritual results are the ones most
sought, although if a film pays for it¬
self through rentals, this money makes
it possible to produce more films.
The decision to produce only in
35mm and color was made with the
production of the pilot film in the se¬
ries, which was subsequently called,
“This Is The Answer.” This was done
with one eye cocked on the anticipated
growth of color TV in the immediate
future and because of the improved
technical quality which comes with color
photography.

Bible story by same

Son,” in the

Southern

Baptists

name.

“This Is the Answer”
and

The Rev. Paul M. Stevens, director of
the Radio-Tv Commission, is completely
sold on television as an evangelistic me¬
dium. And he has come close, in his
three years at the job, to convincing
Southern Baptist leaders that TV is
worthy of their attention.
“We know now that the timelessness
of the Scripture needs only its own mes¬
sage to hold an audience,” he says. It
is on this basis that he plans to lead
out in the continued production of 30minute dramatic situations on film
which will challenge the viewer to a
better life.
While the entertainment value of a
film must be taken into account, Stevens
has set these requirements on each:
(1) The films must be on a family
level, (2) they must remain true to the
New Testament account, (3) the Word
of God must be read in each produc¬
tion and (4) the plan of salvation must
be woven into each plot.
Eventual goal of the Commission is
to produce 26 of the dramatic films an¬
nually. The money for this expensive
project ($650,000 for production only)
must come from sources outside the
yearly allotment from the denomination.
Southern Baptists operate financially
through what is called the Cooperative
Program. This fund, which receives
some $13,000,000 each year from the
more than 30,000 Southern Baptist
churches in 44 states, is then distributed
on a percentage basis among 18 of the
19 agencies.
The Radio-Tv Commission comes in
for slightly more than two per cent of
all money received up to a certain point.
American Cinematographer
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Total allotment was $125,000 in 1954
with sizable increases to the present.
Still, it was not possible to actually
budget television films until 1957, al¬
though outside revenue made it pos
sible to produce seven original films
and revamp six others for the initial
series.
When the 13 films were ready to he
shown on television, a gala premiere was
set up in New York City at the Nor¬
mandie Theater for the press and re¬
ligious leaders. This was April 5. 1956.
The sendoff was designed to interest
stations across the country in Southern
Baptist TV films. It achieved its pur¬
pose admirably. One thing was learned
quickly—TV stations are eager to run
quality religious films on a sustaining
basis in a good time slot.
To date, films in the “This Is The
Answer” series have been televised on
a total of 115 major stations of the
nation’s total 600. True, the surface
of what can be done has only been
scratched—but by January 1, 1957, the
series had been viewed by an estimated
45 million persons.
It costs $1,000 a viewing minute to
produce and distribute one religious
film. And yet, every week there is a
potential viewing audience of 10 mil¬
lion individuals who receive all sorts of
messages as they relax in their own liv¬
ing rooms. This is the most effective
means of mass communication yet de¬
vised—and Southern Baptists mean to
make use of it to the hilt.
The television efforts and accomplish¬
ments of this denomination cannot be
(Continued on Page 107)
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Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

BEFORE YOU can get shots in their correct order the first task is to weed out
all unusable footage.

Cut it out but don’t throw it away.

Save it all on one

pin on your film rack.

Cut Without Chaos
Simple, systematic approach can eliminate wear
and tear on film and nerves alike.
By

DEREK

C

confusion are too often
synonymous. Amateurs who pride
themselves on their systematic approach
to scriptwriting, direction and camera¬
work seem to regard editing as an ex¬
cuse for a tangled jungle of film. With
footage looped over their shoulders they
sit hacking at the shimmering coils
that surround them; and every time
UTTING and
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they get to their feet, they hear that
most agonizing of sounds, the crunching
of an original underfoot. (Prints, oddly
enough, never have quite the same
heart-rending crackle.)
No wonder that editing is the least
popular of processes with amateurs. Any
job that appears to involve such ardu¬
ous and complex work is bound to be

February, 1957

reluctantly approached and hastily exe¬
cuted. There are probably more good
scripts wasted through poor editing than
through any other single cause.
Yet there is no excuse for chaos in a
cutting room. A simple systematic ap¬
proach can eliminate wear and tear on
film and nerves alike. After a little ex¬
perience cutting can be as straightfor¬
ward a routine as any other phase of
film production. The problems posed by
editing differ with every film; but the
basic system can and should be the
same.
Confronted by a thousand feet or so
of uncut film, the average amateur
movie maker tends to panic, snipping at
sequence after sequence in a desperate
attempt to reduce the mass before him.
Routine procedure, though it may seem
slower at first, is a safer and surer
method.
Let’s assume the whole film has been
run a few times, and that you’re now
familiar with the material. Let’s assume,
too, that you’ve followed your shooting
script as closely as possible. (My sug¬
gestions on the approach to unscripted
material were published in the March,
1955 American Cinematographer.)
Before you can get the shots into
their correct order, the first task is to
weed out all the unusuable footage. Run
through the whole length on an ani¬
mated viewer, and watch out for tech¬
nically unacceptable material. Cut it out
—but don't throw it away. Save it all
on one pin of your film rack.
While you're getting rid of this “dud"
stuff, make your choice between any
retakes at the same time. Hang the un¬
wanted takes together on another pin.
Incidentally, if you haven’t film racks,
it only takes a few minutes to make your
own. A strip of thin wood, two or three
dozen small nails driven through from
the back (or you can use old gramo¬
phone needles) and the job’s done.
Numbering the pins is a useful refine¬
ment; and if you can rig up two or
three lamps behind a sheet of frosted
glass below the rack, so much the better.
Alternatively, if you're working by
daylight you can hang the rack across
a window. A bag or bin to protect the
dangling film from dust is another use¬
ful accessory, as it means that you can
throw" a cloth hood over the rack and
leave your shots on the pins from day
to day.
Once you've removed all the material
you’re not going to use, prepare to cut
all the shots into the order dictated by
the script. At this point you’ve only
used two pins of the rack, and the rest
of the film is still on one large reel.
(Continued on Page 104)

CLOSE YOUR EYES... and dream into our
picture softer, more natural colors than you
ever thought possible...

Now! open YOUR eyes to marvelous new
16mm ANSCOCHROME.. .the color film that
adds that brilliant, glorious full-range color
to your movies. Treat yourself, now, to
memories that move and live
in full rich color by ANSCOCHROME!
Daylight and Tungsten Types

50' Magazines
ANSCO, BINGHAMTON, N.Y. A DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE AND FILM CORPORATION

100' Rolls

Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

UNIQUE background and shooting at right time of day gave
exceptional pictorial emphasis to this photo by 17-year-old
Gerald Walter and won for him a $300 prize in Eastman
Kodak’s National High School Photographic contest. It illustrates
what the cine cameraist should look for in pictorial composition.

ABOVE PHOTO, which won George Eastman Memorial Award
medal for Tom Chak, Hong Kong, illustrates type of pictorial com¬
position which 8mm and 16mm movie makers can profitably apply
to their scenic films. High camera angle, unusual lighting were
major contributions to this successful pictorial effort.

Do Your Movies Lack
Good Scene Composition?
By

JAMES

Good picture composition

is an allimportant part of movie making,
just as it is with still photography. Yet
it is a phase that is much too frequently
neglected by the amateur movie maker,
and sometimes even by the filmer of
considerable experience.
While there are many things that
comprise an inspiring picture composi¬
tion, their exact nature is somewhat elu¬
sive, and decidedly variable, and to at¬
tempt establishing “typical” character¬
istics applicable in all instances is a
difficult, if not foolhardy task. As soon
as one apparently hard and fast rule to
a pleasing scene composition is formu¬
lated, it seems some obvious and per¬
haps unaccountable exception is sure
to occur that directly opposes the orig¬
inal thought on the matter. Because of
the usefulness of endeavoring to “pin¬
100
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point” just what constitutes a good pic¬
ture composition, the writer, under¬
standably, can only hope to discuss in
general terms these properties. Never¬
theless, in spite of occasional cause for
deviation from the rule, mere mention
of some of the usual oversights will
serve as a guide to the movie maker
desirious of avoiding
compositional
shortcomings.
To begin with, don’t settle for the
first composition sighted through the
camera viewfinder without considering
other possibilities. Even a slight change
of position to the right or left, up or
down, can alter the final effect im¬
mensely, as can moving in for a closeup, or away for a more distant shot.
Strict attention to such detail is par¬
ticularly important to scenes at close
range, hut not to be overlooked in any
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type of filming where the subject is to
be portrayed to very best advantage.
On occasion it may be difficult to de¬
termine exactly wherein the center of
interest of a proposed picture lies. This
could well indicate there is justification
for two or more separate compositions,
and one sure way for the well-meaning
but uninformed movie maker to defeat
his better intentions is to try combining
several scenes into what should be one.
An error of this nature is probably more
likely to occur in connection with the
scenic variety of shot than any other.
While panning, if done smoothly, may
serve admirably in such situations, it is
the kind of effect that must be used with
reservation in good motion picture
practice. Fixed camera positions, widely
chosen, always provide the opportunity
for diversified vantage points and a re¬
freshing approach to the subject and its
central theme.
Another frequent mistake of the ama¬
teur involves scenes where people more
or less predominate. In a good compo¬
sitional arrangement, would they appear
to best advantage when placed in the
direct center of the picture, or in a right
or left-hand portion, and in a top or
bottom segement of the scene? Where
the scene is comprised chiefly of a sin¬
gle individual, placement of the subject

in the absolute center of the composition
is an almost unforgivable error in the
artistically inclined movie maker’s hand¬
book. Generally speaking, head-on closeups will be found best with the face
positioned a trifle above the central
axis, and sometimes very slightly offcenter to the left or right. This is also
applicable to profiles and semi-profiles,
but more distant shots often demand
more drastic placing of the subject if
the full potential of the scene is to be
realized. In such cases, the person should
advisably “look into” the picture, not
“out of” it. To be explicit, this means
that an individual facing to the right,
or in the general direction of right,
would be placed to the left of center of
the composition, and vice versa.
A parallel relationship exists, of
course, with respect to positioning the
subject in top or bottom segments of
the picture. One person, or a group of
persons, posing in “family album” style
affords the type of scene that is, on rare
occasions, tolerable for its documentary
aspects. While somewhat formal, obvi¬
ously-posed scenes of this nature are,
in certain instances, excusable in a mov¬
ie film.
Closeup or long shot? Another com¬
mon stumbling block to good picture
composition handicapping the amateur
involves distance from camera to sub¬
ject. Although the tendency to err in
this fashion is perhaps not so great
where the usual scenics or pictorials are
concerned, again, it is when people con¬
stitute an important part of the compo¬
sition that the less-experienced movie
maker is likely to go astray. Result is
that scenes intending to emphasize the
human element are photographed at
25 or 50 feet from the subject, whereas
they should be filmed from a distance
of but 10 or 15 feet, if not in closeup.
Even in everyday lfe, when something
fascinating strikes the eye, it is only
natural to want to move in for a closer
look. W hy not do the same in your film¬
ing activities?
^ hat applies to scenes where people
are participants, applies also to a large
extent to shots that include animals,
birds, flowers, etc., whenever practica¬
ble. Thus, if such an object is the cen¬
tral attraction in the scene being por¬
trayed, it should be given a place of
prominence in the composition. Where
that object is just secondary in impor¬
tance to the view being filmed it is
rightly made to occupy a subdued positlion in the arrangement of things.
A simple, sometimes subtle, suggestion
of life or activity is often all that is re¬
quired to enhance the value of scenics
or pictorials.
Never allow the horizon line to split
the composition through the middle.
Poor balance is the result of such equal¬
ized dividing of the view, a fault appar-

Editing as Pro’s do it...
... on an Amateur’s Budget!
The really creative part of making
movies is rearranging scenes and
sequences into a smooth, interesting
show. But you need the right tools to
help your skill and judgment.
The CRAIG PROJECTOEDITOR with its brilliant 314 " by
414" screen, Master Splicer, 400-ft.
capacity rewinds, frame marker and
focusing and framing adjustments is
just right for the job whether you use
8mm or 16mm, color or black and
white, sound or silent. This way you
see what you’re doing when you cut
and splice.
First you trim out the unneeded
ends and leads and not by guessing
but at exactly the right frame. You
separate the scenes taken at different
times of different subjects and with
various camera positions and angles.
You put related scenes together and
distracting ones where they belong.
Finally you splice your scenes and
sequences into an entertaining show
that will hold your audiences.

THE

Old prints with damaged frames or
out-of-date scenes can be salvaged
and used with your new productions.
You cut out what you don’t want and
permanently splice the good pictures,
with new or old prints, to modernize
your work. On the CRAIG
PROJECTO-EDITOR you can even
show whole films on a desk without
the trouble of setting up a projector
and screen.
The PROJECTO-EDITOR’s
hooded screen lets you view comfort¬
ably in a lighted room. Its dual cool¬
ing system lets you study single frames
indefinitely without damaging your
film. The film threads straight on a
stainless steel guide that doesn’t touch
the pictures. The Craig Master Splicer
and Craig #7 film cement weld
smooth splices stronger than the film
itself. Folds into its own handsome
carrying case 1414" by 814 " by 814",
weighs 1014 lbs. and costs only $79.50
for either the 8mm or 16mm model.
See it and try it at your camera dealer’s.

KALART

COMPANY, INC.

PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT

Producers of Precision Photographic Products since 1930:
Flash Units, Rangefinders, KALART and CRAIG Movie Editing
Equipment, VICTOR 16mm Sound Equipment
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THE MILLER

TRIPOD HEAD
Is The World’s Finest!

THE OFFICIAL OLYMPIC TRIPOD HEAD
for filming the 16th Olympiad
•
•

Miller equipment is precision—built of highest quality materials and every replace¬
ment part is available.
Miller equipment is used throughout the world by leading photographers, film and
television studios.

Head

consists of two

factory-sealed

units

which

are

packed

with

a

special

fluid

that

will not deteriorate and should last the life of the head.

Sold only by dealers.

See your nearest dealer.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.
Hollywood 46, California
Cable Address: MILEQIP

FLORIDA

STAGE

AND

STUDIO

LIGHTING

2835 N.W.
MIAMI,

35th STREET
FLORIDA

RENTALS I r
DAY:
JOE

102

NE

4-3475

CAPPARELLE,

NIGHT: MO.
Pres.
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ent immediately even to the untrained
eye. Aim the camera to place the hori¬
zon, where visible, in either the upper
or lower portion of the scene, not
through the center. It is significant, also,
that this line be perfectly straight. Too
frequently this fundamental law of pho¬
tography is broken, and the easily avoid¬
able shortcoming is completely ignored
by the amateur movie maker. While
there may be times when, for an un¬
usual or dramatic effect, the horizon
must necessarily be slanted, novel views
of such category should be used very
sparingly, and only with the utmost dis¬
cretion. Neutral surroundings, in which
the horizon line doesn’t appear at all,
are often most preferable, having de¬
cided advantages. With closeups, par¬
ticularly, the mere proper tilt of the
camera can entirely eliminate the hori¬
zon from the scene, banishing, as well,
other undesirable, extraneous matter. Fa¬
voring such a plain background as one
composed solely of sky, water, sand,
grass, or the like, ridding the picture
of distracting and superfluous detail,
automatically focuses attention on the
principal subject. The result is a scene
pleasing in its simplicity, a welcome con¬
trast to more involved renditions.
Placement of an object, or several ob¬
jects, in the foreground of a setting, or
similarly “framing’' it, is an old trick
employed by the veteran filmer to lend
3-dimensional perspective to a view. If
Mother Nature has not already provided
suitable “props” for the occasion at the
preferred shooting site, often they may
be improvised or created artificially. For
example, having an assistant dangle a
small pine branch a few feet in front of
the camera, from a point just outside
lens range, will lend an appropriate illu¬
sion of depth to a distant and otherwise
drab lake scene. Indoors a familiar ar¬
rangement of common household items
as that of a lamp on a table might well
be used to supply the sought-after 3-D
effect to improve, say, a homey living
room sequence. Sometimes, planning to
allow the foreground props to appear in
silhouette or near-silhouette form in¬
creases still further the semblance of
depth in the picture.
Anything that is even so much as a
little out-of-the-ordinary may be the
basis for an interesting compositional
rendition. Cleverly photographed set¬
tings in which mirrors play a part, offer
opportunity to present more than one
view of an individual in the same shot.
Bold contrasts in lighting as well as sub¬
ject matter also can be the essentials
of striking picture compositions. Out¬
doors, at night, for example, there is
always a certain, special captivation to
the normal activity of a city’s or town’s
brilliantly illuminated “Main” street
with its meandering throngs, and with
the lighted store windows, advertising

One Cell for oil You Need
in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
For quick service, expert advice
and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on
one of the nation’s largest suppliers
of temporary lighting facilities—
DOLLIES

Jack Frost, His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are

Fearless and
Raby Panoram

just a few of the many items

Dollies

available for quick delivery

Crab and

whenever and wherever needed.

Western
Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING

PORTARLE POWER
EQUIPMENT

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment
AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

MacTon Turntable
for Cars and
Displays
Mole Richardson
Boom and
Perambulator

(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-l 0,000W
Diffusion

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil
Portable Substations

Scoops
Reflectors
Bullboards
Cable

Parallels
Ladders and Steps
Scrims and Flags
Dots and Stands

Write or Wire
for
Catalog and
FREE
ESTIMATES!

JACK A. FROST
Dept. BS
234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:
41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

Camerette
Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion
maker working
or

black

in

and

both

16mm

or

picture film
35mm

color

white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—

• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used

signs, and automobile head and tail
lights all adding luster to the scene. The
colorful atmosphere is still more en¬
chanting after a rain, with the maze of
ensuing reflections glancing off the wet
pavement along the busy thoroughfare.
The observant filmer will soon learn to
recognize on sight other interesting pic¬
ture possibilities, and, if aggressive
enough, make the most of them camerawise.
These tips, then, should serve as an
adequate foundation upon which to
build better movies. In the final analy¬
sis, however, it will become evident
that good scene composition can very
appropriately be summed up in the few
simple words of what looks best. So,
whenever a situation arises that calls
for compositional planning, before press¬
ing the exposure button for the actual
“take,” devote a little time and atten¬
tion to composing the shot. It’s well
worth-while.

for both 1 6mm or 35mm—to convert simply
change

the

magazine.

• Precise

rugged

• Reflex

viewing

• 200

degree

• Divergent

CINEMIRACLE

movement

(Continued from Page 95)

adjustable

three

lens

shutter

turret

• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm—the

16mm

magazine

will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight—only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write

for brochure

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine, Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(TnmeRfl €ouipm€nT (o.,mc.
Dept. A
New York
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315 West 43rd St.,

36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420
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track is on a separate magnetic film
and is played in sync with the picture
on equipment interlocked with the pro¬
jectors. To eliminate keystoning, the
projectors are so mounted that they
project the images on a straight line
toward the screen.
The
slightly
curved
Cinemiracle
screen (the 26-ft. by 63-ft. demonstra¬
tion screen had a maximum curve of
13 feet at the center) covers a field 146
degrees wide and 55 degrees high—
approximately that of human vision of
160-60 degrees. The picture can be
viewed comfortably from every angle
without eye-strain.
Joseph Brun, A.S.C., who has shot
a great deal of footage for the vari¬
ous Cinerama productions, photo¬
graphed much of the demonstration
footage shown. He is currently direct¬
ing the photography of the first Cine¬
miracle feature film tentatively titled
“Cinemiracle Adventure.” This is a
romantic story involving the last of the
old square-rigger sailing ships and the
production will take the crews almost
completely around the world as they
stop off at interesting foreign ports to
shoot scenes pertinent to the story.
That old time-worn bromide, “It’s
done with mirrors,” takes on new mean¬
ing today with the advent of one of the
most interesting new wide-screen de¬
velopments. Why hadn’t mirrors been
employed in a like manner before?
Probably for the same reason that the
water-cooled, then the air-cooled power
plant in the airplane had to precede the
jet. With this mirror idea. Cinemiracle
is away out front, too.

•
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CUT WITHOUT CHAOS
(Continued from Page 98)

There are no shots on the bench, round
your neck or under your feet.
This is the point where the rack
proves its real value. Indeed, the more
racks you have the easier the job will
be. Many professional cutting rooms
bristle with pins on every wall.
Make up your mind that even where
you’ve taken a few shots in their cor¬
rect script order you’re still going to cut
them apart. Even if you haven’t used a
scene slate or number board (and if you
haven’t you’re going to regret it) the
light frames at the beginning of every
shot have to be cut out. Leave them in,
and cine enthusiasts in your audience
will spot them every time. The laymen
will only be aware of an occasional
flash, but that can still be irritating
enough.
Moreover, separating all your shots in
this way gives you a new freedom.
You’re no longer tempted to save a
splice by ignoring the fact that two
scenes taken consecutively need a few
frames removed before they blend prop¬
erly.
Obviously you’re unlikely to have
enough pins to allow you to hang every
shot of the film separately. So concen¬
trate on one sequence at a time. Give
each shot from, say, the opening se¬
quence a pin to itself, and hang all the
rest together. Some editors splice the re¬
maining material together again after
removing the sequence shots; but be¬
sides involving unnecessary work this
means shortening every shot by a frame.
If this routine is repeated often, sev¬
eral shots may be whittled down until
they are useless. A professional can
always call for the missing frames to be
printed again, but amateurs generally
work on their originals.
If you’re fortunate enough to have
followed a numbered shooting script,
using a clapper board, nothing could be
simpler than this stage —- especially if
you’re using numbered pins. As each
shot of the introductory sequence is cut
from the reel, it is hung on the pin of
appropriate number. After you’ve gone
through the whole reel, yolir first se¬
quence is lined up shot by shot ready
to be spliced in order.
It’s as well at this point to take things
slowly. The temptation, of course, is to
try and cut for length at the same time
as you are assembling the sequence; but
unless you’re exceptionally experienced,
this can prove disastrous. There are few
jobs more nerve-wracking than trying to
find and splice back two or three frames
from the beginning or end of shots
which have been over-trimmed in a
misguided attempt at completing the
whole operation at once.

PRACTICAL, ECONOMICAL
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PROJECTORS,
OPTICAL RECORDERS
AND ADDITIONAL
DUBBERS
M-802 DISTRIBUTOR

M-790 CONTROL

A TYPICAL MAGNASYNC ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK SYSTEM, FROM $4678
COMPLETE MIXING-EQUALIZING CONSOLES TAILORED
TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS... FROM $1000

You can now enjoy the advantages of major studio techniques through the revolutionary
Magnasync electrical interlock system.
Standard Magnasync dubbers and recorders are interlocked with projectors, optical recorders,
etc., through packaged assemblies —all elements in the system are readily connected by
prefabricated interconnecting cables.
Our engineering department will gladly furnish proposal diagrams and quotations on request.

IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

3NASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
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ABORATORIES

Established 1949

Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone lack in camera and complete re¬
finishing . . . Quick
service .
. . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:
Bass Camera Co., Chicago; Brooks Cameras,
San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.; Har¬
old's, Sioux Falls
S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas; or write direct to:

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055

Ridgecrest

Rd.,

Dallas,

Texas

We
give
immediate
service
on
Auricon
Film o repairs.
We add a critical focuser
any turret Cine-Voice.
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PROCESSING
Cvr

Reversal specialists for
long experience insures

over a decade.
superior quality.

Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available.

Write for free catalogue.

CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
EDGE NUMBERING

B & W DUPLICATING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING

All work voporated at no extra charge

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box 4425

Washington 17, D. C.

**like adding a sixth sense . . . ”

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras; Bell &
Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAIS Pro«Inets (orp.
926 E N. Citrus Ave. • Hollywood 38, Calif.
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Number board frames and light
flashes can be removed at this stage, but
apart from these, it’s usually as well to
splice the shots in order without wor¬
rying about their length until later.
When the sequence is assembled, run it
through your animated viewer or pro¬
jector and jot down details of the trim¬
ming now needed.
Actually this screening of material
cut into order but still uncut for length
could be left until the whole film has
been assembled sequence by sequence.
The only disadvantage of working this
way is that it makes the note-taking and
trimming a somewhat formidable task.
On the other hand, it does enable you
to see how the balance of the film as a
whole is being maintained.
During the first run-through it some¬
times becomes apparent that there could
he a better way of interweaving several
shots than that dictated by the script.
This is less true of fiction films than
travelogues and documentaries, but even
in a story production you’ll occasionally
find surprises of this sort. In such cases
remember that when there is a genuine
reason for amendment the script should
be regarded as being as flexible during
editing as during shooting.
As soon as you are completely satis¬
fied about the order of the shots, you
can begin to concentrate on length.
Again impatience is the greatest danger.
When in doubt, always cut out a little
less than you think is necessary and
take another look through the animated
viewer; it’s easier to cut another two or
three frames later than to replace them.
There really are no fixed rules about
scene lengths, only guiding principles.
Where action is involved, the ideal is to
blend L.S. and C.U.—or whatever the
consecutive shots happen to be—with no
jar in movement at all. Usually this
means matching the action so that it
genuinely is continued from one shot
straight into the next; but there are oc¬
casions when a better effect of smooth¬
ness can be obtained by allowing the
movement to overflow. The tail of the
first shot can be repeated in the open¬
ing two or three frames of the second.
This should only he used when it is
called for, however. It is generally suc¬
cessful with consecutive shots of the
same action from camera distances
which differ considerably, but it seldom
works where there is merely a change
from one close angle to another.
The reasons for hoarding discarded
shots will become apparent as editing
progresses. Often you’ll find you need
to extend or repeat a shot which you
just haven't got. Have a look through
the scenes you first cut out, and ask
yourself whether or not you can make
use of one or two of these shots after
all. Don’t use anything really outrage¬
ously exposed or focused, of course. But
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all the same it’s surprising what can be
salvaged. And after the whole film is
finished, you can splice up the rest for a
private souvenir reel, or for use as stork
shots.
Tempo, rhythm and balance are dic¬
tated solely by individual films them¬
selves. Rapid cutting may build up ex¬
citement in one chase sequence; hut in
another one, a long-held shot of the pur¬
sued hero, with no hint of the villain's
distance behind, may create tremendous
tension.
Most amateurs with any real feeling
for film soon find their way round such
fundamental problems. The astonishing
thing is how many amateur editors com¬
petent enough in questions of style and
rhythm allow their assembly work to de¬
generate into a shambles.
Follow the routine suggested above,
and your film will remain on the reel or
on its appropriate pin throughout the
whole cutting session. Loose shots and
lost footage mean wasted time. Syste¬
matic editing along these lines will save
time, trouble and temper.

FILMING “BABY DOLL”
(Continued from Page 93)

scene and continuing the shooting—
filming a day shot at night. I used the
darkness plus artificial light to ad¬
vantage in the sense that I could better
control the deeper meaning of the scene,
de-emphasizing the nonessential and in¬
creasing the dreamy feeling of a warm
afternoon, the feeling of intimacy, and
the first eery note—to be picked up
later inside the house where it grows in
strangeness and interest, culminating in
the climax in the attic.
When shooting on the old plantation
was completed, the company flew to
New York to continue filming of the
production at the recently modernized
Warner Brothers studio in Brooklyn.
There, art director Dick Sylbert had
re-ereated the entire second floor of the
decrepit old plantation mansion. This
set was built at the studio because the
actual second floor of the old plantation
structure was far too weak to support
the weight of cameras, lighting equip¬
ment, technicians and east.
One other set, Bill’s Cafe, was repro¬
duced at the Brooklyn studio. The owner
of the Mississippi eatery which had been
selected for the locale of certain scenes,
had refurbished the place when he heard
that a movie company was going to use
it in a picture. All the natural charm,
for which the place had been selected on
the location-scouting trip, had vanished
under the coat of new paint and change
of furnishings!
More than three weeks were needed
to shoot the required scenes at Brook¬
lyn. Here the main problem was to re-

create the same lighting moods that
were employed in filming on the plan¬
tation location, especially in those scenes
which had to match in continuity. It
required a lot of pre-planning and antici¬
pation to make the variable conditions
encountered on location blend with the
controlled lighting in the studio. I think
the results achieved are gratifying in the
sense that at no time is there a discre¬
pancy in mood.
Throughout the entire production I
tried to avoid the facile and the spec¬
tacular in favor of a fragile, delicate
balance inherent in the story theme.
Camera movement, composition and
lighting were employed with great re¬
straint according to the action and the
weight of a given situation in a cine¬
matic language aimed to visually relate
a moving story.

A man
we don’t
compete with . . 0

RELIGIOUS FILMS
(Continued from Page 97)

divorced from the person of Paul Ste¬
vens. For a self-admitted amateur from
the clergy, he shows an instinctive grasp
of show business fundamentals. But for
technical assistance, he has worked
closely with men who are long-time in¬
timates of the business. Sam Hersh,
president and founder of Family Films,
is sympathetic with Southern Baptist
efforts and has been instrumental in de¬
veloping a commercial rental market for
their films.
Although
Southern
Baptists
have
been dominant in the production of re¬
ligious motion pictures, they have by
no means dominated the field. Today,
films are being produced by or for just
about every religious denomination.
Sometimes, as in the case of Family
Films, the same studio will produce films
for more than one religious group. This
studio also makes films for the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod. “This Is The
Life,” which is the title of its current
series, has grown to wide public and
industry acclaim. During the last four
years, films in the “This Is The Life”
series have been televised by more than
150 of the nation’s TV stations, plus
stations in Canada, Australia, Alaska,
Puerto Rico, and Hawaii.
Three factors have contributed most
to the phenomenal success of “This Is
The Life.” One, of course, is the need
for interesting, understandable religious
programming, something that is reflect¬
ed in the religious interest revival re¬
ported throughout the country.
A second is the approach taken to the
religious content of each film in the se¬
ries so that it will be suitable to people
of most faiths and to the unchurched—
rather than making it a vehicle for
Lutheran doctrines.
The third factor is the use of profes-
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sional techniques, equipment and per¬
sonnel, not only in staging and filming,
but in the concept of the stories. Al¬
though conceived on a religious princi¬
ple, each story is developed for its dra¬
matic effect based on an interesting and
sympathy-arousing human situation, the
fundamental of all good drama.
“Whether for the Southern Baptists
or
the
Lutheran
Church—Missouri
Synod, every production undertaken by
Family Films is made with the same
equipment, techniques and class of pro¬
duction personnel that are employed in
the production of top-budget feature
films,” says Walter Strenge, A.S.C.,
Family Films director of photography.
“We use Mitchell 35mm cameras, dol¬
lies and cranes when necessary, and
standard studio lighting equipment. Top
directors of the industry, like William
Claxton, are employed as are the best
professional actors and actresses.”
The production of religious films, be¬
ing a smaller operation than that of
theatrical pictures, places added respon¬
sibility upon the director of photog¬
raphy. Walter Strenge pointed out that
it is much easier for a cameraman when
working on a big budget picture be¬
cause in the major studios there is a
separate department for everything and
if something goes wrong, you simply
summon the head of the respective de¬
partment and let him take care of it.
But with the smaller budget produc¬
tions, his responsibilities are greatly in¬
creased for he has to double check on
so many things before he permits the
camera to roll.
Indeed, even before the production
goes before the cameras, Strenge sits
in on pre-production conferences, when
his professional opinion is sought on
subjects ranging from the color of cos¬
tumes most suitable for the sets to the
type of makeup most desirable for the
film that he will use.
“We give the same detailed attention
to the lighting and photography of relig¬
ious films that is given any major stu¬
dio production,” says Strenge. “As I
have directed the photography of most
• RCA Sound Recording
of the religious films produced by Fam¬
ily Films, I have come to regard each
• Editing
new assignment with all the importance
that is its due. Prior to putting a film
• Processing
before the camera, I have opportunity
• Printing, Color and
to carefully read the script and consult
Black-and-White
at length with the producer and director
on the lighting and photographic phases
• Magnetic Laminating
of the production.
“In set construction, dressing, and
lighting the best professional techniques
are employed. If effect lighting will en¬
hance the pictorial or dramatic aspect
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
of a scene, the time required for achiev¬
ing it is never questioned and I there¬
1905 Fairview Ave., N. E.,
fore have the same challenging oppor¬
Washington 2, D. C.
tunities to ‘paint with light’ that would
LAwrence 6-4634
come to me in photographing a Holly¬
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wood feature production. And it is more
rewarding. You cannot take part in the
production of religious films without
feeling that you have contributed some¬
thing really important to mankind in
general by advancing the cause of relig¬
ion through motion pictures.
“And, as one religious director has
said: ‘You cannot measure church work
by statistics. The good that is done, the
influence that is felt, is not susceptible
to arithmetic, and is far broader than
your own immediate church group.’ ’

ZOOM EFFECTS
(Continued from. Page 89)

plastic, extending through a hole in the
pointed arm, is cemented to a thin sliver
of plastic, which in turn is cemented at
its extreme end to the pointed arm.
The flexibility of the plastic strip will
permit the pointed arm to move freely
over the perforation of the calibrated
scale—the button-stop rising and fall¬
ing into the small holes as it moves
along the scale.
The end of the zoom extension is
held in place in the pointed arm by a
%th-inch plastic “cam” that rides in
the middle hole of the pointed arm,
drilled for a snug fit. A simple plastic,
leaf-spring cover, such as diagrammed,
will serve to hold the cam-end of the
extension rod D in place, and yet al¬
low easy removal when the camera is
reloaded or disassambled.
The yolk end of the extension arm D
is drilled to permit using a short length
of a nail as a coupling pin between the
zoom lever and the plastic leaves of the
yolk coupling. As before, try to make
a snug fit. If all these connections are
made to close tolerances, the resulting
action will be positive, reliable, and
thoroughly professional-appearing be¬
cause of the smoothness of the effect on
the screen.
When the Zoomar lens is in place,
and calibration equipment attached, the
action of the zoom lever is controlled
by the movement of the ratchet arm F
that scans the calibrated range of the
zoom function. At one end of the scale
is the wide-angle or one-inch position
of the lens. At the extreme end of the
scale is the telephoto or three-inch posi¬
tion of the lens. And in between are
thirty-two fixed positions that can be
assumed for any animation field size
desired or assumed in sequence order
for a zoom-action in the animation.
Because of the calibration, these effects
can be planned and accounted for,
frame by frame, on the animation
camera schedule sheet.
With this device, it is possible to
do a completely professional job of
animation—with field size changes and
zoom effects—without ever moving the
camera.
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SOURCE SET LIGHTING
(Continued from Page 86)

fireplace, etc. The various sources differ
from one another in two respects: quali¬
ty and direction.
The quality of harsh sunlight, for
example, is quite different from that of
moonlight. Similarly, the strong quality
of light from an overhead light bulb
would differ greatly from the softer
glow of an open fire.
The direction of light is also im¬
portant. At noon, for example, light
from the sun comes from directly over¬
head, casting deep angular shadows on
faces. At sundown, the same natural
light source emits a different quality
of light; now the illumination is flat
and the modeling of facial features is
much more subtle.
The prime rule for set lighting, there¬
fore, is first to determine the direction
and quality of the light source indicated
in the script, then select and place the
lighting units accordingly.
Let us say that, as a general rule, the
key light should emanate from the in¬
dicated light source; it is therefore the
brightest element of the scene, and the
closer the actors approach it the lighter
and more distinct they will appear.
The key light should be placed as
close as possible to the fixture represent¬
ing the natural source of light—such as
American Cinematocrapher
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a chandelier, open fireplace, etc.—or,
where these sources are not included in
the scene, in such a position out of
camera range that the light will fall on
the set and the actors from the same
direction as the established source lighl,
and, as near as possible, in comparable
quality and intensity.
Where the indicated source is a table
lamp, a spotlight simulating the source
should be placed as close as possible to
the lamp itself, but out of camera range.
Having established the source and
placed the key light accordingly, it is
essential that the relationship of the light
source to the actors and the setting be
kept consistent throughout the sequence.
A certain amount of “cheating” (deviat¬
ing from the actual source light posi¬
tion) is permissible and even necessary
in some cases, but it should never be¬
come obvious.
Except in very dramatic sequences,
the key light used alone will produce an
unpleasantly harsh effect. Some fill light
will be required and possibly rim light¬
ing. The most effective fill light is that
which appears as a diffused reflection of
the main source light or produced by
lesser elements of illumination within
the scene. In either case, the fill light
should be kept subordinated to the key
light. If the key light consists of a
Senior spotlight, for example, an ap¬
propriate fill light unit would be a
Double Broad or a No. 4 Photoflood.
Softer fill light can be produced with
the aid of diffusion silks or spun glass
screens placed before the lighting units.
Quite often it becomes necessary to
modify the lamp representing the natural
source light to more closely fit the re¬
quired mood of a sequence. For ex¬
ample, a tragic sequence played in noon
sunlight is dramatically incongruous,
and somewhat weak. The same action
played in the long shadows of sunset or
by moonlight would be much more dra¬
matic. Where a situation of this sort
arises, it is usually possible, through
conferences with the director, to shift
the time element and thus modify the
need accordingly.
The term “practical” applied to lights
refers to lighting units (such as lamps,
chandeliers, etc.) which are actually
shown within the scene as indicated
light sources. Clearly, the practical
should be brighter than anything it
supposedly illuminates. Thus the whole
lighting balance of the scene is indicated
by the light level of the indicated source.
Practical lamp units are usually fitted
either with photofloods or with ordinary
bulbs that are boosted in intensity by
means of a small transformer such as
the Colortran.
When the full light from a source
falls directly upon a subject without en¬
countering any intermediate obstacle, it
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illuminates the subject as undiluted raw
light. Both sunlight and artificial light
can come under this classification. While
raw light is dramatic and quite appro¬
priate to certain themes, it can also be
harshly unkind to the subject. Therefore,
in most cases it is advisable to tone
down the light by means of a scrim (in
the case of sunlight) or a diffuser (in
the case of artificial light).
Raw light falling upon a background
is usually somewhat undramatic, es¬
pecially when large bare wall surfaces
are involved. It is better to “break up’
such surfaces with shadow patterns ap¬
propriate to the mood of the scene. Such
pattern sources can be cut from opaque
black material or from wire screen
where a less dense shadow is preferred.
The pattern itself may simulate tree
branches, window panes, iron grillwork,
or any less definite pattern. The distance
from the background light source to the
pattern will govern the relative sharp¬
ness of the projected image.
Quite often in order to simulate real¬
istically a main source of light, it is
necessary to reflect light onto the set.
For example: on an early-morning in¬
terior set, the highest key of light would
be the landscape background shown
through the windows. Most of the light
illuminating the room would naturally
be the reflected daylight itself. In order
to simulate this peculiar type of diffused
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illumination, light is reflected from a
source onto the set by means of a large
white cloth or dull silver reflectors.
Simulating daylight on an “exterior”
set shot indoors has become standardized
technique in the studios, but for the less
professional cameraman it poses certain
problems. In planning such lighting, it
is well to remember that the sun is a
single bright light source, and thus a
lamp of sufficient brilliance (preferably
an arc) should be used as the key light.
In such sequences the key light should
also illuminate the background or ap¬
pear to do so. Some fill light may be
used, but it should be held to a fairly
high contrast ratio. Back lights and
kicker lights may be used but should
be kept subtle.
In lighting a moonlight scene, a single
bright source light is employed, but the
level is lower than for daylight and the
background is kept as dark as possible.
Candle-light and lamp-light present pe¬
culiar problems of simulation. Such light
is diffused, and should appear to be
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coming from the direction and level of
the candle or lamp itself. When shooting
a group seated around such a source,
for example, the figures should be il¬
luminated by individual spots directed
across the table at the figures facing the
camera. Foreground figures with their
backs to the camera should be allowed
to fall more or less into silhouette.
The light of a match or cigarette can
be simulated by taping a small projec¬
tion-type bulb onto the palm of the
actor’s hand, fading in this light by
means of a rheostat to coincide with the
action. Camp-fires and fireplaces pro¬
duce their own peculiar type of source
lighting. There are two acceptable meth¬
ods of duplicating the flicker of raw
firelight. One is by moving a small tree
branch irregularly in front of the source,
and the other is by actually using flames
or smoke in front of the key light. In
most cases, such an effect is more real¬
istic if the key light is slightly diffused.
Simulating a light source need not be
a complicated task for any cinematogra¬
pher. It is necessary only to analyze the
indicated source of light in terms of
quality and direction. Select lighting
units that will simulate as close as pos¬
sible the quality of the required source,
and then place them where they can
duplicate the direction of the natural
source.
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(Continued from Page 85)

Always meticulous in his attention to
production details, Hitchcock not only
visited, measured and inspected every
real-life locale of the story, but also had
his staff record with stop-watch accuracy
the way the subway ran at the time of
the events depicted in “The Wrong
Man,” the block-by-block itinerary of
the hero and the experiences of all the
principal characters in the drama.
Hitchcock could have had all his sets
built on Warner Brothers’ Hollywood
sound stages and shot the entire picture
there, employing the usual sound stage
artifices to point up pictorial authen¬
ticity of sets and settings; but that’s
not the Hitchcock way. In this case he
would settle for nothing less than having
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the camera start at the very beginning
of Balestrero’s true-life story and follow
through, step-by-step, to its logical con¬
clusion. Action that originally took place
at night had to be re-enacted at night.
Moreover, it had to be re-enacted in ex¬
actly the same way, in the very same
spot.
Wherever possible, persons still avail¬
able who figured prominently in the
case were hired to play their original
roles in the picture. These included the
husband-wife owners of a liquor store,
a policeman, New York City detectives,
and the owners of an up-state summer
resort. But it was filming on the actual
locales that proved a genuine challenge
to director of photography Burks. Ex¬
cept in shooting “I Confess,” one of
Hitchcock’s earlier pictures, never be¬
fore had he been faced with such dif¬
ficult lighting and camera problems.
He credits a comparatively new light¬
ing unit for easing much of the way for
him on this assignment. A dinky little
lamp, no larger than an automobile
headlamp, but far more powerful, proved
the answer to his lighting problems. This
is the Garnelite, a small, lightweight unit
that takes a 300-watt PAR 56 lamp and
puts out as much light as a 5K.
The Garnelite functions much the
same as the well-known Color-trans, us¬
ing transformer - generated stepped - up
voltage. Except for a couple of 170s,

Loren L. Ryder, Pres.
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35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
16/35mm

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnasync-magnetic film

Gator Clip Lites

Reeves Magic-order

Barn Doors

Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Diffusers

AURICONS

Reflectors

all models single system

ZOOMAR 35mm
«

Fearless Panoram

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK

Blimps • Tripods

Cinemobile (CRAB)

Complete grip equipment

CECO Cone Lites

Dimmers

DOLLIES

Gobo Stands

(shadowless lite)

Combination

Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex

Scrims • Flags

Strong ARC-Trouper

WALL

Ladders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

Bull Switches

Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

35mm •

Viewers (CECO)

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(£flm€RH €ouipm€nT (o.jnc.

Platform • Western
3 Wheel Portable
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C I N E K A D
Synchronous Motor Drive for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.

The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re¬
quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate. Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.

Write for more details and prices
Also available on special order. Synch. Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E KA D
ENGINEERING COMPANY
763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLazo 7-3511

Ready-£cMy

4KL

U. S. Registered Trademark
HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time?" etc, etc.
A MUST FOR EVERY¬
ONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.
$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or write—
READY-EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

Conn.

$295 - Complete With Magazine
600-FT. CONVER¬
SION FOR AURICON
CINE-VOICE
Over 16-minute
run .
.
.
Footage Counter . . . Ex¬
ternal Motor Drive . . . Light
Trap
Uses
Daylight
Spools Or Bulk Film . . .
Camera Can Be Used With¬
out Magazines . . . 48-hr.
Service on Installation . . .
One-Year Guarantee.
Write

GREAT
12037

Ill

for

LAKES
Grand

Pictures

and

MOTION
River

Literature

PICTURE

Ave.,

American

Detroit

SERVICE
4,

Mich.

Cinematographer

which were employed solely as boosters
on daytime exteriors, Burks used Garnelites exclusively for lighting all loca¬
tion interiors and night exteriors. He
used them for key lights, for front light¬
ing and for just about every other set¬
lighting need.
“These
lamps
have
tremendous
range,” said Burks, “and they carry
to great distances. My greatest trouble
with them was when working in close.
When in confined quarters in small
interiors, it wasn’t so much a question
of getting enough light as how to cut
it down. These lamps are not equipped
to take a filter or diffusion screen, so
our grips had to make up diffusers in
frames and mount them before the
lights on Century stands.
“We actually lit streets a block and
a half-long with this equipment. I had
forty of the lamps in all, and on the
night street scenes we used them all.
In most of the small interiors, we used
regular house current for these lamps;
but on the street exteriors power was
supplied by two small portable genera¬
tors.
“The compactness and portability of
these lamps and their small transformers
greatly facilitated fast shooting, and
moving rapidly from one location to an¬
other. We shot the opening scenes in
Sherman Billingsly’s Stork Club. A few
of these lights, well placed, gave me
just the lighting I needed. Then we fol¬
lowed Fonda out of the club and to the
Subway. Here the lights were set up for
scenes of him boarding the train. We
then boarded the train with our camera
and lights and shot scenes as the train
proceeded to its destination in Queens.
I was using Tri-X film, of course, and
this was a factor in enabling us to use
the portable lamps, as we did for 95%
of the picture.
“The next night we resumed shooting
on the picture inside the same precinct
station where Balestrero had been
booked after his arrest. This interior
was lit, as were all the others, with the
small portable lamps. Here, as in all the
other interiors, the lighting maintained
a stark, natural aspect—free of all the
frilly touches that might otherwise be
given such a set on a studio sound stage.
Hitchcock had emphasized he wanted
it to look like a newsreel shot.
“In a like manner, the company pro¬
ceeded from the precinct jail, to the
court of arraignment, thence to the
Queens jail, and later to the various
courtrooms where Balestrero was actu¬
ally tried back in 1953. We used at¬
torney O’Connor’s office in the Victor
Moore Arcade and shot both interiors
and exteriors here—always using the
small portable lights to give the scenes
the desired documentary aspect.
“In lighting the courtrooms, I placed
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the lights as would a newsreel camera¬
man and got very effective results. To
shoot here, we went into the coutroom
with our equipment on Saturdays and
Sundays. Because of the ultra-fast speed
of the Tri-X negative, it was often pos¬
sible to shoot interiors in the jails,
courtrooms, and offices, using the avail¬
able light augmented by a few Garnelites. In many cases all that was required
was to punch up the foreground lighting,
as on Fonda and other principals, to
bring out the character in their faces.
A lot of the lighting used was the natu¬
ral illumination, with the foreground
trimmed up a little bit with our small
lamps.
“Where the available light was a lit¬
tle weak, as in the big jail, I set up 3
or 4 of these lamps near the windows
to build up the window source light
and get the volume I needed.
“In a like manner throughout the en¬
tire New York location shooting we
traveled light and covered territory
much faster than if we had used con¬
ventional location equipment. For this,
considerable credit is due Alfred Hitch¬
cock, of course. “Hitch” has a great
photographic mind and his entire ap¬
proach to a picture while preparing it
is to visualize it from the camera point
of view. The story is completely adapted
to the camera before we ever shoot a
frame of film.
“Hitch is really a genius at this: the
way he can analyze a story and put it
into the most compelling photographic
form in the script. Later, on the set, if
a photographic problem arises, he im¬
mediately understands it and okays
whatever changes are necsssary without
quibbling. The secret is that Hitchcock
always thinks photographically.’
With eight Hitchcock pictures in a
row to his credit, probably no other
contemporary director of photography
can equal Burks’ record. Someone re¬
cently remarked to him that “V hen he
hitched his wagon to “Hitch." he hitched
it to a star!”

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from Page 74)

the sound track to prepare it for re¬
lease printing.—Ted Fogelman, Consoli¬
date Flm Industries, Hollywood.

Q

When several 16mm cameras of dif¬
ferent makes are to be used on a
production, what is necessary to insure
that the frame lines of each camera will
match?—S. L. E., Boston.

Shoot a short test strip with each cam¬
era, make comparisons, and have aper¬
ture plates adjusted where necessary so
that all cameras are uniform.—Walter
Strenge, A SC.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

MILLER

(Continued from Page 78)
• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Stranger at Soldier
Springs,”
(Libra
Films for UA release;
shooting in Tucson) with Joel McCrea, Mark
Stevens and Joan Weldon. Francis D. Lyon,
director
KEYWEST

• Nick
Musuraca, ASC, “Those Whiting
Girls,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Margaret and
Barbara Whiting. Norman Tokar, director;
“Date with the Angels,”* Desilu Prods.)
with Betty White. Norman Tokar, director.

STUDIOS

• Roland Price, “Queen of the Gorillas,”
(Adrien Weiss Prods.) with Lance Fuller
and Charlotte Austin. Adrien Weiss, producerdirector.

PARAMOUNT
© Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Hot Spell,” (VistaVision)
with Shirley Booth and Anthony
Quinn. Anthony Mann, director.

KTTV

• Charles Lang, ASC, “Loving You,” (Tech¬
nicolor; VistaVision) with Elvis Presley and
Lizabeth Scott. Hal Kanter, director.

• Stuart
Thompson,
ASC,
“Lassie,”*
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET

• Kenneth Peach. ASC, “The New Adven¬
tures of Charlie Chan,”*
(Vision Prods.)
with J. Carrol Naish. Charles Haas and Jack
Gage, directors.

• Gordon Avil, ASC, “Sergeant Preston of
the Yukon,”* (Tom R. Curtis Prods.) with
Dick Simmons. Eddie Dew and Earl Bellamy,
directors.
REPUBLIC

LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

• Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“People
Are
Funny,”* (Art Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.

HEAD

Fluid-Action

STUDIOS

Model “D” Head

• Ed Colman, ASC, “Noah’s Ark,”* (Mark
VII Prods.)
director.

with

Paul

Burke.

Jack

PAN WITH

Webb,

PERFECTION

Beautiful Professional Screen Effects
Model “D” & PRO-16 Tripod ....$230.00

• Virgil Miller, ASC, “Do You Trust Your

Sturdy fiber carrying case .

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

Wife,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.

• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Gun Glory,”
(CinemaScope and Metrocolor) with Stewart
Grainger and Rhonda Fleming. Roy Rowland,
director.

• John Russell, ASC, “Jane Wyman The¬
atre,”* (Lewman Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
Sidney Lanfield, director.

* Custom top available for Cine-Special
* Adapter plate for Pro-Junior Tripod
* Servicing and repairs
* Modernization of early models
TERMS:

• William Sickner, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse

Box

• Ray June, ASC, “The
Seventh Sin,”
(CinemaScope) with Eleanor Parker and Bill
Travers. Ronald Neame, director.
• Robert Bronner, ASC, “Silk Stockings,”
(Arthur Freed Prods. CinemaScope; Metrocolor) with Cyd Charisse and Peter Lorre.
Rouben Mamoulian, director.
• Joseph Ruttenberc, ASC, “Man On Fire,”
Sol Siegel Prods.) with Bing Crosby and
Mary Fickett. Ronald MacDougall, director.
• George Folsey, ASC, “The House of Num¬
bers,” with Jack Palance and Barbara Lang.
Russell Rouse, director.
• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Les Girls,” (Cin¬
emaScope; Metrocolor) with Gene Kelly and
Mitzi Gaynor, George Cukor, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER

• Sid Hickox. ASC, “I Love Lucy,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Amaz.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington, Dean
Miller, Frances Rafferty, Jerry Thorpe, di¬
rector; “Red Skelton Show” (Desilu Prods.)
with Red Skelton. C. Burns, director.
• Robert deGRASSE, ASC, “The
Danny
Thomas Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny
Thomas, Sherry Jackson. Sheldon Leonard,
director; “The Brothers,”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Gale Gordon. Hy Averback, director.
• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
Lewis Foster, director; Dumont theatre,”*
(Desilu Prods.) Reginald Le Borg, director.
• Joe
Novak,
ASC,
“Wire
Service,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Dane Clark and George
Brent. Various directors.

Order

C.O.D. or send
ship prepaid.

$$

18.50

and

we

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING
25761,

of Stars,”*
(Meridan
Prods.)
with
Ray
Milland. director;
“On Trial,”*
(Fordyce
Inc.)
with Joseph Cotton. H. Dougherty,
director.
© Ellis Thackery, ASC,
“Nevada
State
Troopers,”* with Rod Cameron. Don Mac¬
Dougall, director; “Frontier Doctor,"* (Studio
City TV) with Rex Allen. William Whitney,
director.

Los
Phone

Angeles

GRanite

25,

Calif.

7-4570

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.) with Art Linkletter. Don Weis, director.

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

• Lester White, ASC, “Nevada State Troop¬
ers,”* with Rod Cameron. Don MacDougell,
director.
Kirkpatrick,
“The Millionaire,”*
(Don Fedderson Prods.) A1 Green, director;
“Heinz Studio 57,”* (Revue Prods.) Jules,
Bricken, director.
© Herb

• Reggie Lanning. “General Electrac Thea¬
tre,”* (Revue Prods.) with Bob Cummings.
H. Dougherty, director; “Heinz Studio 57,”*
(Revue Prods.) Robert Stevens, director.

Guaranteed.

— MOVIE FANS —
8mm and 16mm

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

DUPLICATES
16mm

• William
Snyder, ASC, “Escapade in
Japan,”
(wide-screen;
color;
shooting in
Japan) with Teresa Wright and Cameron
Mitchell. Arthur Lubin, producer-director.

REDUCED

TO

8mm ENLARGED TO
COLOR
B&W

RKO

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

Micro Record

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

© Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Various directors; “Blondie.”*
Hal Yates,
director.

Write for Free Literature

(Min.

.9c ft.
.4c ft.
Order

MAIL

S3.50)

ORDER

ONLY

8mm
16mm

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
16mm x 100 ft
$1.00
16mm x
50 ft.75
8mm
.50

•

FAST

SERVICE

COMET FILM SERVICE
P.O. BOX 447, Great Neck, New York

(Continued on Page 116)
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 115)
Planer.
ASC,
“Stage
Struck,”
(Color; shooting in New York) with Henry
Fonda and Susan Strasberg. Sidney Lumet,
director.
• Frank

• James
Drought,
Mercury
commercial*
Jack Daniels, director; Newport commercial*
Joseph Parker, director.
WARNER

BROS.

RKO-PATHE

• Guy Roe, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
Theatre,”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Dick
Powell. Various directors.
• George Diskant, ASC, “Mr. Adam and
Eve,”*
(Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino
and Howard Duff. Frederick de Cordova and
Richard Kinon, directors.
20th

MERCER FILM PATCH
•

Practical

Dependable

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

PELLEGRINI
VARIABLE
FOR

SHUTTER

THE

BOLEX

AND

UNITS
H-8

• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “The Desk Set,”
(CinemaScope; DeLuxe Color) with Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn. Walter Lang,
director.
ASC, “China Gate,” (Globe
Enterprises shooting at RKO Pathe; Cinema¬
Scope) with Gene Barry, Angie Dickinson,
and Nat “King” Cole. Samuel Fuller, pro¬
ducer-director.
• Joe

Biroc,

• Joe
Macdonald,
ASC,
“A
Hatful
of
Rain,”
(CinemaScope;
Shooting
in
New
York) with Eva Marie Saint and Don Murray.
Fred Zinnemann, director.

H-l6
• Charles Clarke, ASC, “The Wayward
Bus,” (CinemaScope) with Dan Dailey and
Jayne Manfield. Victor Vicas, director.

The real an¬
swer to com¬
plete
FADES
and LAP DIS¬
SOLVES. Faster shutter speeds
and many other advaniages.
Prices for all camera models
H-8 or H-l 6 within U. S.
$99.60. Tax extra. One year
guarantee and camera trans¬
portation back Included. Send
for free Informative booklet.
Prices subject to change

• Walter
Strenge,
ASC, “Lure
of the
Swamp,”
(Regal films;
RegalScope)
with
Marshall Thompson and Joan Vohs. Hubert
Cornfield, director.
• Karl Struss, ASC, “War of the Universe,”
(Regal Films; RegalScope) with Jeff Mor¬
row and Barbara Lawrence. Kurt Neumann,
producer-director.

without notice.
Tullio Pellegrini & J.C.Z. Piek
1545 Lombard St.
Snn
Francisco
23,
Californio

UNIVERSAL

SPECIALLY PRICED
LIKE NEW
16mm BELL & HOWELL, Model 2709
Special with unit I shuttle. Includes one
400' and one 1 000’ 16mm BI-PACK
magazines, ACME Stop Motion motor and
VEEDER Footage Counter.

$3500.00

315 W.

43rd St.,

New York,

New York

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Pplon,” (Cinema¬
Scope) with Dorothy Malone and Jack Carson. Douglas Sirk, director.
9 Arthur Arling, ASC, “Ma and Pa Kettle
at MacDonald’s Farm,” with Marjorie Main
and Parker Fennelly.

• Ellis Carter, ASC, “Monolith,” with Grant
Williams and Lola Albright. John Sherwood,
director.
• William Daniels, ASC, “My Man God¬
frey,”
(CinemaScope & Technicolor)
with
June Allyson and 0. W. Fischer. Henry
Koster, director.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Pylon,” (Aerial
photography) John Walters, director.

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington,
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• George Robinson, ASC, Mercury com¬
mercial* Jack Daniels, director; DeSoto com¬
mercial* Wil Cowan, director;
Budweiser
Beer commercial* Wil Cowan, director.

California

OVerland 9-4856

American Cinematographer

Stradling,
ASC, “The Pajama
Game,”
(CinemaScope
(Warner
Color &
CinemaScope)
with Doris Day and John
Raitt. Stanley Donon, director.
® Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Sayonara,”
(Technirama—shooting in Japan) with Mar¬
lon Brando, Red Buttons and Patricia Owens.
Joshua Logan, director.
• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Untamed Youth,”
with Mamie Van Doren, Lori Nelson and
John Russell. Howard W. Koch, director.

• Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Band of Angels,”
(Shooting in Louisiana; Warnercolor) with
Clark Gable and Yvonne De Carlo. Raoul
Walsh, director.
• Ted McCord, ASC, “The Jazz Age,” (Cin¬
emaScope) with Ann Blyth and Paul New¬
man. Michael Curtiz, director.
• Harold

Clint

• Edwin

ASC, “Cheyenne,”*
Richard Bare, director.

Stine,

Walker.

Dupar,

ASC,

“Conflict,”*

with

Walter

Doniger, director.

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 82)

INTERNATIONAL

Guaranteed like new!

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.

• Lionel Linden, ASC, “The Black Scor¬
pion,” (shooting in Mexico City) with Rich¬
ard Denning and Mara Corday. Edward Lud¬
wig, director.
• Harry

CENTURY-FOX

• Leo Tover, ASC, “The Way to the Gold,”
(CinemaScope)
with
Jeffery
Hunter
and
Sheree North. Robert Webb, director.

It's easy with the

• William Clothier, “Bombers B-52” (Cine¬
mascope and WarnerColor) with Karl Malden
and Natalie Wood. Gordon Douglas, director.

• Charles Welborn,
Jack Daniels, director.

February,
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commercial*

N. Y., announces 4 new 8mm and one
new 16mm high-speed Cine Raptar wideangle lenses. They are said to be the
first of a series of lenses featuring new
optical formula, new design and new
construction. Other features include:
snap lens cap, identifying group num¬
bers engraved on barrels, click stops,
accommodation for drop-in filters, and
an optical haze filter is included with
each lens without extra cost.
The 8mm lenses range from $41.87
to $60.95; the 16mm lens lists at
$143.10.

New Projection Lamp
General Electric Company announces
a new, shorter 500-watt projection lamp
which permits lower silhouettes in home
movie projector design. Lamp socket
height is 41/2-in.—about 2-in. less than
usual 500-watt lamp. List is $4.00.

CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads

ADVERTISING

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters iexcept 1st word and advertiser's

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th

name)

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

15c per word.

Modified

display format (text set

in

boldface

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

STUDIO

&

PRODN.

EQUIP.

STUDIO

STARTLING VALUES FOR 35MM PRODUCTION

TRADE TAKEN.
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable; SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept. FC
602 W. 62nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331
Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202

DO

ANIMATION
AND
REGULAR
PRODUCTION
WITH THIS GORGEOUS OUTFIT

Peterson
Heavy
Professional
ANISTAND
with
all
movements; motorized zoom; lightbox for transpar¬
encies; slidinq celboard: nir oo^mted Dlaten and
revolving camera mount. Includes B&H 16mm
rackover 2709A Studio Camera (or std.
35mm if preferred) with 2 magazines; 3
lenses; Richardson stopmotion motor; 110V
syncmotor; Mitchell viewfinder, mattebox &
sunshade, all accessories. A $12,500.00 in¬
vestment—ready to go.$7,475.00
TRADES TAKEN
S.O.S.
Western

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Branch—6331
Holly'd Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-9202

Holly’d,

fc

BALTAR F:2.3 coated lenses in Mitchell mounts. 25mm
$160.00; 30mm $160; 35mm $165.00: Wide angle
mattebox $60.00. Finder adaptor $50.00. Mitchell
variable diffuser $125.00. RCA 16mm sound pro¬
jector with sync motor $250.00. Zeiss Ikon 35mm
portable sound projector with sync motor $225.00.
Cine Kodak special blimp with sync motor $400.00.
35mm background projector. Complete outfit with
Selsyn distributor, camera motor, hi-intensity arc,
talk-back, cables, etc. Write for details. J. BURGI
CONTNER, ASC, New Canaan, Conn.
LENSES FOR EYEMO. now available at qreatly re¬
duced prices. Write for list. AIR PHOTO, Dept. B,
555 E. Tremont Avenue, New York 57, New York.

STUDIO

EQUIP.

35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1—28mm Schneider lens,
1—50mm
lens, Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 . 1250.00
ART REEVES SENSITESTER Combination 35mm
and 16mm. Value $2,000.00. Special. 595.00
B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar, and 6"
f4.5 Telephoto Xenar
Lenses,- 2-400' Magazines; Motor; Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod;
Carrying Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special . 1150.00
NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
6.95
numbering slate, w/handle.
35 MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D, camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00... 285.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite galvanometer, amplifier, motor,
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines.
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed . 3050.00
SCHOEN PRINTER, sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute; 12 adjustable light changes; AC-DC
conversion unit. New . 999.00
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition . 750.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
and Lamp BOOM. Rolling stand. Special.. 195.00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.
95.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000w Spot, rolling stand 100.00
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand. Size
5x7 .
235.00
Size 8x10 .
350.00
16mm Sound Cameras. Auricon Pro Jr. 200
ft. magazine capacity. Also Cine Voice 100
ft. magazine. Garantee BIG saving.
35mm 400 ft. Cineflex magazines.
Arriflex
adaptable. Value $165.00. Price. 100.00
Olsen 5 KW 14" fresnell. Heavy duty stand
with rotating barn doors.
Color frame.
Value, $561.00.
Special. 365.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BVLD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
PRECISION

Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record - Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN
921

Calif.

PRODN.

YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

OUR 28th

ACME OPTICAL COLOR PRINTER, modified
for Cinecolor. Represents $28,000,000 in¬
vestment. Specially priced to move .$14,950.00
BACKGROUND PROCESS ARC PROJECTOR—
4"x5" slides blown up to 20' at only 20'
throw. Includes full complement of slides
showing most commonly required scenes.
$3,500.00 value ... 1,495.00
NEW CL-2
NEUMADE
35mm CLEANING
MACHINES—2000' capacity, $425.00 reg¬
ularly, SURPLUS .„.
295.00
(for conversion to 16/35mm add $50)
MITCHELL 35mm SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERA
compl w/RCA sound; 4 Baltar lenses;
viewfinder; motor; mattbox; sunshade; 2
magazines; tripod. $15,000.00 value. Re¬
conditioned
.. 6,995.00
MITCHELL 35mm NC CAMERA Compl w/4
Baltar lenses; 2 magazines; viewfinder; 2
motors; mattbox; sunshade; tripod. Re¬
conditioned ... 7,395.00
B&H 35mm STUDIO CAMERA w/RACKOVER;
4 mags,- 3 motors—animation stopmotion;
24V and 110V wild with tachometer;
Mitchell finder, mattebox and tripod, 2
intermittents,
hispeed
and
pilotpin;
4
lenses. $7,500 value. Reconditioned . 4,450.00
MITCHELL
STANDARD
35mm
TRACKING
CAMERA. Single lens mount, 115V syncmotor (16 fps), footage counter. Recon¬
ditioned .
995.00
SINGLE SYSTEM 35mm RECORDING HEAD
for B&H studio camera. Includes galvano¬
meter. Like new ..
995.00
STEPHENS TRUSONIC WIRELESS MIKE OUT¬
FIT. Has 2 “invisible'' concealed micro¬
phones, power supply, transmitter, an¬
tenna
and
receiver.
$1,500.00 value,
like new .
795.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—non magnetic,
butt or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm.
DeLuxe Model.$69.50 Std. Model.
59.50
FEARLESS GEARHEAD 2 speed with wedge
1,025.00
ARRIFLEX II 35mm CAMERA, 3 lenses, 2
magazines,- mattebox; reconditioned . 1,195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus .
995.00
MITCHELL
NC
RABY
BLIMP,
w/follow
focus, recond. .
995.00
BODDE BACKGROUND PROJECTOR 2000W,
4x5, reconditioned .
595.00
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs, w/preamplifier, transformer
& mtg. bracket .
575.00
NEW 35mm MOVIOLAS with 3“ viewing
glass & take-ups .
475.00
LIKENU HOUSTON 35mm PROCESSORS, N-l,
all
stainless
construction.
Gov't
paid
$8,500.00. Only few available at . 3,995.00

&

North

Hollywood

38,

WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY
539 Vine Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.

California
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PRICES

All equipment guaranteed and offered on
7-day inspection and money refund trial
period. No COD's. Send check or money
order. Trades accepted. We buy used equip¬
ment. .

Avenue

ANIMATION STAND, rugged construction. Acme peg
bars,
five
foot zoom,
large compound
table,
pneumatic platen,
will
hold
heaviest cameras;
$2,250.00.
Box
1258,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

EQUIPMENT

16mm ARRIFLEX CAMERA & MATTE BOX,
Model B Case, Wet Cell Battery & Leather
Case, Filter Holder Kit & Case, 1 1.5mm
fl .9 Cinegon
Lens, 25mm fl-5 Xenon
Lens, 50mm f2 Zenon Lens .$1,995.00
16 mm CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, Par 4 Lens
Turret, Par Eye Level Focuser, Par Sync.
Motor, Yolo Fader, 1“ fl .5 TTH Ivotal
Lens, Two 200 ft. film chambers. Par Cus¬
tom Fitted Case. Padded Barney Cover for
blimping .. 1,995.00
16mm AURICON PRO SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA, adapted for kinescoping, 3 Lens
Turret, 1" fl .9 Eastman Lens, Carrying
Case . 1,095.00
DeVRY 35mm CAMERA with sin. fr. rel.
strip prod, with 1“ & 2“ lenses & case....
225.00
B&H 202 BR-1 Specialist 16mm mag. & opt.
sound projector with 12“ spkr.
595.00
B&H DIPLOMAT 16mm Silent Proj. & Carrying
Case .—.
175.00
B&H COMPANION 8mm Camera, f2.7 Lens
& Case ...-.—
55.00
B&H
385C SINGLE
CASE
16mm SOUND
PROJ., used .
395.00
B&H 200EE ELECTRIC EYE 16mm CAMERA,
20mm fl .9 Lens, built-in automatic ex¬
posure meter & Case, used .
265.00
1000 WATT B&H SLIDEMASTER 2x2 Proj.
& Case .—.
175.00
1000 WATT GOLDE SPOTLIGHT & SNOOT.
35.00
KERNS SWITAR 50mm fl .4 Lens .
120.00
2.8“ t2.5 COOKE PANCHROTAL Telephoto
Lens ...„.
115.00
4" f2.7 ELGEET TELEPHOTO LENS ..
55.00
13mm fl .5 ELGEET WIDE ANGLE LENS .
60.00
6“ f4 YVAR TELEPHOTO LENS .-.
90.00
15mm f2.5 EKTAR WIDE ANGLE LENS .
50.00
102mm f2.7 EKTAR TELEPHOTO LENS .
85.00
152mm f4.0 EKTAR TELEPHOTO LENS .
95.00
2' fl .4 COOKE IVOTAL LENS .
95.00
PAN CINOR Zoom Lens 20 to 60mm and
Case .-.
220.00
B&H VIEWFINDER Objectives to match above
lenses, each .
6.00
RCA
PG-201
16mm
SOUND
PROJECTOR,
two cases .-.
125.00
GE PR-1 METER & CASE .
17.00
WESTON MODEL 850 METER ......
5.00
BOLEX 40“ CABLE RELEASE .
3.95
B&H 16mm FILMOTION EDITOR, complete
with viewer, splicer and 20000 ft. re¬
winds .
99.50
SCHOEN FOUR-GANGE 16mm Synchronizer....
120.00
SCHEON SOUND READER Model 4, Mag.
& Opt.
100.00
AUTO ROLLEIFLEX CAMERA, Zeiss Tessar
f 3.5 Lens, built-in sync., case & Rollei
flashgun ..
135.00
HYDRO DOLLY Raises to 8 ft. 1,075.00
35mm CONTACT PRINTER for Slide & Strip
Prod.
50.00
16mm MICRO RECORD motorized processing
machine and trays, capacity 200 ft. rev.
or neg.
75.00
16mm or 35mm MICRO RECORD electric film
dryer .~...
75.00
PRO-JR. TRIPOD with friction head .
120.00
BOLEX (BROWN) 8 & 16m TITLER, prewar
model complete with effects board and
lights ....
20.00

Industry

USED MAGNASYNC, Moviola 4 gang synchronizer,
rewinds, Cinekad 16mm proj sync motor, other
production equipment. Used spots and floods. RCA
sound camera, very clean, with lenses at $395.00.
Many used sound projectors, 16 mm and 35mm.
Colortran, CineVoice, Polecrats for sale or rental.
Immediate delivery on TV and film production
equipment
from
Upper
Midwest's
only
supply
house. CENTURY CAMERA SALES, 20 South 7th St.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. FE 8-5857.

PRODUCTION

PRE-INVENTORY SALE—REDUCED
USED EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

Highland

&

GOOD BUYS

1.

2.

333

Combination 35:35 optical effects printer and
matte shot projector. B&W or color. In full opera¬
tion. Immediately available.
16:35 blow-up printer.
Both priced right for immediate sale.
West

52nd

SCREEN OPTICALS, INC.
St.
New York 19,

New York

SOUND
recording
amplifier,
Wall,
used,
$85.00;
Cine pro model A amplifiers, used, $75.00 each;
RCA recording amplifier for Mitchell, excellent,
$100.00. All in carrying case. Cash with order.
FOB Tampa. J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa 1,
Fla.

(Continued, on Next Page )
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Classified Ads

MOVIOLA

WANTED

(Continued from Preceding Page)
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT

STUDIO

16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
fo r
picture and
sound.
Write for
Catalogue

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
For

H8

and

HI 6

cameras:

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens Control
Handle • Complete Factory Parts & Service

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask © Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
Write today for 1957 Illustrated Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421

Military Ave., Dept. A

Los

Angeles

64,

Calif.

Phone GRanite 3-3227

Higher Quality at Lower Cost
in dubbing of non-theatrical &
TV films in over TWENTY
languages
INTERLINGUAL-INTERNATIONAL,

INC.

Native speakers, translators,
writers, engineers.
The only dubbing firm in USA
serving major industries.

Interlingual-International, Inc.

&

PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

16MM PRODUCERS—LOOK AT THESE!
BEAUTIFUL
DOUBLE
SYSTEM
OUTFIT
AT
SACRIFICE. Includes Cine Special I chrome
camera;
Yolo dissolve;
3-Kodak
lenses
15/25/102mm; 200' chamber; camera case;
custom built blimp;
syncmotor; Auricon
NR20 recorder wtih noise reduction ampli¬
fier, etc. $2,500.00 value.
$1,095.00
HALF PRICE SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS
Used MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100—400'
reels .
99.50
Used MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250—400'
reels .
149.50
New RK-102 RACKS—hold 102-1000' 35mm
or over 200—400' 16mm reels.
87.50
3 MAURER CAMERAS w/235° shutter; 400'
Magazine; syncmotor; less lens .$1,795.00
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, ’A Price .
2.50
NEW MOVIOLAS, 16mm PICTURE ONLY.
495.00
KINEVOX 16mm SYNCHRONOUS MAGNETIC
Recorder .
495.00
NEW 16MM FIBRE FILM SHIPPING CASES—Dozen Lots
400’
800’
1200’
1600’
2000’
1 reel
1.10
1.35
1.50
1.75
2.00
1.20
1.55
1.65
1.95
2.35
2 reel
1.75
3 reel
1.35
1.80
2.10
2.55
1.50
2.25
4 reel
2.05
2.35
2.75
Add 154 for handle. These prices F.O.B. Holly'd.
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg/pos. Developer.
Includes airpump, drain pump, stapler.
$1,500 value. Good shape .
975.00
NEW HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR rollers
35/b" dia. $1.00 value ...
.49
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, 16mm neg/pos/
reversal. Includes refrigeration; tempera¬
ture
controls;
recirculation;
airpumps;
stainless
steel
construction.
Like
new
$2,595.00- reconditioned . 2,195.00
KLIEGL 5000W FRESNEL SPOTS ON Heavy
Stands. $300 value. Excellent ..
159.50
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept. FC
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202
SALE: Auricon "Pro-600" Model CM-75 camera in¬
cludes standard finder, zoom-lens door, 3-lens tur¬
ret, ground glass focusing, tele-finder, film maga¬
zine,
carrying trunk, galvanometer and optical
system, model T-70 A, amplifier, with noise reduc¬
tion and tripod. Like new. Cine Special 2 and
200 magazine, Zoomar F:2.7 lens. Excellent con¬
dition. Make offer. Write ALFRED K. PETERSON,
3425 Sumter Ave., Minneapolis 16, Minn.
AURICON Cine-Voice 16mm camera equipped with
sync motor minus galvanometer and amplifier. Wollensak F 1 .5 normal lens both never used. $525.00
value, sacrifice $350.00. JOHN OROS, 7313 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. HO 5-4161.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
GOOD Auricon Pro-200. WeBAKER, 616 San Antonio,
San Diego, Calif.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

FOOTAGE FOR SALE
MEDICAL scenes of highway accidents, cars, trucks,
etc. Fatals, ambulances, injuries, fires, tornados,
etc. EK color, night, day, 16mm. Will take what
you
need for assignment.
NORTHERN
ILLINOIS
ACCIDENT AND SAFETY PHOTOGRAPHER, Jim Sey¬
mour, 115 N. Main St., Crystal Lake, III. Phone
653.

POSITIONS WANTED
NEWS
and
COMMERCIAL
CAMERAMAN—2
years
NAVAL and 2 years TV film experience. Special¬
izing in NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY. Desires to re-locate.
References.
Box
1259,
AMERICAN
CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

TO TO STUDIO & PRODN EQUIP ...
ADD critical focus to your Turret Cine-Voice. Write
for details. PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055
Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas.
CINE Ektar lenses 1", F:1.4, $95.00,- 63mm F:2,
$60.00;
15mm F:2.5, $50.00; Master II meter,
$10.00. Also other 16mm equipment. M. GRAYSON,
Box 4, New York 53, New York.
FOR SALE
Used late model MAURER cameras and recorders.
Economicallv priced.
Write for details.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, New York.
BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

P.O. Box 1663

Here...
on this page
you'll find
BARGAINS
GALORE

:

Monterey, California
WANTED

^HCTERS

* In WurU-U)ick Uss
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime* fog scenes * diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.O. Box 46834, Hollywood, Calif.
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WE’LL GIVE (OR GET) YOU THE HIGHEST
PRICES ANYWHERE ....
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment
you don't need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE’LL
GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

February, 1957

in
New and Used Equipment
of all kinds.

<
<
<
<

<

A good place for YOU
to sell, too!
Rates Are Low!

National5

“4

yellow flame
carbons have
made it possible
to vastly increase
the scope of the
Transparency
Projection Process

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARCNOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN

The term "National“ is a registered trade-mark
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

Exacting
Color Specifications

. . . Highest Quality
Every Time

color-cor

• true fidelity color duplicates

which

go far beyond mere color balancing.
That’s because
quality control is the very
heart of byron’s exclusive
color-correct process . . .

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative for
16mm release.
For information and price list, write, phone or wire

Studios and Laboratory

1 226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000

COLOR

AM)

BLACK-A\D-WHIT7E

PROCESSING

AM) PRINTING

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES

THE
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Lining up Technirama
camera for scene in
U-I's “Night Passage,''
photographed by Wil¬
liam Daniels, ASC.

I

I

Photographing with the Technirama System
• # #

• Filming “Championship Bowling” for Television
• Using Studio Techniques in Amateur Movie Making

35c
FOREIGN 45c

J. T. Dougherty (right), Du Pont representative, discusses “Superior” 4 with Director of Photography Morris Hartzband.
Mr. Hartzband has had experience in every aspect of the motion picture camera during his 27 years in cinematography.

“We shot ‘That Night’ in 18 days...four days
ahead of schedule...with Du Pont ‘Superior’ 4!”
says Morris Hartzband, Director of Photography, Galahad Productions, New York City

For

more

write or call the

information,

nearest Du Pont Sales Office (listed helow)

“That Night,” based on a true story of a
New York commuter stricken with a heart
attack, was put on a tight 22-dav schedule.
To achieve complete realism, much of the
footage was shot on location at Grand
Central Station —on moving trains, dim
platforms, dark ramps.
Director of Photography Hartzband
says, “The consistent results we got with
Du Pont Superior® 4 motion picture film
preserved the naturalness and realism of
our locations. We saved so much time in
our lighting setups due to the lower level

of illumination required with 'Superior’ 4
that we were able to bring in this film four
days ahead of schedule. We used ‘Superior’
2 for the shooting on the set and as far as
grain is concerned you simply can t tell
which sequences were shot with ‘Superior’
2 and which with ‘Superior’ 4.”

or the Du Pont Company, Photo Products

"That Night" is the first of 12 feature
films Galahad Productions is making under
a contract with RKO. Some of the in¬
terior scenes were photographed on the
sound stages of the new Production Center
in New York City.

Chicago 30, 111., 4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

In

Canada: Du Pont Company of Canada (1956)
Limited, Toronto.
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta 8, Ga.

805 Peachtree Bldg.

Boston 10, Mass.

140 Federal St.

Cleveland 16, Ohio
Dallas 7, Texas

20950 Center Ridge Road
1628 Oak Lawn Ave.

Los Angeles 38, Calif., 705 1 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N. Y.
Phila., Pa.
Export

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM

248 West 18th St.

308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood
Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.

(jjJjQjfJ)
Reg. u. s. pat off.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

William C. Me lor, ASC

the lens
Bausch & Lomb Baltar ...
the professional standard

Hg

the result
Academy Award, 1951, for
black-and-white cinematography
in the Paramount production,
"A Place in the Sun”

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

Mitchell Camera Films full color panoramic views of Roman Soldier sequence from the Bob Jones University Film, “Wine of Morning."

UNIVERSITY MAKES FEATURE FILM
University Film Production Unit
Shoots Full-Length Motion Picture on Campus
In Greenville, South Carolina, Bob Jones University is demonstrating
a remarkable new trend in campus-produced films. This institution has
not only reduced filming costs, but has created professional theatrequality films, like the full-length, feature “Wine of Morning,” to equal
Hollywood’s best efforts.
These remarkable changes have been accomplished through the ap¬
plication of motion picture set techniques and the adoption of profes¬
sional equipment used by major motion picture studios. The leading
example of this development is seen in the increased use of the Mitchell
16mm Professional Camera, whose service-free operation and broad
range of use has materially cut the costs of campus film production.
Representative of film departments owning Mitchell Cameras are: Bob
Jones University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Moody Institute of
Science, and the Universities of California ... Mississippi... Southern
California... and Washington.
Complete information on Mitchell Cameras is available upon request
on your letterhead.

Camera instructions are given by Mrs. Katherine Stenholm,
Director of the Bob Jones University's film unit.

*85% of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell Camera.

On the set of Pilate's Judgment Hall
the Mitchell Camera focuses on set details created by students.

University cameraman uses standard
Hollywood studio 16mm Mitchell Camera
for interior scene.

Visit the Mitchell Camera booth—No. 54—at the Inter¬
national Photographic Exposition.
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“Night Passage”—First in New Technirama Larce-screen System
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ON THE COVER
WILLIAM DANIELS, ASC, and his camera crew line up Technirama
camera for a gunfight scene for Universal-International’s “Night Passage,”
starring James Stewart. Stewart, center, will fight it out with adversary,
shown with gun in hand to left of camera. The wide screen Technirama
lens with its remarkable depth of field captured both foreground and
background action in sharp detail. Full story of the photography begins
on page 148.
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Have you seen

NEW

HOWELL

ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTER?
This totally new color printer offers seven advanced features...
sets new standards for technical precision and operating convenience.
The Bell & Howell Additive Color

lengths of 20, 36 and 48 frames are

7. Easily Accessible Controls —

Printer is the result of intensive re¬

available on 16mm printers, and

Mounted on a panel above the

search and close collaboration with

16, 32 and 48 frames on 35mm

printer lamphouse. The film foot¬

film laboratory specialists through¬

printers. Fade adjustments may be

age counter registers up to 10,000

out the world. In addition to the

changed during the printing run to

feet of film and can be reset at the

features shown here, it incorpo¬

produce any of the three lengths.

start of each film run. The auto¬
matic fader counter permits the

rates the latest innovations of
Bell & Howell’s Continuous Film

5. Visual Circuit Inspection —Five

operator to keep count of fades if

Printers which today print nearly

pilot lights (with dousers) are

they are to be varied in length dur¬

all of the world’s commercial film.

mounted on each of the three color

ing printing. Both counters are il¬

banks to permit visual inspection

luminated for easy viewing.

1. Controlled Color Density—Avail¬

of the electrical circuitry for ease

able light is separated into the

of maintenance. Electronic compo¬

three primary colors: red, green

nents are replaced as units, vir¬

and blue. A system of dichroics is

tually eliminating lost production

used to produce only pure, narrow

due to maintenance down time.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES
• Program perforator for producing
control tape
• 1000 watt rectifier for DC

color beams. Color intensity is con¬
trolled by adjustable vanes which

6. Automatic Operation—Color and

act as light modulators, permitting

illumination cue controls are ac¬

more or less of each color to pass.

tuated by a perforated control tape

The three modified color beams are

which is pre-punched on the pro¬

recombined at the aperture to pro¬

gram perforator. The tape passes

duce the density and color re¬

through a reader built into the con¬

For further information, write Bell

quired for correct printing.

sole base of the printer and con¬

& Howell, Professional Equipment

trols all necessary printing func¬

Division, 7148 McCormick Road,

tions with the exception of the fade.

Chicago 45, Illinois.

2. Increased Illumination—Equipped

• Margin printing kit for light print¬
ing edge numbers (16mm)
• Sensitized patch cueing kit to
eliminate notching

with 1,000 watt, high-intensity, pre¬
aligned printing lamp. An electri¬
cal interlock prevents the lamp
LIGHT PATTERN FOR THE

from burning unless blower is in

THREE PRIMARY COLORS

operation. Illumination can be re¬
duced for black and white printing.
3. Variable Speeds —60, 90 and 120
feet per minute.
,uu
4. Integral Fader—Built into the
lamphouse. Adjustable to produce
the desired fade length. Fade

PRINTING
SPROCKET

FADER
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16mm color
internega five -posit i ve
printing and processing

WHAT
. . . in equipme

station letters, etc. — deep-etched in
ebony plastic, which has sure-grip ad¬
hesive on back that eliminates need for
screws or clamps for mounting. List
price is $2.00 plus 10c per letter.

preserves originals
gives excellent color fidelity
and color saturation
saves

t, accessories, service

costs

Film Processor
Metal Masters, 4584 68th Street, San
Diego, Calif., manufacturers of film
processing machines, announce a new
innovation in its standard processing
machine, pictured above. This is a cov¬
ered elevator that protects films against
safe-light fog. Other new features are
quick-opening stainless steel service
doors allowing access to the wet section,
and substantial increase in the use of
steel in construction. Each machine is a
completely packaged unit. Descriptive
literature is available.

COLOR
16mm
16mm

and

WHITE

MOTION

I—A KESIDE

PICTURE

LABORATORY

Box 2408, Gary 5, Indiana
Laboratory:
5929 East Dunes Highway
Telephones:
Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114
Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600
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Moviola Mfg. Co., 1451 N. Gordon
St., Hollywood 28, Calif., offers VeederRoot time counters for all models of
Moviola synchronizers and editing ma¬
chines. Device measures a length of film
in seconds, minutes and hours to a max¬
imum of 9 hours, 59 minutes, 59 sec¬
onds, directly. It can be mounted in
place of existing counters or in addition
to them.
Also available are Veeder-Root coun¬
ters for measuring frames, footage, cu¬
mulative frames only, feet only, and
seconds in units of l/10th second. De¬
scriptive catalog is available.

SLIDEFILM

BLACK

COLOR

Film Time Measurer

American Cinematographer

Plastic Nameplates
Cinevue Company, 100 Cedarcrest
Lane, Bellevue, Washington, offers an
attractive engraved nameplate for the
Bell & Howel “70” and the Bolex H-16
cameras. Plates are furnished with any
desired lettering—personal initials, TV
March, 1957

Analysis Projector
Lull range of remote control speeds,
plus extra brilliance during single-frame
projection, are incorporated in the new
(Continued on Page 134)

REU-1
4F
rewind w/universal joint and
end support to hold
up to 5 - 35mm reels.

RETWC-1
rewind
w/16 - 35mm
combination
tightwind
REF-1
friction control
rewind w/1 reel
shaft 35mm. ^

RE-1
^
rewind w/1 reel
35mm shaft

SB-1
swivel base
attachment
for rewind /

SP-16 (16mm) spacer
SP-35 (35mm) spacer

»»S11B«

1

il fii 1 gUMMillllli
Smm |gg

SL-1
spring locks

I

MB BIBhh

ASC-35
35mm aluminum shaft
male or female cores
ASC-16 (16mm)

SBEM

LS-1
leader
stanchion
rewind
attachments

—
precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284
branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle 7-1630

NEWS

Precision Lab Expands

CAMERA CREW OF KESTREL PRODUCTIONS ON

LOCATION WITH TWO ARRI

Climaxing a steady growth that began
in 1945. Precision Laboratories (no con¬
nection with the film laboratory of same
name) has moved to a new plant at
1307 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
New quarters gives bustling electronics
firm double space of former location,
which saw the formation of company
twelve years ago by Irwin Sheldon, its
president.
Firm manufactures line of sound
readers for both optical and magnetic
sound films. Custom building of equip¬
ment is also an important function of
company which designed and built the
65mm readers used in editing Todd-AO
films. Precision’s custom engineering di¬
vision turns out such items as electronic
printers, special audio amplifiers, test¬
ing equipment, and other electrical, me¬
chanical and optical instruments of un¬
usual type or application.

16 s

ON SPECIALLY-BUILT SAFARI TRUCK. UNIT ALSO CARRIES ARRI BLIMP

"KESTREL ’SHOOTS THE WORKS’
WITH ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT”
says: CHARLES KRUM, PRESIDENT OF
KESTREL INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
"We are Arri 100% with two 16 mm cameras,
a sound blimp and full range of Kilfitt tele¬
photo lenses for our active production pro¬
gram. We chose Arri for its versitility; we
chose Birns & Sawyer because of their com¬
plete Arriflex stock, their dependable service
and equipment experience."

•

Arri 16 illustrated is equipped with 150,
300 and 90 mm Macro-Kilar Kilfitt lenses

into your film program—and into your budget.

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

Big Future For Cinematographers In TV!

I

$
55

8

Yes . . . the production of films for television is increasing daily. New
55 shows are going into production; more studio cameramen are filming V
these shows; more and more new techniques in lighting and filming
V TV shows are be ng developed. You can keep abreast of these de¬ i
velopments by reading American Cinematographer every month. New 55
$
technical articles are scheduled for future issues!
£

|

n

1

*

Subscribe now — Today.

Only $4.00 for 12 monthly issues!

•

Stock Shots Source

Let us show YOU how to fit this superb equipment

i

•

Beginning its third year as a unique
motion picture film production service,
Stock Shots to Order, Inc., 550 Fifth
Avenue, New York City, last month an¬
nounced expansion of facilities to in¬
clude budget screen tests and filming of
story hoards.
Company, which also maintains a
stock library of recent footage, con¬
tinues its usual function of filming spe¬
cial material on location and in studios
for television programs and commer¬
cials.
To meet low budget needs, company
films tests right in ad agencies’ confer¬
ence rooms. The story board filming
service enables agency people to see ex¬
actly how proposed spot films will play
before investing thousands of dollars in
actual production.
O

•

•

TV Film Commercials

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1702 No. Orange Drive
Hollywood 20, Calif.

Production of commercial films and
spot announcements for television dur¬
ing 1955 grossed 35 million dollars, ac¬
cording to estimates announced recently

m: mm mm mm mm mmam mm mm msmsm mm mm mm;mm: 'mm. 'mm. :mmm% *?

(Continued on Page 184)
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Hollywood

Designed
for the

-h-h

S-h-

of the
Hollywood Sound Stage.A

<rugged

<

enough

for Top Newsreelers ’round the World!
C/ete Rsienis, World Reporter and famous CBSTelevision News Commentator, films international events with Auricon
“Super 1200” 16mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. His “World Report,” by
Clete Roberts Productions, Inc., Beverly Hills, California has
brought television viewers millions of feet of film, made under the
most rugged shooting conditions in the World’s trouble spots, from
Suez to Hungary, and back to Streetcorner, U.S.A.!

"♦t Why not own the Best?

Auricon Cameras are preferred by
Professionals for Single-System 16mm Sound-On-Film or Synchronous
Double-System Studio Recording. Choose Auricon for dependability! Write
for your free Auricon Catalog describing the many quality features of these
Cameras. Always sold with a money-back guarantee, you must be satisfied!

(U)I^D€® IM
DT-BACH,
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California.

INC*
(Tel. HO 2-0931)

?^®wood
SOUND-ON-FILM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

CINE-VOICI

AURICON PRO-600

SUPER R00

$695.00 t up

$1497.00 « >p

$465215 A up

News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

tap beer rendered by costumed German
brewmasters. A German beer garden
orchestra played on the dining room
balcony.
It was a friendly get-together that
afforded Hollywood cinematographers
and associates opportunity not only to
meet again one of the cameramen’s
most ardent champions but to meet new
friends and renew old acquaintances in
the regal atmosphere of one of filmdom’s
most celebrated hostelries.

A banquet honoring William J. Ger¬
man was big A.S.C. event last month.
Held in the Crystal Room of the Bev¬
erly Hills Hotel, some two-hundred
members of the American Society of
Cinematographers gathered to honor
German, President of W. J. German,
Inc., national distributors of Eastman
professional motion picture films.
Co-hosting the event were Edward 0.
Blackburn, vice-president of the Ger¬
man company and head of its Holly¬
wood office, and George Gibson and J.
L. “Bud” Courcier, representatives of
the company and Associate Members of
the A.S.C.
Mr. German and Mr. Blackburn are
Honorary Members of the cinematogra¬
phers’ Society.
Following cocktails an old-fashioned
German dinner was served, which was
highlighted by a continuous service of

Zoli Vidor, ASC, with a record of hav¬
ing photographed more than a thousand
TV film commercials, has joined the
production staff of MPO Television
Films, Inc., N. Y., as producer-directorcameraman. MPO is one of the indus¬
try’s leading producers of video ad
films.

WILLIAM J. GERMAN (center) at ASC dinner

BUD COURCIER (left to right), Milton Krasner,

AT

honoring him last month, listens to DuPont's

Paul Lerpae, Irmin Roberts, Ernest Laszlo and

(left to right), Sol Polito, Joseph Ruttenberg,

Holly

Moyse

unfold tall

tale.

E.

O.

Black¬

•

Ernest

burn obviously heard it before.

cocktail

Miller
hour

•

•

renewed acquaintances during
that

Future Assignments: Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Until They Sail,” M-G-M,

starts March 11. Ernest Haller, ASC,
“Hell on Devil’s Island,” Regal-20th
Century-Fox . . . Loyal Griggs, ASC,
“Sad Sack,” Paramount, starts March 18.

ONE

Leon

of

the

Shamroy,

many
Hal

festive

Mohr,

tables

George

were

Gibson

and John Arnold.

out

WHILE beer-garden musicians rested, trio of

some new faces in the ASC organization to

guests took over instruments for impromptu

Norbert

William

jam

132

Ed

DuPar

(at

rear)

and

German

and

Walter

points

•

ASC

Brodine),

Folsey

•

GATHERED ’round one of the snack purveyors

Cortez.

George

dinner.

•

are Edward Blackburn, Karl Freund (feeding
Stanley

PRESIDENT

preceded

Traveling: John Boyle, ASC, joined
the Mardi Gras celebrants in New Or¬
leans last month . . . Tom Tutwiler,
ASC, returned from the South Pacific
where he photographed shark sequences
for Leland Hayward’s “Old Man of the
Sea,” then entered a hospital for a
minor operation . . . Hal Mohr, ASC,
flew to Hawaii last month where he will
direct the photography of a new series
of half-hour dramatic TV films for
“James Mitchener Presents.” Produc¬
tions are to be filmed in 16mm color.

Strenge,

treasurer, at dinner honoring German.

American Cinematographer
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ASC

session.

From

left are:

Joseph

Rutten¬

berg, Karl Freund, Wm. German, Peter Mole.

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to

the

needs of

large

film

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 128)

L-W Industrialist 16mm projector an¬
nounced by the distributor, L. W. Ral.:e
Co., Inc., 829 So. Flower Street, Los
Angeles 17, Calif.
Projector is modification of Eastman
16mm Analyst projector. Unit operates
in case with cover removed and daylight
viewing is possible using screen built
into case. Fdm capacity is 400-ft. Re¬
mote control switching block permits
altering speed from 6 to 24 fps., project
single irames, and reverse projection.

producers,

or small, feature or com¬

mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free

sound.

• It is compact, lightweight, portable, meets
the

latest

SMPTE

stand¬

ards.
• It

serves

every

segment

of

motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
• Purchaser

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”

pay

is

not

royalties

on

required
footage

to

con¬

sumed.
with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is

an

engineering

achieve¬

BUT

MOST

OF

ALL,

the

MAG¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other

NASYNC

recorder.

contains exclusive features found

Has

recording,

playback,

and

bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in

in

no

MAGNAPHONIC

other

recorders,

line

yet

all

carry low, low price tags.
assemblies;

easy accessibility

components;
mote

push-button

control

footage

counter,

film-direct monitor switches.
17'/2mm

&

35mm

to

motor

priced

all

amplifier

controls;
record-play

re¬
&

Available in 16mm,
from

Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound
to

Man’s

judgment.

Switch

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

New B&H Recorder-Projector

$2,145.00

OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM “B” includes Model
G-932

microphone

mixer

with

2

channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is

a

film

completely
recording

detail.
as

synchronous

channel,

16mm

professional

Magnetic
in

every

Can be operated in “console" position,

shown,

or

stacked

as

one

unit.

MARK IX SYSTEM “C” includes Model
G-924
mote

microphone mixer and re¬
control

assembly

packaged

in matching portable case.

Features

$2,520.00

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬

TYPE

eous “film-direct" monitoring, and low power

amplifier, separate overdrive torque

consumption.

motor,

Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Prices subject to change without

5

features
record

built-in

gain

playback control.

$1,570.00

notice

Monitor

control,

Priced

A 50% increase in power and distor¬
tion-free sound at high levels are fea¬
tures of the new Filmosound 16mm
magnetic-recording projector. The new
302D and 302E models have 15-watt
amplifiers, and will play both optical
and magnetic tracks.
Other features include: separate tone
controls offering independent adjust¬
ment of treble and bass frequencies;
control knobs legibly marked for identi¬
fication; dual recording-level lamps,
and transistor elimination of vibration
noise during magnetic playback. A builtin interlock prevents accidental erasure
of magnetic tracks. List prices range
from $734 to $884. Descriptive litera¬
ture is available.

from

and

Sync Motor Drive
Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 Tenth
Ave., New York, N. Y., announces a
(Continued on Page 184)

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER
iilihe adding a sixth sense . . . 99

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€iiT(ojnc.

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA &
N-9 Cameras;
Bell &
Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

Dept. A '315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson
134
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926 E N. Citrus Ave. • Hollywood 38, Calif.
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NOW in the

East it's...

MOVIELAB
for

Negative-Positive Processing
♦ Staffed by experienced COLOR
technicians.
« Also KODACHROME 2nd ANSCOCOLOR Printing.

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360
COLOR LABORATORIES

THIS IS WHAT
THEY’RE ASKING FOR!

^J'prodn^f

*°2?0,e tin
?xh.b«o«
Cine”
Ovrne^ ‘
out mon

,n here
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TECHNICOLOR
IS THE ANSWER!
And now

The curtain
rises on
'

c §§§§$!§ lii? ^5
BMMI
I

TECHNIRAMA, the spectacular new large-screen color motion picture
product developed by TECHNICOLOR® is now ready to excite
theater audiences the world over.
TECHNICOLOR Corporation proudly announces that TECHNIRAMA

TECHNICOLOR
through TECHNIRAMA
offers:

was selected for production of the great color motion pictures listed
here... soon to be released for premiere showings...

Large area negative photography
using standard 35mm film

it DAVY — Ealing

Production — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

☆ ESCAPADE IN JAPAN — RKO

Most efficient use of negative area

Radio Pictures, Inc.

Versatility—Standard or

☆ LEGEND OF THE LOST — A

Batjac Production — United Artists

road-show prints all from one
original negative

☆ NIGHT PASSAGE

— Universal Pictures Co., Inc.

Greatly improved picture

it SAYONARA — Goetz
☆ SEAWALL

Pictures, Inc.— Warner Bros. Pictures. Inc.

sharpness

— De Laurentiis —Columbia

Freedom from graininess

☆ SLEEPING BEAUTY — Walt

Disney Production —Buena Vista Film Dist. Co., Inc.

Increased depth of focus

☆ SOUVENIR D’lTALIE -Athena-Rank
☆ THE MONTE CARLO STORY —Titanus

Films—United Artists

Minimum image distortion

TECHNICOLOR CORPORATION
MOTION PICTURE DIVISION

Herbert T. Kalmus, President and General Manager

MttitT

YOU can depend on CHMERHi
FOR

THE

BEST

IN

MOTION

EQUIPMENT

PICTURE

CAMART OIL PEN
•

NEW CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
•
•
•
•
•

•

16 or 35mm Single & Double System-Optical or
Magnetic sound track.
Synchronized to any picture viewer.
Right to left or left to right operation.
1 6 or 35mm Magnetic Model. .$185.00.
1 6 or 35mm Optical Model. $195.00

BODDE REAR
SCREEN PROJECTOR
Model P-3AC for 4x5 glass
slides. 2000W Intensity with
step-up
voltage transformer,
9x12 rear screen with frame.

Handy Oiler—fits into your pocket—
easy to carry.
Easily reaches inaccessible parts of
machinery.
Surplus oil sucked backed up after
use.

PRESTOSEAL SPLICER

•

• Makes perfect splices in seconds.
For 1 6 or 35mm. .$547.80
16mm or 35mm Head. .$265.00

CAMART SLATE AND
CLAPSTICK

MACO VIEWFINDER
Professional-type
side
view¬
finder, with large bright erect
image. For Cine-Special, Filmo,
Bolex and
Cine-Voice cam¬
eras .$139.50

Lightest professional
fourwheel dolly.
Smooth geared mechani¬
cal system raises boom
arm from
2
feet to
seven feet.
Narrow 30” width and
steering mechanism
makes it easy to handle
and maneuver.

•

ARRIFLEX 16
16mm

and

35mm

cameras

in

stock for immediate delivery. Arri-

Contains space for all essential in¬
formation.
Originally
sold
for
$11.75. Now only $4.75 plus
postage.

CAMART TV
CAMERA DOLLY
Model III
1

$1.69

In quantities of six.$1.39 each.

fiex

35mm

available.

soundproof
400,

blimp

magazines

in

stock. Also used cameras.

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER
For plastic lab
cores. Attach dis¬
penser to wall to
keep cores handy.
Plasti - clear - vue
16" $12.50.
Aluminum

16"
24"
36"

$

9.50
11.50

.

14.50

Easily loads into station
wagon for use on lo¬
cation.

$1,825.00
F.O.B. New York
Send for descriptive
literature

carniEM
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

mar

me.

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Coble; Comeramort

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum

r

May cost you less to own
than if costs to rent other equipment

MODEL

HA

L

with
soundproof
blimp and
synchronous
motor ...
For little more than the usual rental charges
for equipment, you can own a complete Arriflex 35 Model IIA sound outfit, including the
variable speed motor. Synchronous Motor and
Soundproof Blimp. As a result, more and more
studios and cameramen are recognizing this
fact and are buying Arriflex.
The Arriflex 35 Model IIA offers many
advantages over other 35mm cine cameras. For
example, without the Blimp and with batteryoperated variable-speed motor, the Arriflex is
an unusually light and easy camera to handle
— ideal for location shots under the most diffi¬
cult conditions — even for handheld filming.
With the Soundproof Blimp and Synchronous
Motor, it becomes the perfect camera for lipsynched sound — both in the studio and out.
The Arriflex 35 IIA features a 180° Mirror
Reflex Shutter for through-the-lens viewing and
follow focus. A new type of intermittent mech¬
anism with registration pin action assure abso¬
lutely rock-steady pictures in perfect register.
Many other improvements have made the
Model IIA the most desirable camera in the
field. In fact, every important feature you
would expect in a camera designed for first
rate filming has been incorporated in the Arri¬
flex 35 Model IIA.
Write for complete information to:

KIiIIffG-

photo corporation

257 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
7303 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 46, CAL.

ARRIFLEX 35 Model IIA with
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR UNIT
Provides absolutely uniform and con¬
stant speed. Motor is mounted on
base-plate housing containing gear
mechanism which connects directly to
main drive shaft of camera. Motor unit
has built-in footage counter and tripod
socket. Safety clutch automatically dis¬
engages motor should film 'jam'.
Designed for 115-volt, 60-cycle AC
operation.

*
i

ARRIFLEX 35 Model IIA
in SOUND-PROOF BLIMP

j
j
j
|
|
|
|
|
|
I
I
I
I

Blimp housing is cast magnesium alloy, finished crackle
black. Accommodates Camera,
Synchronous Motor Unit and
400-foot Magazine. Internal
walls are lined with corduroy
velvet over six alternate layers
of foam plastic and lead. Doors
are sealed with foam-rubber
gaskets, and close by means of
heavy, 'knee-action' clamp
locks. Camera is cushionmounted.

<®>

_

AMERICAN CINEMA EDITORS
AWARD FOR 1956

Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
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’Asterisks

...c.

indicate television film productions.

. . and Spliced by the Miracle
“Butt-Weld”
ALLIED

PRESTO
SPLICER
"The
finest

Film
Splicer
the
World
Over”

in Ceylon) with Jack Hawkins
Guinness. David Lean, director.

ARTIST

• Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Dino,” with Sal
Mineo,
Brian
Keith
and
Susan
Kohner.
Thomas Carr, director.
• Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “The Persuader,”
(World Wide Pictures) with William Talman
and Kristine Miller. Dick Ross, producerdirector.
• Harry Neumann, ASC, “Spook Chasers,”
with Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements and Dar'ene Fields. George Blair, director.

and

Alec

Robert Planck, ASC, “Jeanne Eagels,”
(George Sidney Prods.) with Kim Novak
and Jeff Chandler. George Sidney, director.
•

• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Oscar Rudolph and James
Nilsen, directors.
• Ted Moore, “Uncle George,” (Warwick
Prods.; shooting in England) with Nigel Pat¬
rick, Charles Coburn and Wendy Hiller. Nigel
Patrick, director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL
CHECK

THESE

BIG

FEATURES:

• No Scraping • No Cement • No overlap
• No lost picture • Automatically replasticized,
no drying out of splice.
. . . all in 23/4 seconds!
Time-tested over 8 yrs., it is guaranted to give
perfect frame splice on 35 or 16mm film with
single thickness.
• Eliminates need of AB printing
• Magnetic track spliced without
• No clicks going thru projector
• No edge oozing
Sample

Brochure

on

• Curt
TV with
director;
Broderick

“Dr. Christian,”*
(ZivMacDonald Carey. Henry Kessler,
“Highway Patrol”,* (Ziv-TV) with
Crawford. Eddie Davis, director.
Fetters,

• Bob Hoffman, “West Point Story,”*
fall-out

Bill Castle, director.

• Monroe Askins, “West Point”* (Ziv-TV).
Len Benson, director.

request.

PRESTOSEAL

TV).

(Ziv-

S

3727 33rd st., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

CALIFORNIA

• Hal McAlpin, "0. Henry Playhouse,”*
(Gro9S-Krasne. Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godfrey and Barney Girard, directors:
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”* (Wesmor.
Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey, di¬
rector.

• Lester
Shorr,
ASC,
“Betty
Hutton
Show,”*
(pilot; Gross-Kasne Prods.) with
Betty Hutton. Robert Sidney, director.
• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Playhouse 90,”*
(Filmaster
Prods.)
with
Errol
Flynn.
Charles Warren, director.
• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Playhouse 90,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with Helen Hayes. Ber¬
nard Girard, director.

FOR PRO-JUNIOR S.O.S AND FB TRIPODS

Swivel Ball Joint Attachment can be mount¬
ed between head and tripod body in a few
seconds and without any technical knowl¬
edge.
Swivel Ball has enough tightening
strength to hold the largest and heaviest
movie cameras, permits leveling camera
quickly when tripod is set up on uneven
ground. Ball Attachment is made of light¬
weight aluminum, weighs approx. 3'/2 lbs.
Ten Day Money-Back Guarantee

Write for Catalog and Prices

CINEKAD
ENGINEERING

COMPANY

763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLaza 7-3511
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• Fleet
Southcott,
“Gunsmoke,”*
(Fil¬
master Prods.) with James Arness and Den¬
nis Weaver.
Andrew McLaglen, director;
“Playhouse 90,”*
(Filmaster Prods.)
with
Kathryn Grayson. Ralph Levy, director.
CENTAUR STUDIOS

• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “On Guard,”*
(Swanstrom
Prods,
for Aero-Jet
General
Prods, shooting at Naval Base, San Diego
and Marine Base, Oceanside, Calif.)
Wm.
Karn, director.
COLUMBIA

•
Kit
Carson,
“Father
Knows
Best,”*
(Screen
Gems)
with
Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
• Jack Hildyard, ‘The Bridge on the River
Kwai,” (Horizon-American Prods., shooting

March,

1957

• Benjamin Kline, ASC, “The Giant Claw,”
with Jeff Morrow and Mara Corday. Fred F.
Sears, director.
Irving Lippman, “Domino,” (Rorvic Produc¬
tions) with Rory Calhoun and Kristine Mil¬
ler. Ray Nazarro, director.

STUDIOS

• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Ahby Berlin,
director.

CINEKAD—SWIVEL BALL
JOINT ATTACHMENT

• Basil Emmott, “The Long Haul,” (Marks¬
man Films; shooting in London) with Victor
Mature and Diana Dors. Ken Hughes, direc¬
tor.

• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Fridav the 13th,”
with Betsy Palmer and Keenan Wynn. Wil¬
liam Dieterle, director.
• Michel Kelber, “Bitter Victor,” (CinemaScope; Transcontinental Films; shooting in
Libya) with Richard Burton and Kurd Jur¬
gens. Nicholas Ray, director.

• William Whitley, ASC, “Circus Boy,”*
(Screen Gems). Robert Walker, director.
• Ray Cory, ASC, “Rin-Tin-Tin,”* (Screen
Gems) with Lee Aaker, James Brown. Lew
Landers, director; “Casey Jones,”* (Screen
Gems). Larry Butler, director.
• Fred Jackman, Jr., “The 77th Bengal
Lancers,”* (Screen Gems) with Phil Carey
and Warren Stevens. Douglas Heyes, director.
• Gert Anderson, ASC. “Mystery Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Oscar Rudolph, director.
• Charles
Lawton,
ASC,
“Ivanhoe,”*
(Screen Gems). Lew Landers, director.
5

STAR

• Ray Foster. ASC, Gold Bond Stamps com¬
mercial.*
(5 Star Prods.).
Chet Glassley,
director.
WALT DISNEY

• Charles P. Boyle, ASC, “Old Yeller,”
(Technicolor)
with Dorothy McGuire and
Fess Parker, Robert Stevenson, director.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
Miller,
ASC, “You
Bet
Your
Life,”*
(Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan. director.
• Virgil

(Continued on Page 146)

CEC0

is the foremost headquarters for

A RRIFLEX
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

beauties.

Incorporates all advantages of Arriflex
35mm Camera, with mirror reflex system which permits viewing
and focusing through taking lens while camera is in operation.
Viewfinder shows clear, well-defined image correct parallax, un¬
inverted and right-side-up; eyepiece has 10-power magnifier.
3-lens turret. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also ac¬
cessory 400-ft. magazines.

XI-ARRIFLEX

ARRIFLEX.

16mm.

Come

in

and

see

You’ll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

Choice of Lenses
from 11.5 mm to 600 mm • 200 to 400 ft magazines • nickel
cadmium batteries *110 volt Synch motor • Hi-Hat adapter for
use on Pro Jr Tripod • Shoulder Pod.

ACCESSORIES

FOR

ARRIFLEX

16: Large

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For

tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing

for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.
We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6V2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.

FRANK

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:

Lenses from 11.5 mm to 600 mm ♦ 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod ♦
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(£nmeRfl CouipmenT (ojnc.

able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St , New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

Q

I do all my shooting at 16 fps and
project at this same speed. On the
screen there is considerable distortion
and smear—like when one does a lot of
panning on close subjects. Would I get
better results shooting at 24 fps.?—
J. F. Z., Toledo, Ohio.

Try projecting your film with another
machine than the one you are presently
using. U hat you have described ap¬
pears to be shutter drag, which fre¬
quently occurs with 16mm projectors.
If your film projects satisfactorily on
another machine, have your own serv¬
iced and corrected for the trouble.
Should your film project with the
same trouble, using another machine,
then have your camera checked. If the
camera shutter opens before the film
stops moving, as it is pulled down by
the intermittent, this will cause the
image to blur. The same trouble will
also result where the pulldown claw
starts to advance the film before the
shutter
is
completely
closed.—Alan
Stensvold, ASC.

Q

What are specifications for acetate
sheets used for animated cartoon
work? Also, what is source of supply?
What type and brand of inks (black,
white and colors), pens and brushes are
used? Will also appreciate any informa¬
tion you can give on the subject of Ani¬
mated Cartooning in general.—W/. /. S.,
Little Rock, Ark.

Clear acetate sheets for animated car¬
toon production are usually supplied
in panels 20"x50".005". The material
is cut to smaller size sheets to suit the
individual requirements of the user. As¬
pect ratios, type of animation equip¬
ment ot be used, quality requirements
and cost are all factors that determine
cel dimensions.
A good size for average use is 10"x
121/2". Eight such pieces can be cut
from the large sheets mentioned above,
without waste. After punching registra¬
tion holes a usable area of approximate¬

ly 8l/2"xlll/4" will be available, which
is sufficiently large for most professional
work. Acetate sheeting may be ob¬
tained from the Celanese Corp., 290
Ferry St., Newark, N. J., or Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.
Any good drawing ink such as Hig¬
gins is suitable for black line work on
acetate cels. For colored lines it is cus¬
tomary to use diluted opaque water
color paints. Colored inks usually are
too transparent for use on cels.
The pen for inking cels can be any
good drawing pen—not too fine or too
sharp, as the cel surface is rather soft
and scratches easily. Any good quality
water color brush is satisfactory for ap¬
plying the paints. Different sizes will
be needed depending upon the fineness
of work and the areas to be covered.
Although it is possible to use ordi¬
nary opaque Tempera water color paints
on cels, it is advisable to use paints
that have been designed for animation
use. Such paints contain ingredients
which tend to promote adhesion to the
cel and more flexibility, and they are
also made in a wider range of colors and
shades. A complete line of animated
cartoon supplies and equipment can be
obtained from S.O.S. Cinema Supply
Corp., 602 West 52nd St., New York 19,
N. Y. Special animation and title equip¬
ment may be had from Producers’ Sales
Corp., 2704 West Olive, Burbank. Calif.
It is not practical to attempt to give
instructions on animated cartooning in
general within the limits of this column.
1 he field has become so highly special¬
ized today and so complex that a great
many pages would be required to de¬
scribe
even
the
fundamentals.—Ub
fiverks, Walt Disney Studio.

I wish to make tape recordings of
native music, songs and sounds for
backgrounding a travel film. Can 1 trans¬
fer these recordings later to the sound
track of my film?—S. A. D., Los Angeles,
Calif.

IDENTIFY
YOUR FILMS
INSTANTLY
The A40Y edge numbers every
foot of 7 6, 7 7 Vi, 35mm film
and simplifies the task of
checking titles, footage

Saves many man hours now lost
classifying films without titles.
Unnumbered films cause confusion
and loss of valuable time.
The MOY Visible Edge Film Number¬
ing Machine replaces cue marks, per¬
forations, messy crayons, punches,
embossing—does not mutilate film.
Work prints showing special effects,
fades and dissolves require edge
numbering to keep count of frames
cut or added. Multiple magnetic tracks
in CinemaScope stereophonic record¬
ings make edge numbering a MUST.
AMONG RECENT PURCHASERS ARE:
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, lil.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

Convenient

Yes; if you make tape recordings,
these may be re-recorded later to either
magnetic film or to a sound-striped
film, such as you might record with a
Bell & Howell “202” series recording
projector. Or the tapes may be re¬
recorded to an optical soundtrack,
where dupe prints are to be made of
your film.—Walter Strenge, ASC.

•

March,

1-957

Non-Clog
Inking
System

$2475

Time-Payment Terms Available

\ /

S.O.S. CINE
SUPPLY CORP.

$ $
ESTD

Dept.
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Write for illustrated brochure
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With NEW

6331

Hollywood Blvd., Holiy'd, Calif.

Animation & Special Effects Camera Stand
TEL- Aniltiasfand

» » » for Motion Picture Producers,
Animators, Special Effects Labs, TV Stations, Advertising Agencies, Etc.
Priced to fit the
most modest budget!

SPOT NEWS

TEL-Animastand

TEL-An*,inasta ”

is

your answer to the
many

animation

and special effects
problems in Motion

Hoben A.

writes:

Pictures
vision.

and

features

0i

TV

P

photo

'

of

the

enlarger,

movie camera, mi¬

.••
MVe ‘lie over
TEL-toimastand^a ^ reaily
three months an

Tele¬

Embodies

crometer
road
Optical

^ proud t0

as

and

rail¬

roundhouse.
effects such

pans,

angles,

zooms, quick close-

put it to ’"°rt 'cording to our
tell you tha
iroastand has
records, tW ®
iMelf. which

ups

every

be easily produced
for

actually
pleases us very

and

variation for trick
photography may

uch.”

cartoons,

titles

and stills with this
precision built TELAnimastand.

All
basic
move¬
ments
associated
TEL-Animastand with
TEL-Anima
sliding
with high priced
cell board, rotated
stands are incor¬
at 45°
porated. Accuracy
is assured through registration of art work. Includes four
Veeder Root counters which calbrate 18” north/south
movement, 24" east/west travel, and zoom movements
to the Art Table or Cel Board. The compound table can
turn a full 360L circle as well as travel to the front,
back, or either side. A camera fitted to a movable
counterbalanced vertical carriage photographs the art¬
work. Will accept even the heaviest 16mm or 35mm
camera. (Acme with stop motion motor illustrated.)

Improve Film Titles
with Tel-Animaprint

Among the recent purchasers are:
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas

The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE for high quality, fast lettering
—the answer to economy and precision
accuracy in film titling. Prints dry from
colored foil for instant use. Acme pegs
assure perfect registration on paper or
acetate cells. Prints all colors. Will pro¬
duce main titles, sub-titles, trailer titles,
TV commercials, slide films, foreign lan¬
guage main titles, super-imposed sub¬
titles, shadow and third dimensional ef¬
fects, etc. These may be applied to any
kind of art, scenic or live action back¬
ground, including photographs. Greatest
dollar

for dollar

value

in

the

industry!

TAKE ADVANTAGE

Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
University of California Radiation Lab, Livermore, Calif.
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Campbell Films, Saxton's River, Vermont

Basic Unit Only $2995

NOW HEAR THIS!
WITH

NEW

Modernize Your 35mm Dubbers
and Interlock Projectors

HEATING CONTROL

Only $435

with SOSOUND Magnetic Head Attachments to fit Simplex and
RCA Rotary Stabilizer Soundheads.
Complete with Magnetic
Equalization
preamplifier,
DC
filament
simoly
and
voltage
«r«u nted power supply.
Easily installed! All
<tc7C
drillmg!
No expense
sive wiring!
>°r

If rite for TEL-Anima brochure—
covering every animation need.
OF S O S. TIME-PAYMENT PLAN

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

SIS. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
WESTERN

BRANCH

—

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

602 WEST 52nd ST.( NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza 7-0440
28,

California

EST.

Cable: SOSOUND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

One Cel! for ell You Need
in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

DOLLIES
Fearless and
Raby Panoram
Dollies
Crab and
Western

For quick service, expert advice
and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on
one of the nation’s largest suppliers
of temporary lighting facilities—
Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are
just a few of the many items
available for quick delivery
whenever and wherever needed.

Dollies

LIGHTING

PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMENT

GRIP
EQUIPMENT

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment
AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

MacTon Turntable
for Cars and

(Truck or Castor-mounted)

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,000W
Diffusion

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil
Portable Substations

Displays
Mole Richardson
Boom and
Perambulator
Parallels
Ladders and Steps
Scrims and Flags
Dots 6nd Stands

Write or Wire
for
Catalog and
FREE
ESTIMATES!

JACK A. FROST
Dept, m
234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:
41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

F&B PARADE OF REV PRODUCTS
ARRIFLEX

HEADQUARTERS FOR

16mm
The
Newest,
Most
Advanced
Lighting & Production Equipment.

For Immediate Delivery

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT:
Part No.

Most versatile camera
for silent or sound film
production.

Available

accessories include —
•
•
•'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11.5mm f/1.9 Cinegon (extreme wide angle) $240.
90mm f/2.8 Makro-Kilar (Focuses to 8") $249.95
17.5mm-70mm Pancinor Zoom Lens $399.75
400 ft. 16mm magazine $140.00
Torque motor for 400 ft. mag. $175.00
Synchronous 42v. motor with 1 1 Ov. 60 cycle AC
power supply $395.00
Animation motor $595.00
Sound Blimp with follow focus $1520.00
Pistol Grip with trigger $27.50
Arriflex shoulder-pod $29.50

Description

M06000

Baby

Keglite

M63020

Baby

Keglite

Ml 4000

Junior

List Price

Head.$ 73.50
Stand.

36.50

Head.

117.50

M63000

Junior Spot Stand.

43.00

Ml 9000

Senior

M63010

Senior Spot Stand.

M080O1

Sky Pan Head

M61000

Single Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser

M20000

Double Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser 105.00

M64000

Indirect

Floodlight. 320.00

M03000

5

Striplight.

Spot

Spot

Head. 235.00
49.50

(with switch). 107.50

Ml 9000

Light

62.00

141.00

BARN DOORS:
4 WAY

2 WAY
Write for complete price lists

HEADQUARTERS FOR

List

Part

List

No.

Price

No.

Price

Keglite

M58000

10.50

M58001

17.00

Junior

Spot

M58011

17.00

M58014

30.00

Senior

Spot

M58021

30.00

M58022

50.00

Hanger.

22.00

Bracket.

15.00

Baby

AURICON

Part

HANGERS, ETC.:
Part No.

M58001

Want proof of the dependability, performance and basic value of
all model Auricon cameras? Send your old one to us—and see
for yourself what a tremendous trade-in price you'll receive against
any new model.
Cinevoice .
Pro-600
.
Super 1200

.
.
.

.
.
.

from $ 695.
from
1165.
. from
3319.25

And the famous F&B Cinevoice Conversion for 400 ft. and 1200 ft.
magazines, including magazine torque motor and veeder counter.
$450 less magazine.
Write for price

VIEWLEX
projectors

Broad

M51000

Low

M49006

Trombone

M54001

Pneumatic

M54002

Through

M49010

Hanger.

27.50

Hanger.

44.00

Hanger.

22.50

Hardwall

Clamp.

6.75

M49103

Clothwall

Clamp.

5.25

M49102

Wall

Plate.

3.50

Write

for

complete

brochures

and

price

lists.

M49102

SPLICER

AUTOMATIC
for 8mm-16mm combination
& 35mm with the
Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER!

A PERFECT SPLICE
EVERY TIME

SLIDE & STRIPFILM PROJECTORS

from.$ 45.25

WRITE
FOR

Combination Strip & Slide from .

54.75

PRICE

Automatic Slide projectors from.

79.50

LISTS

lOOOw. fan-cooled combinafion . 219.50

F&B

M49107

lists

A complete line of precision engineered, "Guaran¬
teed for a Lifetime" equipment.
Filmstrip

Description

F&B NEW
LOW PRICE

FLORM AIM

&

68

New

West

45th

Street

16mm $ 79 50
35mm $104.50

BABB.9
YORK

36,

N. Y

INC
MU

2-2928

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

FILMLINE

(Continued from Page 140)

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
• Lloyd

MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR

ASC,

Ahern,

“T.

C.

F.

Hour.”*

Various directors.
• Charles

Van

Encer,

row,”* with John Lupton.
director.
• Fred

Redman,

with John Lupton.

ASC, “Broken Ar¬
F'rank MacDonald,

ASC, “Broken Arrow,'*
Wm. Broidy, director.

GENERAL SERVICE

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.# Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from IV2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps,
• Double Capacity Spray Wash
• Self-Contained Plumbing
• Uniform Tank Sizes • Filtered Air Supply _
• Cantilever Construction
FRANK C. 7UCKER
• Size: 76" x SO" x 24"
• Ball Bearing Gearbox
• Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.
Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,
Other models available. Write for literature.
* New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

(7flm€Rfl €ouipjb6Iit (o.,me.

• James van Trees, ASC, “Bums & Allen
Show,”*
(McCadden Prods.)
with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.* Rod Amateau, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC,
“Bob
Cummings
Show,”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp.
Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
• Phillip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden
Prods.)
with
Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Jackie Cooper, di¬
rector.
© Frank Phillips, “Navy Log,”*
Prods. Inc.). Sam Gallu, director.

(Gallu

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson. Oz¬
zie Nelson, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Ford commercial.*
T. Gladden, director; Viceroy commercial.*
Stan Frazen, director.
• Robert Pittack, ASC, Ford commercial.*
Stan Frazen, director.
• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
• Arch

Prods.).

Dalzell,
“Panic,”
(McCadden
Maury Geraghty, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Norbert
Brodine,
ASC, “The
Loretta
Young Show.”* (Lewislor Inc.,) with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.

• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.
• Joseph La Shei.le, ASC, “The Fuzzy Pink
Nightgown,” (Russ-Field Prods, for UA re¬
lease) with Jane Russell and Ralph Meeker.
Norman Taurog, director.

INDEPENDENTS
Wong Howe, ASC, “The Sweet
Smell of Success,”
(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster).
Prod, for UA with Burt Lancaster, Tony
Curtis and Susan Harrison. Alexander MacKendirck, director.
• James

• Giovanni Di Venanzo, “II Grido,” (Robt.
Alexander Prods., shooting in Rome) with
Steven Cochran. Michael Angelo Antoini,
director.

(Continued on Page 183)
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For the color prints your skill deserves...

ANSCO TYPE 238 COLOR DUPLICATING FILM
Your skill, reputation and personal pride all
get a boost when you use Ansco Type 238 Color
Duplicating Film for 16mm release prints.
Type 238’s long tonal scale matches to the
full all the true color of your original . . . gives
you the crisp definition, the cleaner, whiter
whites, softer middle tones, open shadows, and
high-fidelity sound that let your skill come
shining through!
Next time you order prints, specify popular
Ansco Type 238 Color Duplicating Film. Then,
see the difference Ansco makes! Another great
film from ANSCO, A Division of General
Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton, New
York.

For color-perfect slides and
strips . . . use Ansco Type
538 ColorSlide Duplicating
Film

This superbly-crafted 35mm re¬
versal color film is ideal for mak¬
ing direct duplicates from original
transparencies.

Available

on

safety base . . . long lengths DRL.

AnSCO ...the finest compliment you can pay your skill

"Night Passage"-First
In New Technirama
Large-screen System
William

Daniels, ASC, who

directed the photography, claims
new Technicolor system
achieves superior results.

By

ARTHUR

ROWAN

◄
TECHNIRAMA camera on boom, in photo at left, photographs
James Stewart in scene for U-I’s “Night Passage.”
Stewart is in

medium

doseup,

all

the

interesting

Although
details

in

background also were included in scene with superior clarity,
thanks to the great depth inherent in the Technirama process.
Lower photo shows two-camera setup used in photographing
some fast action for same production.
to throw light into shadow area.
is William

Daniels,

Note use of reflectors

Directing the photography

ASC.

T

echnirama is Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation’s
contribution to the ever-widening search for the ideal
large-screen system of motion picture photography and ex¬
hibition. In the photographic process it involves the same
eight-sprocket (double frame) picture area and horizontal
film travel in the camera that earlier was adopted by Para¬
mount studio in the development of VistaVision. But it
goes a step further in that anamorphosis is employed in the
optical system. Focal distortion is practically eliminated by
a technique that adds a squeeze (anamorphic) lens to the
system that produces partial scene compression in the cam¬
era, with the remainder being effected in the printing pro¬
cess. The result is a picture of CinemaScope proportions
but having greater sharpness, definition and depth and an
absence of distortion.
William Daniels, ASC, who directed the photography of
the first production to be made in the Technirama process
by a Hollywood studio—“Night Passage,” starring James
Stewart and produced by Universal-International—claims
many advantages are inherent in the system. “In the days
when we shot nothing but the old ‘3 by 4’ aspect ratio,
cinematographers achieved a great deal of photographic
perfection and established a number of standards,” he
points out. “Then, with the advent of wide-screen and largescreen systems, many of these advantages had to be sacri¬
ficed in favor of sheer screen size. The development of
Technirama marks the first time since the development of
2 to 1 and 2.55 to 1 aspect ratios that we have been able
to re-capture much of the fine quality we obtained photo¬
graphically with the old ‘3 by 4’ methods.”
The trend of big-screen exhibition practice is toward an
aspect ratio greater than 1.66 to 1, according to Daniels, who
pointed out that Technirama retains and fully utilizes the
large-area double-frame and obtains the desirable high
aspect ratio by compressing the image horizontally 1.5 times
in the camera. A further compression in the horizontal di¬
rection is made in the printing process so that the combined
camera and printing compression amounts to 2 to 1. Stand¬
ard “unsqueezed” 1.85 to 1 prints can also be made from
the same Technirama negative. Technirama prints in the
2 to 1 format are compatible with CinemaScope and may
be projected in the C-Scope format in either the 2.55 to 1
or 2.31 to 1 ratios.
The Technirama lens for photography is an attachment
or auxiliary lens, anamorphic in type, not the usual barrel
lens but prismatic. It is designed to be used with the normal
50mm, 75mm and 100mm lenses, and is so coupled with
these lenses that it is focused simultaneously and in sync
with them.
The scope of the Technirama lens is said to be greater
than the lenses used in other wide- and large-screen sys¬
tems. Technicolor engineers made the following comparison:
With the camera, mounting a 50mm lens, focused on a
scene 100 feet distant, the picture area taken in with the
Technirama lens is 105-ft. by 42-ft., compared with 93-ft.
by 36-ft. for CinemaScope, 68-ft. by 37-ft. for VistaVision,
(Continued on Page 182)

IN THIS FIGHT scene,

the Technirama lens displayed

its ability

to capture without distortion action staged within six feet of lens.

ANOTHER SCENE from “Night Passage” in which William Dan¬
iels used reflectors to throw the necessary light into the shaded
area where action was staged.
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BOWLER Joe Ostrowski goes into action as camera No. 4, shooting

active alley, records his facial expressions in doseup.

through a slit in a partition temporarily set up at one side of the

cameras picked up the same action from other angles.

Four other

FILMING "CHAMPIONSHIP
BOWLING FOR TELEVISION
Popular TV sports films photographed with five
16mm cameras using Tri-X film and fluorescent
lighting for illumination.

By

I

SIDNEY

possible to film bowling
with just one camera just behind the
bowler. It probably also is possible to
drive a limousine on one cylinder. But
the question is, how far can you get?
You can't get very far with a single
camera either, as any capable cinema¬
tographer knows. That’s as basic as ABC.
I make the point to illustrate that there
IMAGINE IT IS
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is a right and wrong way to shoot in¬
door sports events.
During the past three years I have
shot 81 hour-long installments of bowl¬
ing for television and found the sport as
provocative as any for a creative man’s
imagination. It needs the right setting
and the right production.
The series on bowling now showing

March.
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DIRECTION of camera operations is maintained by
Sidney

Goltz

using

spectator's area

he

inter>com
watches

system.

Here

in

progress of a match.

on TV was filmed last June with five
16mm cameras — three Mitchell’s and
two Maurers. In all we had to shoot
more than 290,000 feet of film to do
proper justice to this top-rated bowling
show.
The experience of two previous bowl¬
ing series helped us achieve the per¬
fect physical setup for filming bowling.
It always seemed to me that six alleys
would make a perfect layout because the
two alleys on either side of the pair
being used for the match make a nicely
balanced picture. In order to do this, a
crew of carpenters came into the Olym¬
pia Bowling Lanes near Chicago, and
built a plywood wall to fence ofT the
four alleys I wanted. I had them cut a
hole midway in the partitition and sta¬
tioned a camera at that point. A lens
peeking through this aperture caught
the bowler from the side and relayed
with embarrassing intimacy the hor¬
rors that race through his head as the
ball bears down on the pins.
Adding extra cameras pyramided pro¬
duction costs and complicated our oper¬
ation considerably, but it was worth it.
Producer Peter DeMet’s instructions
were “spare no expense.”
Locations of the five cameras were as
follows:
Cameras 1 and 2 were tripod-mount¬
ed on a parallel behind a plywood par¬
tition to the rear of the bowlers. One
kept an eye on the pin-deck action while
the other busied itself with the backside

ON PLATFORM in back of spectators, Producer Peter
DeMet (standing)
technicians

record

keeps an eye on
narration

and

progress while
sound

on

tape.

djced by Peter DeMet and photographed by Sidney C. Goltz.

gyrations of the bowler. A 25mm lens
was used on the No. 1 camera for over¬
all shots of bowlers and alleys. Also on
the turret was a 102mm lens which was
swung into place for extreme closeups
of faces during interviews and presenta¬
tions. A 50mm lens was the workhorse
on No. 2 camera. This gave us closeups of the bowlers and medium shots
of the bowling pits. This camera cov¬
ered three pits. As with camera No. 1,
a 102mm lens was also used for tight
closeups.
Camera No. 3 was suspended from
the ceiling in back of the pits and shot
through an opening in a partition erect¬
ed to conceal it from general view. This
camera was responsible for such niceties
as following the ball down the return
gutter and into the waiting hands of the
bowler. Such shots made for nice,
smooth transitions between the impact
shot and the moment the bowler started
his next delivery. For these shots a
102mm lens was used and alternated
with a 214" lens to provide variety.
Camera No. 4 was set up behind a
plywood partition erected at the bowl¬
ers’ left. (See diagram.) A narrow, hor¬
izontal orifice in the partition permitted
the camera to range back and forth in
medium panning shots. A 25mm and
a 50mm lens were used on I his cam¬
era for side views of the bowlers in
action.
Camera No. 5 was mounted close by
Camera No. 4 and focused high over
the shoulder of the scorekeeper cover¬
ing the games as they proceeded.
Lighting was provided by a battery
of 27 four-tube fluorescent fixtures each
8 feet in length, strung overhead for the
full length of the alleys. Augmenting

this illumination were two No. 4 photo¬
floods plus pit kickers consisting of two
150-watt lamps. The overall set lighting
was 150 foot candles, as read by our
Norwood meter with the slide out, per¬
mitting us a working aperture half way
between f/4 and f/5.6 with Eastman
Tri-X negative.
All five cameras and sound recorder
operated
continuously
during
each
match and were interlocked electrically.
At the conclusion of filming of each
match, our cameras had collected differ¬
ent viewpoints of every phase of action.
Consequently, four of every five feet of
film was discarded during editing.
A recordist meanwhile was kept busy
trying to blend the sounds from three
microphones onto a single piece of tape.
Announcer Fred Wolf confined his ex¬
pert play-by-play chatter into one micro¬
phone, while other mikes picked up the
crowd noise and clatter of pins.
My over-all job, once the games got
under way, was to sit at the inter-com
system to establish liaison.
In all. it took 20 high-salaried tech¬
nicians to keep the show rolling. These
included four cameramen, five assistants
to these cameramen, one electrician, one
grip, one film loader, one sound re¬
corder, one recordist, two pinsetter
technicians,
one
alley
maintenance
man, a director of photography, an as¬
sistant director and a director. This, of
course, does not include the various
technicians who prepared the Olympic
alleys
before
the
television
people
stepped on the scene. An army of elec¬
trical engineers was hired to string the
27 fluorescent light fixtures.
We had our problems, too. The air-
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camera upside down solved mechanical problems in uniting the two units.

Tele-Cam—Newest Of
Video-film Camera Systems
By

JOHN

FORBES

is utilized in transmission of the live
image and up to 80 per cent passing
into the film camera. (The percentages
can be varied to accommodate different
film speeds and light conditions.) The
most obvious advantage, of course, is
that the process clears the 525-line bar¬
rier imposed by kinescope and video¬
tape. The film produced by Tele-Cam
is sharp and clear, without the distor¬
tion and fuzziness that marks the aver¬
age kinescope.
The integration of film and video in
the TV system is effected speedily and
easily. The focus knob is removed from
the TV camera, the image-orthicon
locked in the extreme forward position,
and the lens turret removed to make
way for Tele-Cam’s dual-purpose lens
system. The TV element is moved into
position and bolted. Finally, the focus
of the TV viewfinder and the rackover
tube of the film camera are synchro¬
nized. The entire operation reportedly
takes less than 20 minutes, and dis¬
assembly takes less than 10.
The addition of Tele-Cam to the tele¬
vision apparatus poses only one prob¬
lem for the cameraman; he has to push
the Tele-Cam button to “On.” The rest
is standard operating procedure.
Tele-Cam’s optical system, designed
in cooperation with Buhl Optical Com
pany, of Pittsburgh, contributes im¬
measurably to the “live” looking film
reproductions achieved by Tele-Cam.
according to Smith. With the greater
depth of field achieved by the film
camera, even a reasonably well-focused
TV picture guarantees a film picture
in good focus, it was pointed out.
In Tele-Cam’s present form, color film
can be exposed with good results where
the light level ranges from 750 to 1000
foot candles, and black-and-white at
(Continued on Page 178)

O

and most suc¬
cessful systems combining a motion
picture camera with a television camera
to produce simultaneously a film record
of live telecasts is Tele-Cam, developed
by Warren R. Smith and Robert Ferber
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Tele-Cam easily converts a TV camera
into a maker of 16mm motion pictures,
color or black-and-white, using a com¬
mon lens system. The transformation
can be accomplished in less than 20
minutes, say the inventors, without any
drastic alteration to the TV camera.
As may be seen in the photo above,
an Auricon-1200 camera is mounted
upside-down on the right-hand side of
the television camera. The Tele-Cam
optical system, which incorporates a
beam-splitter, simultaneously feeds the
image proportionately to the film cam¬
era and TV camera. About 15 per cent
of the light coming through the lens
NE OF the NEWEST
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CHART above shows Tele-Cam production system that puts a video program

and on film

simultaneously, eliminating
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INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
DEALERS
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SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St.
New York 36 JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.
CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St..
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.
CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. MOVEP
r

Coordinates afl component br^eS|
manufacturing, repairs and reiA
43rd Street, Mew York 36, N.
best equipped organization of s*
Producers of world-famous PRO JUNIOR Tripod and
Distributors of world's finest cameras, lighting, record¬
ing and editing equipment, now located in the heart
of film center.

Part of Camera Equipment Company’s modern new showroom.
Customer at counter is studying new PROFESSIONAL 16mm
Viewer. Customer at left is looking at new Eclair Blimps mounted
on All-Metal Tripod.

NEW YORK—Camera Equipment Company culminated
19 years of success in the professional photographic equip¬
ment industry by moving all its component branches into one
model headquarters in the heart of this city’s film center, at
315 West 43rd Street.
Frank Zucker, one of the famed motion picture photog¬
raphers of Hollywood’s heyday, who worked with many of
the world’s immortals in both silent and sound spectacles, saw
the fruition of his dreams when the rebuilt and renovated
lower portion of the Scribner building became headquarters
for professional motion picture cameras, tripods, tripod
heads, lighting, editing and sound recording equipment.
Hundreds of producers, directors, cameramen and techni¬
cians have visited the new quarters to view the attractive,
modern showrooms, the special departments for rentals, sales
and the large daylight factory where the Professional Junior
Tripods are manufactured.
Of special interest to visitors is the repair department,
considered the best in the East, where factory-trained techni¬
cians service and repair all makes of professional cameras—
not a few under “emergency” conditions when a location crew
requires immediate service in order not to hold up shooting.
This department is only second in interest to the engineering
and design quarters, where CECO experts are engaged in
bringing out their own innovations for the professional motion
picture and TV film makers, as well as adapting and convert¬
ing equipment manufactured by other companies to meet the
specialized needs of the trade.
Any average day at CECO will find calls for sales and
rental equipment from many parts of the world. It is custom¬
ary for Hollywood companies on location in New York to
obtain their equipment from CECO, which has outfitted more
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Above a section of ‘‘Camera Room” where all rental cameras
get their final check before leaving. This equipment is first
checked in shop for any mechanical or optical difficulties.

Technician in sound department checking a Magnasynch
Recorder before sending it to a customer. CECO features the
complete Magnasynch line including the Mark IX.

INTO NEW MODERN
IN NEW YORK...
iches, including showroom, sales,
his, under one roof at 315 West
f — acknowledged the largest and
\ kind in the world.
than one group which won Academy Award honors. Similarly,
CECO is deeply involved with the television industry. To
name the shows for which CECO contributes all or a portion
of the BNC and NC cameras, lights, cones, arcs, generators,
sound recorders, Moviola editing machines, CECO microwave
equipment, “BALANCED” TV and Micro relay tripod heads,
and all metal and wood tripods would appear to be reciting
the WHO’S WHO in television. CECO is also proud of its
fine line of MAGNASYNCH SOUND RECORDERS. In ad¬
dition, they are distributors for the MAURER line of pro¬
fessional cameras. In fact, CECO’s repair department is the
service center for Maurer cameras.
CECO’s house magazine, titled CAMERA TALK, has
achieved wide interest in the industry because it chronicles
the activities of producers, directors and cameramen, as well
, as revealing the newest equipment and trends in film making.
Frank Zucker is ably assisted by his son, Burt Zucker,
and Gene Levy, both widely known in the field. Visitors to
New York have a standing invitation to visit the new CECO
headquarters, whether or not they have any buying intentions.
The CECO executives appreciate an interchange of ideas and
an opportunity to give visitors the grand tour.

S

Here is where the equipment is torn down and really gone
over. Specialists, with years of training, do all repair and
maintenance work. No farming out of critical jobs here. All
sales and service unconditionally guaranteed.

CECO's lighting department is the most complete and effective
in America. Many top film crews now depend upon it for
lights. CECO has available for instant use the complete Mole
Richardson line of arcs, including the 225 ampere Brute. Also
all sorts of CECO cone lights, as well as the complete Colortran equipment, including the new Grover Master Light.

Moviolas are getting a cleaning and checking by Sol Fol and
Henry Harrison in editing equipment section. Careful checking
of ail equipment by trained specialists in each field insures
catching 99% of mechanical flaws before any equipment
leaves premises.

Behind that pile of castings are three milling machines work¬
ing to close tolerance making fine Camera Equipment Com¬
pany products, among them tripods, motors, sunshades and
viewers and other CECO products.

Big Leaguer or Beginner...
you help your Career with
ALUMINUM

Film
Equipment

SPLIT APART REELS
Economically Priced

•

Highest Quality

CECO Aluminum Split Apart Reels are a fast and in¬
expensive method of winding film from reels to cores,
or core to core and can be used for projection reels
without the necessity of having the film put on solid
reels. The core is threaded for quick locking, and a grip
is pressed into the flange wall to hold the plastic core.

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the
world’s finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—also an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their technical
problems. May we help you?

16MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

400'

$4.20
7.00

1200'

■

35MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

1000'

$6.90
MM16-AKG D-25 MICROPHONE
is dynamic cardioid type.
Eliminates wind and AC
hum. Excellent frequency re¬
sponse from 30 to 15,000
cps. Completely shock
mounted, light enough to be
used on microphone “fishpole”, weighs only 24
ounces.
Contains built-in
dialogue equalizer with
three steps to attenuate
progressively at 50 cycles.
A variety of models for
every specific need.

17-i/jMM
Size

Price

400'

$4.70
7.50

1200'

$232.00

$22.00
SR4-PRECISI0N
LABORATORIES
OPTICAL
AND
MAGNETIC SOUND READER accepts both 16mm
and 35mm optical or magnetic film. Consists
of amplifier, head assembly and film trans¬
port. SR5-Set of collapsible rollers for use
with 17.5mm and % " tape. SR6-Similar, but
without magnetic head mount. Available with
either Optical or Magnetic sound only.

ElOO-CECO DOUBLE ZIPPER CHANGING BAG Is
light-proof, large enough to accommodate
1000' 35mm magazines or 1200' 16mm
magazine. 34" x 48" black sateen outer
bag. Inner bag of heavy rubber fabric pro¬
vided with roomy sleeves having elastic light¬
tight wristlets.

CECO OUTDOOR REFLECTORS for re¬
flection of sunlight. Surfaced with
silvered reflection papers. In sizes
24" x 24", 30" x 30", 36" x 36",
and 48" x 48" for use with yoke
& stand. Scrims & Dots available.

$8.50

FC4-ECC0
“1500”
SPEEDR0LL
APPLICATOR
permits cleaning and inspection of roll,
strip or movie film in one easy operation.
Consists of bakelite cleaning unit, woolfelt cleaning wicks, teflon idler rollers; also
a 10 oz. glass fluid unit guaranteed against
leakage. Valve controls flow of cleaning
fluid which is always visible. 16mm or
35mm model. $29.50

XI01-CECO VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR with tach¬
ometer for CINE-KODAK SPECIAL. Speeds from
16 to 64 frames per second. Quick mounting,
no fools required. 12-volt or 110-volt opera¬
tion. Also available 110-volt Synch Motors
for Bolex, Mitchell, Bell & Howell & Eastman
Cine Kodak K-100 Cameras. Variable speed
motors with Tach for Mitchell & Bell & Howell
cameras.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS—Ace

Clear Vision Splicers • Editing Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric
Footage Timers • Exposure Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors • Screens • Film Processing
Equipment • Film Shipping Cases • Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens Labels • Blooping Tape
*
Blooping Ink
•
Dulling Spray
• Alpha Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters •

and

up

CECO SLATES. E67-MASONITE, 11"
x 14", with clapstick.
E68-12"
high, 1 1 " wide, metal sliding num¬
bers, with clapstick. £69-13%" x
131/2", made of fiberboard with
metal border, flip numbers, clap¬
stick.

SALES - SERVICE • RENTALS
FRANK

C.

TUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€iiT(<D.,mc.

Number & Letter Punches • Camera & Projector Oil • Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders.

Dept. A
New

York

315 West 43rd St.,

36, N.

Y.

JUdson 6-1420

OSCAR"
NOMINEES
For The Best Cinematography of 1956

BURNETT GUFFEY, ASC
“The Harder They Fall”

BORIS KAUFMAN, ASC
“Baby Doll”

LIONEL LINDON, ASC
“Around the World in 80 Days”

HAL ROSSON, ASC
“The Bad Seed”

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG, ASC
"Somebody Up There Likes Me”

T

are in the race this year
to receive the gold “Oscars” for photographic achieve¬
ment to be presented this month in Hollywood by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Of these,
nine are from Hollywood and one from London, England.
Of the twenty film productions mentioned here last month
as having been selected by Academy members as candidate
entries for photographic awards, five black-and-white and
en directors of photography

five color productions have been chosen in the nominations
balloting.
While it is the productions themselves that are voted upon
by the Academy, it is the directors of photography to whom
the awards are presented the evening “Oscars” are handed
out at the Pantages theatre in Hollywood in gala presenta¬
tion ceremonies.
i

(Continued on Page 180)
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"EMMY" AWARD
NOMINEES
For best achievement in cinematography
of a television film produced
and released in 1956.

LLOYD AHERN, ASC
“Stranger in the Night"

By

JOHN

FORBES

A

photography of television films,
whenever mention is made of an ‘‘Academy Award,”
it means “Emmy” instead of “Oscar.”
“Emmy” is the trophy given annually by the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences, Hollywood, for achieve¬
ment in the various branches of television production, in¬
cluding films.
Although the television Academy has been in existence
since 1950. its program of national awards was not begun
until 1954, at which time the first “Emmy” was awarded
for photographic achievement in TV film production.
This year, members of the TV Academy have nominated
five video films produced and exhibited during 1956 as
contenders for the single “Emmy” award to be given for
best cinematography. They are:
“Stranger in the Night,” 20th Century-Fox Hour, photo¬
graphed by Lloyd Ahern, ASC.
“The Pearl,” Loretta Young Show, photographed by
Norbert Brodine, ASC.
“Tunnel of Fear,” Four Star Playhouse, photographed
by George E. Diskant, ASC.
“The Glorious Gift of Molly Mallloy.” General Electric
mong directors of

NORBERT BRODINE, ASC
“The Pearl”

(Continued on Page 182)
GEORGE E. DISKANT, ASC
"Tunnel of Fear”

JOHN L. RUSSELL, ASC
“The Night Goes On"
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EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS
W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

6677
SANTA

MONICA

BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
HOLLYWOOD 4-6131

6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois
IRving 8-4064

Jane Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey
Long Acre 5-5978

Location Filming Down Under'
B

the making of the Michael Balcon-Ealing film
“The Shiralee,” is a story of immense, painstaking and
costly organization and pre-production planning. Months
before shooting started, I joined producer Jack Rix and
director Leslie Norman in scouting locations and rounding
up lighting and camera equipment in Australia.
One of the early problems we had to face on our first
reconnaissance trip was that of equipment. Time and dis¬
tance made it uneconomic to ship our own cameras and
lamps from our London studio to Australia and it was a
question of finding enough tools on the spot to do the job.
The fact that television was starting up in the country was
naturally a disadvantage to us since it meant a shortage
of certain equipment; but we eventually managed to secure
a Mitchell BNC with geared-held and veloeilator, and a
blimped Arriflex. As regards lighting gear we hired eight
150-amp. arcs fitted with brute jaws, eight 5Ks, ten 2Ks,
six duo-arcs and four 750-watt “pups.” There being no
225-amp. “brutes” in Australia we had to take one with us
from England. Twenty reflectors and stands augmented this
lighting equipment.
To produce current for this equipment we had two Army
searchlight generators mounted on a five-ton truck towing
a 600-amp. generator on a trailer. The latter was “blimped”
but the Army generators had to be silenced by baffles. All
this equipment had to be transported over rough, primitive
roads and tracks and set up in rugged country terrain.
And with it all were 2000 feet of electric cable.
Lor location hunting we chose three areas of New South
Wales—Sydney, Wagga Wagga and Coonobarabran. Other
places mentioned in the book were flooded and made an
already difficult task impossible. Another later reconnais¬
sance was in fact necessary because unexpected bad weather
ruled out Wagga Wagga and we settled for the Scone area
for many of our most important scenes. Since we were on
the move from one location to another, a small unit equipped

In filming “The Shiralee” in Australia we covered
each location fully with plates so that we could
do any necessary retakes or extra shots in the
studio after returning to London.
By

PAUL

BEESON,

ehind

B.S.C.

ON LOCATION in the Scone area of New South Wales, Australia,
cameraman Paul Beeson takes a meter reading before starting the
camera on a traveling shot. Note dolly-mounted camera on raised
tracks and use of arc booster light in place of reflectors.

MUCH OF THE photography of “The Shiralee” is by moving camera.
Here's an interesting view of the track and dolly layout for a
scene filmed on location in a rural Australian town.
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MAKING THE SHOT. As actor Peter Finch with little Dana Wilson
on his shoulders trudges over plowed ground, the camera pulls
back in a tracking shot. Booster light is mounted on Jeep.

with the Arriflex camera used to go off
in advance of the main party to pick
up useful long shots and scenic mate¬
rial — an operation which would not
have been economically feasible with a
full -size unit.
Although there were no really seri¬
ous “■dramas,” of course we had our
problems, our “shiralees” in fact. The
weather treated us badly and for three
and a half days prevented us from
shooting at all. Most of the shooting
was done in the early morning, which
meant a call at 5:30 a.m. to catch the
sun, or late in the afternoon. We did
some night shooting, too. and one of
my biggest tasks was to light a country
road 250 yards long with just eight
150-amp. arcs. These sequences were
shot on Tri-X at an extremely low key
of 12-foot candles at f/2.8. The film was
flown back to England for processing,
as were the focus and resolution tests
shot during reconnaissance.
While we were filming in the Coonabarabran area we sent the film by car
a distance of a hundred and fifty
miles, then by air to Sydney, and thence
by air again to London in the personal
charge of the pilot who handed it over
to his relief at each staging point.
An interesting problem arose in re¬
spect to make-up. Many of the Aus¬
tralian artists had to have their com¬
plexions darkened down to match Peter
Finch despite the fact that they lived
in a sunny part of the world. Peter
Finch, however, had secured his tan by
going to Australia by cargo boat.
Because of the problems of accom¬
modation for a film unit of seventy
people we always had to leave our loca¬
tions on schedule. If there were to be
any retakes we would have had to go
back or cover by using the traveling
matte process. We therefore covered
each location fully with background
plates so that we could do any retakes
or extra shots back in England. As it
turned out we did not have to do any
at all and the only traveling matte shots
we did had been planned at the outset.
After seven weeks’ shooting on “The
Shiralee” in Australia we returned to
M-G-M Studios at Elstree to complete
the film and face the problem of match¬
ing what we had already done. I ac¬
complished this by photographing the
matching studio shots in extremely high
key and in very strong contrast to en¬
able us to get the impression of bright
sunshine. We also made a change in
film stock to the new Type B-Plus X.
In fact, “The Shiralee” is the first
film made in England to use this stock,
and we were very happy with the re¬
sultant fine grain it gave us. I for one
hope that we shall get equally good
results with “Dunkirk,” on which Ealing
Studio is scheduled to go into produc¬
tion soon.
end

cameras:
16 mm
,.and
35 mm

ARRIFLEX
AURICON
bell & howell
CUNNINGHAM
MAURER
MITCHELL

why buy?
Greater savings on taxes... no main¬
tenance problems ... no obsolescence
loss... TOP RATED Equipment!
• SWIFT SERVICE: same-day ship¬
ment of equipment by Air, Truck
or Rail.
• A-l CONDITION: all serviced and
inspected by our own Shops.
• RENTED FOR USE ANYWHERE,
in U.S., or by arrangement in for¬
eign locations.
• MAXIMUM TAX SAVINGS, no
upkeep cost, no storage.
• MODERATE RATES: by day,
week, month, long-term lease ararrangement.
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TRIPODS
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EXAMPLE OF subject matter which can be photographed through
a microscope is the Ostracod, a crustacean common in pond
water. Photo is frame enlargement from 16mm color film made
by Clyde A. Prusman, Chicago photographer, pictured at left
with his cine-micrography equipment.

TYPICAL homemade micro-movie making setup in which a discarded
automobile jack was converted to an elevator-mount for the Victor
16mm camera. Lens has been removed and is replaced by prismatic
viewing tube coupled directly to the microscope.
Light source is
shown at lower right.

Microscopic Movies
Looking for challenging new subjects to film? Here’s
how to mount and use your camera with a micro¬
scope for cine-micrography.

By

P.

R.

C

a 16mm camera with a
microscope opens up a whole world
of new picture possibilities, whether
you’re a scientifically-minded physician
or microscopist, or just another movie¬
maker on the lookout for something new
to shoot. From the pictorial viewpoint,
you’ll find amazing picture-material in
the commonest subjects—a drop of water
from a lily-pond—a fly’s wing—even a
snowflake; one enthusiast spent the bet¬
ter part of a lifetime making micro¬
photographs of snowflakes, and never
found two with identical patterns.
From the scientific and educational
viewpoint, micro-movies are invaluable.
They preserve not only the form but
the motion of micro-organisms, and
make it possible to show them on the
screen in enormously enlarged form to
larger groups than could successfully
oupling
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study any other type of micro-picture.
When you couple color to this—via
Kodachrome—you've added an element
that will make a sensational picture
out of the most commonplace subject.
Not only does color “make the picture
from the layman’s viewpoint; it adds
immeasurably to the scientific value
medical and biologic experts find in
well-made micro-movies.
Making micro-movies requires preci¬
sion, but it is by no means an overly
difficult task for anyone with a fair
understanding of either cinematography
or microscopy. The first step is of course
to choose a camera suitable for making
pictures through a microscope. In gen¬
eral, almost any good, standard 35mm,
16mm or even 8mm camera can be
used. Of these, 16mm is by far prefer¬
able, for it combines moderate operating
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SCHEMATIC diagram of camera and
microscope set-up for cine-micrography.

cost with high technical quality and the
widest possible field of classroom and
clinical use.
It may be necessary to make some
operative changes in the camera to
(Continued on Page 169)

Prices subject to change
without notice

PRECISION SOUND READERS
Simple threading . . . polished stabilizer
drum with needle bearings, with a surface
which cannot damage film. Film rollers ma¬
chined to conform with SMPTE standards,
and equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimensions
6" x 6" x 7Vi".
Amplifier: 117 volts-60 cycle-A.C. Power
output-4 watts. Heavy duty Alnieo V
speaker . . . safety fused.. . . prefocused
socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy duty
cord.
Optical Model 600-16mm and 35mm
$185.00
Magnetic Model 700-16mm, 17.5mm, 35
mm and V* inch.$198.00
Optical-Magnetic Model 800-16mm, 35mm
and V\ inch.$259.50

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

f

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.!
Features high gain “long-shot” microphone channel.
Oialog equalization for “speech-music” selection.
Self-contained play¬
back system for
'*\ "film-direct” moni¬
tor. Famous Magna¬
te
sync “synkinetic”
precision film transff
port. High speed rewind, sync speed
reverse and fast for¬
ward. Convenient ar¬
rangement for “sync
i'
marking.” Footage
counter, extended cai
pacity arms, “quickdetach” mount for
special motors. Un¬
conditionally guar¬
anteed! . $895.00
MagnasyncM-8
*
‘
speaker, amplifier,
and accessory case
$97.50
4-position mixer, high level mixing w/4V2"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $375.00

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15 ampere fuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$208.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

AURICON PR0-600
16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

AURICON CINE-VOICE

^ wm
MARK IX
MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM
A basic system with built-in record-play, amplifier
and remote control assembly. Priced from $1995. Also
available, built into new Magnasync Model G-932 slide
wire attentuator microphone mixer; or with Magnasync
Model G-924 microphone mixer with remote control
assembly in matching case.

popular-priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound projecter. Single-lens model.
New.$695.00
Used.$495.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

AURICON “SUPER-1200’
16mm sound• on-film
camera (self-blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for"C"
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

SUPER
1200
AURICON PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

SUCH PROFESSIONAL-LIKE equipment as camera dolly, tracks and
synchronous motor for the camera were employed by the author
in photographing an 85 scene featurette with lip-sync sound
achieved by novel "short-take” technique, using a magnetic tape

recorder.
Grip George Briggs handles the dolly while author
Cravens directs the photography of doseup of Taggart Dieke.
Checking dialogue against script is script girl Arta Warner. Pro¬
duction, in 16mm, was shot in black-and-white.

Studio Techniques In Amateur Filming
H

If you want to make pictures

ow many amateur cinematographers have completed
rather ambitious film efforts only to experience dis¬
appointment when they made the final appraisal of their
films? Standing apart from the hurly-burly of production
and viewing their work objectively, most amateurs are
forced to admit that although their efforts are movies, they
really don’t give the impression we have come to expect
from movies. Why?
A few years ago the amateur could answer, “Because my
films are without sound." Not necessarily true today. Many
serious amateurs make sound films and many of these essay
a story line. Yet the basic problem remains: these films.

with a professional look,
you have to follow professional
production methods.

By
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regardless of clever innovations, fail to achieve that solid
ring we ascribe to the professional film.
As an amateur film producer I would answer this short¬
coming: “Because the amateur has failed to utilize for the
most part the two most basic studio techniques of feature
film productions.” These are lip sync (which makes dialogue
possible), and the mobile camera (which in conjunction
with cutting makes the camera a pictorially expressive in¬
strument rather than the simple recording instrument it
basically is.)
At this point the amateur will probably throw up his
hands and exclaim, “But these techniques are the basic
differences between the professional film and mine. They
are the exclusive tools of an industry. I could never hope to
use them.”
After completing a silent film and feeling shortchanged
by the limitations imposed. I looked forward to producing
a sound film. I envisioned a film based upon a one-act
play. To water down a good play in order to film it through
combination of pantomime, narration and mood music
seemed worse than not attempting it at all. Why not film
it as any play is translated into film? Leave the dialogue
intact. Let the camera release the action from a stage.
Would this be possible within the small budget I had? I
began to explore the possibilities.
The most obvious answer to the lip sync problem seems
to be the single-system camera. One could probably rent
one of these comparatively inexpensive units for enough
days to complete a shooting schedule without paying out
too much toward its purchase price. However, aside from
the financial consideration, anyone who has attempted to
edit single-system sound will tell you that the sound lead
denies the editor even the most basic freedom in assem¬
bling shots which are to be tied together. Dramatic work is,
if not impossible, so awkward as to be near impossible.
The only other alternative is double-system. The pros¬
pect of recording sound and picture separately appealed to
me immediately. With modern magnetic recording it no
longer means the double consumption of film stock which
marked the former days of optical recording. The audio
of only the used takes would need he re-recorded onto
optical tracks. To me with my small budget this meant
the use of inexpensive war surplus film for the takes and
retakes but only enough of the more expensive sound stock
to re-record the original magnetic recordings of the finally
chosen shots. However, the final and greatest obstacle still
loomed before me: synchronization.
Again the budget said “no” when a sprocket-driven, syn¬
chronous magnetic recorder was considered on a rental
basis. I next pondered the use of a home tape recorder,
but it was pointed out to me that without some means of
maintaining sync with the camera, it would never do for
recording lip-sync dialogue.
I began to conduct a few experiments of my own. For
one thing I discovered that most of the popular-priced home
tape recorders are remarkably consistent in speed and that
there is very little time difference between recording and
playback in takes not exceeding 1 minute in playing time.
Lip-snyc is dependent on maintaining exact speed with a
drift factor not exceeding 1/16 of a second.
Experiments with my spring-driven Bolex did not prove
so encouraging. A series of shots of a clock with a sweep
second-hand proved conclusively, after a careful frame

NOVEL SWIVEL platform for camera and cameraman is shown here
mounted on child’s express wagon used as dolly by cine-photogra¬
pher Jackson R. Cravens.
Getting last minute
Cravens is mike boom handler Janet Chapman.

(Continued on Page 173)
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Pre-Planning Pays Off
With Better Pictures
Detailed advance scripting is vital to travel
and documentary films, too.

By

Palazzo Veechio overlooking the Duomo (Cathedral of Santa Maria
Del Fiore) in Florence, Italy.

T

in amateur filming circles who contend
that the preparation of a script is a virtual impossibility
for the filming of material not previously seen. Yet every
year literally hundreds of amateurs set out on their initial
visits to national parks and foreign lands, confident that un¬
planned shooting plus a bit of hasty improvisation during
the editing will suffice to produce a finished picture. The
personal emotional response of the filmer toward his sub¬
ject at the moment that he pushes the trigger are, unfortu¬
nately, seldom conveyed to the viewers of the resultant mohere are many
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tion picture. For lack of advance planning and dramatic
presentation, all that the enthusiastic cinematographer hoped
to capture is hopelessly lost along the way.
My husband and I have always felt that the detailed
advance scripting necessitated by the scenario film is equally
essential to the production of motion pictures in either the
travel or documentary category. A film is a dramatic unit,
regardless of its subject matter or approach. As such it
must be analyzed and planned with complete thoroughness
before a foot of film is ever exposed. It was upon this basis
that we approached our current cinematic project in Italy.
With the exception of Sal’s sketchy childhood memories
of the town of his birth in Sicily, neither of us had first
hand knowledge of Italy. This is not essential to the planning
of such a project. The determining factors are a thorough
understanding of the material to be encountered and its
evaluation in terms of a meaningful presentation, a deep
interest in the subject, the clear-cut knowledge of what one
wants to say and the conviction that it is worthy of one’s
sincerest efforts. The art, the culture, and the history of
Italy have for years constituted one of my liveliest interests.
A cinematic interpretation of what we feel about this storied
land has for both of us been a long-cherished project.
Equipped with the proper background of understanding and
convinced that we could capture the inherent drama and

NAOINE PIZZO checks script before lining up shot from gallery of
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significance of the country, we began
the methodical preparation of our ma¬
terial.
Detailed research constituted the ini¬
tial phase of our work. The reading of
fresh material and reference to familiar
hooks for all pertinent facts and spe¬
cific information occupied me for a
number of weeks. Since we had pre¬
viously determined the subjects to be
treated, all essential data was organized
into a systematic outline for each sep¬
arate film. Each outline included a con¬
cise listing of historical facts: local festi¬
vals, piazzas, buildings, work of art, bio¬
graphical details.
hatever might be of
any possible value to us was compiled
in this form to serve as our master ref¬
erence guide during subsequent steps
of the advance preparatory work. These
outlines proved invaluable during the
writing of both narratives and treat¬
ments.
What we aimed for in our cinematic
coverage of Italy was not a superficial
tourists-eye-view of a foreign land, with
the usual scattering of facades and sce¬
nic views and folk activities. We hoped
to capture the poetry of the land, the
sweep of history, the glory of creative
productivity that here in Italy weld past
and present into a living chronicle of
mankind. Our motivating desire was not
to bring back pretty pictures to be look¬
ed at, but vital emotional experiences
to be felt. We did not plan a series
of travelogues, but rather a select group
of dramatic documentaries. An apprecia¬
tion of the inherent qualities of our sev¬
eral subjects enabled us to approach
them as highly individualized entities
with strongly-marked physical and spir¬
itual characteristics. This understanding
of what was fundamental in our sub¬
jects determined the theme of each film.
Once this all-important factor was es¬
tablished we were free to proceed with
the creative aspects of our preparatory
work.
With our reference files completed
and our dramatic slant established, we
were able to make up a story outline
for each unit. From this point on we
followed a procedure that had proved
highly satisfactory in previous scenario
work. In our last film “Elyra'\ which
was honored with the Gold Medal in the
1956 PSA International Cinema Com¬
petition, we worked from the story out¬
line to the narrative to the final shoot¬
ing script. Thus, for our Italian films,
the narrative for each picture was writ¬
ten in as complete a form as possible
before scripting operations were initi¬
ated. Each narrative served a double
purpose. It told the story in dramatic
terms and established the pervading
mood of the film.
The treatment was based upon the
story as unfolded in the narrative. The
material that was to be used in the

THE MILLER
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'.si studio lighting

“I need a safe stage
plug that’s easy to service.
Also a socket that won’t arc and
lets me change globes quickly.”

and production equipment...

“What I need are
that stay put and C Clamps
that really grip a pipe.”

WHAT YOU NEED
from

j. g. McAlister
Whenever you light a set or dolly a camera
with McAlister equipment, your job is
easier and the final result superior because
of specialists like yourself. Your ideas
have been “built-in” to McAlister equipment
by our engineers. That is why McAlister
equipment is more than a piece of metal —
rather a part of you. Talk to a
McAlister dealer, and compare the McAlister
line with any other. We believe McAlister
equipment has no equal anywhere.

or.

C3K McAlister

Safest, most reliable
fused stage plug.
Patented.
Floating contacts,
smooth connection,
jiffy assembly
make it the
electrician’s “pet.”
New socket extends
globe life. Patented,
toggle-operated,
spring-loaded socket
prevents arcing,
grips firm,
cuts globe costs.

isrc.

1117 No. McCadden Place, Hollywood 38, Calif.
(J. G. McAlister Inc. is an independent company
and not associated nor afilliated with any
company of a similar name.)

pictorial presentation was selected from
our complete reference outlines and or¬
ganized into visual and dramatic se¬
quences. Whenever we felt thoroughly
familiar with specific material, we
scripted in detail. In other cases we
merely indicated the material with no¬
tations for later scripting on location.
The treatment, sketchy in some places,
fully developed in others, became the
master plan, and as such was as care¬
fully organized as it would be for a
scenario production. In actuality, the
problems and the approach were funda¬
mentally the same. Here, as in the sce¬
nario, we were dealing with theater and
dramatic form. A coherent story line
and the rhythm of its progression, va¬
riety within over-all unity, tempo, mood
—all these factors were given full con¬
sideration during the process of writing
our treatment. In fact, our problem
was no different than in the scenario
film, merely broader in scope. Here we
were dealing not with the short story
but with the epic, where the elements
of our drama would be the tangible
symbols of man’s achievement, and our
cast, rather than a few fictional char¬
acters, would be mankind itself and
many of the most renowned figures in
the history of the Western World. From
the enormous volume of material at our
disposal we must select the most essential
factors and condense these into a tight
168
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dramatic unitv.
In some instances deletions were made
in the original narrative in the interest
of better theater. Wherever narration
was not essential to the unfolding of the
story, we planned for appropriate music
and sound effects, often indicating these
in our scripts. A further consideration
not encountered when working with a
single subject was the relationship of
the several films to each other. There
must be sufficient variety of mood and
approach in the group of pictures so
that they would complement each other
if programmed as a unit. What was
strongly emphasized in one film must
not be re-emphasized in another. Con¬
stant alertness to this fact and a strong
awareness of the elements that deter¬
mined the individual character of each
subject guided us through the many
long scripting sessions.
Should such a thorough approach to
material not yet visually examined ap¬
pear overly rigid, let me clarify our atti¬
tude in this regard. Fundamentally our
point of view was definitely established.
If our understanding of our subjects
was not complete at the outset it would
clear once we were brought into over¬
whelming personal contact with the ma¬
terial from which we were to build our
pictures. On the other hand, we regard¬
ed the details of our scripting with a
view toward extreme elasticity. We felt
o
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Revolutionary
barndoors freeze
in position at
flip of a finger.
Exclusive design gives
fool-proof performance

"C" clamp with built-if
“life-insurance.”
Only McAlister ”C”
clamps hook and
hug every pipe . . .
the only clamp with
the extra piece for
"peace of mind.”

reasonably certain that some of the
selected material might prove either un¬
available or unsuitable. Also, we knew
that once we were on location we would
make many wonderful new discoveries
which, by knowing exactly what we in¬
tended to say, we should be able to util¬
ize to full advantage.
Now that we are deeply into our
filming operations here in Italy and
have thoroughly examined the material
indicated in the script for our first film,
we are in a position to evaluate our
months of preparatory work. Our treat¬
ments are proving indispensable. They
enable us to function with maximum
efficiency. For example, by knowing
precisely where to find the paintings of
a given artist, we can immediately view
his works, select what is best suited to
our needs, and make the necessary film¬
ing arrangements. In most cases works
of art that are housed in the churches
are lost in the obscurity of semi-dark¬
ness. Comparable works by the same
artists usually can be found and prop¬
erly illuminated in the great galleries
and museums.
Should we in our travels come un¬
expectedly upon a detail of fortification
or a bit of rare and beautiful marble,
we know immediately that it fills a need
in a particular sequence of one of our
films. We shoot it, record it on our
detailed filming record, and check it off

PRODUCER
"I just want to make the
best pictures in the shortest

on the appropriate script.
There have been, as we anticipated,
certain disappointments, but these have
been surprisingly few. For the Porta Romana in Florence, which is literally en¬
meshed in a network of electric wires
and streetcar cables, we were forced to
make a substitution and alter a sen¬
tence of our narrative with no loss in
the over-all purpose of the sequence.
Searching for a specific Pollaiuolo paint¬
ing in the Uffizi Gallery, we were in¬
formed that it had been stolen during
the confusion of the war. We replaced
it with other work by the same artist.
Actually, the few disappointments
have been far outweighed by the won¬
derful discoveries of unsuspected mate¬
rial. The great Orcagna Tabernacle had
been indicated in our Florentine treat¬

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican

Cinematographer will continue com¬

ing

to

you

regularly

without

delay

or

omission of issues. Thank You.
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ment as a possible symbol of the con¬
summate craftsmanship of the Renais¬
sance. A colossal structure within the
dark enclosure of the Church of Orsanmichele, it proved impossible to illumi¬
nate or to encompass within our pic¬
ture format. The fabulous Silver Altar
in the Opera del Duomo not only pro¬
vided a more perfect symbol of creative
collaboration and exquisite craftsman¬
ship, but was highly photogenic and
required no artificial illumination. For
our sequences on Savonarola we had
indicated a shot of the great Piazza della
Signoria. We feared that contemporary
vehicles and pedestrians might be an
obstacle, and this proved to be the case.
However, in San Marco in the cell of
the martyred monk we came upon a
painting of the period that represented
the famous square as it was in the 15th
century and depicted the actual scenes
of the martyrdom. Our problem was
solved and our film immeasurably en¬
riched.
The hindrances of weather during the
winter season have been greatly dimin¬
ished by knowing in advance our vari¬
ous needs. On gloomy days we can
either work indoors with artificial illu¬
mination or spend the time profitably
by previewing material with which we
will eventually be working. When the
sky becomes dramatic with storm clouds
we hasten to specific locations to film
American Cinematographer

scenes requiring just that mood quality.
On days of bright sunshine we work
through our list of shots requiring bril¬
liant illumination.
By necessity we are working simul¬
taneously on scenes required by se¬
quences scattered throughout the entire
script. Without a detailed story treat¬
ment we would be in a perpetual state
of confusion. As it is, a glance at our
script reveals material completed, scenes
required, and the over-all progression
toward our ultimate goal. Though we
must wait until our return to the United
States before seeing our actual footage,
we are able at all times to visualize our
material in its proper relationship, while
methodically fitting together the count¬
less segments that have their logical
place in the completed productions.

MICROSCOPIC MOVIES
(Continued from Page 162)

facilitate its use for some types of
micro-cinematography, but these will
seldom be of a sort that would affect
the camera’s use for straight photog¬
raphy. In some types of work a single¬
frame “stop motion” movement may be
desirable for time-lapse and similar
studies. In other types of work, large
film-capacity or the ability to operate
March,
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for relatively long periods without wind¬
ing may be necessary.
It is vital, though, to have a camera
which permits direct focusing through
the picture-making aperture. The CineKodak Special, the Arriflex-16, and the
16mm Camerette are ideal for this sort
of work. Almost equally satisfactory are
the various magazine-type 16mm cam¬
eras when fitted with the accessory fo¬
cusing magnifiers which can be in¬
serted in place of the regular magazine.
This feature of direct focusing makes
it quick and simple to check up on fo¬
cus, field coverage, illumination, etc.,
before each shot. Without it one is all
too often working in the dark. With it,
you can be reasonably sure of results
before the shot is made.
Almost any good microscope of stand¬
ard design will be satisfactory for the
micro- part of the micro-movie set-up.
Obviously, the better the microscope,
the better will be the results. In general,
the Bausch & Lomb and Spencer micro¬
scopes available in most modern schools
and clinics—to say nothing of those
used by progressively-minded medicos
—will be satisfactory.
As one ventures into this fascinating
work, he is likely to be confronted with
the problem of choosing between the
monocular and binocular types of micro¬
scopes. The binocular type has its de¬
cided advantages, especially for those
170
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whose camera has no means of focus¬
ing directly through the photographing
aperture. However, those using the
more common monocular microscope
can minimize this problem by using the
demonstrating
eyepiece
with
which
many of these instruments are provided.
This eyepiece is fitted with a beam¬
splitting prism arrangement so that
the image may be viewed simultaneously
from directly above and from one side.
In either case it will be necessary
after the camera is mounted rigidly in
place over the microscope to check the
focus carefully, both in the camera and
through the eyepiece through which the
operator will watch what is being filmed.
Having checked the focus at both points,
the assembly should be so fixed that any
focus-changes in the microscope or its
ocular will automatically produce the
same result in the camera. In other
words, things should be set up so that
what appears visually sharp through the
eyepiece through which you are observ¬
ing will also be critically sharp at the
aperture of the camera.
Most standard microscopes are usu¬
ally equipped with a three-lens turret
carrying objectives of several different
focal lengths or magnifying powers.
This gives the microscopist a wide range
of magnification—rather too wide for
the novice micro-cinematographer. Be¬
ginners will find it much wiser not to
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try the higher-powered lenses until they
are certain they can obtain passable
shots using the low-powered 16mm lens.
And don’t think that this will limit your
efforts! Such animalculae as the rotifer,
the vorticella and even the paramecium
can be filmed very satisfactorily with
the low-power objective. Later on you
can try the more powerful lenses. Expe¬
rience will also show that magnification
can be materially increased by increas¬
ing the distance between the micro¬
scope’s lens and the frame-aperture of
the camera.
It is the microscope lens that does
the work of making the picture. The
camera’s lens should be removed. Just
as a telephoto lens replaces the cam¬
era’s regular lens for extreme longrange shots, so the microscope’s lens will
replace it for these extreme short-range
shots.
The average focal length of a cine¬
camera-microscope
combination
may
vary from twelve to twenty inches or
even more, depending upon the charac¬
teristics of the lens used in the micro¬
scope. Therefore, just as in using any
long-focus lens on your cine-camera, it
will be necessary to provide a light¬
tight, tubular extension between camera
and lens. The barrel of the microscope
forms only part of this. The rest must
be provided by a tubular collar which at
one end fits into the camera's lens-

mount exactly as a regular lens would, I
and at the other end fits into or over
the upper part of the microscope’s tube,
usually over the ocular or eyepiece, the
lens of which is removed.
These collars can be made very eas¬
ily; their exact dimensions must natu¬
rally depend upon the type of camera
and microscope used, and upon the focal
length of the microscope lens. It is a
very good idea if possible to have the
miscroscope end of the collar so made as
to give a sliding fit, to permit focusing
adjustments, supplementing the regular
focusing adjustment of the microscopelens.
The microscope-adapting collars I
have used were specially made by Bell &
Howell Company, Chicago. They were
made of strong aluminum, machined at
one end to an inside diameter to receive
the end of the microscope eyepiece, and
threaded at the other to fit into the
camera's lens-mount. They were painted
a fiat black inside, to eliminate internal
reflections. Their cost was nominal.
It is best to remove the lens from the
microscope's eyepiece, whenever this is
possible. When a demonstration or
beam-splitting eyepiece is used, the up¬
per viewing lens should be removed,
while the right-angle one should remain,
to serve as a monitoring finder. The use
of this type of eyepiece is very neces¬
sary when filming some of the livelier
form of micro-organisms like the paramecium, which wanders uncertainly
about the field like a streamlined car out
of control. When using this type of
eyepiece, the exposure must naturally
be increased to compensate for the divi¬
sion of light through the prism.
Another fundamental point in micro¬
cinematography is conservation of the
light used to illuminate the tiny subject,
especially in the case of living organ¬
isms. To put it differently, the cinemicrographer must think in terms of the
welfare of his actors. A drop of water,
blood or culture-solution on a micro¬
scope slide does not take a great deal of
heat to bring it up to the boiling-point
—if you'll recall the life of Pasteur,
you'll remember that Pasteurization,
which kills most bacterial and similar
micro-organisms, consists simply of sub¬
jecting things to a temperature consid¬
erably less than the boiling point of
water. And any light source used for
photography also radiates a surprising
amount of infra-red or heat rays.
Therefore think in terms of the cam¬
era to the “bugs,” rather than the
“bugs” to the camera. Use the least light
you can, to insure the health of your
minute actors and yet insure a reason¬
ably well-exposed film.

Gotta have a screening
tomorrow night

develop

record

What type of light should one use?
In some microscopic laboratories car¬
bon-arc spotlights are used to illuminate

more
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microscopic studies. This light is usu¬
ally very powerful, and is quite satisfac¬
tory for black-and-white camerawork.
However, it is rather too strongly blue
for most Kodachrome work, and it
also has the additional drawback for
motion picture use in that the light flick¬
ers as the carbons burn away.
For micro-cinematography in Koda¬
chrome a very suitable light-source is
the ordinary Photoflood lamp, suitably
housed and shining through condensinglenses that concentrate its beams on the
sub-stage mirror of the microscope. It
seems likely that one of the new “dinky
inky” midget spotlights, fitted with a
suitable concentrating snout, would be
excellent for this sort of work, also.
Control of exposure must be done by
varying the strength of the illumination,
since the camera’s lens and its dia¬
phragm have been removed. This can be
done in one of several ways. One of the
simplest methods is simply to move the
light nearer to or farther from the
microscope, letting the old law of inverse
squares do the trick.
Another way is to increase or de¬
crease the strength of the light by means
of a rheostat. This is quite satisfactory
in black-and-white, but not so good in
color, since the light grows redder as it
is dimmed.
Still another method is to interpose
an iris diaphragm between the lamp
and the microscope. This is one of the
best methods, since it can provide a
very accurate control. Some microscopes

are fitted with a diaphragm which is
placed directly under the stage. The
most critically sharp results will be ob¬
tained if you set the sub-stage dia¬
phragm at its smallest stop, and there¬
after leave it alone.
The matter of exposure is best settled
by practical experiment. The best meth¬
od to follow is to make test shots under
various light conditions, carefully noting
down the data concerning each in a
notebook. Make a wide range of expos¬
ures, shooting only a few frames of
each, with a black frame or two be¬
tween each exposure-test. Send the film
to the processing laboratory, and after
carefully examining the results, you will
easily see what is the proper lighting
set-up for a particular subject. Incident¬
ally, exposure varies according to the
subject: a subject that has a great deal
of rather solid matter will naturally be
more dense, and require more light
than one that is comparatively clear,
with only a few tiny crystals or micro¬
organisms in the field.
What type of film to use is a matter
of preference guided by one's pocketbook and by the type of subject being
filmed. It is true that black-and-white
offers wide latitude in the choice of
emulsion-speeds, and perhaps in cases
where for any reason lighting or expo¬
sure are critical factors, these high-speed
films may be an advantage.
But in using Kodachrome, you get
color, which greatly enhances both the
pictorial and the scientific values of
your subjects.
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conditioning units had to be turned off
when their whirring sound was picked
up loud and clear by the sound equip¬
ment. Despite the thickness of the at¬
mosphere, the men in the audience were
asked to wear jackets and keep their
collars buttoned, since most audiences
would be seeing the films when the
snow was three feet deep outside. We
had to avoid looking summery, and
ladies with sun-back frocks were re¬
quested to retire to the sides of the
audience zone.
There were occasional camera fail¬
ures, but the presence of five reduced
this terror somewhat. Small boys made
noises when the bowlers were on the
approach, but as television filmings
go, the entire production came off
smoothly.
When the shooting was finished, the
great mountain
of equipment was
crammed into trucks, the lights removed
and the plywood wall was ripped out.
But as far as producer Peter DeMet
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and myself were concerned, the work
had just begun.
Every filmed three-game match took
55 to 65 hours to edit. We scrutinized
each of the five strips of film and sound
tape through a viewer and sound
squawler, cutting in the choicest shots
for the final version.
The frame-by-frame scores were not
filmed at Olympia. We tried to find a
unique presentation of the show, and
DeMet bit upon a new white-on-black
scoreboard which was dubbed in sev¬
eral weeks after the matches were
completed. We wanted to get rid of
head-bobbing scorekeepers and errors,
so this year we used two separate scoresheets and checked one against the other
before the results were shown on the
new scoreboard.
As the sessions continued through the
summer, more alterations and additions
were made. Appropriate opening and
closing recorded music was blended into
the sound track. The final film of each

match was time cut to exactly 50 min¬
utes, giving the sponsors who buy
“Championship Bowling” 9l/o minutes
to sell their wares to TV audiences.
A total of 25 release prints of the
original films were made for distribution
by Walter Schwimmer Company to the
nearly 175 markets that have bought
the production.
When the cycle is finally completed,
Peter DeMet will have spent more than
SI million to produce “Championship
Bowling.”

Cana^atuiailaetAto CINEMA SERVICE CORPORATION of Houston, Texas,
on their new laboratory and production unit.

STUDIO TECHNIQUES
(Continued from Page 165)
count, that no matter how carefully the
spring-driven camera was adjusted for
speed it simply would not run uniformly
enough to hold the necessary tolerance.
My decision was to meet the profes¬
sional double-system half way. I would
power my camera with a synchronous
motor drive. Unlike its professional
counterpart, my sound recorder would
run wild. The net result was that I could
hold sync for at least a minute. Was that
adequate?
After a rather careful perusal of pro¬
fessional shooting scripts I discovered
that the number of individual scenes
or shots called for during approximately
one-half hour of feature film time aver¬
aged between 80 and 110. This resulted
in the average individual shot having
a duration of a little less than twenty
seconds. My system held sync adequately
for at least three times that long.
To those who still might be thinking
in terms of a projector and tape recorder
combination which simply cannot stay
in sync, let me point out that sync is
established in the above described meth¬
od before every shot or change of scene.
If the sync tends to drift out toward
the end of a shot it is promptly put
right again as the subsequent shot be¬
gins. The individual shots do not exceed
one minute.
As in studio practice this sync is es¬
tablished during shooting with clapsticks. The sound of these clap-sticks
forms an easily recognizable pattern
on the optical track re-recorded from
the magnetic tape. On the picture film
simultaneously exposed, one frame will
carry an image of the clap-sticks strik¬
ing together. The editor simply places
these points on the two films opposite
each other and sync for that particular
scene is established for editing purposes.
The tapes from which the optical tracks
have been re-recorded do not enter into
the editing process. Upon completion of
the editing a composite print is made
and the production is complete.
Now that a workable system of shoot¬
ing lip sync was available to me I moved
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into production. My shooting script was
based upon the prompt book of a oneact play. As all good prompt books
contain rather complete blocking dia¬
grams it was not difficult to write a
shooting script containing all these
movements along with whatever camera
manipulations were necessary to present
the blocking in the best photographic
way. I might add that when the script
was broken down into the individual
shots, which carried the action along,
few of these shots came anywhere near
the one-minute time limit imposed by
my system.
The shooting script contained enough
detail that the director and photographer
could place camera and actors as de¬
scribed, and by following the descrip¬
tion, could run through the shots as it
had been visualized by the scenarist. I
cannot emphasize too strongly the im¬
portance of a tight, authoritative script.
Shooting off the cuff may be the flour¬
ish of seasoned professionals but it can
only be the chaotic ruin of amateurs.
Ideally the director and photographer
should collaborate with the screen writer
to help the picture along dramatically
and photographically. Perhaps even
more immediate, their function should
be to prevent the screen writer from
writing them into corners whereby clum¬
sy editing would be necessary in order
to free the action that it might con¬
tinue. Once all persons of authority are
in accord on a script and the picture
is on the floor the only justifiable
changes should be to alter shots which
are impossible to get or those which
cannot be cut together in an acceptable
way. Obviously no shooting script is
perfect, but without one no picture is
going to be much more than an unre¬
lated series of shots.
Shooting a motion picture is both a
creative process and a discipline. The
creative part one likes to think of as the
reward. The discipline is what is neces¬
sary before any group of people can
work harmoniously in a creative way.
Largely, discipline in motion picture
shooting is a matter of keeping accurate
records. My picture, although only 27
minutes long, had 85 scenes or shots.
Some of these, particularly the more
difficult ones, were shot as many as
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eight times. Common sense will tell the
prospective director he cannot shoot in
sequence. Necessity will prove it. So at
the end of the shooting schedule one has
several hundred takes, out of sequence,
which must be screened, picked over
for best takes of each scene, and assem¬
bled into a whole which ideally gives
the illusion of progressing in sequence.
This process might be called creative
by some but for me it’s simply a matter
of grubby self-discipline.
My records included information pho¬
tographed off the combination clap-stick
slate. This was the identification num¬
ber of the shot or scene and the number
of the take. This information was also
read onto the tape by the clap-stick girl
before she synced the shot. These nota¬
tions made it possible later to assemble
the footage and identify the chosen tapes
for optical re-recording.
A script girl kept additional informa¬
tion pertinent to each shot on specially
prepared mimeographed forms. These
forms contained spaces for photographic
data, notes pertinent to the action which
would help later in matching the action
of adjacent shots yet to be made, and
timings. A good script girl is a director’s
right hand and memory. The problem
of matching action is greatly simplified
by good records and a sharp script girl.
If one hasn’t a dependable script girl
it would be better to use a photographer
to take stills of every scene, both be¬
ginning and end, because the director
is going to need this aid.
Although an amateur crew is ideally
composed of a group of eager people
who can all put their hands to several
tasks, it is not without reason the pro¬
fessional crew is made up of specialists.
Part of the discipline Tve been talking
about is the ability of a group to train
themselves to do specific jobs well and
yet double up when the going gets
rough.
My crew varied in size from day to
day. However, building around the nu¬
cleus of my most dependable regulars,
the crew I organized followed this gen¬
eral pattern: director, cameraman, grip
(two on involved shots), audio man (to
operate recorder and ride gain), mike
boom operator (on other than static
shots), lighting man (to be utilized
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elsewhere between takes) and last but
not least a “gopher” (one who goes for
coffee and cakes.) I recruited my crew
from undergraduates in the Theatre De¬
partment of the University of Denver.
The director is the focal point of the
discipline a crew must impose on itself.
He must assert absolute authority with¬
out curbing individual expression. The
motion picture technique imposes a
unique rehearsal relationship. The final
rehearsals take place on the set just be¬
fore the camera rolls. The entire crew
is present. Sometimes even lights are
up. A good director knows just how
many times to rehearse the scene before
shooting it. That final perfect rehearsal
is best “in the can.” My experience has
taught me you can rehearse until perfect
only to loose the scene when the cam¬
era rolls. With amateurs particularly
the fatigue factor enters in. Better to re¬
hearse until near perfect and then shoot
with the hope of clinching the second or
third take than to rehearse until perfect
only to see in your rushes that the first
take is pretty good and the successive
ones get progressively worse. Actors are
not the only ones a director must make
allowances for. Members of the crew
are also human and subject to errors.
Browbeat the crew and production in¬
evitably slows down.
The above remarks touch on the gen¬
eral application of studio techniques or
perhaps more accurately, professional
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attitudes of a motion picture crew. These
attitudes can be adopted and practiced
by an amateur film production crew.
Such techniques deal with intangibles,
the working relationship between crew
members. At the outset I mentioned two
basic techniques I borrowed from studio
practice. Unlike the attitudes discussed
these techniques are very concrete. The
lip sync problem has been discussed in
detail and will be concluded when I later
touch on editing. However, I have thus
far only mentioned the mobile camera.
That the amateur shies away from
the mobile camera is mystery to me.
True, it is considerably more trouble
to move a camera during a shot than
to rely solely on static shots; but then
it is easier for the amateur to shoot
home movies of his family than to un¬
dertake a film which says something.
My approach to making a dolly for
my camera was a straight-forward one.
In the first place taking special note of
the sloppy results television camera¬
men get from pushing their mobile cam¬
eras ahead of them. I resolved that my
camera carrier would carry both cam¬
era and cameraman. The initial effort
was simply a coaster wagon riding on
dolly tracks made of three 1x2s fastened
together to form a channel or trough.
Atop the wagon was a plywood triangle
to accommodate tripod legs and the seat¬
ed operator. The arrangement worked
after a fashion but was limited by the
wagon being none too steady and the
inability of the cameraman to pan more
than 90 degrees left or right of center.
These two problems were solved by
keeping only the wheels and axles of
the coaster wagon and attaching them
to a new chassis. As the steering assem¬
bly was not needed (because tracks were
to be used) the axles were simply held
parallel by holes drilled through 2x2
stock. These pieces were nailed along
the long sides of a large l/£> inch thick
plywood rectangle.
This provided a
steady enough moving platform but was
not better than the coaster wagon in
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that the panning limitations still existed.
Although it might seem that being able
to pan through 180 degrees would be
adequate, any cameraman will state that
he cannot properly frame up a dolly shot
when he is forced to twist around the
camera while in a seated position in
order to catch a shot to one side of the
dolly. Since many of the most expressive
dolly shots entail diagonal or lateral
tracking while panning to hold the sub¬
ject in frame, the importance of large
and smooth pans off a dolly becomes
paramount. Ideally the operator should
turn with his camera. His responsibility
should only include tilting and whatever
slight degree of panning necessary to
correct for inaccuracies in how he and
the camera are swung.
To meet these requirements I resolved
that camera and cameraman should
rotate as a unit. A short bar stool pro¬
vided the answer. This piece of furni¬
ture contained a large, husky ball-bear¬
ing race. The seat rotated without tilt¬
ing. By simply removing the cushion
and inverting the stool the top flange
became the base resting in the bed of
the dolly chasis and the shallow bell de¬
signed to be attached to the floor now
was very neatly bolted onto the triangle
which supported tripod, camera and op¬
erator. The ball bearing race, formerly
just under the seat, now nestled low in
the chassis, adding greatly to stability
through a lower center of gravity. It
certainly is true that this innovation did
not look much like a dolly but with it
and the use of a Kodak 15mm wideangle lens I captured mobile shots which
appear quite professional.
The use of a dolly demands the ser¬
vices of a small crew. For simple in and
out shots one grip will suffice. For truck¬
ing shots where the camera must pan
widely an assistant should ride along
with the camera operator and swing
him. My experience was that he could
get a good enough impression of the
shot by sighting over the cameraman’s
shoulder and along the camera.
The
wide-angle lens (don’t attempt dolly
shots without one) eliminates most of
the follow-focus problems, but if it be¬
comes necessary to adjust the focus ring
don’t ask the cameraman to do it. Put
an extra man on to change focus on cue.
He can walk along with the dolly, as a
rule, and handle this duty without bur¬
dening the dolly further.
I wouldn’t suggest dolly shots with
lenses longer than 16mm. I used a 15mm
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TWO FILMLINE HEAVY DUTY FILM PROCESSORS
NOW IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE
When information is of vital importance . . . when
speed is a necessity . . . when consistent, high
quality theatrical images are required ... or when
processing costs must be held to a minimum—Film¬
line Processing Machines are always specified.
Government agencies, industry, laboratories—all
benefit by the speed, quality and convenience of
Filmline Processors—and keep security at a maxi¬
mum. TV stations and newsreel companies cut time
between taking and showing news and sports with
Filmline. No matter what your film processing re¬
quirements, there is a Filmline machine to do the

job quickly, expertly and economically. Filmline
engineers have achieved true automation for the
first time in film processing machinery—absolutely
foolproof and dependable, yet sensibly priced. Four¬
teen standard Reversal and Negative-Positive models
for processing 16mm, 35mm and 70mm black and
white or color film are
available—and special
machines can be built,
or standard models gg |
s
modified to meet spe¬
cific problems.

For complete information, write

FILMLINE CORPORATION
Dept. AM-57

with considerable success, although there
were times when I could have used a
13mm. However, the same old rules still
apply: don't get too close to faces and
don’t get too far back in enclosed areas
when such lenses are used.
When an amateur crew starts shooting
a sound film the technical hurdles fre¬
quently seem higher than the artistic
ones. A green grip probably will roll
past a chalk mark as often as an actor
flubs a line. This condition, however,
quickly remedies itself as a crew begins
to work together and a team effort
evolves. Soon the director spends more
time grappling with the problems of
what goes on the film rather than the
technical hassel of simply how he’s going
to get it there.
The final phases of a production are
primarily concerned with editing. From
the rushes the director decides which
are best for use in the finished produc¬
tion and what shots must be remade.
Sifting out the best material for the
editor ultimately to assemble is no mean
chore in itself. In professional practice
the director exercises part of this sifting
process early by ordering while shooting
only prints of those takes which are
worth considering. These prints are run
along with the recordings when viewing
rushes.
To the amateur this preliminary siftprocess is not available if he shoots with

•

Milford, Conn.
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reversal film. Having worked with both
negative and reversal I strongly advise
the latter, for without a studio lab to
lean on the amateur is biting off a big
job to wrestle with the problems of 16mm negative-positive filming. So the
amateur must view all his exposed foot¬
age, flubs and usable takes as well.
The taped sound method I’ve de¬
scribed is in variance with professional
procedure in that the director cannot
hear the audio with his rushes. This
causes the greatest headache in the sift¬
ing process. Picture and audio must be
chosen separately. This problem I solved
by keeping a tally of first, second and
third choices of all takes on each shot
or scene filmed. The first frames con¬
taining the slated data on each take kep"
identification simple.
Then the taped
audio counterpart of the takes was
played back and first, second and third
choices were also made. When the first
choices of picture and tape were the
same take, no problem existed. How¬
ever, when a good picture and question¬
able sound or the opposite occurred it
was frequently necessary to make a
second choice in order to hit upon a
pair representing a take which did jus¬
tice to the scene both photographically
and audio-wise.
When the selected footage and tapes
were separated from the discards the
tapes were spliced together for re-record¬
ing onto sound film. This step in the
system is critical. Of course, most optical
recorders are powered by a synchronous
motor. The tape recorder is not. It is
imperative, therefore, to use the same
tape recorder for the re-recording ses¬
sion as was used while shooting the pic¬
ture. An adequate patch system can be
rigged up by any good recording studio.
B-wind reversal film makes good re¬
cording stock but it is cheaper to use
B-wind fine grain positive stock on a
recorder having a negative recording
switch. The editor will start his work
with the original, reversal camera foot¬
age and a positive sound track, also
front emulsion. Work prints are certain¬
ly to be desired but the amateur's budg¬
et will usually prohibit them.
In lieu of a Moviola, which probably
will be too expensive to rent, the editor
can get bv nicelv with a viewer, sound
reader, gang synchronizer, and of course
some sort of double rewinds. Perhaps
the best friend a film editor ever had
is a director who shoots sufficient pro¬
tection shots. H the director ever finds
himself pinch-hitting as an editor, on his
ne t endeavor the protection problem
will solve itself.
\X hen the composite print is made
the result is a reversal, rear emulsion
screening print. These prints are indi¬
vidually more expensive than positives
struck off a dupe negative, but the ama¬
teur will do well to investigate cost per
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print versus number of prints wanted
before going to positive composites.
No set pattern can be made for budg¬
eting an amateur sound film. Naturally
certain basic costs are impossible to by¬
pass regardless of all the free talent and
technical aid one can recruit. Materials
cost money as do laboratory services.
My featurette ran about $800.00.
ar
surplus monochrome film effected a
great savings but my insistence on shoot¬
ing approximately five to one consumed
a good deal of stock. Interior lighting
is costly. I used $40.00 worth of photo¬
floods and photospots. Rent on a suite
of rooms at Denver’s historic Windsor
Hotel for the better part of two weeks
had to be considered. There were pro¬
cessing costs, sound re-recording ses¬
sions, and the final printing expense.
Editing equipment had to be rented or
borrowed. Finally, transportation costs
are not to be ignored.
Not too many individual cine ama¬
teurs would assume the expense of such
an undertaking. However, the situation
is different for a group. When one con¬
siders that in a picture with a small cast
the crew frequently outnumbers the per¬
formers three to one, the participation
factor becomes evident. More people can
contribute to production of an amateur
film than could ever take part in a
theatrical. In fact it is just such groups
as little theatre people who should con¬
sider that the budget on one or two
three-act plays could put a featurette
“in the can.”
Experience has taught me that ama¬
teur groups can make rewarding motion
pictures. Most groups fall down when
they attempt to substitute arty devices
for good solid studio production tech¬
niques which are, after all. within the
reach of most amateurs. These devices
are merely the tools. With them the
amateur can free himself to produce not
just arty films but rather artistic motion
pictures presented in a way feature filmgoers have come to expect. There is no
substitute for ambition, ability and in¬
genuity, but having at hand the basic
tools of studio production helps.

TELE-CAM
(Continued from Page 152)
levels of 150 to 200 foot candles, with
the lens set at f/4. The new model TeleCam now on the drawing boards will
permit good photography with Kodaehrome at 500 foot candles, and with
Anscochrome at 250 foot candles.
“Adaptability’’ is a key word in the
Tele-Cam story. The present model, de¬
signed for use with RCA equipment,
has a trim, modern look and is a good
deal lighter in weight than other equip-

CAMERA
EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,
Exclusive U. $.
Distributor
.for MAURER—
PROUDLY PRESENTS

Features largest and finest erect-view
Viewfinder ever made for professional use
Here is a professional motion picture camera with
features that cameramen have dreamed about. It in¬
corporates a revolutionary intermittent movement that
produces perfect registration. High-powered directview focusing system guarantees critically sharp pic¬
tures. All controls and indicators are so conveniently
placed, the cameraman never has to change position.
Clear glass reticle instead of conventional ground glass
permits great magnification for critical focusing. 235°
dissolving shutter permits shooting with V3 less light.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC., ARE ALSO
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF . . .
Famous Maurer 16mm Sound Recording System.
Maurer Negative-Positive Prime Dual Track.
Recording Optical System. Maurer Film Phonograph.

Complete Repair Service
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Many, many other exclusives.
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New York 36, N. Y.
ment designed for similar purposes. The
second model, slated for mass produc¬
tion, will be even lighter. Model II also
will be adaptable for use with DuMont
and General Electric cameras.
As with other video-film systems that
have preceded it, Tele-Cam’s developers
claim that the coupled-camera unit offers
distinct advantages over standard film¬
ing procedures for many types of mo¬
tion picture film production. They point
out that it not only makes possible the
simultaneous transmission
(over the
air) and reproduction (on film) of a
television program, but it also virtually
eliminates the time- and money-consum¬
ing business of multiple takes and
laborious editing of film. By using two
Tele-Cam units, a half-hour video show
can be shot in a half-hour and the film
made ready for screening within 10
hours or less.
Smith and Ferber point out that with
a kinescope as guide to the director’s
choice of takes or pickups from a twounit Tele-Cam operation, the films can
be combined to match exactly the pro¬
gram put on the air; or, if embellish¬
ments are added from other film sources,
such intercutting of material may be
done without fear that the Tele-Cam
footage will look shabby by comparison.
Since transmission and reproduction
elements are made one by Tele-Cam,

Maurer Blimp which permits viewing directly through
lens without opening the blimp. Maurer Sunshade and
Filter Holder. Sports or tracking Viewfinder. Inverter
for synch motor. Film shrinkage gauge. 400' or 1 200'
magazine interchangeable on camera or recorder.
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JECTS, BUT IF YOU HAVE OTHER COUN¬
TRIES I MIGHT USE THEM, TOO. SEND
INSURED PRINT OR SCENE OUTLINE WITH
FOOTAGES.

JAMES MORTIMORE
912 GLEN OAKS

PASADENA, CALIF.

the much more precise TV viewfinder
selects the pictures; the problems of
focus and parallax that exist in ordinary
movie making disappear. Even when the
program is not to be telecast, and the
sole aim of using Tele-Cam is to record
it on film, the director and cameraman
know that what they see on monitor and
viewfinder is precisely what will be
recorded on film.
Smith and Ferber believe that the
Tele-Cam technique has potentials that
reach beyond the little screen. It is their
belief that Tele-Cam can produce cer¬
tain types of motion pictures more easily,
more quickly and more economically,
and because its reproductions are in the
16mm dimension, it can supply the
growing demand, not only of television,

“OSCAR” NOMINEES
(Continued from Page 157)

The ten productions nominated for
achievement awards and the cinematog¬
raphers who photographed them are as
follows:
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“Baby Doll,” Boris Kaufman, ASC,
(Warner Brothers).
“The Bad Seed,” Harold Rosson, ASC,
(Warner Brothers).
“The Harder They Fall,” Burnett Guf¬
fey, ASC, (Columbia).
“Somebody Up There Likes Me,” Jo¬
seph Ruttenberg, ASC, (M-G-M).
“Stagecoach
To
Fury,”
Walter
Strenge, ASC, (20th Century-Fox).
Color

COMET FILM SERVICE
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but of schools, clubs and civic groups
for educational material. They received
a strong indication of this shortly after
Tele-Cam was installed at WQED.
The Encyclopedia Britannica organi¬
zation had shown marked interest in
Tele-Cam as an educational tool during
a demonstration at Smith studios last
August. A few weeks later, under con¬
tract to Britannica, Tele-Cam was mak¬
ing 16mm color films of a series of
physics lectures telecast by WQED. The
more than 80 films made so far are
scheduled to be seen in a number of
Chicago high schools starting next
month.
Current plan of Smith and Ferber is
to make Tele-Cam available on a lease
basis.

“Around The World in 80 Days,”
Lionel Lindon, ASC, (Michael Todd
Prods.).
“The Eddy Duchin Story,” Harry
Stradling, ASC, (Columbia).
“The King and I,” Leon Shamroy,
ASC, (20th Century-Fox).
“The Ten Commandments,” Loyal
Griggs, ASC, (Paramount).
“War and Peace,” Jack Cardiff, BSC,
(Paramount).
Of the ten cinematographers named
above, six have previously won Acad¬
emy Awards for photographic achieve¬
ment. For his outstanding color photog¬
raphy of “Black Narcissus,” Jack Car¬
diff, a distinguished member of the
British Society of Cinematographers,
was honored by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences with an “Os¬
car” in 1947.
Loyal Griggs, ASC, won an “Oscar”
in 1953 for the color photography of
Paramount’s “Shane.”
Boris Kaufman, ASC, garnered his
initial “Oscar” in 1954 for the blackand-white photography of “On the
Waterfront.”
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, one of
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MGM’S ace directors of photography,
already has two “Oscars” gracing the
mantle of his fireplace. He won the
first in 1938 for his superlative blackand-white photography of “The Great
Waltz.” He was presented a second “Os¬
car” in 1942 for black-and-white pho¬
tography of “Mrs. Miniver.” Both pic¬
tures were MGM productions.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, probably has
received more nominations for Acad¬
emy Awards for cinematography than
any other cameraman in the industry.
He also is one of the only two camera¬
men who have won more “Oscars.”
(Both Shamroy and Arthur Miller,
ASC, have won three “Oscars” each.)
Shamroy joined the “Oscar” winner
ranks in 1942 with his Technicolor
photography
of
20th
Century-Fox’s
“The Black Swan.” In 1944 he won an¬
other Academy Award for color pho¬
tography of Fox’s “Wilson,” and re¬
peated the feat again in 1945 by win¬
ning an “Oscar” for “Leave Her To
Heaven,” also in color.
Should Harry Stradling capture an
“Oscar” this year for the color photog¬
raphy of Columbia Picture’s “The Eddy
Duchin Story,” it will be his second.
He won first Academy Award in 1945
for the color photography of MGM’s
“The Picture of Dorian Gray.” Strad¬
ling also was among the nominees last
year for the photography of Samuel
Goldwyn’s “Guys and Dolls.”
The respective merits of the photog¬
raphy of the ten nominated productions
will be the subject of much discussion
and no little controversy during the next
few weeks which precede the final voting
and awarding of the Oscar trophies at
the Academy’s gala presentation cere¬
monies. This will take place at the RKOPantages theatre in Hollywood the night
of March 27th.

PRECISION* SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
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Guide
Free
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The selection of films for the Acad¬
emy’s annual Cinematography Awards
begins each year with the cinematog¬
raphers themselves. The first of Janu¬
ary, each director of photography in the
Hollywood motion picture industry is
invited by the Academy to submit for
awards consideration the names of one
black-and-white production and one
color production on which he has re¬
ceived single or joint screen credit.
Titles of these films are listed on a
preliminary or “primary” ballot, which
is sent to all directors of photography in
the industry. In addition, each director
of photography may submit the name of
any one eligible black-and-white and one
eligible color foreign production which
he deems worthy of Awards considera¬
tion. Thus, foreign-made films have a
chance to compete photographically with
Hollywood films for “Oscars.”
On receipt of the preliminary ballots,
each director of photography then votes
for ten productions in each classifica¬
tion, in the order of his preference.
The twenty productions receiving the
greatest number of votes are then
screened by the Academy to give all
directors of photography opportunity to
see the productions under the same con¬
ditions.
Following the screenings, a nomina-

BROOKLYN
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N. Y.
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tion ballot listing the ten black-andwhite and ten color productions is sent
to all directors of photography with in¬
structions to vote for not more than five
films in each classification in order of
preference. The five productions in each
class receiving the highest number of
votes are nominated for the cinematog¬
raphic awards.
Directors of photography are eligible
to vote in the preliminary voting and
nomination voting. Only Academy mem¬
bers participate in the final voting which
selects the best film in each class for
the photographic achievement award.
Here, for the first time, the voting is
not confined exclusively to directors of
photography, but is participated in by
members of all branches of the industry
who are members of the Academy.
When the Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences was founded in
1927, one of its expressed purposes was
that of “encouraging the arts and sci¬
ences of the profession by . . . awards
of merit for distinctive achievement.”
In undertaking this project, the Acad-

emy founders were moved by a desire
to dignify the film medium as a whole.
Today, hardly anyone would dispute the
contention that with the exception of the
press, motion pictures stand as cilivilization’s most important medium of popu¬
lar entertainment and education. One
manifestation of this interest is the re¬
markable
number
of
organizations
which, over the years, have followed the
Academy’s lead in honoring the achieve¬
ments of film-makers. However, "Oscar”
—the gold stautette awarded annually
by the Academy—remains the most re¬
spected and sought-after trophy of them
all.
Ballots for the final vote will be
mailed to approximately 1800 qualified
Academy member-voters on March 7th,
with deadline for balloting set for
March 22nd. Ballots will be tabulated
by a prominent Los Angeles accounting
firm, and the results kept secret until
that eventful March evening when they
will be revealed to the world at the
Academy’s presentation ceremonies.

“NIGHT PASSAGE”—FIRST IN TECHNIRAMA
(Continued from Page 149)

and 42-ft. by 23-ft. for the old Movie¬
tone aspect ratio.
It is the fine calibration of Technirama lenses which enabled him to ob¬
tain consistent sharpness in the photog¬
raphy of “Night Passage,” according to
Daniels. “One can always depend upon
the calibration marks on Technirama
lenses and rely on the standard sliderule depth of field tables established for
these lenses,” he said.
“The inherent sharpness, clarity and
definition of Technirama offers oppor¬
tunities both for director and cinema¬
tographer. For the director, these fac¬
tors enable him to stage his action over
the whole width of the picture area,
knowing that everything will be equally
sharp. In photographing ‘Night Pas¬
sage,’ I found that I could have an
actor within six feet of the lens with
complete freedom of distortion. Because
of this, we used combination closeuplongshots frequently—shots in which
both the background and foreground
objects were equally vivid in clarity.
Because the Technirama lens carries to
such great depth, it was possible to move
in less frequently for straight closeups,
and play the action from one setup
without imparing dramatic emphasis.
“Because of the unique shutter of the
Technirama camera, it is possible to
make pan shots without creating strobe
effects. The same is true when making
diagonal or lateral tracking shots. All
these factors afford the cinematographer
advantages for achieving more artistic
photography. The system’s great clarity
182
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and depth opens new opportunities in
pictorial composition; the consistency
of its lens system leaves nothing to
chance and assures, from a purely pho¬
tographic standpoint, an acceptable take
every time.”
Not only is Technirama a great step
forward, photographically. Daniels said,
but its development marks one of the
great advances made by the Technicolor
Motion Picture Corporation.
Techni¬
rama combines many of Technicolor’s
improved techniques such as new blank
film stock, new printing techniques that
overcome effect of grain, and. of course,
greatly improved optics. One of the en¬
gineering aims in developing Techni¬
rama was to permit large-screen closeups to be freely used and intercut with
medium and long shots for a screen re¬
sult that is relatively free of picture
depth distortion.
The standard Technicolor camera and
blimp lent itself ideally to conversion
to Technirama. Because the 8-sprocket
(double-frame) film movement doubles
the rate of film consumption, Techni¬
color is now providing 2000-foot maga¬
zines for its Technirama cameras, thus
reducing the frequency of film re-load¬
ing to that of standard single-frame
cinematography. The larger film maga¬
zines are powered by individual motors,
thus relieving the camera motor of un¬
due strain. By design, these motors start
turning a second or two before the
camera motor starts, after being switch¬
ed on, and continue turning for a like
fraction of time after the camera motor
•
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is turned off. This takes up any slack
in the film and reduces the danger of
film breakage or buckle.
Many directors of photography feel
that, aesthetically, a great deal often is
sacrificed by shooting a picture in wide¬
screen format. “But,” says Daniels, “it
looks like big-screen is here to stay and
Technirama unquestionably is the an¬
swer to all the ills that, until now, have
confronted
cameramen
undertaking
wide-screen photography. With Techni¬
rama, we are able now to achieve in
wide-screen the fine quality photography
that marked the better cinematographic
accomplishments of pre-CinemaScope
days.”
The startling results Daniels has
achieved with Technirama in photo¬
graphing “Night Passage” certainly
bears him out.
(Since the completion of “Night Pas¬
sage,” two other productions have been
started in the Technirama process: “Es¬
capade in Japan,” which RKO is pro¬
ducing and which is being photographed
by William Snyder, ASC, and “Sayonara,” a Will iam Goetz production for
Warner Brothers, which Ellsworth Fred¬
ricks, ASC, is photographing. These are
to be followed by “Valley Forge” (Dis¬
ney), “Trouble in Paris” (Bob Hope),
and “The Viking” (Bryna Produc¬
tions) .—ED.)

“EMMY” NOMINEES
(Continued from Page 158)

Theatre, photographed by Robert Pittack, ASC.
"The Night Goes On,” General Elec¬
tric Theatre, photographed by John L.
Russell. ASC.
As in the case of the film industry’s
“Oscar awards for cinematography, it
is a specific television film, usually one
in a series, that is nominated for the
“Emmy” award, with the director of
photography of the winning film re¬
ceiving the award statuette.
Lester Shorr. ASC, has the distinc¬
tion of winning the first “Emmy”
awarded for TV film cinematography.
The trophy was presented him in March,
1955, for the photography of “I Climb
the Stairs,” a film in the “Medic” se¬
ries produced and released during 1954.
Last year, William Siekner, ASC. won
an “Emmy award for the photography
of "Black Friday,” a film in the
“Medic” series televised during 1955.
Members of the Academy of Televi¬
sion Arts and Sciences began balloting
l ebruary 25th to select the one best
photographic achievement among the
above-named nominees, as well as the
top achievements in 40 other categories
ranging from Best Actor to Best Variety
Show.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 146)
® Jack Cardiff. “Legend of the Lost,” (Batjac-Panama Prods, for UA release; shooting
in Rome & Tripoli; Technirama) with John
Waayne, Sophia Loren, and Rossano Brazzi.
Henry Hathaway, producer-director.

James Kern, director: “December Bride,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington, Dean
Miller, Frances Rafferty, Jerry Thorpe, di¬
rector; “Red Skelton Show” (Desilu Prods.)
with Red Skelton. C. Burns, director.

• George
Perinal,
“St.
Joan,”
(Carlyle
Prods, shooting in London) with Richard
Todd and Richard Widmark. Otto Premin¬
ger, producer-director.

•
Robert
deGRASSE, ASC, “The
Danny
Thomas Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny
Thomas, Sherry Jackson. Sheldon Leonard,
director; “The Brothers,”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Gale Gordon. Hy Averback, director.

• Maury
Gertsman,
ASC,
“The
Barney
Ross Story,” (Edward Small Prods, for UA
Release) with Cameron Mitchell and Dianne
Foster. Ted Post director.

• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
Lewis Foster, director.

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone jack in camera and complete refinishing . . . Quick
service . . . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:
Bass Camera Co., Chicago,- Brooks Cameras,
San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.; Har¬
old's, Sioux Falls. S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas; Southwest Film Lab., Dallas,
Texas, or write direct to:

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055 Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas

• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Stranger at Soldier
Springs,”
(Libra Films for UA release;
shooting in Tucson) with Joel McCrea, Mark
Stevens and Joan Weldon. Francis D. Lyon,
director
• Perry Finnerman, “Buffalo Gun,” (Albert
C. Gannaway Prod., shooting at Corriganville)
with Wayne Morris, Don Barry and Mary
Ellen Kaye. Albert C. Gannaway, director.
• Joseph Brun, ASC, “Cinemiracle Adven¬
ture,”
(Louis de Rochemont Prod.; New
York). Wm. Colleran, director.
• Torben Johnke, ASC, “What a Great Year
It Will Be,” (Industrial film: Owen Murphy
Prods.;
New
York).
Howard
Magwood,
director.
KEYWEST STUDIOS
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures. Wm. Claxton, director.

Novak,
ASC,
“Wire
Service,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Dane Clark and George
Brent. Various directors.

We give immediate service on Auricon
Filmo repairs.
We add a critical focuser
any turret Cine Voice.

• Nick
Musuraca, ASC, “Those Whiting
Girls,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Margaret and
Barbara Whiting. Norman Tokar, director;
“Date with the Angels,”* Desilu Prods.)
with Betty White. Norman Tokar, director.

MOVIOLA

• Joe

&
to

FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT

PARAMOUNT

16MM - 35MM
ASC, “Hot Spell,” (VistaVision)
with Shirley Booth and Anthony
Quinn. Anthony Mann, director.
• Loyal

Griggs,

• Charles Lang, ASC, “Loving You,” (Tech¬
nicolor; VistaVision) with Elvis Presley and
Lizabeth Scott. Hal Kanter, director.
• Haskell

“Short Cut to Hell,”
with Robert Ivers and GeorgJames Cagney, director.

Boggs,

(VistaVision)
ann Johnson.

KTTV STUDIOS

•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
• Kenneth Peach. ASC, “The New Adven¬
tures of Charlie Chan,”*
(Vision Prods.)
with J. Carrol Naish. Les Goodwin, director.
LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE
• Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“People Are
Funny,”* (Art Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.

ASC, “Sergeant Preston of
the Yukon,”* (Tom R. Curtis Prods.) with
Dick Simmons. Eddie Dew and Earl Bellamy,
directors.
• Gordon

Gertsman, ASC, “Monkey on My
Back,” (UA Release) with Cameron Mitchell
and Dianne Foster. Andre de Toth, director.
• Maury

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

•

Ray
June,
ASC, “The Seventh Sin,”
(CinemaScope) with Eleanor Parker and Bill
Travers. Ronald Neame, director.

• Virgil- Miller, ASC, “Do You Trust Your
Wife,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.

• George Folsey, ASC, “The House of Num¬
bers,” with Jack Palance and Barbara Lang.
Russell Rouse, director.

• John Russell, ASC, “Jane Wyman The¬
atre,”* (Lewman Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
Jerry Hopper, director; “General Electric
Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.). Jules Bricken,
director;
“Schlitz
Playhouse
of
Stars,”*
(Meridian Prods.). John Brahm, director.

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Les Girls,” (Cin¬
emaScope; Metrocolor) with Gene Kelly and
Mitzi Gaynor, George Cukor, director.
• John Alton, “Tip On a Dead
with Robert Taylor and Dorothy
Richard Thorpe, director.

Jockey,”
Malone.

• Paul Beeson, “The Shiralee,”
(shoot¬
ing in London) with Peter Finch and Dana
Wilson. Leslie Norman, director.
© Douglas Slocombe, “Davy,” (shooting in
London) with Harry Secombe and Ron Randell. Michael Relph, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER
• Sid Hickox. ASC. “I Love Lucy,”* (Des¬
ilu Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.

Write for
Catalogue

Avil,

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451

Gordon St.

•

Hollywood 28, Calif.

SPECIALLY PRICED
LIKE NEW
16mm BELL & HOWELL, Model 2709
Special with unit I shuttle. Includes one
400' and one 1000' 16mm Bl-PACK
magazines, ACME Stop Motion motor and
VEEDER Footage Counter.

$3500.00
Guaranteed like new!

Camera Equipment Co.f Inc.
315 W. 43rd St., New York, New York

• William Sickner, ASC, “Schlitz Play¬
house of Stars,”* (Meridan Prods.).
Don
Weis, director; “On Trial,”* (Fordyce Inc.)
with Joseph Cotton. Don Weis, director.

PROCESSING
• William Bradford, ASC, “Wells Fargo,”*
(Overland Prods. Inc.) with Dale Robinson.
Leslie Martinson, director.
• Lester
White,
ASC,
“Nevada
State
Troopers,”* with Rod Cameron. Sidney Salkow, director; “Heinz Studio 57,”* (Revue
Prods.). Hershel Dougherty, director; “The
Millionaire,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.). A1
Green, director.

Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
a> ailable. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
EDGE NUMBERING
All work

B 4 W DUPLICATING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING

aporated at no extra charge

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box 4425

Washington 17, D. C.

(Continued on Next Page)
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 183)

• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo,”*
(Overland Prods. Inc.) with Dale Robinson,
Leslie Martinson, director.

• Paul Vogel, ASC, “Bernardine,” (Cinema¬
Scope & Color) with Janet Gaynor, Terry
Moore and Pat Boone. Henry Levin, director.

• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,”*
(Meridan Prods.)
with John
Forsythe. Jules Bricken, director.

• Milton Krasner, ASC, “An Affair to Re¬
member,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Cary
Grant and Deborah Kerr.
Leo McCarey,
director.

© Jack Warren, ASC, “Neveda State Troop¬
ers,”* with Rod
Cameron. Sidney Salkow,
director; “Wells Fargo,”* (Overland Prods.
Inc.) with Dale Robinson. George Waggner,
director.

• Walter Strenge, ASC, “God Is My Part¬
ner,” (RegalScope; Regal Films) with Wal¬
ter Brennan, John Hoyt and Marion Ross.
William Claxton, director.

• Clark Ramsey, ASC, “Neveda State Troop¬
ers,”* with Rod Cameron. Don MacDougall,
director.
• Jack Marta, Falstaff
Jules Bricken, director.

It's easy with the

Practical

•

Dependable

sents,”*
director.
• Herb

“Heinz Studio 57,”*
Byron Haskins, director.

• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Ma and Pa Kettle
at MacDonald’s Farm,” with Marjorie Main
and Parker Fennelly.

Kirkpatrick,

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Micro Record Corp.

Ready-£ddy 4K
U. S. Registered Trademark

HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time?” etc, etc.
A MUST FOR EVERY¬
ONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.

• William Daniels, ASC, “My Man God¬
frey,”
(CinemaScope & Technicolor)
with
June Allyson and O. W. Fischer. Henry
Koster, director.

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Blondie,”* with
Arthur Lake and Pamela Britton. Paul Landres and Les Goodwin, directors.

• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Pylon,” (Aerial
photography) John Walters, director.

Worth, ASC,

RKO
© Frank
Planer,
ASC,
“Stage
Struck,”
(Color; shooting in New York) with Henry
Fonda and Susan Strasberg. Sidney Lumet,
director.
• Morris Hartzband, co-Director
tography on “Stage Struck.”

of

Pho¬

RKO-PATHE
© Guy Roe, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
Theatre,”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Dick
Powell. Various directors.
• George Diskant, ASC, “Mr. Adam and
Eve,”*
(Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino
and Howard Duff. Frederick de Cordova and
Richard Kinon, directors.
20th

CENTURY-FOX

• Leo Tover, ASC, “The Way to the Gold,”
(CinemaScope)
with
Jeffery
Hunter
and
Sheree North. Robert Webb, director.
• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “The Desk Set,”
(CinemaScope; DeLuxe Color) with Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn. Walter Lang,
director.

$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or write—
READY-EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

Conn.

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856
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• Ellis Carter, ASC, “Monolith,” with Grant
Williams and Lola Albright. John Sherwood,
director.

“The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Wm. Seiter and Chas. Barton, directors.
• Lothrop

Write for Free Literature
Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Pylon,” (Cinema¬
Scope) with Dorothy Malone and Jack Carson. Douglas Sirk, director.

Lanning,

(Revue Prods.).

NOrmandy 3-9331

commercial.*

“Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
(Revue Prods.) Hershel Dougherty,

• Reggie

MERCER FILM PATCH

beer

• Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “Secret Service,"
(RegalScope; Regal Films) with Victor McLaglen and Fay Spain. Andrew V. McLaglen,
director.

• Joe Macdonald, ASC, “A
Hatful
of
Rain,”
(CinemaScope;
Shooting
in
New
York) with Eva Marie Saint and Don Murray.
Fred Zinnemann, director.
• Charles Clarke, ASC, “The Wayward
Bus,” (CinemaScope) with Dan Dailey and
Jayne Manfield. Victor Vicas, director.
• Stanley Cortez, ASC, “The Three Faces
of Eve,” (CinemaScope) with David Wayne
and Joanne Woodward. Nunnally Johnson,
director.
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• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Stalin Is Alive,'
with Les Barker, Zsa Zsa Gabor and Jeffrey
Stone. Russell Birdwell, director.
• Russell Metty, ASC, “Badge of Evil,”
with Charlton Heston, Orson Welles and
Janet Leigh. Orson Welles, director.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Pride and the
Passion,” (Stanley Kramer Prods.)
added
scenes. Stanley Kramer, director.
• Charles Welborn, Budweiser beer com¬
mercial.*
Wil Cowan, director; Dodge, De
Soto and Ford commercials.* Jack Daniels,
director.
• George Robinson, ASC, Budweiser beer
commercial and Hit Parade cigarettes com¬
mercial.* Wil Cowan, director; Dodge com¬
mercial.* Jack Daniels, director.
• James Drought, Newport commercial.*
Joseph Parker, director; Chevrolet commer¬
cial.*
Dave Monahan, director; Pepsi Cola
commercial.* Wil Cowan, director; DuPont
commercial.* Virgil Vogel, director.
• Carl Guthrie, ASC Union
cial.* Joseph Parker, director.

Oil

commer¬

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, Pepsi Cola com¬
mercial.*
Wil Cowan, director; Marlboro
commercial.*
Dave
Monahan,
director;
Chevrolet
and
Lux
commercials.*
Jack
Daniels, director.
• Arthur Arling, ASC, Mercury
Joseph Parker, director.

commer¬

cial.*

WARNER BROS.
• William Clothier, “Bombers

B-52”

(Continued on Page 186)
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STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

16MM PRODUCERS—LOOK AT THESE!
NEW AURICON CINEVOICE turret sound camera with
400' magazine conversion. Includes extra
zoom lens door; amplifier,- mike, etc. De¬
monstrator. $1,300.00 value.$ 995.00
CINE SPECIAL BLIMP, CUSTOM BUILT with
syncmotor, follow focus, $750.00 value ....
395.00
HALF PRICE SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
& CABINETS
Used
MM-102
CABINETS—hold
100-400'
reels .....
99.50
USED MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400'
reels ..
149.50
New RK-102 RACKS—hold 102-1000' 35mm
or over 200-400' 16mm reels .
87.50
3 MAURER CAMERA w/235° shutter,- 400'
magazine; syncmotor; less lens . 1,795.00
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, '/2 Price .
2.50
NEW MOVIOLAS, 16mm PICTURE ONLY .
495.00
KINEVOX 16mm Synchronous magnetic reader
495.00
NEW 16MM FIBRE FILM SHIPPING CASES—Dozen lots
400'
1200'
1600' 2000'
800'
1 reel
1.50
1.75
$1.10
1.35
2.00
1.20
1.55
1.65
1.95
2.35
2 reel
3 reel
1.35
1.75
1.80
2.10
2.55
1.50
2.25
2.35
4 reel
2.05
2.75
Add 15(t for handle. These prices F.O.B. Holly'd.
BRIDGAMATIC RA REVERSAL PROCESSOR with
1200' magazine;
Rotary airpump,- drain
pump,- used less than month. $3,300 value 2,495.00
HOUSTON 11BS HIGH SPEED REVERSAL Pro¬
cessor, output 60 fpm. Includes refrigera¬
tion, extra heats in water jacket and drybox, daylite enclosure for bleach and clear;
$750.00 in spare parts. $8,000.00 value .. 3,350.00
NEW HOUSTON
16mm PROCESSOR rollers
35/j" dia. $1.00 value.
.49
HOUSTON RUBBER SQUEEGEES, soft, pliable
wiper blades, for 16 or 35mm processors
or cleaners. Per dozen $1.50; per 100 .
9.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL. 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO. 7-9202

CINEX 35 FILM EXPOSURE TESTING machine.
$4,500 value.$1,495.00
HERRNFELD SENSITOMETER, Constant time,
variable intensity. $1 ,000.00 value.
595.00
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MA¬
CHINES—2000'
capacity.
$425.00
regu¬
larly. SURPLUS .
295.00
(for conversion to 16/35mm add $50)
MITCHELL 35mm SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERA
compl w/RCA galvanometer; 4 Baltar
lenses,- viewfinder; motor; mattbox,- sun¬
shade,- 2 magazines; tripod. $15,000.00
value. Reconditioned . 6,995.00
MITCHELL 35mm NC CAMERA Compl w/4
Baltar lenses,- 2 magazines; viewfinder; 2
motors,- mattbox; sunshade,- tripod. Recond. 7,395.00
KLIEGL SENIOR 5000W SPOTS on heavy stands.
$300.00 value .
159.50
STEPHENS TRUSONIC WIRELESS MIKE OUTFIT.
Has 2 "invisible" concealed microphones,
power supply, transmitter, antenna & re¬
ceiver. $1,500.00 value, likenu .
795.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS — non-magnetic,
butt or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70 mm.
DeLuxe Model ....$69.50
Std. Model ....
59.50
FEARLESSS GEARHEAD, 2 speed with wedge 1,025.00
ARRIFLEX II 35mm CAMERA, 3 lenses; 2 mag¬
azines- mattebox, Recond. 1,195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus .
995.00
MITCHELL NC BABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.
995.00
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs, w/preamplifier, transformer &
mtg. bracket .
575.00
NEW 16 or 35 mm MOVIOLAS with 3" view¬
ing glass & take-ups .
475.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL. 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holy’d Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO. 7-9202

PRE-INVENTORY SALE—REDUCED PRICES
USED EQUIPMENT
16mm ARRIFLEX CAMERA & MATTE BOX,
Model B Case, Wet Cell Battery & Leather
Case, Filter Holder Kit & Case, 16mm
fl .9 Xenon Lens, 25mm fl .5 Xenon Lens,
50mm f2 Zenon Lens .$1,995.00
16 mm CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, Par 4 Lens
Turret, Par Eye Level Focuser, Par Sync.
Motor, Yolo Fader, 1" fl .5 TTH Ivotal
Lens, Two 200 ft. film chambers, Par Cus¬
tom Fitted Case. Padded Barney Cover for
blimping . 1,995.00
16mm AURICON PRO SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA, adapted for kinescoping, 3 Lens
Turret, 1" fl .9 Eastman Lens, Carrying
Case . 1,095.00
DeVRY 35mm CAMERA with sin. fr. rel.
strip prod, with 1" & 2" lenses & case....
225.00
B&H 202 BR-1 Specialist 16mm mag. & opt.
sound projector with 12" spkr.
595.00
B&H DIPLOMAT 16mm Silent Proj. & Carrying
Case .
175.00
B&H COMPANION 8mm Camera, f2.7 Lens
& Case .-.
55.00
B&H
385C SINGLE
CASE
16mm SOUND
PROJ., used .
395.00
B&H 200EE ELECTRIC EYE 16mm CAMERA,
20mm fl .9 Lens, built-in automatic ex¬
posure meter & Case, used .
265.00
1000 WATT B&H SLI DEMASTER 2x2 Proj.
& Case ..
175.00
1000 WATT GOLDE SPOTLIGHT & SNOOT.
35.00
KERNS SWITAR 50mm fl .4 Lens .-.
120.00
2.8" t2.5 COOKE PANCHROTAL Telephoto
Lens ._.*-..
115.00
4" f2.7 ELGEET TELEPHOTO LENS ..—
55.00
13mm fl .5 ELGEET WIDE ANGLE LENS .
60.00
6" f4 YVAR TELEPHOTO LENS .
90.00
15mm f2.5 EKTAR WIDE ANGLE LENS .
50.00
102mm f2.7 EKTAR TELEPHOTO LENS .
85.00
152mm f4.0 EKTAR TELEPHOTO LENS 95.00
2' fl .4 COOKE IVOTAL LENS —.
95.00
PAN CINOR Zoom Lens 20 to 60mm and
Case .-.
220.00
B&H VIEWFINDER Objectives to match above
lenses, each .
6.00
GE PR-1 METER & CASE .
17.00
BOLEX 40" CABLE RELEASE .
3.95
B&H 16mm FILMOTION EDITOR, complete
with viewer, splicer and 20000 ft. re¬
winds .
99.50
SCHOEN FOUR-GANGE 16mm Synchronizer....
120.00
SCHOEN SOUND READER Model 4, Mag.
& Opt.
100.00
HYDRO DOLLY Raises to 8 ft. 1,075.00
35mm CONTACT PRINTER for Slide & Strip
Prod.....——.
50.00
16mm MICRO RECORD motorized processing
machine and trays, capacity 200 ft. rev.
or neg.—
75.00
16mm or 35mm MICRO RECORD electric film
dryer .-.
75.00
PRO-JR. TRIPOD with friction head .
120.00
BOLEX (BROWN) 8 & 16m TITLER, prewar
model complete with effects board and
lights .-.
20.00

LIQUIDATION SALE
Special cash price offer on used equipment:
16MM Mitchell outfit, 170° shutter, four Baltar lenses, tripod, three 400-foot maga¬
zines, viewfinder, sunshade, cases, etc. A
complete outfit.$3,000.00
35MM Spider Turret Eyemo, Model 71Q, three
Goerz lenses, positive finder, case.
750.00
110-volt motor, two 400-foot magazines, mag¬
azine case, for above Eyemo.
190.00
Auricon Cine-Voice, turret model, amplifier,
microphone, etc.
525.00
VICTOR DUNCAN
4828 Oleatha, St. Louis 16, Mo.—Tel.: VErnon 2-2959
DO ANIMATION AND REGULAR PRODUCTION
WITH THIS GORGEOUS OUTFIT
Peterson Heavy Professional ANISTAND with
all movements; motorized zoom; lightbox
for transparencies; sliding celboard; air
operated
platen
and
revolving
camera
mount. Includes B&H 16mm rackover type
2709A Studio Camera (or std. 35mm if
preferred) with 2 magazines; 3 lenses;
Richardson stopmotion motor; 110V sync¬
motor; Mitchell viewfinder, mattbox & sun¬
shade, all accessories. A $12,500.00 invest¬
ment—ready to go .$7,475.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL. 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO. 7-9202
BALTAR F:2.3 coated lenses in Mitchell mounts. 25mm
$160.00; 30mm $160; 35mm $165.00: Wide angle
mattebox $60.00. Finder adaptor $50.00. Mitchell
variable diffuser $125.00. RCA 16mm sound pro¬
jector with sync motor $250.00. Zeiss Ikon 35mm
portable sound projector with sync motor $225.00.
Cine Kodak special blimp with sync motor $400.00.
35mm background projector. Complete outfit with
Selsyn distributor, camera motor, hi-intensity arc,
talk-back, cables, etc. Write for details. J. BURGI
CONTNER, ASC, New Canaan, Conn.
BRAND NEW Art Reeves Auricon Cinevoice Custom
Conversion, completely new camera housing and
additional film transport sprockets, synchronous 24
fps motor, extra motor for takeup drive, 3-lens C
mount turret, variable density sound, through-lens
focusing and viewing, Veeder counter. Takes stand¬
ard 16mm Mitchell magazines. Ready to go in
case, all accessories, one 400' Mitchell magazine,
less lenses, $1,000 with new camera guarantee.
SIERRA FILMS, P. O. Box 602, Reno, Nevada.

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
PRECISION

Magnetic
Erase

-

Heads
Record

for
-

Engineers

-

Industry

Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
ANIMATION STAND, rugged construction. Acme peg
bars,
five
foot zoom,
large
compound
table,
pneumatic ■platen,
will
hold
heaviest cameras;
$2,250.00.
Box
1258,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
16MM MAURER model 05 in perfect condition with
two 400' and one 1200' mag., sync motor, 12V
motor, view finder, blimp, matte box, zoom lens,
one-inch Ektar, complete with cases, $4,250.00 or
best offer. Would consider trade for 35mm Mitchell.
PODEL PRODUCTIONS, 2424 "G" St., N.W., Wash¬
ington, D.C.
1

ECLAIR Camerette with matched set of Kinoptic
lenses 25mm, 35mm, 50mm, 100mm and 1 Baltar
75mm lens, 3/400' magazines and sunshade and 2
special carrying cases. $1 ,400.00. Write or phone:
PROFESSIONAL CINE SERVICES, mu 8-7830, 15 East
53rd Street, New York, New York.

B&H Eymo spider turret, B&H critical focuser,
adapted for external magazines, and motor. Extra
door with Auricon parallax finder, 25mm Cooke 2.0
50mm Xenor f2.3 150mm f4.5. Also Hallen sync
tape recorder. Price $495.00. Contact G. HENRY
THRUMOND, WKRG-TV, Mobile, Ala. Tel. HE-25505.
FOR SALE—Berndt-Maurer 16mm camera complete with
case, 400' magazine, Sync motor. Animation motor
and ground glass viewfinder. Used, but in excellent
condition, only $1,995.00. WESTERN CINE SERVICE,
INC., 114 E 8th Avenue, Denver 3, Colorado.
WE BUY AND SELL good clean 16mm equipment. Have
for sale cemeras, lenses, magnetic recorders, light¬
ing equipment, titlers and editing equipment. What
do you need? SOONER ELECTRONICS COMPANY,
Cinema Equipment Division, Box 808, Duncan, Okla.

1

Ultrablitz Strobe Unit, Model ll-S Reporter
with Extension Light, Booster Pack and
Modelling Light. New Demonstrater.
199.00
4x5 Speed Graphic Complete, Case, WA
Lens, and Other Accessories. Ex. Cond.
235.00
4x5 Graphic View with Lens and Case.
Nearly New.
150.00
All equipment guaranteed and offered on
7-day inspection and money refund trial
period. No COD's. Send check or money
order. Trades accepted. We buy used equip¬
ment.
WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY
539 Vine Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.
WALL 35mm Sound Camera, less lenses. Also one Wall
outfit complete. Equipment in very good condition.
J. WALTON, P. O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
FOR SALE: Cine Kodak Special Model II, 1" f.1.9
lens, 100' film chamber, carrying case, like new.
$750.00. J. P. SCHLUCKEBIER 9 Strathmore Circle,
Rochester, New York.
ARRIFLEX 16mm camera complete.
Box 312, Ridgewood, N.Y.*

MICHAEL PRODS.,

16MM MAURER silent Pro, 12V D.C. motor, 3-400'
magazines, fl .4 lens, 2 cases. DAVID VAN PETTEN,
HO. 5-5080.
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Classified Ads

INDUSTRY NEWS

LABORATORY & SOUND

(Continued from Page 130)

(Continued, from Preceding Page)

16mm ANSCOCHROME film and processing now avail¬
able. One day service! We cater to industrial and
professional users. ASA 32 or 125. WESTERN CINE
SERVICE, INC., 114 E. 8th Avenue, Denver 3,
Colorado.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Used late model MAURER cameras and recorders.
Economically priced.
Write for details.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, New York.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

SALES representative for fast-growing production com¬
pany. Will consider applicant with companion line.
Write Box 1262, c/o AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
giving qualifications, and availability for confer¬
ence.

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

POSITIONS WANTED
NEWS
and
COMMERCIAL
CAMERAMAN—2
years
NAVAL and 2 years TV film experience. Special¬
izing in NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY. Desires to re-locate.
References.
Box
1259,
AMERICAN
CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

WANTED
WE BUY—SWAP—SELL—CONSIGN
STARTLING VALUES FOR 35 MM PRODUCTION
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment
you don’t need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WELL
GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Coble: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B & H. EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
— Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — lenses — Eauipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.

West

48*h

«t

Now

Eyemo

York.

OPTICAL printer 1 6mm to 8mm. 16mm step
Box 1261, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

NY

printer.

INDIVIDUAL wants Mitchell 35mm camera and equip¬
ment. Complete or separate items. Cooke lenses and
accessories. Reasonably priced. Box 1257 AMERI¬
CAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FOR RENT
LARGE air-conditioned cutting room for rent. Fully
equipped, pleasantly furnished. 16mm and 35mm.
Heart of New York film district. Write or phonePROFESSIONAL CINE SERVICES, mu 8-7830, 15 East
53rd Street, New York, New York.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
EUROPEAN COVERAGE all countries. Stock shots avail¬
able. 20 years experience, see International Alma¬
nac. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road, London S.W.
19, England.

IABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio
Ph/^np

1 -?707

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.
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• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Sayonara,”
(Technirama—shooting in Japan) with Mar¬
lon Brando, Red Buttons and Patricia Owens.
Joshua Logan, director.
• Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Band of Angels,”
(Shooting in Louisiana; Warnercolor) with
Clark Gable and Yvonne De Carlo. Raoul
Walsh, director.

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN A BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

209

(Continued from Page 184)

CINEQUIP

TRY FAB LAST

Mitchell

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

mascope and WarnerColor) with Karl Malden
and Natalie Wood. Gordon Douglas, director.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

CABLE:

CINEMATOGRAPHER—Age 27, wth 10 years experi¬
ence in the production of motion pictures for cinema
and television. Desires position with scope and
responsibility. Box 1260, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

American Cinematographer

• Ted McCord, ASC, “The Helen Morgan
Story.” (CinemaScope) with Ann Blyth and
Paul Newman. Michael Curtiz, director.
• Harold Rosson,. ASC, “No Time for Ser¬
geants,” with Andy Griffith and Myron Mc¬
Cormick.
Mervyn LeRoy, producer-director.
• Edward Coleman, ASC, “The D.I.” (Mark
YII Ltd. Prod.) with Jack Webb, Don Dub¬
bins and Jackie Loughery.
Jack
Webb,
director.
• Harold Wellman, ASC, “Bombers B-52,”
Aerial Photography. Gordon Douglas, direc¬
tor; “Conflict.”* Walter Doniger, director.

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Cheyenne,”* with
Clint Walker.
Thomas Carr and Walter
Doniger, directors.
• Edwin Dupar, ASC, “Conflict,”* Walter
Doniger. director; Eastside beer commercial.*
Mel Dellar, director.
• Ellis Carter, ASC, “Sugarfoot,”* (Pilot).
Leslie Martinson, director.
• Rex Wimpy, ASC,
Mel Dellar, director.

Kellogg

commercial.*

• Robert Burks, ASC, “The Spirit of St.
Louis,” (Eastman color; CinemaScope) with
James Stewart. Billy Wilder, director.
• Thomas Tutwiler,
St.
Louis,”
(Aerial
Wilder, director.

ASC, “The Spirit of
photography).
Billy

• Allan Irving, ASC, Suave and
commercials.* Mel Dellar, director.

R.C.A.

• Willard Van De Veer, Crest commercial.*
Mel Dellar, director.
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by Ross Reports-Television Index, New
York industry information service.
Rises in costs and production values
resulted in a $ 10,000,000 increase over
last year’s estimate for 1955. The RR-41
organizaiton also reports that Transfilm,
Inc., New York, is again the largest TV
film commercial producer in the coun¬
try, accounting for eight to nine per
cent of the total dollar volume for the
industry.
Other national leaders are: UniversalInternational Pictures, Hollywood and
New York; MPO Television Films, Inc.,
N, Y.; Hal Roach Studios, Culver City.
Calif., and Sarra, Inc., New York and
Chicago.
These five firms account for approxi¬
mately 28 per cent of the annual dollar
volume of the nation’s video ad film
business.
Animation production now accounts
for about 25 per cent of the industry’s
dollar volume, largely because quality
animation costs 75 to 80 per cent more
to produce than live action commercials.

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 134)

new synchronous motor drive for all
Bell & Howell, Ampro and Victor 16mm
projectors. The heavy-duty sync motor
will drive projector with film loads up
to 1600 feet. Projector may be readily
attached to motor drive and detached at
any time in a matter of seconds.
Dulling Spray
One of the ever-present problems in
still, movie studio and TV photography
is killing or subduing reflections from
highly polished surfaces such as metals,
gass, gems, etc. Krylon Dulling Spray,
distributed by Camera Equipment Com¬
pany, 315 W. 43rd St., New York City,
eliminates glare and highlights and im¬
proves rendering of detail. It dries in
seconds, is harmless to fine finishes, and
is easily removed.
Anamorphic Lens
Vidoscope Corp. of America, 730
Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y., an¬
nounces a new price for Vidoscope Su¬
per 16L anamorphic lens — $169.50.
Lens is said to be the only anamorphic
lens presently on the market that will
photograph with the standard 25mm,
16mm camera lens in shooting 2.66 to 1
aspect ratio pictures. Lens may also be
used for projection.

££ 6

'National

111

yellow flame
carbons have
made it possible
to vastly increase
the scope of the
Transparency
Projection Process.

A.S.C.
1;.
MM

$,

ill

<111

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...
NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN

The term “National” is a registered trade-mark
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City.
Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

► Better Color

► Lower Cost Prints

Byron technicians scrutinize every stage of
the developing and printing process.

► Complete Color Control

► Protects Original Footage

Specially designed mixers assure consistency
of all solutions.

byron
color-correct'
16mm Color Prints
on EK positive stock
through an
intermediate
negative
from 16mm
color originals

For information and
price list, write, phone or wire

byron
FEderal 3-4000

Constant quantitative chemical analyses of
all solutions are made throughout the day.

Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES ... COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PROCESSING AND PRINTING

LIONEL LINDON, ASC
Best

Color

Photography

“Around the World in 80 Days"

JOS. RUTTENBERG, ASC
Best

Black-and-White

Photography
“Somebody

Up

There

Likes Me”

JOHN FULTON, ASC
Best Special
“The Ten

Effects

Commandments"

1956
Academy Award Winners
35c
FOREIGN 45c

•

•

#

IMORBERT F. BRODINE,

a s c

1956 “EMMY” AWARD WINNER—ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS AND SCIENCES

Best Achievement In Cinematography
TELEVISION FILMS

“THE LORETTA YOUNG SHOW”

Photographed on Du Pont Motion Picture Film

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY (INC.)
PHOTO PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
WILMINGTON

98,

DELAWARE

F&B PARADE OF REV PRODUCTS
ARRIFLEX

HEADQUARTERS FOR

For

Q-. McAlist'
16mm
The
Newest, Most Advanced
Lighting & Production Equipment.

Immediate Delivery

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT:
Part No.

Most versatile camera
for silent or sound film
production.

Available

accessories include —
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
®
9

®

11.5mm f/1.9 Cinegon (extreme wide angle) $240.
90mm f/2.8 Makro-Kilar (Focuses to 8”) $249.95
17.5mm-70mm Pancinor Zoom Lens $399.75
400 ft. 16mm magazine $140.00
Torque motor for 400 ft. mag. $175.00
Synchronous 42v. motor with 1 1 Ov. 60 cycle AC
power supply $395.00
Animation motor $595.00
Sound Blimp with follow focus $1520.00
Pistol Grip with trigger $27.50
Arriflex shoulder-pod $29.50

Ml 9000

Description

List Price

M06000

Baby Keglite Head.$ 73.50

M63020

Baby

M14000

Junior Spot Head. 117.50

M63000

Junior Spot Stand.

Mi 9000

Senior Spot Head. 235.00

M63010

Senior Spot Stand.

M08001

Sky Pan Head (with switch). 107.50

M61000

Single Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser

M20000

Double Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser 105.00

M64000

Indirect

M03000

5

Keglite

Stand.

36.50

43.00

49.50

62.00

Floodlight. 320.00

Light Striplight. 141.00

BARN DOORS:
4 WAY

2 WAY
Write for complete price lists

•

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ADBICON

Part

List

Part

List

No.

Price

No.

Price

Baby Keglite

M58000

10.50

M58001

17.00

Junior Spot

M58011

17.00

M58014

30.00

Senior Spot

M58021

30.00

M58022

50.00

Hanger.

22.00

Bracket.

15.00

HANGERS, ETC.:
Part No.

Want proof of the dependability, performance and basic value of
all model Auricon cameras? Send your old one to us—and see
for yourself what a tremendous trade-in price you'll receive against
any new model.
'
Cinevoice .
Pro-600
.
Super 1200

.
.
.

.
.
.

from $ 695.
from
1165.
. from
3319.25

And the famous F&B Cinevoice Conversion for 400 ft. and 1200 ft.
magazines, including magazine torque motor and veeder counter.
$450 I ess magazine.
Write for price

VIEWLES
projectors

Broad

M51000

Low

M49006

Trombone

M54001

Pneumatic

M54002

Through

M49010

Hanger.

27.50

Hanger.

44.00

Hanger.

22.50

Hardwall

Clamp.—-

6.75

M49103

Clothwall

Clamp.

5.25

M49102

Wall

Plate.

3.50

Write for complete brochures and price lists.

M49102

SPLICER

AUTOMATIC
for 8mm-16mm combination
& 35mm with the
Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER!

A PERFECT SPLICE
EVERY TIME

SLIDE & STRIPFILM PROJECTORS

from.$ 45.25

Combination Strip & Slide from .

54.75

Automatic Slide projectors from.

79.50

WRITE
FOR
PRICE
LISTS

1 OOOw. fan-cooled combination . 219.50

F&B

M49107

lists

A complete line of precision engineered, "Guaran¬
teed for a Lifetime" equipment.
Filmstrip

Description

F&B NEW
LOW PRICE

FLORMAN

&

68

New

West

45th

Street,

16mm $ 79.50
35mm $104.50

BABB,
YORK

36,

N.Y.

INC
MU

2-2928

Northrop Aircraft Demonstrates Expanded
Industrial Use of Mitchell Cameras
Over 100,000 feet of film were shot last year by two 16mm Mitchell cameras
operated by a full-scale motion picture unit at Northrop Aircraft. Operating daily
throughout the year, these 16mm cameras provide impressive evidence of the rising
role of professional motion picture equipment in American Industry today.
Northrop, a leader in airframe and missile manufacture, makes diversified use of
their Mitchell cameras. Motion pictures range from employee activities to engi¬
neering test films —where re-shooting is impossible and where steady, accuratelyframed film of superior quality is consistently delivered by Mitchell cameras.
No other single camera is today used by American Industry for such a broad
range of filming requirements as is the Mitchell camera. Easy operating Mitchell
cameras help create sales, meet delivery schedules, and systematize and accelerate
research and development. For details about Mitchell equipment that will meet
your specific needs, write today on your letterhead.
Alaska Bound test pilot Bob Love and Columnist Marvin Miles
being filmed by Mitchell camera for Northrop Public Relations
Department.
For Quality Control Film, Mitchell camera
moves in for close shots of Scorpion F-89D.

104 Rocket Salvo of twin-jet F-89D is captured on 16mm Engineering Test film.

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
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ON THE COVER
Winners of the Academy Awards for Best Achievement in

Cinematog¬

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES

raphy for 1956: Lionel Lindon, ASC, Best Color Photography; Joseph
Ruttenberg, ASC, Best Black-and-white Photography; John Fulton, ASC,
Best Special Photographic Effects.

Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700
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One Cell for ell You Need
in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

DOLLIES
Fearless and
Raby Panoram
Dollies
Crab and
Western

For quick service, expert advice
and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on
one of the nation’s largest suppliers
of temporary lighting facilities—
Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are
just a few of the many items
available for quick delivery
whenever and wherever needed.

Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING

PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMENT

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment
AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

MacTon Turntable
for Cars and
Displays
Mole Richardson
Boom and
Perambulator

(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-l 0,000W
Diffusion

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil
Portable Substations

Scoops
Reflectors
Bullboards
Cable

Parallels
Ladders and Steps
Scrims and Flags
Dots 6nd Stands

Write or Wire
for
Catalog and
FREE
ESTIMATES!

JACK A. FROST
Dept, yj
234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:
41 Kipling Ave./ South/ Toronto/ Ontario

'

V:

CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long-forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It’s just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR* TRIPOD
TRl l-CECO SMALL GYRO
TRIPOD features "controlled
action". Has two speeds—
slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting. Especially
recommended for 16mm
Mitchell, 16mm Maurer,
B&H Eyemo and similar
cameras. Weight, 19 lbs.
Precision construction, also
used as gear head. Crank
handles included.

The improved PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR with the removable head
—world standard of quality among tripods, now features the
following improvements: Simplified camera attaching method
with easily accessible knob. Double leg lock adjusting knobs,
self aligning—assures positive leg locking. Adjustable tele¬
scoping pan handle—makes it longer or shorter. Pan handle
sockets for left, right or reverse tilt. Sturdier construction of
tilt and pan locking levers. Cast in tie-down eyelets. NO
INCREASE IN PRICE. $15Q Q()

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS have cast
top flanges and upper leg portion
made of one-piece aluminum alloy
castings.
Lower legs are 1 '/a"
seamless steel tubes, hard-chromed
legs slide easily and have tie-rods
to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up. Accepts “Balanced" TV head,
Mitchell, other similar Professional
Tripod heads.

$600.00 COMPLETE

TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD
used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control pan
& tilt action.

$150.00
HEAD ONLY

}/UU.UU

COMPLETE

ADJUSTABLE COLLAPSIBLE ALUMINUM TRIANGLE insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs. Prevents slipping and damage
to floors.
Model C (illustrated) $29.50
Model

B

(less clamps)

$23.50

TH1-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter
for extremely low-mount set¬
ups; also used for title stands
and permanent mountings.
Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads.

TR1 2-CECO PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬
ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts
all Professional Jr. Tripod Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures 26" extended from floor
to flange, 18" collapsed. Weight 7lbs.

THU-PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is similar in construction
to Ceco Balanced TV head.
Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other cameras.
Spring-load
tilt assures that camera will
return
to
neutral
position
when lever is in unlocked
position. Built-in spirit level.

$425.00
HEAD
ONLY

$1350.00

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice
*

Reg.

U.S.

Pat.

SALES

Off.

Pat.

No.

2318910

TH7-CEC0 BLIMP-TYPE GEARED
HEAD offers two-speed pan
and tilt—slow and fast. Pro¬
vides extreme tilts, can be
used as Freehead.
Super¬
smooth action, rugged con¬
struction. Ideal for use with
Mitchell BNC. Can be used
with
silent
cameras with
bridge
plate.

• SERVICE •

RENTALS

TH2-CEC0 NEW "BALANCED” TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity adjustable, offers smooth
tilt with 360° pan action, perfect balance.
Quick relase handle locks in position. Has
tension adjustment, built-in spirit level and
telescoping extension pan handle. Camera
moveable on top plate to counter-balance
film load or long lenses.
Tripod for "BALANCED” TV Head $140.00

FRANK

C.

$285.00 HEAD ONLY
TH3-CEC0 MICRO WAVE RELAY BEAM
REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabolas
up to 6-foot diameter. Withstands
torques of 225 ft pounds in elevation
and 150 ft pounds in azimuth. Envi¬
ronmental treated for extreme weather
conditions.

TUCKER

(7nm€Rfl €(^uipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

31S West 43rd St.,
New York 3«, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

WHAT’S NEW
. . . in equipment, accessories, services

Camerette »/»

Stock Shots
Forney Film Productions, 1802 LaPorte Ave., Ft. Collins, Colorado, an¬
nounce expansion of its service to in¬
clude a stock film library in 16mm.
Available footage includes shots of west¬
ern life, scenic mountains, lakes and
streams, trout fishing, dude ranch ac¬
tivity, rodeos and related footage. Cata¬
log is available.

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both

16mm or 35mm color

or black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 16mm or 35mm—to convert simply
change
• Precise
•

Reflex

• 200

the

magazine.

rugged

movement

viewing
degree

• Divergent

Film Processor

adjustable

three

lens

shutter

turret

• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm—the

16mm

magazine

will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight—only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

Filmline Corp., Milford, Conn., an¬
nounces a completely temperature-con¬
trolled, fully automatic 16mm film pro¬
cessor for reversal or negative-positive
processing. A modification of company's
popular reversal model, the new model
R15TC has a film speed of 1200 feet
per hour, has variable speed drive, stain¬
less steel tanks and air squeegee. Com¬
plete data and prices may be had by
writing the manufacturer.

Optical Printer
Animation Equipment Corp., 38 Hud¬
son St., New Rochelle, N. Y., announces
a new optical printer incorporating 15
major improvements. Among new fea¬
tures are: superimposure device and
reticle, automatic dissolve, condensing
system, projector head, extension bel¬
lows, stop-motion motor, position indi¬
cator, and flip-over counters. Data sheets
are available by writing the manufac¬
turer.

16mm Film Printer
Film Viewer

amerette
patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
C.

ZUCKER

(7nm€RH G^uipmenT (o.,mc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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JUdson 6-1420
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A 35mm film viewer for professional
use is announced by Camera Equipment
Co., 315 West 43rd St., New York, N.Y.
The equipment enables the film edi¬
tor to view film moving from left to
right on a 6" x 41/2 " brilliantly-illumin¬
ated screen. Easy threading of film is
a feature. A counter and/or sound read¬
er can be added at additional cost.
Price of viewer is $500. Counter lists
at $75 and the sound reader may be
had for $150 additional. The company
also makes a professional film viewer
for 16mm film that contains many of
the same features.

April,

1957

Uhler Cine Machine Company offers
a simple printer for making copies of
either 16mm or 8mm films in color or
black-and-white. Machine is all-AC op¬
erated. Facilities are provided for filters
required in color film printing. Film
capacity is 400 feet. Sound and picture
may be printed in one operation. List
price is $195.00, f.o.b. Detroit. Data
sheet is available.

Three-wheel Camera Dolly
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., New
York, N.Y., announces two models of
a new lightweight 3-wheel collapsible
dolly. The “Junior'’ model weighs 151/6
(Continued on Page 198)

/tOR/CON!6m Somd-On-fi/m far fkkdm/<Rmdu
ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

"CINE-VOICE”

16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.

•* 100 ft. film capacity for 23A minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation. ■* $695.00 (and up).

“AURICON PRO-600"16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. “SUPER 1200” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
600 ft. film capacity for 16Vz minutes of
$4652.15 (and up) complete for
recording. -*r $1497.00 (and up) with 30 day recording.
"High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.
money-back guarantee.

SOUND RECORDER - Model RM-30 ... 1200 foot film PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT —Model PS-21.. .Silent
capacity, synchronous motor for "double-system” in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
16mm Optical Sound-On-Film operation.
“Single System” or "Double System” Auricon
-*• $3359.00 (and up)
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote "location” filming. ■* $269.50

FiLMAGNETIC — Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras. * $870.00 (and up)

Strictly [or Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it’s profit you're after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

BERNDT-BACH, INC.
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced 6902 R0MAINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
to prevent Camera “dumping.".* $325.00 (and up)

MANUFACTURERS

OF

SOU N D-ON,-,-FI LM

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1931
(Please write your address in margin)
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Services

(Continued from Page 196)

Best Selling Movie Viewer
.. Top Quality at $49.50
Inspect your pictures comfortably in a lighted room on the CRAIG
Viewer’s 314" by 414" hooded screen with its 75-watt projection
lamp. Threads straight, left to right, on stainless steel film guide that
doesn’t touch pictures. Built-in frame marker clearly spots the right
frame without notching or punching. Convenient focusing and fram¬
ing adjustments. Lamp switches on automatically when film gate is
closed. Dual cooling system lets you view a single frame indefinitely
without damaging film or emulsion. Rugged metal construction. Far
and away the most popular viewer for black and white or color, sound
or silent. Models for either 8mm or 16mm film.

pounds and will fold compactly for easy
carrying. The “’Senior” model weighs
18 pounds and also folds compactly.
Made of durable aluminum castings and
chrome-plated tubing, the dollys have
been engineered for rigidity and de¬
pendable performance. There is a lock¬
ing device for the rubber-tired, ball¬
bearing casters. The “Junior” with 4-in.
wheels lists at $99.50; the “Senior”
with 5-in. wheels lists at $150.00.

Time Your Movies to .001 Minute
A CRAIG Frame Counter on your viewer or
Projecto-Editor makes it easy to time filmed action to
fractions of seconds or time scenes, sequences or com¬
plete movies accurately.
Getting the exact speed of motions and actions of
every kind in science, business, industry, education
and the armed services is simple with the CRAIG
Frame Counter. Whether you use a standard camera speed or a special high¬
speed camera with 16mm film, the frame counter permits instant conversion of
photographed action into time fractions. If you need to time movies, scenes or
sequences to synchronize with voice, sound or any action apart from the movie,
the CRAIG Frame Counter is indispensable.
Craig Accessory Frame Counter, $37.50 . . . Craig Projecto-Editor, complete
with rewinds, splicer, viewer and cement, $79.50 . . . Craig Formula #7 Ce¬
ment, 1 oz. 40G 8 oz. $2.45; 16 oz. $3.50. All available at better camera stores.

the

KAIART

company' ,nc-

PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT
Producers of Precision Photographic Products since 1930:
Flash Units,Rangefinders, KALART and CRAIG Movie Editing Equipment,
VICTOR 16mm Sound Equipment
American Cinematographer

April, 1957

Lamp Hanging Accessory
Natural Lighting Corp., 612 West
Elk St., Glendale 4, Calif., announces
a new motion picture set-lighting acces¬
sory tradenamed the Grover Grip. De¬
signed on the principle of a carpenter's
clamp, Grover Grip has a maximum
span of 81/4" and will clamp to any
surface, flat or round. An accessary
attachment is an adjustable clamp adapt¬
able to either standard or porcelain
screw lamp sockets for use with ordi¬
nary reflectors. Manufacturer states grip
will maintain 750 watt spot in hori¬
zontal position without slipping. List
price is $6.85; accessory attachment for
sockets is $1.85.

Film Music
Request Records, 117 West 48th St.,
New \ork, N. Y., offer a free guide to
(Continued on Page 270)
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Camart Baby Dolly
Only a four wheel dolly
will provide the balance
and stability required for
professional production. Ad¬
justable seat for camera¬
man;
platform accommo¬
dates assistant.

Camart TV Mike Boom

$375.00

Improved model with new interna
noiseless mechanism for directiona
mike control. Sturdy construction of
for
maximum
lightweight
alloys
For
strength and peak efficiency.
studio or location.

Dolly Tracks Available

$297.50

Ace Clear Vision Splicer
Regel Lights
•

Stand
time

up

with

test

for Polyester Cronar base and
magnetic film. Straight or diago¬
nal butt splices do not show on
screen Uses Permacel Mylar splic¬
ing tape, no cement or scraping.
Standard Model, for 16mm and
35mm . $59.50

of

•

Complete cased units

•

Two Model 600 heads,
stands, converters, cases

$255.00
•

Deluxe model, up to 70mm

$69.50

Two Model 400 heads,
stands, converters, cases

Permacel Splicing tape,
1 6mmx66 ' .$5.00

$200.00

35mmx66 '

$9.00

.

Maco Viewfinder
Professional Hollywood-type side view¬
finder, with large, bright, erect image.
For Cine Special, Filmo, Bolex and Cine
Voice cameras.

$139.50

Tightwind Adapter
•

Eliminates CINCHING or ABRASIONS

•

Winds film smoothly—NO HOLDING

•

Fits any 16 or 35mm rewinds

•

Only tightwind
BEARING roller

•

With core adopter

operating

on

BALL¬

$29.00

Neumade Film Rack,
Model RK-1000
Six tiers accommodate 102—35mm reels and
cans or 204-16mm reels & cans. List $165.00.
US Army surplus, brand new at $89.50 each,
or $60.00 each for three or more racks. Prices
FOB, New York.

Camart Car Top Clamps
Insure a steady support for your
camera when atop station wagon or
car platform. Heavy bronze construc¬
tion. Set of 3: $28.00

uQnmutt m nr**

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

C/IMFM
MMtT

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum

TECHNICAL
16mm

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

color

internega ti ve -p osi ti ve

Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

printing and processing

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

preserves originals
gives excellent color fidelity
and color saturation
saves costs

Q

In special effects, liow is the “turn
over” effect, both vertical and hori¬
zontal, and also the “book turn.” pro¬
duced?
I refer to this type of effects
where the action continues in the scene
as the “turn over” effect is in progress.
—J.P.J.C., Dorset, England.

One method of producing the turn¬
over or page-turn effect with action in
progress is as follows: First, the picture
action is projected through a transpar¬
ent screen, with the picture area approx¬
imately 5" by 7". The projector and
screen are supported by a unit that is
so constructed that it can rotate on an
axis centered at the screen.
The set-up of the camera is arranged
to photograph the projected picture in
the position of the page to be turned.
Projection and photography is done by
stop-motion. The projection screen for
this work must be of very fine grain
material; flash-opal glass is good. The
system described has been used by
Paramount studio.—John Fulton, A.S.C.,
Paramount Studio.

Q

What
color-temperature
meter
is
used most often in the motion pic¬
ture
industry,
particularly where the
color temperature of mixed lighting can¬
not be controlled and corrective filters
must be used on the camera lens?
Is
a
color-temperature
meter
completely
reliable in a situation of this kind?—
F. H. S., Moffett Field, Calif.

COLOR
16mm
16mm

SLIDEFI LM

BLACK

COLOR

and

WHITE

MOTION . PICTURE

LAKESIDE

LABORATORY

Box 2408, Gary 5, Indiana
Labora tory:
5929 East Dunes Highway
Telephones:
Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114
Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

200
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There are a number of color-tempera¬
ture meters now on the market and it is
difficult to determine which one is used
most in motion picture studios. I per¬
sonally have been using a Spectra Color
Temperature meter with very good re¬
sults.
Over the years I have exposed a lot of
Kodachrome film in all kinds of mixed
light situations where color correction
could only be effected with filters on the
camera lens, and I have had fine results

April, 1957

using filters as indicated by the color
temperature meter. — Walter Strenge,
A.S.C.

Q

How is the great depth of focus
achieved in multiplane animation
photography?
Are special optics em¬
ployed?—Q. Z., Walnut Creek, Calif.

Focus is satisfactorily maintained in
multiplane photography by working
with sufficient volume of illumination
and duration of exposure to permit use
of the small diaphragm opening that
provides maximum depth of field.
In the composition of the multiplane
scenes, the various planes are spaced so
the depth of field does not exceed the
depth limitations of the lens being used.
No special optics are required; any
modern, high-quality cine lens may be
used for this work. — Ub Iwerks, ASC,
Walt Disney Studio.

Q

In recent years I have been using
Eastman
Kodachrome
Commercial
film for my 16mm work. I have never
been completely satisfied with some of
the prints that I have obtained. Recently
I had occasion to view some 16mm color
prints that were superior to mine, and
upon inquiry learned that the photog¬
raphy had been done on regular Koda¬
chrome. I have been under the impres¬
sion that to get good color film prints,
it is necessary to shoot with Commercial
Kodachrome. Obviously this is no longer
true when the new Kodachrome dupli¬
cating stock is used for prints.—R. B.,
Stowe, Vermont.

With the old type Kodachrome dupli¬
cating stock, high contrast was a prob¬
lem. Therefore, Kodachrome Commer¬
cial has always been recommended
for photography where prints subse¬
quently were to be made. Now, because
the new Kodachrome duplicating stock
is of lower contrast, very good dupli¬
cates or prints can be made where regu¬
lar Kodachrome has been used for pho¬
tography. I have seen fine results ob¬
tained from both type films. It should
be borne in mind that for the new Koda¬
chrome duplicating stock, it is advan¬
tageous to have more fully color-satu¬
rated originals to print from.—Ted Fogelman, A.S.C. Associate.
(Continued on Page 265)
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SOUND

CAN PRODUCE GENUINE
1

SOUND
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mm

Select with confidence equipment with proven reliability—
backed by the reputation of a great trade name—
Magnasync - Magnaphonic
1*1!

the
1

MARK IX

from $2145.00

1

!

the
>

from $1570.00

''

"

'' * ' v"

TYPE 5

the

«/''

TYPE 1

from $1360.00

.

the

rwirTYM

X-400

from $985.00
TERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

PORTABLE FILM RECORDERS

I I

I

I I ■ I

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
DEALERS

*
NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St.
New York 36 JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

fPMsynci
//fa/uftfmic
SOUND SYSTEM

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.
CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

Junior Tripod

a o3en jor the
^I Javif 3

Vastly Improved
Over Any Tripod

Eolith

“n
yji'jura ti on

(niincj

f~^ofe

oj

^xpeclitiion
reeze

in its Class!
For top professional perform¬
ance. Takes all types of med¬
ium weight cameras. Outside,
knurled camera tightening
knob with angle gears. Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second
handle position. Positive pan and tilt locks; large tightening levers.
Detachable, precision machined friction plate. One-piece leg locking
knobs for quick adjustments, even tension. Aluminum leg supports with
leg rest ledge—aluminum leg bearings. Extra smooth friction head—
guaranteed 5 years. Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated, polished
—will not stick.

ONLY
Write

for

$145

brochure

showing

AURICON PR0-600
for 16mm Optical Sound - On - Film
Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

complete

line

of

tripods

&

accessories.

Film Numbering Pays Off
Die MOy IS aym S ss m/m
Visible Edge Film
lumbering Machine

Unnumbered
films cause
confusion
loss

of

and
time.

The MOV edge
numbers
foot
171/2,

of

every
16,

35mm

film

Bhmping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

Simplifies the task of
checking titles, foot¬
age. Replaces cue
marks, perforations,
messy crayons, punch¬
es, embossing and
other unsatisfactory
methods which muti¬
late film. Work prints
showing special effects, fades and dissolves require edge numbering to keep
count of frames cut or added.
Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope
stereophonic recordings make edge numbering a MUST.
Write for brochure.

“Auricon Pro-600” with SingleLens “C” Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

★ Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
flow of The "Auricon Pro-600" is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!

With New Improved Non-Clog Inking System, $2475

★ 600 ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.

Titler & Special Effects Kit

★ Synchronous Motor Drive for "SingleSystem"
or
"Double-System"
Re¬
cording.

for TOP
Professional
Results!

Model TG, II, 16mm.
$175
Model TG, III, 16mm
.$225
Model TG, IV, 16/35mm (illustrated) $325

For producing the
widest range of
titles, trick films,
cartoons, anima¬
tion, etc.
Takes
most types of
cameras. Horizon¬
tal and vertical
operation.
Table
adjustable north,
east, south, west.
Front and rear il¬
lumination.
Title
board size 7 Vsv
x 91/2" with tip¬
ping frame, over¬
all dimensions 40" x 15" x 12",
weight 40 lbs. Complete with all
accessories. Write for brochure.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

“Auricon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

★ Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

PRICES START AT $1165

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
Write for free illustrated “AURICON PRO-600” literature and prices.

Under rigorous Antarctica below zero tempera¬
tures, “Operation Deepfreeze,” cameraman Bil
Hartigan’s Auricon Pro-600 operated perfectly
throughout the changing climatic conditions.

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440, Cable: Sosound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.—Phone HO 7-9202

Animation & Special Effects Camera
TEL-Animastand

... for Motion Picture Producers,
Animators, Special Effects Labs, TV Stations, Advertising Agencies, Etc.
Embodies features of the photo enlarger, movie
camera, micrometer and railroad roundhouse.
Optical effects such as pans, angles, zooms,
quick closeups and every variation for trick
photography may be produced with the TELAnimastand.

sToT h Vvi s Vr o m ft

Ul-Animastand USER

A camera fitted to a movable, counterbalanced
vertical carriage photographs the art work.
Will accept even the heaviest 16mm or 35mm
camera. (Acme with stop motion motor illus¬
trated.) All basic movements associated with
high priced stands are incorporated. Accuracy
is assured through precise registration of art
work. Includes four Veeder Root counters which
calibrate
18”
north/south
movement,
24"
east/west travel, and zoom movements to the
Art Table or Cel Board.

^fpot'ieTfiee1 ^
•

•„e have had our
tEL-Animastand

‘

new TEl* *

three

tittle 0

Yiave

months &n

to work.

really Put ^
tell
Vie a^a?raccordinB <-°
you tha
the TEloUr reCor^ has actually

Among the recent purchasers are:
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
University of California Radiation Lab., Livermore, Calif.
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont

pleases us very«^_

TEL-Animastand with
TEL-Anima
sliding
cell board, rotated
at 45°

Basic Unit Only $2995

Produce Rock-Steady Prints improve Vour Film Titles
with the Tel-Animaprint
with the

TEL-Amatic Printer

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.

PROFESSIONAL continuous contact
sound and picture printer for 16mm
films.

priced HOT
PRESS TITLE MACHINE for high
quality, fast lettering—the an¬
swer to economy and precision
accuracy in film titling. Prints
dry from colored
foil for instant use.
Acme pegs assure
perfect registration
on paper or ace¬
tate cells. Prints all
colors. TEL-Animaprint tools
for Top Tech¬
niques— great¬
est dollar - for dollar value in
the industry.

TEL-Amatic does all with rock-steady
Has outstand¬

ing features never achieved before in
the low cost field.
• Semi-automatic

13

scene

mechanical

•

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for prop¬
er registration of neg. and pos. films.

light change for frame line change.
•

•

Large capacity of 1200 feet.

• Three-way aperture

for sound,

Lamp

•

accommodates

filters

for

Footage counter and light change card
indicator included.

and composite at main sprocket.
TEL-Amatic

Printer complete—ready for bench

TEL-Amatic

Printer

mounted

holder

color printing.
picture

on

heavy

$435

The first sensibly

white, reversal, sound or silent films.
precision.

HEATING
CONTROL

Designed for color, black and

professional

WITH NEW

floor

or table

mountings,

ONLY $1350

pedestal. ONLY $1495

Write for TEL-Anima Literature covering every need for animation

t

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Convenient payment terms arranged.

You may apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
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6331
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602 WEST 52nd ST„ NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Hollywood

Phone: PLaza 7-0440
28,

California

EST.

1926

Cable: S0S0UND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202
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Photographic Assignments

Sixticolor

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
•Asterisks indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Neumann,
ASC, “The
Disem¬
bodied/’ with Paul Burke and Allison Hayes.
Walter Grauman, director, “My Gun is
Quick,” (Parklane Prods, for UA Release)
with Robert Bray and Pamela Duncan. George
White and Phil Victor, prod.-directors.
© Harry

AMERICAN NATIONAL

• Walter Castle, ASC, “Mickey Mouse
Club,’ * with the Mouseketeers. Sidney Miller
and Charles Nichols, directors.

Filter Indicator
costly

trial

exposures

and

avoid

This compact meter (2’Ax

3x1") shows the color temperature of the light

• Curt
Fetters,
“Dr. Christian,”* (ZivTV with MacDonald Carey. Henry Kessler,
director.

source (2600 to 20,000° K| and, simultaneous¬
ly, indicates correction filter required for correct
color

balance

SIXTICOLOR

with

any

complete

type

with

of

color

film.

leather case

and

neck chain

$39.95 f.o.b. N.Y.

The CAMERA MART Inc.
1845

Broadway,

New York

23,

N.

Y.

r —— — ——— ——-z^——

What’s new for
|
film processing?

I

• Bob
Hoffman. “Sea Hunt,”*
(Ziv-TV)
Felix Feist, director: “Dr. Christian,”* (ZivTV) with MacDonald Carey. Eddie Davis,
director; “West Point,”* (Ziv-TV). Ted Post,
director; “Men of Annapolis,* (Ziv-TV). Paul
Gilfole, director.

“West Point,” (Ziv-TV).
Ted Post, director; ‘Sea Hunt,”* (Ziv-TV).
Felix Feist, director; “Men of Annapolis,”*
(Ziv-TV). Paul Gilfole, director; “Highway
Patrol,” (Ziv-TV) with Broderick Crawford.
Eddie Davis, director.
• Monroe Askins,

PLaza 7-6977

® J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “The Cat in the
Tree,”* (Norss Prods.) with James Gregory.
Frank Shaffner, director.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
McAlpin,
“O’Henry Playhouse,”*
(Grosse-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godfrey and Barney Girard, directors.

• Jack Hildyard, ‘‘The Bridge on the River
Kwai,” (Horizon-American Prods., shooting
in Ceylon) with Jack Hawkins and Alec
Guinness. David Lean, director.

• No solution contamination
• Stainless—Non Corrosive
for

ASC, “Jeanne Eagels,”
(George Sidney Prods.) with Kim Novak
and Jeff Chandler. George Sidney, director.

equipment
information

• Basil Emmott, “The Long Haul,” (Marks¬
man Films; shooting in London) with Victor
Mature and Diana Dors. Ken Hughes, direc¬
tor.

• Abrasion resistant steel
longer life than other
materials.
To
lower
your
processing
maintenance costs write for

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

• Frank Redmon,
Don Weis, director.

ASC,

“T.C.F.

Hour,”*.

• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “Anything, Inc.”*
(Pilot) Charles Haas, director; “Man With¬
out a Gun,’’* (Pilot). Chester Niver, director.

• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”* (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.* Rod Amateau, director; “Maggie,”
• (Pilot; McCadden Prods.) with Margaret
O'Brien. Rod Amateau, director; Mobilgas
commercial* Bob Gordon, director.

• Hal

COLUMBIA

• No oil lubrication

Miller,
ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”* (Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
• Virgil

GENERAL SERVICE

• Fleet
Southcott,
“Gunsmoke,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.

• Less Film spoilage

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

BILTMORE STUDIOS, NEW YORK

•

A stainless steel
ball bearing for
/our guide spools.

WALT DISNEY

• Charles P. Boyle, ASC, “Old Yeller,”
(Technicolor) with Dorothy McGuire and
Fess Parker, Robert Stevenson, director.

Color Temperature Meter/

"off-color" results.

• Gert Anderson, ASC, “Playhouse 90”*
(Screen Gems). Oscar Rudolph, director.

Thompson, ASC, “Calypso Joe,”
(William F. Broidy Prod.) with Herb Jeffries
and Angie Dickinson. Edward Dein, director.
• Stuart

Eliminate

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “The Mad Ball,”
with Jack Lemmon and Kathryn Grant. Rich¬
ard Quine, director.

•

Robert

Planck,

• Harry
Wild,
ASC, “Bob
Cummings
Show,”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
• Phillip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Jackie Cooper, di¬
rector.
• Frank Phillips, “Navy Log,”*
Prods. Inc.). Sam Gallu, director.

(Gallu

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
• Arch
Prods ).

Dalzell,
“Panic,”
(McCadden
Maury Geraghty, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

“Bitter Victory,” (CinemaScope; Transcontinental Films; shooting in
Libya) with Richard Burton and Kurd Jur¬
gens. Nicholas Ray, director.
• Michel Kelber,

Dept. C

• Norbert
Brodine,
ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.”* (Lewislor Inc.,) with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.

Dale Gear & Bearing Suppy Co.
114-15 Atlantic Avenue
Richmond Hill 18, N. Y.
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• Benjamine Kline, ASC, “Calypso Heat¬
wave,’ with Johnny Desmond. Fred E. Sears,
director.

April, 1957

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.

•

(Continued on Page 206)

NOW in the East it’s

■

MOVIELAB

• 16mm-35mm EASTMAN COLOR
Negative-Positive Processing
• Staffed by experienced COLOR
technicians.
• Also KODACHROME and ANSCOCOLOR Printing.

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360
COLOR

LABORATORIES

CAESAR-SALTZMAN
Special Effects Optical Printers
and Animation Equipment

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 204)
GOLD MEDAL STUDIOS, N.Y.
• Torben Johnke, ASC, “Decoy,”*
(Pyra¬
mid Prods.) with Beverly Garland. Don Med¬
ford, director.

INDEPENDENTS
Wong Howe, ASC, “The Sweet
Smell of Success,”
(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster).
Prod, for UA with Burt Lancaster, Tony
Curtis and Susan Harrison. Alexander MacKendirck, director.
• James

ANIMATION AND SPECIAL
EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• Jack Cardiff, “Legend of the Lost,” (Batjac-Panama Prods, for UA release; shooting
in Rome & Tripoli; Technirama) with John
Waayne, Sophia Loren, and Rossano Brazzi.
Henry Hathaway, producer-director.

Model No. 111-E
An intelligent approach to today’s
problems of TV commercials. It is
made to serve the multiple tasks of
the animation field to take angle
shots _ and zooms, matching zooms,
spinning, as well as countless other
photographic requirements. We man¬
ufacture a complete range of styles
and sizes.

• George
Perinal,
“St. Joan,”
(Carlyle
Prods, shooting in London) with Richard
Todd and Richard Widmark. Otto Premin¬
ger, producer-director.
• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Dope Ship,” (BelAir Prod, for UA release) with John Russell.
Wm. Hole, Jr, director.
Grindrod, “The Dream Machine,”
(Amalgamated Prods, shooting at Merton
Park Studios, London) with Rod Cameron
and Mary Murphy. Montgomery Tully, di¬
rector.
• Philip

• Perry Finnerman, “Buffalo Gun,” (Albert
C. Gannaway Prod., shooting at Corriganville)
with Wayne Morris, Don Barry and Mary
Ellen Kaye. Albert C. Gannaway, director.

ITALY
• Pier
Ludovico
Pavoni,
“The
Yellow
River,” (shooting in Peking). Carlo Lizzani,
director.

KEYWEST STUDIOS
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious

pictures.

Wm. Claxton, director.

LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE
• Alan

ASC,
“People
Are
Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Atkins, director.

Stensvold,

Funny,”* (Art
Linkletter. Irv

McGOWAN STUDIOS

OPTICAL PRINTER FOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS WORK

• Ray Foster, ASC, Vasoline hair tonic and
Gem razor commercials.* (La Brea Prods.)
Hank Ludwin, director.

Will print 4 times reduction to
4 times enlargement in one
continuous zoom. Complete au¬
tomatic focus. Many combina¬
tions of movement and optical
effects available.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Les Girls,” (CinemaScope; Metrocolor) with Gene Kelly and
Mitzi Gaynor, George Cukor, director.
• John

Alton,

“Tip

On

a

Dead

(Continued on Page 266)

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE

Headquarters far Professional Photographic Equipment Since 1920

. G. SALTZMAN INC. /S!^
SALES DISTRIBUTORS for CAESAR MANUFACTURING, INC.
480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856

Jockey,”

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for
A RRIFLEX

•

•

•

16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can t
beat

XI-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates all advantages of Arriflex
35mm Camera, with mirror reflex system which permits viewing
and focusing through taking lens while camera is in operation.
Viewfinder shows clear, well-defined image correct parallax, un¬
inverted and right-side-up; eyepiece has 10-power magnifier.
3-lens turret. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also ac¬
cessory 400-ft. magazines.

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

Come

in

and

see

You’ll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses
from 11.5 mm to 600 mm • 200 to 400 ft magazines • nickel
cadmium batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • Hi-Hat adapter for
use on Pro Jr Tripod • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For
tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing
for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO"AVAILABLE.

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
61/2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:
Lenses from 11.5 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬
able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Dept. A 31S West 43rd St.. New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

LETTERS
Sirs.
In the article, “Jack Cardiff’s VistaVision Venture” by Derek Hill in your
December, 1956, issue, Mr. Hill has
made kind references to my work in the
film for which I am grateful. However,
statements made with regard to my
work are not complete. I would there¬
fore like to acquaint you with the facts.
At the same time I want to emphasize
that this letter should not be construed
as a complaint against Mr. Jack Cardiff,
to whom the statement regarding my
work is attributed.
My contribution (as one of the pho¬
tographers)
of the film "War and
Peace” amounts to approximately IV2
hours screen time. The following se¬
quences were shot by me:
1. General Kutzov—all the sequences
relating to him in the film.
2. All sequences of the country house
of Prince Andre.
3. The meeting of Pierre and Andre,
at the river.
4. Battle of Austerlitz.
5. Many details of the battle of Boro¬
dino.
6. Entry of Napoleon’s troops into
Moscow.
7. Napoleon’s troops leaving Moscow.
8. Sequences of the retreat of the
French troops.
9. Collaborated in the shooting of the
scenes of the passage to Berasina.
10. Miscellaneous other small scenes.
—A Ido Tonti

"At Lockheed Missiles,
We Rely on Arriflexes”
Says Stan Gilman, Director of Cinematography,
Motion Picture Department, Lockheed Missiles

"Adaptability is extremely important to us at Lockheed
Missiles. We rely on our six ARRIFLEXES as versatile
cameras that can be used under any and all circumstances.
From fast moving flight tests to exacting scientific studies,
our ARRIFLEX cameras prove themselves essential every
day of the year. 'ARRI’S’ also maintain a very high stan¬
dard of production quality. The 'ARRF shown above was
purchased from BIRNS & SAWYER.”

Let us show YOU how to fit
this superb equipment into
your film program —and

• The editors are grateful to Mr. Tonti for
the above information and are pleased to
make it known to readers in this column.
In the credit titles of “War and Peace” Jack
Cardiff is credited as director of photography,
with Aldo Tonti receiving screen credit for
additional photography. At the time Derek
Hill prepared his article, Mr. Tonti was un¬
available for interview.

into your budget.

BIRNS & SAWYER

%

Sirs:

8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

ADAPTER PLATES for MILLER HEADS
Mount either Model

“C”

or “D”

$15»o

heads on:

POSTPAID

PRO-JUNIOR, F&B, S.O.S. TRIPODS
(Built

"THIN”

in

CUSTOM

level — Satisfaction

CAMERA

PLATES

(4%

Guaranteed)

FOR

CINE

SPECIAL

ON

MILLER

Tax

in

Calif.)

HEAD

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING
MILLER HEADS - TRIPODS - FIBER CASES AVAILABLE
Box 25761

Los Angeles 25, California

(GRanite 7-4570)

BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT . . .
In the classified ads on pages 269 and 270, this issue.
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In your article on “Oscar” nominees
in your March, 1957, issue, you state,
on page 180: “Of the ten (nominee)
cinematographers named above, six have
previously won Academy Awards for
photographic achievement.” You then
go on to mention five—Loyal Griggs,
Boris Kaufman, Joseph Ruttenberg,
Leon Shamroy, and Harry Stradling—
omitting Burnett Guffey. Guffey, as your
records will show, won an “Oscar” in
1953 for the fine black-and-white pho¬
tography of Columbia Pictures’ “From
Here To Eternity.”—Rod Lamont, Glen¬
dale, Calif.
• It was entirely an oversight and we apolo¬
gize to Burnett Guffey for the unwarranted
omission of his name and credits in the article
referred to.

1000 AMPERE UNIT
rmrmmmvnI MOT ION PiCTURE & TELE VISION LIGHTING*
333 WEST 52'SXJJJEJW. YORK 19

Cl6 5470i

1600 AMPERE UNIT

A NEW 1600 AMPERE DC GENERATOR
POWER PLANT JOINS THE
ROSS SMLVER FLEET
This new dependable power unit takes its place
alongside the 1000 ampere unit shown.
700-300 and 200 Ampere Units
INC.

333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N.Y.

are also available for rental.

From the largest generator plant to a complete

Circle 6-5470

line of lighting, grip equipment and props,
you can depend on fast reliable service from
Lighting Equipment
Grips and Props for Motion Pictures
and Television Studios

our complete stock.
For rental or purchase.
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MIVI
Service
Laboratory

News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

industry personalities

BULLETIN BOARD

its members, and important

Unsurpassed for ...

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
Phone BRoadway 5-2323

r{ \.

1672 Union Ave.

Memphis 4, Tenn.

^7he 'l^Vlaster

an in ijj

lyJoLir 77ilm

rues

“OSCAR” AND
row,

left

Joseph

★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States

■PR
\

“EMMY” award

nominees were feted at the ASC’s monthy dinner March

20th at the Society’s clubhouse in Hollywood.
to

right):

Ruttenberg

Walter

Strenge

(Oscar).

Back

(Emmy),

row:

Gathered at the nominees table were {front
Hal

Norbert

Burnett Guffey (Emmy) and Lionel Lindon (Oscar).
Lindon

the Academy’s Oscar.

(Story elsewhere

Rosson

(Oscar),

Leon

Brodine

(Emmy),

Robert

Shamroy
Pittack

(Oscar),
(Emmy),

Subsequently Brodine won the Emmy and
in this

issue.)

NOW!

FOR THE FIRST TIME

I SPECIAL PURCHASE
m

and brand new

m

The HOLMES 35 mm.
Ml PORTABLE

P

Sound on Film
Equipment
'at

$4995°:
Factory List Price

$1,550
HERE'S THE
AMAZING DEAL

2 — Holmes Boll
Boaring 35 mm.
Portable Sound Projectors,
constont speed motors, 1000 wott
Mazda lamphouses, 2000' upper and lower magazines, photo¬
cells, exciter lamps, etc. (Brand New). 2—Series 1 4" lenses,
with adapters (New). I — Set projector, photocell and exciter
lamp cobles (New). I—Amplifier, late model, 25/30 watt out¬
put (Rebuilt like New). I—Jensen Heavy Duty 12" PM speaker,
with baffle and 75 feat cable (Reconed and refinished), guar¬
anteed same as new).
^

★STAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.i
621 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

ll!lllll!llllllllll!llllllll!lllillll!lllllllll|lll||l|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||j|||ll|||j||t||j||||||||lljlllllllU
“like adding a sixth sense ...”

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras; Bell & Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAR Products €orp.
602 E. Colorado Ave.

•

Santa Monica, Calif.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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MEMENTOS

in

folds marking
sented

by

ASC

form

of gold

engraved

bill¬

nominations honor were pre¬
to

president George

all

nominees.

Here

ASC

Folsey makes presentation

to Norbert Brodine.

Strong criticism was voiced last month
by members of the ASC over handling
of the award for TV film photography
by the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences at its televised presentation
ceremonies. Cinematographer Brodine,
who won Emmy for photography of
“The Pearl,’' was never included in the
televised portion of the presentation,
being shunted to the closing minutes of
the program and receiving his award
after show went off the air. Quite a num¬
ber of ASC members are also members
of the television Academy. Hal Mohr
and Robert deGrasse are on the Acad¬
emy’s Board of Directors.
e

April, 1957

EAGERLY
mento

examining

are

(left

George Folsey,
Ultimate

award

to

Joe

Ruttenberg’s

right)

Leon

me¬

Shamroy,

Ruttenberg, and Hal Rosson.
winners

will

receive

ASC

plaque.

The Photographers’ Association of
America, at its convention in Washing¬
ton last month, conferred its highest
honor on Charles
Kosher, ASC, now
retired and living
in Jamaica. Rosher,
who came to Wash¬
ington to attend con¬
vention, received the
Association's Honor¬
ary Master of Pho¬
tography scroll be¬
fore a packed audi¬
ence of 900 top flight photographers
/Continued on Page 264)

CAMERA EQUIPMENT—
Where the Pros go fer

Conversion of 100 ft.
New

AURICON CINE VOICE
to 1200 ft. capacity.

SPECTRA

3-color

icludes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision conersion permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (11 min. running
me) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Includes intallation of Veeder footage counter. We convert your present
jne Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with
xternal magazines.
Conversion-less magazines $450.00
ositive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for
mall additional charge.

IVIETER

Only accurate meter that
measures all light sources,
including daylight. Measures
the proportionate amounts
of all 3 primary colors in the
light source, and indicates
the filters needed for positive
color correction. Product of
Photo Research Corporation.

Complete line of 16mm and 35 Cameras

With case and strap $305.00
With Kelvin scale $325.00

3-wheel portable

750-2000-5000 Watt

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

CONE LIGHTS

Illustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also
takes Professional Junior and most stand¬
ard tripods. You can’t beat it for light¬
weight convenience.
$300.00

Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.
750W-$75.
2000W-$110.
5000W-$175.00. Less stand.

ACE CLEAR VISION MAGNETIC FILM SPLICER
Features Lucite pressure plate for complete splice
visibility.

Non-Magnetic. Makes strong butt or

lap splices, straight or diagonal in 16, 17 V2 &
35mm film. Works on all types of film.
Deluxe Model $69.50

*9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
*PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. ‘Electric Footage Timers
‘Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.
‘Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers.
‘DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.
“Complete line of Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders”
Prices subject to change without notice.

(JflmcRH (lOuipmcnT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

his first award in 1945 for the special
effects in “Wonder Man” (Paramount)
and the second in 1955 for the special
effects in “The Bridges of Toko Ri”
(Paramount).
Nearly 1800 members of the Acad¬
emy participated in the voting which
singled out the winners of this year’s
awards for photographic achievement.
Most agree that making a final selec¬
tion from the nomination list was an
especially difficult decision this year,
so uniformly good was the competition.
Undoubtedly the tremendous scope of
the photographic operation, and the
great obstacles that were encountered
and surmounted by Lindon in the
global assignment coupled with extra¬
ordinary color and pictorial composi¬
tions achieved, easily swung the voting
in favor of “Around the World in 80
Days” for best color cinematography.

FOR BEST ACHIEVEMENT in cinematography, “Oscars” were awarded Lionel

Lindon, ASC,

(left) for the color photography of “Around the World in 80 Days,” and to Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, for the black-and-white photography of “Somebody Up There Likes Me.”

Joseph Ruttenberg’s black-and-white
photography is always stiff competition
for his contemporaries. It isn’t every
year that he is given an assignment
affording opportunity to display his full
cinematographic talents. But in “Some¬
body Up There Likes Me” he found
both a story with great camera treat¬
ment possibilities and a sympathetic
director, without which no cinematog¬
rapher can achieve the sort of pho¬
tography that rates an Academy Award.
In this picture were all the photo¬
graphic naunces, the masterful pic¬
torial touches of the true cinema¬
tographic artist, that previously had
accented his photography of “The Great
Waltz” and “Mrs. Miniver.”

"OSCAR WINNERS"
. . . for the best cinematography of 1956.

A

name was added last month
to the roster of ASC members who
have won Academy Awards for cine¬
matography, and two two-time winners
added another “Oscar” to their col¬
lections. Lionel Lindon received the
Academy’s “Oscar” for Best Achieve¬
ment in Color Cinematography and
Joseph Ruttenberg picked up his third
“Oscar” award for Best Achievement
in
Black-and-White
Cinematography.
John Fulton, with two previous awards
to his credit, received an “Oscar” for
Best
Achievement
in
Photographic
Special Effects.
Lindon’s award resulted from his
photography of Michael Todd’s “Around
the World in 80 Days,” voted by the
Academy membership as the best color
cinematography of a picture produced
during 1956.
new
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Joseph Ruttenberg, for many years
one of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio’s
top directors of photography, was cited
by the Academy for his photography
of “Somebody Up There Likes Me,”
voted the best achievement in blackand-white cinematography for 1956.
Long an exponent of dramatic mono¬
chrome cinematography, Ruttenberg’s
three awards all have been won for
black-and-white photography. He was
awarded his first “Oscar” in 1938 for
“The Great Waltz” (MGM), and he
was an easy victor again in 1942 when
he won the Academy’s cinematography
award for “Mrs. Miniver” (MGM).
John Fulton won his third Academy
Award this year for what is undoubt¬
edly the greatest single achievement in
special photographic effects—that of
“The Ten Commandments.” He won

April, 1957

“OSCAR”
went

to

“The

Ten

for
John

best
Fulton,

Special
ASC,

Commandments.”

Photographic
for

his

fine

Effects

work

on

In all, ten major motion picture pro¬
ductions of 1956 were nominated for
cinematography
achievement
awards
by the Academy membership.
The
eight directors of photography who
were in the running with Lindon and
Ruttenberg
have
each
received
a
Nomination Certificate from the Acad¬
emy, which in itself is considered some¬
thing more than a consolation award.
These cinematographers and their nomi¬
nated pictures are:
Jack Cardiff, BSC, “War and Peace*’
(Color).
Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Ten Com¬
mandments” (Color).
Burnett Guffey, ASC, “The Harder
They Fall” (Black-and-white).
Boris Kaufman, ASC, “Baby Doll”
(Black-and-white).
Hal Rosson, ASC, “The Bad Seed
(Black-and-white).
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “The King
and I” (Color).
Harry Stradling, ASC, “The Eddy
Duchin Story” (Color).
Walter Strenge, ASC, “Stagecoach to
Fury” (Black-and-white).
The Scientific and Technical Awards,
Class III, made by the Academy this
year are of interest, pertaining as most
of them do to the photography or pro¬
duction techniques of motion
pic¬
tures, and also because involved in
their development were members of the
American Society of Cinematograph¬
ers. The awards, in the form of the
special Academy gold plaque, were
presented to:
Richard H. Ranger of Rangertone,
Inc., for development of a synchronous
recording and reproducing system em¬
ploying common quarter-inch magnetic
tape.
Ted Hirsch, Carl Hague and Edward
Reichard of Consolidated Film Indus¬
tries for an automatic scene counter
for laboratory projection. (Ted Hirsch
is an ASC Associate.)
Paramount Pictures technical depart¬
ments, formerly headed by Loren L.
Ryder (ASC Associate), for engineer¬
ing and developing the Paramount
horizontal-movement VistaVision cam¬
era.
Roy C. Stewart & Sons, Dr. Charles
R. Daily (ASC Associate) and the
transparency department of Paramount
Studio for engineering and developing
the HiTrans and Para-HiTrans rear
projection screens.
The
Construction
Department
of
MGM Studio for a new hand-portable
fog making machine.
Daniel J. Bloomberg, John Pond,
William Wade (ASC Associate) and
the engineering and camera depart¬
ments of Republic Studio for the
Naturama adaptation to the Mitchell
cameras.
Other major awards presented by the

ROSTER OF “OSCAR” WINNERS FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY
1928 to 1955
Year

Class.

Cameraman

Studio

Picture Title

1956
1956
1956

B&W
Color
Effects

Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S,C.
Lionel Lindon. A.S.C.
John Fulton, A.S.C.

“Somebody Up There Likes Me’ ’MGM
“Around the World in 80 Days” Todd-U.A.
Para.
“The Ten Commandments”

1955
1955

B&W
Color
Effects

James Wong Howe, A.S.C.
Robert Burks, A.S.C.
John Fulton, A.S.C.

“The Rose Tattoo”
“To Catch A Thief”
“Bridges of Toko-Ri”

1954
1954

B&W
Color

Boris Kaufman, A.S.C.
Milton Krasner, A.S.C.

Col.
“On the Waterfront”
“Three Coins in the Fountain” Fox

1953
1953

B&W
Color

Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.
Loyal Griggs, A.S.C.

“From Here To Eternity”
“Shane”

Col.
Para.

1952

B&W

Robert Surtees, A.S.C.
Winton Hoch, A.S.C.
|
Archie Stout, A.S.C.

“The Bad and the Beautiful”

MGM

(
(

“The Quiet Man”

Argosy

William Mellor, A.S.C.
Alfred Gilks, A.S.C.
John Alton, A.S.C.

“A Place In The Sun”

Para.

/
\

“American In Paris”

MGM

Color
1951

B&W
Color

j

Para.
Para.
Para.

1950

B&W
Color

Robert Krasker
Robert Surtees, A.S.C.

“The Third Man”
“King Solomon’s Mines”

British
MGM

1949

B&W
Color

Paul Vogel, A.S.C.
Winton Hoch, A.S.C.

“Battleground”
“She Wore Yellow Ribbon”

MGM
R.K.O.

1948

B&W

“The Naked City”

U-I

“Joan Of Arc”

R.K.O.

“Great Expectations”
“Black Narcissus”

Rank-U-I
Rank-U-I

“Anna And King Of Siam”

Fox

“The Yearling”

MGM

William Daniels, A.S.C.
j Joseph Valentine, A.S.C.
Color < William V. Skall, A.S.C.
.Winton Hoch, A.S.C.

1947

B&W
Color

1946

B&W
Color

J
}
)

Guy Green
Jack Cardiff, A.S.C.
Arthur Miller, A.S.C.
jf Charles Rosher, A.S.C.
< Leonard Smith, A.S.C.
1. Arthur Arling, A.S.C.

^
/
/

1945

B&W
Color
Effects

Harry Stradling, A.S.C.
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.
John Fulton. A.S.C.

“Picture Of Dorian Gray”
“Leave Her To Heaven”
“Wonder Man”

MGM
Fox
Para.

1944

B&W
Color

Joseph LaShelle, A.S.C.
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.

“Laura”
“Wilson”

Fox
Fox

1943

B&W

“Song Of Bernadette”

Fox

“Phantom Of The Opera”

Univ.

“Mrs. Miniver”
“The Black Swan”
“Reap The Wild Wind”

MGM
Fox
Para.

“How Green My Valley”

Fox

“Blood And Sand”

Fox

“1 Wanted Wings”

Para.

“Rebecca”
“Thief Of Bagdad”

Selznick
Korda

“Wuthering Heights”

Goldwyn

“Gone With The Wind”

Selznick-MGM

Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C.
Farciot Edouart, A.S.C.

“The Great Waltz”
“Spawn of the North”

MGM
Para.

1937

Karl Freund, A.S.C.

“The Good Earth”

MGM

1936

Tony Gaudio, A.S.C.

“Anthony Adverse”

WB

1935

Hal Mohr, A.S.C.

“Midsummer Night's Dream”

WB

1934

Victor Milner, A.S.C.

“Cleopatra”

Para.

1933

Charles B. Lang Jr., A.S.C.

“A Farewell To Arms”

Para.

1932

Lee Garmes, A.S.C.

“Shanghai Express”

Para.

1931

Floyd Crosby, A.S.C.

“Tabu”

Para.

1930

\ William Van Der Veer
1 Joseph T. Rucker

“With Byrd At So. Pole”

Para.

1929

Clyde DeVinna, A.S.C.

“White Shadows In So. Seas”

MGM

1928

) Charles Rosher, A.S.C.
) Karl Struss, A.S.C.

“Sunrise”

Fox

Color

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.
) Hal Mohr, A.S.C.
) W. Howard Greene

(
\

Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C.
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.
Farciot Edouart, A.S.C.

1942

B&W
Color
Effects

1941

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.
j Ernest Palmer, A.S.C.
Color ■
) Ray Rennahan. A.S.C.
Farciot Edouart, A.S.C.
Effects
B&W

1940

B&W
Color

George Barnes, A.S.C.
George Perrinal

1939

B&W

Gregg Toland, A.S.C.
j Ernest Haller, A.S.C.
■
/ Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.

Color
1938
Effects

(
(

(
{

/
f

/
\
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*
*
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EMM Y
AWARD

*

+
*
*

NORBERT BRODINE, A.S.C., won the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences’ coveted “Emmy” award last month for Best Achievement in
Photography of a television film production televised in 1956. His skillful
photography of “The Pearl,” a film in the “Loretta Young Show” series,
won him the award. Brodine has been photographing TV films three years,
was previously at M-G-M.

*
*
*
*
Jf

*
*
JACK CARDIFF, B.S.C., was recipient this year of Look Magazine’s annual
award for Best Achievement in Cinematography. Look cited Cardiff for
his superlative color photography of “War and Peace,” which was also
nominated for an Academy Award, but failed to win in the final voting.
Cardiff, who is a member of the British Society of Cinematographers, won
an “Oscar” in 1947 for "Black Narcissus.”

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

+

LOOK
AWARD

*

*
*
*

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences this year are:
Best Picture: “Around the World in
80 Days,” Michael Todd-United Artists.
Best Actor: Yul Brynner for “The
King and I,” 20th-Fox.
Best Actress: Ingrid Bergman for
“Anastasia,” 20th-Fox.
Best Supporting Actor:
Anthony
Quinn in “Lust for Life,” MGM.
Best Supporting Actress: Dorothy
Malone for “Written on the Wind,”
Universal-International.
Best Direction: George Stevens,
“Giant,” Warner Bros.
Best Screenplay: James Poe, John
Farrow, S. J. Perlman, “Around the
World in 80 Days,” Todd-U.A.
Best Original Story and Screenplay:
Albert Lamorisse, “The Red Balloon,”
Films Montsouris-Lopert.
Best Art Direction, B&W: Cedric
Gibbons, Malcolm F. Brown, “Some¬
body LTp There Likes Me,” MGM.
Best Set Direction, B&W: Edwin B.
Willis, F. Keogh Gleason, “Somebody
Up There Likes Me.”
Best Art Direction, Color: Lyle R.
Wheeler, John DeCuir, “The King and
I,” 20th-Fox.
Best Set Decoration, Color: “The
King and I.”
Best Costume Design, B&W: Jean
Louis, “Solid Gold Cadillac,” Columbia.
Best Costume Design, Color: Irene
Sharaff, “The King and I,” 20th-Fox.
Best Documentary Feature: “Silent
World,” Jacques-Yves Cousteau-Columbia.
Best Documentary Short: “The True
Story of the Civil War,” Louis Clyde,
producer.
Best Film Editing: Gene Ruggiero,
Paul Weatherwax, “Around the World
in 80 Days,” Todd-U.A.
Best Cartoon Short: “Mister Magoo’s Puddle Jumper,” LIPA-Columbia.
Best One-Reel Short: “Crashing the
Water Barrier,” Warner Bros.
Best Tivo-Reel Short: “The Bespoke
Overcoat,” George K. Arthur.
Best Foreign - language Film : “La
Strada,” Ponti-LeLaurentiis-Trans-Lux.
Best Musical Score (Musical): Alfred
Newman, Ken Darby, “The King and
I,” 20th-Fox.
Best Musical Score (Drama or Com¬
edy): Victor Young, “Around the
World in 80 Days,” Todd-U.A.
Best Song: “Whatever Will Be, Will
Be,” from “The Man Who Knew Too
Much,” Paramount.
Best Sound: “The King and I,”
20th-Fox.
"The King and I” and “Around the
V orld in 80 Days” tied for the most
awards, each receiving five in various
categories. Twentieth-Fox was the top
studio, receiving seven awards in dif¬
ferent categories.
end
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Photometry In The Film Studio
Designed for professional rather than amateur use, the photometer
aids

the

cinematographer
By

B

is meant the meas¬
urement of light; and photography
relies on exposure to the correct amount
of light of emulsions which will subse¬
quently bear the photographic image.
The need for light measurement was
present when the first photographic plate
was made; and the introduction of a
light-measuring instrument or photom¬
eter soon followed.
Today, the photometer (or exposure
meter) is regarded as an essential part
of the photographer’s equipment. There
are admittedly those who dispense with
y
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Photometry
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R .

achieve
L.

consistency

HOULT,

picture

quality.

F.R.P.S.

any such instrument, preferring to rely
on their own judgment. So long as their
judgment produces satisfactory results,
this approach cannot be condemned.
The object of this paper is to describe
means of forming or of replacing that
judgment by objective physical measure¬
ment of the light used for making the
photograph. It will console the skeptics
to remember that even objective physi¬
cal measurements have to be interpreted
before they can serve any useful pur¬
pose!
A photographic image, whether in

April, 1957

in

monochrome or in color, is produced by
chemical development of a latent image.
The latent image, which is invisible, is
formed by the action of light on the
photographic emulsion. If we have a
latent image of a definite intensity, then
any given amount of development will
produce a definite density in the final
image. Consistency of picture quality
therefore rests on consistency in the la¬
tent image, which in turn rests on con¬
sistency in the “exposure” given to the
light-sensitive emulsion.
Unfortunately at this stage in our

very brief discussion of the photographic
process we cannot say that latent image
intensity is always proportional to the
quantity of light employed for exposure.
Several complications are present, such
as the effect of reciprocity failure and
the effect of the color of the light on the
particular emulsion used. For a full
treatment of this subject, see “The The¬
ory of the Photographic Process” by
C. E. K. Mees.
We can, however, state the following:
that for any given emulsion (while
fresh), at any given temperature, for
any given duration of exposure, for light
of any given color, a consistent light
intensity will produce a consistent latent
image. By “light intensity” in this con¬
text we mean illumination in the plane
of the emulsion, which (for any given
stop) is proportional to the illumination
level of the subject being photographed.
The conditions variously stated above
are in general those obtaining in a mo¬
tion picture film studio. Hence the need
for photometers.
I had occasion once when going on
holiday to ask a learned friend of mine
his advice on how to expose a certain
make of color film outdoors. He replied
“Give it 1/25 sec. at f/8.” “You are
joking?” I asked “No,” he replied, “if
you use the film when fresh, on a fine
day during the summer, on an average
subject with the sun somewhere behind
you the exposure will be 1/25 sec. at
f/8, plus or minus
a stop. These are
the conditions under which most color
photographs are taken outdoors and if
you stick to this exposure you will prob¬
ably have a higher percentage of suc¬
cessful pictures than if you keep using a

meter and varying the exposure.” Know¬
ing my friend to be both a humorist and
learned, I saw the truth in his advice. I
have tried his method in practice and I
have found that it works well. It is, after
all, the same principle on which box
cameras have been used for so many
years, with so much success.
This story is good for the amateur,
but it would not be good for the pro¬
fessional to take it too literally. Unlike
the amateur, the professional cannot al¬
ways choose his conditions. He must
also get a good result every time. Out¬
doors he must be able to adjust exposure
continuously to suit prevailing lighting
conditions—while in the studio he needs
to adjust repeatedly the illumination
provided by his lamps to a constant
level, to secure matching.
By “matching” is meant the continual
reproduction of any given photographic
density in any one part of a scene, so
that different shots of this or of similar
scenes photographed at intervals over a
period of time may ultimately be cut
together to constitute a sequence in
which there are no objectionable varia¬
tions in overall density between the vari¬
ous shots.
A prerequisite of good matching is
controlled processing. This is a normal
service from all modern laboratories
who develop negatives to a predeter¬
mined density and gamma and who
print and develop positives likewise.
Within the tolerances of commercial
operation, the resulting prints are of a
consistent overall density, which ideally
should be proportional to the original
negative exposure. Two principal factors
remain to affect this desirable result in

American Cinematographer

practice. The first is a technician called
a “grader”, whose task it is to correct
errors in negative density by specifying
suitable corrections to the prints; he has
therefore to deduce from the negative
density the intentions of the photogra¬
pher and to distinguish between errors
in negative exposure and variations in
negative processing.
The second factor is the accuracy of
the negative exposure itself. With the
best will in the world, the photographer
does not always expose his negatives
correctly. In the absence of the grader,
this would result in uneven print den¬
sity. The grader is employed to correct
this. Thus, in one operation, he covers
up the photographer’s mistakes and he
also makes it more difficult for the pho¬
tographer to detect his mistakes. This
latter might be a serious objection to the
(Continued on Page 250)
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FIG. 5—Block scale of typical exposure
meter.
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he

Mel
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can

shoot

remote control.

MOTOR-DRIVEN

Eyemo

on sturdy iron post.

camera

was

mounted

in

driver’s

compartment

Angle-iron bracing is wrapped with sponge rubber

and taped to protect driver in case of accident.

Note plastic protective

panel over windshield.

LARSON (left)
ment.

points to second Eyemo camera mounted in trunk compart¬

Operated

by

remote

control

from

driver's

seat,

camera

shoots

through hole cut in trunk lid, picking up action of cars behind him on track.

CLOSEUP of rear camera—a spider turret Eyemo—showing sturdy steel
mount welded to car frame inside car trunk.

RACING CAMERA CAR
With two Eyemo cameras solidly mounted fore
and aft in a stock car racer, Mel Larson photo¬
graphed recent Daytona Beach speed events for
Ford Motors.
By
234

e

WILLIAM
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At left is heavy-insulated

cable that furnished power for camera motor.

“ Qtay CLOSE TO the leaders, but don’t
O try to win the race,” they told
Mel Larson, veteran automobile race
driver, as they handed him the assign¬
ment to photograph actual race track
performance of cars competing in a
series of stock car speed and endurance
events.
Although automobile race drivers usu¬
ally participate to win, Larson's assign¬
ment precluded victory for his car but
assured success in his undertaking as
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pictorial chronicler of the races. The
unusual assignment resulted from equip¬
ping his NASCAR stock convertible
race car with two electric motor driven
Eyemo cameras so mounted he could
photograph racing action occuring in
front or behind his speedy racer.
Normally, Larson would be competing
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Daytona Beach Speedweeks, February
3 to 17, he was engaged by Van Praag
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DYNAMIC FRAME
British experiment revives interest in system that varies
frame width during photography to suit the action by
means of variable aperture plate.

By
GLENN

ALVEY,

right,

discusses

script

DEREK

HILL

with

member of production staff on “The Door in
The

A

Wall,”

first

film

in

Dynamic

Frame.

20-minute BRITISH short demon¬
strates what may be the most sen¬
sible solution yet found to the present
controversy over “ideal” screen propor¬
tions. Glenn H. Alvey, Jr., a 33-yearold Texan, has successfully proved with
his Technicolor production “The Door
in the Wall” that his own patented tech¬
nique, Dynamic Frame, holds valuable
advantages for producers, directors,
cameramen, exhibitors and audiences.
Alvey told me that Dynamic Frame
was devised as an answer to the prob¬
lems which wide-screen processes pre¬
sent. “A him shot in Dynamic Frame is
not at the mercy of a projectionist who
thinks ten feet cut off a forehead is the
same as ten feet cut off the sky,” he
said. The loose compositions which
VistaVision entails can be forgotten.
The wasted space of so many CinemaScope interiors need not exist.
For in Dynamic Frame the screen has
no fixed ratio. It can change between
sequences, between scenes or even dur¬
ing a shot. It can narrow to a vertical
slit or open up to a huge panorama. It
can let one side expand to take in a
new character, or hurst all four sides
open at once. It need not even remain
rectangular, (though other shapes would
obviously be reserved for very special
effects).
Alvey points out that the idea is by no
means new. But the new large negative
area and the general availability of large
screens for commercial
distribution
make
Dynamic
Frame
particularly
timely. Moreover, Alvey can claim prac¬
tical advantages over such methods as
Mobelia, the system developed in France
involving a variable screen masking op¬

236

erated by a special guide track, syn¬
chronized with a variable focus lens.
No adjustments to cinema projection
equipment are needed with Dynamic
Frame. The only requirement is a CinemaScope screen which, to show the
system at its best, should be as large as
possible in relation to the theater. All

variable framing is done during shoot¬
ing, which means exhibitors are in¬
volved in no additional installation or
expense.
The basis of Alvey’s device is the sub¬
stitution in the camera of a variable
aperture plate coupled with similar hor¬
izontal and vertical masks in a view-

THREE PHOTOS below illustrate typical vari¬
ation in screen format achieved by Dynamic
Frame.

Picture

widened to

width

is

compressed

or

conform with the action within

the scene.
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finder housing pre-set, plus time con¬
trols. “The Door in the Wall’’ was shot
with VistaVision cameras adapted in
this way. Tests were made with the
masked viewfinder before the plate was
substituted, the frame data being re¬
corded for optical printing.
I asked Alvey whether optical print¬
ing could not in fact be used through¬
out to achieve an identical effect. He
pointed out that rushes would either be
held up or have to be seen without their
intended frames, that unless each print
was made optically a composite dupli¬
cate negative would be needed for re¬
lease prints; and that optical printing,
being an expensive and specialized proc¬
ess, would have little appeal to produc¬
ers without ready access to first-class
laboratories.
The Dynamic Frame system allows
the cameraman to choose any rectilinear
composition and to vary it in time by
graded steps during the scene to any
other preselected size and proportion
within the limits of the negative frame.
As image definition must be of the high¬
est quality throughout, Alvey used the
system in combination with VistaVision.
To simplify scripting, shooting and
editing, he based his experiments in
“The Door in the Wall” on three stand¬
ard ratios — medium, 1.6:1; small,
1.3:1; large, 2.5:1. Every detail of
frame expansion and construction was
worked out and noted before shooting
began. As the film was planned to dem¬
onstrate the potentialities of Dynamic
Frame, it includes many more special
effects than would normally be used in a
film of this length.

the frame. Many tracking shots are used
with the screen expanding as the camera
retreats from the subject.
Alvey generally avoids cuts between
scenes of different proportions. The
screen dwindles or expands to match the
following shot before the cut or dissolve.
The effect of the changing format in
straightforward scenes is remarkably
smooth and after the first few minutes
almost unnoticeable.
On the other hand the use of the full
screen is always noticeable. Whereas the
novelty of all wide-screen systems wears
off after the first reel, Dynamic Frame
ensures that the contrast between the
full screen and the normal smaller
frames keeps the impact fresh.
“The Door in the Wall” is adapted
from the famous short story by H. G.
Wells. Unfortunatey the director seems
to have been so engrossed in the tech¬
nique of Dynamic Frame that he has
neglected treatment and cast (led by
Stephen Murray and Ian Hunter) with
the result that the film’s exciting innova¬
tions are marred by the production’s
general lack of conviction. Associated
British-Pathe, who produced the film in
association with the Experimental Pro¬
duction Committee of the British Film
Institute, planned to give it a general
circuit distribution throughout Britain,
but it has yet to be released.

Alvey suggests that Dynamic Frame is
a step towards standardization within
the industry at large. Here processing
and projection equipment, and negative
sizes and proportions are all constant. It
costs the distributor and exhibitor no
more, and saves lighting and set costs
for the wide-screen producer. It is com¬
patible with CinemaScope, MetroScope,
Todd-AO and VistaVision, and with
squeeze, contact and reduction release
prints.
The potentialities of Dynamic Frame
seem almost inexhaustible. The intro¬
duction of a flexible format offers writ¬
ers, directors and editors a unique chal¬
lenge. Alvey suggested, “There’s no
reason why two or three concurrent in¬
cidents couldn’t be shown on the screen
at the same time in Dynamic Frame. It
would make a welcome break from, say,
the routine counterpoint cutting of chase
sequences.”
Dynamic Frame seems to me the most
progressive and intelligent of big screen
techniques. Admittedly one short film is
hardly enough to judge the value of the
system. But its advantages are obvious,
and any qualms about the distractions
of a changing frame are proved false by
“The Door in the Wall.” Dynamic
Frame may yet prove the winner in the
battle of the giants.
END

Three kinds of effect are particularly
explored. Frame proportions are used
to emphasize compositions or settings.
When a boy runs along an alleyway be¬
tween high walls, the image becomes a
narrow vertical rectangle. The full
screen is almost entirely reserved for
moments of splendor or beauty.
A sudden expansion is used for shock
impact, most notably in a sequence
where a child sits on what appears to
be a boulder and the screen’s edges rush
back to reveal the boulder to be the foot
of a gigantic monster. The result is sen¬
sational; but an unimaginative director
might well be tempted to overindulge
this effect.
The third effect is the use of contrac¬
tion of the frame to emphasize or isolate
one person or object in a scene, as in
the opening sequence when two men
stroll along a foggy street and the
screen area is diminished to show only a
green door in a wall behind them.
Quite apart from these experiments,
the screen is almost continually on the
move. When one of two people walks
across a room, the side to which he
walks expands so that he does not leave

WITH CAMERA mounted on small crane, Alvey shoots scene on location using the Dynamic
Frame technique in the camera.

Flexible aspect ratio offers writers, directors,

cameramen

and editors unique challenge in picture making.
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Love me... love my dog!
Romance for everyone on the wide wide-screen
Dreams come true for everyone . . . when

With all this has come new problems of

the neighborhood show goes on! There—

production, processing and projection-

free from the cares of home—dad’s a hero;

problems which the Eastman Technical

mother’s everything she’d like to be. Big

Service for Motion Pictures is daily help¬

screens, new technics, help do this to people.

ing the industry to solve. Inquiries invited.

m
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Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N%Y.
Branches at strategic centers
East Coast Division

Midwest Division

West Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

1 30 E. Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
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FIG.l—MAKING TIME-LAPSE studies of plant growth, using two Heiland Strobinar V8 u~ifs
with an AC power converter plugged into a

110-V line.

equal distances at either side of the Bolex H-16 camera.
being filmed provides color comparison after film
important

in

biological

studies.

Clock

provides

is

Strobe lamps are placed at un¬
The color chart back of plants

processed.
visual

Correct color rendition

record

of

exposure

is

intervals.

after’’ still pictures. He wanted to show
exactly what was actually happening to
the plants during his tests with the dif¬
ferent fertilizers, etc.
He decided to launch his first film
study of plant life himself, using his
Bolex 16mm camera. For this project
he had a Stevens interval timer mounted
on his camera and bought a number of
photo lamps. One of his very first dis¬
coveries was that when growing plants
are subjected to unusual heat from
photo lamps, they behave unnaturally,
and often die. The need, then, was for
filming apparatus that precluded this,
or perhaps a light source emitting less
heat without diminishing light inten¬
sity.
Dr. Danielson’s first trials were made
out of doors with natural sunlight; but
he was hampered by inclement weather
and other undesirable outdoor condi¬
tions. So he moved his equipment into
the basement of the Experiment Station
administration building. Sunlamps were
set up over the plants to be photo¬
graphed, but these proved too hot for
the plants and besides they didn’t pro¬
vide the right kind of illumination for
color photography.
He next tried photofloods and these
proved both too hot and too short lived
to be left on all the time during a film¬
ing operation. Finally, it was found that
two ordinary 150-watt frosted Mazda
lamps could be used, mounted above the
plants, to simulate continuous daylight.
Dr. Danielson wanted to show by
(Continued, on Page 256)

Using Strobe Lights For
Time-lapse Cinematography
Flash lamps simplify time-interval photography
of plant reaction to fertilizers and weed killers.
By

GLEN

A

new and important use has been
found for the strobe light. The
automatic flashing light source that is
rapidly supplanting the flash bulb in
still photography has been applied to
cinematography with notable success by
a plant physiologist seeking the answers
to plant growth by means of time lapse
movies.
Dr. L. L. Danielson, the plant physi¬
ologist at the Virginia Truck Experi¬
240
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HAZEN

ment Station in Norfolk, Virginia, had
a problem. One of his many jobs is to
find out how, when, and why various
forms of plant life respond to different
fertilizers, natural and chemical, as well
as to the effects of chemical weed kill¬
ers. His goal was to make a documen¬
tary film record in color of his findings
to show farm and agricultural audi¬
ences. Dr. Danielson was dissatisfied
with the regular static “before and
April, 1957
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Continuous Viewing
And Focusing Finder
Designed especially for 16mm ultra-closeup
photography, it is parallax-free and
affords continuous observation
of scene during shooting.
By

ZANE

H.

PRICE

School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles

FIG. 1—Continuous view finder mounted on Bolex 16mm camera
for cinemicrography.

A

FIG.

extreme closeup cinematography
or cinemicrography will discover that a view finding
system which will eliminate parallax and permit continuous
focusing is a necessity. This is especially true if the subject
being photographed moves about. Closeups with extension
tubes can be made by other view finding methods but elab¬
orate setups usually have to be constructed to confine the
subject to a prearranged space. However, cinemicrography
is almost impossible without a continuous observation eye¬
piece of some kind, which permits viewing and focusing
through the lens while the camera is running. In this way
the operator sees exactly what is recorded on film, irrespec¬
tive of the focal length of lens used, and he sees a full frame
enlarged for comfortable composing.
nyone contemplating

Although some of the more expensive 35mm and 16mm
cameras incorporate a beam-splitting or reflecting arrange¬
ment into their design so that continuous observation is
possible, most cameras do not. The beam-splitting eyepiece
operates on a relatively simple basis. A partially silvered
mirror or prism is placed between the lens and the film in
such a manner that a small percentage of the light is re¬
flected to the camera operator’s eye while the remaining
light passes on to the film. (Fig. 1) This, of course, means
that some adjustment for the light reflected to the observer’s
eye must be taken into account when making the exposure.
The eyepiece to be described here reflects 15 per cent of
the light to the eyepiece and permits 85 per cent to affect
the film.
244
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finder.

2—Schematic

diagram

The beam-splitting

of

continuous

observation

prism is at A in center;

view

B indicates

film plane; C is the reticle.

A continuous observation eyepiece can be constructed in
its entirety, but the author chose to use an American Optical
microscope demonstration eyepiece which already incor¬
porated the prism in a suitable casting rather than bother
with the design and expense of new castings. The demon¬
stration eyepiece is of the right size and needs no expensive
alteration. The AO No. 432 eyepiece (Fig. 3) sells for
$110.00 but can be purchased “used"’ for less.
The first step is to remove the top and bottom elements
of the ocular that fits directly over the tube of the micro¬
scope. (C and F, Fig. 3). The prism of the eyepiece is
between these two lenses (B, Fig. 3). The top element of
the ocular is readily removed by unscrewing. The bottom
element is within a tube which must be used as part of the
continuous observation eyepiece. The lower element is re¬
moved from the tube by unscrewing the retaining ring and
the lens mount. The next step is to unscrew the side tube
(A, Fig. 3) of the eyepiece where it joins the prism mount.
This procedure results in three separate units: the prism
with its mount, the tube from which the lower lens was re¬
moved, and a side observation tube.

The prism is now removed from its mount by loosening
the tiny set screw in the prism retaining ring and com¬
pletely removing the retaining ring. This procedure allows
the prism to drop out. The prism must be separated and
then recoated (at an approximate cost of fifteen dollars).
(Fig. 2)1. Any transmission reflection ratio may be ordered
but a 15 per cent reflection, 85 per cent transmission of
light to film ratio seems to work out well. With low light
levels anything below 15 per cent reflection to the visual
eyepiece is hard for the eye to pick up and results in
eyestrain.
The prism casting mounts on the camera in an upsidedown position, so the prism must be reversed when it is
re-installed in its mount. The retaining ring and setscrew
hold it in place as before. The prism placement is only
approximate at this point and accurate alignment to the
film aperture takes place when the eyepiece is completed.
The necessary amount of machining to the prism mount
and the side tube can be accomplished while the prism is
being coated.
As the prism mount attaches to the camera in an upside-

FIG.

3—Here

side
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B,

unit is
prism
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top

C,
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D,
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FIG.
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“C”

mount
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and
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(Continued on Page 262)

A,

FIG.
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ponents;

4—Side
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to
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show
ring

various

with

com¬

retaining

screw; C, side tube.

coupling tube; F, bottom lens of main eyepiece.

standard

down position the needle pointer in the demonstration eye¬
piece, and the arm and screw (D, Fig. 3) which hold the
demonstration eyepiece to the microscope, must be removed.
The needle pointer is removed by pulling it straight out.
The needle movement mechanism is released by removing
the screw at the top of the arm. This permits the assembly
to drop out. The arm has to be cut off by hacksaw and
filed smooth.
The side observation tube of the demonstration eyepiece
is now taken apart by removing the small screw in the
knurled ring (B, Fig. 4). This permits the two parts of the
tube to be pulled apart. The knurled ring and focusing
telescope (A and B, Fig. 4) are laid aside for future use.
The tube (C, Fig. 4) that screws on to the main prism
casting must now be machined both for length and to allow
a 6x or lOx Ramsden ocular to fit snugly inside. The snug
fit is very important since it holds the Ramsden ocular in
place once the continuous observation eyepiece has been
focused for the camera. Before the tube can be machined,
however, the main prism casting must be fitted to the

A,

mounting

with

FIG. 6—Here the finder is set up with camera in horizontal position

shortened

and coupled with bellows-type long focal length lens, such as used

adapter
with

in

photographing

ultra-closeups
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OPTICAL EFFECTS were done in the camera.

Here the author shoots

a

Tombs

detailed

doseup

of

the

Michelangelo

in

the

Medici

Chapel, Church of San Lorenzo, Florence, Italy.

A

CAREFUL descriptive record was kept of each scene.

Every roll

of film was given a number and Mrs. Pizzo recorded where each
scene

was

exposed,

Filming In Italy
Without careful pre-planning, we could have exhausted our
film supply in haphazard shooting within two weeks.

Re¬

search and scripting of our documentaries enabled us to get
the essentials, leaving little to be edited out when cutting.

By

SAL

A

seem real. The
idea of going to Italy to do a series
of films on the country has been for
years our most cherished dream. “Some
day we’ll do it,” we’d say over a cup of
coffee in our comfortable San Francisco
home. But it was always “some day."
Now here we are, right in the heart of
Florence, doing what we had always
dreamed of doing. Yes, there are times
when my wife, Nadine, and I find it dif¬
ficult to believe that it is actually we
who are wandering through these nar¬
row medieval streets and setting up our
tripod and camera in the center of a
busy piazza to get a particular shot,
while the Vespas and motorbikes see
t times it doesn’t
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PIZZO

how close they can come without actu¬
ally toppling us over.
A filming tour in a foreign country
requires considerable preparation. In a
previous article my wife wrote of the
research that preceded the writing of
our scripts and of the actual script¬
ing. There are also other details of
equal importance. What to take with
us in equipment, films, etc. was a
question to which we gave much
thought. We agreed that our equipment
should be extremely portable and versa¬
tile. We finally decided upon the Bolex
H-16 Supreme with a variable shutter
and four lenses ranging from a 13mm
wide angle to a 3-inch telephoto. We

April, 1957

indexed

contents

of each

roll

of film.

also had the usual assortment of filters
and the Bolex pistol grip for occasional
hand held shots. A sturdy tripod, a light
meter and a Contaflex 35mm still cam¬
era with flash unit completed our pic¬
ture-taking equipment. Our film stock
was equally divided between daylight
and type A Kodachrome, with a few
rolls of Anscochrome tungsten to take
care of cases where a faster film would
be necessary.
Because of the slant of our scripts we
knew that much of our filming, espe¬
cially in Florence, would have to be
done in art galleries and museums. This
requires special permission. With the
help of friends in San Francisco we
were able to acquire a letter from the
Minister of Public Education in Rome,
requesting that the various administra¬
tions in charge of galleries, museums,
etc. in Italy permit us to photograph
their art treasures. This letter proved
to be a most important asset.
We arrived in Italy late in October at
the beginning of the winter season. Cer¬
tainly this is not the time of year when
Italy is at its best. But we planned it
that way for two reasons. First, we knew
that during the off season the towns
would not be overrun with tourists and
accommodations would he easier to find.
Then, too, we reasoned that chances for
filming indoors undisturbed would be
far better during the off season than in
(Continued on Page 260)
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If those colorful moments 1in your life are worth shoomng . .
the full rich color . . . the new living color ot ANSCOCHR

Indoors, outdoors, any time you please, ANSCOCHROM'&tapiu
ories in softer, more natural colors than ever before possible.

&

For new ANSCOCHROME is the only color motion picture Him rated at Exposure
Index 32. With this tremendous new speed ANSCOCHROME picks up
all the detail ... all the color . . . under practically any lighting condition!
UNMATCHED IN SPEED . . . unmatched in color fidelity, new ANSCOCHROME

brings you unmatched home movie enjoyment. Don't shoot another roll
without trying new ANSCOCHROME. You’ll be glad you did!

1 00' 1 6mm rolls
50' 16mm magazines
Daylight and Tungsten Types
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FRAME

INDOOR MOVIES without photolamps.

DuPont’s

new fast film,

enables

16mm filmers to shoot almost anywhere with existing

at ASA

320

daylight,

250

incandescent,

new

“Superior” 4, Type 928,
light.

black-and-white

Rated conservatively

negative

opens

up

many

possibilities for amateurs and professionals alike.—Photo courtesy of Bell & Howell Company.

Candid Movies With
New, Fast Film
Good exposures now possible by match-light.
By

GEORGE

W .

CUSHMAN

O

motion picture
films yet to make its appearance
is DuPont’s new Superior “4” which,
under tests conducted by the writer, in¬
dicates its true speed to be well over
the ASA 320/250 which the manu¬
facturer rates it. In fact, the tests indi¬
cate the rating to be much closer to
ASA 800 for incandescent illumination.
The new stock, which DuPont calls
ne of the fastest
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Type 928, is available in standard
lengths and perforations in both 16mm
and 35mm. It is fully panchromatic and
its chromatic response is quite even
over the visible range.
In testing a 100-foot roll of 16mm
Superior “4”, a careful record of ex¬
posures was made and the film was then
developed for 15 minutes in D-76, which
is the normal developing time specified

April, 1957

ENLARGEMENTS

FROM

TEST

FILM

by the manufacturer of that formula.
The results of these tests prove conclu¬
sively that the film is, indeed, much
faster than the rating DuPont has given
it. So, setting a Weston Master II ex¬
posure meter at 650 (the equivalent of
ASA 800), several tests were made un¬
der artificial illumination, both indoors
and at night outdoors.
First target of the camera was exte¬
rior of a public building (Fig. 1). Se¬
lecting a portion of the building which
seemed to be average in brilliance, we
noted the meter read f/3.5 at 16 frames
per second, which, by the way, was
the frames per second speed used in all
of the tests. That didn’t seem possible.
Yet our tests had shown Weston 650
was about right, so we exposed a few
frames. But just to make sure, we also
exposed a few frames at f/1.9, (Fig.
2). A comparison of the two exposures
will show that at f/1.9 the building was
definitely over-exposed.
Adjacent to this building is an amuse¬
ment zone, and here we found several
subjects with varying degrees of illum¬
ination intensity. We noted a couple of
sailors trying to break bottles with sling¬
shots, (Fig. 3). The meter called for
f/8. This couldn’t be right, we thought,
but we exposed a few frames. The re¬
sult shown on the opposite page indi¬
cates the exposure was about right.
An animated monkey band and the
illuminated head of a grotesque ape
called for f/4.5, (Figs. 4 & 5). Both
shots appear to be properly exposed.
Finder the bright lights of a theater
marquee our meter read f/9. This didn't
seem correct, but a few frames of this
scene came out very well.
A couple of nights later we were in¬
vited to a friend’s home for a commit¬
tee meeting. We decided to make a few
test shots. Everyone at the meeting was
a movie enthusiast and the unanimous
opinion was that were were absolutely
nuts trying to shoot movies in a room
with no more illumination than was
present. The meter called for f/3.5, so
we decided to let the group think we
were completely crazy. We turned off
all the lights in the room except one
floor lamp in the corner. There was
hardly enough light to read a news¬
paper!
A meter reading on people across the
room (Figs. 7 & 8) called for f/1.9.
This was fine with us. We exposed a
few frames while our friends muttered
what a waste of film, if, indeed, it was
film that we had in the camera. (We
were wondering, too.)
When our friends saw the well-ex¬
posed results, they accused us of some
(Continued on Page 259)

FIG.

13—F/4

FIG.

7 — F/l.9

FIG.

10—F/1.9

(100-W lamp, 4-ft. distant)

FIG.

FIG.

8 — F/1.9

14—F/3.5
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FIG.

9 — F/3.5

FIG.

12—F/3.5

FIG.

15—F/5.6
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PHOTOMETRY IN THE FILM STUDIO
(Continued from Page 233)

principle of grading (other than in re¬
lease prints) and lead to cumulative er¬
ror in negative exposure—were it not
for the Cinex strip.
The Cinex strip partly saves the day.
It is in effect a graduated print from a
specimen length of negative. Some 10
frames are printed, the exposure being
constant for each frame but progres¬
sively increasing throughout the strip
and thus producing a series of positive
frames of progressively varying density.
Since the printing exposures are con¬
stant, the print frame densities are a
measure of the negative density and
therefore of the negative exposure.
Within the tolerances of developing the
original negative and producing a stan¬
dardized Cinex strip, it is possible to
deduce the accuracy of the negative ex¬
posure. It will of course be appreciated
that although this constitutes a check on
the consistency of exposure of the nega¬
tive, it cannot assist the photographer
to expose the negative correctly in the
first instance. There is no substitute for
accurate estimation of exposure at the
time. A photometer is really necessary.
Photometers in general are of two
kinds—those which measure illumina¬
tion and those which measure bright¬

ness. We
terms.

will

first

define

these

two

Illumination refers to the intensity of
the incident light falling on a surface.
It is measured in terms of the amount
of light flux falling perpendicularly per
unit area of surface. The unit of illumi¬
nation is the Foot-Candle. An illumina¬
tion of one foot-candle (f.c.) is pro¬
duced on a spherical surface of one foot
radius of curvature by a point source of
one candle-power situated at the center
of the sphere.
Brightness refers to the strength of
the reflected light coming from a sur¬
face. It is measured in a given direction
as the Luminous Intensity (candle pow¬
er) measured in that direction per unit
area of a plane perpendicular to the di¬
rection considered. The unit of bright¬
ness is the Candle per square foot (c/sq.
ft.). The brightness in any direction
from a surface which reflects and di¬
fuses perfectly is-constant.- When the il¬
lumination on such a surface is one
foot-candle, the brightness will be 1/V
(=0.32) candles per square foot; other¬
wise known as one foot-lambert.
In the above definitions we use the
term Candle Power. This refers to the
power of a source of light. It is meas¬
1

1
;

^ELECTRICIAN
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In studio lighting and production equipment..

GET
WHAT YOU NEED

ff *
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ured in terms of a standard source,
known as the International Candle or
the Candela. An intensity of one Candle
was originally that of an appropriate
wax candle, but this has now been su¬
perseded by a more modern source of
illumination.
It will pay the reader to become ac¬
quainted with these definitions. Al¬
though awkward to use at first, they will
ultimately save much confusion in dis¬
cussions of illumination (or incident
light) meters — colloquially known as
photometers, and brightness (or re¬
flected
light)
meters — colloquially
known as exposure meters.
Photometers therefore are used in the
studio to measure illumination. They
generally comprise a selenium cell and a
microammeter which carries a scale cal¬
ibrated in foot-candles. When the pho¬
tometer is held with the cell in the plane
of the illumination to be measured, the
needle of the meter indicates how many
foot-candles are falling on the cell. Pho¬
tometers can be used in the same way to
measure the light from the sun or any
other source. It should be noted, how¬
ever, that the acceptance angle of the
cell is usually large (approaching 180°)
and the reading will indicate the total
illumination being received from all
light-sources
within
this
acceptable
angle. For this reason, it is desirable
that the cell should respond proportI
[ . 1' ■' *
I

•* .
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“I need a safe stage
plug that’s easy to service..
Also a socket that won’t arc and
lets me change globes quickly.”.
tit***

from

j. g. McAlister
Whenever you light a set or dolly a camera
with McAlister equipment, your job is
easier and the final result superior because
of specialists like yourself. Your ideas
have been “built-in” to McAlister equipment
by our engineers. That is why McAlister
equipment is more than a piece of metal —
rather a part of you. Talk to a
tv: Mister dealer, and compare the McAlister
ine with any other. We believe McAlister
equipment has no equal anywhere.

JT.

<G5-. McAlister ihtc.
1117 No. McCadden Place, Hollywood 38, Calif.
(J. G. McAlister Inc. is an independent company
and not associated nor afilliated with any
company of a similar name.)

Safest, most reliable
fused stage plug.
Patented.
Floating contacts,
smooth connection,
jiffy assembly
make it the
electrician’s ”pet.”
New socket extends
globe life. Patented,
toggle-operated,
spring-loaded socket
prevents arcing,
grips firm,
cuts globe costs.

Revolutionary
barndoors freeze
in position at
flip of a finger.
Exclusive design gives
fool-proof performance

"C” clamp with built-ii
“life-insurance.”
Only McAlister "C”
clamps hook and
hug every pipe . . .
the only clamp with
the extra piece for
"peace of mind."

tionately to each of these sources, what¬
ever its angle of incidence. This will
only happen if the surface of the cell is
matt.

available are made primarily for illumi¬
nation engineers, and the photographer
has to select that model which most
nearly suits his requirements.

which every type of exposure meter is
fully described and detailed recom¬
mendations are made for using them to
the best advantage.

Exposure meters on the other hand
are generally used outdoors to measure
brightness. They are similar in construc¬
tion to photometers, but the cell is cov¬
ered by some sort of honeycomb which
restricts its acceptance angle to some
60° or so. In consequence, when pointed
at the illuminated subject, they will re¬
spond to light reflected within this ac¬
ceptance angle. Clearly, the response de¬
pends on the particular portion (light or
dark) of the subject being metered and
some form of calculator is generally pro¬
vided to help the user interpret the read¬
ing.

A new instrument has of late been
designated to make good this deficiency.
Known as the “JARO-Salford Profes¬
sional Exposure Meter,” (Distributed
by Gaumont-Kalee, London.—ED.) it
combines the functions of both a pho¬
tometer and an exposure meter in one
instrument and is manufactured primar¬
ily for the professional photographer.

As mentioned earlier, most exposure
meters are made for the amateur market
and are therefore made to a price. In¬
evitably the accuracy of these instru¬
ments is less than it could be, but in
practice it is high enough for their
purpose. To give an example, a certain
well-known model is fitted with a block
scale such as is illustrated in Fig. 5. It
will be seen that there are three blocks
to a stop—i.e., each block covers onethird of a stop in terms of exposure, rep¬
resenting an increase in exposure of 25
per cent. (Let it be noted here that an
increase in exposure of 25 per cent, i.e.,
one quarter, corresponds to one-third of
a stop, since three such increases amount
to an increase of 100 per cent by multi¬
plication. according to the equation
(1-25)3 = 2).

Exposure meters are more popular
with amateurs than with professionals
and most types available on the market
have been designed with this fact in
mind. Consequently, although generally
quite rugged, their standard of accuracy
is not as high as it might be; nor, for
that matter, is the price. Photometers on
the other hand are seldom used by ama¬
teurs and are made almost exclusively
for the professional. Now the market for
equipment for professional photogra¬
phers is limited and has not in the past
attracted many manufacturers to supply
its needs. The majority of photometers

The standard of accuracy of the move¬
ment is that of a first-grade instrument
and it is fully adaptable to all normal
methods of use. This meter is illustrated
in Fig. 1. It is shown in Fig. 2 being
used to measure illumination, while in
Fig. 3 it is being used to read bright¬
ness. Fig. 4 shows the instrument in two
detachable portions, connected together
by a length of electric cable.
We have seen how to obtain readings
of illumination in foot-candles and of
brightness in candles per square foot.
There now remains the most important
operation of all—the interpretation of
these readings; that is, how to translate
them into camera exposure.
For this purpose, a book could be
written. A book has in fact been written,
by J. F. Dunn, entitled. “Exposure Me¬
ters and Practical Exposure Control,” in

In this block scale, the center of the
block defines the correct reading, while
the width of the block defines the ac¬
curacy of calibration of the meter. Thus,
when the meter should indicate 50, pro¬
vided the needle rests within the block
marked 50, the calibration is deemed to
be satisfactory. The tolerance in the
reading is therefore ± 121/2 per cent,
or dz one-sixth of a stop. This is quite

CAWF WAMAN
“I want lots of white light,
the whiter and cleaner
the better. Perfect focus, too.
And no spills or flares."

f RODUCf.R
“I'd give my ‘oscar’ for a
completely maneuverable
dolly. No tracks. I want
freedom for my camera.”

"I just want to make the
best pictures in the shortest
time at the lowest cost.”

UALITY FIRST!
•

16mm Negative & Positive printing & processing.

•

16mm B&W Reversal printing and processing.

•

16mm Reversal Color Duplicating.

• Complete editorial services.
• Overnight service available.
• Write for price list.

CO-OPERATIVE FILM FACILITY, INC.
The South’s Finest Motion Picture Laboratory
1271

First St., S.E.

Washington, D.C.

Lincoln 4-4410

CAMERA REPAIRS
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

produced parts are your guarantee of
satisfaction.
You spend a lot of money for your
cameras and equipment. Play safe—
entrust them to Ceco.

The Best Repair Department
East of Hollywood
Don’t take our word for it. Ask such
world-famous Camera manufacturers as
Mitchell, Bell & Howell, Arriflex, Auricon, Maurer etc.
They will tell you that Ceco’s trained
specialists are second to none in ability
and experience . . . that Ceco’s fullyequipped shop and genuine factory-
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sufficient for all normal purposes, in¬
cluding the exposure of reversal color
film.
Photometers on the other hand (with
one notable exception) do not generally
have block scales, but have line scales
instead. Here, there is no indication of
the accuracy of calibration and it is gen¬
erally assumed that the needle must rest
directly opposite a line to indicate the
appropriate reading accurately—that is,
that the tolerances are zero. This is too
much to expect from a mass-produced
instrument and is seldom maintained
even by a hand-made instrument. There
is thus a danger in using instruments
with line scales that they will be cred¬
ited with higher accuracy than they pos¬
sess. Examination of such photometers
has occasionally revealed discrepancies
of up to 50 per cent between two of
them.
It is clearly necessary that the user
of any photometer (or, for that matter,
exposure meter) should have its calibra¬
tion regularly checked and should be
aware of any errors which it possesses.
This operation can always be carried
out by the manufacturer, or by an in¬
dependent laboratory. Recourse to these
methods will inevitably result in delay
and some expense and for this reason a
calibration bench has been installed at
Pinewood Studios, London, where me¬
ters of any cameraman or engineer em¬
ployed at the studios may be checked
for accuracy, and a report obtained on
the performance of the meter.
I should like to add that the accuracy
of calibration of the JARO-Salford meter
referred to above is that associated with
a first-grade electrical measuring instru¬
ment and as such is higher than that
normally experienced with commercial
exposure meters or photometers. In this
instrument, the line scale of each meter
is hand-calibrated at several key po¬
sitions and the block sale is added aft¬
erwards to fit the line scale. The toler¬
ance in reading the block scale is thus
considerably less than is usual for this
type of scale.
For the benefit of the reader, I will
give the following logarithmic series of
numbers, which represents successive
blocks in the scales of the instruments
which we have been discussing:—
10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 65, 80,
100, 130, 160, 200, 250, etc.
It will be seen that the series repeats it¬
self, with noughts added, and that each
number is 25 per cent greater than its
predecessor (to a close approximation).
Also, every three steps shows an in¬
crease of 100 per cent in the reading.
By committing this series to memory,
the user may interpret the value of any
block in the scale, whether indicated
numerically or not.
It is important to note that the ac¬
curacy of a meter depends very much

REU-1
I rewind w/universal joint and
end support to hold
up to 5 - 35mm reels.

RETWC-1
rewind
w/16 - 35mm
combination
tightwind
REF-1
friction control
rewind w/1 reel
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on the color of the light with which it
is used. Meters of the type we have
been discussing all possess selenium
cells. The response of a typical selenium
cell to light of different wavelengths is
shown graphically in Fig. 6. The reCell response (log.)

500

Fig. 6

sponse of a typical panchromatic emul¬
sion is shown in Fig. 7. It is evident
that the color response of the cell does
not match directly that of the film. Con¬
sequently, the photographic density ob¬
tained by exposure of the film in ac¬
cordance with readings from the meter
will vary, depending on the color of the
light used. Thus, it is normal practice
when taking meter readings of arc light
and incandescent light separately to al¬
low a correction factor if the resultant
photographic densities are to match each
other.
In the JARO-Salford meter, this dis¬
crepancy is considerably reduced by
color correction of the selenium cell, so
that its response is substantially uniform

throughout the visual spectrum and thus
more nearly matches that of any normal
type of film, including color film proc¬
esses.
One other significant factor affects the
meter reading—that is the prevailing
temperature.
Large variations in reading are to be
expected in conditions of widely-vary¬
ing temperature, such as may quite
easily be encountered by a cameraman
who is in the tropics one week and in
Film response (log.)

the arctic the next. Typical readings
obtained by the author under test con¬
ditions with a reliable make of photo¬
meter are as follows:—
Temperature

Reading

28°F.
65°F.
100°F.

62 f.c.
52 f.c.
45 f.c.

All three readings were taken of exactly
the same intensity of illumination (as
provided by the calibration bench), the

only variable being the temperature of
the meter.
It is generally recognized that some
variation in reading will always follow
a variation in the temperature of the
instrument—this is a property of the
electrical circuit employed. These vari¬
ations may be minimized by keeping
the meter at a relatively uniform tem¬
perature so far as is possible. If this
cannot be achieved, the most satisfac¬
tory course would be to assume that an
unknown error is present in the calibra¬
tion of the meter and to determine by
trial and error an appropriate correc¬
tion to the speed of the film when ex¬
posed under those conditions. This ap¬
proach has the added merit of including
a correction factor for the response of
the film emulsion itself, which also de¬
pends on the prevailing temperature.
The foregoing paper is reprinted by per¬
mission from British Kinematography, Vol. 27,
No. 4.—ED.

Twentieth-Fox’s Movietone newsreel
will be discontinued after present con¬
tractual obligations have been fulfilled.
There have been discussions regarding
a possible merger of the 20th-Fox and
MGM newsreel.

The Greatest Bargain in Studio History • •.
BELL & HOWELL eyemo 35mm Movie Camera
Single Lens Model K
The camera all professional newsreel photographers depend on for
perfect results! Rugged, sturdy, durable, the leader of the industry.
Extremely versatile. Speeds 8, 16, 24 frames per second. Comes with
straight tube viewer and footage counter. Designed for quick, easy
interchange of lenses. 100-foot film capacity.

HOLLYCAM PRICE, COMPLETE with 2" BELL & HOWELL LENS
Optional Lenses
1

Bell & Howell wide angle lens.

6" Bell & Howell telephoto lens.
10

LIST PRICE OVER

Bell & Howell telephoto lens.

$66 value.--.$l 9.50
$80 value. 22.95

$170 value. 44.50

Optional Accessories
Bell & Howell Quick-wind attachment
camera purchased. $150 value.

FREE:
FREE:
FREE:

Fitted

carrying

case

with

lenses. film, filters, titler,
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etc.

with

Eyemo handle and leather strap—$6.00 value.

each

35mm x

for

camera,

$50 value.

100 ft. of Super XX film.

1.75

Filter for any of above lenses—$8.00 value.

2.25

Sunshade for any of above lenses—$4.60 value ...

1.95

Camera Alignment Gauge—$75.00 value. 29.95
Titling

or

ID

unit,

inserts

in

lens

mount,

with

Camera

lens, backlight screen. $75 value.
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Mount—pan, tilt and
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lock, for installa¬
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Gov't cost—

$185.00; Our Price .
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magazine
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motor.
at
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and
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400’
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1.65

10611 Chandler Blvd.
North Hollywood, California

BELL & HOWELL
35mm EYEMO "Q"
GREATEST

the

BUY OF THE CENTURY...

AT HOLLYCAM!!
(IN THE VALLEY)

COMPLETE WITH
3-Lens Spider Turret
Open Back and Motor Mount
2" Bell & Howell Lens
400-Foot Magazine
Drive Belt
Tube Finder
$75 Titling and ID Unit with Backlighted Screen and Lens
(Inserts in Lens Mount)

List Value Nearly $1,600

1

295.

6

Bell & Howell telephoto lens, $80 value.$22.95

WITH ABOVE
ACCESSORIES

HOLLYCAM PRICE
The famous Bell & Howell Eyemo “Q” camera professional
newsreel photographers rely on to record history. Rugged,
sturdy, versatile, the leader of the industry. Extremely
durable. Speeds of 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48 frames per
second. Footage counter. Film capacity: 100' daylight
load or 400' w/magazine. Camera can be easily hand¬
held for pictures at a moment’s notice. With accessories,
the famous "Q” produces results comparable to a fullyequipped Hollywood studio camera. For lenses, motors
and prismatic focusers, see optional accessories list.

Optional Accessories

Bell & Howell wide-angle lens, $66 value.$19.50

10” Bell & Howell telephoto lens, $170 value.$44.50
Heavy duty Bell & Howell Eyemo tripod. $200 value, new... $89.50
Eyemo handle and leather strap, $6 value .
35mm x 100' daylight load Super

XX

1.65

film.

1.75

Filter for any of above lenses, $8 value.

2.25

Sunshade for any of above lenses, $4.60 value.

1.95

Fitted

carry case with room for camera, motor,

lenses, film

filters, sunshades, handle, etc. $79 value.

19.95

Critical thru-the-lens prismatic focuser as illustrated, installed 48.75
Camera alignment gauge, list price $75. Our price. 29.95
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Kinars, Miltars, Baltars, Bell & Howells, Cookes, etc. from the world's

New Eyemo motor with power cable.

55.00

largest inventory of professional cine cameras and equipment. Write
to us about any cine equipment you need.
lowest prices.

We have it in stock at

All equipment listed is from U. S. Government excess
stock and is new or in good serviceable condition.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

10611 Chandler Blvd.
North Hollywood, California

RACING CAMERA CAR

Advantage Never Before Offered!

(Continued from Page 235)

Productions, New \ ork, to assist in film¬
ing the various race events.
Actually, the films were shot for the
J. Walter Thompson advertising agency
representing the Ford Motor Company,
which conducts extensive automotive
testings on race tracks in which film
records play a vital role.

CINEKAD—SWIVEL BALL
JOINT ATTACHMENT
FOR PRO-JUNIOR S.O.S AND FB TRIPODS

Swivel Ball Joint Attachment can be mount¬
ed between head and tripod body in a few
seconds and without any technical knowl¬
edge.
Swivel Ball has enough tightening
strength to hold the largest and heaviest
movie cameras, permits leveling camera
quickly when tripod is set up on uneven
ground. Ball Attachment is made of light¬
weight aluminum, weighs approx. 3 V2 lbs.
Ten Day Money-Back Guarantee

Larson’s competition convertible was
fitted out for the photographic assign¬
ment by welding a heavy-duty frame¬
work for mouting the camera inside the
trunk, and also on the passenger's side
of ihe front seat. Sturdy channel iron,
which was later sheathed in wrappings
of rubber covered-tape, was used to
minimize the vibration and body move¬
ments that result from the tremendous
impacts that stock cars are subject to
in racing action.
Each Eyemo camera was mounted in
a “V” rail fitted with a quicklock
mechanism. The rear camera exposed
its film through a hole cut in the trunk
lid and covered with a panel of clear

plastic. The forward camera, next to the
driver, shot through the windshield
which was also covered with clear plastic
to prevent flying stones from breaking
it and possibly damaging the camera
or its lens. The electrically driven cam¬
eras were remote controlled by toggle
switches mounted just a few inches from
the driver’s fingers. Each switch had a
six-inch extension which made it more
convenient for Larson to stop and start
the desired camera as his car sped along
the raceway.
Results on the screen of films made
by Larson are nothing short of spectac¬
ular, for there were many a spin-out and
near-accident during the race events he
photographed. Although he was not out
to win the race, it was necessary for
him to drive with every bit of profes¬
sional skill in order to hold his position
on the track and get the desired shots
of racing action. Otherwise his speedy
camera car might have proved hazard¬
ous to the other ears actually competing
in the events.

Write for Catalog and Prices

C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING
763

Tenth

COMPANY

Ave., New York,
Plaza 7-3511

STROBE LIGHTS FOR TIME-LAPSE
(Continued from Page 240)

N.Y.

means of his films what happens to
plants during the hours of darkness as
well as in daylight. To do this he tried
using regular photoflood lamps which
were switched on and off for interval
exposures,
by the same time-lapse

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT

mechanism that operated his camera.
But the photofioods burned out too
quickly; also, after being used a short
time they changed in color temperature,
affecting the rendition of colors on film.
(Continued on Page 258)

16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

REWINDERS
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new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

Write for
Catalogue

1451

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28, Calif.

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
B & W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
EDGE NUMBERING
VACUUMATING
All work vaporated at no extra charge

NATIONAL
Box 4425

CINE

LAB

Washington 17. D. C.

SHOWING METHOD of checking strobe for timing with camera shutter.

Light is flashed at

side of camera (with door removed) through aperture as shutter revolves.

Stevens interval

timer is mounted on right side of camera, activates the time-lapse exposures.
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PRECISION-BUILT!
16mm Optical Sound Reader Model 650RL
NET PRICE
Si
MODEL 650RL

Cfl

Ji VVIVV

NET PRICE BASE ONLY

$21.50

Complete Sound
Reader Guide
Free on Request
(Shown mounted with
a 16mm viewer, to
obtain perfect lip-sync
matching of picture
to track)

This Precision Instrument is used between rewinds
and has the following outstanding features:

MECHANICAL COMPONENT PARTS

AMPLIFIER

• Simple threading

•

• Polished sound drum with ball-bearing mounted flywheel

• 4-watt power output

• Drum surface cannot damage film

• Alnico V heavy duty speaker

• Film rollers machined to conform with SMPTE standards
and equipped with Oiless bearings

• Safety fused
• Prefocused socket

• Precision ground shafts

• Pilot light

• Dimensions — 6 x 6 x 9 inches

• 6 foot heavy duty line cord

1 1 7 volt, 60 cycle AC operation

PRECISION LABORATORIES business was and is being

are their own best salesmen. Our service files bear mute

built on the faith of its customers in its ability to supply

testimony to instrument after instrument that is serving lead¬

high

ing studios, has long amortized its purchase price, and still

quality instruments and
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service for the

upholds the original sound judgment of its purchaser. Price

MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES.
PRECISION SOUND READERS enjoy unique acceptance

tags and “specs” alone cannot possibly reflect the quality

because they have proved depend¬

or performance of so fine an instrument. The experience of

able in long periods of service . . . they

others is your own best guide.

Look for this trademark
All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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THE MILLER

TRIPOD HEAD
Is The World’s Finest!

THE OFFICIAL OLYMPIC TRIPOD HEAD
for filming the 16th Olympiad
•
•

Miller equipment is precision—built of highest quality materials and every replace¬
ment part is available.
Miller equipment is used throughout the world by leading photographers, film and
television studios.

Color fidelity is highly essential in this
type of research work. To change photo¬
floods in the middle of photographing
an experiment would show up glaringly
in the filmed results, making the him
technically valueless.
It was here that the use of strobe
lights for illumination occurred to him.
He had been using strobe with his 35mm camera in making color slides of
his experimental work. Consulting a lo¬
cal camera repair shop, he was told that
use of the strobe light for time lapse
photography was feasible. Fortunately,
the Bolex camera offered a simple means
of providing the contact for igniting
the strobe light. A brush type contact
was installed in the camera in the shut¬
ter mechanism and timed so the strobe
light would flash while the camera shut¬
ter was in the middle of “open” posi¬
tion. The cable leading from the strobe
lamp to this contact is shown in Fig. 2.
Following the first tests with the
strobe light, it was found that a single
flash unit produced undesirable shad¬
ows; so a second unit was added. A
typical setup is shown in Fig. 1. One
strobe unit is placed close to the camera
at the right; the other is positioned at
the left—about four feet from the cam¬
era, thus producing balanced illumina¬
tion. The power generating unit is shown
at the base of the ripod on which lights
and camera are mounted.

Head consists of two factory-sealed

units which are

packed

with

a

special

fluid that

will not deteriorate and should last the life of the head.

Sold only by dealers.

See your nearest dealer.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.

Hollywood 46, California

Cable Address: MILEQIP

16 MM

35 MM

the Westrex Editer
The film editing machine which won
an Academy Award
•

No intermittent • Plays negatives safely • Least film damage

•

Rotating prism permits slow lap dissolve of picture

•

Quiet operation • Automatic fast stop • Easy threading

•

Picture-sound synchronization while running or stopped

•

Photographic and single or multiple magnetic sound

•

Footage and seconds counters • Framing control

•

Projection viewing for Cinemascope or Standard films

Westrex Corporation
Dept. Dill Eighth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
Hollywood Division: 6601 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.
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Above the plants being photographed
in this picture are two 150-watt Mazda
lamps in reflectors, which were men¬
tioned earlier. The light from these
lamps simulate daylight in promoting
growth of the plants during the photo¬
graphic session, and are controlled by
an automatic timing device which reg¬
ulates the burning interval for the lamps
according to the type of plant being
photographed. For example, to film a
poinsettia plant that normally blooms
during the short winter days, the timer
would be set to switch on the lights for
an 8-hour interval daily; to photograph
a sunflower, which blooms during the
longer daylight period of mid-summer
days, the timer would be set to give the
lamps a burning interval of 12 hours
daily. Although the Mazda lamps are
automatically turned off to simulate the
hours of darkness of night, the camera
and strobe lights, controlled by the
Stevens interval timer, continue operat¬
ing hour after hour, day and night, for
the required number of days, making
a photographic record of the plant’s
reactions to the fertilizer or weed killer
under test.
The light flash from the strobe is of
such short duration—1/2000 of a sec¬
ond—that it has no appreciable effect
on the growth of the plant subject be¬
ing photographed. It is thus possible to
make continuous studies of plant growth

and behavior, day and night, without
the need to expose camera, equipment,
and the plants to the elements. In film¬
ing these time-lapse records, the opti¬
mum light temperature and moisture
conditions are maintained except when
variations in these factors are desirable
in the studies, Dr. Danielson pointed
out.

CANDID MOVIES
(Continued, from Page 248)

kind of trickery, then wanted to know'
all about the new film.
At home the boys were cutting pump¬
kins on a table in front of a window.
There was so much light coming in
from the window that I would not have
been able to get a well-exposed picture
at i/22, which was as far down as I
could stop my lens. So I closed the cur¬
tain in hack of where the boys were
working. They complained that it was
so dark that they couldn't see what they
were doing. (Fig. 9). The meter said
the scene would require an exposure of
f/3.5; the only illumination now was
coming from a window on the other
side of the room.
When the pumpkin face had been
completed, a candle was inserted pre¬
paratory to lighting it with a match. I
turned off all the lights in the room,
and with the lens at f/1.9, told the boys
to light the candle. The resulting light
covered the adjacent wall, and was
really too much illumination on the
subject (Fig. 10). The boy’s hand was
so overexposed that the detail was
washed out and couldn’t be seen. A
man lighting a pipe came out much the
same at f/1.9 (Fig. 11.)
When it was time for the family to
do the dishes, I started the camera
again. The meter called for f/9.5 in re¬
sponse to illumination from a 60-watt
lamp over the sink and a 100-watt lamp
in the ceiling in the center of the
kitchen. (Fig. 12.) It amazed me when
the film was projected to see the grain
of the wood in the cupboard doors.
Nearby, the boy’s mother was iron¬
ing. A hundred-watt light about four
feet away was shining on one side of
her. This was a tricky shot since the
illumination was bad, but I thought I’d
see what would happen, anyway. The
meter called for f/4, so that’s what I
gave it. The shadows stayed pretty dark,
and the lighted portions were pretty
well burned up, which makes a fair
overall average. Although poorly light¬
ed, the speed of the film is apparent.
(Fig. 13.)
A shot of the youngest member of
the household, with no special illumina-

It takes more than sound...
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• RCA Sound Recording
. Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and
Black-and-White
• Magnetic Laminating

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Ave., N.E.,
Washington 2, D.C.

tion. just whatever was in the room,
called for f/3.5. (Fig. 14.) It resulted
in an excellently exposed negative.
I next decided to try a shot in my
darkroom with nothing for illumination
but the safelight I use for printing
paper. This is a yellow light intended
for chloride papers. The meter called
for f/5.6 on a closeup of a hand dailing a phone which rests nearby. This
didn't seem quite right, especially since
the light was of a yellow color. But I
exposed a few frames at f/5.6 (Fig. 15)
as the meter suggested. Then, for my
own satisfaction, I opened up to f/3.5
and exposed a few more frames. They
were overexposed.
Then, to try the impossible, I filmed
a closeup of an object under my OA
safelight, which is intended for use in
connection with bromide enlarging pa¬
per and positive motion picture film.
The meter wouldn’t register the safelight radiance. But I shot a few frames
anyway, not expecting to develop an
image on that section of film. I was in¬
deed surprised to find a faint image
on the film after it was developed. It
wras not enough to print, but it was
faintly recognizable on the negative—
enough to illustrate pretty forcibly the
tremendous speed of this new Du Pont
film.
It should be pointed out to the reader
that the film I exposed in this experi¬
ment was developed in D-76 for the nor¬
mal developing time. If the developing
time were extended, or if a high energy
formula was used, the speed of the film
could be greatly increased.
All scenes that were exposed accord¬
ing to the meter reading of the existing
light were evenly and properly rendered
in the print.
Many cinematographers prefer a re¬
versal film for many applications, and
the DuPont Company states in their
data which accompanies this new film
that it is not intended for reversal, that
the use of formulae containing thiocy¬
anate is not recommended. Since we
were testing and experimenting any¬
way, we decided to give reversal a
try. The results were good, although the
most speed we could get from the film,
even with prolonged development in the
initial bath, was about ASA 64 (Weston
50). Thus it is clear that in order to
obtain the great speed this film is cap¬
able of providing, the negative-positive
method must be employed.
In contemplating shooting some tests
outdoors with this film, we found that
we could not stop the lens down far
enough. Even at f/16 it would have
been necessary to use more than an 8x
ND filter.
News photographers, TV cameramen,
amateurs—everyone who shoots motion
pictures—will no longer have to worry
about whether or not there is sufficient

LAwrence 6-4634
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illumination to get the picture. If there
is enough light to read a newspaper,
there is enough light to get the picture
with ultra-fast film.
The speed of Type 928—“Superior"
4 film opens up a whole new field for
motion picture photographers, which
heretofore has been denied them. Any¬
where the photographer goes, his movie
camera can now go along with him.
and he can be sure he will bring home
a well-exposed picture. Weddings, con¬
ventions, parties, courtrooms in session
—none of these need floodlights any
more. The use of natural room illumina¬
tion (existing light) makes candid cine¬
matography easy. The subjects do not
look posed, and the lighting is natural.
To get an idea of how little light is
required with this new film, set your
exposure meter at ASA 800 indoors
and make a few readings. You’ll hardly
believe it possible to shoot well-exposed
movies at the f/-stop opening your meter
indicates. But you can, for all the illus¬
trations
accompanying
this
article
(frame enlargements from the test film)
were exposed on Superior 4 at ASA
800!

FILMING IN ITALY
(Continued from Page 246)

the summer. It has turned out exactly
as we anticipated.
What we didn’t realize was just how
many permits we would have to obtain.
First we tackled the Soprintendenza di
Gallerie in Florence. Upon presenting
our letter from the ministry in Rome,
we were led to an upstairs office at one
end of the Uffizi Gallery. There Signora
Pucci listened to us very courteously and
examined the long list of places to which
we wanted access. We were informed
that only certain ones came under her
authority. For those she would gladly
give us the required permission. She also
told us under which administrations the
other establishments would come. With
the pass for the national galleries and
museums safely in our possession, we set
out to explain our needs to the officials
in charge of Commune, Provincia, Monumenti and such autonomous organiza¬
tions as that of the Opera del Duomo.
At each place we were treated with the
same kindness and consideration that
we received at the Uffizi. It took about a
week to round up all the necessary per¬
mits before we could begin our actual
work.
Our authorizations permitted us to
shoot anywhere in Florence at any time
in natural light. For those scenes that
required artificial illumination it was
necessary to make an appointment for
a specific day when that particular place
would be closed to the public. At first

Ptec&'oh
Pt/to fc/ftot
$3800.00
$1700.00

Formerly Sold for
Now

Continuous projection process makes it
SAFE for originals and fine grain masters
No longer do you have to defer editing until
duplicates are made. The Precision Film
Editor is so machined that no portion of the
film except the sprocket holes, comes into
contact with any surface. Permits several
persons to view a clear, flickerless 7" x 9"
picture under any studio or telecasting situa¬
tion—without time loss for modification or
special setup.
Electromotor drive with a stepless variable
gear. Ratio of 1:28 permits filmspeed varia¬
tion between 2-56 fps. Ratchet action indi¬
cates 24 fps. Direction can be reversed at
FRANK

any speed by foot pedal or switch. True opti¬
cal system of a 12-surfaced rotating prism
ideal for daylight viewing. Less noisy than
conventional machines. Sound synchronizing
possible whether machine is running or
stopped. May be equipped with built-in film
counter. Console on top of attractive desk
contains 8" speaker, screen and 4 w ampli¬
fier. Many other wonderful features. Avail¬
able in both 16 mm and 35 mm models.
Every busy film editor will say it’s the an¬
swer to a prayer. See the Precision Film
Editor today.
C.

ZUCKER

(TflmeRH EouipmsnT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

house making our selections from the
incomparable masterpieces of the Italian
Renaissance. It was, of course, very
frustrating to try to illuminate huge
paintings with one lamp. Wherever we
could, we concentrated on smaller
groupings which were easier to light.
Even so, we were forced to load our
camera with the fast Anscochrome,
while most of the scenes had to be
filmed at 8 or 10 frames.
Day after day, with our equipment
slung over our backs, carried in our
hands and stuffed in all available pock¬
ets, we have threaded our way through
the congested streets en route to filming
rendezvous at galleries, churches, mu¬
seums and palaces. We and our movie
camera soon became so familiar to the
natives that some of the people started

they had been reluctant to allow the use
of lights because the heat from the
lamps can cause damage to the price¬
less works of art. However, it was finally
agreed that we be allowed to use one
500 watt lamp. For this the services of
an electrician were required. Moreover,
whenever paintings were to be photo¬
graphed, we had to be accompanied by
an official “restorer.’’
Arrangements were made for us to
work in the great Uffizi Gallery on a
Monday. It was quite a thrill for my
wife and me when we found that we
two amateurs had the entire establish¬
ment at our disposal. We would tell the
“restorer” which painting we wanted to
film and he would order the electrician
to hook up our lamp. Thus we moved
from room to room of the vast treasure
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saying “buon giorno” to us as they
passed us on the street. For transporta¬
tion beyond the compact center of the
the city we use a tiny Fiat “600” and,
though no bigger than an over-sized
dolly, it has proved ideal for getting us
from place to place. If the sky is over¬
cast and we have no shooting appoint¬
ment, we take off on a scouting tour.
Sunny days find us racing from vantage
point to vantage point in order to get
needed shots of the city. However, much
of our work in Florence is done indoors.
At the historic Medici Palace we had
a stroke of luck. The custodian there
offered to cut short his siesta period so
we could film within the Medici Chapel
without interference. He also agreed to
let us use two lamps instead of one. We
worked for two hours recording Benozzo

1
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Gozzoli's magnificent fresco, “The Visit
of the Magi." Our friend told us that he
has worked there since before the war
and that although many still pictures
have been taken of the famous mural,
to his knowledge, we are the first to
photograph it with a movie camera.

have found the Italians kind, courteous
and cooperative. Filming in Italy is
proving to be a once-in-a-lifetime ex¬
perience.

Because we are shooting scenes scat¬
tered throughout our script and some
that will be used in other pictures, it
became necessary to evolve an accurate
method for recording what we shoot and
in which of the many rolls of film it is
to be found. The following system is
proving quite satisfactory. Every roll
of film is numbered. In a notebook each
scene is recorded under the proper roll
number and marked with symbols that
identify it on the script. It is also check¬
ed off on the main shooting script. If a
scene is to be used in a picture other
than the one on Florence, that notation
is also made in the notebook. As we
progress we have a record of each roll
of film, indicating where it was exposed
and the precise scenes that it contains.
This should greatly simplify our editing
problems when we return home.
Since we are trying to do our optical
effects within the camera as we go
along, we frequently run into obstacles.
For instance, our script may call for a
shot of the Florentine coat of arms lap¬
dissolving to a moody shot of the battlemented tower of the Palazzo Vecchio.
So on a sunny day we film the coat of
arms and do our fade-out for the first
part of the dissolve. However, it may
be some time before we can complete
the sequence. We must wait for a day
with just the right cloud effects. Ob¬
viously we cannot set the camera on the
shelf while waiting. So we take a read¬
ing of our footage and frames, roll the
film back and put it away. We are now
free to proceed with a fresh roll. When
the right weather comes along we reload
the camera with film that contains the
half-completed dissolve, run it with
shutter closed to the proper point, and
proceed as though there had been no
interruption. Sometimes we have as
many as 3 and 4 rolls waiting for a
particular effect to be completed.
Thanks to the thorough research done
by my wife before we left home, we
have had to make very few alterations
in our original script. The planning
done at home has enabled us to move
quickly and with assurance from one
subject to another. We have found our
estimate of the amount of film for the
Florentine picture to be reasonably ac¬
curate. However, it does require con¬
stant discipline to keep from overshoot¬
ing. There is such a wealth of movie
material here that we could easily use
up our supply of film in a few weeks.
We consider ourselves extremely for¬
tunate in fieing allowed the rare priv¬
ilege of filming Italy’s art treasures. We

(Continued, from Page 245)
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FINDER

camera so that the proper length of the
side observation tube can be calculated.
The prism mount is attached to the
camera by an adapter which has stand¬
ard C mount threads. This adapter is
machined according to (A, Fig. 5).
Once the adapter is fastened to the cam¬
era the prism mount is slipped into it
by means of the tube (B, Fig. 5) which
originally slipped into the microscope.
This means that the tube must be short¬
ened enough to coincide with the length
of the C mount adapter (Fig. 5). The
adapter permits the eyepiece to be ro¬
tated in a full 360° circle. The adapter
and prism mount are attached to the
camera so that the distance A-B (Fig.
2) may be measured approximately.
The image in the view finder is aerial
rather than ground glass, so a reticle
must be attached to the upper surface
of the field diaphragm of the Ramsden
ocular. This can be done with airplane
cement. The field diaphragm may have
to be removed from the ocular to per¬
mit this and if so, must be replaced
accurately. This can best be done by
putting the field diaphragm in place
approximately and then moving it up
and down, while looking through the
lens until the cross lines on the reticle
are in focus. The author used a com¬
mercial reticle which is readily obtain¬
able. This particular one was a stand¬
ard Howard Type.2
The distance A-2 (Fig. 2) must be
the same as A-B. The side tube has to
be shortened to permit this; however,
it must not be shortened so much that
the Ramsden ocular will not have a good
fit. The correct length of the side tube
is best determined by experimentation.
The various parts should now be
ready for assembling and attaching to
the camera, as shown in Fig. 1. The
adapter is screwed into the lens mount
of the camera and the observation eye¬
piece is slid into place. The prism cast¬
ing can be rotated in the adapter as
previously mentioned to allow alignment
of the side tube with the film plane.
The initial focusing of the continuous
observation eyepiece to the film plane
is a bit time-consuming, but once it is
accomplished it need not be done again.
A piece of ground glass, or in case
of the Bolex, the Bolex prismatic focuser
is inserted at the camera film plane.
The camera is placed over the micro¬
scope, or the bellows-lens combination
(described in the next paragraph) is

attached and focused at the film plane.
The Ramsden ocular is now moved in
and out until the image observed in the
plane of the reticle is in focus. The
focus of the continuous observation eye¬
piece and the film plane of the camera
now coincide. However, at this point
the fields may not. In such case the
prism must be moved up and down by
turning it one revolution at a time in
its mount until coincidence is effected.
When focus and fields coincide the cam¬
era operator sees exactly what the cam¬
era records while the camera is running.
The continuous observation eyepiece,
was designed primarily for microscopy;
but it serves equally well with a bellows
and long focus lenses for telephoto or
closeup photography, (Fig. 6).
The
prism reduces exposure by a very slight
amount but this is more than compen¬
sated for by the simultaneous continu¬
ous viewing feature this arrangement
affords.
The bellows assembly illus¬
trated in Fig. 6 was made from avail¬
able materials which can be adapted for
use with the observation eyepiece and
the Bolex. The bellows is attached to
the observation eyepiece by means of
an extra tube threaded on one end. The
threaded end is attached to the observa¬
tion eyepiece; and bellows slips over it.
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and civic notables. Augmenting the
scroll was the Association’s Gold Medal.
Besides the PAA, Rosher is also a mem¬
ber of the Royal Photographic Society,
and a Charter Member of the American
Society of Cinematographers.
•

•

•

Sam Leavitt, ASC, has been signed to

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per Hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
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OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
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STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
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photograph “Time Limit.” an independ¬
ent production which will mark the
nJebut of actor Karl Malden as director.
Leavitt’s last assignment was “Flamenca,” which he filmed in Spain for Para¬
mount in Eastman Color and VistaVision.
•

C.

•

Ed Colman, ASC, following windup of
shooting the “Noah’s Ark” series of TV
films for Jack Webb, was signed to
photograph “The D. I.” which Warner
Brothers are producing, starring Jack
Webb. Following this, Colman will re¬
sume shooting the popular “Dragnet”
series of video films.
•

FRANK

•

•

•
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George Stevens, former cinematogra¬
pher who turned director, and who won
the Academy Award for best direction
this year (for “Giant”) will be honored
guest at the ASC’s monthly dinner April
15th.
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Q

In the article “Photographing the
Television Image,” which appears on
page 605 of your October, 1956, issue,
reference is made to Jackson J. Rose
writing in the “American Cinematog¬
rapher Handbook” and stating that
the
lenses employed
for kinescoping
need not be color-corrected. It also states
that the lens must be able to produce
an extremely sharp image. It is my be¬
lief that the quality of illumination
emitted by a television tube is in the
form of a continuous spectrum. If this
is true, how can an extremely sharp
image be produced by a lens tbat is not
color-corrected?—S. F., Rochester, /V. Y.

Jackson Rose probably meant that the
lens employed for kinescope recording
need not be color-corrected because of
the fact that in kinescope recording, as
it is done by the networks, the film used
is a positive type or sound recording
type film, which is sensitive only to blue
and ultra-violet, and a blue phosphorus
kine recording tube is used.
While the lens used for kinescope re¬
cording need not necessarily be colorcorrected, it would be advisable to use a
lens having color correction even though
the film and kine recording tube are
utilizing only blue and ultra-violet.—
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Malone.

• John
Warren,
ASC,
“Wells
Fargo,’*
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Robinson. Louis
Foster,
director;
“Alfred
Hitchcock
Pre¬
sents,”* (Revue Prods.) Robert Stevens, di¬
rector.

• Robert Bronner, ASC, “Don't Go Near
the Water,” (CinemaScope & Metrocolor)
with Glenn Ford and Anna Kashfi. Charles
Walters, director.

• Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents,”* (Revue Prods.) J. Addis, director.

with Robert Taylor and
Richard Thorpe, director.

Dorothy

Established 1949
Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the

REVERSAL PROCESS
special attention to

• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Until They
Sail,” with Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine and
Paul Newman. Robert Wise, director.

FASTAX DEVELOPING
MOTION PICTURE CENTER

• John Russell, ASC, “Jane Wyman The¬
atre,”* (Lewman Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
Sidney Lanfield, director; “General Electric
Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.) Ray Milland, di¬
rector; “Wells Fargo,”* (Overland Prods.)
with Dale Robinson. Jack English, director.

on request:
TRI-X processed to 1000 ASA
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★

• Sid Hickox, ASC, “I Love Lucy,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
James Kern, director: “Red Skelton Show’
(Desilu Prods.) with Red Skelton. C. Burns,
director.
Novak,
ASC,
“Wire
Service,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Dane Clark and George
Brent. Various directors.

• William Sickner, ASC. “Heinz Studio
57,”* (Revue Prods.) Don MacDougall, di¬
rector; “Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,” (Mer¬
idian Prods.)
Don Wells,
director;
“On
Trial,’* (Fordyce Inc.) with Joseph Cotton.
Hershel Dougherty, director.

• Joe

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16
Complete
with
Synchronous
Motor
and Base

Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Warren Andersen. An¬
drew McLaglen, director.

• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,”* (Meridian Prods.) with Vincent
Price. John Brahm, director; “Nevada State
Troopers,”* with Rod Cameron. Sidney Salkow, director; “Harbor Patrol,”* (Lewman
Prods.) James Irving, director.

• Henry Cronjager, “Whirlybirds,”* (Desi¬
lu Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig
Hill. Lee Sholem and Harve Foster, directors.

• Gilbert Warrenton ,ASC, ‘‘Wells Fargo,”*
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Robinson. Sid¬
ney Salkow, director.

PARAMOUNT

• Reggie Lanning, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents,”* (Revue Prods.) J. Addis, director.

• Nick

© Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Hot Spell,” (VistaVision)
with Shirley Booth and Anthony
Quinn. Anthony ann, director, ASC, “Sad
Sack,” (Vista-Vision) with Jerry Lewis and
Phyllis Kirk. George Marshall, director.
• Charles Lang, ASC, “Loving You,” (Tech¬
nicolor; VistaVision) with Elvis Presley and
Lizabeth Scott. Hal Kanter, director.

• Haskell Boggs, “Short Cut to Hell,”
(VistaVision) with Robert Ivers and Georgann Johnson. James Cagney, director.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.
• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Wm. Seiter and Chas. Barton, directors.
© Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Blondie,”* with
Arthur Lake and Pamela Britton. Paul Landres, director.

RKO
• Daniel Fapp, ASC, “The Devil’s Hairpin,”
(VistaVision & Technicolor)
with
Cornel
Wilde and Jean Wallace. Cornel Wilde, pro¬
ducer-director.

Includes
Installation
and
Case

• Frank
Planer,
ASC,
“Stage
Struck,”
(Color; shooting in New York) with Henry
Fonda and Susan Strasberg. Sidney Lumet,
director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
RKO-PATHE

Permits Continuous Run of
400 ft., 16mm Film
Ideal
for
newsreel
work,
shooting
wrestling
matches, prizefights, football games, etc. 200 ft.
daylight loading spool may be used in the 400
ft. magazine.
100 ft. spool can be used in the
camera without removing external magazine.
See your Bolex dealer or write for
full information.
Ask about our
Rack-Over, Camera Base and Syn¬
chronous Motor.

TOLEDO CINE
130* Mllbum Ay.

ENGINEERING
Tel.de ♦. Ohl.

• Gordon Avil, ASC, “Sergeant Preston of
the Yukon,”* (Tom R. Curtis Prods.) with
Dick Simmons. Eddie Dew and Earl Bellamy,
directors.
• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Monkey on My
Back,” (UA Release) with Cameron Mitchell
and Dianne Foster. Andre de Toth, director.
• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Gunsight Ridge,”
(Libra Films for UA release: shooting in
Tucson) with Joel McCrea, Mark Stevens and
Joan Weldon. Francis D. Lyon, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

In World-U)irk Usy
Produce moonlight and night effects

• Clarke
Ramsey,
ASC,
“Nevada State
Troopers,”*
with
Rod
Cameron.
Hershel
Dougherty, director.

in daytime • fog scenes* diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0. Box 46834. Hollywood. Calif.
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• Lester White, ASC, “The Millionaire,”*
(Don Fedderson Prods.) Charles Haas, di¬
rector; “General Electric Theatre,”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ronald Reagan. Jules Bricken,
director.

April, 1957

• Guy Roe, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
Theatre,”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Dick
Powell. Various directors.
• George Diskant, ASC, “Mr. Adam and
Eve,”*
(Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino
and Floward Duff. Frederick de Cordova and
Richard Kinon, directors.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “The Desk Set,”
(CinemaScope; DeLuxe Color) with Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn. Walter Lang,
director.
• Joe Macdonald, ASC,
“A
Hatful
of
Rain,”
(CinemaScope;
Shooting
in
New
York) with Eva Marie Saint and Don Murray.
Fred Zinnemann, director.
• Charles Clarke, ASC, “The Wayward
Bus,” (CinemaScope) with Dan Dailey and
Jayne Manfield. Victor Vicas, director.

Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

scratch film. Put this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your

FRANK

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".

(7flm€Rii

C.

ZUCKER

Couipmem (o.jnc.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
• Stanley Cortez, ASC, “The Three Faces
of Eve,” (CinemaScope) with David Wayne
and Joanne Woodward. Nunnally Johnson,
director.

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors

• Paul Vogel, ASC, “Bernardine,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Janet Gaynor, Terry
Moore and Pat Boone. Henry Levin, director.

Especially
Howell,

designed

Ampro

to

and

drive

a’l

Bell

16mm

Victor

&

pro¬

jectors at synchronous speed.
• Milton Krasner, ASC, “An Affair to Re¬
Projector

member,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Cary
Grant and Deborah Kerr.
Leo McCarey,
director.

can

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

• Walter Strenge, ASC, “God Is My Part¬

shaft which connects motor with projector

ner,” (RegalScope; Regal Films) with Wal¬
ter Brennan, John Hoyt and Marion Ross.
William Claxton, director.

and

Lashelle, ASC, “Secret Service,”
(RegalScope; Regal Films) with Victor McLaglen and Fay Spain. Andrew V. McLaglen,
director.
• Joseph

• Leo Tover, ASC, “The Sun Also Rises,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Ava Gardner
and Tyrone Power. Henry King, director.
• Ernest Haller, ASC, “Hell on Devil’s
Island,” (Regal Films) with Helmut Dantine
and Jean Willis. Christian Nyby, director.
• Joseph Macdonald, ASC, “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?” (CinemaScope & Color)
with Jayne Mansfield and Tony Randall.
Frank Tashlin, producer-director.
• Oswald Morris, “A Farewell to Arms,”
(CinemaScope & Color; David O. Selznick
Prods.; shooting in Italy) with Jennifer Jones
and Rock Hudson. David O. Selznick, pro¬
ducer.

permits

operation.

smooth,

No

quiet

special

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

ing.

Write for more details and prices.

/63 ioth Ave , n.y., n.y., PLaza 7-3511

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16mm
MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES
Research and Script
Photography, Studio and
Location
Processing
Edge-numbered Work Prints
Sound Recording and
Rerecording

Editing and Matching
Titling and Animation
Release Printing
Magna-Striping
Slide Film Animation
Slide Duplicating

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

•

CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

(Continued on Page 268)
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UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Alone Together,”
(CinemaScope)
with
George
Nader
and
Michel Ray. Abner Biberman, director.
• Ellis Carter. ASC, “Slim Carter,’ (Color)
with Jock Mahoney and Julie Adams. Richard
Bartlett, director.
• William Daniels, ASC, “My Man God¬
frey,”
(CinemaScope & Technicolor)
with
June Allyson and 0. W. Fischer. Henry
Foster, director.
• James Drought, Pepsi Cola commercial*
Wil Cowan, director; Lawrence Welk and
Camay commercials* Jack Daniels, director.
• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Decision at Dur¬
ango,” (CinemaScope) with Fred MacMurray
and Joan Weldon. Harry Keller, director.

It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
9

Practical

Dependable

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY

• Russell Metty, ASC, “Badge of Evil,”
with Charlton Heston, Orson Welles and
Janet Leigh. Orson Welles, director.
• Charles Welborn, Dodge and Delco bat¬
tery commercials* Jack Daniels, director.

4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.

WARNER

NOrmandy 3-9331

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone jack in camera and complete re¬
finishing . . . Quick
service . . . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:
Bass Camera Co., Chicago: Brooks Cameras,
San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.; Har¬
old's, Sioux Falls. S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas; Southwest Film Lab., Dallas,
Texas, or write direct to:

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055
We

Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas

give

Film o

immediate

repairs.

We

service
add

a

on

Auricon

&

focuser

to

critical

BROS.

• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Sayonara,”
(Technirama—shooting in Japan) with Mar¬
lon Brando, Red Buttons and Patricia Owens.
Joshua Logan, director.
© Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Band of Angels,”
(Shooting in Louisiana; Warnercolor) with
Clark Gable and Yvonne De Carlo. Raoul
Walsh, director.

For H8
Battery
Lens

and

HI 6

Camera

Drive

Extension

Turret

Lever

Filter Slides
Handle

•

•
•

Tubes
Third
Camera

Complete

•

Time-Lapse

•

Alignment

Turret
Base

Factory

Stop
•

•

Timer

&

Moviola 2/35mru synchronizers,
excellent buy ..$ 79.50
National Cine three wheel col¬
lapsible dolly, list $295.00, like
new _
$199.50
National Cine portable mike
boom, list $460.00, like new
_
$299.50
Ace 35mm non-slip contact sound
printer, 220 volt, continuous mo¬
tor, prints sound track and edge
numbers from negative original
cost over $2500, excellent con¬
dition special _
$795.00
Mitchell — erect image, latest
type, floating matte viewfinders,
list $450. Like new, Special
_$325.00

The

CAMERA MART,

Service

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Cheyenne,”* with
Clint Walker. Leslie Martinson, director.

© Rex Wimpy, ASC, Pabst Blue Ribbon*
commercial. Dave Monahan, director.

UHLER 16mm CINE PRINTER
Makes copies of your movies, both 8mm and
16mm, sound and silent, color or black-andwhite. All A.C.-operated—no batteries required.
Capacity: 400-ft. feed and takeup arms. Sturdy
cast aluminum construction. Price, f.o.b., Detroit,

$195.00
UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Ave.
Detroit 38, Mich.
Phone: UNiversity 1-4663
Cable: UHLCIMA

MOVIE FANS
• Harold Wellman, ASC, Golf Crest and
U. S. Army Recruiting commercials* Ross
Letterman, director.

8mm and 16mm
DUPLICATES

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync

ZIV STUDIOS

16mm REDUCED TO 8mm
8mm ENLARGED TO 16mm

Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
VARIABLE

SHUTTER

FOR

H16

REFLEX

IF rite today for 1957 Illustrated Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
West Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Phone GRanite 3-3227

268

INC.

1 845 Broadway al 60th St. New York 23,
N.Y. Plaza 7-6977

Gage
Turret

Lens Control

Parts

Acmade 35mm rewinds, geared
ends, pair ..$ 11.00

• Edward Coleman, ASC, “The D.I.” (Mark
VII Ltd. Prod.) with Jack Webb, Don Dub¬
bins and Jackie
Loughery.
Jack Webb,
director.

• Leslie Andersen, “Conflict,”* Leslie Mar¬
tinson, director.

cameras:

Precision 16-35mm optical sound
readers, like new.... _$125.00

• Harold Rosson,. ASC, “No Time for Ser¬
geants,” with Andy Griffith and Myron Mc¬
Cormick.
Mervyn LeRoy, producer-director.

• Ed Dupar, ASC, “Conflict,” Bud Boetticher,
director; Gallo wine commercial” Ross Letterman, director.

by STEVENS

EDL—16-35 mm optical sound
reader, exc_ _$110.00

©Ted McCord, ASC, “The Helen Morgan
Story,” (CinemaScope) with Ann Blyth and
Paul Newman. Michael Curtiz, director.

any turret Cine-Voice.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

April SpecialsI

American Cinematographer

• Floyd
Crosby,
ASC,
“Teenage
Doll,”
(Woolner Bros. Prod.; Woolner Bros, re¬
lease) with June Kenny and John Brinkley.
Roger Corman, producer-director.

COLOR
B&W
(Min.

.9c ft.
.4c ft.
Order

$3.50)

• Ellis Carter, ASC, “Sugarfoot,”* (Pilot).
Leslie Martinson, director.

MAIL

© Rex Wimpy, ASC,
Mel Dellar, director.

P.O. BOX 447, Great Neck, New York

Kellogg

April, 1957

commercial.*

ORDER

ONLY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
16mm x 100 ft.$1.00
16mm x 50 ft.75
8mm ..50
•

FAST SERVICE

COMET FILM SERVICE

CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads

ADVERTISING

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, SI.00.

remittance to cover oayment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th

name)

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

15c per word.

Modified display format (text set

in

boldface

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

16MM PRODUCERS HAVEN'T BEEN FORGOTTEN

CINE-VOICE complete with amplifier, microphone, case,
etc.
Single
lens,
synchronous
motor,
$595.00.
AURICON NR-24 amplifier, in standard case, adapted
for
Cine-Voice,
$75.00.
STEINMAN
16mm
de¬
veloping tanks, set $95.00.
EDITOR-VI EWER for
16mm single system optical sound, complete with
amplifier, $125.00 C. G. SAGER, Grafton, Wisconsin.

MAURER
MODEL
E
RECORDING
SYSTEM.
Includes Type 10 Recorder; V.D.
galvonometer; 400' magazine; 4 pos.
mixer;
amplifier; noise reduction; power supply,voltage,
regulator,
cables
and
cases,
$10,500 value ...$5,995.00
PAN CINOR LATEST 17.5/70mm zoom type
lens, like new .
375.00
NEW AURICON CINEVOICE turret sound cam¬
era with 400' magazine conversion.
In¬
cludes extra zoom
lens door;
amplifier;
mike, etc. Demonstrator. $1,300.00 value..
995.00
AURICON PRO SOUND CAMERA with Super
1200
magazine.
Complete
with
sports
frame finder; Modulite Shutter VA galva¬
nometer;
NRS-24 amplifier;
B eliminator;
torque takeup motor with battery pack;
4 extra dalite 200' magazines,- mike,- cables,
etc. $2,500.00 value, excellent condition.. 1,395.00
CINE SPECIAL BLIMP, CUSTOM BUILT with
syncmotor, follow focus, $750.00 value....
395.00
HALF PRICE SALE
NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS & CABINETS
USED MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400' reels
99.50
USED
MM-184
CABINETS—hold
250-400'
reels
.
149.50
New RK-102 RACKS—hold 102-1000' 35mm
or over 200-400' 16mm reels.
87.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition
'/2 Price....
2.50
NEW MOVIOLAS, 16mm PICTURE ONLY.
495.00
WESTERN
ELECTRIC 639 CARDIOID
Micro¬
phones, $236.00 value .
169.50
BRIDGAMATIC RA REVERSAL PROCESSOR with
1200' magazine,- Rotary air pump,- drain
pump,used less than month.
$3,300.00
value .
2,495.00
NEW
HOUSTON
16mm
PROCESSOR
rollers
3%" dia. $1.00 value .
.49
HOUSTON RUBBER SQUEEGEES, soft, pliable
wiper blades, for 16 or 35mm processors
or cleaners. Per dozen $1.50; per 100.
9.00
DEPUE
OPTICAL
REDUCTION
SOUNDTRACK
PRINTERS, 35/16mm. Includes sync motor
and
generator.
$7,500.00 value.
Recon¬
ditioned
. 1,995.00

TRADES TAKEN.

Cable:SOSOUND
Dept.fc
S O S CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.
Western Branch—6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202
THIS

Phone PL 7-0440

ANIMATION

OUTFIT DOES
INDOORS & OUT

DOUBLE

DUTY—

Peterson
Heavy
Professional
ANISTAND
with
all
movements;
motorized
zoom,lightbox for trans¬
parencies;
sliding
celboard;
air
operated
platen
and revolving camera mount. Incjudes B&H 16mm
rackover type 2709A Studio camera (or std. 35mm if
preferred) with 2 magazines; 3 lenses,- Richardson
stopmotion motor,- 1 10V syncmotor; Mitchell view¬
finder,
mattbox
&
sunshade,
all
accessories.
A
$12,5000.000 investment—ready to go .$7,475.00

TRADES

TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440 Cable: SOSOUND
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202

16mm CINE SPECIAL I camera, Hart 4 lens turret,
Yolo dissolve, adjustable reflex finder, sports finder,
two 200' chambers,
Eastman lens 6" f/4.5; 4"
f/2.7; 1" f/1.9; Elgeet W.A. f/1.5; set 22 Harrison
light corrector discs 2" x 2", case and meter;
Prof. Jr. tripod, chain, case,- 16 masks,- film winding
attachment;
leatherette
custom
carrying
case
for
above.
Only 1600' film run thru. All like new.
Less than ’/2 price, $1,200.
FRANK R. BURTON,
D.D.S., 1206 The Alameda, Berkeley, La 6-7221.

ARRIFLEX
16mm,
Schneider
lenses:
16mm,
25mm,
75mm,
Kilfift Tele 150mm, case, batteries, matte
box.
$1,650,
cash
only.
THELANS
CAMERA
CENTER, 6731 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.

AKELEY 35mm camera, Mitchell finder, 12 volt motor,
three sets of lenses, four 200 ft. magazines, all in
cases.
J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

BELL & HOWELL 70DL fl.9 Super Comat and 15mm
f2.7 lenses, positive viewfinders, combination case,
excellent condition.
PAUL B. TERRY, 713 Hagar St.,
San Fernando, Calif.

BRAND NEW Art Reeves Auricon Cinevoice Custom
Conversion,
completely new camera
housing and
additional film transport sprockets, synchronous 24
fps motor, extra motor for takeup drive, 3-lens C
mount turret, variable density sound, through-lens
focusing and viewing, Veeder counter. Takes stand¬
ard
16mm Mitchell
magazines.
Ready to go in
case, all accessories, one 400' Mitchell magazine,
less lenses, $1,000 with new camera guarantee.
SIERRA FILMS, P. O. Box 602, Reno, Nevada.

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-TIB.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
PRECISION

Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record - Playback

Industry

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

ATTENTION COLLECTORS — EXPERIMENTORS
SPECIAL HANDMADE
16mm camera, magazine top,
f4.5 B&H Tessar, tripod, $95.00. Ernemaann 35mm,
crank f3.5 Tessar,
two magazines, fine
museum
piece. $60.00. CINE-KODAK A, fl .9, almost "mint”
condition,
$75.00.
Same
crank
model,
slightly
older, f 3.5, $35.00.
EYEMO, 43mm f 2.5 Cooke,
33/4" Telekinic, case, $125.00.
1000 shot 16mm
magazine, synchronization, f3. B&L, with portable
strobe,
$75.00. JAPANESE
rapid sequence spring
wind aerial camera, 120 film, 3 magazines, filters,
case, f3.5 Hexar. Perfect for sports action, $100.00.
Trades considered. What have you?
B. COPELAND,
3037 Jarlath Avenue, Chicago 45, Illinois.

16MM MAURER model 05 in perfect condition with
two 400' and one 1200' mag., sync motor, 12V
motor, view finder, blimp, matte box, zoom lens,
one-inch Ektar, complete with cases, $4,250.00 or
best offer. Would consider trade for 35mm Mitchell.
RODEL PRODUCTIONS, 2424 ”G” St., N.W., Wash¬
ington, D.C.
WE BUY AND SELL good clean 16mm equipment. Have
for sale cemeras, lenses, magnetic recorders, light¬
ing equipment, titlers and editing equipment. What
do you need? SOONER ELECTRONICS COMPANY,
Cinema Equipment Division, Box 808, Duncan, Okla.

SWEET SIXTEENS — PRICED TO SELL!
B&H 70DR, 1" f0.95 Angenieux, 10mm fl .8 Angenieux,
3"
fl.9
Navitar,
filters,
case,
$495.00.
CINE
SPECIAL II, 1" fl .4 Ektar, 15mm f2.7 KA, $595.00.
ZEISS MOVIEKON, 25mm fl .4 Sonnar CRF, 20mm
f2.7 Tessar, 50mm f2.8 Tessar, 75mm f4. Sonnar
CRF, $350.00 BUSCH DEVRY CINESALESMAN sound
projector—CONTINUOUS type, 2 lenses, self con¬
tained screen,
$295.00.
BEL-PARK PHOTO,
3144
N. Cicero Ave., Chicago 41, III.
CINEFLEX 35mm. less lenses and motor.
One 200 ft.
magazine, $125.00 as is.
Eyemo lenses, 6" and
10"
Eyemax,
$18.00 and $25.00.
J.
WALTON,
P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

SPRING

CLEANING

SALE

OF 35MM

EQUIPMENT

RCA
PHOTOPHONE
OPTICAL
RECORDING
Systems, complete with mixer, amplifier,
2-1000'
magazines,syncmotors;
mike,
cables & cases. Rebuilt from.$6,975.00
CAMERAFLEX
(CINEFLEX)
200'
Magazines.
(convertible
to
Arriflex).
19.50
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MA¬
CHINES—2000' capacity, $425.00 regularly.
Surplus
.
295.00
(for
conversion
to
16/35mm
add
$50)
MITCHELL 35mm SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERA
compl.
w/RCA
galvanometer;
4
Baltar
lenses;
viewfinder,motor,mattbox;
sun¬
shade,2
magazines,tripod.
$15,000.00
value. Reconditioned . 6,995.00
MITCHELL 35mm NC CAMERA w/4 Baltar
lenses; 2 magazines,- viewfinder; 2 motors,mattbox- sunshade- tripod. Reconditioned.. 7,395.00
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for
Mitchell,
Arriflex,
etc
$5,000.00
value, make Cinemascope compatible pic¬
tures ._. 1 ,000.00
STEPHENS TRUSONIC WIRELESS MIKE OUT¬
FIT. Has 2
"invisible" concealed micro¬
phones, power supply, transmitter, antenna
& receiver. $1,500.00 value, likenu .
795.00
NEW
ACE
FILM
SPLICERS—non
magnetic,
butt or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe Model $69.50. Standard Model .
59.50
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 speed with wedge.. 1 ,025.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus ...".
995.00
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.
995.00
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonograph, w/preamplifier, transformer &
mtg. bracket .
575.00
NEW
35mm
MOVIOLAS with
3"
viewing
glass & take-ups.
475.00
DEPUE AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROLS—almost
J/3 off price. Twin 75 scene.
695.00
HEAVY
DUTY 35mm
LOOP ATTACHMENTS.
Twin 3 point bases hold 2 uprights with
cross members and ball bearing spools.
Hold over 400' film. $500.00 value.
195.00

TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd,
Phone HO 7-9202

Calif.

WANTED

IF

S.O.S.—SPECIALISTS ON SALES
YOU CAN’T GET YOUR PRICE, WE CAN DO IT
FOR YOU!
WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment
you don't need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE'LL
GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE:

CINEQUIP

TRY F&B LAST
FOR SALE
Used
late model
MAURER
Economically priced.
Write

315

cameras and
for details.

recorders.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

York.

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

(Continued on Next Page )
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Classified Ads

LAB-TV

(Continued from Preceding Page)

Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

WANTED
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
UNDERWATER FILM—New TV show needs 50,000 ft.
of
underwater
footage
immediately.
Write
Box
1263. AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY AND SOUND

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anschochrome Processing—
Printing —Recording—■ Editing —Production —Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INCE.
114

E.

8th

Ave.,

ARRIFLEX CAMERA, 35MM—Private party will pay cash
for 35mm Arrifiex camera. Best offer wins. Box 1265,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Now under the sole
direction and ownership of
JACK ASHER

Write for circular

LAB TV
247 West 46th St.
New York 36, N. Y.

HUSBAND/WIFE team available all types industrial
movies, TV commercials; color or black-and-white.
Will travel any location. Write COMMUNITY GOOD¬
WILL SERVICES,
18 Scott Place, Hartsdale, New
York, for reasonable price quotations. Specify your
needs.
JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK.
THE
MOST EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE
NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION; ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS,
385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA. SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESS:
ZENIER TOKYO.

Denver

3,

Colorado.

TAbor

5-2818

POSITIONS WANTED
CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR—Five years major market TV
film department. Commercial, newsreel, B&W, Color,
sync-sound.
Accomplished
film
editor,
IA
card.
Interested
permanent
industrial
type
production.
Box 1264, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CINEMATOGRAPHER—27 year old technician, used to
foreign assignments
requires position with scope
and responsibility. Ten years experience includes
all phases of motion picture production for cinema
and
television,
References
from
internationally
known organizations. Box 1260, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

FOOTAGE FOR SALE

CAMERAMAN-WRITER, with adventure background is
available for overseas assignments.
One specific
assignment or permanent association. No assignment
too hazardous. KORAC SLOGOFF, 5457 Berks St.,
Philadelphia 31, Penna.

KODACHROME—Highway & Chicago traffic scenes—
night
color—accidents
taken
from
car.
Tornado
disaster & fires—color.
Let me film your safety
script. Tape record your request to me, Mr. Traffic
Safety of Illinois. JIM SEYMOUR, 115 N. Main St.,
Crystal
Lake,
III.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels,
industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Call Judson 6-2272.

WILDLIFE
professionally
shot
16mm
color
wildlife
footage.
Large selection on hand. Other footage
shot on order. BERT A. KEMPERS, 3005 6th Street,
Boulder, Colorado.

EUROPEAN COVERAGE all countries. Stock shots avail¬
able. 20 years experience, see International Alma¬
nac. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road, London, S.W.
19, England.

MICRO-MOVIES of one-celled animal life (protozoal,
16mm color,
24
F.P.S.
About 1,000 feet,
both
bright and dark field, taken at 110 times and
460 magnification. WILLIAM E. GARD, 2634 So.
72nd St., Philadelphia 42, Penna.

LABORATORY & SOUND
MISCELLANEOUS

JN Heady-£ddy
U. S.

Registered Trademark

HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time?" etc, etc.
A MUST FOR
EVERYONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.

(Continued from Page 198)

in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or 'icritr—
READY-EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

Conn.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature
Dept. AC
487 South Ave.

Micro Record Corp.
270

COLLECTORS of film, stills, and posters desiring to
correspond and trade with other collectors, send
card to AUDIO-PICTORIAL SERVICE, 14808 Aztec,
San Fernando, Calif.

WHAT’S NEW

$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC.. 7315 Carneqie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio
Phone Endicott 1-2707.

Beacon, N.Y.

American Cinematocrapher

be used in conjunction with nine 12inch LP music albums containing 103
instrumentals adaptable for theme and
bridge music for films. Recorded in
Europe, the music plays for six hours.
The handy guide breaks down the 103
selections into over 400 moods, tempos
and uses.

valuable booklet, “The Processing of
16mm Film,” which gives the film
maker the inside story on how films are
processed and what is required to ob¬
tain the best photographic and print
results. Copies are available free. Duart
specializes in processing 16mm films,
is said to be a pioneer in use of jet
spray processing equipment.

Color Temperature Meter
Sixtieolor is compact new color tem¬
perature meter, no larger than ordinary
exposure meter, that indicates the color
temperature of light within a range of
2600 to 20,000 degrees K, and simul¬
taneously indicates correction filter re¬
quired for correct color balance. List
price is $39.95. The Camera Mart. Inc.,
1845 Broadway, New \ork 23, N. Y.,
is source.
Processing Service
Du/Art Film Labs, Inc., 245 West
55th Street, New York, N. Y., offer a

April, 1957

New McAlister Dealers
J. G. McAlister, Inc., manufacturers
of studio lighting and production equip¬
ment, recently added two more dealers
to its fold: W. Schiller & Co., 1101
Clark Ave., St. Louis, Mo., r-~d C°’''*-"~y
Camera Shops, 22 So. 7th St., Minne¬
apolis. Both dealers will carry the com¬
plete McAlister line. Other U. S. dealers
are: Florman & Babb, New York; TV
Equip. Co., and Studio Lighting Co.,
Chicago; Village Camera Store, De¬
troit; Brooks Cameras, Inc., San Fran¬
cisco and Birns & Sawyer, Hollywood.

“The small source size and great
power of ‘National’ carbons are
vital for separating objects and
obtaining sharp image definition."

The “National” carbon arc...
nothing brighter under the sun
The terms “National” and “Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY . a Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
SALES OFFICES: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco • IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

ONE Source —

.byron
All Producer Services
EDITING

1

|

SOUND RECORDING

MUSIC

|

LIBRARY

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
PROCESSING

©
©

ART

|

TITLING

|

©
©

ANIMATION

MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING

©

SOUND EFFECTS

j

©

|

REVERSAL PROCESSING

j
J

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE COLOR
PROCESSING

COLOR-CORRECT@PRINTS

Byron offers you ANY or ALL facilities you require for completion of your
original unexposed film . . . original processing; complete producer services;
finished prints in either Color-Correct or black and white ... in one
convenient location. Byron producer services save you time, money and
division of responsibility.

For information and price list, write, phone or wire

byron

laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.

Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERF ICES

. . .

COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PRINTING AND PROCESSING
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photographing “Boy On A Dolphin”
• Use of Dimmer Banks In Set Lighting
• Shooting A TV Film Production In Low Ke\

FOREIGN 45c

... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
cinematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30017 Martin St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
16mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. "85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell"

©A.M. P. A.S.

MAGIC

OF

design NAIDICH/photography LEVITT

THE

FILM

as to where
scene and
another
narrows down
to a single frame.
The choice of which frame
it shall be has the power
to alter tremendously
the impact of both scenes.

00 GENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

C O R P.

1546 NO. ARCYLE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. / HO. 2-6171

Complete 16 mm and 35 mm services

CAMERAS RECORD NUCLEAR WEAPONS TEST DROPS

At the Atomic Energy Commission's Salton Sea Test Base this special tracking mount uses a 35mm high speed Mitchell camera.Operated by Sandia Corporation,
this base uses Mitchell cameras for recording test operations.

Salton Sea Test Base Uses Mitchell Cameras
to Capture High Speed Action of Dummy Bombs
High speed flight and laboratory tests, which hitherto have been difficult or
impossible to view with the human eye, are today providing revealing informa¬
tion through high speed film recordings.
Typical example of the widespread use of high speed cameras is the Salton
Sea Test Base in Southern California, where drop testing of “dummy” bombs is
a major activity. In testing carried on there, by Sandia Corporation for the Atomic
Energy Commission, as many as 20 Mitchell high speed cameras may record dif¬
ferent angles in the flight of an experimental weapon “shape” from drop aircraft
to impact area.
Operating at 48 to 100 frames per second, the Mitchell cameras film accurate,
steady images with maximum uniformity—even under difficult and complicated
filming conditions.
Tracking at 40,000 feet, this film frame from a Mitchell
camera operating at 96 frames per second provides an
accurate record.

High speed
Mitchell
Camera in
operation on
tracking
telescope
mount during
test run at
Salton Sea.

Mitchell cameras play a growing role in today’s research and developmentjust as 16mm and 35mm Mitchell cameras have become the leading professional
motion picture equipment used by industry, television, and film studios through¬
out the world. Write on your letterhead for further information on the uses of
Mitchell cameras in the field of military and industrial research.

Photogrammetric mounts
for 8 Mitchell
cameras
determine the
position in
space of a
nuclear
explosion.
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ON THE COVER
MICHAEL GAMBELLA, optical cameraman for Film Creations, Inc.,
New York City, utilizes an Oxberry animation stand to produce optical
effects for live-action TV commercials. By using a bi-pack magazine
and a special gate in the camera with a series of mattes for wipes,
fine-grain frames are projected onto the table so that scenes can be
outlined on paper for precise positioning of titles.

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:

1
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lets you level
file camera
without touching
the legs

. . . in equipment, accessories, services

Ml 16 TRIPOD

Microphone Boom
Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 10th
Ave., New York, N. Y., announces a new
collapsible, portable mike boom for TV
and motion picture cameras. Of rugged
construction, boom, which is strutted to
support heaviest microphones, extends to
a maximum of 18 feet. A feature is in¬
ternal mike directional control, afford¬
ing 360° smooth turn of instrument.
Sturdy 5-ft. stand has three 4-in. rub¬
ber-tired wheels and can be elevated to
a height of 10 feet. Net weight is 48 lhs.

Time-Lapse Motor

^ WITH HEMISPHERICAL

I

^ BALL-JOINT HEAD J

v
No matter how uneven the
ground, Arri's exclusive Hemi¬
spherical Ball-Joint Head lets you
level your camera — without
touching the legs. And a built-in
spirit level indicates when you
are 'set.'

Camera Equipment Co., New York
City, announces a small two-speed stopmotion motor designed especially for
use with the Arriflex 16mm camera in
time-lapse photography. Motor provides
for either !/2 or Va second interval ex¬
posures; change from one speed to an¬
other is effected quickly by pull on
speed knob. An integral part is Veeder
frame counter. Motor operates both for¬
ward and reverse and is controlled re¬
motely by small switching panel shown
attached to tripod. A foot control is
optional.

These important features make Arri
16 the most convenient, the most
exciting tripod you can use for
movie, still or studio cameras:
• Pan and Tilt Movements indi¬
vidually controlled.
• Calibrated Leg Scales for quick
setting of all legs to same
extension.
• Adjustable Anti-Slip Chains
restrict leg-spread.
•

•

Single Lock Collar automat¬
ically secures legs with equal
pressure on both shanks.
Universal Tripod Screw for
American and foreign tripod
sockets.

Many other desirable features.

*175 .00

COMPLETE

EXiinTGL PHOTO OOR.3?.
257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.
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16/35mm Spray Processor
Houston-Fearless Corp., 11801 West
Olympic, West Los Angeles 64, Calif.,
announces a new rapid spray processor
for 16mm and 35mm films, said to be
the most compact unit yet built for speed
processing and impingement drying at
high speeds. Known as Model S120PN,
it processes 16mm or 35mm positive at
speeds up to 150 ft. per minute. Nega¬
tive processing is achieved at rate of 100
ft. per minute—the dry-to-dry cycle re¬
quiring less than 5 minutes. Processing
and drying section is designed for day¬
light operation; the table and accumu¬
lator are loaded in a darkroom. Com¬
prehensive brochure is available free.

DuPont Film Repackaged
DuPont’s “new look” in packaging
has been extended to 400-ft. rolls for the
five types of 16mm motion picture films
most frequently used by news camera¬
men. Distinctive color schemes of red,
white and black in different patterns vis¬
ually identify Type 914 Pan., Type 901
“Superior,” Type 930 Rapid Reversal,
Type 931 Hi-Speed Rapid Reversal, and
Type 928 “Superior” 4 motion picture
films. Boxes may be used for shipping
film to processing lab.
May, 1957

New Oxberry Lens Mount
Animation Equip. Corp., 38 Hudson
St., New Rochelle, N. Y., announces a
new lens mount of improved design has
been incorporated in the latest models of
Oxberry animation equipment. New lens
carrier receives series of lenses with pre¬
cision coned centering sockets. Ball¬
bearing, spring-loaded mechanism pro¬
vides increased accuracy for straight inand-out movement. Mechanism is actu(Continued on Page 280)

Light weight High-Fidelity “Cine-Voice II”
Sound Camera can go anywhere, operates from
house current or car battery.

K

SZ&tmauncma
THE NEW AU R ICON

CINE -VOICE

n

16mm SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERA
with Professional Heavy-Duty 3-Lens Turret
Auricon proudly presents the new ‘‘Cine-Voice H”, a worthy
successor to the versatile Cine-Voice I now in use by
GUARANTEE
Newsreel Cameramen and Film Producers all over the world.
All
Auricon Equipment is sold with
The ‘‘Cine-Voice II” is available in a choice of models to suit
a
30-day
money back guarantee.
a variety of filming requirements, such as...
You must be satisfied!
*k Self-Blimped Camera for picture only, runs synchronously
with double-system sound recorder.
*k Self-Blimped Camera for Single-System Sound-On-Film. Shoots picture and optical sound-track on same
film at same time.
-K Self-Blimped Camera for Single-System “Filmagnetic” Sound-On-Film. Shoots picture on film carrying
magnetic stripe.
Combination of Optical or “Filmagnetic” Single-System Sound-On-Film. Camera is quickly converted from
Optical to “Filmagnetic” Sound without the use of tools.

New professional turret 0f “Cine-Voice IT’
manufactured to highest precision standards
and designed to take heavy-weight professional
“C-Mount” lenses; can also mount zoom-type
lens, as shown above.

Please write to BERNDT-BACH, INC., 6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California, or phone
Hollywood 2-0931 for free “Cine-VoiceE” literature and prices.

^ QD fiS n C © IM
PRODUCT

OF

BERNDT-BACH,

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

CINE-VOICE H
$795.00 & vp

INC

AURKON PRO-600
51497.00 & up

SUPER 1200
$465215 * wp

$795.00 complete including professional
“Cine-VoiceH” Optical Sound-On-Film Camera
with Single-Lens-Mount, High Fidelity Micro¬
phone, Amplifier, Headphones, all batteries
and tubes, professional heavy-duty fibre Carry¬
ing Case, and Instruction Book. Camera uses
“C-Mount” lens (not furnished) same as most
16mm Cameras.

Find Fast Moving

$34.95. A model is also available for
35mm film.

In

Equipment,

Accessories,

Services

(Continued from Page 278)

ated by worm gear and movement re¬
sponds to the slightest adjustment. A
dial indicator registers actual distance
from film plane to lens in thousandths of
an inch.

/

Splicing Block

Track Them ACCURATELY

Badly damaged slidefilms,
16mm
movie films and l/^-inch magnetic tape
can now be repaired speedily and per¬
manently with the F&B Film Repair and
Splicing Block which effects repairs and
splices with Mylar transparent splicing
tape. Block is precision-machined to in¬
sure accurate registration of sprocket
holes. List price is $19.95.

You can't lose the scene
with the

is* r MONOCULAR
m"V YIEW FINDER!

Book List
Variable Shutter

Model C
For use on Mitchell*, Wall, Auricon
and other cameras.
Widely used in filming all sports events, mili¬
tary applications, aviation, ordnance tests, etc.
Exceptionally wide field of view instantly lo¬
cates fast moving objects! Internal open-center
reticle (cross lines) accurately centers image.
Engraved line fields on reticle for projector or
TV aperture.
Magnified images. Wide range of field com¬
binations. Coated optics. Unusually bright il¬
lumination under adverse conditions. Choice of
optics—6x30, 7x50, 12x50, 20x60. Instant in¬
terchange of various monoculars. Precise and
smooth horizontal and vertical parallax ad¬
justments.
Write for literature and prices.
*For Mitchell Cameras, order through Mitchell
Camera Corp., 666 W. Harvard, Glendale 4,
California.

Arrows in photo above point to loca¬
tion of the Variable Shutter which Pellegrini-Piek of San Francisco are now in¬
stalling in the new Bolex 16mm Keflex
Camera. Unit is essentially the same as
provided in past for regular Bolex H-16
and H-8 cameras except that gear train
has been redesigned for greater effi¬
ciency. List price of shutter is $125.00.
For literature write Pellegrini-Piek,
1545 Lombard St., San Francisco 23,
Calif.

A compilation of almost 100 different
titles, said to be the largest listing of
technical books ever attempted in the
motion picture and television industries,
has been announced by S.O.S. Cinema
Supply Corp., 602F West 52nd St., New
York 19, N. Y.
This bibliography—the S.O.S. Book¬
shelf—includes almost every known tech¬
nical book on Audio Visual, Television,
and Motion Picture production. The
book list is free on application.
Camera Clamp
Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 Tenth
Ave., New York City, announces a new
C-type clamp for mounting small 16mm
and 35mm motion picture cameras to
tree branches, windows, doorways, etc.,
wherever tripod-mounting is imprac¬
tical or impossible. Head of clamp re¬
volves and tilts and is available in two
models: C-16 will accommodate the ProJr., S.O.S., F&B and Miller tripod heads
and sustain a load up to 60 lbs. The
C-35 will accommodate 35mm camera
tripod heads and sustain a load of 120
lbs.

Model CA for Auricon Super 1200

16mm Film Printer
Tape-film Splicer

Hi-C Products
P.O.

280

Box

455M,

Pasadena,

Calif.
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E-Z Set Products, 7731 E. Vandorf
St., San Gabriel, Calif., announces a
new splicer for joining 8mm and 16mm
films with clear, perforated tape. One
stroke cuts both ends of film leaving it
in position for butt splice. Next stroke
cuts tape on frame lines and places it on
film in exact register. List price is

May, 1957

Uhler Cine Machine Company offers
a simple printer for making copies of
either 16mm or 8mm films in color or
black-and-white. Machine is all-AC op¬
erated. Facilities are provided for filters
required in color film printing. Film
capacity is 400 feet. Sound and picture
may be printed in one operation. List
price is $195.00, f.o.b. Detroit. Data
sheet is available.

BIRNS & SAWYER

Proudly Announce
their Appointment as Western Representatives for the
Finest in Motion Picture Equipment
Prestoseal
From
Camera
Equipment
Co.

Now, for the First Time, this Superb
Equipment formerly available only
in the East—can
Under One

Now Be

Roof in

the

Found

West at

BIRNS & SAWYER.
"BUTTWELD Presto-Splicer makes perfect
splices in seconds. No scraping—no ce¬
menting—no overlap. Exclusive in Los
Angeles.
16 or 35 mm
$547.50

Camera Equipment Co.
National Cine Equipment

Smooth, Portable 3-Wheel Dolly

Camera Mart

Complete with tripod leg locks, adjust¬
able bicycle seat and heavy duty Dar¬
nell casters. Center wheel locks in po¬
sition.
$300.00

Precision Sound Readers

SAVE $$$ with Pro-Cam Heavy
Duty Shipping Cases

Neumade
Ecco
Compco Reels & Cans

CECO “Balanced” TV Head
Model C
$425.00
HEAD

Arriflex

Prestoseal
J. G. McAlister
Moviola Mfg. Co.

ONLY

From Camera Mart
Imported Swedish Fibre, Metal Corners,
Web Straps and Mailing Card Holder.

Smooth, spring-loaded tilt with 360' pan
action. Tension adjustment. Holds heavi¬
est TV cameras.
Heavy duty tripod for above.

400 ft.

$1.10

1200 ft.

$1.50

800 ft.

$1 .35

1600 ft.

$1 .10

$140.00
Precision
Sound
Reader
Model 800

CAMART Baby Dolly
Moviola
4 Hub 16mm.
footage counter

Synchronizer
Synchronizer

with

$170.00

A four-wheel dolly providing the best bal¬
ance and stability required for professional
production. Adjustable seat for cameraman;
Platform accommodates assistant. $375.00

Takes 16mm, 35mm, V4" tape or film,
optical or magnetic. Hi-Gain amplifica¬
tion, 4-watt output,
H.D.
Alnico V
speaker.

$259.50

From National Cine Equipment
Photographer’s CAR PAC
Full Length Car-Top Platform
Provides sturdy shooting platform
of distinctive appearance. Light¬
weight, 42"x90". Supports 750
lbs. Easily installed and de¬
tached.

$225.00

Fits All Models.
Specify Model When Ordering.

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

Hydrolly
Compact and
Lightweight
Construction
Hydrolly accommodates
professional cameras,
blimps and TV cameras
to 250 lbs. Fits standard
door. Welded heavy
gauge steel on dolly
. . . aluminum arms and
uprights. No arm sway.

$1650.00

CINE EQUIPMENT
PHOTO SUPPLIES

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

INDUSTRY
NEWS

and

in

The

same

16mm

or 35mm

color

white.

LOOK AT THESE
•

both

ADVANTAGES—

lenses,

same motor drives,

same

New Geneva movement.

•

sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both
change

16mm or 35mm—to convert simply
the

magazine.

•

Precise

rugged

•

Reflex

viewing

•

200

•

Divergent

degree

movement

adjustable

three

• Automatic film
35mm—the

lens

turret

gate 400'

16mm

shutter

magazines

magazine

will

16

or

accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core
•

Light

John A. Maurer, president of JM De¬
velopments, Inc., New York, recently
disclosed a new form of Geneva move¬
ment for 16mm film apparatus, in which
intermittent sprocket is driven by a
3- slot star instead of the conventional
4- slot star. New movement is made as a
complete, fully-enclosed unit as pictured
above. Advantages claimed are extreme
steadiness, long wear, unusually quick
pull-down, and gentler handling of film.

load.

•

weight—only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write

for brochure

and

workable

•

•

auto¬

An electronic device for automatically
controlling exposure in motion picture
cameras is being marketed by Flight
Research, Inc., Richmond, Va. Heart
of the instrument, tradenamed Autex,
is light-sensitive device which actuates
a tiny motor that turns any number of
lens-aperture rings on camera. Unit
weighs 3y2 lbs., including flashlight
cells, which power it.

The perfect camera for the motion picture film

black

New Kodak Printing Method

•

Reflex Motion Picture Camera

maker working

Electronics in Cinematography

through practical
matic devices.

Camerette
or

Improved Geneva Movement

•

•

The motion picture camera of the fu¬
ture will utilize electronics to automatic¬
ally set the lens, adjust focus, and
operate the camera by remote control,
according to predictions made recently
by Don. G. Mitchell, president of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. “Electron¬
ics is accelerating its trend into pho¬
tography," he said, and pointed out that
electronics enters the picture through
major efforts to develop photographic
equipment that will be easy to operate

•

•

A “submarine” method for printing
motion picture films has been demon¬
strated by Eastman Kodak Co. With
this new, faster, technique, a portion of
the film is immersed in a colorless liquid
and kept there briefly during the ex¬
posures that print the images. New
method is said to eliminate need for
diffuser on printer for softening effect
of surface scratches on negative. Gain
in light, by elimination of diffuser, in¬
creases printing speed 100% with 50%
less light required.

•

•

•

“The day is approaching when photo¬
graphs will be made and finished elec¬
tronically without the use of wet chem¬
icals and in a fraction of a second.” is
the prediction made by Meyer L. Sugarman, Jr., director of electrophotographic
research for American Photocopy Equip¬
ment. Chicago. He said eventually this
may lead to the introduction of elec¬
tronic photography into all forms of
photographic reproduction.

J£/amerette
patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Pans

INTERESTING DISPLAY at recent S.M.P.T.E. convention in Washington,

D.C., was this scale

model of a motion picture color film developing machine exhibited by Kling Photo Corp.,
New York.

Replica was constructed by Arnold & Richter, engineers in Germany, required 3

months

complete.

to

and Technicolor.
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Full

scale

machines

have

been

installed

by

Kling

at

Byron,

Inc.

All of us at CFI are more than proud of winning
the coveted Billboard award in every laboratory
category... 7 in all. And we want to express our
sincere thanks to all of you in the TV industry whose
votes made our "grand slam” possible.
Wmk

ffSS mW

At CFI our one desire is to achieve maximum
economy for our clients by providing complete lab service
at the greatest speed consistent with quality. But it
takes more than desire to make a winner. We know we

IT’S THE
THIRD

could not have won without the finest equipment,
the determination to please and dedicated personnel
comprising the best creative technicians in the world. So a
very special thanks to Ted Hirsch, Lab Superintendent;
Ted Fogelman, 16mm Supervisor;
Ed Reichard, Chief Engineer and their respective staffs.

CONSECUTIVE
YEAR

WMXSml

WE’VE WON

WM

SID SOLOW/VP. & Gen. Mgr.

BILLBOARD’S
FIRST PLACE
AWARD

1953 CFI won the first place award for quality.
1954 Three laboratory categories. CFI scored a ‘‘grand slam"
winning all 3 first place awards for quality, speed, and economy.

IN EVERY
LAB
CATEGORY

«•’

1955 Three laboratory categories. CFI again scored a “grand slam"
winning all 3 first place awards for quality, speed, and economy.

"" II

1956 Seven laboratory categories. CFI scores its third consecutive
“grand slam” winning all 7 first place awards...

it?

IGHEST QUALITY PROCESSING BLACK-AND-WHITE TV COMMERCIALS
FASTEST SERVICE PROCESSING BLACK-AND-WHITE TV COMMERCIALS
ST ECONOMY PROCESSING BLACK-AND-WHITE TV COMMERCIALS
HIGHEST QUALITY PROCESSING TV PROGRAMS
ASTEST SERVICE PROCESSING TV PROGRAMS
GREATEST ECONOMY PROCESSING TV PROGRAMS
IIGHEST QUALITY PROCESSING COLOR TV COMMERCIALS

4BEE1
for outstanding ackuumtnt m
television film
CONSOL IPA Till
FILM INIMiSTRIlS

CREATIVITY

FIDELITY

NTEGRITY

r.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
OLLYWOOD: 959 SEWARD ST.
m
HKggSHHSRHIfl

HOLLYWOOD 9-1441

NEW YORK: 521 W. 57TH ST.

CIRCLE 7-4400

Prices subject to change
without notice

PRECISION SOUND READERS

NEW
ARRIFLEX

Simple threading . . . polished stabilizer
drum with needle bearings, with a surface
which cannot damage film. Film rollers ma¬
chined to conform with SMPTE standards,
and equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimensions
6" x 6" x 7Vz".

Amplifier: 117 volts-60 cycle-A.C. Power
output-4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V
speaker . . . safety fused.. . . prefocused
socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy duty
cord.
Optical Model 600—16mm and 35mm
$185.00

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00

Magnetic Model 700-16mm, 17.5mm, 35
mm and 1/4 inch.$198.00

75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

Optical-Magnetic Model 800-16mm, 35mm
and 1/4 inch.$259.50

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.!
Features high gain ‘'long-shot” microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for “speech-music” selection.
Self-contained play¬
back system for
jzMa
~
“film-direct” moniV tor. Famous Magna>
’F£FrEte=7S*mlM sync “synkinetic”

•’i

Precision film transport. High speed re-

JmlWAt'Jv.

wind, sync speed
reverse and fast forward. Convenient arrangement for “sync
V
marking.” Footage
counter, extended caiMBjfek
pacity arms, "quickL
detach” mount for
special motors. Un^jlljlLv.,,
conditionally guarU-^
anteed! . $985.00
MagnasyncM-8
speaker, amplifier,
and accessory case.
$97.50
4-position mixer, high level mixing w/41/2"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $375.00
-Cr #

*
^

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15 ampere fuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$208.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

AURIC0N PRO-600
16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

BOLEX H-16
REFLEX
Through the lens viewing
and focusing while
shooting.
The movie camera that gives you
professional quality framing ... your
eyes see exactly what your lens does.
Precision triple turret camera. Vari¬
able speeds. Turret for three lenses.
Parallax corrected down to 18 inches.
Critical focusing from above camera
with f/1.9 lens ....$419.50

AURIC0N CINE-VOICE

BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 70 f/2.4 lens, focusing from
17V* feet to 70 feet .
$449.50
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focusing from
25 feet to 100 feet
$499.50
Switar 10mm w. w. f/1.6 FM. 8" to inf.
•*C” mount. Visifocus.$149.50
Switar 16mm w.a. f/1.8 FM 8" to Inf.
“C” mount. Visifocus.
$99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM IVY to inf.
Visifocus . $115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power mag¬
nification. Focuses 8' to inf.$106.00

Yvar 16mm w. a. f/2.8. Focuses 1' to
Inf. “C" mount. Visifocus . $69.50
Pizar 26mm 1" f/1.9. Focuses IVY to
inf. “C" mount. Visifocus
$89.50
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses 5' to
inf. “C*' mount. Visifocus
$94.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses IVY to
inf. “C” mount
$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens. Ultrahigh speed. Focuses 3' to inf. $169.50
Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens. 7VY
length. FM 10' to Inf. with case..$14$.7S

West's Largest Selection

•

popular - priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound projecter. Single-lens model.
New.$695.00
Used.$495.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

AURIC0N "SUPER-1200’
16mm sound - on-film
camera (self-blim psd)
with 3-lens turret for“C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

SUPER
1200

W’ i
m_I

AURIC0N PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

F&B PARADE OF NEW FRODDCf
F & B FILM REPAIR
SPLICING BLOCK

F&B SPLIT REELS
REGULAR

16MM

F&B NEW

PRICE

REELS

LOW PRICE

$4.50

400'

$2.25

6.00

800'

3.00

7.50

1200'

3.75

1600'

4.50

2000'

6.00

9.00
SIMPLE SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES
12.00
TIME . . . SPACE . . . MONEY
You can project, edit, synchronize, clean and
inspect film on cores, without rewinding by
simply slipping them in F&B SPLIT REELS.

MMEU SLATE
ir'xi4"

SCENE

TAKE

CAMERA SLATE

SOUND

with dapstick
| Regular

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
DATE

Price

.$8.75

F&B NEW
LOW PRICE

PRODUCED

SAVE TORN, BADLY DAM¬
AGED slidefilms and movie
film. Repaired speedily, ef¬
ficiently, economically and
PERMANENTLY by using the
F&B FILM REPAIR AND
SPLICING BLOCK in con¬
junction with Magic Mylar
Transparent Splicing tape.

BUTT

OVERLAP

PERFORATION

TEAR

SPLICE

SPLICE

REPAIR

REPAIR

Here's how bad film tears and missing perforations can be repaired:
The F&B FILM REPAIR AND SPLICING BLOCK provides solid base regis¬
tration of sprocket holes so that Mylar Splicing tape can be applied
accurately on both sides of film.
Also, the block is used for strengthening conventional lap splices—
and to make butt splices.
The upper channel comprises a complete splicing block for '/4" mag¬
netic recording tape.
The F&B FILM REPAIR AND SPLICING BLOCK is made of precision milled,
anodized aluminum.
The block is completely non-magnetic. Magnetic—or magnastriped film
may be repaired in perfect safety.
For schools, colleges, industry, government, film and slidefilm libraries,
projection rooms, for all users of film—the F&B FILM REPAIR AND
SPLICING BLOCK is a prime necessity, made available by mass pro¬
duction at the unusually low price of $19.95.
ORDER YOURS NOW FOR

$3.95

F&B

Regular Price .$23.50

F&B New Low Price $13.95

HEADQUARTERS FOR

AUMCON

DELIVERY—ONLY

$19.95

MAGIC MYLAR
SPROCKETED
TRANSPARENT
SPLICING TAPE

F&B CHANGING BAGS
Rubberized film changing bag
36 x 44 inches
With double zipper—rubberized
cover with zipper

EARLIEST

Clean
Durable
Safe
Invisible
Economical

•
•
•
•
•

Self-Sticking—No Cement Required
Tear Strength Greater Than Film
1/1000" Thick—Passesnnru Projector Easily
Optical Transmission gf Spliced Frames Unaffected
No Frame Loss When Repairing Torn Film or Perforations

16mm Single or Double Perf @ $5.00 per 66 Ft. Roll (2640 Frames)
35mm @ $9.00 per 66 Ft. Roll (1056 Frames)

FOR MAGNETIC TAPE SPLICING
16mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft. $6.60
35mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft. $11.00

SALE
T"

f/q,95 LENS

“The Fastest Lens in the World’’
FOR ALL 16MM CAMERAS

fit*

SALE

/SV I

Bought out importer's entire stock
Want proof of the dependability, performance and basic value of
all model Auricon cameras? Send your old one to us—and see
for yourself what a tremendous trade-in price you'll receive against
any new model.
Cinevoice
.
. from $ 795.
Pro-600
.
.
.
from
1165.
Super 1200 . . . from
3319.25

F&B

—BELOW COST—now selling this
sensational $175 lens at only

ORDER NOW

FLORMAN

&

68

New

West

45th

Street,

BABB,9
YORK

LIMITED
NUMBER
AVAILABLE

$89.50

36,

N. Y.

INC.
MU

2-2928

FOR THE FINEST
IN MOTION PICTURE
OR TV EQUIPMENT

depend on

CAMERA MART

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
•

16mm or 35mm Single and double
magnetic sound track.

system—Optical

or

BELL & HOWELL PRO-HOT SPLICER

• Synchronized to any picture viewer.

Capable of handling heavy duty work with maximum
portability.
Filmo-Pro
Portable
combination
8/16mm
splicer
$229.50.
Professional
Portable
combination
16/35mm splicer $329.50.
Both famous for “lowvisibility" splice straight across frame line.

• Right to left or left to right operation.
•

16mm or 35mm Magnetic Model $185

•

16mm or 35mm Optical Model $195

PROD. NO.
DIRECTOR

ffmm
SOUND I SCENE

TAKE

DATE

CAMART SLATE
& CLAPSTICK
BARDWELL-McALISTER
LIGHTS

Contains

space

information.
$11.75.

. . . complete stock of 750 to
1000 watt spots and accessories.
From . . . $81.00

for

all

Originally

Now

only

essential
sold

$4.75

for
plus

For

motion

picture

and

varied effects possible.

postage.

television

cameras.

Reproduces multiple images in rotation.

Many

$119.75

CAMART OIL PEN

ECCO FILM CLEANER
Ecco No. 1500 Speedroll Appli¬
cator—an
efficient
time-saving
method for cleaning films. $29.50
Ecco cleaning fluid per gt. $2.50,
per gallon $9.60

AURiCON PRO-600
AND SUPER-1200
Single system sound on film cam¬

Handy oiler—fits
easily into your
pocket
Ideal for oiling
hard to get at
places.
Automatically
draws up surplus
oil. $1.69
In guantities of six
$ 1.39 each.

eras available.

CHMERH
*

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

mm

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameraman

..
■

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum

NOW in the East it's...

MOVIELAB
mm

gg I ggg
— V

*

•

:

» 16mm-35mm EASTMAN COLOR
Negative-Positive Processing
• Staffed by experienced COLOR
technicians.
« Also KODACHROME and ANSCO*
COLOR Printing.
1H

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360
COLOR LABORATORIES

16mm

Burnett Guffey Elected President
Of The A. S. C. For 1957-58

color

inter negative-positive
printing and processing

Arthur Edeson, Hal Mohr, Arthur Miller, Charles
G. Clarke, Joseph Ruttenberg and Bob de Grasse
also voted as Officers of the Society.

preserves originals
gives excellent color fidelity
and color saturation
saves

costs

COLOR
16mm
16mm

SLIDEFILM

BLACK

COLOR

and

WHITE

MOTION ^PICTURE

lakeside laboratory
Box 2408, Gary 5, Indiana
Laboratory:
5929 East Dunes Highway
Telephones:
Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114
Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600
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American Cinematographer

Burnett Guffey, a director of photog¬
raphy at Columbia Studios for the past
fourteen years, last month was elected
President of the American Society of
Cinematographers.
Previously, Guffey had served on the
Society’s board of directors in various
offices. He has been a member of the
A.S.C. since 1945.
One of Columbia Studio’s top flight
cinematographers, Guffey distinguished
himself when he won an “Oscar” in
1954 for the black-and-white photog¬
raphy of “From Here to Eternity.” His
subsequent assignments have manifested
the same Academy Award photographic
quality and this year he again received
Academy recognition when his photog¬
raphy of Columbia’s “The Harder They
Fall” was nominated for an Oscar
award.
His recent credits include such Colum¬
bia feature productions as “Battle Sta¬
tions,” “Storm Center,” “Nightfall,” and
“The Strange One.”
He has contributed his cinemato¬
graphic artistry also to many TV film
productions made on the Columbia lot
by Screen Gems, Columbia subsidiary.
Guffey’s illustrious career began in
May, 1957

1923, when he went to work as an as¬
sistant cameraman on the memorable
“Courtship of Miles Standish,” which
was produced by Charles Ray, a reign¬
ing favorite in the days of the “silents.”
Shortly thereafter he went to work for
William Fox, at the old Fox Western
Avenue studios, where he served as as¬
sistant to such cinematographers as
George Schneiderman, Joseph August,
Reggie Lyons, and Alan Davies.
About the time panchromatic film was
introduced for the first time (1926-27),
Guffey moved to Famous Players-Lasky
Studio (which later became Paramount)
where he served as assistant to Faxon
Dean. He was promoted to Operator by
Johnny Mescal, A.S.C., when he joined
that director of photography at the
DeMille Studio (now RKO-Pathe) in
Culver City.
Subsequently he became Rudy Mate’s
operator, and when Mate went to Colum¬
bia Studios in 1943, the studio pro¬
moted Guffey to director of photography.
Guffey is also 1st vice-president of the
IATSE cameramen’s local (659) and
has served on its board for several years.
In this capacity he distinguished him(Continued on Page 336)

The Latest and Most Versatile

CRAB HYDROLLY
This CRAB HYDROLLY is designed of
■‘NON-PATENTED”
features.
Simple,
in¬
dustry wide, every day mechanical and hy¬
draulic features are used in the construction
of the CRAB HYDROLLY. National Cine
Equipment, Inc., are designers and manufac¬
turers of proven camera hydraulic type dollies,
with many years of experience in the Motion
Picture and Television equipment field.

LIBERAL
PAYMENT PLAN
AVAILABLE
Completely maneuverable to all angles with instant ease; many
exclusive advantages found in no other dolly.

Easy rolling dual wheels of highest quality — choice of pneumatic
or live rubber. Rigid floor locks.

Dual wheel steering for both crab and conventional back steering.

Two adjustable seats for cameraman and assistant.

Smooth and noiseless hydraulic boom arm raising and lowering
actuated by fingertip control.

All hydraulic and other equipment installed is original and of
the finest quality and make in the hydraulic field.

Quick and noiseless operation reduces costly waste of set up time.

A hi-hat for added height when required.

Horizontal leveling device with adjustable vertical leveling arm
to keep camera level in any position.

Streamlined and sturdily constructed of welded steel and alumi¬
num for stability, ruggedness and perfect balance.

Allows director wider range of camera angles for dramatic effects.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS WRITE FOR BROCHURE.
*

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

REG. U. S. RAT. off,

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348

Dry To Dry Cycle—Less than 5 Minutes!
Most Compact Unit Available —10'4" Long!
Check these additional outstanding features:

■No changes or adjustments required for 16/35mm change-over. ^Infinitely variable speed adjustment range
extending from 25 to 150 f.p.m. for negative/positive film. B'Five solution-tight, vapor-tight compartments each
contain independent spray system; developer, water rinse, fix, second rinse, and wash.
■Design flexibility permits great versatility. Spray chambers may be added or removed to suit any
processing procedure. BEntire processing and drying section designed for daylight operation. Load table and
accumulator in dark room. ■Ample access panels and doors provided in front and rear for threading,
inspection, and maintenance. BAH stainless steel construction, highly corrosion resistant. BLoading and take
up spindles equipped with automatic/manual film locks. BHigh speed jet impingement drying cabinet.
■Color coded valves, pumps, lines, inlets and outlets minimize operator error.
■Temperature control system brings solutions up to operating temperature in minutes.

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER . ..
TWO NEW

the NEW
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News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members„ and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

ences. Both Ruttenberg and Fulton are
previous “Oscar” winners—the awards
presented them this year making a total
of three to date for each.
Special guest of honor was screen
director George Stevens, who addressed
the membership and recalled his many
associations with members of the So¬
ciety. At the conclusion of his address,
ASC president Burnett Guffey presented
Stevens with a commemorative plaque
citing him for his contributions to the
art of film production.
In the following text engraved on
the plaque, the industry’s top cinema¬
tographers paid tribute to a fellowcameraman who has achieved eminent
success as a director:
“ The American Society of Cinema¬
tographers, in recognition of his out¬
standing contributions to the art of the
production of motion pictures, presents
to George Stevens this citation of merit
in commemoration of his long and bril¬
liant career as a cinematographer, di¬
rector and producer, a leader among his
fellow craftsmen and one who has
brought high honor to our industry.”
PREPARING TO

HANG commemorative

plaques on ACS’s

“Wall

of Fame” are,

Norbert Brodine, Lionel Lindon, Joseph Ruttenberg, and John Fulton.

from

left,

Plaques were presented

at Society’s April 15th dinner-meeting to winners of “Oscar” and “Emmy” awards for best
cinematography of 1956.

The April dinner-meeting of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers was a
three-star affair honoring the new presi¬
dent and officers of the Society; ‘"Oscar”
and “Emmy” award winners for best
cinematography of 1956; and screen
director George Stevens, one-time cam¬
eraman who this year won an Academy
Award for the direction of “Giant.”

the ASC to be so honored by the Acad¬
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-
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American Cinematographer

•

•

The ASC last month elected to Associate
Membership in the Society Raymond K.
Johnson, head of the camera department
at M-G-M studio, and John A. Pistor,
associated with W. J. German, Inc.,
Hollywood.

•

•

•

ASC members Farciot Edouart, Sol
Halprin, Milton Krasner, Hal Mohr, and
Karl Struss have been nominated for
election on the Board of Governors of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. One will be elected to
serve along with holdover member John
Boyle, ASC, as representatives of the
industry’s cinematographers for the
1957-58 term.

Following installation of new officers
for 1957-58 (see page 288, this issue),
the Society paid special honor to its
members who earlier had been cited for
achievement in cinematography by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, and the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences.
Presented special commemorative
plaques were Norbert Brodine, “Emmy”
Award winner; and Lionel Lindon, Jo¬
seph Ruttenberg, and John Fulton,
"‘Oscar” award winners. At the conclu¬
sion of the meeting, the quartet hung the
plaques on the Society’s ever-growing
“Wall of Fame,” where hang plaques of
award winners of previous years.
The “Oscar” awarded Lionel Lindon
this year made him the 44th member of

•

•

•

•

Ernest W. Miller, ASC, veteran cinema¬
tographer and long-time member of the
Society, died of a heart attack at his
home April 23rd.

•

GEORGE

STEVENS

(left),

at

ASC’s

April

meeting, was presented with plaque by the
Society

honoring

his

outstanding

contribu¬

tions to the art of motion picture production.
President

Burnett

Guffey

sentation.

May,

1957

made

the

pre¬

•

•

Next meeting of American Society of
Cinematographers will take place at the
Society’s clubhouse in Hollywood the
evening of May 20th. Special guests will
be George Bagnall, President of the Mo¬
tion Picture Relief Fund; screen writer
Valentine Davies, and actor Ben Alex¬
ander.

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for

16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments

Come

in

and

see

You'll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For
tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing
for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6V2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.

FRANK

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:
Lenses from 11.5 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(JnmeRfl Couipmem (o.,inc.

able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.. New York 36,

N.

Y.

JUdson 6-1420

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.-—Ed.
uestions

Q

As few photographers are equipped

to make accurate comparisons of
various lenses, it is suggested that the
A.S.C. make tests and publish the results.
Personally, I am trying to find the ul¬
timate definition for 16mm in a com¬
paratively short focal length (1-inch)
lens, but do not require a stop more
than f/8.
Could such a test be made
from a distance of about 10 feet, using
maps or newsprint tacked to a wall?—
D. B. H., Detroit, Mich.

The A.S.C. does not have the facili¬
ties for making the lens tests you de¬
scribe. The selection of the best lens
for a special purpose must of a necessity
be made by the user. Lens resolution
charts are available from the National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.
These should serve your purpose in mak¬
ing lens tests.—Winton Hoch, A.S.C.,
C. V. Whitney Productions.

Q

I have observed that when an in¬
cident light meter is used to read a
light condition in comparison with a re¬
flected light meter, that the readings
obtained with the latter will vary consid¬
erably, depending on the light con¬
ditions.
I note that as I approach a
subject in making a reflected light meter
reading that the indicator needle drops,
whereas the incident light meter indi¬
cator remains constant. Suppose I wanted
to photograph two people in eloseup—
one a white man, the other colored. How
would I base my meter readings?—¥. J.
B., Sydney, Australia.

Careful analysis of exposure problems
in general reveal that: (A) The func¬
tion of the film in the camera is to re¬
cord and preserve the identity of the
surface reflectances of the photographic
subject, and, (B) The function of the
camera exposure controls (lens aperture

and shutter time) is to properly modify
the intensity of the illumination which
acts as a carrier for the subject re¬
flectances. Therefore, it follows that a
measurement of the incident light is
most suitable for a determination of the
appropriate setting for the camera ex¬
posure controls.
In the example set forth in your ques¬
tion, we may note that the constant
reading given by the incident light me¬
ter will allow the high reflectance of
the white man’s face to be properly re¬
corded as a high reflectance object,
while the low-reflectance of the colored
man’s face will be properly recorded as
a low-reflectance object.
Some other advantages offered by the
incident light meter are: (1) speed and
ease of operation, since only a single
reading is required; (2) freedom from
error where backlight prevails; (3) free¬
dom from error due to subject contrast;
(4) freedom from chromatic error; and
(5) exceptional accuracy to suit the re¬
quirements of color photography.—Don
Norwood, A.S.C. Associate.

Q

In photographing an interior set, I
would like to film it so that all the
highlights, which shine, will assume star¬
ry shapes. Likewise, in shooting a closeup of a woman, I would like the eyelights
to look like stars. How can I achieve this
edect.—M. A., Karachi, Pakistan.

Place a piece of black gauze—such as
marquisette having fine thread but large
mesh—over the front of your camera
lens, making sure that the gauze is so
placed that the threads run vertically
and horizontally. This will produce a
glamorous diffusion and create fourpointed stars in the highlights.
Where less diffusion is desired, draw
alternate threads from the mesh, thus
enlarging the mesh squares. To accent
the stars—give them eight points in¬
stead of four—place a second piece of
gauze over the first, with the threads of
the second running diagonally.—Charles
B. Lang, A.S.C.

IDENTIFY
YOUR FILMS
INSTANTLY
The MOY edge numbers every
foot of 16, I/’/?, 35mm film
and simplifies the task of
checking titles, footage

Die Moy
Visible Edge Film
Numbering Machine

Saves many man hours now lost
classifying films without titles.
Unnumbered films cause confusion
and loss of valuable time.
The MOY Visible Edge Film Number¬
ing Machine replaces cue marks, per¬
forations, messy crayons, punches,
embossing—does not mutilate film.
Work prints showing special effects,
fades and dissolves require edge
numbering to keep count of frames
cut or added. Multiple magnetic tracks
in CinemaScope stereophonic record¬
ings make edge numbering a MUST.
Among recent purchasers are:
Easiman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Walt Disney Productions, Burbank, Calif.
(6 machines)

Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.
Convenient

With NEW
.
,
Improved

Non-Clog
mking

System
.

$24/5

Time-Payment Terms Available

Write for illustrated brochure

s.o.s. cm
ESTD.

1926

SUPPLY CORP.

Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19—PLaza 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
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Animation & Special Effects Camera Stand
TEL-Animastand ... for Motion Picture Producers,
Animators, Special Effects Labs, TV Stations, Advertising Agencies, Etc.
Priced to fit the most modest budget!
TEL-Animastand is your answer to the many animation and special
effects problems in Motion Pictures and Television. Embodies features of
the photo enlarger, movie camera, micrometer and railroad roundhouse.
Optical effects such as pans, angles, zooms, quick closeups and every vari¬
ation for trick photography may be easily produced for cartoons, titles and
stills with this precision built S.O.S. TEL-Animastand.
All basic movements associated, with high priced
stands are incorporated. Accuracy is assured
through precise registration of art work.
In¬
cludes four Veeder root counters which cali¬
brate 18" north/south movement, 24" east/
west travel, and zoom movements to the Art
Table or Cel Board. Compound table turns a
full 360° circle,- can travel front, back, or
either side.
A camera fitted to a movable,
counterbalanced vertical carriage photographs
the art work. Accepts even the heaviest 16 or
35mm camera (Acme with stop motion motor
illustrated.)

Among the recent purchasers are:
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
University of California Radiation Lab, Livermore, Calif.
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont

Basic Unit Only $2995 Write

for

brochure.
TEL-Animastand with
TEL-Anima
sliding
cell board, rotated at 45°

CONVENIENT TIME-PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE

improve Your Film Titles
Produce Rock-Steady Prints
with the Tel-Animaprint
with the

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.

TEL-Amatic Printer

WITH NEW
HEATING

PROFESSIONAL continuous contact

CONTROL

sound and picture printer for 16mm
films.

white, reversal, sound or silent films.
TEL-Amatic does all with rock-steady
professional

precision.

Has outstand¬

ing features never achieved before in
the low cost field.
• Semi-automatic

13

scene

•

mechanical

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for prop¬
er registration of neg. and pos. films.

light change for frame line change.
•

•

Large capacity of 1200 feet.

• Three-way aperture

for sound,

Lamp

accommodates

filters

for

color printing.
picture

•

Footage counter and light change card
indicator included.

and composite at main sprocket.
TEL-Amatic

Printer complete—ready

TEL-Amatic

Printer

mounted

holder

on

for

heavy

bench
floor

or

table

mounting

$435

The first sensibly priced HOT
PRESS TITLE MACHINE for high
quality, fast lettering—the an¬
swer to economy and precision
accuracy in film titling. Prints
dry from colored
foil for instant use.
Acme pegs assure
perfect registration
on paper or ace¬
tate cells. Prints a
colors. TEl-Animaprint tools
for Top Tech¬
niques— great¬
est dollar - for dollar value in
the industry.

Designed for color, black and

ONLY $1350

pedestal.ONLY $1495

Write for TEL-Anima Literature covering every need for animation

*

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN

You

may apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

miFMl
S.O.S. IfllvLIYI/l
WESTERN

Convenient payment terms arranged.

BRANCH

6331

CIIPPIY
UUI I LI

Hollywood

Boulevard,

POPP
UUIIl

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Hollywood

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

28,

California

SM

^

EST. £$1926

Cable: S0S0UND

Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MIVI
Service
Laboratory
Unsurpassed for ...

Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
‘Asterisks

indicate

television

ALLIED ARTISTS

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Death in Small
Doses,” with Peter Graves and Mala Powers.
Joseph Newman, director.
• Harry Neumann, ASC, “No Place to Die,”
(C B Pictures) with Sterling Hayden, Pamela
Duncan and Mary Beth Hughes. Sidney Frank¬
lin, Jr., director.
AMERICAN

INTERNATIONAL

• Floyd- Crosby. ASC, ‘‘Girls Reform
School,” (Carmel Prods.) witli Gloria Castillo
and Ross Ford. Edwards Bernds, director.

film

productions.

• William Whitley, ASC, “Tales of the
Texas Rangers,” * (Screen Gems) with Wil¬
lard Parker. Lew Landers, director.
• Kit Carson. “Ford Theatre,” *
Gems.) Oscar Rudolph, director.

(Screen

WALT DISNEY

• Charles P. Boyle, ASC, “Old Yeller,”
(Technicolor)
with Dorothy McGuire and
Fess Parker, Robert Stevenson, director.
• Walter Castle, ASC, “Mickey Mouse
Club,’ * with the Mouseketeers. Sidney Miller
and Charles Nichols, directors.

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC

Phone BRoadway 5-2323
1672 Union Ave.
Memphis 4, Tenn.

• Fred West, ASC, “Invasion of the Saucer
Men,” (Malibu Prods.) with Steve Terrell
and Gloria Castillo. Edward L. Cahn, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Miller,
ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”* (Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
• Virgil

• Monroe
(Ziv-TV)

mftdmandhip

lyjour dddm

d&eien/ei

★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States

Askins, “Men of Annapolis,” *
Paul Gilfole, director.

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

CALIFORNIA

STUDIOS

• Fleet Soutlicott, “Gunsmoke,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
• Guy Roe, ASC, Greyhound commercial.*
Vaughn Paul, director.
• Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show,” with Raymond Burr. Various directors.

GENERAL SERVICE
COLUMBIA

nnoiincincj

• Jack Hildyard, ‘‘The Bridge on the River
Kwai,” (Horizon-American Prods., shooting
in Ceylon) with Jack Hawkins and Alec
Guinness. David Lean, director.
• Basil Emmott, “The Long Haul,” (Marks¬
man Films; shooting in London) with Victor
Mature and Diana Dors. Ken Hughes, direc¬
tor.

THE NEW

• Michel Kelber, “Bitter Victory,” (CinemaScope; Transcontinental Films; shooting in
Libya) with Richard Burton and Kurd Jur¬
gens. Nicholas Ray, director.

FILM SPLICER
USES

CLEAR

PERFORATED

SPLICING

Model

35

price

on

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “Operation Mad
Ball,” with Jack Lemmon and Kathryn Grant.
Richard Quine, director.

request

It's E-Z to splice all types of film
16mm) with clear, perforated tape.

(8mm or

One stroke cuts both ends of film leaving it
in position for butt splice. No scraping, emul¬
sion dust, or cementing. Next stroke cuts tape
on film lines and places it on film.
E-Z splices are stronger, do not show
screen, and are quiet in projection.

on

The E-Z 8-16 model has cast aluminum body,
hardened steel cutters and eight film align¬
ment pins.
Simple
results.

precision

operation

with

professional

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
FREE:

Sample Permacel tape with each
ordered on this coupon.

machine

E-Z SET PRODUCTS
7731 E. Vandorf St. So. San Gabriel, Calif.
□ Please send frep literature.
□ I enclose $. in check or money
order for E-Z Film Splicer Model 8-16.
(Calif, buyers include $1.40 sales tax.)
Name

• Burnett Guffey. ASC, “Decision at Sun¬
down,” (Scott-Brown Prods.) with Randolph
Scott and Valerie French. Budd Boetticher,
director.
• Ted Moore, “High Flight,” (CinemaScope
& Color; Warwich Prods.; shooting in Eng¬
land) with Ray Milland and Sean Kelly.
• Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Pal Joey,” (EssexSidney Prods.; shooting in San Francisco)
with Rita Hayworth and Frank Sinatra.
George Sidney, director.
• Gert Andersen. ASC, “Playhouse 90,” *
(Screen Gems.) Oscar Rudolph, director;
“Ford Theatre,” * (Screen Gems.) Jack Gage,
director,
“Johnny
Nighthawk,” *
(Screen
Gems) with Scott Brady. Oscar Rudolph,
director.

Address.
City.
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• Arch
Prods ).

Dalzell,
“Panic,”
(McCadden
Maury Geraghty, director.

• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,” * (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David, and Rickey Nelson. Ozzie
Nelson, director.
GOLDWYN

STUDIOS

TAPE

8-16
Model

• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”*
(McCadden Prods.)
with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.*

Zone.

State.
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• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Ford Theatre,” *
(Screen Gems.) Danny Dare, director.
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• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.
• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Captain David
Grief,”* (Guild Films, Inc.) with Maxwell
Reed and Tudor Owen. Stuart Heisler, di¬
rector.
GOLD

MEDAL STUDIOS, N.Y.

• Torben Johnke, ASC, “Decoy,”* (Pyra¬
mid Prods.) with Beverly Garland. Don Med¬
ford, director.
INDEPENDENTS

• Philip Grindrod, “The Dream Machine,”
(Amalgamated Prods, shooting at Merton
Park Studios, London) with Rod Cameron
and Mary Murphy. Montgomery Tully, di¬
rector.
• Fred Gately, ASC, “Killer on the Wall,”
(Maxim Prod, for UA release) with Richard
Boone. Albert Band, director.
(Continued on Page 330)

1000 AMPERE UNIT

A NEW 1600 AMPERE DC GENERATOR
POWER PLANT JOINS THE
ROSS SILVER FLEET
This new dependable power unit takes its place
alongside the WOO ampere unit shown.
700-300 and 200 Ampere Units
INC.
333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N.Y.

are also available for rental.

From the largest generator plant to a complete

Circle 6-5470

line of lighting, grip equipment and props,
you can depend on fast reliable service from

Lighting Equipment
Grips and Props for Motion Pictures
and Television Studios

our complete stock.
For rental or purchase.
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

WORKING ON RUGGED slopes of the Acropolis at Athens was Krasner’s

director Jean

toughest

Ladd

captured

photographic
the

Parthenon,

undertaking.
celebrated

His
Doric

skillful
temple

photography
of

Athena,

has

in

color

and CinemaScope in a manner reminiscent of the “Old Masters.”

Here

Photographing
M
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Negulesco rehearses Sophia Loren for a scene with Alan
Krasner’s

CinemaScope

camera

(lower right)

makes

ready

for the take.

Boy On A Dolphin"

who photographed the first
CinemaScope production to be made in Europe—“Three
Coins in the Fountain,” for which he won an Academy
Award—has succeeded again, in the photography of 20th
Century-Fox’s “Boy On A Dolphin,” in capturing with un¬
usual artistry the spirit and beauty of a foreign country.
Focale of the story is Greece. And Greece, like Rome, is
so jam-packed with natural beauty—both modern and an¬
cient—that the problem for Krasner was not in finding
enough to photograph, but in choosing the best and most
representative backgrounds.
“Boy On A Dolphin” will bring to moviegoers all over the
world such fabulous locations as the Parthenon, atop Athens’
Acropolis; the Amphitheatre of Epidaurus; Corinth; the
Odeon of Herodes Atticus; the most unbelievable monastery
at Meteora; and the colorful island of Hydra, among other
ilton

while

May,
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If the Greeks had a word for it, Milton
Krasner had a photographic eye for it;
his photography of “Boy On A Dol¬
phin,” filmed in Greece, is one of the
great cinematic treats of the year.

By

ARTHUR

ROWAN

THESE

RUGGED

Grecian

mountains

tographer Milton Krasner.
sequences
camera

ever

setup

seen

was

a

in

proved

an

inspiration

to

cinema¬

Result is one of the most beautiful pictorial
a

color

tedious

motion

picture.

Reaching

the

lofty

undertaking.

breath-taking backgrounds.
Filmed in Eastman Color as well as CinemaScope, with
top direction and top stars working against the beautiful and
romantic landscape of Greece, the film also has one other
factor necessary to making it a great picture: a tender love
story.
The story is that of a beautiful and earthy Greek girl
(Sophia Loren), who is sponge-diving with her boy friend
(Jorge Mistral), near Hydra. Here, on the ocean floor, she
discovers an ancient bronze and gold statue of a boy rid¬
ing on a dolphin, partially concealed by rocks, seaweed and
coral. The story develops into a contest between two men to
obtain the statue—Clifton Webb who wants it for his per¬
sonal collection, and Alan Ladd who wants to recover the
treasured statue for the Greek government. The love interest
is supplied by Ladd and Sophia Loren.
The picture, originally scheduled to be shot in 55mm
CinemaScope (American Cinematographer, October, 1955,
Page 582), was finally done in 35mm CinemaScope, because
one look at some of the difficult and almost inaccessible
places in which scenes had to be filmed convinced both the
producer and cameraman Krasner that it would be impos¬
sible to get the enormously heavy 55mm camera in and set

into production. Initial shooting began on the Greek island
of Hydra—rugged as it is beautiful. Getting production
equipment to Hydra was a difficult task. There are no auto¬
mobiles nor trucks on the island, simply because there are
no roads for them. But the company brought along four
Jeeps which introduced automotive travel on the island for
the first time.
Two Greek-built landing barges—the 110-foot Eboia and
the 55-foot Aliki—were chartered as camera barges and for
transporting two 2,000-watt power generators within range
of the island’s various location sites. The barges were an¬
chored in bays or coves and power cables—some of them
3,000 feet in length—were then laid from the barges and
up the steep hillside to where shooting was to take place.
The whole area offered magnificent pictorial composi¬
tions, and Krasner’s pre-production survey of the various lo¬
cales paid off handsomely later in some of the most striking
and colorful panoramic shots ever to be seen in a color mo¬
tion picture. There is a sequence of shots in the picture that
simply beggar description, which Krasner filmed in the very
heart of the most rugged mountain area of the island of
Hydra. By carefully studying the lighting on the various
vistas at different times of day, Krasner was able to select
the time best suited to capturing scenic vistas in a manner
that would bring out the most in them pictorially.
This phase of the production was integrated with the
shooting of scenes of exteriors of the famed monastery at
Meteora, high on the ledge of a ruggedly beautiful cliff. At
one time, the only means of access to the monastery was by
a primitive elevator that crept slowly upward along the
wall of the cliff, motivated by men handling a crude winch
at the top. This conveyance, still used occasionally, was
made a feature in the picture and Clifton Webb is shown
using it to ascend the heights of Meteora in order to visit the
Monastery’s rare library, where he did research on the his¬
tory of the Boy on the Dolphin.
To get camera and lighting equipment to this site, the
company moved it as far as possible by Jeep, then loaded it
(Continued on Page 323)

UP-

In the beginning, Krasner went to Greece with a staff of
the studio’s production heads to scout locations, intending to
return to Hollywood before shooting was scheduled to begin.
However, the studio decided to start production at once. As
soon as camera and lighting equipment—all of which had
been shipped from Hollywood—arrived, the company went

MILTON KRASNER, A.S.C., (right center, wearing cap| spent eight
months in Greece and Italy shooting “Boy On A Dolphin.”

With

camera mounted on a small inter-island boat, Krasner and crew
prepare to shoot a sequence of scenes in a bay off the Greek
island of Hydra.
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FRAME

ENLARGEMENT

“western”

that aided

from

scene

authorities

shot

two planes involved in mid-air crash.
crash was key object in

on

determine

scene that

location
point

for

of

Flash (in circle)

led

to

a

Hollywood

impact

establishing

between

resulting from
the

probable

in-air position of planes.

CAMERA

CAR on which author's

camera and

crew worked

on San Fernando valley location in shooting scenes for Allied
Artists’

“The

One Shot In A Million
Flash from mid-air plane crash picked up by camera
filming scenes for a “western” enabled C.A.B. pro¬
bers to fix approximate point of contact by planes.
By

RALPH

WOOLSEY,

O

valuable strips of
negative ever to come out of a Hol¬
lywood motion picture camera was ex¬
posed recently during a routine location
assignment in the
hills back of Holly¬
wood. A tiny speck
on the negative of
one scene later sup¬
plied vital evidence
during the probe of
the
fatal
mid-air
crash that took eight
lives—three of them
Woolsey
teen-agers at play
during recess at a San Fernando Valley
school grounds.
On March 20th last, the Civil Aero¬
nautics Board, sitting in Los Angeles,
opened an inquiry on the mid-air col¬
lision in January of a DC-7B transport
and a Scorpion jet fighter over the San
NE OF THE MOST
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Fernando valley. During the first day’s
hearings, investigators told how a chance
shot of the actual impact explosion made
by a film company on location aided
them in calculating the exact point of
impact of the fatal planes. Following are
some details of the chance recording of
that accident and the subsequent use of
the film in obtaining a “fix” on the
crash.
While directing the photography on
“The Persuader,” a World Wide Pic¬
tures production for Allied Artists, I was
on location at the Conejo Ranch west of
Thousand Oaks, California, the morning
of the fatal crash. Shortly after 11 a.m.
we lined the camera up for a shot of two
riders traversing a hill with the body of
a dead companion astride a third horse.
It was an unusually clear day, and we
had to wait for a number of jet plane
May, 1957

Persuader.”

contrails to clear in the eastern sky be¬
fore starting to shoot.
As he panned slowly to follow the ac¬
tion of the riders, my operator, Rod
Tolmie, was startled when a small bril¬
liant spot flashed in the camera finder.
He immediately asked if something had
reflected into the lens, but was told to
finish the shot, and this was done with¬
out a break. Several of us had also seen
the flash, which we learned later was the
result of a mid-air collision between a
jet and a transport. Some thought they
saw a parachute open, and there were
several of us who saw the DC-7B as it
started to spin out of control behind the
distant hills.
While another take on our picture was
in progress, there was much conjecture
over the probable location of the crash.
Radio reports soon brought news to us
of the crash of the transport on the
grounds of the Pacoima Junior High
School in the northeast part of San Fer¬
nando valley. All five of the crew mem¬
bers had been killed, including the co¬
pilot, Archie Twitched, who was wellknown to many of us as an expert mo¬
tion picture pilot. Confusing stories filled
the airwaves regarding the number of
school children who had been killed or
injured. One of the wranglers working
on our picture was distraught at the
news, for his daughter was a student at
the Pacoima school. He was rushed back
to the studio from where he made his
way to the scene. There he learned that
only boys had been on the playground at
(Continued on Page 334)
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Memomotion

analyze the work of a typist, with the view of simplifying it.

unit t<
Camera

is Cine Special controlled by interval-timer unit.

Memomotion Study — New Use Fo
How industry puts the motion picture camera to work
analyzing operations as a means of increasing effi¬
ciency and lowering production costs.

By

FRED

Engineering Department,

E.

GROPPER

I. du Pont de Nemours S

Co., /nc,

Some time ago, Walt Disney employed an exciting new technique to study the

life of plants and animals. He used time-lapse motion picture photography to make
flowers appear to open and close in a matter of seconds and compressed hours of
nature studies into a matter of minutes.
Today, an extension of this same technique is being used by a growing number
of industrial plants and offices to streamline procedures, improve traffic flow and
provide accurate, visual records of instruments and processes. The new industrial
technique is called “Memomotion.” It was developed by Dr. Marvin E. Mundel
of Marquette University together with Professor Wallace J. Richardson of Lehigh
University.
Mr. Fred Gropper, of the Engineering Department of E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company, Inc., described Memomotion Study in detail in a paper delivered
recently before the Industrial Section of the Photographers Association of America.
The paper, somewhat condensed, follows.—EDITOR.
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emomotion study is a form of film

analysis. Throughout recorded histo¬
ry man has constantly strived to reduce
the efforts required to produce his daily
subsistence. Early man diligently in¬
vented tool after tool even though handi¬
capped by the rudimentary equipment
available to him, in his attempt to im¬
prove his crude work methods.
The advent of the industrial revolu¬
tion and the formal organization of
industry brought intensification of the
drive to produce more goods per unit of
manual effort. This was the beginning
of the management science we know to¬
day in broad terms as Work Simplifica¬
tion.
Early efforts in work simplification
consisted mostly of labor saving innova¬
tions in the form of devices and equip¬
ment, but eventually industrialists began
to recognize the value of studying the
fundamental components of manual ef¬
fort or making “motion studies.” Much
of the initial motion study work was
visual. A specially trained observer
would study a way of doing a job and
then by means of well developed ana-

TO

STUDY

“down

time"

involved

in

the

erection

crane boom, Memomotion camera, shooting at 1
covers the action

and

rigging

of

a

exposure per second,

from vantage of roof of nearby building.

linematography
lytical methods would determine the
“best way” for the particular job under
observation.
Of course, visual observation repre¬
sented a “one-shot” effort. If the analyst
failed to get sufficient data during his
observation, the study had to be re¬
peated. Also, with visual observation, a
great deal of detail was missed because
of the impossibility of watching several
things at one time and the always pres¬
ent need for recording that which is
observed.
There followed a natural consequence
of the need, the technique of taking
motion pictures of an operation. Here
at last was a means of permanently re¬
cording an operation which could be
studied many times over by an analyst
or a group of analysts at their leisure.
Film motion analysis at first was a
very expensive and time consuming ac¬
tivity. Study activity was limited to rela¬
tively narrow space confines. Very spe¬
cial lighting effects had to be provided
in order to satisfy the film speed re¬
quirements and of course shooting at 16
frames
per
second
consumed
vast

amounts of film for long cycle, long
period studies. Because of the economics
involved, film or micromotion analysis
was used only for highly repetitive oper¬
ations where cycles were short and
where small economics in motion would
result in formidable cost reductions.
Several years ago, an adaptation of
the old method of film analysis called
Memomotion study was made possible
by the introduction of high speed film
which obviated the need for special
lighting conditions and made it possible
to follow an operation from one area to
another utilizing only the natural or
existing light. Du Pont 931A high speed
rapid reversal film, for example, is par¬
ticularly well adapted to Memomotion
analysis. In our analyses, we have rarely
found it necessary to institute special
lighting with the use of this film.
Memomotion study using the afore¬
mentioned high speed film differs from
previous motion picture techniques in
that the pictures are taken at unusually
slow frames-per-second speeds. Normal
silent moving pictures are taken at 16
frames per second. Memomotion films

are taken usually at 60 frames per
minute (one per second) or sometimes
at 100 frames per minute.
Memomotion
affords
primarily
a
means of performing analysis of manactivity on a job, although it is also
frequently used to study material flow
or relationship between man and equip¬
ment. Micromotion analysis, or high
speed motion photography, has as its
aim improvement of short cycle, high
speed operations with detailed refine¬
ment of motions. Memomotion analysis
of slow speed motion pictures seeks far
greater improvements. For example, in
micromotion analysis, elimination of
small finger movements may be sig¬
nificant. Memomotion, because of its
time-lapse photography, cannot seek out
minute motions but rather is aimed at
elimination or the combination of large
movements, such as the movement of a
box or a bag from one place to another.
Pictures taken at one frame per second
are close enough together to record all
gross movements, but are far enough
apart to distort the time-motion relation¬
ship when viewed at normal projector
speeds.
Memomotion is used as a means for
analysis of certain types of operations.
It finds particular merit in long-cycle
jobs, irregular cycles whose nature can¬
not be easily predicted in advance, long
period studies and the interrelated ac¬
tivities of a group of people or people
and machines. The latter will yield to
hardly any other form of economic mo¬
tion analysis.
The total Memomotion technique con¬
sists of 3 steps: (1) taking the pictures.
(2) analyzing the pictures, and (3)
presentation of the results of the an¬
alysis in some easily digested form such
as tabular, charted or graphic. Some ad¬
vantages of Memomotion over other
study methods have been implied. Now,
reviewing the three steps of Memomo¬
tion technique, let us see why Memomotion really holds a clear cut edge.
First, in photographing the pictures:
1. The method provides the oppor¬
tunity for gathering much greater detail
than visual observations recorded with
pencil and paper. This is particularly
true when interrelated activities are
being observed. An example of inter¬
related activity is three or four people
assembling a large piece of equipment
or two or three people loading a box
car, with one operator handling a fork
lift truck.
2. Because of the time-lapse feature,
film cost is much lower. About l/16th
of the film is used at one frame per sec¬
ond, with very little loss of detail for
the type of operations where Memomotion shines.
3. With the use of high-speed film
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Use Of Dimmer Banks In
Modern Set Lighting
Dimmer banks provide intensity control of
key lighting units for uniform illumination
TYPICAL

dimmer

bank

used

in

tion picture studios for altering

major

mo¬

intensity of

on players moving about the set.

incandescent set lamps.

By

PHILIP
Director

O

important pieces
of equipment employed in televi¬
sion film production today is the dim¬
mer bank, which for years has been in¬
dispensable in the photography of blackand-white feature films.
When an actor moves toward the cam¬
era any appreciable distance during a
take, by means of the dimmer bank the
foreground lighting is gradually dimin¬
ished so that he will not be “burned up’’
as he approaches the lighting source. As
a result, photography of the player is
kept uniform without altering the pic¬
torial quality of the rest of the set. This
technique is finding wide use also in
other fields of motion picture produc¬
tion, such as industrial and training
films, and even in the production of live
action TV film commercials.
ne

of the most

of

Photography,

TANNURA,
"The

People's

There is hardly an instance today in
black-and-white film production (dim¬
mers cannot be used successfully in color
photography, as will be explained later)
where a dimmer bank cannot speed up
production and generally ease the cine¬
matographer's lighting problems.
It
seems only a short time ago when it was
the practice to have the players on the
set confine their action to limited areas
defined by chalk lines on the floor. It
was the accepted procedure for a player
to walk up to his chalk line, say his
piece or emote without moving out of
the pre-set lighting range. Closeups
were always made with the player fac¬
ing the key light. Those were happy and
comparatively easy days for the cine¬
matographer.
The advent of sound introduced the

Choice,"

T.V.

A.S.C.
Film

Series

first wide use of multiple cameras to
cover the action from different angles or
elevations. The takes were longer and
the players now moved more freely
about the set, creating new lighting prob¬
lems for the cameraman and his crew. It
was almost impossible to keep density of
the light constant on the players as they
moved about the set. Sound pictures also
brought new actors to Hollywood movie
lots—mostly players from the Broadway
stage. They were accustomed to and de¬
manded more freedom of movement in
portraying their roles, the same as they
had done in playing before the foot¬
lights. The theatre, of course, had a
lighting system that permitted central¬
ized control of every stage light. Flood
lights, spot lights and overhead lights
could be quickly dimmed or raised to fit
the action or mood of the play by elec¬
tricians
operating
rotary
dimmer
switches in the wings. Indeed, it was
these very switches that became the
(Continued on Page 332)

PHOTO AT left shows author instructing electrician in setting the
switch levers on dimmer bank to achieve a special lighting effect.
DIAGRAM

below

dimmer bank.

illustrates

typical

lighting

problem

solved

by

As actor moves from position A to B during shoot¬

ing of scene, key light (right of camera) is diminished in inten¬
sity as player advances toward camera, thus keeping the lighting
on him uniform.
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Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
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“The Easter Vigil”—a
religious ceremony celebrated an¬
nually at one of Canada s most beautiful
monasteries.
The ceremony,
accom¬
panied by choir and organ music, takes
place in almost total darkness by the
light of a huge Easter candle. With such
a low-key subject to photograph for tele¬
vision, Tri-X film saved the dav.
he topic was

Because a limited budget precluded
the use of grips or carpenters on this
assignment, we were unable to black out
the huge windows of the edifice to per¬
mit working indoors during the day. So
we did all shooting indoors at night.
During the day we explored locations;
shot some “day-for-night” exteriors; and
in the afternoons we conducted re¬
hearsals, using a few key figures, and
with the camera set up to establish
angles and timing.

AUTHOR, center, checks script with assistant.
production,
made

housed

in

home-made

blimp

At right is camera used on “The Easter Vigil”
and

mounted

on

dolly

which

author

also

himself.

Shooting A TV Film Production
In Low Key Using Tri-X
By

GEORGE

C.

FENYON

It became apparent early that we
would have to condense several hours of
ceremony into an interesting half-hour
lip-sync picture of general appeal to per¬
sons of all faiths. It would be touch-andgo all the way to get the job done in
the 4 nights budgeted for the assign¬
ment, for there was a great many ob¬
stacles encountered. Working area for
our cameras and crews was extremely
limited and the immobility of the pews
in the chapel often slowed our progress.
Power cables were still another problem,
particularly because we had to rig sev¬
eral locations at the same time in order
to make uninterrupted shooting possible.
The intricate movement of the ceremony
required many follow-focus shots. The
relative immobility of the cameras made
it necessary to use either a great deal of
light or super-sensitive film, which
would enable us to stop away down with
the lens in order to get the desired depth
of field. And no less important, there
was the matter of maintaining maxi¬
mum shadow detail—so important for
films made for television.
The shadow detail in the black-andwhite robes of the monks and the white
ceremonial garb of others required very
careful lighting and exposure control.
Latitude and moderately low contrast
were also required to obtain the opti¬
mum image quality necessary for tele¬
vision transmission. So, having previ¬
ously shot Tri-X under existing light
conditions of such subjects as hockey
matches, night street scenes, day interi¬
ors, etc., it looked to me like this film
was the answer to our problems on this
assignment.

LIGHTING the set where much of “The Easter Vigil” was photographed.
pattern

308

served

two

cameras

shooting

simultaneously
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Fortunately, the lab aided us con¬
siderably by making the necessary com¬
pensations in processing the negative
and prints. Before starting to shoot, we
had hoped to make tests and develop
them ourselves on the spot; but our
equipment was inadequate for this. As
an alternative, I used a Polaroid camera

to make reference shots of the composi¬
tion and lighting of the many incensefilled scenes. Th is method provided a
rough guide only, as the characteristics
of Polaroid film are not at all like that
of the motion picture film we were using.
Just as shooting got underway, we
were snowed in by an unexpected bliz¬
zard which shut off our communications
with the outside world. We were now
shooting virtually blind, insofar as know¬
ing what we were getting on film. Re¬
takes were out of the question because
of our deadline.
Two Maurer sound cameras in blimps
were used to cover the main action, plus
a Cine Special for pick-up shots. One
Maurer was mounted on a tricycle dolly
with a boom —- a piece of equipment
which I built myself. Lenses available
for all cameras ranged from 15mm to
102mm, and we also had a Pan Cinor
zoom lens with reflex viewer.
As shown in the accompanying dia¬
gram, camera No. 2 was used mainly for
reverse angle shots and cover shots while
lead shots were covered by camera No.
1. The time factor made it difficult to
change camera setups as often as we
would have liked, so we reached a com¬
promise. We set up the two Maurers in
relatively fixed positions so that, without
intruding upon the range of the other
camera, each covered the action within
the chapel in a field resembling a tri¬
angle. One camera was equipped with
the zoom lens, giving it a fixed posi¬
tion versatility by virtue of the lens’s
ability to adjust to a wide range of focal
lengths; the other was made versatile in
its fixed position by means of panning
action. The combination of shots that
were thus obtained by the two cameras
-—one panning, the other using the zoom
lens—was more than adequate for prop¬
er editing of the film. This technique re¬
quired careful rehearsal so that each
cameraman knew what the other was

DIAGRAM

SHOWING

position

TRI-X

The

No.

1

was

used

entirely

in

shooting

doing, thus enabling each to shoot
scenes complimentary—not duplicating
-—the other.
Generally speaking, our operating pro¬
cedure was as follows: Camera No. 1
panned within a range of 200° while
No. 2 camera made long and close shots
outside the field of camera No. 1. In
this operation, the action was not staged
to favor the cameras; instead, the cam¬
eras were placed in the most advan¬
tageous positions, following the rehear¬

of the two cameras

16mm production for television.
its shots with a zoom lens.

film

used

camera

in filming

panned

while

“The

Easter Vigil,”

camera

No.

2

a

varied

the

production

in

low-key

for

television.

sals. Lighting for both cameras was
rigged at the same time. Because the two
cameras almost faced each others (when
one was in panning action) the low-key
lighting plan introduced some flare
problems which fortunately were cor¬
rected by use of gobos.
In all, we used two Seniors, two
Juniors, six Cinelites, two Baby spots
and several clamp-on RFL units. The
use of three small dimmers enabled us
to enhance the lighting effects during
filming of the candlelight procession.
Following this, there were quite a
number of set-ups in different parts of
the Monastery. Among the most chal¬
lenging, perhaps, was that of a proces¬
sion of 70 black-and-white robed monks
following the deacon carrying the huge
Easter candle down a wide spiral stair¬
case and through a stone arcade. To sim¬
ulate the limited light coming from the
huge candle, spotlights were dimmed
and panned with the approach of the
monks. This gave the effect of the candle
being the only source of light. Rim
lighting was introduced to give the nec¬
essary separation, and was the only ad¬
ditional illumination used. This complex
sequence was lit, rehearsed, and shot in
an hour and a half.
For views of the procession moving
down the aracde, a photoflood was
(Continued on Page 327)
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MAGNETIC sound tracks are laminated to 8mm and 16mm
films

automatically

at

the

rate

of

125

feet

per

minute

by the 3M laminator machine shown here.

DARK STRIPE at edge of film is the laminated magnetic track. By apply¬
ing

narrower

track,

magnetic track

films

with

optical

sound

tracks

can

be

given

a

in addition.
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Laminated Magnetic Tracks
For 16mm Films Gaining Favor
Cross-section through laminating tape.

By

JOSEPH

HENRY
CROSS-SECITION

T

growing preference by 16mm
film users for laminated magnetic
sound tracks over the liquid oxide track
is exemplified in the increasing demand
for laminated sound-striping. So much
so that four additional film processing
laboratories in the U. S. recently have
been equipped to laminate magnetic
sound tracks to 16mm and 8mm motion
picture film.
Installation of Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing
Company’s
magnetic
laminators—the machines which apply
the special magnetic track to the film,
either before or after processing—has
been completed at Lakeside Laboratory,
Gary, Indiana; Magnetic Sound Stripe
Company, New York, N. Y.; and Fred¬
erick Watson, Inc., New York, N. Y. In
addition, a laminator has been installed
at Shelly Films, Ltd., in Toronto, Ca¬
nada—the first Canadian firm to offer
this service.
he
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The most recent application of lami¬
nated 16mm film has been in the field
of television news coverage where the
film can be striped prior to exposure,
for use in single-system magnetic sound
cameras now finding increasing use in
TV news filming.
Further evidence of the growing use
of magnetic sound tracks on 16mm film
was the announcement at the recent
S.M.P.T.E. convention by CBS’ chief
engineer R. C. Rheineck that 16mm neg¬
ative pre-striped for magnetic recording
is being adopted by CBS for shooting
material for its TV newsreels. Mr. Rhein¬
eck pointed out that news events happen
anywhere and at any time. Therefore,
portability of equipment together with
speed of laboratory processing become
of paramount importance. These factors,
he said, have determined the general
choice of 16mm film for TV news pro(Continued on Page 325)
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A STICKLER for accuracy, cameraman Kusuda made the illumination
in

this

scene

really

look

like

it

was

coming

from

the

overhead

practicals.

possible to make
by
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set

representing

To

Bara”

teen-age

is

this
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fight

scene

photographed

Cinematographic Techniques
BY

O

FREDERICK

cinematogra¬
phers, none, perhaps, have distin¬
guished themselves in their own national
film making as have the Japanese. While
Japanese films have not been consistent
film festival winners, the photography
that marks some of them more than
makes up for the shortcomings in gen¬
eral motion picture production.
F

ALL

THE

foreign
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or

“existing”

light

is

again

displayed

in

documentary flavor, marked by subtle lighting.

hangout.

Taiyo To Bara" Displays Japanese
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though

this interior which, like most interiors of the picture, have a genuine

“Taiyo

natural

as

“practicals.”

THE

production

of

The scene appears

in

the

EFFECT

it.

light or

TYPICAL of the many low-key lighting accomplishments by Kusuda
staged

\\

NOTHING PHONEY about this lighting, which is as realistic as it is

FOSTER

Recently there was previewed in Hol¬
lywood a Japanese film that demon¬
strated unusual camera artistry. It was
“Taiyo To Bara,’' produced by the
Ofuna Studio of Sfiochiku, Ltd., in
Tokyo, and photographed with more
than ordinary skill by Hiroyuki Kusuda,
a member of the Nippon Cinematogra¬
phers Club, the Japanese equivalent of
May, 1957

the American Society of Cinematogra¬
phers.
Photographed in black-and-white, the
story concerns the present Japanese
problem of juvenile delinquency and
seeks to show wayward juveniles the
error of their ways in a dramatic way.
Kusuda has given this picture a type
of documentary treatment that is most
realistic. With the aid of ultra-fast film,
extraordinary lenses, and a skill in set
lighting that is inspirational to say the
least, cinematographer Kusuda makes
“Taiyo To Bara” a sheer delight to see
for cinematographers and students of
photography.
Many of the sets on which the action
is played were actual locales, and here
Kusuda often made use of daylight filter¬
ing through windows and doors serve as

the main illumination, subtly balanced
by fill light so delicate as to be almost
unnoticeable.
And there are a couple of night ex¬
teriors that are the equal if not excelling
in realism the best that have been done
by American cameramen. These scenes
look like they were shot at night with¬
out any of the artificiality of day-fornight tricks, heavy fill light, etc. Not
only can you distinguish the facial fea¬
tures of players in the dusky atmos¬
phere, but there are lights showing in
houses and in the streets in the back¬
ground to further enhance the realism of
the scenes and give them a three-dimen¬
sional aspect.
Since the end of the war the Japa¬
nese have been doing some wonderful
things with photographic optics and a
number of remarkably fast lenses are
being produced there; it was only natu¬
ral to suspect that these extraordinary
night scenes were made possible by the
use of these ultra-fast lenses. We asked
Mr. Kusuda to tell us something about
the equipment, film and lighting he
used in shooting this picture and also
about any special techniques employed.
It is noteworthy that, despite the in¬
creasing manufacture in Japan of pho¬
tographic equipment, both still and mo¬
tion picture, the use of American-made
equipment predominated in filming
“Taiyo To Bara.” Kusuda used a
Mitchell N.C. model 422 camera, and a
Seiki 35mm sound camera—a domestic
product similar in design to the Mitchell
N.C. The Seiki was used in filming on
location while the Mitchell was used en¬
tirely in shooting scenes on the sound
stage.
The lenses used on both cameras were
Cooke Speed Panchros rated at T/2.3
in each of the following focal lengths:
75mm,
50mm, 40mm, 35mm, and
32mm. The most frequently used, said
Kusuda, were the 40mm, 50mm, and
75mm.
Practically the entire picture was pho¬
tographed in Fuji Super Panchromatic
film—a domestic product comparable to
any pan emulsion made in the U.S. or
Europe. About six scenes were photo¬
graphed with the faster U.S.-made East¬
man Kodak Tri-X negative “which, of
necessity, was used when available light
made it necessary to work at a stop of
T/8 or over for pan-focus on sets,” said
Mr. Kusuda. “That is, the variation in
lighting following the variation in the
light value was avoided for convenience
sake by using the faster Tri-X film. The
adjustment in the Gamma value between
the two films was effected by varying the
developing times. Characteristic indexes
of both films were determined, as fol(Continued on Page 324)

FIRST PIECE of ancient cinematographic equipment donated to Historical Equipment Museum
of
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Society
Edward
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is

Inspecting

Pathe
camera

motion
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picture
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camera
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(circa
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1910).
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Cinematographers begin

Collection of Vintage Cameras
A Collection of ancient cinemato¬
graphic equipment that will rival those
of cinema equipment collectors on the
east coast was started last month by the
American Society of Cinematographers,
under the direction of past-president
Arthur Miller. Collection will be housed
in display cases in the Society’s club¬
house in Hollywood.
Collection will be limited to equipment
used in motion picture photography,
with emphasis placed on cameras that
were used in filming some of the old
time great motion pictures.
First item to be donated to the col¬
lection was a Pathe motion picture
camera by cinematographer Ed Snyder,
who used the camera regularly from
1914 to 1923 in the photography of

ARTHUR
motion

MILLER,
picture

in

1913,

camera

in

used

this

filming

feature films, comedies, and serials.
Many of the episodes for the Pearl
White serials were photographed with
Snyder’s camera.
In accepting the vintage camera from
Snyder, Arthur Miller recalled the days
when he and Snyder worked together in
the same studio in New York City, using
the same make and type of camera.
Miller believes that there are a great
many veteran cameramen who have
early-day cameras, tripods, exposure
computers, etc., that would make inter¬
esting items for the ASC’s collection.
Before such equipment is put on perma¬
nent display, an engraved plate bearing
the donor's name will be attached, ac¬
cording to Miller.

Pathe

FIRST Mitchell 35mm motion picture camera

episodes

was used by Charles Rosher at Famous Play¬

for Pearl White’s “Perils of Pauline" serials.
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Miller added

autographed it.
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Syncing Sound With Quarter-inch Tape
British amateur’s homemade gadget simplifies problem of syn¬
chronizing home tape recorder with any 8mm or 16mm projector
By

IKE SO MANY AMATEURS,” Said J. P.
*" Buck, British 8mm movie maker,
“I wanted sync sound with my films, but
not so badly that I could be content to
be a slave to the equipment during pro¬
jection. In other words, anything that
required manual correction of sync er¬
rors during screening of a film was out,
so far as I was concerned.”
The photos above show what Buck ul¬
timately achieved in the way of a home¬
made gadget that enables him to main¬
tain sync between his quarter-inch tape
recorder and a Eumig P8 projector. It is
readily adaptable to many other makes
of projectors, both 8mm and 16mm.
After reading a number of published
articles on the subject, Buck decided
that the method most suitable for his
requirements was the “closed loop” tech¬
‘ ‘I
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HAROLD

BENSON

nique which employs a separate synchro¬
nizing unit having an auxiliary tape
capstan driven by the projector instead
of the tape recorder.
When the projector is operating at 16
fps, the tape sync unit’s capstan has a
peripheral speed of 3%" per second.
The tape travels from the recorder to the
synchronizing unit, indicated by arrow
in Fig. 1, which is mounted between the
recorder and projector. The tape is
threaded around the capstan (1 in Figs.
1 and 2) of the sync unit before return¬
ing to the take-up spool of the recorder.
To maintain sync, the tape is kept mov¬
ing at a uniform speed past the sync
unit capstan in relation to the speed of
the projector which—as is the case with
all non-sync driven cine projectors—
tends to vary according to variations in
May, 1957

the line voltage. The length of tape be¬
tween recorder and sync unit either
tightens or slackens as the projector runs
fast or slow. Such variations in the tape
loop actuate a lightly spring-loaded lever
(2 in Figs. 1 and 2) which in turn acti¬
vates a rheostat controlling the line
voltage to the projector motor. Thus pro¬
jector speed variations are constantly
being corrected or modified by the vari¬
ations in length of the tape before it
reaches the sync unit capstan.
Projector interference is a major
problem, and must be solved by test-run¬
ning the machine near the recorder with
the amplifier switched on. In the best
position interference can only be noticed
when the gain control is at its maxi(Continued on Page 320)
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WHEN the cameraman failed to catch this water skier as he spilled
rounding the turn, the reaction shot at right—filmed weeks later—
was

intercut to

pected dunking.

suggest a

witness

laughing

at

the

skier’s

unex¬

The next shot showed the skier in the water.

Exploiting Audience Assumption
|

The principles of audience assumption can be adapted
not only to amateur story films, but to loosely scripted
travel and holiday films.
By

HAROLD

A

fail to realize
just how imaginative their audiences
are; or perhaps I should say how imagi¬
native their audiences can be, given a
little encouragement. If a film maker is
sufficiently adroit in giving them a twoplus-two addition, they will supply an
extra one to make the answer five.
The professional feature film uses au¬
dience assumption as everyday matter
of course. When a character is pursued
by a tiger, the pursuit invariably exists
only in the audience’s mind. The inter¬
cutting of shots of man and beast run¬
ning in the same screen direction is
enough to suggest the chase.
Similarly, if an actor opens a door
and walks from interior to exterior, the
mateurs frequently
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audience automatically assumes that the
action is continuous. The thought that
the set and location may be miles apart,
and that the two shots may have actually
been filmed with an interval of weeks
or months between them never enters
their heads.
These, of course, are commonplace
examples, and the experienced amateur
is as aware of their scope and applica¬
tion as the professional. But the prin¬
ciples of audience assumption can be
adapted not only to amateur story films,
but to loosely scripted travelogues and
holiday films. My reasons for referring
to my own holiday production in what
follows is not that I think it by any
(Continued on Page 318)
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GOOD

FILMS

invariably

are

made

at

the

editing

table by skillful cutters with a knack of improvising
—intercutting shots not originally intended to point
up action or give footage a different meaning.
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AUDIENCE ASSUMPTION
(Continued From Page 316)

means an outstanding example of the
technique, but simply that without full
knowledge of the material shot it is im¬
possible to judge the extent to which
a film maker has used audience assump¬
tion. Besides, the best instances in others'
work are so deceptive that one cannot
tell the genuinely related material from
the isolated.
Let’s look at the potentialities sug¬
gested by the chase sequence of the fic¬
tion film. Here the secret lies in the
suggestion of simultaneous action.
A
film editor has only to cut from a shot
of one subject to a shot of another,
which does not necessarily have any¬
thing in common with it, to express in
visual terms the equivalent of the writ¬
er's ‘‘meanwhile*’.
The most obvious exploitation of this
is in cutaways and reaction shots. Closeups of people smiling, laughing, looking
apprehensive and even expressing noth¬
ing in particular can be used in a score
of ways, providing they have a suffi¬
ciently neutral background. In one se¬
quence of the film, which was shot in a
French holiday village on the seacoast,
I cut from Bikini-clad physical culture
enthusiasts, leaping and bounding, to a
slightly bovine-looking girl spread out
on the sand and apparently looking at

them with a mixture of disbelief and
abhorence. In fact, she was the laziest
looking character I could find in a
totally unconnected sequence I had film¬
ed earlier of beach loungers, and was
probably never up in time to see the
reveille musculaire addicts.
This is not just a cutaway for its own
sake, even though the contrast and the
girl's expression (I forget what she was
looking at) do provoke a smile. That
might be reason enough; but in this
case I needed something to break up
shots of two different exercises being
performed. Without a reaction shot there
would have been a jump in the action.
Similarly I use C.Us of holiday-makers
laughing ‘‘at” the unsuccessful attempts
of water-skiers they never saw. Another
girl lounges in a hammock “while” jiv¬
ing couples hurl themselves around the
open-air dance floor. A passing fisher¬
man gazes “at” Bikini beauties.
A straight cut suggesting simultaneous
action can involve deceptions in both
time and place. The relationship between
the observer and the thing observed is
non-existent. Audience assumption,
prompted by the editor's juxtaposition,
gives the shots the desired illusion.
Equally important, though less often
explored in non-fiction productions, are

In studio lighting and production equipment...

the possibilities of continuous action
which the interior-exterior cut described
earlier involves, dime and location de¬
ceptions can be used again; hut a third
and comparatively neglected trick be¬
comes possible. In long shots, and even
in certain angles on medium shots, dif¬
ferent characters can he so cut together
that they appear to be one person per¬
forming a single movement.
This is particularly useful in a se¬
quence on sport or any lively action.
In editing my waterskiing sequences I
used half-a-dozen or more people to
build up an impression of one person
making a circuit of the bay. Some care
is needed in insuring not only that the
action appears to flow continuously from
every shot to the next (unless some form
of cutaway can fill the lapse) but that
the character appears to keep the same
sex, costume and general build.
This may sound a little ludicrous; but
in shots taken from the back of the
motor-boat the jerkiness of the handheld
camera and the distance of the figures
from the boat made several unlikely
cuts possible. Girls, I found, were dis¬
tinguishable from men solely by their
two-piece costumes. Where I needed a
sequence of a man successfully starting
and hadn’t sufficient footage, I was able
to begin with a shot of a girl launching
herself crouched on the skiis. As she
began to rise, showing the top half of
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her costume, I cut to a C.U. of the motorboat driver, then back to a similar L.S.
of a man being towed along. The audi¬
ence assumes that the first shot was also
of a man—the same man.
Cheating in this way is not so excep¬
tional as it might sound. Later in the
film I had to build up a brief volley-ball
sequence from a dozen or so shots which
I d taken at odd intervals one afternoon.
Characters had changed sides, taken off
their shirts, rolled up their sleeves, and
generally altered their appearance in
every conceivable way.
Obviously the movement of the ball
was the main continuity thread. On the
viewer I studied the shots, noted the
ball’s direction in each, and beginning
with a long shot worked in towards the
players, changing the angle from shot
to shot and keeping shots so short that
identification of the dozen or so players,
even in Agfacolor, would not be easy.
Medium shots and closeups I cut to
a few frames, always following the move¬
ment of the ball. After a lot of shuffling
and jiggery-pokery the sequence flowed
satisfactorialy, except for one cut. I
wanted to cut from a medium shot of a
dark-haired boy waiting for the ball to
a shot of another boy pausing and then
jumping for it. There was no problem of
making them appear the same facially,
because the first angle was almost a
back view.

But the second boy, who only appear¬
ed in this one shot, wore long blue jeans,
and all the men had already been es¬
tablished as wearing shorts in the long
shots. Eventually I used both shots, and
as the second boy jumped I cut at the
point where his knees entered the frame.
By following this with a long shot in
which the first youngster returned to
earth this character switch became prac¬
tically foolproof.
The following breakdown of another
sequence in my holiday film gives some
indication of the extent to which audi¬
ence assumption was encouraged by
cutting for simultaneous and continuous
action effects, and also by simply group¬
ing similar material together. The ma¬
terial in this sequence, though edited to
give an impression of a single boat trip,
was actually filmed during five different
voyages, each made for a different pur¬
pose.
The narrative is the screen impression
of the sequence. The words in italics
indicate what the audience has been
led to assume by the juxtaposition of
the visuals.
One of the crew clambers on the tiny
boat, while the flags of France, Italy
and the Club Mediterranee flutter over¬
head. Others follow them aboard. From
the deck we watch the local fishermen
studying our departure, and the mate
nods towards others that we pass. The

boat, seen from the shore, continues to¬
wards the corner of the bay.
Meanwhile, on board holidaymakers
talk, laze and sunbathe until the under¬
water fishing gear reminds them of the
fish which they have come to catch.
They dive from the boat, which has
anchored close to a rocky peninsula, and
swim deep down until they find many
varieties of fish (actually shot in an
aquarium).
The swimmers are watched by those
on deck as they continue to explore.
Eventually everyone returns to the boat
one after the other, because evening is
approaching (that’s right, accidental
under-exposure—but it always comes in
useful) and people are settling down
for the night. (Fades)
By the next morning, the ship has
reached another bay. While most holi¬
daymakers are still in their sleeping
bags,
one girl is already swimming
beside the boat. The mate makes a hasty
shave as the boat sets off again. The
laziest person finally gets up.
The morning is idled away chatting,
loafing, trailing feet in the water, taking
snapshots of the crew, until lunch is
served on deck. After lunch, plates are
washed by being flung over the side
and then rescued and rinsed by nearly
all on board. Everyone flops out on deck
afterwards, until the boat approaches
the holiday village once more.
end

DIRECTOR
“I want lots of white light,
the whiter and cleaner
le better. Perfect focus, too.
ind no spills or flares.”

“I’d give my ‘oscar’ for a
completely maneuverable
dolly. No tracks. I want
freedom for my camera.”

I just want to make the
best pictures in the shortest
time at the lowest cost.”

J. G. McAlister equipment
available in LI S. A. through

McAlister lenses
are true white.
Bonded "beam pilots”
kill spills and flares.
"Easy-Action” controls
for front and

40%

rear focusing.
McAlister's Patented Dual Steering
Perma-Lock Mirror

Crab Dolly is a view-finder,

guarantees maximum

a tripod, a crane and a dolly.

light at all times.
Easy access through

in circles and crabs without

back door for quick

tracks. Saves time and money.

globe change without

Makes better movies.
Awarded an Academy Citation.

disturbing light setting.

It goes straight, in curves,

Los Angeles
Birns & Sawyer
Chicago
Television Equipment Co.
Studio Lighting Co.
New York
Florman & Babb
Detroit
Village Camera Shop
St. Louis
W. Schiller & Co.
Minneapolis
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
San Francisco
Brooks Cameras, Inc.

and world-wide through

u.S.A.
5880 Hollywood 8lvd
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Europe

7 Theatinerstrasse
Munich, Germany
British Dominions L Far East

88 Fourteenth St
Toronto 14, Canada

SYNCING SOUND
??

THE MILLER

(Continued, From Page 314)

Atuid -Adiion

TRIPOD HEAD
Is The World’s Finest!

THE OFFICIAL OLYMPIC TRIPOD HEAD
for filming the 16th Olympiad
•
•

Miller equipment is precision—built of highest quality materials and every replace¬
ment part is available.
Miller equipment is used throughout the world by leading photographers, film and
television studios.
1

Hard crinkle black
lacquer enhances and
protects the surface

Bent handle for placing
in position to suit user,
right or left hand oper¬
ation

Senior
“D"
Model,
weight 4Va lbs.

,

height

$150.00
Senior “C” Model

(not shown)

$113.40
Head

consists of two

factory-sealed

units which are

packed

with

a

special

fluid

that

will not deteriorate and should last the life of the head.

Sold only by dealers.

See your nearest dealer.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.
Hollywood 46, California
Cable Address: MILEQIP

CAMERA REPAIRS !?
35mm
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

The Best Repair Department
East of Hollywood
Don’t take our word for it. Ask such
world-famous Camera manufacturers as
Mitchell, Bell & Howell, Arriflex, Auricon, Maurer etc.
They will tell you that Ceco’s trained
specialists are second to none in ability
and experience . . . that Ceco’s fullyequipped shop and genuine factory-

produced parts are your guarantee of
satisfaction.
You spend a lot of money for your
cameras and equipment. Play safe—
entrust them to Ceco.
FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(£flm€Rfl €ouipmenT (o.,mc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

mum, and even then it is only just evi¬
dent.
In constructing the sync unit Buck
aimed at keeping the tape path simple,
without having to add extra tape guides.
At the same time he wanted to get the
maximum action from the fluctuating
loop with the minimum variation in
tension.
Eventually he discovered that he
could house all the electrical gear re¬
quired inside an ordinary cigar box,
the side of which would hold all the
components. The capstan bearing and
journal are an old radio bush and spin¬
dle. The diameter, 0.8 in., is not abso¬
lutely critical.
After various experiments with a
straight flexible drive, Buck found that
a right-angled gear drive from a Mec¬
cano contrate gear and a straight spur
with a 1:1 ratio (3 in Fig. 2) over¬
came the jerky movements of the cap¬
stan which had upset his first attempts.
But at the same time he kept a 3-in. di¬
rect flexible shaft to the first motion
spindle of the gear drive from the pro¬
jector’s bottom sprocket.
The connection from sprocket to flex¬
ible (4, Fig. 2) was made with a piece
of rubber sleeve, and a Meccano coupler
connected the other end of the flexible
to the gear drive spindle. This direct
flexible permits freedom in the align¬
ment of the beam of the Eumig on the
screen.
The lever arm of the sync unit is 3"
long, and mounted on a radio bush bear¬
ing. The bottom of the lever arm spindle
is fitted with a cam inside the cigar box
and profiled to work with a lever-oper¬
ated micro switch. The switch is opened
and closed by l/o" movement on the end
of the lever arm.
Simplicity is also the keynote of the
electric gear. Buck disconnected a motor
feed wire from the transformer terminal
panel, and took the twin flex to the sync
unit, where he connected across the re¬
gulating resistance.
He uses 40 ohms of resistance in cir¬
cuit. He spent some time looking for a
sufficiently light, suitably-rated, continuously-variable control resistance, but
eventually gave up the search.
Now
the micro switch is connected across the
resistance. The micro switch opens as the
tape loop tightens, and closes as it slack¬
ens.
Starting cold, Buck uses the speed va¬
riations given by 40 ohms. One or possi¬
bly two adjustments of the auxiliary
variable resistance are necessary during
the warm-up, but at working temperature
he short-circuits 20 ohms with a switch
on the sync unit. The speed change is
(Continued on Page 322)
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BRILLIANT
PERFORMANCE

That happy glow (limelight?) in Precision's corner
is simply the radiance of a solid reputation for
sound, careful and accurate film processing.
Wotta performer.
Precision is the pace-setter in film processing. In
the past. Precision found techniques to bring the
best out of black and white or color originals.
In the present, facilities are the profession's very
best for any of your processing needs.
And, in the future. Precision will, as usual, be
first again (depend on it) with the newest

CAMERA
EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,
Exclusive U. S.
Distributor
for MAURER—

Famous MAURER 16mm Sound Recording
System. MAURER Negative-Positive Model
F Prime Recording Optical System and Gal¬
vanometer. MAURER Film Phonograph.

and

PROUDLY PRESENTS

Features largest and finest erect-view
Viewfinder ever made for professional use
Here is a professional motion picture camera with
features that cameramen have dreamed about. It in¬
corporates a revolutionary intermittent movement that
produces perfect registration. High-powered directview focusing system guarantees critically sharp pic¬
tures. All controls and indicators are so conveniently
placed, the cameraman never has to change position.

Offers New Standards of
Accuracy

Clear glass reticle instead of conventional ground glass
permits great magnification for critical focusing. 235°
dissolving shutter permits shooting with V3 less light.

Complete Repair Service
by factory trained experts

Many, many other exclusives.

We
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

Feature The Complete Maurer Line, Including New

Maurer Blimp which permits viewing directly through
lens without opening the blimp. Maurer Sunshade and
V Filter Holder. Sports or tracking Viewfinder. Inverter
for synch motor. Film shrinkage gauge. 400' or 1 200'
magazine interchangeable on camera or recorder.

(?nm€Rfl €(^uipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept. A 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

enough to maintain good regulation, and
the apparatus can be left to run alone.

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16mm
MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES
Research and Script

Editing and Matching

Photography, Studio and
Location

Titling and Animation

Processing

Release Printing
Magna-Striping

Edge-numbered Work Prints
Sound Recording and
Rerecording

Slide Film Animation
Slide Duplicating

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

•

CHICAGO 6

FLORIDA

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

STAGE

AND

STUDIO

LIGHTING

2835
N.W.
MIAMI,

RENTALS
DAY:
JOE
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SANDS,
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Buck’s several refinements to the
equipment include a 25-watt 100-ohm
variable resistance in series with the re¬
gulating circuit, inside the box. Thus the
initial mean projector speed can be set.
And after short-circuiting the 20-ohms,
readjustment can be made without using
the Eumig’s speed control slider, which
is less accessible.
Only one power lead is used for all the
apparatus, as the projector current sup¬
ply is obtained through the recorder. As
the tape tensions on either side of the
capstan are equal, there is no serious
strain on either the recorder or the pro¬
jector.
Buck claims that his cigar box set-up
has never failed to hold accurate sync
yet. At 3%" per second, commentary
and music synchronization is perfectly
satisfactory as the variation in the loop
is only a fraction over 14".
No experiments with lip synchroniza¬
tion have yet been made, but Buck is
convinced that it would be possible at
71/2" per second tape speed.
Tape stretch, the amateur’s nightmare,
has not yet been in evidence, probably
because Buck makes a point of using an
old reel of tape. But he suggested that
if the problem does arise, compensation

could easily be made by forming another
loop between the recorder and the sync
unit, adjustable by a screw arrangement.
Many advantages in Buck’s method
are immediately obvious: ease of opera¬
tion, adaptability, fundamental simpli¬
city, reliability, inexpensiveness and
compactness. But he only realized a fur¬
ther advantage some time ago after the
system had been in operation.
Cueing for commentary and music
becomes unexpectedly straightforward
with this synchronization method. The
apparatus is run with the recorder ampli¬
fier off. Cue marks are made on the tape
at each appropriate point; and the re¬
corder can then be used in the usual
manner, reading off the tape cue marks.
For the relationship between tape and
film obviously remains the same.
Buck recently maintained perfect syn¬
chronization throughout a 15-minute
film, where spot-on effects were essential.
A technical — and normally critical —
audience was extremely impressed.
The results achieved by Buck’s system
over #the past months confirm the effec¬
tiveness of the method—a method within
reach of every amateur seeker after sync.

“BOY ON A DOLPHIN”
(Continued From Page 299)

on the crude elevator where it was
hauled to the top. For Krasner and his
crew, it meant a long, circuitous drive
through the mountains, then a long hike
to the Monastery; none wanted to risk
riding in the cage of the hand-powered
elevator.
After shooting was completed on the
island of Hydra, the company moved
to Athens, on the mainland. Here Kras¬
ner found challenge in a different type
of landscape—vistas such as the Parthe¬
non atop the rugged Acropolis backdropped by a clear blue sky. Here
again Krasner studied the effect of light
on the famed ruin at different times of
day, finally choosing the mid-afternoon
hours as productive of the most pictorial
results. Here scenes were filmed of Miss
Loren searching for and meeting with
Alan Ladd, who plays an American ar¬
cheologist; here for the first time in a
color feature film, theatre audiences will
see one of the world’s most historical
landmarks virtually come alive on the
screen; the Athens of our schooldays’
history books appears more real and
splendid than a personal visit to the site
might render it to the eye. Surely, no
finer rendition of outdoor color photog¬
raphy has ever been achieved. The
same can be said of Krasner’s photog¬
raphy of other Grecian historical sites—
the Amphitheatre, the Odeon, Corinth
and Delphi, which provided rare and
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beautiful backdrops against which direc¬
tor Jean Negulesco staged the action for
much of “Boy On A Dolphin.”
Another location site of note, beauti¬
fully photographed, was Athens’ swank
Asteria nightclub. Looking every bit like
one of the spas of Las Vegas, its ultra¬
modern architectural lines proved a pho¬
tographic inspiration to cinematogra¬
pher Krasner who skillfully integrated
unusual composition with Negulesco’s
dramatic action to enhance the picture
and boost it to a new, pictorial high.
The entire production of course, ex¬
cept for some underwater footage shot
in Hollywood, was filmed in Greece and
in Italy’s Cinecitta studios where art di¬
rector Jack Smith produced some of his
most successful interiors for the produc¬
tion. Here mention must be made of the
unusual cooperative efforts of Smith and
cinematographer Krasner working as a
team to achieve the maximum pictorial
results in the picture’s interiors. “It was
the extensive pre-production planning
between us,” Krasner says, “that con¬
tributed so much to our getting the pho¬
tographic results we did.”
Perhaps the most notable example of
the Krasner-Smith teamwork is the in¬
terior of the Monastery library, which
Smith
designed
following extensive
study of the original Monastery at Meteora. Smith’s consideration of the set’s

photographic requirements made its pic¬
torial reproduction a work of art for
Krasner and his camera crew.
While our comments thus far relate to
the photography only of the sets and the
scenic locales against which the action
for "Boy On A Dolphin” was staged, it
is not our intention to slight Krasner’s
photography of another scenic delight in
the picture—Miss Sophia Loren, one of
Italy’s finest and most picturesque ac¬
tresses. Krasner has given Miss Loren
what is unquestionably the finest pho¬
tographic treatment that has ever been
accorded her by any cinematographer,
and the result greatly enhances her sta¬
ture as an actress and certainly will do
much to further her career as a motion
picture artist.
In all, over 200,000 feet of Eastman
Color negative was exposed in filming
“Boy On A Dolphin.” No lightweight set
lighting equipment such as Colortrans,
photofloods, etc., was employed in shoot¬
ing any of the interiors; the company
used standard studio arc lighting equip¬
ment at all times—and the quality of the
photography shows it.
For Krasner, “Boy On A Dolphin” is
a worthy successor to “Three Coins In A
Fountain” and proves again what a rare
knack this cameraman has for giving
real production value to stories staged
in interesting foreign locales.

Everything under
one roof!
‘TAIYO TO BARA” DISPLAYS JAPANESE TECHNIQUES
(Continued From Page 313)

lows, in accordance with the operations
at the laboratory in our studio:”
Emulsion
Speed

Film
Fuji S.S.P.
E.K. Tri-X

•

RCA Sound Recording

• Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and
Black-and-White
•

Magnetic Laminating

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Ave., N.E.,
Washington 2, D.C.
LAwrence 6-4634
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ASA 100
ASA 320

Nega. Developing
Gamma
Time
0.65-0.63
0.65

11 m.
8 m.

Indexes were calculated in accordance
with the A.S.A. standards.
To determine exposures, both out¬
doors and on the sound stage, Mr.
Kusuda used a Norwood Director Model
M2 meter and a Weston Master II, in¬
terchangeably.
Lighting equipment used on sound
stage sets included 5-kw, 3-kw, and 2-kw
Solar-Spots, 1-kw spotlights and 5-kw
skylights. In addition, photofloods and
reflectorfloods were used—particularly
on location interiors. “Around 80-kw to
100-kw of power was required on the
sets and for night location scenes,” said
Mr. Kusuda.
On the sound stage sets, according to
Mr. Kusuda, he worked at lens stops of
T/4.5, T/5.6 and T/8 with the shutter
opened to 175°. As to the light level
used on these interiors, the key light was
usually around 300 foot candles.
In shooting on location, exposure was

•
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determined with the Norwood Director
meter. The standard working exposure
on a clear day was T/8, with the shut¬
ter at 60° to 70°-—using the Fuji film.
On these shots, a domestic filter was em¬
ployed—a Fuji No. 12, which is the
equivalent of our Wratten Aero-12. “We
usually worked between 8:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m., with a noon recess of 30 min¬
utes,” Kusuda added.
In shooting the night scenes, Kusuda
emphasized that they purposely avoided
so-called night effects. Tungsten light
was employed for illumination. In the
sequence of night shots, the sky shows
in some of the scenes, while in others it
does not. The shots without the sky
were made on location in the usual
manner, employing set lighting equip¬
ment. Where the sky had to show in the
scene, the action was filmed at dusk or
at dawn.
Because the pictorial effect which
Kusuda obtained in these shots is so real¬
istic and unusual for cinematography,
we pressed him for more details about
the technique employed in securing
them.
“I have been considering for a num¬
ber of years an idea I have had for

shooting night scenes at dusk or dawn,”
explained Mr. Kusuda. “Because the
right quality of light for this photogra¬
phy exists for only a very short period
at these times of day, only one or two
shots per day are possible before the
light quality changes. One must con¬
sider, of course, the differences pre¬
sented by sky conditions, i.e., cloudy or
clear, and also the type of lighting re¬
quired, such as ordinary, side light, or
back light. Regardless of the effect de¬
sired, shooting in the limited inter¬
vals of dawn or dusk presents many
difficult problems.”
“In shooting the night scenes for
‘Taiyo To Bara’ we prepared the light¬
ing about 30 minutes before shooting
was to begin. At the moment of sunset—
or when the light was determined to be
right for the effect desired—shooting
was begun with the lens set at T/3.5—
determined by a Weston meter reading
with the meter pointed skyward. Where
detail of the sky was objectionable in the
scene, the desired pictorial effect was at¬
tained by a counter process," Kusuda
concluded.

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to the
large

needs of

• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free

duction and the choice of single-system
rather than double-system sound.
In 1955, he explained further, CBS
began an engineering program to eval¬
uate the problems that might arise
through use of pre-striped magnetic
sound tracks—where the track is applied
to the negative prior to exposure and
laboratory development. The findings
showed that “. . . the quality improve¬
ments and operational advantages avail¬
able with pre-striped film are substan¬
tial for 16mm TV news and documen¬
tary film production. The extended highfrequency response, marked improve¬
ments in signal-to-noise ratio and lower
harmonic distortion provide quality
which is almost equivalent to ‘live
sound .
Other big users of laminated magnetic
tracks have been the various govern¬
ment film production units, 16mm in¬
dustrial and educational film produc¬
ers, and advanced amateur film makers.
Prior to the development of the lami¬
nated magnetic track, magnetic sound
tracks were applied to 16mm films (as
well as to some 35mm films) in the form
of a stripe of liquid magnetic oxide
dispersed in a solvent. In the 3M proc¬
ess, however, the magnetic track is ap¬
plied in the form of a precision applica¬
tion of the oxide track bonded to the
film in a special laminating machine
shown in the accompanying photo.
The track is first precision coated at
the 3M factory on a temporary cello¬
phane backing under controlled condi-

sound.

• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the

latest

SMPTE

stand¬

ards.
• It

serves

every

segment

of

motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX

• Purchaser

(Continued From Page 310)
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MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”

LAMINATED TRACKS
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recording,
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bias

in

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies;

easy

components;
mote

accessibility

push-button

control

footage

counter,

film-direct monitor switches.
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& 35mm

to

motor
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Sound

&
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Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

Available in 16mm,

priced from

other

line

carry low, low price tags.

amplifier

controls;

no

MAGNAPHONIC

$2,145.00

OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM “B" includes Model
G-932

microphone

mixer

with

2

channel slide wire attenuators.

Model X-400
is

a

film

completely
recording

detail.
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$2,820.00
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MARK IX SYSTEM “C” includes Model
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every

mote
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unit.

assembly

packaged

in matching portable case.

Features

$2,520.00

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬
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eous “film-direct" monitoring, and low power
consumption.

microphone mixer and re¬
control

5
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amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor,
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playback control.
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special prices!

tions, and with the same tape-making
equipment which is used in the manu¬
facture of all other “Scotch" brand mag¬
netic tapes.
During
the
laminating process—
which is now offered by the laboratories
named earlier—the machine strips off
the temporary cellophane backing, leav¬
ing the oxide stripe permanently in
place on the film. It is, in effect, a trans¬
fer process similar to that employed in
a decal.
The result is that the quality of the
magnetic track can be insured in ad¬
vance—prior to application on the user's
film—and since the bonding process is a
dry one, no solvents are involved, elim¬
inating possible damage to the film.

Holmes 35mm Sound Pro¬
jector Outfit complete with:
2 each Semi-Portable Type D
Projectors, with constant
speed motor, 1000 Watt
Mazda lamphouse, 4" lens
2 each 2000' upper magazines
2 each 2000'lower magazines
1 each L24H High Gain Audio
Amplifier, designed for twoprojector use
1 each 12" permanent magnet
type speaker in case
1 set cables

The laminated track is also said to in¬
sure uniform quality and identical mag¬
netic characteristics of the sound tracks
with no variation from processor to
processor or from one film to another, as
sometimes happens when optical tracks
are employed.

Acquisition cost

$1550.00

Our Special Sale Price

$ 485.00

The Minnesota Mining and Manufac¬
turing Company also claim three other
important advantages offered by the
“Scotch” brand laminate process:
(1) An increase in signal strength
over conventional striped tracks of from
6 to 8 db—result of the company’s
“High Output" magnetic oxide em¬
ployed in the tracks;

35mm PROJECTOR SALE

(2) Generally improved recording
characteristics—result of better orienta¬
tion of the oxide particles; and

DeVry 35mm Sound Projector Outfit complete with:
2 each Semi-Portable Type XD projectors with precision
intermittent movement, blower cooler 1000-watt Mazda
lamphouse, constant speed motor, 4" lens.
2 each 2000' upper magazines
1 each 7-tube, 30-watt Amplifier with treble and
bass frequency response control
1 each 12" 5400-ohm field full frequency range speaker
1 set cables
Acquisition cost

$3500.00

Our Special Sale Price

$ 825.00

(3) Better frequency response and
decreased recording head wear because
of the flat, smoother, ridge-free surface
of the laminated track as compared to
liquid stripe tracks.
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Using the 3M laminator machine it is
possible to apply the magnetic track in
any standard width or in any position
on the film. It can be applied to any film
prior to processing and exposure, color
or black-and-white.
Other laminator units were installed
earlier at Ansco Film Laboratories,
Union, N. J.; Bay State Film Produc¬
tions, Agawam, Mass.; The Calvin Com¬
pany, Kansas City, Mo.; and Capital
Film Laboratories, Washington, D. C.
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MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.

Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican Cinematographer will continue com¬
ing to you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank You.
—American Cinematographer
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The World’s Largest Line Of

Black & White and Color
FILM PROCESSORS!
Filmline Processors are in continuous operation throughout the world
today, serving government agencies, TV stations, film labs, univeri

sities and industry. No other line offers so wide a variety of models,
such dependability, speed, and quality of reproduction as Filmline
Here are just a few of the fourteen standard models available for
processing 16mm, 35mm and 70mm black and white or color filmall fully automatic ... all sensibly priced.

Filmline's new, low cost color
SCTMBWM

film and spray processors!

For Information on Custom Building and the
Complete Line of Filmline Film Processors, Write:

CORPORATION
Milford, Connecticut

v

SHOOTING A TV FILM

1 /

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

(Continued From Page 309)

clamped to the camera dolly, which was
pushed along among the monks The
lamp was pointed toward the ceiling in
front of the candle bearer, illuminating
the arches and effectively simulating the
light of the candle moving in the proces¬
sion. The camera was purposely set
high and this gave the perspective of the
monks walking into the darkness that
gave way before the light of the candle
as it moved forward.
No little credit is due our laboratory
for aiding us get the pictorial results
sought for in this production. The lab
contributed immensely in controlling
negative quality by exposure and devel¬
opment compensations. It enabled us to
boost our working speed of Tri-X to
ASA 250. Despite the great contrast in
the black-and-white robes of the monks,
the relative gray scale was surprising
and we were able to print both for TV
and theatres simply by controlling
density. It is noteworthy, too, that there
was no apparent increase in grain de¬
spite underexposure and the subsequent
over-development of the negative neces¬
sary to compensate for it.

RENTALS
FROM
CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35 mm BNC

BELL & HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex
Blimps • Tripods

DOLLIES
Fearless Panoram
McAlister Crab
Platform • Western
3-Wheel Portable

ONE

SOURCE

LIGHTING

EDITING

Mole Richardson
BardweH McAlister

Moviolas * Rewinders
Tobies • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

Colortran

Century
Cable
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps 11OV AC 5000W2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites
(shadowless lite)
Galor Clip Lites
Barn Doors
Diffusers
Dimmers
Reflectors

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags
Cobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnosync-magnetic Aim
Reeves Magioorder
Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

ZOOMAR 35mm

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK
r rt m n r\

L .

a u

n tn

(7flm€Rfl €ouipiti€iit (ojnc.
Dept. A ^ 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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MEMOMOTION

Moviscop

(Continued From Page 303)

VIEWER
THE EDITOR’S PAL
The very finest 16mm
action

viewer.

Pre¬

cision German mech¬
anism. For producers
—T.V.—Labs.
Professional net $180.

the HARWALD co.
1216 Chicago Ave., Evanston, III. • Ph.: DA 8-7070

— MOVIE FANS —
8mm and 16mm
DUPLICATES
16mm

REDUCED

TO

8mm ENLARGED TO
COLOR

.9c ft.

PROCESSING
16mm x 100 ft.$1.00
16mm x 50 ft.75
8mm .50

B&W

.4c ft.
_
(Min. Order $3.50)
MAIL

ORDER

8mm
16mm

ONLY

•

FAST SERVICE

COMET FILM SERVICE
P.O. BOX 447, Great Neck, New York

Otters
In World-Wid* Us*
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime* fog scenes‘diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS.OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.O. Box 46834, Hollywood, Calif.

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856

”like adding a sixth sense ...”

PAR

ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—

Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras; Bell & Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAR Products Corp.
602 E. Colorado Ave.

•

Santa Monica, Calif.

FOR BARGAINS IN
USED EQUIPMENT
See Classified Advertising on
Pages 337-38, This Issue.

such as Du Pont 931A, no special light¬
ing is required, and the camera can
follow the operation from place to place.
This feature is probably the most im¬
portant one which has led to the wide¬
spread use of Memomotion study as a
management tool.
Now let’s take a look at Step II, the
analysis of the film.
1. Obviously since the film can be re¬
run many times, the step-by-step an¬
alysis can be done leisurely and by more
than one analyst. Furthermore, the mo¬
tion pattern can be checked and re¬
checked if the situation requires it.
2. Analysis is faster and cheaper
since the runs are only about 6% as
long as normal motion pictures. Also
keep in mind that with visual analysis
(where no film is used) the study may
have to he repeated many times to
establish authenticity.
3. Once a film has been made, it
becomes a positive, permanently re¬
corded set of data which can be used
for confirmation, for training people in
the correct job methods, etc.
4. Finally, because of the time regu¬
larity feature (one frame per second,
say), the film presents an authoritative
record for establishing time standards
and wage incentives without the use of
the oft-detested stop-watch.
Visual time study is comparatively
simple where a repetitive, predictable
cycle is involved. The time study man
merely reviews the operation several
times, establishes the cycle pattern by
job elements and then proceeds to time
cycle after cycle as the elements repeat
themselves, exactly, cycle by cycle. Long
cycle repair jobs, for example, are al¬
most certainly not repeated in the same
manner each time, and even many socalled repetitive jobs contain a great
deal of unpredictable detail which makes
straight time study more difficult and
less authentic.
Memomotion here is made to order.
A number of cycles are filmed in the
manner previously described; the job
is permanently recorded for leisurely
analysis with assurance that all work
elements will be considered in the final
analysis of the film.
The third step, which is the presenta¬
tion of the data derived from film
analysis, contains all the advantages

claimed for the analysis step. In addi¬
tion, Memomotion provides information
which makes possible some types of
analysis unobtainable through other
media.
While Memomotion analysis can aid
immeasurably in reducing lost time and
improving methods, there are other
fields where it can he used with equal
success—some of which follow:
1. Suppose a permanent record is
desired of fume emission from a plant.
A motion picture camera aimed at the
point of emission can be set to make
exposures say every 10 to 15 seconds.
The usefulness of such a film is obvious.
2. A similar study can be made of
traffic conditions at key intersections and
movement of personnel in crowded pub¬
lic places such as cafeterias, stores, etc.
3. Memomotion can be used for train¬
ing purposes. A record of a good oper¬
ator can be analyzed for use in training
others not equally proficient.
The photographs accompanying this
article show the Memomotion Analysis
camera at work on typical industrial
studies. Figure 1 shows a Memomotion
traffic-safety study in progress.
The
Cine Special camera with appropriate
lens, is focused on a company auto park¬
ing area holding approximately 700
cars. Some 12 minutes after quitting
time, the lot will be virtually empty.
An analysis of Memomotion films made
in monitoring the parking area during
a typical rush hour affords a graphic
check on whether company safety rec¬
ommendations are being followed. In a
like manner, Memomotion cameras may
be used to analyze traffic patterns on
streets and highways, at super-highway
interchanges, and at rail, air and ma¬
rine terminals. By making a few pro¬
cedural changes suggested by a Memomotion film study, a New Jersey rail
freight terminal saved $60,000 by the
elimination of a switching engine.
In the second photo, a Du Pont engi-'
neer sets up a Memomotion unit to re¬
cord the work of a typist, with the object
of simplifying it. The film memo, which
the camera unit makes automatically,
can be used also to select preferable
work methods, thus reducing fatigue.
Here, using Du Pont Type 931 film, nor¬
mal office illumination was adequate for
photography.

OUTSTANDING COLOR PRINTS FROM NEW EASTMAN 5269 DUPING STOCK
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Electronic or Optical Sound Printing Optional
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6039 Hollywood Blvd.
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EQUIPMENT
Memomotion
Du

Pont

cost

NEEDED
unit

lowing:

a

equipped

f/2.7

with

15mm

lens

($5.00);

exposure

tripod with pan
ing

case

($5.00);

($65.00);

set

zoom-type
ing Co.
16mm

of

the

picture

lens

fol¬

camera

and

25mm

carrying

($76.00);

case

102mm

viewfinder

element

same

102mm

meter

for

and

by

approximate

camera

f/1.5

used

each of

magazine

($940.00);
(108.00);

being

the

motion

100-ft.

13mm

lens

($5.00);

with

include one

16mm

lens

($54.00;

MEMOMOTION

equipment

engineers,

per item,

f/1.4

FOR

case

for
lens

($27.00);

head ($38.00); tripod carry¬
camera

stand

viewfinder

with

masks

finder ($15.00); Sample

head

($8.00);
Engineer¬

model MC-5 interval timer ($225.00)

projector with

hand

crank and frame

counter ($458.00).

In the third photo, Prof. Wallace J.
Richardson, working with Du Pont en¬
gineers, makes a study on a construction
site getting answers to problems by
Memomotion photographic analysis, a
technique he helped develop. Here the
camera covers an entire construction
area to provide a ready analysis of all
phases of work being done. Through
Memomotion, a Louisville, Ky., plant
found it could save $24,000 per year
after taxes.
I would like to mention briefly the
type of equipment used in making and
analyzing Memomotion study. Any

16mm camera with F/1.5 lens or better
will do the job of taking the pictures.
A wide-angle lens is preferable for ob¬
vious reasons. Ideally, the camera should
be capable of receiving a synchronous
motor drive with a gear shift for chang¬
ing speeds to the desired levels.
For indoor work, the film should be
high speed. Du Pont 931A has the re¬
quired speed and is also rapid-reversing,
making possible the use of one film in¬
stead of two. The projector for analysis
should be low-power, with a hand crank
and a frame counter. A special review¬
ing projector has been devised with con¬
trols permitting automatic indexing
frame by frame backward or forward.
This permits the right hand to be free
for writing the analysis.
I mentioned earlier that Memomotion
is particularly adapted to analyzing over¬
all motions as contrasted to small hand
motions. I would like to point out that
recent years have witnessed a trend to¬
ward automation in the mechanical in¬
dustries and control instrumentation in
the chemical industries. More and more
emphasis has been placed on automatic
control, with less and less physical work
on the part of the equipment operator.
Under these conditions, detailed hand
movements are becoming less important
and overall body movements more and
more significant.
end

PROFESSIONAL

16MM
BLACK
&

mon

reversal
processing
Processing on hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Now under the sole ownership and direction of
JACK ASHER
Write for Circular

LAB-TV
247 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-2293

MM.

ROYAI

-

PHOTO

DDISTRIBUTORS

78 WEST 47th ST-' new york 36'N-Y-
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued From Page 296)

• Floyd Crosby. ASC, “Ride Out for Re¬
venge,” (Bryna Prod, for UA release) with
Rory Calhoun and Gloria Grahame. Barney
Girard, director.

• Henry Cronjager, “Whirlybirds,”* (Desi¬
lu Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig
Hill. Lee Sholem and Harve Foster, directors.
• Hal Mcalpin, “When

• Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Bitter is the
Ride,” (Jackson-Weston Prod, for UA release)
with Mark Stevens and Jana Davi. Mark
Stevens, director.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Time Limit,” (Heath
Prod, for UA release) with Richard Widmark
and Dolores Michaels. Karl Malden, director.
• Robert Krasker, “The Quiet American,”
(Figaro Inc. for UA release; shooting in
Rome) with Audie Murphy and Georgia Moll.
J. L. Mankiewicz, producer-director.
Permits Continuous Run of
400 ft., 16mm Film

See your Bolex dealer or write for
full information.
Ask about our
Rack-Over, Camera Base and Syn¬
chronous Motor.

CINE

ENGINEERING

1364 Mllbum Av>,_Tol»4e 6, OfcU

• Guy Roe, ASC, Helen Curtis Spray Net
commercial.* (Shooting in Honolulu.) Hooper
White, director. Armour Meat commercial.*
• Perry Finnerman, Signal Oil commercial*
(Song Ad Prods.) Daven Monohan, director.
• Hal Mohr, ASC, “Tonight In Cuba,” *
(Cuba Prods, shooting in Habana, Cuba.)
Fletcher Markle, director.

PROCESS YOUR OWH
16mm & 35mm FILM

KEYWEST STUDIOS

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures. Wm. Claxton, director; “Tom Mix”
(pilot). Frank MacDonald, director.

LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

Portable
Developing Outfit

WATSON

* Simple.
Uniform,
Economical
and
Speedy!
* Process up to 200 ft.
(16-35 or
70mm film) . . . immediately!
* Needs only 1 gal. of solution!
* Stainless steel—tanks, reels, scratchproof loader!
•Guaranteed—Prices from $89.

FREE—Processing
booklet
and
104
Annual Photo Equip. Catalog—write

BURKE

pg.,
Dept.

Chicago A, Illinois

DEVELOPING TANK
Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm taink also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Sad Sack,” (VistaVision) with Jerry Lewis and Phyllis Kirk.
George Marshall, director.

• Haskell Boggs, “Teacher’s Pet,” (VistaVision) with Clark Gable and Doris Day.
George Seaton, director.

com¬

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

• Jack Marta, “Last Stagecoach West,”
(Ventura Prods.) with Jim Davis and Mary
Castle. Joe Kane, director. “Back or Beyond,
(Variety Pictures Prod.) with John Lupton
and Gloria Talbot. Leslie Selendar, director.
• John Russell, ASC, “Jane Wyman Thea¬
tre,” * (Lewman Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
Sidney Lanfield, director; “General Electric
Theatre,” * (Revue Prods.) with Ronald Rea¬
gan. Hershel Dougherty, director; “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents,” * (Revue Prods.) Robert
Stevens,
director;
“Schlitz
Playhouse
of
Stars,”* (Revue Prods.) Jules Bricken, di¬
rector.
• Lester White, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse of

Stars,”*
rector.

(Revue

Prods.)

John

Brahm,

di¬

• William Sickner, ASC, “On Trial,” *
(Fordyce Prods.) with Joseph Cotton. Joseph
Parker, director; “General Electric Theatre,”*
(Revue Prods.) with Ronald Reagan. Jules
Bricken, director; “The Millionaire,” * (Don
Fedderson Prods.) Alfred Green, director;
“Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,” * (Revue Prods.)
John Brahm, director.
• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo,” *
(Overland Prods, with Dale Robinson.) Lewis
Foster, director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Les Girls,” (CinemaScope; Metrocolor) with Gene Kelly and
Mitzi Gaynor, George Cukor, director.
• John Alton, “Tip On a Dead Jockey,”
with Robert Taylor and Dorothy Malone.
Richard Thorpe, director.
• Robert Bronner, ASC, “Don’t Go Near
the Water,” (CinemaScope & Metrocolor)
with Glenn Ford and Anna Kashfi. Charles
Walters, director.
• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Until They
Sail,” with Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine and
Paul Newman. Robert Wise, director.

• Lester Shorr, ASC, “Alfred Htichcock
Presents,” * (Revue Prods.) James Nilsen,
director.
• Gilbert Warrenton,
ASC,
“Marge
&
Gower Champion Show,” * (Revue Prods.)
with Marge and Gower Champion. James
Sheldon, director; “The Millionaire,” * (Don
Fedderson Prods.) Gerald Mayer, director;
“Wells Fargo,” *
(Overland Prods.)
with
Dale Robinson. Sidney Salkow, director.
• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Jane Wyman Thea¬
tre,” * (Lewman Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
Sidney Lanfield, director. “On Trial,” * (For¬
dyce Prods.) with Joseph Cotton. Harry Hor¬
ner, director; “Alfred Hitchcock Presents,”*
(Revue Prods.) J. Addis, director.

MOTION PICTURE CENTER
HAL ROACH STUDIOS
ASC,
“Wire
Service,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Dane Clark and George
Brent. Various directors.

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Warren Andersen. An¬
drew McLaglen and James Kern, directors.

• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Wm. Seiter and Chas. Barton, directors.

• Joe

Novak,

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record
330

McGOWAN STUDIOS

59th
A.C.

Automatic Daylight Processing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“People
Are
Funny,”* (Art Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.

• Ray Foster, ASC, Star-Kist Tuna
mercial.* Hank Ludwin, director.

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

PARAMOUNT

• Finn

Ideal
for
newsreel
work,
shooting
wrestling
matches, prizefights, football games, etc. 200 ft.
daylight loading spool may be used in the 400
ft. magazine. 100 ft. spool can be used in the
camera without removing external magazine.

TOLEDO

Bergan,
“Cinemiracle Adventure,”
(Louis de Rochemont Prod, for National
Theatres release; shooting at Port-of-Spain,
B.W.I.) with Lasse Kolstad and Sven Erick
Libeck. Bill Colleran, director.

Hell Broke Loose,”
(Dolworth Prods.)
with Charles Bronson,
Richard Jaekel and Violetta Rensing. Ken¬
neth G. Crane, director.

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.
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PRECISION* SOUND

READERS

your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

OPTICAL

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC

CUSTOM MADE

Model 800 Rl, 16mm, 35mm and V„"
tape. NET PRICE $269.50

Model 600 RL, 16mm and 35mm.
Net Price $195.00

FILM SLITTER

Sound track is read by placing it to¬
wards the operator and reading from
Right to Left. (May also be used from
Left
to
Right).
FEATURES:
Simple
threading;
SMPTE
Standard
machined
film rollers with oilless bearings; preci¬
sion ground shafts; polished stabilizer

drum with needle bearings (surface can.
not damage film). Dimensions' 6" x 6"
x 8'A". AMPLIFIERS: 117-volf, 60 cycle
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty
Alnico V speaker,- safety fused; pre¬
focused socket,- pilot light; 6' heavy-duty
cord.

Built to SMPTE Standards or your own speci¬
fications. Features chrome-plated steel base,
finest chrome steel slitting blades.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

fiiBl PRECISION LABORATORIES
1037

UTICA

AVENUE

BROOKLYN

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Blondie,”* with
Arthur Lake and Pamela Britton. Paul Landres, director.

3,

N.

Y.

FILMLINE

• Guy Roe, ASC, Global Zobel commercial.*

Derwin Abbe, director.
TV CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
• Bert Spielvogel, “Washington Merry GoRound,” * (Hullnagle-Casselberry Prods.) with
Drew Pearson. Bill Nell, director.
RKO-PATHE
Diskant, ASC, “Mr. Adam and
Eve,”*
(Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino
and Howard Duff. Frederick de Cordova and
Richard Kinon, directors.
• George

TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

I

• Milton Krasner, ASC, “An Affair to Re¬

I
I
I
I

member,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Cary
Grant and Deborah Kerr.
Leo McCarey,
director; “Kiss Them for Me,” (Jerry Wald
Prods.) (CinemaScope & DeLuxe color) with
Cary Grant and Jayne Mansfield. Stanley Donen, director.
• Leo Tover, ASC, “The Sun Also Rises,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Ava Gardner
and Tyrone Power. Henry King, director.
• Joseph Macdonald, ASC, “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?” (CinemaScope & Color)
with Jayne Mansfield and Tony Randall.
Frank Tashlin, producer-director.
“A Farewell to Arms,”
(CinemaScope & Color; David 0. Selznick
Prods.; shooting in Italy) with Jennifer Jones
and Rock Hudson. David O. Selznick, pro¬
ducer.
• Oswald

Morris,

I
I
/
'

•
•

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft,
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr,

* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from IV2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash

Uniform Tank Sizes

•

•

Self-Contained Plumbing

Filtered Air Supply

•

Cantilever Construction

•

Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•

Ball Bearing Gearbox

•

Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

_
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7fHTl€Rfl €0UIPm€l1T(0.,inc.

Other models available. Write for literature.
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Biroc, ASC, “Unknown Terror,”
(Regal Films; Regalscope) with Paul Rich¬
ards and Mala Powers. Charles M. Warren,
director; “Woman with a Whip,” (Globe
Prod.; CinemaScope) with Barbara Stanwyck
and Barry Sullivan. Samuel Fuller, producerdirector.
• Joseph

• Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “Down Payment,”

(CinemaScope; Jerry Wald Prods.) with Jef¬
frey Hunter and Dana Wynter. Martin Ritt,
director.

• Clark Ramsey, ASC, “Les Elgart Musical
Short,” with Less Elgart, April Ames and the
Modernaires. Wil Cowan, director.
• Arthur

Feindel,

commercials.*

John

ASC, Dodge-Plymouth
Sherwood, director.

• James Drought, Beech-Nut, Chrysler and
Lava Soap commercials.* Jack Daniels, di¬
rector; Marlboro commercial. Dave Monahan,
director.
WARNER BROS.

ASC, “The Other One,”
(Regal Films) with Arthur Franz and Peggie
Castle. Charles M. Warren, director.
•

Ernest

Haller,

Mellor. ASC, “Peyton Place,”
(Jerry Wald Prods.; CinemaScope) with Lana
Turner and Lloyd Nolan. Mark Robson, di¬
rector.
• William

• Charles Clarke, ASC, “Stopover Tokyo,”

It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Practical

•

Dependable

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.

(CinemaScope and DeLuxe color; shooting
in Tokyo) with Robert Wagner, Edmond
O'Brien and Ken Scott. Richard Breen, di¬
rector.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
• William Daniels, ASC, “My Man God¬
frey,”
(CinemaScope & Technicolor)
with
June Allyson and 0. W. Fischer. Henry
Koster, director.

NOrmandy 3-9331

Fredricks, ASC, “Sayonara,”
(Technirama—shooting in Japan) with Mar¬
lon Brando, Red Buttons and Patricia Owens.
Joshua Logan, director.
• Ellsworth

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Cheyenne,”* with
Clint Walker. Leslie Martinson, director.

• William
Clothier,
“Darby’s Rangers,”
(WarnerColor) with Etchika Choureau and
James Garner. William Wellman, director.
• Winton Hoch, ASC, “The Missouri Travel¬
er,” (C. V. Whitney Pictures; Technicolor)
with Brandon de Wilde, Lee Marvin and
Mary Hosford. Jerry Hopper, director.
Colman,
ASC, “Black Patch,”
(George Montgomery Prod.)
witii George
Montgomery and Diane Brewster, Allen H.
Miner, producer-director.
• Edward

• Arthur Arling, ASC, “The Dark Shore,”

MOVIOLA

(CinemaScope)
with
George
Nader
and
Jeanne Cooper. Abner Biberman, director.

e Ted McCord, ASC, “Cheyenne,” *
Clint Walker. Edwin Ludwig, director.

with

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “The Lady Takes
a Flyer,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Lana
Turner and Jeff Chandler. Jack Arnold,
director.

• H. F. Koenekamp. ASC, Kellogg, Chevrolet
and Lustre Cream commercials.* Mel Dellar,
director; Falstaff beer commercial.* Ross Letterm an, director.

FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT

DIMMER BANKS

16MM-35MM

(Continued From Page 304)
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

Write for
Catalogue

1451

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Ready-£ddy HK
U. S. Registered Trademark
HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time?'' etc, etc.
A MUST FOR EVERYONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.
$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or ivrite

—

READY-EDDY,
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Sandy

Hook,

Conn.
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basic units of the dimmer banks or
“boards" later put into use on Hollywood
sound stages.
The major studios were quick to see
that the stage dimmers could do for
movie set illumination what they had
accompished for so many years for the
theatre. Instead of adapting stage light¬
ing technique in its entirety, the studios
adopted the dimmers and applied them
specifically to the needs of motion pic¬
ture set lighting. Ultimately what re¬
sulted was the important piece of elec¬
trical equipment we have come to know
as the dimmer bank. As may be seen in
the accompanying photos, the equipment
is in the form of a cabinet or console
which houses a series or several series of
rotary dimmer switches—actually large
rheostats—having cables that may be ex¬
tended to the various set lighting units
requiring variable intensity control dur¬
ing shooting. It should be pointed out
here that dimmers are used only for
short-period dimming of lamps—not for
reducing the intensity of a lamp for the
duration of a filming session. To do so
would cause the sustained resistance in
the power line to seriously damage the
equipment and cables.
Many of the dimmer banks presently
in use in the studios have been built by
May, 1957

the electrical departments of the studios.
Ultimately their importance came to the
attention of equipment manufacturers,
such as J. G. McAlister and Mole-Richardson, who designed and put on the
market multiple dimmer banks of ad¬
vanced design. One of the most popular
dimmers is a ten-unit interlocking dim¬
mer bank that is divided into three sec¬
tions and manufactured by the McAl¬
ister company. The first section consists
of two 5000-watt interlocking dimmer
switches; the second comprises two
1000/5000-watt and two 1000/2000watt interlocking dimmers. The No. 3
bank is a duplicate of No. 2 and is also
interlocking. This unit is pictured at the
top of page 304.
Control of the individual units is ac¬
complished by levers, all ten of which
are within easy reach of the operator.
Interlock is made by a 120° twist of the
lever handles. Each unit can be discon¬
nected by a silent knife-type switch
which, on the latest models, is conven¬
iently located in the center of the panel.
Each control lever is equipped with a
pointer so that the operator may observe
position of the dimmer plate—i.e., the
advanced or retarded position of the
dimmer switch. The levers are also fitted
with silent rubber “stops” that insure

noiseless operation on the sound stage.
Despite the practical value of the
dimmer bank as a production moneysaver, its successful use depends entirely
on the skill of the operator. Certain
studio electricians, such as Ray Wostak
who handles the controls of the dimmer
hoard on my sets during the shooting of
“The People’s Choice” TV films, have
become specialists in operating dimmers
and their services are so valued that, to¬
day, when it is proposed to use a dim¬
mer bank on a set, invariably the first
question asked by the director of pho¬
tography is, “Who is to be the oper¬
ator?”
One of the most effective uses of the
dimmer bank is when shooting scenes
where a player or group of players walk
from a distant position to closeup. With
the key light controlled through the dim¬
mer its intensity may be diminished as
the players advance toward the camera.
A typical situation is depicted in the
diagram at bottom of page 304; the play¬
er at position A advances upstage and
stops in front of the camera at B, tak¬
ing the route shown by the broken line.
The light intensity at positions A and B,
coming from the fixed key light at right
of camera, may vary as much as 100
per cent, were the dimmer not used; but
with the key light under dimmer bank
control and handled by a skilled oper¬
ator, the light on the advancing player
can be kept constant during his entire
advance to position B.
The reader may wonder just how the
dimmer bank operator knows when to
raise or lower a light or bank of lights,
and just how much. Usually this is all
planned out in advance by the cinema¬
tographer, with cue or guide marks
being placed on the panel opposite each
switch lever as a guide to where to set
the lever handle at a specific time to
achieve the light quality desired during
the take. As the camera rolls and the

action progresses, the cinematographer
may give the dimmer operator cues by
way of hand signs, calling for stopping
down or raising a dimmer one or two
points. Where a number of light units
are controlled through a dimmer bank,
as in many TV film productions, instruc¬
tions are usually relayed to the operator
by the cinematographer by means of
two-way inter-com telephone.

Established 1949
Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the

Balancing the lighting so it will be
uniform at, and between, the positions A
and B in the diagrammed example is
usually determined by taking exposure
meter readings, i.e., by taking a read¬
ing at position A as the norm, and then
holding the meter on the light at position
B and lowering the dimmer bank lever
until the key light is reduced in intensity
to conform with the reading at position
A. (At this point a chalk mark is placed
on the cue scale of the dimmer bank for
the lever handling the key light in ques¬
tion.) Many experienced cinematogra¬
phers determine light levels by eye, bas¬
ing their calculations upon long experi¬
ence behind the camera. Most of these
artists can tell an f/2.5 or an f/5 light
condition, for example, by sight; it’s sec¬
ond nature with them.
Another use for the dimmer bank is
in controlling room lights—that is, floor
lamps, table lamps, etc. — where the
script calls for an actor to turn on the
lights upon entering a room, for example.
In such cases both the lighting fixtures,
which are termed “practicals,” and the
set lighting cables are fed from the dim¬
mer bank so that control of the lights is
instantaneous and uniform. When the
player enters the room and snaps the
table lamp on, the lamp and set illumin¬
ation come on simultaneously. In those
pictures in which this coordination of
lighting was not evident—the practicals
lighting a split second before or after
the set lighting flashed on—in all prob-

REVERSAL PROCESS
special attention to

FASTAX DEVELOPING
on request:
TRI-X processed to 1000 ASA
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

$295 - Complete With Magazine
600-FT. CONVER¬
SION FOR AURICON
CINE-VOICE
Over 16-minute run .
Footage Counter . . . Ex¬
ternal Motor Drive . . . Light
Trap
.
.
Uses
Daylight
Spools Or Bulk Film . . .
Camera Can Be Used With¬
out Magazines . . . 48-hr.
Service on Installation . . .
One-Year Guarantee.
Write
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CmehcJ TRICYCLE COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY
Choice of The Professionals!
Designed to carry heaviest motion picture or TV camera and
to provide convenient space for both cameraman and his
assistant.
Dolly
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is

constructed
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of

heavy-duty

strong

wheels
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heavy wall

permit

smooth,

and
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Rear wheel has steering handle that can be locked for straight rolling dolly shots.
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maneuverable

spread
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tripod,
through

when

mounted

doorways.
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Special
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measures

nests for
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is

baby tripods.
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carrying
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1200 lbs.

Write for prices and literature.
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CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
ALL

MODELS

FIT

IN YOUR CAR!

1

Model

2

Model C-l 2 extends from 7 to 13 feet; has
external directional mike control.

3

Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.

4

Model C-l 8 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

5

“Fishpole” mike boom extends from 6 to
12 feet. The monopod feature permits op¬
erator to handle “Fishpole" mike boom for
hours without fatigue.

For Prices and Literature,
Ask Your Dealer or Write

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

10TH

AVE., NEW YORK
Plazo 7-3511

19,

N.Y.

extends from

6 to

12

feet.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a
sturdy 5-foot stand
which can he
elevated to a height of 10 feet.

,

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURES AND TV EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING
AND

BR-12

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ability the feat was attempted without
aid of a dimmer hank.
Because altering the voltage on incan¬
descent lamps used in color photography
will affect their color temperature, dim¬
mers are not recommended for achiev¬
ing the effects in color photography that
are obtained in black-and-white. Also,
dimmers are never used with arc lamps,
which are widely used in color photog¬
raphy. Here, light intensity is controlled
by variable shutters mounted before the
lamps and the light is raised or lowered
in intensity, as desired, by varying the
slit width of the shutters.
What has been cited here in the way
of examples of using dimmer banks for
black-and-white photography, of course,
are those which have aided the photog¬
rapher in his work or in enhancing the
quality of his work. But there is another
side to the story, too; dimmer banks can
also account for sizeable savings in pro¬
duction costs by speeding up the light¬
ing of sets and in the labor saved in ef¬
fecting light changes with the least pos¬
sible delay between takes. Over a period
of time, the savings can materially affect
the credit side of the production ledger.

CINEMATIC
ONE SHOT IN A MILLION

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR

(Continued From Page 300)
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projec¬
tors. Studio and Laboratory Equipment with Latest Im¬
provements as used in the Hollywood Studios. New
and Used . . . BARGAINS.
Established 25 years.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Boulevard
HO 9-3651
• Hollywood, Calif. •
Cable Hocamex

ADAPTER PLATES for MILLER HEADS
Mount either Model

“C"

or ‘‘D’’

$1500

heads on:

POSTPAID

PRO-JUNIOR, F&B, S.O.S. TRIPODS
(Built

“THIN”

in

CUSTOM

level — Satisfaction

CAMERA

Guaranteed)

PLATES FOR

CINE

<4*/*

SPECIAL ON

MILLER

Tax

in

Colif>

HEAD

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING
MILLER HEADS - TRIPODS - FIBER CASES AVAILABLE
Box 25761

Los Angeles 25, California

(GRanite 7-4570)

HAVE YOU SOMETHING TO SELL TO
PRODUCERS OF MOTION PICTURES?
This issue will be read in virtually every film production center in the
United States and in over 70 foreign countries.

E
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the time of the crash. Three of them
died, and scores were injured, some
very seriously.
When
the
tell-tale
footage
was
screened with our dailies, it clearly
showed a small Hash in the distant sky,
but owing to the distance, no significant
detail was available. However, about a
week later I showed the film to a group
of men from both the Douglas and
Northrop aircraft companies, and also to
members of the Civil Aeronautics Board.
They expressed interest in the probabil¬
ity of establishing a “fix” on the mid-air
collision, and discussed the possibility of
taking our equipment back to the loca¬
tion site and duplicating the camera set¬
up. I assured them this could be done
with little trouble.
William Wade, head of the camera
department at Republic Studios, kindly
made available to us the identical Mit¬
chell NC camera and lens that we had
used in filming the collision scene.
Wade and I accompanied this equipment

I

DISSOLVES

•

N
WIPES

SUPERIMPOSURES

• SPECIALIZED TITLES •
OPTICAL EFFECTS
35 and 16mm
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Hallmark Of Superior Cinematography .. .
Since 1919, the initials “A.S.C.” after the names of cinematographers
in credit titles have identified the men who have photographed Holly¬
wood’s best motion pictures.

Today, as they have for over thirty years,

discerning producers in every field of film production demand the ex¬
perience and artistry of members of the American Society of Cinema¬
tographers—the “A.S.C.”
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PELLEGRINI
VARIABLE

SHUTTER

FOR THE

BOLEX

AND

UNITS
H-8

H-l 6

and Now For The

H-l 6 REFLEX
The proven unit system—over 1,000 in use.
The real answer to COMPLETE fades and
lap-dissolves.
FASTER shutter speeds, per¬
mitting LARGER lens open¬
ings (for H-l 6 Reflex users).
For H-8 and H-l6
models .$
For H-l 6 Reflex.

99.60
125.00

Automatic Yolo fade device
available, exclusively.
One FULL YEAR guarantee.
Prices

subject

to

change

without notice.
Send

For

Free

1545

Lombard Street

Francisco 23,

California.

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone jack in camera and complete re¬
finishing . . . Quick
service . . . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:
Bass Camera Co., Chicago: Skinner, Hirsch &
Kaye, San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.;
Harold’s, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas,- Southwest Film Lab., Dallas,
Texas, or write direct to:
GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055
We

Ridgecrest

Rd.,

Dallas,

As the duplicate set-up was repro¬
duced on a completely overcast day,
there were no shadows to guide us and
our only help was from the few fore¬
ground objects in the scene, such as
rocks, tufts of grass, etc. Eventually, we
had the camera lined up so that the
white spot, representing the mid-air ex¬
plosion, was properly superimposed cn
the grey sky showing in the finder.

A vertical surveyor's rod was posi¬
tioned on the skyline at the greatest pos¬
sible distance for maximum accuracy.
It was moved so that, in our camera
finder, it was directly under the super¬
imposed hash. But we found that at least
a 50-foot rod would be needed to reach
the spot itself. This was not practical, so
after levelling the camera with extreme
care it was merely panned until the spot
was lined up with a recognizable point
on a mountain some distance to the
south. Then a surveyor’s transit was set
up with its optical axis alongside that of
the camera, and a reading of the eleva¬
tion angle was taken. Deliberate errors

which were introduced and checked out
revealed that our probable accuracy was
within 100 feet at a distance of 25
miles.
The camera was then panned back to
the original position and the north-south
position of the rod on the skyline was re¬
checked under the superimposed hash.
The transit then replaced the camera at
the exact lens position and a reading of
the bearing was thus obtained. We had
to be as accurate as possible in all of
this, for only a slight error in angle
from our great distance could result in
considerable inaccuracy in fixing the
precise point of collision.
Subsequent calculations by the en¬
gineers showed that we had been 30.8
miles from the impact, which was now
fixed at a point well over four miles
northeast of the school grounds in which
the DC-7B finally crashed. With the film
data we supplied, the actual point of col¬
lision was established within 500 feet of
accuracy. A check by a surveyor who
had been working with his transit al¬
most directly below the point of impact,
although taken on the day following the
accident, corroborated the accuracy of
the fix. Fines-of-sight furnished even by
expert eye-witnesses did not point to
any one spot consistently when c impared, and often indicated points many
miles from the actual impact.
In determining precisely where the
two planes collided, valuable data was
given those investigating the cause, hut
perhaps of greater significance would be
the legal implications in establishing the
areas over which the planes had been
flying.
For me this experience was com¬
pletely unexpected, but it would doubt¬
less be a good idea for any cameraman
who knowingly witnesses a disaster to
make a record if possible of any signifi¬
cant aspects of the occurrence, even
though he may not be interested in its
news value.

Texas

give

Filmo

A frame of the original scene was
punched and matted into the camera
viewing tube in the usual manner. By
checking the scene through the matted
viewer tube, the camera was set in posi¬
tion when the scene on the ground glass
matched that on the film.

Through radar checks and radio re¬
ports in progress at the time, it was
known that the planes involved in the
crash had been hying at an altitude of
25,000 feet. From our camera position
we could now find the north-south bear¬
ing plus the angle of elevation. Fortu¬
nately our set-up was only a few hun¬
dred feet from an airstrip whose loca¬
tion and elevation could be found on
topographic maps.

Booklet.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
San

to the Conejo Ranch location, where we
were met by several engineering special¬
ists from Douglas, Northrop and the
C.A.B. office in Washington, D.C.
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any turret Cine-Voice.

BURNETT GUFFEY ELECTED A.S.C. PRESIDENT
(Continued from Page 288)

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Gur long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
EDGE NUMBERING

B & W DUPLICATING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING

All work vaporated af no extra charge

NATIONAL
Box 4425

CINE

LAB

Washington 17, D. C.
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self as a champion of the cameramen
when he proposed and aided in bringing
to fruition the 5-day week for technical
employees of the Hollywood motion pic¬
ture studios.
He recently completed the photog¬
raphy of “Decision at Sundown” at Co¬
lumbia, a Harry Joe Brown production,
directed by Bud Boetticher.
In addition to the election of Burnett
Guffey as President of the A.S.C., four
new members of the Board of Governors
were elected for three-year terms. They
are Milton Krasner. Robert Pittack, Ray
Rennahan, and Paul Vogel. Incumbents

May,

1957

include John Boyle, Winton Hoch, Vic¬
tor Milner and William Skall.
Alternate Board members are: John
Seitz, Hal Rosson, Fee Garmes, Ernest
Miller, Sol Polito, John Arnold, James
Van Trees, George Clemens, Joe Mac¬
Donald, and Harry Perry.
Other officers, in addition to President
Folsey, selected by vote from within the
Board of Governors to serve for the en¬
suing 12 months are: Arthur Edeson,
1st V-pres.; Hal Mohr, 2nd V-pres.;
Joseph Ruttenberg, 3rd V-pres.; Arthur
Miller, Treasurer; Charles Clarke, Sec¬
retary; and Robert de Grasse, Sergeantat-arms.

CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad. Si.00.
Text set in lightface capital letters Iexcept 1st word and advertiser's
name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text set in boldface
type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

ADVERTISING
remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬
rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th
of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

SPRING SWEEPING SALE OF 35MM EQUIPMENT

AURICON Cine-Voice, turret sound camera with 600'
magazine conversion with extra takeup motor, and
extra zoom door, 24fps sync motor recently factory
installed and overhauled. Two 600' magazines in
separate fitted case, Mike, stand, amplifier, cables,
telex headset in original case, including 75 watt, 6
volt to 110 AC converter. Entire outfit in excellent
condition. First $850 takes. Check only, no COD's.
Pan-Cinor Zoom lens, 20-60mm, with above outfit
only, $175. PAUL C. PFEIFFER, 414 Avenida Kel¬
logg, Phoenix, Arizona.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.

FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 speed with wedge..$1,025.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus .
995.00
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.
995.00
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonograph, w/preamplifier, transformer &
mtg. bracket .
575.00
NEW 16 or 35mm MOVIOLAS with 3" view¬
ing glass & take-ups .
475.00
DEPUE AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROLS—almost
Vs off price. Twin 75 scene .
695.00
HEAVY DUTY 35mm LOOP ATTACHMENTS.
Twin 3 point bases hold 2 uprights with
cross members and ball bearing spools.
Hold over 400’ film. $500 value .
195.00
CAMERAFLEX
(CINEFLEX)
200'
Magazines
(convertible to Arriflex) .
19.50
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
OPTICAL
RECORDING
Systems, complete with mixer, amplifier,
2-1000' magazines; syncmotors; mike, ca¬
bles & cases. Rebuilt, from . 6,975.00
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MA¬
CHINES—2000’ capacity. $425.00 regular¬
ly. SURPLUS .
295.00
(for conversion to 16/35mm add $50)
MITCHELL 35mm SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERA
compl.
w/RCA galvanometer;
4
Baltar
lenses,- viewfier,- motor; mattbox; sunshade;
2 magazines; tripod. $15,000.00 value.
Reconditioned . 6,995.00
MITCHELL 35mm NC CAMERA comol. w/4
Baltar lenses,- 2 magazines; viewfinder; 2
motors,mattbox; sunshade; tripod.
Re¬
conditioned . 7,395.00
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for Mitchell, Arriflex, etc. $5,000.00 value,
make Cinemascope compatible pictures .... 1 ,000.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICFRC—non-magnetic. butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm. Deluxe
Model . . $69.50
Std. Model .
59.50
TRADES TAKEN.
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.
Western Branch — 6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202

16MM

PRODUCERS CHECK THESE VALUES

MAURER MODEL E RECORDING SYSTEM. In¬
cludes Type 10 Recorder,- V.D. galvanom¬
eter; 400' magazine; 4 pos. mixer; ampli¬
fier; noise reduction; power supply; voltage
regulator, cables & cases. $10,500 value..$5,995.00
PAN CINOR LATEST 17.5/70mm zoom type
lens, like new .
375.00
NEW AURICON CINEVOICE turret sound cam¬
era with 400' magazine conversion. In¬
cludes extra zoom lens door; amplifier,mike, etc. Demonstrator. $1 ,300.00 value....
995.00
CINE SPECIAL BLIMP, CUSTOM BUILT with
syncmotor, follow focus, $750.00 value ....
395.00
HALF PRICE SALE — NEUMADE STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS
Used MM-102 CABINETS—
hold 100-400' reels .
99.50
Used MM-184 CABINETS—
hold 250-400' reels .
149.00
New RK-102 RACKS—hold 102-1000' 35mm
or over 200-400' 16mm reels .
87.50
NEW MOVIOLAS, 16mm PICTURE ONLY .
495.00
WESTERN FLECTRIC 639 CARDIOID Micro¬
phones, $236.00 value .
169.50
NEW 16MM FIBRE FILM SHIPING CASES—Dozen Lots
2000'
1600'
800'
1200'
400'
$2.00
$1.50
$1.75
1 reel . .$1.10
$1.35
2 35
1 .65
1 .95
1.55
2 reel . . 1.20
1.80
2.10
2 55
1.75
3 reel .. 1.35
2.35
2.75
2.05
2.25
4 reel .. 1.50
Add 15c for handle. These prices F.O.B. Holly'd.
BRIDGAMATIC RA REVERSAL PROCESSOR with
1200'
magazine;
rotary airpump;
drain
pump; used less than month. $3,300 value 2,459.00
NEW HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR rollers
3* * 3 * 5 &A” dia. $1.00 value .
HOUSTON RUBBER SQUEEGEES, soft, pliable
wiper blades, for 16 or 35mm processors
or cleaners. Per dozen $1.50; per 100 .. .
9.00
DEPUE OPTICAL REDUCTION SOUNDTRACK
PRINTERS, 35/16mm. Includes sync motor
& generator. $7,500 value. Reconditioned 1,995.00
TRADES TAKEN.
Phone PL 7-0440 Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.
Western Branch — 6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202

BRAND NEW Art Reeves Auricon Cinevoice Custom
Conversion, completely new camera housing and
additional film transport sprockets, synchronous 24
fps motor, extra motor for takeup drive, 3-lens C
mount turret, variable density sound, through-lens
focusing and viewing, Veeder counter. Takes stand¬
ard 16mm Mitchell magazines. Ready to go in
case, all accessories, one 400' Mitchell magazine,
less lenses, $1,000 with new camera guarantee.
SIERRA FILMS, P. O. Box 602, Reno, Nevada.
16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

AURICON new turret Cinevoice with f/1 .5 lens, heavy
duty tripod, $904.50 value for $500.00. J. J. RAY,
Junction City, Oregon.

FOR SALE: BNC complete. Less than 30,000 feet shot
with it. Houston-Fearless metal tripod and friction
head. Box 1266, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

ARRIFLEX 16mm camera complete. MICHAEL PRODUC¬
TIONS, Box 312, Ridgewood, N. J.

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED

SPECTACULAR SAVINGS ON EYEMOS
B&H EYEMO "Q" 35mm cameras. Navy Surplus. Com¬
plete with 3 lens spider turret, open back and
motor mount, 3 lenses, motor and cable, 2 maga¬
zines, positive finder and carrying case. Only $495.
TRADES TAKEN.
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.
Western Branch — 6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202
CINEVOICE Auricon 400-foot magazine, conversion,
60 cycle sync, motor, 2 400-foot Bell & Howell
magazines, 3 lens turret, extra zoom lens door and
case to hold all and PRO amplifier complete and
may be seen in Hollywood — $750.00. Contact
PHOTO ENTERPRISES, INC., P.O. Box 535, Wichita
Falls, Texas. Phone 7-4336.
B&H Magazines, 400 ft., 35mm., used, $45; Wall,
$55.00 each. Akeley Tripod legs, used, set of 3,
old type, $30.00; new style, $40.00. Baby tripods,
new, $40.00. Lenses: B&L Telephoto F/5.6—20 '.
Fit speed Graphic, etc. (less mount) $65.00 each.
Cash with order, FOB Tampa. J. WALTON, P.O.
Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
16MM MAURER model 05 in perfect condition with
two 400' and one 1200' mag., sync motor, 12V
motor, view finder, blimp, matte box, zoom lens,
one-inch Ektar, complete with cases, $4,250.00 or
best offer. Would consider trade for 35mm Mitchell.
PODEL PRODUCTIONS, 2424 "G" St., N.W., Wash¬
ington, D.C.

S.O.S —SPECIALISTS ON SALES
IF YOUR CAN’T GET YOUR PRICE,
WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU!
WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment
you don't need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE'LL
GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-044C
S.O.S. CINEMA
Depf. fc
602 W. 52nd Street

SUPPLY

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EOUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE:

CINEQUIP

TRY F&B LAST
NEED cash, will sacrifice for
Special
II with fl .4 lens,
focusing device, and carrying
conditioned A-l. Value new
proximately' $1,500.00. POST
Ohio St., Indianapolis, Ind.
PRECISION

first $695.00 a Cine
complete with reflex
case. Just factory re¬
would amount to ap¬
PHOTO SHOP, 48 W.

Magnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

-

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

WHY SACRIFICE

Industry

STANC1L-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

you r production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
1845

FOR SALE
2000 Watt Cone Lights, heads only.Price $60.00
750 Waft Cone Lights, heads only.Price..$40.00
SCHOEN & CROWE
10 West Houston St.
New York 12, New York
.49
WE BUY AND SELL good clean 16mm equipment. Have
for sale cemeras, lenses, magnetic recorders, light¬
ing equipment, titlers and editing equipment. What
do you need? SOONER ELECTRONICS COMPANY,
Cinema Equipment Division, Box 808, Duncan, Okla.
FOR SALE
Used late model MAURER cameras and recorders.
Economically priced.
Write for details.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, New York.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York

Mitchell

23,

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

NATIONAL
209 West 48th St.

CINE

EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York,

N.Y.

Eyemo

N.Y.

WANTED
YOUR PILOT FILM or amateur production—adventure,
documentary, travel—auditioned for TV release. In¬
dependent company will agent or take your film on
contingency. WORLD FILMS, INC., P.O. BOX 38644,
Hollywood 38, Calif. NOrmandy 4-7851.

American Cinematographer
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Classified Ads

BOOKS YOU'LL WANT TO READ

(Continued from Preceding Page)
ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK.
THE MOST EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION: ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS, 385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA, SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESS:
ZENIER TOKYO.

16MM ASSIGNMENTS. Chicago area. Single system or
Rangertone synchronized magnetic sound. General
trailer for remote lighting. All auxiliary equipment
available. J. E. THOMPSON & ASSOCIATES, P.O.
Box 2023, Chicago 9, Illinois.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Call Judson 6-2272.

EUROPEAN COVERAGE all countries. Stock shots avail¬
able. 20 years experience, see International Alma¬
nac. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road, London, S.W.
19, England.

ELEMENTS OF COLOR IN PROFESSIONAL MO¬
TION PICTURES. Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, 55 West 42nd St., New
York 36, N. Y. $3.50.

Reflecting the experience of 20 spe¬
cialists from many areas of the motion
picture industry, this 104-page book
represents more than a year’s work by
a special committee. Twenty-seven
pages are in color and the 12 chapters
deal with such topics as: character¬
istics of color; color films and processes;
photographing a motion picture in
color; special effects; color processing
and printing; and the relationship of
motion pictures and color television. A
two-page spread showing 12 steps in
facial makeup is a feature typical of
the hook.

LABORATORY t SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC, 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anschochrome Processing—
Printing —Recording — Editing —Production —Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INCE.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. TAbor 5-2818

•

•

•

STORAGE AND PRESERVATION OF MOTION
PICTURE FILM. Eastman Kodak Company, Roch¬
ester, N. Y. 50c.

This new 80-page data
together for the first time
formation on all phases of
storage of processed and

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

•
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Ansco

Bausch & Lomb.

. 274

Berndt-Bach, Inc. ....

. 279

Birns & Sawyer.

. 281

Brooks Cameras .

. 284

Burke & James, Inc

. 330

Byron laboratory ...

Back Cover

An invaluable book that gives the in¬
dustrial cinematographer vital informa¬
tion he needs to produce low-cost films.
It outlines the planning, writing, shoot¬
ing, editing, processing and titling of
industrial motion pictures.
Portions of the book are devoted to
equipment and procedures, pictorial con¬
tinuity, lighting, special effects and a
discussion of industrial applications of
motion pictures.

CINEMATOGRAPHER experienced in medium sized in¬
terior production. Also experienced camera salesman
desires position wth future. Box 1268, AMERICAN

POSITION OPEN
WRITER-DIRECTOR wanted for 16mm industrial mo¬
tion pictures. Chicago area. College background.
Age. 30-35. Give experience and reference in first
letter. Box 1270, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Lab-TV

. 329

Lakeside Laboratory . 288
Magnasync Mfg. Co., Ltd. 301
J. G. McAlister, Inc. 318, 319
R. C. Mercer & Co. 332, 334
Micro

Record

Corp.... 330

Elmer Dyer, ASC,
108 So.

338

WORLD WIDE FILMS
La Jolla, Hollywood 48, California
Phone: WEbster 9-8308

American Cinematocrapher

Inc. 320

Capital Film laboratories, Inc.. 323, 324

Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc. 296

Colburn

Laboratory,

Inc. 322

Comet Film Service. 328
Consolidated Film Industries. 277, 283

Laboratories. 287

National Carbon Co.Inside Back Cover
National

Cine

Equip., Inc. 289

National

Cine

Laboratory. 336

PAR

E-Z Set Products

Filmline Corp. 327
Films Afield . 328
Florida Stage and Studio Lighting. 322
Florman & Babb, Inc. 285
A.

Color

Moviola Mfg. Co. 332

Engineering Co. 333, 334

George W.

Jack

Movielab

Frost. 317

Products Corp. 328

Pellegrini-Piek

. 336

Precision

Film

Laboratories,

Precision

Laboratories . 331

Film

Inc. 321

Professional

Cine

Ready-Eddy

Products. 336

. 332

Charles Ross, Inc. 297
Royal

STOCK SHOT FOOTAGE
WILL PURCHASE selected footage, 16mm or 35mm,
color or black-and-white, suitable for commercial
library. Payment based on subject matter and photo¬
graphic quality. Submit films or description to

Equip.,

Mitchell Camera Corp. 276

General

STOCK FOOTAGE WANTED

278, 291

Kling Photo Corp

Camera Mart . 286
Camera Equipment Co. 282, 293, 306, 307,
320, 322, 325, 327, 331

Cinekad
CAMERAMAN,
nine
years
experience,
journalism
graduate. Age 26, top references. Consider anything.
Box 1269, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

•

INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES. Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y. 50c.

Miller Precision
CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR—Five years major market TV
film department. Commercial, newsreel, B&W, Color,
sync-sound.
Accomplished film editor, IA card.
Interested permanent industrial type production.
Box 1264, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

•

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

POSITIONS WANTED
INDUSTRIOUS cameraman with initiative and is ag¬
gressive desires position which offers a challenge
to his capabilities. 4 years Medical—4 years Com¬
mercial—2 years naval (aerial-ground). Complete
working knowledge of major makes of motion and
still equipment. Over 500,000 feet of color success¬
fully shot with satisfaction. Excellent references.
Freedom to travel an asset. Box 1267, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

book brings
pertinent in¬
the care and
unprocessed

motion picture films.
A section of the book discusses the
structure and composition of motion pic¬
ture film, identification of nitrate and
safety films, effects of temperature and
humidity and other factors which gov¬
ern the stability and permanence of film
base and photographic image.
Also explained are raw film storage,
film handling, air conditioning, preven¬
tion and removal of fungus, tests for
unstable nitrate film, and method of dessicating film.

Photo

Distributors. 329

Laboratories Corp. 275

W. J. German, Inc. 305

Scheibe Filters Co. 328

Gordon Enterprises . 326

S. O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. 294, 295

Great Lakes Motion Picture Service. 333
Telefilm, Inc. 328
Harwald Co. 328
Hi-C

Products

Hollywood

Toledo Cine Equipment. 330

. 280

Camera

Exchange. 334

U. D. Photo Engineering. 334

Hollywood Film Co. 311
Houston-Fearless Corp. 290

May,

1957

Video

Film

Laboratories. 333

The small source size and great
power of ‘National’ carbons are
vital for separating objects and
obtaining sharp image definition

The “National” carbon arc...
nothing brighter under the sun
The terms “National” and “Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks
of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

•

Division of Union Carbide Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

SALES OFFICES: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco • IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

For ANY or ALL Producer Services
• • •

it's

byron

across the board!

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
COLOR PROCESSING

MUSIC LIBRARY

SOUND
EFFECTS

B & W PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

COLOR-CORRECT
PRINTS

For information and
quotations on ANY or ALL
of these Producer Services,
write, phone or wire . ..
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000
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Special Effects for the Amateur
•

Filming Crashes,

and Disasters

Aerial Shots for uThe Spirit of St. Louis

35c
FOREIGN 4S

PD-9 provides instant adjustment and soundless
mobility for dolly shots, with Power Driven up and down
camera movement. This new concept, Model PD-9,
allows the cameraman to devote maximum attention
to his subject without removing his hands from
the camera controls. Available in two models-PD-9C
for color and PD-9M for monochrome.

ALL NEW
MOTOR
DRIVEN
TV
PEDESTAL
The Houston Fearless Line of TV and Motion Picture Studio
Equipment Also Includes This Variety of Products:
Standard Television Pedestals —Used in most of the leading television
stations throughout the country. Three different versions available.
Panoram Dolly —For complete camera mobility, smooth pan effects, angle
shots, running shots, tilts, dolly shots and countless special effects.
All-Metal Adjustable Tripod —Ideal for use with 35mm
cameras in the studio or field.
Tripod Dolly —Designed to provide convenient mobility for
tripod-mounted television and motion picture cameras.
Cradle Heads —Perfect balance and remarkable ease of horizontal
and vertical panning for monochrome and color television cameras.
Remote Control Units —For Mounting TV cameras in
inaccessible places and operating them completely from
a small portable camera control.
Remote Control Microwave Parabola —Easy control of
the direction or degree of azimuth and tilt from the television
transmitter room at distances of over 1500 feet.
For complete information regarding model PD-9 and any or
all of the Houston Fearless TV and Motion Picture
Equipment, send in the attached coupon.

HOUSTON FEARLESS

dept

ac

Name--

11801 W. Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles 64, Calif.
CompanyPlease send me complete information on:
□ PD-9 TV Pedestal

□ Cradle Heads

□ Standard Pedestals

□ Remote Control Units

□ Panoram Dolly

□ Remote Control
Microwavo Parabola

Address-

□ All-Metal Tripod

□ Tripod Do:|y

City_Zone-State

Position-

FOR THE FINEST
IN MOTION PICTURE
OR TV EQUIPMENT

depend on

cpmem Mam

CAMART BABY DOLLY. Only a
four-wheel dolly will provide
balance and stability required
for
professional
production.
Portable, has seat for cam¬
eraman; will car¬
ry assistant and
equipment.

CAMART
proved

$425

TV

model

noiseless

Dolly
Tracks
Available—

tional

MIKE

BOOM.

with

new internal

mechanism

mike control.

struction

of

for

direc¬

Sturdy con¬

lightweight

for maximum
efficiency.

Im¬

alloys

strength and

For

studio or location.

peak

$297.50

PROD.
CAMERA
SiOUND

SCENE

TAKE

DATE
ARRIFLEX
16.
16mm and
35mm
cameras
for
immediate
delivery.
Arriflex
35mm
soundproof
blimp
available. 400' magazine in stock.
Also used cameras.

CAMART TIGHTWIND Elimi¬
nates Cinching or Abrasions
•

Winds film evenly—no
holding
• Fits ANY 16 or 35mm
rewinds
• Only tightwind operat¬
ing
on
BALL-BEARING
ROLLER

$29.00

REGEL LIGHTS. Now available
in kit form. Two Model 600
heads, stands,
<tOCC
converters, cases...
Two Model 400 heads, stands,
converters,
cases.

CAMART SLATE & CLAPSTICK.

all essential information. Originally sold for $1 1.75.
Now only

$200.00

CAMART CAR TOP CLAMPS.
Insure a steady support
for your newsreel camera
when atop a station wagon
or car platform.
Heavy
bronze construction.

ACE CLEAR VISION SPLICER
for polyester Cronar base and
magetic film. Straight or di¬
agonal butt splices do not
show on screen. No cement
or scraping. Standard Model,
for 16mm and
<t CO CA
35mm .^>3V.3U

Slf

De Luxe model,
up to 70mm.

$28.00

Contains space for

$4.75

plus postage

MACO VIEWFINDER. Profession¬
al-type side viewfinder, with
large, bright, erect image. For
Cine Special, Filmo, Bolex and
Cine-Voice
1 QO
cameras....*P • OY.3U

$69.50

On the West Coast, Camart Products are available
from Birns & Sawyer, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

cnMEiin imam

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameraman

at Columbus Circle

BIG ROLE FOR
U.S.C. CINEMA
DEPARTMENT
University Benefits From Greatly
Extended Use of 35mm and 16mm
Mitchell Motion Picture Cameras

One of the most startling developments among the
cinema departments of colleges and universities is
the increased contribution which the campus film
unit has made to the field of higher education.
A leading example is the University of Southern
California where students using professional
Mitchell motion picture cameras film a remarkable
range of subjects. Films are created for classroom
instruction, public relations, sports events, campus
activities, scientific research, audience reaction
research, entertainment, television and industry.
Mitchell cameras meet an extreme range of film¬
ing requirements. No other single camera has
proven so flexible in use as these easy-operating,
trouble-free 35mm and 16mm cameras which con¬
sistently deliver the highest quality film.
For information about Mitchell cameras, write
today on your letterhead.

Widely diversified filming conditions are covered in
instruction in which Mitchell cameras demonstrate their
great flexibility.
Mitchell camera focuses on operating room as medical
instruction film is made by Department of Cinema at U. S. C.

Students from all over the
world attend U. S. C. to
learn the latest techniques
of 16mm and 35mm cine¬
matography.

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
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DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY Walter Strenge, A.S.C., makes last
minute check of the set illumination with an incident light meter before
the camera rolls on a religious film production for Family Films, Holly¬
wood. Here, non-theatrical films receive the same production treatment
by top Hollywood technicians that customarily is given feature films
in the major studios.

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
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CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long-forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It's just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR* TRIPOD
TR11-CEC0 SMALL GYRO
TRIPOD features “controlled
action”. Has two speeds—
slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting. Especially
recommended for 16mm
Mitchell, 16mm Maurer,
B&H Eyemo and similar
cameras. Weight, 19 lbs.
Precision construction, also
used as gear head. Crank
handles included.

The improved PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR with the removable head
—world standard of quality among tripods, now features the
following improvements:

Simplified camera attaching method

$600.00 COMPLETE

with easily accessible knob. Double leg lock adjusting knobs,
self aligning—assures positive leg locking.
sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
pan locking levers.

Adjustable tele¬

INCREASE

IN PRICE.

Lower

legs

are

1 ’/j"

seamless steel tubes, hard-chromed
legs slide easily and have tie-rods
to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up.

Accepts "Balanced” TV head,

Tripod heads.

TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD

Sturdier construction of

Cast in tie-down eyelets.

made of one-piece aluminum alloy
castings.

Mitchell, other similar Professional

scoping pan handle—makes if longer or shorter. Pan handle
tilt and

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS have cast
top flanges and upper leg portion

used on

NO

tripod.

^

Professional Jr.

standard

Crank handles control pan

& tilt action.

$150.00

HEAD ONLY

$200.00

COMPLETE
WITH TRIPOD

$1 50.00 HEAD ONLY
$200.00 COMPLETE WITH TIRPOD
TH11-PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is similar in construction
ADJUSTABLE
positioning

COLLAPSIBLE
of

tripod

ALUMINUM

legs.

Prevents

TRIANGLE
slipping

insures
and

rigid

damage

FH1-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter
for extremely low-mount set¬

to floors.
Model C
Model

B

(illustrated)
(less clamps)

$32.00
$25.00

ups; also used for title stands
and

permanent

Handles

either

geared-drive

mountings.
friction

tripod

or

heads.

to

TRl 2-CECO PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬
ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts
all Professional Jr. Tripod Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures 26" extended from floor
to flange, 18" collapsed. Weight 7 lbs.

Ceco

Balanced

TV

head.

Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other
tilt

cameras.

assures

return

to

when

lever

position.

Spring-load

that camera
neutral
is

in

will

position
unlocked

Built-in spirit level.

$425.00
HEAD
ONLY

!

i
|

$1350.00

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice

SALES

TH7-CEC0 BLIMP-TYPE GEARED
HEAD offers two-speed pan
and tilt—slow and fast. Pro¬
vides extreme tilts, can be
used as Freehead.
Supersmooth action, rugged con¬
struction. Ideal for use with
Mitchell BNC. Can be used
with
silent
cameras
with
bridge
plate.

• SERVICE •

RENTALS

TH2-CEC0 NEW “BALANCED” TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity adjustable, offers smooth
tilt with 360° pan action, perfect balance.
Quick relase handle locks in position. Has
tension adjustment, built-in spirit level and
telescoping extension pan handle. Camera
moveable on top plate to counter-balance
film load or long lenses.
Tripod for “BALANCED” TV Head

$140.00

$285.00 HEAD ONLY
TH3-CEC0 MICRO WAVE RELAY BE*
REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabof
up to 6-foot diameter. Withstan
torques of 225 ft pounds in elevath
and 150 ft pounds in azimuth. Em
ronmental treated for extreme weath
conditions.

(Tflm€RH CouipmeriT (o.jnc.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Big Leaguer or Beginner...
you help your Career with
ALUMINUM

Film

SPLIT APART REELS
Economically Priced

•

Equipment

Highest Quality

CECO Aluminum Split Apart Reels are a fast and in¬
expensive method of winding film from reels to cores,
or core to core and can be used for projection reels
without the necessity of having the film put on solid
reels. The core is threaded for quick locking, and a grip
is pressed into the flange wall to hold the plastic core.

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the
world’s finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—also an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their technical
problems. May we help you?

16MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

400'

$4.20
7.00

1200'

35MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

1000'

$6.90
MM16-AKG D-25 MICROPHONE
is dynamic cardioid type.
Eliminates wind and AC
hum. Excellent frequency re¬
sponse from 30 to 15,000
cps. Completely shock
mounted, light enough to be
used on microphone “fishpole”, weighs only 24
ounces.
Contains built-in
dialogue equalizer with
three steps to attenuate
progressively at 50 cycles.
A variety of models for
every specific need.

17-VjMM
Size

Price

400'

$4.70
7.50

1200'

$232.00

$259.50
SR4-PRECISION
LABORATORIES
OPTICAL
AND
MAGNETIC SOUND READER accepts both 16mm
and 35mm optical or magnetic film. Consists
of amplifier, head assembly and film trans¬
port. SR5-Set of collapsible rollers for use
with 17.5mm and %" tape. SR6-Similar, but
without magnetic head mount. Available with
either Optical or Magnetic sound only.

$22.00
E100-CECO DOUBLE ZIPPER CHANGING BAG Is
light-proof, large enough to accommodate
1000' 35mm magazines or 1200' 16mm
magazine, 34" x 48" black sateen outer
bag. Inner bag of heavy rubber fabric pro¬
vided with roomy sleeves having elastic light¬
tight wristlets.

CECO OUTDOOR REFLECTORS for re¬
flection of sunlight. Surfaced with
silvered reflection papers. In sizes
24" x 24", 30" x 30", 36" x 36",
and 48" x 48" for use with yoke
& stand. Scrims & Dots available.

$8.50

FC4-ECC0
“1500”
SPEEDR0LL
APPLICATOR
permits cleaning and inspection of roll,
strip or movie film in one easy operation.
Consists of bakelite cleaning unit, woolfelt cleaning wicks, teflon idler rollers; also
a 10 oz. glass fluid unit guaranteed against
leakage. Valve controls flow of cleaning
fluid which is always visible. 16mm or
35mm model. $29.50

X101-CECO VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR with tach¬
ometer for CINE-KODAK SPECIAL. Speeds from
16 to 64 frames per second. Quick mounting,
no tools required. 12-volt or 1 10-volt opera¬
tion. Also available 110-volt Synch Motors
for Bolex, Mitchell, Bell & Howell & Eastman
Cine Kodak K-100 Cameras. Variable speed
motors with Tach for Mitchell & Bell & Howell
cameras.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS—Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric
Footage Timers • Exposure Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors • Screens • Film Processing
Equipment • Film Shipping Cases • Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens Labels • Blooping Tape
• Blooping Ink
•
Dulling Spray
• Alpha Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters •
»e 8. Letter Punches • Camera & Projector Oil • Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders.

and up

CECO SLATES. E67-MASONITE, 11"
x 14", with dapstick.
E68-12"
high, 11" wide, metal sliding num¬
bers, with dapstick. E69-13y2" x
13 Vi", made of fiberboard with
metal border, flip numbers, dapstick.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS
PRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl£ouipm€nT(ojiic
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Y.
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ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!
. . . in equipment, accessories, services

Camerettewss
Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both
or black

16mm or 35mm color

and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 16mm or 35mm—to convert simply
change
• Precise
•

Reflex

• 200

the

magazine.

rugged

movement

viewing
degree

• Divergent

adjustable

three

lens

shutter

turret

• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm—the

16mm

magazine

will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight—only

14

pounds

with

Splicing Block
Florman & Babb. Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N.Y., announce the
F&B Film Repair and Splicing Block for
making fast, permanent splices and re¬
pairs to damaged slidefilms, 16mm
movie films, and quarter-inch magnetic
tape. Mylar transparent splicing tape is
used to make the bond. Block is preci¬
sion-machined to insure accurate regis¬
tration of sprocket holes. List price is
SI 9.95.

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

new sportfinder for use on Models I and
11 Cine Kodak-Special cameras, with or
without PAR 4-lens turret. It is particu¬
larly useful for wildlife photography and
for following action in shooting foot¬
ball, basketball, baseball, etc.,
The Sportfinder is attached to the
camera film chamber; mounting brack¬
ets can be supplied to permit its use on
extra film chambers. Standard model is
designed for use with lenses up to 6"
E.F. and it can be modified to accommo¬
date lenses of greater focal lengths. Par¬
allax adjustment from approximately 3
feet to infinity is provided. Price of
$98.50 includes mattes for three lenses.
Item No. 2, shown in illustration, is
the PAR mount for Kilfitt 600mm tele¬
lens on the Cine Special IT.

Split-opart Reels

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(7nni€Rfl Cc^uipmenT (o.,inc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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\mkrican Cinematographi.r

A fast, inexpensive method of winding
film from reels to cores, or from one
core to another, is provided by new
CECO aluminum split-apart reels, avail¬
able from Camera Equipment Co., 315
West 43rd St., New York, N. Y. Extra¬
quick positive locking is assured by
means of a threaded plastic core which
is held by a grip pressed into the flange
wall.
Reels are available for either 16mm
or 1714mm film, in 400-ft. and 1200-ft.
sizes; for 35mm film in 1000-ft. size.
Prices range from $4.20 to $7.50.
Sportfi ider
PAR Products Corp., 602 Colorado
Ave.„ Santa Monica. Calif., announces a
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Fast Wide-angle Lens
Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, Ill., an¬
nounces a new ultra-fast wide-angle lens
for 16mm cameras that combines wide
field of view, speed and depth of sharp¬
ness. Having a 15mm focal length and
maximum aperture of f/1.3, the new
lens is made to Bell & Howell standards
by Pierre Angenieux in France. It is
(Continued on Page 352)

MOLEFLECTOR
FEATURES
Quick-folding pedestal
Pedestal has extension leg
Superior construction throughout
Brake in yoke may be reached from floor
Flexible set-up for purchasing components
Accessory brace has extension

ACCESSORIES
Storage Boxes: (See Types below)

Hinged door with hasp and snap on chain.
Carrying handles both ends.
Shell acked, natural wood finish.
Measurements:

4-Unit: 50" square, 9%" thick.
2-Unit: 50" square, 53/4" thick.
Weights:

4-Unit: 85 pounds.
2-Unit: 72 pounds.
Brace: (Type 3277)

Hinged, with thumb screw for attaching board
through one yoke hole.
Length:
TYPE 3274 BOARD MOUNTED IN TYPE 3273 YOKE ON TYPE 3272
PEDESTAL AND SEPARATELY WITH TYPE 3277 BRACE

Retracted: 28 inches.
Extended: 53 inches.
Weight: 4 pounds.
Finish: Baked maroon enamel.

SPECIFICATIONS
Board: (Type 3274)
Construction: Exterior plywood in pine frame.
Reflector: Silver; bright one side, diffused the other.
Size: 4 feet square, I inch thick; reflector 43" square.
Weight: I 8 pounds.
Finish: Natural wood shellacked.
Pedestal: (Type 3272)
Construction: Steel tubing.
Folding: Knobs — requires no wrench.
Measurements:

Low: 60 inches.
High: 96 inches.
Pedestal top to reflector center: 29 inches.
Extension Leg: 18 inches.
Weight: 28 pounds.
Finish: Baked maroon enamel.
Yoke: (Type 3273)
Construction: Steel tubing, thumb screw mounting for board.
Clamp: Knob at yoke base.
Weight: 6 pounds.
Finish: Baked maroon enamel.

STORAGE BOX
r
AM ..
Type 3275
4-Unit
Type 3276
2-Unit

TYPE 3272 PEDESTAL
WITH FOOT EXTENDED

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF SPECIALIZED LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
EVER OFFERED BY ONE MANUFACTURER
TELEPHONE
OLDFIELD 4-3660

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
937 N. SYCAMORE AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Factories, Branches and Distributors Throughout the World

CABLE ADDRESS
MORINC

FOLDING PEDESTALS
STANDARD
U-shaped legs of flat steel give utmost strength
Two telescoping lifts
Rubber-tired, ball-bearing casters, Baby size 3-inch;
Junior and Senior size 4-inch
Senior size has braces with new feature permitting easy
removal from legs. There are no bolts and
no wrench is required

TYPE 40651A
BABY SIZE

TyPE 410138
JUNIOR SIZE

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF
SPECIALIZED LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
EVER OFFERED BY ONE
MANUFACTURER

TyPE 41494
SENIOR SIZE

LOW
Same construction as standard, with one riser
Type 1391 Baby size
Low: 20 inches
High: 33 inches
Weight: I I pounds

TyPE 1391 BABy SIZE

Type 141 I Junior size
Low: 22 inches
High: 32 inches
Weight: 20 pounds

TyPE 1411 JUNIOR SIZE

LITEWATE

FEATURES:

Weighs only 3% pounds
Exceptionally simple folding feature — legs lock anywhere
on upright tube
May be used in all situations as a substitute for
Type 40651A standard Baby size
Has many uses with other equipment

SPECIFICATIONS:
Construction: All aluminum.
Single riser.
Height:
Low: 50 inches.
High: 81 inches.
Finish: Natural aluminum.

TyPE 3281 LITEWATE BABy SIZE
SET-UP AND FOLDED
TELEPHONE
OLDFIELD 4-3640

Weight: 3% pounds.
MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
937 N. SyCAMORE AVENUE

HOLLyWOOD 38, CALIF.

Factories, Branches and Distributors Throughout the World

NOW in the East it’s

i

m

• 16mm-35mm
Negative-Positive Processing
• Staffed by experienced
technicians.
Also

KODACHROME and ANSCO
nmimg.

N. Y., JUDSON 6 0360
MOVI ELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST., NEW YORK 19,

In

Equipment,

Accessories,

Services

(Continued from Page 348)

MATTE BOX & SUNSHADE
FITS ALL 16mm PROFESSIONAL
& SEMI-PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS
The latest in matte boxes, embodying many
new advantages! Takes all accessories such
as gauze holders, diffusion filters, effect
filters, etc. For use with 2" and 3“ square
glass or gelatine filters. Fibre filter holders
supplied. Beautifully constructed of durable
aluminum castings with dural front rods.
Optical black interior.

• Base fits all cameras and has large
and small tripod threads.
^
Takes all lenses 15mm to 152mm.

highly corrected, provides excellent reso¬
lution and contrast, and will focus to a
near distance of 10 inches. List price,
including matching screw-in front and
rear lens caps and a size 5.5 filter retain¬
ing ring is $159.50.
A companion 15mm retrofocus view¬
finder that can be mounted on any
16mm camera taking interchangeable
objectives, is $12.95.

Rubber back caps avoid back flare
when lens is smaller than back opening

*

PRICED ONLY $44.95

ANIMATION MOTORS for
Cine Special & Maurer Cameras
Durably constructed to give
years and years of service
Precision construction. Single-frame motion actuated
by a cam and lock, released by a remotely con¬
trolled solenoid. Animation motor-to-camera con¬
nect shaft has break-off safety spring to prevent
damage to camera in case of buckle. Frame counter
is part of the motor housing.

For Cine Special 1 and 11,

$455

Synchronous motor unit, 115V, single phase, 60
cycle, assures even exposure from first to last frame.
Available in 60 or 100 frames per minute units.
Also available for 50 cycle.
Remote control switch box with forward and re¬
verse, plus on or ofF switch. Solenoid fingertip actuater switch for single or multiple frame exposures.
Outlet for foot or additional remote control switch.
Time Lapse Equipment available for above motors

For Maurer Camera,

$485

SYNCHRONOUS

BOLEX
MOTOR
115 volt, AC, 60
cycles,
single
phase. Operates at
24 frames per sec¬
ond, sound speed
for accurate recording with film, disc, or tape re¬
corders. Complete with base, coupling with clutch
and cable. Camera height adjusting screw is pro¬
vided in aluminum base. Motor mounting base ad¬
justable for horizontal centering of coupling. No in¬
stallation necessary .ONLY
$165
For

115

volt,

50

cycle.$225

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
JOHN

209

WEST

48th

CLEMENS

STREET,

NEW

ERWIN

YORK

36,

HARWOOD

N.

Y.

—

Circle

6-0348

Pathe Accessories
Royal Photo Distributors, 78 West
47th Street, New York 36, N. Y., an¬
nounce a number of accessories for uprofessionalizing” the Pathe 16mm camera,
including 6-volt variable speed batteryoperated electric motor, AC unit and
'battery charger, tachometer, matte box,
and a trigger release with shoulder
brace. Other accessories include interval
timer, sync motor, lens bellows for
ultra-closeup work and a microscope
adapter.
Magnasync in India
Magnasync Mfgr. Co., Ltd., 5546
Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, an¬
nounces the appointment of Kine En¬
gineers, 17 New Queens Road, Bombay,
India, as exclusive agency for sale of
their products in India.
Kills Highlights
Cameramen engaged in shooting TV
commercials will be interested in Krylon, a dulling spray for use in dulling
bright surfaces for improved photo¬
graphic rendition and elimination of
highlight glare. Product, packaged in
handy aerosol spray can, is available
from Camera Equipment Company, New
York, N. Y.

memo to: ARRIFLEX OWNERS
from:

BIRNS & SAWYER
During May, Birns & Sawyer delivered more Arriflex blimps (and other Arri equipment) than any
other camera equipment dealer in the entire West. Along with this superb motion picture camera
was sold the finest in allied lines: Magnasync, Camera Equipment Co. tripods and pan heads,
National Cine and Camera Mart three- and four-wheel dollies. NOW, for the first time in the West,
all under one roof at Birns & Sawyer.

MAY 3: Lockheed Aircraft Corp., of Burbank, orders 16mm Arri
blimp for their Arri camera. Cliff Sawyer, left, B & S store
manager, stands with Everett C. Kelley, center, and Dick Gold¬
berg, right, of the Lockheed Motion Picture unit. Blimp is on
CECO Balanced TV head and heavy duty tripod and National
Cine 3-wheel dolly. Lockheed also has Magnasync sound
equipment.

MAY 14: John Gilbert Bourne, of Producers Unit I, left, sights
his 35mm Arri blimp which he bought for his new 35mm Arri
camera held by Nick Cassano, right, of B & S professional sales
dept. Mr. Bourne also bought the Camera Mart 4-wheel dolly,
and CECO heavy duty tripod and TV head. Mr. Bourne is the
first producer in Hollywood to own a Magnasync Mark IX.

For quality & economy MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—EXCLUSIVE IN LOS ANGELES
The magnificent line of Magnasync sound recorders has just been awarded on
an exclusive basis to Birns & Sawyer in the Greater Los Angeles area. Hence¬
forth, Magnasync equipment will be available at the factory in North Holly¬
wood or at Birns & Sawyer, in West Hollywood. Just call for demonstration.
Arriflex films with Magnasync sound, a terrific combination, under one roof
at Birns & Sawyer.

MAY 27: Leetait Smith, right, president of Hollywood Travel
Productions, checks his new 16mm Arri blimp. Mr. Smith also
bought the National Cine Hydrolly and a Magnasync X400
portable recorder. At left is Howard Auchstetter, sales manager
of Magnasync and in center is Jack Birns, of B & S.

Now Hear THIS! Magnasync distortion-free sound recorders,
from the X400, left, to the Mark IX, right, are completely
synchronous; professional in every detail of design, construc¬
tion and highest fidelity output. Prices, from $985 for X400,
to $2,145 for Mark IX. Compact, light-weight, they are the
perfect answer to your sound requirements.

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

CINE EQUIPMENT
PHOTO SUPPLIES

Photographic Assignments
16mm

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
color
'Asterisks indicate television film productions.

intexnega five -posi five
printing and processing

ALLIED ARTISTS
• Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Walk Tall,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Joel McCrea and
Virginia Mayo. Thomas Carr, director.
• Harry Neumann, ASC, “No Place to Die,”

preserves originals
gives excellent color fidelity
and color saturation
saves costs

(C R Pictures) with Sterling Hayden and
Pamela Duncan. Carl K. Hittleman, director.
Baker,
“From Hell it Came,”
(Milner Bros. Prod.) with Tod Andrews and
Linda Watkins. Dan Milner, director.
• Brydon

• Ted Moore, “High Flight,” (CinemaScope
& Color; Warwich Prods.; shooting in Eng¬
land) with Ray Milland and Sean Kelly.
• Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Pal Joey,” (Essex Sidney Prods.; shooting in San Francisco)
with
Rita Hayworth and
Frank Sinatra.
George Sidney, director.
• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Johnny
hawk,” * (Screen Gems) with Scott
Oscar Rudolph, director.

NightBrady.

WALT DISNEY
AMERICAN NATIONAL
Askins, “Men of Annapolis,” *
Herb Strock, director.

• Monroe

(Ziv-TV)

• Bob Hoffman, “Men of Annapolis,” *
(Ziv-TV). Paul Gilfoyle, director.
• Charles Van Enger. ASC, “Judy Canova
Show,” * (Gannaway Prods. - Pilot). Albert
Gannaway, director.

• Charles Straumer, “Story of a Star,” *
(Gannaway Prods. - Pilot). Charles Lamont,
director.
• Peter Hennessy, “The Cat Girl,” (Shoot¬
ing in London in cooperation with Anglo
Amalgamated Film Dist.) with Lynn Tracey.
Alfred Shaughnessey, director.

o

Floyd
Crosby,
ASC, ‘^Carnival
Rock,”
(Roger Corman Prod.) with Susan Cabot
and Brian Hutton. Roger Corman, producerdirector.

• Charles P. Boyle, ASC, “Old Yeller,”
(Technicolor)
with Dorothy McGuire and
Fess Parker, Robert Stevenson, director.
• Walter Castle, ASC, “Mickey Mouse
Club,’ * with the Mouseketeers. Sidney Miller
and Charles Nichols, directors.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”*
(Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
• Lucien Andriot, ASC, Gallo Wine com¬
mercial.* Derwin Abbe, director.
• Charles Van Enger, ASC, Gallo Wine
and Greyhound commercials.* Owen Crump,
director.
• Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show,”* with Raymond Burr. Various direc¬
tors.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
• Lucien

Riley,” *
rectors.

ASC,
“The
Life
William Bendix. Various

Andriot,

with

GENERAL SERVICE
of
di¬

• Fleet
Southcott,
“Gunsmoke,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.

COLUMBIA
• Basil Emmott, “The Long Haul,” (Marks¬
man Films; shooting in London) with Victor
Mature and Diana Dors. Ken Hughes, direc¬
tor.
• Henry Freulich, ASC, “The Hard Man,”

COLOR
16mm
16mm

SLIDEFILM

BLACK

COLOR

and

WHITE

MOTION . PICTURE

LAKE SIDE

(Romson Prod.)
with Guy Madison and
Valerie French. George Sherman, director.

LABORATORY

• Michel Kelber, “Bitter Victory,” (Cinema-

Scope; Transcontinental Films; shooting in
Libya) with Richard Burton and Kurd Jur¬
gens. Nicholas Ray, director.

h_i

Box 2408, Gary 5, Indiana
Laboratory:
5929 East Dunes Highway
Telephones:
Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114
Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600
354
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• Benjamin Kline, ASC, “The Tijuana Story,”
with Rodolfo Acosta and Joy Stoner. Leslie
Kardos, director.
• Charles Lawton, ASC, “Operation Mad
Ball,” with Jack Lemmon and Kathryn Grant.
Richard Quine, director.

June, 1957

• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”*
(McCadden Prods.) with Grade
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector: Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.*
• Arch
Prods ).

Dalzell,
“Panic,”*
(McCadden
Maury Geraghty, director.

• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,” * (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David, and Rickey Nelson. Ozzie
Nelson, director.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Captain
David
Grief,”* (Guild Films, Inc.) with Maxwell
Reed and Tudor Owen. Walter Doniger, di¬
rector.
INDEPENDENTS
• Arthur Feindel, ASC, “Calypso Island,”
(shooting in Nassau; Security Pictures) with
Marie Windsor and Vince Edwards.
Bill
Berke, director.
• Fred Gately, ASC, “Killer on the Wall,”
(Maxim Prod, for UA release) with Richard
Boone. Albert Band, director.
(Continued on Page 398)

NO ROOM FOR DOUBT

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS
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DC GENERATOR TRUCKS TOO...
1600 amperes, 1000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps.

RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST

jafffff/c/ 'iP.IBYPTi

Street, New York City,- Circle 6-5470 mm

\

\ i / /

Color prints shine like originals on . . .

ANSCO TYPE 238 COLOR DUPLICATING FILM
There’s a world of difference in 16mm re¬
lease prints . . . and that quality “edge” is
visibly yours when you work with Ansco Type

Ansco Type 538 Color

238 Color Duplicating Film.

Duplicating

Type 238’s long tonal scale matches to the

Film . . . the

optimum-speed,

fine-

full all the true color of your original . . . gives

grain film . . . perfect for

you the cleaner whiter whites, softer middle

making slides and film

tones, open shadows, and high-fidelity sound

strips!

that let your skill come shining through!
I his superb 35mm reversal color du¬

Next time you print, specify popular Ansco

plicating film is ideal for making direct

Type 238 Color Duplicating Film.Then, see the

duplicates from original transparencies.

difference that Ansco makes! Another great

Available on safety base... long lengths

film

DRL . . . processing not furnished.

from ANSCO, A Division of General

Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton,N.Y.

AllSCO ...the finest compliment you can pay your skill

CAPTURES ACADEMY AWARD FOR BEST
ONE-REEL SHORT SUBJECT FOR 1956

G ARRIFLEX

35

MM CAMERA

Ever photograph an object skimming along at
more than 250 miles an hour? This was the tough
assignment given to Marathon TV Newsreel and
the results were so spectacular that Marathon

Javorsky and Harry W. Walsh working in co-op¬
eration with Ken Baldwin, supervising editor and
other members of the Marathon Newsreel team.
Reuven Frank was the writer.

achieved the ultimate for organizational team¬
work—they won an Oscar.

Marathon cameramen are agreed when they
say, "We rely on the Arriflex 35's dependability
and versatility in everyday production and in get¬
ting those once-in-a-lifetime-shots."

The short subject entitled "Crashing the Water
Barrier," was directed by Konstantin Kaiser, Exec¬
utive Producer, and filmed with an Arriflex 35 at
Lake Meade, Nevada. Cameramen were Henry V.

Sold only through franchised ARRIFLEX dealers

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

PHOTO CORPORATION
257 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

•

7303 MELROSE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Representatives in the following cities: BOSTON • CHARLOTTE, N. C.

• CHICAGO • DENVER • DETROIT • HOUSTON • KANSAS CITY, MO.
• HOLLYWOOD, CAL. • MEMPHIS • MIAMI • NEWARK • NEW YORK
• PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE

The Arriflex 35 belongs to the Kling family of fine West German photographic products.

“Crashing The Water Barrier” the

1956 Academy Award

winner was released by Warner Brothers and photographed
with an Arriflex 35, using Eastman 35 color negative.

Arriflex 35 Camera
Model IIA, $1735.00
Lenses & Magazines Extra

TECHNICAL

PROFESSIONAL

16MM

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

BLACK
&

W/DODlTtE
reversal
processing
Processing on hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and Producers

Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

Q

Q

FflSTflX SPECIALISTS
Now under the sole ownership and direction of
JACK ASHER
Write for Circular

LAB-TV
247 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-2293

Fluid-Action

MILLER HEAD

I understand there is a scratch re¬
moval process available by which ver¬
tical scratches in 16mm Kodachrome can
be partially or totally removed. Is it pos¬
sible to purchase the solution for this
scratch removal process and do the work
myself? If so, where may it be obtained
and bow should it be applied to the film?
—C.A.P., Nelson, B.C., Canada.

The reclaiming of scratched film en¬
tails not only the solution for this pur¬
pose but also mechanical equipment nec¬
essary for the application of the solution.
We are not aware if any of the com¬
panies doing this work will sell the
solution, but we would certainly advise
against anyone attempting to use the
solution unless well-versed in the pro¬
cedures for doing so.
The minimum charge made by the
various labs doing this work is consid¬
ered nominal enough if the film being
worked on has any value at all. If you
value your film, it is suggested that you
let an organization work on removing
the scratches that has a record of know¬
ing how to do it.—Ted Fogelman, A.S.C.
Associate.

Q

PRO-16 TRIPOD
•

Custom top available for Cine-Special
•

Adapter plate for Pro-Junior tripod
•

Sturdy fiber carrying case.

$150.00
240.00
19.95

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING
Box 25761, Los Angeles 25, Calif.
Phone GRanite 7-4570

358

I wish to use mattes or masks be¬
fore the lens for split-stage and other
special photographic effects. Can you
give me a mathematical formula for cal¬
culating the correct distance to place the
mattes before the lens; also the aperture
that should be used for best results? I am
using an Auricon Cine-Voice camera.—
R.F.W., Hollywood, Calif.

Servicing and repairs

Model “D" Head _
Model “D" and
Pro-16 Tripod .

American Cinematographer

blend will be effected between the edges
of the various mattes used, making the
line or lines of demarcation invisible.
The approximate position for the
mattes (before the lens) can be arrived
at by referring to a depth of focus table
for the respective lens used, then placing
the mattes inside the respective depth of
field area for the lens stop being used.—
John Fulton, A.S.C., Paramount Studio.

I do not know of any mathematical
formula for arriving at the calculations
you mention. The most desirable results
will be obtained, when using mattes in
front of the lens, by positioning them at
the right distance before the lens so that
the edges of the picture frame will be
slightly out of focus. In this way, a soft
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I have two questions:
1)
Can
16mm color film be satisfactorily
blown up to 35mm and if so, what would
be the maximum size it could be pro¬
jected?
2) If 16mm color film can be enlarged
to wide-screen proportions, are closeups
made front 3 to 30 feet recommended as
more satisfactory than distant shots?—
R.G., Sydney, Australia.

Yes, 16mm film can be blown up to
35mm with success. Many of the popular
Walt Disney Technicolor “True Life Ad¬
venture” films are shot in 16mm, then
enlarged to 35mm by Technicolor.
In answer to question No. 2, there is
always some loss in quality and defini¬
tion in any enlarging or “blow-up” proc¬
ess. Therefore, where maximum detail
and definition are essential, it is advis¬
able to stay as close to your subject as
possible.—G. S. Chamberlain, A.S.C. As• sociate, Technicolor Corp.

Q

I woidd like to know how to pro¬
duce in main titles the shadow or bas
relief effect in letters over a moving
background? Can this be achieved by
double-exposure? Is tbe same procedure
followed
for color as for black-andwhite?—B.B., Santa Barbara, Calif.

Letter your title text on a panel of
glass, then paint in the shadows of the
letters on the other side of the glass.
Where the title is to appear over a mov¬
ing background, use the background
projection process, mounting your glass
title card in front of the background
projection screen and photographing the
title and picture image all in one take.
Where professional background projec¬
tion equipment is not available, it will
be necessary to synchronize your camera
shutter with that of the projector in
order to insure that both shutters will
open and close simultaneously. The
same procedure is used for color or
black-and-white.—Ray Mercer, A.S.C.

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for

16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments

Come

in

and

see

You’ll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For
tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing
for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬
able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Equipped t with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6Vz x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.

FRANK

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:
Lenses from 11.5 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(JnmeRfl Couipmsm (o.,inc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

One Cell for ell You Need
1

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
For quick service, expert advice
and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on
one of the nation’s largest suppliers
of temporary lighting facilities—
DOLLIES

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are

Fearless and
Raby Panoram

just a few of the many items

Dollies

available for quick delivery

Crab and

whenever and wherever needed.

Western
Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING

PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMENT

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment
AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

MacTon Turntable
for Cars and
Displays
Mole Richardson
Boom and
Perambulator

(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-l 0,000W
Diffusion

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil
Portable Substations

Scoops
Reflectors
Bullboards
Cable

Parallels
Ladders and Steps
Scrims and Flags
Dots bnd Stands

Write or Wire
for
Catalog and
FREE
ESTIMATES!

JACK A. FROST
Dept. Qj
234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
«

Canadian Office:
41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

F&B
F 4 B FILM REPAIR
4 SPLICING BLOCK

F&B SPLIT REELS

SIMPLE
TIME .

REGULAR

16MM

F&B NEW

PRICE

REELS

LOW PRICE

$4.50

400'

$2.25

6.00

800'

3.00

7.50

1200'

3.75

9.00

1600'

4.50

12.00

2000'

6.00

SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES
. . SPACE .
.
. MONEY

You can project, edit, synchronize, clean and
inspect film on cores, without rewinding by
simply slipping them in F&B SPLIT REELS.

BUTT
SPLICE

GAMERS SLATE

n,/xi4//

CAMERA SLATE
with dapstick
Regular

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
DATE

Price

.$8.75

F&B NEW
LOW PRICE

PRODUCED

PERFORATION

SPLICE

REPAIR

F&B New Low Price $13.95

AURICON

TEAR
REPAIR

NOW FOR EARLIEST DELIVERY—ONLY

$19.95

MAGIC MYLAR
SPROCKETED
TRANSPARENT
SPLICING TAPE

Regular Price .$23.50

HEADQUARTERS FOR

OVERLAP

Here's how bad film tears and missing perforations can be repaired:
The F&B FILM REPAIR AND SPLICING BLOCK provides solid base regis¬
tration of sprocket holes so that Mylar Splicing tape can be applied
accurately on both sides of film.
Also, the block is used for strengthening conventional lap splices-—and to make butt splices.
The upper channel comprises a complete splicing block for '/4" mag¬
netic recording tape.
The F&B FILM REPAIR AND SPLICING BLOCK is made of precision milled,
anodized aluminum.
The block is completely non-magnetic. Magnetic—or magnastriped film
may be repaired in perfect safety.
For schools, colleges, industry, government, film and slidefilm libraries,
projection rooms, for all users of film—the F&B FILM REPAIR AND
SPLICING BLOCK is a prime necessity, made available by mass pro¬
duction at the unusually low price of $19.95.

F&B CHANGING BASS
Rubberized film changing bag
36 x 44 inches
With double zipper—rubberized
cover with zipper

Him

ORDER YOURS

$3.95

SAVE TORN, BADLY DAM¬
AGED slidefilms and movie
film. Repaired speedily, ef¬
ficiently, economically and
PERMANENTLY by using the
F&B FILM REPAIR AND
SPLICING BLOCK in con¬
junction with Magic Mylar
Transparent Splicing tape.

Clean
Durable
Safe
Invisible
Economical
16mm

•
•
•
•
•

Self-Sticking—No Cement Required
Tear Strength Greater Than Film
1/1000" Thick—Passes Thru Projector Easily
Optical Transmission of Spliced Frames Unaffected
No Frame Loss When Repairing Torn Film or Perforations

Single or Double Perf @ $5.00 per 66 Ft.
35mm @ $9.00 per 66 Ft. Roll (1056

Roll (2640 Frames)
Frames)

FOR MAGNETIC TAPE SPLICING
16mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft.
35mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft.

$6.60
$11.00

M

F&B NOMINEE
1" f/0.95 LENS

SALE

“The Fastest Lens in the World'
FOR ALL 16MM CAMERAS

Bought out importer's entire stock
Want proof of the dependability, performance and basic value of
all model Auricon cameras? Send your old one to us—and see
for yourself what a tremendous trade-in price you'll receive against
any new model.
Cinevoice . . . from $ 795.
Pro-600
.
.
.
from
1165.
Super 1200 . . . from
3319.25

F&B

—BELOW COST—now selling this
sensational $175 lens at only

ORDER NOW

FLORMAN

&

68

New

West

45th

Street,

BABB.9
YORK

LIMITED
NUMBER
AVAILABLE

$89.50

36,

N. Y

INC
MU

2-2928

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

News briefs about the A.S.C.

,

its members and important
industry personalities

“IT’S A PLEASURE!” says John Boyle (right), member of Board of
Governers of the ASC, as he hands over Society’s check for $1000
for the Motion Picture Relief Fund to George Bagnall, President of
the Fund. At Bagnall’s right is ASC prexy Burnett Guffey. Occasion
was the Society’s monthly meeting May 20th.

American Society of Cinematographers,
at its May 20th dinner-meeting, hosted
representatives of the Motion Picture
Relief Fund, the industry’s non-profit
philanthropic organization which has
aided many motion picture industry em¬
ployees over the years. Guests of honor
were George Bagnall, President of the
Motion Picture Relief Fund, and Ben
Alexander and Valentine Davies, mem¬
bers of the Fund’s board of directors.
Alexander told of his rise from kid
parts in movies to his present role as
Jack Webb’s associate in the popular
“’Dragnet” TV film series.
Mr. Bagnall outlined the Fund’s pur¬
pose and described many of its im¬
portant accomplishments.
Valentine Davies, who wrote the
screenplay for the Fund’s promotional
film, “House Without A Name,” which
was screened later in the evening, talked
briefly of the Fund’s benefits.
Following these talks, John Boyle,
ASC, in behalf of the American Society
of Cinematogarphers, presented to Mr.
Bagnall for the Motion Picture Relief
Fund, a check for $1,000—gift of the
Society.
•
•
•
Hal Mohr, ASC, last month, was elected
to the Board of Governors of the Acad¬
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BEN ALEXANDER, who plays Jack Webb’s partner on “Dragnet,”
prepares to turn microphone over to Burnett Guffey at conclusion of
his talk in behalf of the Motion Picture Relief Fund. George Bagnall
(seated) takes last look at his notes before rising to speak. In his
talk he told A.S.C. members about the Fund’s accomplishments.

emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci¬
ences, to represent, along with incum¬
bent board member John Boyle, ASC,
the interests of industry cinematogra¬
phers in Academy affairs. The Acad¬
emy's Board of Governors consists of 26
elected members—two from each of the
Academy’s thirteen branches.

•

•

Cinematographers Ted and Vincent
Saizis, of Birmingham, Alabama, did the
outstanding camerawork on the film,
"Bayou, ' photographed in its entirety
on location in the Cajun country of
Louisiana.

•

•

•

•

Floyd Crosby, ASC, was signed last
month by Princeton Film Center to di¬
rect the photography on “Blue Angels,”
commercial film which Princeton will
produce for Grumman Aircraft Com¬
pany.

•

•

•

Robert Surtees, ASC, who recently com¬
pleted the photography of MGM’s “Les
Girls,” was initiated May 25th as an
honorary member by Alpha Chapter of
the Delta Kappa Alpha, national honor¬
ary cinema fraternity.

•

•

•

Norbert Brodine, ASC, who won the
1956 “Emmy” award of the television
Academy for achievement in cinematog¬
raphy of a TV film, has been re-signed
for his fifth straight year as director of
photography on “The Loretta Young
Show” series. Brodine’s photography of
“The Pearl,” a film in the 1956 series,
won him the “Emmy” award.
June, 1957

ASC PRESIDENT Burnett Guffey greets Ray
Johnson, head of the camera department at
MGM Studio, who was elected to associate
membership in the ASC last month.

FILMAGNETIC

Optional FEATURE
AVAILABLE FOR FACTORY INSTALLATION
ON ALL NEW OR EXISTING AURICON
OPTICAL SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

ftunim

Holly*
U.S. PAT. OFF.

F I LM AG N
TRADE

TI C

MARK

Auricon proudly presents “Filmagnetic" High-Fidelity sound-on-film Recording, for
lip-synchronized Talking Pictures and Music of Quality, on 16 mm black and white or color
film pre-striped for magnetic sound before it is exposed to light. "Filmagnetic" sound and
optical picture are recorded Single-System on the same film at the same time! The “Filmagnetic"
Unit, installed at the Factory in any Auricon Camera, can be temporarily removed without the
use of tools, thus providing a choice of High-Fidelity Optical or Magnetic sound-tracks. Your
pre-striped film with magnetic sound lip-synchronized to your picture, passes through the normal
picture-development and is played back on any 16 mm Magnetic Sound Projector, including the
Ampro, B&H, RCA, and others.
"Filmagnetic” Ootfit complete... $870.00
PLEASE MAIL COUPON BELOW FOR FREE INFORMATION...

“Filmagnetic” Twin-Head Camei
Recording Unit, with Record ar
Instant-Monitor Magnetic Head
which automatically open for ea:
threading ... complete with Mod
MA-10 Amplifier, $870.00 install*
on any new Auricon Camera at tt
Factory. Small extra installatic
charge on existing Auricon Camera
“Filmagnetic” 3 Input Amplifier,
Model MA-10, with High-Fidelity
Microphone, complete Cables and
Batteries, in a Cowhide-Leather
Carrying Case. Super-portable,
weighs only 7 pounds, carries easily
with shoulder-strap during operation!

"FILMAGNETIC” SOUND FOR COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE

M

SOUND-ON-FILM

SINCE

1?

G UARANTE E
All Auricon Equipment is sold with

a 30 day money-back guarantee.
You must be satisfied!

'jyjalM&L fy

GrayBaR

AURICON Division
BERNDT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street
Hollywood 38, California

j

| Please send me free information on “Filmagm

'—' equipment for Auricon Cameras.

I
I Without obligation, please send me cost of insta
*—' “Filmagnetic” on my Auricon Model.Can

IN rilNCIPAl (ITIIJ

NAME.TITLE.
FIRM.
STREET.
CITY.ZONE.STATE

Save Time and Money!
Process Your limn films

film lumbering Pays Off
Unnumbered
films cause
confusion and
loss of time

Bridgamatic
advanced
durability;

Film

Processors

features
low

and

are

known

trouble-free

maintenance

and

the

world

operation.

operating

over

Sturdily

for

their

many

constructed

for

costs.

Ideal for Motion Picture Producers, TV Stations,
Industrial or Documentary Producers, Microfilmers,

The MOY Visible Edge Numbering Machine edge numbers every foot of
16, 17'/2 / 35mm film and simplifies the task of checking titles and
footage.
Replaces cue marks, perforations, messy crayons, punches,
embossing—does not mutilate film. Work prints showing special effects,
fades and dissolves require edge numbering to keep count of frames
cut or added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic
recordings make edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.
With New Improved Non-Clog Inking System, $2475
Among recent purchasers are:

Photo Finishers, Laboratories, Universities, Etc.
BRIGAMATIC JR. does automatic 16mm processing better, faster and at
far less cost. It pays for itself! A true one-man lab. No special skill
required! Assures sharp, clear, permanent image. Anyone can operate
it. Fits in most any corner. Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless
steel tanks, air squeegee—develops and dries ready
for showing 600' positive, 180' negative per hour; from.S w/J
LARGER CAPACITY negative/positive, Reversal and Color models avail¬
able 16/35/70mm standard or custom built; from.$1887
•

Write for illustrated brochure

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, lil.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
Cinerama Productions, New York
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Walt Disney Productions, Burbank, Calif. (6 machines)

Titler & Special Effects Kit

S.fl.S. Junior Tripod
for TOP
Professional

Vastly Improved

Results!

Over Any Tripod
in its Class!

For top professional perform¬
ance. Takes all types of med¬
ium weight cameras. Outside,
knurled
camera
tightening
knob with angle gears. Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second
handle position. Positive pan and tilt locks; large tightening levers.
Detachable, precision machined friction plate. One-piece leg locking
knobs for quick adjustments, even tension. Aluminum leg supports with
leg rest ledge—aluminum leg bearings. Extra smooth friction head—
guaranteed 5 years. Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated, polished
—will not stick.

ONLY

$145

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

Write for brochure showing complete line of tripods & accessories.

For producing the widest range of titles, trick films,
Takes most types of movie cameras.
Horizontal and
adjustable north, east, south, west.
Title board size
frame, overall dimensions 40"xl5"xl 2", weight 40
accessories.

cartoons, animation, etc.
vertical operation. Table
7'/e"x9y2" with tipping
lbs.
Complete with all

Twin lamps with reflectors for front and back illumination.
Title card frame with platens at top and bottom.
Distance scale to obtain correct setting of camera lens.
Climbing title device produces any desired number of title lines.
Turntable for rotating titles, small objects and other purposes.
MODEL TG,
MODEL TG,

II, 16mm.$175
III,

16mm.$225

MODEL TG, IV, 16/35mm (illustrated)....$325
Write for illustrated brochure.

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440, Cable: Sosounc
Western Branch: 6331 Plollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.—Phone HO 7-21 24fl

Animation & Special Effects Camera Stand
TEL- Animastand

• • • for Motion Picture Producers,
Animators, Special Effects Labs, TV Stations, Advertising Agencies, Etc.
Outstanding features which represent the greatest value in the low cost field
Precision

alignment from

2

through

24 fields.

•fa 360

-fc Operates with any 16 or 35mm camera.

60” zoom travel.
Massive

main

column

(3%”

dia.)

and

-fa Twin

rugged

formance.

duty

rods

support

rigid,

counter¬

Roller chain drive with ultimate strength of 2,000
lbs.

Ball bearings for smooth zoom action.
machining

throughout

with

.001

-ft Positive zoom locking device.

ac¬

curacy.

-fa Easy to install and operate. Will

counters

calibrate

compound

pass thru 30”

doorway.

■fa 24” east/west, 18” north/south travel.
Four

heavy

balanced camera faceplate.

guide column (2” dia.) ground for accurate per¬

Precision

Rotational table with precise locking action.

and

Heavy welded steel base.

zoom

-fa Weight 850 lbs.; Height 9 feet.

movements.

Within ONE YEAR the TEL-Animastand has proven itself.
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
Calif. Inst, of Technology, Jet Propulsion Lab, Pasadena
Campbell Films, Saxton's River, Vermont
Hoiland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M.

Here is a partial list of satisfied customers:

Telefects, Inc., New York, N. Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Viguie Films Productions, Inc., Santurce, P. R.

ALL

FOR

THE

LOW PRICE OF

$2995

WRITE for illustrated brochure describing many adaptations of the TEL-Animastand

rriu

I C L

cell

board,

si i a/ny

rotated at 45°

Improve
Your
Film
Titles
Produce Rock-Steady Prints
with TEL-Animaprint
with the

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.

TEL-Amatic Printer

WITH NEW
HEATING

PROFESSIONAL continuous contact

CONTROL

sound and picture printer for 16mm
films.

The first sensibly

Designed for color, black and

white, reversal, sound or silent films.
TEL-Amatic does all with rock-steady
professional

precision.

Has outstand¬

ing features never achieved before in
the low cost field.
•

Semi-automatic

13

scene

light change tor frame

mechanical

•

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for prop¬
er registration of neg. and pos. films.

line change.
•

•

Large capacity of

•

Three-way
and

at

Lamp

1200 feet.

aperture

composite

for

main

picture

•

Footage

accommodates

counter and

indicator

sprocket.

TEL-Amatic

Printer complete—ready

TEL-Amatic

Printer

mounted

holder

filters

for

color printing.

sound,

on

for

heavy

priced

$435

HOT

PRESS TITLE MACHINE for high

bench
floor

or table

light change card

included.

mounting.

ONLY $1350

pedestal.ONLY $1495

quality, fast lettering—the an¬
swer to economy and precision
accuracy in film titling. Prints
dry from colored
foil for instant use.
Acme pegs assure
perfect registration
on paper or ace¬
tate cells. Prints a
colors. TEL-Animaprint tools
for Top Tech¬
niques— great¬
est dollar - for dollar value in
the industry.

Write for TEL-Anima Literature covering every need for animation

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Convenient payment terms arranged.

You may apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

The Department Store ot the Motion Picture Industry'

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
WESTERN

BRANCH

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

602 WEST 52nd ST, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 7-0440
28,

California

EST. $1926

Cable: S0S0UND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-2124

. . . is cheered as he lands in Paris.

Making The Aerial Shots For
Spirit of St. Louis
Tom Tutwiler, A.S.C., who did the fine
aerial photography for “Strategic
Air Command,” embellishes the Lindbergh
epic with similar camera treatment
By

WITH THE MITCHELL NC mounted on a two-rotor helicopter stripped
of

fuselage,

an

aerial

T

cinematographer

sequence for “The

Thomas

Tutwiler

Spirit of St.

prepares

to

shoot

Louis.”

a Hollywood feature film often re¬
quires more than one director of photography. On “The
Spirit of St. Louis,” which Leland Hayward produced for
Warner Brothers, there were three: Robert Burks, A.S.C.,
and Peverell Marley, A.S.C., who were production directors
of photography, and Thomas Tutwiler, A.S.C., who was
aerial director of photography.
he
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Aerial photography is seldom executed by the production
cinematographer. Instead, one having extensive experience
in photographing from the air is entrusted with this phase
of the photography. Much of Tutwiler's success as an aerial
photographer stems from his experience in the U.S. Air
Force, where he was a Captain during World War II. Here
he gained his vast knowledge of planes and plane handling
and experienced his first assignment as an aerial camera¬
man. “The Air Force needed some motion picture film shot
one day, and noting my Hollywood experience, they asked
if I would do it,” he said.
Tutwiler’s assignment to “Spirit of St. Louis” was the
result of his memorable camera work on the air sequences
for “Strategic Air Command,” which was made at Para¬
mount and starred James Stewart. Searching for an aerial
cameraman to do the air sequences for “Spirit,” in which
Stewart plays Charles Lindbergh, director Billy Wilder asked
Farciot Edouart at Paramount to recommend a man for the
job. His choice was Tom Tutwiler. Farciot had worked with
Tutwiler’s aerial films in doing special effects for “Strategic
Air Command.” Stewart, whose elation with the aerial se¬
quences in “Strategic Air Command” is well known, readily
approved the choice.
“Spirit of St. Louis” probably has more aerial footage
(Tutwiler shot close to 75,000 feet) than any motion picture

made since “Strategic Air Command,” which made his
“Spirit" assignment more than ordinarily important. Be¬
cause the picture traces Charles Lindbergh’s historic flight
from California to New York, thence across the Atlantic to
Paris, the aerial sequences comprise a substantial portion
of the production.
The aerial photography of this picture included the shots
showing the Spirit of St. Louis taking off from Roosevelt
field; flying above the mountains of Nova Scotia; then over
icebergs filmed in the upper North Atlantic region; over St.

HERE

THE

plane.
filming

the

Tutwiler

B25
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camera

seated

Lindbergh’s
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(Continued on Page 384)

THE MITCHELL camera

mounted in the

door of an Air Force

helicopter, Tut¬

wiler filmed scenes requiring a craft slower than either of Mantz’s camera planes.

background.

discusses scene about
glasses.

WITH

start

Johns, Newfoundland; approach to Irish Coast; then across
Ireland, shooting from a helicopter; across the English
channel; up the Seine river to Paris; and finally air-to-air
shots from a helicopter showing the surging crowds as Lind¬
bergh comes in for a landing at the Paris airfield. Back in
the LInited States later, Tutwiler made the air shots of the
““Spirit as it flys out of control as Lindbergh dozes from
exhaustion; shots representing view from the plane as it
takes off from the California airfield enroute to New York

From

a

flight,

10

be

this

craft

a

plane

takeoff.

filmed

TUTWILER

cinematographer

filmed with director

watching
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over

arrival
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directors of photogra¬
phy continue to set the pace, both
for style and technical achievement, in
the photography of motion pictures for
screen and television. Most of these
men are veterans of many years, having
begun their careers in the days of silent
films. Over the years they have had end¬
less opportunity to experiment, impro¬
vise, and to observe and improve upon
the techniques of their contemporaries.
And, of course, they have always had
the finest of equipment—both cameras
and lighting—to work with.
An Academy Award for cinemato¬
graphic achievement doesn't necessarily
indicate that the recipient is Hollywood’s
“top” director of photography, for in
the film capital there are many “top "
cameramen. Nearly all of the industry’s
veteran cinematographers are capable of
turning out photography of Academy
award calibre, but besides skill and ex¬
perience it often takes a bit of luck—
luck in being assigned to the right story
with the right director.
Y ears of experience have sharpened
the skill of the veteran cinematographer
and enabled him to develop an individ¬
ual style in camera treatment and light¬
ing that is given full opportunity for
expression only on those rare occasions
when good story and good director come
along. These two elements do have a
marked influence on the photographic
outcome of a picture — especially today
when strict budgets of time and produc¬
tion costs invariably hamper artistic ef¬
fort.
As we pointed out in the first article
ollywood

RAY JUNE,

ASC,

lines up his

Mitchell

in this series, which appeared in the
January issue, students of cinematog¬
raphy look to Hollywood’s directors of
photography for the guidance they need
in the pursuit of their cinematographic
studies. For the most part they must
study the professional’s work from the
screen; for few directors of photography
have found time to set down for book
publishers the material necessary for
the much needed text-books in this field.
One of the interesting techniques
which is being employed with increas¬
ing regularity is that of projecting col¬
ored light into a scene in a color pro¬
duction for pictorial accent or to point
up an atmosphere or mood effect. Ray
Rennahan, A.S.C., was one of the very
earliest to employ this innovation in
Technicolor photography.
“The use of colored light in color
productions,” Rennahan says, “is a
phase of motion picture lighting which
has no parallel in black-and-white cine¬
matography. The means, of course, is
simple: merely placing gelatin screens of
the desired color in front of the set
lamps. This projected color may be con¬
fined to a small area, or spread over
the entire set, as the circumstances may
dictate. Obviously, this technique offers
many opportunities for startling pictori¬
al and dramatic effects; but it should be
used with restraint. We have found, for
instance, that projected color is best
used on sets and props and only spar¬
ingly on players, except perhaps in cer¬
tain dance numbers.
Projected color, according to Renna¬
han, has been and will always be an

RAY

RENNAHAN, ASC

“The use of colored light in color
productions is a phase of set
lighting which has no parallel
in black-and-white cinematography.”

camera for a glamour closeup of Esther Williams.

TECHNIQUES

BY

JOE

HENRY

ace-in-the-hole for the cinematographer.
When a set is predominantly monotone
or where a scene needs an added “kick,”
projected color can be the answer, he
says.
Since 1917, when he first photo¬
graphed Mary Miles Minter at the old
Vine Street studio of Famous Players,
James Wong Howe, A.S.C.—who won
his first “Oscar” last year for the black-

KARL STRUSS, ASC
“Our aim is to show players and settings
not merely as they are, but as the
audience would like to see them.

PEVERELL MARLEY, ASC
“The cameraman must be thoroughly con¬
vinced of a scene before he can
express it convincingly.”

JAMES WONG HOWE,

ASC

“Screen photography should be subtle,
and unobtrusive.”

,VfP'

OF HOLLYWOOD CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Second in a series of articles revealing the photog raphic
concepts of some of Hollywood’s ace cinematographers

and-white photography of “The Rose
Tattoo,”—has been giving deep, philo¬
sophical thought to his profession. His
camera technique is founded on funda¬
mentals amazingly well-defined, sharplystated and progressive.
“The true artist of cinematography is
subtle, and always conceals the effort,"
says Howe. “He takes his technical per¬
fection for granted; and it becomes but

a means, not an end in itself. It is
as the concert pianist who plays com¬
positions requiring extreme technical
skill and impresses his audience with his
exhibition of mechanical deftness, com¬
pared with the artist who, with no no¬
ticeable exertion to direct his audience,
makes sweet music."
Screen photography should never be
obtrusive, Howe adds, and says that

perfection should be so unassumingly
perfect as not to pull audience attention
from the unfolding drama. “It should
be as a well-dressed, cultured woman—
reticent, confident, unobtrusive in her
appearance. In short, photoplay cinema¬
tography should not be conspicuous
either for being over-dressed or un¬
dressed," he emphasized.
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Careful Pre-planning Means Better
16mm Pictures, Greater Profits
The profit on a commercial film often depends
on the economies that can be effected
before shooting starts.
By

LEIGH

O

paramount importance to the
man entering the field of 16mm
film production is the ability to care¬
fully plan a production before starting
the camera rolling. Most all films begin
with some sort of planning, but serious
productions, if they are to be profitable
F
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and successful in filling the need for
which they are produced, must be care¬
fully planned step by step. By thor¬
oughly visualizing the film in advance,
you establish a pattern which the fin¬
ished film must fit. At the same time,
economies are effected through planning
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the shooting of scenes in the shortest
possible time and without need for re¬
tracing steps.
The planning of a commercial or in¬
dustrial film should begin with the very
first conference between producer and
client. At this time there should be a
clear statement and understanding of
the problem to be considered. Certain
basic decisions must be made before
even the most rudimentary script can
be written, namely: the amount of
money the client will allot for the pro¬
duction, and how much time will be
available to produce the film. Some
clients are prone to underestimate both
of these factors with the result that
serious problems often arise before the
production is completed.
But once these two matters are set¬
tled the producer will know just how
much production value he can include
in his script and can advise his writer
accordingly—or if he writes the script,
be able to proceed accordingly.
In order to establish a relationship
between budget and production value,
it is necessary to review the elements
involved. The first factor to be con¬
sidered is whether the picture is to be
black-and-white or color. A color pro¬
duction is more effective than blackand-white but it is also more costly in
terms of film stock and the increased
amount of light necessary for interiors.
The second element that must be
taken into consideration is the sound:
whether the picture is to be lip-sync
with dialogue, sound effects and music,
or simply carry narration. Narrated
sound with musical background is
usually easy to negotiate, since there
are a number of film service laborato¬
ries that provide complete music and
recording service for the small film pro¬
ducer not having his own recording
facilities. Lip-sync sound, in which the
speech of persons appearing in the pic¬
ture is recorded simultaneously with the
filming is a more costly step because of
the additional equipment and personnel
required to execute it. The advent of
magnetic sound has made it possible
for many 16mm film producers to do
their own recording, thereby modifying
the cost of this phase of film production.
Whether a film will require many
interior set-ups or can be staged mainly
out-of-doors will have considerable in¬
fluence on both the budget and the
shooting schedule. Shooting indoors can
be expensive for the film producer who
must rent generators and lighting equip¬
ment. The extra time involved in trans¬
porting equipment to locations, install¬
ing power lines and setting up lights
amounts to a very substantial item.
Where interiors are small or where in¬
door action can be staged indoors in
small areas, Colortran equipment, which
(Continued on Page 402)
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Filming Crashes, Fires And Disasters
With four movie and three still cameras, Jim Seymour records traffic
crashes, fires and disasters in Lake County, Illinois, for
newspapers, television and insurance companies.
By

W

has turned
into a profitable second job for
James W. Seymour of Crystal Lake, Illi¬
nois. Seymour, who operates an uphol¬
stery shop, took up movie making many
years ago to augment his hobby of
amateur photography. In 1952 he began
specializing in 16mm motion pictures of
street and highway accidents after he
became alarmed at the increasing num¬
ber of fatal accidents and traffic viola¬
tions occurring in his state. Today, his
work has won wide acclaim, and autho¬
rities in the Crystal Lake area call him
any hour of the day or night to shoot
stills and movies of some traffic ac¬
cident, fire or tornado. In his uphol¬
stery shop are short-wave radios which
bring him news of accidents, fires, etc.,
from state and county police head¬
quarters; and his car radio is always
tuned in on the local police reports.
“When I get a call during the day
while working in my shop, I just leave
a note and run,” Seymour said. “The
door is always open and people know
when they find me absent that I’m usu¬
ally on a photographic call.”
Symour is equipped in just about
every way possible to cover, photo¬
graphically, any kind of accident or
disaster. Just in back of the steering
wheel of his 1956 Pontiac station wagon,
which serves as camera car, an Auto¬
pod has been installed on which he
mounts one of four 16mm cameras: a
Bell & Howell 70DA, a 70DL, a Bell &
Howell 16mm magazine camera with
turret, and a Bolex H-16 “Supreme.”
With one of these cameras mounted
in his car—usually its the 70DA—he is
able to shoot important scenes of ac¬
cidents and disasters before he proceeds
on foot for more detailed shots. Often
he will start his camera shooting on
some potential “accident about to hap¬
pen" in the form of a careless driver or
traffic violator travelling just ahead of
him on the street or highway. Many
scenes filmed this way have been inte¬
grated into the traffic safety films which
he has produced from footage shot of
hat BEGAN AS A hobby
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actual crashes. Two of these films,
“Slaughter on the Highway,” and “Cool
Hotrod" have been shown to audiences
numbering in the thousands. In all, he
has spent 200 hours preparing his films
for showing and travel. His auto mile¬
age to and from picture screenings is
in excess of 4.000 miles. And all this he

has done for free.
The profitable phase of his photo¬
graphic activity comes from the sale of
his accident and disaster films to TV
newsreels and interested insurance com¬
panies, and from the sale to newspapers
and magazines of photographs simul¬
taneously made of the same events. In

FILM REPORTS of traffic accidents are the forte of James W. Seymour, of Crystal Lake, III.,
shown here with two of his

16mm cameras and a still camera.

papers, the 16mm films
figure in the crashes.

TV
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PHOTOS ABOVE were made by Seymour while covering automobile

watch while doctor administers aid to traffic victim.

accidents,

companies want photos of accidents that clearly show skid marks,

fires
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Pictures show graphically his flair for making story-telling pictures

says Seymour.

with important detail.

fires.

Photo

(1)

which wrecked car struck bridge.
car

crash

at

intersection—are

suggests the terrific

impact with

(2) Dead and injured—result of

being

where they were thrown by impact.

removed

from

weed

patch

In photo (3) weeping relatives

addition to his movie cameras, Seymour
always has with him no less than three
still cameras with which he makes
graphic shots in both color and blackand-white. Some of these pictures are
reproduced on this page.
For shooting movies at night, Sey¬
mour uses a Frezzolite powered by a
compact wet-battery pack slung over his
shoulder. Each of his 16mm cameras is

(4)

Insurance

(5) In between traffic crashes, Seymour covers local

(6) Tornados’ horrible aftermath is pictorialized by Seymour.

These same scenes were also photographed in 16mm motion pictures
by

Seymour.

Newspapers,

television

stations

and

insurance

com¬

panies are markets for his films and stills.

fitted with a bracket to accept the Frez¬
zolite lamp. This equipment, Seymour
says, affords him up to four hours of
photographic illumination before it be¬
comes necessary to re-charge the bat¬
tery pack.
Seymour covers all events in both
color and black-and-white. The Bolex
camera usually is loaded with Kodachrome and the 70DA with Super X.

The 70DL is loaded with Tri-X for use
in instances of extremely poor light.
His “workhorse” lenses are 50mm,
25mm, and wide-angle, with the latter
used most of the time. “This lens I set
for a distance of 20 feet,” Seymour
said. “The reason I favor the wide-angle
lens over the one-inch is that with the
latter you have to stand too far back
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How cine technicians in India produce

Special Photographic Effects
By

DAYABHAI

PATEL,

Note: Shri Dayabhai Patel
and his co-worker Shri Kanchanbhai
Patel are well-known special effects tech¬
nicians in the motion picture industry of
India. In the article that follows, they
explain some of the special effects which
they have produced for three recent In¬
dian motion picture productions, and all
with the assistance of an optical printer
which they have themselves constructed.
The article is reprinted here through the
courtesy of The Indian Cinematogra¬
pher, quarterly publication of Western
India Cinematographers’ Association.

to the occasion. This is how we pro¬
ceeded :
After screening the print of the scene,
we inquired if there were any other
shots of just the background available,
photographed from the same angle. Not
that we really expected it, but there
was disappointment nevertheless when
we were told that no such footage was
available. And to add to our burdens the
director further desired that we increase
the length of the shot from 20 to 30
feet.
From the negative of the shot we pre¬
pared a master positive and then by
projecting it on a small screen, we slowly
masked out the position of the head
from all the frames wherein the body of
the Rakshasha was slowly rising from
the ground. This necessarily had to be
careful work as the slightest variation
would show up glaringly on the screen.
From the border of the markings we
prepared a travelling matte just to cover
the body of the Rakshasha, and allowed
only the head to be exposed. From this
travelling matte we prepared another
counter-matte to cover the head and al¬
low only the body to be exposed.
The duplicate negative from the mas¬
ter print was made in the optical printer.
From the point where the head moves
alone the first matte was kept in con¬
junction with the master positive up to
the point where the head turns to look
around and becomes steady. This last
frame was frozen in the printer and an
extra length of ten feet was printed in

Editor’s

T

of the picture, “Indria
Leela,” was complete and final touches
to the negative were being given. Dur¬
ing editing it was decided that a par¬
ticular shot did not have quite the biz¬
arre effect desired. It was a straight shot
of a Mayavi Rakshasha who gets up
from his slumber, sits, looks around for
his prey, and finally exits from the
scene. The director thought that if some
unusual visual effect could be injected
into the scene it would certainly be to
the betterment of the picture. But to do
so in straight photography would greatly
increase the cost of the production.
Bringing along a print of the scene in
question, the director consulted us. The
special effect he had in mind was as fol¬
lows: He suggested that the figure of the
Rakshasha be split into two parts, i.e.,
the head from the body. From the body
the head should slowly separate, rise,
look around, and stare at his prey. Fol¬
lowing this, the body should rise and
join up with the head, and together the
composite head and body should exit
from the scene.
This effect posed quite a few problems
in the execution, but the optical printer,
which we had constructed ourselves, rose
he shooting

AA

W.I.C.A.

(Continued on Page 389)
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AUTHOR’S SKETCHES show steps followed in producing special photographic effect on sound
stage utilizing background projection to combine action of girl astride crocodile and scenic
background of water and mountains.
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Special Effects For The Amateur
By

ROBERT

N.

Photographs by Douglas

cinematog¬
rapher comes up against a filming
situation which requires special treat¬
ment, so, in many instances, will the
amateur filmer find himself faced with
the same dilemma. There are times
when a story line requires a type of film
ust as the professional
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treatment which is almost impossible
to achieve by standard photographic
methods. The lighting may he wrong, a
wide range of camera angles may not
be possible or there may not be a iocale
in the cameraman’s immediate area
which is suitable for filming. In the
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latter case, considerable time and ex¬
pense might be required for travel to
an acceptable location site for the pur¬
pose of shooting the necessary footage.
The best answer to any of these prob¬
lems is to employ the techniques of
special effects or miniatures.
Special effects cinematography not
only gives the amateur filmer a new di¬
mension in which to work, but it gives
him complete control over the entire
filming situation. He can build and
light his sets to fit his own particular
purposes. Also, he can employ a large
variety of camera angles with a full
range of long shots, medium shots and
(Continued on Page 394)

This word, in film processing, is a very important
word indeed.
People tell you that one film processing job
is as good as another, and what the heck, what’s the
measure of accuracy, anyway?
Well. To answer that one would take a very long time.
Suffice it to say here that it’s summed up in
all the operations of a processing job, where even
the smallest details are of great importance.
It shows everywhere, and it positively shines when
the film appears on the screen.
What we’re talking about, of course, are the people
and the operations at Precision Film Laboratories.
Here attention to detail, sound, proven techniques
are applied by skilled, expert technicians to
assure you the accurate, exact processing your films
deserve to justify your best production efforts.
Accuracy is a must for TV — for industrials —for
education —for all movies.
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film

processing, it’s

Precision

necessary technical know-how that stands in the way of a
pursuit of pictures after the sun has set.
The use of elaborate camera equipment is by no means
essential to successful after-dark movies. There are many
attractive outdoor scenes sufficiently illuminated at night to
enable their recording by the average filmer. Obviously,
lighting conditions vary considerably with such subjects, just
as they do in daytime picture taking situations; hence only
approximations can be given relative to exposure recom¬
mendations. A lens opening of f/1.9, however, will usually
be found adequate for brilliantly illuminated street scenes,
floodlighted buildings, and even shots of fireworks when
shooting color film. In black-and-white filming, using a su¬
persensitive type emulsion with an aperture of f/2.8, and
sometimes f/3.5, will ordinarily suffice for equivalent scenes.
Whether the preference is for color or black-and-white,
when the lighting conditions for the desired sequence are
extremely adverse, the owner of a camera that provides for
filming at 8 frames per second, in addition to the usual 16
can, to a degree, increase the latitude of the emulsion by
shooting at the slower speed. Since any action thus photo¬
graphed will be somewhat speeded up on the screen, particu¬
lar care should be exercised in the choice of subject matter
filmed under these minimum lighting requirements.

A LENS opening

of f/1.9

Appealing prospects for outdoor movie making at night
are numerous. Happy throngs of theatre-goers mingling be¬
neath the maze of light bulbs in a brilliantly illuminated
theater marquee constitute an interesting part of life after
dark in the city, and a “cinch” to film even with the most
modest equipment. Gigantic outdoor advertising signs, a riot
of color and animation, one more spectacular than the other,
are often well worth photographing. Sometimes attractive
fountains in public parks are sufficiently lighted at night and
intriguing enough to warrant recording on film.

is usually adequate for filming fire¬

works displays with Kodachrome film, and one can work with
slower lenses where Ansco Color film is used.

For similar scenes

in black-and-white, using super sensitive panchromatic film, an

Opportunities for fascinating nighttime movie possibilities
are not necessarily limited to life in the big city. Small com¬
munities have their potential along these lines too. A soli¬
tary figure standing in the illumination of a tiny hamlet’s
only lamppost, awaiting the arrival of a transcontinental
bus, may comprise a key shot in movies made after dark.
And there is always a certain enchantment radiating from
the lighted windows of a suburban railroad train as it ap¬
proaches an isolated station in the eerie blackness, comes

aperture of f/2.8 or f/3.5 will get good results.

Cine Photography

(Continued on Page 394)

After Dark
Faster Films and speedier lenses
make night photography easy for
the amateur movie maker.
By

JAMES

R.

OSWALD

M

movie makers are inclined to shy away
from picture taking at night. Perhaps it is the apparent
complexity of after-dark shooting that is responsible for
frightening the average filmer from even an attempt at mak¬
ing movies at night. Or perhaps it is merely the lack of the
any amateur
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Success With
Sound Recording
Complete familiarity with the
equipment and careful preplanning
essential to successful results.
By

ALEC

TAYLOR

I

a 16mm or 8mm projector equipped for
magnetic sound recording you will have discovered sev¬
eral things. At the fifth or sixth try at recording sound for
your films you will come to realize that the best of machines
require a certain approach—a definite method of handling—
to come up with recordings of quality.
After all, it takes a certain amount of time, trouble, and
patience to record sound with any degree of success, particu¬
larly sound which is in any way comparable to that which
we have come to expect from motion pictures. The technical
perfection of the equipment being used cannot make up for
the lack of skill of the person using it. Certainly is this
so in the case of the 16mm magnetic sound recording pro¬
jectors on the market today, since by no stretch of imagina¬
tion can these machines be compared to the super sound
recording gear of Hollywood, nor should they be expected
to produce sound of like quality. Therefore, the skill of the
sound-recordist is important in using his equipment cor¬
rectly—to get the most out of the machine and to give the
equipment a chance to show what it can do.
The writer has used a Bell & Howell “202” 16mm record¬
ing projector for the last three years and has consistently
produced magnetic recordings of good quality. These re¬
cordings have been produced with a minimum of equipment
other than the projector itself. They have always been made
after a lot of detailed planning has gone into the project.
Planning which, though often tedious and time-consuming, is
a necessary part of any successful undertaking.
Much trial and error revealed that it is not possible
to stop and start the recording projector without adding
“clicks” to the sound-track. And on repeated showings the
“clicks” and “clacks” stand out a mile. When reversing the
machine to erase errors in narration, or any other mistake,
the effect of the “click” at that point is often more noticeable
than would have been the mistake itself.
Which would indicate that the ideal method is to make a
continuous recording, without a break, since the average
amateur movie is usually short enough to be dealt with in
this manner. If, however, the film is unusually long then it
should be broken down into sections easy enough to handle
one at a time, and so planned that the sound for each
section begins and ends with a fade-in and fade-out.
This so that the accompanying music may be faded-in and
faded-out with the picture, and thereby eliminate any sud¬
den change in sound level as well as what would be a defi¬
nite jump in the music itself. And then, with each section
F YOU have USED
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(which will be described later) ; and a
shot from the “Spirit” showing its sha¬
dow on the ground below. Tutwiler lean¬
ing out the cockpit window as the plane
was in flight, made this shot with a hand¬
held camera.
A word here about the contribution
of Paul Mantz, veteran pilot of camera
planes for Hollywood studios, is impor¬
tant. Mantz supplied two of the planes
used by Tutwiler for aerial photography,
and built two of the replicas of the
“Spirit of St. Louis” for use in the pic¬
ture. In addition, he personally piloted
his famous B25 plane which is specially
equipped fore and aft for motion picture
photography. A slower plane—the L-l—
was used where the photography re¬
quired less speed in the camera carrier.
Minimum speed of the L-l is 80 miles
per hour compared to 150 miles per
hour—slowest for the B25.
Many of the air-to-air shots for “Spirit
of St. Louis” were photographed from
the B-25—especially the general scenic
and background shots that did not in¬
clude Lindbergh’s plane. Whenever high
plane speed became a problem, Tutwiler
compensated by altering the taking speed
of his camera. For example, by increas¬
ing the camera speed—shooting at 36
or 48 frames per second instead of 24
—on the screen the apparent speed of
the camera plane was slowed propor¬
tionately.
In an assignment of this kind, Tut¬
wiler is both the director of photography
and the camera operator. “In shooting
air stuff,” he says, “I never use an op¬
erator, but always photograph the opera¬
tion myself. ’ Obviously, it is impracti¬
cal if not impossible to have a camera
assistant, operator, or even the director
in the limited confines of a plane while
shooting action in the air.
At the start of this assignment, the
company set out to traverse the very
route taken by Charles Lindbergh on his
memorable flight in 1927. Instead of us¬
ing locations close to Hollywood, pro¬
ducer Leland Hayward and director
Billy Wilder believed it would add im¬
measurably to the impact and authentic¬
ity of the film to shoot as much of the
flight as possible on or near the original
locations. So the photographic operation
of re-creating the original trans-Atlantic
flight began properly at Roosevelt field
in New York, where the replica of the
Spirit of St. Louis and Tutwiler and his
camera plane took off to follow the transAtlantic route. (The scenes re-enacting
the takeoff of the plane on the 1927
Roosevelt field were staged on a more
suitable location in California.)
The Spirit of St. Louis flew in stages
from Roosevelt Field to Newfoundland.
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There the plane was dismantled and
shipped across the Atlantic by air to Ire¬
land, where the aerial photographic op¬
erations were resumed. ‘’Here, and in
the other European locations that fol¬
lowed,” said Tutwiler, ‘’we worked
around each locale, shooting footage of
which much was deleted in the final cut¬
ting of the picture.”
While most of the Atlantic scenes
were shot over and around that ocean,
many scenes in the same sequences were
filmed on the opposite side of the con¬
tinent—off the coast of the Pacific North¬
west. Here the water is wilder looking,
topped with white caps—giving the sea
the perilous look so necessary to the
scenes of Lindbergh flying low over the
water enroute to Paris.
In the air over both the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans, Tutwiler filmed a great
many day-for-night shots. For this effect
he combined an ND filter with an 85—
shooting Eastman Color negative in the
CinemaScope aspect ratio.
Photographing from Mantz’s B25 ship
was a comparatively simple operation. It
has special camera mounts in the nose,
at the sides (to permit shooting out of
windows), and in the tail. The mount¬
ings are such that vibration transmitted
to the camera is practically nil. This
plane was used whenever its faster speed
did not affect the photographic result.
When Tutwiler had to take to Mantz’s
L-l, or to either of the two helicopters

which were used for some of the aerial
shots, special camera mounts had to be
rigged up—a matter that was entrusted
to a qualified aerial grip the studio sent
along for this work. In most cases, Tut¬
wiler said, the camera was mounted on
a two-way leveling head, which enabled
him to keep horizons straight at all times.
Any vibration encountered was mini¬
mized by using short-focal lenses and by
cranking the camera at above normal
speed. “Vibration is something you al¬
ways encounter in photographing from
aircraft," said Tutwiler. “Therefore I
never like to use lenses of long focal
length in air shots. Where possible, I
use a wide-angle lens and work in as
close to the subject as safety permits. In
shooting the aerial circus shots, we
worked in the air as close as 50 feet
of the performing circus planes, using
a two-inch lens.”
There are several air-filmed sequences
which stand out in the picture. One of
the most memorable is the sequence
showing Lindbergh’s arrival in Paris. On
the screen, this sequence begins with a
breathtaking long shot of brightly-lit
Paris at night—a product of the studio’s
special photographic effects department.
Then follows footage made by Tutwiler
—actually photographed over Paris at
dusk, with most of the city’s lights
turned on — an accommodation which
city officials were enthusiastic in render¬
ing. This sequence begins with Lind¬

In studio lighting and production equipment

bergh’s plane coming into the city over
the Seine River, past the Eiffel Tower,
and thence to the airfield where it
landed midst the uproarious applause of
Parisians who had gathered on the field
to greet Lindbergh.
“For these shots,” said Tutwiler, ”1
simply opened up the lens to its widest
stop, and under-cranked the camera as
much as I dared. Fred Gage’s laboratory
at Warner Brothers’ studio latensified
the negative in the processing in order
to get the utmost detail out of the ex¬
posures. Where possible, I made several
takes—at 12, 18, and 16 frames per sec¬
ond—to give the laboratory plenty of
latitude in which to work in securing
the most desirable results.
To heighten the drama of Lindbergh’s
perilous takeoff, which was filmed on a
field near Santa Maria, California, direc¬
tor Billy Wilder wanted the plane with
its heavy load of gasoline, to just barely
graze the top of a row of trees at the
end of the runway—or at least appear
to do so on the screen. “I want a vivid
shot of just how the tree tops looked to
Lindbergh as he skimmed over them in
the takeoff,” said Wilder.
For this Tutwiler used Mantz’s slower
L-l plane. The plan was to shoot the
scene with the camera plane coming in
for a landing over the trees, instead of
taking off—as the Spirit of St. Louis
appears to do in the picture—with the
camera facing backwards and the film
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running through it in reverse. By turn¬
ing the negative so photographed endfor-end when printing, the scene appears
to have been filmed while the plane was
taking off over the trees. It was done
this way because a more realistic effect
was possible.
The Mitchell camera was mounted un¬
derneath one of the wings and was op¬
erated by remote control. Using a 50mm
CinemaScope lens, Tutwiler cranked the
camera at 48 frames per second to off¬
set the faster speed of the camera plane
compared to that of the Spirit of St.
Louis. With the speed so halved on the
screen, the scene is even more convinc¬
ing—looks just like it would appear from
the slow-moving “Spirit.”
One of Tutwiler’s proudest achieve¬
ments is the filming of a scene required
for a composite shot in which Jimmy
Stewart as Lindbergh looks out of the
window of his plane and sees a number
of fishing boats below in an Irish bay.
While such a shot is ordinarily accom¬
plished by background projection, pro¬
ducer Hayward wanted the infinite in
sharp detail to prevail both in the image
of Stewart and the cockpit interior and
of the fishing boats and the fishermen
some distance below.
In the beginning Tutwiler planned to
take a piece of the film photographed
earlier of Stewart in the plane cockpit
and matte it into his finder as a guide
for spotting the fishermen in the picture

area so they would always be exactly
framed in the cockpit window. But at
the last minute he decided to proceed on
his memory and shoot the scene “blind,”
hoping for the best. As it turned out, his
focusing and composition were perfect.
His footage was matted in frame by
frame by the studio, using its Ultra
Violet process, to produce one of the
photographically outstanding scenes in
the picture.
In summing up air cinematography in
general, Tutwiler said that success in
aerial photography, especially in a big
production such as “Spirit of St. Louis,”
depends upon the coordinated effort be¬
tween cameraman, the pilot of the cam¬
era plane, and the pilot or pilots living
the craft being photographed.
“I always work on the theory that you
are never any better than the men work¬
ing with you. You need a well-coordi¬
nated team and you need to be able to
second-guess things yourself so that you
can advise your pilot and the pilots of
the other planes what to do and when
to do it,” said Tutwiler. “Two-way com¬
munication was maintained at all times
between myself and the pilots and all
were able to listen to the radio con¬
versations as though all were present
in one ship.”
Recalling the long-range effect his Air
Force experience has had on his career,
Tutwiler says that it has been both good
and bad. “When I returned to Holly¬

wood after getting out of the service,”
he said, “I was tabbed as an aerial pho¬
tographer. Ever since then, studios seem
to think of me whenever there is air
stuff to shoot, but not often enough as
a production cinematographer.” Actual¬
ly his non-aerial photographic experi¬
ence is quite extensive. His most recent
assignment was directing the second unit
photography for Leland Hayward’s “Old
Man of the Sea.”
When asked what special qualities or
experience make a good aerial cinema¬
tographer, Tutwiler replied: “The abil¬
ity to feel at home in the air; having
familiarity with aircraft in general —
knowing how they perform, how pilots
handle them, etc. All this is important
for the cameraman shooting motion pic¬
tures from any kind of aircraft.”
But that’s only part of the story. The
aerial camerman must also be a man of
initiative and dependability; resourceful
and completely self-confident. Under¬
standably, he is trusted to “bring home
the bacon" without the necessity for re¬
takes. Retakes in aerial photography are
a costly luxury intolerable to most film
producers.
Did he encounter any close calls on
the “Spirit of St. Louis” assignment?
we asked Tutwiler. Yes, while Paul
Mantz was piloting the B25 on a trans¬
portation flight. “It was during a take¬
off.” recalls Tutwiler. “The plane was
just fifty feet off the ground when one
■■■
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of white light,
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“I'd give my ‘oscar’ for a
completely maneuverable
dolly. No tracks. I want
freedom for my camera.”

want to make the
best pictures in the shortest
time at the lowest cost.”

of the engines conked out. Mantz skill¬
fully turned it around and came down
low over a nearby graveyard, finally
making a safe landing on the private air¬
field of an eastern plane manufacturer
doing government work. We were all
placed under technical arrest for invad¬
ing the airfield without permission. I
told the arresting officer that I didn't
care if they threw me in jail and left
me there. I was so happy to he on the
ground. I never saw such big tomb¬
stones and so many of them in all my
life as we skimmed over that cemetery!”
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from the scene of action. As a result
people get in the way as they crowd
in close to look at a wrecked car or its
victims. Also, by working in closer with
the wide-angle lens, I have the advan¬
tage of better light, as my Fezzolite unit
is closer to the subject being filmed.”
Because most of his shooting is done
with the camera hand-held, he rarely
uses a telephoto lens in accident cover¬
age. In fact, Seymour rarely uses a
tripod in this work, preferring to steadv
himself against some solid object such
as a tree, automobile, etc. “Moreover,”
he says, “being freed of the tripod, I
can go anywhere with my camera to
improve my vantage point.” After get¬
ting his normal shots, he will mount
the top of a fire truck, ambulance or
some nearby truck in order to get shots
from an elevated angle. “I make it a
point to always vary the angle of my
shots in order to give my films variety in
viewpoint. Its a professional touch that
pays off well in added interest to the pic¬
tures,” Seymour says.
Most press photographers covering the
same kind of events want a red light and
a siren on their car, believing it helps
speed them to the scene. Seymour has
been getting to accidents for years with¬
out the benefit of either. “But speed in
getting to an accident is highly essen¬
tial,” said Seymour. “I always try to
get to he scene before the ambulance
arrives so that I can get pictures of the
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victims before they are placed in the
ambulance.
“In rolling to a traffic accident, I
start planning my shooting based on
the information already received by
radio. As the scene comes into view be¬
fore me, I start my camera in my car
and continue shooting until I roll to a
stop. This gives me a general view of
the scene of the accident. 1 park my car
far enough away so that I won't be
penned in by the cars of others attracted
to the scene. I move quickly about,
covering the accident in detail with my
hand-held cameras, getting shots which
I believe will graphically indicate both
cause and effect of the crash. Stills are
also shot, both in color and black-andwhite. Uusually I move into a scene such
as this with some 50 pounds of equip¬
ment dangling from shoulder straps.
“As soon as I complete covering an
incident with both still and movie
cameras, I go to the nearest telephone
and inform the Chicago Tribune, which
buys most of my accident photos, des¬
cribe the pictures I have just made and
give them details of the accident. I then
call WGN-TV and let them know I have
shots of the accident for their TV news¬
reel, advising when the film will be
shipped, and how. The station does the
processing of the film.
In between shooting automobile
crashes, Seymour covers fires and an
occasional tornado. The amount of film
he will shoot of an event depends upon
the seriousness of the accident or dis¬
aster and what is required to depict it
graphically. In covering a big oil com¬
pany fire at Whiting, Indiana, recently,
he shot 900 feet of Kodachrome. Some¬
times accidents happen faster than he
can cover them. Recently he covered
five “fatals” and three traffic accidents
in a 60-hour period. Every event is
thoroughly covered with both movie and
still cameras. He never runs out of film.
An adequate supply of 16mm and still
camera film is maintained under one of
the seats of his station wagon where,
Seymour says, conditions are ideal for
its safe storage.
Occasionally Seymour will re-stage oi
reenact an accident in order to provide
footage necessary to complete a se¬
quence for one of his traffic safety films
based on crash pictures made during the
course of his work. An example is the
case of a car which crashed into a tree,
at terrific speed killing all occupants.
Seymour wanted to show on the screen
just how crashing a tree looks from the
driver’s seat of the victim’s car. He
mounted his Bell & Howell 70DA on
the Autopod and set the film speed at
8 frames per second. Out on a nearby
highway he drove at normal speed with
the camera running, then suddenly
veered off and drove directly toward a
tree—jamming the brakes to a stop just

inches away from the tree. This ultra¬
speed footage, when screened, gave a
very realistic impression of an actual
crash, when intercut with other scenes
Seymour had previously made, includ¬
ing closeups of the wrecked car and a
truckload of parts and wreckage picked
up following the crash.
Arriving home after covering an ac¬
cident, Seymour’s first step is to put his
powerpack on the charger so it will be
ready for the next asisgnment. Then he
cleans all his lenses and inspects the
film gate and sprockets of each 16mm
camera—reloading the cameras so they,
too, will be ready to go into immediate
action. It often happens he will get a
call to cover an accident while still out
on an assignment.
Loading film is one procedure that
Seymour tackled and perfected early in
his movie making career. He long ago

learned to reload his movie cameras in
the dark—something, he says that makes
it possible to get the vast coverage he
does in motion pictures.
His traffic safety films, such as
“Slaughter on the Highway,” have done
a lot to alert motorists against taking
chances on speeding and violating traf¬
fic laws. This and other Seymour films
show graphically what can happen to
ordinary motorists who fail to drive
carefully. The films show cars in viola¬
tion of the laws and the end result—the
accident.
Because Seymour has probably done
more with motion pictures to encourage
safe driving than any other motion pic¬
ture photographer, the citizens of his
state have honored him with the title,
“Mr. Traffic Safety of Illinois.” We
could use a few more Seymours every¬
where.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS
(Continued from Page 379)

order to extend the scene to the desired
thirty feet.
Following this the exposed raw stock
was wound back in the printer magazine
and further exposing was done with the
counter matte in conjunction with the
master print. This time the frame with
the body in the reclining position was
also frozen in the printer for repetitive
printing for ten feet and exposed up to
the footage required by the head shot.
After the head and body joined to¬
gether the counter matte was removed
and the master print was duped in the
customary way. The shot, when thus
completed, gave just the effect desired
by the director. To have produced such
an effect by exposing directly in the
camera would not only have been costly
hut extremely tricky and subject to er¬
rors. At best it would have been a hitand-miss method and the extra time in¬
volved would only add to the cost of the
production. The result accomplished is a
good example of how the optical print¬
er, intelligently used, not only can cut
production costs but accomplish special
effects better and quicker.
In another instance—for the picture
“Abe-Hayat”—we made use of what is
known as back projection, combined
with the optical printer. A shot of a fly¬
ing carpet was required, moving solidly
against a sky background complete with
clouds. We did not employ the travelling
matte technique for this effect, but in¬
stead utilized the back projection meth¬
od, which was cheaper and simpler to
use. The flying carpet, mounted on a
platform as shown in the accompany¬
ing sketches, was set up before the back¬

ground projection screen and the scene
photographed. Then the carpet was re¬
moved and another shot taken of the
background alone. Master prints were
made from both negatives and printed
together with suitable masking on to a
dupe negative, using the optical printer
The result is shown in the sketches A,
B, C, D, and E.
Again background projection was em¬
ployed in conjunction with the optical
printer for special effects for “Prabhu ki
Lila.” The effect desired was that of a
goddess coming out of the water astride
a crocodile. To begin with, a shot was
made by background projection, with
only the water background projected on
the screen. Then the second shot was
made with the goddess sitting on the
prop crocodile and entering the scene
with the background projected at the
rear.
The master prints were made in the
usual way from the two shots suitably
masked in the optical printer and print¬
ed directly onto the dupe negative, as in
the previous example. In the shot where
the goddess enters the scene on the croc¬
odile, a matte was employed up to the
legs of the animal. The shot of the back¬
ground water was masked from the top
down. (See sketches AA, BB, and CC.)
Although theoretically the same tech¬
nique was used for both “Abe-Hayat”
and “Prabhu ki Lila,” the results ap¬
peared different.
The three examples cited here are
comparatively simple, but they are suffi¬
cient to prove that, provided a little
thinking is given to such problems,
many more complicated shots can be
undertaken and carried out successfully.

We clean up...
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SOUND RECORDING
(Continued from Page 383)

m\

planned with regard to accompanying
music and narration, the mixing of the
two elements (either singly or together)
may be accomplished after a few “dry
runs” to see how things work out.
It is, of course, the simplest way to
feed both the microphone and turntable
signals directly into the recorder-pro¬
jector, since both of the machines re¬
ferred to here are equipped to mix the
two signals to any desired degree; but
the writer has found the most flexible
method to be where music and narration
are recorded separately and later mixed
on to the sound track. This method, of
course, requires the use of two tape re¬
corders to feed the separate signals, via
a mixer, on to the magnetic track and
since two recorders may not always be
readily available the method which will
be described here involves only the use
of the recorder-projector itself.

... before we do your work
• RCA Sound Recording
• Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and Black-and-White
• Magnetic Laminating

As mentioned in the preceding para¬
graph one actually requires only a mi¬
crophone and turntable pick-up, as well
as the projector, to come up after a few
“test runs” with a perfectly acceptable
recording. And if you have a definite
dead-line to meet then by all means do
it that way. But if you aim for sound
which has a decided air of being under
control through the entire length of the
film then a better plan is to use a soundmixer, tube-powered and not merely a
number of wire-resistances coupled to¬
gether, and of as many channels (in¬
puts) as may be required. This mixer
should also be fitted with a “VU-meter”,
or volume level indicator of the type
where the level of sound being recorded
is shown by a needle moving across a
calibrated dial, rather than the “neon
eye" type of level indicator. With the
“VU-meter” completely accurate sound
level is shown, whereas the neon type
does nothing more than indicate when
the system is reaching the “overload”
stage (which, briefly, means that your
sound is “about to distort any time
now”)
no two neon-type indicators
are exactly alike in their reaction to
sound volume. At best they are merely
“indicators” rather than “controls,” al¬
though to a person constantly using the
same machine a definite familiarity of
optimum sound level may be achieved.
Monitoring of the sound is best done
with head-phones (and most mixers have

FILM

LABORATORIES,

INC.

1905 Fairview Ave., N. E.,
LAwrence 6-4634
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though a separate speaker can be used
if the monitoring is done in another
room (with closed doors between) so

Washington 2, D. C.
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a “phone” plug for just this purpose)
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that sound is not permitted to feed back
into the microphone. The writer’s per¬
sonal choice, however, is a head-set as a
certain “awareness” of sound level and
quality seems to “come through” on
phones which is missing with a speaker.
But this is strictly a matter of personal
choice.

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

From the foregoing, then, it will be
seen that an electronic sound-mixer,
while not absolutely essential, is defi¬
nitely an ideal addition to a good sound
recording set-up.
As to the type of microphone to use—
and there are several schools of thought
on this—there is one hard and fast rule.
Use as good a “mike” as you can afford
if really good sound quality recording
is what you are after. The small crystal
mike, usually supplied with both the
Kodak and Bell & Howell machines,
while adequate for simple sound record¬
ing requirements, leaves a lot to be de¬
sired if top quality sound is your aim.
After all, let’s face it; the sound you
will record will be only as good as your
mike can handle and a limited-fre¬
quency-response microphone will, of
course, result in a recording of similar
quality. If you want proof of this just
borrow a really good mike for a record¬
ing session and you'll get the idea. The
writer has used a variety of mikes, rang¬
ing from crystal and moving-coil (dy¬
namic) to condenser and ribbon-velocity
types and has found the ribbon-velocity
type gives the best overall results. Not
that any one mike can be said to be
good under all possible conditions (oth¬
erwise there would only be one kind)
but the ribbon-velocity used in this set¬
up, an Electro voice V-2A, comes up with
excellent quality of speech, music, and
sound-effects.
And the use of a low-impedance mi¬
crophone is certainly to be recom¬
mended. This enables the mike to be
used at a greater distance from the
recording activity without introducing
hum and the loss of high frequencies,
which become noticeable when a highimpedance mike is used over a greater
distance than, say, eighteen feet. There’s
something else, too, about a low-imped¬
ance mike—the signal always seems
crisper and stronger. It isn’t necessary,
if you already have a high-impedance
mike of good quality, to go out and buy
a completely new mike. All that is
needed to obtain the same results as you
would get with a mike of low-impedance
is to convert the signal, by means of a
microphone transformer, from high-im¬
pedance to low. Two transformers will
be required. One, to transform the signal
at the mike from high to low impedance,
and the second one to reverse the pro¬
cedure at the amplifier end of the cable.
Again, some mikes (such as the Shure
556) are fitted with self-contained trails-

For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to the needs of film producers,
large or small, feature or com¬
mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• It serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.
The New MARK IX
* Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”
with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is an

engineering

achieve¬

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG¬
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line
contains exclusive features found
in no other recorders, yet all
carry low, low price tags.

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier
components;
mote

push-button

control

motor

controls;

re¬

Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound Man’s judgment. Switch
to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

footage counter, record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,
17y2mm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM "B" includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.
Model X-400

$2,820.00

is a completely synchronous
film

16mm Magnetic

recording channel, professional

detail.

in every

•
•
•

Can be operated in "console" position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit.

MARK IX SYSTEM “C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and remote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

Features

.

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬

•

TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor

eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power

•
•
•

amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.
$985.00
Prices subject to change without

notice

$2,520.00

•

$1,570.00

(7flffl€Rfl€ouipm€iiT(o.,inc
Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
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Established 1949
Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the

REVERSAL PROCESS
special attention to
FASTAX

DEVELOPING

on request:
TRI-X processed to

1000 ASA

Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19r N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
• PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic
• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
• REWINDERS
One

of

And now, assuming the availability of
a turntable and associated pick-up;
head-phones; and at least two other
people as anxious to obtain a good re¬
cording as you are yourself, you are
ready to “roll 'em.”
Naturally, the narration must be
timed to fit the picture, and appropriate
music chosen to accompany it. And the
points at which the narration pauses
should be worked out so that the music
level may be varied accordingly. All of
which, of course, takes a lot of time—
but it is time well spent and enables
the actual recording to be done with
little loss of time and with all of those
participating in the recording session
knowing exactly what is to be done at a
given moment.
Typewritten cards 5" x 8" should be
prepared -—- with enough copies made
(by photostat or by simple duplicator)
for all participating in the recording
session—giving a fairly detailed outline
of the film, shot by shot, with everything
noted in so far as it affects the record¬
ing. Something like this:

(Assuming the Main Title and Credits to have already passedand to be fading out)

Write for
Catalogue

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28, Calif.

^ Heady-£ddy
U. S. Registered Trademark
HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a certain period of
time?” etc, etc.
A MUST FOR EVERY¬
ONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.
$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or write

—

READY-EDDY,
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ever may be doing the narrating) will
speak. This should send the “VU-meter”
needle over to about the 85-90 mark
and, on the machine, the neon should
flicker at the point where the needle
reaches “90”—and then, if during re¬
cording you keep the sound level below
the ‘90” point, you will eliminate any
possibility of “overloading” your equip¬
ment and your recording will never be
distorted. Various settings of the re¬
cording-projector input control may
have to he tried before the best setting
is arrived at—but, once having deter¬
mined the setting, leave it there.

the

new series 20
Moviolas
fo r
picture and
sound.

1451

formers which, by means of a selector
switch, may be converted to either high
or low impedance at will. Where you
have one of these mikes then only one
transformer need be purchased—for use
at the amplifier to step up the low im¬
pedance to high.
To this point we have covered the two
important elements in magnetic soundon-film recording—the microphone and
mixer—outside of the recording-pro¬
jector itself. And assuming the machine
to be in perfect working order nothing
about the machine need be covered other
than the rudimentary instructions of its
handling, since all of the points are cov¬
ered in the machine’s own instruction
manual. However, since the area of con¬
trol is to be removed from the machine
to the mixer controls it is important that
the input control to the recorder-pro¬
jector’s amplifier be set at a pre-determined setting and left there. This con¬
trol is usually the one regulating ‘"micro¬
phone input” as the output from the
mixer to the machine should be fed in
through this control, unless the mixer
you use has a very high amplification,
in which event the signal would be fed
into the “phono” socket and controlled
through the “phono” control. Only a
series of tests at various levels will in¬
dicate which channel should be used,
and when it is determined, then the con¬
trol should be set at, roughly, the mid¬
way position. Though, again, this is
only a “rule of thumb,” since various
machines and mixers will require differ¬
ent settings to come up with the best
results. And for a guide, make a test
with the mike “live” and the mixer and
recorder amplifier “on.” Talk at what
you feel will be the loudest you (or who¬

Sandy

Hook,

Conn.
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SHOT NO. 6
Fade In
Long shot
Main street of
Hicksville.
Length
25 seconds.
Cut to

(Comes
“This is
Hicksville.
with far
ideas. A
which, for
by.”

V oice
in 2 seconds after fade-in)
Main Street.
Main Street
A typical Mid-Western town
from typically Mid-Western
town with vision. A place
once, progress has not passed

Music
Fade down
title music.
Keep low in
b/ground at
LEVEL No. 2
(Determined by
experiment)

SHOT NO. 7
Mid Shot
New
Super movie
theatre
Length
10 seconds
Cut to

“Places like this-”

Bring music
slowly up to
LEVEL No. 5

SHOT NO. 8
Mid shot
New
Shopping Center
Length
10 seconds

“And this, represent the forward plan¬
ning of this wide awake community”

Maintain
LEVEL No. 5

June,
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$3800.00
$1700.00

Formerly Sold for
Now

Continuous projection process makes it
SAFE for originals and Pine grain masters
No longer do you have to defer editing until
duplicates are made. The Precision Film
Editor is so machined that no portion of the
film except the sprocket holes, comes into
contact with any surface. Permits several
persons to view a clear, flickerless 7" x 9"
picture under any studio or telecasting situa¬
tion—without time loss for modification or
special setup.
Electromotor drive with a stepless variable
gear. Ratio of 1:28 permits filmspeed varia¬
tion between 2-56 fps. Ratchet action indi¬
cates 24 fps. Direction can be reversed at
FRANK

any speed by foot pedal or switch. True opti¬
cal system of a 12-surfaced rotating prism
ideal for daylight viewing. Less noisy than
conventional machines. Sound synchronizing
possible whether machine is running or
stopped. May be equipped with built-in film
counter. Console on top of attractive desk
contains 8" speaker, screen and 4 w ampli¬
fier. Many other wonderful features. Avail¬
able in both 16 mm and 35 mm models.
Every busy film editor will say it’s the an¬
swer to a prayer. See the Precision Film
Editor today.
C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl €ouipiii€iit (ojnc.
Dept. A
Details of each shot should be on in¬
dividual cards, numbered conspicuously
at the top right-hand corner in accord¬
ance with the shot number, and stacked
in rotation. Having them arranged this
way enables all concerned to follow the
film shot by shot and to operate in ac¬
cordance with the instructions, and as
each shot is dealt with the card can be
turned over out of the way.
Ideally, the smaller the group of peo¬
ple involved in a recording session the
better the end result since, in sound re¬
cording as in nothing else, the old adage
of “too many cooks—” surely applies.
However, by dint of much experiment,
the writer has discovered that the ideal
number required to handle all functions
of a magnetic session for a 16mm film
is three: narrator, mixer-projectionist,
and turntable operator. More than this
number causes confusion. Less makes
the task a bit harassing. But each should
have his instruction-cards and, of course,
all should have previously viewed the
film several times in order to have be¬
come familiar with it from beginning to
end.
The actual recording set-up should, of
course, be spread out—with the narrator
working as far as possible from the pro¬
jector, and with drapes and/or blankets
hung along the path the sound would
normally travel to act as absorbers of
unwanted noise. This method was used
in the case of the set-up illustrated here,

JUdson 6-1420

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

which shows the projector in one room
(the kitchen) beaming the picture diag¬
onally through a second room (dining¬
room) on to the screen in a third room
(living-room) with all operators of the
respective equipment having a clear
view of the projected picture.
Of course, the set-up can be varied,
depending upon the type and construc¬
tion of one’s home. For instance, we
know of one sound-movie enthusiast who
projects his picture on to the garage
door from the kitchen window—with the
narrator in a bedroom above having a
window facing in the same direction—
and the connecting cables are carried
through the cold air duct of the heating
system. And we have no doubt that any
number of ways to set-up for sound re¬
cording will suggest themselves to any¬
one who wants to improve on his tech¬
nique.
Yes, magnetic sound recording is easy
—easy enough, that is, if you are willing
to plan a little and use up quite a lot of
time and patience in working out what
to do before you set the machinery roll¬
ing. Like anything else on this earth,
magnetic sound recording, though so
simple that a child can operate the
equipment, is just as surely one of those
things to which applies the old saying,
“practice makes perfect” — and when
you couple practice with planning you
can come up with results well worth the
effort.
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THE NEW

FILM SPLICER
USES

Model

CLEAR PERFORATED
SPLICING TAPE
8-16
Model

35

price

on

request

It's E-Z to splice all types of film
16mm) with clear, perforated tape.

(8mm or

One stroke cuts both ends of film leaving it
in position for butt splice. No scraping, emul¬
sion dust, or cementing. Next stroke cuts tape
on film lines and places it on film.
E-Z splices are stronger, do not show on
screen, and are quiet in projection.
The E-Z 8-16 model has cast aluminum body,
hardened steel cutters and eight film align¬
ment pins.
Simple precision operation with professional
results.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
FREE:

Sample Permacel tape with
ordered on this coupon.

each

machine

E-Z SET PRODUCTS
Z731 E. Vandorf St. So. San Gabriel, Calif.
□ Please send free literature.
□ | enclose $. in check or money
order for E-Z Film Splicer Model 8-16.
(Calif, buyers include $1.40 sales tax.)
Name.
Address.
City.
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FILMING AFTER DARK
(Continued, from, Page 382)

THE MILLER

TRIPOD HEAD
Is The World’s Finest!

THE OFFICIAL OLYMPIC TRIPOD HEAD
for filming the 16th Olympiad
•
•

Miller equipment is precision—built of highest quality materials and every replace¬
ment part is available.
Miller equipment is used throughout the world by leading photographers, film and
television studios.

to a halt with perhaps a passenger or
two departing, and proceeds on its way.
Light reflections cast in the water of a
small drizzle or a heavy downpour make
such night scenes, and others like them,
doubly captivating.
The fireworks displays on the Fourth
of July offer one of the best subjects for
night filming in color. Good results can
be had with either Kodachrome or
Ansco Color—with the faster speed of
the latter offering the best opportunities
for the cine cameraist with lenses slower
than f/1.9.
With these suggestions as a starter,
additional ideas for interesting after¬
dark shooting should readily become ap¬
parent. So don't shelve your cine cam¬
era just because night has fallen. A
whole new world of filming pleasure is
open to the enterprising cameraman in
the hours after the sun has set. Acquaint
yourself with it. For there’s reel fun in
movie making at night.

AMATEUR SPECIAL EFFECTS
(Continued from Page 380)

Head consists of two factory-sealed units which are packed with a special fluid that
will not deteriorate and should last the life of the head.

Sold only by dealers.

See your nearest dealer.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.
Hollywood 46, California
Cable Address: MILEQIP

FOR BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT . . .
See Classified Advertising on pages 401, 402 of this issue.
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closeups. Fie can stage the action pre¬
cisely as he wants it and thus leave
nothing to chance. But best of all, he
can shoot his footage at his own leisure,
and he becomes completely independent
of the situations over which he can
exercise no control.
The author recently completed a pic¬
ture on the subject of private aviation
in which the prologue of the script
called for scenes of a commercial air¬
liner landing at the local municipal air¬
port. Shots of people awaiting the ar¬
rival of the airplane were to be intercut
into the footage of the various phases of
the landing and taxiing procedures of
the airliner. When the camera crew ar¬
rived at the airport, it was quickly noted
that all the filming would have to be
done in one general area near the ter¬
minal building. Because of the dangers
involved, no large commercial airport
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SUPERIMPOSURES

• SPECIALIZED TITLES •
OPTICAL EFFECTS
35 and 16mm

/\au MERCER & CO.
*

CinemaScope
B & W or Color

ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR FREE SPECIAL
4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYOOD 29, CALIF.
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CHART &

INFORMATION
NOrmandy 3-9331

FROM THIS ROOM
FIRST WITH THE FINEST
NEW

Kinevox-Hallen 16mm Portable Recorder

Conforms to Motion Picture Standards

kinevox! hallen

Film capacity 600 or 1200* feet
Simultaneous playback available
Footage counter
Designed for simple operation
Light weight, 28 pounds
Send for free brochure
*Mylar base stock

A
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can permit people to run around the
landing strips shooting pictures. Such
a restriction automatically ruled out the
possibility of obtaining the desired foot¬
age on the flight strips. The only al¬
ternative was to employ special effects
photography.
A miniature airport set was con¬
structed in a garage and was composed
of a pair of saw horses on which were
placed two 2 by 4 boards. A four by
eight foot piece of % inch plywood was
then layed on the two-by-fours. These
gave the plywood sheet the added rigid¬
ity it needed. Next the plywood was
covered with a four by eight foot sheet
of landscape mat. Runways and park¬
ing ramps were cut from white poster
board and the backdrop for the set was
light blue poster board. After the basic
set was completed, the props were then
arranged for photographing. All of the
props were purchased at a local hobby
shop. They included three model air¬
planes, the terminal building and fenc¬
ing. The airplanes, made of new plastic
materials, are very realistic in appear¬
ance and photograph like the real thing.
Best of all, they are quite inexpensive.
The set was lighted with one 375-watt
reflector-spot and three number two
photofloods in scoops. The picture was

This is the latest IMPROVED

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
jThis 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in the
studio.
Dolly can be used with any tripod. The special
individual caster locking system makes it possible
to lock either two

or three wheels in a parallel

position,

dolly

enabling

to

track

in

a

straight

line for rolling shots.
Dolly

folds

carry unit,
The

new

constructed

quickly

23”

in

model
with

into

a

compact,

length, weighing
instead
5"

of the

heavy

duty

easy-to-

16 lbs.

4”

wheels

is

rubber-tired

swivel wheels.
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GitteUd TRICYCLE COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY
Choice of The Professionals!
Designed to carry heaviest motion picture or TV camera and
to provide convenient space for both cameraman and his
assistant.
Dolly is constructed of strong
Three 8"

Vs” heavy wall and l1/*” OD aluminum tubing.

heavy-duty wheels permit smooth, silent operation of dolly.

Rear wheel has steering handle that can be locked for straight rolling dolly shots.
While leg spread of tripod, when mounted on dolly, measures 36", dolly is
easily maneuverable through doorways. Special leg nests for baby tripods.
Dolly folds in seconds into two easy-to-carry sections which fit into sturdy fibre
carrying case. Net weight of dolly is 56 lbs. Carrying capacity, 1200 lbs.

Write for prices and literature.
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A 400ft., Magazine for Your
BOLEX H-16*
Permits
Continuous Run of
400 ft., 16mm Film
•

•

•

For Any and All Occasions
Ideal for
Newsreel Work,
Shooting Wrestling
Matches, Prizefights,
Football Games, etc.
♦COMPLETE
Write today for
FREE detailed information

with Synchronous Motor and
Base—Includes Installation and Case.

TOLEDO CINE ENGINEERING
1 309 Milburn Ave.

Toledo 6, Ohio

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16mm
MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES
Research and Script
Photography, Studio and
Location
Processing
Edge-numbered Work Prints
Sound Recording and
Rerecording

Editing and Matching
Titling and Animation
Release Printing
Magna-Stri ping
Slide Film Animation
Slide Duplicating

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE
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shot in 16mm color which necessitated
a high degree of light intensity. Since
the scenes depicted outdoor action, the
principles of natural source lighting
were closely followed to give the illusion
of sunlight. Spill from the background
lights was controlled with gobos. The
lighting for each scene was closely
cheeked with the color contrast viewing
glass in order to assure proper balance
in the shadow areas, (Figure 1).
Considerable time was spent in plan¬
ning and rehearsing the action. Since
realistic
motion
was
desired,
the
propellers on the model had to revolve
freely. The propellers were made to ro¬
tate by air set in motion by a twelveinch fan placed well out of camera
range, (Figure 4). A white thread was
attached to the landing gear and the
model was pulled along the runway by
this thread. White thread was used
since it was undetectable against the
white poster board runway. Numerous
camera angles were employed in filming
this sequence. A wide-angle lens was
used for a head-on shot of the airplane
rolling down the runway. The use of
this lens gave added depth to the scene
and allowed a longer shooting time for
the action.
The camera was next mounted on a
dolly, and a tracking shot was made
with the airplane framed in a medium
closeup. Perhaps the most dramatic shot
of this sequence was that of the airplane
turning into the parking position. The
scene was shot as an ultra-closeup using
a two-inch lens, and was composed at
a low angle to include the front of the
fuselage and the two engines. An as¬
sistant moved the model by pushing
against the tail which was out of the
frame, (Figure 3). The shot shows the
airplane turning into the parking posi¬
tion with the propellers rotating at a
moderate speed. The plane stops and
the scene is held for a fewr seconds,
(Figure 2). The electric fan was turned

off while the camera continued to roll
and the propellers gradually came to a
stop. A high degree of realism was at¬
tained in this shot, which at best was
tricky because of the very shallow depth
of field encountered with the two-inch
lens.

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

When the film was edited, the live
action footage of the people at the local
airport awaiting the airliner’s arrival
was intercut into the staged action to
give a well rounded sequence.
For the special effects work, the set
was constructed and the action re¬
hearsed and filmed all in one day. The
models used in this sequence were pur¬
chased and assembled earlier. The total
cost of the props used on this miniature
set came to approximately ten dollars.
An electric fan is usually available in
most homes, and wooden saw horses and
plywood sheets are not too uncommon
in this do-it-yourself age. Therefore the
modest cost of the props would normally
take care of the entire expense of stag¬
ing this type of action.
All of the scenes were shot between
f/4 and f/5.6 at 24 frames per second
on Kodachrome type A film. Depth of
field was deliberately kept shallow
throughout the entire action so as to
throw the background out of focus and
thereby increase the illusion of reality.
The camera, a motor-driven Bell &
Howell 70DA, was mounted on a high-

FROM
CAMERAS

SOURCE

LIGHTING

MITCHELL

EDITING

Mole Richardson
Bardwell McAlister
Colortran
Century
Cable
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps 110V AC 5000W2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites
(shadowless lite)
Galor Clip Lites
Barn Doors
Diffusers
Dimmers
Reflectors

16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL & HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS

Moviolas • Rewinders
Tables • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags
Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnasync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder
Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

ZOOMAR 35mm

all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex
Blimps • Tripods

DOLLIES

ONE

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(£nm€Rfl €c;juipmem (o.jnc.

Fearless Panoram
McAlister Crab
Platform • Western
3-Wheel Portable

Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

develops^reversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline

STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
F.O.B.
Milford, Conn

corp.

FORCED WARM AIR DRYB0X, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbfng
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.
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hat and, except for the tracking shot
already mentioned, was completely sta¬
tionary. There is absolutely no place for
“pan” shots in this type of cinematog¬
raphy. Fades, as required, were made
with a Bolsey Cine Fader attachment.
Although the utilization of the model
airplane is described in this article, the
field of special effects is most certainly
not limited just to this item. The realm

is wide open and can be very challeng¬
ing for the amateur cinematographer,
since it offers unlimited opportunities
for individual creativeness and expres¬
sion. By employing this medium, any
cameraman can create the unusual and
unexpected to give his films that added
touch which can set them apart from
routine amateur motion picture pro¬
ductions.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 354)

It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Practical

•

Dependable

R. C. MERCER 8 COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone jack in camera and complete re¬
finishing . . . Quick
service . . . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:
Bass Camera Co., Chicago: Skinner, Hirsch &
Kaye, San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.;
Harold's, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas; Southwest Film Lab., Dallas,
Texas, or write direct to:

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055
We
Filmo

Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas

give
immediate
service on Auricon
repairs.
We add a critical focuser
any turret Cine-Voice.

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Dalton Girls,”
(Bel-Air Prod, for UA release; shooting at
Kanab, Utah) with Penny Edwards and John
Russell. Reginald LeBorg, director;
“Fort
Bowie,”
(Bel-Air Prod,
for UA release;
shooting at Kanab) with Ben Johnson and
Jan Harrison. Howard W. Koch, director.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Time Limit,” (Heath
Prod, for UA release) with Richard Widmark
and Dolores Michaels. Karl Malden, director.
• Robert Krasker, “The Quiet American,”
(Figaro Inc. for UA release; shooting in
Rome) with Audie Murphy and Georgia Moll.
J. L. Mankiewicz, producer-director.
• Finn Bergan, “Cinemiracle Adventure,”
(Louis de Rochemont Prod, for National
Theatres release; shooting at Port-of-Spain,
B.W.I.) with Lasse Kolstad and Sven Erick
Libeck. Bill Colleran, director.
• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Chicago Confi¬
dential," (Peerless Prod, for UA release) with
Brian Keith and Beverly Garland. Sidney
Salkow, director.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

• Henry Cronjager, “Whirlybirds,”* (Desi¬
lu Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig
Hill. Lee Sholem and Harve Foster, directors.
• Hal McAlpin, “When Hell Broke Loose,”

(Dolworth Prods.) with Charles Bronson and
Violetta Rensing. Kenneth C. Crane, director.
PARAMOUNT

• Haskell Boggs, “Teacher’s Pet,” (VistaVision) with Clark Gable and Doris Day.
George Seaton, director.

KTTV STUDIOS

• Daniel Fapp, ASC, “Desire Under the
Elms,” (VistaVision; Don Hartman Prod.)
with Sophia Loren and Anthony Perkins.
Delbert Mann, director.

• Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Lassie,” * (Robt.
Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton, Tommy
Rettig and George Cleveland. Various di¬
rectors.
LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE
• Alan

ASC,
“People
Are
Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Atkins, director.

Stensvold,

McGowan studios
commercials.*

Hank

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
o Robert Bronner, ASC, “Jailhouse Rock,”
with Elvis Presley. Richard Thorpe, director.
• Edward Colman, ASC, “The Iron West,” *
Pilot (California-National Prods.) with Pratt
Judson and Jeff Morrow. C. Nyby, director.

• Charles Lang, ASC, “Obsession,” (VistaVision) with Anna Magnani and Anthony
Quinn. George Cukor, director.
PARAMOUNT-SUNSET

o Jack Warren, ASC, “Zero Hour,” (Bart¬
lett-Champion Pictures) with Dana Andrews
and Peggy King. Hall Bartlett, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS
o John Russell, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,”* (Revue Prods.) James Nilsen and
John Brahm, directors; “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents,”*;
“General Electric Theatre,”*
with Ronald Reagan (Revue Prods.). Paul
Henreid, director;
“Jack Benny Show,” *
(Revue Prods.) with Jack Benny. Don Weis,
director.

• John Alton, Pure Oil, Langendorf Bread,
Big Top Peanut Butter, Duncan Hines Cake
Mix and Helene Curtis Shampoo commer¬
cials.* Various directors.

o Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo,” *
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Robinson. James
Nilsen, director; “State Troopers,”* (Revue
Prods.) with Rod Cameron. Richard Irving,
director.

• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Until They
Sail,” with Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine and
Paul Newman. Robert Wise, director.

o William Sickner, ASC, “Jack Benny
Show,”* (Revue Prods.) with Jack Benny.
Don Weis, director; “On Trial,” (Fordyce

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.
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Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Warren Andersen. An¬
drew McLaglen and James Kern, directors.
• Nick

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures. William Claxton, Frank MacDonald
and George Archinbaud, directors.

• Ray Foster. ASC,
Ludwin, director.

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm taink also available

Novak,
ASC,
“Wire
Service,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Dane Clark and George
Brent. Various directors; “Meet McGraw,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Frank Lovejoy. Various
directors.
• Joe

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Funny,”* (Art
Linkletter. Irv

DEVELOPING TANK

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Sad Sack,” (VistaVision) with Jerry Lewis and Phyllis Kirk.
George Marshall, director.

&
to

Automatic Daylight Processing

• Harold Wellman, ASC, “The Invisible
Boy,” with Richard Eyer and Diane Brewster.
Herman Hoffman, director.

vr
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PRECISION SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC

OPTICAL

Model 800, 16mm, 35mm and
V„" tape. NET PRICE, $259.50

Model 600, 16mm and 35mm.
NET PRICE, $185.00

FEATURES—Simple threading; polished stabilizer drum
with needle bearings (surface cannot damage film);
film rollers machined to conform with SMPTE standards,
equipped with oil-less bearings; precision ground shafts;

MAGNETIC
35mm

Model 700, 16mm, 17Vjmm,
and y4" tape. NET PRICE, $198.00

dimensions, 6"x6"x7Vi". AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt, 60-cycle,
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty Alnico V-speaker;
safety fused; prefocused socket; pilot light; 6-ft. heavyduty cord.

All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

mlm

PRECISION LABORATORIES
1037

BROOKLYN

UTICA AVENUE

Inc.) with Joseph Cotton. Hershel Dougherty,
director.

FILMLINE

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents,” * (Revue Prods.) Robert Stevens,
director;
“Jack
Benny
Show,” *
(Revue
Prods.) with Jack Benny. Don Weis, director.
• Herb Kirkpatrick, “Wagon Train,”* (Re¬
vue Prods.). Hershel Dougherty, director;
"State Troopers,” * (Overland Prods.) with
Rod Cameron. Richard Irving, director; Falstaff beer commercial.* William Whitney, di¬
rector.

“Back of Beyond,” (Variety
Pictures Prod.) with John Lupton and Gloria
Talbot. Leslie Selander, director; “The Way¬
ward Girl,” (Variety Pictures) with Marcia
Henderson and Peter Walker. Leslie Selander,
© Jack Marta,

f!L''c'o’\

I

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

I
I
I
I
I
I

“Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.
•

Paul

Ivano,

• Lotiirop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Wm. Seiter and Chas. Barton, directors.

ASC, “Blondie,”* with
Arthur Lake and Pamela Britton. Paul Landres. director.
• Jack

Mackenzie,

RKO-PATHE
Diskant, ASC, “Mr. Adam and
Eve,”*
(Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino
and Howard DufT. Frederick de Cordova and
Richard
Kinon,
directors;
“Richard
Dia¬
mond.” *
(Four Star Prods.)
with
Dave
Jansen. Various directors.
• George

/
1

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.© Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.

* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from l'/2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.

• Double Capacity Spray Wash
• Self-Contained Plumbing
• Uniform Tank Sizes • Filtered Air Supply _„
• Cantilever Construction
FRANK C. TUCKER
• Size: 76" x 50" x 24"
• Ball Bearing Gearbox
• Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

(JfimFRH CouipmenT (o.,inc.

Other models available. Write for literature.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MIVI
Service
Laboratory

• Milton Krasner, ASC, “Kiss Them for
Me,” (Jerry Wald Prods. I (CinemaScope &
DeLuxe color) with Cary Grant and Jayne
Mansfield. Stanley Domen, director.

ASC, “The Sun Also Rises,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Ava Gardner
and Tyrone Powrer. Henry King, director.
• Leo

Tover,

“A Farewell to Arms,”
(CinemaScope & Color; David O. Selznick
Prods.; shooting in Italy) with Jennifer Jones
and Rock Hudson. David O. Selznick, pro¬
ducer.
• Oswald

Morris,

Turner and
director.

Jeff

Chandler.

Jack

Arnold,

• Fred Jackman, jr., “Slaughter on Tenth
Avenue,” (CinemaScope) with Richard Egan
and Jan Sterling. Arnold Laven, director.
Ellis
Carter,
ASC,
“Damn
Citizen,”
(Shooting in New Orleans) with Keith Andes
and Margaret Hayes. Robert Gordon, director.
©

• Russell Metty, ASC, “The Female Ani¬
mal,” (CinemaScope) with Hedy Lamarr and
John Gavin. Harry Keller, director.
• James Drought, Union Oil commercial.*
John Sherwood, director; Camay Soap and
Joy commercials.* Nathan Juran, director.

© Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “Down Payment,”

Unsurpassed for ...

(CinemaScope; Jerry Wald Prods.) with Jef¬
frey Hunter and Dana Wynter. Martin Ritt,
director.
ASC, “Peyton Place,”
(Jerry Wald Prods.; CinemaScope) with Lana
Turner and Lloyd Nolan. Mark Rohson, di¬
rector.
• William

Mellor.

• Maury Gertsman. ASC, American Health
Studio commercial.* James Sherwood, director.
© George Robinson, ASC, “Please Pass the
Luck,”* Jack Daniels, director.

© Charles
Welborn,
“Please
Luck,” * Jack Daniels, director.

Phone BRoadway 5-2323
1672 Union Ave.

Memphis 4, Tenn.

(CinemaScope and DeLuxe color; shooting
in Tokyo) with Robert Wagner, Edmond
O’Brien and Ken Scott. Richard Breen, di¬
rector.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Mother Was a
Stripper,” (RegalScope; Regal Prods.) with
Vjrgina Field and Douglas Kennedy. William
Claxton, producer-director.

77he 7V]a iter Craftimanih If
lyjour 77i(m TTtheieruei
★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States

© Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Woman with a Whip,”
(RegalScope; Globe Enterprises) with Bar¬
bara Stanwyck and Barry Sullivan. Samuel
Fuller, producer-director.
• Karl Struss, ASC, “The Deerslayer,” (Re¬
galScope & Color; Kurt Neumann) with Lex
Barker and Rita Moreno. Kurt Neumann,
producer-director.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

H8 and HI 6 cameras:

For

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens Control
Handle • Complete Factory Parts & Service

HI 6 Cameras Only:

For

VARIABLE SHUTTER FOR H16 REFLEX
Write today for 1957 Illustrated Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
West Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Phone GRanite 3-3227

$190 Special Purpose
600 FOOT
CONVERSION FOR
AURICON
CINE-VOICE

IQll A.

Take-up is in camera on 100ft. reel. Used on horse race
tracks and other applications
where 100-ft. or less is ta¬
ken, then processed.

Regular

conversion

wilh

600-ft. takeup . $295.00
GREAT
12037

400

LAKES
Grand

MOTION
River

Ave.,

PICTURE
Detroit

Clothier,
“Darby’s
Rangers,”
(WarnerColor) with Etchika Choureau and
James Garner. William Wellman, director.
• William

• Ted McCord, ASC, “Cheyenne,” * with
Clint Walker. Leslie Martinson, director.
• Edward Fitzgerald. ASC, “Tender Fury,”
with Susan Oliver and Tommie Moore. Ber¬
nard Girard, director.
® John Seitz. ASC, “The Deep Six,” (Jaguar
Prod.) with Alan Ladd and Dianne Foster.
Rudy Mate, director.
® Wesley

Anderson.

“Conflict," *

Douglas

Hayes, director.
® Edwin Dupar. ASC, Falstaff beer, Schlitz
beer, Nabisco commercials.* Mel Dellar. di¬
rector; Budweiser beer commercial.* Dave
Monahan, director.
© H. F. Koenekamp, ASC, Gillette
commercial.* Mel Dellar, director.

Razor

TECHNIQUES OF HOLLYWOOD CINEMATOGRAPHERS
(Continued from Page 369)

Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets

|

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “The Lady Takes
a Flyer,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Lana

the

WARNER BROS.

® Charles Clarke, ASC, “Stopover Tokyo,”

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES. INC

Pass

SERVICE
4,

Mich.
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Howe’s efforts are always to make a
scene look humanly and naturally real,
rather than a demonstration of the sci¬
entific perfection attained by chemists.
With the new, faster film and lenses
available today, scenes can he photo¬
graphed in what amounts to “existing
light"—a candle-lit table actually photo¬
graphed by the light of candles, thus
giving truthfulness and fidelity of repro¬
duction from life to the screen.
The Howe approach is to photograph
scenes rather than talking people; to
photograph the story rather than just
the sets and the actors. Howe, as with
so many of his top-flight contemporaries,
has rare creative courage; he dares to
do things others have never attempted
or have purposely avoided.
Peverell Marley, A.S.C., is another
director of photography with specific
techniques and philosophies in the
art of cinematography. An Academy

June, 1957

Award winner and a veteran of many
years on Hollywood sound stages, Marley has one ruling passion: never to
photograph the same type of scene the
same way twice. “Like a musical com¬
position,” says Marley, “every picture
has a ’key.' That ‘key’ must be main¬
tained throughout each and every scene.
Phis is the responsibility of the director
of photography, and no one else.”
Individual expression plays a vital
part in photoplay cinematography, Mar¬
ley says, and adds that the cameraman
must be thoroughly convinced of a scene
before he can express it properly and
convincingly through the eye of the
camera.
New faces, he says, demand careful
experimenting in lighting and photogra¬
phy. The cameraman must carefully
light the new face and photograph it
from various angles, in order to de¬
termine how the player should be han-

f/'/tn l/tewfhg Made £$ey hM

NEW PROFESSIONAL
FILM VIEWERS 1:1:1,
35mm Professional Film Viewer $500.00

Every film editor will appreciate
a viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right on a
large 6" x AV2", brilliantly illum¬
inated screen.
The Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy

threading, portable, will not scratch
film. Put either of these viewers
between your rewinders and speed
up your editing. If desired, Counter
and/or Sound Reader can be easily
attached to either viewer.

Ask us about these time savers today!

fllH€Rfl

16mm Professional Film Viewer_$350.00
, 75.00

Counter additional.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., N«Y. 36, N. Y. Jlldson 6 ”1420
died when he or she goes before the
camera on actual production. Stage
lights can bring out structural deficien¬
cies in facial contours, and exaggerate
the poorest defect, but through proper
handling of the lights, these same de¬
ficiencies can be nullified and the face
enhanced to advantage. This, said Marley. is one of the most important func¬
tions of the director of photography;
and more than one screen star owes his
or her popularity to a specific photo¬
graphic style created by a director of
photography. It is the reason why many
stars insist on a certain cameraman to
photograph them when cast in a new
production.
Lighting for mood is a dominant ob¬
jective of Marley’s whenever assigned
to a production in which mood can en¬
hance the telling of a story. Any emo¬
tion, he points out, can be accentuated
bv lighting.
“Cameramen, like artists.” he says,
“are stylists. Each has his own individ¬
ual style and manner of photographing
the key players on the set. The individu¬
ality of the actor can be greatly en¬
hanced by the skill of the man directing
the camera.’*
During a career that has run the cin¬
ematic gamut from the old-time ortho¬
film “silents” to today’s CinemaScope
spectaculars, Karl Struss, A.S.C., has

Sound Reader additional.

150.00

1

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
ALL
IN

MODELS

FIT

YOUR CAR!

For Prices and Literature,
Ask Your Dealer or Write

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

10TH

AVE., NEW YORK
PLaza 7-3511

19,

N.Y.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURES AND TV EQUIPMENT

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 13 feet; has
external directional mike control.

BR-12

extends

from

6

to

12

feet.

3

Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.

4

Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20
has external directional mike control.

5

“Fishpole” mike boom extends from 6 to
12 feet. The monopod feature permits op¬
erator to handle “Fishpole” mike boom for
hours without fatigue.

feet;

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom lias a
sturdy 5-foot stand, tvhich can be
elevated to a height of 10 feet.

**like adding a sixth sense ...”

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras;
Bell & Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.

Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAR Products Corp.
602 E. Colorado Ave.

•

Santa Monica, Calif.

In World-Wid* Us*
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime*fog scenes«diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0. Box 46834. Hollywood, Calif.

Am KRIC A N Cl N EM ATOGRA PH KR
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Unsurpassed quality . . . high speeds . . .
broader scene coverage, dramatic magnified
closeups, factory mounting and collimating.
)
V*. 10mm F/l.S
Angonieux .$119.50
& Lomb Baltar... .$169.00
) 2”, 50mm F/1.0 Carl
Meyer Moviar ..$295.00
20”, 500mm F/.5.0 Carl Meyer Telephoto... .$355.00
1". 23mm F/0.03 Carl
NORMAL:
_ Meyer Moviar ..$155.00
1%^ 10mm F/2 Carl Zeiss Riotar.$109.50

Write for 1957 Lens Listing
BURKE

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago A. Illinois

MOVIE FANS

8mm and 16mm
DUPLICATES
16mm REDUCED TO 8mm
8mm ENLARGED TO 16mm
COLOR
B&.W
(Min.

.9c ft.
.4c ft.
Order

MAIL

$3.50)

ORDER

ONLY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
16mm x 100 ft.$1.00
16mm x 50 ft.75
8mm .50
•

FAST

SERVICE

COMET FILM SERVICE
P.O. BOX 447, Great Neck, New York

Classified advertising
are surprisingly low.

rates

Just 1 Oc a word when your
ad is set like this:
AURICON Pro CM71 and EIF View Finder,
cases and related equipment barely used.

Or 15c per word when text
is set in all capitals, like this:
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT,
LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT, EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm.

Or 90c per line when text is
set in boldface, like this: (Note:
This style is limited to headline
and signature lines only.)
1 YEAR OLD & STILL GOING
HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST STORE

Send ad copy accompanied by
remittance to cover payment to
American Cinematographer,
1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Closing date for
copy is 15th of month preceding
issue date.
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proven himself both a technician par
excellence and one of the industry’s
most versatile directors of photography.
He shares with Charles Rosher, A.S.C.,
the distinction of being the winner of
the very first “Oscar” awarded by the
Academy for achievement in cinema¬
tography. That was back in 1927 and
the picture was “Sunrise,” on the pho¬
tography of which Struss and Rosher
collaborated.
“If modern-day dramatic cinematog¬
raphy may be said to belong to any
school,” Struss has said, “it would be
that of ‘idealized realism.’ With cinema¬
tography today we must strive to convey
an impression, not alone of actuality,
but a perfected actuality. Our aim is
to show players and settings, not merely
as they are, but as the audience would
like to see them. Each scene must not
only appear realistic, but idealized to
the extent at least of minimizing any
disturbing elements within it. Very few
players, for instance, have absolutely
perfect complexions; and still fewer ap¬
proach absolute perfection of line and
contour.
Therefore,
since
audiences
quite understandably prefer to see their
favorites presented favorably on the
screen, it is the director of photography’s
duty to minimize physical imperfections
just as a portrait photographer must
strive to please his clientele by present¬
ing his subjects both faithfully and fa¬
vorably—if not flatteringly.
“In attempting to do this, the director
of photography’s technical opportunities
are somewhat restricted as compared to
those of the portraitist. Where the latter
has almost endless opportunities for con¬
trolling results through photographic
treatment of the negative and print and
through retouching, the cinematogra¬
pher’s sole means of control is in the
lighting and photography. For him. the
process of development and printing are
virtually automatic, and permit only
very limited control. Thus the picture,
scene, or composition must be right in
all respects before it is shot. Make-up,
diffusion, lighting, and carefully chosen
camera angles are the means by which
this perfection is attained.” Struss con¬
cluded.
As we study each cinematographer’s
work on the sceen, it becomes evident
that each man’s technique is as individ¬
ual as is he himself. As it has been
pointed out before, just as no two paint¬
ers employ the same techniques in put¬
ting a picture on convas, we rarely find
two directors of photography who think
the same and work the same in photo¬
graphing a motion picture. Each cine¬
matographer’s “style” is the result of
his innate ingenuity, imagination, and
his insatiable desire to experiment and
perfect his work. Out of these things
have come the fine art of cinematogra¬
phy we know today.

•
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PRE-PLANNING
(Continued from Page 372)

is compact and not too expensive to buy
and operate, may be considered for set
lighting needs.
The small film producer today has
the advantage of many sources where
lighting, camera and grip equipment
may be rented. Camera Equipment
Company and Charles Ross, in New
York City; Jack Frost in Detroit and
Toronto, and Florida and Studio Light¬
ing in Miami—just to name a few—
supply lighting equipment to producers
operating in their respective areas
and sometimes far beyond. Other sup¬
pliers are to be found in most principal
cities of the nation.
In setting up the shooting schedule for
a picture it will be found advantageous
to plan for earliest shooting those scenes
which require the least staging—such as
exteriors, natural location interiors, etc.
In this way it is possible to get a sub¬
stantial portion of the production “in
the can” at an early date; and your crew
will be kept busy while the elements of
more complicated scenes are being as¬
sembled.
One of the first steps necessarv in
planning and setting up the shooting
schedule is to go through the script very
carefully and list the locations, props
and personnel that will be required for
shooting each scene; also, any special
equipment that may be required, which
must he procured.
A careful check should be made of
all proposed interior locations to make
sure that sufficient electric current is
available for the lamps that will be re¬
quired for illumination. For black-andwhite productions, the usual house light¬
ing circuits will often suffice; but for
color, where more light is usually re¬
quired, a portable power generator mav
be necessary. In large buildings and
factories, sufficient added power for
lights may often be obtained by running
a cable directly to the main switchboard.
The maintenance man on the premises
or the engineer should be called in to
make such a hookup.
Any props or costumes required for
a picture provide a problem all their
own. When possible, these should be
rented rather than purchased outright
or made to order.
In planning the order in which the
different scenes or “takes” are to be
filmed, consideration should be given
to several factors. Scenes in a common
locale or those which involve the same
members of cast and crew all should be
scheduled for shooting on the same day.
even though such scenes may be widely
scattered in the actual sequence of the
script. Thus, if scenes 22. 83 and 147

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.
Text set in lightface capital letters Iexcept 1st word and advertiser's
name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text set in boldface
type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with
STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.
35MM SPECIALS FROM OUR $250,000.00 STOCK

BEAT THESE

289.00

CECO BALANCED TV TRIPOD HEADS, $425.00
value, like new .

239.50

FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 speed with wedge ..

1,025.00
995.00

MITCHELL NC BABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.

995.00

NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs, w/preamplifier, transformer &
mtg. bracket .

575.00

DEPUE
most

AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROLS — al¬
ofF price. Twin 75 scene . ...

695.00

HEAVY DUTY 35mm
LOOP ATTACHMENTS.
Twin 3 point bases hold 2 uprights with
cross members and ball bearing spools.
Holds over 400' film. $500 value .

195.00

CAMERAFLEX
(CINEFLEX)
200'
Magazines.
(convertible to Arriflex) .

19.50

%

RCA
PHOTOPHONE
OPTICAL
RECORDING
Systems, complete with mixer, amplifier,
2-1000'
magazines;
syncmotors;
mike,
cables & cases. Rebuilt, from . 6,975.00
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MACHINES-2000' capacity. $425.00 regularly.
SURPLUS .
295.00
(for conversion to 16/35mm add $50)
MITCHELL 35mm SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERA
compl.
w/RCA
galvanometer;
4
Baltar
lenses,viewfinder,motor,mattbox;
sun¬
shade;
2
magizines,tripod.
$15,000.00
value. Reconditioned ... 6,995.00
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for Mitchell, Arriflex, etc.
$5000 value,
make CinemaScope compatible pictures .... 1 ,000.00
NEW
ACE
FILM
SPLICERS—non
magnetic,
butt
or
lap
all
sizes
8/16/35/70mm.
DeLuxe Model ....$69.50
Std. Model ....
59.50

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124
OVER 200 B&H EYEMOS SOLD AT AUCTION
BUY

YOURS

HERE

AT THE

RIGHT

PRICE

Guaranteed Perfect Performance—NOT Sold As Is
Bell & Howell Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider
turret, magazine opening & motor mount,
2"
B&H, 400' magazine and drum tube
finder .
$295.00
Trunks

(Model

A)

for camera,

lenses,

etc.

29.50

B&H 400'

59.50

Magazines—plastic

for

2

Eyemo

Motors

$29.50;

Metal.

magazines.
12.

24

or

115

volt.

From.

14.95
55.00

B&H Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider turret, maga¬
zines opening & motor mount, 3 lenses,
motor & cable, 2 magazines, positive finder
with objectives and trunk. ONLY. 495.00....

TRADES TAKEN
S.O.S.
Western

Phone

PL 7-0440

Cable:

SOSOUND

CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-2124

Holly’d,

fc

Calif.

AURICON-pro
w
view-range
finder,
aur.
amplfr.,
ektar lens 15, 25, 63mm, filters, 1 1 Ov power supp
w
12v
batt charger,
b&h tripod,
dirctnl
mike,
atlas boom,
2 color tran groverlites,
stands,
2
converters, Magnasync recorder x-400, mixer G-924,
dummy
&
p.eam
x400E-ll,
mag
eraser,
reels,
cables, cans, films, etc. beautiful equipment. Cost
me over $5050—sale price $3750 (or best offer).
BRUCE TORGET, 257 W. 68th St., N.Y. 23, N.Y.

NEW
AURICON
Pro 600
silent camera and case.
Two 600' film mags., acessories, 3 lenses. New
Auricon
Pro
tripod
and
case.
Price
$1,500.
ARTHUR GOLDEN,
15049 Greenleaf St., Sherman
Oaks, Calif.
25mm
F/2.3
Baltar,
coated,
$95.
Eyemo Focusing
”C” mount, equal to new. Sold on ten day trial.
Box 1271, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
A4ITCHELL FINDER, late type, new $150.00.
TON, P. O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

J.

16MM

DURALUMINUM BLIMPS, SPONGE LINED for
1200' Maurer or other cameras with ver¬
tical mounted motor. I.D.
1 8 V2 "x 1 0% "x25
" high. Closeout.

y2

55.00

BEAUTIFUL MAURER 05 CAMERA, 2 mags,
2 motors, viewfinder, sunshade, trunk . 2,495.00
PAN CINOR LATEST 17.5/70mm zoom type
lens, like new .
375.00
NEW
AURICON
CINEVOICE
turret
sound
camera
with
400'
magazine
coversion.
Includes
extra
zoom
lens
door,ampli¬
fier;
mike,
etc.
Demonstrator.
$,1300.00
value
.
995.00
CINE SPECIAL BLIMP, CUSTOM BUILT with
syncmotor, follow focus, $750.00 value ..
395.00
PRICE

SALE—

NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS & CABINETS
Used MM-102 CABINETS — hold 100-400'
reels
.
99.50
Used MM-184 CABINETS — hold 250-400'
reels
.
149.50
New RK-102 RACKS—hold 102-1000' 35mm
or over 200-400' 16mm reels .
87.50
NEW
MOVIOLAS,
16mm
PICTURE
ONLY,
reduced . 395.00
WESTERN
ELECTRIC 639 CARDIOID
Micro¬
hones
$236.00 value .
169.50
FILMLINE R REVERSAL PROCESSOR with 400'
and 1200' Magazine,- Recirculating Pump,Drain Dump. $2800.00 value . 1,895.00
NEW
HOUSTON
16mm
PROCESSOR
rollers
3%" dia. $1.00 value .
.49
HOUSTON RUBBER SQUEEGEES, soft, pliable
wiper blades, for 16 or 35mm processors
or cleaners. Per dozen $ 1.5Q; per 100.
9.00
DEPUE
OPTICAL
REDUCTION
SOUNDTRACK
PRINTERS, 35/16mm. Includes sync motor
and generator. $7,500.00 value. Recondi¬
tioned . 1,995.00
CLEAR PLASTIC WATER FILTER with renew¬
able cartride for processors, $50.00 value.
New
.
27.50

TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.

295.00

MAURER
MODEL
E
RECORDING
SYSTEM.
Includes Type 10 Recorder; V.D. galvano¬
meter,- 400' magazine; pos. mixer; ampli¬
fier; noise reduction; power supply,- vol¬
tage regulator, cables and cases. $10,500
value
. 5,995.00

—HALF

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

PRO STUFF IF U CAN

MOTORS for take ups .$

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CINE Special
Write Box

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A .
.
. developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo
lenses,
35mm x
1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

CiNE VOICE, adapted 400' magazine, kine shutter,
sync motor, 400' magazine, amplifier, mike, cables.
Shoulder case for amplifier, with battery, converter
for portable sound work. Will send sample foot¬
age. $595.00.
You pay freight. New Pan Cinor
zoom lens, 17.5 to 70mm, case. $350.00. Holly¬
wood
Jr.
Printer—never
used.
$165.00
value,
$75.00.
BILL
LANDRUM,
851
N.
Eustis
Drive,
Indianapolis 19, Indiana.

LENSES, Bausch & Lomb telephoto f5.6-20", excel¬
lent
condition.
Fine
for
Speed
Graphics,
etc.,
$65.00 ea. J. WALTON, P. O. Box 1457, Tampa,
Fla.

B&H 35mm full aperture printer. B&H 35mm camera
with
unit eye shuttle.
(170°
shutter).
2000
ft.
standard
Mitchell
magazine
with
torque
motor
takeup. 35mm Eastman waxing machine. Box 1272,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

35mm RCA non-licensed optical recorder. Akeley Pan¬
cake camera complete with motor, lenses, tripod
and magazine. Wall 35mm single system camera
with register pin movement complete with all ac¬
cessories with or without licensed RCA sound. Box
1273, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

PRECISION

Used
late model
MAURER
Economically priced.
Write

WAL¬

315

cameras and
for details.

recorders.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

Heads for Engineers
Record - Playback

-

Industry

WANTED
SINCE 1926 WE’VE BEEN PAYING TOPS
AND WE LL GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE
WE BUT • SWAP • SELL • CON-IU.N
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or
Laboratory
you don't need.

Equipment

WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE’LL
GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

SUPPLY

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE:

CINEQUIP

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your
production
and
struggle
with
old
or
used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.

1845

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23,

Mitchell

FOR SALE

Magnetic
Erase -

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

WALL 35mm Sound Camera, 170° variable shutter,
rack
over,
viewfinder,
electric
tachometer,
four
lenses, two 1000' and four 400' magazines, tripod,
new
TV
friction
head,
amplifier,
and
Modulite
galvanometer. In superb condition, $3,500.00. One
Wall camera body with two lenses only, $1 ,550.00.
J. WALTON, P. O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

ARRIFLEX
16mm,
Schneider
lenses:
16mm,
25mm,
75mm, Kilfitt Tele 150 mm, case, batteries, matte
box,
$1 ,650, used less than 3,000 feet.
R.
E.
PEDLEY, Box M, Palmer, Alaska.

Series 1.
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00.
1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

ONE 150KW DC 110/220V generator set consisting of
two 75KW generators driven by 220/440V motor
and complete with all necessary switch gear. The
entire unit mounted on trailer. Also one 100KW
unit
similar
to
above.
Box
1274,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

14.95

Trunks (Model B) for camera, mags, lenses, etc.

Trunks

BUYS ON

NEW TORQUE

ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus .

Phone PL 7-0440

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

MOVIOLAS WITH 3" MAGNIFIED PICTURE,
automatic take-ups, beautiful condition ....$

TRADES TAKEN

remittance to cover oayment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬
rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th
of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Eauipment

NATIONAL
209 West 48th St.

York.

A MERICA.A Cl N EM A T< )GRAIMI UK

CINE

EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York,

<Continued on Next Page )
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Classified Ads
(Continued from Preceding Page)
ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK.
THE
MOST
EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION: ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS, 385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA, SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESS:
ZENIER TOKYO.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Call Judson 6-2272.
EUROPEAN COVERAGE all countries. Stock shots avail¬
able. 20 years experience, see International Alma¬
nac. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road, London, S.W.
19, England.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonaDle cost.
Hiy
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Comple'.
studio and laboratory services. Color printing on,
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICT
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio
Phone Endicott 1-2707.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anschochrome Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production — Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INCE.
114

E.

8th

Ave.,

Denver

3,

Colorado.

TAbor 5-2818

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

STOCK FOOTAGE WANTED

all take place in the same location, it
is common sense to schedule them for
shooting at the same time, instead of
making three different trips to the lo¬
cation. While all scenes in sequence
might be dramatically more under¬
standable for the actors, it is rarely as
economical to shoot them that way as
grouping the scenes and shooting them
all at the same time or on the same trip.
Where the time allotted for filming
a picture is extremely limited, as is so
often the case with commercial produc¬
tions, an alternate shooting schedule can
be prepared for interiors or exteriors.
Here, weather conditions can be a fac¬
tor. Exteriors should be scheduled for
shooting first, weather permitting; but
an alternate interior sequence should be
charted for filming just in case bad
weather precludes shooting out of doors
at any time during the exterior filming
schedule.
There is another important factor in
film production that is often overlooked
in production planning, and that is the
time required for processing of the film
by the laboratory, the sound recording,
and for any other services necessary to
complete the film which the producer
must obtain outside of his own organi¬
zation.
Unless the producer plans and sched¬
ules his productions carefully, he may
promise a completed film on a specified

date, only to find that his laboratories
are unable to service him as promptly
as anticipated. It is advisable, therefore
to deal only with those laboratories you
can depend on to help you meet dead¬
lines.
Both from the pre-planning stand¬
point and that of day-by-day execution
of the production, the story board is one
of the most valued tools of the film pro¬
ducer. The story board gives all con¬
cerned a visualization of the production,
sequence by sequence, in continuity
form. Here the whole continuity can be
studied without the need for reading
the script page by page. Ideas for im¬
proving it, for deleting unimportant de¬
tail, and for cutting costs come readily
from story board studies.
Story boards can be of two types:
composed of photos or sketches of the
basic action in each sequence, or of
brief word descriptions typed or let¬
tered on small cards. Whether pictures
or typed cards are used, they are ar¬
ranged in sequence on a large panel
for study. As changes are made, new
cards or illustrations are made and sub¬
stituted for the discarded material.
No matter how much time is involved
in pre-production planning, it is worth
it many times in the better production,
finer photography, and—most important
the greater profits that result.

STOCK SHOT FOOTAGE
WILL PURCHASE selected footage, 16mm or 35mm,
color or black-and-white, suitable for commercial
library. Payment based on subject matter and photo¬
graphic quality. Submit films or description to
Elmer

Dyer,

Ansco

WORLD WIDE FILMS
108

So.
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“Adequate sunlight effects on exteriorinterior sets are not possible without the
terrific power and controllable source
size provided by ‘National’ carbons.”

The “National” carbon arc...
nothing brighter under the sun.
The terms "National” and "Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY • Division of Union Carbide Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

Exacting
Color Specifications

. . . Highest Quality
Every Time

* true fidelity color duplicates which
go far beyond mere color balancing.
That’s because
quality control is the very
heart of byron’s exclusive
color-correct process . . .
'v

$

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative for
16mm release.

U

For information and price list, write, phone or wire

Studios arid Laboratory
1 226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000

PRACTICALLY

EVERY

16MM

FILM

PRODUCER

IN
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In his Hollywood home, Ernest Haller (right), with Du Pont Technical Representative J. W.
DuVall, examines cuttings from “Strange Intruder," in which many scenes were shot on

Du Pont "Superior” 4 Film. Mr. Haller, who has worked with most of the major studios, says
that the co-operation of Du Pont representatives is a factor in his using Du Pont films.

“For every scene that needs a fast film,
Du Pont ‘Superior’ 4 is ideal”
says Oscar winner Ernest Haller, A. S. C., whose camera
work has earned him seven Academy Award nominations
In two of his recent pictures—“Strange
Intruder” (a Lindsley Parsons produc¬
tion for Allied Artists release) and “Men
in War' (a Security Productions picture
for United Artists release ) —Ernest Haller
used the new DuPont Superior® 4 Mo¬
tion Picture Film in every night scene,
all interiors and some outdoor sequences.
Mr. Haller reports that “Superior” 4 has
“every desirable quality.”
“I found DuPont ‘Superior’ 4 very
easy to work with,” he states. “It is vis¬
ually accurate —you get what you see in
the camera. It offers a wide range of con¬
trast, good gradation and resolution, and

is compatible with any light. It doesn’t
have the graininess of some fast film.
Mr. Haller points out that today’s Di¬
rector of Photography must make quick
decisions. “He must trust his own ability,
and he must have full confidence in the
film he uses. In my experience, DuPont
products always perform up to expecta¬
tions; so I did not hesitate to use a new
Du Pont film, for the first time, in a pic¬
ture as important as ‘Strange Intruder.’
In location work on ‘Men in War,’ I
found ‘Superior’ 4 a valuable companion
to ‘Superior’ 2: these two films assured
me of excellent screen quality.”

For more information on “Superior” 4
and other fine Du Pont motion picture
films, call or write your nearest Du Pont
Sales Office or write Du Pont, Photo
Products Dept.. Wilmington 98, Del.
In Canada: DuPont Company of Can¬
ada (1956) Limited, Toronto.
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta 8, Ga.
805 Peachtree Bldg.
Boston 10, Mass.
140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III.
4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
Cleveland 16, Ohio
20950 Center Ridge Road
Dallas 7, Texas
1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif.
7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N. Y.
248 West 18th Street
Phila., Pa.
308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood
Export
Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM
*EO. u. s. pat. off.

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry

■■■■I

Dry To Dry Cyc/e — Less than 5 Minutes!
Most Compact Unit Available —10'4" Long!
Check these additional outstanding features:

■ No changes or adjustments required for 16/35mm change-over. B Infinitely variable speed adjustment range
extending from 25 to 150 f.p.m. for negative/positive film. ■ Five solution-tight, vapor-tight compartments each
contain independent spray system; developer, water rinse, fix, second rinse, and wash.
■ Design flexibility permits great versatility. Spray chambers may be added or removed to suit any
processing procedure. ■ Entire processing and drying section designed for daylight operation. Load table and
accumulator in dark room. ■ Ample access panels and doors provided in front and rear for threading,
inspection, and maintenance. ■ All stainless steel construction, highly corrosion resistant. ■ Loading and take
up spindles equipped with automatic/manual film locks. ■ High speed jet impingement drying cabinet.
■ Color coded valves, pumps, lines, inlets and outlets minimize operator error.
■ Temperature control system brings solutions up to operating temperature in minutes.

Multiple Mitchell Cameras on Mobile Turret at U. S. Naval Air Missile Test Center,

Point Mugu, Calif. Seventeen 35mm and five 16mm Mitchells are used here.

CAMERA BECOMES BASIC RESEARCH TOOL
Vital Projects Now Heavy Users of Motion Picture

Official U. S. Air Force Photograph

Official U. S. Army Photograph

Cameras With Flexible Performance Range

Accelerated project work has today put increased
demands upon motion picture equipment. Because of
the need for a camera which can perform under a
broad range of research and development require¬
ments, the Mitchell Camera has today become the
standard basic motion picture camera used in proj¬
ects in this country and abroad.

200 Mitchell Cameras, mostly high-speed
models, are in use here at White Sands Proving Ground, New Mexico.

Powered Tracking Mount has Mitchell Cameras; over 50 Mitchells are used at U.S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, Calif.

Mitchell Telephoto Tracking Camera in use
at Air Force Missile Test Center, Cape Canaveral, Florida.

One of 12 Mitchell cameras used to track
missiles at Holloman Air Development Center,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

No other single camera can be used so flexibly,
under such extreme filming conditions, and for such
a broad range of cinematography as can a Mitchell
Camera. In one location, alone, 200 Mitchell 35mm
and 16mm cameras are now in use at White Sands
Proving Ground.
Write today on your letterhead for information
on the Mitchell Camera line.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4.CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO”
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16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!
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Arthur

Reflex Motion Picture Camera

Edeson,

Walter Strenge, Joseph Biroc.
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DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY Robert Planck, A.S.C. (in white
jacket, center)
prepares to start camera rolling on a scene for
Columbia Pictures’ "Jeanne Eagles,” as producer-director George Sidney
briefs Charles Drake and Kim Novak on dialogue and action for scene.
—Photo by Van Pelt.
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16mm Color Motion Picture
16mm Color Internegative
Positive Printing and
Processing

r

Magnetic Laminating
Color Slidefilm

. . . in equipment, accessories, services

16mm Black
and White

a transparent plastic holder and is at¬
tached to meter by a convenient flexible
cable. List price is $118.00.

Camera Shoulder Brace

New G-E Meter

/tya

LAKE S I D E

E*3I> /
LABORATORY

General Electric Company has an¬
nounced a new light weight, low-priced
photo-electric exposure meter, designed
especially for amateur photographers.
Trade-named Mascot II, it is priced at
$9.95. The direct-reading meter is not
much bigger than a cigarette lighter,
color-styled with a beige case and gold
dial with red accents, and gives instant
“one-answer” exposure readings well
within ASA accuracy standards.
The direct-viewing scale provides for
both f/ stops and the new Exposure
Values (EVS ) and settings for cine cam¬
eras at 16, 24, and 48 fps.

Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 Tenth
Ave., New York 19, N.Y., announces a
new shoulder brace for mounting 35mm
and 16mm cameras for hand-held cam¬
era shots. Made of lightweight cast alu¬
minum unit is rubber cushioned and
readily demountable. Literature and
prices are available from the manufac¬
turer.

Bell & Howell Telephoto

Elwood Densitometer

Box 2408
Gary 5, Indiana
Laboratory
5929 East Dunes
Highway
Telephones
Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114
Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

412

American Cinematographer

Fotomatic Corp., 2603 Kessler Blvd.,
N. Drive, Indianapolis 22, Ind., an¬
nounces production of a new light meas¬
uring instrument trade-named the El¬
wood Densitometer and Light Meter,
Model MA-1. This dual-purpose instru¬
ment is an ultra-sensitive meter for ac¬
curately measuring light qualities and
quantities. Unit consists of a light-sensi¬
tive crystal and a meter mounted in a
cast aluminum housing. The crystal, or
light reading component, is mounted in
July, 1957

A new 2-X telephoto attachment lens
for Bell & Howell 20mm lenses, fits the
B&H 16mm electric eye camera and the
Sunomatic lenses on the 200 series with¬
out affecting the automatic exposure fea¬
tures of the cameras, according to Bell
& Howell Co., Chicago. The attachment
doubles focal length of camera lens and
in effect brings subjects closer to cam¬
era. When used on the f/2.5 universalfocus lens, no focusing is required. With
the f/1.9 focusing mount lens, the latter
is focused according to simple figures
engraved on collar of the attachment
lens. Available generally through B&H
dealers, list price is $89.95. Viewfinder
objective to match is $10.50 additional.
Armistead in Chicago
Mark Armistead, Inc., leading renter
of camera equipment in Hollywood, has
opened a Chicago branch to supply mid¬
west film producers with latest type cam¬
eras and associated equipment. Head¬
quarters are in Studio Lighting Co’s.
Building at 2212 No. Halstead Street.

Auric on
tt

SUPER

12 0 0”

CAMERA

with Full-Frame Reflex Ground-Glass

FOCUSING

OPTICAL

SYSTEM

The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon "SUPER 1200”
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen
to name the Super 1200...“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!” This
Camera is "Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope "TV-T” Recording
Shutter, plus the combined "Rifle-Scope” Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon
"Super 1200”...

SHOOT

) TELEPHOTO FINDfR LENS

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING

"Super 1200" Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered
by any focal-length lens at all distances. A 10X enlarged Ground-Glass image
is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

No Camera-weight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting
position with the “Super 1200.” Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot
film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON “SUPER 1200”
Model “CM-74C” Features include...

^
^

GUARANTEE

^

All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30 day money-back guarantee.

^

You must be satisfied!

Auricon
A

PRODUCT

“Rock-steady" picture and High Fidelity Optical Sound-Track recorded on same film at same
time, with “whisper-quiet” Camera & Sound Mechanism synchronously driven by precisionmachined Nylon gears.
“Super 1200" is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.
Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides reliable coldweather Camera operation.
Geared Footage & Frame Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.
Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing through the
Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the “Rifle-Scope” precisionmatched Telephoto-Finder.
600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes continuous filming.
During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon “Super 1200" Film-Gate with the
light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an
exclusive Berndt-Bach feature (U.S. Patent No. 2,506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate
is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless
of how much film you run through the camera!
Priced from $4,652.15 complete for sound-on-film; $3,755.65 without sound; choice of “C"
Mount lenses and Carrying Cases extra.
Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee; you must be
satisfied. Write today for your free Auricon Catalog.

OF

BERN DT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California
MANUFACTURERS OF S O U N D-O N - FI LM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

TRIPOD
*325.00

Abu power unit
*26930

DICE
*295 00

AURICON PRO-600

SUPER 1200

SOUND RECORDER

*1497,00

*4652.15

*3359.00

Mixing your

Photographic

own chemicals?

Assignments

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
‘Asterisks indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS

I

• Carl Berger, ASC, “Portland Expose,”
with Edward Binns and Virginia Gregg.
Harold Schuster, director.

© Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Pal Joey,” (EssexSidney Prods.; shooting in San Francisco)
with Rita Hayworth and Frank Sinatra.
George Sidney, director.
WALT DISNEY

• Harry Neumann, ASC, “Looking for Dan¬
ger,” with Huntz Hall and Lili Kardell.
Austen Jewell, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Reversal Processing can be easy!
. . . Atkinson Reversal Processing
Chemicals are already mixed!

© Monroe Askins, “Cisco Kid,” commer¬
cial. * “Men of Annapolis,” * (Ziv-TV) Eddie
Davis, director; “Harbor Command,’ * (ZivTV) with Wendell Corey. Leon Benson and
James Sheldon, directors.

We re THE place to get them
ready-to-use. (Either dry or
liquid form).

Annapolis,” *
Eddie Daves,

© Peter Hennessy, “The Cat Girl,” (Shoot¬
ing in London in cooperation with Anglo
Amalgamated Film Di.st.) with Lynn Tracey.
Alfred Shaughnessey, director.

INC.
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

7070 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 38, California

© Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Silent Ser! vice,”* (Twin Dolphin Prods.) Jean Yar* brough and Sobey Martin, directors.

Announcina

• William
Margulies,
“Have
Gun
Will
Travel,”*
(Filmaster Prod.) with Richard
Boone. Andrew McLaglen, director.
• Fleet
Southcott,
“Gunsmoke,”*
(Fil¬
master Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.

THE NEW

• Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “Forest Ranger,” *
(World Wide Prods.-color) with Christine
Miller and James Lloyd. Dick Ross, director.

E-Z
FILM SPLICER
USES

• Ralph
Woolsey,
ASC,
“Decision,” *
(Alland’or Prods.) with Shirley Jones and
Tom Sheldon. Reid Rummage, director.

$34-95
8-16
Model

35

price

on

request

It's E-Z to splice all types of film
16mm) with clear, perforated tape.

(8mm or

COLUMBIA

One stroke cuts both ends of film leaving it
in position for butt splice. No scraping, emul¬
sion dust, or cementing. Next stroke cuts tape
on frame lines and places it on film.
E-Z splices are stronger, do not show on
screen, and are quiet in projection.

® Gert
Andersen,
ASC,
“The
Web,” *
(Screen Gems.) J. Addiss, director.

precision

operation

© Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show,”* with Raymond Burr. Various direc¬
tors.
GENERAL SERVICE

• Arch
Prods ).

Dalzell, “Panic,”*
(McCadden
Maury Geraghty, director.
GOLD MEDAL STUDIO
Bronx, New York

• Morris Hartzband, “Mr. Rock ’n Roll,”
(Aurora Prod.) with Alan Freed, Rocky
Graziano and Lois O'Brien.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Captain David
Grief,” * (Guild Films, Inc.) with Maxwell
Reed and Tudor Owen. Stuart Heisler, di¬
rector.
INDEPENDENTS

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “The Amazing Colos¬
sal Man,” (Malibu Prod, for American Inter¬
national Pictures) with Glenn Langan and
William Hudson. Bert I. Gordon, producerdirector.

with

• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Young Mother,” (ABPT Prod.) with Mary Webster and William
Campbell. Joe Parker, director.
• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Witness for the
Prosecution,” (Edward Small Prod, for UA
release) with Tyrone Power and Marlene
Dietrich. Billy Wilder, director.
KEYWEST STUDIOS

• Kit
Carson,
“Father
Knows
Best,” *
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

The E-Z 8-16 model has cast aluminum body,
hardened steel cutters and eight film align¬
ment pins.
Simple
results.

• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Old Yeller,” (Add¬
ed scenes). Stanley Johnson, director.

CARTHAY STUDIOS

CLEAR PERFORATED
SPLICING TAPE

Model

• Walter Castle, ASC, “Andy Burnett,” *
with Jerome Courtland and Jeff York. Lewis
Foster, director.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
© Bob Hoffman, “Men of
(Ziv-TV). Herb Strock and
directors.

Other Labs and TV stations are
using them . . . you can save
time and money, too.

uMuuon LABORATORY,

• Gordon Avil, ASC, “The Hardy Boys,” *
with Tim Considine and Tommy Kirk. Robert
Springsteen, director.

professional

•' Fred Jackman, Jr., “Adventures of RinTin-Tin,” * (Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker
and James Brown. Robert Walker, director.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
E-Z SET PRODUCTS
7731 E. Vandorf St. So. San Gabriel, Calif.
□ Please send free literature.

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “Cowboy,” (Phoe¬
nix Prods.; shooting in Santa Fe, N. M.)
with Glenn Ford, Jack Lemmon and Anna
Kashh. Delmer Daves, director.

□ I enclose $. in check or money
order for E-Z Film Splicer Model 8-16.
(Calif, buyers include $1.40 sales tax.)

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures. William Claxton, Frank MacDonald
and George Archinbaud, directors.
KTTV STUDIOS

• Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Lassie,” * (Robt.
Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton, Tommy
Rettig and George Cleveland. Various di¬
rectors.
LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

Name.
Address.
City. Zone.

414

State

American Cinematographer
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• Irving Lippman, “Johnny Nighthawk,” *
(Screen Gems) with Scott Brady.
Oscar
Rudolph,
director;
“Tales of
the Texas
Ran ger,” * (Screen Gems) with Willard Parker. Lew Landers, director.

July,

1957

• Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“People Are
Funny,”* (Art Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.
(Continued on Page 418)

ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera
• Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields
• Massive main column (3%" riia.) guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance
• Ball bearings for smooth zoom action
• Precision machining thruout with .001 accuracy
• 60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel
• 360° Rotational table; precise locking action
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements
• Twin heavy-duty rods support rigid, counter¬
balanced camera faceplate
• Roller chain drive; ultimate strength 2000 lbs.
• Easy to install & operate. Passes thru 30" doorway
• Acme registration “Standard of the Industry”
• Heavy welded steel base
• Wt. 850 lbs.; Ht. 9 ft.

Mm:
'

Hpl

Sternum

j ;

CONVENIENT PAYMENT

BBS |

PLAN AVAILABLE

Write for illustrated brochure describing
many adaptations of the TEL-Animastand

Here is a partial list of the many
satisfied Tel-Animastand users:
Associated Missile Products Corp., Pomona, Calif.
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sandia Corporation; Albuquerque, N. M.
Telefects, Inc., New York, N. Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
University of California, Livermore, Calif.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Viguie Film Productions, Inc., Santurce, P. R.
Photographed at
Teletects, Inc., N. Y. C

Site «'department Store ojthe l^Vjotion, picture Jhtdudtry.”

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7-04^0 • Cable: S0S0UND
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif. • Phone: HO 7-2124

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
•

16mm or 35mm single and double system—optical
or magnetic sound track.

© Synchronized to any picture viewer
Right to left or left to right operation
c

16mm or 35mm Magnetic Model....
16mm or 35mm Optical Model.

$185.00
$195.00

AURICON PRO-600

BARDWELLMcALISTER LIGHTS

Single-system sound-on film cam¬
eras
and
accessories
for
hifidelity lip-sync motion pictures.
Ideal for industrial, educational
and newsreel work.

. . . complete stock of 750 to
5000 watt professional motion
picture lighting equipment and
accessories
From.

$81.00

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSERS
Simply attach
the
dispenser
to
wall
for keeping plastic
lab cores handy at
al times.

For motion picture and television
Reproduces multiple images
in
Many varied effects
possible.

Contains space for all essential
information.
Originally
sold
for $11.75. Now only $4.75
plus postage.

cameras.
rotation.

Plastic Clear Vue
16"
$12.50
Aluminum
16"
9.50
24"
11.50
36"
14.50

19.75

ECCO FILM CLEANER

HOLLYWOOD SPLIT REELS
GOSSEN METER
Color
Temperature
Meter/Filter
Indicater Eliminates costly trial
exposures and avoids ‘'off-color''
results. Meter shows color tem¬
perature on light source (2600°
to 20,000° K) and, simultaneous¬
ly indicates correction filter re¬
quired for correct color balance
with any type of color film.
Complete with case
and neck chain.

.95

Aluminum
Steel
400' x 16mm . 6.50
4.50
800'
8.50
6.00
1200'
9.00
7.50
1600'
10.50
8.10
2000'
12.50
10.00
16mm Split Reel Adapter converts to
35mm use .
$3.00
1000' x 35mm Aluminum Split
Reel ..$9.75

Ecco No. 1500 Speedroll Applicator—
an efficient time-saving method for
cleaning films .$29.50
Ecco #1500 cleaning fluid per gal¬
lon .$9.60
Ecco #2000 Negative cleaning fluid,
per gallon .$6.50

On the West Coast Camart Products are available
from: Birns & Sawyer, Inc., Los Angeles

cnn/iEM mm
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new

KAPDlIAJIbHblE MCCJIEDOBAHHfl

REBUSCA CARDIACA
CARDIAC RESEARCH
design NAIDICH/photcgraphy LEVITT & UNITED ARTISTS

The results of medical research
are passed across the barriers of
geography and language, and
shared by all piankind through
The MagiC of

ilm.

^GENERAL
FILM

Complete 16 mm and 35 mm services

LABORATORIES

wM |

C O R P.

1546 NO. ARGYLE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. / HO.

-41
Mi

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued, from Page 414)

PROFESSIONAL

16MM
BLACK

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

» John Alton, ‘'The Brothers Karamazov,”
(Metrocolor) with Yul Brynner and Maria
Schell. Richard Brooks, director.

Russell, ASC, “Wagon Train,” *
(Revue Prods.) with Carolyn Jones. George
Waggner, director; “Jack Benny Show,” *
(Revue Prods.) with Jack Benny. Don Weis,
director;
“Schlitz
Playhouse
of
Stars,” *
(Revue Prods.) John Brahm, director.

• Joseph Biroc, ASC,
Don Weis, director.

“The

Thin

Man.” *

&

o Robert Bronner, ASC, “Jailhouse Rock,”
with Elvis Presley. Richard Thorpe, director.

Mini

• George Folsey, ASC, “Saddle the Wind,”
with Robert Taylor and Julie London. Robert
Parrish, director.

• Ray June, ASC, Toni commercial.* Robert
Larson, director.

reversal
processing

Harold
Marzorati,
ASC,
“The Hired
Gun,” (Rorvic Prod.) with Rory Calhoun
and Anne Francis. Ray Nazarro, director.
•

• William
Spencer,
Maybelline
I cial. * Edward Morey, director.

commer-

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Merry Andrew,”
(CinemaScope & Metrocolor)
with Danny
Kaye and Pier Angeli. Michael Kidd, director.

Processing on hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Now under the sole ownership and direction of
JACK ASHER

• Harold Wellman, ASC, “The Invisible
Boy,” with Richard Eyer and Diane Brewster.
Herman Hoffman, director.

• John

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo,” *
(Overland Prod.) with Dale Robinson. Earl
Bellamy,
director;
“Schlitz
Playhouse of
Stars,” *
(Revue
Prod.)
James
Nielsen,
director.
•

• William Sickner, ASC, “State Trooper,” *
(Revue Prods.) with Rod Cameron. Richard
Irving and Ross Lederman, directors.
“The
Restless Gun,” * (Window Glenn Prods.)
with John Payne. James Nielsen, director.
• Ernest Haller. ASC, “Dead Lock,” *
(Revue
Prods.)
with
Betty
Davis.
John
Brahm, director.
• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,” * (Revue Prods.) with Ricardo
Montalban. Paul Henreid, director.
• Herb
Kirkpatrick,
“Wagon
Train,” *
(Revue Prods.) with Shelley Winters. Robert
Florey, director.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Best of the
Post.” * Don Weis, director.

Write for Circular

LAB-TV

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,” *
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

247 WEST 4Gth STREET, NEW YORK 3G, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

JUdson 6-2293

Gertsman, ASC, “Date with the
Angels,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
James Kem, director.

RKO-PATHE

• Maury

Fluid-Action

MILLER HEAD

• Sid Hickox, ASC, “I Love Lucy,” * (Desilu
Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
Jerry Thorpe, director; “Date with the An¬
gels,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
James Kern, director.
Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Warren Andersen. An¬
drew McLaglen and James Kern, directors.
• Nick

• Howard Schwartz, “Wyatt Earp,” * (De¬
silu
Prods.)
with
Hugh
O'Brian.
Frank
MacDonald, director.

PARAMOUNT
• Haskell Boggs, “Teacher’s Pet,” (VistaVision) with Clark Gable and Doris Day.
George Seaton, director.

• George

Clemens,

ross Prods.) with
Asher, director.

•

Custom
•

top available for Cine-Special

Adapter
•

plate

for

Pro-Junior

tripod

Servicing and repairs

Model “D" HEAD .$150.00
Model “D” & PRO-16 TRIPOD
Sturdy fiber carrying case.

240.00
19.95

ASC, “Sally,” * (CaulJoan Caulfield. William

• Daniel Fapp, ASC, “Desire Under the
Elms,” (VistaVision; Don Hartman Prod.)
with Sophia Loren and Anthony Perkins.
Delbert Mann, director.
• Charles Lang, ASC, “A Woman Obses¬
sed,” (Vista-Vision) with Anna Magnani and
Anthony Quinn. George Cukor, director.

• William
Skall,
ASC,
“The
Real
McCoys,”* (Brennan Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Sheldon Leonard, director.

SUTHERLAND STUDIOS
• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Joan and the
Highway,” (Promotional film for U.S. Steel
Co.) with Craig Stevens and Lola Albright.
John Sutherland, producer-director.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Brydon Baker, “Ride a Violent Mile,”
(Regal Films) with John Agar and Penny
Edwards. Charles Marquis Warren, producer:
director; “The Copper Sky,” (Regal Films)
with Coleen Gray and Jeff Morrow. Charles
Marquis Warren, producer-director.
•

• Milton Krasner, ASC, “Kiss Them for
Me,” (Jerry Wald Prods.) (CinemaScope &
DeLuxe color) with Cary Grant and Jayne
Mansfield. Stanley Dornen, director.

• Leo Tover, ASC, “The Sun Also Rises,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Ava Gardner
and Tyrone Power. Henry King, director.
Morris, “A Farewell to Arms,”
(CinemaScope & Color; David 0. Selznick
Prods.; shooting in Italy) with Jennifer Jones
and Rock Hudson. David O. Selznick, pro¬
ducer.
• Oswald

Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “Down Payment,”
(CinemaScope; Jerry Wald Prods.) with Jef¬
frey Hunter and Dana Wynter. Martin Ritt,
director.
•

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING
Box 25761, Los Angeles 25, Calif.
Phone GRanite 7-4570
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PARAMOUNT SUNSET
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Court of Last
Resort.” * (Walden Prods.) Various directors.

•
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(Continued on Page 424)

FSB PARA
FILM REPAIR
SPLICING BLOCK

J. G. McAlister Inc.
The Newest, Most Advanced
Lighting & Production Equipment
LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT:

M06000
Baby Keglite Head.$ 73.50
M63020 ..Baby Keglite Stand.
36.50
M14000
Junior Spot Head.. 117.50
M63000
Junior Spot Stand.
43.00
Ml9000
Senior Spot Head.. 235.00
W63010
Senior Spol Stand.
49.50
M08001
Sky Pan Head (with switch).. 107.50
M61000
Single Bd. Hd. & Glass
Diffuser .
62.00
M20000
Double Bd. Hd. & Glass
Diffuser .
105.00
M64000
Indirect Floodlight . 320.00
M03000
5 Light Striplight. 141.00

Ml 9000

BARN

DOORS:

2 WAY

4 WAY

Baby
Keglite.. M58000 $10.50 M58001 $17.00
Junior
Spot.M580I1
17.00 M58014
30.00
Senior
Spot.M58021
30.00 M58022
50.00
HANGERS,
M49107
M51000
M49006
M54001
M54002
M59010
M48103
M49102

Write

for

ETC.:

Broad Hanger .
$22.00
Low Bracket . 15.00
Trombone Hanger . 27.50
Pneumatic Hanger . 44.CO
Through Hanger . 22.50
Hardwall Clamp .
6.75
Clothwall Clamp .
5.25
Wall Plate .
3.50

complete

brouchures

and

price

lists

M49102
See
first
need

Florman
for
in

and

anything
motion

production

M58001

SAVE TORN, BADLY DAM¬
AGED slidefilms and movie
film. Repaired speedily, ef¬
ficiently, economically and
PERMANENTLY by using the
F&B FILM REPAIR AND
SPLICING BLOCK in con¬
junction with Magic Mylar
Transparent Splicing tape.

Babb

Here's how bad film tears and missing perforations can be repaired:
The F&B FILM REPAIR AND SPLICING BLOCK provides solid base regis¬
tration of sprocket holes so that Mylar Splicing tape can be applied
accurately on both sides of film.
Also, the block is used for strengthening conventional lap splices—
and to make butt splices.
The upper channel comprises a complete splicing block for '/4" mag¬
netic recording tape.
The F&B FILM REPAIR AND SPLICING BLOCK is made of precision milled,
anodized aluminum.
The block is completely non-magnetic. Magnetic—or magnastriped film
may be repaired in perfect safety.
For schools, colleges, industry, government, film and slidefilm libraries,
projection rooms, for all users of film—the F&B Film Repair and
Splicing Block is a prime necessity, made available by MASS PRO¬
DUCTION at the unusually low price of $19.95.
ORDER YOURS NOW

you

FOR EARLIEST DELIVERY—ONLY

MAGIC MYLAR
SPROCKETED
TRANSPARENT
SPLICING TAPE

equipment.

Servicing America's Finest Film Makers

PRESTOSEAL
Perfect alignment, permanent

Clean
Durable
Safe
Invisible
Economical

splices in seconds.

16mm

Electric

butt-weld

splicer.

No

Scraping, no brushes, no cement.
For

16mm or

35mm.. .$547.80

•
•
•
•
•

Self-Sticking—No Cement Required
Tear Strength Greater Than Film
1/1000" Thick—Passes Thru Projector Easily
Optical Transmission of Spliced Frames Unaffected
No Frame Loss When Repairing Torn Film or Perforations

Single or Double Perf @ $5.00 per 66 Ft.
35mm @ $9.00 per 66 Ft. Roll (1056

Roll (2640 Frames)
Frames)

FOR MAGNETIC TAPE SPLICING
16mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft.
35mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft.

Combination 16mm/35mm model,

$6.60
$11.00

Price on request

1" f/0.95 LENS
FOR ALL

16MM CAMERAS

Bought out importer’s entire stock

$295.00

—BELOW COST—now selling this
sensational $175 lens at only

ORDER NOW

FLORMAN

&

68

New

45th

SALE

‘The Fastest Lens in the World'

This meter combines the functions of
both a photometer and an exposure
meter in one instrument. The line
scale of each meter is hand-calibrat¬
ed for the utmost in accuracy.

West

M

F&B NOMIIM

JARO-SALFORD
PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE METER

F&B

$19.95

picture

Street,

BABB,9
YORK

LIMITED
NUMBER
AVAILABLE

$89.50

36,

N. Y.

INC
MU

2-2928

Prices subject to change
without notice

PRECISION SOUND READERS

NEW
ARRIFLEX

Simple threading . . . polished stabilizer
drum with needle bearings, with a surface
which cannot damage film. Film rollers ma¬
chined to conform with SMPTE standards,
and equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimensions
6" x 6" x 71/2".
Amplifier: 117 volts-60 cycle-A.C. Power
output-4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V
speaker . . . safety fused.. . . prefocused
socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy duty
cord.
Optical Model 600-16mm and 35mm

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00

$185.00

25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00

Magnetic Model 700-16mm, 17.5mm, 35
mm and 1/4 inch.$198.00

75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

Optical-Magnetic Model 800-16mm, 35mm
and 1/4 inch.$259.50

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.!
Features high gain “long-shot” microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for “speech-music” selection.
Self-contained play¬
back system for
^0* ■
“film-direct” moni-

'fsync “synkinetic”

,

| ft VfiK- ima?
it:-

precision film trans¬
port. High speed re-

.ajMlfe:'reverse and fast forward. Convenient arn.(
rangement for “sync
«w>*f >
marking.” Footage
||#I1§S
counter, extended caIppacity arms, “quickL
detach” mount for
special motors. Unconditionally guaranteed! . $985.00
»
Magnasync
M-8
^
speaker, amplifier,
and accessory case.
$97.50
4-position mixer, high level mixing w/41/2"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $375.00

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15 ampere fuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$208.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

AURIC0N PR0-600
BOLEX H-16
REFLEX
Through the lens viewing
and focusing while

16mm
CINE-VOICE

shooting.
The movie camera that gives you
professional quality framing ... your
eyes see exactly what your lens does.
Precision triple turret camera. Vari¬
able speeds. Turret for three lenses.
Parallax corrected down to 18 inches.
Critical focusing from above camera
with f/1.9 lens.$419.50

16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

AURIC0N CINE-VOICE

BOLIX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 70 f/2.4 lens, focusing from
\7Vi feet to 70 feet .
$449.50

Yvar 16mm w. a. f/2.8. Focuses r to
Inf. “C” mount. Visifocus
. $69.50

Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focusing from
25 feet to 100 feet
$499.50

Pizar 26mm 1" f/1.9. Focuses
inf. “C” mount. Visifocus

Switar 10mm w. w. f/1.6 FM. 8~ to inf.
“C“ mount. Visifocus.$149.50

Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses 5’ to
inf. “C” mount. Visifocus.$94.50

Switar 16mm w.a. f/1.8 FM 8" to Inf.
“C’’ mount. Visifocus
$99.50

Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses IVY to
inf. “C" mount
$168.00

Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM IVY to Inf.
Visifocus .
$115.00

Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens. Ultrahigh speed. Focuses 3' to inf. $169.50

Yvar 100mm 4~ f/3.3 tele. 4-power mag¬
nification. Focuses 8' to inf....
$106.00

Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens. 7VY
length. FM 10' to inf. with case .$145.75

\W

to
$89.50

popular - priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound projecter. Single-lens model.
New.$695.00
Used.$495.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

AURIC0N ‘‘SUPER-1200’
16mm sound - on-film
camera (self-blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for”C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

super
1200

Hr £
HlI

AURIC0N PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.

$325.00

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

16mm-35mm
Negative-Positive Processing
Plus exclusive ADDITIVE
scene to scene—color balanced
KODACHROME printing.

N. Y., JUDSON 6-0360

News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

HEADS OF WEST
American Society
get-together was
pictures that are
photos are: Hal

industry personalities

COAST drive-in theatres met with members of
of Cinematographers last month. Objective of
to discuss means of providing drive-ins with
easier to view. From left to right in above
Mohr, ASC V-pres.; William Smith, MGM;

Robert Lippert, Lippert Theatres; Morris Weiner, Universal-lnt.
Studio; Arthur Edeson, ASC V-pres. Second Photo: William Kelly,
Motion Picture Research Council; William Foreman, Pacific Drivein Theatres; Gus Diamond, also of Pacific; and Arthur Miller,
ASC, (back to camera).

Initial steps toward obtaining more satisfactory release
prints and the reduction or elimination of low-key scenes
in pictures for showing in drive-in theatres were taken last
month when leading west-coast drive-in owners and major
studio executives met with members of the American Society
of Cinematographers for the purpose of discussing what can
be done photography-wise in relieving the distressing print
problem.
William Foreman of Pacific Drive-in Theatres and Robert
Lippert, head of his own circuit, detailed the problems of
projection in the outdoor theatres. The session was moder¬
ated by William Kelley, head of the Motion Picture Research
Council. Other speakers included Gus Diamond of Pacific,
William Smith of MGM Studio, Morris Weiner of UniversalInternational Studio, and Sidney Solow of Consolidated Film
Industries.
•
•
•

following a lingering illness. Bill Widmark succeeds him
as head of the department. . . . Hal Mohr, ASC, addressed
members of the Los Angeles City Schools last month at a
symposium aimed at pointing up value of motion pictures
in education. Mohr discussed importance of good photog¬
raphy in making films for training and instruction. . . .
Virgil Miller, ASC, is writing book describing interest¬
ing experiences of Hollywood cameramen, and invites all
cameramen to submit interesting anecdotes for the tome.

Lucien Andriot, ASC, who directs photography of “The
Life of Riley" TV films, has presented the Society with an
early-day Gillon 35mm motion picture camera for its Motion
Picture Equipment Museum. In the days of the “silents”
it was generally the practice for cinematographers to own
their own cameras. Following his army discharge, at close
of V orld War I, Andriot purchased the French-made camera
from the Eclair Studio in France. Andriot made many
improvements in the camera, including a dissolving shut¬
ter, and employed the camera in photographing his first
assignment for veteran director-producer Raoul Walsh in
1919.

•
News Briefs:
tographer, was
last month. . .
tures" camera
422

•

•

Carlos Carbajal, Mexican cinema¬
elected to Active Membership in the A.S.C.
. Emil Oster, ASC, head of Columbia Pic¬
department for many years, died June 16
Jose
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LUCIEN ANDRIOT, veteran cinematographer and ASC member,
presents Arthur Miller, the Society's treasurer and museum
curator, with old-time Gillon motion picture camera for the
ASC’s museum of motion picture cameras.

a oden f^or

the

^ifmincj

BODY-BRACE CAMERA POD

oj

A Cameraman's Dream

^ijauij

d

Eolith f~^ole Clxjieclition

Only $29.95

2

rr

The double support of S.O.S. Body-Brace Cam¬
era Pod—shoulder-&-body brace, p.ovides extra
steadiness, comfort and is absolutely non-slip.
A vast improvement over any p esent models.
Your camera will always be rock-steady and
perfectly focused.

reeze
}eep^r

Operation

AURICOIM PR0-600

9 Makes it easy to take difficult angle or ac¬
tion shots—parades, flash shots, horse racing,
basketball, track meets, bowling, etc.

for ]6mm Optical Sound - On - Film

@ Holds came-a with 200' or 400 mags,
any 16-35mm movie or still cameras.

pits

9 When camera is on Boby-Brace Camera Pod
it wil always be ready for instant shooting
and your photography will be far better.

Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

9 Easily portable, lightweight cast aluminum,
weight 3’/2 lbs., folds compactly.

Write for illustrated brochure

FILM NUMBERING PAYS OFF
Unnumbered
films cause
confusion

and

loss of time.

The MOY edge
numbers

every

foot of 16,
171/j, 35mm

11 Auricon Pro-600” with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

“Auricon Pro-600” with SingleLens “C"
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

★ Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisker-quiet film

Simplifies the task of
checking titles, foot¬
age. Replaces cue
marks, perforations,
messy crayons, punch¬
es, embossing and
other
unsatisfactory
methods which muti¬
late film. Work prints
showing special effects, fades and dissolves require edge numbering to keep
count
of
frames
cut
or
added.
Multiple
magnetic tracks
in
CinemaScope
stereophonic recordings make edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.

flow ot The "Auricon Pro-600"
is
silent oroof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks

up

★ 600 ft.

"Pro-600"

film

Camera

With New Improved Non-Clog Inking System, $2475

noise!

TITLER & SPECIAL EFFECTS KIT

Magazines with Auricon-

Electromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
-k Synchronous
System"
cording.

ir

Motor Drive

or

for

"Single-

"Double-System"

Re¬

Lens

Sun-Shades,

Tele-Finders,

etc.

PRICES START AT $1165

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
Write for free
Under

illustrated "AURICON
rigorous

Deepfreeze,”

Antartica

cameraman

PRO-600"

below
Bill

For Top
Professional

Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders. 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,

‘‘Auncon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

zero

literature and prices.

temperatures,

Hartigan’s

Auricon

film

“Operation

Pro-600

ated perfectly throughout the changing climatic conditions.

oper¬

Results
For producing the
widest range of
titles, trick films,
cartoons,
anima¬
tion,
etc.
Takes
most types of
cameras. Horizon¬
tal
and
vertical
operation. Ta b I e
adjustable north,
east, south, west.
Front and rear il¬
lumination.
Title
board size 7Ve"
x 9V2" with tip¬
ping frame, over¬
all dimensions 40" x 15" x 12",
weight 40 lbs. Complete with all
accessories. Write for brochure.

Model TG, II,, 16mm
Model TG, III, 16mm
Model TG, IV, 16/35mm

$175
$225
(illustrated)..$325

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y
Phone: PLaza 7-0440
WESTERN

BRANCH

—

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

28,

California

Cable: S0S0UND

— Telephone:

For Animation and Special Effects Camera Stand, See Page 415.

HOIlywood

7-2124

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

needs of

film

Rosson, ASC, “The Enemy Below,”
(DeLuxe color; CinemaScope) with Robert
Mitchum and Kurd Jurgens. Richard Powell,
producer-director.
• Hal

is the perfect answer—
the

Mellor, ASC, “Peyton Place,”
(Jerry Wald Prods.; CinemaScope) with Lana
Turner and Lloyd Nolan. Mark Robson, di¬
rector.
• William

(CinemaScope and DeLuxe color; shooting
in Tokyo) with Robert Wagner, Edmond
O’Brien and Ken Scott. Richard Breen, di¬
rector.

MAGNASYNC

large

(Continued from Page 418)

• Charles Clarke, ASC, “Stopover Tokyo,”

For quality & economy

to

ASSIGNMENTS

• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Mother Was a
Stripper,” (RegalScope; Regal Prods.) with
Virgina Field and Douglas Kennedy. William
Claxton, producer-director.

producers,

or small, feature or com¬

mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free

sound.

• Joseph, MacDoNALD, ASC, “The Young
Young Lions,” (CinemaScope; shooting in
Germany) with Marlon Brando and Joan
Woodward. Edward Dmytryk, director.

• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the

latest

SMPTE

stand¬

ards.
• It

serves

every

segment

• Johnny Nichalous, “Dark Valor,” (Regal
Films) with Rex Reason and Steve Brodie,
James Clark, director.

of

motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
• Purchaser
pay

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”

is

not

royalties

on

required
footage

• Wilfrid
Cline,
ASC,
“April
Love,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Lexing¬
ton, Ky.) with Pat Boone and Shirley Jones.
Henry Levin, director.

to

con¬

sumed.
with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is

an

engineering

achieve¬

BUT

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has

recording,

playback,

and

MOST

NASYNC

OF

ALL,

the

• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “April Love,”
unit; shooting in Lexington, Ky.).

MAG¬

MAGNAPHONIC

line

contains exclusive features found

bias

in

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in

no

other

recorders,

yet

all
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL

carry low, low price tags.
assemblies;

easy

components;
mote

accessibility to all

push-button

control

footage

motor

counter,

film-direct monitor switches.

(2nd

amplifier

controls;
record-play

Trust your own ears—trust your

re¬

Sound

&

to

Available in 16mm,

Man's

judgment.

Serafin, “Raw Wind in
Eden,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Italy)
with Esther Williams and Jeff Chandler.
Richard Wilson, director.
• Enzio

Switch

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

1 71/2mm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00
Glassberg, ASC, “The Big Beat,”
(Color) with William Reynolds and Andra
Martin, Wil Cowan, producer-director.
• Irving

Phillips,
“The Western
Story,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Mexico)
with Jock Mahoney, Gilbert Roland and
Linda Cristal. George Sherman, director.
• Alex

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Summer Love,” with

John Saxon and
Haas, director.

OTHER MODELS:

Judy

Meredith.

Charles

MARK IX SYSTEM"B” includes Model
G-932

microphone

mixer

with

2

channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is

a

film

completely
recording

detail.
as

synchronous

channel,

16mm

professional

Magnetic
in

every

•

MARK IX SYSTEM“C” includes Model

•

G-924

•

mote

Can be operated in "console" position,

shown,

or stacked

as

one

unit.

Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬

microphone mixer and recontrol

assembly

packaged

$2,520.00

•

TYPE

•

amplifier, separate overdrive torque

consumption.

•

motor,

•

playback control.

$985.00
Prices subject to change without

notice

• Warren

Lynch,

Ford Commercial. * Jack

Daniels, director.

in matching portable case.

!

eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power
Ideal for the low budget producer.

• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Christmas in Para¬
dise,” (Color) with Dan Duryea and Jan
Sterling. Jack Sher, director.

.

5

features
record

built-in

gain

Monitor

control,

Priced from

and

• Russell Metty, ASC, “The Female Ani¬
mal,” (CinemaScope) with Hedy Lamarr and
John Gavin. Harry Keller, director.
• James Drought, Union
Jack Daniels, director.

Oil

commercial.*

$1,570.00
• Charles Welborn, U. S. Army Recruit¬
ing Commercial. * Jack Daniels, director.

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.,inc
Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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WARNER

BROS

Clothier,
“Darby’s Rangers,”
(WarnerColor) with Etchika Choureau and
James Garner. William Wellman, director.
• William

(Continued on Page 466)

AUTOMATIC COST ESTIMATOR
YOURS WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

If you produce, buy, sell, or use films, you’ll appreciate this
automatic film footage & cost estimator. It’s a “slide rule’’ for the film
industry... a fast, easy way to figure footage, frames, running time,
and processing costs for 16 mm or 35 mm film. The “estimator”
and instructions are yours without cost or obligation.

o

16***/35** motion picture film RUNNING TIME-FOOTAGE-COST ESTIMATOR
i frrr«<

o

&m>w

#*>

;p' mvd MHii cast

M

tkftWwij. iim? «»>>J

«**«*»**

5-f m

.
*

..f
. ■vs&x-ai I I < 111 il

1

(

I

I I ! I ; I • I

ITtTM'l rl

Producers, film buyers, editors, advertising agencies,
TV stations, film production personnel: Kindly use this
coupon or write on your business letterhead.

Consolidated Film Industries
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif
Send me your FREE automatic film footage & cost
estimator. No obligation, of course.

IjtyggglM

company

state

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, California
HOIlywood 91441
521 W. 57th St., New York 19, New York
Circle 6 0210

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MM
Service
Laboratory

INDUSTRY
NEWS

Phone BRoadway 5-2323
Virgil

_I

I_

Established 1949
Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the

REVERSAL PROCESS
special attention to
FASTAX DEVELOPING
on request:
TRI-X processed to 1000 ASA
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196
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products and progress . . .

•

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC

★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States

industry activities,

150 him vaults, 35 editing rooms and 2
projection rooms, all equipped with the
latest equipment.

Unsurpassed for ...

kmr

News briefs of

Miller

lauds

new

diffusion

screens.

Something new in diffusion screens is
being marketed by Duro-Diffusion, 4004
Burbank Blvd., Burbank, Calif. Made of
two grades of aluminum mesh securely
bound in light-weight frames, new dif¬
fusers are said to excel old-type diffusers
made of marquisette or other fabrics.
Pictured above with samples of the
new product is Virgil Miller, ASC, who
demonstrated them to cameramen at the
June ASC meeting.
In addition to advantage of never
burning out, diffusers' light transmission
values remain constant during life of
product. They are available in full- and
half-circles, also in squares on special
order. Sizes are available to fit all stand¬
ard set lighting lamps from Baby Spots
to Brutes. Tinted frames aid in readily
identifying the size and type of diffuser.
•
•
•
Oscillograph-recording cameras and
an extensive inventory of high-speed and
ultra-high-speed motion picture cameras
are now available on a rental basis to in¬
dustry, scientific laboratories, etc., on
short term periods from Gordon Enter¬
prises, North Hollywood, Calif. This im¬
portant rental service will aid techni¬
cians and laboratory men requiring use
of such equipment for as little as an
hour or a day.
9

•

«

Editing Film Center, Hollywood, Calif.,
has begun construction of a second-story
addition to its present headquarters,
which is slated for completion about Oc¬
tober 1st.
The new addition on Seward Street,
which will be accessible by elevator, will
contain 60 new him storage vaults, 25
editing rooms, and an office area—giv¬
ing the company total rental facilities of
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•

•

The George Eastman House, Rochester,
N.Y., has mailed ballots to motion pic¬
ture stars, cameramen and directors who
will elect twenty him artists for the in¬
stitution’s Second “George'’ awards. The
Second Festival of Film Artists will be
held October 26th in Rochester to pre¬
sent publicly, the George Eastman House
Medal of Honor for outstanding contri¬
butions to the art of American motion
pictures within the period from 1926
to 1930.
When the ballots are returned and
counted, the hve top scorers among each
of the categories—actresses, actors, cam¬
eramen and directors—will be notihed
and invited to appear in Rochester for
the Medal presentation ceremonies.
Two years ago, ASC-cameramen Ar¬
thur Edeson, Lee Garmes, Charles Rosher, Hal Rosson, and John Seitz were
similarly honored. This year, Arthur Ed¬
eson is again among the nominees.

•

•

•

Over 150 friends and associates from
throughout the Hollywood him industry
met for lunch at the Hollywood Roose¬
velt Hotel June 6th to honor Sid Solow,

Sid Solow—25 years with CFI.

vice-president and general manager of
Consolidated Film Industries, on behalf
of his 25th anniversary with the Com¬
pany.
Presentation was made of Billboard
Magazine’s plaque to CFI for winning
all first Place awards in that publica¬
tion’s Sixth Annual TV-Film Industry
Survey. In accepting the award, Solow
noted that his company has been simi¬
larly honored for three consecutive years.
Sid Solow is an Associate member of
American Society of Cinematographers.

Bausch & Lomb

AR

NOW
AVAILABLE

LENSES

ARRIFLEX 35
MOUNTS...
We are pleased to announce the immediate availability of
the following Baltar lenses (F/2.3, 1/2.5) for the Arriflex 35:
30mm

35mm

50mm

75mm

They are supplied separately or complete with new Arriflex 35
cameras. Baltar lenses are precision mounted by Arri to match
camera specifications and also feature Arri follow-focus wings.
Baltar lenses will make the world-famous Arriflex 35 even
more desirable for American Cinematographers.
Sold only through franchised ARRIFLEX dealers

IPHOTO CORPORATION
257 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

10, N. Y.

7303 MELROSE AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 46, CALIF.

Arriflex is a member of the Kling family of fine West German photographic products.

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
,
Conducted by Walter Strenge

Q

uestions relating to cinematography

It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Practical

•

Dependable

R. C. MERCER

COMPANY

&

4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

Portable

Developing Outfit
* Simple.
Uniform,
Economical
and
Speedy!
* Process up to 200 ft.
(16-35 or
70mm film) . . . immediately!
* Needs only 1 gal. of solution!
* Stainless steel—tanks, reels, scratchproof loader!
•Cuaranteed—Prices from $89.
FREE—Processing
booklet
and
104
Annual Photo Equip. Catalog—write

BURKE

pg.,
Dept.

59th
A.C.

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago A, Illinois

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
For

H8

and

HI 6

cameras:

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens Control
Handle • Complete Factory Parts & Service

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
VARIABLE

SHUTTER

FOR

H16

REFLEX

IF rite today for 1957 Illustrated Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
West Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Phone GRanite 3-3227

428

or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.

American Cinematographer

QI

am interested in learning about
the standards that have been estab¬
lished lor recording and reproducing
magnetic sound on film. I find a void of
reference material on the subject here,
and would appreciate your help in rec¬
ommending source material. — H.I\.B.,
Lisbon, Portugal.

The Motion Picture Research Council
here in Hollywood, in collaboration with
the Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers, have established indus¬
try practices and standards for record¬
ing and reproduction of sound on 35mm,
171/^mm and 16mm films. Included is
such data as sound track placement on
the film, width of sound track, level out¬
put and anticipated frequency character¬
istic for satisfactory magnetic film, plus
frequency characteristics of reproduc¬
tion.
In reviewing the practices now existant in the United States, it will be found
that track placement, width, and even
the frequency characteristic are different
for different services. At first this may
seem confusing, but in practice it makes
it possible to gain the best recording and
reproduction from each respective sound
system.—Loren L. Ryder, A.S.C. Associ¬
ate.

QIn

developing 100-ft. lengths of
16mm film by either the reversal or
negative-positive system, which of the fol¬
lowing methods will yield best results:
1. The open rack system, in which the
film is wound on a revolving circular
drum, the bottom of which is allowed to
dip into trays of processing solutions.
2. A tray or tank method similar to
the Steinman system, in which the film is
wound on a special reel, which is com¬
pletely immersed in shallow tanks con¬
taining the solutions.
3. A method similar to the Morse sys¬
tem, in which the film is likewise placed
on a special reel and submerged into a
tank holding the solution, but agitated
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A.S.C.

during the developing process by winding
the film back and forth to a second reel.
Finally, would you say that film proc¬
essed by the method you select compares
favorably with that developed by profes¬
sional laboratories, providing, of course,
the procedure is given painstaking care?
—J.R.O., Chicago, III.

Of the three systems referred to, the
Steinman system is the best, based on
simplicity of operation and consistency
of results. In any event, it is not equal to
machine processing with proper develop¬
er agitation and with less physical han¬
dling of the film.
Any tank or tray system can only be
as good as the rate of developer agitation
on the film surface as controlled by the
human element, since each job is a cus¬
tom one. Developer formula consistency
and control in machine processing is, of
course, better than that of portable proc¬
essing units.—Ted Hirsch, A.S.C. Asso¬
ciate.

Q

I am a part-time animation camera
operator in a local film laboratory.
We have just received an auxiliary film
magazine for our Oxberry animation
camera and stand. This is for use in a
bi-pack setup for special work. Where
can I get information on the proper use
of this type of setup and learn what all
can be done with it?
Also, I plan to do some time-lapse pho¬
tography. Where can I get information
about building a solenoid to operate the
single frame release on my Cine-Special?
—J.R.L., Pittsburgh, Penna.

The bi-pack magazine is a valuable
accessory for special effects and trick
photography. Especially, it enables the
camera to function both normally and as
a contact printer, either simultaneously
or separately. The processed film, which
may be practically any type of positive
negative, or matte, is threaded in contact
with the unexposed film and will be
printed by the light coming through the
lens.
Perhaps the most common use is with
the travelling matte to hold back various
unwanted areas and shapes of material,
trick transitions from one scene to an¬
other, the superimposure of lettering
design, graphs, etc. The uses are almost
unlimited. Much depends on the skill,
ingenuity and experience of the opera¬
tor.
(Continued on Page 432)

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for
A RRIFLEX
16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments
ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

Come

in

and

see

You’ll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL
WITH 180° SHUTTER.

2A

For
tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

is a sound-proof housing
for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP

ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬
able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6!/2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.
FRANK

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:

Lenses from 20 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(JnmgRH Couipmsw (o.,mc.

GREATEST
MAGAZINES, 35MM

CAMERAS, 35MM
Mitchell Highspeed Camera, near new

$3950.00

Mitchell Single-System w/RCA galva¬
nometer

and

equipment,

all

RCA

rebuilt to

recording

new

stand¬

ards .
Askania w/3
Mitchell

mags—All

35mm

turret plate
Bell

&

metal,

Camera,

late

2709

&

Howell

Studio

like new
Bell

&

Unit
2709

Animation
Animation

magazines,
finder,
and

4

sunshade,

case

w/3

thru-lens

finder,

35mm,

Cunningham

3

1550.00

thru-lens
matte

box

motor

tripod

magazines

lens
and

Eyemo

RCA

(cost

695.00

0-5,

magazines,

excellent,

125.00
275.00

excellent,

$4400.00)

w/2

3950.00
675.00

100'

Special

I

w/3

w/accessories

w/lens

1450.00

and

condition,

.

2850.00
395.00

EK 16mm elec, single frame F/anim.
or time study .

145.00
975.00

Filmo 70 DA w/3 lenses .

225.00

Kodak
like

Royal
new

(worth

$500.00)

Magazine,

Sunshade .

185.00

Mitchell Enlarging Adapters, new ....

47.50

Mitchell Variable Diffusers, new .

98.50

Auricon EIF-20 Viewfinders .

165.00

Covers,

Comb.

GE,

Matte

F/Mitchell,
Box

&

10.00

etc.

125.00

Sunshade

185.00

Cunningham Movements, new .

$

335.00

B&H Hi Speed Movements .

$ 375.00

110-V, high speed .

335.00

B&H Silenced Movements (Fearless)....

575.00

Mitchell, 110-V, F/l6mm high speed

295.00

Large stock new Mitchell 35mm and

Mitchell, 1 2-V, DC variable .

335.00

16mm movements at bargain prices

Mitchell, 24-V, DC variable .

335.00

1.9

.

175.00

Ektar,

.

110-V,

w/door

AC-DC

$

interlock

.

6-V,

Specify

12-V

or

24-V,

335.00

DC.

.

55.00

Eyemo, 1 1 0-V, AC .

95.00

Mitchell,

12-V,
Co.)

w/case

(Camera

.

295.00

Cine-Special Motors, 12-V & 24-V ....

85.00

Cineflex or Cameraflex, 12-V or 24-V

38.50

Cineflex or Cameraflex Spring Motors

29.50

Mauer Animation Motors .

295.00

B&H 2709, Prof. Studio Camera Mtrs.

350.00

Akeley 12-V & 24-V .

85.00

110-V .

295.00

Wall 12-V & 24-V .

125.00

Wall 110-V Synchronous .

295.00

B&H

275.00

Studio

Camera Motor (Fearless)

125.00

185.00

SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, galvo type
w/2

mike

preamps,

Var

area.

Needs servicing .
Auricon

$

395.00

16mm Recorder, galvanome¬

ter type .

285.00

Auricon Power Supplies .

125.00

Auricon

135.00

Cinevoice

Amplifier

w/case

Carter Converter 12-V to 110-V .
Auricon AT-80,

75.00

16mm recorders .

275.00

Auricon

NR-22

Amplifiers .

125.00

Auricon

NR-24 Amplifiers .

165.00

BACKGROUND PROJECTOR
Teague Rear-Proj. w/B&H movement,

Houston Gyro-Tripod and Head;

375.00

w/comb.

gear;

arc,

etc.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

485.00

Akeley Gyro-Tripod & Head .
35mm

intensity

late
285.00

Mitchell

high

($12,500.00 value) . $3800.00

Camera Equipment Co. TV Heads, new

Frezzo-Lites w/case, charger, reflector,
bracket.

fric¬

Portable

hi-intensity

lites

for news, TV .

tion head .

325.00

Mitchell Baby Tripod, new .

49.50

Mitchell Baby Tripod .

32.50

lights, extends 1 5’, w/casters, floor

115.00

Studio Light, 22" reflector, adj. stand;

.

Pr. Jr. Hi Hats, new (Camera Equip.
Co.)

Studio

Stand.

HD.

Holds

12.50

Akeley Gyro Bowl Hi Hats .

49.50

B&H

85.00

Olson

Creco,

2000-W

incand.

portable,

hi-intens.

165.00
250.00

Dormitzer,

DeBrie Tripod .

165.00

for TV,

portable,

hi-intens.

29.50
59.50
28.50

flood

for TV, news, new .

Hoefler Ball Head F/Mitchell .
DeBrie Dolly, hvy. duty ($1200 value)

75.00

18"

spot, less lens .
Cinelite,

$

3

cables, scrims, case, set of 2 lights

.

16mm Prof. Tripod & Head .

Bardwell

pins (cost $184.00) .

Pro Jr. Tripod & Head (Camera Equip.
Co.)

EK high speed, 3500 pix per sec.

Movikon

245.00

MOVEMENTS

version of Akeley . $

70G Super Speed Filmo .

Zeiss

.

pedestal,

495.00

B&H

135.00

Combination Matte Box and

Wall

TRIPODS, HEADS & DOLLYS

Eastman Cine Special II w/lens and
100' chamber .
good

mattes
Mitchell

_ $

w/adj.

155.00

mag¬

295.00

16mm,

Finders

145.00

$2450.00

chamber .

Mitchell

Viewfinders

Erect-Image

Maurer 16mm x 400’ .

Acme Animation Motor,

0-1

matte box, viewfinder, 2 cases.
Cine

Erect-Image

Mitchell

Bell & Howell 16mm x 400’, new _

azines, 2 motors (12 and 1 1 0 volt),

Eastman

Mitchell

Polaroid Variable Filter, 3” dia.

Equip.

recording

cases .

Berndt-Maurer,

275.00

CAMERA ACCESSORIES

Heated

Eyemo,

12-volt DC motor and

two carrying

gear & fric¬

125.00

Mitchell,
95.00

CAMERAS, 16MM
Maurer,

85.00

tion head .

325.00

Mitchell,

gyro-

equipment, completely rebuilt _
Underwater

w/comb.

45.00

head

16mm x 200’ .

125.00

Wall Single-System, complete w/galall

DeBrie Tripod

less

Cine-Special

Mitchell, 110-V, AC-DC variable .

turret,

.

vanometer and

Gyro-Tripod,

Cine-Special 16mm x 100’ .

385.00

motor,

w/mag.
w/6

185.00

Baby

CAMERA MOTORS, 35MM & 16MM

movement,

or time lapse .

Akeley

$

maga¬

spring

3

85.00

Akeley

.

485.00

motor,

Jerome 3 lens turret, 200' cap. cine
C,

x 35mm .

head

motor and

Baitar lenses,

Model

95.00

Eclair Camerette 16mm x 400’ .

w/3

finder, etc. (cost $7000.00) .

Universal

145.00

new

MAGAZINES, 16MM

750.00

(Producers

w/pilot pin

magazine,

x 35mm,

2450.00

(Producers

200'

w/lens,

1000"

19.50

zines,, two cases .
DeVry

Howell

48.50

electric

ten

Howell 400' x 35mm bipack

&

Cameraflex, 200' x 35mm .

electric

lenses,

&

Bell

Cineflex 200' x 35mm .

.

Cineflex,

Bell

95.00

complete

tube,

175.00

Arriflex 200' x 35mm .

lenses,

focusing

Houston TRH Tripod w/head .

movement,

Camera

Camera,

45.00

Professional

Service), w/new movement .
Cinephone

65.00

Bell & Howell 400’ x 35mm, new _

14.50

Service), less movement .
Acme

Saltzman Tripod Dolly, Model 500MBT

Akeley 200' x 35mm .

Camera

less

85.00

45.00

near new .
Acme

Tripod,

Bell & Howell 200' x 35mm .

95.00

1985.00

Standard

115.00

Wall 400' x 35mm, new .

w/rackover,

Baby

.

1000' x 35mm

Wall 1000' x 35mm, new .

I

Akeley

Mitchell

950.00

.

Howell

60.00

185.00

185.00

Eclair Camerette 100

Professional

2709

Camera,

$

85.00

Akeley Gearhead Tripod w/head .
Mitchell 400' x 35mm bipack .

750.00

Studio Camera, less movement._
Bell

695.00

single-lens

.

Howell

4950.00

Mitchell 400' x 35mm .

Akeley Gyro-Tripod F/pancake .

275.00

flood

news, new .

275.00

JSet cash with order or 25 per cent deposit, balance on delivery.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

10611 East Chandler Blvd.
North

Hollywood, California

BARGAINS in studio
PROJECTORS, 16MM & 35MM
Simplex-Acme

35mm

sound,

arcs

or

incand.

PRINTERS
Arri

$

375.00

Simplex 35mm Arc Sound Proj., SP....

35mm

late

(list $9000.00), w/

punch tape light control, like new $1950.00

495.00

Arri Optical Reduction Printer, 35mm
16mm .

1250.00

425.00

Hernfeld 16mm Printer, new .

950.00

189.50

Hernfeld 35mm Printer, new .

950.00

Howell 16mm Filmosounds ....

195.00

Schustik 35mm Printer .

750.00

Victor 16mm Sounds .

148.50

Stineman 35mm Printers, elec, driven

85.00

RCA 16mm Sounds, 25 watt amplifier

179.50

Houston

Ampro 16mm Sounds, Strong arc and

to

stand .
Ampro 16mm Sounds .

&

Bell

16mm Printer, new .

595.00

Many other 16 & 35 projectors in stock.

LENSES
Extremely

large

inventory

of

Bell

&

Howell,

Mitchell, Wall, Cine Special, Arriflex, etc. Lenses

Please advise your needs.

of ail types.

EDITING EQUIPMENT
PROJECTOR ARC LAMPS
Peerless Magnarcs, hi-intens, 75 amp.

Neumade
$225.00

Strong or Simplex, hi-intens, 40 amp.

175.00

Sterling Superex, hi-intens, 50 amp...

135.00

Stripping

Flanges,

CARRYING CASES

non-

magn...
Synchronizer,
Moviola
SYB,
two

$

35mm sprockets .
Synchronizers,

Moviola

SYD,

Bell

& Howell,

projector
Neumade

Film

Cleaning

Machines,

elec, (specify 16 or 35) . $
Cinex (Cinema Arts)
Machine

Film

Cutting

35mm

.

350.00

Table,

Neumade

(pair—1

Neumade

Everwear,

dummy,

1

sor & motor, new .

185.00

(pair—1
35mm

8’ minute, w/2 H.P. re¬

frig. unit, new .

325.00

dummy, 1

Neumade

.

29.50

gear) .
gear) .

geared, w/brake; each .

12.50
19.50

Storage

Racks,

collapsible,

35mm

pic

head,

35mm sound .

675.00

14.00

Moviola Model D, 35mm .

189.00

26.50

Moviola Model D,

85.00

ble Drying Racks, new .

UDS,

545.00

1250.00

24.50

Morse M-30, 16 or 35 x 50’ dryer....

&

Moviola ULPVCS, 16mm preview .

11.25

Neumade 35mm Film Waxers, new_

Collapsi¬

head

475.00

Moviola Differential Rewinds .

16 or 35 x 200’

pic

1250.00

275.00

Stineman

new ....

35mm

.

Rewinds,

“T”,

cameras

Moviola UDPVCS, 35mm preview _

Art Reeves Sensitester .

new

UCS,

Moviola

13.50

Griswold Splicer, 35mm

like

16mm

Moviola UKS, 35mm pic head, 16mm

495.00

Sensitester,

Moviola

40.00

.

Hernfeld

Howell, and most

35mm sound . $

rewinds

Dynamic

&

and

and equipment.

35mm,

35mm Neumade Bench Type Rewinds

Cold Vaults f/raw stock, w/compresDryer,

Machine,

M-37-S, single hub, new .

Cinex (Cinema Arts) 35mm Polishing

Film

16.50

Measure

35mm

MOVIOLAS

Griswold Splicer, 35mm R-2 .

350.00

professional

145.00
185.00

Neumade

Cases for all Mitchell, Bell
other

16mm comb, viewer,

.

185.00

16mm Polishing

.

Machine

95.00

four

35mm sprockets .

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

375.00

sound

boxes

new orig. factory

.

239.50

capacity

100 ea. 35mm reels .

REELS, CANS, FILM CASES

49.50

Please advise requirements, giving quantity and

DeBrie Aiglonne 35mm,

needs

com¬

plete overhaul and some parts ....
Morse G-3

8mm,

$

250.00

16mm or 35mm x

100’ daylight tank .
Camera Equip.
oper,

Co.

adapts

Test Strip

to

Mitch,

25.25

B&H

mags.
Houston AN-KIA 16mm ..
Houston K-1A
16mm,

(similar to Model

50’ EK Mag. Super XX Rev. w/proc.

3 for $6.25

50’ EK Mag.

3 for

Super XX

59.50
1495.00

pos, neg, reversal .

3 for

1.95

50’EK Mag. Plus X Reversal

3 for

4.10

.

Developing

Outfits,

200’ Kodak Plus X Negative .

2.50

400’ EK Super XX Negative .

3.95

1600’ No. 3 Eastman Leader .

7.00

EMPTY 50’ Mags, U-Reload

4.10

6500.00

97.50

695.00

Patco 16 & 35 elec, machine .

driven

35

&

70 machine,

Dupont Superior I .

100’ Kodak

All

sizes of

16mm

and

35mm

Fi-

berbilt shipping cases . 50% off list
35mm

Reels and Cans . 50% off list

Reel or Can 16mm x 400’, used.

$

.50

Reel or Can 16mm x 800’, used.

1.30

Reel or Can 16mm x 1200’, used.

1.45

Reel or Can 16mm x 1600’, used.

1.65

Shipping Case 16mm x 800’.

.98

Shipping Case 16mm x 1600’.

1.98

Shipping

1.45

Case

35mm

x

800'

(steel)

165.00
175.00

water

3 for $ 4.75

Background X .

Each

1.40

Kodak Super XX .

Each

1.75

100’ Ansco Supreme .

Each

1.40

100’
200’

EK Background X .

Each

1.95

200’

Dupont

Each

2.45

200’ EK Plus X . Each

2.50

400’ Ansco

Micro Record 16 & 35 elec, daylight
machine .

Goldberg

ANIMATION STANDS
100’

200'

all stainless steel, like new .

Cases,

35MM FILM

capacity .

16,

. ...10 for

Shipping

and Neumade . 50% off list

5950.00

Houston 16mm pos. or neg. machine,

Patco

.95

1295.00

Houston 35mm Developer. Speeds to

Stineman

4.10

11)

like new .

minute

Reversal

50’ EK Super XX Negative .

Houston 16mm Color Machine, color,

90’

Metal

100’ EK Linagraph Pan .

Devel¬

or

sizes.

16MM FILM

FILM PROCESSING MACHINES

400’

Superior

.

Indoor .

Each

Dupont Superior I .

400’ Ansco

Color

III

Color Tungston
Recording,

43.45

Each

4.95

Rev.

Each

48.95
9.00

National

Cine

Equipment

Animation

Stands (list $16,000.00) .

$3500.00

MISCELLANEOUS
SEI Light Meter (list $170.00) .

125.00

Mole-Richardson

275.00

Mike

Janette Converters
AC

Perambulators

12-V DC—1 1 0-V

.

1000’

Sound

Kodak....

Each

1000’

Background X, Kodak .

Each

9.85

Super XX Each

13.50

excess stocks.

85.00

Most materials offered are from U. S. Gov’t

.

175.00

1000' Kodak

Stineman 70mm processing .

175.00

1000’

Dupont Superior I, II or III

Each

12.50

new or reconditioned is used. All in serv¬

1000’

EK Fine Grain Duplic. Neg.

Each

19.00

iceable condition.

(Also see Laboratory Equip, heading)

Plus X or

All equipment not listed as

Net cash with order or 25 per cent deposit, balance on delivery.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

10611 East Chandler Blvd.
North

Hollywood, California

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

CENTURY
PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT CO.
MOST POWERFUL 16mm
TELEPHOTO LENS
9 230mm f3.8

(Continued from Page 428)

Specialists in
TELEPHOTO LENSES
Super Power Telephoto Lens

"

15" 385mm f4.5

of

Wildlife

Films

$1995°

Preferred By
Professionals

$I3950
Designed Especially
Standard

16mm

The World

for

Cameras

Unsurpassed razor sharpness and color correc¬
tion never before equalled by any other long
focal length lens! Same as supplied by us to
Academy Award winning 16mm producers, U.S.
Gov t, CBS-TV, NBC-TV, etc. Superb even wide
open!
In
lightweight,
precision
focusing
"C"
mount or Kodak mount. All optics coated, in Black
Mount with Chrome Trim. Leather Case $12.50.
Octameter Mask $3.50. B&H Viewfinder $18.00.
For Arriflex, add $16.50.

World’s Fastest 16mm 6

"

Over!

World's
most
powerful
telephoto
lens
made
especially for
16mm cameras.
Color correction
unexcelled by any comparable lens. Hard coated.
Razor
sharp
resolving
power.
Also
available
with built-in Reflex Focuser (as illustrated above)
for
thru-the-lens
focusing
while
shooting,
at
$54.50 extra. Accessories: Lens Support for Bolex,
B&H, Cine Special, Pathe, etc., $19.50. Gel Filter
Slot, $17.00. Custom Plush-Lined Carrying Case,
$19.50. For Arriflex, AK-16, or Eyemo, add $16.50.

Services And Products
•

Zeiss Lenses

•

Baltar Lenses

•

Custom Lens Mounting

•

Lens Adapting

•

Special

•

Large Stock of

Cameras

CENTURY
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.

and

Lenses

Highest Quality at Equitable

•

Write

for

• Tell
•

Catalog

of

Prices

Exclusive

Items

Us What You
Many

Superb, razor sharp results, even wide open.
In precision, lightweight focusing "C" mount for
Bolex, Bell & Howell, Pathe, Revere, etc. Also
for Cine Kodak cameras.
In Black Mount with
Chrome
Trim.
Coated.
Fully
color
corrected.
Leather Case,
$10.50.
B&H
Viewfinder,
$9.95.
K-100 Viewfinder $18.50.

16mm

Camera

•

1 6mm
16mm

The cause of the trouble has been dif¬
ficult to detect as it does not occur with
every roll of film.—W.J.W., Spry field,
I\. S., Canada.

Machine Work

35mm

Standard

Rare

Need—We Have

Items

Full 3-Year Guarantee On All

Lenses—

Terms Available
•

In Alaska—See Mac's Photo Service,
Anchorage

Especially
Howell,

designed

Ampro

to

and

drive

all

Victor

Bell

16mm

&

pro¬

jectors at synchronous speed.
Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.

smooth,

No

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,
432

American

Cinematographer

ing.

Write for more details and prices.

763 ioth Ave., n.y., n.y., PLaza 7-3511

July,

1Q57

It is likely that the takeup spindle on
your camera needs adjustment. There
are thousands of these cameras in every¬
day use and the trouble you describe
is rare. It would be advisable to send
your camera to the manufacturer’s serv¬
ice department together with a detailed
letter explaining your trouble.—Walter
Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

10659 Burbank Blvd.—Dept. C
North Hollywood, California

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors

One-year Guarantee!

The celluloids should have three holes
punched along one edge to fit registra¬
tion pegs of animation table.—Ray
Mercer, A.S.C.
I have a . eine camera which
lately has been piling up film on the
edge of the takeup reel. While the last
20 feet of film is running through the
camera, it starts to pile up on the edge
of the reel and continues to do so until
th camera finally jams.

Other CENTURY

6” 150mm f2.8

For All

Celluloid sheets, 11" x 14" in size,
may be had from Transparent Products,
1739 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. Inks—India Color and Kartoon
Color—can be obtained from any artist’s
supply house. Same goes for necessary
brushes and pens.

Q

Lens

$11950

Q

Where can I purchase standard
acetate cells used
for animation
work? Also can you give source of sup¬
ply for inks used in animation, pens,
brushes, etc.—D.W.B., USAF.

Proven Best By Leading
Producers

Solenoids of the type used for still
camera flash photography should have
sufficient power to operate the Cine
Special single frame release. A suitable
solenoid for this purpose is also avail¬
able from S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.,
New York City.—Ub Iwerks, A.S.C.
Associate, Walt Disney Studio.

I am a photographer working on
Baffin Island in the Arctic, where
the temperature is generally around zero.
My greatest problem is keeping the mo¬
tion picture film, which turns brittle at
this low temperature, from cracking and
breaking. How can this be prevented?—
D.W.B., Baffin Island.

Present safety him bases all have this
annoying characteristic. A new polyes¬
ter film base now being developed will
eliminate the trouble, but unfortunately
it won t be available generally for sev¬
eral months.
Until this film is available, your best
bet is to provide some type of heater
for your camera. MGM studio developed
such a heater some time ago for Mitchell
cameras. It’s powered by electricity.
Would suggest you write the camera
department of that studio for details.—
Hollis Moyse, A.S.C. Associate.

NO ROOM FOR DOUBT...

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS
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props
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reflectors
dollies
mike
booms

location
umbrellas
water
coolers

nets
parallels

directors
chairs
drops

DC GENERATOR

TRUCKS TOO...

1600 amperes, 1000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps.

RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST

f1
333 • '

--—s.

i

Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470

FOR A HAPPY PRESENTATION
The joy of accomplishment is a universal happiness.
Especially in the case of a film which is your creation, born
out of hard work and careful planning.
Because Precision’s staff of specialists adds its own
creative efforts to yours by the use of specially designed
equipment, and by careful handling and intelligent timing —
you might say we are fellow creators, working with you
to bring out all you’ve put into the original.. .Yes,
and maybe more!
So, when you turn those 16mm dreams into
realities, be sure to call upon Precision for the accurate, sound
and exact processing your films deserve.
Remember: Precision is the pace-setter in processing
of all film. No notching of originals —scene to scene
color correction, optical track printing,
all are the very best... 35mm service, too!

you’ll see

and hear

FILM
21

West

LABORATORIES,
46 th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC

In

everything, there

is

one

best

.

.

in

film

processing, it's

Precision

INDEX FOR YOUR

O

BIRNS & SAWYER

Birns & Sawyer is the only stock house on the
entire West Coast which can supply all these
items for Industrial and Television motion picture
production. Clip this page for your catalog
reference.

LIGHTING:

NOW, under one roof at BIRNS & SAWYER, the
finest names for superb equipment: Arriflex,
Auricon, Magnasync, J. G. McAlister, Moviola, etc.
Just phone or write for professional prices and
immediate service.

PRESTOSEAL

j. g. McAlister, inc.*
Brutes, Juniors, Babies,
Generators, Dimmers, Barr
doors, Gator-Grips, Snoots

“BUTTWELD” Presto-Splicer makes
perfect splices in seconds. No
scraping—no cementing—no over¬

Color-Tran Lights, Converte
Mirro-flectors

SOUND:

MAGNASYNC RECORDERS*
Microphones, stands,
Mike booms, tape, reels

DOLLIES:

j. g. McAlister crab dolly*
Camera Equipment Co. 3-wheel
National Cine Hydrolly
(crab & regular)
Camera Mart 4-wheelers
Cinekad 3-wheel, TV dollies

o
EDITING
EQUIPMENT:

ACCESSORIES:

CAMERAS:

o

MOTORS:

lap. Exclusive in Los Angeles.
on Tape or Film

CEC0 “BALANCED”
TV HEAD MODEL C
Smooth,

spring-loaded

tilt

with

360' pan action. Tension adjust¬
ment. Holds heaviest TV cameras.

TRIPODS:

Changing bags
SCHEIBE EFFECT FILTERS*
Slates, dapsticks
Exposure Meters
Eastman Color filters
Polecats
Matte boxes, sunshades

Synchronous
Wild
Animation

$547.50

16 or 35 mm

Moviola Rewinds, Synchronizers, Editors
Neumade Rewinds, Synchronizers, Timers
Precision Sound Readers
Moviola Sound Readers
A.C.E. 35mm Viewers
Bell & Howell Viewers
Craig Viewers
Bell & Howell Hot splicers
Griswold splicers
PRESTO-SEAL BUTTWELD SPLICERS*
Splice-o-mat splicers
Compco Reels & Cans
Ecco film cleaner
Editing tables,
Film Cement
Notchers, bloopers
Cores
Core Dispensers
Film racks, cabinets
Editing gloves
Film markers

35mm Arriflex & blimp
35mm Eyemo
16mm Arriflex & blimp
Auricon 1200, 600 & Cine-Voice
Bolex, Bell & Howell 16's
Cine Special 1 6 & blimp

CATALOG

LENSES:

HEAD ONLY

$425.00

Heavy duty tripod for above

$140.00

CECO Heavy Duty
Pro Jr.
Arri 16 & 35
Auricon
Miller Fluid Head
O’Connor Fluid Head
Babies & Shorties
Triangles
Hi-hats
Roof-top clamps
(tie-downs)
CAR-PACS*
Schneider
Baltar
Kern-Switar
“C” Mounts

Golden Navitar
Astro
Kilfitt
Zeiss

EXCLUSIVE
Birns & Sawyer has just been appointed rental
agents for the giant J. G. McAlister, Inc., lighting
corporation. For all your lighting needs, phone or
write BIRNS & SAWYER for rental prices.

*Exclusive in Los Ange/es

BIRNS & SAWYER

8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 ■ OLeander 5-6970

CINE EQUIPMENT
PHOTO SUPPLIES

CHARLES LANG, directly behind camera,
THIS, AND TWO
pher

Lang's

light
the

which
OK

photos

dominant
marks

below illustrate cinematogra¬
use

the

Corral.”

lines up a shot for “Gunfight at the OK Corral”

of

back

photography

Here

Jo

Van

light
of

and

“Gunfight

Fleet

berates

on location in Arizona.

cross

Camera crane shown here

was used for almost all exterior shots.

at

Burt

Lancaster who plays Wyatt Earp.

Some of the photographic
techniques employed by Charles Lang, Jr.,
in filming Paramount’s

GUNFIGHT AT THE
By

BOOSTER
ately

LIGHT

avoided

and
by

scenes

to

accent

NOTE

EFFECTIVE

use

Lang

of
in

ruggedness
use

of

reflectors
shooting
of

cross

were
most

deliber¬
gunfight

characters.
light

in

tense

scene

below—one of the few scenes in fight sequence where
booster light was employed.

T

ARTHUR

ROWAN

he effective use of low camera angles and a consistent
pattern of subdued lighting marks the distinctive photog¬
raphy of Paramount’s “Gunfight at the OK Corral,” a bigscale western photographed in color and VistaVision by
Charles Lang, Jr., A.S.C.
With the picture now in general release, most readers
have had opportunity to see it and ponder its many out¬
standing photographic qualities. Indeed, few westerns pro¬
duced in recent years have elicited the praise for camera
work that has come to “OK Corral.” And it might well
bring cinematographer Lang his second gold “Oscar” for
photographic achievement. (He won his first in 1933 for
“A Farewell to Arms.”)
The complex and intriguing story of “Gunfight at the
OK Corral” is the true story of the efforts of Wyatt Earp,
the most feared and respected lawman of the old West, to
restore order and decency to sections of Texas, Kansas and
Arizona where they had deteriorated almost to the vanish¬
ing point. Opposing him at first, then joining up with him
is Doc Holliday, a strange ex-dentist turned badman, who
learns new respect for the law through Earp. Together they
engage in many fights but the climax is the famous en¬
counter with the nefarious Clanton Gang at the OK corral

in Tombstone, Arizona. Burt Lancaster plays Wyatt Earp
and Kirk Douglas essays the fascinating role of Doc Holli¬
day. Joe Van Fleet is the woman in Doc Holliday’s life and
Rhonda Fleming plays the woman who persuades Earp to
lay his gun and badge down for a life of domesticity.
“To complement these big stars and enhance the stature
of their respective roles, we deliberately planned the pho¬
tography with an aspect of ‘bigness’,” said Lang. “Here,
potentially, was one of the greatest outdoor action dramas
of all time; special photographic treatment could contribute
a great deal toward making it so.”
Much of the impact of this picture is the result of the
great care that was taken in developing and motivating the
principal characters, for it is the respective characters of
the two protagonists—Earp and Holliday—that give sub¬
stance to the story. These were great men—big men—in
their day and only by pictorially playing up their bigness
could the story be adequately told. “There is nothing like
giving importance to a man, photographically, to achieve
this result,” said Lang.
How does one achieve this effect of bigness on the screen?
Lang accomplished it by deliberately avoiding glamour.
That is, players were not given the glamour-type lighting
that marks so many conventional motion picture dramas
today. Action was played in shadow, in subdued light, or
in silhouette with fill light and booster light purposely
avoided. This made the players look more natural, lent
an aspect of ruggedness to their appearance.
For this, Lang employed essentially two techniques: shoot¬
ing from an extremely low angle, and subduing the lighting
—using back-lighting as much as possible in every shot.
“Wherever feasible, indoors or out, I shot wth a backlight
a dominant source, and with a minimum of light on the
faces,” said Lang. “This gives a quality of pictorial rendi¬
tion that cannot be achieved by any other pattern of light¬
ing. It makes the players look on the screen as you would
actually see them in person. This result you cannot achieve

by pouring an excessive amount of light on faces with
reflectors or booster lights. When the use of a backlight
was impractical, illogical or impossible, we placed a shadow
over the face of a player to achieve the desired effect—
using a gobo or a flag.”
With few exceptions every day exterior was shot either
against the sun or in a three-quarter cross light. In many
of these scenes the light reflected from the ground was the
only fill light used; frequently—especially in long shots—
the players were in complete silhouette.
It is axiomatic that shooting with the camera at a very
low angle emphasizes the stature of a player—gives him
a more rugged appearance. Lang employed this technique
throughout the picture to achieve these effects in nearly
every scene in which men were the principal players. Even
in the climactic fight sequences, the impact of the fight,
the grimness of the antagonists, were greatly emphasized
pictorially by low camera to complement the story action
and maintain the intense suspense which keys the action at
this point. While none of this technique is new, it is the
unique and skillful manner in which Lang employed it
that makes his photography so noteworthy. So important
were dramatic low camera angles in his photographic pat¬
tern for this picture that many times a hole was dug to en¬
able the crew to get the camera low enough. An adjunct to
this was the use of a medium camera crane, which per¬
mitted a solid support for the camera even at ground level
or below.
Lang justifies his technique of underlighting players in
exterior action, pointing out that there is always danger
of over-lighting players in outdoor scenes and making them
look too pat, especially in rugged, western stories. “There
is too much glamour' lighting in outdoor pictures, today,”
he observed. “I under-light with a purpose—first to make
the people look natural in keeping with the story, period
and action, and second, to enhance the pictorial effect—
(Continued on Page 456)

LOW CAMERA SETUPS for two exteriors for “Gunfight at the OK
Corral"

are

characters,
low-camera

pictured
pointed

below.

up

angles—a

Lang

emphasized

their stature with
technique

that

ruggedness

of

traditionally effective

characterizes

the

entire

photography of this fine production.
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Camera Treatment For
"The Long Haul”
A major problem was lighting the
sound stage “exteriors” to match
those filmed on location.

By

DEREK

HILL

DIRECTOR of photography, Basil Emott (far right) surveys sultry
Diana

Dors

before

shooting

a

river

scene

for

the

Columbia

Pictures’ production, “The Long Haul,” co-starring Victor Mature.
Smoking

cigarette

is

director

Ken

Hughes.

T

“The Long Haul'' at Shepperton Studios, Lon¬
don, was the dirtiest I can remember. Mud and water
were everywhere, and technicians skidded around in waders
and boots.
Basil Emmott, a leading British cameraman for more than
thirty years, led me across a narrow plank to a comparatively
safe island. A painted backdrop of the Scottish ffighlands
stretched around the entire set, most of which was taken up
by a muddy lake about four feet deep. So far, 1 was told,
only one grip and a third assistant had fallen in; but every¬
one would be relieved when the sequence was over and the
tank could be drained and dismantled.
“The Long Haul” is planned as a tough, realistic drama
of the lorry drivers who bring their loads the length of
Britain. The film stars Victor Mature and Diana Dors, and
is directed by Ken Hughes and produced by Maxwell Setton for Columbia Pictures release.
Emmott told me that the shot in preparation was typical
of the whole film. On one side of the lake, a lorry—or rather
half a lorry, as it was only being used for closeups—was
emerging from the water. The lorry which had been used
for the shots showing the crossing stood out of camera range
in a distant corner of the lake, and the cab of a third truck
used for closeups of the drivers was visible on the far side of
the tank.
After a shot of Mature throwing furs from the load under
the back wheels of the truck, Emmott set up for a difficult
medium shot showing the wheels spinning and slipping until
the truck skidded backwards down the steep bank and back
into the water, narrowly missing the actor who had to leap
from between the wheels at a shout from Hughes.
“The truck’s made of fibre glass,” Emmott told me when
I questioned the actor’s safety. “The tires, even those rusty
nuts where you can see the threads, the whole lot are fibre
glass.”
The only thing that wasn’t typical about this shot, he
added, was that the camera operator, sandwiched between a
he set for
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MEDIUM LOW camera angle catches dramatic

action of Diana

Dors

Cinematographer

slapping

molester

in

roadside

eatery.

Emott’s skillful lighting enhances Miss Dors, at same time gives
background

important pictorial

and compositional

quality.

bush and the mud bank, was in such a cramped position that
no camera movement was possible. Director Hughes likes
plenty of travelling shots, and some of the most difficult prob¬
lems to date had been achieving complicated tracks in some
of the cramped interior sets.
But much of “The Long Haul” is exterior. Basil Emmott
selected Hilton Craig to shoot location backgrounds in the
Scottish Highlands under associate producer Tom Morahan,
and expressed great satisfaction with the results he had
brought back.
Other location work during the nine weeks shooting
schedule included sequences against London docks and other
familiar backgrounds. The previous week had been spent on
night location work. The unit was working on the Sunday
(Continued on Page 466)
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THE MERIT of the large or wide screen is that it enables a wider

maintains the same scale, but embraces a wider field; and a prime

field of view to be portrayed than formerly.
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also

to

maintain

composition

of

the

picture.

Approach To Wide-Angle Motion Picture Photography
By

R.

L.

HOULT,

F.R.P.S.

(This treatise on an important phase of cinematography appeared recently in British Kinematography, and is reprinted here by permission of the British Kinematograph Society, London.)

T

motion picture industry today is in a state of
evolution of production and presentation techniques un¬
matched at any time since the invention of the motion
picture. The coming of sound and color were technical
advances, but neither touched so deeply on the fundamental
concept of cinematography as those developments most re¬
cently witnessed: 3-D, Cinerama and the “wide-screen”
presentation of motion picture films.
Why, after so many years devoted to an unchanging
theatrical form, has the cinema entered on this new phase?
And what is the relationship between the different forms
(Cinerama, CinemaScope, VistaVision, etc.) which theatrical
presentation has assumed?
Here we will attempt to answer the second of these ques¬
tions first. Perhaps when this answer is accepted the reason
for its timing will also become apparent.
In nature, the mirror to mankind is to be found in man
himself. Hence the art of sculpture, in which the artist
attempts to portray not only a likeness to man but an in¬
terpretation of him. The companion art of drawing (or
painting) passed through many phases before the present
conception of representing perspective on a flat canvas
became generally accepted. And even now, the twin arts
of sculpture and painting continue to exist side by side—
two aspects of a common aim—the representation of the
natural scene in some demonstrable form.
The essential difference between sculpture and painting
is one of dimensions; sculpture is in 3-D, while painting is
restricted to 2-D. But are we fair in saying “restricted”?
There is much which the artist in two dimensions can
he
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The picture will be judged by a great many people, who
will find fault with this and that and (in particular) with
the composition. One will say the picture is the wrong
shape; another will say the arrangement of the subjectmatter is unbalanced; a third will say it should be tilted
slightly, for dynamic reasons. Can we blame the artist if
he throws away the frame and turns sculptor? Then at
least his work will be judged on its own merits and not in
relation to an artificial boundary which he desires no more
than does his audience.
So it is with the cinematographer. When once he has
become the master of his medium he fights his limitations
to broaden his field—widen the screen, heighten the screen,
surround himself by screen—try, in short, to forget the
screen and experience freedom of space and perspective.
Now the painter is no longer envious of the sculptor.
With as large a canvas as he wants to carry his picture
he can do everything necessary to portray reality—as seen
from one point in space. The sculptor scores here. He can
portray his subject from every point in space. “Walk around
it!” he says, “Move freely and look from all sides. How
much more is here than on a canvas!” “Wait!” says the
painter, turned cinematographer. “I will match you there!
I will photograph my subject with a moving camera and
in this way I will carry my audience around my subject;
not a few people, but hundreds of them! Nor shall we
waste time, for I will plan the movements carefully so that
they will see just what I want them to see in the telling of
my story.”
Here then is the cinematographer, master of his screen,
with the appeal of the painter and the mobility of the
sculptor. He may call it Cinerama; he may call it WideScreen presentation—CinemaScope—VistaVision. It is for
us now to analyze what he has done so that we may emulate
him for our own satisfaction, and for the satisfaction of our
audience.
All graphic art is the result of an association between
the artist and his subject. Necessarily separated by space,
the artist must first appreciate the subject and then portray
it. The beginning of this process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
If a sculptor, the artist conceives the portrayal in some
form congruent with his conception of the subject. If a
painter, he conceives the reproduction as the intersection,
by the plane of his canvas, of his lines of sight with the
subject (see Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 provides us with a practical construction for line
in a picture. Geometrically it has the same construction as

represent which is beyond the scope of the sculptor—land¬
scapes, scenes of battle and the color of flowers. On the
other hand the sculptor can in one piece of work create
what the painter can never portray—an infinite number
of aspects of the same subject and a representation of the
subject unbounded by the frame of a canvas.
It is this frame which limits the expression of the painter.
When great artists turn from a canvas to a wall, from a
wall to a dome—are they not breaking away from the
confines of their small canvases and are they not showing
that, no more than the sculptor, will they forever be caged
by a rectangle of wood? And do we, their audience, chide
them for doing so, or complain that their pictures are
painted in only two dimensions? Any more, do we chide
the sculptor for carving in a monotone; for not painting
the lips of his statue red? If, then, we accept both sculpture
and painting as satisfying media for artistic representation,
shall we not be equally understanding in assessing the merits
of the cinematographer, when by varying his technique he
succeeds in giving us different displays of the same idea?
And when he grows tired of the restraint afforded by the
frame to give himself a larger canvas; when he seeks to
envelop and lose himself in it?
Now let us turn to a closer view of this stretching process.
In Fig. 1, the artist is at A and the subject is at S. FF define
the limits of the field of view as contained bv the canvas.
Fig. 2 shows the picture: f f f f is the frame.

(Continued on Next Page)
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the image formed by a camera lens on
its plate or film. It is also a construction
for the image thrown on to a screen by
a cinematograph projector P and viewed
by a spectator S (see Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 illustrates the mechanism of
recreation of the scene as an image I.
The position of P is arbitrary, so long
as an undistorted image can be made
to appear on the screen. It is left to
the spectator S to form a mental projec¬
tion of this image in some position at I,
such that the spatial relationship of S
and I in Fig. 5 will correspond to that
of A and S in Fig. 4.
That this is possible will be testified
by the many who over a period of years
have sat and watched cinematograph
films. But in order that it shall be prob¬
able, comfortable, and enjoyable, de¬
pends primarily on the technical quality
of the image on the screen and the posi¬
tion of S in relation to it. This is the
next subject for appraisal.
What are the basic requirements of
the image on the screen, in order that
the spectator in Fig. 5 may identify
himself with the artist in Fig. 4? We
suggest that these are:—
(i) Good Drawing
That is, straight lines in the subject
should be reproduced as straight lines
in the image, and angles by equal
angles.
(ii) Good Tone Reproduction
That is, there should be adequate de¬
tail in both shadows and highlights; the
444
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full range of tones present in the orig¬
inal subject; and similar tonal contrast
in original and reproduction.
(iii) Good Definition
Detail should be visible as detail
in those parts of the image where this
quality is considered desirable by the
photographer. It is, however, permis¬
sible to dispense with definition in those
areas where it is thought that to do so
will improve the picture.
(iv) Good Color Reproduction
Hue and saturation should match
those in the subject. Tone, we have al¬
ready considered.
(v) Mechanical Steadiness in the Image
Granted the reproduction is effected
by mechanical means, the image should
be held steady on the screen or the illu¬
sion of reality will be destroyed.
(vi) A Constant perspective relationship
between the audience and the image.
That is, the field of view of the spec¬
tator in Fig. 5 should correspond to that
of the artist in Fig. 4.
The foregoing six points are the most
important technical attributes of the
projected image, and in that order.
It will be noted that Stereoscopy is
omitted. It could be added at the end of
the list, but it is felt that there is so
little necessity for stereoscopy as such
in the portrayal of realism in motion
pictures that it might justifiably be re¬
garded as little more than a novelty in
the entertainment field. Its value in
documentary and training films is ad¬
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mitted. Stereoscopy is the least impor¬
tant of the attributes needed for the
portrayal of realism in motion pictures
(just as a sculpture does not necessarily
look more real than a flat painting) ;
conversely, attention should be given to
the attributes listed above. These will
now be considered in further detail:
(a) Good Drawing
Drawing can be reproduced very sat¬
isfactorily by most modern lenses. Op¬
tically, a lens works in the manner
shown in Fig. 6. The lens may be re¬
garded as a point through which straight
lines emanating from the subject pass
and strike the image plane in definite
positions.
A
geometrically
identical
image will be formed in this manner
of any subject plane, provided that the
image plane be kept parallel to the
subject plane.
In the same way, an image on a piece
of film may be projected on to a theater
screen without distortion provided that
the plane of the screen be kept parallel
to the plane of the film. It follows that
if the film being projected is flat, the
screen should also be flat. Only if the
film be curved should the screen be
curved, as shown in Fig. 7.
Consider the camera arrangement
shown in Fig. 8. The drawing obtained
from this camera is the same as would
be obtained from Fig. 9. Hence, film
obtained in this manner should be pro¬
jected as in Fig. 10 or Fig. 11. Figure
8 represents the Cinerama camera and
Fig. 11 the Cinerama theater. The log¬
ical evolution of the Cinerama camera
is thus a single film passing round an
arc as in Fig. 12; the corresponding
projection layout being as in Fig. 7. The
upshot of these considerations is, how¬
ever, that films which are held flat in
the camera gate should, to reproduce
drawing correctly, subsequently be pro¬
jected on to flat screens in the theater.
(b) Good Tone Reproduction
What has already been said on this
subject may be translated into technical
terms as follows:
1. The negative should be fully ex¬
posed; likewise the print.
2. The lighting contrast should be
matched carefully to the latitude of
the negative film and the tonal
range of the subject.
3. The reproduction gamma of the
theater display should be unity, due
allowance having been made for
haze, spill-light on the screen, etc.
Good tone reproduction is more im¬
portant to realism than good color re¬
production as such. We have only to
remember the sculptor and the artist in
monochrome to realize that the absence
of hue is not detrimental to artistic re¬
production; whereas lack of tone in a
color film will always elicit adverse
(Continued on Page 458)
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photographed

too

production.

Ruttenberg, ASC,

well—in¬

(seated

in

foreground)

under

lighting

conditions
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carefully calculated to match those that will prevail in the actual

Photo above shows makeup test being filmed by Joseph

production interiors in which the player, Alec Guiness, will appear.

compatible with the actual conditions that will be encountered

WHAT SCREEN TESTS SHOULD SHOW
“Avoid the maximum and shoot for the minimum” for a more natural test result.

S

INCE THE ADVENT OF

COLOR FILMS,

pre-production photographic tests are
more important than ever in making fea¬
ture films. And they require more care¬
ful attention—for a number of reasons.
Some color negatives, for example, react
differently to different colors; colors that
are appealing to the eye, often record
differently on color film. And so through
photographic tests, wardrobe depart¬
ments are able to determine what colors
are best to use; and the make-up depart¬
ment is able to experiment until it ar¬
rives at the correct make-up for a given
player.
Then there is another factor—the pho¬
tography itself. It has happened many
times that pre-production tests have been
meticulously lighted and photographed
only to be contradicted by the actual
production photography. In other words,
a player appears far differently in
the production shots than she did in
the pre-production tests. Why is this?
Very often it is because the pre-produc¬
tion tests were done too well, for they
were made under conditions that could

not always be duplicated or even ap¬
proached in actual production. In other
words, the test director and the camera¬
man had the wrong conception of the
test in that they aimed for the maximum
possible with a given player or costume,
rather than for the minimum that would
be possible under the worst conditions of
actual production.
As an example: in testing a player for
an important feminine role, the tendency
might be to give the pre-production test
the very best lighting and photography
possible—to present the player in glam¬
orizing closeups and medium shots that
enhance her personal charms to the ut¬
most.
(Continued on Page 465)
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The Professional Use
Of Reflectors
Most location shots call for fill or
booster

light.

Reflectors

are

an

effective and economical source.

By

JOE

HENRY

reflective surface, and the painted surface a more diffused or
softer light. Some of the studios coat both sides of the re¬
flector—one with paint, the other with silver leaf—thus
making a single reflector serve a dual purpose by providing
two reflectors in one.
Until recently, users of reflectors built their own. Now,
professional type dual-surfaced reflectors, complete with yoke
and pedestal are available from Mole-Richardson Company,
Hollywood, pioneer builders of studio lighting equipment.
Pictured below, the M-R reflector is constructed of plywood
AN

INDUSTRIAL

photographic

unit

using

reflectors

to

balance

(Continued on Page 462)

lighting on a picnic group on location.

T

he function of the sunlight reflector, pictured in accom¬
panying photos, may be likened to that of the flash bulb
in the still photographer s camera: to throw needed light into
shadow areas of a scene to balance the illumination for best
pictorial results.
Reflectors are essential equipment for any producer of
motion picture films. Even when booster lights are brought
along to a distant exterior location, invariably reflectors will
be found in use also, for quite often they can provide light of
a different quality or can throw light from an angle not pos¬
sible with a booster light because of the terrain or power
problems. The small film producer, of course, will find re¬
flectors indispensable; for reflectors can be made to serve
his purpose in most exterior locations, making it unnecessary
for his crew to employ the more costly booster lights and
power generator.
When reflectors first were used in cinematography, they
were usually placed on the ground and tilted, with a stick
supporting them at the desired angle. But the light thus re¬
flected from a low angle was unnatural, and gradually re¬
flectors were elevated—mounted on parallels to produce re¬
flected light from a more natural angle. Outdoors, sunlight
comes from above and it is only logical that reflected light,
to appear natural and unobtrusive, come from an elevated
angle also. Ultimately, the studios started mounting their re¬
flectors on tripods or metal stands, with the reflector tilting
within a metal U-shaped yoke mounted atop the adjustable
stand.
The typical professional reflector consists of a rigid panel
—usually plywood—about 4 feet square. The surface is
either painted with aluminum or chrome enamel or coated
with silver leaf. The latter material produces the brightest
448
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THE

“MOLEFLECTOR”—professional

in yoke

erected

on

telescoping

sunlight

pedestal

and

Mole-Richardson Company, Hollywood, Calif.

reflector

mounted

manufactured

by

Reflector is coated

on both sides, affording reflected light in hard or soft qualities.

... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
cinematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30019 Martin St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
16mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. ”85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell”

©A.M. P.A.S.
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how sound waves are recorded and reproduce

THE LANGUAGE OF MAGNETIC TAP
A glossary of common terms used in tape-recording sound for films.
By

I

F, AS A FILM maker, you contemplate
recording sound for your films, using
magnetic tape, you not only should know
something of the techniques involved
but also acquaint yourself with the lan¬
guage of the medium—the jargon of the
tape recordist. This is true whether you
intend to undertake the recording your¬
self or to employ another to do it for
you.
Tape recording has given new mean¬
ing to many words in the English lan*New Terms
** Revised 1/4/57
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guage. Numerous terms long used in the
field of sound have become important to
the tape recorder user. Here—in non¬
technical language—is a new** glossary
of some of the most common tape re¬
cording terms. It has been prepared by
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company especially for the user of mag¬
netic tapes in sound recording.
“A” WIND—(rhymes with kind)
Magnetic tape wound on the reel with
the dull oxide-coated side of the tape
toward the inside. The wind almost uni¬
versally used today. Recorder design
July, 1957

determines whether “A” or “B
wind
tape is required.
*A.B. TEST—Direct comparison of
two tape recorders made by simulta¬
neously playing identical recorded selec¬
tions on both machines and successively
turning on the speaker of first one,
then the other.
ACETATE BASE — The transparent
plastic film which forms the tough back¬
ing for approximately 90% of the mag¬
netic recording tape made in the world
today. “Scotch'’ brand magnetic tapes
Nos. Ill, 120 and “Scotch” brand

half twist
recorder.

in

tape and

supplied with many tape recorders
which employs a natural crystal—usu¬
ally Rochelle salt—as its element. As
the diaphragm moves, it causes the crys¬
tal to generate electrical voltages. Should
be handled with care, however, and
never exposed to heat. Provides best
quality of all inexpensive microphones.
CYCLES PER SECOND—The unit
for measuring the frequency, or “pitch,”
of any sound. Abbreviated “cps.”
DECIBEL—Abbreviated “db”, it is
a relative measure of sound intensity
or “volume.” It expresses the ratio of
one sound intensity to another. One
db is the smallest change in sound vol¬
ume that the human ear can detect.
DISTORTION — Any difference be¬
tween the original sound and that re¬
produced by a recording machine. Dis¬
tortion takes on many forms, and
although it can never be completely
eliminated, it can he reduced to a mini¬
mum in a good recording and repro¬
ducing system. Tape offers the maximum
potential in distortion-free recording.
DUAL TRACK RECORDER — Usu¬
ally a tape recorder with a recording
head that covers half of the tape width,
making it possible to record one track
on the tape, then turn the reels over
and record a second track in the oppo¬
site direction. Sometimes called a half¬
track recorder.
DUPE—Sometimes called a “dub” or
“dubbing.” A copy of a tape recording

rewinding on

*BASS REFLEX SPEAKER ENCLO¬
SURE—Type of extension loudspeaker

CUt ^j|P
OUTPUT

NITOR

EX ELECTRIC CORPORATION!-SAN CARLOS - CALIFORfNj

V.U.

METER:

“volume

unit”

meter which

indi¬

cates relative levels of sound during recording.

4* TRACK No-2.
TRACK No-1 ^

DUAL TRACK MONAURAL RECORDING

X_ ....
y'
iiWillllltt: ..EXT. IBH RIGHT TRACK 4
/4

iirjn

f.~.

— LEFT TRACK 4

.“

STEREO OR BINAURAL RECORDING
( W-IWE heads')

HEAD POSITION: diagram shows recording head

cabinet frequently available as acces¬
sory item for tape recorder. Design
employs a “port” or opening which
greatly reinforces the bass, yet requires
but a relatively small cabinet.
BIAS—A high-frequency alternating
current fed into the recording circuit to
eliminate distortion.
BULK ERASER—A 11(3 volt A.C.
device used to erase an entire reel of
magnetic tape at once without running
it through a recorder. It uses a strong
magnetic held which neutralizes the
magnetic patterns on the tape.
CAPSTAN—The spindle or shaft—
often the motor shaft itself—which ro¬
tates against the tape, pulling it along at
a constant speed on recording and play¬
back.
* CERAMIC MICROPHONE — Inex¬
pensive piezoelectric type microphone
supplied with many tape recorders
which employs a ceramic element to
generate voltages. Extremely rugged, it
requires more gain than does a crystal
microphone.
*CROSSOVER NETWORK — Filter
circuits for a multiple loudspeaker sys¬
tem which separates highs and lows and
feeds each to the particular speaker de¬
signed to handle them.
* CRYSTAL MICROPHONE — Inex¬
pensive piezoelectric type microphone

(Continued on Page 466)

position on tape for two types recording.

■

RECORDING
“Extra Play” magnetic tape No. 190
all employ acetate film backings.
AUDIBLE TONES — Sounds with
wave frequencies which the average
human can hear and which range from
30 to 15.000 cycles per second.
* AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF—Special
switch incorporated in some tape re¬
corders which automatically stops the
machine when the tape runs out, or in
case of tape breakage.
“B” WIND—Tape wound with oxide
out. Seldom used today. Wind can be
changed from “A” to “B” by putting

TAPE

RECORDING

many small

film

equipment today is so simple to operate and
producers

now do

their own

sound

film

so easy to acquire that

recording.

A

thorough

under¬

standing of how the equipment works and the function of the various recorder components
is essential to successful results.
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Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

CINE CAMERA TRICKS
Some professional effects that are attainable
with 8mm and 16mm cameras.

By

MACK

STENGLER,

A

lmost every serious 8mm or 16mm
movie maker ambitious to attain a
professional-like quality in his films has
seen photographic effects on the theatre
screen he has wished to duplicate. A
great many of these hlmers write to the
professional cinematographers in Holly¬
wood asking how various effects can be
duplicated with a cine camera.
When these questions are about such
things as filtering, lighting, composition,
diffusion, and so on, we’re glad to come
through with the answer; most of us
use sixteens or eights for personal movies
and are glad to pass along anything that
can honestly be applied to the better¬
ment of amateur movies.
But every now and then these let¬
ters ask about effects that can’t very
well be obtained with cine equipment.
Usually they’re effects that have been se¬
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cured by either optical printing or the
projected-background process. And both
of these are, for all practical purposes,
out of reach for the average amateur.
True, you can build an optical printer
for 16mm or 8mm use—but building it
is a real job of precision cinemechanics
if you want a printer that will do the
things you desire and
be accurate
enough so it won’t give your trick away.
In the same way, you can make backprojection shots with some cine cam¬
eras; but doing it on anything much
bigger than title backgrounds calls for
interlocked synchronous electric-motor
drives for camera and projector—plus a
lot more projector illumination than is
found in most substandard projectors
today.
There are, however, some cameratricks that can be adapted to 16mm and
July, 1957

8mm use, which will help add “pro¬
duction value” to scenario films and
maybe eliminate some set-building trou¬
bles. They aren’t simple. They call for
real precision in camera-operation, and
some construction that isn't exactly easy.
But the point is—they can be done with
some of the better 16mm and 8mm
equipment now available, if you’re will¬
ing to work patiently and painstakingly.
They are processes which have been
more or less extensively used in 35mm
professional work in the past, but which
have to a great extent been crowded
out by the newer and handier methods
of optical printing and back-projection.
They all require a camera which
permits the full-frame image on a
ground-glass screen. The 16mm CineSpecial is ideal for this; the various
magazine 16mm and 8mm cameras, with
the ground-glass focusing attachments
with which they can be fitted, can also
be used.
The first and probably the oldest and
most familiar of these tricks is the
“glass shot.” For this a pane of glass
of adequate size is placed in front of
the lens. On it is painted whatever you
may want to add to your scene—say a
ceiling in an interior shot, or a back¬
ground of sky, clouds, mountains, city
skyline, etc. The actual scene and live
action are filmed through unpainted
(Continued on Page 456)
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If those colorful moments in your life are worth shooting . . . they deserve//
the full rich color . . . the new living color of ANSCOCHROME!
Indoors, outdoors, any time you please, ANSCOCHROME captures your mem¬
ories in softer, more natural colors than ever before possible. With
tremendous new speed (Exposure Index 32) ANSCOCHROME picks up all
the detail ... all the color . . . under practically any lighting condition.
UNMATCHED IN SPEED . . . unmatched in color fidelity, new ANSCOCHROME

brings you unmatched home enjoyment. Don't shoot another roll without
trying new ANSCOCHROME. You'll be glad you did!

1 00' 1 6mm rolls
50' 16mm magazines
Daylight and Tungsten Types

ANSCO, BINGHAMTON, N. Y. A DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE & FILM CORPORATION
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FOR VITAL scenes for his
Here,”

cine-amateur Kevin

16mm

sound

Brownlow

production,

dressed

up

“It Happened

London’s

famed

Trafalgar

Square

in

swastika

emblems,

Nazi

storm

troopers

and

Hitler Youth members. Cost of props and costumes was enormous.

AN AMATEUR FILMS AN EPIC
Money, props, cast, weather, locations and the police posed constant
problems for 18-year-old Kevin Brownlow, currently shooting
fictional yarn of Nazi occupation of Britain
By

M

amateur movie makers are
happy to restrict their picture
themes and settings to contemporary,
everyday events or surroundings. The
extravagances of the professional who
can conjure up anything from an Arctic
blizzard to the French revolution 9eem
ost
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so far beyond the cine amateur’s means
that they are hardly worth his consid¬
eration.
Invariably there are exceptions. One
is eighteen-year-old Kevin Brownlow, a
British movie amateur, whose very first
serious production “The Capture” pre¬
July, 1957

cipitated no little controversy when it
narrowly missed winning one of the top
awards in Britain's Ten Best Amateur
Films of the Year competition in 1955.
Today, Brownlow is deep in production
on what may well be the greatest single
amateur movie undertaking to date.

Given the working title of “It Happened
Here,’’ it is to be a feature-length 16mm
sound film picturing what might have
happened had the outcome of World
War II been reversed, and England had
been occupied by the Nazis. This sug¬
gests the enormity of the undertaking
which, even for a major studio, would
be considered a top-budget operation.
A few quotations from Brownlow’s
synopsis will give some idea of the
scope of his ambitious undertaking. “It
Happened Here” aims to show the ef¬
fects of a Nazi regime on a country un¬
occupied by an enemy for more than a
thousand years—the behavior of the
people; the attitudes of the individuals;
and the inevitability of war. It aims to
point up the basic reason for war and
the lack of advance in human morality
since the beginning of time. Quite a
big order for a teen-age amateur movie
maker!
“. . . The central character is a woman
forced to evacuate from the south-west
coast to the devastated city of London
because of constant American carrierbased aircraft attacks. America is the
one country left fighting the Axis forces,
and has been making desperate attempts
to gain a foothold in Ireland before
trying to liberate England.
“Economically, however, the country
is on the verge of collapse, for the dol¬
lar is worthless outside her own shores,
and she is being weakened by German
troops entering Canada, and by other
Axis forces battering her Southern de¬
fenses.
“. . . The end of the film shows the
woman’s final surrender to the Nazi way
of life. At this moment America realizes
England has taken the weak way out
and is no longer an ally, even in spirit.
Long range bombers, unable to reach
London because of impenetrable de¬
fenses, drop atom bombs on the North¬
ern industrial towns, crippling the en¬
tire country and making it useless to
the occupying powers who move out
just as the Romans did in 410 A.D.
They leave behind a shattered, degraded
population . . .”
The reaction of most amateurs to the
thousand and one problems which such
a story poses would be to consider faking
a few newspaper headlines, realize it
would hardly be enough, toss the script
hastily away and try to forget it.
But Brownlow can’t forget it. The
script has been brewing in his mind for
the past two years, and he has already
shot several of the most difficult se¬
quences. Even so, there are still plenty
of problems ahead, and he anticipates
that “It Happened Here” will be an¬
other three to four years in production.
How can an amateur film maker un¬
dertake such a film? Which difficulty
should he tackle first? Should he at¬

tempt to skirt the more spectacular
problems at the script stage?
Brownlow’s attitude is exactly the op¬
posite of most amateurs. He believes
that unless his background is sufficiently
convincing, his central story will be dis¬
missed as incredible. So he started by
scripting and shooting the scenes which
seemed the most impossible.
“The last thing I want is a film which
avoids showing the background,” he
told me. “If I dodged crowd scenes,
authentic uniforms, and large scale lo¬
cation work against London landmarks,
the result would be totally unconvincing.
However successful the use of closeups
and intercutting proved, audiences would
only be interested in how Ed cheated.
I’m hoping that by showing them the
real thing—hordes of uniformed sol¬
diers. mass demonstrations and so on—
they will accept the plausibility of the
whole film.”
Finance was and still is a major dif¬
ficulty. Waffen S.S. uniforms, as Brownlow soon discovered, cost ten dollars a
week to hire, and he needed forty for
one shot alone. For early sequences he
made his own, adapting old British uni¬
forms, adding authentic buttons and
medal ribbons, and checking the au¬
thenticity of every detail.
Every prop was tackled with the same
devotion. The ammunition for a ma¬
chine gun was made from several score
of old propelling pencils cut in half.
When Brownlow found that he could not
satisfactorily copy all the uniforms and
equipment he needed, he published ap¬
peals and advertisements, and now pos¬
sesses one of the largest and rarest col¬
lections of German military gear in
Britain.

AUTHENTICALLY-COSTUMED

Nazi

As news of the production spread,
Brownlow was offered everything from
Iron Crosses to Himmler's staff car. His
latest find is a Fiesler Storch aeroplane,
currently stationed at his disposal a few
miles outside London!
Casting the film was even more of a
problem than finding sufficient props.
“When I’d scrounged a uniform, at
least I knew where it was,” said Brown¬
low. “But I couldn’t say as much for
my players.”
One of the principal actors left “It
Happened Here” after a great number
of bis vital shots had been filmed.
Shooting had to be restarted practically
from scratch. Later another important
member of the cast lost his initial en¬
thusiasm, and a similar situation re¬
sulted.
Brownlow’s answer was to issue a fre¬
quent duplicated handout called “To
Put You in the Picture,” informing ev¬
ery player of the film’s progress and
explaining the reasons for any delays.
As the cast list for “It Happened Here”
will soon reach two hundred, the pro¬
duction and distribution of the handout
is a formidable task alone.
Principals were carefully selected af¬
ter Brownlow had advertised his re¬
quirements. Although he made it clear
he couldn’t hope to pay any of his cast,
there were still a huge number of ap¬
plicants. Many were given bit or extra
parts, and even here Brownlow, always
a perfectionist, took immense pains in
differentiating between German and
British physical types.
Despite problems of equipment, props
and cast; despite the worst summer
Britain can remember, one of the most

officers are filmed

(Continued on Page 460)

in

action

by

Kevin

Brownlow,

using

hand-held camera at far right. Scene is for “It Happened Here,” estimated to require two
years to complete.
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“GUNFIGHT AT OK CORRAL”
(Continued from Page 437)

the same as master painters did in the
many fine canvases which have endured
to this day. In my opinion, too much
light on faces—that is, an overabun¬
dance of fill or booster light—makes a
player look phoney. It detracts from
his character, whereas it is the pur¬
pose of the cameraman to enhance the
character and point up his personality
with proper lighting and camera treat¬
ment.” One of Lang's strong rules in
photographing “Gunfight at the OK
Corral” was always to use a minimum
of front light. “Just enough to identify
the player,” he said.
On the sound stage, interiors were
given similar treatment. We see it in
the opening scenes showing; Doc Holli¬
day and his woman companion in his
hotel room; in the dramatic early scenes
where he meets with his intended killers
in the hotel bar; and throughout the
entire picture wherever the action of the
story retreats indoors.
The thought may arise here: “Why
did Lang achieve such outstanding ar¬
tistic results in the photography of this
particular picture?” Perhaps it was
because of the fortunate teaming of
cinematographer
Lang
with
screen
director Preston Sturges. Sturges, more
than some other directors, is said to
have a deeper understanding of photog¬
raphy and what it can do to enhance
a story, and therefore thinks of his
scenes in terms of the photographic
result. Obviously, the cinematic genius
of Lang encountered unusual fertile
ground working with a director of this
distinction.
In the beginning, the two men spent
a great deal of time just planning the
photography. Together they spent hours
in the Paramount projection room re¬
viewing some of the pictures on which
each had contributed his respective
talents; Sturges was able to study
Lang’s special photographic techniques
and Lang saw in the director’s pictures
the incomparable earthy Sturges style
of direction and plot motivation that
seemed so compatible with his ideas of
pictorial treatment.
A company of more than 100, includ¬
ing cast and crew, spent fifteen shoot¬
ing days at Tucson and Phoenix, Ari¬
zona, for exterior scenes representing
Fort Griffith, Texas, Dodge City, Kan¬
sas, and Tombstone, Arizona.
Shooting started on the “Old Tucson”
section near the city. This is a perma¬
nent set built around 25 years ago for
the film “Arizona,” which has been
perpetuated as a tourist attraction as
well as serving as a location site for
many western films like “Gunfight at
456
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the OK Corral.” This section was used
to duplicate Tombstone, Arizona, as well
as Fort Griffith. Texas.
The company next shot at Elgin,
Arizona, approximately 57 miles from
Tucson, and the remaining days in and
around Tucson and at the huge 32,000acre Empire ranch, some 47 miles to
the south. Because of the vast scope en¬
compassed by the twin-frame picture
area of the VistaVision camera, a group
of eight Arizona highway patrolmen
were on hand at all times to stop any
far-away traffic that might spoil the
early-day western scenes.
The actual gunfight, filmed at Old
Tucson, took about four eleven-hour
days to shoot; the action lasts about
five minutes on the screen. It generally
is agreed that this is the greatest gun¬
fight ever recorded by motion picture
cameras. Lang put his imagination and
ingenuity to the supreme test in com¬
posing, lighting
and
photographing
every take of this dramatic climax.
Here the skillful use of backlight and
the deliberate avoidance of booster light
gives special emphasis to the scenes and
points up the sinister aspects of the
fray. Lang captured almost all action
here with the camera set low as possible,
shooting under a bridge, a wagon, or
through the spokes of a wagon wheel.
Despite the gunfire, the action in many
takes was played right into the camera,
thus bringing the spectator right into
the very heart of the fight with tensionshattering impact.
Few cinematographic achievements
can compare with “Gunfight at the
OK Corral.”
It’s a “must see” for
students of cinematography — recom¬
mended viewing for many old-timers,
too.

CINE CAMERA TRICKS
(Continued from Page 452)

areas on the glass, as shown in Fig. A of
illustration.
The important point is this: the glass
painting must be matched, looking,
through the lens, to whatever actual set
or scene is to be photographed, so that
the two blend smoothly into one. And of
course the live action of the scene must
be so directed that it keeps strictly with¬
in the bounds of the unpainted part of
the glass. Otherwise, if an actor stepped
“out of bounds” and crossed the matte¬
painting line, part of him would sud¬
denly-—and for no apparent reason—
vanish on the screen.
Another vitally important thing is
that camera and matte-painting shouldn’t
be moved between the time the painting
is made and the time the shot is pho¬
tographed. If either moves even the
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smallest fraction of an inch, they’re
not likely to match up properly when the
scene is made. Back in the old days
when we used this process in the studios,
it was a common sight to see a tripod
carefully anchored to the stage floor by
tie-down chains, etc., in its proper posi¬
tion behind a glass, with signs all around
saying “Do Not Touch!” When the cam¬
era was placed on the tripod, it would be
perfectly aligned for the shot.
While glass shots are generally used
in professional production to put some¬
thing in at the top of the frame, it
doesn’t by any means follow that that’s
the only way they can be used. Obvi¬
ously, if your real scene and the painting
are carefully blended, you can use the
painting to add, say, a gully in the fore¬
ground, or something at one side of the
frame or the other.
A three-dimensional development of
this idea is called the “front miniature.”
The basic principle is much the same as
that of the glass shot, except that a threedimensional miniature of the desired ad¬
dition to the scene is placed in front of
the lens instead of a painting (Fig. B in
illustration).
Like the glass-shot painting, this min¬
iature must be very precisely coordi¬
nated in design and perspective with
the actual part of the scene. Since it
is much closer to the lens than the real
set, it can of course be made compara¬
tively small. Sometimes, once you know
how to manage the design and construc¬
tion of such miniatures, you can use
what the artists call “forced perspective”
—that is, have the part of the miniature
closest to the lens built to a slightly
larger scale than the more distant part.
This, if properly coordinated, can add a
surprising illusion of depth.
Of course the lighting of the mini¬
ature must be carefully matched to that
of the real part of the scene. Otherwise—to cite an obviously extreme example
—you might get a shot in which the sun
shone from the left on the lower half
of the scene, and from the right in the
upper part!
Many years ago an ingenious Euro¬
pean cinematographer devised a process
which, while a modification of the two
methods just outlined, had vastly greater
possibilities. This was the Schuefftan
process, named after its inventor, cine¬
matographer Eugene Schuefftan. Unfor¬
tunately, it has never been used to any
extent in this country, as it appeared just
as other and more flexible processes such
as the old Dunning Process and the pro¬
jected background process came into use.
It is distinctly intricate, but it offers pos¬
sibilities that could certainly be put to
good use by the painstaking filmer of
amateur scenario films.
In a nutshell, here’s how it works:
The actors work in front of a small set
—just big enough to furnish the mini-

mum essential background for their
actual movements. This set is placed as
usual, directly in front of the camera.
Also in front of the camera, and com¬
paratively close to the lens, is placed a
reflecting surface — a partially-silvered
mirror or an intricate system of prisms
-—with the reflecting surface at a 45degree angle to the lens’ axis. At right
angles to the camera’s main lens-axis,
and at the proper distance, is a paint¬
ing, a photograph or a miniature set, the
reflected image of which, blended with
the small actual set, completes the
scene.
In its simplest form, this system can
make use of a front-surface mirror;
that is, one in which the silver reflect¬
ing surface is deposited on the front of
the glass support, rather than on the
back. Most glass or mirror shops can
make these up.
With this mirror in place, the silver
is carefully scraped from the glass over
an area of precisely the right size and
shape to permit the real, full-size set
and actors to be viewed by the lens.
The photo, miniature or painting which
is to complete the shot is then posi¬
tioned, over at the side, at right angles
to the lens, in such a manner that its
reflection and the real set blend into a
single image. (Fig. C in illustration.)
This way you can get an apparently
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spectacular set—say a huge interior of
a castle, or the like—on the screen,
while all you have to build in full-size
construction is, say, a small back-wall,
a door, or the like, just big enough so
your actors have a little room to move
about in. Naturally, you can have this
real set of any size and shape you want,
even masking off unwanted parts of a
real room or building by simply leav¬
ing the silvering of the mirror where
it will conceal that part, and reflect into
the lens something entirely different,
though blended with that part of the
real scene you photograph.
Anyone contemplating any of these
tricks should
remember you
can't
pan, tilt or dolly the camera in
photographing them.
Each set-up is
good for only one camera-angle. Usu¬
ally, it’s the long-shot. If you move in
closer, for medium-shots or closeups,
you'll either have to make a completely
new glass-shot, miniature or Schuefftan set-up, or plan your action and
camera-angles so that your real back¬
ground will be sufficient, and not reveal
that the previous shot was a trick.
However, that isn't much of a handi¬
cap. If, for example, you're putting a
ceiling on a room, or Schuefftanprocessing a big room around your
actors, once you’ve established the spec¬
tacular setting in a long-shot, your audi¬
ence’s imagination will put it there,
even if in the closer angles it only sees
a simple, plain back-wall.

Secondly, your camera must be abso¬
lutely steady on its tripod, and have as
steady a film-motion as possible. Other¬
wise, you may have the nearer painting
or miniature visibly weaving, while the
actually more distant “real part of the
set remains steady.
Finally, doing these tricks and doing
them at all convincingly requires some
skill and precision. You can't get away
with crude painting or a crude mini¬
ature, even though superabundant de¬
tail may not be desirable. And the
perspective of the “artificial" part of
the shot must be accurate, or the com¬
posite scene on the screen will look
phoney.
And the alignment of real
action, artificial addition, and camera
must be precise to the Nth degree, or
again, your shot will be so "fakey" you
might better not try it.
All of these methods have been used
many times in professional filming,
sometimes even with cameras hardly
better than today’s best substandard
outfits. With precision and skill there’s
no reason why they can t be used in
16mm and 8mm, either black-and-white
or color. But—don’t expect success the
first try. It takes patient, painstaking
work to accomplish any camera-trick,
and do it convincingly. And this calls
for really exacting work. But, properly
done,
they can add immeasurable
“production value'' to amateur scenario
and documentary films.
end

APPROACH TO WIDE-ANGLE PHOTOGRAPHY
(Continued, from Page 444)

comment.
(c) Good Definition
Good definition in motion pictures is
seldom as high as is desired. This can
be a limiting factor in the portrayal of
realism. Good definition can only be
achieved by strict attention to technical
factors. The definition of Cinerama is
much higher than normal in a theater
and affords a startling contribution to
the realism of the display.
The artistic use of lack of definition
-—e.g., in backgrounds—does not excuse
the inability to provide it when it is
called for.
(d) Good Color Reproduction
This is the constant preoccupation of
color film manufacturers. The user can
do much to help, however. The use of
the correct color lighting; the use of
only those colored materials (in a
scene) which can be correctly repro¬
duced; strict attention to light and
shade, exposure and processing — all
these help to make the most of the really
wonderful color films now available.
(e) Mechanical Steadiness in the Image
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Cinematography is admittedly a trick.
This does not detract from the illusion
provided the trick is well performed. It
should go without saying that the pic¬
ture on the screen should not jump
about, flicker, ghost or suffer from any
avoidable
mechanical
faults.
These
above all help to destroy the illusion of
realism, so painstakingly created in
other respects.
(f) A Constant Perspective Relationship
Between the Spectator and the
Image.
The field of view of the artist in Fig.
4 is constant because it is dictated by
the construction of his own eyes. Hence,
the field of view of the camera eye
should ideally be kept constant, when
the audience (who cannot move from
their seats) will perceive a constant
sense of perspective in the theater.
We do not say “the same sense of
perspective ’ because the audience is
in reality not the single observer
shown in Fig. 5, but a crowd of people,
only one of whom occupies the theo¬
retically correct viewing position for

•
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the screen (see Fig. 13, page 444).
This is a practical limitation of the
subjective
realism
possible
in
the
theatre display. Nevertheless, it is still
possible for a member of the audience
(say at position A, Fig. 13) to accom¬
modate himself to an incorrect perspec¬
tive match, provided the error in the
matching be kept constant. Foss of
realism due to continually changing
perspective may thus be eliminated.
There will, however, remain an effect
as follows:
Consider three members of the audi¬
ence seated, as in Fig. 14. A occupies
the correct position. B is half as far
from the screen as is A, while C is
twice as far from the screen.
A will experience a correct perspec¬
tive match and will be able to project
the scene mentally, as did S in Fig. 5.
B will experience a feeling that he
is sitting too near the screen, while C
will feel that he is sitting too far away.
Of these latter, C’s feeling will be more
comfortable than will B’s.
C will
feel impelled to move forward (which
another time he may indeed do) and
tend to occupy A’s position; whereas
B will feel an urge to move backwards,
objectionable in any circumstances.
If, then, it is not possible to match
perspective for the entire audience, it
is best to match it for as many spec¬
tators as possible and in so doing to
promote a viewing preference for seats
nearer to the screen. This should even¬
tually lead to a general preference
among the viewing public for seats in
more forward positions, a preference al¬
ready well-established in the legitimate
theatre.
The overall practical effect of the
foregoing is to show that there is a
fundmental relationship between camera
and projection techniques. If realism
is sought in the display, it is not suffi¬
cient for the camera and the projec¬
tionist—that is, the Studio and the
Theatre—to think and act in separate
fields. Hitherto, the theatre has been
planned in terms of a conventional lay¬
out and the studio has had little option
but to produce films for the facilities
available for showing them.
Now, however, both theatre and
studio—both projectionist and camera¬
man—are undergoing changes in their
techniques. It is at the moment diffi¬
cult to specify either separately because
the other is still changing. We can,
therefore, only specify them together,
showing the relationship between cam¬
era and screen, in such a way that
they may together evolve into a stable
new form. Stability is necessary for
commercial reasons. It is also inevit¬
able, so anything that can be done to
promote stability is only sound commer¬
cial practice.

Where is stability lacking at the pres¬
ent time in the commercial motion pic¬
ture theatre? The following are the
features most in need of stabilization:
i. The shape of the screen.
ii. The width of the screen in rela¬
tion to the depth of the auditorium.
To a certain extent these are interde¬
pendent. Thus, if the screen border is
to be well within the field of view of
the audience, an aspect ratio approach¬
ing 1.5 to 1 might be considered desir¬
able. On the other hand, if the audi¬
ence is to he given a wider field of
view, as in the Cinerama concept, then
an aspect ratio approaching 2 to 1
would be preferable. Some interme¬
diate condition would justify an inter¬
mediate value for the aspect ratio.
Whatever shape is finally chosen,
consider once more Fig. 5 where the
shape is conveniently not shown but
where the perspective relationship is
emphasized. The effect of Fig. 5 is
now to show that the actual shape of the
screen is not so important in portray¬
ing realism as is the position of the
audience in relation to screen width.
Under these conditions, the smaller the
screen and the nearer the audience can
sit (proportionately) the more economi¬
cal the display becomes to contrive.
These considerations must, of course, be
balanced against others of a commercial
nature, such as the intended size of the
audience and the utilization of existing
premises.
It may be that the inclination of the
audience to sit at the back of the audi¬
torium has in the past been conditioned
more by inadequate technical quality
in the display than by a conscious de¬
sire to improve the illusion of reality.
Other reasons may of course be found
in a study of the social factors which
influence cinema-going, but these are
outside the scope of this paper.
In short, provided we can command
adequate technical proficiencey, then
by installing a large screen for the
benefit of the back seats we achieve no
more than by keeping the same size
screen and bringing the back seats for¬
ward.
Rather, by the arguments of
para. 5, the latter course should be the
more acceptable.
What then is the merit of the large
or wide screen? Simply this: that it
enables a wider field of view to be por¬
trayed than formerly. It invests us with
the mantle of the artist who, wearied
by the restricted confines of his canvas,
has stretched the frame to reveal a
fuller view of the same subject. And
like the artist, we do not, thereupon,
paint on a larger scale, but maintain¬
ing the same scale we embrace a wider
field. Likewise in the theatre, the ad¬
vent of the wide screen implies, not an
increase in the size of the images for¬

merly projected, hut a proportionate
increase in the field of view, which may
now stretch more and more in width
and height, until we lose sight of the
borders of the screen and see with the
untramelled eyes of the watcher in free
space. This was the concept of Cine¬
rama, the forerunner of the wide screen.
And how does the cameraman pro¬
ceed, now that he is given for this
new medium a wider canvas and must
use it no less dramatically than hitherto?
One of the responsibilities of the
cameraman is to maintain the composi¬
tion of the picture. And because the
old canvas was limited in size, composi¬
tion has tended to be regarded as tied
to the frame of this canvas—the screen.
Remove the frame and the primary aid
to composition disappears; only the
cross-wires of the viewfinder are left.
Now for practical reasons these cross¬
wires—the center lines of the scene—
are not sufficient to enable the camera¬
man to retain control of the composi¬
tion. Nor is it permissible to frame the
action in the borders of the new canvas.
These borders have been chosen for
their quasi-disappearing qualities.
If
we compose our action to the new frame
limits, we shall bring them back into
our field of view and negate our origi¬
nal conception of the portrayal of free
space. Compostion must, therefore, be
conceived as in the mind of the sculptor
—unlimited by borders and finite in it¬
self. The extension of the field between
the action and border comprises our
region of peripheral vision. The prob¬
lem then resolves itself, how best to
define the limits of what we will call
Significant Action. There is no ques¬
tion of restricting in any way pictorial
composition of the scene itself. Pictorially the scene as such must be con¬
ceived with a composition which ex¬
tends up to the limits of the canvas.
What should be limited is the area of
screen within which the eyes of the audi¬
ence are free to roam—that is the limits
within which attention should be con¬
centrated on the action; or the area in
which the audience is required to look,
as opposed to the peripheral area in
which it merely sees. The limits of
significant action may, therefore, be
identified with the limits within which
it is permitted to move the Center of
Attention of the scene.
The practical application of this re¬
quirement could be carried out as fol¬
lows: Assuming that the cine frame will
contain a picture which will be pro¬
jected to fill the full area of the screen,
a mask could be fitted to the camera
viewfinder and telescope which will
show a clear inner rectangle with a grey
mask overlaying the peripheral area
(see Fig. 15). Fig. 15 contains no di¬
mensions, because the choice of the
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We make Scotch Tracks*
16 hours a day
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*We use the ‘ SCOTCH” Brand
Magnetic Laminate process for
consistently higher quality.
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magnetic cameras:
Pre-striped-and-tested raw stock.

• RCA Sound Recording
• Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and
81 ack-and-White

precise relationship between the two
rectangles is arbitrary. As an example,
we could postulate that the inner rec¬
tangle contains a field equal to that
formerly used, while the outer rectangle
would contain the new field which has
been revealed by the new camera tech¬
nique. It follows also, that if the theatre
screen area is being increased in pro¬
portion to the camera negative area (a
logical relationship—again in the first
instance), then the new field will be
covered in the camera only by using the
same effective focal length camera lens
as formerly. These relationships are
expressed diagrammatically in Fig. 16.
(Note that the term “effective focal
length” is intended to include the effect
of an anamorphic attachment where
used.)
From this it follows that in the new
method of shooting, depth of field will
be the same as formerly—also exposure
levels—but a larger area of set will be
required for a given action. This added
set construction will, however, apply
mainly to the peripheral area. It will
be found that this area needs propor¬
tionately a smaller provision of light¬
ing equipment than the central area,
because the central area generally con¬
tains more depth in construction. In¬
deed, the peripheral area may be in¬
creasingly filled by artificial aids to film¬
ing, such as hanging miniatures and
painted mattes—not to mention the use
of traveling mattes, in which the wider
field is largely swallowed up in the
background plate.
Moreover, owing to the wider angle
of view, proportionately slower and
shorter movements of the camera (track¬
ing, panning, etc.) will be required to
maintain the same sense of dynamism
as at present. It may be postulated that
the range and speed of camera move¬
ments of all types should be reduced in
proportion to the increase in camera
lens angle. As an example, a simple
calculation will show that camera move¬
ment (both range and speed) when
using a Vista-Vision camera should be
reduced to two-thirds of what would
have been required had the same lens
been used on a normal 35mm camera.
Attention to this important point will
remove the objections
(which are
known to exist) to the effects of camera
movement on wide-angle images.
end

• Magnetic Laminating
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challenging sequences of “It Happened
Here” was the first to be completed. In
May, 1956, Brownlow “invaded” the
annual May Day Labor Rally in Lon¬
don’s Trafalger Square with a squad
of German soldiers, armed to the teeth.

There were arguments with the po¬
lice and complaints from rally organiz¬
ers. The only people who took it calmly
were the crowd who, with typical Brit¬
ish phlegm, ignored the whole thing!
Eventually Brownlow and his unit were
driven away; but not before he had
secured shots of several thousand Eng¬
lishmen “guarded’” by Nazi troops.
To match up with his shots of spec¬
tators, Brownlow needed material show¬
ing Nazi officials speaking from the
plinth of Nelson’s Column. He obtained
a permit to film from the appropriate
Ministry, decorated the Column with
Swastikas and German slogans, and
lined the plinth with Authentic-looking
soldiers, politicians and members of the
Hitler youth.
When the national press ran the story
the next day, the Ministry exploded.
Apparently there is a solemn—if in¬
explicable—rule against Riming costume
pictures in the Square. “It Happened
Here” will be the first exception—and
the last, according to the Ministry.
After a few sessions in Soho, Lon¬
don’s colorful Latin quarter, Brownlow
was forbidden by the police to film in
the district again. He is at present en¬
deavoring to obtain permission to fly
a Swastika from the roof of Broadcast¬
ing House, and has only reluctantly
abandoned the idea of writing to Buck¬
ingham Palace for the same purpose.
An exhibition of Heinkels and Messerschmidts gave him an unexpected
chance to obtain further authentic back¬
ground material. Currently he is plan¬
ning a Nazi victory parade down the
Mall (the route of all Royal proces¬
sions), featuring lorry loads of soldiers,
staff cars and marching troops. He is
even considering a fly-past.
If it were not for what he has already
achieved, it might all sound absurd.
But Brownlow is quick to point out that
these spectacular sequences only set the
background to his film, which in other
ways is planned as an intense, almost
intimate production.
Money, props, cast, weather, locations
and police look like constant problems
throughout the production of “It Hap¬
pened Here.” But it will take more
than these to stop Brownlow, not only
the most ambitious but the most deter¬
mined of British amateur movie makers.
By sheer doggedness he is proving that
few, if any, practical difficulties are be¬
yond amateur resources.
“After all,” he told me, “I’ve got to
get these sort of problems out of the
way first. They may be the biggest, but
they’re not the hardest. Once I’ve fin¬
ished the epic stuff I can concentrate
on the real difficulties—direction, per¬
formances, atmosphere.”
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MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES
Research and Script
Photography, Studio and
Location
Processing
Edge-numbered Work Prints
Sound Recording and
Rerecording

(Continued from Page 448)

one-inch thick supported within a wood¬
en frame. Overall size is four feet. T he
frame has fittings for mounting the re¬
flector on a pedestal or for attaching a
telescoping support at the back where
reflector is to be used on the ground.
The yoke and pedestal are constructed of
steel tubing. The latter is adjustable
from a low of 60 inches to a maximum
height of 96 inches.
The simplest and most obvious use of
the reflector is to lighten up the shadow
side of faces when shooting in a crosslight out-of-doors. For this, a fairly soft
reflector—the aluminum painted surface
—is usually best. The reflector should be
placed well back from the subject so that
the effect of shadow still remains, but
with the shadow area lightened up suffi¬
ciently to permit the camera to capture
necessary detail. Here, the reflector
should he elevated so that the light
strikes subject at face level or from
slightly above. In any case, the reflected
light should not be so intense as to cause
subject to squint.
Reflectors find important use also
when the cameraman works in a back¬
light. Here, two reflectors should be
used—one at either side of subject
throwing fill light towards both sides of
the face—and a third placed somewhat
closer to subject (with consequent “hot¬
ter” light) to provide a measure of mod¬
eling in the illumination. In a situation
of this kind, some cameramen attempt to

Editing and Matching
Titling and Animation
Release Printing
Magna-Striping
Slide Film Animation
Slide Duplicating
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to produce films of archival quality.
effect modeling by placing a hard reflec¬
tor on the opposite side. A better method
is to achieve imbalance in the reflected
light by using soft reflectors at either
side and placing one a little closer to the
subject than the other. Where the hard
reflector is used in a case of this kind,
the light resulting is too harsh and makes
use of reflected light too obvious.
The skillful cameraman will achieve
results with reflectors that are subtle and
without making the use of reflectors ob¬
vious in the scene. Like every other cine¬
matic treatment, when reflected lighting
is overdone, it is distracting as well as
completely unnatural.
By using reflectors, action can be
staged in shade, as for example on a
porch, under large shade trees, or in the
shadow of a house or tall building. Here
reflectors can be set up beyond the
shaded area in such a manner as to
throw reflected sunlight into the scene.
Of course, this calls for shooting on the
location at the time of day when the sun
is in the right position to make reflector
use effective. Where action is staged in
deep shade, hard surfaced reflectors are
the best to use, as their light beams hold
together and carry for a greater distance
than do those of soft reflectors. Profes¬
sional
cinematographers
have
been
known to use reflectors in relays for this
type of shot—bouncing the light from
one reflector to another until the light

San

Diego

5,

Calif.
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a viewer that enables him to view
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reaches the desired spot. This, of course,
where access to sunlight is not direct, as
in the average type of shot calling for re¬
flector use.
Another professional use for sunlight
reflectors is to provide back-lighting and
rim-lighting. A typical example of using
reflectors for back-lighting is where sub¬
ject is out in the open, facing the sun.
Camera angle permitting, a hard reflec¬
tor is placed in back of subject to throw
reflected light upon him to provide add¬
ed separation. Sometimes two reflectors
are better for this—one at each side, and
toward the back.
Use of reflectors in cinematography
rarely poses an exposure problem. Once
the contrast effect has been checked with
the aid of a contrast viewing glass, the
usual meter reading—either reflected or
incident light—is read and the lens set
accordingly. It sometimes happens that
balancing the reflector-filled shadow-side
of a face with the bright side becomes a
problem. To get an effect of natural,
“open” shadow there should be about
half as much light in the shadow as in
the highlight. Increase or decrease the
illumination of the reflector-lighted area
by moving the reflectors toward or away
from subject or scene, until the right
balance is obtained.

SCREEN TESTS

announces
a new concept in developing film
Filmline

(Continued from Page 447)

Of course, it is usually necessary to in¬
clude some shots of this nature in any
test, but if the test film is composed en¬
tirely of this type of shot, an injustice
will be done the player, the cinematogra¬
pher, and the studio. For a film test of
this sort invariably leaves too much un¬
answered. You prove that the girl can
be made to look lovely on the screen—in
a shot where everything played into the
photographer's hands; where movement
of both subject and camera was mini¬
mized. You prove, perhaps, that you can
make her look attractive as she sits still
and presents first a full-face angle to the
camera, then the right profile and then
the left—or perhaps walks slowly toward
or away from the camera.
But how does she look in action?
In production she'll move around on
the sets—perhaps violently. Perhaps the
camera will move, too, on dolly or boom.
Lamp placement, in actual production,
may at times be restricted by camera
movement or by the need to avoid mike
shadows. LTnder these conditions, can
this same player be made to look as
glamorous and attractive as in the care¬
fully controlled test shots?
Obviously, unless those entrusted with
making the film test take all the inevit¬
able factors into consideration and show
the minimum that can be achieved as
well as the maximum, the test cannot be
considered a fair nor dependable one.
Let us consider another example: a
character actor scheduled to play a for¬
eign type, such as a Mexican or Chinese.
A test of his make-up alone shows noth¬
ing but the already well-known fact that
he can be made up to represent almost
any type of character. But unless the
cameraman and the test-director plan for
it, the test won’t show how convincing
that make-up will be in scenes where he
is eventually to work with a genuine
Mexican or a real Chinaman. Neither
w ill it show how he will appear in scenes
where he is to work closely with the
other players—with Americans or Brit¬
ishers, or with the leading lady. Maybe
these are obvious considerations in tests
of extreme character make-ups — but
they're easily overlooked, none the less,
in making “just a simple make-up test.”
Costume tests can hold just as many
pitfalls. And it is not always or exclus¬
ively the costumes of the principals that
can give trouble, either. Only recently a
major studio tested some costumes for
the chorus of a musical film. The design¬
er had done his best to suggest the dar¬
ingly revealing costumes of chorines
without literally running afoul of censor¬
ship regulations. But camera tests were
necessary to prove whether or not the

from
— TO FINISH

. mill juw® “"J1

Illustrated: Model R-15 16mm
Reversal & Negative-Positive
Processor. Variable speeds to
1200 ft. per hr. From $2795.00.

NOW—with a FiLMLINE Processor
even an amateur can produce top
quality footage. Just load the ma¬
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photographic rendition of the costumes
and their wearers would be too nearly
similar, and perhaps give some sensitiveminded reviewers the impression that
there was too little costume and too
much girl revealed.
In the comparatively close shots of
normal dramatic action, the cinematog¬
rapher can do a great deal to control the
way such a costume will appear on the
screen. Definition and gradation are
both at the maximum. Furthermore,
discreetly-placed shadows can conceal
doubtful points.
But in long-shots of a musical number
or dance routine the situation is re¬
versed. Definition and gradation are al¬
most inevitably at their minimum. And
with a set lit for the high-key effects
usually desirable for such numbers, and
with both players and camera moving
constantly, very little—if any—shadow¬
ing can be done. The costume itself must
he right. And a test made under the
most favorable conditions —- compara¬
tively close shots which to the unthink¬
ing might seem likely to be the most re¬
vealing will tell exactly nothing about
what will appear on the screen when the
number itself is being photographed for
the production.
Therefore such tests are best made
under conditions simulating as closely as
possible the conditions that will be en¬
countered when the number is actually
filmed. It may not be so flattering to the
costume, its designer, its wearer, or to

the photographer's skill. But it will give
an accurate measure of what can be ex¬
pected under the least favorable produc¬
tion conditions. And that’s really what
the test is for.
It often happens that a test is made of
a player—man or woman—under arti¬
ficial lighting on the test stage, where the
player is to be cast in an outdoor pic¬
ture. Today a great deal can be done
to balance up a player’s appearance in
interiors and exteriors, with the control
possible through the use of scrims, reflec¬
tors, booster-lights, and so on. But even
so, natural lighting can be much more
searching—much more revealing of any
defects—than the fully-controlled light¬
ing of the sound stage.
In such a case, therefore, it seems the
test should include not only the most
favorable lightings and angles, but also
the harsher, less favorable source-light¬
ings which will approximate the worst
lighting-conditions likely to be encoun¬
tered outdoors on location.
The point is that tests should be ap¬
proached realistically. They should show
the subject not only under the best
photographic conditions possible, but un¬
der the worst conditions likely to be
encountered in the course of actual pro¬
duction. They should, in short, live up to
their name, and test every conceivable
possibility —- good and bad — and do it
searchingly. If they do that, they can
prove a genuine asset to production.

“Joe Macbeth,” “As Wicked As They
Come” and “Town on Trial.”
The many small interiors on “The
Long Haul” have presented Emmott
with a number of problems. I always
follow the source light system of light¬
ing,” he told me. “A room is much
better lit at night than it is at day. I
just take that principle to its logical
conclusion.”
He pointed out the gaffer. “There’s
my right hand,” he said. “A gaffer like
Bert is invaluable to a cameraman. If it
wasn't for him and his way with the
boys up top my job would be twice as
difficult.”

ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 424)

• Winton Hoch, ASC, “The Missouri Trav¬
eler,” (Technicolor; C. V. Whitney Pictures,
Inc.) with Brandon de Wilde, Lee Marvin
and Mary Hosford. Jerry Hopper, director.

• J. Peverell Marlf.y. ASC, “The Left
Handed Gun," with Paul Newman and Lita
Milan. Arthur Penn, director.
• En Dupar, ASC, “Camay and Lux com¬
mercials. * Dav Monahan, director.
• H. F. Koenekamp, ASC, Jif Peanut Com¬
mercial. * Dave Monahan, director.
• Harold

Stine,

ASC, “Cheyenne” *

Tom

Carr, director.
• Ted McCord, ASC,
Martinson, director.

CAMERA TREATMENT FOR “THE LONG HAUL”
(Continued from Page 438)

on which I visited Shepperton in order
to get the tank out of the way as soon
as possible.
Emmott explained that to match the
eonsistentlv rugged mood of the film he
was employing a fairly constant method
of lighting. “I’m using 125 foot candles
at f/4 almost throughout.” he told me,
‘‘and we re shooting on Ilford H.P.3.”
The Mitchell camera was supplemented
by three or four Arriflexes.
To insure a correct match-up with the
location footage, Emmott stepped up the
lighting on the studio “exteriors.” He
mentioned that Hughes and Setton had
been very pleased with the results,
claiming it was virtually impossible to
tell the authentic location shots from the
studio material.
■‘The Long Haul” is shot for a 1.85:1
ratio. Emmott, like most cameramen, is
emphatic in his dislike of the current
lack of ratio standardization.
“Suppose you deliberately include the
roof of a long building in an interior,”
he said. “You can sweat half the day
making sure you get the compositional
effect you want, and when you see the
466
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film at a local cinema, the projectionist
has lopped your roof right off the
t”
screen!
Emmott has never worked in CinemaScope, and much prefers filming in
black-and-white to color. He has been
shooting since “With Cobham to the
Cape” in 1925, and was the cameraman
on John Grierson’s celebrated pioneer¬
ing documentary “Drifters” two years
later. He spent ten years with Warners
at Teddington. His recent films include

$190 Special Purpose
600 FOOT
CONVERSION FOR
AURICON
CINE-VOICE
Take-up is in camera on 100ft. reel. Used on horse race
tracks and other applications
where 100-ft. or less is ta¬
ken, then processed.

Regular

conversion

with

600-ft. takeup . $295.00
GREAT
12037

LAKES
Grand

MOTION
River

July,

Ave.,

1957

PICTURE
Detroit

SERVICE
4,

Mich.

“Sugarfoot” *

Leslie

• John Seitz, ASC, “The Deep Six,” (Jaguar
Prod.) with Alan Ladd and Dianne Foster.
Rudy Mate, director.

LANGUAGE OF TAPE
(Continued from Page 451)

made by recording on one machine
what another machine is playing. Tape
recordings are easy to duplicate simply
by re-recording and there is a mini¬
mum loss in quality from the original
to the copy.

*DYNAMIC MICROPHONE—High
quality electromagnetic type microphone
which employs a moving coil in a mag¬
netic field to produce varying voltages.

DYNAMIC RANGE—The ratio be¬
tween the softest and loudest sounds a
tape recorder or other device can re¬
produce, without undesirable distortion.
Usually measured in db’s.

EDITING—Selecting certain sections
of a tape recording, or of a number of
different tape recordings, then splicing

CAMERA
EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,
Exclusive U. S.
Distributor
for MAURER—
PROUDLY PRESENTS

Famous MAURER 16mm Sound Recording
System. MAURER Negative-Positive Model
F Prime Recording Optical System and Gal¬
vanometer. MAURER Film Phonograph.

and

Features largest and finest erect-view
Viewfinder ever made for professional use
Here is a professional motion picture camera with
features that cameramen have dreamed about. It in¬
corporates a revolutionary intermittent movement that
produces perfect registration. High-powered directview focusing system guarantees critically sharp pic¬
tures. All controls and indicators are so conveniently
placed, the cameraman never has to change position.
Clear glass reticle instead of conventional ground glass
permits great magnification for critical focusing. 235°
dissolving shutter permits shooting with ’A less light.
Many, many other exclusives.

Offers New Standards of
Accuracy
Complete Repair Service
by factory trained experts
FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

%L V(Tflm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.jnc. „

-i

-

Dept. A

315 West 43rd Street,

New York

36,

N.

them together in the desired sequence.
Magnetic tape is unsurpassed for editing
purposes, since it can be easily cut and
spliced.
* ELECTROMAGNETIC TYPE MI¬
CROPHONE — Microphone using an
electromagnet to produce varying volt¬
ages. Includes ribbon or “velocity” mi¬
crophones, dynamic or “moving coil"
type, and reluctance, or “moving vane”
type.
ERASURE — Neutralizing the mag¬
netic pattern on tape by placing it in a
strong, magnetic field, thereby remov¬
ing the recorded sound from the tape.
An “erase” head on the tape recorder
does this automatically to any sound
previously recorded on the tape just
before the tape reaches the “record”
head. A permanent magnet can also be
used to erase magnetic tape.
EQUALIZATION—Either boosting or
decreasing the intensity of the low, mid¬
dle or high tones of a recording during
recording or playback or both. This
compensation serves to correct any de¬
ficiencies in the recording system and
to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

"FAST

FORWARD

CONTROL -

Provision on a tape recorder to run tape
rapidly through the machine.
* FEED REEL—Reel on the recorder
which supplies the magnetic tape.
* FIDELITY—A measure of the ex¬
actness with which any sound is dupli-

Y.

We Feature The Complete Maurer Line, Including New
Maurer Blimp which permits viewing directly through
lens without opening the blimp. Maurer Sunshade and
Filter Holder. Sports or tracking Viewfinder. Inverter
for synch motor. Film shrinkage gauge. 400' or 1 200'
magazine interchangeable on camera or recorder.

JUdson 6-1420

M
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M
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AUTOMATIC FILM PROCESSORS
HAWAII

EL SALVADOR

Prices start at
$895.00

Prompt delivery
on all models.
Write for literature and prices
1

CINEFOT INTERNATIONAL CORP

MILFORD FILM MACHINE
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MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

Write for
Catalogue

1451

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28, Calif.

What fabulous new
cement guarantees
to hold your
splices
permanently? . .

(3
Vz Pt. $1.50

1 Oz. 40c

1 Pt. $2.50

Please include Postage icith order.
Writ* for frt« sample.
Dealer Inquiries Invited

FLORMAN
68

W 45th

&

DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
. Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
oluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

"HEAD DEMAGNETIZER — Device
to eliminate any magnetism built up
and retained in a recording head. Some

Micro Record (orp.
•

INSERTS

•

LEVEL INDICATOR—A device on
the tape recorder to indicate the level
at which the recording is being made,
and which serves as a warning against
under-recording or over-recording. It
may be a neon bulb, a “magic eye,” or
a VU meter.
* MIXER—Device by which signals
from two or more microphones can be
fed simultaneously into a tape recorder
at the proper level and balance.

E
FADES

S
•

1

S
DISSOLVES

•

* MONAURAL RECORDER—Stand¬
ard type tape recorder which uses a
single-channel system consisting of one
microphone, amplifier and recording
head (as opposed to a binaural or stere¬
ophonic recorder).

* MONITOR HEAD—Additional play¬
back head featured on some tape re¬
corders making it possible to listen to
the material off the tape while the re¬
cording is being made.

MOTOR BOARD— Also called tape
transport mechanism. The platform, or
assembly, of a tape recorder on which
the motor (or motors), the reels, the
heads and the controls are mounted. It
includes those parts of the recorder
other than the amplifier, pre-amplifier,
loudspeaker and case.
*NARTB CURVE — Standard play¬
back equalization curve set by National
Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters.
OUTPUT—An electrical voltage com-

0
WIPES

•

<

MATTES

F

0

R

*JACK—Receptacle for a plug con¬
nector leading to the input or output cir¬
cuit of a tape recorder or other piece of
equipment.

z

P

in inches-per-second.

net across which the tape is drawn, and
which magnetizes the iron oxide-coated
tape in a series of patterns. Most tape
recorders employ a combination recordplayback head and also an erase head.
Some professional machines also employ
a monitor head for listening to the re¬
corded sound a split second after it has
been put on the tape.
*HEAD ALIGNMENT— Positioning
of the record-playback head on a tape
recorder so that its gap is exactly per¬
pendicular to the path of travel of the
tape. Head misalignment causes loss of
high frequencies upon playback. Special
head alignment testing tapes are avail¬
able.

2-2928

Automatic Daylight Processing
3

*I.P.S.—Abbreviation for tape speed

HEAD—The ring-shaped electromag¬

BABB,INC.

St, N Y. 36, N. Y. MU

tape recorders feature automatic head
demagnetization.
* IMPED ANCE—A rating in ohms of
the input and output of any electrical
component, generally referred to either
as “high” or “low” impedance. Im¬
portance is that, in connecting any two
components, the output and input im¬
pedances must match. Most home tape
recorders use a high impedance micro¬
phone and require a relatively short,
shielded connecting cable. Low imped¬
ance microphones used on professional
recorders can use much longer cables
with no loss in high frequencies.

eated or reproduced. Magnetic tape is
generally regarded as the ultimate me¬
dium for high fidelity sound reproduc¬
tion.
FLAT RESPONSE—The ability of a
sound system to reproduce all tones—
low and high—in their proper propor¬
tion. A high-fidelity sound system might
be specified as having an essential flat re¬
sponse, plus or minus one db, from 30
to 15,000 cycles per second.
FLUTTER—Very short, rapid varia¬
tions in tape speed causing similar vari¬
ations in sound volume and pitch, not
present in the original sound. A form
of distortion.
FREQUENCY RANGE—The range
between the highest and lowest-pitched
sounds which a tape recorder or other
sound system can reproduce at an useable output or volume level.
FREQUENCY—The output level of
a recorder or sound system over a given
range of frequencies. A more specific
term than “frequency range.” Usually
in the form of a curve plotted on a
chart.
GAIN—The ratio between the input
level of a piece of sound equipment.
Gain is increased by means of an ampli¬
fier.
GAP—The tiny distance between the
poles of the recording head, measured
in mils. The smaller the gap, the higher
the frequency range of the tape recorder
can be.
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Sound Attachment with Amplifier

Magnetic Sound Attachment for Moviola Synchronizer

Attachment for
complete with
Magnetic Head
Amplifier only

Complete units feature magnetic head mount. All amplifiers are safely fused, operate on
six-foot cable for magnetic head, and a] 17 volts, 60 cycle AC.
high-gain amplifier.
The Magnetic Head.., .
. ,
,,
. ,
c
.
Mount features adjustments for track loca-A«achment for Moviola Synchronizer comtions, (in and out movement), and magnetic^ ete
a'T|Pl|[ier.-.$'27.50 Net
film and tape thickness.
Amplifiers feature Magnetic Head only---75.00 Net
4-watt power output, heavy-duty Alnico VAttachment for HFC Synchronizer, complete
speakers, pilot light, 6 foot heavy duty with amplifier ...$127.50 Net
line cord.
Magnetic Head only... 75.00 Net

Neumade Slnchronizer,
amplifier..$129.50 Net
only.— 77.00 Net
... 52.50 Net

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

fim PRECISION LABORATORIES
■

1037

UTICA

AVENUE

ing from an amplifier and normally fed
into a loudspeaker.
OXIDE—Microscopically small parti¬
cles of ferric oxide dispersed in a liquid
binder and coated on a tape backing.
Red oxide used on “Scotch" No. Ill
magnetic tape is most common, although
“Scotch No. 120 “High Output” mag¬
netic tape employe a dark green oxide.
These oxides are magnetically “hard”
—that is, once magnetized, they remain
magnetized permanently, unless they are
demagnetized by exposure to a strong
magnetic field.
PATCH CORD — Sometimes called
“attachment cord.” A short cord, or
cable, with a plug on either end (or
with a pair of clips on one end) for
conveniently connecting two pieces of
sound equipment such as a phonograph
and tape recorder, an amplifier and
speaker, etc. Not used for 110 volt cur¬
rent.
* PLAYBACK HEAD—Magnetic head
used to pick up signal off a tape. Often
same head as used for recording, bu’j
with circuitry changed by means of
switch.
* PLUG—Circuit connector which is
inserted into a jack.
* PM SPEAKER—Loudspeaker using
a permanent magnet in its voice coil.
POLYESTER BACKING — Plastic
film hacking for magnetic tape used for

BROOKLYN

special purposes where strength and re¬
sistance to humidity change are impor¬
tant. “Scotch” brand magnetic tapes
Nos. 111AM and 120AM and “Weather
Balanced” No. 150 employ polyester film
backings.
*PORTABLE RECORDER—Usually
any type recorder designed to be easily
moved or carried about, but in most
cases requiring an A.C. power supply.
Some portable recorders, however, are
self powered and use batteries or a
spring motor; hence are completely
portable.
POWER AMPLIFIER—An amplifier
designed to operate a loudspeaker.
POWER CORD—Cord for connecting
the tape recorder to 110 volt A.C. cur¬
rent.
PRE-AMP LIE IER—An amplifier that
raises extremely weak signal levels such
as those from a microphone, magnetic
playback head, or a phonograph pickup
to a level usable by the power amplifier.
Some tape recorders combine the pre¬
amp and the power amplifier. Others—
especially the tape recorders designed
for use in high fidelity music systems—
may feature a separate pre-amplifier.
In such cases, the pre-amp includes an
equalization circuit. In addition, the
bias oscillator (necessary to record on
tape) is often mounted in a unit with
the pre-amp.

3,

N. Y.

SENSATIONAL NEW

Movie-Mite
f/n/t/U’itu'
• Theater Quality

•
•
•
•

16mm Sound Projector
Easiest to Use
Lowest in Cost
Lightest in Weight
50,000 Users
Can’t Be Wrong

Complete

$298.50

theHARWALD

co.

1216 Chicago Ave., Evanston, III. • Ph.: DA 8-7070

1^Fii3ters
In World-U)ick Us'J
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime*fog scenes*diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0. Box 46834, Hollywood. Calif.

“like adding a sixth sense . , . 99

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras; Bell & Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAR Products Corp.
602 E. Colorado Ave.

•

Santa Monica, Calif.
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PRESSURE PADS—Felt pads mount¬

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone jack in camera and complete refinishing . . . Quick
service . . . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:
Bass Camera Co., Chicago: Skinner, Hirsch &
Kaye, San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.;
Harold's, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas; Southwest Film Lab., Dallas,
Texas, or write direct to:

GORDON YODER
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055 Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas
We

give

immediate
service
on
Auricon
repairs.
We add a critical focuser

Filmo

&
to

any turret Cine-Voice.

Ready-£ddy 4BC
U. S. Registered Trademark

HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time, frame count? etc.
A MUST FOR EVERY¬
ONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.

* RELUCTANCE MICROPHONE

$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or write—
READY-EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

Conn.

MOVIE FANS

8mm and 16mm
DUPLICATES
16mm REDUCED TO 8mm
8mm ENLARGED TO 16mm
COLOR
B&W
(Min.

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

.9c ft.
.4c ft.
Order

MAIL

16mm x 100 ft.$1.00
16mm x 50 ft.75
8mm .50

$3.50)

ORDER

ONLY

•

FAST

SERVICE

COMET FILM SERVICE
P.O. BOX 447, Great Neck, New York

PROCESSING
■ ■
■ ■
• ■

Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
a - ailable. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
EDGE NUMBERING
All work

B & W DUPLICATING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING

aporated at no extra charge

NATIONAL CINE
Box 4425
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ed on spring-brass arms which hold the
magnetic tape in close contact with the
heads on some recording machines.
PRESSURE ROLLER — Also called
“capstan idler’’ or “puck.” A rubbertired roller which holds the magnetic
tape tight against the capstan by means
of spring pressure to insure constant
tape speed and prevent slippage.
PRINT THROUGH—Transfer of the
magnetic field from layer to layer of
tape on the reel.
* QUICK-STOP CONTROL— Feature
of some tape recorders making it possi¬
ble to stop the movement of the tape
temporarily without switching the ma¬
chine off “play” or “record” position.
Essential for a tape recorder used for
dictation.
RAW TAPE—A term sometimes used
to describe tape that has not been re¬
corded. Also called “virgin” tape, or
“blank” tape.
RECORDED TAPE—A recording on
tape that is commercially available. Also
called a “pre-recorded” tape, or—in the
case of music—“music on tape.” Some¬
times, however, any tape that has been
recorded—whether commercially avail¬
able or not—is called a recorded tape.
RECORDING NOISE—Noise induced
by the amplifier and other components
of the recorder. High quality magnetic
tape itself is inherently noise-free.

LAB

Washington 17, D. C.
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Inexpensive electromagnetic type micro¬
phone supplied with many tape record¬
ers which is extremely rugged and dur¬
able but generally not as high quality
as crystal or ceramic types. Employs a
metal “wand” which moves in a mag¬
netic field to produce varying voltages.
*REWIND CONTROL — Button or
lever for rapidly rewinding tape from
the take-up reel to the feed reel.

SELF-POWERED RECORDER
Tape recorder containing its own power
supply, either a combination of wet and
dry cells to power the unit, or dry cells
in conjunction with a spring-driven mo¬
tor.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO—The ra¬
tio between the loudest, undistorted tone
recorded and reproduced by a recorder
and the noise induced by the recording
system itself. Normally measured in
db’s.
SINGLE-TRACK RECORDER — A
tape recorder which records only one
track on the tape. Usually a full-track
recording head is used which covers the
full width of the ^-inch tape although
some machines use a narrower, half¬
track recording head which records a
single track down the middle of the tape.
Output of a full-track recording is theo¬
retically double that of a half-track re¬
cording, although actually the output is
only slightly greater because of im¬
proved half-track head design.
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*SPLICING BLOCK—Metal or plas¬
tic device incorporating a groove in
which ends of tape to be spliced are in¬
serted. An additional diagonal groove
provides a path for razor blade to fol¬
low in cutting the tape. Makes splices
very accurately using narrow-width
7/32" splicing tape.
SPLICING TAPE—A special, pres¬
sure-sensitive, non-magnetic tape used
for splicing magnetic tape. Its “hard”
adhesive will not ooze and consequently
will not gum up the recording head, or
cause adjacent layers of tape on the
reel to stick together. (“Scotch” splic¬
ing tape No. 41 is an example. Cello¬
phane tape should not he used.)
*STACKED HEADS—Arrangement
of recording heads used for stereo¬
phonic sound where the two heads are
located directly in line, one above the
other.
*STAGGERED HEADS — Arrange¬
ment of recording heads used for stereo¬
phonic sound where the heads are lo¬
cated 1-7/32" apart. Stereo tapes re¬
corded using staggered heads cannot he
played on recorders using stacked heads,
or vice versa.
*STEREOPHONIC SOUND — “Di¬
mensional” or “directional” sound re¬
production achieved through use of two
or more sound tracks, or channels,
heard simultaneously through loud¬
speakers arranged in the same relative
positions as were the microphones dur¬
ing the recording. In practice two chan¬
nels are used, one on each track of a
standard tape, with a recording head
for each channel. Differs from binaural
sound reproduction in microphone place¬
ment during recording and in using
loudspeakers rather than headphones
(required for binaural sound).
*TAKE-UP REEL—Reel on the tape
recorder which accumulates the tape as
it is recorded and played.
*TAPE CARTRIDGE — “Magazine”
or holder for a length of magnetic tape
which can be slipped into a tape re¬
corder and played without threading up.
Usually the tape is an endless loop feed¬
ing out from the center and back onto
the roll on the outside. Some cartridges
employ two reels, one atop the other,
but must be turned over at the end of
the tape.
*T A PE DECK—Tape recorder de¬
signed for use in a high fidelity music
system. Usually consists only of motorboard mechanism and does not include
pre-amplifier, power amplifier, speaker
or case.
TAPE GUIDES — Grooved pins of
non-magnetic material mounted at either
side of the recording head assembly to
position the magnetic tape on the head
as it is being recorded or played.
TAPE LOOP—A length of magnetic
tape with the ends joined together to
(Continued on Page 472)
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STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

MORE 35MM SPECIALS FROM OUR VARIED STOCK

OUR 28th YEAR * * * * SUPPLYING EVERYTHING

SUMMER CLEARANCE—REDUCED PRICES
USED EQUIPMENT

HOUSTON 35mm N-l PROCESSORS, negative/
positive. Include refrigeration, recirculation,
airpump, temperature control.
Speeds to
1200' per hour. Gov’t paid $8,000.00.
Like
New,
$2,995.00;
Reconditioned,
$1,995.00; Used .$1,495.00
MITCHELL 110-V AC/DC WILD MOTOR w/
tachometer. $525.00 originally .

349.50

MOVIOLAS WITH 3" MAGNIFIED PICTURE,
automatic take-ups, fine condition.
(Add
$125.00 for 3V4"x4" viewing screen] .

289.00

CECO BALANCED TV TRIPOD HEADS, $425.00
value, like new .

239.00

FEARLESS GEAR HEAD,

2

speed

with

wedge 1,025.00

MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.

995.00

NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs,
w/preamplifier,
transformer
and mtg. bracket .

575.00

DEPUE
most

LIGHT
CONTROLS—al¬
Twin 75 scene .

695.00

CAMERAFLEX
(CINEFLEX]
200'
Magazines.
(Convertible to Arriflex) .

19.50

AUTOMATIC
% off price.

RCA PHOTOPHONE OPTICAL RECORDING Sys¬
tems, complete with mixer, amplifier, 2—
1000' magazines; syncmotors; mike, cables
& cases. Rebuilt, from .
5,375.00
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MA¬
CHINES—2000' capacity. $425.00 regularly.
SURPLUS .
295.00
(for conversion to 16/35mm add $50)
MITCHELL 35mm SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERA
compl.
w/RCA
galvanometer;
4
Baltar
lenses;
viewfinder;
motor;
mattbox;
sun¬
shade;
2
magazines,tripod.
$15,000.00
value.
Reconditioned . 6,995.00
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for Mitchell, Arriflex, etc. $5,000.00 value,
make Cinemascope compatible pictures. 1,000.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—non-magnetic, butt
or lap, all sizes. 8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe
Model, $69.50; Std. Model .
59.50

TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif
Phone HO 7-2124
CINE special 200 ft. magazines (Two] serial #2001235
and
200-1273.
Like
new,
$275.00
each.
VERNON FISHER, 206 Fairmont Rd., Smyrna, Ga.
TO BE SOLD TO HIGHEST BIDDER—B&H 70-H 16mm
camera,
2-400'
magazines,
2
Wollensak
lenses
(17mm and 1"), object, finders, 3-lens turret, carry¬
ing
case,
assorted
accessories,
12-V
Wild
DC
motor, new rectifier to convert to AC. 1 Camera
Mart coll,
mike boom,
excellent condition.
Will
sacrifice. ACADEMY FILM PRODUCTIONS,
123 W.
Chestnut St., Chicago 10.
AURICON 16mm Cinevoice, complete outfit, like new;
sync motor, turret,
DC to AC converter, Weston
meter,
Professional
Junior tripod,
one and twoinch lenses. New guarantee on camera. $675.00,
cost over $1,100.00. CAL WILLIAMS, 2521 F Street,
Bakersfield, Calif.

OVER 200 B&H 35MM EYEMOS SOLD AT AUCTION
BUY YOURS HERE AT THE RIGHT PRICE—75% OFF LIST
Guaranteed Perfect Performance—NOT Sold As Is
Bell & Howell Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider
turret, magazine opening and motor mount,
2" B&H lens, 400' magazine and drum type
finder
.$295.00
Trunks (Model A) for camera, lenses, etc.
14.95
Trunks (Model B) for camera, mags, lenses, etc.
29.50
B&H 400' Magazines—plastic $29.50; metal ....
59.50
Trunks for 2 magazines .
14.95
Eyemo Motors 12, 24 or 115 volt. From .
55.00
B&H Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider turret, maga¬
zine opening & motor mount, 3 lenses, motor
& cable, 2 magazines, positive finder with
objectives and trunk. ONLY . 495.00

TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif
Phone HO 7-2124
MAGNASYNC RECORDER SW602, like new, $960.00.
CINEMA
ENGINEERING
DEGAUSSER,
like
new,
$55.00. RICHARD A. PETERSON, 2828 S.W. 46 Ter¬
race, Oklahoma City, Okla.

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC
35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1—28mm
Schneider
lens,
1—50mm
lens, Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 . 1250.00
ART
REEVES
$2,000.00.

SENSITESTER
35mm.
Value
Special . 1 150.00

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Telefar,
and
6"
f4.5
Telephoto
Xenar
Lenses,2-400'
Magazines;
Motor;
Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod;
Carrying
Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special . 1150.00
1

BRUNT-MYER
BLIMP
for
Cine
Specim
camera, # one or two 110 volt, synchron¬
ous motor.
Astro erect-image viewfinder,
follow focus gears. Value $990.00. Special
625.00
NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
numbering slate, w/handle.
6.95
35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.
285.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite
galvanometer,
amplifier,
motor.
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines.
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed . 2,900.00
SCHOEN
PRINTER, sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute; 12 adjustable light changes.- AC-DC
conversion unit. New .
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition .
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
and Lamp BOOM.
Rolling stand.
Special..
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00....
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000w Spot, rolling stand
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand. Size
5x7 .
Size 8x10 .
16mm Sound Cameras.
Auricon Pro Jr. 200
ft. magazine capacity. Also Cine Voice 100
ft. magazine.
Garantee BIG saving.
35mm 400 ft. Cineflex magazines.
Arriflex
adaptable. Value $165.00.
Price.
Olsen 5 KW 14" fresnell.
Heavy duty stand
with
rotating
barn doors.
Color frame.
Value, $561.00.
Special.

899.00

675.00
195.00
95.00
95.00

235.00
350.00

FOR SALE
100.00

365.00

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BVLD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
EQUIPMENT SALE

Our Sound Stage is being closed to make room for
expanded sound recording facilities for producers.
The following
list is only a small
part of the
equipment that is available. Items will be priced
on a negotiated basis.
Cameras: Cine Specials,16mm Bell & Howell Spe¬
cialists; Auricon Super 1200 Pros, silent and sound;
16mm Maurers.
Matched sets of Ektar and Cooke lenses; zoom lens.
MR
mike
boom.
Exposure
meters.
Mitchell
finder.
Matte
boxes.
Blimps.
Tricycle
dollies.
Tripods.
Camera motors. Speed Graphic still camera.
Lights:
MR
2000W spots and
stands.
MR double
broads. 750W spots. Colortran sets. Bulbs. Cables,
boxes, break-ups. Rotary converter. AC generator.
Telaskool prompter. Flats, scenery, props.
Sound
Equipment:
35mm Simplex optical dummies.
Reeves PV 100 16mm magnetic recorders and mix¬
ers. Speakers, mikes, racks, amplifiers.
Laboratory
Equipment:
Fonda
positive-negative
de¬
veloping machine.
Carlson reduction printer.
Hundreds of other items. Write for mimeographed list
or phone FEderal
3-4000 for further information
and prices.

BYRON, INC.
1226 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington 7, D. C.

M-R Sr. Spots compl. with stands, new
cond., each .$ 200.00
35mm Exakta Model VX Camera, 50mm F/1.9
Schneider lens, auto, diaphragm, eye lev.
focus (new demo.) .
250.00
Auto Rolleiflex Camera F/3.5 Schneider builtin sync.
150.00
Combination Matte Box, filter holder and sun¬
shade for Cine-Spec, or Bolex (new) .
20.00
4x5 Graphic View with Lens and Case, nearly
new .
150.00
4x5 Pacemaker Graphic, case, WA lens and
access. Ex. cond.
235.00
1 Ultrablitz Strobe Light, Mod. 1 1-S Reporter,
exten. light, booster and model light. New
demon.
160.00
Pro-Jr. Tripod with Friction Head .
100.00
35mm Contact Printer for Slide & Strip. Prod.
40.00
16-35mm Morse Movie Processing Tank (new)
25.00
16mm Arriflex Camera, Model B case, bat¬
teries, filter kit, 16mm F/1.9 Xenon, 25mm
F/l .5 Xenon, 50mm F/2 Xenon lenses.... 1 ,695.00
16mm Cine Special II Camera, Par 4 lens
turret, eye level focuser, sync, motor Yolo
fader,
1"
F/l .5 TTH lens, 200 ft. film
chamber, custom case.
Barney cover for
blimping . 1,295.00
16mm
Auricon
Pro
Single
System,
Sound
Camera, adapted for kinescoping, 3 lens
turret, 1" F/1.9 Eastman lens, case .
935.00
B&H 202 BR-1
16mm Sound Proj. with 15"
bass reflex spkr.
495.00
B&H Companion 8mm Camera,
F/2.7 lens
and case .
45.00
1000 Watt Golde Spotlight and Snoot .
29.00
Kern Switar 50mm F/l .4 Lens .
105.00
2.8" T/2.5 Cooke Panchrotal Telephoto Lens
100.00
4" F/2.7 Elgeet Telephoto Lens .
55.00
13mm F/l .5 Elgeet Wide Angle Lens .
55.00
102mm F/2.7 Ektar Telephoto Lens .
75.00
152mm F/4.0 Ektar Telephoto Lens .
85.00
2" F/l .4 Cooke Ivotal Lens .
89.00
Pan Cinor Zoom Lens 20 to 60mm and case....
175.00
B&H Viewfinder Objectives to match above
lenses, each .
5.00
GE PR-1 Meter and Case .-.
15.00
B&H 16mm Editor, Splicer & 2000 ft. Rewinds
89.50
Schoen Four-Gang 16mm Synchronizer .
110.00
All equipment guaranteed and offered on 7-day
inspection and
money refund trial
period.
No
COD’s. Send check or money order. Trades ac¬
cepted. We buy used equipment.
WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY
539 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.

1600

10

Used
late model
MAURER
Economically priced.
Write

315

cameras and
for details.

recorders.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

York.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.
BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CINE Special
Write Box
PRECISION

Series 1.
Perfect.
1”
lens.
$400.00.
1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Magnetic
Erase -

Heads for Engineers
Record - Playback

-

Industry

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
MITCHELL BLIMP, 16mm with extra cam plates, cost
$1,500.00, sell for $1,000.00. Mitchell 16mm tripod
and friction head, cost $450.00, sell for $350.00.
Holywood Senior 16mm picture and sound printer,
50' per minute, only $475.00. Rangertone '/," syncpulse
tape
recorder,
cost
$5,000.00,
sell
for
$1,500.00. Neumade 16mm 4-gang synchronizer with
frame and footage counter, only $80.00.
3-Cine
Special 100' chambers converted to use 400' Mitchell
magazines; complete with magazines, $350.00 each
or $900.00 for all three 16mm ”C” mount lenses,
13mm Elgeet F/l.5, Cooke 150mm F/4.5, Kodak
150mm F/4.5, $50.00 each. Everything in excellent
condition. SPORTSREEL PRODUCTIONS, 1114 Carlton
Street,
Berkeley 2,
California.
Phone:
THornwall
3-9662.
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Classified Ads
(Continued, from Preceding Page)
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
16MM PRODUCERS—LOOK AT THESE VALUES!
RCA 400 OPTICAL/MAGNETIC 16mm Sound
Projector, separate speaker, automatic cord
reel. $900.00 value .$ 495.00
B&H FILMORAMA Cinemascope type lens for
Cine Special
II with all projector at¬
tachments, $750.00 value .
395.00
B&H Model J 16mm PRINTER w/Hi-Intensity
Light, like new . 3,275.00
NEW E-Z 8/16 FILM SPLICERS, non-magetic,
butt splice .
34.95
NEW TORQUE MOTORS for take ups .
55.00
DURALUMINUM BLIMPS, SPONGE-LINED for
1200' Maurer or other cameras with ver¬
tical mounted motor.
I.D.
18'/2 "xl0%"*
25'/j" high. Closeout .
295.00
MAURER MODEL E RECORDING SYSTEM. In¬
cludes Type 10 Recorder,- V.D. galvanom¬
eter; 400' magazine; 4 pos. mixer,- am¬
plifier; noise reduction; power supply; volt¬
age regulator, cables and cases. $10,500
value . 5,995.00
BEAUTIFUL MAURER 05 CAMERA, 2 mags,
2 motors, viewfinder, sunshade, trunk . 2,495.00
DOLLY
TRACK
with
connectors,
5'-10'-)5'
lengths, per ft...
4.95
With self-leveling screws, per ft.
5.95
NEW AURICON CINEVOICE turret sound cam¬
era with 400' magazine conversion.
In¬
cludes extra zoom
lens door,amplifier;
mike, etc. Democtrator, $1,300.00 value.
REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE .
795.00
HALF PRICE SALE — NEUMADE STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS:
Used MM-102 Cabinets hold 100-400' reels
99.50
Used MM-184 Cabinets hold 200-400' reels
149.50
New RK-102 Racks, hold 200-400' reels....
87.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, '/2 Price .
2.50
NEW
MOVIOLAS,
16mm
PICTURE
ONLY,
reduced .
395.00
WESTERN
ELECTRIC 639 CARDIOID Micro¬
phones, $236.00 value .
169.50
FILMLINE R REVERSAL PROCESSOR with 400'
and 1200' Magazine, Recirculating Pump;
Drain Pump. $2,800.00 value . 1 ,895.00
HOUSTON RUBBER SQUEEGEES, soft, pliable
wiper blades, for 16 or 35mm processors
or cleaners. Per dozen $1.50- per 100 . . .
9 00
CLEAR PLASTIC WATER FILTER with renew¬
able cartridge for processors, $50.00 value.
New .
27.50

TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif
Phone HO 7-2124

LANGUAGE OF TAPE

WANTED
OUR REFERENCES—ANY BANK IN NEW YORK
WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN
AND WE'LL GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment
you don't need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE’LL
GET IT.
Telegroms-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

SUPPLY CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
TELEVISION producers needs 16mm film any subject.
JAMES DUBOIS, 6855 Colbath, Van Nuys, Calif.

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE:

CINEQUIP

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your
production
and
struggle
with
old
or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.

1845

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23,

Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H
Cameras — Lenses —

NATIONAL
209 West 48th St

CINE

—

Wall

—

N.Y.

Eyemo

Eauiament

EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York

N Y

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK.
THE MOST
EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE
NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION: ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS, 385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA. SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESS:
ZENIER TOKYO.

AURICON Pro single system sound camera, Auto pa¬
rallax viewfinder, Auricon amplifier, carrying case
$850.00.
RADER FILM
PRODUCTIONS,
647 Main
Street, Hartford, Connecticut.

LABORATORY & SOUND

RENTALS
RELAX WHILE SHOOTING OR RECORDING

EUROPEAN COVERAGE all countries. Stock shots avail¬
able. 20 years experience, see International Alma¬
nac. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road, London, S.W.
19, England.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicatt 1 -2707.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing —Recording — Editing —Production —Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.

WESTERN
114 E. 8th Ave.,

American Cinematographer

SERVICE,

INC.
TAbor 5-2812

of

recorded

tapes.

Sometimes

called a tape phonograph.
moves past the recording head. Stand¬
ard tape speeds for home use are 3%
inches per second (abbreviated ips)
and 71/> ips. Faster speeds are 15 ips
and 30 ips. Slower speeds sometimes
use are 1% ips and 15/16 ips. Faster
speed makes possible improved highfrequency response, while slower speed
means greater tape economy. If a tape
is recorded at 3% ips, then played back
at 71/2 ips, all sound will be raised one
octave in pitch. Cutting the speed in
half lowers a tone one octave.

*TAPE SPLICER—Device for splic¬
ing magnetic tape automatically or semiautomatically similar to a film splicer.
Different models vary in operation. Most
use splicing tape; some employ heat.
*TAPE THREADER — Device for
easier threading of tape on the reel.

TELEPHONE PICKUP—Type of in¬
duction coil device which
telephone receiver, or upon
telephone may rest, used to
voices during a telephone
for recording on tape.

slips over a
which entire
pick up both
conversation

THREADING SLOT—Slot in record¬
ing head assembly cover-plate into which
tape is slipped in threading up the reels
for use of the recorder.

TONE CONTROL—Control knob on
tape recorder amplifier used to vary
bass and treble response to achieve most
desirable balance of tone.
VOLUME — An acoustical — rather
than electrical — measurement, which
refers to the pressure of the sound waves
in terms of dynes per square centimeter.
The louder the sound, the greater the
pressure. Most technicians prefer to
talk in terms of decibels.

V.U. METER—A “volume unit” me¬
STOCK FOOTAGE WANTED
STOCK SHOT FOOTAGE

TITLES
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CINE

Denver 3, Colorado.

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

at ROLAB STUDIOS, Sandy Hook, in beautiful Con¬
necticut. Low Rates. Ask for new ROLAB Booklet.
Telephone: Garden 6-2466.

OUR standard 16mm main and explanatory titles. Up
to three lines, $1.50 each. Additional lines 50c
extra per line (maximum five lines) includes fade-in
and
fade-out,
ready
to
splice
into
your film.
Single/double perforation. Send $1.50 for person¬
alized sample title. ALEX TAYLOR, 458 McKinley,
Grosse Pointe 36, Michigan.

*TAPE PLAYER—Unit for playback

TAPE SPEED—Speed at which tape
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels,
industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Call Judson 6-2272.

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A .
.
. developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo
lenses,
35mm x
1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

form an endless loop. Used either on
standard recorder, special ‘‘message re¬
peater” type units, or in conjunction
with a cartridge device, it makes it pos¬
sible to play back a recorded message
repetitively without rewinding the tape.
only

NEED cash. Cine. Kodak Special II, with two 100'
magazines, four "KTAR" lenses,- 25mm f/1.4, 40mm
f/1.6,
63mm f/2.0,
102mm f/2.7, also Bell &
Howell "Cinerama" anamorphic lens and mounting
brackets. All in excellent condition. Just recently
inspected and adiusted at the factory. Fully guar¬
anteed Value $2,750.00, will sell for $995.00 de¬
livered to you.
CARL
E.
HOUSTON, 613 Jones
Building,
Seattle,
Washington,
Telephone
Seattle
E11 i ott 2412.

BRIDGAMATIC JR. negative developing machine. Ab¬
solutely new condition. Used two weeks on test job.
Also, Graham variable speed transmission
never
used. $1,400.00 value. Best cash offer. DEL ANKERS
2424 "G" NW, Washington, D. C.

(Continued from Page 470)

WILL PURCHASE selected footage, 16mm or 35mm,
color or black-and-white, suitable for commercial
library. Payment based on subject matter and photo¬
graphic quality. Submit films or description to
Elmer Dyer,

ASC,

WORLD WIDE FILMS
108

So.

La Jolla, Hollywood 48,
Phone: WEbster 9-8308

July, 1957

California

ter which indicates the relative levels of
the various sounds being recorded by
measuring the electrical voltages.

WOW—Slow variations in tape speed
causing similar variations in sound vol¬
ume and pitch not present in the origi¬
nal sound. A form of distortion.

“Adequate sunlight effects on exterior
interior sets are not possible without the
terrific power and controllable source
size provided by ‘National’ carbons.”

The “National” carbon arc...
nothing brighter under the sun
The terms "National” and "Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY • Division of Union Carbide Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

ONE Source

.byron
All Producer Services

O'

|

EDITING

|

SOUND RECORDING

MUSIC

LIBRARY

♦

SOUND EFFECTS

|

ART

|

TITLING

|

O
©
o
©
©

ANIMATION

MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
PROCESSING

|

REVERSAL PROCESSING

S
|

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE COLOR
PROCESSING

COLOR-CORREC^PRINTS

Byron offers you ANY or ALL facilities you require for completion of your
original unexposed film . . . original processing; complete producer services;
finished prints in either Color-Correct or hlack and white ... in one
convenient location. Byron producer services save you time, money and
division of responsibility.

For information and price list, write, phone or wire

byron

laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.

Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES

..«

COLOR AND

BLACK-AND-WHITE PRINTING AND PROCESSING
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deo Tape—A Threat To Films?
• 8mm Movies For Television
• High Key Vs. Low Key

35c
FOREIGN 4Jk

1

reports Sidney P. Solow,
Vice-President and General Manager
Consolidated Film Industries
A Division of Republic Pictures Corp.
“The Andre Debrie Aiglonne daylight processor has three points of
superiority which are the qualifying factors in our purchase:
1.

The machine is always ready for service regardless of the inter¬
vals between periods of use.

2.

There is no leader used in the Aiglonne since the unique film
drive and film path lead in the good film by itself.

3.

There is no chemical control problem whatsoever since the solu¬
tions used for any length of film are continually discarded as
they are exhausted.”

Find out today why leading motion picture and television executives like
Mr. Solow call the Aiglonne Model “D” “the most important advance in
motion picture processing in three decades.”
Wire, phone or write for complete literature.

T
NS. CORPORATION //

^Newyoi^

ANDRE DEBRIE
MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

39 WEST 32nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., TELEPHONE: PENNSYLVANIA 6-6924
A SUBSIDIARY OF BELOCK INSTRUMENT CORPORATION: COLLEGE POINT, L. I., N. Y.
WEST COAST :

GORDON ENTERPRISES,

SOUTHEASTERN STATES:
CANADA:

5362 N. CAHUENGA BLVD.,

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

CLIFFORD E. MATTOX, 209 BEVERLY ROAD, COCOA BEACH, FLORIDA.

ANDRE DEBRIE COMPANY

(CANADA),

33

ST. JAMES STREET,

E., MONTREAL.

16 and 35mm
Release positive

GEVAERT makes
the best in cinefilm

THE GEVAERT COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.

Quality Photographic Products Since 189U
Sales Offices & Warehouses at
321 West 54th Street
New York 19, New York

150 No. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois

6370 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles 38. Calif.

9109 Sovereign Row
Dallas, Texas

In Canada: Gevaert (Canada) Limited
345 Adelaide St., West,Toronto,2-B, Ontario

BIG ROLE FOR
U.S.C. CINEMA
DEPARTMENT
University Benefits From Greatly
Extended Use of 35mm and T 6mm
Mitchell Motion Picture Cameras

One of the most startling developments among the
cinema departments of colleges and universities is
the increased contribution which the campus film
unit has made to the field of higher education.
A leading example is the University of Southern
California where students using professional
Mitchell motion picture cameras film a remarkable
range of subjects. Films are created for classroom
instruction, public relations, sports events, campus
activities, scientific research, audience reaction
research, entertainment, television and industry.
Mitchell cameras meet an extreme range of film¬
ing requirements. No other single camera has
proven so flexible in use as these easy-operating,
trouble-free 35mm and 16mm cameras which con¬
sistently deliver the highest quality film.
For information about Mitchell cameras, write
today on your letterhead.

Widely diversified filming conditions are covered in
instruction in which Mitchell cameras demonstrate their
great flexibility.

Mitchell camera focuses on operating room as medical
instruction film is made by Department of Cinema at U. S. C.

CORPORATION

666 WEST

HARVARD STREET

GLENDALE

4

CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO”

Peabody and TV "Emmy"
award winner, Dr. Frank

Students from all over the
world attend U. S. C. to

for

learn the latest techniques

the education TV and Radio

of 16mm and 35mm cine¬

Center of Ann Arbor.

matography.

Baxter,

being

filmed

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

AMERICAN
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16mm Color Internegative
Positive Printing and
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a bird’s eye view of a production company at work shooting a scene for

20th Century-Fox’s “Peyton Place” on location in Maine. The operator is
making a final check through finder as screen director Mark Robson (white
jacket, left of camera) prepares to call “Action!” to Lana Turner on steps
(lower left in photo). Director of photography William Mellor, A.S.C.,
having lined up camera for the shot, watches proceedings from vantage of
ladder top (upper left).—Photograph by Guy E. Nichols.
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LABORATORY
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY
CAMART

TV
CAMERA
DOLLY
MODEL lll-B
• Boom Arm raises and lowers
boom so that you can film while
the camera is being moved. Can
be lowered to 2 ft. or raised to
almost 7 ft.
• Four rubber-tired 10’
ball-bearing wheels for
smooth, silent movement,
in alignment for use
with dolly tracks. Lock¬
ing device for straight
run.
•
Counter balanced
spring action permits ac¬
curate balance for
any motion picture
camera with blimp,
or standard tele¬
vision camera.

NEW CAMART TV MIKE BOOM
Improved model with new in¬
ternal noiseless mechanism for
directional mike control. Sturdy
construction of lightweight al¬
loys for maximum strength and
peak efficiency. For
studio or location....

$297.50

$1975.00
FOB N. Y.
Dolly Tracks available

ARRIFLEX 16
REGEL LIGHTS
1 6 and 35mm cameras for immediate
delivery. Arriflex 16 & 35mm sound¬
proof
azines

blimps
in

16

available.
&

35mm

400'
stock.

mag¬
Also

used cameras.

Now available in kit
Model 600 heads, stands,
converters, cases.

form.

Two

$255.00

Two Model 400 heads
stands, converters, cases...

$200.

ACE CLEAR VISION SPLICER
for polyester Cronar base and magnetic film.
Straight or diagonal butt slices do not show on
screen. No cement or scraping. Stand-<
ard model, for 1 6mm and 35mm.
De Luxe Model
up to 70mm.

$59.50
$69.50

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER
Attach to wall or on
table,
keeps cores
handy at all times.
Plastic Clear Vue
16" .$12.50

16"
24"
26"
CAMART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
• Eliminates cinching or abrasions
• Winds film evenly—no holding
• Fits any 16 or 35mm rewinds
• Only tightwind operating on
on BALL-BEARING
ROLLER..

$29.00

Aluminum
.$ 9.50
11.50
14.50

$139.50

Easily Adjustable for
16 & 35mm.

On the West Coast Camart Products are Available
from Birns & Sawyer, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

ciiMERn ma t

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

MACO VIEWFINDER
Professional type side viewfinder, with large,
bright, erect image. For Cine Special, Filmo,
Bolex, and CineVoice cameras.

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable-. Cameraman

at Columbus Circle nexi
New York’s new Colise
-

"Auricon Pro-600”
with Single-Lens "C” Mount,
Tele-Finder Objective, plus
Standard Auricon Finder.

"Auricon Pro-600”
with Critical Ground-Glass Focussing,
available on 3-Lens Turret Model.

Prefened by

PRoamms..

THE ALL NEW
for 16mm optical
“AURICON PR0-600”
sound-on-film

-jf Self-blimped for completely quiet studio operation. The whisper-quiet film flow
of The ''Auricon Pro-600" is silent proof of precision design. Your sound-recording
microphone never picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!
600 ft. film Magazines with Auricon-Electromatic Take-up,
for 16 minutes of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.

llvWOO^J

Synchronous Motor Drive for "Single-System" or
"Double-System" Recording.

"Auricon Pro-600"

$1,497.00 list... for Auricon Pro-600 "Double-System"
professional picture-camera with built-in features.
Also available at added cost is "Single-System"
equipment for Optical Sound-Track-On-Film, "C-mount"
Lenses, View-Finders, Film Magazines, 3-Lens Turret,
Critical Ground-Glass Focusing, Lens Sun-Shades,
Tele-Finders, etc...

features Push-Button "On-Off,”
with safety-interlocked
film-flow mechanism.

Sold with 30 day money-back guarantee, you must
be satisfied!
Write for free illustrated "Auricon Pro-600" literature
and price schedule.

"Auricon Pro-600”
Turret Model with
"Zoom” type Lens
and Finder in use.

- hoUv*5

Auricon
BERNDT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1931

(INE-VOICE n

rORHILE POWER UNIT

TRIPOD

SUPER 1200

SOUND RECORDER

$795.00 ft up

$269.30 ft wf

$325.00 ft up

$4632.15 ft up

$3359.00 ft up

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

INDUSTRY
NEWS

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film

or

black

LOOK

and

in

both

16mm

or 35mm

color

ADVANTAGES—

• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used

VIC ARMSTRONG,

for both 16mm or 35mm—to convert simply

inspects

change

for

the

magazine.

• Precise

rugged

• Reflex

viewing

• 200

degree

• Divergent

three

lens

shutter

turret

• Automatic film gate 400' magazines 16 or
35mm—the

16mm

magazine

will

accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

new

lab consultant for Cinerama,

radio

high-speed

weight—only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write

of

color

lamp

(arrow)

films.

for

brochure

A new radio frequency lamp that per¬
mits high-speed optimum quality print¬
ing of color motion picture films with¬
out the need for costly optical or filter
systems has been announced by Sylvania Electric Products. Inc., New York.
Use of the RF lamp makes it possible
for labs to increase speed of critical film
printing operations up to eight times
faster than by conventional methods.
One of its first applications was in the
printers handling Cinerama films.
The lamp, which was designed in co¬
operation with the Motion Picture Re¬
search Council in Hollywood, operates
at 3100° Kelvin. No external changes
have been made in the new model, and
it can be used without need for modi¬
fication in equipment where the original
model is now being used.

•

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
C.

•

•

•

ZUCKIR

(TflmeRfl (iouipmenT (o.,mc.
Dept. A

•

Wilton R. Holm, technical associate at
DuPont’s Parlin, New Jersey, Photo
Products Research Laboratories, has
been named sales-service representative
for motion picture products by the com¬
pany.
Formerly chief color consultant and
director of photographic services for
Cinecolor
Corp.,
Hollywood,
Holm
joined DuPont in 1953. He is an associ¬
ate member of the American Society of
Cinematographers and a Fellow of the
SMPTE, of which he is national secre¬
tary.

•
FRANK

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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frequency

printing

movement

adjustable

American

JUdson 6-1420
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products and progress . . .

•

white.

AT THESE

industry activities,

ment at Paramount studio. He is said to
have done more to better the lot of the
cameraman in the Hollywood studios
than any other individual in his craft,
and at great personal sacrifice.
While an active cameraman he photo¬
graphed many of Cecil B. DeMille’s
great productions.

Camerette <*/»
maker working

News briefs of

Alvyn Wyckoff, one of Hollywood’s
best-known veteran cameramen, died
last month following a lingering illness.
He was the first President of the IATSE
cameramen’s union in Hollywood, and
later was head of the camera depart¬
©

August,

1957

•

•

A new method of making 16mm color
prints in quantity without risking dam¬
age to valuable original film has been
announced by George W. Colburn Lab¬
oratory, Inc., Chicago. New method, ac¬
cording to company, ultimately will
make the reversal-master method of
large quantity 16mm color print produc¬
tion obsolete.
Instead of printing directly from the
original film, a special printer makes
the internegative from A & B originals,
incorporating fades, dissolves and the
invisible splice-editing technique. De¬
signed by George W. Colburn, company
president, the printer features simple
color balancing for individual scenes. It
has a capacity for turning out both in¬
ternegative and release prints at the
rate of 40,000 feet per day.

•

•

•

Anything from a $20,000 Mitchell cam¬
era outfit to a $10.00 film changing bag
is now available to cinematographers
and film producers on a rental basis
from the new Gordon Enterprises Rental
Center, 5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd., North
Hollywood, Calif.
Available are Arriflex, Auricon, Bolex, DeBrie, Mitchell. Wall, and Bell &
Howell cameras. Special data-recording
cameras, including the Hulcher 70mm
sequence camera, and the high-speed
cameras made by Eastman, Wollensak.
Eastax, and Askania are also available
and can be shipped on two hours’ notice
to any part of the world, according to
the company.
A complete list of motion picture
equipment available for rental may be
had by writing the company direct.

•

•

•

One of the noteworthy recent produc¬
tion trends is that of shooting special
footage during the filming of a pro¬
duction for use in promotional trailers
for the picture.
When the Kramer company went to
Spain to start shooting “The Pride and
the Passion,” a cameraman with 16mm
equipment and color film recorded high (Continued on Page 484)

ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera
• Precision aiignment from 2 through 24 fields
• Massive main column (3%" dia.) guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance
• Bali bearings for smooth zoom action
• Precision machining thruout with .001 accuracy
• 60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel
• 360° Rotational table; precise locking action
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements
• Twin heavy-duty rods support rigid, counter¬
balanced camera faceplate
• Roller chain drive; ultimate strength 2000 lbs.
• Easy to install & operate. Passes thru 30" doorway
• Acme registration “Standard of the Industry"
• Heavy welded steel base
• Wt. 850 lbs.; Ht. 9 ft.

(fafy *2995
CONVENIENT PAYMENT

PLAN AVAILABLE

Write for illustrated brochure describing
many adaptations of the TEL-Animastand

Here is a partial list of the many
satisfied Tel-Animastand users:
Associated Missile Products Corp., Pomona, Calif.
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M.
Telefects, Inc., New York, N. Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
University of California, Livermore, Calif.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Viguie Film Productions, Inc., Santurce, P. R.

y

Site ^Department Store of the ^YJotion picture Snc/udtrt

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

ff

602 WEST 52nd ST, NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7-0440 • Cable: SOSOUND
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood 28, Calif. • Phone: HO 7-2124

INDUSTRY NEWS

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to the needs of film producers,
large or small, feature or com¬
mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
* It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• It serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM,SYSTEM “A”

• Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly is an engineering

achieve¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier
components;
mote

control

push-button

motor

controls;

re¬

footage counter, record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG¬
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line
contains exclusive features found
in no other recorders, yet all
carry low, low price fags.
Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound Man's judgment. Switch
to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

17’/2mm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM ”B” includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is a completely synchronous

16mm Magnetic

film recording channel, professional in every
detail.

Can be operated in "console” position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit.

MARK IX SYSTEM "C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re¬
mote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

Features

$2,520.00

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬

TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor

eous "film-direct” monitoring, and low power

amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00

$1,570.00

Prices subject to change without notice

(Continued from Page 482)

lights of the production activities which
later went into theatre trailers and TV
film spots to pre-sell the film.
Otto Preminger followed suit when he
started to film “St. Joan.” The results
of this filming are considered by some
as interesting as the feature itself, be¬
cause it takes the theatregoer inside
studio gates and behind the scenes of
picture making as no other film has
ever done. In masterful black-and-white
photography, all the interesting tech¬
niques of cinematography are displayed
as are other techniques of professional
motion picture production. The trailers
made of this footage are credited with
having done a terrific preselling job for
the picture.

•
•
•
Establishment of a separate motion pic¬
ture production unit for Autonetics, a
division of North American Aviation,
Inc., Downey, Calif., has been announced
by the company. Scheduled for produc¬
tion this year are more than 30 films,
in addition to continuing the documen¬
tation recording of Autonetics’ research
and development progress in electronic
and electromechanical fields. Jay E.
Gordon has been appointed supervisor.

An

•
•
•
International Experimental

Film
Competition will be held in connection
with the Universal and International
Exhibition in Brussells, Belgium, April
21 to 25, 1958. The competition is open
to all film productions which reveal an
attempt to explore new ways of cinemat¬
ographic expression—that is, creations
which fall outside the familiar pattern
of commercial entertainment films.
The competition is open to both 16mm
and 35mm films, black-and-white or
color, sound or silent. Films may be of
any length, and any number of films
may be entered by a competitor pro¬
viding they have been made since Janu¬
ary 1, 1955.
Two grand prizes and six bronze
medals will be awarded winners. The
first prize of SI0,000 is being donated
by Gevaert Photo-Producten, N.V., par¬
ent company of The Gevaert Company
of America. Second prize of $5,000 is
being contributed by the S.I.B.I.S. (Mo¬
tion Picture Society of Belgium).
e
•
•
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Rich, formerly with Camera
Equipment Company. N. Y., has been
appointed General Sales Manager of
Florman & Babb, motion picture and
TV film equipment distributors in New
York City. Another F&B staff addition
is Leonard W. Hollander who will spe¬
cialize in non-theatrical and audio visual
services for the company.

solution:
NEW EASTMAN COLOR
DUPING STOCK
(Types 5253 and 7253)

Hats off to Eastman Kodak for creating this
better, quicker, more economical method!
With special printing and processing equipment,
specified by Eastman ... CFI is now using this
new material to provide the maximum in
color fidelity and picture definition at lower
cost and in less time.

problem:
FIND A QUICKER, MORE
ECONOMICAL METHOD OF

®

PRODUCING NEW SHARPNESS
AND BETTER COLOR FIDELITY
IN 16mm COLOR RELEASE

For prompt information on how your organization
will profit from this important advance in film
technique, address inquiries to Consolidated
Film Industries in Hollywood or New York.

PRINTS FROM ORIGINAL
35mm COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY

Lab Superintendent Ted Hirsch, 28 years at CFI
in Hollywood, demonstrates the new, more
straight-forward method of duping which greatly
RED

color
separation
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increases color quality and saves up to
80% in delivery time.
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Note: When protection is desired over a
indefinite number of years, black and
white separations on type 5235
are still recommended.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, California
521 W. 57th St., New York 19, New York

Hollywood 9-1441
Circle 6-0210

World’s Finest Professional Tripods
CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long-forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It’s just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR* TRIPOD
TR11-CEC0 SMALL GYRO
TRIPOD features "controlled
action". Has two speeds—
slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting. Especially
recommended for 16mm
Mitchell, 16mm Maurer,
B&H Eyemo and similar
cameras. Weight, 19 lbs.
Precision construction, also
used as gear head. Crank
handles included.

The newest PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR Tripod with the removable
head — world standard of quality — brings you these
great, modern improvements:
Simplified camera attaching method with easily accessible
knob — Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle, and sockets for left, right or reverse tilt — Special
pan tension adjusting knob, independent of pan lock —
Cast in tie-down eyelets — Self-aligning double leg locking
knobs. This newest PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR still maintains its
world-famous precision workmanship at NO INCREASE IN

PRICE-

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS have cast
top flanges and upper leg portion
made of one-piece aluminum alloy
castings.
Lower legs are 1 '/i"
seamless steel tubes, hard-chromed
legs slide easily and have tie-rods
to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up. Accepts “Balanced” TV head,
Mitchell, other similar Professional
Tripod heads.

$600.00 COMPLETE

TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD
used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control pan
& tilt action.

$150.00

$1 50.00

HEAD ONLY

$200.00

COMPLETE
WITH TRIPOD

$150.00
$200.00

ADJUSTABLE COLLAPSIBLE ALUMINUM TRIANGLE insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs. Prevents slipping and damage
to floors.
Model C (illustrated) $32.00
Model B

(less clamps)

$26.00

TH1-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter
for extremely low-mount set¬
ups; also used for title stands
and permanent mountings.
Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads.

TR12-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬
ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts
all Professional Jr. Tripod Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures 26" extended from floor
to flange, 18" col lapsed. Weight 7 lbs.

head only

COMPLETE WITH TRIPOD

TH11 -PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is similar in construction
to Ceco Balanced TV head.
Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other cameras.
Spring-load
tilt assures that camera will
return
to
neutral
position
when lever is in unlocked
position. Built-in spirit level.

$425.00
HEAD
ONLY

$1350.00

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice

TH7-CEC0 BLIMP-TYPE GEARED
HEAD offers two-speed pan
and tilt—slow and fast. Pro¬
vides extreme tilts, can be
used as Freehead.
Super¬
smooth action, rugged con¬
struction. Ideal for use with
Mitchell BNC. Can be used
with
silent
cameras
with
bridge
plate.

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. No. 2318910

SALES

• SERVICE •

RENTALS

TH2-CEC0 NEW “BALANCED” TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity adjustable, offers smooth
tilt with 360° pan action, perfect balance.
Quick relase handle locks in position. Has
tension adjustment, built-in spirit level and
telescoping extension pan handle. Camera
moveable on top plate to counter-balance
film load or long lenses.
Tripod for “BALANCED" TV Head $140.00

■

FRANK

C.

$285.00 HEAD ONLY
TH3-CEC0 MICRO WAVE RELAY BEAM
REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabolas
up to 6-foot diameter. Withstands
torques of 225 ft pounds in elevation
and 150 ft pounds in azimuth. Envi¬
ronmental treated for extreme weather
conditions.

ZUCKER
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Success Minded TV and Film Pros
CECO PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER, permits editor to
view his film from left to
right on a large, brilliantly
illuminated
screen.
Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Viewing screen
size is 5%" x 43/4". EDI916mm model. Also available
with sound reader installed.

$350.00 viewer
tional $75.00

only; addi¬

ter; additional

$150.00

... look to CECO for
Top tools and techniques
As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the
world’s finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—also an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their technical
problems. May we help you?

with coun¬

with built in sound reader.
35mm Model

$500.00

CUTTING AND EDITING
TABLES are of heavygauge all-steel construc¬
tion; block front exten¬
sions for all rewinds;
channel slide drawers;
bakedenamel finish.
Various models & sizes;
with & without lightbox,
drawer, and film clip
rack.
3' x 5' x 34" with Formica top,
underneath film reel rack; with¬
out drawer, film clip rack, or
light box.
$80.50

5000 Watt—

GR39-COLORTRAN GROVERLITE “5000” SENIOR
KIT contains two Senior Lights with Senior
Converter, 2 stands of chromed steel with
column supports, packed in 2 fibre cases.
GR40-same, with Master Converter. We also
handle the full line of Mole-Richardson &
Bardwell McAllister lighting equipment,
ith single heavy-duty CECO case. $284.00

CL13-CEC0 5000 WATT CONE LIGHT. Shadow¬
less, will flood a large area with soft light.
Can be placed close to actors who are able
to look directly into it without blinking. Com¬
plete with switch, 25 ft. cable and yoke.
2000 Watt—$110.00 750 Watt—$75.00

Xl-ARRIFLEX 16mm Incorporates all
advantages of Ariflex 35mm Camera,
with mirror reflex system which per¬
mits viewing and focusing through
taking lens while camera is in opera¬
tion. Viewfinder shows clear, welldefined image correct parallax, unin¬
verted and right—side-up; eyepiece
has 10-power magnifier. 3-lens tur¬
ret. Accepts 100-ft daylight loading
spools; also accessory 400-ft maga¬
zines.

C16S68-CECO AURICON CINE-VOICE CONVERSION
Cine-voice camera modified to accept 1 200-ft.
magazines; has torque motor for takeup. Also
includes Veeder footage counter.

$450.00

$175.00

conversion only

Write for prices on complete Cine-voice
cameras, converted for external magazines
and all other models of Auricon Cameras.

SY45-CECO “FILMETER” STOP
WATCH AND TIMER For 35 and
16mm cinematography. % second intervals. Black figures in¬
dicate film footage consumed
for 35mm; blue figure for 1 6mm.
Red figures indicate time con¬
sumed. Registers to 12 minutes.
Time out for interrupted opera¬
tion. Chrome finish, anti-mag¬
netic. Available with slide re¬
lease or pushbutton. $14.50 up

MOVIOLA FILM EDITING MACHINES “SERIES 20” designed
so that short pieces can be
used without putting the
films on reels. Picture size
3" x 4" on 35mm models
and 2 % " x 3%" on 16mm
rear projection-type screen.
Some models are equipped
with reel spindles. Can be
reversed by hand-operated
switches.
Various
models
available. Also synchroniz¬
ers and rewinders.

SALES - SERVICE • RENTALS
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS — Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing
Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric Footage Timers • Exposure
Meters & Color Temperature Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors
• Screens • Film Processing Equipment • Film Shipping Cases •
Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens
Labels • Blooping Tape • Blooping Ink • Dulling Spray • Alpha
Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters • Number and Letter
Punches • Camera & Projector Oil.
• Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders.
FRANK

C.
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rM-m

REU-1
rewind w/universal joint and
end support to hold
up to 5 - 35mm reels.

RETWC-1
rewind
w/16 - 35mm
combination
tightwind
REF-1
friction control
rewind w/1 reel
shaft 35mm. *

RE-1
rewind w/1 reel
35mm shaft

SB-1
swivel base
attachment
for rewind i

SP-16 (16mm) spacer
SP-35 (35mm) spacer

SL-1
spring locks
ASC-35
35mm aluminum shaft
male or female cores
ASC-16 (16mm)

LS-1
leader
stanchion
rewind
attachments

-

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284
branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
LOngacre

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

NOW in the East it’s

MOVIELAB

COLOR

CORPORATION

-

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y., JUDSON 6-0360

V-

Plus exclusive ADDITIVE
scene to scene—color balanced
KODACHROME printing.

and a 6-inch f/2.8 at $119.50. The com¬
pany offers a three-year guarantee on all
lenses sold. Descriptivee catalog is avail¬
able.

. . . in equipment, accessories, services

projection angle than any standard pro¬
jection lens; a 40-inch screen, for ex¬
ample, can be entirely filled with the
projector only 11 feet away. At the
20mm setting the Filmovara projects a
full 40-inch wide picture with the
screen placed 15 feet away. The lens
can be set for any intermediate focal
length between the 15mm and 20mm
limits.
At present, lens is available only on
B&H Regent and Monterey 8mm pro¬
jectors for $15.00 additional.

Set Lighting Accessories
Responding to the growing need for
a professional source of various set
lighting accessories such as cookies, but¬
terflies, lightweight pedestals, etc., MoleRichardson Company, 937 No. Syca¬
more, Hollywood 38, Calif., well-known
for its line of M-R lighting equipment,
now offers a complete line of set light¬
ing accessories. Eor descriptive litera¬
ture and prices, write the manufacturer
direct.

Portable Processor
Andre Debrie Manufacturing Corp.,
39 West 32nd St., New York 1, N. Y.,
announces it is now distributing in the
U. S. the new Aiglonne 16mm rapid re¬
versal
daylight developing machine.
Fully automatic, the machine is de¬
signed for processing black-and-white
films negative or positive perforated or
unperforated. The body is entirely plas¬
tic, stream-lined and rust-proof. Full de¬
scriptive literature and prices may be
had by writing the company direct.

High Speed Camera
Both a rotating prism and a rotating
disc shutter are incorporated in a new
28000-frame-per-second instrumentation
camera announced by Gordon Enter¬
prises, North Hollywood, Calif. Tradenamed the Photo-sonics 4B, camera is
intended primarily for research in mis¬
sile and related rapid motion projects in
which photography is employed for
analysis.
Film magazines hold 500 feet of film.
Other features include buckle and run¬
out shut-off switches, a two-light timer
and fiducial marker, optional f.p.s. rates
below 2800, and a range of lenses to
select from in sizes from 80mm to
550mm.

Vari-focus Projector Lens
Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, announces
the world’s first variable-focus lens for
8mm projectors. Trade-named the Filmovara, the new f/1.5 lens enables the
user to vary screen image size during
projection without moving the projector
or screen.
Focal length of lens can be varied
between 15mm and 20mm. When set at
the 15mm mark, it provides a wider
490
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Telephoto Lenses
Century Photographic Equipment Co.,
10659 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood,
Calif., which specializes on telephoto
lenses for professional and amateur mo¬
tion picture cameras, announces the ad¬
dition of three new high-powered tele
lenses:
a
9-inch
f/3.8,
priced
at
$139.50; a 15-inch f/4.5 at $199.50.
August, 1957

400-ft. Dalite Processor
Micro Record Corp., 487 South Ave.,
Beacon, New York, well-known for its
200-foot motor-driven daylight process¬
ing tank, has announced a new 400-foot
capacity model to meet popular de¬
mand.
Operable in daylight, standard equip¬
ment includes driving mechanism, light
trap, one pair of 16mm or 35mm reels,
length of hose with faucet adapter, and
four solution tanks. Tanks, mechanism
hood, and light trap are of corrosionresistant plastic construction and guar¬
anteed unbreakable. Price for 110-volt
model. $435.00.
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Many important motion picture pro¬
ducers, cinematographers, and indus¬
trial users waited months —even years
— for delivery of Arriflex 16 cameras.
With the intense demand for this out¬
standing equipment far in excess of
initial

production,

a

long

waiting

time was unavoidable.
Today, more new buildings, more new
machinery, and a growing staff of
highly skilled technicians enable the
Arri factory to fill orders with increas¬
ing speed.
If you want the ultimate in
cinematography, you will,

16mm

naturally,

turn to the Arriflex 1 6. Its mirror reflex
shutter —not a beam splitter —gives
you positive through-the-lens focusing
and viewing without loss of lens effi¬
ciency, eliminates finders and rackover devices. A registration pin film
movement assures rock-steady screen
images. You have a choice of electric
motor drives for any purpose includ¬
ing

synchronization,

animation,

or

time lapse. Sound blimp, 400 ft. mag¬
azines, and wide selection of useful
accessories, plus many other built-in
features make the Arriflex 16 the out¬
standing

all-round

cine

camera.

What's more its weight of only 6 V2
pounds makes it ideal for hand-held
shooting.
See your franchised Arri Dealer for a
complete demonstration.

photo oo:r,:p.
257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.
Arriflex is a member of the
Kling family of fine
West German photographic products.

is the most desirable
professional 16mm camera
TRUE MIRROR REFLEX SHUTTER

features

— not a beam splitting device — passes 100% of the light
to film and viewing system intermittently.
FINDER SHOWS BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING LENS

— even in poor light. 10X magnification; no parallax; no
misframing; accurate, easy follow-focus.
REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE

— with balanced rear pressure pad, side pressure rail, cross
stages around aperture. This means rock-steady pictures,
no film “breathing,” 35mm-like film quality.
THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET

— lets you use wide angle lens to 300mm telephoto without
physical or optical interference.
INSTANT-CHANGE LENS MOUNT

— with large-flange surface insures positive seating and
precise flange focus and alignment.
LARGEST CHOICE OF LENSES

— by famous makers. From 11.5mm extreme wide angle
to longest telephoto.
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR

— electrically driven by light, compact, rechargeable bat¬
teries. Motor instantly interchangeable for other types —
Governor Controlled, Synchronous and Animation.
TACHOMETER, FOOTAGE AND FRAME COUNTERS
HAND-HELD FILMING

— all these features in a camera so light (only 6*4 lbs), so
formfitting, with its ingenious Contour Hand Grip, that
steady, hand-held filming is easy.

Because of its
versatility

It is a hand camera for newsreel and fast action filming
It is a studio camera when you add the 400' Magazine and the
Synchronous Motor.
It is a sound camera when you put it in the Arriflex Blimp.
It is also an animation camera, a scientific laboratory camera,
a medical camera, a cine-micrographic camera.
You can start with the hand camera, and as your requirements
demand, add the special purpose accessories, and yet be able to
convert it back to a hand camera in a few seconds — and with¬
out the use of even a screwdriver.

Here is a precision camera that can “take a beating” and still
deliver the goods.

Because it is
rugged and reliable

For instance: A1 Milotte, ace Disney wild-life photographer,
shot over 90,000 feet for “African Lion” with one Arriflex 16,
in the rough tropics.
Disney cameramen found the Arriflex 16 most reliable during
the Navy North Pole Expedition in 1954.
Now eight Arriflex 16’s are at the South Pole with Disney.
Disney Studios has already purchased more than 30 Arriflex 16
cameras—so far.

Because of factory
service in the U. S.

A modern, fully equipped service center is maintained in
New York City, manned by factory trained technicians. A
complete stock of Arriflex parts is always on hand. Because
Arriflex owners derive their income through the use of their
cameras, service is handled on the promptest possible basisin most instances within 24 hours.

Because of its
reasonable price

You cannot buy another registration-pin 16mm camera unless
you pay more than twice as much. If you “doctor up” an
ordinary 16mm camera with accessories needed for professional
use, it will cost you more than the Arriflex and you still won’t
have a professional camera, not to talk about the many ex¬
clusive Arriflex features.

ARRIFLEX 16, complete with
Variable Speed (wild) Motor,
Battery Cable, Neck Strap $162500
Matte Box and Lenses, additional

Sole U.S. Distributor

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION
Representatives in:
Hollywood, Cal.

Boston, Mass.

Memphis, Tenn.

Charlotte, N. C.

Miami, Fla.

Chicago, III.

Newark, N. J.

7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal

Denver, Colo.

New York, N. Y.

Detroit, Mich.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sold through authorized Arriflex Dealers.

Houston, Tex.
San Francisco, Cal.

Kansas City, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
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Booklets • Catalogs • Brochures

(A Message To Advertisers)

Please take
1
a few moments . . .

available from equipment manufacturers

to run through this copy of
American Cinematographer.
Note the interesting number
of prominent business firms
now using it to sell their
products and services to those
in the motion picture indus¬
try, here and abroad.

A new 8-page booklet which describes
design features of integrated animation
units and explains how such mechanisms
provide maximum accuracy, versatility
and speed in animated film production
is available from The Animation Equip¬
ment Corp., 38 Hudson St., New Ro¬
chelle, N. Y.
Reprinted from the SMPTE Journal,
the booklet covers such subjects as ani¬
mation stand construction, automatic
follow focus, motorized zooms, camera
design, critical viewing, dissolve mech¬
anisms, stop motion motors, compound
design, moving peg bars, stationary and
floating platens and electric table con¬
trols.
Well illustrated with photos and draw¬
ings, the booklet clearly shows how me¬
chanical movements are accurately con¬
trolled on camera carriage and on auto
focus.

«

As you turn the pages, note also
the helpful and informative edi¬
torial content—a policy which for
more than 38 years has made
American Cinematographer one of
the most widely-read publications ,
devoted to motion picture photog¬
raphy and production.

And the reason for this
success is simply that Amer¬
ican Cinematographer pro¬
duces gratifying results for
advertisers, month after
month.
No

wonder

advertisers

more and

are

Film Planning
A comprehensive analysis of the re¬
sponsibilities involved in the planning
and production of non-theatrical films—
designed to assist the sponsor and the
producer in reaching a clear mutual
understanding in achieving the best
possible end product—is clearly deline¬
ated in a new report published by the
Association of National Advertisers.
Titled “Responsibilities of Film Pro¬
ducer and Sponsor,” booklet was pre¬
pared by a committee of experienced advertisers-sponsors under the chairman¬
ship of Willis H. Pratt, Jr., Film Man¬
ager, American Telephone & Telegraph
Co.
The report includes examples of a
simple contract as well as a more com¬
plete written agreement and is available
to non-members (of ANA) for $5.00
per copy. Write the publisher at 155
East 44th St., New York 17, N.Y.

more

swinging

to

American Cinematographer, the
one

publication

in

the

motion

picture field that delivers more
sales per unit of circulation than
any other, and at a cost far less
than that of any of the others.
If you have a product or serv¬
ice to sell those in the business
of producing motion pictures, if
you want your message to reach
more of the men who buy, in¬
clude American Cinematograph¬
er

in

your

1958

Advertising
Kodak Revises Movieguide

SPACE RATES REMAIN
UNCHANGED FOR

1958.

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
The American Society of Cinematographer’s
Magazine of Motion Picture Photography
-V-
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simulated
leather
and
is available
through photo dealers at SI.75 copy.
DuPont Films
A six-page printed booklet, “Products
of the Photo Products Department,”
available from E. I. Du Pont de Ne¬
mours & Co., Inc., W ilmington 98, Del¬
aware. describes all Du Pont motion pic¬
ture films and other photo products pro¬
duced by the company. Included is a
listing of all the district offices, ware¬
houses and plants of Du Pont Photo
Products Dept, throughout the U. S.
British Lab Booklet
Attractively designed, printed and
bound is a new 18-page booklet “Look¬
ing in on Colour Film Services, Ltd.,”
which describes and illustrates all the
services available to film producers from
Colour Film Services Limited, 22-25
Portman Close, Baker Street, London,
W-l, England, said to be Britain’s larg¬
est 16mm color film laboratory. An im¬
portant chapter describes the step-bystep procedure followed by the com¬
pany in handling client’s films. Recom¬
mended reading for those contemplating
the production of 16mm color films any¬
where in Europe.
Film Care
Instructions on how to extend the use¬
ful life of cine films are outlined in a
new Eastman Kodak booklet, “The
Handling, Repair and Storage of 16mm
and 8mm Films,” available without
charge through Kodak’s Sales Service
Division, Rochester 4. N.Y.
The 12-page publication, punched to
fit the Kodak Photographic Notebook,
provides
reference
information
for
schools, libraries and amateur movie
makers.
Lighting Equipment

Schedule.

"

Booklet on Animation

It-1

American Cinematocrapher

A new edition of the Kodak Movie
Photoguide, often described as “the
pocket encyclopedia of amateur movie
making,’' has been published by East¬
man Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
Previously titled “Kodak Cine Photo¬
guide,” the 32-page booklet now in¬
cludes a section on all 16mm Kodak
black-and-white films. Other sections
have been revised in light of recent de¬
velopments in equipment and techniques
for the amateur and advanced amateur.
The 41/£" x 3J4" booklet is bound in
August, 1957

Those responsible for the purchase of
set lighting equipment for major studios,
TV film and industrial film production
are invited by Mole-Richardson Com¬
pany, 937 No. Sycamore Ave., Holly¬
wood 38, Calif., to write for a copy of
the company’s new Catalog E, which il¬
lustrates and describes Mole-Richardson
Lighting equipment and accessories,
and in addition contains tables and dia¬
grams on power distribution for studio
lighting, illumination tables, globe table,
and data on lighting for color film pro¬
duction.

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for
16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments
ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

Come

in

and

see

You’ll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For

tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BUMP is a sound-proof housing

for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6!/2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.
FRANK

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:

Lenses from 20 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl CouipmsnT (o.,inc.

able to give prompt guaranteed service.

- Dept. A 315 West 43rd St.. New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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$.0.$. Junior Tripod

Javij j Eolith j^ole ^xpeclition
Opera ti on

c-vt)eep^ireeze

Vastly Improved
Over Any Tripod

AURICON PR0-600

in Its Class!

for 16mm Optical Sound - On - film

for Top Performance

Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For all types of medium weight cameras.
Outside, knurled camera tightening knob with angle gears.
Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second handle position.
Positive pan and tilt locks, with large tightening levers.
Detachable, precision machined friction plate.
One-piece locking knobs for quick adjustments, even tension.
Aluminum leg supports with leg rest ledge—aluminum leg
bearings.
Extra smooth friction head—guaranteed for 5 years.
Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated & polished—will
not stick.

ONLY
Write

Auricon Pro-600” with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

for

$145

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

brochure showing complete line of tripods & accessories.

“

Improve Tour Film Titles
"Auricon Pro-600” with SingleLens "C”
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

★ Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
flow of The "Auricon Pro-600" is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!
★ 600 ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
★ Synchronous Motor Drive for "SingleSystem"
or
"Double-System"
Re¬
cording.

“Auricon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

★ Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

PRICES START AT $1165

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,

with TEL-Animaprint
Greatest dollar for dollar value in
the
industry!
The
first
sensibly
priced HOT PRESS TITLE MACHINE
for high quality, fast dry letter¬
ing—the answer to economy and
precision accuracy in film titling.
Prints dry from colored foil for in¬
stant use. Acme pegs assure perfect
registration on paper or acetate
cells. Prints all colors. Will produce
main titles, sub-titles, trailer titles,
TV commercials, slide films, foreign
language main titles, super¬
imposed
sub-titles,
shadow
and third dimensional effects,
etc.
WITH NEW HEATING CONTROL

Only $435

YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
Write for free illustrated “AURICON PRO-600" literature and prices.

*

Under rigorous Antartica

below zero temperatures,

Write for TEL-Anima brochure—
covering every animation need

“Operation

Deepfreeze,” cameraman Bill Hartigan’s Auricon Pro-600 oper¬
ated perfectly throughout the changing climatic conditions.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CHRP.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. CONVENIENT TIME-PAYMENT PLAN

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440, Cable: Sosound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.—Phone HO 7-2124

•>-FOR AN EXCELLENT BUY IN ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND, SEE PAGE 483^

HOUSTON N-35
or Positive Film Developing Machines
U. S. Gov’t.
Paid Over $10,000
—

♦

—

YOURS...
FOR AS LOW AS

s1495
COMPLETE WITH:
• 5 STAINLESS STEEL TANKS

NOW you 35mm producers can do the job from first to last! No
need to send your precious negatives off the premises. Valuable
time is no longer wasted waiting for work prints from outside
laboratories. You can have absolute control of all your processing.
Confidential film subjects and material can be handled with con¬
venience and privacy.
Here is a machine that does the work of many hands and does
it accurately. Eliminates human error! Entirely self contained so that
the complete job is delivered wound on a reel, ready for immediate
printing or projection. Speeds variable to 1200' per hour plus,
depending upon developing times. Loading and unloading spools
are next to each other and to central panel containing motor drive,
speed control, stop-start switch, development time indicator, ther¬
mostats, thermometers, fuses, transformers and relay cabinets.

o BOTTOM DRAINS
• REFRIGERATION
• RECIRCULATION
• AIR PUMP
• DRY BOX
• STRIP HEATERS
• BLOWERS
• SPRAYS

ONLY

15

AVAILABLE!

Apparently unused, like new condition.$2995

Built in one complete unit, designed for continuous work. Simply
connect into 220V AC, water system and to a drain. The Houston
N-35 is for darkroom operation. Top drive with floating bottom
elevators assures uniform tension of film during processing. Size.1 10" long, 80" high, 33" wide. Shipping weight approx. 4000 lbs.

r

s.o.s.

Used, but completely reconditioned. ..

$1995

Used, complete, require cleaning. .$1495
All orders subject to prior sale
Immediate shipment F.O.B. N.Y. Plus Packing

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
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602 WEST 52nd ST.( NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

EST

1926

Cob/e: S0S0UND

WESTERN BRANCH — 6331 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA — TELEPHONE: HOLLYWOOD 7-2124
->FOR AN EXCELLENT BUY IN ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND, SEE PAGE 483<-

Mixing your

Photographic Assignments

own chemicals?

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
’Asterisks indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Carter, ASC, ‘'Oregon
Passage,”
(CinemaScope; Eastman color; shooting at
Bend, Oregon) with John Ericson and Lola
Albright. Paul Landres, director.
• Ellis

Harry Mimura, “Hong Kong Incident,”
(shooting in Hong Kong) with Jack Kelly.
Paul F. Heard, d i rector.
•

Reversal Processing can be easy!
. . . Atkinson Reversal Processing
Chemicals are already mixed!

ASC, “New Day at Sun¬
down,” (CinemaScope & Color) with George
Montgomery and Randy Stuart. Paul Lan¬
dres, director.
•

Harry Neumann,

7070 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 38, California

Askins, “Men of Annapolis,” *
(Ziv-TV) with Wendell Corey. Leon Benson
and James Sheldon, directors.

WALT DISNEY

Curt

Fetters,

• Bob Hoffman, “Highway Patrol,” * (ZivTV) with Broderick Crawford. Herb Strock,
director.

Andriot,
ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.
® Lucif.n

a

“Have Gun Will
Travel,”* (Filmaster Prod.) with Richard
Boone. Andrew McLaglen, director.
William

a Lester

Marculies,

Shorr,

ASC, “Matinee Theatre.” *

Various directors.

From Hollywood to New York, the LOK-ON
flange is becoming a MUST for 16mm
editors and producers and labs. It lets you
wind any length of film onto a quickly re¬
movable spool without danger of scratching
or soiling the emulsion. Core takes standard
lab pack spools, fits standard 16mm
professional or amateur rewinds.
Heavy gauge, clear plastic sides have foot¬
age scale engraved on inside surface for
accurate length control. Outside flange is
easily unlocked for removal of spool. Avail¬
able in 400', 800', 1200' and 1600' sizes.
Start saving time and tempers now. Place
your order today for early delivery.

a

a Ellsworth Fredericks, ASC, “The Light
in the Forest,” with Fess Parker, Wendell
Corey and Joanne Dru. Herschel Daugherty,
director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

a

Charles

Van

Enger,

row,” * with John Lupton.

ASC, “Broken Ar¬
Various directors.

a Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show,”* with Raymond Burr. Various direc¬
tors.

Southcott,

a Philip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,” *
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat
Breslin.
Jack Cooper,
director.

a

ASC, “The Web,” *
(Screen Gems). Walter Doniger, director;
“Playhouse 90,”* (Screen Gems). Alfred
Hiller, director.
Gert

Andersen,

a

Kit
Carson,
“Father Knows Best,” *
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

• James Van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,” * (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns.
Rod Amateau,
director; Betty Crocker commercial.* Rod
Amateau, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC,
“Bob
Cummings
Show,” * (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary De Camp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.

a

INDEPENDENTS

a

a Russell Harlan, ASC, “Witness for the
Prosecution,” (Edward Small Prod, for UA
release) with Tyrone Power and Marlene
Dietrich. Billy Wilder, director.

Burnett

ASC, “The
Walter Doniger,

Guffey,

Gems).

Web,” *
director.

a

T€L£f ILM

a
|

6039 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, California

498

® Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “4th Anniversary
Show," * with Walt Disney and his entire
cast. Sid Miller, director; General Motors,
AC Division commercial.*
Nick Nichols,
director.

COLUMBIA

(Screen

'■vcowpowated

a Walter Castle, ASC, “Spin & Marty.” *
Charles Barton, director.

GENERAL SERVICE

“Gunsmoke,”*
(Fil¬
master Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.
Fleet

Henry Freulich, ASC, “Return to Warbow,” (Color) with Phil Carey, William
Leslie and Catherine McLeod. Ray Nazzaro,
director.

I

Arthur J. Ornitz, “The Goddess,” (Car¬
negie Prod, shooting in New York) with Kim
Stanley and Lloyd Bridges. John Cromwell,
director.

• Monroe

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

L0K-0N rewind flange
slashes 16mm editing time

a

AMERICAN NATIONAL

“Highway Patrol,” * (ZivTV) with Broderick Crawford. Eddie Davis,
director.

LABORATORY, INC.

Irving
Lippman,
“Texas Rangers,” *
(Screen Gems).
Irving Moore, director;
“Circus Boy,”* (Screen Gems) with Mickey
Braddock and Noah Beery. Robert Walker,
director.

William Whitley, ASC, “Adventures of
Rin-Tin-Tin,” *
(Screen Gems) with Lee
Aaker and James Brown. Fred Jackman, Jr.,
director.

a

Gt&uuon

a

a

We’re THE place to get them
ready-to-use. (Either dry or
liquid form)
Other Labs and TV stations are
using them . . . you can save
time and money, too

a Charles Lawton, ASC, “Cowboy,” (Phoe¬
nix Prods.; shooting in Santa Fe, N. M.)
with Glenn Ford, Jack Lemmon and Anna
Kashfi. Delmer Daves, director.

American Cinematographer

ASC, “The Trial of Captain
Barrett,” with Edmond O’Brien and Mona
Freeman. Fred F. Sears, director. “Casey
Jones,”* (Screen Gems) with Alan Hale and
Bobby Clark. Lew Landers, director.
Ben

a

Kline,

August,
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Glenn MacWilliams, “A Time to Kill,”
(Producers Associates Piets. Co.) with Jim
Davis and Don Megowan.
Oliver Drake,
director.

(Continued on Page 536)

BIRIMS & SAWYER

Proudly Announce
their Appointment as Western Representatives for the
Finest in Motion Picture Equipment
From

Now, for the First Time, this Superb

Camera

Equipment formerly available only

Equipment

Arriflex 16

in the East — can Now Be Found

Co.

Under

One

Roof

in

the West at

BIRNS & SAWYER.
Camera Equipment Co.
National Cine Equipment

Smooth, Portable 3-Wheel Dolly

In a class by itself.
Lightweight and
versatile.
Registration pin, through-thelens viewing. In stock.
$1625.00

Camera Mart

Complete with tripod leg locks, adjust¬
able bicycle seat and heavy duty Dar¬
nell casters. Center wheel locks in po¬
sition.
$300.00

Precision Sound Readers
Arriflex

SAVE $$$ with Pro-Cam Heavy
Duty Shipping Cases

Neumade
Ecco

CECO “Balanced” TV Head
Model C

Prestoseal

HEAD ONLY

J. G. McAlister

Compco Reels & Cans

$425.00

Moviola Mfg. Co.

From Camera Mart
Imported Swedish Fibre, Metal Corners,
Web Straps and Mailing Card Holder.
Smooth, spring-loader tilt with 360' pan
action. Tension adjustment. Holds heavi¬
est TV cameras.
Heavy duty tripod for above. $140.00

400 ft.

$1.10

800 ft. $1 .35

12 ft.

$1.50

1600 ft. $1.10

Precision
Sound
Reader
Model 800

CAMART Baby Dolly
A four-wheel dolly providing the best bal¬
ance and stability reguired for professional
production. Adjustable seat for cameraman;
Platform accommodates assistant. $425.00

Moviola Synchronizer
4 Hub 16mm.
footage counter

Synchronizer

with

$170.00

Full Length Car-Top Platform
Provides sturdy shooting platform
of distinctive appearance. Light¬
weight, 42"x90". Supports 750
Easily

installed

and

$259.50

From National Cine Equipment

Photographer’s CAR PAC

lbs.

Takes 16mm, 35mm,
" tape or film,
optical or magnetic. Hi-Gain amplifica¬
tion,
4-watt output,
H.D.
Alnico V
speaker.

de¬

tached.

$225.00
Fits All Models
Specify Model When Ordering

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46* OLeander 5-6970

HYDROLLY
Compact and
Lightweight
Construction
Hydrolly accommodates
professional cameras,
blimps and TV cameras
to 250 lbs. Fits standard
door. Welded heavy
gauge steel on dolly
. . . aluminum arms and
uprights. No arm sway.

$1650.00

PHOTO SUPPLIES
CINE EQUIPMENT

title text over them. — L.C.H., Orlando,
Fla.

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

Q

Please give me information re¬
garding the Freneh motion picture
camera, Camerette, about which I have
heard a great deal lately hut which is
not yet available in this city. I would es¬
pecially like information relative to the
lenses
used
when the
model
is
the
16mm/35mm conversion. — F.J.B., Syd¬
ney, Australia.

The combination 16mm/35mm Ca¬
merette differs from the 16mm and the
35mm models in that the conversion
from 35mm to 16mm, for example, is
simply a matter of inserting the 16mm
aperture plate and attaching the 16mm
him magazine—a matter of seconds.
The same lenses can be used for either
16mm or 35mm photography and the re¬
flex finder shows the correct frame size
for both widths. The camera movement
consists of two ratchet pull-down claws
engaging the him, which is kept in prop¬
er position by the two pressure pads on
the him magazine, and which assure
steadiness of him travel. Lateral guid¬
ance is assured by two spring guides
within the magazine placed in the
curved part of the him loop. Price of
the camera is in the neighborhood of
$2,500. Lenses and magazines are extra.
—/. B. Olsson, Houston-Fearless Corp.

Q

Please give me more details re¬
garding laminated magnetic tracks
and
the
Reeves
soundstripe
tracks.
Which is most suitable to introduce in
Japan? I woidd also like the terms for
buying the necessary machines for apply¬
ing magnetic sound tracks. — J.F.E.,
Tokyo, Japan.

1 ull information regarding laminated
magnetic tracks (other than what has
already appeared in this publication)
and of the equipment required for
application may be had by writing to
the Minnesota Mining and Manufactur¬
ing Co., St. Paul 6, Minnesota.
500
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The difference between a laminated
and a soundstriped magnetic track is
that the latter is a fluid material which
is applied to the edge of the him, where¬
as the laminated track is a narrow stripe
of magnetic tape permanently applied to
the him under pressure.
Information regarding the Reeves
system and of the equipment necessary
for sounstripe applications may be had
by writing to Reeves Soundcraft Corp.,
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N.Y.
A.E.G., Hollywood, Calif.

Q

l have a problem concerning the
use of supplementary lenses in pho¬
tographing titles. My 16mm camera lias
a one-inch fixed focus f/3.5 lens. My
supplementary lenses, which are simple
spectacle lenses, have diopter markings
as
follows:
+1.00,
+1.50,
+2.00,
+ 2.25. +3.00, and +4.00.
To insure sharpest focus, at what dis¬
tance should title cards be set up for
each
of
these
supplementary
lenses
when same are mounted directly in front
of my camera lens?—M.C., Chicago, III.

The dioptral strength of a lens is the
reciprocal of the focal length in meters.
Since one meter equals 39.37 inches, a
one-diopter lens will have a focal length
of 39.37 inches; a two-diopter lens, a foca length of
39.37 inches

2
etc.
VI here the supplementary lens is
placed directly in front of the camera
lens, and the latter focused at infinity,
the sharpest plane of focus is at that dis¬
tance which was determined to be the
focal length of the supplementary lens.
A fixed-focus lens (by itself) is usu¬
ally in sharpest focus at a closer dis¬
tance. This slight difference will prob¬
ably not affect the sharpness of results
in shooting titles, although it is suggest¬
ed that you first shoot a short test to
check focus, which will also verify the
diopter rating given your supplemental
lens.—Winton Hoch, A.S.C., Hollywood.

First photograph the title text com¬
posed of white letters on black back¬
grounds. Cap your camera lens, then
wind back the film in your camera and
photograph the Stereo transparencies
projected on a sheet of matte surfaced
acetate, about 11" x 14" in size and
mounted on a rigid frame.
Mount your slide projector on one side
of the screen and adjust the projection
distance until the picture, sharply fo¬
cused. entirely fills the screen. Use the
most powerful projection lamp possible
to achieve the maximum brightness in
the projected image. — Ray Mercer,
A.S.C., Hollywood.

Q

I am getting ready to shoot a pic¬
ture with an Arriflex 16 camera
equipped with a 400-ft. magazine. Should
I encounter situations where power is not
available, can I use battery power to drive
the camera motor, and if so, what do you
suggest?—S.A.D., Los Angeles, Calif.

It is assumed your Arriflex is pow¬
ered by an 8-volt motor. This can be
driven by power furnished by two 4F48
Burgess dry batteries connected in ser¬
ies. This will give you a total of 12-volts
of current which you can cut down to 8,
using the camera motor rheostat.—Wal¬
ter Strenge, A.S.C., Hollywood. ■

Q

What are the respective merits of
glass-mounted filters and unmounted
gelatin filters? Would you advise me to
have a filter slot cut in my camera so I
can use gelatin filters? — J.H.G., San
Francisco, Calif.

Probably the chief advantage of using
a glass or glass-mounted filter in front
of the lens is that it is a bit more con¬
venient, and of course the glass mount
gives the gelatin filter material some
physical protection.
On the other hand, glass filters are
more expensive. And if you are doing
completely
professional
photography
where optical quality and definition
must be high, it is not particularly de¬
sirable to have to shoot through any
more pieces of glass than absolutely nec¬
essary.
Many major studio photographers pre¬
fer to use gelatin filters for these reas¬
ons: 1) the two air-surfaces of the glass
filter are eliminated; and 2) a gelatin
filter in a filter slot directly in front of
the film permits using a much smaller
filter, reducing filter replacement cost.-—
Phil Tannum, A.S.C., Hollywood, Calif.

Q

What is the purpose of a viewing
filter?—J.J.McB., Denver, Colorado.

Q

I have a number of Stereo trans¬
parencies which I wish to copy on
16mm color film. I have tried to do
this using a Bolex titler but without suc¬
cess. My purpose in copying these Stereo
scenes is to enable me to use them for
title backgrounds, double-exposing the

August,
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The monotone filter or viewing glass
enables you to look at a scene and see
contrasts and relative tones as they will
be recorded on the film. — Walter
Strenge, A.S.C., Hollywood.

F&B PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS
New
J. G. McAlister Inc.

F & B FILM REPAIR
& SPLICING BLOCK

The Newest, Most Advanced
Lighting

&

Production

LIGHTING

Equipment

SAVES DAMAGED FILMS
Used with New Magic Mylar.
Sprocketed Transparent Splicing
Tape.

EQUIPMENT:

M06000 Baby Keglite Head. $ 73.50
M63020....Baby Keglite Stand. 36.50
Ml 4000 Junior Spot Head. 117.50
M63000 Junior Spot Stand. 43.00
Ml9000 Senior Spot Head. 235.00
W63010 Senior Spot Stand. 49.50
M08001
Sky Pan Head (with switch).. 107.50
M61000 Single Bd. Hd. & Glass
Diffuser . 62.00
M20000 Double Bd. Hd. & Glass
Diffuser . 105.00
M64000
Indirect Floodlight . 320.00
M03000 5 Light Striplight. 141.00

Ml 9000

19.95

•

BARN DOORS:
2 WAY

•

4 WAY

Baby Keglite... M58000 $10.50 M58001 $17.00
Junior Spot
M58011
17.00 M58014 30.00
Senior Spot
M58021
30.00 M58022 50.00
HANGERS,

M49107
M51000
M49006
M54001
M54002
M59010
M48103
M49102

M20000

•

ETC.:

Broad Hanger .$22.00
Low Bracket . 15.00
Trombone Hanger . 27.50
Pneumatic Hanger . 44.00
Through Hanger . 22.50
Hardwall Clamp . 6.75
Clothwall Clamp . 5.25
Wall Plate . 3.50

•

•

•
•

Write

for

complete

brouchures

and

price

lists

M49102
See

Florman

first

for

need

in

motion

production

M58001

and

anything

BUTT

OVERLAP

SPLICE

SPLICE

ECONOMICAL — Repairs torn
slide films and movie films with¬
out loss of a single slide.
EFFICIENT — Replaces torn or
missing
perforations
without
loss of a single frame.
SAFE — Prevents regular lap
splices from opening.
INGENIOUS—Makes butt splices
in 16mm or 35mm film.
VERSATILE — Includes a com¬
plete %" magnetic tape splic¬
ing block.
ACCURATE — Provides 100%
registration of sprocket holes.
NON-MAGNETIC — Aluminum
construction insures perfect
safety for handling magnetic

you

picture

equipment.

Servicing America's Finest Film Makers

Clean
Durable
Safe
Invisible
Economical

PRESTOSEAL
butt-weld

splicer.

No

16mm

Scraping, no brushes, no cement.

•
•
•
•
•

For

•
•

•

•

sion of spliced or repaired
frames unaffected.
DURABLE—Tear strength great¬
er than film.
CLEAR — Self-sticking—no
ce¬
ments required — no adhesive
bleed.
SUPER-THIN — Only
1.5 mils
thick—passes thru
projectors
easily.
SOLVENT RESISTANT—Common¬
ly used film cleaners will
loosen tape.

•

UNIVERSAL—Can be
all types film base.

used

not
on

Self-Sticking—No Cement Required
Tear Strength Greater Than Film
1/1000" Thick—Passes Thru Projector Easily
Optical Transmission of Spliced Frames Unaffected
No Frame Loss When Repairing Torn Film or Perforations

Single or Double Perf @ $5.00 per 66 Ft. Roll (2640 Frames)
35mm @ $9.00 per 66 Ft. Roll (1056 Frames)

FOR

Perfect alignment, permanent
splices in seconds.

or magnastriped film.
• INVISIBLE — Optical
transmis¬

MAGIC MYLAR
SPROCKETED
TRANSPARENT
SPLICING TAPE

Babb

Electric

TEAR
REPAIR

PERFORATION
REPAIR

MAGNETIC

TAPE

SPLICING

16mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft. $6.60
35mm White or Colored Opaque 66 Ft. $11.00

16mm or

35mm. .$547.80

FINAL

F&B NOMINAR

Combination 16mm/35mm model,
Price on request

T" f/0.95 LENS

SALE

“The Fastest Lens in the World"

JARO-SALFORD
PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE METER

FOR ALL 16MM CAMERAS

Bought out importer's entire stock
—BELOW COST—now selling this
sensational $175 lens at only

This meter combines the functions of
both a photometer and an exposure
meter in one instrument. The line
scale of each meter is hand-calibrat¬
ed for the utmost in accuracy.

$295.00

ORDER NOW

&

68

New

45th

Street,

THIS OFFER
ENDS SEPT. 30TH

SEND FOR FREE F&B NEW CATALOGUE NO. 58
SOON OFF THE PRESS

FLORMAIM
West

$89.50

BABB,
YORK

36,

N.Y.

INC.
MU

2-2928

hitting the trail July 21
u
THE 5TH ANNUAL

NATIONWIDE

MAGNASYNC
SOUND
SAFARI

INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

INTERLOCKED
DUBBERS
MICROPHONE MIXERS
Cinemascope and.
TELEVISION REPRODUCERS

PORTABLE FILM RECQRDERS

THEATRE
SOUND
EQUIPMENT

STUDIO and
AUTOMATION
REPRODUCERS

QUALITY AMPLIFIERS for
MAGNETIC RECORDING and REPRODUCTION

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
DEALERS

[pflCpflSHC]

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St.

.o..,.

: Gr*-—......

y/fyMjbfuWiC
SOUND SYSTEM

New York 36 JUdson 6 1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, 111. IRving 8-2104.

Bombay,

INDIA—Kine
India.

Engineers,
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New

Queen's

Road,

NEW! A color material that gives you the ultimate in carry-through
of every subtle tone and gradation in the original scene.

ANSCOCHROME PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM TYPE 242
Now you can profit from Ansco’s years ot intensive research dedicated
TECHNICAL DATA —ANSCOCHROME
PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM

TYPE 242

to produce the finest possible 16mm low contrast originals with the
best possible print-through characteristics.

General Characteristics

A low contrast 16mm tungsten
color original film designed for
optimum quality in the final
release prints.

Balanced

for

tungsten—the

SIONAL CAMERA FILM

new

ANSCOCHROME

PROFES¬

1YPE 242 captures a full scale image

that is designed to yield final release prints of unparalleled brilliance,
Exposure Index

FI 10 Tungsten
El 8 Daylight (with No. 83
filter)
3200K illumination

color saturation and flesh tones on 16mm Ansco Type 238 Color Dupli¬
cating Film.
Types 242 and 238, when used together, form a combination that pro¬

Available Lengths

16mm x 100, 200, 400 and
12000 feet. Latent image foot¬
age numbered.

vides “that Anscochrome look”—color saturation, balance, and uni¬
formity—in the final release print. Ansco, Binghamton, New York.
A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco

. the finest compliment you can pay your skill

1956—First commercial video recorder for black-and-white, and the
prototype
Ampex
inches

of

video
per

recorders

now

recorder.

Its

second,

uses

in

use

by

the

head-fo-tape

four

rotating

TV

speed

heads

networks
is

actually

across

tape

is

this
1500

width.

1951—First video tape recorder to be demonstrated was a development
of

the

electronics

division

of

Bing

Crosby

Enterprises.

Tape,

being

inspected here by Crosby and secretary, traveled across recording heads
at speed of 100 inches per second.

VIDEO TAPE - A THREAT TO FILMS?
With video tape now in daily use in the TV industry, the question is
again raised: “Will it soon supplant film for motion pictures?”
Concluding this article is an expert’s answer.
By

A

12 months ago, experts
agreed that the possibility of using
magnetic tape for recording motion pic¬
ture productions was highly improbable
in the foreseeable future. Today, they
have revised their estimates in the face
of the progress made by electronics en¬
gineers in developing the use of video
tape for present-day television program¬
ming.
While use of tape for feature film pro¬
duction may still be regarded as quite
S recent AS
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remote, new engineering developments
of the future could easily hasten the day
of its practical application to picture
making when it would replace 35mm
film and the motion picture camera.
To understand something of the prob¬
lems encountered thus far and those yet
to be overcome in developing magnetic
recording of visual images for any me¬
dium, it is important to know something
of the great work that has been going
on to develop what is probably the most
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important factor in this new recording
method—the magnetic tape itself. Just
as motion picture film has a history of
long and painstaking development, so,
too, has magnetic tape for recording
visual images. Except that its develop¬
ment has been far more rapid.
The nations’ television networks—
CBS, NBC, and ABC—began regularly
scheduled use of “Scotch” brand video
recording tape April 28, 1957, with the
changeover to daylight saving time. It

was a development that was made pos¬
sible only as the result of years of re¬
search in the field of electronics. It rep¬
resented months of planning and experi¬
mentation and thousands of hours of
preparation and testing by the networks
themselves.
Fortunately the demand for video tape
has not been too great as yet, since it
is exceedingly difficult to produce, and
the waste factor currently is extremely
high. Minnesota Mining and Manufac¬
turing Company is now meeting the de¬
mands of all three major television net¬
works for video tape—the only firm
which has been able to produce useable
tape thus far.
When the networks started using video
tape in April, there were probably not
more than 50 useable rolls of tape among
them—it was that critical. Since then,
acording to MMM, the company has
been able to make enough to fill sub¬
sequent orders—perhaps another hun¬
dred rolls or so. Enough, at least, to
enable networks to keep up with their
delayed programming schedules. (This
excludes, of course, the several thousand
rolls of magnetic instrumentation tape
applicable for use on previous video
recording systems—tape that was used
in demonstrations both by RCA and
Bing Crosby Enterprises.)
The Ampex recording and playback
machines now in use by the networks
require a special tape with a completely
new set of properties. Without such tape,
the performance of video recorders does
not live up to expectations.
“When the present recorders were in¬
troduced last year,” a company repre¬
sentative said, “it was something like
announcing an automobile that would

networks, only three proved to be satis¬
factory.
Some idea of the tolerances involved
in video tape production is the fact you
must be able to pack about ten times as
much information on tape in video re¬
cording as in sound recording. In sound
recording for example, you might re¬
cord 2,000 bits of information on a
single inch of tape track, whereas in
video recording, you must record some
20,000. Of course, the bits of informa¬
tion are much smaller and thus more
difficult to record. Wave lengths only
.0003" long must be recorded. Any dust
particle or imperfection in the tape
coating only one-tenth that long will
cause a signal drop out.

“A

MACHINE

which

will

program

production,"

says

HERE A
by

are

recorded

on

tape.

W.

W.

go a hundred miles on a gallon of gaso¬
line—providing someone could make a
gasoline with an octane rating of, say,
500. We’re trying to make that gaso¬
line.”
Because video tape must be essen¬
tially perfect, there is no margin for
error, no “safety factor.” As late as
April of this year, MMM made a pro¬
duction run sufficient to yield 100 rolls
of video tape. Each roll is two inches
wide and 4,800 feet long. Out of those
100 rolls, the factory immediately re¬
jected 80 as having physical imperfec¬
tions which were detectable. Of the re¬
maining 20 which were submitted to the

Signals from TV cameras are fed to the recording

pictures

Dr.

Wetzel of Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.

FIVE VIDEO RECORDERS are in use at CBS Television City in Hollywood
where

tapes

virtually obsolete in the TV industry for

for delayed telecasts.
consoles

record

that can be edited easily will make film

the

A drop out is a momentary signal loss
which appears as small, white (in some
cases black or grey) dots, or “pips” on
the television screen. They may result
electronically or from loss of intimate
contact betwen the tape and the record¬
ing heads. Imperfections in the oxide
coating or even particles of dust which
collect on tape during use may cause
them.
But drop outs are also caused by the
recorder heads and that has been a
problem with the present machines.
That’s why a tape may work the first
time through the machine, but show
drop outs during subsequent use. Like
the tape, the recorder heads must be
perfectly smooth. If they aren’t, they
gouge the tape and start picking up tiny
bits of coating. When this happens, the
particles get between the tape and the
heads and drop outs begin occurring.
Once tape is gouged, it deteriorates rap¬
idly.
(Continued on Page 534)

ROLL of video recording tape is automatically erased in
special

degaussing

unit

and

made

ready

for

re-use.

seconds

Tapes

are

good for re-use as long as surface remains undamaged.
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woman. Audrey Hepburn, and a man of
more mature years and many notorious
love affairs, Gary Cooper. The two meet
most often on afternoons, so their love
begins and blossoms in the day’s waning
hours.
Maurice Chevalier, who plays
Miss Hepburn’s father, is a Parisian
private eye who is put on Cooper’s trail
by a justly suspicious husband.
Miss Hepburn learns of Cooper’s past
through reading the dossier on him in
her father’s files, is intrigued and ulti¬
mately tempted to find out for herself if
Cooper is really the devil he’s painted.
There is humor and piquancy in the
coming together of the sophisticate and
the innocent. The romance unfolds lei¬
surely with one funny situation after an¬
other highlighting the story along the
way, until finally, Cooper, now reform¬
ed, and Miss Hepburn go away together
with the blessing of father Chevalier.
The production—a gay, romantic com¬
edy in the great and glittering Ernst
Lubitsch tradition of witty, sophisticated
motion picture fare—is constantly played
in a whimsical atmosphere for plenty of
laughs. The net result of playing the
airy, effervescent situations in shadow is
to intrigue the audience into focusing
greater attention on the screen in order
not to miss anything visually. It’s a tech¬
nique certain to be explored further by
other producers.
In order to capture the scintillating
qualities of Paris and its environs, it was
decided to make the picture in France.
With heavy vehicle traffic a problem in
Paris, Wilder decided he could save
time by selecting his location sites and
choose the designs for his interiors right
in his own office at the Studios de Bou¬
logne, in Paris. Instead of Wilder, Mel¬
lor and art director Alexandre Trauner
spending a week or two driving about
to find suitable locations, Wilder had

BEFORE STARTING a long dolly shot of Gary Cooper and Audrey Hepburn in rowboat for
“Love

In

The

Afternoon,”

checks the scene with

a

director

of

photography

contrast viewing

glass.

William

Note the

Mellor
booster

(in

front

of

camera)

light mounted

on

the

dolly behind the camera.

High Key Vs. Low Key
Will William Mellor’s low-key photography of the
romantic-comedy, “Love in the Afternoon”
start a new photographic trend?
By

F

FREDERI C K

photography,
“Love in the Afternoon” has become
one of the most controversial produc¬
tions of the year. Drive-in circuit op¬
erators are damning it for its low-key
photography, and cinematographers are
divided into two camps regarding its
lighting treatment: 1) those who hold
that a comedy always should be lit in
high key, and 2) those who believe that
picture makers should dare to be differ¬
ent and break with tradition when some¬
thing is to be gained by it.
There are few indeed who can say
that Billy Wilder and his director of pho¬
tography William Mellor, A.S.C. did not
gain appreciably by deviating from cus¬
tom in this instance; for “Love in the
rom
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(Continued on Page 532)

FOSTER

Afternoon” is charming screen fare and
a boxoffice hit. And its charm is made
more so by the very fact so much of its
light romantic action is played in shad¬
ows and in silhouette — certainly an
unusual technique for comedy.
“Love in the Afternoon,” produced
and directed by Billy Wilder for Allied
Artists, unfolds a provocative and light¬
hearted romance between a very young

WILLIAM
tional
“Love

MELLOR,

A.S.C.,

black-and-white
In

The

Afternoon”

measurably to the

whose

unconven¬

photography

of

contributed

im¬

picture’s success.

Mellor,

who has had many of his pictures nomi¬
nated for an Academy Award, won an
“Oscar” in 1951 for the
“A Place In The Sun.”
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Fair weather... fast track..
on the wide, wide screen

D

escendants

of Dan Patch race again — on the

wide, wide screen. And audiences feel it all . . .
down to the last hoofbeat! Because today’s movie¬
making technics make these bold events live on in
more details—in more life even than the original
events themselves!

This is where technical know-how comes in ... where
the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film
proves the worth of its service. Offices in strategic
areas. Inquiries invited.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y

WITH THE CAMERA lined up and checked, Perinal (wearing hat and
topcoat, lower right) leaves the rest to his operator and assistant
making the shot from crane overhead, while Preminger looks on.

CINEMATOGRAPHER Georges Perinal (in front of camera, wearing
eye-shade) discusses lighting of scene for “St. Joan” with assistant
while director Otto Preminger checks setup through the finder.

Cameraman On The Sidelines
Devoting

his

attention

mainly to

lighting

the sets for “St. Joan,”

Georges

Perinal left the mechanics of photography to his camera operator, Denys Coop,
whom he credits with much of the picture’s photographic success.

By

DEREK

Georges perinal

had but a day’s notice before starting
to photograph Otto Preminger’s “St. Joan”. After two
weeks rehearsal with another director of photography who
left as the result of disagreements. Producer-director Pre¬
minger approached Perinal to ask if he could begin shooting
the next day. He began work, therefore, with no knowledge
of what had been planned at rehearsal, and with little op¬
portunity for discussion with Preminger. Yet he found “St.
Joan’’ the most straightforward film of his exceptionally
distinguished career.
“Preminger is extremely well organized,” he told me. “He
knew exactly what he wanted and set up everything as he
wished. Then he’d ask me if I could shoot that way. If it
was impossible, I’d explain the difficulties and we’d thrash
it out together.”
The most frequent problems arose as a result of the almost
continual camera movement throughout the filming. Several
reverse shots rotated the camera completely as it tracked
during a single take, and this posed some complicated light¬
ing questions. Most of these shots occur in the room of the
Earl of Warwick, played by Sir John Gielgud, and again
during the trial sequence.
510
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“Actually the movements were more complex than the
finished film suggests,” Perinal assured me. “A number of
the longest takes have been cut in editing, some while the
camera is still on the move; and this gives the impression
that the different parts of the same shot were filmed sepa¬
rately.”
One impressive shot that has remained uncut occurs early
in the sequence on the banks of the Loire, where the French
armies wait for the wind to change to carry their boats
across the river to attack the English on the opposite bank.
Beginning high up with a two-shot of two knights on an
observation tower, the camera travels down, then forward
and inside Dunois’s tent. This meant that Perinal could not
use a filter for the first part of the shot, but had to correct
to allow the whole movement to be covered without a break.
“St. Joan had a forty-day shooting schedule, including
one day’s location work. And it was shot in exactly forty
days. Otto Preminger was in Paris on the day of the loca¬
tion shooting. He telephoned his technicians to tell them
to get ready to shoot. “It’s raining,” they complained. “So
what?” he said. “Shoot it anyway.” They shot it. The rain
splashes on the water are visible on the screen.

THE ENORMOUS raft on which
for the spectacular
for Otto

Preminger’s

shot of
“St.

the Mitchell

French

Army

camera was mounted

crossing

the

“Loire”

for

Joan.”

PERCHED ON THE camera crane, which was used for most of the
Joan”

photography,

and

well-wrapped

against

the

chill

weather, Otto Preminger indicates a focal point to camera operator
Denys Coop, who rides still higher in sky.

INDOOR

“exterior”

for

“St.

Joan,”

showing

the

lighting

pattern employed by cinematographer Georges Perinal. The Mitchell
camera,

Perinal has great admiration for Preminger's methods of
getting just the result he wants. “Unlike most directors, he
doesn't protect himself by having one or two extra cameras
covering the scene from different angles,” he explained. ‘“He
knows the angle he is after, and he gets it. If there’s any¬
thing wrong when he sees the rushes, then he shoots the
scene over again. But on ‘St. Joan' there wasn’t a single
retake in the entire film.’’
For most of the film Perinal was using exposures below
f/4, with an average lighting range of 200 to 250 foot
candles. Mitchell cameras were used throughout with Kodak
Plus X stock.
Except for Richard Widmark, who plays the aged Dau¬
phin in the introductory and concluding sequences, only
Joan, played by Preminger’s discovery Jean Seberg, wears
make-up in the film. The scenes with Widmark feature sev¬
eral ghost effects, which were mainly accomplished by the
laboratories, though the split screen technique was used to
some extent.
The most impressive shot in the film is undoubtedly the
long track back through the crowds as Joan is dragged to
the stake. The camera covered the entire length of the silent
stage at Shepperton Studios. Over twelve hundred extras
were involved. Perinal merely comments, “It was com¬
plicated for Preminger, but easy for me.”
The twelve prints he had so far seen of the film had
disappointed Perinal. He mentioned that Preminger was
about to go to New York in the hope of getting better print
results.
Perinal so enjoyed working with Preminger that he turned
down other offers in order to be available for the director’s

“St.

TYPICAL

with

operator

Denys

Coop

in

control,

is

in

foreground.

next production, an adaptation of Francoise Sagan’s cele¬
brated best-seller “Bonjour Tristesse.” The film will be shot
entirely on location in France, including the interiors.
Denys Coop, camera operator on “St. Joan,” will be work¬
ing with Perinal again on “Bonjour Tristesse.” They have
already worked together on a number of features, including
“No Highway” and “The Fallen Idol.” and Perinal insists
that credit for the photography of “St. Joan” is due as much
if not more to Coop than to himself.
“I saw less than half of the action through the viewfinder,”
he assured me. “Preminger was invariably on the crane
with Coop, and there wasn't room for me as well. Now and
again I could find a ladder and take a look, but not often.
(Continued on Page 526)

PAUL

ELDER,

projectionist-engineer

for

KAKE-TV,

who

modified

Eastman

‘‘Showtime

8”

projector for transmission of 8mm films on television. View shows its relative position with
other equipment. Projector is driven by the external synchronous motor mounted at right.
(All

photos courtesy of National

Press

Photographer.)

8MM MOVIES FOR TV
Simple projector modification makes the use of 8mm films
feasible for television newsreels.

director of photogra¬
phy for KAKE-TV, Wichita, Kansas,
has developed a successful method of
transmitting 8mm films on television by
the modification of an 8mm projector
so it can be synchronized with the sweep
of the video system. First published news
of this interesting development appeared
in the July, 1957, issue of National Press
Photographer, official publication of the
National Press Photographers Associa¬
tion.
AUL threlfall,

FIG.

1—Standard

shutter

(left)

of

“Show¬

The method opens up for the first
time the satisfactory transmission on TV
of 8mm motion pictures for news reels
and for programs featuring home movie
films. Until now, efforts to launch video
programs featuring 8mm and 16mm
amateur movies have been unsuccessful
beause no satisfactory method had been
found for projecting 8mm films for TV,
and because most of the amateur films
made available were in the 8mm width.
But more important is the fact Therl-

fall's method now makes it possible to
successfully televise rare and unusual
8mm movies made of some newsworthy
event where no 16mm or 35mm cov¬
erage took place. Now—at KAKE-TV,
at least—no matter in what medium a
news feature is covered (8mm, 16mm
or 35mm) the station is able to put it
on the air.
V ith the recent development of bet¬
ter 8mm cameras and lenses promising
greatly improved definition in 8mm mo¬
tion pictures, this basically home movie
medium could easily become an im¬
portant source of television newsreel
footage, inasmuch as the picture en¬
largement in the transmission process is
relatively small.
“Sixteen millimeter newsfilm will no
doubt be standard for television news
for a long time to come,” said Threlfall.
“However, very often we have run into
a situation where 8mm film is the only
footage available of a good news story.
There are several methods used to adapt
8mm film to TV, but we feel we have
come up with a rather simple solution
after a year of experimentation.
“We have 65 camera correspondents
over Kansas and Oklahoma. Twenty of
these have 16mm silent cameras, two
have sound cameras. From the rest we
have been settling for still pictures of
news events. We made a survey of those
furnishing us with stills and found that
another 15 had 8mm cameras, but
stories didn't happen often enough for
them to shift to 16mm cameras when
the only reason for having an 8mm was
for their own home movie use. This
prompted us to see how we could utilize
their 8mm cameras for news coverage.
“Paul Elder, the station’s projection¬
ist-engineer, was approached with the
problem. He said the answer would be
to find an 8mm projector that could
be modified so it could be synchronized
with the sweep of the video system.
Elder studied several makes of pro¬
jectors and finally decided the Eastman
Showtime 8 would be the simplest to
(Continued on Page 528)

FIG. 2—View of modified projector showing

FIG.

time 8” was replaced by one on right de¬

shutter (1) and motor drive shaft (3).
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Filming The Mayflower Story
Two 16mm cameras cover construction, launching
and start of thrilling trans-Atlantic voyage.
By

FRANK

HARRIS,

A.R.P.S.,

M.B.K.S.

Carborundum Film Unit, England

CAMERAMAN BOB POTTS, supported by au¬
thor,

crouches

low on

the

Mayflower deck

for an angle shot of construction action

in

the crow’s nest of the all-wood vessel.

I

industrial film¬
makers, unlike their studio confreres,
find themselves handling romantic ma¬
terial, having for most of the year to
make the best of the normally prosaic
subjects which keep the majority of us
fully occupied. Understandably, then, we
received news of the Mayflower Project
with something like excitement, for with
our Company’s products in almost con¬
tinual use, here was a prestige story
that could really add up to something.
What more could we ask?
An almost exact replica of the historic
“Mayflower” herself—built so far as was
possible to the original designs by crafts¬
men whose whole lives had been passed
in the construction of wooden ships. And
all this in a tiny shipyard hidden away
in one of the most colorful and pictur¬
esque little towns in South Devonshire.
Shooting facilities were readily grant¬
ed and the start of our own operations
practically coincided with the laying of
Mayflower’s keel. At this early stage our
plans were somewhat nebulous. All we
knew was that ours was to be a prestige
film in 16mm color about the building
of the ship from the earliest phases of
construction to her final dramatic de¬
parture for America in full sail. Accu¬
rate planning was difficult, if not en¬
tirely impracticable since no exact build¬
ing schedule could be easily laid down.
T
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that
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Most visitors to England—and all Eng¬
lishmen—know that our climate is often
unpredictable and even in the usually
more reliable county of Devon we learn
to accept whatever comes out of the sky
when it comes. This uncertainty of cli¬
mate plus an almost constant clutter of
visitors through the shipyard were not
helpful to close following of a timeschedule and while certain operations
were unavoidably delayed others were
brought forward so as to take advantage
of favorable conditions.
Our Unit headquarters are a full day’s
journey from the shipyard and while
this is not considered “long distance”
even in our small island it was sufficient
to throw shooting plans out of gear. We
finally settled for periodic visits by our
cameraman, Bob Potts, A.R.P.S., who
carried instructions to film progress
with as much atmosphere and cut-in
footage as possible. After each trip his
take was processed and a workprint
made from which a sequence was roughcut and scripted. The actual launching
of Mayflower II was scheduled for the
early hours of a morning in late Sep¬
tember, 1956, with the 17th century
ceremony performed by a young Ameri¬
can, lately honored by Great Britain for
heroically saving 22 lives in the disas¬
trous Norfolk floods of 1953.
Two 16mm cameras were used, one
in the shipyard and another in a boat
at sea. Throughout the previous night
violent thunderstorms had raged and as
the big moment drew near the weather
showed no sign of improvement. Torren¬
tial rain continued to drench the big
crowd and the sky remained almost
black. The two cameramen realized that
color photography was out but noticing
a feeble glimmer of light in the sky and
with no real hope, they quickly loaded
with fast black-and-white film. The sea¬
borne operator had little or no protec¬
tion from the rain of which a frighten¬
ing amount found its way into his cam¬
era. Seconds later, two of the wettest
photographers on earth, with nothing
more to lose, were pessimistically shoot-
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ing the scene at 16 f.p.s., their lenses
wide open to f/1.4. That the resulting
record was just usable says much for the
excellence of the film stock and for the
luck of the cameramen of whom at least
one was shooting blind, his finder com¬
pletely obscured by rain.
The ensuing months were notable for
the fine weather they brought and the
soft Devon sunlight was such that even
in February, normally one of our dullest
months, Bob Potts was frequently able
to expose Kodachrome at f/6.3, and oc¬
casionally at f/8. As the sailing date
approached, unexpected and trouble¬
some delays became more frequent.
There was even a country-wide strike of
shipbuilders but in view of the prestige
value attaching to the project, May¬
flower's shipwrights alone received un¬
ion authority to carry on.
We had long since decided that the
only possible ending to the film must
be a shot of the gallant little ship sailing
away under full canvas to the West,
but as time went on we began to wonder
whether we might not have to find an
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alternative. As one hold-up followed an¬
other, precise information became even
harder to get and from the Captain him¬
self we learned that in all probability
Mayflower might have to be towed out
to sea, possibly for many miles, in search
of the wind she needed. In that case she
would be leaving Plymouth under bare
spars, a much less exciting spectacle
than we had visualized. But, as all cine¬
matographers learn sooner or later, pa¬
tience carries its own reward and one
bright day Bob saw the little ship upanchor and set sail for a trial in the bay.
Two hours later we had shots which now
close the film much as we had planned.
In a rash moment we had promised
our American colleagues that a finished
copy of ‘‘Operation Mayflower’’ should
be in their hands well before the actual
arrival of the ship in Plymouth, Mass.
Originally, she was due not later than
May 24th and, of course, her even¬
tual delay was not suspected by us. The
final camerawork was only completed on
April 19 and not being equipped for
high-speed newsreel production we were
inclined to view our hasty promise with
some misgiving. Apart from the final
scripting and editing the picture had
still to be recorded and cut for A and B
roll printing. So, in order to save the
time necessary for a workprint the final
scenes were shot in duplicate and edit¬
ing began in real earnest, right through
the Easter vacation. With some thou¬
sands of feet of Kodachrome from which
to find just over five hundred we came
away from the cutting bench convinced
that the greatest advance in cinematog¬
raphy since the projection arc was the
invention of edge-numbering for workprint and original.
Recording was carried out in our own
studio on magnetic film and proved in
practice to be an unusually complex
mixture of commentary, music and
(Continued on Page 526)
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Midget FM Radios Aid Filming
Of Indianapolis Speedway Races
M

radio receivers, so small they can be carried in
a shirt pocked, have passed their first held test. Said to be the first
commercial pocket-sized FM receivers for mobile communication, the
fully-transistorized, RCA-developed 10-ounce instrument is designed to
provide extensions of several miles for radio systems now operating in the
150-megacycle band.
Seven of the miniature units got their first held test at the recent 500mile Indianoplis race, by Dynamic Films, Inc., New York City. They
enabled Dynamic’s him director in a four-story trackside lookout tower
to supervise and coordinate cinematographers stationed at strategic points
around the 21/2 mile speedway.
Installed in the tower was a standard RCA three-watt Carfone mobile
radio base station, operated by the him director to maintain continuous
one-way communication with the seven photographers carrying pocketradios. The base station and receivers operated in the 150-megacycle
radio band.
RCA ‘entered’ the 500-mile Indianapolis race because it presented an
opportunity to held-test the pocket-size radio receivers under unusually
rigorous and adverse operating conditions. 4 he noise, excitement, and
crowds which reflect the color and appeal of the 500-mile classic, but
militate against clear, efficient radio communications, are rarely if ever
encountered in the more conventional communications applications for
which the receiver is specifically designed—for such service as police and
Are departments, industries, utilities, and Government agencies.
“Despite the hampering operating conditions, the little radios per¬
formed as efficiently and unfailingly as did the winning race car. The
seven radio-equipped motion picture photographers, posted at hxed points
icro-miniature fm

(Continued on Page 527)
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JET-AGE PHOTOGRAPHY FROM A BOMBER
Revamping the nose of a Canberra jet was just one of the many
problems encountered on assignment to shoot aerials in
Venezuela for a 2-reel documentary in color.
By

D

the
course of filming a
miniature “Cinerama-style” produc¬
tion recently, several interesting prob¬
lems arose when I undertook making a
series of low-altitude shots with the
camera mounted in the nose of a Can¬
berra jet bomber. How the problems en¬
countered were overcome may interest
other cinematographers who may come
up against similar situations when film¬
ing from the air.
The production was a two-reel short
subject in ScanaScope and Eastmancolor
produced by the Hamilton Wright Or¬
ganization for release by Universal Pic¬
tures. Subject, Venezuela. Intending to
show as much of the country as possible
in a short subject, we worked for three
months from the Island of Margarita, off
the coast, through the central part, in
Caracas, and to the highest Andes at
uring
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Merida, an area of perpetual snows only
a few degrees north of the equator. It
had been decided to do the introduction
to the film by means of aerials and
they were to be the last thing on the
shooting schedule.
Two airplanes were put at our dis¬
posal by the Venezuelan Air Force—
one a B-25 bomber and the other a
British-built Canberra jet. It was in
using the latter that some of the most
challenging problems arose because we
wanted to shoot from the nose of the
plane as we dove on Caracas, and also
to make a running shot from one end
of the city to the other at low altitude.
To begin with, the time of the year
was early May, just before the start of
the rainy season. This meant that each
day began with an early morning gath¬
ering of clouds, heavy with moisture
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and growing more and more eager to
release their burden on the dry earth
below. Anyone who has done extensive
flying knows that this type of cumulus
produces great amounts of turbulence
between cloud and ground due to the
uprush of moisture, as the earth warms
in the morning sun, and the resultant
violent downdrafts of cold air descend¬
ing alongside.
Because the Kelvin balance of day¬
light is normally high in the tropics,
making it possible to begin shooting earli¬
er in the mornnig than in our latitudes,
it was decided to make our run over the
city beginning at 7:14 A.M. when the
light became good, and to be finished
before 7:45 A.M., at which time the
ground would start to warm up and
the turbulence would begin. As will be
explained later, avoidance of bumpy

in

air was important because of the long
focal length lens we were obliged to use
as dictated by the physical limitation of
space in the airplane.
After I had surveyed the Canberra
and decided what modifications had to
be made in order to successfully mount
a Mitchell Standard camera with ScanaScope anamorphic system in the nose,
the project was all but abandoned by
producer Ham Wright! It must be
noted here that to get permission to use
the Canberra at all required very tactful
and diplomatic maneuvering by the pro¬
ducer, as the Canberras are the pride of
the Air Force of oil-rich Venezuela and
they had never allowed anyone other
than the pilot and regular crew of each
three-man plane to ride them. Not even
high-ranking officers of the Air Force
itself had been given that permission.
As can be seen from the accompany¬
ing photographs of the Canberra, the
nose is a plastic bubble in which the
bombardier normally performs his duties
while lying in a prone position and aim¬
ing at his target on the bombing run.
He is stretched out on a foam mattress
after having crawled forward on a catwalk, past the pilot, and ducked under
the intsrument panel; the passage is
just wide enough for his body. When I
crawled into this spot on my inspection
of the possibilities, I noted two things:
One was that the physical dimensions
were barely adequate to accommodate
the Mitchell camera with a four-hundred
foot magazine, and my head. The sec¬
ond was that the plastic nose contained
a shatter-proof optical glass port for
bomb aiming that was in the wrong
position, and would have to be relocated
in order to line up with the camera
lens.
The plastic nose was full of wavy
distortions and impossible to photograph
through. It goes without saying that we
had neither the time (because of the
imminent break of the rainy reason)
nor the facilities to replace the nose with
one specially made for our purpose, so
I asked the liaison representative of the
Canberra factory whether it would be
possible to remove and rotate the nose
in order to bring this glass port into
position in front of the camera lens. He
said he thought it could be done and,
after a day of study, was willing to
try it.
Again referring to the photo it can
be seen that there is a series of bolts
holding the nose in place against a
pressure-sealing ring. It appeared from
our initial study that these bolts were
equally spaced in groups of four in
such a manner that if the nose were
rotated it could be put back on in any
of a number of positions. A careful
check revealed that because the nose was
asymmetrical it could be repositioned
only at 90, 180 or 270 degrees from its

normal mounting position, which was
with the port at 7 o’clock, looking at
the nose from outside and from in front
of the plane . . . too low for the camera’s
optical axis.
Our next problem presented itself
when the commanding officer of the
squadron told us that he would require
authorization from Caracas headquarters
to accomplish this rotation, as they had
never even had the nose off one of these
planes before; to remove one meant
that the plane could not fly at high
altitudes as it could not be pressurized
without the seal in position. This could
create some risk should we become pres¬
surized in fight; we would be blown out
through the nose of the plane as though
shot from a cannon. Again we were
dumbfounded when the Air Force brass
said "OK", and we went ahead with the
building of the mount for the camera as
follows:
A plate mas made and bolted to the
first former just back of the nose; there
our hihat was bolted to this plate. Next,
the camera was mounted on a gear head,
and we found that there was just onehalf inch clearance between the top of
the magazine and the inside of the first
bulkhead when the camera was racked
over into shooting position.
The only practical position for the
glass port turned out to be at 180 de¬
grees from its starting point, moving it
from 7 to 1 o’clock when looking at it
from in front of and outside the plane
(see photo). Then, when the camera was
fitted, without matte-box, it was discov¬
ered that the combination of anything

TIGHT QUARTERS in
equipped

Mitchell

less than a 75mm lens with the ana¬
morphic Scanascope unit showed a cut¬
off at the lower edge of the screen,
caused by the farthest point of the oval
frame around the glass port. Of course
the camera could have been tilted slight¬
ly to get away from the frame, but then
the optical axis would have been point¬
ing up in the air when the plane was in
level flight and would have necessitated
a diving attitude when photographing.
Because I wanted the horizon just above
the center of the frame when shooting
in level flight, I was forced to use the
75mm lens and trust we would have a
smooth run.
The next question: why not raise the
camera higher so that the axis of the
lens would be more centered in the oval
and the camera could then be tilted
down more? This was impossible be¬
cause, as I have pointed out, there was
only one-half inch of overhead clearance.
Then why not move the camera further
back into the body of the plane where
there is a bit more headroom? Again
impossible because the oval frame would
again come into the field, defeating the
purpose of a 50mm lens.
It goes without saying that it is al¬
ways better to use the shortest lens prac¬
tical when shooting from a moving
mount in order to reduce the effects of
vibration. Also turbulence was some¬
thing I had to take into consideration.
Normally it would be permissible to
overcrank the camera to “slow down"
the bumps, but, having photographed in
jet aircraft before, I was reasonably sure
(Continued on Page 522)
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comes from light troughs which run
along either wall of the auditorium.
At the rear of the auditorium is the
main control desk, the record turntables,
tape recorders, and amplifiers. Immedi¬
ately behind this area is the sound-proof
projection booth—-fully air conditioned
and with vent pipes carrying off the
heat fom the projector lamphouses. Here
also is complete editing equipment and
a spacious work bench.
LOOKING TOWARD screen of author’s home movie theatre.
speakers at either side of screen and the

high

Here may be seen the two bass

frequency speaker just above.

HOME MOVIE THEATRE DELUXE
Perfection in projection, sync sound for silent
films, are salient features of this cine theatre
climaxing 25 years of home movies activity.

By

W .

W .

O

N THE premise that you cannot de¬
rive full enjoyment from home
movies if you don’t screen them occa¬
sionally—and screen them right—I set
out at the very beginning to estabish a
home theatre where I could exhibit my
films in style, instead of simply drag¬
ging out projector and screen each time
I wanted to show them.
Away back in 1927, when I became an
amateur movie enthusiast, my first the¬
atre was my bedroom. My first movie
film, a thousand-foot roll of 35mm ni¬
trate, was given to me by a local theatre
man. I used to screen it with a handcranked Keystone projector. From here
I progressed in easy stages to Pathe
9.5mm and ultimately to 16mm, which I
began to work with in 1930.
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My home theatre advanced from the
bedroom to a large closet, thence to the
attic. Today, my Home Movie Theatre
Deluxe occupies the entire upstairs area
of my home and possesses all the facili¬
ties required not only for screening
films in a professional manner, but also
for recording sound for them. It is 15
by 38 feet in size. The beaded screen is
5 by 71/2 feet—ample for a theatre of
this size. The sound system is quite pro¬
fessional: there are low-frequency Lan¬
sing speakers at either side of the screen
and an Altec 063-B speaker above the
screen for the mid-range and high-fre¬
quencies. Indirect lighting in red, white
and blue colors, controlled through dim¬
mer switches from the projection booth,
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In addition to movies, recorded music
is also a hobby of mine; along one wall
of the theatre auditorium are shelves
containing a collection of some 3,'000
records.
In the basement is my darkroom or
laboratory where I develop, with the aid
of assistants recruited from my family,
my own black-and-white films—at the
rate of 1,800 feet per minute. A com¬
plete film process job from start to finish
is accomplished in 20 minutes. I have
often photographed guests arriving for
an evening of movies, then screened the
pictures at the close of our regular show.
Screenings may consist of a featurelength drama or a two- or three-hour
run of our own home movies made on
vacation trips, etc. The latter generally
are accompanied by synhronized narra¬
tion and music on tape. But back to the
subject of the theatre.
My present equipment consists of two
Bell & Howell sound projectors, two Berlant tape recorders, two 3-speed 16-inch
Presto rim-drive turntables, and an
RCA sync transcription turntable plus
two radio tuners. By means of a suitable
switching panel and a 4-channel mixer,
sound from this equipment can be fed
to the two-channel sound system which
augments my projection set-up. The ar¬
rangement of speakers previously de¬
scribed provides a kind of two-dimen¬
sional sound distribution—the illusion
of sound emanating not from a single
point but from across the entire area of
the screen. The system works particu¬
larly fine for making voices seem to
come directly from the screen (because
of the speaker above the screen) while
the background music, with its full
range of highs and lows, seems to come

naturally from the full proscenium itself,
as though an orhcestra were there.
I have always been interested in a
method of sync sound for my home
movies, beginning with an old handcranked phonograph as a source of
sound and advancing through the vari¬
ous stages to the present use of tape.
Earlier I had bought two Berlant tape
recorders because I had gotten tired of
cueing records for my films, and besides
I wanted narration in syne with the pic¬
ture too. I knew the tape machines
wouldn’t stay in sync with the film for
any length of time—but I planned to in¬
stall a device that would do the job—
then came the rude awakening; $300.00
would put a sync tone on the tape, but
it would take $2000 or so to get it off
again.
Having read Mr. James N. Whitaker’s
article on “Coincident Sound for Home
Movies”, published in the American
Cinematographer for
February and
March, 1956. I purchased sync motors

when the tape is started. More specifi¬
cally: the tape recorder starts the pro¬
jectors; if the tape should break during
operations, the relay automatically cuts
off power to the projectors, thus avoid¬
ing damage to the film.
An AC voltmeter across the output of
the sync amplifier makes it possible to
adjust power output to exactly 120 volts.
Also, there is a 4-pole, three-position
switch by which the sync motor may be
made to operate off either the sync am¬
plifier or the regular power line.
With this system the projection pro¬
cedure is as follows: the film is threaded
in the projector with the marked start¬
ing frame in the aperture, the tape is
set in the tape machine.. As sound and
sync tone start on tape at same time
when the recorder is started, the projec¬
tor will start automatically with the
sync tone due to the fact that the sync
motor will start and the relay will func¬
tion, furnishing power to projector lamp

"HOME MOVIES has been my hobby most
all of my life," says author Gebhart who,
for the past 20 years, has been associated
with

motion

vision—first

pictures,
as

room supervisor in
to

television.

radio

and

projectionist, then
He

tele¬

control

radio, later switching
is presently chief

pro¬

jectionist at WSM-TV, Nashville, Tennessee.

for my two projectors. They were larger
than those described in Mr. Whitaker’s
article, and required the addition of a
sync amplifier of 45 watts output. The
new motors are used only to drive the
projectors while screening a picture; the
regular projector motors, which were
not removed, are used to drive the lamp
blowers and the take-up reels.
Installed also was a Challenger 60watt amplifier having a rated output of
140 volts. This supplies power for the
sync motors, also for the 120-volt relay
which switches the projector lamp and
blower motor to the 120-volt power line

(Continued on Page 529)
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TO ANIMATE the route of travel
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SIMPLE method for mounting camera on
table for animation photography.

at a time.

EASY ANIMATION
Gives your films that “professional” look!
By

ALEC

S

imple animation is something that
can be accomplished with almost any
cine camera. And we are speaking here
not about making animated cartoons, but
of animating text in titles, or short in¬
serts such as the route of travel taken
during a vacation, etc. If your camera
permits shooting single frames with con¬
sistent exposure, you can produce these
animated effects which go a long way

TAYLOR

toward giving your films a real pro¬
fessional “look’.
This being the vacation season, it is
timely to discuss how animation can be
employed to “touch up” the vacation
movies you have made (or will bring
back) to enhance their presentation on
the screen. The less talking and explain¬
ing you have to do while showing your
vacation films the better; let your mo¬

vies speak for themselves.
Therefore,
when you wish to show your progress
from one place to another, show it on
the screen by means of an animated in¬
sert in which the route you traveled is
shown by a heavy line moving progres¬
sively on a map, as in the photo above.
An alternative is to use a small toy
automobile (if you traveled by car) and
show it moving progressively on the map
along the route pictured in your movies.
In either case the movement of the black
line or the automobile should be filmed
a frame at a time with the line or toy
automobile moved a fraction of an inch
(Continued on Page 530)
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That happy glow (limelight?) in Precision's corner
is simply the radiance of a solid reputation for
sound, careful and accurate film

processing.

Wotta performer.
Precision is the pace-setter in film processing. In
the past. Precision found techniques to bring the
best out of black and white or color originals.
In the present, facilities are the profession's very
best for any of your processing needs.
And, in the future. Precision will, as usual, be
first again (depend on it) with the newest
developments to serve you better.
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JET-AGE PHOTOGRAPHY FROM A BOMBER
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that our Hight would be smooth provid¬
ed we had the weather break I was
looking for. Besides I did not want to
make scenes so long as to require cut¬
ting into any part of the continuous run
over Caracas.
Still another factor is the speed of
the aircraft relative to the altitude and
the focal length of the lens used. Here
the 75mm lens proved ideal as it gave
me sufficient wide field and detail at our
chosen height and speed. It gave an
effect similar to that experienced in
Cinerama without flying “right down
on the ground,” as was necessary in
that process due to the extreme wideangle lenses used on the Cinerama cam¬
era, and without the horizon distortion
which is so appaarent in that medium.
After the camera was securely mount¬
ed in the plane, we devised a viewfinder
to match the frame by marking the field
of view off on the right side of the
plexiglass nose with camera tape and
added a cross-hair center mark. This also
took some doing as the airplane had to
be put into a position of level flight
while on the ground and the field of
view marked off using a mountain range
about three miles away as a target. The
photo of the nose shows that the top and
bottom of the finder are not parallel.
This is because the curvature of the nose
plus the fact that one side of the finder
frame was closer to my eye than the
other caused this distortion; but when
viewed through a peep-hole in a strip
of metal which was blackened and
mounted to the front of the mattress
frame on which I was lying, the lines
straightened out and the field shown
was accurate.
Upon completion of the installation
(all of this was done in tropic heat on
the Air Force Base at Boca del Bio,
where I dropped 50 pounds, I swear )
we took a test hop over Valencia, a small
town about 35 miles away, which had
become used to the low-flying jets mak¬
ing their approach to the field. Making
several passes over the town at different
altitudes, it was found that we did best
at about 800 feet. After having my head
banged against the overhead formers,
due to the severe turbulence that hot,
humid afternoon, we returned to the
base and told the commanding officer
that we were all set to go the following
morning. It took all my power to keep
from blowing a gasket when he inform¬
ed me that we were all cleared to fly
over Caracas for our shot but that head¬
quarters there had made one stipula¬
tion. We were limited to 20,000 feet
altitude over the city!
Again our people in Caracas had to
go to work with the diplomacy, and two
days later the OK came through to fly
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“5000 feet above the ground over Ca¬
racas.” I guess we were lucky to have
had a pilot like Captain Luis Leon, who
was a young fellow with an old man’s
approach to difficulties of this sort he
said, “Look! Caracas is at an altitude
of 3163 feet and we could always say
that we interpreted the permission to
mean ‘above sea level’, making our
actual limitation over the city about
1500 feet. Then we can ‘fudge’ a little
from there as we will be moving so fast
that by the time they try to figure our
altitude we will be long gone. In fact,
they’ll never hear us coming!”
Early on a Tuesday morning, to be
exact at 7 a.m., we took off for our first
scenes over Caracas. When we arrived
there six minutes later (it’s 21/2 hours
by automobile!) the sky was cloudless
and the level of illumination was good,
but there was a bluish veil over the city
which was very apparent from the air.
So we flew around for a while, hoping
that it would disperse. One thing you
can’t do is filter out aerial haze on color
film. All the while I had one thing in
the back of my head and that was “One
pass and they’ll know we’re here. Then
the fun will start!” But time was pass¬
ing, getting closer and closer to the hour
when the ground would warm up and
the turbulence begin. Besides we had
learned only the day before of the de¬
velopment of political trouble in Colom¬
bia, the neighboring country, and I was
worried that they might take the plane
away from us, thereby putting an end
to our aerial project.
Figuring I’d
chance it I told the pilot to start a run
over the city. When we came down to
altitude and had levelled off, I racked
the camera over and shot. One pass. Not
too good. We were a little high, so we
went around again, and again I racked
over and shot. A bit better this time.
When we had completed the run I told
the pilot to go around again for the
“insurance” take. This time we started
to run into bumps of turbulence, which
are pretty sharp jolts in a jet plane
flying at just under the speed of sound.
So we climbed out at the end of the
valley and headed back to the base. I
was not happy with the results because
of the haze and was hoping to make
another try the following morning.
After landing for breakfast at the
messhall, we took off again for Merida
for scenes of the Pico Bolivar, highest
of the Andes peaks in Venezuela-—per¬
petually snow-capped and an altitude of
16,000 feet. The plains below us were
obscured by a blanket of low-lying
clouds, but I must have been living right
at that hour for when we arrived at the
(Continued on Page 525)
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JET-AGE PHOTOGRAPHY
(Continued from Page 522)

mountain area, the atmosphere was as
clear as the proverbial bell and we made
a number of passes close to and between
the peaks for some very interesting
scenes. Captain Leon told me that he
had never seen such perfect weather
over the area.
Next to Maracaibo to refuel and then
back to the base where we landed at
11:30 a.M. Total elapsed time, 2 hours,
15 minutes for a round trip which takes
about a day and a half by commercial,
scheduled airline. And when we landed,
what were we told? No more flying over
Caracas! All flying over the city had
been ordered suspended by none other
than the President of Venezuela, Marcos
Perez Jiminez. It seems that we had
flown low over the Presidential Palace,
Miraflores, and in view of the troubled
situation in Colombia he took a dim
view of such goings on. Somebody for¬
got to inform him of our activities, so
here our trouble-shooter had to get busy
again with requests and diplomacy while
the Canberra sat on the ground and we
sat in a little hotel in the nearby town
of Maracay.
Two days later we got the “go-ahead”
signal and the next morning took off
once more for Caracas. Arriving over
the city at 7:10 A.M. I looked down and
. . there it was! Perfect! Lying on my
stomach and looking straight down
through a small observation window in
the bottom of the plane I could see that
this time we couldn't miss. I told Cap¬
tain Leon to start down and come in
on a run. Just then I heard a noise like
a loud bang and felt a blast of air on
my face where it was exposed above
my mask. Here we were, everything
perfect for the last shot necessary to
complete the film and we develop a leak
in the nose section. It could mean that
the nose, which we had tampered with,
was about to fall off! Over Caracas!
And me without my ’chute because there
was no room to wear it while working
in the nose of the plane.
I notified Captain Leon on the inter¬
com that we had trouble. He immediately
pulled up and lowered his dive brakes
and flaps to slow us down and thus
relieve extra strain on the nose section.
I looked for the source of the trouble.
It was not getting any worse, but was
still a pretty stiff blast of air tearing
at my helmet and face. I couldn’t see
any holes, but then much of the nose
section was blocked from view by the
camera; so I felt around the camera
with my hand and soon found what
caused the trouble.
A defroster hose,
which had been detached from the op¬
tical glass port and sealed off with tape,
had blown open and the air blast was
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bouncing back into my face from the
base of the camera mounting. Gathering
the broken ends of the tape together, I
resealed the hose and the air blast stop¬
ped. For now, at least, all was OK again
and so over on our back we went and
started down for what was a perfect run
under ideal conditions; then another for
the “insurance” and we were in busi¬
ness! Later. Captain Leon told me he
was plenty scared as things happen aw¬
fully fast in a jet.
The weather man had joined Lady
Luck in favoring us, too. Only a couple
of hours after wrapping up the job,
following that final aerial shot, it started
to rain. The mechanics were already
putting the Canberra’s nose back into
its original position, and we were re¬
laxing on the soft cushions of the car
skimming over the smooth highway tak¬
ing us back to Caracas, content that we
had got what we had gone after in that
hair-raising aerial experience only a few
hours before.

FILMING THE MAYFLOWER
(Continued from Page 515)

Some overexposures can be
corrected with proper
processing
• RCA Sound Recording
• Editing
• Processing
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sound effects. Recording equipment had
not been carried on location and several
important effects had therefore to be
artificially contrived—for example, the
unique sound of the men driving the
wedges, preparatory to the launch. In
Devon, they still use the time-honored
method whereby about twenty men
swing long-handled hammers while the
yard foreman marks the time with an
age-old chanting. This was finally done
by one of the Unit personnel who chant¬
ed the traditional words while another
rhythmically struck the studio floor with
an extraordinary weapon consisting of
six pieces of scrap-iron dangling from
part of a door frame. We are told that
the resulting sound effect is more rea¬
listic than the real thing.
The launching track was just a matter
of mixing carefully selected extracts
from five or six different effects discs
and a grim determination to convert a
kind of sonic hell to recognizable limits.
Evidently there are benevolent powers
deputed to watch over the interests of
over-optimistic industrial film
units
and, certainly, there are (unexpec¬
tedly!) angels in the London processing
laboratories who, within a few days, had
transferred our magnetic track to optical
and run off the masked married prints
for us. As I write, just twenty-one days
after the last camera exposure, there is
before me a cable from our friends at
Niagara Falls. They received the film—
they projected it—and, praise be, they
liked it!
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CAMERAMAN ON SIDELINES
(Continued from Page 511)

In any case I felt that a large part of
my job consisted in keeping out of the
way, once I had lit the set as Preminger
wanted.”
He searched for himself among the
batch of production stills I had brought
along. “I haven’t seen these before,’
he said. He only appeared in two or
three pictures, and then seemed almost
lost among the technicians wandering
below or behind the crane. "You see
what I mean,” he grinned. “I always
keep out of the way.”
Perinal believes that the lighting cam¬
eraman should always be the director’s
servant, and should not endeavor to im¬
pose his own individual style on the
photography of a film. “Good photog¬
raphy doesn’t necessarily assure a mas¬
terpiece, and bad photography doesn’t
mean a bad film,” he said. (He would
certainly get an argument on this from
his Hollywood confreres where a cam¬
eraman’s individual style is often his
main stock in trade—the commodity a
producer seeks and pays for.—ED)
He cited as example Jacques Tati’s
brilliant comedy "Jour De Fete.” “Did
you notice the terrible photographic
quality in that?” he asked. “The film
was shot in color, and then when some¬
one reportedly withdrew nearly seventyfive percent of the production’s backing
they had to cut their costs by getting a
print from one of the three color nega¬
tives and releasing it in monochrome.
The result was photographically dread¬
ful—-but it didn’t prevent the film being
recognized as a superb comedy.”
Perinal’s career reads like a guide to
the best work of some of the most dis¬
tinguished directors the cinema has
known. He became an assistant camera¬
man in Paris in 1913, and later shot
“Sous Les Toits de Paris,” “Le Million.”
and “A Nous La Liberte” for Rene
Clair and “Sang d’Un Poete,” Cocteau’s
first film.
“Cocteau knew nothing of film mak¬
ing,” he reminisced, “but he had the
ideas, and he had a first class assistant
director. ‘Sang de Poete’ was never
meant to be a commercial film, so we
were all free to do whatever we liked.”
He came to England to work for the
late Alexander Korda in 1933, and his
numerous subsequent films included
"Henry VIII,” “Things to Come,” “Rem¬
brandt,” “Four Feathers,” “The Drum,”
“The Thief of Baghdad (one of his
favorites),” “First of the Few,” “The
Perfect Stranger,” “The Life and Death
of Colonel Blimp,” and “The Mudlark.”
Prior to “St. Joan” he had worked on
Chaplin’s “A King in New York” (due
for London release in September).

announces

FJJmline

He returned to France to shoot “Lady
Chatterley’s Lover,” hut confessed he
had felt completely out of place. But he
was looking forward to the South of
France locations for “Bonjour Tristesse.”
He had just seen a demonstration of
Technirama, and was so impressed he
had hoped it might have been possible
to use it for the film. But Preminger
had pointed out the difficulties of using
such a large camera in the tiny interiors
of the locations.

a new concept in developing film

Perinal has little enthusiasm for re¬
cent wide screen developments “though
at least with CinemaScope you do know
your work is going to be shown in the
ratio for which it was shot.” He is
equally happy working in monochrome
or color, but believes monochrome needs
far more delicacy and control. Color
seems to him less of a challenge to the
cameraman.

from

TO FINISH

He has no ambitions to direct. “When
you’ve worked with directors like Rene
Clair, Jean Cocteau, Julien Duvivier,
Alexander Korda and Charles Chaplin,”
he said, “you know how much it takes
to direct a worthwhile film. I prefer to
stay where I am.”
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quality footage. Just load the ma¬
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around the speedway, were at all times
well within clear, audible radio range
of the three-watt RCA base station in¬
stalled in the lookout tower.”

away"—FILMUNE Controlled-

chine—“flip the switch and walk

Lester Becker, Dynamic’s film direc¬
tor at the race, said the pocket radios
enabled the film firm, for the first time
in the many years it has photographed
the Indianapolis race, to provide remote
direction for each individual camera¬
man and to integrate the overall photo¬
graphic assignment.
“The one-way radio link provided by
the RCA pocket-size receivers,” he said,
“enabled our supervisory staff in the
lookout tower to keep the photographers
apace of race progress and develop¬
ments, to key our remote crews for dra¬
matic shots apparent only from our van¬
tage point, and to direct and integrate
the seven photographers for action se¬
quences. In the past, because of the lack
of communication and the din of racing
cars and crowd noises, each camera
crew had to operate as an independent
unit. This perforce resulted in overlap of
photographed action, loss of dramatic
split-second sequences, and costly and
time-consuming film editing. The RCA
radio units gave us complete and con¬
tinuous control over the direction of our
photographic crews.”
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8MM MOVIES FOR TV
(Continued from Page 512)

This is the latest IMPROVED

adapt.
“It took him some months experi¬
menting with various shutters and other
changes to come up with the final result.
As it turned out, it was quite simple.
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HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE

“The tilt mechanism of the projector
was removed. The drive motor clutch
was also removed. However, the drive
motor which has a fan blade on one end
of its shaft, was retained as lamp house
blower. The rewind gear and still frame
iris were both removed. The regular
shutter was removed and replaced with
a 4-blade shutter (4 openings) with
each opening cut to exactly 4>y2°. (Fig.

1).
“An external synchronous motor was
mounted at the rear of the projector to
drive it. (See photo at top of page 512.)
This motor, which cost about $60, is the
same as used in the Magnecord tape re¬
corder. It has a speed of 900 rpm and
can be locked on 60 cycles, 110-volts,
but has to be phased each time it is
turned on.
“Phasing is accomplished by attach¬
ing the motor in a rotating mount which
enables it to be phased in about 1 second
at the beginning of each film roll—actu¬
ally before the switcher has cut the pro¬
jector “live” on the air.
“For a little more outlay of cash, it
would be possible to install a sync mo¬
tor having a permanent magnet rotor,
or one with DC polarized fields, which
has to be phased only when set up and
then remains in phase as long as the
sync generator phasing is not changed.
However, we have found our manual
phasing setup quite satisfactory and in¬
expensive.

1600 Cahuenga Boulevard
HO 9-3651
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“Our adaptation with the 900 rpm
motor provides a 5% application time
and the projector operates at a film
speed of 15 frames per second. The
original film, of course, is exposed at
16 fps, hut the loss of 1 fps in projec¬
tion is not noticeable on the air.
“The projector came with the stand¬
ard 1-inch lens. This was replaced by a
16mm 2-inch lens.”
The mounting plate for the external
sync motor was so designed to provide
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a base plate for the projector as well,
and this was bolted to a pedestal that in
turn may be bolted ot the floor, once it
is set up on the multiplexer system of
the film chain. Adjusting leveling screws
were provided in the pedestal.
Threlfall pointed out that the align¬
ment of the sync motor drive shaft (3
in Fig. 2) to the projector drive shaft
is very critical. The motor is mounted
in such a way to give firm support, at
the same time allow the necessary rota¬
tion so it can be phased to the sync
generator.
Since 8mm cameras, like most 16mm
cine cameras, are operated at 16 fps, it
is possible that an amateur right on
the scene of a spectacular story may
shoot the only movies made of the hap¬
penings. Very often the film will be
Kodachrome.
However,
as Threlfall
points out, the color film can he proc¬
essed as negative black-and-white and,
by reversing the polarity in the video
system, it can be transmitted with posi¬
tive results.
“Our 8mm camera correspondents
are furnished film to have ready when
needed,” Threlfall said. “We purchase
the film in bulk (16mm black-and-white,
perforated for 8mm) and spool the film
ourselves. This is necessary since manu¬
facturers are no longer furnishing 8mm
black-and-white film.
“Since our lab processing machine is
designed for 16mm film, there is no
problem in handling the double-8mm
stock. After it is processed it is slit to
the 8mm width with inexpensive equip¬
ment, then edited and made ready for
transmission on the converted Show¬
time 8 projector,” Threlfall concluded.

HILLER HEAD
Is The World’s Finest!
•
•

Miller equipment is precision—built of highest quality materials and every replace¬
ment part is available.
Miller equipment is used throughout the world by leading photographers, film and
television studios.

Head

consists of two

factory-sealed
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will not deteriorate and should last the life of the head.

HOME MOVIE THEATRE

Sold only by dealers.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.

(Continued from Page 519)

and motor. Projector and tape stay in
sync no matter how many times the
equipment is stopped and started, pro¬
viding the tape machine motor is turned
oft without disengaging the tape from
the drive capstan. The sync motor on
the projector will follow perfectly a slow
stop and starting of the tape. Where the
tape is stopped instantly by disengaging
from drive capstan, the sync motor on
projector will coast to a stop, thus drop¬
ping out of sync with the tape. The
same is true if the tape is started sud¬
denly. A method of checking this system
is to record a sound film on tape then
play back tape sound with the film.
When recording with this system I
use a separate 6-volt transformer to re¬
cord a 60-cycle sync tone on one-half of
the tape, using a Brush type BK-1090
magnetic head. As I use two complete
set-ups for continuous projection, I use
this separate transformer rather than

See your nearest dealer.

7305 Melrose Ave.

Hollywood 46, California
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getting power from the filament trans¬
former of the amplifier for the following
reasons: I can first record the musical
score for my film in sync with the pic¬
ture. Then by playing this tape back
with its sync tone feeding the two sync
amplifiers—one amplifier runs the pro¬
jector in sync with tape and the other
amplifier operates the 6 volt transform¬
er. This transformer can be operated
from either power line or sync amplifier
by means of a double-pole double-throw
switch mounted on the sync amplifier.
The 6-volt transformer generates the
sync tone for the second tape when the
musical score is being re-recorded along
with a live commentary. By this means
the sync tone from one tape may be
dubbed to another tape, thus maintain¬
ing sync on the second tape.
I have also gone a little further with
the motor drive on the projector. I had
a reduction gear added to my sync mo¬
tor; by shifting a lever the projector
can he run at either 16 or 24 frames per
second. The sync motors I use run at
1440 RPM which is the correct speed
for 24 frames per second when con¬
nected to the threading shaft that ex¬
tends from the front of the Bell &
Howell projector. By adding a gear box
on front of motor with a shift lever this
speed is reduced to 960 RPM for a
speed of 16 fps. Thus I have projectors
that run in sync at either speed.
Although my set-up is rather elab¬
orate and wired-in permanently, I think
a system such as this for recording sync
sound for home movies is finally the an¬
swer to the amateur s problem of good
sound at a reasonable price. The cheap¬
est tape recorders may be used, and
many of them are as good as the 16mm
projectors with magnetic sound. On a
small scale this system can be assembled
for much less than the cost of a mag¬
netic sound projector. Also, quarterinch tape now costs but a fraction of
sound striped film.
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(Continued from Page 520)

forward between exposures.
First of all this operation calls for a
steady camera—that is, the camera must
be secured so that it will not move from
its fixed position even a fraction of an
inch between exposures. Some tripods
are so designed that the head will per¬
mit the camera to be tilted 45° so that
you can photograph the animation setup
placed on the floor immediately below.
But unless you can tie down the tripod
in some manner so that it cannot be
accidentally shifted from its original
position, better try some other method

•
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of mounting your camera, such as that
shown in the diagram.
Here the camera is mounted on a
sturdy L brace made of strap iron. This
in turn is secured to a table top with a
“G” clamp in such a manner that the
camera lens points straight down toward
the floor where is located the set-up to
be animated, otherwise referred to as
the stage or table. The size of the area
to be photographed is, of course, a fac¬
tor here, and it can be regulated by
bringing your stage closer to the lens
where necessary, simply by mounting
your animation setup on a low table,
a sturdy wooden box, or other means.
A floor-to-lens distance of four feet
is about right for photographing an ani¬
mated map set-up with a standard 25mm
lens on a 16mm camera, which takes
in an area approximately 14 by 19
inches. Smaller areas can be covered
either by bringing the stage closer to
the camera or by using a lens of longer
focal length.
Where the camera used does not pro¬
vide for some means of parallax adjust¬
ment, it will be necessary to center the
stage and map (or other subject matter)
with the lens. Perhaps the simplest way
to do this when the camera is shooting
straight down, as in this illustration, is
to employ a plumb line—holding it at
the center of the lens. The point where
the plumb bob touches the stage is the
center and should be so marked for
future reference. The next step is to
make a frame of cardboard or wood
strips with the inside of the frame the
same size as the field at the distance
the camera will work from the subject
material. This should be centered and
secured to the stage or base and there¬
after used to center all subject matter
to be photographed with this camera
setup. Static subject matter to be photo¬
graphed—in this case a map—should
also be secured to the stage with thumb
tacks (placed out of camera range) so
that it cannot be accidentally moved
during the animation filming.
To animate a line showing the high¬
way route traveled on a vacation trip,
the line can be drawn with India ink,
using a broad-tipped lettering pen which
is obtainable at any art store. If you
have a steady hand, a small paint brush
may be used; but care must be taken
to keep the width of the line the same
between animation steps.
Before starting to shoot—and to ani¬
mate—it is important to determine the
speed at which the line is to travel; it
should be uniform and never jerky. An¬
other thing to consider is whether the
insert about to be filmed is to be used
as a single insert, say at the beginning
of the travel film—thus orienting the
audience at the very beginning on the
route traveled—or cut up into several
parts and inserted at appropriate points

n
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in the finally edited picture to show the
progress of travel from place to place or
between main points of interest.
The single insert can be shorter in
duration—say perhaps 10 to 12 seconds.
The sectional insert should be longer so
that each section remains on the screen
reasonably long enough to give even
slow readers a chance to observe it. You
can determine how many single expo¬
sures you must make by multiplying
the number of frames per second your
picture will be projected by the number
of seconds you wish the animated insert
(or each section of it) to remain on the
screen. Thus, if your vacation film is to
be screened at 16 frames per second, the
single insert (showing the complete route
of travel), which should screen for, say,
10 seconds, will require 160 single-frame
exposures.
The smoothest animation will occur
where the line is inked a fraction of an
inch after each exposure. The travel
rate can be speeded up—and your cam¬
era work cut in half—by giving two
single-frame exposures to each step of
advance of the inked line. To allow more
will give the line movement an awkward,
jerky effect.
After the length of screen time has
been established for the animated map
insert, then the next step is to coordi¬
nate the line inking so that the number
of inked extensions correspond with the
number of single-frame exposures. Using
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the example above, which will require
160 single frame exposures, the route
to be inked in on the map should be
carefully divided into 160 equal sections
(marked lightly in pencil). Or 80 equal
sections, where two frames are allowed
to each animation step.
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For those whose cine camera does not
provide for single frame exposures, sin¬
gle exposures nevertheless can be ac¬
complished with a little care and prac¬
tice. Before loading the camera with film
wind it fully, then try flicking the start¬
ing button ever so lightly—just enough
to cause a single revolution of the shut¬
ter. With some cameras, this works bet¬
ter when the spring is only half wound,
or less.
Experiment with the spring
wound both ways until the most satis¬
factory result is obtained. If the shutter
revolves more than once on a single
flick of the button when the spring is
fully wound, then the lesser tension of
the half-wound spring will undoubtedly
give the desired single operation result.
Determining the correct exposure for
single frame operation of your camera
is your next problem.
here camera is
provided with a regular single-frame re¬
lease, then it is likely that the camera
instruction book will indicate the ex¬
posure that single-frame operation gives;
invariably it is different from that of
normal 16 fps operation.
here you
must operate the camera by the “flick¬
ing of the release button method,” there
is no way to determine the interval of
exposure except by actual test. Use the
last foot or two of a roll of film already
in the camera for this. Mount camera on
a tripod and start your first tests on the
basis of the camera s rated shutter speed.
Then make tests with the shutter speed
rated slightly faster, then slower—mak¬

ing careful notes as a guide when it
comes time to examine the filmed re¬
sults. Use the normal 16 fps exposures
made with the camera operating nor¬
mally as the basis of your comparisons.
In most cases, the camera operates slight¬
ly slower on “flick” operation of single
exposures, which means that exposures
will be i/2 t0 a full stop less than f°r
normal 16 fps operation. Make the test,
however, and let it be your guide.
The right exposure is important in
order that the animation sequence match
the 16 fps footage from the point of
exposure.
Animation can also be employed to
give main titles a touch of individual¬
ity or professional class.
The three
photos at bottom of page 520 illustrate
three steps in the routine of animating
a title composed of movable block let¬
ters. The title begins with the letters
in a pile in the center of the title back¬
ground card, then unscramble gradually
to finally fall in place in proper order
as shown in the third photo of the group.
This is accomplished by using the
same camera setup as described for ani¬
mating the travel map. The letters are
moved by hand during intervals be¬
tween the single-frame exposures and
finally arranged in proper order for
reading. The number of single-frame ex¬
posures allowed for shooting the un¬
scrambling process is something to be
determined, but after the complete title
text is in order, then sufficient exposures
should follow to allow the title to remain
on the screen long enough to be read
comfortably. To guarantee uniform ex¬
posure between the animation and the
static portions of the title, the static
portion should be shot a single frame
at a time, using the same procedure as
for shooting the animation phase.
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Paris streets, suburbs and hotel interiors
brought to his desk via 5,000 photo¬
graphs, etchings and water colors. From
these were selected backgrounds of the
Place Vendome, the Bois de Boulogne,
Montparnasse, Montmartre, the Gare de
Lyon, the Place de la Concorde, and in¬
teriors of the world famous Ritz Hotel.
A luxury suite at the Ritz was dupli¬
cated in detail, down to the very last
ornate doorknob, on the sound stage of
Studios de Boulogne; and it was on this
set that so much of the action was
played which Mellor enhanced with his
meticulous lighting.
Achieving the lighting effects was not
the simple problem it would be on a
Hollywood sound stage, where Ameri¬
can electricians understand their Amer¬
ican cameramen’s wants and deliver
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promptly. In Paris, Mellor not only
found the language barrier a vexing
problem, but sadly missed the knowhow
of his veteran sound stage assistants of
Hollywood. The net result was that Mel¬
lor invariably lit the sets himself—from
roughing-in to the final adjustment of a
lamp before starting the camera to roll.
Some representative interior scenes
from “Love in the Afternoon” are pic¬
tured on page 507, and illustrate the
unique lighting and camera treatment
with which Mellor embellished this pro¬
duction, filmed in 1.85 to 1 aspect ratio.
In many instances the players are in al¬
most complete silhouette; in others, the
scene is notable for its lack of fill light.
Yet there is something refreshing and
picturesque about all this that comes
across from the screen, scintillating and

provocative, to command greater atten¬
tion from the audience, virtually draw¬
ing it right into and making it part of
the story itself.
Mellor used the French-made East¬
man Plus-X negative for the entire pic¬
ture. “It’s faster than the U.S.-made
Plus-X,” he said. In most of the lowkey lighting set-ups, Mellor worked at
75 foot candles with the lens set at
around f/3.
Essentially, his low-key pattern was
achieved by playing most of the light¬
ing from overhead—simulating the na¬
tural light from practicals such as chan¬
deliers. The delicate patterns of light
and shadow which dominate the scenes
he achieved through the skillful place¬
ment of lamps and a studied use of
flags, gobos and cookies. For the first
time in a long time, perhaps, Mellor—
handling the lighting equipment himself
—had opportunity to work out new pat¬
terns in set lighting completely unham¬
pered by studio convention or labor
union protocol.
For the romantic picnic sequences in¬
volving Cooper and Miss Hepburn, the
production company moved some 40
miles from Paris to the historic Chateau
de Vitry at Gambais, with its idyllic
countryside and twin lakes. The film
safari included three busses, seven
trucks of camera and lighting equip¬
ment, and 15 carloads of people.
^ ith the variable weather conditions
that prevailed. Wilder discovered that
light fluctuated too greatly to permit
shooting exteriors all day on location.
An hour of sunshine invariably alter¬
nated with long stretches of cloudy sky.
To insure a full shooting day, director
Wilder had two interior sets transported
to Gambais from the Studios de Bou¬
logne — a Paris cafe and a hospital
room. These were erected in the Gam¬
bais woods, and when cloudiness pre¬
vented exterior photography, the com¬
pany moved to the interior sets which
could be artificially illuminated. For
this the company brought along a pow¬
erful generator and the required light¬
ing equipment from the Paris studio.
Some of the most spectacular scenes
of “Love in the Afternoon” take place in
Paris’ glamorous Opera. Unable to work
with equipment in the premises of the
Opera itself, the stage and auditorium
were recreated on the sound stage of
Studios of Boulogne. Here the small
area of the sound stage posed a prob¬
lem in accommodating the structure
necessary to re-create the Opera interi¬
or. So, much of it was done in perspec¬
tive, using flats, and cardboard cutouts.
Even the huge, ornate central chande¬
lier was a pasteboard replica.
Shooting in such tight quarters posed
a photographic problem—that of mak¬
ing a small set look large. This Mellor
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accomplished using an 18mm wideangle lens, shooting down on the audi¬
ence from the top of the stage. In other
shots on the same set, a zoom lens was
used with good photographic effect.
William Mellor, whose Oscar-winning
talents embellished the memorable
“Giant,” displays in the photography
of “Love in the Afternoon" a refresh¬
ing ability to light and compose to en¬
hance the spirit of the story, at the same

time enhancing to the utmost the players
themselves. As a result, the production
should be an Academy Award nominee,
and Miss Hepburn, Gary Cooper and
Maurice Chevalier are certain to be con¬
tenders for Oscars when Academy
Awards time rolls around next March.
And for Mellor—not to consider his
imaginative and incisive photographic
treatment of this picture, come nomina¬
tions time, would be gross injustice.
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So ... it is obvious that further
improvement and refinement of video
tape is necessary before its use is ex¬
panded into other fields such as motion
picture production. There are, of course,
other as yet unresolved problems con¬
nected with using magnetic tape for mo¬
tion picture recording. Here, as the re¬
sult of an exclusive interview with Dr.
W. W. Wetzel, general manager of the
magnetic products division of Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company,
are some pertinent facts relating to the
ultimate application of video tape to
movies, set down in question and an¬
swer form:
Question:
“Will video tape record¬
ing ultimately supplant
the motion picture cam¬
era in the production o)
programs
for
theaters
and television?"
Dr. Wetzel: “This question might best
be broken into two parts
. . . one, theaters, and
two. television.
“As for theater pres¬
entations, use of video
tape looks very remote at
the present, although it
might some day be feas¬
ible. The present film
methods offer several sub¬
stantial advantages for
theater use compared to
video tape, including sim¬
plicity, economy and ex¬
cellent picture quality.
Video tape, at present,
doesn’t look very likely
here.
“As
for
television,
however, I believe that
video tape will eventually
replace film in most ap¬
plications. For some sit¬
uations this will come
about rapidly. Others will
take time, but I think
they will come about.
“Increased use of color
television and marketing
of compatible video re¬
corders will undoubtedly
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boost the use of video
tape because of the dol¬
lar savings possible with
tape as opposed to color
film.
‘‘More immediately,
video tape will replace
the kinescope. It saves
money, time and gives
better picture quality.
“Then, too, video tape
will undoubtedly replace
film for the standard,
half-hour TV format
shows which are now
filmed — shows such as
the ‘Lucy’ and ‘Phil Sil¬
vers’ shows, and others
in which ‘live’ technique
is used. Instead of three
or four cameras eating
up film for half an hour,
the same number of tele¬
vision cameras could be
used, feeding to a video
tape recorder. As in a
‘live’ production, the ‘ed¬
iting’ would be electronic.
That
is,
the
director
would select the scenes
by
watching
monitors
while the show was in
progress. Switching from
one camera to another
continuously would result
in a recorded video tape
that was already ‘edited.’
The saving would be con¬
siderable, both in film
costs and editing costs.
“These are just two
applications
in
which
video tape can replace
film right now, assuming
more machines become
available.”
Question:
“IVhat steps have been
taken to date, experiment¬
ally or otherwise, to adapt
video tape to motion pic¬
ture production?”
Dr. Wetzel: “Again, for practical pur¬
poses I think we must
limit the question to use
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of video tape for televi¬
sion films. Now the only
technical problem, as I
see it, in adapting video
recording for motion pic¬
ture production for tele¬
vision is the editing prob¬
lem.
“So far Ampex has not
demonstrated that video
tapes recorded on its
equipment can be satis¬
factorily edited and splic¬
ed. Unless, or until, this
problem is solved, the
Ampex machines would
seem to be limited to ap¬
plications where a contin¬
uous recording will suf¬
fice.
Both the Mincom
and RCA experimental
video
recorders which
have been demonstrated,
on the other hand, appear
to have greater potential
as far as editing is con¬
cerned. It is very possible
that video tape record¬
ings made on either of
those machines could be
edited just as film is ed¬
ited. An editing device
can undoubtedly be made
which would make it pos¬
sible to ‘hold' a frame
and a cut in the tape
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could be made by visual
reference.
“This is because of the
difference in the mechan¬
ical design of the ma¬
chines. The Ampex ma¬
chine records transversely
on the tape, while the
RCA and Mincom ma¬
chines record longitud¬
inally in the manner con¬
ventional to sound record¬
ings. There are other
problems, too, including
the synchronizing pulses,
all of which give the Min¬
com and RCA machines
the edge in editing. And
as 1 said before, editing
is the only real technical
problem as far as motion
picture use is concerned."
Question:
“At present stage of de¬
velopment of video tape,
is it practical for the pro¬
duction of feature film
type of entertainment?”
Dr. Wetzel: “U ith the present ma¬
chines, no. It would be
possible to use the mul¬
tiple camera, ‘live’ tech¬
nique common in tele¬
vision, but costs probably
would go up because of
extra rehearsal which

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 498)

• J. R. Marquette, “The Brain from Planet
Arous,” (Howco-Marquette) with John Agar
and Joyce Meadows. Jerry Juran, director.
• John Mescale, “Sorority Girl,” (American
International) with Susan Cabot and Dick
Miller. Roger Corman, producer-director.

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
Ridgecrest

Rd.,

Dallas,

Texas

We
give
immediate
service
on
Auricon
Film o repairs.
We add a critical focuser
any turret Cine-Voice.

&
to

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.
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• Oswald Morris, “A Farewell to Arms,”
(CinemaScope & Color; David O. Selznick
Prods.; shooting in Italy) with Jennifer Jones
and Rock Hudson. David O. Selznick, pro¬
ducer.

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures. Eddie Dew and George Archainbaud, directors.

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.
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STUDIOS

• Ray Foster. ASC, S & W Foods and But¬
ter Brickie commercials.* (La Brea Prods.).
Hank Ludwin, director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Big Country,”
(Anthony-Worldwide Prods, for UA release)
with Gregory Peck and Jean Simmons.
William Wyler, director.

• John Alton, “The Brothers Karamazov,”
(Metrocolor) with Yul Brynner and Maria
Schell. Richard Brooks, director.

• Guy
Roe,
ASC,
Buick
commercial *
(shooting in Detroit; McConnachie Prod.,
New York). Jack Hizely, director.

• George Folsey, ASC, “Saddle the Wind,”
with Robert Taylor and Julie London. Robert
Parrish, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Frank Sinatra
Show,” *
(Hobart
Prods.)
with
Frank
Sinatra. Jack Donahue, director.
• Ted McCord, ASC, “The Proud Rebel,”
(Goldwyn, Jr. Prod.) with Alan Ladd and
Olivia DeHavilland. Michael Curtiz, director.
KLING STUDIOS

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

MacGOWAN

GORDON YODER

6055

would be required. Qual¬
ity, from an artistic point
of view, would probably
suffer, and then, too,
there would be some tech¬
nical limitations.
Light,
ing, for example, would
he certain to suffer. When
you’re using a one-cam¬
era. stop-and-go film tech¬
nique, the lights can be
set up for each sequence.
With continuous action,
however, lights have to be
set up for general cover¬
age so you can’t get the
best "Hollywood’ results.
Question:
“What, then, is the major
obstacle to be overcome ? ’
Dr. Wetzel: "‘Again,
for
television
films, it’s simply the prob¬
lem of editing. A machine
which will record tapes
that can be edited easily
will make film virtually
obsolete in the television
industry for program pro¬
duction.’’
Electronic movie cameras. Dr. Wetzel
said, undoubtedly will be developed
eventually which will shoot magnetic
tape rather than film, eliminating the
need for processing. This would be par¬
ticularly valuable in television, he con¬
cluded.

• Zoli Vidor, ASC, Gas Association com¬
mercial,* (M P O) with Bing Crosby. Joseph
Kohn. director.

Aucust,

1957

• Ray June, ASC, Toni commercial.*
ert Larson, director.

Rob¬

• Giuseppe
Rotunno,
“Seven
Hills
of
Rome,” (Titanus Prod.; shooting in Italy)
with Mario Lanza and Peggy Castle. Roy
Rowland, director.
• William Spencer, Jr., Dash commercial.*
Dave Monahan, director; Pillsbury commer¬
cial.* John Walters, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Cry Terror,”
(Andrew Stone Prod.) with James Mason,

PRECISION* SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC
Model

800 RL, 16mm, 35mm and
tape. NET PRICE $269.50

OPTICAL

CUSTOM MADE
FILM SLITTER

Model 600 RL, 16mm and 35mm.
Net Price $195.00

V*"

Sound track is read by placing it to¬
wards the operator and reading from
Right to Left. (May also be used from
Left
to
Right).
FEATURES:
Simple
threading,SMPTE
Standard
machined
film rollers with oilless bearings; preci¬
sion ground shafts,- polished stabilizer

drum with needle bearings (surface can¬
not damage film). Dimensions' 6" x 6"
x 8'/2". AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt, 60 cycle
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty
Alnico V speaker; safety fused; pre¬
focused socket; pilot light,. 6' heavy-duty
cord.

Built to SMPTE Standards or your own speci¬
fications. Features chrome-plated steel base,
finest chrome steel slitting blades.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

filil PRECISION LABORATORIES
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Inger Stevens and Rod
Stone, producer-director.

UTICA AVENUE

Steiger.

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.

Andrew

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

Surtees, ASC, “Merry Andrew,”
(CinemaScope & Metrocolor)
with Danny
Kaye and Pier Angeli. Michael Kidd, director.
• Robert

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

FROM

Cronjager, “Sheriff of Cochise,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Harve
Foster, director.
• Henry

ASC, “Date with the
Angels,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
James Kern, director; “The Walter Winchell
Show,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Walter Win¬
chell. Jerry Thorpe, director.
• Maury

Gertsman,

ASC, “The Danny
Thomas
Show,” *
(Desilu
Prods.)
with
Danny Thomas and Marjorie Lord. Sheldon
Leonard,
director;
“Eve Arden
Show,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Eve Arden. John Rich,
director.
• Robert

De

Grasse,

MITCHELL

BELL & HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Warren Andersen. An¬
drew McLaglen and James Kern, directors.

all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex
Blimps • Tripods

• Joe Novak, ASC, “Official Detective,” *
(Desilu Prods.). Lee Sholem, director.
• Howard Schwartz, “Wyatt Earp,” * (De¬
silu
Prods.)
with
Hugh
O'Brian.
Frank
MacDonald, director.

EDITING

Mole Richardson
BardweH McAlister
Colortran
Century
Cable
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps 110V AC 5000W2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites
(shadowless life)
Gator Clip Lites
Barn Doors
Diffusers
Dimmers
Reflectors

16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

AURICONS

SOURCE

LIGHTING

CAMERAS

• Sid
Hickox,
ASC,
“Date
with
the
Angels,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and
Frances Rafferty. Fred de Cordova, director.

ONE

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm * 16/35mm
Combination

Moviolas • Rewinders
Tables • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags
Gabo Stands
Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnosync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder
Male Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

ZOOMAR 35mm

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK
FRANK

DOLLIES

C.

ZUCKER

(Tfuiofl €q>uipm€nT (o.jnc.

Fearless Panoram
McAlister Crab
Platform • Western
3-Wheel Portable

Dept. A

1
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New York 36, N. Y.
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• Charles Straumer,

“Adventures of Jim
Bowie,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
George Archainbaud, director.

MOVIOLA

Grey Theatre,”* (Four Star Prods.)
Dick Powell. Various directors.

with

•
FILM EDITING
PARAMOUNT

EQUIPMENT

• Haskell Bocgs, “Hear Me Good,” with
Hal March and Merry Anders. Don McGuire,
producer-director.

16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• George Clemens, ASC, “Sally,” *
ross Prods.) with
Asher, director.

•

SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS

•

REWINDERS

Joan

Caulfield.

(CaulWilliam

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Court of Last
Resort.” * (Walden Prods.)

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
St.

•

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

• Herb
Kirkpatrick,
“Wagon
Train,” *
(Revue Prods.). Robert Florey, director.

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre,”*
(Revue Prods.).
John Brahm,
director;
“Schlitz
Playhouse
of
Stars,” *
(Revue Prods.). Don Weis, director.

CONTACT PRINTING
B & W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
EDGE NUMBERING
VACUUMATING
All work vaporoted at no extra charge

ASC, “Wells Fargo,” *
(Overland
Prods.)
with
Dale
Robinson.
Earl Bellamy, director; “Manhunt,” * (Re¬
vue Prods.). John Peyser, director; “State
Troopers,”*
(Revue
Prods.)
with
Rod
Cameron. Ross Lederman, director; “Suspi¬
cion,” *
(Revue Prods.).
James Nielsen,
director.
•

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box 4425

• Edward
Colman,
ASC,
“Dragnet,” *
(Mark VII Prods.) with Jack Webb and
Ben Alexander. Jack Webb, director.
• William Daniels, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.). James Stewart,
director.

I ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■■■!

Washington 17, D. C.

Ray

Rennahan,

• Jack
Marta,
“The
Crooked
(Ventura Prod.) with John Smith
Spain. Joe Kane, director.

Circle,”
and Fay

• John Russell, ASC, “Suspicion,”* (Re¬
vue Prods.). James Nielsen, director; “Heinz
Studio 57,”* (Revue Prods.). Harry Horner,
director:
“Alfred
Hitchcock
Presents,” *
(Revue Prods.). Alfred Hitchcock, director.
Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine
Special and Bolex H-16 and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Phone GL. 7103

Hollywood, California

• William Sickner, ASC, “Restless Gun,” *
(Window Glenn Prods.).
Edward Ludwig,
director;
“Manhunt,”*
(Revue
Prods.).
Robert Florey, director; “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,”* (Revue Prods.). Paul Henreid,
director.

LOW
COST
ADVERTISING
is available in the
Classified Advertising columns of American Cinematographer. All it costs is 0«! per word. Sell,
swap, buy!

• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo,” *
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Robinson. Earl
Bellamy, director; “State Troopers,” * (Re¬
vue Prods.) with Rod Cameron. Ross Leder¬
man, director.

$190 Special Purpose

• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Heinz Studio
57,”* (Revue Prods.). Justis Addiss, direc¬
tor.

600 FOOT
CONVERSION FOR
AURICON
CINE-VOICE

• Edward

Fitzgerald,

ASC,
“The
Gale
with Gale Storm and ZaSu
Seiter and Charles Barton,

Take-up is in camera on 100ft. reel. Used on horse race
tracks and other applications
where 100-ft. or less is ta¬
ken, then processed.

Storm Show,’ *
Pitts.
William
directors.

Regular

with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

conversion

with

12037
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LAKES
Grand

MOTION
River

Ave.,

PICTURE
Detroit

Mich.
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20TH CENTURY-FOX

• Brydon Baker, “Ambush at Cimarron
Pass,” (Regal Films) with Brian Donlevy
and Jay C. Flippen. Edward Bernds, director.
• Wilfrid

Cline,
ASC,
“April
Love,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Lexing¬
ton, Ky.) with Pat Boone and Shirley Jones.
Henry Levin, director.
• Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Violent Road,”
with Gene Raymond and Wayne Morris.
Hubert Cornfield, director.
• Joseph, MacDoNALD, ASC, “The Young
Lions,” (CinemaScope; shooting in France)
with Marlon Brando and Joan Woodward.
Edward Dmytryk, director.
• William

Mellor, ASC, “Peyton Place,”
(Jerry Wald Prods.; CinemaScope) with Lana
Turner and Lloyd Nolan. Mark Robson, di¬
rector.
• Hal Rosson, ASC, “The Enemy Below,”
(DeLuxe color; CinemaScope) with Robert
Mitchum and Kurd Jurgens. Richard Powell,
producer-director.

• John Nickolaus, “Young and Dangerous,”
(Regal Films) with Lili Gentle and
Damon. William Claxton, director.

Mark

UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL

• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Christmas in Para¬
dise,” (Color) with Dan Duryea and Jan
Sterling. Jack Sher, director; Pepsi Cola
commercial.* Wil Cowan, director.
• James

Drought, Marlboro, Chet Lauck
Billboard, and Johnson Wax commercials.*
Jack Daniels, director; Du Pont commer¬
cial.* Virgil Vogel, director.

• Phillip Lathrop, Walter Lantz commer¬
cial.*

Jack Daniels, director.

• Harold Lipstein, ASC, De Soto commer¬
cial.*

John Sherwood, director.

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,” *
• Alex

Phillips, “The Western Story,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Mexico)
with Jock Mahoney, Gilbert Roland and
Linda Cristal. George Sherman, director.

RKO-PATHE

SERVICE
4,

• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Joan and the
Highway,” (Promotional film for U.S. Steel
Co.) with Craig Stevens and Lola Albright.
John Sutherland, producer-director.

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, Kellogg commercial.*
John Sherwood, director.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

600-ft. takeup . $295.00
GREAT

• William Skall, ASC, “The Real
McCoys,”* (Brennan Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

Various directors.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Write for

Gordon

• Guy
Roe,
ASC, “Richard Diamond.” *
Mark Sandrich, Jr., director: “Alcoa-Goodyear
Theatre,” *
(Dayton
Prod.).
Alvin
Ganzer, director; “Trackdown,” * (Four Star
Prods.). Various directors.

SUTHERLAND STUDIOS

Catalogue

1451

George Diskant, ASC, “Mr. Adam &
Eve,”* (Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino and
Howard Duff. Richard Kinon, director; “Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre.”* (Four Star Prods.)
Various directors.

• Charles

Burke,

“Dick

August, 1957

Powell’s

Zane

(Continued on Page 540)

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, Si.00.
Text set in lightface capital letters Iexcept 1st word and advertiser's
name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text set in boldface
type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with
STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.
16MM PRODUCERS—LOOK AT THESE VALUES!
NEW 16MM GREEN MOVIOLAS with rec¬
tangular picture .$ 395.00
RCA 400 OPTICAL/MAGNETIC 16mm Sound
Projector, separate speaker, automatic cord
reel. $900.00 value .
495.00
B&H FILMORAMA CinemaScope type lens for
Cine Special
II with all projector at¬
tachments $750.00 value .
395.00
FILMLINE R15 REVERSAL PROCESSOR, with
1200' magazine, air compressor, siphon
pump, $3100.00 value... 2,495.00
NEW E-Z 8/16 FILM SPLICERS, non-magnetic,
butt splice .
34.95
NEW TORQUE MOTORS for take-ups.
55.00
DURALUMINUM BLIMPS, SPONGE-LINED for
1200' Maurer or other cameras with ver¬
tical mounted motor. I.D. 1 8'/2"xl 03/a"x
25y2" high. Closeout .
295.00
MAURER MODEL E
RECORDING SYSTEM.
Includes Type 10 Recorder,V.D.
gal¬
vanometer; 400' magazine,- 4 pos. mixer;
amplifier; noise reduction,- power supply;
voltage
regulator,
cables
and
cases.
$10,500 value . 5,995.00
BEAUTIFUL MAURER 05 CAMERA, 2 mags.,
2 motors, viewfinder, sunshade trunk.. 2,495.00
NEW
AURICON
CINEVOICE
turret
sound
camera with 400' magazine conversion.
Includes extra zoom lens door; amplifier,
mike, etc. Demonstrator. $1,300.00 value.
REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE.
795.00
HALF
PRICE
SALE—NEUMADE
STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS
Used MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400'
99.50
reels .
Used MM-1 84 CABINETS—hold 250-400'
149.50
reels .
New RK-102 RACKS—hold 200-400' reels....
87.50
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
HAND¬
2.50
BOOKS, 8th Edition, '/2 price.
WESTERN ELECTRIC 639 CARDIOID Micro¬
169.50
phones, $236.00 value .
HOUSTON RUBBER SQUEEGEES, soft, pliable
wiper blades, for 16 or 35mm. processors
or cleaners. Per dozen, $1.50; per 100.
9.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street. New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124
OVER 200 B&H 35MM EYEMOS SOLD AT AUCTION
BUY YOURS HERE AT THE RIGHT PRICE—75% OFF LIST
Guaranteed Perfect Performance—NOT Sold As Is
Bell & Howell Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider
turret, motor mount, 2" B&H lens, 400'
magazine and drum type finder.$295.00
Trunks (Model A) for camera, lenses, etc.
14.95
Trunks (Model B) for camera, mags., lenses,
etc. 29.50
B&H 400' Magazines—plastic, $29.50; Metal.... 59.50
Trunks for 2 magazines.
14.95
Eyemo Motors 12, 24 or 115 volt. From. 55.00
B&H Eyemo & with 3 lens spider turret, 3
lenses, motor & cable, 2 magazines, posi¬
tive Inder, 3 objectives and trunk. ONLY.... 495.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬
rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th
of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

MORE 35MM SPECIALS FROM OUR VARIED STOCK

FOR SALE
MAGNERECORDER amplifier PT-6-J & transport
PT-6-AH with cases ...$400.00
MAGNERECORDER transport PT-6-AH with 3
position mixer PT-6-P and power supply
PT-6-PS with cases .$500.00
PRESTO console turntable—33'A & 78 R.P.M.
with equalizer and tone control, fitted with
Pickering 190 pick-up Diamond Stylus &
130-H Pre-amplifier .$300.00
MINITAPE—Stancil Hoffman .$ 75.00
McLARTY PICTURE PRODUCTIONS
45 Stanley Street
Buffalo 6, N.Y.

HOUSTON 35mm N-35 JROCESSORS, nega¬
tive/positive. Include refrigeration, recir¬
culation,
airpump,
temperature
control.
Speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov't paid
$8,000.00.
Recondiioned.$1,995.00Used.
PETERSON
MASSIVE
ANIMATION
STAND
with motorized zoom, air platen, all move¬
ments, sliding cellboard. $6,500 value,
likenu .
MITCHELL
110V
AC/DC
WILD
MOTOR
w/tachometer. $525.00 originally..
MOVIOLAS WITH 3" MAGNIFIED PICTURE,
automatic take-ups, serviceable condition.
(Add
$125.00
for
3'4"x4"
viewing
screen)
.
CECO BALANCED TV TRIPOD HEADS, $425.00
value, like new.
DOLLY TRACK WITH CONNECTORS, 5'-l0'15'
lengths, per ft.
With self-leveling screws, per ft.
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs, w/preamplifier, transformer
& mtg. bracket .
DEPUE AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROLS—al¬
most 2/i off price. Twin 75 scene.
CAMERAFLEX (CINEFLEX)
200' Magazines.
(Convertible to Arriflex).
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
OPTICAL
RECORDING
Systems, complete with mixer, amplifier,
2-1000'
magazines;
syncmotors;
mike,
cables & cases. Rebuilt, from.
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MA¬
CHINES—2000' capacity. $425.00 regular¬
ly. SURPLUS .
(For conversion to 16/35mm add $50).
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for Mitchell, Arriflex, etc. $5000 value,
make CinemaScope compatible pictures.
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—non-magnetic, butt
or lap all sizes.
8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe Model..
Std. Model .
TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

1,495.00

3,995.00
349.50

189.00
239.50
4.95
5.95

575.00
695.00
19.50

5,375.00

295.00

1 ,000.00

69.50
59.50

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO' 7-2124
WALL 35mm. sound cameras, two lenses, two maga¬
zines, $1550.00. Motor 12-24 V for Wall camera,
new, $100.00. Viewfinder, Mitchell, new, $125.00.
19 covers (doors) for Eyemo cameras, new and
used, lot $110.00. Magazines, B&H 400 ft., used,
$45.00; Wall, $55.00. Akeley camera motors, 24-V
with Tachometer, $55.00. Baby tripods, Akeley,
new, $40.00 each; Standard, $60.00 each. JACK
WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremonf Ave., New
York 57, New York.
FOR SALE

PROFESSIONAL
25mm
50mm
75mm
100mm
150mm
300 mm

15200

LENS

IN

“C” MOUNTS
Sale
Cost
$235.00
$150.00
Gauss Tachar F.2
F.2
$235.00
$150.00
$280.00
F.2
$175.00
$335.00
$210.00
F.2
F.2.3
$310.00
$190.00
F.5
$219.00
$135.00
Matched Set—Made in Germany.
(If purchased as a set, $975.00.)
R. M. BARTLETT
Kercheval, Grosse Pointe Park 30, Michigan

WIDE SCREEN 16mm movies—make your own! B&H
70 DL camera, Taylor-Hobson 25mm f/1.9 lens,
and Filmorama camera door only, equipped with
3
wide-screen
finder-objectives;
B&H
Filmorama
anamorphic lens (original price: $585.00); mount¬
ing brackets for camera and B&H 202 projector.
Excellent condition—complete outfit a real bargain:
$650.00.
ADVENTURAMA
PRODUCTIONS,
Barrytown, N.Y.
CINE SPECIAL II with 15mm, 25mm, 102mm, 152mm
Oktar lenses plus finders, 63mm Ektanon lens with
finder—top condition,
plus case:
$950.00 com¬
plete. ADVENTURAMA PRODUCTIONS, Barrytown,
N.Y.

Used late model MAURER cameras and recorders.
Economically priced.
Write for details.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY.INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, New York.
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.
BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. I'' lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
PRECISION

Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record - Playback
STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

Industry

WE GUARANTEE our Cine-Voice 400 foot conversion
to give perfect wow-free sound. PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS.

American Cinematographer

FOR SALE: 35MM ARRIFLEX CAMERA AND BLIMP
WITH SYNC AND WILD MOTORS, 32MM LENS,
50MM LENS, 75MM LENS, FOUR 400 FT. MAGA¬
ZINES AND COMPLETE ACCESSORIES. ALSO 16MM
SINGLE SPROCKET STANCIL HOFFMAN PORTABLE
SYNCHRONOUS TAPE RECORDER WITH MICROPHONE
AND ACCESSORIES.
CONTACT DAVID PEDRICK,
8839 WOODLEY AVENUE, SEPULVEDA, CALIFORNIA.
TELEPHONE: EMPIRE 2-0851.
MITCHELL
16mm—complete and perfect! 6 T-stop
Baltar lenses, 4-400 ft. magazines, 12v. and 220v.
motors, finder, matte-box, tripods, hi-hat, filter
holders,
C-mount
lens
adapter,
cases.
Over
$7,000.00 when new. Yours for $3,900.00. BOX
1275, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ADD filter slot to any Auricon Cine-Voice or Pro.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.
CONVERT your K-100 to motor driven 1200 ft. ca¬
pacity camera.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS,
6055 Ridgecrest. Dallas, Texas.
ADD a critical focus to any turret model Cine-Voice.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.
MITCHELL BLIMP, 16mm with extra cam plates, cost
$1,500.00, sell for $1,000.00. Mitchell 16mm tripod
and friction head, cost $450.00, sell for $350.00.
Holywood Senior 16mm picture and sound printer,
50' per minute, only $475.00. Rangertone ’/4" syncpulse
tape
recorder,
cost
$5,000.00,
sell
for
$1,500.00. Neumade 16mm 4-gang synchronizer with
frame and footage counter, only $80.00. 3-Cine
Special 100' chambers converted to use 400' Mitchell
magazines; complete with magazines, $350.00 each
or $900.00 for all three 16mm "C” mount lenses,
13mm Elgeet F/l .5, Cooke 150mm F/4.5, Kodak
150mm F/4.5, $50.00 each. Everything in excellent
condition. SPORTSREEL PRODUCTIONS, 1114 Carlton
Street, Berkeley 2, California. Phone: THornwall
3-9662.

WANTED
THE VOICE OF 31 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN
AND WE’LL GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE
Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don’t need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE WORK
ON SMALL PRECENTAGE.
Telenrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood* Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL
B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

(Continued on ,\ext I'age )
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Classified Ads
'Continued >rom Prerrdins Case)

(Continued, from Page 538)

WANTED
Serafin, “Raw Wind in
Eden,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Italy)
with Esther Williams and Jeff Chandler.
Richard Wilson, director.
• Enzio

Mitchell

—- Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

NATIONAL
209 West 48th St.

CINE

Eyemo

EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York,

N.Y.

CASH for used Micro or Morse developing outfit.
State condition and lowest price. GLOEB, 2922
Spring, Omaha 5, Nebraska.

• Charles

Welrorn,

Dodge

commercial.*

Virgil Vogel, director.
WARNER BROS

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

commercial.*
Standard Oil
director.

• J. Peverell Marley, ASC, “The Left
Handed Gun,” with Paul Newman and Lita
Milan. Arthur Penn, director.
• Frank

mercial.*
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Call Judson 6-2272.
JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK.
THE MOST EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION: ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS, 385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA
SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESS:
ZENIER TOKYO.
FLORIDA and this section of the world. Any type
assignment—Production, Shorts, Commercials, etc.
Color, B&W, Sound, Silent, 35mm, 16mm. Mitchell
equipment
includes
Hi-Speed.
Studio
faciliites,
25'x40' stage. 28 years experience—14 years staff
RKO-Pathe.
I.A.T.S.E. HOWARD WINNER,
11050
S.W. 80th Ave., Miami, Florida. Phone: Mohawk
7-3127.
FILM
ASSIGNMENTS
Southern
California,
Arizona
areas.
Scenics, stock shots, short subjects, indus¬
trials. 16mm color or black-and-white. Reasonable
price quotations. Specify your needs. Formerly with
PATHE NEWS. HENRY BEACH ASSOCIATES, 8585
Walnut Drive, Hollywood 46, Calif. Phone OLdfield
4-1865.
EUROPEAN COVERAGE
all
countries.
Stock shots
available. 20 years experience, see International
Almanac. JOHN BYRD, 27 Arthur Road, London,
S.W. 19, England.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording —-Editing — Production — Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.
WESTERN CINE

SERVICE,

INC.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado.

TAbor 5-2812

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenporf 6-4925.

• William Clothier, “Fifteen Bullets from
Fort Dobb,” (shooting in Kanab, Utah) with
Clint Walker and Virginia Mayo.
Gordon
Douglas, director.
• Ed

cial.*

Dupar, ASC, Falstaff
Mel Dellar, director.

Beer

commer¬

• James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Old man
and the Sea,” (WarnerColor) with Spencer
Tracy. John Sturges, director.

F.

Koenekamp,

ASC,

Gillette

Razor

com¬

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Cheyenne,” * with
Clint Walker. Pete Adrian, director; “Sugarfoot.” *
Leslie Martinson, director; “Mav¬
erick.” * Bud Boetticher, director.

ASC, Green
Mel Dellar, director.

Wellman,

commercial.*

Camay

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
.. 503

Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 502

Atkinson Laboratory, Inc. 498

Ray Mercer .528, 536
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Andre Debrie Manufacturing
STOCK FOOTAGE WANTED

Phillips, General Electric
Mel Dellar, director.

• John Seitz, ASC, “The Deep Six,” (Jaguar
Prod.) with Alan Ladd and Dianne Foster.
Rudy Mate, director.

• Harold

• H.

Dave
Monahan,
direcor;
commercial.*
Harold Daniel,

Precision Laboratories . 537

Corp...Inside Front Cover

Professional Cine Products . 536

Eastman Kodak Company .508, 509

Ready Eddy. 530

STOCK SHOT FOOTAGE
WILL PURCHASE selected footage, 16mm or 35mm,
color or black-and-white, suitable for commercial
library. Payment based on subject matter and photo¬
graphic quality. Submit films or description to
Elmer Dyer, ASC,
108 So.

WORLD WIDE FILMS
La Jolla, Hollywood 48, California
Phone: WEbster 9-8308

Charles Ross, Inc. 523
Filmline Corporation . 527
Florman & Babb, Inc.501, 534

496, 497
W. J. German, Inc. 513

Scheibe Filters Company . 530
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“To deliver a lot of light where it is
needed most I use ‘NATIONAL’ carbons

7 5

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...
NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN.

The terms "National" and "Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY • Division of Union Carbide Corporation

•

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los A.ngeles, New York. Pittsburgh. San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.

Exacting
Color Specifications

. . . Highest Quality
Every Time

color-cor

• true fidelity color duplicates which
go far beyond mere color balancing.
That's because
quality control is the very
heart of byron’s exclusive
color-correct process . . .

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative for
16mm release.
For information and price list, write, phone or wire

Studios and Laboratory
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000

PRACTICALLY

EVERY

16MM

FILM

PRODUCER

IN

THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE IS A CLIENT OF BYRON

SEPTEMBER
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“Pro”
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In the studio, the camera crew goes over the camera angles before filming Art Linkletter’s TV show, “People Are Funny.” Director of Photography
Alan Stensvold finds that Du Pont “Superior” 4 motion picture film best solves the problems caused by the lighting requirements of this show.

“The exceptional speed of ‘Superior’4
gives Art Linkletter freedom of the entire theater”
states Alan Stensvold, A. S. C., Director of Photography for John Guedel
Productions which produces “People Are Funny," Linkletter’s “House
Party," Groucho Marx's “You Bet Your Life" and other outstanding shows.
participation

ments and has been using it on this

television show such as ‘People Are

popular TV series since the start of

Funny’ poses many

the 1956 season.

“Filming

an

audience

technical prob¬

lems,’’ Mr. Stensvold says.

“The au¬

dience, as well as the stage, must be
illuminated during the show as Mr.
Linkletter works in both areas.

With

the audience involved, it is important

Says Mr. Stensvold:

“I have ex¬

John Guedel, Producer, Alan Stensvold, Cinematographer (left),
Irvin Atkins, Director, and Art Linkletter, star of the show,
examine one of the cameras used to film “People Are Funny.”

posed several hundred thousand feet

I-1

of ‘Superior’ 4 and am delighted with

I

its

exceptional

speed,

latitude

For more information about Du Pont
motion picture film and the service that
comes with it, call or write the nearest
DuPont Sales Office, or write the DuPont
Company, Photo Products Dept., Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada: DuPont
Company of Canada (1956) Ltd., Toronto.

and
i

dependability.

to keep light levels as low as possible
for reasons of comfort.
time,

it

apertures

At the same

is necessary to work with
small

enough

to

get

the

required depth of focus.”
Mr. Stensvold found that Du Pont
“Superior” 4 negative met all require¬

“With this film I can work at F5.6
i

i
!
|
I

1
|
I

with light levels of 100 foot-candles,
or less, getting the necessary depth

SALES OFFICES
I

of focus at this comfortable illumina¬

I
I

tion level. I am very grateful, too, for

I

the service provided by the Du Pont
technical representatives.”
I

Atlanta 8, Georgia
805 Peachtree Building
Boston 10, Mass.
140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III.
4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
Cleveland 16, Ohio
20950 Center Ridge Road
Dallas 7, Texas
1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif.
7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N.Y.
248 West 18th Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood
Export
Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

|
I
I

I
I

|

I_I

c@UP0RT>
reg. u. s. pat.

DU PONT
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Better Things for Better Living

. . . through Chemistry
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PICTURE
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PD-9 provides instant adjustment and soundless
mobility for dolly shots, with Power Driven up and down
camera movement. This new concept, Model PD-9,
allows the cameraman to devote maximum attention
to his subject without removing his hands from
the camera controls. Available in two models-PD-9C
for color and PD-9M for monochrome.

ALL NEW
MOTOR
DRIVEN
TV
PEDESTAL
The Houston Fearless Line of TV and Motion Picture Studio
Equipment Also Includes This Variety of Products:
Standard Television Pedestals —Used in most of the leading television
stations throughout the country. Three different versions available.
Panoram Dolly —For complete camera mobility, smooth pan effects, angle
shots, running shots, tilts, dolly shots and countless special effects.
All-Metal Adjustable Tripod —Ideal for use with 35mm
cameras in the studio or field.
Tripod Dolly —Designed to provide convenient mobility for
tripod-mounted television and motion picture cameras.
Cradle Heads—Perfect balance and remarkable ease of horizontal
and vertical panning for monochrome and color television cameras.
Remote Control Units—For Mounting TV cameras in
inaccessible places and operating them completely from
a small portable camera control.
Remote Control Microwave Parabola —Easy control of
the direction or degree of azimuth and tilt from the television
transmitter room at distances of over 1500 feet.
For complete information regarding model PD-9 and any or
all of the Houston Fearless TV and Motion Picture
Equipment, send in the attached coupon.

<-

HOUSTON FEARLESS

dspt. ac

!

Name-

!

Company-

11801 W. Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send me complete information on:
□ PD-9 TV Pedestal

Cl Cradle Heads

Position-

□ Standard Pedestals

□ Remote Con,ro1 Units

_
□ Panoram Dolly

□ Remote Control
Microwave Parabola

j

Address-

□ All-Metal Tripod

□ Tripod Dolly

i

City_Zone-State

CAMERAS RECORD NUCLEAR WEAPONS TEST DROPS

At the Atomic Energy Commission's Salton Sea Test Base this special tracking mount uses a 35mm high speed Mitchell camera.Operated by Sandia Corporation,
this base uses Mitchell cameras for recording test operations.

Salton Sea Test Base Uses Mitchell Cameras
to Capture High Speed Action of Dummy Bombs
High speed flight and laboratory tests, which hitherto have been difficult or
impossible to view with the human eye, are today providing revealing informa¬
tion through high speed film recordings.
Typical example of the widespread use of high speed cameras is the Salton
Sea Test Base in Southern California, where drop testing of “dummy” bombs is
a major activity. In testing carried on there, by Sandia Corporation for the Atomic
Energy Commission, as many as 20 Mitchell high speed cameras may record dif¬
ferent angles in the flight of an experimental weapon “shape” from drop aircraft
to impact area.
Operating at 48 to 100 frames per second, the Mitchell cameras film accurate,
steady images with maximum uniformity —even under difficult and complicated
filming conditions.
Tracking at 40,000 feet, this film frame from a Mitchell
camera operating at 96 frames per second provides an
accurate record.

High speed
Mitchell
Camera in
operation on
tracking

Mitchell cameras play a growing role in today’s research and development —
just as 16mm and 35mm Mitchell cameras have become the leading professional
motion picture equipment used by industry, television, and film studios through¬
out the world. Write on your letterhead for further information on the uses of
Mitchell cameras in the field of military and industrial research.

Photogrammetric mounts
for 8 Mitchell
cameras
determine the

telescope

position in

mount during

space of a

test run at
Salton Sea.

nuclear
explosion.
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You “color code” your leaders. Ink
won’t peel off! No smudging.
Smooth felt-tip. Nothing to
spill or fill — exclusive
Capillary Action for
continuous even
flow. 9 colors!
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On

Location on the broad Pacific, shooting sequences for “Old Man Of
The Sea,” Leland Hayward Production for Warner Brothers. Director of
Photography James Wong Howe, ASC, stands fyphind camera mounted in
stern of sailboat, waiting for craft to be man^ny^rqd. into desired position
for shooting the scene, which will include jp^op, giant shark lashed to side
of boat. In craft at right are various merqbjers qT tjhq QQmpany’s technical
crew.

Try
Magic
Marker

Your Magic Marker writes on
any surface. Identify equip¬
ment (dollies, tracks, lights,
^cables, tripods, cameras)
as to department,
studio, or
rental source.

Insist on Magic
Marker —for “no
spill” Capac Action!
At stationery and art
supply stores.

77 *
DEALERS!
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ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

INDUSTRY
NEWS

or

black

LOOK

and

in

both

16mm

or

color

white.

AT THESE

ADVANTAGES—

• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 16mm or 35mm—to convert simply

PAUL

change

of Kling

the

magazine.

KLINGENSTEIN
Photo Corp.,

(arrow),
N. Y.

president

unveils the

new Arri Sound Blimp for Arriflex 35mm

• Precise

rugged

camera

movement

before

gathering

of

New

York

dealers.

•

Reflex

• 200

viewing
degree

• Divergent

adjustable

three

lens

A New Arri sound blimp for use with

shutter

turret

• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm—the

16mm

magazine

will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight—only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write

for

brochure

Arrillex 35mm cameras with 1000-ft.
magazines, was unveiled last month by
Kling Photo Corp., U. S. distributor of
Arrillex cameras. Hosted by Paul Klingenstein, company president, were Gene
Levy, Camera Equipment Co.; Irving
Browning, Paul Meistrich, and A1 Nathanson. Camera Mart; John Clemens and
Irving Harwood of National Cine Equip¬
ment Co.; Joseph Tanney, S.O.S. Cine¬
ma Supply Co.; and Arthur Florman of
Florman & Babb.
Further demonstrations are scheduled
in Hollywood at a future date.

•

•

•

“Cronar” polyester photographic film

amerette
patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

flmeRH €ouipmenT(o.,inc.
Dept.

A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y
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To exhibit its new products and dem¬

picture film
35mm

products and progress . . .

•

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
maker working

industry activities,

Full conversion to “Cronar" by Du
Pont Photo Products is expected early
next year.

Camerette «/»
The perfect camera for the motion

News briefs of

base, a new material with an unprece¬
dented combination of strength, dura¬
bility and resistance to shrinking and
stretching is making its commercial
debut this year in several Du Pont photo
products for the professional user.
Graphic arts films (lithographic films
and masking film for color correction)
on polyester base are readily available
now. Next to come is long-promised
motion picture films on “Cronar” base.
Its advantages in motion picture film are
quickly apparent. Because of its strength,
“Cronar” can be made thinner than
present motion picture film bases. Neg¬
ative or “taking” stock can be made
approximately 30 per cent thinner. Cam¬
eras then can be operated 30 per cent
longer without reloading.
General use of “Cronar” will require
new splicing techniques. Several meth¬
ods have already been worked out. One
answer is use of pressure-sensitive Mylar
splicing tape.

September, 1957

onstrate its old, Unicorn Engineering
Corp., Hollywood, held open house for
engineers and technical men of the
motion picture industry last month.
Max Bryson, general manager, and
corps of assistants showed visitors the
company’s new Color Timer, said to in¬
sure fool-proof color matching of movie
films; a Printer Robot consisting of
three separate plug-together units: a
paper tape reader, a computer-decoder
and a servo mechanism that automatic¬
ally positions the printer light preselec¬
tion lever on B&H printers, models D
and J.; and a revolutionary new film
splicer for film laboratory use that em¬
ploys Mylar-base tape wrapped around
the film joint. Advantage claimed on
latter is that film wrap safely ties down
splice edges so they cannot catch in
processing machine parts.

•

«

0

A. S. Patel, head of several associated
motion picture industries in India, in¬
cluding Bombay’s leading motion pic¬
ture film laboratory,
was a Hollywood
visitor last month.
Accompanying him
was I. S. Johar,
popular Indian film
actor, writer and di¬
rector.
According to Mr.
Patel, India now
produces
about 300
Patel
feature films a year
more than Hollywood does. Moreover,
Indian features are two and three times
as long as Hollywood films. Theatre ad¬
missions range from the equivalent of
60 to 200 U. S. Most theatre projec¬
tionists, he says, re-edit each new film
they get according to the way they
think it should be. Often lengthy por¬
tions are excised by them. Pictures have
long runs. One that doesn't run two to
three months steady is considered a
financial failure, he says.
Russia, he reports, is now manufac¬
turing motion picture film, much of
which is sold to Indian producers. Be¬
cause quality doesn't run consistent
throughout a roll, considerable waste re¬
sults, Russian film manufacturers are
said to justify this by the extremely low
price they place on the film.
end

,

16 and 35mm
Release positive—

GEVAERT makes
the best in cinefilm

yGE VA E

RTj

THE GEVAERT COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.

Quality Photographic Products Since 1891+
Sales Offices & Warehouses at
321 West 54th Street
New York 19, New York

150 No. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois

6370 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles 38. Calif.

9109 Sovereign Row
Dallas, Texas

In Canada: Gevaert (Canada) Limited
345 Adelaide St., West,Toronto, 2-B, Ontario
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Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.

William Whitley, ASC, “Adventures of
Rin-Tin-Tin,” *
(Screen
Gems)
with Lee
Aaker and James Brown. Fred Jackman, Jr.,
director.
©

Freddie
Young,
ASC, “Gideon’s Day,”
(Columbia British Prod. Ltd.; shooting in
London) with Jack Hawkins and Anna Lee.
John Ford, producer-director.
©

'Asterisks

indicate

television

ALLIED ARTISTS
Carter, ASC, “Oregon
Passage,”
(CinemaScope; Eastman color; shooting at
Bend, Oregon) with John Ericson and Lola
Albright. Paul Landres, director.
• Ellis

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Beast of Budapest”
with Michael Mills and Violet Rensing. Har¬
mon Jones, director.
Harry Mimura, “Hong Kong Incident,”
(shooting in Hong Kong) with Jack Kelly.
Paul F. Heard, director.
•

film

productions.

© Burnett Guffey, ASC, “The Other Lives
of Lynn Stuart,” (YOF Prod.) with Betsy
Palmer and Jack Lord. Lewis Seiler, director.
Kline, ASC, “Casey Jones.” *
(Screen
Gems.)
Lew
Landers,
director;
“Rescue at Sea,” with Gary Merrill and
Nancy Davis. Fred F. Sears, director.

(ZivTV) with Broderick Crawford. Herb Strock,
director.

ASC,

Avil,

“Zorro.” *

Various

• Walter Castle, ASC, “Spin & Marty.” *
Charles Barton, director.
© Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “This Is America.”

“Circus Boy,” * (Screen
Gems)
with Mickey Braddock and Noah
Beery. Robert Walker, director.
• Irving

© Hal

Lippman,

Mohr.

ASC,

“The

Line

Up.”

Don

•

Oswald

Morris.

Prods.; shooting in
Holden and Sophia
director.

“Stella,”
(Highroad
England) with William
Loren. Sir Carol Reed,

• Arthur J.

• Monroe Askins, “Highway Patrol,” *

Gordon

• Benjamin

• Harry

AMERICAN NATIONAL

©

directors.

Siegel, director.
Neumann, ASC, “Up in Smoke”
with Huntz Hail and Judy Bamber. William
Beaudine, director.

WALT DISNEY

Ornitz, “The Goddess,” (Car¬
negie Prod, shooting in New' York) with Kim
Stanley and Lloyd Bridges. John Cromwell,
director.

Perinal.
“Bonjour
Tristesse,”
(CinemaScope & Color: shooting in France)
with David Niven and Deborah Kerr. Otto
Preminger, producer-director.

(Color; Wyoming
director.

and

Utah).

Lee

Chaney,

• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “The Light
in the Forest,” with Fess Parker, Wendell
Corey and Joanne Dru. Herschel Daugherty,
director.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
• Charles

Van

row,” * with
director.
© Frank

Show,” *
director.

ASC, “Broken Ar¬
Lupton. Richard Bare,

Enger,

John

Redman, ASC,

with

Raymond

“The Perry Mason
Burr. Chris Nyby,

• George

• Bob

Hoffman, “Highway Patrol,” *

TV) with Broderick Crawford.
director.

(ZivHerb Strock,

BILTMORE STUDIOS (New York)

GENERAL SERVICE
• Neal Beckner. “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet,” * (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David & Rickey Nelson. Ozzie Nel¬
son, director.

• Ray Foster, ASC, “Helene Curtis com¬
mercial.* (Volcano Prods.). Jerry Schnitzer,
director.

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Cop Hater,”
(Barbizon Prods, for UA release) with Robert
Loggia and Shirley Ballard. William Berke,
director.

© Frank Phillips, “Navy Log.” *
Prods.). Sam Gallu, director.

(Gallu

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.
• Lucien

© William
Margulies,
“Have
Gun Will
Travel,”*
(Filmaster Prod.) with Richard
Boone. Andrew McLaglen, director.

© Roger
Sherman,
Boris Sagal, director.

“Matinee

Theatre,” *

“Gunsmoke,”*
(Fil¬
master Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Various directors.
• Fleet

OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is compised of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes
non-resident
cinematographers
and cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

Southcott,

ASC, “Boots & Saddles—
The Story of the Fifth Cavalry.” * (Calif.
National Prods.). Wm. Hole and B. Kowalski,
directors.
• Lester

White,

COLUMBIA
Anderson, ASC, “Playhouse 90,” *
(Screen Gems). Arthur Hiller, director.

© Gert

“Father
Knows
Best,” *
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
• Kit

AMERICAN SOCIETY

Andriot,

Carson,

OFFICERS
Burnett Guffey, President
Arthur Edeson, First Vice-President
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-President
Joseph Ruttenberg, 3rd Vice-President
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Charles G. Clarke, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
John Boyle, Milton Krasner, Victor Mil¬
ner, Robert Pittack, Ray Rennahan, Wil¬
liam Skall, Paul Vogel.

• Philip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,” *
(Norden
Prods.)
with
Jackie
Cooper
and
Pat
Breslin.
Jack
Cooper,
director.
• James Van Trees, ASC, “Bums & Allen
Show,” *
(McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns.
Rod Amateau,
director; “Bold Journey” * (Advenco Prods.).
Sherman Rose, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC,
“Bob
Cummings
Show,” * (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary De Camp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Norbert
Brodine,
ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.” *
(Lewislor Prods.) with
Loretta Young. Richard Morris, director.

• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Frank
Show,” *
(Hobart
Prods.)
with
Sinatra. Jim Sheldon, director.

Sinatra
Frank

INDEPENDENTS

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Return to Warbow,”
(Color)
with Phil Carey, William
Leslie and Catherine McLeod. Ray Nazzaro,
director, “The Web,”* (Screen Gems). Wal¬
ter Doniger, director.
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John Seitz, Hal Rosson, Lee Garmes, Sol
Polito, John Arnold, James Van Trees,
George Clemens, Joseph MacDonald, Harry
Perry, Lester Shorr.

• Monroe Askins, “Viking Women” (Roger
Corman Prod, for AIP release) with Kipp
Hamilton and Irish McCalla. Roger Corman,
producer-director.

(Continued on Page 558)
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PROBLEM
How to provide large quantities of 16mm release prints in color from original
16mm Kodachrome Commercial.. .at loiver cost

SOLUTION:
New Eastman Kodak Color Internegative (type 7270) and Eastman Color Positive (type 7382)

NEW METHOD

Camera Original
16mm
Kodachrome
Commercial
Type 5268

16mm
EK Color
Internegative
Type 7270

16mm
EK Color
Release
Positive
Type 7382

mi’’

16mm Lab Superintendent Ted Fogefman,
a staff member of CFI for 21 years,
diagrams the use of this new intermediate
negative to furnish, more economically,
Eastman Color Positive Prints in volume
from Kodachrome Commercial originals.

Right now, film producers can photograph on 16mm Kodachrome
Commercial.. . and get 16mm release prints with the added brilliance
and realism of Eastman Color Positive. Credit for this important
processing advance belongs to the new EK Color Internegative.
With it, laboratory technicians can now achieve individual
scene-to-scene color correction, integrate all effects, assure full
protection for original footage, and provide clearer,
more luminous release prints ... all at lower cost!
For details on how to make the most of this new method, write
or call Consolidated Film Industries in Hollywood or New York.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, California • HOIlywood 9-1441
521 W. 57th St., New York 19, New York • Circle 6-0210

THAT’S

16mm Color Motion Picture
16mm Color Internegative
Positive Printing and
Processing
Magnetic Laminating

r

... in equipment, accessories, services

Color Slidefilm
16mm Black
and White

able peg bars. Literature is available
from the company.

Scrims and Stands
In line with its program of offering
cameraman and film producers all the
tools necessary to lighting motion pic¬
ture sets, Mole-Richardson Company,
937 No. Sycamore, Hollywood 38, Calif.,
announces the butterfly (scrim) setup
pictured below. Scrim frame is 6 feet
square and may be broken down into
five sections for easy carrying. The out-

High Speed Camera

lTaboratory

M

!

i

.

V

Both a rotating prism and a rotating
disc shutter are incorporated in a new
2,800-frame-per-second instrumentation
camera announced by Gordon Enter¬
prises, North Hollywood, Calif. Tradenamed the Photo-sonics 4B, camera is
intended primarily for research in mis¬
sile and related rapid mission projects in
which photography is employed for
analysis.
Film magazines hold 500 feet of film.
Other features include buckle and run¬
out shut-off switches, a two-light timer
and fiducial marker, optional f.p.s. rates
below 2800, and a range of lenses to
select from in sizes from 80mm to
550mm.
fit is available complete, including
frame, set of 3 scrims in single and dou¬
ble weight, and collapsible pedestal. Lit¬
erature and prices are available by writ¬
ing the manufacturer.

New DuPont Film

Compound Table
J. G. Saltzman, Inc., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York City, announces a new
compound table for animation work and
title making. The Model 130C unit has
counterbalanced platen, either 9"xl2"
or 14"x30" in size, with zero registration
for
interchangeability.
It
is
equipped with pantagraph arm and spin¬
dle disconnect for floating action. Open¬
ing underneath provides for lighting.
Comes complete with counters and move552
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A new fine-grain variable-area sound
recording film. Type 833-B, has been
announced by the DuPont Photo Prod¬
ucts Department. Available in 1,000-ft.
lengths on non-halation base, the stock
is frame-lined with footage numbered
every 16 frames. The new film replaces
Type 831.

Camera Shoulder Brace
Cinekad Engineering Co., 500 West
52nd St., New York 19, N.Y., announces
a new shoulder brace for use in carry¬
ing a tripod-mounted camera during
filming assignments. Made of aluminum
and cushioned with rubber it may be
used with any 16mm or light 35mm
camera. Net weight is one-half pound.

Hollywood

Designed
for the

S-h-

of the
Hollywood Sound Stage.

Rugged

enough

for Top Newsreelers ’round the World!
Clete ftolenis, World Reporter and famous CBSTelevision News Commentator, films international events with Auricon
“Super 1200” 16mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. His “World Report,” by
Clete Roberts Productions, Inc., Beverly Hills, California has
brought television viewers millions of feet of film, made under the
most rugged shooting conditions in the World’s trouble spots, from
Suez to Hungary, and back to Streetcorner, U.S.A.!

^ Why not own the Best?

Auricon Cameras are preferred by
Professionals for Single-System 16mm Sound-On-Film or Synchronous
Double-System Studio Recording. Choose Auricon for dependability! Write
for your free Auricon Catalog describing the many quality features of these
Cameras. Always sold with a money-back guarantee, you must be satisfied!

^ iun& o <g @ ini
A

PRODUCT

OF

BERNDT-BACH,
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California.

SOUND-ON-FUM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

INC.
(Tel. HO 2-0931)

CINE-VOICE n

AURICON PRO-600

SUPER 1200

5795.00 * up

$1497.00 * up

$4652.15 ft up

Prices subject to change
without notice

PRECISION SOUND READERS

NEW
ARRIFLEX

Simple threading . . . polished stabilizer
drum with needle bearings, with a surface
which cannot damage film. Film rollers ma¬
chined to conform with SMPTE standards,
and equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimensions
6" x 6" x 7V2".
Amplifier: 117 volts-60 cycle-A.C. Power
output —4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V
speaker . . . safety fused.. . . prefocused
socket .. . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy duty
cord.
Optical Model 600-16mm and 35mm

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00

$185.00

25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00

Magnetic Model 700-16mm, 17.5mm, 35
mm and V* inch.$198.00

75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

Optical-Magnetic Model 800-16mm, 35mm
and Va inch.$259.50

f

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
C0L0RTRAN JUNIOR KIT

A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.!
Features high gain “long-shot” microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for “speech-music” selection.
Self-contained play¬
back system for
“film-direct” moni¬
tor. Famous Magnai
sync “synkinetic”
v
precision film trans¬
port. High speed re>■
wind, sync speed re¬
verse and fast for¬
ward. Convenient ar¬
rangement for “sync
marking.” Footage
counter, extendedcapacity arms, “quickdetach” mount for
special motors. Un¬
conditionally guar¬
anteed! . . $985.00
*
MagnasyncM-8
4<
speaker, amplifier,
and accessory case,

Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15 ampere fuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you'll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$208.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

$110.00
4-position mixer, high level mixing w/4Vi"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $395.00

AURICON PR0-600

BOLEX H-l6
REFLEX
Through the lens viewing
and focusing while
shooting.

AURICON
CINE-VOICE II

The movie camera that gives you
professional quality framing . . . your
eyes see exactly what your lens does.
Precision triple turret camera. Vari¬
able speeds. Turret for three lenses.
Parallax corrected down to 18 inches
Critical focusing from above camera
with f/1.9 lens
1419.50

•OLEX 16mm LENSES
?an Cinor 70 f/2.4 lens, focusing from
17V* feet to 70 feet
S449.S0
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focusing from
25 feet t3 100 feet
1499.50
Switar 10mm w. w. f/1.6 FM 8“ to inf.
"C" mount. Visifocus
1149 50
Switar 16mm w.a. 1/1.8 FM 8" to inf.
C" mount Visifocus
199.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM 1VV to inf.
V'S'locus
1115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power mag¬
nification. Focuses 8' to inf.199.50

West's Largest Selection
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•

16mm sound-on-film
movie camera with pro¬
fessional heavy-duty
3-lens turret. Operates
from house current or
car battery. Available in
a choice of models to
suit a variety of filming
requirements ....$795,00

Budget Terms Available

CINE-VOICE I

16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self -blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

AURICON “SUPER-1200’
16mm sound - on-film
camera (self-blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for“C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

SUPER

1200

W

I

m.1

AURICON PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.

$325.00

Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

-;2-pVk'.

..

<z

Those who cannot move about in the world have the world brought to them through THE MAGIC OF FILM

GENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

C O R P.

Complete 16 mm and 35 mm services
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ULOUS

Buy Any Of This Equipment On Easy-pay ‘•‘■Holly-Plan’*’!
MAGAZINES, 35MM

CAMERAS, 35MM

Akeley

F/pancake.

85.00

Akeley Gearhead Tripod w/head.

Gyro-Tripod

185.00

Akeley
Mitchell Highspeed Camera, near new

$3950.00

Mitchell Single-System w/RCA galva¬
nometer

and

equipment,

all

RCA

rebuilt

to

recording

new

Askania w/3
Mitchell
turret
Bell

&

like

Howell
new

near

1

new

2709

.
Camera

Animation

Service),

magazines,
finder,
and

4

complete

lenses,

focusing

sunshade,

box

electric

motor

and

case . .
Cineflex,

w/3

thru-lens
zines,
DeVry

lenses,

finder,

two

ten

200

Cunningham

w/lens,

w/pilot

magazine,

3

etc.

pin

motor

time

lapse

Universal

$7000.00).

.

Model

C,

3

lens

w/6

tripod

magazines

and

equipment,
Underwater

all

RCA

completely

Eyemo

Bell

&

Howell 400' x

Bell

&

Howell

(cost

1000'

Eclair Camerette 100
Wall

35mm
x

x 35mm,

bipack

35mm,

85.00
45.00

new.

95.00

695.00

magazines,
two

125.00

Viewfinders.

Erect-Image

Finders

200'

x

35mm.

48.50

35mm.

19.50

Berndt-Maurer,
azines,
volt),

motors

matte

cases

16MM

Cine-Special

16mm x

$

125.00

16mm x 200'.

325.00
145.00

Maurer

155.00

.

35MM

&

100'

Cine

Special

chamber

Eastman

Cine

$

Mitchell

16mm,

w/accessories
B&H
EK

II

16mm

electric

single

1450.00
295.00

495.00

2850.00

335.00

16mm

335.00

110-V, AC-DC interlock w/

door

.
6-V,

Specify

12-V

or

24-V,

335.00

.

110-V,

Mitchell,

Co.)

55.00

AC..

12-V,

w/case

like

Royal
new

Magazine,

1.9

95.00

.

185.00

$

375.00

stock new Mitchell
movements

at

35mm

bargain

575.00
and

prices.

SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, galvo type
w/2

mike

preamps,^ Var

295.00

Auricon

16mm

area.

.

Recorder,

$

85.00
38.50

Auricon

Power

29.50

Auricon

Cinevoice

285.00

Supplies.
Amplifier

135.00

295.00

Carter

110-V.

75.00

B&H 2709, Prof. Studio Camera Mtrs.

350.00

Auricon AT-80,

16mm recorders.

275.00

85.00

Auricon

NR-22

Amplifiers.

125.00

295.00

Auricon

NR-24

Amplifiers.

165.00

12-V & 24-V.

125.00

Wall 110-V Synchronous.

295.00

B&H

275.00

Studio

Camera

Motor (Fearless)

12-V to

125.00

w/case

Motors.

Animation

Converter

395.00

galvanom¬

eter type .

12-V & 24-V. ..

Houston Gyro-Tripod and

Head;

BACKGROUND PROJECTOR
pedestal,

175.00
125.00

$

285.00

Akeley Gyro-Tripod

375.00

Mitchell

35mm
head

&

Head.

w/comb.

gear;

fric¬

.

Baby Tripod,
Baby

Co.)

325.00

etc.

w/case,

bracket.

charger,

Portable

reflec¬

lites for news, TV.

Tripod.

32.50

lights, extends 15', w/casters, floor

1 15.00

Studio Light, 22" reflector, adj. stand;

Bardwell
pins

Studio

(cost

Stand.

HD.

Holds

$

75.00

3

$184.00).

29.50

cables, scrims, case, set of 2 lights
12.50

Hats.

49.50
85.00

Head

$3800.00

hi-intensity

49.50

.

Ball

Frezzo-Lites
tor,

16mm Prof Tripod & Head.

Hoefler

arc,

.

new.

Akeley Gyro Bowl Hi
B&H

intensity

value)

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

485.00

Camera Equipment Co. TV Heads, new
Mitchell

high

($12,500.00

late

of Akeley.

145.00

Net cash with

F/Mitchell.

165.00

DeBrie Dolly, hvy. duty ($1200 value)

250.00

DeBrie Tripod .

165.00

order or 25 percent deposit,

Olson,

Creco,

2000-W

incand.

59.50

18"

spot, less lens.
Cinelite,

portable,

hi-intens.

portable,

hi-intens.

28.50

flood

for TV, news. New.
Dormitzer,

275.00

flood

for TV, news. New.

balance on

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.
556

$

Needs servicing

(Camera

Co.) .
Pro. Jr. Hi Hats, new (Camera Equip.

Ektar,

.

new.

Movements.

DC.

Pro Jr. Tripod & Head (Camera Equip.

225.00

Kodak

3"

Movements,

Speed

DC variable.

395.00

975.00

$500.00).

Hi

12-V,

tion

EK high speed, 3500 pix per sec.

(worth

185.00

24-V, DC variable.

Mitchell

Filmo 70 DA w/3
Zeiss Movikon

Comb. Matte Box & Sunshade .

Mitchell,

version

for

lenses.

10.00
125.00

GE,

B&H Silenced Movements (Fearless)....

TRIPODS, HEADS & DOLLYS

and

animation or time study.

dia.

Covers,

Filter,

165.00

Teague Rear-Proj. w/B&H movement,

condition,

frame

Variable

98.50

.

F/Mitchell, etc...

Heated
Wall

Viewfinders

B&H

2

Filmo.

Polaroid

Mitchell,

110

.

70G Super Speed

EIF-20

Large

Wall

w/lens and

good

Auricon

335.00

Akeley 12-V & 24-V.

.

47.50

16MM

mag¬

w/lens

185.00

335.00

Cineflex or Cameraflex Spring Motors

.

Special

chamber

I

.

295.00

675.00

and

245.00

Mitchell Enlarging Adapters, new.

110-V, high speed.

$4400.00)

viewfinder,

.
Combination Matte Box and

Mitchell, 110-V, F/16mm high speed

Equip.

$2450.00

135.00

MOVEMENTS
MOTORS,

3950.00

w/3

(12

box,

185.00

Bell & Howell 16mm x 400 , new.
16mm x 400 .

$

w/adj.

Mitchell Variable Diffusers, new_

100'_

rebuilt.

.

Eastman

100'

2

excellent,

mattes
Mitchell

Sunshade

MAGAZINES,

275.00

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Erect-Image

35mm.

Cineflex or Cameraflex, 12-V or 24-V

cases.

.

Mitchell

Cameraflex

175.00

fric¬

Mitchell

x

Cine-Special Motors,

0-1

&

14.50

Eyemo,
275.00

gear

95.00

200'

Eyemo,

12-volt DC motor and

carrying

head

w/head.

w/comb.

Arriflex

Mitchell,
95.00

recording

w/2

tion

Tripod

Akeley 200' x 35mm. .

Acme Animation Motor, 110-V.
excellent,

TRH

less

95.00

x 35mm .

Mitchell,

CAMERAS, 16MM
0-5,

Houston

DeBrie Tripod

new. .

1000' x 35mm,

Mauer

Maurer,

85.00
45.00
145.00

new

125.00

Wall Single-System, complete w/galand

x 35mm, new_

385.00

gyro-

.

vanometer

200' x 35mm.

Gyro-Tripod,

Cunningham

turret,

w/mag.
Akeley

Howell

Mitchell, 110-V, AC-DC variable.

Jerome 3 lens turret, 200' cap. cine
or

&

Bel! & Howell 400

CAMERA

Baltar lenses, motor,

(cost

45.00
85.00

Baby

485.00

movement,

less

65.00

x 35mm.

maga¬

spring

Tripod,

Saltzman Tripod Dolly, Model 500MBT

Cine-Special

motor,

cases.

35mm,

finder,

electric

Standard

.

115.00

1000'

Eclair Camerette 16mm x 400'_
1550.00

Baby

head

Mitchell

750.00

thru-lens
matte

60.00

2450.00

w/3

tube,

$

head

Cineflex 200' x

(Producers

movement.

Camera,

..

Akeley

(Producers

Camera

w/new

Cinephone

1985.00

w/rackover,

Service), less movement .
Acme

950.00

x 35mm

185.00

Wall 400

movement,

.

Animation

750.00

Professional

Unit

Howell

695.00

Professional

2709

Camera,

&

Acme

2709

Camera, less movement.

Studio
Bell

late

single-lens

.

Howell

Studio

metal,

Camera,

plate

&

Bell

mags—All

35mm

4950.00

400'

Mitchell 400' x 35mm bipack.
Bell

stand¬

ards .

Mitchell

275.00

delivery

10611 East Chandler Blvd.
North Hollywood, California

AVINGS

on professional

Buy Any Of This Equipment On Easy-pay “Holly-Plan”!
PROJECTORS, 16MM & 35MM
Simplex-Acme

35mm

sound,

arcs

Arri

or

incand. .

$

Simplex 35mm Arc Sound Proj., SP...
stand

Sounds.

late

(list $9000.00),

w/

punch tape light control, like new

495.00

Arri Optical Reduction Printer, 35mm
to

.
16mm

35mm

375.00

Ampro 16mm Sounds, Strong arc and
Ampro

16mm

Hernfeld

16mm

Printer,

new.

950.00

189.50

Hernfeld

35mm

Printer,

new.

950.00

.

750.00

195.00

Schustik

148.50

Stineman 35mm Printers, elec, driven

RCA 16mm Sounds, 25 watt amplifier

179.50

Houston

Howell

16mm

16mm

1250.00

425.00

Filmosounds...

&

$1950.00

.

Sounds.

Bell

Victor

35mm

Printer

16mm

Printer,

advise

your

Neumade

PROJECTOR ARC LAMPS
Peerless Magnarcs, hi-intens, 75 amp.

Stripping

magn.
$225.00

Strong or Simplex, hi-intens, 40 amp.

175.00

Sterling Superex, hi-intens, 50 amp...

135.00

1 0”

Synchronizers,

Bell &

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Cleaning

elec, (specify

16 or 35).

Cinex (Cinema Arts)
Machine

16mm

$

Machine

35mm

Stock,

Polishing

with

Howell,

Dryer,

frig.

8' minute, w/2

unit,

com¬

H.P.

Neumade

re¬

(pair—1
35mm

Neumade

495.00

Griswold Splicer,

Art Reeves Sensitester .

275.00

Moviola

16 or 35 x 200' Collapsi¬
Racks,

new.

Morse M-30, 16 or 35 x 50

Everwear,
1

dummy,

29.50
40.00

12.50

dryer....

19.50

&

UDS,

35mm

pic

$

545.00

head,
675.00
475.00
1250.00

Moviola ULPVCS, 16mm preview.

1250.00

26.50

24.50

FILM PROCESSING MACHINES

head

.

14.00

35mm “T”, new. ..

35mm

Moviola

pic

.

Moviola UDPVCS, 35mm preview.

Neumade 35mm Film Waxers, new_

ea.

35mm

11.25

Rewinds,

collapsible,

UCS,

35mm sound

sound

gear).

Dynamic

Moviola

Moviola UKS, 35mm pic head, 16mm

85.00

100

cameras

13.50

Rewinds. .

Racks,

16mm

35mm sound .

geared, w/brake; each .

Storage

and

MOVIOLAS

rewinds

gear).

1

Differential

35mm

35mm,

35mm Neumade Bench Type Rewinds
185.00

Hernfeld Sensitester, like new.

Drying

Machine,

dummy,

other professional
and equipment.

comb, viewer,

Film Cutting Table, Neumade.

325.00

ble

145.00

16.50

(pair—1

Howell,

Cases for all Mitchell, Bell & Howell, and most

four

185.00

Measure

&

CARRYING CASES

Griswold Splicer, 35mm R-2.
Neumade

Bell

95.00

.

16mm

.

Stineman

new

SYD,

of

3.75

$

two

.

35mm
350.00

pressor & motor, new.
Film

Moviola

inventory

of all types.

M-37-S, single hub, like new.
350.00

.

Vaults f/raw

185.00

Polishing

.

Cinex (Cinema Arts)

Cold

Machines,

SYB,

large

Mitchell, Wall, Cine Special, Arriflex, etc. Lenses

.

sprockets

projector
Film

Moviola

sprockets

35mm

Neumade

Extremely

non-

___

Synchronizers,
35mm

Flanges,

LENSES

595.00

EDITING EQUIPMENT

needs.

equipment!

85.00

new.

Many other 16 & 35 projectors in stock.
Please

cine

PRINTERS

Moviola

Model

D,

35mm.

Moviola

Model

D,

new orig.

1 89.00

factory

boxes .

239.50

REELS, CANS, FILM CASES

capacity

reels.

49.50

Please advise requirements, giving quantity and
sizes.
Metal Shipping Cases, Goldberg and

16MM FILM

Neumade . 50% off list
DeBrie

Aiglonne

plete

35mm,

overhaul

Morse G-3
100'

8mm,

and

needs

some

com¬

parts. ..

oper,

Co.

adapts

to

Test Strip
Mitchell

or

AN-K1A

16mm

Houston K-1A (similar to Model
16mm, like new
Houston

minute

Stineman

59.50
1495.00

.

Developing

Outfits,

5950.00
6500.00

200'

capacity .
stainless steel,

Micro Record

like

new.

97.50
695.00

machine .

125.00
175.00

16,

35

&

70

machine,

of

16mm

shipping

and

35mm

Fi-

cases. 50% off list

Negative.

3 for

1.95

35mm

Plus X Reversal.

3 for

4.10

Reel or Can 16mm x 400', used.

.95

Reel or Can 16mm x 800', used.. .

1.30

Linagraph

Pan.

Reels and

Cans. 50% off list
$

.50

200' Kodak Plus X Negative.

2.50

Reel or Can 16mm x 1200', used.

1.45

400' EK Super XX Negative.

3.95

Reel or Can 16mm x 1600', used.

1.65

1600' No. 3 Eastman Leader.

7.00

Shipping

Case

16mm

EMPTY

4.10

Shipping

Case

16mm x

1600'.

1.98

Shipping

Case

35mm

800'

1.45

50'

Mags,

U-Reload.10 for

100'

Dupont

100'

Kodak

X.

Each

1.40

100'

Kodak Super XX .

Each

1.75

100' Ansco Supreme .

Each

1.40

water

Superior

1.

x 800 .
x

.98

(steel)

Background

Background X

EK

Each

1.95

200'

Dupont Superior III .

Each

2.45

200'

EK Plus X .

Each

2.50

400'

Dupont

400' Ansco

Color

Indoor.

Superior
Color

1000'

Sound

1000'

Background

.

I.

Tungston

Each

43.45

Each

4.95

National

Cine

Equipment

Animation

Stands (list $16,000.00)

.

$3500.00

MISCELLANEOUS
SEI Light Meter (list $170.00).

125.00

Mole-Richardson

275.00

Janette

Mike

Rev.

Each

48.95

Kodak ...

Each

9.00

Kodak. .

Each

9.85

Super XX Each

13.50

excess stocks. All

Recording,
X,

ANIMATION STANDS

3 for $ 4.75

200'

400' Ansco

16 & 35 elec, daylight

Patco 1 6 & 35 elec, machine.
driven

sizes
berbilt

35MM FILM

Developer. Speeds to
.

All

1295.00

Houston 16mm pos. or neg. machine,

Patco

Super XX

50' EK Mag.

4.10

11)

.

pos, neg, reversal

all

3 for

16mm Color Machine, color,

Houston 35mm
90

50' EK Mag. Super XX Reversal.

1 00' EK

B&H

.

3 for $6.25

50' EK
25.25

Devel¬

mags.
Houston

250.00

16mm or 35mm x

daylight tank .

Camera Equip.

$

50' EK Mag. Super XX Rev. w/proc.

Converters

Perambulators

12-V

DC—110-V

AC .
85.00
Most materials offered are from U. S. Gov’t

.

175.00

1000' Kodak

Stineman 70mm processing.

175.00

1000'

Dupont Superior I, II or III

Each

12.50

new or reconditioned is used. All in serv¬

1000'

EK Fine Grain Duplic.

Each

19.00

iceable condition.

(Also see Laboratory Equip,

heading)

Net cash with

Plus

X

or

Neg.

,

order or 25 percent deposit

equipment not listed

as

balance on delivery

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

10611 East Chandler Blvd.
North Hollywood, California
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Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to the needs of film producers,
large or small, feature or com¬
mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
* It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• It serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”

• Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is an engineering

achieve¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier
components;
mote

control

push-button
footage

motor

controls;

re¬

counter, record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG¬
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line
contains exclusive features found
in no other recorders, yet all
carry low, low price tags.
Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound Man's judgment. Switch
to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 550)

• Lionel Baines, “Strangle Hold,” (Amal¬
gamated Prods.; shooting in England) with
Boris Karloff and Elizabeth Allan. Robert
Day, director.
Byars, “Monster on the Hill,”
(Marquette Prod.; Howco Int. release) with
Anne Gwynne and Stuart Wade. Jacques Mar¬
quette, producer-director.
• Taylor

• Jack Cardiff, “The Vikings” (Technirama
& Technicolor; Kirk Douglas Prod.; shooting
in Norway, France, Germany)
with Kirk
Douglas, Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh. Rich¬
ard Fleischer, director.
Clothier, “Time is a Memory,”
(Batjac Ent. UA release) with Victor Mature
and Lili Hwa. Frank Borzage, producer-director.
• William

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Macabre” (Susina
Assoc. Prod.) with William Prince and Jac¬
queline Scott. William Castle, director.
• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Witness for the
Prosecution,” (Edward Small Prod, for UA
release) with Tyrone Power and Marlene
Dietrich. Billy Wilder, director.

• Winton Hoch, ASC, “The Young Land,”
(Technicolor; C. V. Whitney Prods, for Buena
Vista release; shooting at RKO Pathe) with
Patrick Wayne and Dennis Hopper. Ted Tetzlaff, director.
• Torben Johnke, ASC, “Lowell Thomas
Adventure Series* (Odyssey Prods.; shooting
in Alaska). Bruce Anderson, director.
© Hal Mohr, ASC, “Baby Face Nelson,”
(F-ZS Prods, for UA release) with Mickey
Rooney and Carolyn Jones.
Don Siegel,
director.

17V2mm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00
• Oswald Morris, “A Farewell to Arms,”
(CinemaScope & Color; David 0. Selznick
Prods.; shooting in Italy) with Jennifer Jones
and Rock Hudson. David O. Selznick, pro¬
ducer.
• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Big Country,”
(Anthony-Worldwide Prods, for UA release)
with
Gregory
Peck
and
Jean
Simmons.
William Wyler, director.

MARK IX SYSTEM "B” includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is a completely synchronous
film

16mm Magnetic

recording channel, professional

detail.

® Fred West, ASC,
“Motorcycle
Gang,”
(Golden State Prod, for American-Interna¬
tional release) with Anne Neyland and Steve
Terrell. Edw. L. Cahn, director.

in every

Can be operated in "console” position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit.

Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬
eous "film-direct” monitoring, and low power
consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Prices subject to change without

notice

MARK IX SYSTEM"C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re¬
mote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

LA BREA PRODS.
© Fred Gately, ASC, Mennen commercial,*
A1 Lee, director; G & D commercial,* Hank
Ludwin, director.

$2,520.00
TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor
amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

• Ray Foster, ASC, Star Kist Tuna
mercial,* Hank Ludwin, director.

com¬

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

$1,5 70.00
Alton, “The Brothers Karamazov,”
(Metrocolor) with Yul Brynner and Maria
Schell. Richard Brooks, director.
• John

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€iiT(o.,inc
Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36. N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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• Robert Bronner, ASC, “The Thin Man,” *
Oscar Rudolph, director.
• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Min & Bill.”*
Sidney Lanfield, director.

(Continued on Page 568)

NO ROOM FOR DOUBT...

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS
J

L

J

T~

L

[

i

lights

II

grips

props

i-1-1-r— r
—i—i-r-r r
r.
—-j...l ...i r
i
i ... 11

“T

inkies
1

dimmers
cables

r
boxes
hydraulic
stands

nets
parallels

I

1" l
1
-1-L

location
umbrellas
water
coolers

reflectors
dollies
mike
booms
J

H

L

3=1

directors
chairs
drops
T—r

DC GENERATOR TRUCKS TOO...
1600 amperes, 1000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps.

RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST
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Fluid-Action

TECHNICAL

MILLER HEAD

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

uestions relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.

PRO-16 TRIPOD
•

Custom
•

top available for Cine-Special

Adapter
•

plate

for

Servicing and

Pro-Junior

tripod

repairs

Model “D” HEAD .$150.00
Model “D” & PRO-16 TRIPOD

240.00

Sturdy fiber carrying case.

19.95

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING
Box 25761, Los Angeles 25, Calif.
Phone GRanite 7-4570

UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

Q

For a science-fiction type picture
we are preparing to shoot, we wish
to create a special lighting effect. The
scene in question takes place on Mars
where the atmosphere is said to filter
the sunlight, and daylight has a general
red tint. We wish to achieve this red tint
eff ect in both interior and exterior shots.
We have seen the sort of effect we want
in Universal-International’s “This Island
Earth,” where the atmospheric lighting
was predominantly grey-blue.
We will shoot our picture in Eastman
color. Please tell us how we can get the
effect we seek.—F. C., Greensburg, In¬
diana.

The effect you desire can be obtained
through the laboratory at the time your
film is being processed. Give your lab
the details and they can achieve the
effect you want in the printing.—
Vaughan C. Shaner, A.S.C. Associate.

Q

Makes copies of your movies, both 8 and 16mm,
sound

and

silent

pictures,

in

color

and
white.
All
A.C.
operated,
required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
arms.

Sturdy

cast

aluminum

*195.°°

or

black

no
batteries
and take-up

construction.

f.o.b.

Detroit

UHLER Commercial Printers
Combination
Printer .

16mm

Reduction

Enlarging

&

Continuous

$

775.00

16-8MM

1,395.00
Combination

35MM

Continuous

Reduction & Enlarging
Printers ...

35-16MM

Cineradiographic Printer for 3516MM
.

1,145.00
2,475.00
2,275.00

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Phone UNiversity 1-4663 Cable: UHLCIMA
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When the mechanism of my camera
is replaced in the camera, after
having been removed for adjustment or
repair, it is necessary to re-seal both the
turret plate and the mechanism chassis
to prevent light entering the film cham¬
ber. What sealer is recommended for
this purpose?—W. H. S., Sioux City,
Iowa.

Ordinary modeling clay (the kind
that never dries out), which is obtain¬
able at any art store is good; also wind¬
shield sealing compound obtainable at
any auto supply store.—O. S. Bryhn,
Bryhn Camera Service, Hollywood.

traveling matte process or special
cess ?—J. D., Glendale, Calif.

pro¬

We have no information regarding
the methods used by the parties named.
However, when solid figures are ani¬
mated. they are usually fastened to the
stage or floor of the miniature set in
such a way that it is imperceptible to
the camera as the figures are moved in
the cycle of action. When such figures
appear suspended in air, as in a jump,
they are actually suspended thus by in¬
visible wire, or by supports made of
glass or lucite.
The stop-motion background projec¬
tion process will eliminate the need for
using traveling mattes.—John Fulton,
A.S.C., Paramount Studio.

Q

When photographing with my Arriflex 16 at 4 or 5 frames per second
speed, resultant pictures are somewhat
unsteady and flicker on the screen. I
have had the same results when shooting
single-frame exposures with a Cine Spe¬
cial. How can this difficulty be avoided?
—H. M., Huntington Park, Calif.

An animation motor will solve your
problem. Ordinary camera motors will
not operate steadily at slow speeds.
Kling Photo Corp., New York and Hol¬
lywood, can supply animation motors for
the Arriflex. For animation motors for
the Cine Special, inquire of PAR Prod¬
ucts Co., 602 E. Colorado Ave., Santa
Monica, Calif., or Camera Equipment
Co., New York City.—W'alter Strenge,
A.S.C.

Q
It
F.

Are
professional
make-up
charts
available for Eastman color film?
so where may they be obtained?—
C., Greensburg, Indiana.

Write to Max Factor & Co., 1655 No.
McCadden Place, Hollywood 28, Calif.
—Vaughan C. Shaner, A.S.C. Associate.

Q

Q

When shooting special effects of the
displacement type in stop-motion,
such as done by Willis O'Brien or Ray
Harrvhauser, how are the figures sup¬
ported between exposures as an action
cycle is being filmed, particuary when
they are in the air as during a jump?
Does
Harryhauser
employ
standard

September, 1957

When using a combination of fil¬
ters for night effects, are filter fac¬
tors added or multiplied for exposure
allowance?—J.H.G., Denver, Colorado.

With few exceptions, filter factors are
always multiplied to arrive at the net
factor.—Ellsworth Fredericks, A.S.C.

Yes, in any light, look right through the viewfinder of an

pressure pad and cross stages. Three-lens, oversize divergent

Arriflex 16. See the large, bright finder image —even when

turret, electric motor drive, and a host of other features.

the lens is stopped way down ... because... the nineteen
critically corrected lenses of the exclusive Arriflex mirror-

The Arriflex 16 is a hand camera. It is also a studio camera if

reflex finder system project the actual taking lens image,

you add the 400 ft. Arri magazine. And it is a sound camera

uninverted, and ten times aperture size, on to the finder eye¬

when you use it in the Arri 16 Sound Blimp. The cost is sur¬

piece—during actual shooting too!

prisingly little, for a professional camera with precision engi¬
neering. The Arriflex will pay for itself in the shortest time,

This means easy, accurate follow focus, no finder problems

because it is easier to transport, easier to use, more versatile

regardless of focal length lens, no parallax problems at any

and most reliable.

subject distance, no rackover problems.
But, this is only one of the many exclusive features of the
Arriflex 16.

ARRIFLEX 1G, complete with Variable
Speed (wild) Motor, Battery Cable, Neck Strap

There is the registration pin film movement with micrometer

$1625°°

accuracy; the precision film gate with side pressure rail, rear

Matte Box and Lenses, additional

Sold only through authorized ARRIFLEX dealers

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION
257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
Please send 16 page ARRIFLEX 16 catalog.

□

I'd like your representative to call and demonstrate the

FKCOTO CORPORATION
257 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

•

ARRIFLEX 16 without obligation.

□

7303 MELROSE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Name
Company

Representatives in the following cities: BOSTON • CHARLOTTE, N. C.
• CHICAGO • DENVER • DETROIT • HOUSTON . KANSAS CITY, MO.

Address_

« HOLLYWOOD, CAL. • MEMPHIS • MIAMI • NEWARK • NEW YORK
• PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE

City_

Zone_State_
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News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

the world, for scenes for “DeLuxe
Tour.” Leo Tovar, A.S.C., in Germany
for “Fraulein.” Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.,
Hawaii for “South Pacific.” Stanley
Cortez, A.S.C., same place, same pic¬
ture, 2nd unit. Joe MacDonald, A.S.C.,
Germany and Paris for "The Young
Lions.” Milton Krasner, San Jose, Calif.,
for “Our Love.”

•

•

•

Walter Strenge, ASC, along with others,
had a narrow escape from monoxide
poisoning while shooting scenes early
this month for “Cry T'error ’in a tunnel
beneath the Hudson River. Lethal fumes
resulted from mobile gas generator used
on the location site where there was no
adequate ventilation.
Picture being produced and directed
by Andrew L. Stone for MGM, stars

SPECIAL GUEST at recent meeting of Nippon Cinematographer’s Club (Japan’s A.S.C.) was
20th Century-Fox cinematographer Charles G. Clarke, ASC (Arrow). Subject under discussion
was

CinemaScope and

VistaVision

processes,

both

of which

recently were undertaken

by

Japanese Film makers, who are now making over 600 features yearly, according to Clarke.

American Society of Cinematographers
and the American Cinema Editors have
been invited to co-host the September
10th meeting of the Academy of Tele¬
vision Arts and Sciences in Hollywood.
Principal speakers will be Hal Mohr,
A.S.C. and Arthur Nadel, A.C.E., who
will explain the skills and techniques of
the cinematographer and film editor
respectively as they affect actors, direc¬
tors, and producers of television films.
Short demonstration films are scheduled
for screening by each group, which will
reveal some of their respective tech¬
niques.
»
«
•

Squad.” To date, Stengler has shot 625
half-hour TV films for various pro¬
ducers. His first was in 1949.
o

®

©

20th Century-Fox cameramen are the
most widely-traveled in the industry.
Currently, or during the past sixty days,
the following directors of photography
have been shooting overseas or at some
distant domestic location, as follows:
Charles G. Clarke, A.S.C., all around

Victor Milner, ASC, Chairman of the
Society’s entertainment committee, has
announced date for the Annual A.S.C.
Ladies Night as Saturday evening, Octo¬
ber 12th. The “black tie” affair—the
only A.S.C. event which wives of mem¬
bers attend—will be held at the Mayfair
Room of the Beverly Wilshire Hotel, in
Beverly Hills.
©

•
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and

ESCAPE—Arthur

Arthur

Edeson

listen

Miller,
to

left,

Walter

Strenge, center, tell how he and camera
crew

escaped

from

power generator.

asphyxiation

tains

story.

by

exhaust

Newspaper

con¬

Inger Stevens, James Mason and Rod
Steiger. Those stricken were rushed to
surface to waiting ambulances. How¬
ever, not a single member of the camera
crew suffered more than “noticeable
effects.” Hardy guys!
•

»

Mack Stengler, ASC, one of the first
cinematographers to work in television
film production, has returned to Revue
Productions at Republic Studio, where
he will direct the photography of a
number of pictures in that company’s
various video film series, including “G-E
Theatre, ’ "The Millionaire,” and “M

NARROW

DON

NORWOOD,

ASC

Associate

(right),

de¬

veloper of the Norwood Director exposure meter,
is

manufacturing

meter, which

an

improved

incident

light

he is holding for one and all

to

see. Accompanied by Mrs. Norwood, he recently
visited
being
Mr. T.

Japan,

where

fabricated.

some

Pictured

of meter
with

him

parts
above

are
is

Ohta, President of the Walz Co., Japan

maiufacturers.

September,
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As We Go To Press, news comes from
the George Eastman House, Rochester,
N.Y., that the following A.S.C. members
will receive its Medal of Honor for pho¬
tographic achievement: Arthur Edeson,
Lee Garmes, Charles Rosher, William
Daniels, George Folsey, Hal Mohr, Peverell Marley and James Wong Howe.
Awards will be made at the Second
Festival of Film Artists, October 26th.

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for
16mm and 35mm cameras
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments
ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

Come

in

and

see

You’ll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL
WITH 180° SHUTTER.

2A

For
tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing

for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6V2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.
FRANK

ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:

Lenses from 20 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(JmtKRH Couipmem (o.jnc.

able to give prompt guaranteed service.

- Dept.

A 315 West 43rd St.,New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

F & B 7th Annual Clearance Sale
Most

Items

Are

In

Small

Quantities.

With

Order

Check

For

First

Come,

Earliest

First

Served.

Send

Delivery!

35MM SINGLE-FRAME

MOVIOLA ULPV3S

KELLY

400 ft. w/B&H Magazine—3 Lens
Turret, Ampl., Mike Case—Com¬
plete—

Radar Recording Cameras, 32v.
Motor, Complete, From Gov t Sur¬
plus,

35 mm Pic. Preview Screen, 3
Separate Sound Heads, Large Ca¬
binet, Complete,

Value $1600.00 .$895.00

Value $800.00 .$95.00

Value $3000.00 .$1875.00

35mm or 16mm models—Slide
rule computer, 16 useful scales.
Reg. $3.95 .$1.95
With Instruction Sheet

BELL 4 HOWELL MAGAZINES

MAGNASYNC RECORDER

COLOR METERS

35mm SIMPLEX OPTICAL

2-400'.
35mm
Carrying Case.

Model SW-702, 17'/2mm,
plete, Perfect, Like New,

Read Kelvin Temperature, Indicate
Correct Filters
Gossen .$32.00
Waltz . 32.00
Kelvilux . 72.00

Dubber on Pedestal.$495.00
1 6mm Uhler Continuous
Printer . 595.00

CINEVOICE

CONVERSION

in

Velvet-lined

Value $320.00 .$49.50

Com¬

Value $1 385.00 .$995.00

All New and Guaranteed

1 6mm

CINE

CALCULATORS

Table

Printer.

75.00

Used Griswold 35mm
Splicers .

12.50

GELATIN FILTER PACK

NEW 16mm VIEWERS

CINEVOICE CONVERSION

2000w FRESNEL SPOTLIGHTS

3" Square—Wratten
1—Aero 2
1—G15

Zeiss Moviscop
.$125.00
Craig
.
39.00
Bell 4 Howell .
74.00
Baia
.
26.00

600' Magazine,
Torque Motor,
Ampl., Mike, Case, Complete Out¬
fit.

Brand-New Focusing. Beautifully
Constructed Top-Quality Spotlights,
Noname Brand.

Value $1500.00 .$745.00

Value $120.00 .$89.50

PRO. JR.

GATOR GRIPLITES

MAGNASYNC RECORDER

Baby Tripods, All Metal,
List $65.00 .$22.50

With Heavy Porcelain Socket, 15'
Cord, Rotating Barndoors, New.

Model SW-602, 16mm, 2 Cases,
Perfect, Excellent Condition.

Hi-Hats, All Metal,
List $22.00 .$12.50

Value $18.50 . $12.95

Value $1360.00 .$875.00

TEWE DIRECTOR’S FINDER

V4" MAG. RECORDING TAPE

TECHNICAL BOOKS

35mm, for Normal or Widescreen,
Reg. $75.00 .$55.00

Perfect HI-FI Quality. Fresh, Un¬
spliced Stock, Acetate Base.

Variable Anamorphic, Model 2,
Reg. $1 25.00 . $90.00
Incl. Neck Chain & Leather Case.

7" Reel 1200 ft.$1.55
7" Reel 1800 ft. 1.75
Stock up now.
6 Roll Minimum
Postage Extra

Film & Techniques.$6.75
Painting with Light. 6.75
Dollars & Sense of
Business Films . 2.95
Tech. Film Editing. 6.75
TV Commercial . 5.85

EYEMO LENSES

MOVIE STOPWATCH

COTTON EDITING GLOVES

NEW GRISWOLD SPLICER

6" f/4.5 in Foe. Mt.$19.50 j

Calibrated 16mm & 35mm
age Stops ,Starts, Resets.

Lite Weight .Doz. Pr. $2.25
Med. Weight .Doz. Pr. 2.75

Jr. 8, 16mm, Model HM-6—
List $1 8.50 .$12.50

Reddy-Eddy

R-3 35mm—
List $32.00 .$23.50

1—23A
1—25

Value $4.00 .$2.95

All New and Guaranteed
SYNCHRONIZERS
Neumade 4-35mm .$ 95.00
Neumade 1-35, 2-16. 130.00
Neumade 1-35, 1-16.
75.00
Neumade 3-35 Fr. CTR.
85.00
HFC 4-35 . 120.00
Moviola 4-16 . 130.00

CINEVOICE MODEL 1
BRAND NEW, GUARANTEED
3-Lens Turret Model,
all Accessories, Case.

Ampl.

and

$695.00

3" f/2.9 in Foe. Mt. 37.50

j

Foot¬

Value $37.50 .$12.95
.

10x50 BINOCULARS

CAMERA SLATES W/CLAPSTICKS

BIG BERTHA

Not our regular line, but these
Japanese Glasses
have superb
quality. W/leather case & Strap,

11x14” Erasable, Slate Finish.

36” f/6.3 Telephoto Lenses
Barrel, with Diaphragm.

Value

$8.75

.$4.75

WHILE THEY LAST .$27.95
Tax Inch

16mm CONTINUOUS PROJECTORS

1 6mm REELS, NEW

Movie Mites with Built-In Screen,
800 ft. Repeater Reels. Excellent
Condition.

400 ft.34
1200
600 ft.$1.02
1600
800 ft. 1.25
2000
Minimum Order, 25.

Value $498.50 .$159.00

ft.$1.45
ft. 1.60
ft. 2.95
P.P. Extra.

EYEMO, SPIDER-TURRET
In

3 Lenses, Prism Focus, Drum Find¬
er, Motor Adapter, Mag. Back,
Crank, Case.

Value $800.00 . $79.50
Unmounted .
39.50

Value $2000.00 .$395.00

NEW 16mm CANS

MITCHELL BNC

400 ft.34
600 ft.98
800 ft.$1.00
Minimum order

1200
1600
2000
25 —

ft.$1.40
ft. 1.90
ft. 2.95
P.P. Extra

FLORMAIM & BABB, Inc.,
564

$2.00

All Lenses, Accessories,
Mags., Cases, like new.
Value $20,000

.$16,750

68 West 45th Street
New York 36, N.Y. MU 2-2928

NOW in the East it’s.

MOVIELAB
mM

.

I

I

MKBHi
IgHsiW*

16mm-35mm
Negative-Positive Processing
Plus exclusive ADDITIVE
scene to scene—color balanced
KODACHROME printing.

...

* V , '

|

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y., JUDSON 6-0360

COLOR

CORPORATION

FILM SPLICER

Improve Vour Film Titles
Splice all types of

with TEL-Animaprint
Greatest dollar for dollar
value in the industry!
The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS
TITLE MACHINE for high quality,
fast, dry lettering—-the answer to
economy and precision accuracy in
film titling. Prints dry from colored
foil for instant use. Acme pegs as¬
sure perfect registration on paper or
acetate cells. Prints all colors. Will
produce titles in any language—
main titles, sub titles, trailer titles,
TV commercials, slide films, su¬
per-imposed sub-titles, shadow
and third dimensional effects,
etc.
WITH NEW HEATING CONTROL

Only $435
Write

for

covering

TEL-Anima
every

1 6mm film with
clear perforated tape
Eliminates
cement,
scraping
and
emulsion
dust.
One
stroke cuts both ends of film
leaving it in position for butt
splice.
Next stroke cuts tape
on frame lines and places if
on film. Splices do not show
on screen and are quiet in
projection.
Cast
aluminum
body, hardened steel cutters
and eight film alignment pins.

Only $34.95
35mm model—price on request

RODY-BRACE CAMERA POD
A Cameraman's Dream

brochure—

animation

need

Only $29.95
The double support of S.O.S. Body-Brace Cam¬
era Pod—shouider-&-body brace, provides extra
steadiness, comfort and is absolutely non-slip.
A vast improvement over any present models.
Your camera will always be rock-steady and
perfectly focused.

PROCESS YOUR OWN FILMS

• Makes it easy to take difficult angle or ac¬
tion shots—parades, flash shots, horse racing,
basketball, track meets, bowling, etc.

with BRIDGMTIC--saves time and money!

• Holds camera with 200' or 400' mags. Fits
any 16-35mm movie or still cameras.
• When camera is on Boby-Brace Camera Pod
it wil always be ready for instant shooting
and your photography will be far better.
® Easily portable, lightweight cast aluminum,
weight 3’/2 lbs., folds compactly.
Write for illustrated brochure

TITLER & SPECIAL EFFECTS KIT
For Top
Professional
Results
BRIDGAMATIC JR. does automatic 1 6mm film processing better, faster
and at far less cost. Assures sharp, clear, permanent image. A true
one-man lab. No special skill required. Anyone can operate it. Fits
in most any corner. Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel
tanks, air squeegee—develops and dries ready for show¬
ing 600' positive, 1 80' negative per hour; from.
LARGER CAPACITY negati ve/positive. Reversal and Color models avail¬
able 16/35/70mm standard or custom built; from.$1887
Write for illustrated brochure

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Convenient payment terms arranged.
equipment in trade.

You

may

apply your

idle

or surplus

For producing the
widest range of
titles, trick films,
cartoons,
anima¬
tion, etc. Takes
most types of
cameras. Horizon,
tal and vertical
operation. Ta b I e
adustable north,
east, south, west.
Front and rear il¬
lumination
Fire
board size 7Va"
x 91/2" with tip¬
ping frame, over¬
all'dimensions 40" x 15" x 12",
weight 40 lbs. Complete with all
accessories. Write for brochure.

Model TG, II,, 16mm. .$175
Model TG, III, 16mm . $225
Mode! TG, IV, 16/35mm (illustrated). $325

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
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602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

EST. Frt 1926

Cable: S0S0UND

WESTERN BRANCH — 6331 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA — TELEPHONE: HOLLYWOOD 7-2124
566

►SAW 70% to 85%
HOUSTON IM-35

3Smm Negative or Positive Film Developing Machines
@ CAN

U. S. Gov’t.
Paid Over $10,000

V

YOURS...
FOR AS LOW AS

*1495
NOW you 35mm producers can do the job from first to last! No
need to send your precious negatives off the premises. Valuable
time is no longer wasted waiting for work prints from outside
laboratories. You can have absolute control of all your processing.
Confidential film subjects and material can be handled with con¬
venience and privacy.

COMPLETE WITH:
• 5 STAINLESS STEEL TANKS
• BOTTOM DRAINS
• REFRIGERATION
• RECIRCULATION
• AIR PUMP

Here is a machine that does the work of many hands and does
it accurately. Eliminates human error! Entirely self contained so that
the complete job is delivered wound on a reel, ready for immediate
printing or projection. Speeds variable to 1200' per hour plus,
depending upon developing times. Loading and unloading spools
are next to each other and to central panel containing motor drive,
speed control, stop-start switch, development time indicator, ther¬
mostats, thermometers, fuses, transformers and relay cabinets.

« DRY BOX
• STRIP HEATERS
• BLOWERS
• SPRAYS

Limited Quantity Aiiailable
Apparently

Built in one complete unit, designed for continuous work. Simply
connect into 220V AC, water system and to a drain. The Houston
N-35 is for darkroom operation. Top drive with floating bottom
elevators assures uniform tension of film during processing. Size:
1 10" long, 00" high, 33" wide. Shipping weight approx. 4000 lbs.

Used,

but

unused,

repainted

completely

. .$2995

reconditioned...

Used, complete, as is condition.

$1995

.$1495

All orders subject to prior sa’e
Immediate shipment F.O.B. N.Y. Plus Packing

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

S.fl.S.
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a new concept in developing film
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ASSIGNMENTS

(Continued from Page 558)

• Giuseppe
Rotunno,
“Seven
Hills
of
Rome,” (Titanus Prod.; shooting in Italy)
with Mario Lanza and Peggy Castle. Roy
Rowland, director.
• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Gigi,” (shoot¬
ing in France) with Maurice Chevalier and
Leslie Caron. Vincente Minnelli, director.

• Lester Shorr, ASC, “Union Pacific,” *
(Calif. National Prods.).
Sobey Martin,
director.

PROCE

from

• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Cry Terror,”
(Andrew Stone Prod.) with James Mason,
Inger Stevens and Rod Steiger. Andrew
Stone, producer-director.

^

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Merry Andrew,”
(CinemaScope & Metrocolor) with Danny
Kaye and Pier Angeli. Michael Kidd, director.

►

• Lothrop

.

ONLY FILMLINE BWHGSJ\

iempefolure control lor

SYSTEM - Autom^W ™ chemico, solutions.

_

both heating and «ohn9^^

even an amateur can produce top

Illustrated: Model R-15 16mm
Reversal & Negative-Positive
Processor. Variable speeds to
1200 ft. per hr. From $2795.00.

quality footage. Just load the ma¬

Mtrs. List Price Subject to Change.

NOW—with a FILMLINE Processor

away"—FILMLINE Controlled14

standard

models.

All

metal construction with heavy
gauge,

heliarc

welded

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Walter Win¬
ched Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Walter
Winched. Jerry Thorpe, director.

• Sid
Hickox,
ASC,
“Date
with
the
Angels,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and
Frances Rafferty. Fred de Cordova, director.

Processing does the rest. Choose
from

• Henry Cronjager, “Sheriff of Cochise,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Harve
Foster, director.

• Robert de Grasse, ASC, “The Danny
Thomas
Show,” *
(Desilu
Prods.)
with
Danny Thomas and Marjorie Lord. Sheldon
Leonard, director; “Eve Arden Show,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Eve Arden. John Rich,
director.

chine—“flip the switch and walk

stainless

steel tanks. Custom models built
to specification. Write today for

• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Warren Andersen. Vari¬
ous directors.

full information.

• Joe

Recent Filmline Installations:

FILMLINE CORP , Dept

.. ..

AS-57

MILFORD. CONN

Novak,

(Desilu Prods.)
ous directors.

Atomic Energy Comm. • Bell Aircraft
• Du Pont • G.E. • I.B.M. • Union
Carbide • United Aircraft • U.S.N. Re¬
search Lab. • U. S. Senate • UN •

I

ASC, “Meet McGraw,” *
with Frank Lovejoy. Vari¬

• Robert Pittack, ASC,
ian,” *
(Desilu
Prods.).
director.

*Pot. Pending

...

• Clark Ramsey,

(Desilu Prods.).

FLORIDA
STUDIO

STAGE

LIGHTING

2835
N.W.
MIAMI,

35th
STREET
FLORIDA

«

MOLE-

1!

BARDWELL-McALISTER

DAY: NE 4-3475
JOE CAPPARELLE, Pres.

ASC, “Official Detective,” *
Various directors.

• William
Skall, ASC,
“The Real Mc¬
Coy’s,” * (Brennan Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
George Archainbaud and Anton Leader, di¬
rectors.

PARAMOUNT

RICHARDSON

NIGHT: MO. 1-8460
ANGELO SANDS,

“The Californ¬
Byron
Haskin,

• Howard Schwartz, “Wyatt Earp,” * (De¬
silu Prods.)
with Hugh O'Brian. Frank
MacDonald, director.

AND

• George

Clemens,

ross Prods.) with
Asher, director.

ASC, “Sally,” * (CaulJoan Caulfield. William

V.-Pret.
(Continued on Page 604)

568

of the
Arthur

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

►

fc...

ASC, “Best
Enders Prods.).

Worth,

Post,”* (Robert
Hiller, director.

American Cinematographer
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART DUAL SOUND

READER

16mm or 35mm single and double system—
optical or magnetic soundtrack.
Synchronized to any picture viewer.
Right to left or left to right operation.
16mm or 35mm Magnetic Model.

$185.00

16mm or 35mm Optical Model.

$195.00

BODDE

REAR

Eliminates

SCREEN

traveling

PROJECTOR
to

locations

AURICON PRO-600 & SUPER 1200

for backgrounds. Model P-3AC for

Single-system sound on film cam¬
eras. Latest model Cine-Voice II
sound cameras. TV kinescope shut¬
ters. New and used in stock.

4x5 glass slides, 2000-W intensity
with step-up voltage transformer,
9x1 2 rear screen with frame.

MACO VIEWFINDER
Professional type side viewfinder,
with
For

large,
Cine

bright,

Special,

erect

image.

Filmo,

Bolex,

and Cine-Voice cameras

$139.50

COLORTRAN
Lights and converters in stock. Packaged
studio lighting in convenient cases. High
intensity converters.
Priced for every
budget.

ECCO

A.C.E. ROTARY VIEWER
GOSSEN METER

Permits viewing of film between re¬

Color Temperature Meter and Fil¬

winds forward or backward—at re¬

ter Indicator. Eliminates costly trial

wind

exposures. Shows correct filter re¬

viewing original

quired

out scratching. Ideal for Lab Workers,

for

proper

color

balance

with any color film. Complete with
case and neck chain.

$39.'.95

speed.

Designed

to

FILM CLEANER

Ecco No. 1500 Speedroll Applicator—
an efficient time-saving method for
cleaning films. $29.50.
Ecco
9^1500 Cleaning
Fluid, per
gal. $9.60.
Ecco #2000 Negative Cleaning Fluid,
per gal. $6.50.

facilitate

negative film with¬

Animators,
etc.

$159.50

Footage & Frame
Counter Optional ...

$64.90

On the West Coast Camart Products are available from Birns & Sawyer, Inc., Los Angeles

emUIERH MRT
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

at Columbus Circle next to
I

New York’s new Coliseum
569

FOR A HAPPY PRESENTATION
The joy of accomplishment is a universal happiness.
Especially in the case of a film which is your creation, born
out of hard work and careful planning.
Because Precision’s staff of specialists adds its own
creative efforts to yours by the use of specially designed
equipment, and by careful handling and intelligent timing —
you might say we are fellow creators, working with you
to bring out all you’ve put into the original.. .Yes,
and maybe more!
So, when you turn those 16mm dreams into
realities, be sure to call upon Precision for the accurate, sound
and exact processing your films deserve.
Remember: Precision is the pace-setter in processing
of all film. No notching of originals —scene to scene
color correction, optical track printing,
all are the very best... 35mm service, too!

i7TTT~rtO
you’ll see

and hear

FILM
21

W e st

LABORATORIES,
46th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC

In
570

everything, there

is

one

best

in

film

processing, it’s

Precision

BIRIMS & SAWYER

Proudly Announce
their Appointment as Western Representatives for the
Finest in Motion Picture Equipment
Now, for the First Time, this Superb

From
Camera
Equipment
Co.

Arriflex 16

Equipment formerly available only
in the East — can Now Be Found
Under One Roof in the West at

BIRNS & SAWYER.
Camera Equipment Co.
National Cine Equipment

Smooth, Portable 3-Wheel Dolly

Camera Mart

Complete with tripod leg locks, adjust¬
able bicycle seat and heavy duty Dar¬
nell casters. Center wheel locks in po¬
sition.
$300.00

Arriflex

In a class by itself.
Lightweight and
versatile.
Registration pin, through-thelens viewing. In stock.
$1625.00

Precision Sound Readers

SAVE $$$ with Pro-Cam Heavy
Duty Shipping Cases

Neumade
Ecco

CECO “Balanced” TV Head
Model C

Prestoseal

HEAD ONLY

J. G. McAlister

Compco Reels & Cans

$425.00

Moviola Mfg. Co.

From Camera Mart
Imported Swedish Fibre, Metal Corners,
Web Straps and Mailing Card Holder.
Smooth, spring-loader tilt with 360' pan
action. Tension adjustment. Holds heavi¬
est TV cameras.
Heavy duty tripod for above. $140.00

400 ft.

$1.10

800 ft. $1.35

12 ft.

$1.50

1600 ft. $1.10

Precision
Sound
Reader
Model 800

CAMART Baby Dolly
A four-wheel dolly providing the best bal¬
ance and stability required for professional
production. Adjustable seat for cameraman;
Platform accommodates assistant. $425 00

Moviola Synchronizer
4 Hub 16mm.
footage counter

Synchronizer

with

$170.00

Photographer’s CAR PAC
Full Length Car-Top Platform
Provides sturdy shooting platform
of distinctive appearance. Light¬
weight, 42"x90". Supports 750
lbs.

Easily

installed

and

de¬

tached.

$225.00
Fits All Models
Specify Model When Ordering

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

Takes 16mm, 35mm, '/4" tape or film,
optical or magnetic. Hi-Gain amplifica¬
tion,
4-watt output,
H.D.
Alnico V
speaker.

$259.50

From National Cine Equipment
HYDROLLY
Compact and
Lightweight
Construction
Hydrolly accommodates
professional cameras,
blimps and TV cameras
to 250 lbs. Fits standard
door. Welded heavy
gauge steel on dolly
. . . aluminum arms and
uprights. No arm sway.

$1650.00

PHOTO SUPPLIES
CINE EQUIPMENT
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"Hear Me Good" Shot In Straight Continuity
How a successful continuous shooting system resulted from careful analysis of action
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departure is undertaken in
the production of entertainment films, invariably
photography is a key factor in its success—if not ac¬
tually the basis of it. This was so when 3-D, then wide¬
screen suddenly emerged to revolutionize production
methods that had changed little in two decades. Now
photography—or more specifically, the method of pho¬
tography—has made possible the successful achievement
of “continuity shooting" in feature film production.
When producer-director Don McGuire announced
early in June that he would shoot his next Paramount
production, “Hear Me Good,” in straight continuity
(i.e., film the scenes in actual numerical order), there
was the usual chorus, “Oh, that’s been tried before!”
But there were few skeptics around the Paramount lot.
McGuire had already proved, in making “The Deli¬
cate Delinquent," his previous production, that he could
shave time and money budgets by daring to be differmatter
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new
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ent—by exploring new ideas in production procedure.
But cutting production costs wasn't McGuire’s only rea¬
son for adopting the straight continuity method for shoot¬
ing “Hear Me Good.” His scheme, he explains, was not
prompted so much to save time or money as a departure
from established production methods where the actors never
know what scene will be shot next and are expected to have
spur-of-the-moment mood changes.
“You just can’t get maximum results from players when
their enthusiasm chills as the result of such breaks,” he
said. “In the theatre, the actor comes to the stage keyed and
enthused for his part, and for the next two-and-a-half hours
lives it. There are no breaks in the continuity as in present
sound-stage procedure.
“In shooting this picture,” he continued, “we will use two
cameras on the master scenes running as long as the film
load lasts, and we expect to shoot in ten days or less what
would take a month or more to do using ordinary produc¬
tion methods.”
A shooting program such as this required meticulous preproduction planning and extensive rehearsals. Moreover, it
had to be planned in close cooperation with the director of
photography. For the success of the project depended a great
deal on how smoothly the cameras could function in filming
continuous action—not to mention solving the lighting prob¬
lems that continuity filming entails.
On June 24, the company began a two-week period of
rehearsals. The script was 130 pages in length and McGuire
left the planning of angles and camera setups pretty much to
director of photography Haskell Boggs, who had proved such
a valuable teammate on his last production. Boggs had not
only read and studied the script thoroughly but insisted that
his operator do the same. “Only by knowing the complete
story and understanding what the screen director is attempt¬
ing to achieve can an operator function efficiently,” says
Boggs. To which McGuire readily agreed; he once had an
operator dismissed from his picture who admitted he had
not taken time to read the script.
When McGuire had assembled his notable cast of players,
headed by Hal March, Jean Willis, Joe Ross, Milton Frome
and Joey Faye—all experienced New York stage players—
he conducted his rehearsals much the same as for a legiti¬
mate stage presentation. The action began with scene 1
and progressed to scene 2, 3, and so on.
Cinematographer Boggs sat on the sidelines studying the
action and visualizing it in terms of photography. One of

the first things to be decided, he said, was the type of light¬
ing that was to be employed. The first choice was flat light¬
ing, such as used in television productions—admittedly
unsatisfactory for feature motion pictures. The other was to
zone light the sets so the players would always be properly
lit. But to do this meant that the players could not roam
at will on the set, but would have to confine their action
to certain limits.
Before coming to a decision on this, Boggs had three
strips of tape laid several feet apart on the floor of the first
set being readied for filming. As the players rehearsed.
Boggs noted where the players moved on the set and how
many times each one moved and stopped at a given spot.
At the end of several rehearsals, he had chartered the action
which showed that conventional lighting would he impossible
unless the script was changed to reduce the amount of
travel across the set and particularly to reduce the number
of spots on the set to which the various players moved. By
confiining the action to, say, three or four key spots on
the set, Boggs could more advantageously place his lights
for best photographic results for the players who moved
to these spots or zones and played their lines there, instead
of moving all over the set.
McGuire saw the wisdom of this and rehearsals continued
with this plan in mind. The zone tapes were left on the
floor and in some cases additional guide marks also were
applied to the floor to aid the actors; but by the time shoot¬
ing was ready to begin, each player was used to his respec¬
tive movement pattern and was able to proceed without the
tapes—which, of course, had to be removed to keep from
showing in the medium and long shots. The various spots
or zones were properly lit with modeling and backlighting,
and with full use of central key lighting to achieve good
contrast and definition and enhance pictorial composition.
Because of the length of the scenes and the almost constant
moving of the cameras on dollies, more than the usual
amount of dimmer board operation was entailed. All of this
had to be carefully worked out in advance, thus making the
rehearsals as important to the camera and lighting techni¬
cians as to the players.
In still another way, the photography dictated an actor's
procedure on the set where the field of view of a given lens
limited his range of movement. This was greatly minimized,
however, by the employment of two cameras for practically
every take. A paramount aim was always to eliminate un(Continued on Page 602)
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FIG. 1—CAMERA SETUP for time-lapse photography of developing turkey egg embryo being
operated by David
(1).

Crate of

Stewart,
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State

University.
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at (2).

photographed

is shown

Interval timing

at

equipment

which activates the Cine Special camera and the illumination source, is on floor, foreground.

Photomacrographic Study
Of Turkey Egg Incubation
To photograph the embryo actually developing with¬
in the egg, part of the shell was peeled away and
the opening sealed with transparent plastic film.
By

ROBERT

W .

WAGNER

Photographs courtesy of Dept, of Photography, Ohio State University

T

inherent in timelapse studies of delicate living organ¬
isms are well known to scientific pho¬
tographers. The painstaking methods
required in this type of cinematography,
he
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difficulties
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however, are justified since they often
reveal secrets of nature and throw new
light on the facts of life.
A sequence showing maturation of a
turkey emhryo during a 28-day period
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of incubation was recently required for
a 16mm instructional film in color and
sound titled “This Business of Turkeys,”
produced by the Department of Photog¬
raphy for the Department of Poultry
Science at the Ohio State University.
The first problem was how to resolve
the requirements necessary for photog¬
raphy and the contradictory require¬
ments necessary for the successful de¬
velopment of the living organism. While,
in the field of biological science, eggs
are commonly opened and kept alive for
scientific study during incubation, only
small sections of the shell are ordinarily
removed. For photographic purposes, a
sizeable “window” is required. While,
normally, during development, the egg
is rotated periodically, time-lapse pho¬
tography dictated that the egg be held
in a constant position.
Putting aside exposure meters for the
moment, our cameraman took up scalpels
and began peeling away shells of in¬
cubating turkey eggs to see if a method
could be found to keep them alive with
the entire top half of the shell removed.
After experimenting with several meth¬
ods for keeping the opened egg from
drying out. it was found that SaranWrap folded securely around the egg,
kept it in a relative state of preservation
for some time. Some problem of conden¬
sation on the under-surface of the SaranWrap was encountered, but the effect
was not objectionable on the screen.
Since it was found that the longest
period during which any one “peeled”
egg could be kept alive in a fixed posi¬
tion was five-and-a-half days, it became
necessary to have a crate of incubating
“stand-ins,” all at the same stage of
growth, at hand at all times. These
stand-by subjects, of course, were ro¬
tated, until their status of understudy
changed to that of “star.”
The “stage” for photography was a
glass-topped incubator, maintained at a
temperature of from 70 to 75 degrees
Fahrenheit, with slight increases during
the four weeks of incubation. The rela¬
tive humidity was kept at 70 per cent.
The subject egg within the incubator
was maintained before the camera lens
by a hole in a board covered with black
cloth. A Cine-Kodak Special II was
mounted on a vertically-aligned Ansco
copy stand overhanging the incubator
(Fig. 1), and, with an Eastman f/1.6,
50mm Anastigmat lens, a full-frame

image at about 12-inches was secured.
An Eastman interval-timer was used
to activate the spring-wound motor at
rates which varied on a ratio between
the rate of growth of the specimen and
the footage requirements of the script.
Illumination was automatically con¬
trolled, all lights switching on prior to
exposure and turning off on a self¬
extinguishing impulse following activa¬
tion of the shutter.
During the early stages, the egg is
fairly transparent and could be photo¬
graphed by transmitted light originating
from a 500-watt spot focussed on the
underside of the subject. An image
similar to that produced by “candling”
was thus secured. (See Fig. 2. below.)
As the embryo developed and became
opague, however, it became necessary
to resort to the type of surgery already

tried experimentally. The top of the egg
was opened, wrapped with Saran-Wrap,
and key-lighted from the top by a fullyspotted 1,000-watt Mole-Richardson spot¬
light, and from the side by a 150-watt
inky-dinky.
In the early stages of rapid devolpment, the interval was set at one frame
every three minutes. As the rate of
growth slowed down during the inter¬
mediate stages, the interval was shifted
to one frame every six minutes. During
the final stages, as the chick began to
express body movements, continuous
photography at eight frames and later
at twenty-four frames per second was
scheduled at 24-hour intervals. Continu¬
ous photography, when connected with
lap-dissolves, effectively presented the
appearance of growth immediately prior
to hatching where time-lapse photogra¬

phy would have grossly distorted the
action.
Exposures, on
Commercial Ivodachrome, ranged from f/4.0 to f/4.5 for
time-lapse photography, and from f/2.0
to f/2.5 at 25 f.p.s., depending upon
the density of the individual egg being
photographed.
Once the set-up was established, the
job became one of checking the external
batteries on the time-lapse outfit; keep¬
ing the spring-motor on the Special
wound; watching the footage counter on
the film magazine; checking focus and
position of the lights at regular inter¬
vals; and carefully noting the point at
which the subject ceased to develop, at
which time another specimen had to be
quickly prepared and placed on the
stage. This meant four weeks of “motherhenning” the subjects and four weeks
of painstaking photography.
Incidental to time-lapse work, espe¬
cially in a university, is the common
request for “blow-ups" of individual
frames for detailed study or publication.
The method of making such copies, used
by the Department of Photography at
the Ohio State University may be of
interest.
Selected frames are cleared of dust
with a Static Master brush, and mounted
between slide covers on a Bausch and
Lomb photomicrographic stand. B & L
32mm or 48mm f/4.5 Micro Tessars
are used in conjunction with a 5x7 copy
camera and Eastman “M” plates. Ex(Contimied on Page 603)
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FILMING A SCENE of African natives making an assegai, as it was done hundreds of years
ago, for Impala Film Productions’ “Valley of a Thousand Hills.”
camera

is

author

Ken

Clarke

who

is

the

company's

film

Behind the

Cine-Special

director-cameraman.

Film-making In South Africa
Zulu natives aid producer as technical advisors in
the production of 16mm color-and-sound film series
depicting

life,

history

By

and

KEN

customs

of

Africans.

CLARKE

(Continued on Page 606)

Director, Impala Film Productions, South Africa

F

offer such an infinite
variety of subject material . for the
enthusiastic cameraman and film mak¬
er as does sunny South Africa. A fourrace population — European, Colored,
Indian and Bantu, each with his own
culture, traditions and way of life—is
welded into a great nation of South
Africans. Here the camerman will find
a choice of settings and atmosphere.
Modern cities of tall, air-conditioned
buildings; bushlands valleys and roll¬
ing hills; an amazing variety of insect
ew

countries

S3
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and wild life; or the vast Native Re¬
serves where the simple life of a century
past is preserved with pride by many
thousands of happy native people who
by choice have elected to live here, per¬
petuating the tribal customs and tradi¬
tions of their forefathers. Regrettably
many of these customs are rapidly pass¬
ing from the scene, and it was for this
reason, that we set about recreating
many of these in factual reality, and
with the co-operation of the Zulu.
Much has been written and recorded
on film about South Africa, yet there
remains many exciting, colorful and
interesting fragments of early history
which have not even been touched. We
decided to base our films on the many
stories and legends told me by an old
Zulu native. Given the tentative title,
“The Old Zulu Speaks,” the films de¬
pict native customs, superstitions, and
some of the notable native characters
of the Zulu’s great past.
Our present production, now on the
planning board, will feature the life
story of Shembe, a famous Zulu prophet,
whose church, established over fifty
years ago, has a large following and
combines Christian teachings with the
natives’ love of singing and dancing.
Producing films of Zulu life creates
many problems, yet at the same time
with certain very definite advantages.
Let me say at the outset that the Zulus
are natural actors, requiring very little
in the way of rehearsing. But as time
keepers they are beyond reasonable
patience!
I recall in particular our
earlier effort, “Wedding Drums,” which
was a form of documentary on Zulu
courtship and marriage. Following ex-

A CORNER in Impala Films film editing and sound recording studio in Durban, So. Africa.

>
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NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St.
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San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.
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World’s Finest Professional Tripods
CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long - forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It's just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
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Big Leaguer or Beginner...
you help your Career with
ALUMINUM

Film
Equipment

SPLIT APART REELS
Economically Priced
CECO Aluminum

•

Highest Quality

Split Apart

Reels are

a fast and in-

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the
world's finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—also an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their technical
problems. May we help you?

expensive method of winding film from reels to cores,
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used for projection reels

without the necessity of having the film

put on solid

reels. The core is threaded for quick locking, and a grip
is pressed into the flange wall to hold the plastic core.
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS—Ace

Clear Vision Splicers • Editing Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric
Footage Timers • Exposure Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors • Screens • Film Processing
Equipment • Film Shipping Cases • Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens Labels • Blooping Tape
• Blooping Ink
•
Dulling Spray
• Alpha Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters •
Number & Letter Punches • Camera & Projector Oil • Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS
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TO

PROTECT

powder

or

Folsey,

ASC,

ground and
of

actor

MGM’s
on

HIS

from

(right),
using

John
in

operator,

gunfire,

has

grip

Jack

director
hold

Swain,
of

shield

from

any

photography
over

Swain,

flying
George

lying

on

hand-held Arriflex camera to make doseup shot

Cassavetes

“Saddle

location

camera

blast

the

firing

Wind,”

Colorado

his

which

six-shooter
Folsey

for

filmed

a

scene

almost

for

entirely

Rockies.

ELLSWORTH FREDRICKS, ASC, {checked shirt, felt hat), supervCes a camera
setup

for a

Light

in

scene for Walt Disney’s

the

Forest.”

This

current

assignment

Technicolor

followed

production,

“Saycnara”

for

“The

Fredricks

who already is receiving accolades for his fine color photography of that
picture, as yet unreleased.
Whitman,

Sr.,

rear of

Fredrick’s camera crew

camera,

and

to right of camera. Actor James MacArthur
ware Indian

includes operator Jack

assis'cnt cameraman
(foreground)

haircut for his role of a white youth

Bob

McGowan,

features a Dela¬

raised by Indians.

HOLLYWOOD'S
CAMERAMEN
AT WORK

CHARLES
may

resume

Tokyo,”
most

ARTHUR

MILLER,

(beyond

umbrella

scenes

for

20th

exteriors were filmed

cameraman,

has

top),

looks

skyward and

uncover sun so his camera crew
Century-Fox’s
in Japan.

travelled

“Stopover

Clarke

thousands

of

is Fox’s
miles

clubhouse of the American So¬
ciety of Cinematographers in Holly¬
wood is a mighty quiet place these days.
Used to be a goodly number of mem¬
bers would drop in daily to read the
trade papers, swap gossip, and reminesce about the “good old days."
he

American Cinematographer

in

past two years directing studio’s location shooting in various coun¬
tries of the world. Last month saw him start another global photo¬
journey

for

scenes

for

Fox’s

forthcoming

“DeLuxe

A.S.C.

T
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shooting

for which

peripatetic

graphic

By

CLARKE, ASC,

wonders when vagrant cloud will

Now “good" days are here again.
Prosperity has come to the studio
cameramen once more. Few have time
to drop by the A.S.C., even for their
mail, they’re so busy.
The cameraman who hasn’t already
taken his vacation is prety much out

September, 1957

of luck. The fall upswing in produc¬
tion is going full blast, and just about
every able-bodied director of photog¬
raphy has more assignment offers than
he can accept. The only way one can
get a “breather" is to leave town quietly
(Continued on Page 582)

Tour.”

JAMES WONG

sit

Sea.”

More

in bow of row boat to make unusual angle shot (against sun!) of

HOWE,

ASC,

(right),

and

his

Howe

and

actor Spencer Tracy for Warner

often

Brothers’

camera

“The

Old

assistant
Man

and

the

than
his

operated

two-thirds

crew
the

in

or

camera

of

the

filming

over water.

of

Howe,

this

always

picture

kept

meticulous,

himself.

BURNETT GUFFEY, ASC, (left of camera), watches Betsy Palmer
go through rehearsal for director Lewis Seiler (seated)
scene

for

Columbia’s

“The

Other Life

of

Lynn

for a

Stuart.”

Fo¬

cusing the camera is Andrew McIntyre and standing in front
is

James

kept

Sapper,

constantly

affairs

of

the

assistant

busy

by

American

cameraman.

Columbia,
Society

he

of

Although
finds

Guffey

time

to

is

direct

Cinematographers,

of

which he is president.
LEON SHAMROY, ASC, (Bermuda shorts and white hose, center),
discusses

a

camera

Century-Fox’s “South

angle
Pacific”

for

a

scene

in

Hawaii

with director Josh

for

Logan.

20th

Picture,

which will be in production through November, is studio's “big
picture” for

1958, may be Shamroy’s chance to garner another

“Oscar” for photography. He now has three.
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NIGHT SHOT—On vast exterior set erected for Paramount's “Desire

has

Under the

left)

both black-and-white and color productions. Reaction from “dailies”

Miss

screened so far indicates photography of “Desire Under the Elms”

Elms,”

starring

of

Daniel

Sophia

direction

Loren.

For illumination, three

broadsides

Vision

camera.

Paramount’s

one

of

ASC,

camera

under

Fapp,

Fapp,

Loren,

lines
are

has

582

transferred

his

long

talents

one of
to

(lower

closeup

used

close

photographic

and give out no forwarding address.
Yes, Hollywood production is hum¬
ming. And there are just two reasons
why more feature films aren't before
the cameras today: producers are hav¬
ing trouble casting their pictures be¬
cause so many players are tied up with
TV film committments; and they’re

ARTHUR ARLING, ASC,

up

crew

of

to Vista-

has

worked

just

Oscar-winning

MGM’s ace

about

every

director

on

the

lot,

shooting

possibilities.

stalwarts,

having
trouble
finding cameramen,
operators and assistants because most
of them also are working steady in
video film production.
v But for the cinematographers shoot¬
ing major productions, days are never
dull. The photos on this and preceding
pages tell just part of the story, and

cinematographers,

Universal-International

Studio.

In

HAL ROSSON, ASC,
Fox camera,

photo above, he’s shown behind the boom-mounted Mitchell camera

aboard

lining up shot for U-I’s “Once Upon a Horse,” starring Joel McCrea.

Scope-lensed

American Cinematographer

with
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a

picture only a few of the A.S.C. men
who are daily shooting both in Holly¬
wood and on location.
Not included here are facts relating
to the still greater number of camera¬
men working steadily in Hollywood’s
vast television film production—bigger
than ever this year.

squinting

prepares

Navy

craft.

camera.

to

Grips
In

through finder of the

shoot a
may

scene for Fox’s
be

background

seen
is

20th

“Enemy

steadying

arc

booster

the

CenturyBelow”
Cinema-

light.

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc
6677
SANTA

MONICA

,

BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD 38 CALIFORNIA
HOLLYWOOD 4-6131

Making A Movie
Of Movie-making
Modern production techniques revealed
in “St. Joan” promotional film.

By

UNOBTRUSIVELY,

cameraman

Gil

Woxholt

(right of camera)

PETER

MUSGRAVE

plans

a shot with assistant Mervyn Wilson during rehearsal script readings
for

Otto

Preminger’s

‘‘St.

Joan.”

Discussing

script

in

foreground

are players Francis De Wolff and Jean Seberg.

WOXHOLT’S camera captured interesting
Otto Preminger (left)

theatre-goers have witnessed one of the
most unusual motion pictures ever produced— a 21-minute
promotional film for Otto Preminger s '‘Saint Joan. ' W hile
the film's purpose is to stimulate ticket-buyer s interest in
Preminger's production, it also brings to audiences one of
the most informative and instructional accounts of modernday motion picture making ever produced anywhere.
While obviously great care went into its planning, it is
the incisive manner in which it is photographed that marks
the film a standout film-making venture. Photographing a
motion picture actually in production on the sound stage
poses many problems for the cameraman, but British cine¬
matographer Gil Woxholt displays in this achievement
notable genius for composition, timing and sheer pictorial
reporting.
We are fortunate to present here an account of the plan¬
ning and filming of this unusual motion picture by Peter
Musgrave, the man who collaborated in its planning, writ¬
ing and editing.—Editor.

of business, or planning a shot with his director of photog¬

In Recent Weeks,

W

film companies in England have
occasionally shot some footage showing their units in
production, none has ever put the job on such a firm basis
as did Otto Preminger for his production of “Saint Joan.”
From New York he brought ex-Collier’s man Tom Ryan to
write commentaries and in London he engaged enterprising
young cinematographer Gil Woxholt, with his assistant
Mervyn Wilson, for the full length of the main units’ 8-week
schedule.
hile a FEW feature

584
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studies of director

rehearsing his cast, re-enacting a bit

raphy,

Georges Perinal.

Some pre-production activities were also filmed: the
scriptreadings by the full cast in Preminger's London office,
and the wardrobe and make-up tests at Shepperton Studios,
20 miles south, where all but two days’ location exteriors
were shot. I was engaged to edit the material after the first
week of shooting.
Woxholt was given a very loose brief to shoot plenty of
revealing coverage on each sequence without getting in
anyone's hair, and between times to gather useful shots in
various studio departments, such as the carpenters, signwriters, plasterers, sound truck and so on. He decided to
use a 35mm Arriflex camera because of its portability and
quiet operation, as it was important not to disturb the actors
during rehearsals and the actual production takes.
He showed considerable resource in varying his angles of
approach to get fascinating shots of artists and technicians
often unaware of his presence, especially when he used a
Kilar 300mm lens to get enormous closeups of the emotional
range displayed by the expressive faces of people like cam¬
eraman Georges Perinal, and actress Jean Seberg. This
required a special shooting technique, constantly eye-focusing
on likely subjects at full aperture, then immediately stopping
down to shoot at f/2 if the individual were off-set, or f/11
if on-set.
(Continued on Page 594)
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rewind w/universal joint and
end support to hold
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DEMONSTRATING the remote focus control which he devised for the Mitchell BNC camera
is Hollywood technician Gene Polito, right.

He points to the Selsyn slave motor attached

to camera, while left hand holds the “transmitter” or manual control by means of which
lens focus may be controlled by assistant standing some distance from the camera.
from L to R are: Tom Morris,

operator;

producer-director Hall

Bartlett,

and

Jack

Others
Warren,

A.S.C., director of photography.

Selsyn Focus For A BNC
Hollywood technician devises an expedient solu¬
tion for achieving remote control of focus on
a Mitchell BNC motion picture camera.
By

SELSYN slave motor (X)

FREDERICK

is mounted

on

FOSTER

readily-attached

camera

bracket

(Continued on Page

(3)

is shown

(1), Photo A. When slipped into place, bevel gear of Selsyn meshes with

which

that of focusing

Gadget

586

knob

of camera

(2),

Photo

B.

American Cinematocrapher

View

he new remote focus arrangement
for the Mitchell BNC camera, pic¬
tured on this page, marks another in¬
stance where men who daily use motion
picture equipment in production have
contributed important improvements to
the industry. A case in point is Eugene
Polito, Hollywood technician, and the
focusing equipment pictured here.
Remote controlled focus on Holly¬
wood motion picture cameras is not new
nor is it standard equipment throughout
the industry. For years it has been
standard equipment on all Technicolor
cameras used in a soundproof blimp.
Paramount Studio only recently adopted
this method of focus following develop¬
ment of its VistaVision cameras. M-G-M
also has used Selsyn controls for years
as standard accessory equipment for
their blimped cameras, which permits
setting focus manually at the camera or
remotely with the Selsyn control. Uni¬
versal-International built one or two re¬
mote units for their BNC cameras, but
since the design required extensive
mechanical alterations to the camera,
the studio reportedly has abandoned
further effort in this direction.
This leaves the bulk of the cameras
used in Hollywood without remote focus¬
ing equipment, which includes those
used at such major studios as Warner
Brothers, 20th-Fox, Columbia, RKO,
Republic, and Universal-International,
and those used in the entire field of
independent and TV film production.
Most of these studios or producers use
the Mitchell BNC almost exclusively—the exceptions being Fox and RKO.
The title of the Bartlett-Champion
production, “Zero Hour,” might well
describe the position Polito faced two
days prior to start of the picture. With
a story that was to be photographed
almost entirely within the cramped con¬
fines of an airliner mock-up, Polito

of meshed

gears
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is

in

being
is

used

Photo
held

C, also the
here

regularly

near
in

“transmitter”

camera

filming

of

to

or manual

show

Frank

600)

its

Sinatra

control

comparative
TV

show.

(4),
size.

Unconditionally Guaranteed for Top Satisfactory Performance

COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY \
For motion picture and TV
cameras.

for Cine Special • Maurer
Arriflex • Mitchell

Bum.

minum.

Sturdy cast alu¬
For

standard

or

baby tripods. Additional
baby tripod point holders

Synchronous
phase,

50/60

motor
cycle.

unit,

115V,

Available

in

single

to control spread of tripod

60

legs.

Adjustable

seat.

Extra

or

100 frames per minute units.
For Cine Special 1 and 7 7,

Time

$455

Lapse

Equipment

wide

spring

rubber

wheels. Bronze tie down

available

clamps and other features.

For studio or location. Folds into
one

compact unit.

with

Can

be

used

professional or semi-profes¬

sional tripods.

SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER

For Maurer Camera,

Our Exclusive Distributor

Ji/stumaBe.

Variable Speed Motors
with Tachometer
for Cine Special and Maurer Cameras

The Versatile CRAB HYDROLLY
Features many new advantages found in no other
dolly. Maneuverable to ALL

angles with

instant

ease. Variable up and down control. Dual wheel
steering for crab and conventional back steering.
Noiseless operation. Its versatility
permits unusual dramatic shots
and reduces costly set-up time.

Any combination of
16mm

and/or

35mm

sprockets assembled to
specification.
Cast aluminum.

Foot

linear type, adjustable

frame

dial. Fast finger roller release. Contact rollers adjust¬
ed

individually

for

positive

film

contact.

Sprocket

shaft slip lock, footage counter, etc.

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

Instant

moveability —

streamlined,

FITS ALL 16mm
PROFESSIONAL AND
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL

lightweight,

exceptionally sturdy. Noth¬
order.

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head. Seat for

Many new advantages for

ing

assistant. In-line wheels for track use. Steering

easy

wheel, rigid floor locks. Hand pump or combi¬

lift

to

get

out

operation.
type

for

of

Hydraulic

fast

upward

and downward motion.

CAMERAS

nation hand and motor pump. Easily transport¬
able.

J

The latest in
new
as

matte boxes, embodying

advantages!
gauze

holders,

filters, etc.
glass

or

Takes

filters.

supplied.

Beautifully

aluminum

castings

2"

filters,
and

Fibre
dural

of

such
effect

3”

square

filter

constructed
with

many

accessories

diffusion

For use with

gelatin

all

holders
durable

front

Base

fits

and

small

all

cameras

and

has

large

tripod threads.

Takes all lenses 15mm to 152mm.
Rubber

back

caps

avoid

back

flare,

when lens is smaller than back opening.

rods.

ONLY $44.95

Optical black interior.

West Coast Sales:
BIRNS & SAWYER, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

CAREFULLY

PLANNED

and

rehearsed

narration

can

give

a

tremendous

lift

to

movies

having only mediocre pictorial appeal. Here narration for a 16mm film is being developed
extemporaneously as the film
projector.
original

The
but

narration

erased

was

magnetic

is projected with
then

transcribed,

a

Kodascope

re-written

and

Pageant magnetic
then

re-recorded

recording
over

the

track.

Use Sound With A Purpose

of serious hlmers, I mean—should be
made to depend upon sound as much as
they depend upon closeups, establishing
shots, continuity, action, and other ele¬
ments of the him maker’s art. Sound
should give to the modern amateur him
what it gives to the professional him—
ear appeal to enhance its eye appeal.
Sound, properly used, can aid in es¬
tablishing a scene or in setting a locale.
It can establish or accent a mood. It
can strengthen continuity, heighten a
dramatic point and generally speed up
action. It can do all these things only if
properly used.
For the purpose of this discussion, we
shall divide him sound into three cate¬
gories: 1) commentary and dialogue, 2)
sound effects, and 3) music. In this arti¬
cle (which is the hrst in a series to be
published in American Cinematogra¬
pher) we shall discuss how to use off¬
stage commentary and synchronized
dialogue in amateur movie making.
Because lip-sync dialogue is attainable
only by those few amateurs fortunate to
own sound cameras, such as the Auricon
Cine-voice (or those able to pay for
professional double-system recording of
sound while the picture is being hlmed),
we shall deal with this category hrst
and briefly. The amateur should aim to
keep dialogue as simple and concise as
possible; the thoughts expressed by play¬
ers in a scene should be meaningful,
terse, and to the point—easily grasped
by an audience. In all events the sound
of speech should be entirely purposeful
rather than novelty in that it serves a
definite purpose in advancing the pic¬
ture’s story or plot, in making clearer
(Continued on Page 597)

Now that sound is a reality for the amateur he
should know how best to use it for each type film.
(First in a series of articles on the subject)

By

T

GEORGE

simplicity of mag¬
netic recording—especially the sim¬
plicity of synchronizing it with amateur
movies—has done more than anything
else to convert serious cine hlmers to the
use of synchronized sound. Today, the
strictly silent amateur him is a rarity
in most amateur movie competitions.
Unfortunately, however, most of such
films utilize sound only as an accompani¬
ment, with the sound consisting mainly
of music. This is probably because do-ityourself magnetic recording burst upon
he

588

quality

and

American Cinematographer

W.

CUSHMAN

us so suddenly that amateurs flocked to
it, were thrilled by its high fidelity and
ease of use, but haven't bothered to dis¬
cover what sound can really do for their
films.
Serious 8mm and 16mm movie mak¬
ers should use sound—make it an inte¬
gral and carefully-planned part of their
pictures, not merely an accompaniment.
How does one use sound? The answer
is simple: by making it so much a part
of the picture that it isn’t a picture at
all without it. Amateur films—the work
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INTERESTING
when

shots

accompanied

informative

of
by

narration,

people

at

work,

thoughtful
increase

and

interest

and enhance the film’s overall worth.

THE MAGIC OF

•r
If those colorful moments in your life are worth shooting . . . they deserve
the full rich color . . . the new living color of ANSCOCHROME!-^
Indoors, outdoors, any time you please, ANSCOCHROME captures your mem¬
ories in softer, more natural colors than ever before possible. With
7^
tremendous new speed (Exposure Index 32) ANSCOCHROME picks up all
the detail... all the color . . . under practically any lighting condition.
UNMATCHED IN SPEED . . . unmatched in color fidelity, new ANSCOCHROME
brings you unmatched home enjoyment. Don’t shoot another roll without
trying new ANSCOCHROME. You’ll be glad you did!

1 00' 1 6mm rolls
50' 16mm magazines
Daylight and Tungsten Types

ANSCO, BINGHAMTON, N. Y. A DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE & FILM CORPORATION
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EASILY THE
by

Som

modate the
handy

MOST EXCITING

Berthiot,

pistol

which

interesting
grip

8mm

features

new

Pan

camera

yet desig ed

continuous
Cinor zoom

is the

through-the-lens
lens

for

Gmm

new

Camex

viewing

cameras.

Reflex,

and
Also

will
shown

ANOTHER “FIRST” for Bell & Howell is this automatic j

made

electric

accom¬
is

eye

tinuously

the

sets

camera

which

exposure

automatically

regardless

of

light

and

con- ,

conditions >

accessory.

8MM COMES OF AGE
“Pro” features, new improvements put 8mm cameras on a par with the
ssxteens; usher in a new era of movie
By

N

new 8mm cameras in¬
troduced this year are illustrated
above. Only those whose radically new
features of function and design make
thqm of more than ordinary interest to
the 8mm movie maker whose filming
technique and ambition have advanced
beyond his novice days.
The cameras pictured and described
here give the serious 8mm movie maker
better tools for making better pictures
than have ever before been available to
him. Now, for the first time, 8mm offers
all the excitement and the professional¬
like results heretofore enjoyed by the ad¬
vanced 16mm amateur.
ot all the

590
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JOHN

making

for serious

FORBES

Certainly the French-made Camex
Reflex—the first 8mm camera with con¬
tinuous through-the-lens focusing and
viewing—is just about the most excit¬
ing of all. The through-the-lens focusing
and viewing is an important feature,
until now found only in such profes¬
sional 16mm cameras as the Arriflex and
the Eclair Camerette, and in the semiprofessional Pathe 16. Previously, this
feature was considered too costly and
complicated for 8mm cameras.
With the Camex Reflex, you look into
the finder and see the image as it comes
through the camera lens enroute to the
film. Technically, it is quite simple; a
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cine filmers.

tiny prism is mounted behind the lens
on the front of the camera’s shutter.
When the shutter is closed, during the
interval the film is advanced to the next
frame, the image from the lens reaches
the prism only and is then re-directed to
a second prism in the finder system,
which transmits it to the eyepiece of the
finder where it is easily and clearly ob¬
served by the camera operator. When
the shutter is opened, the prism moves
out of the line of image transmission to
permit the exposure, then returns to the
same position again. This is a continu¬
ous operation—as continuous as the ope¬
ration of the shutter, movement of which

H

for

Kodachrome

filming.

Diagram

above

shows

how

THE CANON 8 is the first Japanese-made 8mm camera to make its appearance in the U.S.

the automatic exposure device functions in actual use.

Outstanding

No

camera. It also affords through the lens focusing in maki g camera setups.

batteries

or

motor

are

involved.

is so rapid that 'he image thus reflected
appears virtually uninterrupted and
without objectionable flicker.
The advantages of continuous view¬
ing are many. Not only does it simplify
focusing but is is a great aid to compos¬
ing scenes, and of course it makes it
possible to see exactly what you are
getting on film as the film is being ex¬
posed in the camera—regardless of the
focal length of the lens used. This system
of viewing does not require changing
the view finder element to match the pic¬
ture format whenever lenses of different
focal length are used.
The image viewed is aerial, not
groundglass; is brilliant and of the exact
dimensions and format recorded on the
film. Depth of field is readily checked

feature

is a

convenient and

clear

and adjusted by means of this finder.
The lens diaphragm may be opened or
closed while filming. 1 he lens stop scale
is visible from rear of the camera, mak¬

“Select-A-View”

finder

located

on

top

of

ing it feasible to produce fades and dis¬
solves.
The camera, a product of Som Ber(Continued on Next Page)

WHEN SHOOTING scenes like this, cam¬
eras

having

guarantee

automatic exposure
correct

exposure.

camera records the

child

control

Here

the

in shade,

but

as she moves toward camera into bright
sunlight,
close

the

down

correct

to

lens

will

the

proper

exposure

in

the

automatically
aperture

brighter

for

area.
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mentioned to a highly-efficient pistolgrip— both of which are shown on the
camera in the accompanying photo.
Equipped with a Berthiot Cinor
12:5-mm lens, the camera is priced at
$229.00. With the same lens in f/1.9, the
price is $269.00. The Pan Cinor 8mm
zoom lens lists for $339.00.

Locking lever
cf lens mount

B&H Automatic 8mm
Electric-Eye Camera

THE

MANY salient feautres of the new

Camex Reflex 8mm camera are pointed
out in the illustration above.

thiot, Paris, makers of a well-known line
of camera lenses and also of the PanCinor zoom lens, is equipped to use a
special new 8mm Pan-Cinor Zoom lens
—another exclusive feature. Here again,
the reflex viewfinder plays an important
part, permitting as it does through-theZoom lens viewing as the Pan Cinor is
adjusted to various focal lengths during
a shot.
Other features of this attractive new
camera include quick-demountable lens
system (no lens turret), speeds of 8 to
32 frames per second; an 8-foot film
run without winding the camera; single¬
frame exposures; backwinding; time ex¬
posures of any duration of time; auto¬
matic footage counter coupled to single¬
frame counter which operates both for¬
ward and reverse; takes 25-foot rolls of
double-8mm film; and an all-metal grey
leather-trimmed case. A host of interest¬
ing optional accessories are available
also, ranging from the Zoom lens already

CANON 8, pictured on preceding page,
is shown here with top removed to re¬
veal

mechanism

of

the

Select-A-View

viewfinder
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Movie cameras that automatically ad¬
just exposure for the prevailing light are
finding increasing interest. Bell & Howell
company pioneered this type of camera
in the 16mm field and last month un¬
veiled its 8mm version to a responsive
public. With this camera movie makers
may now shoot a roll of Kodachrome
film confident that every shot will be
properly exposed. The need for manually
setting the exposure is eliminated.
The new automatic 8 is the first cine
camera in which light energy alone sup¬
plies the power to generate electric cur-

EUMIG ELECTRIC, a pioneer in its field,
is

only

now

modern
more

electric-powered

being

made.

design,

durable

New

easy

power

cine

camera

model

features

lens

setting,

plant:

up

to

and
ten

rolls of film on a single set of penlight
batteries.

THE

AUTO-EX

semi-automatic
signed

for use

cameras,

has

is

combination
exposure

on

lens

and

control

de¬

most D-mount

8mm

built-in

exposure

meter.

rent which automatically and continu¬
ously adjusts the lens diaphragm to the
prevailing light. (In the B&H 16mm
camera having automatic lens setting,
the operation, while automatic and light¬
generated, is motor-operated.) With the
8, the operator winds the camera motor
spring, sights and shoots. The electric
eye, mounted on front of the camera, ad¬
justs to changing light faster than the
human eye and sets the lens for proper
exposure before the starting button is
touched. It can operate the lens through
the full range of stops from f/1.9 to
f/16 in less than one second.
This means that without knowing what
an f/stop is, the movie novice can now
be sure of properly-exposed film every
time, a result not consistently achieved
by experts. He can also follow a subject
from light to shadow, confident that the
electric eye is accurately computing the
light changes and automatically adjust¬
ing the lens. With a conventional camera
he would have to interrupt shooting to
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change the exposure setting.
An amber exposure beacon in the
camera’s viewfinder glows as long as the
available illumination is adequate. It
turns black to signal that there is in¬
sufficient light for movie making.
Like the human eye, which continually
adapts to the brightness of its surround¬
ings, the electic eye works continuously
as long as light reaches the photocell. It
“rests” only in darkness or when there
is insufficient light for movie making. It
never wears out or weakens under nor¬
mal conditions.
To make feasible the design approach
of the electric eye, Bell & Howell engi¬
neers developed a new type of lens iris
so sensitive that it moves at the touch
of a human hair. Yet is is sturdy and
shockproof and has withstood the most
vigorous environmental and field tests.
Through the use of thermistors the
electric eye mechanism adjusts to tem¬
perature changes. The camera can be
used at any temperature extremes the
film itself will withstand.
Light reflected from the subject en¬
ters a reticular honeycomb lens which
controls the angular coverage to match
that of the camera lens. LTpon reaching
the photocell, the light generates an
electric current which is fed to the meter
mechanism. The meter computes the cor¬
rect exposure and opens or closes the
lens as required.
The meter is permanently set for use
with Kodachrome film, both daylight
and tungsten types. When switching
from one type to the other, the meter
is adjusted to read exposures in terms

of the type of film used (ASA 10 or
ASA 16) by means of a slide conveni¬
ently located below the photocell.
The lens diaphragm can also be oper¬
ated manually. Turning a dial from
“auto” to “manual” disconnects the
automatic exposure control so that the
lens may be set for under- or over¬
exposure for special effects or shooting
with film other than Kodachrome. When
the camera is operated manually, the
needle pointer indicates the opening at
which the lens is manually set without
regard to the correct exposure.
Other features of the new camera in¬
clude a 10-foot spring run with con¬
tinuous-run lock and single-frame expo¬
sure, a picture-window viewfinder which
shows the subject in actual size, and a
Bell & Howell Super Comat 10mm f/1.9
lens.
For versatility, both wide-angle and
telephoto attachments are available, nei¬
ther of which require any adjustment or
changes in the camera and function
efficiently with the electric-eye exposure !
control. The camera lists at $169.95 in
the U.S.
THE CANON 8
The Canon 8 is the first Japanesemade 8mm movie camera to make its
appearance on the American market.
Possessing features generally found only
in the finest 16mm cameras, dominant is
the unique Select-A-View finder on top
of the camera which shows clearly what
is being photographed. The finder pic¬
ture area matches all lenses, from 6.5mm
wide-angle to the 75mm telephoto. Fin¬
ger-tip controls on top of the camera
adjust the finder for the various lenses
with a rotary scale indicating visuallythe lens for which the finder is set.
Other features include built-in automatic
parallax compensation, through-the-lens
focusing (before starting to shoot), twolens rotary turret, easy spool-film load¬
ing, and a rapid ratchet wind.
Built-in automatic parallax correction
compensates for shooting closeups and
ultra-closeups, so that the image seen
in the viewfinder is exactly as it will
appear on film—from infinity down to
18 inches.
The camera’s through-the-lens focusing
feature is invaluable when shooting
critical closeups, making titles, and
shooting table-top subjects. It is also in¬
valuable for pre-viewing the depth of
field of a lens.
Additional features include an audible
“click” signal which indicates every six
inches of film used; a revolving dial
footage counter which tells at a glance
the total amount of film exposed; a posi¬
tive stop that halts the camera mecha¬
nism before the spring motor unwinds
completely, thus eliminating “flash”
frames at the end of each scene; and
“drop-in” spool film loading, a feature |
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that precludes errors of careless film
threading.
With a single 13mm f/1.8 lens, the
camera is priced at $159.50; with two
lenses mounted in its turret—a 25mm
f/1.8 plus the 13mm f/1.8, the price is
$232.50.

EUMIG 8 ELECTRIC CAMERA
For the movie maker who dislikes
winding a camera, the new Eumig 8mm
Electric is his dish. This is another in¬
novation from the foreign market, but
not a new one. Eumig pioneered the
8mm electric-drive camera and boasts
the only battery-operated cine camera
on the market at this time. The maker
has insured its continuing popularity
through simplicity of design, ease of
operation, and most important—preci¬
sion workmanship in its construction.
The Eumig Electric operates on four
inexpensive penlight batteries, which
will drive the camera efficiently for up
to ten rolls of film. Constant speed is
insured by governor control on the
motor, which maintains camera speed at
a constant level from first to last scene
during the shooting of a roll of film.
The starting button may be set for
three types of operation: 1) continuous
or intermittent run, 2) single frame, and
3) lock. The lens is a color-corrected
and coated fixed-focus f/2.8, set in a
special mounting designed for simplicity
in selecting diaphragm settings. The
stops range up to f/22.
Despite its electric-drive feature, the
motor is extremely light in weight and
the camera’s total weight is about the
same as other cine cameras of similar
size having spring motor drives. List
price is $69.50.

ELGEET AUTO-EX

Some overexposures can be
corrected with proper
processing
• RCA Sound Recording
• Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and
Black-and-White
• Magnetic Laminating

CAPITAL
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Ave., N.E.,
Washington 2, D.C.
LAwrence 6-4634
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A measure of automation in 8mm
movie making is available through an
interesting new accessory now being
marketed by Elgeet Optical Company,
well-known manufacturers of lenses for
motion picture cameras. It is the AutoEx, a photo-cell-coupled 12.5mm f/1.9
lens which brings semi-automatic expo¬
sure control to owners of D-mount 8mm
cameras.
The Auto-Ex consists of a built-in
photo-electric exposure meter coupled to
a fast f/1.9 lens. In operation, the cell
of the meter accepts the light of the
scene being filmed, measures it, and
translates its finding to a floating red
indicator needle, which is visible to the
camera operator at all times. Also visible
through a window at the rear of the
Auto-Ex is an arrow, which is regulated
by a lever that controls the iris open¬
ing of the lens (see photo). After sight¬
ing the camera on the scene or subject
to be filmed, the operator moves the
arrow until it is superimposed over the
red indicator needle, thus setting the
September, 1957

lens for proper exposure.
Unlike the strictly automatic exposure
control of the new B&H 8mm camera
described earlier, the Auto-Ex does not
automatically change the diaphragm
opening whenever a sudden change in
light value is encountered—as in the
case of the sun being unexpectedly obscurred by a cloud. In all instances, the
lens diaphragm is set manually by the
filmer according to the exposure dictated
by the red indicator of the instrument’s
photo cell.
Last but not least—the Auto-Ex is
aimed primarily for Kodachrome film¬
ing. It is calibrated for ASA-10 (daylight
Kodachrome) and ASA-16 (Kodachrome’s tungsten rating).
Generally available at camera stores,
the list price is $49.95.

MOVIE OF MOVIE-MAKING
(Continued from Page 584)

Normally, he used 25mm. 35mm and
50mm lenses on the turret, including
when shooting downwards from the spot
rails where he got some of his most ef¬
fective shots. He used Kodak Tri-X al¬
ways, except for a few exteriors made
on Plus-X-B. On the sets he was rarely
able to shoot a scene from the same
angle for which Perinal had lighted it,
and elsewhere (the cutting-room for in¬
stance) he often had to rely on wintry
daylight from windows for illumination.
One unusual shot which required some
planning was the editor’s view of the
film passing through an Acmiola picture
head—shot at f/4.
The real music sessions would have
been too busy and too late to shoot, so
I asked Woxholt to cover an early token
recording of a trumpet fanfare needed
for scenes of St. Joan at the Coronation
of the Dauphin. He lit this simply with
two 5 K’s.
His most enterprising shot was in the
looping theatre; a pan from the sound
mixer at his console, lit very low key,
to the back of an actor under the micro¬
phone with the picture projected on the
screen in the background. The screen
brightness was only eight foot-candles,
so he lighted the artist at sixteen. Since
Woxholt’s camera motor was not inter¬
locked with the projector, its reflex shut¬
ter was very useful here to check phas¬
ing.
From the editorial viewpoint it was
naturally impossible to remember every
shot in the average daily output of 400
feet, containing perhaps 30 to 50 angles;
so, I had them coded and wrote a brief
description of each shot. Around the
canned shots we then wrote very brief
trailer introductions and commentaries
for principal actors Richard Widmark,
Sir John Gielgud, Richard Todd, Anton

“To deliver a lot of light where it is
needed most I use ‘NATIONAL’ carbons.”

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...
NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN

The terms ’’Sational" and ’’Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY • Division of Union Carbide Corporation •

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta. Chicago. Dallas. Kansas City. Los Angeles, New York. Pittsburgh. San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Tocoam.
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Under 1
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Editing
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•
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Project film specialists

Undivided responsibility from editing through release prints . . . big saving in time and
tempers. Closer quality control, too. If you're outside Los Angeles, ship Air Express for
speedy service. Write or phone for free estimate.

T£L£f ILM

6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro and Victor
16mm projectors at synchronous
speed.
Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

Walbrook and Finlay Curry. Otto Pre¬
minger personally directed the 30-second
introductions to each 3-minute trailer.
The actors’ voices then continued over
shots of rehearsals which I cut as tightly
as possible. Each one ended with a sin¬
gle brief extract from “Saint Joan’’ it¬
self; none of the usual superimposed
titles or hackeyed wipes were used at
any time. Between times I cut brief
sequences of material together for ship¬
ping to the Ed Sullivan and Dave Garroway TV shows, and supplied selected
“fine-grains” to the N.B.C. ‘Home’ show.
When shooting of “Saint Joan” was
finished I started to put together a longer
publicity film from the footage Woxholt had shot. In a week I found myself
with a roughcut of 32 minutes. I had
anticipated a fine-cut of about 28 min¬
utes, but Preminger asked for an im¬
pression of the making of “St. Joan”,
not a documentary on just how every¬
thing was done. I finally obtained a very
fast-moving picture of 21 minutes, which
covered a sync, introduction by Premin¬
ger, and part of Jean Seberg’s original
screen-test script-readings; dry rehear¬
sals; wardrobe and art departments; set¬
building and the first day’s shooting.
Next it showed sound-recording; backprojection ; rehearsals for the big trialscene ; exposed dailies sent for process¬
ing; shooting and the coronation se¬
quence; Richard Widmark having his
rubber ‘ageing’ make-up applied at
6:00 a.m.; preparations and shooting
for the invasion-barges sequence on lo¬
cation. Then the famous burning se¬
quence, showing all the precautions
taken, which were still insufficient to
prevent an unpleasant accident. The
survey concludes with shots of looping,
editing, and Preminger viewing the final
result in a studio theatre.
During editing of this publicity foot¬
age, we invariably found that general
“gimmick” shots I had requested during
production (such as arcs switched on,
stage doors opened, ‘Silence’ lights
flashing) were very useful to bridge
enormous transitions in time or place
without resort to optical effects.
The resultant films — the 3-minute
trailers and the longer 21-minute promo¬
tional version — are used to precede
“Saint Joan” in theatres, giving theatre¬
goers a thorough behind-the-scenes pic¬
ture of Preminger’s production in the
making. V hile not a new innovation, we
believe that it has been expanded and
developed to the utmost in this instance.

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
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shaft which connects motor with projector
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WORLD WIDE FILMS
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Phone: WEbster 9-8308

PRECISION* SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
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COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

(Continued from Page 588)

whatever action the player or players
undertake in the scene.
This use ofsound obviously is a professional one
and will require considerable study of
professional techniques as well as appli¬
cation.
The use of the spoken word in ama¬
teur sound films is, in the majority of
cases today, devoted to descriptive nar¬
ration which is most generally postrecorded to fit the picture after it has
been edited. It is the words of one or
more persons speaking into a micro¬
phone, and cued to the picture as it is
being projected. The recording can be
on tape synchronized with the projector,
or on the film itself which has been
soundstriped for the purpose.
The purpose of narration can be to
explain, to inform, to emphasize, or to
aid the editing of a picture by bridging
gaps in pictorial continuity. The pur¬
pose of explanatory narration is to ex¬
plain some thing or action within a scene
which was beyond the scope of the cam¬
era to reveal. An example would be an
industrial scene showing a man feeding
some unidentified material into a piece
of machinery. Here, narration would ex¬
plain what the machine does, identify

FROM
CAMERAS
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EDITING
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the material and probably describe the
end result of the operation if the camera
has not already revealed it pictorially.
Informative narration needn’t neces¬
sarily explain anything. It usually con¬
sists of pertinent facts about the subject
or place shown and perhaps tell its rela¬
tionship to the rest of the picture. An
example would be a shot of some histor¬
ical building; here the narrator would
tell where the building was located,
when it was erected, and its purpose.
Similar factual narration would reveal
distances between cities shown in a va¬
cation or travel film; facts about strange
and interesting people filmed on a visit
to a foreign land; factual information
about the lives, religion, and industry
of such people—in fact, all the facts
not revealed pictorially by the scene or
scenes which the narration accompanies
during screening. This is intelligent use
of sound—easily applied to the majority
of serious 8mm and 16mm films being
made by amateurs today.
Often something happens so quickly
in a scene that the eye fails to see it and
therefore its meaning is lost to the view¬
er. Where the action is important, sound
can be used to emphasize or call atten¬
tion to minute action and details. An ex¬
ample is a long shot made of some im¬
portant or historical object, scene or
structure having some feature lost in the
distant view. If the cameraman failed
to get or was unable to move in for re¬
vealing closeups, the feature can be em¬
phasized by a few well-chosen words by
the commentator that could very easily
make the audience believe it has actu¬
ally seen the feature thus called to its
attention.
Another and certainly a very import¬
ant function of narration is to entertain.
How often have we seen what might
otherwise be a mediocre picture on the
screen come to life and elicit great en¬
thusiasm as the result of cleverly-written
—and spoken — narration. Certainly
many amateur films might profitably
employ this type of sound accompani¬
ment, providing it is cleverly presented.
By kidding certain action in a scene,
making humorous comparisons, inject¬
ing anecdotes about personal experi-

0
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KINEVOX-HALLEN
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MAGNETIC RECORDER/REPRODUCER

16 4 6

18 I h

CABLE

ences had in locales pictured more or
less statically on the screen, narration
technique can serve a useful purpose in
the exhibition of valued travel and va¬
cation films otherwise lacking in pic¬
torial continuity or cohesion.
Movies of colorful flowers are still a
perennial favorite with home movie
makers. Such scenes can be enhanced
by narration consisting of a verse or two
of appropriate poetry, and the emotional
impact of the scenes greatly heightened
thereby.
An interesting application of narra¬
tion seen recently was where the com¬
mentator ostensibly put words into the
mouth or mind of an animal. The scene
was the well-known one of visitors to
Grand Canyon traveling on donkeys
down the trail to the canyon floor. The
filmer had made several closeups of the
face of one of the animals being ridden
by a plump member of the party. When
one of these closeups flashed on the
screen, properly cut into the picture, the
donkey seemed to say: “My gosh, this
guy’s heavy!” He swung his head
around and then back, and the com¬
mentator continued: “Come on, Bub;
get off and let me ride you awhile!”
One of the most successful short sub¬
jects series, “Speaking of Animals,” em¬
ployed this technique with the added
innovation of clever animation of ani¬
mals’ mouths to heighten illusion of the
animals actually speaking. But even
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from BURKE & JAMES
Developed for the Missiles System Div. of
Raytheon Mfg. Co., from their design data com¬
plete with 40" F/8 telephoto coated lens in
helical focusing mount for Eyemo 35mm
Camera with reflex focusing viewer, boresighted
and
collimated.
Used
with
10X
Prismatic Telescope Viewfinder — Collimated
with camera and lens. Colored reticle showing
film area permits tracking and leading image
into picture frame.
Write for 120 pg. encyclopedia of photo equip.

BUR K E

& J A M E S , I NC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago 4. Illinois

Moviscop

} VIEWER
THE EDITOR’S PAL
The very finest 16mm
action

viewer.

Here skillful narration can come to the
rescue to bridge the scenes, if not to
actually improve interest in the picture
at this point.
Next month I shall discuss the prep¬
aration of a home movie film to which
narrative sound is to be added.

without animation, the amateur can
achieve similar success, providing the
dialogue is witty and logical and espe¬
cially if it is not overdone.
Frequently in editing a picture, one
discovers that desirable connecting shots
are lacking in the material at hand.

Pre¬

cision German mech¬
anism. For producers
—T.V.—Labs.
Professional net $180.

/Continued from Page 586)

could see greater flexibility of shots
made possible if a remote focus control
could be used in conjunction with the
Mitchell BNC that was to photograph
the picture.
It so happened that only a week be¬
fore shootins on ‘‘Zero Hour” started,
Polito, working on the production,
“Sweet Smell of Success,” photographed
by James W ong Howe, A.S.C., had to
resort to the use of a string attached to
the camera focus knob to execute a fol¬
low focus shot. This expedient has been
used countless times when the situation
on the set precluded the assistant cam¬
eraman being “with" the camera as
the shot is made. It is not recommended,
however, where accuracy of focus and
critical depth of field are paramount
factors.

Determined not to resort to string any
longer, Polito luckily stumbled onto a
Selsyn set which the Mitchell Camera
Company had built for a client in the
east. The “slave” Selsyn was exactly
what he was looking for, but he felt
the transmitter unit of the equipment
left much to be desired to execute the
type of shots that are made in Holly¬
wood studios.
ith half the problem thus solved,
and in a desperate attempt to come up
with an answer to meet the starting date
of “Zero Hour,” Polito took a long-shot
chance that the transmitter of the re¬
mote focuser used on Technicolor cam¬
eras would work compatibly with the
Mitchell “slave” if coupled with it. With
this thought in mind, he borrowed a
Technicolor
transmitter from
Para-

AC

the HARWALD cn.
1216 Chicago Ave., Evanston, III. • Ph.: DA 8-7070

Camera Records Boat's Racing Performance at High Speed

Rioters
In World-U)id* Uss
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime-fog scenes « diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P 0

Box

46834.

Hollywood.

Calif-

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllll
**like adding a sixth sense

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras; Bell & Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAR Proilucts Corp.
M2 E. Colorado Ave.

•
Santa Monica, Calif.
Illllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllll|]||j||||||l!lllllllllllillllllllllllilllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llll|lllll!ll
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SETTING

WORLD

SPEED

BOAT

records

calls

for

painstaking

study

of

the

boat's

perform¬

ance under various conditions. Motion pictures made of trial runs can reveal a great deal.
Here

Donald

Campbell

& Howell 70-HR
attempt

at

escaped

death

Lake

(center),

famous

British

speed

boat

driver,

is

setting

up

his

Bell

16mm camera to film a test run during preparation for his recent record
Canandaigua,

when

it

struck

New
the

York.

wake

of

Campbell
a

passing

damaged
pleasure

his
craft

boat
at

and
240

hour. Studying movies of his boat in action will enable him to correct driving
so future mishaps may be avoided.
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CAMERA
EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,
Exclusive U. S.
Distributor
for MAURER—
PROUDLY PRESENTS

Famous MAURER 16mm Sound Recording
System. MAURER Negative-Positive Model
F Prime Recording Optical System and Gal¬
vanometer. MAURER Film Phonograph.

and

Features largest and finest erect-view
Viewfinder ever made for professional use
Here is a professional motion picture camera with
features that cameramen have dreamed about. It in¬
corporates a revolutionary intermittent movement that
produces perfect registration. High-powered directview focusing system guarantees critically sharp pic¬
tures. All controls and indicators are so conveniently
placed, the cameraman never has to change position.
Clear glass reticle instead of conventional ground glass
permits great magnification for critical focusing. 235°
dissolving shutter permits shooting with Vb less light.
Many, many other exclusives.

Offers New Standards of
Accuracy
Complete Repair Service
by factory trained experts
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€RH €ouipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept. A 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
mount Studio, hoping that it would be
powerful enough to drive the “slave’'’
Selsyn on the BNC plus the lens, plus
the finder. To eliminate as much fric¬
tion drag as possible, the BNC lens
mounts were carefully washed with
solvent and re-lubricated as were the
complete lens-focus and follow-finder
mechanisms.
After the wiring continuity had been
carefully checked out, Polito crossed his
fingers and hit the switch. Both units
functioned smoothly and with a high
degree of repeat accuracy. He imme¬
diately requested permission from Para¬
mount to keep the transmitter for the
duration of the picture. Since “Zero
Hour" was to be a Paramount release,
that Studio cooperated 100 per cent.
Mark Armistead, who operates a large
camera and equipment rental business
in Hollywood, subsequently purchased a
set of Selsyns from Mitchell Camera
Company, identical to the one Polito
used.
Following completion of “Zero Hour,”
Polito was assigned to two CinemaScope
pictures for Filmasters, where he was
to use a BNC camera fitted with an un¬
coupled anamorphic lens obtained from
20th Century-Fox. Polito saw that a re¬
mote focuser could be used to great

V

We Feature The Complete Maurer Line, Including New
Maurer Blimp which permits viewing directly through
lens without opening the blimp. Maurer Sunshade and
Filter Holder. Sports or tracking Viewfinder. Inverter
for synch motor. Film shrinkage gauge. 400' or 1 200'
magazine interchangeable on camera or recorder.

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16mm
MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES
Research and Script
Photography, Studio and
Location
Processing
Edge-numbered Work Prints
Sound Recording and
Rerecording

Editing and Matching
Titling and Animation
Release Printing
Magna-Striping
Slide Film Animation
Slide Duplicating

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

I

EVERYTHING
AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projec¬
tors. Studio and Laboratory Equipment with Latest Im¬
provements as used in the Hollywood Studios. New
and Used . . . BARGAINS. Established 25 years.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Boulevard

HO 9-3651

• Hollywood, Calif. •

Cable Hocamex

(Continued on Page 612)
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8MM &

16MM

“HEAR ME GOOD” SHOT IN CONTINUITY

BLACK and WHITE

(Continued from Page 572)

SPECIAL DELIVERY SERVICE ON
AN HOURLY MAILING SCHEDULE
All film processed by sensitometrically
computed gamma analysis
SPECIALIZED DEVELOPMENT GIVEN
EASTMAN TRI-X and DuPONT 930 & 931
SEND FOR BROCHURE

RILiM LABORATORIES
DEPARTMENT 7-A
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CENTER

S T . E X T ., B R I D G E P 0 R T, C 0 N N

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM- 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
fo r
picture and
sound.
Write for
Catalogue

1451

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28, Call!

Gittebad

necessary camera moves without taking
anything away from the story or action,
and particularly so camera movement
during shooting would not distract the
actors. The cameras were kept as far
back from the players as feasible, with
proper choice of lenses compensating for
such camera position limitations.
The “A” or master camera was
mounted on a boom and covered the
principals throughout each scene. “Oc¬
casionally we would reach a spot where
we couldn’t get in close as we liked,”
said Boggs. “Here, our "B" camera play¬
ed its most important part. Kept at a
more or less fixed position, this camera
would be switched on to pick up a
tight two- or four-shot, covering for the
‘A’ camera until it could be pulled back
to a new position where it took over
again for the main camera coverage.”
It was necessary to provide a special
switch for the “B” camera so that
switching it on and off could be accom¬
plished without creating any sound that
might be picked up by the microphone
during shooting.
Another factor which must always be
considered in continuous shooting is that
in filming long takes—those on this pic¬
ture ran six to nine minutes in length—the camera motors heat up and are likely
to suffer damage if such operation is
prolonged, Boggs pointed out. To ob¬
viate this problem, replacement motors
were held in readiness and changed be¬
tween takes whenever necessary.
“Because the VistaVision cameras
which we used were carefully inspected
and serviced after each day’s shooting,
we experienced no camera trouble of
any kind,” Boggs stated.
Earlier it was explained how impor¬

tant it was for the camera operator to
be completely familiar with the story
and script of “Hear Me Good.” This is
even more apparent when we consider
that the first scene of this picture, repre¬
senting 25 pages of script, required 61
separate camera movements—equivalent
to almost that many separate camera set¬
ups had the picture been shot in the cus¬
tomary “stop-and-go” method. Only an
extremely sharp operator who had
thoroughly assimilated the scene proce¬
dure during rehearsals could be entrust¬
ed with handling the camera on such a
lengthy and complicated take. As Don
McGuire remarked, “Boggs’ camera
crews (there were two—one for each
camera) were as unified and sharply
trained as any Air Force bomber crew.”
Reference was made earlier to the
placement of tapes on the floor as a
guide for the actors during rehearsals.
A multitude of vari-colored tapes were
also placed on the floor where the cam¬
era ranged, as a guide for the dolly and
crane operators and for the camera oper¬
ator during the protracted sfiooting
intervals. “There were so many different
colors of tapes pasted on the floor,”
Boggs said, “that it looked like a
Christmas decoration! But they were of
immense value. Each color denoted a
particular movement or scene segment,
and the significance of each color had
to be carefully memorized by every
member of the camera crew.”
“Boggs and his crew did a wonderful
job,” Don McGuire enthused: “At the
close of the first day, everyone on the
set was a little ‘punchy’ from the gruel¬
ling pace. But it was all worthwhile and
we happily achieved just what we had
set out to accomplish. That first day we

TRICYCLE COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY
Choice of The Professionals!
Designed to carry heaviest motion picture or TV camera and
to provide convenient space for both cameraman and his
assistant.
Dolly is
Three

constructed of

8"

strong

heavy-duty wheels

Vs"

heavy wall

permit

smooth,

and

1V2" OD

silent operation

aluminum tubing.
of

dolly.

Rear wheel has steering handle that can be locked for straight rolling dolly shots.
While

leg

easily

maneuverable

spread

of

tripod,
through

when

mounted

doorways.

on

Special

dolly,
leg

measures

2b",

dolly

is

nests for baby tripods.

Dolly folds in seconds into two easy-to-carry sections which fit into sturdy fibre
carrying

case.

Net weight of

dolly is 56 lbs.

Carrying

capacity,

1200 lbs.

Write for prices and literature.

ENGINEERING COMPANY
W

763 Tenth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

DESIGNERS
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FOR

MOTION

•

PLaza 7-3511

PICTURES

AND

T.V.

started shooting at 9 A.M. By 11:15—
just a little over two hours later—we
had shot 27 pages of script. The two
master shots were ‘in the can’ by 10
A.M. And by 6:30 that same evening we
had covered exactly 381/4 pages of script
—more than one-quarter of the entire
picture.
“We shot over 16,000 feet of film in
the two VistaVision cameras the first
day. When the delivery boy brought the
dailies to the projectionist, he thought
he was being given a complete feature
to screen!”
McGuire’s enthusiasm for Boggs’ abil¬
ity as a cameraman is well justified.
Boggs, by virtue of his long career as
an operator, is an important asset to any
director. In the 22 years he has worked
behind the camera he has acquired more
knowledge of screen direction and stag¬
ing than is possessed by many directors.
“Boggs was on his own in figuring
out all but six of the setups.” said
McGuire. “When he was ready, he would
call me over to the camera for a look
of approval, and if the setup was right
we went right ahead and shot it.”
Paramount Studio, which has a long
record for advancing its deserving cam¬
era operators to “first cameramen” or
directors of photography, elevated Has¬
kell Boggs to this status only two years
ago. His work on “The Delicate Delin¬
quent” and “Hear Me Good” has won
him considerable stature.
Considering his achievements thus far
and the assignments that have come to
him recently, he might conceivably join
that distinguished circle of cinematog¬
raphers—the “Oscar” winners—long be¬
fore he reaches “veteran” status.

[CAMERA REPAIRS
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

The Best Repair Department
East of Hollywood
Don’t take our word for it. Ask such
world-famous Camera manufacturers as
Mitchell, Bell & Howell, Arriflex, Auricon, Maurer etc.
They will tell you that Ceco’s trained
specialists are second to none in ability
and experience . . . that Ceco’s fullyequipped shop and genuine factory-

16riItrG
35mm
AND

produced parts are your guarantee of
satisfaction.
You spend a lot of money for your
cameras and equipment. Play safe—
entrust them to Ceco.

(£flm€Rfl €ouipmeiiT (o..inc.
Dept. A 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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MILLER HEAD
Is The World’s Finest!
•
•

Miller equipment is precision—built of highest quality materials and every replace¬
ment part is available.
Miller equipment is used throughout the world by leading photographers, film and
television studios.

PHOTOMACROGRAPHIC STUDY
(Continued from Page 575)

posure determination is made from the
ground-glass back with a Photovolt Cor¬
poration meter Model 501-M, and plates
are developed in a fine-grain developer.
By this method, satisfactory enlarge¬
ments in the order of 3x4 inches are
possible from sharp, well-exposed KCO
16mm originals, thus extending the
range of usefulness of photomacro¬
graphic time-lapse studies in terms of
stills as well as motion picture footage.
The justification for the time and
effort expended in time-lapse cinema¬
tography, from the educator’s point of
view, is not simply to present the spec¬
tacular or the unusual, but rather to
develop new insights and to deepen un¬
derstandings of the intended audience.
In terms of such an objective, no effort
in the motion picture arts and sciences
seems too great.

Head consists of two factory-sealed units which are packed with a special fluid that
will not deteriorate and should last the life of the head.

Sold only by dealers.

See your nearest dealer.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.
Hollywood 46, California
Cable Address: MILEQIP
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PARAMOUNT

For More Information

• Ray
June,
ASC, “Houseboat,”
(Vistavision ) with Cary Grant and Sophia Loren.
Mel Shavelson, director.

On Advertisers Products

Lang, ASC, “The Matchmaker,”
(VistaVision) with Shirley Booth and An¬
thony Perkins. Joseph Anthony, director.
• Charles

Or Services....

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
Crosby, ASC, “The Court of Last
Resort.” * (Walden Prods.) Various directors.

• Floyd

PRODUCTION

Every advertiser in

this issue

has available

other literature illustrating and describing

pamphlets

his

CENTER,

NEW

YORK

or

products or

services beyond the capabilities of the limited space afforded

• Morris
Hartzband.
“Woman
Without
Shadow,” (Knight Prod. RKO release) with
Rosemary Harris and Steve Hill. John Newland, director.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

in his advertisement.

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Alfred
Presents.”* P. Henreid, director.

You are invited to write to these advertisers direct for
and information you may desire.

Advertisers appreciate direct inquiries from read¬

Hitchcock

• William Bradford, ASC, “Manhunt,” *
(Revue Prods.).
Bernard Girard, director;
“Restless Gun,”*
(Window-Glenn
Prods.)
with John Payne. Ed Ludwig, director; “The
Millionaire,” *
(Don
Fedderson
Prods.).
A1 Green, director.
• Edward
Colman,
ASC,
“Dragnet,” *
(Mark VII Prods.) with Jack Webb and
Ben Alexander. Jack Webb, director.
• Ernest

ASC, “Suspicion,”*
James Nielson, director.

Haller,

ers because it shows a bona-fide personal inter¬

vue Prods.).

est in their product or services—as aainst the

• Herb

(Re¬

“Wagon
Train,” *
Robert Florey, director.

Kirkpatrick,

(Revue Prods.).

mass inquiry post card type of communication.
Th is is why we have never adopted this type
of promotion.

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents,”* (Revue Prods.L Robert Stevens,
director; “Jane Wyman Theatre,” *
(Lewman Prods.) with Jane Wyman. Allan Minor,
director; “Studio 57,”* (Revue Prods.) with
Rob Walker. Ed Ludwig, director.
® Jack Marta, “Plunderers of Eldorado.”
(Naturama; Ventura Prod.) with Vera Ral¬
ston and Anthony George. Joe Kane, director.

When inquiring, write on your business letterhead when pos¬
sible—although a post card will bring you equally prompt
response.

And we’d appreciate it very much if you’d tell them you
saw their advertisement in .

.

.
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• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Wells Fargo,” *
(Overland Prods.) with Bob Walker.
Earl
Bellamy, director;
“General Electric The¬
atre.” *
(Revue Prods.).
Robert Sinclair,
director.
• William Sickner, ASC, “Studio 57” *
(Revue Prods.).
Norman Tokar, director;
“Uncle Bentley,”*
(Revue Prods.).
Jerry
Hopper,
director;
“Bachelor
Father,” *
(Bachelor Prods.). Jerry Hopper, director;
“Leave it to Beaver,” * (Gomalco Prods.).
Various directors.
• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Restless Gun,”*
(Window-Glenn Prods.) with John Payne.
Ed Ludwig, director; “Wells Fargo,” * (Over¬
land Prods.) with Bob Walker. Earl Bellamy,
director.
o Mack Stengler ,ASC, “Manhunt,”* ( Revue
Prods.) Don Weis, director; “The Million¬
aire”* (Revue Prods.) A1 Green, director.
• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “State Troop¬
ers,'* (Revue Prods.) with Rod Cameron.
Richard Irving, director.
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The first practical\ low-cost full aperture, critical

FOCUSER AND BORESIGHT
for FILMO SERIES 70, AURICON CINE-VOICE AND AURICON PRO CAMERAS!
FOR AURICON
CINE-VOICE AND
AURICON PRO
CAMERAS
Model A
Full

Camera

Academy
erture

or

TV

FOR FILMO SERIES 70

All Illustrations
Actual Size.

Aperture

$49.50

Models F-PR and F-TV

Standard Model F

Engraved Academy Projector

Plain

ground

Aperture,

Projector Ap¬

glass

$36.50

Aperture or TV Aperture,
Center

Cross

Lines

•

Military tracking applications
Critical focusing

— Con¬
tains
accurately
qround
prism
(no
mirrorsl:
7X
coated, focusinq magnify¬
ing lens. Ground qlass in
plane of film
emulsion.
Protective
foam
rubberlined plastic baq included
with each focuser.
HIGHEST

INDISPENSABLE FOR:

•

Hi-C PRODUCTS

$46.50

® Checking parallax of present finders
• Aligning external finders—such as the Hi-C
Monocular View Finder
• Setting up and accurately centering titles.
(Eliminates rack-over equipment.)

ORDER

• Microscopic filming
•

Hi-C PRODUCTS
HAL ROACH

MAIL! Sold on
money-back guar¬

BY

30 day
antee!

Checking lenses

QUALITY

® Stanley

Gentlemen: Please send □ (quantity) Hi-C FOCUSERS
(Specify models and apertures)
Enclosed

• Paul

John Nesbitt.
• Jack

1 ime,

“Telephone Time,” *
Various directors.

Ivano,

please

find

check

or

money

order

for

(California orders subject to 4 % sales tax)
Name
Company

Cortez,

City

.

ASC, 2nd Unit, “South

Pacific.”
• Edward
Fitzgerald,
ASC,
“Telephone
Time,” * with John Nesbitt. Various direc¬
tors; “The Gale Storm Show,” * with Gale
Storm. Wm. Seiter, director.

Pasadena, Calif.

Street .

P. O. Box 455M, Pasadena, California

STUDIOS

P.O. Box 455M,

Mellor, ASC, “Peyton Place,”
(Jerry Wald Prods.; CinemaScope) with Lana
Turner and Lloyd Nolan. Mark Robson, di¬
rector.
• William

State

Mixing your
own chemicals?
7^-V

with
• John Nickolaus, “Young and Dangerous,”

ASC, “Telephone
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.
Mackenzie,

(Regal Films) with Lili Gentle and Mark
Damon. William Claxton, director; “Ghost
Divers,” (Regal Films) with James Craig and
Audrey Totter. Merrill White, director.

RKO-PATHE
Rosson, ASC, “The Enemy Below,”
(DeLuxe color; CinemaScope) with Robert
Mitchum and Kurd Jurgens. Richard Powell,
producer-director.
• Hal

“Dick
Powell’s
Grey Theatre,” * (Four Star Prods.)
Dick Powell. A1 Ganzer, director.
• Charles

Burke,

Zane
with

George
Diskant, ASC,
“Mr. Adam &
Eve,”* (Bridget Prods.) with Ida Lupino and
Howard Duff. Richard Kinon, director.
•

• Guy
Roe,
ASC, “Trackdown,” *
(Four
Star
Prods.).
R.
MacDougall,
director;
“Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre,” * (Four
Star Prods.) with Dick Powell. Fewis King,
directoT.

Shamroy,
ASC, “South Pacific,”
(Todd-AO & Color; shooting in Hawaii) with
Rossano Brazzi and Mitzi Gaynor.
Joshua
Logan, director.
• Leon

ASC, “Fraulein,” (Cinema¬
Scope & Color; shooting in Germany) with
Mel Ferrer and Dana Wynter. Henry Koster,
director.
• Leo

Tover,

20TH CENTURY-FOX
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL

“Escape to Red Rock,”
(Regal Films) with Brian Donlevy and Jay
C. Flippen. Edward Bernds, director.
• Brydon

Reversal Processing can be easy!
. . . Atkinson Reversal Processing
Chemicals are already mixed!
We’re THE place to get them
ready-to-use. (Either dry or
liquid form)

Baker,

Arling,
ASC, “Once Upon a
Horse,” (CinemaScope) with Dan Rowan and
Martha Hyer. Hal Kanter, director.
• Arthur

Cline,
ASC,
“April
Love,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Lexing¬
ton, Ky.) with Pat Boone and Shirley Jones.
Henry Levin, director.

• William Daniels, ASC, “How Lonely the
Night,” (CinemaScope) with Richard Egan
and Julie London. Harry Keller, director.

• Joseph. MacDoNALD, ASC, “The Young
Lions,” (CinemaScope; shooting in France)
with Marlon Brando and Joan Woodward.
Edward Dmytryk, director.

Lathrop.
ASC,
“Hemp
Brown,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Rory Calhoun
and
Beverly
Garland.
Richard
Carlson,
director.

• Wilfrid

• Phil

American Cinematographer

Other Labs and TV stations are
using them . . . you can save
time and money, too

Clt&iMCn

LABORATORY, INC.

7070 Santa Monica

Boulevard

Hollywood 38, California
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• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Teach Me How to
Cry,” (CinemaScope) with John Saxon and
Sandra Dee. Helmut Kautner, director.

De
John Sherwood, director.
• Warren

Lynch,

Soto

commercial.*

• James Drought, Glade commercial.*

John

Sherwood, director.
• Russell Metty, ASC, “There’s a Time to
Love,” (CinemaScope & Color; shooting in
Germany) with John Gavin and Lisa Pulver.
Douglas Sirk, director.

Clint Walker and
Douglas, director.

Enzio

Serafin,

© Charles Welborn, Joy commercial,* Dodge
commercial.* Virgil Vogel, director; Campbell
Soup commercial.* Jack Daniels, director;
Lawrence Welk industrial short. Wil Cowan,
director.
WARNER BROS
• Carl
Practical

•

Dependable

ASC, “Cheyenne” * with
Leslie Martinson, director.

Berger,

Clint Walker.

. C. MERCER S COMPANY
241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

Carter,

“Maverick.” *

Bud

Bullets from
Fort Dobb,” (shooting in Kanab, Utah) with
• William

Clothier, “Fifteen

Gordon

• Jack Etra, “Jamboree” (Vanguard Prods.;
shooting at Fox Movietone Studios, N.Y.).
Roy Lockwood, director.
© Arthur

commercial.*

ASC, Chevrolet
Dave Monahan, director.

Feindel,

Guthrie,

ASC,

“Maverick.*

1958

Leslie

Martinson, director.
• H. F. Koenekamp. ASC, Chevrolet 1958
commercial.* Dave Monahan, director; Kel¬
logg commercial.* Mel Dellar, director.
Stradling, ASC, “Marjorie Morningstar,”
(WarnerColor; shooting in New
York) with Gene Kelly and Natalie Wood.
Irving Rapper, director.
• Harry

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Sugarfoot.” * Peter
Adrian, director; “Colt 45.” * Peter Adrian,
director.
• William

ASC,
Boetticher, director.
• Ellis

Mayo.

• Ed Dupar, ASC, Pink Camay commercial,*
G. Minter, director; Lustre Creme commer¬
cial.* Ross Lederman, director.

© Carl

“Raw Wind in Eden,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Italy)
with Esther Williams and Jeff Chandler.
Richard Wilson, director.
•

Virginia

Whitley,

ASC,

“Sugarfoot.” *

E. Bernds, director.
• James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Old man
and the Sea,” (WarnerColor) with Spencer
Tracy. John Sturges, director.

FILM-MAKING IN SOUTH AFRICA
400-Foot
Conversion
FINEST
co-nversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
jack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write

for

Pictures

and

Complete

Details

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055

Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record
606

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.
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tensive reading on the subject and pro¬
tracted discussions with our old Zulu
assistant, a synopsis was drawn up for
preliminary discussions. Once it was
okayed by a group of Zulu men, who
served as technical advisors, we set
about the next stage of preparing a
shooting script, with commentary in
sketchy outline. This of necessity had
to be elastic, as so many minor pieces
of action invariably arise throughout
the shooting, which cannot be antici¬
pated. This results mainly from a varia¬
tion in custom between one tribe and
another.
A Chief or Headman who was known
to us from previous productions was
called in and details finalized regard¬
ing locations, building of huts and sets
where required; the number of men,
women and children required; their
dress, and weather conditions which
would determine whether they should
or should not assemble on appointed
days. And of course, and this of prime
importance, we discussed the matters
of food and cash.
With great patience, we discussed in
detail the theme of the film to which
the Chief added his observations from
time to time. Then with all these pre¬
liminaries finalized, a day was set down
for the first shots, as also that section
of the story. I would mention here that
we found it advisable for many reasons
to shoot as near to sequence as pos¬
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sible, so that the natives would find it
easier to pick up the threads of the
story idea from day to day.
It must be remembered that these
people were re-enacting a custom and
ceremony of their own which in their
minds runs from here to there, and not
here, there, and back again.
Then came the first day’s shooting.
We left early in the morning under a
friendly sun, loaded with props, food,
cameras, recorders, reflectors and what
appeared to me to be a mass of cumber¬
some miscellaneous material, yet which
my friend who assists us on these ex¬
peditions assured me was absolutely
necessary.
The time set down for the Chief and
his people to assemble was the equiva¬
lent of 9 a.m.—they go not by the clock
but by the position of the sun. By this
hour we had arrived at the point of
assembly. There was not a soul in
sight! Ten o’clock and then eleven. I
became worried because of the position
of the sun, which is not favorable to
pictorial effects and good color on dark
bodies in midday.
Finally the Chief arrived to inform
us, with great regrets, that a wedding
was taking place at some distant kraal
and many of his people had journeyed
there to assist in the celebrations. I was
about to instruct the boys to load up
and prepare to return to headquarters,
when of a sudden I hit upon an idea.

f/fa l/tewfogAfdde £azy M

NEW PROFESSIONAL
FILM VIEWERS
16mm and

35mm Models

35mm Professional Film Viewer $500.00

Every film editor will appreciate
a viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right on a
large 6" x AV2", brilliantly illum¬
inated screen.
The Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy

threading, portable, will not scratch
film. Put either of these viewers
between your rewinders and speed
up your editing. If desired, Counter
and/or Sound Reader can be easily
attached to either viewer.

Ask us about these time savers today!

16mm Professional Film Viewer^,$350.00

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N. Y. Judson 6-1420
Yes, we had the girl there who was
to take the part of the bride and we
had the man who was to be the groom.
A quick conference was held and there
and then the natives were told to pre¬
pare for action and to don their beads
and skins.
The scene was a setting in the fields.
The girl was to be hoeing the field when
her suitor appeared to press his affec¬
tions. We rounded up three other native
girls to work in the field with her,
together with two children.
We used three cameras—a Kodak
Cine-Special with 200-ft. magazines, a
Bolex and an Auricon together with
field recorders for the singing. Because
of the deep blue sky filters were neces¬
sary for certain shots. The first piece
of action covered the girl working in
the field, which fortunately was right
at hand. The young warrior was to
saunter up to the girl and engage her
in conversation, which approach she
would reject. I should mention that
this is all according to custom. Even
when a Zulu woman is attracted to a
young lover, she will naturally spurn
his advances. Modern youth term it
“playing hard to get!”
We rehearsed them once to make
quite sure that they had grasped the
idea. Then with two cameras in opera¬
tion, we called for action and pressed
the buttons. Everything went off per¬

fectly. But as the shot ended, quite
outside the script, the girl began chas¬
ing the young warrior with her hoe
raised above her head and making occa¬
sional swings at his retreating person.
This was faithfully recorded by the
camera making the long shots from one
angle. It appeared from inquiries that
this was quite a common method of
dealing with the love sick type.
Having covered the full action in a
long shot, we then went back to cover
close and mid shots, using reflectors for
fill light.
Exposures are somewhat
tricky with the brown skins, especially
when they begin to perspire. Another
problem with which we were confronted
was native dress. Zulu women normally
wear a skin skirt and only bead adorn¬
ments above the waistline. This posed
the question: “What would overseas’
reaction be to the partially-clad figures
in our scenes?”
We decided to disregard overseas
susceptibilities and concentrate on the
factual presentation, as there was a
market within the Union for these films.
We wound up the day shooting with a
selection of filler closeup and big closeup shots of these two characters and the
children, all of which came in very
useful later. This does go to establish
the justification for regarding the script
as elastic. You never know what action

Counter additional.

„ 75.00

Sound Reader additional

.150.00

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MM
Service
Laboratory
Unsurpassed for ...

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC
Phone BRoadway 5-2323
1672 Union Ave.

Memphis 4, Tenn.

lie yi'laster Ct 'aftsinanshif)
1/Joti r ^?i(rn TtOeierues
★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States
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FILM-MAKING IN SOUTH AFRICA
(Continued, from Page 607)

will crop up spontaneously.
Our second day out on location was
a complete frost. We had mentioned
that if it was overcast there would be
no filming. Well, there were only one
or two small clouds floating lazily in
the sky. None of our players showed
up, so we spent a quiet day in the
country!
Subsequent shooting days were more
successful but rarely began on time.
hat we found most effective for our
actors' morale was to record singing
after the beer drink on completion of
a day’s filming. We would encourage
them to sing appropriate songs, such
as the wedding song, the farewell Song,
and a solo or two by one or another
of the women. Dancing during filming
was recorded wild on the magnetic re¬
corder, and subsequently edited, prepar¬
atory to cutting discs.
The final big dance scene required
four cameras because, once the natives
began their routine, there was no stop¬
ping them. They had to run right
th rough from beginning to end because
of the nature of the dances. Careful
planning was called for. First with all
cameras loaded two were positioned to

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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secure varying angles and changes in
distance. A third was set up with a
2l/2" tele lens to capture closeups with¬
out interfering with the two main
cameramen. The third was held in re¬
serve as also a second Kodak maga¬
zine ready-loaded for quick change¬
over. Test readings were made before¬
hand. The recorder was concealed in
a small shrub nearby and everything
went off with a swing, within one and
one-half hours. Footage? About one
thousand feet, of which approximately
two hundred was cut into the com¬
pleted film.
In all. the cast consisted of close to
one hundred persons.
Our present
problem was the uninvited guest. These
odd characters would arrive on foot or
should I say in boots or on bicycle, and
slip into a scene here and there de¬
spite close supervision. You must ap¬
preciate that these are a most hospitable
people, and what was wrong with a few
friends rolling up to share in the beer
at the close of filming! One day we
will remake the film with a more defi¬
nite story theme.
All filming was on regular Kodachrome, as no Commercial Kodachrome
stock is available in this country. With
the return of all footage from the lab,
we sat down to the laborious job of
viewing it over a ground glass viewing
panel. The footage selected was spliced
together and sent off for work prints.
These, after final editing, were screened
for our Zulu assistants, and their com¬
ments noted.
Re-editing followed to
meet with any suggested changes. The
final approved version was then matched
against the commentary, which had
previously been passed by the Zulu
elder. A temporary tape was run with
commentary in Zulu and music re¬
corded in the field. Again the film was
screened, this time with the sound track,
and at long last everything received the
green light.
We have found it a wise course al¬
ways to have available two or three
authorities on the Zulu customs, both
Europeans and Africans. Those who
aided us have been most loyal and
helpful, appreciating our desire to re¬
cord the true facts and therebv enabl¬
ing their own people to enjoy seeing
films of their past history, their passing
customs and traditions.
Do we export these films? No. First,
because we have been told that where
the human torso is bare or bedecked
only with bead ornaments, some over¬
seas audiences raise objections. Sec¬
ondly, we find no interest for the single
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Cstohlisheil 1949
Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the

REVERSAL PROCESS
special attention to

FASTAX DEVELOPING
on request:
TRI-X processed to

1000 ASA

Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50lh Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
For H8
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HI 6
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Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens Control
Handle • Complete Factory Parts & Service

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
VARIABLE
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FOR

H16

REFLEX
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STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
West Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Phone GRanite 3-3227
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U. S. Registered Trademark

HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

16MM PRODUCERS—LOOK AT THESE VALUES!
B&H 70DA CAMERAS w/3 lenses; positive
finder,- objectives and case.$ 249.00
MAGNASYNC X-400 Recorder, like new. 795.00
MAGNASYNC X-400 Complete Outfit including
recorder, 4 position mixer, playback am¬
plifier & speaker. $1500.00 value. 1195.00
BEAUTIFUL MAURER 05 CAMERA, 2 mags.,
2 motors, viewfinder, sunshade, trunk. 2495.00
HALF
PRICE
SALE—NEUMADE
STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS;
Used MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400'
reels .
99.50
Used MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400'
reels .
149.50
New RK-102 RACKS—hold 200-400' reels...
87.50
WESTERN ELECTRIC 639 CARDIOID Micro¬
phones, $236.00 value. 169.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, ’/2 price.
2.50
HOUSTON RUBBER SQUEEGEES, soft, pliable
wiper blades, for 16 or 35mm processors
or cleaners. Per dozen $1.50- per 100
9 00
NEW 16MM GREEN MOVIOLAS with rec¬
tangular picture . 395.00
RCA 400 OPTICAL/MAGNETIC 16mm Sound
Projector, separate speaker, automatic cord
reel. $900.00 value . 495.00
B&H FILMORAMA Cinemascope type lens for
Cine Special II with all projector attach¬
ments, $750.00 value. 395.00
NEW E-Z 8/16 FILM SPLICERS, non-magnetic,
butt splice .
34.95
’DURALUMINUM BLIMPS, SPONGE-LINED for
1200' Maurer or other cameras with ver¬
tical mounted motor. I.D. 1 8 '/2 "1 03/a "x
25 '/2" high. Closeout. 295.00
MAURER MODEL E RECORDING SYSTEM. In¬
cludes Type 10 Recorder; V.D. galvanom¬
eter; 400' magazine; 4 pos. mixer; am¬
plifier; noise reduction; power supply; volt¬
age regulator, cables and cases. $10,500
value .$5995.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable; SOSOUND
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch^-6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124

OUR 28th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING

AKELEY Gyro tripod, baby legs and Hi-hat, $485.00.
FLOYD CROSBY, HO 4-8383.

MORE 35MM SPECIALS FROM OUR VARIED STOCK

BLIMP FOR ARRIFLEX 35mm w/follow focus....$1095.00
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MA¬
CHINES—2000' capacity. $425.00 regular¬
ly. SURPLUS . 295.00
(for conversion to 16/35mm add $50)
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for Mitchell, Arriflex, etc. $5000 value,
make CinemaScope compatible pictures. 1000.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—non-magnetic, butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe
Model.$69.50 Std. Model.
59.50
HOUSTON 35mm N-35 PROCESSORS, nega¬
tive/positive. Include refrigeration, recir¬
culation,
airpump,
temperature control.
Speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov’t paid
$8,000.00;

Reconditioned.$1995.00
Used. 1495.00
'PETERSON MASSIVE ANIMATION STAND with
with motorized zoom, air platen, all move¬
ments, sliding cellboard. $6,500 value,
likenu . 3995.00
■MITCHELL 110V AC/DC WILD MOTOR w/tachometer. $525.00 originally. 349.50
■MOVIOLAS WITH 3" MAGNIFIED PICTURE,
automatic take-ups, serviceable condition.
(Add $125.00 for 3y4"x4" viewing screen) 189.00
35mm MOVIOLAS new condition. 289.00
'CECO BALANCED TV TRIPOD HEADS, $425.00
value, like new.
239.50
DOLLY TRACK WITH CONNECTORS, 5', 10',
15' lengths, per ft.
4.95
With self-levelling screws, per ft.
5.95
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs, w/preamplifier, transformer &
mtg. bracket . 575.00
DEPUE AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROLS—almost
J/3 off price. Twin 75 scene. 695.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE OPTICAL RECORDING Sys¬
tems,
complete with
mixer,
amplifier,
2-1000' magazines; syncmotors; mike, ca¬
bles & cases. Rebuilt, from. 5375.00
TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western

•610

Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-2124

Holly’d,

Calif.
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35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing 1—28mm Schneider lens, 1—50mm
lens. Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 .. 1250.00
ART REEVES SENSITESTER 35mm.
Value
$2,000.00. Special . 1150.00
B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar, and 6" f4.5 Telephoto Xenar
Lenses; 2-400' Magazines; Motor; Wells
Semi-Professional Tripod; Carrying Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special ... 1150.00
1
BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Specie1 2
camera, # one or two 110 volt, synchron¬
ous motor, Astro erect-image viewfinder,
follow focus gears. Value $990.00. Special 625.00
NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
numbering slate, w/handle.
6.95
35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.
285.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite galvanometer, amplifier, motor.
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines.
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed . 2,900.00
SCHOEN PRINTER, sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute,- 12 adjustable light changes; AC-DC
conversion unit. New .
899.00
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition .
675.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
and Lamp BOOM. Special. 195.00
B&H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.
95.00
SOLENOID STOP MOTION MOTORS, time con¬
trol for 16 or 35mm animation cameras.... 165.00
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand. Size
5x7 . 235.00
5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS. 175.00
16mm Sound Cameras. Auricon Pro Jr. 200
ft. magazine capacity. Also Cine Voice 100
ft. magazine. Garantee BIG saving.
35mm 400 ft. Cineflex magazines. Arriflex
adaptable. Value $165.00. Price.. 100.00
Olsen 5 KW 14" fresnell. Heavy duty stand
with rotating barn doors.
Color frame.
Value, $561 .00.
Special. 365.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BVLD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

OVER 200 B&H 35MM

EYEMOS

BUY

THE

YOURS

HERE

AT

SOLD AT AUCTION.

RIGHT

PRICE—75%

OFF

LIST. Guaranteed Perfect Performance—NOT Sold As Is

Bell & Howell Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider
turret, motor mount, 2" B&H lens, 400'
magazine and drum type finder.$295.00
Trunks (Model A) for camera, lenses, etc. 14.95
Trunks (Model B) for camera, mags., lenses,
etc. 29.50
B&H 400' Magazines—plastic....$29.50; Metal.... 59.50
Trunks for 2 magazines. 14.95
Eyemo Motors 12, 24 or 115 volt. From. 55.00
B&H Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider turret, 3
lenses, motor & cable, 2 magazines, posi¬
tive finder, 3 objectives and trunk. ONLY.... 495.00

WE RENT AND SELL TV FILM PRODUCTION EQUIP¬
MENT. Colortran, McAlister, M-R, B-M lights, Pole¬
cats, Magnasync 400X, Eyemo 35 1200', Cine Voice,
Arriflex 16. Want Cine Specials, Tripods, etc.
CENTURY CAMERA, 20 S. 7th St., Minneapolis,
Minn. FE 8-5858.
MAGNASYNC 17’/2mm recorder with torque takeups
and latest air damper, 639B and D44 microphones,
4 position mixer, all accessories. Excellent con¬
dition. HARRY WUEST, 27 Grove St., New York,
N.Y. Phone: JU 2-3816.
ALL GUARANTEED LIKE NEW!

CINE' KODAK TRIPOD TRUCK.$ 49.50
CINE' KODAK SPECIAL II Fl .9 EKTAR. 550.00
KODAK MAG. 8 OR 16MM FOCUSING FINDER 25.00
B&H REGENT 8MM PROJECTOR. 119.50
8MM REVERE 44 Fl .9 LENS. 79.50
B&H DIPLOMAT 16MM PROJECTOR. 195.00
10MM Fl .8 ELITAR WA. 49.50
25MM FO. 95 NOMINAR..... 89.50
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
CAMERA CRAFT, DEPT. G
18 E. 42nd Street
New York 17, N.Y.

H-H LIGHT corrector No. 2, meter, discs, 30mm.
$39.50. Kodak 50mm fl .6 C mount, case, new,
make offer. B&H electronic mixer, four channel,
complete, new, $49.50. Other items, list. RESTEMEIER, 3748 Drummond Rd., Toledo, Ohio.
MITCHELL erect-image finder with built-in adjustable
matts. Just like new. $200. VICTOR DUNCAN, 7500
Miller, Dearborn, Mich. Tel.: LU 2-8467.
ARRIFLEX 16mm, complete outfit valued at $3500,
including Xenon 16, 25, 50mm lenses, two 400
ft. magazines & motor, filters, tripod and boot,
synchronous motor battery charger and carrying
case (250W. 24DC to 110AC rotary converter op¬
tional) . . . $2500.00. HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD,
625 S. Western Avenue, Los Angeles 5. DUnkirk
7-2284.
OXBERRY Animation stand 1 year old. Has motor¬
ized zoom, 2 speed camera motor (wired for 5
speed motor), auto focus for 35mm or 16mm (both
lenses included). Compound table with motorized
directional travel, control spin ring and remote
control panel, 4 traveling peg bars, floating platen,
underneath light box, large and small panto¬
graphs. Stand complete with custom-built Cine
Special Camera. $15,000.00 cash. WEBSTER VISUAL
SALES CO.. 539 Vine St., Chattanooga, Tennessee.
COLORTRAN SPOTKIT, 3 spotlights with broad or fill,
3 stands and aligator clamp, snoots and scrims.
Sell $200 cash. (Used once). J. C. DEAN, 223
North Bridge, San Gabriel, California.
WALL 35mm sound camera with two lenses, two 400
ft. magazines, 12-volt motor, Tachometer view¬
finder, galvanometer—as is, $1550.00. WALL 35mm
camera in superb condition with tripod, accesso¬
ries, $3500.00. Lenses: B&L f/5.6—20" telephoto,
$65.00, Eastman Ektar f/2.5—7" $38.00. Bell &
Howell 400 ft. magazines, used, $45.00. JACK
WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
B&H 35mm STANDARD CAMERA #1139, prac¬
tically new ....$2100.00
B&L ENLARGING- CONDENSERS (pair) 14"
diameter. Good condition,- for both. 125.00
EKTAR 14" COMMERCIAL LENS in barrel.
New condition .
110.00
ANIMATION STAND 35mm with ACME CAM¬
ERA complete in every detail. Full infor¬
mation on request.
MITCHELL THEODALITE CAMERA custom re¬
built—rackover, stop motion, lens and
magazines. Excellent for Television ani¬
mation work. Bargain.
950.00
LOUIS MEYER
6337 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywod 38, Calif.
HOIlywood 9-8209.

TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western

Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-2124

Holly’d,

Calif.

NEW Auricon Pro 600 camera, case, lenses, turret,
2 600 ft. magazines. New Auricon tripod and case,
accessories. Price, $1200.00. This equipment is lo¬
cated at ARTHUR GOLDEN,
15049 Greenleaf,
Sherman Oaks, Calif. Phone: STate 9-7653.
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FOR SALE

Used late model MAURER
priced. Write for details.
315

cameras.

Economically

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY.INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

York.

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

WANTED

EQUIPMENT SALE

WE GUARANTEE our Cine-Voice 400 foot conversion
to give perfect wow-free sound. PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS.

PILOT FILMS, amateur productions—adventure, travel*
documentary—wanted for TV. We agent or take on
contract. WORLD FILMS, INC., Box 38644, Holly¬
wood 38, California.

Our Sound Stage is being closed to make room for
expanded sound recording facilities for producers.
The following list is only a small part of the
equipment that is available. Items will be priced
on a negotiated basis.
Cameras: Cine Specials; 16mm Bell & Howell Specialists; Auricon Super 1200 Pros, silent and sound;
16mm Maurers.
Matched sets of Ektar and Cooke lenses; zoom lens.
MR mike boom. Exposure meters. Mitchell finder.
Matte
boxes.
Blimps.
Tricycle dollies.
Tripods.
Camera motors. Speed Graphic still camera.
Lights: MR 2000W spots and stands. MR double
broads. 750W spots. Colortran sets. Bulbs. Cables,
boxes, break-ups. Rotary converter. AC generator.
Telaskool prompter. Flats, scenery, props.
Sound Equipment: 35mm Simplex optical dummies.
Reeves PV 100 16mm magnetic recorders and mix¬
ers. Speakers, mikes, racks, amplifiers.
Laboratory Equipment:
Fonda positive-negative de¬
veloping machine.
Carlson reduction printer.
Hundreds of other items. Write for mimeographed list
or phone FEderal 3-4000 for further information
and prices.
BYRON, INC.
1226 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington 7, D. C.
LLOYD'S
THIRD ANNIVERSARY SALE!
PRO. JR. TRIPODS, used.$ 99.50
Carrying case for Pro. Jr., used.
9.50
B.&H. 70DL, Spider Turret, 1"1.9 lens. 295.00
AURICON
PRO'' with Amplifier, cases, cord,
complete .
895.00
ARRIFLEX "16" 3 Schneider Lenses, case and
cord ... 1595.00
MILLER FLUID HEAD, Model "D", used.
115.00
EYEMO Objectve Lenses—6", 4", 1".
7.95
NORWOOD Meter with case, NEW!.
23.95
MITCHELL 35mm, 1000' magazine.
109.50
MITCHELL 35mm, 400' magazine.
89.50
EYEMO "Q", Open back. Spider Turret. 295.00
BOLEX 16mm, RX l"fl,9. Demo. 339.50
BOLEX 16mm, SUPREME 1 "fl .9, Demo. 309.50
WATSON Dev. Set with case for 16mm, New
69.50
PAN CINOR LENS, 17mm to 70mm, latest.
Demo.
329.50
PAN CINOR LENS, 20mm to 60mm, Old
model. New . 175.00
ROBOT 35mm Spicer, case, used. 329.50
CECO Balanced TV Head for Mitchell Tripod,
New . 275.00
COLORTRAN “5000" Senior Kit, Used. 139.50
MITCHELL NC Camera, Baltars, Tripod, Com¬
plete . 7200.00
These are just a few of our Offerings!
TRADES WELCOMED—ANYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
All items backed by our SQUARE DEAL GUARANTEE!
Write or Visit "TRADER LLOYD"
LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
1614 N. Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

UHLER 16MM PRINTER. 1200-ft. capacity. Excellent
condition. Two printing heads, one picture and one
sound. Cost $850, will sell for $400. O. O. RUSSELL,
P.O. Box 6474, Jacksonville 5, Florida.
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.
16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1” lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record - Playback
STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

CONVERT your K-100 to motor driven 1200 ft. ca¬
pacity camera.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS,
6055 Ridgecrest. Dallas, Texas.

Industry

ALL ISSUES of the Journal of the Society of Motion:
Picture Engineers and the American Cinematograph¬
er prior to April, 1954. JAMES G. BARRICK, 1278
West 103 St., Cleveland 2, Ohio. State price asked.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

ADD a critical focus to any turret model Cine-Voice.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.
EQUIPMENT HEADUARTER5
35mm Newman Sinclair, with 2 200' maga¬
zines, full 200' run, with finders, focuser,
4 lenses, fitted case complete, value over
$1,500.00 .$ 475.00
Arriflex 16mm latest, almost new, 16mm,
25mm, 50mm Schneider high speed lenses,
newest reflex finder, complete. 1,795.00
Cine-Special with 200' magazine with fl .9
and f2.7 W/A. Just back from complete
Eastman service. Like brand new..
665.00
Bell & Howell 70-H with fl .9 and 4" Cooke,
veeder counter, adapted for 400' mags
and motor, like new.
375.00
latest Bolex Reflex for immediate delivery.
Attention: Studio Still Photographers!
Available now, the latest Linhof Mark IV
for the greatest stills you've ever made
in 4x5 and the Linhof Kardan-color for
5x7 and 8x10's. Complete stock Rollei,
Leica, Alpa, eiss, Minox, Graphic, Canon,
Nikon, Bell & Howell, Minifon Pocket Re¬
corder and all major tape recorders.
Come in or write about the Stenorette
Dictating Machine. 179.50*
‘Plus Tax
Zeiss Ikonta II C, new, regular $120.00.
43.95
K-25 4x5 Aerial with original lens, accesso¬
ries & case .
109.50
AMERICAN CAMERA EXCHANGE
210 W. Seventh St.
Los Angeles 14, Calif.

POSITIONS OPEN
MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHER. Experienced mo¬
tion picture photographer sought, capable of as¬
suming responsibility for the production of highquality motion pictures. Will be required to produce
training films, public relations films, and progress
report films to Air Force specifications. Excellent
opportunity for highly qualified
motion
picture
photographer with full understanding of all motion
picture equipment and accessories. Responsible po¬
sition with excellent pay and benefits for right
man. Relocation expenses paid. Excellent salary and
working conditions. Advance by merit. Companypaid benefits. Write, outlining qualifications and
experience to Mr. P. E. Strohm, Department 208,
Engineering Personnel Employment, IBM Corpora¬
tion, Owego, N. Y.
SALES representative wanted for fast growing pro¬
duction company. Will consider part-time repre¬
sentative. Write, giving full details to Box 1276,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

35MM single system Bell & Hcrwell studio camera.
Including 3 inch FI .9, 50mm F2.3 and 40mm F2.3
lenses. Camera has 4 lens turret. Critical focus
magnifier,
viewfinder
with
parallax
correction.
Light valve recording galvanometer with optical
system and lamp complete. Two 1000 foot maga¬
zines, Mitchell tripod. Price $1500.00. GOODWIN
FILM SERVICE, 1016 Nebraska Street, Sioux City,
Iowa.

PRECISION

ADD filter slot to any Auricon Cine-Voice or Pro.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.

POSITION WANTED
CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR. Married. Desires to relocate.
15 years experience as a cameraman and director
both in 16mm and 35mm color. Top experience in
industrial, documentary, and commercial TV. Exec¬
utive background in production of all types. Ac¬
complished film editor. Can give best references.
Box 1277, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Photographers services. Producers let
us help cut your production cost in this area. We
cover the Eastern seacoast for all phases of mo¬
tion picture filming.
Finest 16-35mm equipment
used. Sound or silent. Complete aerial coverage
by plane or helicopter. Footage or complete film
from T.V. news to sports to scientific stop motion.
Footage supplied to N.B.C. coast to coast: WRCVTV; WPTZ-TV; State Police,- local Government agen¬
cies and
others.
Write-wire-phone.
Discount to
advertising and travel agencies. MIRABELLO EN¬
TERPRISES, INC., Motion Picture Div., 15 Bustleton
Pike, Feasterville, Penna.
PRODUCTION Services Available at low-budget rates.
Specialty: highly technical camera work. Ask for
ROLAB booklet. ROLAB STUDIOS, Sandy Hook, Con¬
necticut. Telephone: Garden 6-2466.

TITLES
COLOR movie titles, 8mm
$1.50. Additional lines
and fade-out. Send $1
TAYLOR, 458 McKinley
Michigan.

or 16mm up to three lines,
50/ extra. Includes fade-in
.50 for sample title. ALEC
Avenue, Grosse Pointe 36,
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WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or usedequipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
THE VOICE OF 31 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN
AND WE'LL GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE ELSE
Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE WORK
ON SMALL PRECENTAGE.
Telenrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL
B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H — Wall — EyemoCameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Call Judson 6-2272.
JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK.
THE MOST EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION: ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS, 385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA, SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESS:
ZENIER TOKYO.
FILM
ASSIGNMENTS
Southern
California,
Arizona:
areas.
Scenics, stock shots, short subjects, indus¬
trials. 16mm color or black-and-white. Reasonable
price quotations. Specify your needs. Formerly with
PATHE NEWS. HENRY BEACH ASSOCIATES, 8585
Walnut Drive, Hollywood 46, Calif. Phone OLdfield
4-1865.
EUROPEAN COVERAGE
all
countries.
Stock shots
available. 20 years experience, see International
Almanac. JOHN BYRD, 27 Arthur Road, London,
S.W. 19, England.

LABORATORY & SOUND
RAPID REVERSAL PROCESSING SERVICE Tri-x Plus-x
931 930. Quantity discount. Special considerationgiven to sports accounts. Write for prices and de¬
tails. AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE CO., 3075 PaloVerde Ave., Long Beach 8, Calif.
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and!
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production — Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado.
TAbor 5-2812
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 FairviewAvenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenporf 6-4925.
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SOUTH AFRICA
(Continued from Page 609)

subject. The demand for the series pre¬
cludes such interesting material being
sent over because of the very small re¬
turn. We did make a test on one of
these but the reward for our efforts
was virtually below cost. Financing the
series requires a tremendous outlay of
capital and working to a strict time
schedule is not what we regard as
pleasant film production.
Rather do
we prefer to concentrate on one sub¬
ject at a time and do it thoroughly
with complete enjoyment to all con¬
cerned. Frequently when shooting ac¬
tion we slip in the odd 35mm shot for
record purposes.
I recall one of the problems pre¬
sented when filming one of the native
ceremonies,
that
of
collecting
the
mealies. (Maize, or Indian corn.—Ed.)
I was able to draw on my stock
shots for mealie fields, but it was
out of season for picking the cobs.
Fortunately I was able to raise about
fifty of these dried cobs with the mealies
not yet removed. But we required many
more, as a number of native women
were to walk into and past the camera
with baskets of these on their heads,
supposedly just in from the fields. We
overcame the difficulty by packing
shelled mealies in the bottom of the
baskets (which were very shallow) and
then setting the cobs of those unshelled
on top in close formation. It went off
like a charm, and without any evidence
of the deception.
On another occasion an ox was to
be slaughtered in the kraal for feast¬
ing. Unfortunately—or fortunately as
it proved—the beast escaped and had
to be killed in the valley. It was the
women who were detailed to carry the
carcass portions up to the kraal, and
we secured a most delightful shot of
these people, about fifty in all, coming
over the brow of a hill. This fitted in
very effectively with another produc¬
tion. Half of the footage was ruined,
however, through one of the partlydressed males slipping into the line!
The Zulus are wonderful people to
work with. A keen sense of humor,
always with a ready smile, most patient
and co-operative, and are natural ac¬
tors. But one must know them, and
their way of life. A knowledge of the
language is always helpful. For my
part, I find great pleasure in producing
factual films of the Zulu. And believe
me there is almost unlimited material
if you know where to find it.
After we have completed the film on
the life of Shembe—the Zulu prophet,
we plan to achieve our greatest ambi¬
tion and make a start on what will be
'612
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titled “The Valley of a Thousand Hills,”
so well-known by name to thousands of
tourists, yet of which very little is actu¬
ally known or seen. Here is the true
home of the Zulu in his natural tribal
life. Here many of the time-old cus¬
toms are practiced, many superstitions

remain, and age-old dances are still
stamped out on the hard earth by tough¬
ened feet of the men and women. Here
is laughter, song and happiness. Here
is something in life which you and I
have lost and in the losing of which we
are often regretful.

REMOTE FOCUSER FOR BNC
(Continued from Page 601)

advantage, where two lenses—the cam¬
era lens and the uncoupled anamorphic
—normally must be focused separately.
The two pictures were low-budget pro¬
ductions each with 10-day schedules.
Polito convinced the production office
that much time could be saved by rent¬
ing Mark Armistead’s newly-acquired
Selsyns.
W ith the camera thus equipped, no
rhearsals or pre-arranged “focus drills”
were required, as is usually the case
where two assistants are employed to
focus a camera employing an uncoupled
anamorphic lens. Polito simply re-cali¬
brated the anamorphic lens so that the
footage marks were visible on the finder
side of the camera. This allowed the
assistant cameraman, whose job it was
to focus the anamorphic lens, a perfect
view of the focus scale on the objective
lens—making it a simple matter to per¬
fectly coordinate focus of both lenses.
Meanwhile, Polito focused the objec-

tive lens remotely, thus eliminating the
necessity of a second man riding along
on the camera dolly. Even though an
uncoupled anamorphic was being used,
only one assistant had to be posted
alongside camera. This made possible
some shots that could not otherwise have
been made with two assistants riding
the front end of the dolly.
It is the hope of Polito that enough
interest will be generated in this remote
control device that it will eventually be¬
come standard equipment in all Holly¬
wood motion picture studios, and thus
greatly aid cameramen who must con¬
tinually make provision for the assist¬
ant cameraman when laying out and
lighting a scene.
In addition to having been used on
three feature productions to date, the
equipment—now the property of Mark
Armistead—is currently being used in
filming the Frank Sinatra TV show,
photographed by Sam Leavitt, A.S.C.
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... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
(inematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30021 Martin St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
16mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. "85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell"

:
mi

©A. M. P. A. S.

For ANY or ALL Producer Services
it's

byron

across the board!
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SOUND
RECORDING

EDITING
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TITLING

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
COLOR PROCESSING

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

B & W PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

COLOR-CORRECT
PRINTS
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For information and
quotations on ANY or ALL
of these Producer Services,
write, phone or wire . ..

laboratory
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000
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• Use and Abuse of the Zoom Lens
• Realism in Real Sets and Locations
• Special Photographic Effects in Motion Pictures

35c
FOREIGN 45c

Dry To Dry Cyc/e — Less than 5 Minutes!
Most Compact Unit Available —10'4" Long!
Check these additional outstanding features:

■No changes or adjustments required for 16/35mm change-over. ■ Infinitely variable speed adjustment range
extending from 25 to 150 f.p.m. for negative/positive film. ■Five solution-tight, vapor-tight compartments each
contain independent spray system; developer, water rinse, fix, second rinse, and wash.
■Design flexibility permits great versatility. Spray chambers may be added or removed to suit any
processing procedure. ^Entire processing and drying section designed for daylight operation. Load table and
accumulator in dark room. ■[Ample access pt.nels and doors provided in front and rear for threading,
inspection, and maintenance. £iAII stainless steel construction, highly corrosion resistant. ■Loading and take
up spindles equipped with automatic/manual film locks. ■ High speed jet impingement drying cabinet.
■Color coded valves, pumps, lines, inlets and outlets minimize operator error.
■Temperature control system brings solutions up to operating temperature in minutes.

16 and 35mm
Release positive

GEVAERT

makes

the best in cinefilm

G EVAERT
THE GEVAERT COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.

Quality Photographic Products Since 189 b
Sales Offices & Warehouses at
321 West 54th Street
New York 19, New York

150 No. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois

6370 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles 38. Calif.

9109 Sovereign Row
Dallas, Texas

In Canada: Gevaert (Canada) Limited
345 Adelaide St., West.Toronto,2-B, Ontario
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BIG ROLE FOR
U.S.C. CINEMA
DEPARTMENT
University Benefits From Greatly
Extended Use of 35mm and 16mm
Mitchell Motion Picture Cameras

One of the most startling developments among the
cinema departments of colleges and universities is
the increased contribution which the campus film
unit has made to the field of higher education.
A leading example is the University of Southern
California where students using professional
Mitchell motion picture cameras film a remarkable
range of subjects. Films are created for classroom
instruction, public relations, sports events, campus
activities, scientific research, audience reaction
research, entertainment, television and industry.
Mitchell cameras meet an extreme range of film¬
ing requirements. No other single camera has
proven so flexible in use as these easy-operating,
trouble-free 35mm and 16mm cameras which con¬
sistently deliver the highest quality film.
For information about Mitchell cameras, write
today on your letterhead.

Widely diversified filming conditions are covered in
instruction in which Mitchell cameras demonstrate their
great flexibility.

sjj|

c.

/l/Metf&tHew
CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE

4

CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO"

Peabody and TV “Emmy"
award winner, Dr. Frank
Baxter, being filmed for
the education TV and Radio
Center of Ann Arbor.

Students from all over the
world attend U. S. C. to
learn the latest techniques
of 16mm and 35mm cine¬
matography.

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
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Box 2408
Gary 5, Indiana

FOR A “THEY WENT THATAWAY” SCENE for Universal-International’s
“Once Upon A Horse,” cinematographer Arthur Arling, ASC, and his
camera crew shot the running action from a camera car traveling parallel
with the horsemen. Action was staged on special location in Hollywood
hills where roadway is especially surfaced to insure smooth travel of the
camera car.
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a six-page procedural proposal for the
Association’s approval, which applies to
both color and black-and-white films.
Recommendations are set forth for
photography, set lighting, and picture
frame dimensions; review room projec¬
tor aperture specifications; negative and
positive print controls; and the photo¬
graphic measurements of the various
film stocks used. At a later date, report
will be printed for circulation among
laboratories and published in trade mag¬
azines.

It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Practical

•

R. C. MERCER

Dependable

COMPANY

&

4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or Pro to a fine
camera
that will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter, filter slot
and holders, phone
jack in camera and
complete refinishing.
Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
for

Pictures

and

Complete

Details

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055

Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas
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“like adding a sixth sense ...”

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA & N-9 Cameras; Bell & Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.
Also optical engineering, devices & systems.

PAR Products Corp.
602 E. Colorado Ave.

•

Santa Monica, Calif.

iNMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiim

^ICTERS
In Utarld-Odid^ Us^
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime-fog scenes-diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGJMAIORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.O.

620

Box 46834.

Hollywood, Calif.
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GANNAVISION
Mitchell

Cinematographer

with

camera

unit

miniature

consists

of

closed-circuit

a
TV

camera mounted to pick up same scene as
camera

400-Foot
Conversion

Write

•

and

relay

it

to

remote

monitor.

Gannavision is trade-name of new film
production system employing a video¬
film camera, announced last month by
Hollywood producer Albert C. Ganna¬
way whose Gannaway International com¬
pany is berthed at Republic Studios.
As pictured above, Gannaway’s sys¬
tem has miniature closed-circuit TV ca¬
mera mounted alongside each of three
Mitchell cameras, which relays what
each film camera sees to a remotely-lo¬
cated monitor console. Here choice of
camera takes are selected and the vari¬
ous film cameras switched on and off as
desired.
System was first used successfully to
film cattle stampede for “Hidden Guns,”
is now undergoing refinement for use
on
Gannaway’s
upcoming
“Maybe
Smith.”

•

•

•

SMPTE’s West Coast di vision has devel¬
oped a new 18-week course entitled “Use
and Handling of Film in Television.” It
has been planned to assist those in the
TV industry who are responsible for the
general handling and maintenance of
film and the general procedural tech¬
niques involved in the use of films in
TV stations.
Edward E. Benham, Chief Engineer
of Station KTTV, Los Angeles, has been
appointed to supervise course for the So¬
ciety’s Education Committee.

•

•

•

Association of Cinema Laboratories,
meeting in Philadelphia last month, es¬
tablished method of procedure for film
laboratories handling films for television
transmission. William Gephart, of Gen¬
eral Film Lab. in Hollywood, submitted
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•

•

American Universities will soon be
making more films per year than Holly¬
wood, reports the University Film Pro¬
ducers Association in its Journal for
Spring, 1957.
“Studio feature pictures,” the report
goes on to say, “are a good deal longer
than the University product—and much
more dramatic—but they have been de¬
creasing in number as TV has taken
over the mass production of drama. The
university production units are just be¬
ginning to feel their strength as makers
of film materials for research and for
classrooms.
“By the end of summer, 1957, the As¬
sociation’s 80 members will have turned
out an estimated 200 or more motion
pictures. This compares with 300 or
more expected annually from Hollywood
companies in recent years."’
Two articles relating to university film
production appear elsewhere in this is¬
sue.
erne
A new Technical Counsel Service to
aid the 16mm film producer is an¬
nounced by Byron, Inc., 1226 Wisconsin
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. Head¬
ing the Service is Paul Christman, for¬
merly with Ansco, and widely experi¬
enced in film lab operation, printing and
processing, film analysis, optics and pro¬
duction lighting. He plans to spend most
of his time in the field, in direct con¬
sultation with 16mm film producers.

•

•

•

A new method for adding titles to
color films was disclosed in a report pre¬
sented by Kodak scientists at the
SMPTE meeting in Philadelphia early
this month. Method involves use of title
positives and coating of color film with
photo-resist or light-sensitive material.
In successive steps coating is exposed,
developed and washed away to leave su¬
perimposed titles.

Mft/COtf./6mm Sw/xf-On-f/k fi>r fkkmt/,Rm/tsf
-ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

“CINE-VOICE D” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. “AURICON PR0-600“16mm Optical Sound-On-FIlm Camera. " SUPER 1200" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
"* 100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of "*
6C0 ft. film capacity for 16Vz minutes of ’*
1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC recording."*
$1871.00 (and up) with 30 day recording.
$5667.00 (and up) complete for
operation."* $795.00 (and up).
money-back guarantee.
"High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

SOUND RECORDER-Model RM-30... 1200 foot film PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT —Model PS-21... Silent
capacity, synchronous motor for "double-system” in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
16mm Optical Sound-On-Film operation.
"Single System” or "Double System” Auricon
"* $3630.55 (and up)
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote "location” filming.** $269.50

—Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras. "* $870.00 (and up)

FILMAGNETIC

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it’s profit you’re after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

BERNDT-BACH, INC.

Auricon Equipment is sold with a
30-day money-back guarantee.
You must be satisfied.

TRIPOD —Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced 6902 R0MAINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
to prevent Camera “dumping.’!* $406.25 (and up).

• Please send me free Auricon Catalog.

■•

MANUFACTURERS

OF

SOUND-ON-FILM

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1931

I

6902A

* Name..
»

(Please write your address in margin)

Camera Equipment Company
In

Equipment,

Accessories,

Services

presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to the needs of film producers,
large or small, feature or com¬
mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• It serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”

• Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is an

engineering

achieve¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier
components;
mote

control

push-button
footage

motor

controls;

re¬

counter, record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG¬
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line
contains exclusive features found
in no other recorders, yet all
carry low, low price tags.

Improved Tewe Finder
Camera Equipment Co., New York,
announces availability of the new Model
“C” Tewe director’s viewfinder, which
is calibrated for Academy aperture, wide
screen, CinemaSeope, VistaVision, and
Image Orthicon TV cameras. It is a
zoom type finder and incorporates an
adjustable mask for the various screen
proportions. Price of $100 includes neck
chain and leather carrying case.

Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound Man's judgment. Switch
to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

1 7 ’/2 mm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

8mm Portable Editor-Viewer

MARK IX SYSTEM "B” includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is a completely synchronous
film

16mm Magnetic

recording channel, professional

detail.

in every

Can be operated in “console" position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit.

MARK IX SYSTEM“C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re¬
mote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬
eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power
consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00

$2,520.00
TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor
amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

$1,5 70.00

Prices subject to change without notice

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.,inc
Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St..
New York 3d, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
622
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Voss Photo Corp., 601 West 156th St.,
New York 32, N.Y., announces a new
professional type 8mm film editor-view¬
er combination. Weighing but 4 lbs.,
unit features handy front panel controls
for easy frame-by-frame examination of
film, focusing to suit the user, and film
frame notcher. It is self-contained in a
handsome plastic case. List price is
$36.00.
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Professional Meter
Photo Research Corp., Hollywood,
Calif., announces it is resuming manu¬
facture of the popular Model A exposure
meter designed especially for the profes¬
sional cinematographer. New meter, re¬
named the Spectra Professional, is im¬
proved and includes foot-candle and f/
stop scale, photosphere, disk, grid, 12
assorted slides, and is individually handcalibrated for utmost accuracy. List
(Continued on Page 627)

TEL-Animastand

ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera
• Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields
• Massive main column (3%" dia.) guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance
• Ball bearings for smooth zoom action
• Precision machining thruout with .001 accuracy
• 60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel
• 360° Rotational table; precise locking action
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements
• Twin heavy-duty rods support rigid, counter¬
balanced camera faceplate
• Roller chain drive; ultimate strength 2000 lbs.
• Easy to install & operate. Passes thru 30" doorway
• Acme registration “Standard of the Industry”
• Heavy welded steel base
• Wt. 850 lbs.; Ht. 9 ft.

(uty *2995
CONVENIENT PAYMENT

PLAN AVAILABLE

Write for illustrated brochure describing
many adaptations of the TEL-Animastand

Here is a partial list of the many
satisfied Tel-Animastand users:
Associated Missile Products Corp., Pomona, Calif.
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M.
Telefects, Inc., New York, N. Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
University of California, Livermore, Calif.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Viguie Film Productions, Inc., Santurce, P. R.

Site ^Department Store ofi the ^Vjotion picture Sndiustry,”

5.0.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd ST, NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7-0440 • Cable: S0S0UND
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif. • Phone: HO 7-2124

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY
CAMART

TV

CAMERA

DOLLY

MODEL 111-B
Boom Arm raises and lowers boom
so that you can film while the
camera is being moved. Can be
lowered to 2 ft. or raised to al¬
most 7 ft.
Four rubber-tired 10" ball-bearing
wheels for smooth, silent move¬
ment, in alignment for use with
dolly tracks.
Lock¬
ing
device
for
straight run.

NEW

CAMART

TV

MIKE

BOOM

Improved model with new internal

Counter balanced
spring
action
per¬
mits accurate
bal¬
ance for any mo¬
tion picture camera
with
blimp,
or
standard
television
camera.

noiseless mechanism for direction¬
al

mike

control.

Sturdy

construc¬

tion of lightweight alloys for max¬
imum

strength

and

peak

efficiency.

For

studio

Dolly Tracks
available

or

location.

$297.50

$1975.00
FOB N. Y.

CAMART CORE
DISPENSER
Attach to wall or on
table,

keeps

cores

handy at all

times.

Plastic Clear Vue
16"

$12.50

Aluminum

ACE

CLEAR

VISION

CAMART OPTICAL FX UNIT

SPLICER

For polyester Cronar base and magnetic
film. Straight or diagonal butt slices (do
not show on screen). Uses pressure sen¬
sitive splicing tape.

For motion picture and television cameras. Re¬
produces multiple images in rotation. Many
varied effects possible.

Standard model, for 16 and 35mm.... $59.50
De Luxe model up to 70mm.
69.50

AURICON TRIPOD
Designed to handle the Auricon-Pro and
other
cameras
with
ease.
Tripod
head
made of precision-machined aluminum al¬
loy castings for maximum ruggedness and
light weight. Full ball-bearing adjustment
of
independent
pan
and
tilt
friction
clutches provides velvet smooth action.

$325.00

CAMART CAR TOP CLAMPS
for

a

steady

your

when

struction.

11.50

26"

14.50

Easily adjustable for
16 and 35mm.

tripod

ARRIFLEX 16
16 and 35mm cameras for
immediate
delivery.
Arriflex
16
and
35mm
soundproof
blimps available. 400' mag¬
azines in 16 and 35mm stock.
Also used cameras.
CAMART TIGHTWIND

support

Eliminates cinching or abra¬

newsreel

camera

sions.

a

wagon

no

atop

or platform.

.$ 9.50

$ 1 1 9.7 5

From

Insure

16"
24"

station

Fleavy bronze con¬

Weatherproof.

three—

Set

of

$28.00

Winds

holding.

film

35mm

rewinds.

wind

operating

BEARING
ROLLER.

evenly-—

Fits any

16 or

Only tighton

BALL¬

$29.00

On the West Coast Camart Products are available from Birns & Sawyer, Inc., Los Angeles

<bC/i MEitn
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

Mam,

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Ccmeramart
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SPECTRA

professional
EXPOSURE METER

At Your Local Photo Dealer! Distributed by

Brockway Camera Corporation
1114 First Avenue

New York 21, New York
.
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WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 622)

price is $97.50. Brockway Camera
Corp., 1114 First Ave., New York 21, is
distributor.

Crank for
reverse motion , .
.
.
' Interchangeable lens for
viewing, focusing and
a,
picture taking

Reflex window
with adjustable
eyepiece

Aperture scale
visible from rear
Diaphragm
lever

AAABBBCCCODDEEE
FFFG&GMHHrujiKKK

8mm

m a class imp TJf kemsdu&s

Footage counter
coupled to
Individual frame
counter (in rear)

OTrutjuuoflHB

la Release
mm button

Winding

Control knob:
H
Normal
<m
Image by image
Continuous
Safetv lock
Support for
cable release
Switch for
time exposures

L'Jillll

• Continuous, parallax-free,
through-the-lens viewing and
focusing WHILE FILMING.
• Precision ground prisms and
unique optical system render bril¬
liant aerial (not ground-glass)
image in exact "Lifesize" (1:1!).
• Speeds from 8 to 32 frames per
second.
• Governor control maintains uni¬
form film speed for 8 feet without
rewinding.
- Audible reminder signal every 20"
of footage.
• Complete set of high quality
lenses from 6.25mm f/1.9 up to
100mm f/3.5 including zoomtype
Pan-Cinor with variable focal
length from 17.5 up to 70mm
f/2.4 ... fast and freely inter¬
changeable WITHOUT ‘extra”
focusing accessories.

SINGLE-LENS REFLEX

Speed knob

Action Title Tricks
A consumer premium for home movie
makers that makes personalized titles
jump, dance and disappear is an¬
nounced by Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc., New York 19, N.Y.
The do-it-yourself Action Title Tricks
kit is offered free with purchase of two
Sylvania movielights, upon sending com¬
pany the coupon available from dealers
along with label from the Sylvania R-34
Movie Light Handy Pack, which con¬
tains two 375-watt movie lights.

CAM EX
w/Cinor 12.5mm f/2.5

NO OTHER 8mm MOTION PICTURE CAMERA OFFERS
YOU SUCH EASE OF COMPOSITION, SUCH ABSO
IUTEIY CRITICAL FOCUSING, SUCH PERFECT
DEPTH-OF-FIELD CONTROL, SUCH SIMPLE

S229.00

w/Cinor 17.5mm f/1.9

S269.00

w/Cinor 20mm 1/1.5

$299.00

LENS INTERCHANGEABILITY AND SUCH
SUPREME VERSATILITY — FOR
ANY TYPE OF CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHY.

w/Pon-Cinor 17.5-70mm
f/2.4

S539.00

Write for complete (AMEX
reports in National Camera
magazines and free illus¬
trated brochure (C-12 or
see your franchised (AMEX
dealer.

12.5mm f/2.5 v ^ y

KINOPTIK
AP0CHR0MATS

Tape and Film Lube
Distributor’s Group, Inc., 204 14th
St.. N.W., Atlanta 13, Ga., announces
an automatic silicon lubricator for film
and magnetic tape. Tradenamed Filmagic Pylon, applicator unit is mounted
on tape recorder, film projector or edit¬
ing board to bring it into contact with
film or tape during travel. Contact ap¬
plies silicone treatment to film or tape,
reducing friction and wear. It is espe¬
cially recommended for use on “green *
film when projected, on tape to reduce
flutter and wows, and as protection to
recording head, List price is $1.50.

•

•
•
•

• A COMPLETE SERIES OF HANDPICKED, PERFECTLY
MATCHED APOCHROMATIC LENSES for 16mm MO¬
TION PICTURE CAMERAS (C-mount).
• Exclusive APOCHROMATIC correction of all primarv colors gives vibrantly “Lifelike” color
rendition.
Highest resolving power up to the very corners provides
finest details and absolutely critical focus, even at full
aperture.
Subtle greytones and excellent contrast with a deep satiny
black guarantees outstanding picture quality.
Extreme luminosity combined with hard coating en all
surfaces render unbelievably striking overall brilliance.
100% lens consistency: Each AP0CHR0MAT passes scrupu¬
lous optical bench test — carries an unconditional guar¬
antee for highest optical performance.

150mm f/2.5

KINOPTIK 16mm APOCHROMATS OFFER YOU ALL THE MOST
COVETED AND DESIRABLE FEATURES OF 35mm MOVIE LENSES.

WORLD’S ONLY 16mm
MOVIE APOCHROMATS

Camera Timers
300mm f/3.5
with KIN0FLEX
reflex housing, cradle support.

Rolab, Sandy Hook, Conn., announces
two new units for time-lapse photogra¬
phy—the Roger S-F camera drive for
intermittent and continuous operation of
cameras having a single-frame crank
extension, and the Roger Camera Timer
“I” for remote-control operation of
single-frame camera drives.

See your franchised KINOPTIK
dealer or write for free illus¬
trated brochure CK-12.

12.5mm f/2.5
20mm f/1.9
25mm f/2
32mm f/1.9
50mm f/2
75mm f/2‘
100mm f/2

I50mm f/2.5
210mm f/2.8
300mm f/3.5
500mm f/5.6

$269.00
$169.00
$169.00
$179.00
$179.00
$199.00
$299.00
$329.00
$399.00
$429.00
$499.00

Karl HEITZ, Inc.,

480 Lexington Ave., New York 47, N.Y.
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B&J—WORLD'S HEADQUARTERS for

LENSES

Addressing the Academy of Tele¬
vision Arts and Sciences last
month, Hal Mohr discussed . . .

THE CINEMATOGRAPHER'S PLACE IN TV

V'MAMMOTH "ON HAND" SELECTION Whatever your lens need ...B&J can
provide you instant action! Large "RoomSize” Vaults that hold thousands of Photo
Optics and include famous brands of the
world's finest domestic and foreign manufac¬
turers are at your immediate disposal!! . . .
Here are lenses of every conceivable speed
and size, from M" to 80" big Berthas. An
inventory second to none!
All Lenses sold on a 15-Day Free Trial and
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED!

RESEARCH OPTICAL ASSEMBLY LAB for your special custom lens problem! In our
modem fully equipped lab; precision grind¬
ing, rigid testing, custom mounting, and
lens coating are speedily done by expert
craftsmen to meet the specific requirements
of such companies as Ford, R.C.A., G.E.,
Atomic Energy Comm., etc. Write Mr. Albert
James, lens authority today —

FREE CATALOG
LIVELY interest was stirred by question-and-

60th ANNIVERSARY

answer session

“Greatest Lens Offerings!
“Cameras— Regular, Indus¬
trial & Scientific! “Enlargers
—Solar Etc! “Lighting—Pro¬
fessional—Strobe Etc! “Ac¬
cessories—From A to Z!

on

cinematography

conduct¬

ed by Hal Mohr, ASC, at recent TV Academy
get-together in Hollywood.

NOW!

^

FOR THE FIRST TIME

SPECIAL PURCHASE
and BRAND NEW
The

HOLMES 35mm.
PORTABLE

Sound on Film

HERE'S THE
AMAZING DEAL:

2 — Holmes

Boll

Bearing

mm.

Portable Sound

35

Projectors,

constant speed motors, 1000 watt
Mazdo lomphouses, 2000' upper and lower magazines, photo¬
cells, exciter lamps, etc. (Brand New|. 2—Series I 4" lenses,
with adapters (New). 1 — Set projector, photocell and exciter
lamp cables (New). I—Amplifier, late model, 25/30 wott out¬
put (Rebuilt like New). 1—Jensen Heavy Duty 12" PM speaker,

f

with baffle and 75 feet cable (Reconed and refinished), guaranteed same os new).

★STAR CINEMA SUPPLYCO.
621 West 55th Street New York 19, N.Y.
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A Disquisition into the art of the cine¬
matographer and the him editor, as re¬
lated to television him production, was
a feature of the special meeting of the
Academy of Television Arts and Sci¬
ences in Hollywood last month.
Hal Mohr, A.S.C., an Academy mem¬
ber, spoke for the cinematographers and
presented a screening of “The Cinema¬
tographer,” an informative 12-minute
motion picture, produced by the indus¬
try, that shows what the director of
photography does in preparing for and
photographing an entertainment motion
picture.
Although the Academy asembly in¬
cluded members from every branch and
facet of the TV business, the response
to this him presentation was overwhelm¬
ing. Many, for the hrst time, obtained
a true picture not only of the importance
of the cinematographer to a motion pic¬
ture production, but of the scope of his
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activities in planning, lighting and pho¬
tographing it with his crew and equip¬
ment.
As one producer of television hlms
said, “The presentation of this him to¬
night has given a lot of us considerable
food for thought. Especially those di¬
rectors who have come from live TV in
the east to direct TV hlms here in Holly¬
wood. Until now, many have had little
or no idea of the scope of the cinema¬
tographer’s work—and more important,
how the cinematographer with years of
experience in feature him photography
can help the director in the production
of television hlms.”
Hal Mohr, in addressing the Academy
gathering prior to the screening, had
touched on this very subject. He pointed
out that successful TV hlms result from
a number of talents working harmoni¬
ously together.
Just as many stage directors coming
to Hollywood studios have prohted by
utilizing the experience of veteran cine¬
matographers, so can those coming here
from live TV in the east, he emphasized.
A lot of these directors when switching
to hlms, he said, often cling to old
methods and especially to the live TV
habit of directing the cameras instead
of leaving the photography to the di¬
rector of photography.
Relieved of responsibility for the
cameras, the TV him director can have
more time for rehearsal and direction
of his players, resulting in a better pro¬
duction, he concluded.
The question and answer period con¬
ducted by Mohr, following screening of
the him, brought out many lively dis¬
cussions. Film directors, script writers,
and many stars of TV hlms asked ques¬
tions about filming procedures and light¬
ing techniques as they relate to im¬
proved TV him quality. In all, the
session was considered one of the most
illuminating in the Academy’s if not the
industry’s history, and one that greatly
increased the prestige of cinematogrhphers and particularly the American
Society of Cinematographers, so ably
represented here by veteran Hal Mohr.
Earlier in the evening, Mohr, along
with six other former members of the
Academy’s Board of Governors, was
presented a medal commemorating his
distinguished service as a Governor of
the Academy, which he served during
1955, 1956 and early months of 1957.
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News briefs about the A.S.C.,

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

thumously—with Distinguished Service
medals by Local 659 of the I.A.T.S.E.
last month. They were: the late Alvyn
Wyckoff, Leon Shamroy, ASC, Gus Pet¬
erson, and the late Dewey Wrigley.
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1957 has become a year of recognition
for Hal Mohr, ASC, who thus far has
been singled out for three distinguished
awards, in addition to having been
chosen to speak for Cinematographers
and his ASC associates in particular at
last month’s meeting of the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences, and ap¬
pointed a delegate to Hollywood’s Mo¬
tion Picture Industry Council as repre¬
sentative of the American Society of
Cinematographers.
As detailed elsewhere in this issue,
Mohr last month was presented with a
bronze medallion by the TV Academy
commemorating his distinguished serv¬
ice as a member of the Academy’s Board
of Governors during 1956 and 1957.
A week later, the I.A.T.S.E., Local
659
(the
Hollywood
cameramen's
Union) presented Mohr with a com¬
memorative medal citing his distin¬
guished service to cameramen as Presi¬
dent of Local 659—a post he held over
twenty years ago.
Then, on September 15, he was noti¬
fied that he is one of several Hollywood
cameramen chosen to receive the George
Eastman House Medal of Honor for
Distinguished Contribution to the Art
of Motion Pictures produced between
1926 and 1930. The award is to be pre¬
sented in Rochester on October 26th.

American

Cinematographer

©

®

In Addition to Hal Mohr, four other
Past Presidents were honored—two pos¬
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Charles Rosher, ASC, accompanied by
Mrs. Rosher, returned to Hollywood last
month from his estate in Jamaica to
which
he
retired
three
years
ago,
ending a 25 year af¬
filiation with MGM
as one of that stu¬
dios top cameramen.
Rosher, like Hal
Mohr, also has come
in for numerous rec¬
ognitions this year.
Chas. Rosher, ASC
In April he was
cited by the Photographers Association
of America as Honorary Master of Pho¬
tography. The following month, the Brit¬
ish Kinematograph Society elevated him
to Honorary Fellow in the Society.
This month, along with a number of
other fellow-cameramen, he will receive
the George Eastman House Dual Medal
of Honor for his photographic contribu¬
tions to early-day motion pictures.
Rosher won his first Eastman House
Medal of Honor in 1955.

•

•

•

Tonino Delli Colli, Italian cameraman,
reports that he was director of photog¬
raphy on MGM’s “Seven Hills of Rome’’
-—not Giuseppe Rotunno, as erroneously
reported here and in Hollywood trade
papers last month.
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Five years ago the first Arriflex 16 left the production line and went to A1 Milotte, Disney Ace
Cameraman, who was then filming "The African Lion" in the heart of the dark continent.
Because of its exclusive features and its reliability the Arriflex 16 was an immediate success.
Milotte's camera for instance,

shot 100,000 feet of film without needing service.

Studios bought more and more Arriflexes.

Walt Disney

When Disney cameramen accompanied the Navy to the North-

pole in 1955 and to the Southpole in 1956/57* Arriflex cameras performed as reliably in the Arctic
cold as in tropic heat.

But we had a problem.

Disney now has more than 30 cameras.

The demand was much greater than the supply and production of this precision

camera could not be rushed.

So, for five long years, we ran modest ads because we wanted the world

to know that we were in business.

We didn't want to shout our enthusiasm too loudly for fear we

couldn't deliver.

At last the situation has improved!

New buildings, new machinery, new carefully trained mechanics

are finally able to give us more cameras and a sufficient amount of the many accessories which make
the Arriflex so versatile.

Now we can broadcast the facts about the wonderful Arriflex.

We recently

published a 16 page brochure showing the Arriflex 16, its features and accessories (if you missed it,
write for your copy).

Today we bring you a small cross section of our customers and what they say

about their Arriflexes.

(The original letters can be seen at our New York Office).

It is a pleasure to sell a superior product which deserves such customers' praise.

There are hundreds

of other satisfied Arriflex users all over the country and we would be glad to give you the names of
some in your vicinity.
Motion pictures are becoming ever more important for television, industry and education.
costs are ever increasing.

The Arriflex is the way to better footage at lower cost.

Production

It pays to get

to know the Arriflex.
If you would like to take a look at the Arriflex, we have our own representatives in 15 major cities
to serve you, as well as a number of franchised dealers.

PK:mw

Just fill out and send us the coupon.

Paul Klingenstein, President

/

TO KLING PHOTO CO
CORP.:
257 Fourth Ave., New Yo
York 10, N. Y.
I would like a personal demonstration of an Arriflex
16 without obligation.
Q]

Send 16 page Arriflex 16 brochure and price list. □
Send names of Arriflex users in my vicinity.
I am also interested in Arriflex 35.
Name_
Company.

RRIFLEX 16
%

■

.

Title

Address_

KLING PHOTO CORR

City

Zone-Stafe_

Q

Q

in the
m

I£H

m with Steve McCutcheon, Anchorage, Alaska

. j tiakL

•

_:_!_

•

•

Steve McCutcheon, above left, with his Arri says: "We used
the Arri 16 a good many miles north of the Arctic circle in a
temperature of 35 below zero and a biting 20 mph wind. The
camera worked to perfection. No other camera can approach
the ease and rapidity with which the Arri 16 can be used on
dangerous wildlife assignments. Temperatures from 108 above
to 42
below have not affected the versatility of the Arri 16.
The registration pin, of course, is important during the cold
weather. Regular cameras “breathe" or get out of focus. This
never happens with the Arri 16.
.

.-.

*

holographs by Steve McCutcheon

*

Focusing his Arri

“Arriflex 16 has saved our firm money. Reg¬
istration pin steadiness makes excellent

16 while filming a bow and arrow hunting

picture of the Caribou during 1 955 and 1 956, Steve McCutcheon
is shown on the upper drainage of the Little Nelchina River in
the great Central Alaskan Plateau.

35mm blowups.”
“Our primary work is the filming of wild life footage for sale to

The sharp, through-the-lens vision is the most highly prized

producers in continental U.S. We have made industrial films from

specific point of quality in the camera. The electric drive has been

14 to 30 minutes in length as well as a variety of wildlife short

particularly useful and we find the registration pin steadiness

subjects for retail sale to our patrons. They are advertised

of the film makes excellent 35mm blowups from our

nationally. We also produce special events and newsreel sub¬

positives.

jects for NBC, New York.

16mm

We feel, that the Arriflex 16 is without peer in the field of

We have saved our firm money through use of the Arriflex

cinematography, primarily through its lightweight and exceed¬

16. Because of its speed in handling, various lens focal lengths —

ingly broad versatility. It is ideal for a studio instrument and for

all between 11.5mm and 600—the Arriflex 16 has permitted us

the rigorous field work in making Alaskan wildlife movies. Ours

to complete our jobs in a short time, especially when working

has stood some serious punishment and still functions accurately."

against weather deadlines or production schedules.

(Signed).

Steve McCutcheon

the

AVIATION INDUSTRY at Lockheed Missile Systems Div., Van Nuys, Cal.

“With the Arriflex we get better footage. It
is lightweight, flexible and easy to handle —
valuable for rush work.”
"Because the Arriflex 1 6 is so lightweight, flexible and easy to
handle it is extremely valuable for rush work. When the camera¬
man looks through the lens as he shoots, he gets better footage
and the troublesome parrallax problem is eliminated. By just
rotating the divergent turret he can visually check camera setups
accurately.
We have had no maintenance problems with our six Arriflex
cameras. Some used steadily for a year have just been cleaned
and oiled.
Lockheed scientists are shown with an Arriflex 1 6. in front of a
We just recently filmed the "Univac Scientific Computer Story"
at our Palo Alto research laboratories using
lens."
(Signed).

the anamorphic

Lockheed Missile Systems Division

giant UNIVAC machine at the Lockheed Missile Systems Division,
Van Nuys, Calif. A Remington Rand technician at left manipu¬
lates the controls as Lockheed men Cecil Wallis, Charles Gekler,
Glenn Miller, King Nicholson, J. S. "Stan" Gilman, and Oscar
Yerg, look on.

Photographs by

Lockheed Missilt• Sysirrns Otusion

The Lockheed X-7, controlled from the ground, flashes through
the stratosphere at supersonic speeds to test ramjet engines for
the U. S. Air Force. X-7 flies over test range at Holloman Air
Development Center, Alamogordo, N. M.

RRIFLEX 16

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

□
at Nationwide Insurance Company, Columbus, Ohio

“The Arriflex 16’s versatility is almost un¬
limited. It has helped tell our ‘Insurance Story’
to the public.”
"Our department has only been working with movie productions
for about three years. Our latest movie, "Reading, Writing — and
Driving", will be our biggest production. In this film we used a
crew of three, cameraman-director, writer-narrator and a tech¬
nical consultant, who doubled as a script man. So you can see
that it is being produced at minimum cost. With it we hope to
encourage

Boards of Education to adopt high school driver

education courses. It is a 1 3 V2 minute film which explains what
goes on in these courses and why they are helpful. Designed for
TV use, it is made with actual high school students. We feel we
have saved more than enough money to pay for an

Arriflex 16

outfit by being able to produce this film ourselves. We are rela¬
tively young in movie production work, but we are learning with
our Arriflex 16 leading the way.
Previously our films have been primarily TV news clips, a few
employee recruiting films on cities and the high school driver
education film. Even now some of these productions are being
shown more often than an outside produced film which cost our
company more than $30,000.
To us, the attraction of the Arriflex 16 is its through-the-lens
viewing

system. The electric motor and

rheostat system

and

accessories make its versatility almost unlimited."
(Signed):

On location in Lynchburg, Va. filming movie “Reading, Writing
and Driving". Two high school students who act in the film are
shown, above, with cameraman —Nils Lindquist. The students are
Lester El let (on left) and Ellen Grady (on right) both seniors in
the Lynchburg E. C. Glass High School.

Nils Lindquist
Manager —Visual Aids

■

On location

ARRIFLEX 16

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

at Barber Greene, Aurora,

111

Photographs by Bar her-Greene

■rimlitlu
Working on conveyor jobs, often hundreds of feet in the air, as in this
scene, Barber-Greene's movie cameramen appreciate the compact,
lightweight Arriflex 16 which permits them to shoot scenes of superb
technical quality under most difficult conditions.

"STANDARDIZATION FOR THE LONG HAUL'' a spectacular scene
from the Barber-Greene movie, takes the viewer across the mighty St.
Lawrence River from the Canadian side (foreground) to the American
shore (background) at a spot where Barber-Greene's belt conveyors
will be supported on the towers to pour thousands of yards of concrete.

W M/

MAM

“We appreciate the Compact, Lightweight
Arriflex. With it one man does the work of
two.”
"We are engaged in a "do-it-yourself" movie program insofar
as is possible and our ARRI has let us handle a greater percen¬
tage of our work than previously.
We can now shoot a lot of closeup work; i.e., flopover charts,
equipment closeups, maps, graphs, still photographs, etc., for
which we formerly paid $30.00 per hour studio time. Because
the Arriflex 16 has a pilot pin, we also do stop motion animation
and titles which we also had to "farm out" in the past. Further¬
more, the portability of the ARRI lets us send one man to shoot
a job where two would otherwise have been required. We do
not believe that there is any 16mm camera at twice the price
which would give us the same quality of picture, versatility and
portability of equipment that we get with the ARRI.
Barber-Greene's movie cameramen appreciate the compact,
lightweight ARRIFLEX 16 which permits them to shoot scenes of
superb technical quality

under most difficult conditions.

frame, through-the-lens focusing and
composition of spectacular shots."
(Signed):

shooting

also

"MOTION PICTURE SUPERVISOR" R. W. Richardson checks
lighting of an interior scene before shooting it with BarberGreene's ARRIFLEX 16 camera. ARRI'S through-the-lens focusing
and highest quality lenses, which give maximum sharpness even
at widest apertures, has let Barber-Greene bring within their
own producing organization, much interior and title shooting
which heretofore was jobbed out.

Full-

helps

in

Bob Richardson, Motion Picture Supervisor
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SCIENCE

at Moody Institute of Science, West Los Angeles, Calif

m

Photographs by Moody Institute of Stietu

“The Arriflex has never failed us . . . has cut
costs . . . made possible higher quality.”

Cicadas, like other insects, are real puzzlers for any cameraman.
Arriflex "Through-the-lens-focus" allows us consistent sharp
images and easy follow with the telescopic lens. "Insect
Methuselah" by M.I.S. (educational series).

"The Arriflex 16 has been a real asset in our work. Its ease of
operation and thru-the-lens viewing while shooting permits criti¬
cal focusing—even when using long focal length lenses —permits
closeups of small moving creatures such as insects.

Our field crews go into jungles, deserts, and mountains in
search for the unusual in science photography. Under these
trying conditions, the Arriflex has never failed us. It has become
our standard for this vital part of our work. When you are after
a "one in a million shot" retakes are impossible.

The Arriflex

16 has cut costs and made possible a higher

standard of quality. The Arriflex 16 is a "must" for our kind of
work. We have tried them all, and Arriflex is with us to stay."

(Signed)-.

F.

Wayne Crew

Ed Udey, M.I.S. field photographer, shoots wildlife in the jungles
of Barro Colorado Island, Panama. Arriflex was used almost
exclusively.

Moody Institute of Science

•
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AGRICULTURE
“Certainty,”

,

at the Venard Organization, Peoria III.

describes the Arri’s many ad¬

vantages. “It would be hard to tell you what
the Arriflex 16 has meant to us.”
"It would be difficult to tell you how much the Arriflex 16 has
meant to us. We are a husband-and-wife team, producing what
we

call

inspirational-educationals,

mostly around

agricultural

subjects. Ours is a small business with large facilities. By that I
mean that we have a fully equipped studio and keep it strictly
up to date.

During

the

forty years we

have

been

in

business,

many

improvements have been made in motion picture cameras but
the Arriflex 16 meets a need of long standing. We ordered ours
two years before we got it. It was worth waiting for. Its versatility
was a definite advantage and its dependability especially valu¬
able to us in the production of two 25 minute color films recently
for Keystone Steel and Wire Company, 'Steel Wire in Agricul¬
ture' and 'Steel Wire for Industry'."
Mr. Venard, directing photography, says, "We are certain with
I Signed):

Photograph

fry The

C. L. Venard

Ihe Arri. Retakes are never necessary."

Venard Organization

Much of Mr. Venard's work is with livestock in many parts of the
country. Here he is shooting Santa Gertrudis in Arkansas. "Live¬
stock won't pose," he says, "We must get them at the right
moment and with the Arriflex, we are certain."

VRRIFLEX 16

KUNG PHOTO CORPORATION

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

ANIMATION
gag s .
j

,

at Weston Woods Studios, Weston Conn

k fJlwJP®

“This whole operation would be impossible
without the Arriflex 16 with its steady picture
due to registration pin and its ease of han¬
dling.”
"We are delighted with its through-the-lens viewing and finding.
Anyone who can see can get perfect pictures with an ARRI.
Our operation is regarded as the outstanding development
in

educational films for

1956.

Planned

to

bring worthwhile

children's materials to the motion picture and television screens,
the Picture Book Parade series has gained wide acceptance in
schools, libraries, and colleges as well as having been part of
the CBS Network's, Captain Kangaroo show.
We produce for about 10%

of the cost of animation and

find just as favorable response to what we are doing.
The Arriflex

16 is not just a piece of equipment. It is an

inspiration. I've been saying that to people ever since I started
using it. It's more like a work of art than a piece of machinery."

Arriflex was used to shoot "The Story About Ping'' by Flack and
Wiese, one in a series of Iconographic motion pictures based on
outstanding children's books. Through this technique, developed
by Morton Schindel at the Weston Woods Studios, Weston, Conn,
the illusion of motion

(Signed):

Morton Schindel, Producer
Picture Book Parade Film Series

is imparted through a

combination of

camera movements upon the illustrations, skillful cutting, and the
calculated placement of sound track elements.

Weston Woods Production Manager, shooting
The Story About Ping", U.S. best seller among
Photographs py Vision H oods Studios

ARRIFLEX 16

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELE

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for
A RRIFLEX

•

•

As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments
ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

Come

in

and

see

You'll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For

tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing

for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO^AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
P5B our factory-trained technicians are avail¬

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6V2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.

FRANK

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:

Lenses from 20 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(JorneRfl Couipmem (o.jnc.

able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St.,Hew York 36, N. Y. JUdsotl 6-1420

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MM
Service
Laboratory

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

uestions relating to cinematography

Unsurpassed for ...

or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.-—Ed.

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES. INC.
Phone BRoadway 5-2323
1672 Union Ave.

'lie

QEver

aster Craftsmanship

you r C^ifin <L&eSerueS
★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven — Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.

Dept AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

W

hat fabulous new
cement guarantees
to hold your
splices
permanently? . .

^

1 Oz. 40c

Vi Pt. $1.50

1 Pt. $2.50

Please include Postage with order.
Writ• for If lamp/*.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

FLORMAN
68
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W 45th

&

BABB,INC.

St, N.Y. 34, N. Y. MU

American

2-2928

Cinematographer

since the advent of CinemaScope. I have wanted to shoot and
project my own 16mm movies in that
format. Subsequently, I purchased an
anamorphic lens which is intended for
use on both the camera and projector.
Although it records pictures with a ratio
of 2.6 to 1, I find that use of this lens
cuts down the light so drastically, even
when used at widest aperture, that most
of my pictures are under-exposed. Like¬
wise, when using this lens on the projec¬
tor. there is consequent reduction of
light, dimming the picture even more.
Is there an anamorphic lens of better
quality that I can use?—/. A. T., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Answer: We are not familiar with the
lens mentioned that is giving you in¬
ferior results. However, both Bell &
Howell Company and Bausch & Lomb
are marketing CinemaScope-type lenses
for 16mm cameras and projectors,
neither of which require additional light
for proper exposures. — Sol Halprin,
ASC, Twentieth Century-Fox Studio.

QI

was impressed with the sharpness
of the underwater photography of
“The Silent World.” I note the release
print was made by Technicolor. Would
you kindly advise (1) if the underwater
sequences were shot in 16mm or 35mm.
(2) If 16mm, what color negative was
used? (3) What color negative was used
for the scenes above water and for the
sound-sequences?—M. P. P., Winnepeg,
Canada.

Answer: “The Silent World” was pro¬
duced in France using 35mm Eastman
Color negative for all sequences. It is
likely the print you saw was made in
Hollywood by Technicolor from facilities
furnished by Societe Technicolor, France.
Both 16mm and 35mm 2.35-to-l Mega¬
scope anamorphic prints of excellent
quality were made of this subject in
Hollywood for Columbia Pictures Corp.,

October,

1957

who released the subject in the U. S.
All prints were made by the Technicolor
dye transfer process.—Giff Chamberlain,
ASC Associate, Technicolor Corp.

Q

Are the differences in lens-correetion
between the various lenses of differ¬
ent manufacturers so great that if one
uses four different lenses—each made by
a different manufacturer—on a turret
camera a perceptible difference in picture
quality will appear when results are
screened? In other words, is it vital that
four such lenses should be carefully
tested and matched?—S. B., Chicago, III.

Answer: It would depend more or less
on what use is to be made of the lenses
and what degree of critical results are
expected. For major studio photography
all such lenses would have to be careful¬
ly matched. On the other hand, for
16mm amateur photography or for most
16mm commercial film making, any
differences between lenses—which would
be slight at the most—would go un¬
noticed.
Lenses made from certain formulas
will produce results different from others.
Certain lenses have a pseudo-soft quali¬
ty; intercutting shots made with them
with shots made with “hard” lenses will,
of course, produce notable differences
on the screen.—A.E.G.

Q

Until recently, all my wildlife pho¬
tography has been on regular Kodachrome. Commercial demands for this
subject material requires that I now shoot
with Kodachrome Commercial film.
In addition to using the Wratten No.
83 filter with this film when shooting
out-of-doors, is it necessary also to use
a CC filter for balancing color, as in
early morning or late afternoon? Can
these filters be used together? Which
type filter is best: gelatin or glass?—
J. S. M., Fasterville, Penna.

Answer: My experience has been that
an 83 filter plus whatever correction
filter the light conditions may dictate
for KC film will enable you to get de¬
sired results, shooting throughout the
day. Obviously the Kelvin rating of
daylight will vary at different times of
day, requiring constant check with a
color temperature meter as well as ex¬
posure meter. Filters can be used to¬
gether and those of glass are most dur¬
able.—Ted Fogelman, ASC Associate.

MUON VIEWER
& SOUND READER

SAVE over 80%

Available

for

I mmediate

HOUSTON N-35

35mm Negative or Positive

FILM DEVELOPING MACHINES
• Can be converted to 16mm or Combination 16/35mm

Action

Ediola

S.O.S.

Optical

Sound Reader.

185.00

S.O.S.

Viewer, Sound Reader & Base

362.45

S O.S.

Ediola

Base

Viewer.. .

$139.95

S.O.S.

only.

49.50

DeliveryI

P rofessional
16mm
Action
Viewer — pro¬
jects big, <dear
aerial
image,
3"x4" — operates
left
to
right — e liminates
f i 1 m
scratching
and
damage
to
sprocket holes
— built-in cue
marking
device
—hum-free amplification—-synchronized
with
Precision Sound
Reader on Speor
cial
Base
sepmay
be
ina rated
for
dividual
use.
Write for
brochure.

Vastly Improved
Over Any Tripod
in its Class!
For top professional per¬
formance. Fits all types
of
medium-weight
cam¬
eras.
Outside,
knurled
camera
tightening
knob
with angle gears. Tele¬
scoping,
offset
tripod
handle with second han¬
dle position. Positive pan and tilt locks; large tightening levers.
Detachable, precision machined friction plate. One-piece leg locking
knobs for quick adjustments, even tension. Aluminum leg supports
with leg rest ledge—aluminum leg bearings. Extra smooth friction
head, etc.—guaranteed 5 years. Write for brochure.

ONLY $145

(Sturdy Fibre Carying Case $18)

FILM NUMBERING PAYS OFF
U.S. Gov’t. Paid Over $10,000
YOURS FOR AS LOW AS.

*1495

Entirely self-contained so that complete iob is delivered
wound on a reel, ready for immediate printing or projection.
Speeds variable to 1200' per hour plus, depending upon
developing times. Loading and unloading spools are next to
each other and to central panel containing motor drive, speed
control, stop-start switch, development time indicator, thermo¬
stats, thermometers, fuses, transformers and relay cabinets.
Buil in one complete unit, designed for continuous work.
Simply connect into 220V AC, water system and to a drain.
The Houston N-35 is for darkroom operation. Top drive with
floating bottom elevators assures uniform tension of film dur¬
ing processing. Size: 1 10" long, 80" high, 33" wide. Ship¬
ping weight approx. 4000 lbs.
All

orders subject

to prior sale

•

Immediate

COMPLETE WITH:
5

Stainless

Bottom

Steel

Drains*

Tanks,

Refrigera¬

tion,

Recirculation,

Pump,

Dry

Strip

Box,

Heaters,

Air

Blowers,

Sprays.

Unnum¬
bered
films
cause
confusion
and
loss of
time.

The
MOY
edge
numbers
every
foot of
16
77V2/
35mm
film.

,

LIMITED QUANTITY!
Used,

complete,

cleaning

require

.$1495

Used, but completely recon¬
ditioned

shipment F.O.B.

N.Y.

.

Plus

.$1995

Packing

Simplifies the task of checking titles, footage. Replaces cue marks,
perforations, messy crayons, punches, embossing and other unsatislactory methods which mutilate film. Work prints showing special
effects, fades and dissolves require edge numbering io keep count
or frames cut or added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope
stereophonic recordings make edge numbering a MUST. Write for
brochure.

With

New

Improved

Non-Clog

Inking

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

S.O.S.
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WESTERN BRANCH — 6331
->■

•

System,

$2475

Y

st-newyorki9’nv- ^jP26

602west521,11
Phone: Plaza 7-0440

Cable: S0S0UND

HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA — Telephone: HOLLYWOOD 7-2124

FOR AN EXCELLENT BUY IN ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND, SEE PAGE 623*^-
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One Cell for ell You Need
in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

DOLLIES
Fearless and
Raby Panoram
Dollies
Crab and
Western

For quick service, expert advice
and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on
one of the nation’s largest suppliers
of temporary lighting facilities—
Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are
just a few of the many items
available for quick delivery
whenever and wherever needed.

Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING

PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMENT

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment
AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

MacTon Turntable
for Cars and
Displays
Mole Richardson
Boom and
Perambulator

(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-l 0,000W
Diffusion

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil
Portable Substations

Scoops
Reflectors
Bullboards
Cable

Parallels
Ladders and Steps
Scrims and Flags
Dots bnd Stands

Write or Wire
for
Catalog and
FREE
ESTIMATES!

IACK A. FROST
Dept.
234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:
41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario
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That happy glow (limelight?) in Precision's corner
is simply the radiance of a solid reputation for
sound, careful and accurate film processing.
Wotta performer.
Precision is the pace-setter in film processing. In
the past. Precision found techniques to bring the
best out of black and white or color originals.
In the present, facilities are the profession's very
best for any of your processing needs.
And, in the future. Precision will, as usual, be
first again (depend on it) with the newest
developments to serve you better.

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC
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modular

MIXING CONSOLES
for custom installations

.. .by Magnasync

H

What are your mixing requirements —monaural,
stereophonic and optical-directional sound all in one
console? Interlocked dubbers, recorders and projectors
all in one system? Magnasync low cost modular
construction makes custom consoles and tailored
systems practical in any studio installation,
large or small.
Magnasync consoles are designed with quality
components throughout... modern slide-wire
attenuators for mixing ... precision potentiometers for
program equalization ... push button remote interlock
control. Magnasync systems are designed by and
for magnetic film recording engineers! We will be
happy to submit a proposal based on your
individual requirements.

INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

Kjgai

MICROPHONE MIXERS
Cinemascope an<L
TELEVISION REPRODUCERS

THEATRE
SOUND
EQUIPMENT

STUDIO and
AUTOMATION
REPRODUCERS

INTERLOCKED
DUBBERS

iBgmn
QUALITY AMPLIFIERS for
MAGNETIC RECORDING and REPRODUCTION

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
DEALERS

[pmsinci
L SF

*m - -XOIOII

SOUND SYSTEM
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NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St.
New York 36 JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

INDIA—Kine
Engineers,
Bombay, India.

17

New

Queen's

Road,

F&B PARADE OF NEV PRODUCT.
MOVISCOP-YIEWER

PIC-SOUND EDITOR

Most Brilliant & Sharpest Im¬
Consisting of—Movi-

age of any Viewer—2 V4x3 %"
Picture Size. Notching Device
— Universal
on

scop Viewer, Precision

Use — Operates
Optical Sound Reader

1 10 to 240 volts AC.

#600

Guaranteed not to scratch.

List Price $125.00

COMPLETE OUTFIT—

Famous

for

Sturdy,

Long-Lasting

Every Film Maker should have some.

$ 295.00

{This offer good only
for

a

limited

Folding,
num

All

800 ft. Steel. ..

with Leg-Lok clamps.
Prevents Accidents—

New Model—
LARGE

1 200 ft. Steel.

7.50

Sturdy-Durable Construction.

1600 ft. Steel.

9.00

MOVIOLA TITEWIND
Compact,
16mm,

&

Size,

Titewinding

Adjustable

$4.75

Reg. $8.75 . . . Only.

Mitchell, Arriflex, Eyemo, Auricon Filmo,
cial CAMERAS—
GUARANTEED PERFECT & IN
EXCELLENT WORKING ORDER

on Cores or Reels—Includes
Double-Duty Hub.

Cine

-

Projectors

-

Editing

The

Equipment

Used

Rubberized, Lightproof Fabric.

Zippered,

m

Elastic Arm

Including

Zipper

Models

all

leading

Available:
Length

25

16mm Model—Focal
Models

Length—11.5
Provided

with

Holes.

Double
Case—

$24.95
Only

$13.95

FLORMAN

&

6 8

New

200mm

$68.50

to

$98.50

75mm. $68.50

Leather

Case

ELITAR LENSES
A New Line of Excellent, Low-Priced Lenses for
all

16mm Cameras—

10mm FI.8 _

The New Standard for All Editing Rooms. Exclusive
Pre-Set
Scraper
Insures
Perfect Clean
Scraping
to
Exact Depth Without Pressure. New, Low Prices—
16mm Model.$ 79.50
35mm Model. 104.50

to

35mm Widescreen Model—Covers all Ratios
from 1:75 to 2:55.

Generous

Carrying

in

and Neckchain.

^

Street,

accu¬

35mm Model—Focal

All

Reg.

45th

efficient,

studios.
Three

F&B (HANGING BAG
35”x44" Size with

West

er:

Try F&B Rental Equipment for
Guaranteed Performance

Finest,

F&B

only

rate Director's View Find¬

tZGBNCY £iBT*V/CE ...

FSB AUTO-MATIC SPLICER

$26.95

Only.

$32.50 .

Spe¬

DELIVERY S PICKUP SERVICE..
/MMEP/A re MA/NTFMA NCE...

$33.00

Reg.

Legs.

TEWE DIRECTOR’S
FINDER

LIGHTS, DOLLIES, BOOMS, GRIP
EQUIPMENT. RECORDERS. .
Moviolas

for

Erasable Slate Finish,

ANP WE DO MEAN

1 7 '/2 mm or 35mm

Rewinding

11x14

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT RENTAL SERVICE

Efficient Unit for

Center

Rigidity.

6.00

2000 ft. Steel. 11.00

Alumi¬

Construction —

Keystone
400 ft. Steel.....$ 4.50

time.)

F&B LEG-LOK TRIANGLE

F&B
CAMERA
SLATE

Construction.

Base.

List Price $370.00

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

F&B SPLIT
REELS

RL and

13mm FI.5 _

59.50

17mm F2.5 _ 24.95
25mm FI.5 _

37.50

3"

F3.2

24.50

3"

FI.9 .

33.50

BABB
YORK

$54.50

36,

9

N.Y.

INC.
MU

2-2928
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Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
'Asterisks indicate television film productions.

• Lee Garmes, ASC, "Never Love a Strang¬
er*’ (shooting in N.Y.). with John Barrymore,
Jr. Robert Stevens, director.

• Ray Cory, ASC, “Casey Jones” * (Screen
Gems). Abbey Berlin, director; Kit Carson,
“Circus Boy” * (Screen Gems), Fred Jackman, director; “Father Knows Best”* (Screen
Gems), with Robert Young and Jane Wyatt.
Peter Tewsksbury, director.

• Harry Neumann, ASC, ‘On the Make,”
with Huntz Hall and Patricia Donahue. Wm.
Beaudine. director; “Cole Younger, Gunfighter,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Frank
Lovejoy and Abby Dalton. R. C. Springsteen,
director.

with Anita Ekberg
Oswald, director.

ALLIED ARTISTS

•

•

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Adventures of Super¬
man” (Ziv-TV), with George Reeves. Tom
Carr, director.
• Curt Fetters, “Highway Patrol”* (ZivTV), with Broderick Crawford. Jack Herzberg, director: “Harbor Command"* (ZivTV), with Wendell Corey. George Blair,
director.

• Hal Mohr, ASC, “The
Line Up,” with
Eli Wallich and Mary La Roche. Don Siegel,
director.

• F. E. Moore, “No J'ime to Die” (CinemaScope; Warwick Prods.; shooting in Libya)
with Victor Mature and Leo Genn. Terence
Young, director.
Oswald

Morris.

Prods.; shooting in
Holden and Sophia
director.

“The Key,” (Highroad
England) with William
Loren. Sir Carol Reed,

“Matinee

AMERICAN SOCIETY

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is compised of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

Theatre,” *
OFFICERS

• Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,”*
(Fil¬
master Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. John Rich, director.
• Lester White, ASC, “Boots & Saddles—
The Story of the Fifth Cavalry.”* (Calif.
National Prods.). Wm. Hole and B. Kowalski,
directors.

Burnett Guffey, President
Arthur Edeson, First Vice-President
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-President
Joseph Ruttenberg, 3rd Vice-President
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Charles G. Clarke, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

CENTAUR STUDIOS

• Brydon Baker, “Girl on the Highway,”
with Robert Armstrong and Kathy Marlowe.
Ronnie Ashcroft, producer-director.
COLUMBIA

• Henry
Freulich,
ASC,
“Wild
Bill
Hickok" * (Screen Gems), with Guy Madi¬
son and Andy Devine. Louis King, director.

648

American

Cinematographer

“Zorro.” *

Various

• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “The Light
in the Forest,” with Fess Parker, Wendell
Corey and Joanne Dru. Herschel Daugherty,
director.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,” * with Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan,
director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

• Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Broken Ar¬
row,” * with John Lupton. Richard Bare,
director.

• Neal Beckner. “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David & Rickey Nelson. Ozzie Nel¬
son, director.

OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

• Roger Sherman,
Various directors.

ASC,

GENERAL SERVICE

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

• William Margulies. “Have Gun Will
Travel,”* (Filmaster Prod.) with Richard
Boone. Andrew McLaglen, director.

Avil,

© Frank Redman, ASC., “The Perry Mason
Show,” * with Raymond Burr. Chris Nyby,
director.

BILTMORE STUDIOS (New York)

• Lucten Andriot, ASC. “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.

• Gordon
directors.

© Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “This Is America.”
(Shooting in New England and Chicago.)
Jim Alger, director.

• Bob Hoffman, "Tombstone Territory” *
(Ziv-TV). Leon Benson, director: "Harbor
Command”* (Ziv-TV), with Wendell Corey.
George Blair, director.

» J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “The Mugger”
(Barizon Prod, for UA release), with Kent
Smith and Non Martin.
William Berke,
director.

WALT DISNEY

ASC, “Circus Boy”* (Screen
Wm. Beaudine, director.

Benj. Kline,

• Irving Lippman, “Adventures of Rin-TinTin” * (Screen Gems), with Lee Aaker and
James Brown. Robert Walker, director.

•

• Jack Asher, “The Snorkel” (Hammer
Prods.; shooting in Italy), with Peter Van
Eyck and Betta St. John. Guy Green, director.

• Walter Castle, ASC, “Spin & Marty.” *
Charles Barton, director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

• Monroe Askins, “Tombstone Territory” *
(Ziv-TV). Walter Doniger, director.

• Freddie Young, ASC, “Gideon’s Day,”
(Columbia British Prod. Ltd.; shooting in
London) with Jack Hawkins and Anna Lee.
John Ford, producer-director.

ASC, “Screaming Mimi,”
and Phil Carey.
Gerd

Burnett Guffey,

Gems).

• Harry Mimura, “Hong Kong Incident.”
(shooting in Hong Kong) with Jack Kelly.
Paul F. Heard, director.

• George
Perinal,
“Bon jour
Tristesse,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in France)
with David Niven and Deborah Kerr. Otto
Preminger, producer-director.

John Boyle, Milton Krasner, Victor Mil¬
ner, Robert Pittack, Ray Rennahan, Wil¬
liam Skall, Paul Vogel, John Seitz.
ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
Hal Rosson, Lee Garmes, Sol Polito,
John Arnold, James Van Trees, George
Clemens, Joseph MacDonald, Harry Perry,
Lester Shorr, Ellis Carter.

• Arch
Dai.zell,
“Panic” *
Prods.). Various directors.

(McCadden

• Frank Phillips, “Navy Log.” *
Prods.). Sam Gallu, director.

• Philip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,” *
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin.
Jack Cooper,
director.
• James Van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,” * (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns.
Rod Amateau,
director; “Bold Journey” * (Advenco Prods.).
Sherman Rose, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC,
“Bob
Cummings
Show,” * (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary De Camp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

• Norbert Brodine. ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.”*
(Lewislor Prods.) with
Loretta Young. Various directors.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Frank Sinatra
Show,”*
(Hobart
Prods.)
with
Frank
Sinatra. Various directors.
INDEPENDENTS

•

Lionel

Baines,

“Strangle Hold,”

(Continued on Page 684)
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INTRODUCING THE

AQUARRI
all new underwater housing for Arriflex 16 camera
made to U.S. Navy specifications by

BIRNS & SAWYER*!

Open, AQUARRI rests on hand-molded handles
for easy loading. Battery nestles in blimp door.
Nose glass is water-white for true color filming.

F.O.B. LOS ANGELES ^ 495^

Rear view shows viewing port, shutter control,
motor speed adjustment. Right handle knob con¬
trols focus. L6ft handle has thumb switch.
Sportsfinder of stainless steel has two-position
parallax sight.

Giving the already versatile Arriflex 16 camera
new fields to cover is the all new Birns & Sawyer
underwater blimp. Made to U.S. Navy specifica¬
tions, the AQUARRI is of clean, functional design,
engineered by Birns & Sawyer in conjunction with
Hollywood and U.S. Navy cameramen and divers.
The AQUARRI is tested to a depth of 160 feet.
Compact, streamlined, it slips through the water
easily. Adjustable balance plates compensate for
balance and buoyancy in either fresh or salt water.
Made of cast aluminum, anodized and painted for
double protection.
The AQUARRI brings good news to geologists, oil
hunters, marine salvage firms, marine biologists,
etc., who need the adaptability of the batterydriven Arriflex 16 with 500-foot film load for
underwater work.
’BIRNS & SAWYER stocks, sells, and services more Arritlex cameras and
accessories lor industrial, motion picture, television and educational
institutions than any other western dealer.

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

Side view shpws camera and magazine in posi¬
tion. Cadmium-plpted gears control aperature
and focus. Built-in filter holder mounted in front
of lens. Magnifying lens enlarges view of eye¬
piece prism.

CINE EQUIPMENT
PHOTO SUPPLIES
r
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REALISM IN REAL
SETS AND LOCATIONS
Shooting in natural locations with aid of
fast film and portable lighting equipment
enhances realism of M-G-M’s suspenseful
production, “Cry Terror.”

By

REHEARSAL—James

Mason

end

Inger

Stevens

rehearse

for an

important scene in “Cry Terror,” as (L to R) production assistant
Virginia

Stone,

Photography
Scene,

Producer-director

Walter

Strenge,

Andrew

ASC,

and

Stone,

Director

assistants

look

of
on.

like others, was enacted in private home instead of on

studio-built set,

posing photographic challenge for the camera¬

man.

W

production does not require
large and lavish sets, most if not all the interiors can
be shot on actual locations, thanks to the faster negatives
now available and powerful portable lighting equipment
such as Colortrans and Garnelites. Indeed, so many success¬
ful feature films have been shot this way by or for Holly¬
wood major studios in recent months that it now is estab¬
lished practice for many low- and medium-budget films.
While the idea is not at all new, it has come in for sharp
reappraisal by the studios in these days of steadily rising
production costs, when it is only natural for producers to
seek ways and means to achieve the desired results at the
lowest possible cost commensurate with quality production.
Sometimes, however, cutting costs is not the salient motive
so much as getting the realism that certain real locations can
give to a production—especially if it is a highly suspenseful
and dramatic one such as “Cry Terror," which I recently
completed photographing for Andrew Stone, who produced
it for M-G-M.
The photography of this picture—in black-and-white and
185-to-l ratio—reflects many interesting aspects, involving
as it did numerous problem-lighting situations which we
constantly faced when setting up to shoot scenes in various
private homes, buildings, etc., in Los Angeles—locations
that were chosen more with an eye to their adaptability to
the story than for their photographic possibilities. Yet cam¬
eramen often benefit considerably from just such challenges
—accomplishing surprising lighting and photographic re¬
sults in rooms, halls and corridors of remote locations that
here A black-and-white

DRAMATIC

SCENES

were

Subway, Hoboken, N. J.

filmed

(above,

center)

in

Christopher

Street

It was here that fumes from mobile generator

laid low many of cast and crew.

Photo at right shows Walter Strenge,

Mason, Director Stone and camera crew in elevator shaft of downtown
Los

Angeles

office

building,

scenes.
Portable lighting
sible, says Strenge.
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WALTER

STRENGE,

A.S.C.

never would be considered feasible if
similar sets were erected on the sound
stage.
“Cry Terror' was filmed entirely out¬
side the studio. Not a single set was
built. Instead, “sets" were the real thing
—rooms, halls and stairways in private
homes; suites, corridors and the elevator
shaft of an office building; the interior
of a bank and a hospital; and deep in¬
side a New York subway tunnel, etc.
The limited working area of such
locations imposed limitations in the size
of our technical crew, which consisted
of five cameramen, four soundmen, three
electricians, two grips, and one property
man. Because none of the actors wore
makeup, the company dispensed with a
makeup man and hairdresser.
When shooting in the Los Angeles
locations and using portable lighting
equipment, we used the power sources
found in the homes and places of loca¬
tion. The only time a generator was used
on the entire picture was when shooting

SHOOTING
two

in

clamp-on

residence
Garnelites

living
and

room,
a

using

Colortran

Masterlite.

in the New York subway. The portable
lighting equipment used for location in¬
teriors consisted of sixteen Garnel and
Colortran light units, and four Colortran
power converters. This was augmented
by four Baby Spots, two Juniors, and an
assortment of lighting accessories such
as barn doors, scrims, etc.
Among the most helpful items of grip
equipment were the panels of neutraldensity Plexiglas which I used to bal¬
ance daylight, coming through windows,
with the incandescent lighting.
The
sheets, 4 by 8 feet in size and about
l/g-inch thick, were large enough to com¬
pletely cover the average window of
most of the residences in which we shot
scenes for the picture. We had panels
in various densities so that when I en¬
countered conditions of diminishing
light intensity out of doors, this would
be equalized by replacing the Plexiglas
panels with those of lighter density. In
making daytime shots from interiors
with the camera facing Plexiglas-cov¬

TYPICAL

lite

lights powered by house current on location
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eased

lighting

DRAMATIC
Garnelites

and

medium

shots

private homes for “Cry Terror.”
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lighting
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residence
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terior, using only house current.
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problems on location interiors.

to

long

(Continued on Page 678)

PORTABLE, light-weight units such as Master¬

PORTABLE lights proved more than adequate
light

ered windows we lit the interiors at the
highest possible key in order to stop
down and achieve a balance with the
exterior light. When photographing
scenes on locations where the lighting
was mixed with filtered daylight, I used
Eastman Plus-X.
When shooting on the same locations
at night, where it was necessary to pick
up some exterior scenic elements as seen
through the windows, I used Baby Spots
with the Fresnel lens removed (which
produces a soft, over-all lighting) plus
a few of the Colortran Master-lites. In
this way I was able to keep the illumina¬
tion volume down and open up the lens
to f/2.5, using Tri-X film, in order to
get the desired exposure on the exterior
portion of the scene.
Traveling light as we did, we shot
many location scenes using only two or
three Colortran lights—and in some
cases, using only the existing light—
with Tri-X film in the camera, of course.

Cinematographer

remote
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with
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Use And Abuse Of The Zoom Lens
When the script specifies a dolly shot, a zoom lens often
can serve the purpose and thereby cut production costs.

By

JOSEPH

Z

are seeing increasing use in the hands of TV
newsreel cameramen, 16mm cinematographers, and not a
few amateur movie makers. However, many professional
cameramen in the fields of industrial, educational, and doc¬
umentary film production remain “'anti-zoom
in attitude
and insist on making a dolly shot when a zoom lens would
serve the purpose and save time and money for the producer.
The faults of the first zoom lenses—poor resolution, spher¬
ical abberations, light loss and a general lack of overall
sharpness throughout the zooming range—prejudiced many
of these cameramen following the initial tests, and they nat¬
urally think of any zoom lens in the light of earlier experi¬
ences.
The zoom lens of today—whether Zoomar or Pan-Cinor—
is a greatly improved instrument. Placed on a camera turret
along with standard lenses it can be used interchangeably
without detection in the screened result. It will match regu¬
lar lenses in sharpness and color quality and will intercut
perfectly. The latest Pan-Cinor is available with a reflex
finder that permits viewing through the lens while filming,
thus eliminating the parallax problem. Use of any zoom on
a mirror-reflex camera, such as the Arriflex or Camerette,
eliminates both parallax and focusing problems, since these
cameras permit the image to be focused and viewed at all
times through the reflex finder.
Admittedly, the zoom lens will never replace the camera
dolly. Only the dolly shot gives the impression that the ca¬
mera is actually going somewhere. Only when the camera
moves do people and objects move past each other. This ab¬
sence of space parallax in zoom shots destroys the illusion
of movement, since the camera shoots from a fixed view¬
point. Thus a zoom lens can be used to photograph flat
copy with the same results achieved in a dolly shot—but it
can not duplicate the three-dimensional effect of a dolly shot.
In the extreme, the zoom lens gives the impression of an
OOM lenses

ARRIFLEX-16
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optical effect since it appears to magnify or reduce the size
of objects. At its best it can closely imitate a moving cam¬
era. Clever use of the zoom lens therefore can cancel its
inherent faults and multiply its assets. Its value to the small
producer is incalculable because it offers the speedy solu¬
tion to modern filming problems where the script demands
camera movement, despite a small budget that limits use of
dollies, track, extra personnel and the time consumed in
setting up and in rehearsing both actors and crew. This is
particularly important on location where it is often impos¬
sible to transport a dolly, lay track over uneven ground and
accomplish filming without seriously delaying production.
The least effective zoom shots are made when the camera
is filming a scene from a distance (particularly from a high
angle) with nothing in between the camera and the action.
Rather than the illusion of traveling through space, the aud¬
ience receives the impression that the scene is being magni¬
fied and brought closer. It is as if the cameraman suddenly
switched to a telephoto.
Nevertheless, a zoom lens imaginatively used on scenes of
this kind can benefit from the peculiar attributes of the zoom
device. The necessary illusion of space parallax can be im¬
plied by carefully placing people or objects at various dis¬
tances in the scene so that, as the zoom progresses, they ap¬
pear to move past one another and slide into or out of the
scene. In such instances, shooting “straight on” should be
avoided. Shooting from a three-quarter angle will increase
the three-dimensional effect. Also, excellent use can be made
of framing devices, such as doorways, arches, iron grilles,
overhanging tree branches, etc., by having them come into
the picture and surround the view as the zoom picture’s bor¬
ders widen. In this way there is created the illusion of the
camera actually moving back during the shot to reveal the
framing device.
Zooming action must be slow and smooth to approximate

NEW

lens.
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zoom

lens

mounted

on
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Camerette.

the movement of a good dolly shot. A roughly-executed
zoom, particularly one that starts with a jerk and then chat¬
ters hesitantly, is the poorest of techniques. In order to emu¬
late a dolly or tracking shot in zooming you must imitate the
action of the moving camera. In professional practice a
dolly starts up slowly, moves smoothly and steadily and then
decelerates to a stop. The speed is varied, of course, accord¬
ing to the action being filmed. In the same way zooming
should start slowly, then swing into a precise and definite
speed to match the action, then glide to a stop. Don’t bang
the end of the zoom lever into its final position abruptly.
Visualize how the shot would appear if it were being filmed
from a dolly and imitate the action with the zoom lens.
The secret in zooming is: slow and smooth, with an almost
imperceptible combination of panning and tilting to keep the
action perfectly composed throughout the shot. Use of the
new fluid heads, particularly on a transverse pan and tilt,
will greatly aid in achieving professional smoothness. The
fluid head can be started without a jerk because there is no
inertia to overcome and it can be panned and tilted with¬
out chattering. With a little practice an accomplished cam¬
eraman can coordinate the zooming action and the fluid
head movement with a smoothness that captures a flowing
scene rivaling the best in dolly shots.
The possessor of a zoom lens, particularly if recently ac¬
quired, will tend to use it on every possible shot to the ex¬
clusion of other lenses. This is tantamount to making every
scene a dolly shot! Restraint therefore must be employed so
that zooming is utilized only when the action calls for cam¬
era movement. Use of the zoom lens is simply a means to
an end, not an end in itself. The zoom effect must be justi¬
fied. It is logical only when it enhances the action and aids
in dramatically telling the story.
Another common fault in using this lens is to zoom both
ways. Only when the script calls for dollying in and out
should one zoom back and forth. In some instances, such as
in single-system newsreel filming where it is impossible to
cut the camera because of the sound track, the only way to
get back to the long shot is to return the zoom to its original
position. This is poor photographic technique and should be
avoided whenever possible. Constant readjustment of the
zooming lever for slight correction should also be avoided
since it gives a jerky appearance to the scene. Once you
have made the zoom, leave it alone and continue filming
without minor adjustments.
It is not always necessary to employ the entire zooming
range—often a slight zoom, like a short dolly movement, is
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all that is needed. Don't be a show-off. Use the lens with
discretion; consider it another tool to aid in the story telling.
Remember, when the zoom lens steals the scene by detracting
from the story it should be discarded.
The zoom lens can even be utilized to simulate a tracking
shot in which the actors appear to walk along with the cam¬
era tracking directly in front of them at a fixed distance.
This calls for a good assistant on the follow-focus, one who
can change focus as the actors approach, while the camera¬
man operates the zoom lever. A shot of this type is begun
with the zoom lens in telephoto position, with the actors about
35 or 40 feet distant, as for a medium two-shot.
As the actors walk slowly toward the camera the assistant
changes focus while the cameraman swings the zoom lever
to maintain constant image size. The actors will be able to
walk up to within ten feet of the camera before reaching
the end of the zoom. This type of scene is best filmed against
a plain sky, wall or backdrop, since the spacial relationship
between the actors and the background will appear to be
constantly shifting as the zoom progresses. The background
will appear to be close to them in the beginning (as in a
telephoto shot) and, of course, appear to be greatly sepa¬
rated at the end of the zoom (as in a wide-angle shot).
However, this strange background behavior will go unno¬
ticed if the action in the scene is sufficiently interesting. Here
the zoom lens is a wonderfully simple, effective and inex¬
pensive way to fake a tracking shot.
The versatility of the zoom lens can be extended when
combined with follow-focus filming. Here the same focusing
rules apply to the zoom lens as to the standard lenses on the
camera; however, depth of field will vary during the followfocus shot since the zoom lens will function both as a tele(Continued on Page 677)
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Location Photography Their Specialty
These veterans of the rough and rugged school of
newsreel photography photograph everything on lo¬
cation from theatricals to shorts and

By

T

an inaccessible cave 300 feet
deep and 200 feet wide. Fill it full
of principals, extras and technicians.
Complicate your light balance with a
large cave entrance that lets the sun
shine in when you are shooting day-fornight and you know the type of prob¬
lems faced by directors of photography
Ted and Vincent Saizis on their recently
completed filming of “Natchez Trace”
in black-and-white for Panorama Pro¬
ductions in Tennessee.
Power was a problem, too, because
the cave, located at Natural Bridge,
Tenn., was too inaccessible to truck in
generators. The local power company
brought in wires and hooked up a
transformer. This gave the Saizes 800amps to light the crowd and produce
torch-like lighting effects.
So they
stretched their amps and came out with
the desired results.
The sunshine which streamed into
the cave made any kind of light balance
impossible. The only thing to do, it
seemed, was to use a tarp. A quick
call to Nashville turned up a 90 by 60
foot circus tent which the company
rented. Twenty-four hours later it was
ake
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erected over the cave entrance, permit¬
ting the cave to be lit like a regular set.
Throughout the 17-day shooting sched¬
ule for “Natchez Trace,” photography
was hampered by clouds. Shooting
would begin when the sun was out full
and the company would have to finish
the last shooting of the day with but¬
terflies and 10,000-watt lamps. Added
to this was the fact 30 percent of the
film was day-for-night, another problem.
One particular scene with star Zach¬
ary Scott, filmed on a circular bench
around a tree in front of a mansion,
should have been a process shot. On
top of that, it, too, was a day-for-night
shot. By using good cross and back
lighting and appropriate filters the Sai¬
zis brothers were able to simulate a nat¬
ural night-time atmosphere.
Because of the abundance of day-fornight shooting, make-up man V ebb

THE

SAIZIS

industrials.

BROTHERS — Vincent (left)

and Ted — whose services as

location

cameramen are constantly in demand, al¬
ways work as a team.
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Phillips developed a special application
of make-up so that the camera techni¬
cians could use filters for getting perfect
facial tones without going on the chalky
side. That enabled them to film entire
sequences including closeups with the
proper effect of day-for-night.
This special make-up, plus the cut¬
ting experience and understanding of
(Continued on Page 680)
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Stories of the Old West grow more
popular than ever. New technics in pro¬
duction, processing and projection permit
effects unheard of a few years ago.
Many have been developed; others are
in the process of being developed —

always new
through close co-operation with the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film. Offices at strategic centers.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

...on the wide, wide
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N. Y.
Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

WHEN SHOOTING in a factory or mill, the cameraman too often encounters problems not
foreseen when the script was being prepared.

Careful scripting can make his task easier

and insure the kind of photography that holds audience interest.

Putting "Interest-value"
Into Business Films
It’s got to be in the script in order to
interpret it photographically.

By

W .

G .

T

function of the sponsored or
commercial motion picture is to ex¬
plain the “how” and “why” of some¬
thing, and in so doing to stimulate an
interest in, if not a desire for, the pro¬
duct or services of the sponsor. The in¬
dustrial film producer has two mediums
at his command to accomplish this:
sound and pictures. He lays the founda¬
tion for the film by writing a script
that describes the way the scenes are
to he photographed and sets forth the
text of the dialogue or narration.
The secret of successful business film
scripting is to ferret out the really in¬
teresting story of the sponsor and get
he
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it on the screen. How this is to be done
varies with each new production or
sponsor. But the one all-important in¬
gredient is “interest-value”—a produc¬
tion factor that is influenced as much
by the photography as anything else.
Sometimes the script writer will pre¬
pare a detailed shooting script specific¬
ally indicating every shot and camera
angle. On the other hand, he may simply
write only a brief outline, knowing that
a competent production staff will intel¬
ligently fill in the vacant spaces between
his hints.
Certain points of theatrical film tech¬
nique can very well be applied to this
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problem. Many makers of travel-films,
for example, have stressed the value of
first impressions when filming some dis¬
tant and unusual location. They have
mentioned that if they can immediately
film the sights which are new and un¬
usual to their eyes during the first few
days spent in that region, they’re likely
to come back with a really interesting
picture, while if they allow themselves
to wait too long before shooting, these
same sights become so much a matter of
course that they’re often forgotten when
shooting does start—much to the detri¬
ment of the final film’s “audience-interest.
The same thought should guide the
business-film scripter. In every factory
or business there are features which, at
first sight, will be novel, which make
the visitor ask “what?” “how?’
or
“why?” If they interest you, they’re
equally likely to interest the audience.
It’s logical, then, to get them on film,
even if they may seem routinely uninter¬
esting to the sponsor’s representatives,
who are necessarily more accustomed to
them.
Too many factory sequences are dull
and photographically uninteresting on
the business-film screen. They don’t have
to be. Perhaps they are dull because
they are filmed and narrated according
to plans conceived by plant executives
who are so familiar with factories in
general that they don’t see the things
that are novel to the layman, but instead
find interest in highly technical details
the average layman doesn’t understand.
The business-film scripter, and even the
camera crew, should consider themselves
representatives of the audience. Things
which, there in the factory, make them
ask questions, should certainly be put on
film in a way that answers those ques¬
tions for the audience.
In doing this, the basic cinema tech¬
nique of establishing long-shot, me¬
dium-shot and then closeup should al¬
ways be observed. Too often in indus¬
trial films we see people doing things—
in long- or medium-shots—and instinc¬
tively want the more detailed exposition
of the action or process that a closeup
affords—and the closeup isn’t there. Put
this deifnite progression into your script,
and see to it, too, that it is followed in
the shooting. If, when the film is assem¬
bled, the closer shots seem repetitious—
to an inexpert preview audience—they
can always be eliminated. But they can’t
always be shot later when it is found
they’re needed.
Script-writer, director and cinematog¬
rapher should combine their efforts to
add visual imagination to their joint
presentation of factory sequences. The
cine-camera can be used in such se¬
quences in a manner similar to that
which has won Salon prominence for
(Continued on Page 684)
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Photography Versus Economy
importance in the business of making
television films; where some producers
actually seek to minimize its importance
-—to tend to put it on a push-button
basis. Here is where the whole artistic
concept of cinematography comes faceto-face with the economics of video film
production born of fierce competition;
of schedules and budgets, and the seek¬
ing-after of the fast buck. Here is where
all the science and art of cinematogra¬
phy that has evolved during more than
forty years of feature film production
faces replacement by a colorless “boxBrownie” type of photography.

In TV Film Production
Artistic cinematography can

lift quality of

TV films but is being avoided through false
economy by some producers, says this veteran
Oscar-winning director of photography.
By

ARTHUR

C.

NEVER was anything made
that could not be made worse and
sold for less,” is an old maxim familiar
to most readers. It probably originated
from the observation that no matter
what the product, be it teakettles or
tombstones, there’s
always someone out
to make a fast buck,
figuring a way to
copy
the product
and to make it of
inferior materials.
Lately
there
is
evidence this is hap¬
pening to the pro¬
Arthur Miller, ASC
duction of some tel¬
evision films — the
object of some producers being to make
films as fast and as cheap as possible
without due regard for the standards of
production which long have governed
the making of entertainment motion pic¬
tures.
t ‘THERE

MILLER,

A.S.C.

hour TV films writing the scripts with
cost-cutting a prime objective.
One producer of TV films long ago is¬
sued strict orders against the use of sun
reflectors when shooting on location.
“Costs too much in time consumed in
transporting them and setting them up,”
he said. The fact faces of his players go
black when scenes are televised seems
not to concern him at all.
Still another producer, who boasts he
"knows photography” insists most of his
interior sets be lit with a single sun arc.
Where the players are required to move
about the set, the lamp is swung around
to keep the light on them!
Right here it would seem is where
cinematography begins to lose its real

Unless the cameramen who photo¬
graph TV films under such conditions
exert their influence, it is not unlikely
that all the artistry and perfection that
has been attained in cinematography
over the years may become a thing of
the past, insofar as TV film production
is concerned.
What the video-film johnny-comelatelies do not realize is that present
perfection in cinematography evolved
not because of any artistic whims of
cameramen or directors but because it
was found that the drama and mood of
a story could be enhanced and story
progression advanced by improved pic¬
torial treatment of scenes. When stars
were made to look more appealing
through special lighting and photo(Continued on Page 684)

Not long after Hollywood began mak¬
ing films for television, there were es¬
tablished through the concerted efforts
of video engineers, motion picture tech¬
nicians and him laboratory heads, cer¬
tain standards for the photography and
the processing of television films. The
objective, of course, was to insure a
product that would reach home receivers
with good picture quality.
By and large, most of the program
films that are being produced for tele¬
vision have been made in conformation
with these standards; but already the
opportunist element that would make
cheap video films to sell for less is be¬
ginning to make its presence felt. VI hile
this is observable in all phases and ele¬
ments of the productions in question, it
is with the photography of such pic¬
tures that we are concerned here.
Motion picture making is a creative
undertaking and it just isn’t possible to
put it on an assembly-line basis. A pro¬
ducer cannot turn out satisfactory half660
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Special Photographic Effects In Motion Pictures
A description of four types of special photographic effects used in
Hollywood

feature

By

RAY

productions,

both

KELLOGG

and

color
L.

and

black-and-white.

ABBOTT

B

20th Century-Fox Studios

and likely the most interesting photographic phase of any
major studio production is the special photographic effects, which are a part of al¬
most every theatrical motion picture made today. Very little has been written about
the modern techniques involved in this work, probably because the men who work
in this field have so little time for writing.
One of the most illuminating papers on the subject was written by Kay Kellogg
and L. B. Abbott of 20th Century-Fox Studios and presented at the S.M.P.T.E. con¬
vention May 3, 1954, by Norwood L. Simmons. It is being reprinted here by per¬
mission of the Society and the authors in response to increasing demand from our
readers for information on the subject.
The paper describes four types of special photographic effects: the matte shot;
composite matte shot; the glass shot; and the traveling matte shot. A special foot¬
note by co-author Abbott gives up-to-date facts regarding more recent develop¬
ments in this field.—editor.
The most challenging

B

any type of motion-picture
composite photography may be suc¬
cessfully attempted, the requirements of
the equipment and film to be used must
be considered.
The location of the image relative to
the perforation hole must be repeated
from frame to frame within a maximum
tolerance of 0.001 in. This means that
the camera and printers used in assem¬
bling the composite must have register
pins which accurately fit the perfora¬
tions of the films used, and that these
films must be uniformly perforated. Fail¬
ure to meet these requirements will
cause the parts of the completed com¬
posite to move against themselves and
disclose the fact that the scene is not a
unit but composed of two or more parts.
We shall discuss the four types of
special photographic effects that are
most generally used in current produc¬
tions.
efore
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How
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This type of shot derives its name
from a matting process that is presently
used during the duplicating steps. It has
two aims: (1) to change locale (i.e., to
put a foreground set with action into a
background of another part of the
world) ; and (2) economy: obviously
it is much cheaper to paint a picture of
the upper floors of a building than it is
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1-D

of the superimposed area
dupe

negative

in

area

is added

blanked

by

to exposed
matte

in

but
first

to build them. This is also true of huge
vaulted and elaborate ceilings, such as
those of a cathedral, etc. Transportation,
housing and other costs are saved by
making the shot in the studio, even
when such a building is obtainable else¬
where.
Before duplicating stock was available
it was necessary to block out or matte
out certain portions of a scene so that it
would be possible to double-expose on
the same negative a different mountain,
the upper stories of a building, clouds,
etc. This was done by cutting a matte of
the desired shape and placing it in front
of the camera. If a hard-edge matte was
needed, it was placed far enough from
the camera to be in focus. Conversely, if
a soft-edge matte was needed, it was
placed in the matte box attached to the
camera and therefore out of focus.
The scene would then be shot with the
camera securely tied down. At the end
of the scene, 200 additional feet of film
would be shot for testing purposes.
Using an enlargement from a short piece
of the test negative, the artist would add
the necessary painting and would black
in the area which had not been matted
out when the scene was photographed.
Using the rest of the undeveloped test
piece, the painting would then be
balanced for exposure and corrected in
other ways until the composite was satis¬
factory. At this point the painting was
added to the original scene on the pro¬
duction film.
Since any mechanical or physical
fault during the final stage would ruin
the scene, the above method was aban¬
doned as soon as good duplicating stocks
were available, and the mattes are now
made after the scene is shot and used
during the duplicating stage. This meth¬
od is more flexible and allows for better
control.
Figure 1-A depicts a scene which is
available and can be made at the studio.
Figure 1-B shows the scene completed in
the Special Photographic Effects depart¬
ment, with the unwanted background re¬
moved and a new roof and appropriate
background scenery substituted.
To accomplish this, a master-positive
print is made from the negative. A
master-positive print differs from a reg¬
ular projection print in the following
manner: (1) the master-print stock has
perforation holes which are the same as
those of the negative, making it possible
to retain good registration. (2) the
emulsion of this stock is so designed that
when used in conjunction with a spe¬
cially designed duplicating negative, the
resulting duplicate will match the orig¬
inal negative.
Figure 1-C shows the method used in
making the duplicate negative of the
action portion of the scene. For this the
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will be painted in the final matte shot
is painted black on the (action) print¬
ing matte, so that while printing the
action duplicate negative this area of
the negative will remain unexposed.
Figure 1-D shows how the painting is
added to the exposed but undeveloped
duplicate negative. The painting is sub¬
stituted for the matte board and is
painted black in the area occupied by
the action. The printer is made a camera
by eliminating the action master posi-

camera is made into a printer by the use
of a bipack magazine. The duplicating
negative raw stock in the magazine’s
upper section is passed through the
camera movement in back of. and in
contact with, the developed master posi¬
tive of the scene action. The matte
board, focused in the aperture by the
lens, becomes a printing light source,
large enough to afford easy hand control
of the intensity of any area. In this in¬
stance, the portion of the picture which

Figure

3-A

Figure 3-B

Figure 3-C

Figure

Figure

3-E

Figure

Figure 3-G

SUCCESSIVE

STEPS

required

American

3-F

Figure 3-H

in

making

a

traveling

matte

process, long used by M-G-M. Problem is to separate
blacks of foreground objects from the background.
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backing’’

whites

and

tive. The painting is added to the ac¬
tion duplicate negative in the area
which was left unexposed by the black
of the matte board, and the shot is com¬
plete. When the completed shot is
viewed, should changes be desired, it is
only necessary to make another dupli¬
cate negative.
Composite-Matte Shots

The same methods of matting and du¬
plicating that are used in straight matte
shots are used for this type of shot. The
main difference is that in this case two
or more action sections will be com¬
bined with a painting.
This type of shot is almost invariably
used when huge crowds of people are
needed. By using 200 extras and moving
them from area to area, it is possible to
build a crowd of 2000. Since each extra,
with wardrobe and makeup, plus addi¬
tional expenses, costs about $35.00 a
day on a costume picture, a tremondous
saving can be made. The lattitude of this
type of shot is almost limitless, as long
as the camera does not move.
Figure 2-A illustrates a compositematte shot made with four parts. To
compose such a picture, it is first neces¬
sary to make a careful drawing to show
the overall effect. This drawing must
also establish the proper perspective for
all the parts, plus the relative scale of
objects and people.
In Fig. 2-B distance and perspective
have been established. The figure on the
porch is photographed. He can move
about as long as he does not go beyond
the proposed matte line.
In Fig. 2-C, with distance and per¬
spective established the woman is prop¬
erly located and photographed. The
same light source and angle of light
must be generally maintained for all the
composite parts.
An area of water is photographed in
Fig. 2-D. If it is miniature water, care
must be taken to get the surface dis¬
turbance large enough in the foreground
to diminish properly in the background.
Rough forms can be erected to cast
proper reflections, or they can be dodged
in or, where highlights appear, be
double-exposed in later.
Figure 2-E shows a painting of the
building which forms a part of the com¬
posite shot. This painting must be drawn
in true perspective, carrying out the
perspective lines to their proper vanish¬
ing points. The color and shading must
match exactly with the action composite
parts. The areas where the people and
water will fall in the composite is
blacked out so that there will be no ex¬
posure in them.
Figure 2-F shows a perfect reverse
matte from that in Fig. 2-E. That is, the
blacked-out areas are now white, and
they become a controlled printing light.
With these mattes the man on the porch

and the girl in the window are dupli¬
cated, using a master print on a dupli¬
cate negative.
In Fig. 2-G, in the same manner as in
Fig. 2-F, the water area is white and the
rest is matted out. After the water is
duped in, the dupe negative is run
through the camera again and, with the
use of a printing matte which is all black
except for painted reflections from the
building, the highlight reflections are
double-exposed.

ARCS

Fig.

4-A

The Traveling-Matte Shot

This process provides a means by
which foreground action photographed
against a monochromatic background
may be combined with any desired back¬
ground which has been or will be photo¬
graphed.
The product received from the travel¬
ing matte is, in a broad sense, identical
to that of the background transparency
process. The advantages of the traveling
matte over background transparency
are: better definition in the background,
unlimited foreground scale, and the fa¬
cility of balancing the background and
foreground for both color and density in
the duplicating stage.
The term traveling matte means a
matte which is changing in each succes¬
sive frame following the action of the
scene. There are a great many ways of
obtaining these mattes for both color
and black-and-white pictures. One meth¬
od, used quite widely for many years,
was to project each frame of the fore¬
ground action enlarged to a scale suffi¬
cient to allow hand drawing and then to
make a silhouette drawing of each
frame. Such a method was obviously
tedious and expensive, and has been
used mostly for combining miniature
and live action in short scenes depicting
disasters, such as fires, floods, earth¬
quakes, etc. It has been applied only in
cases where the scale of the desired
scene exceeded that obtainable by the
background transparency process, or
where it has been necessary for the peo¬
ple in the scene to be covered or oblit¬
erated by some falling or advancing part
of the background.
The method to be outlined here en¬
tails no handwork, with the exception of
those instances in which the background
must progress or cover the foreground.
Credit for the method presently in use
should be given to the British and
American
Technicolor
Corporations;
Irving Ries, M-G-M Studio; and Larry
Butler, Columbia Pictures.
The problem confronted in making a
matte without handwork is to be able
to separate photographically the whites
and blacks of the foreground from the
background. This is accomplished in
color photography in the following man¬
ner :
(Continued on Page 672)
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UNIQUE ANIMATION set-up in University
of Michigan’s television and film studio
has 16mm Bolex camera with Pan-Cinor
zoom

lens

shooting

into

mirror,

which

reflects the art work below. Large scale
art work is used so that zoom-ins can be
made

on

small

segments

of

the

total

layout. The reflecting mirror is mounted
in

large

woden

frame

set

at

angle,

while lighting is furnished by two scoops

over both commercial and educational
stations. At present 54 programs a week
are telecast over 20 commercial stations
from New York City to Seattle. In addi¬
tion, the Educational Television and
Radio Center distributes many of these
programs on a state and national basis
through its affiliates.
Besides the kinescoping operations in
the studio, we shoot 16mm location
film for inserts into the longer kinescoped programs. Until recently, we
did most of our filming with two 16mm
cameras belonging to the Television
Office: a Bolex and an Auricon Pro with
single-system sound. Recently we added
a 16mm Arriflex and a portable 16mm
Staneil-Hoffman tape recorder to our
equipment.
We cover a wide variety of subject
matter in our location filming: under¬
water swimming, aerial views, molten
metal in furnaces, icing of wings in a

FILMING FOR
EDUCATIONAL
TELEVISION
By

KARL

B.

LOHMANN,

JR.

V

ADAPTABILITY, economy
and speed are important elements in
making 16mm films for educational tele¬
vision at the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor.
The University of Michigan Tele¬
vision Office operates in a unique way.
Although the University has a small hut
well equipped TV studio, it is without a
TV transmitter. Programs are kinescoped on 16mm film and are presented
ERSATILITY,
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16.

Note

reflectorfloods

used

for illumination.

wind tunnel, the birth of a baby, plank¬
ton through a microscope, campus opera
productions, and a limited amount of
TV news and features concerning the
University.
We have a number of special prob¬
lems in our productions which are dif¬
ferent from those encountered by most
theatrical and industrial film crews. One
is that our performers are teachers, not
actors. They have had little experience
with motion picture production and are
sometimes bewildered by it. Time must
be taken to explain shooting procedures.
As professors, they are primarily con¬
cerned with classes or research and
usually have very limited time to give
us. In preparing a ten-minute film insert
it is not unusual to have but two hours
in which to learn what is wanted, set
up the equipment, plan the shots, shoot
an involved sequence and pack up the
equipment again.
Another problem not found in most
commercial shooting is a shortage of
manpower. When we began making lo¬
cation films for the programs, much of
the shooting was a one-man operation.
The cameraman often served as the loca¬
tion director and lighting man also. With
the addition of more equipment and
personnel, silent films are now usually
a two-man operation and sound films
usually involve at least a three-man
crew. Back at the office, the cameraman
also coordinates the film with an outof-town lab. edits the workprint, matches
the negative to the workprint, cuts the
double-system insert into the double¬
system kinescope, matches and marks
the picture and track for lab printing,
and checks on the quality control of the
release print.
Because our crews are small, we have
tried to keep our equipment compact
and light in weight. Since most of the
power on the campus consist of regu¬
lar 15-amp circuits, we usually plan
to cover small shooting areas with a
maximum of three reflector-flood or
reflector-spot lights. These lights are
mounted in clamp-on type holders
equipped with barn doors and diffuser
holders and can be easily fastened to
light-weight collapsible stands or avail¬
able furniture. On assignments requir¬
ing unusual speed we use a hand-held
bar-light usually aimed at a ceiling to
give a filled-in natural light appearance.
Our lighting problems have been less¬
ened a great deal by the use of new
fast films.

BETWEEN TAKES—Bob Jones University film production staff, headed by director
Katherine Stenholm (seated near camera) awaits decision on camera angle before
making a shot for “A Look At The Book,” evangelical video film

series.

Others

are George Jensen on mike boom; Bob Craig at camera; and Dr. Bob Jones, Jr.,
president of the University, at the pulpit.

University Students Produce
Religious TV Films
Student staff handles all phases of pro¬
duction from set design and con¬
struction to photography.

U

We are further limited in our selec¬
tion of film stock for TV production by
the problem of matching the emulsion
wind of film inserts to the emulsion
wind of our kinescope recorder. If the
emulsion winds do not match on the re¬
lease print, there is need for refocusing

the Christian and educational motion picture enterprise
of Bob Jones University, in Greenville, S. C., has recently completed
work on a series of thirteen 131/2-minute films for television entitled “A
Look At the Book.” Featuring Dr. Bob Jones, Jr., internationally-known
author, evangelist, and president of Bob Jones Liniversity, the series for¬
mat calls for a different person to open each film cold with a direct ques¬
tion on religion. A standard opening follows with the announcer intro¬
ducing Dr. Jones, who then proceeds to answer the question from Scrip¬
ture in a direct and concise manner. Cut-away shots, illustrations, and
object lessons are used frequently in the series.
All filming is done on 16mm Kodachrome Commercial, using 16mm
Maurer and Mitchell cameras. Prints are being released in both color and
black-and-white.
Production of “A Look At the Book” provided a wealth of practical
experience for the many students majoring in cinema at Bob Jones Uni¬
versity. The basic set for the on-camera narration is a three-sided Gothic
paneled church study, which was designed and built on LTnusual Films’
sound stage by students and staff.
A large Gothic fireplace and stained glass windows give the room an
authentic appearance. The windows were photographically copied and
reproduced by cinematographer Bob Craig on Adlux translucent film from

(Continued on Page 682)
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Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY
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Mounting The Camera For Improved Pictorial Effects
Shooting high or low or in tight places, a hi-hat
will solve many photographic problems.
By

O

every cameraman learns
sooner or later is that his best shots
are made when the camera is solidly
mounted on a support rather than hand¬
held. Supports range from the conven¬
tional tripod to the lowly hi-hat, which
is finding increasing use among both
amateurs and professionals because of
the wide range of ways in which it may
be used—some of which are illustrated
here.
The hi-hat (no one knows why they
call it that!), which first came into use
in the Hollywood studios, is a sort of
miniature tripod having short metal
legs and a machined base for the camera
fitted with a tripod screw. The legs are
drilled to permit mounting with screws
or bolts, although a C-clamp is most
often used instead of screws, as may be
seen in Fig. 2. In the illustrations, a tiltne THING
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pan head is used with the hi-hat to af¬
ford complete flexibility of camera
movement during shooting—the same as
when shooting from a tripod. Cost of the
hi-hat is nominal and will prove an in¬
valuable accessory for the advanced am¬
ateur photographer. How he uses it will
depend on the filming situations encoun¬
tered and his willingness to experiment.
Some of the most effective photog¬
raphy is that accomplished with the mo¬
bile camera, employed extensively in
professional film productions to give
dramatic emphasis to certain types of
scenes or action.
The pictorial effect of the mobile or
tracking shot differs from that of the
pan shot in that, in the former, the ca¬
mera rolls along with the subject being
photographed and the distance between
camera and subject remains relatively

October,

1957

constant; while in the latter, the camera
is stationary and pivots around a fixed
axis to follow the action. Needless to
say, the tracking shot gives much great¬
er emphasis to a scene since the size of
the subject or subjects remains un¬
changed throughout the entire shot.
For achieving camera mobility in
making tracking shots, an automobile is
still the best—and certainly the most
convenient—vehicle for the average am¬
ateur or semi-pro cinematographer. Here
the hi-hat can be used to advantage for
providing a solid mount for the moving
camera. A typical method of setting up
the hi-hat mounted camera is shown in
Fig. 2. A length of plank, cut to fit the
back seat compartment of the car used,
is set in place as shown and the hi-hat
mounted thereon by means of C-clamps.
With the camera mounted on a tilt-pan

head it is sufficiently elevated to clear
the car body and thus afford an unob¬
structed view for both camera and oper¬
ator. The wooden baseboard, incident¬
ally, is also raised as required by twoby-four legs cut to proper length and
attached at each corner.
Where a modern “hard top” car is
used, the camera can be placed on either
side of the car for shooting out of the
side window areas. With both the front
and rear windows of the car rolled
down, there is no center post to obstruct
the field of view in the event there is
panning to do. (See Fig. 1).
The camera can also be similarly
mounted in the center of the rear seat
of the car for shooting through the wind¬
shield or the rear window. It has been
the author s experience that, with the
short legs of the wooden base resting on
the rear seat of the car, vibration is held
to a minimum. Even when filming a
scene while traveling at 50 miles per
hour there is no noticeable road vibra¬
tion when the film is projected. Stand¬
ard camera speeds (either 16 or 24 fps)
can be used, with the only limitation
being the choice of lenses; it is not ad¬
visable to use telephoto lenses for shots
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Preparing The Narration
How to plan and write the narration so it will
complement what you have photographed.
By

GEORGE

W.

CUSHMAN

I

article in this series, which appeared in last month's issue,
I explained the importance of being purposeful in using sound to en¬
hance the presentation of 8mm and 16mm movies; enumerated the three
basic types of sound which the amateur movie maker most generally
employs and discussed the use of off-stage commentary or narration and
synchronized dialogue.
Because most amateurs—due to limitations both in equipment and ex¬
perience—employ narrative sound tracks with their films, we shall discuss
here the editorial preparation of the film for narration and the prepara¬
tion and recording of the narration itself.
One of the most persistent errors of the amateur movie maker when
shooting is brevity—brevity in the length of his individual shots. Perhaps,
considering the cost of his film as he shoots, he tries to get as much
picture material on a roll as possible with too little thought to the fact
that most scenes must remain on the screen long enough to be properly
viewed and digested by an audience—not to mention the need for extra
footage to help fill out the time required to describe it in the narration.
The renowed Chinese proverb. “One picture is worth a thousand words.”
is so right. It is possible to watch a three-second shot on the screen and
to grasp its meaning or action; but try and describe it properly in three
seconds. Not many can do it.
Now it is generally true that narration added to a silent film will tend
to diminish the apparent length of scenes and of the film as a whole, and
that is all in your favor. But because this is so, it isn’t necessary to make
your scenes longer—but to lengthen out the sequences containing the
scenes—a matter of skillful editing, providing you have the footage to
N MY initial
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of this kind since the slightest vibration
will be magnified in the projection.
Standard and wide-angle lenses are the
ones to use here.
Another use of the mobile camera is
the dolly shot. In this type of shot the
camera adds motion to otherwise static
scenes by moving toward or away from
the scene, or sideways, to slowly scan the
action—usually fairly close up. Where
the subject is close to the ground or
floor, here again the hi-hat comes in
handy for rigidly supporting the camera
at low level. A typical application is
shown in Fig. 5. Here a light-weight
tripod dolly is used with a wooden base
to which the hi-hat is secured with
screws. One advantage of a dolly-shot
set-up of this kind is that the camera¬
man can act as his own grip, maneuver¬
ing the dolly while he operates the cam¬
era, where keeping the subject centered
in the finder is a critical job.
When the camera is to be used sta¬
tionary, variety and emphasis can be
given the photography by shooting some
scenes or action from high and low
angles. The hi-hat proves its versatility
here, too. For a low-angle shot—which

requires placing the camera lower than
afforded by a tripod—the hi-hat affords
a rigid support even when placed on the
floor or ground, as shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 3 shows the hi-hat being used to
support the camera for a high-angle shot.
Flere a six-foot ladder serves as the pri¬
mary base; the camera—again mounted
on a hi-hat—is secured to the ladder by
means of two C-clamps.
Because motion pictures are basically
an illusionary medium, the more effec¬
tive the photographic techniques that
are employed to enhance illusion, the
better will be the motion picture result.
The mobile camera and high and low
angle filming illustrated here are but a
few of the tested professional techniques
which the amateur can apply to his film¬
ing with advantage.
Diversified scenes, when imagina¬
tively photographed, stimulate audience
interest. The amateur who is willing to
experiment a little will find his enthusi¬
asm reflected in the ultimate screen re¬
sults.

PREPARING THE NARRATION
(Continued from Page 669)

work with. And to do this, you must
think of the editing problem as you
shoot.
If, for example, you have a particular
scene with which you wish to use nar¬
ration, the time factor might force you
to try to extend the scene on the screen
for, say, thirty seconds. However, a
continuous, unchanging scene that long
can be boring, even with narration. The
thing to do is to change that single
scene into a sequence of scenes of vary¬
ing length, intercutting with it brief
but relative shots made close up or at
different angles. In this way a more
interesting visual result is accomplished
which will complement and enhance the
narration.
Additing commentay to a reel of
miscellaneous and comparatively unre¬
lated scenes is a much tougher job than
for a reel that consists of well-edited,
planned footage having some semblance
of pictorial continuity. For this reason
the amateur filmer who plans to add
sound to his pictures should always
make his individual shots longer when
shooting, and remember that they can
always be trimmed to the required
length—but can never be lengthened. It
is almost impossible to do a satisfactory
job of writing and recording narration
for a reel of “pot shots”, such as many
filmers make on vacation trips and dur¬
ing travels.
It is well at this point to emphasize
that when sound—particularly narra¬
tion—is to be a factor in the finishing
of one’s cine films, sound must be given
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as much consideration at the time of
shooting as the photography. And if
you don’t think this is so, try writing
a narrative for a group of unrelated
scenes ten seconds in length or less.
Because the average audience can¬
not grasp the full meaning of a series
of short scenes unfolding on the screen,
a better picture results where sufficient
time is allowed for proper presentation
of each subject or idea. It is almost im¬
possible to properly narrate a him that
is made up of a series of short, “jumpy”
shots that, by themselves, have little pic¬
torial or subject relevancy. The sound
must explain the pictures and the pic¬
tures must logically complement the
sound.
After the sequence structure of the
picture is completed at the editing
board, each sequence should be timed so
that the narration for it can be written
to ht. The narrator used should be
timed for his reading speed; a good
average speed is 25 words for each ten
seconds of time. But since the speed of
individual narrators varies—and this is
particularly so with amateur narrators
—it is important that a time check
should be made.
In adding narration to a film, it is
important that the commentary does
not lag and run over into the next se¬
quence. When this happens, re-write it.
Aim for brevity, and remember the best
narrated films are those in which the
narration does not run on continuously,
but is broken frequently by intervals of
silence (with the narration properly ter¬
minated, of course) giving a measure of
aural relief to the audience, and neces¬
sary “breathing spells” to the narrator.
The substance and composition of
any narration is important. When com¬
posing it, all facts should be checked
and verified for accuracy. The simplest
language should be used—words easy to
speak and easy to understand—and the
age and type of audience for which the
picture is aimed must always be con¬
sidered so that the narration won’t be
“over their heads” or too technical.
Use of present tense is preferred,
since the narrator will be describing
the picture as it unfolds on the screen
—and the action on the screen will, of
course, be present.
The narration should supplement
what the picture shows and not des¬
cribe what it shows—which is already
obvious. One amateur film viewed re¬
cently pictured a group of campers aris¬
ing early one morning, yawning as they
emerged from their tent, and showing
the various members brushing their
teeth, shaving, and then the usual closeup of bacon frying in a pan over an
open fire. The shots as edited pretty
much told the story. But the narration
accompanying this sequence stated:
“We were awakened by the early-
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morning sunlight, and coming from our
tents we prepared for the day to follow.
In a moment breakfast bacon was sizz¬
ling on the fire.”
This we could see. What the narra¬
tion should have revealed were interest¬
ing facts about the camp site and mem¬
bers of the party, and give important
details not revealed pictorially.
Remember how dull a movie seems
when someone has told you the plot or
revealed its contents in advance? The
element of surpise was removed from
the showing because you knew just what
was going to happen.
So, another point to remember in
preparing narration for a film is, never
to tell your story ahead of the picture
and don’t re-state in words what the
him already reveals pictorially on the
screen. If you do, what’s the point in
having narration?
In a future article, we shall deal with
sound effects and their application to
amateur films.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
(Continued from Page 665)

Figure 3-A shows the foreground
photographed against a blue backing. A
blue backing is chosen because it will
expose the blue-sensitive layer of, for
example, Eastman Color negative, but
not expose the red-sensitive layer. This
selectivity of color sensitivity is the key
to the process. Any color which will ex¬
pose one of the three — red, blue or
green—layers without exposing one of
the others may be used for the backing.
Blue is favored because, when lighting
the action, face quality is more easily
judged than it would he against yellow
or green or red; also, should there be
any matte fringing in the final scene the
blue edge-effect is more apt to be
harmonious with the sky or water that
often constitutes the background than
would a red or green fringe.
Figure 3-B is the black-and-white
separation positive from the blue-sensi¬
tive color negative. The darks of the
foreground are well separated from the
light background.
Figure 3-C is a dupe negative from
the black-and-white separation positive
of the red-sensitive color negative. The
lighter areas of the foreground, which
are now dense because this is a negative
image, are well separated from the clear
background.
Figure 3-D represents a combined
print of Figs. 3-B and 3-C on one film.
It is seen that there is now density in
both the white and black areas of the
foreground, causing a complete silhou¬
ette against the clear background.
Figure 3-E is a print from Fig. 3-D,

CAESAR-SALTZMAN
which yields a clear foreground with an
opaque background.
Figure 3-F represents a background
scene viewed through the silhouette
foreground matte.
Figure 3-G represents the foreground
viewed through the clear-area fore¬
ground matte. Since the blacks of Figs.
3-F and 3-G represent no exposure in a
negative, it is readily seen that each part
may be exposed separately on the same
negative, producing the final composite
(Fig. 3-H).
This explanation of the travelingmatte process has been condensed at
much as possible to make its function
most easily understood. In doing so, the
physical and mechanical problems en¬
countered have not been mentioned.
Unfortunately, these factors present
some sizable hazards, and to avoid mis¬
understanding, a few of the requisites
should be discussed.
No color approaching that of the
background may be used in the fore¬
ground, nor may translucent materials
such as smoke, a glass of water or a finemesh veil be used. Should any of these
be attempted, the results will be dis¬
heartening. In the case of the fore¬
ground color too closely approaching
that of the background, it will join the
background in the mattes, and the back¬
ground will appear through the fore¬
ground. As an example, if the ingenue
uses blue eyeshadow, she will have holes
in her head instead of eyes, or if she
wears a white veil through the rest of
the picture, in these shots it will be
blue.
The mechanical needs for this work
are an optical printer with excellent
registration in the movements and a
lens stage capable of repeatable moves
in the order of 0.0001 in. The processor
must have a thorough understanding of
the function of image spread in the
matte films, as this is the means used to
produce opposite mattes which fit one to
the other.
Although the hazards of making a
traveling matte may suggest that the
traveling matte process is impractical,
the fact is that its advantages in motionpicture production are so great that it is
being used more and more by the inGlass Shots

This is another method of doing the
same thing as is done in a matte shot,
i.e., adding a painting which may ap¬
pear to be in front or in back of the
foreground set. In actuality, the painting
is always closer to the camera than any
part of the set. The glass shot has one
advantage over the matte shot in that it
permits panning or tilting the camera
while shooting. This is possible because
we are shooting a painted glass and a
scene simultaneously. It should be noted
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Mixing your

that a glass shot is completed in one
operation, involving no secondary photo¬
graphic operations.
Lighting of the painted glass must be
controlled to allow for light changes on
exteriors. It is always necessary to have
enough light to maintain a level high
enough to carry focus on the painted
glass and action beyond it.
In order either to tilt or pan, it is
necessary to have the lens centered over
the node. This will hold the position of
the painted section of the glass constant
with respect to the real set it is matched
to and avoid parallax.
Figure 4-A shows the relative posi¬
tions of the camera, the glass, its painted
and clear areas, the action and the face
of the set.
Figure 4-B shows the panning area,
the method of hiding the glass frames,
the painted area, the clear glass and the
matte line where painting and set join.
Through the clear area, any desired
action can take place, as long as it is
below the matte line. Figure 4-C is a
ground plan of the setup. Figure 4-D
shows the nodal point head and how the
lens is centered over the vertical and
horizontal axis.
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Remarks
The four methods of special photog¬
raphy which have been described here

Boulevard

Hollywood 38, California

can all be used for present-day color
productions. As delineated in this paper,
three of them describe the technique as
applied to black-and-white film produc¬
tion. The approach for color production
for these three techniques—i.e., station¬
ary-matte shots, composite-matte shots,
and glass shots—would be straightfor¬
ward.
The fourth technique—i.e., traveling
mattes—can be used as described in this
paper only for motion-picture production
in color. This process will not work in
black-and-white production because it
depends on the selectivity of color for
its very operation — the preparation of
the mattes and subsequent masking of
unwanted scene area.
There are at least three other wellknown techniques for producing travel¬
ing mattes in black-and-white motionpicture production. For the sake of
simplicity, we will call these the Dun¬
ning process,
the density-separation
process, and the process using a prism
camera and a colored background. The
Dunning process consists of shooting the
background scene, making a print of
this, bleaching away the silver, then dye¬
ing the gelatin image yellow and using
this yellow “key” in the camera bipack
fashion against the panchromatic raw
stock, which will be used for the final
composite negative. The foreground ac-
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tion is lighted with yellow light against
a blue background. The foreground ac¬
tion may be photographed through the
yellow “key” because the light reaching
the camera from this yellow-lighted
foreground passes through the “key”
just as if it were not there. The bluelighted background screen serves as a
light source which is modulated by the
yellow “key” and produces an image on
the panchromatic film by virtue of the
different degrees of density of the yellow
“key” to blue light. In this way, a single
shot is obtained, which at one stroke
shows the foreground action against a
background scene.
The second method of making mattes
for black-and-white production — the
density-separation method — consists of
photographing foreground action against
a totally black background, thus obtain¬
ing a negative film with varying degrees
of density for the foreground action and
with no density for the background. The
foreground action must be brightly
lighted and very fully exposed in order
to get good separation. A minimum of
light must be allowed to fall on the black
background. By subsequent duplicating
operations it is possible to make a highcontrast matte of this foreground action
and, by making negative and positive
mattes, to combine the independently
shot background action and the fore¬
ground which has been shot against the
black background.
The third and best method employs
the use of a specially designed camera
which uses a sputtered-surface block
prism identical to that used in the Tech¬
nicolor three-strip cameras. This prism
makes possible simultaneous exposure of
two films, each of which will have good
definition. Cameras of this type are now
in use in England for the production of
black-and-white traveling mattes in the
following method:
The foreground action is photo¬
graphed against a blue backing. The
same backing used in the color process
is adequate. The foreground action is
lighted with yellow light and recorded
through the prism and a yellow filter on
panchromatic negative. The mirror re¬
flection of the prism is recorded on bluesensitive film and is obviously a matte
of the foreground action.
NOTE: Since this paper was written
there has been considerable work done
in the color traveling matte field using
the split-beam camera.
Warner Brothers Studio currently is
using a translucent screen, illuminated
from behind by ultra violet fluorescent
tubes, for the backing. The foreground
is recorded on Eastman color negative
through the prism mirror which also fil¬
ters the U.V. light. The matte is record¬
ed in the other film gate from the mir¬
ror reflection through a blue filter on
blue sensitive film. This system is the
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best one currently in use and is patent¬
ed.
To circumvent the patent two other
methods are being tried, both employing
the split-beam camera. One is using a
black velvet backing dyed to reflect in¬
frared and lighted with standard incan¬
descent lamps. The foreground is re¬
corded through the prism, and the matte
of the darks is taken from the mirror re¬
flection
on
infrared
sensitive
film
through a red filter. At present, the
matte is completed by adding the high¬
lights from the foreground negative, as
is done in the blue backing process. It is
quite possible that in the near future a
means of removing all the infrared light
from the foreground will he perfected;
if so, this system will be comparable to
the U.V. process.
The second method, which seems to
offer a practical solution to the prob¬
lem, has been in the experimental stage
in England for some time. In this meth¬
od sodium lights are substituted for the
U.V. tubes of the Warner Brothers'
process and a Didymium filter is put in
the prism mirror. This filter removes the
sodium light from the foreground rec¬
ord, resulting in a black background.
The matte is recorded from the mirror
reflection through a yellow filter on pan¬
chromatic film. The main deterrent in
this process is that the Didymium filters

available at present distort the color re¬
cording more than is desirable.
Mr. Peter Vlahos, of the Motion Pic¬
ture Research Council, informs me that,
as of now, one of the filter manufactur¬
ers is making a dichroic type filter
which will screen out the sodium line on
the foreground film and reflect it to the
matte film without distorting the fore¬
ground color rendition. Since the sodi¬
um lamps emit only a single line, name¬
ly 589.6 mu, very near the center of
the visual band, the problem of chro¬
matically correcting the matte image
size, which is evident in both the U.V.
and infrared systems is eliminated. This
fact would seem to indicate that when
the filter problem is solved the sodium
lamp process will be put to wide use.—
L. B. Abbott.

ZOOM LENS
(Continued, from Page 653)

photo and a wide-angle. Best results fol¬
low where focusing is done with the
zoom lens in the telephoto position,
where the least depth of field prevails,
thus insuring sharp focus at all inter¬
mediate points during the zoom.
hile follow-focus filming keeps
the action sharp as the actors move
about the set, great care must be exer¬
cised that the zoom does not neutralize
movement in the scene by cancelling it.
The zoom should not be made in the
opposite direction to the action, other¬
wise the actor will appear to walk to¬
ward the camera and at the same time
grow smaller because the lens is zoomed
to the wide-angle position. The alterna¬
tive is to zoom to hold the actor con¬
stant in size—the same as when track¬
ing with him as he walks—or to zoom
cross-screen action.
For example, it would be possible to
film action such as described below with
the zoom lens set at wide angle at the
start: the actor enters the room, walks
forward, pauses to look around—at
which point the lens is zoomed half way
to a medium closeup. The camera then
follows the actor from right to left in
panning action and zooming is resumed
to hold him constant size as he turns and
walks toward the rear.
While the zoom lens was never in¬
tended as a substitute for the dolly,
nevertheless, when used intelligently, it
can solve many of the small film pro¬
ducer’s photographic problems. It per¬
mits big studio results where limitations
of low budgets, location shooting, and
limited camera crew prevail. Finally,
the lens can lend substantial production
value to any picture without the need
for additional personnel, time and ex¬
pense when complicated moving camera
shots are specified in the script.
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REALISM IN REAL SETS AND LOCATIONS

Fluid-Action

MILLER HEAD

(Continued from Page 651)

We obtained excellent results using only
existing light when shooting scenes at
Linny s restaurant and in a drug store
in Beverly Hills, and inside the Federal
Reserve Bank and other similar loca¬
tions in downtown Los Angeles.
We started production of the picture
with a schedule of scenes at the Los
Angeles International Airport. The most
challenging sequence was photographed
in the roof-top restaurant, which over¬
looks the airstrip—a room about 75 feet
in length with one wall made up of
large windows, ten feet in width, posing
a tremendous light-balancing problem.
The windows were covered with the ND
Plexiglas panels which solved that head¬
ache; but then we encountered another
when it came time to make a dolly shot
the full length of the room, with the
camera facing the windows—our lights
were reflected by the windows toward
the camera. We finally solved this prob¬
lem by placing the lights far back and
as far to the sides as possible—but with
consequent loss of some photographic
illumination.
Another challenging shot was the one
made with the camera in a DC-6, shoot¬
ing out over the pilots’ shoulders as the

PRO-16 TRIPOD
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•

top available for Cine-Special
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•

Model

plate

for

Servicing and
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HEAD
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tripod

repairs
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Sturdy fiber carrying

240.00

case.
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plane came in for a landing. Here it
was desired first of all to pick up the
exterior scene as seen through the
windows in nose of the plane and at
the same time keep the plane interior
fairly well exposed. In this case, we
could not use the Plexiglas ND filters.
So we poured as much light into the
pilots’ compartment as we could, using
photofloods powered by the camera bat¬
teries, and used an 18mm lens to get
the necessary wide-angle coverage.
From that day on, our schedule ran
something like this:
Tuesday, Aug. 6: shot interiors in re¬
cording studio on Sunset Blvd.; at Los
Angeles Times building and in editorial
rooms of Los Angeles Mirror; Federal
Reserve Bank; and Carnation Building
on Wilshire Blvd.
Wednesday, Aug. 7: Returned to Car¬
nation Building for day scenes; then
moved to palatial home in Beverly Hills
for interiors.
Thursday, Aug. 8: We worked all day
in a room of a third-rate hotel in down¬
town Los Angeles, shooting dramatic in¬
teriors which included an important se¬
quence in which Rod Steiger watches
Inger Stevens through binoculars as she
enters and later leaves a bank across
the street. This particular hotel room
was chosen because it had a large bay
window on the corner which afforded
the camera an unobstructed view of a
considerable area of the street intersec¬
tion below. It enabled us to make an
unusually dramatic series of shots with
the camera covering both Steiger in the
hotel room and action on the street far
in the background in extreme depth of
field, shooting over Steiger’s shoulder.
The camera was mounted high and
so focused that it could range over a
large area of the street in a panning
action to cover Miss Stevens as she left
the bank, crossed the street, and walked
some distance to her car.
Friday, Aug. 9: Shot interiors in of¬
fices, hallway and in elevators of down¬
town Los Angeles bank.
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Monday, Aug. 12: Returned to same
bank for shots to complete sequence,
then moved to office building across
street to make shots that would take in
action in front of bank as seen from this
new location.
Tuesday, Aug. 13: Interiors in downdown office building, a research lab in
a Sunset Blvd. hospital, and a dentist’s
office—in most cases with camera fac¬
ing windows, which meant using the
Plexiglas filter panels.
Wednesday, Aug. 14: Spent the day
shooting on two locations—an electric
shop and a private home.
Thursday, Aug. 15: Returned to the
private home for continuation of filming
here.
Friday, Aug. 16: Again to the pri¬
vate home. On this date we worked in
four different rooms, in each case with
the camera facing the windows. Late
that afternoon, moved to downtown Los
Angeles for one added shot.
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 19 and
20: Moved to a small home in a poor
neighborhood where we shot interiors.
Here the camera faced a window to
pick up action enacted in front of a
store across the street.
Wednesday, Aug. 21: Sumptuous
home in Beverly Hills where we shot
both day and night exteriors, with the
camera picking up exterior action
through windows in most instances.
Thursday and Friday, Aug. 26 and
23: Same location.
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 26 and
27: Palatial view-home in Hollywood
hills, above the Sunset Strip, where
both day and night interiors were filmed
in limited quarters, aided by the Plexi¬
glas ND filters on the windows.
Wednesday, Aug. 38: Wound up
shooting at Hollywood hills home, then
moved to an exclusive hotel where
scenes were filmed in the lobby, halls,
elevators, garage and an apartment—
both day and night shots.
Thursday, Aug. 29: Finished shoot¬
ing at the hotel then moved to a small
local apartment house, where additional
day and night interiors were photo¬
graphed.
Friday, Aug. 30: Completed shooting
at the apartment house, then moved to
Beverly Hills business section where we
shot scenes in a restaurant, drug store
and gas station.
Saturday, Aug. 31: To the Clark Ho¬
tel in downtown Los Angeles where we
spent the day shooting one of the pic¬
ture’s most thrilling action sequences in
and near the elevator shaft of the hotel.
The following day the company flew
to New York. Monday was Labor Day,
so shooting was resumed Tuesday, Sept.
2nd. Here we shot exteriors on the Westside Highway and near the entrance to
the Brooklyn Auto Tunnel.
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The balance of our New York stay
was spent in shooting in an apartment
on Sutton Place; Greenwich Village;
and the Christopher Street Tubes to Ho¬
boken. Following this we journeyed to
Hoboken where we entered the tunnel
after midnight to shoot a sequence of
chase scenes. For this the company had
obtained use of the location until 5:30
the following morning.
We brought all our equipment, in¬
cluding two mobile gas generators, into
the tunnel on a flat car. A two-car train
had also been hired along with its
crew, plus men from the transit com¬
pany to direct train operations in the
tunnel.
The generators almost proved the un¬
doing of the entire company. In the rush
of getting operations going, no one
thought of the danger inherent in the
generator’s exhaust fumes in the poorlyventilated tunnel. After spending about
an hour getting ready to shoot, the
monoxide gas began to affect some of
the cast and crew so that by the time
we were ready for the first take, many
had already been removed to the sur¬
face. After the first shot was made, a

check showed that all that remained in
the tunnel, besides the camera crew,
were the director, his wife and three
electricians, and actors Inger Stevens
and Rod Steiger.
Shortly afterward, Miss Stevens had
to be taken out and rushed to a hos¬
pital. We shot one more scene with Rod
Steiger then decided to leave. We had
to wait an interminable period for a
train to take us out. In the meantime
the monoxide was getting pretty bad.
When we reached the tunnel entrance,
the scene looked as if war had suddenly
struck. The place was a clutter of fire
trucks, police cars, and ambulances
which had been summoned when the
first victims had been removed from
the tunnel. Policemen and firemen were
everywhere and about twenty persons
were stretched out on blankets on the
pavement and being given first aid.
We made this the closing shot of the
picture, lucky not to be one of the vic¬
tims stretched out on the pavement be¬
fore us. The following evening I was
back in Hollywood. And it struck me
that things sometimes happen to contra¬
dict that old saying that “There is noth¬
ing new under the sun.’’
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the cameraman’s problems by Director
Crosland, enabled the brothers to obtain
the proper photographic effects.
In a tavern scene where the ceiling
was too low the lighting had to be ac¬
complished from the floor. In all, the
filming added up to 40,000 feet of ex¬
posed Tri-X and Plus-X film.
But problems such as these are all in
a day’s work for the two brothers from
Birmingham, Alabama, who started
shooting free lance in the rough and
rugged newsreel field back in the late
30’s. With all their experience shooting
industrials, newsreels, and TV and the¬
atrical films on location, Ted and Vin¬
cent Saizis would probably feel out-of¬
place in a major film studio.
Even while covering hurricanes, fires,
explosions, national political conventions,
presidential campaigns and racial strife,
mostly in the South, Ted and Vincent
Saizis began filming short subjects with
extra time and using “short-ends.”
Their first short “Kilroy Was Here,”
about the life of a little Negro boy, was
released by Astor films in 1945. “Land
of the Trembling Earth.” a color short
about wild animal life in nearby Okefenokee Swamp, Georgia, made in 1950,
was released by Warner Brothers. So
was their next short, “Black Fury,”
about a wild bear hunt in the same
swamp made in 1952 and shown in
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many theaters as the second him on a
double feature.
During the late 40’s and early 50's
the Saizis Brothers worked as second
unit cameramen for many major film
companies, shooting production sequen¬
ces in the South and Southwest, and
working as far West as El Paso and as
far South as Key West.
General Motors heard about them,
liked their work and hired them to film
several of their Motoramas in color for
theatrical release.
Their most recent
General Motors release is “More Power
to You,” filmed at Chicago. Their latest
independent short is “You're the Ex¬
pert,” an unreleased Cinemascope guess¬
ing game.
“Bayou,” filmed in 1956 in the beau¬
tiful Cajun country around LaFitte, La.,
brought the Saizis Brothers their first
critical acclaim from trade, magazine
and newspaper film critics. Made for
American National Films of Mobile,
“Bayou" was released through LInited
Artists. “Natchez Trace” is now being
edited but distribution has yet to be
worked out by Panorama Productions.
Problems in shooting “Bayou" were
different from “Natchez Trace.” At La¬
Fitte, which is 40 miles from New Or¬
leans, sound gave Ted and Vincent
Saizis their biggest headache because of
the constant noise from boats in the

rn COMMERCIAL
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for sound & picture, single or double
system
._.__. $
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and
enlarging
168mm optical Diaphragm control,
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Combination 35mm continuous
for sound and picture, single or
double system ....$1,445.00
Reduction & enlarging 35-16mm
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f/1.9 lens .......$2,475,00
Cineradiographic for Hospitals,
35mm to 16mm reduction, with
magazine .
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B&W, sound and picture. All A.C.
operated. 400-ft. capacity _$
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Prices F.O.B. Detroit

All machines are tested and guaranteed —
are built sturdy for long and lasting operation.
Please write for literature and further information

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.

bayous and the different subtle shadings
of wind hitting leaves in the trees. Ad¬
ded to these were the usual airplane,
automobile and siren noises.
Fortunately, weather problems were
few in this coastal area because the
film was shot in October, the month the
weather bureau correctly predicted was
best for photography.
Over 100 traws, shrimp boats, pi¬
rogues and motor boats were rented for
the picture. The film company used its
own generators, three lined abreast, in
order to light each individual set.
In the scene where Yankee architect
Peter Graves joins the Cajuns in a
pirogue race, the race was filmed from
aboard a raft secured to a boat, which
towed the camera along with the pi¬
rogues.
Just like in “Natchez Trace,” no sets
were built for “Bayou.” Interiors were
filmed in cabins and buildings used by
the Cajuns. In one scene the quarters
were too confined for the camera crew
to work, so a wall had to be torn down.
Other problems of working in close
space were solved through various tech¬
niques worked out by the cameramen
and the construction crew.
A total of 62,000 feet of film was
exposed for “Bayou,” with 8,200 feet
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used in the final print. Black-and-white
was used because producers Mike Ripps
and Ed Fessler believe “human conflict
is best expressed in terms of subtle shad¬
ings of black, gray and white."
Ted an Vincent Saizis are extremely
fortunate to have had as their gaffer
Robert S. Comer, veteran of many years
on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot. Comer
brought to the team his many years of
film lighting experience that date back
to 1917. “Working together with a close¬
ly knit group like this one is more like
the old days of motion picture making,’'
commented Comer.
Another member of the production
crew is Fou Kusley, like Comer, also
from Hollywood. Kusley is chief grip
and construction supervisor. Paul Noto
is in charge of sound and Hubert Walk¬
er in charge of transportation. Focal
I.A. men are used to round ou the
crews.
Now that they have several theatri¬
cals under their belts, the Saizis Broth¬
ers have a busy shooting schedule for
the next few months. Bon Aire Produc¬
tions plans to film “The Fost and The
Fonely” in Tuscaloosa, Ala. Then, they
will do the “Bonnie Parker Story” in
North Alabama for Producer Ed Fes¬
sler in October. Kurt Newmann plans
to use them for “Angel Baby.
How did these brothers pick Birming¬
ham. Alabama, as their base of oper¬
ations? “It happens to be our home¬
town,” explained Ted Saizis, the eldest
of the pair.
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one of the original fifteenth-century
stained glass windows in the Bob Jones
University Art Gallery. The windows
were then oil colored by hand to repro¬
duce precisely the original colors.
The paneling used on two sides of
the room was hand-carved in the style
of the late fifteenth century. Since there
was not enough antique paneling for the
third side of the room, a covering of
mural-size photographs was used. A still
picture taken of the authentic walls was
enlarged, printed full size, and painted
to match the original paneling.
For the main source of over-all illu¬
mination, two “sky light” units, each
having eight 1.000-watt lamps, were
used along with six strips of General El¬
ectric photofloods. Incidentally, all this
equipment was designed and constructed
by the Unusual Films technicians. Sev¬
eral Mole-Richardson juniors were also
used for fill lights and one was mounted
on each camera for a fill light during the
dollying and trucking, which was done
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with the four-wheeled dolly and the tenfoot crane. Two bell lights were used for
closeup shots to assure good skin tones.
All of the sync-sound narration for
the series was done by Dr. Jones ex¬
temporaneously and without manuscript.
The student personnel designed an elec¬
tronic change-over system which made
it possible to shoot with multiple ca¬
meras and record the narration for each
film in a continuous take embracing
several camera angles with no loss of
footage in change-over from camera to
camera. Each of the camera men simply
followed the action continuously, with
the director, Mrs. Gilbert Stenholm,
switching from one camera to another
by means of the control panel. A signallight mounted temporarily on each cam¬
era blimp provided the necessary cue
to Dr. Jones whenever a switch took
place.
The photo, on page 667, shows the
wealth of professional equipment avail¬
able to the student production staff, and
the highly professional job of set design
and construction achieved by them.

EDUCATIONAL TV FILMS
(Continued from Page 667)

the lens and sound track during the
showing of the print.
Since it is more practical for our
production purposes to use the B-wind
negative original for kinescoping, we
have standardized on the B-wind nega¬
tive for our own film inserts. B-wind
dupe negatives of B-wind reversal orig¬
inal or prints can be made and used
with this system in a pinch, but the
final release prints of such inserts are
usually inferior.
Visitors sometimes ask why we can¬
not project the film insert through our
television projector and kinescope it
directly into the program. On most
present-day television projection systems
there is a great loss of definition and
distortion of picture image as well as
gamma and density values. By the time
the picture is recorded into the program
through the electronic film chain, the
final image is very inferior to the origi¬
nal one.
A number of our visitors comment on
the versatility of our production per¬
sonnel. Animation, usually a high-priced
specialty requiring high-priced equip¬
ment, had to be brought within our
financial limits. To date we have made
six, sync-sound animation openings and
a number of non-sync-sound animated
inserts. Our first animation was made
with a camera on a light-weight tripod
anchored with masking tape and string.
Eater animated ventures were easier
with a “stand” made of steel unistrut

ff/tn l/tGWt'hg Mdc/o £6xy Wfth

NEW PROFESSIONAL
FILM VIEWERS
16mm and

35mm Models

35mm Professional Film Viewer $500.00

Every film editor will appreciate
a viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right on a
large 6" x 4Vi", brilliantly illum¬
inated screen.
The Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy

threading, portable, will not scratch
film. Put either of these viewers
between your rewinders and speed
up your editing. If desired, Counter
and/or Sound Reader can be easily
attached to either viewer.

Ask us about these time savers today!

flm€Rfl

16mm Professional Film Viewer ^$350.00
. 75.00

Counter additional.

Dept.

A

315

West

43rd

St., N.Y.

screwed to the wall and a wooden cam¬
era mount that could be firmly anchored
along the length of the unistrut.
Other specialty problems like photomicography crop up. A professor wanted
to show plankton on a program. We
borrowed a microscope from his lab and
mounted a pre-reflex Bolex H-16 on a
tripod in line with the eyepiece of the
microscope. To boost illumination we
focused the light from a 1000-watt slide
projector on the mirror of the micro¬
scope. The resulting film showed the
tiny organisms, even though they at¬
tempted to hide from the strong light.
We find ourselves in other specialties
like medical cinematography. During a
health series, we filmed a blood trans¬
fusion, a brain operation, an appen¬
dectomy, and the birth of a baby. We
had to wear masks and medical gowns
which got in the way and had no pock¬
ets for odds and ends. Other handicaps
were encountered.
Lights could not
shine in the doctor's eyes. Cameras were
limited to certain areas, and there were
times when the doctors could not avoid
blocking the shots. And there were no
re-takes.
We do “industrial filming” for our
engineering shows. Shooting into the
end of a special icing wind tunnel,
shooting molten metal in a furnace, and
climbing down into an empty atomic
reactor pool have been on our schedule.
During a series on sports, we had

36,
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Sound Reader additional

150.00
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Shown here: New
Model BS-37“PORTOBOOM" forstudio
and portable use. 1 8-

ATLAS — the complete

foot boom extension.

quality line of Mike Stands,
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USER
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sories since 1 930.
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footballs thrown at us, high-jumpers
jumping over us, tennis balls hit at us,
and divers swimming toward our under¬
water portholes.
We have also helped with limited
news releases at the University, such as
film clips of the Salk vaccine announce¬
ments, meetings of atomic scientists,
and brief shots of the campus for na¬
tional network shows.
These varied film activities increase
the scope of educational television pro¬
grams by presenting scenes which can¬
not be duplicated in the television studio.
Thus film aids educational television in
its effort to bring the resources of the
University of Michigan into the homes
of greater numbers of people.

“INTEREST-VALUE”
(Continued, from Page 658)

many industrial still-camera artists spe¬
cializing in what is called ‘'industrial
photographic impressionism.” In almost
every factory there are abundant sub¬
jects which recommend themselves pho¬
tographically because of design, move¬
ment, disposition of mass, detail, and so
on. Sometimes the spokes of a wheel,
sometimes the pattern of building detail
—the subjects of such shots are gen¬
erally a more interesting part of a less
interesting whole, and they can be com¬
posed with a feeling for eye-arresting
composition.
Coupled with the flexibility of motion,
this photographic technique adapted to
industrial movies can do much to inject
class in a production by turning the
usual into the unusual, without in any
way lessening the truthfulness of the
facts presented.
A good rule for building effective
factory sequences in an industrial film
is to begin with establishing long-shots,
then work progressively closer to full
closeups of out-of-the-ordinary opera¬
tions, making generous use of angleshots and a very liberal sprinkling of
closeups of the always expressive hands
of workmen. Edit these for an increas¬
ingly quick tempo, coordinated with
rhythmic music in the score. And keep
away from highly technical terminology
in the narration.
Industrial film ideas are where you
choose to find them. There is a lot of
what public relations men call “ro¬
mance” in the most commonplace things
of life—the way foods find their way
to your table—furniture to your room—
the gasoline to your car—the pencil to
your desk—the very cup and saucer to
hold your breakfast coffee. The most
simple, inexpensive article or ingredient
has a story that can be pictured inter¬
estingly, not necessarily because of the
684
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way that thing is made, but because its
evolution from idea to actuality con¬
cerns the lives of people; interesting be¬
cause those people are different from
ourselves during the time they are con¬
cerned in the evolution of that product,
yet somehow close to us because that
product eventually reaches us for our
personal use.
Dig for the interesting facts about the
business you plan to film—facts about
the personnel, as well as the methods
used; the historic origins of the business
or its product as, for example, the way
our grandfathers called the tomato a
“love apple” and considered it poison¬
ous, while today it is a staple of vitaminfilled scientific diet.
Sometimes such incidental back¬
ground facts may seem far-removed from
proving the sponsor's contention that his
product is the best. But they aren’t. We
are all curious about what the other
fellow does. Shots of men and women at
work foster good-will by breaking down
the feeling of impersonal remoteness
between customer and company.
Where possible save the big sales
“plug” (if there’s got to be one!) till
the end of the picture. And then make
it brief. This makes for a better picture
and gives it stronger sales value because
by that time the audience is more or
less relaxed in its enjoyment of the pic¬
ture, and the “plug” catches them in a
highly receptive mood.
Interest-value is not a nebulous thing;
but when it is lacking in a film produc¬
tion, invariably it can be traced to an
inadequate script—inadequate in that it
is ill-adapted or awkward for a com¬
mercial or promotional picture, or be¬
cause the scripter failed to point up the
really interesting facts about the spon¬
sor’s business, service or products. In
short, if the script is right, the cinema¬
tographer will have no trouble in effect¬
ing its photographic interpretation.

PHOTOGRAPHY VS. ECONOMY

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ASSIGNMENTS

(Continued from Page 648)

gamated Prods.: shooting in England) with
Boris Karloff and Elizabeth Allan. Robert
Day, director.
• Jack Cardiff, “The Vikings” (Technirama
& Technicolor: Kirk Douglas Prod.; shooting
in Norway, France, Germany) with Kirk
Douglas, Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh. Rich¬
ard Fleischer, director.
® William Clothier, “Time is a Memory,”
(Batjac, Ent. UA release) with Victor Mature
and Lili Hwa. Frank Borzage, producer-di¬
rector.
• Dan Fapp, ASC, “Kings Go Forth” (Frank
Ross Prod, for E1A release; shooting in
France), with Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis
and Natalie Wood. Delmer Daves, director.
• Perry Finnerman, “Ranch Party”* (At¬
kins & Gilbert Prod.; Linkletter Theatre).
• Alfred
Gilks,
ASC,
“Indemnity”*
(United National Film Corp. of Dallas,
Texas), starring Richard Kiley.
ASC, “God’s Little Acre”
(Secui ity-Anthony Mann Prod. i*r UA re¬
lease; shooting in Stockton) with Robert
Ryan and Tina Louise.
Anthony Mann,
director.
• Ernest Haller,

• Russell Harlan, ASC, "Run Silent, Run
Deep” (Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for UA release)
with Calrk Gable and Burt Lancaster. Robert
Wise, d irector.
® Winton Hoch, ASC, “The Young Land,”
(Technicolor; C. V. Whitney Prods, for Buena
Vista release; shooting at RKO Pathe) with
Patrick Wayne and Dennis Hopper. Ted Tetzlaff, director.
• Torben Johnke, ASC, “Lowell Thomas
Adventure Series* (Odyssey Prods.; shooting
in Alaska). Bruce Anderson, director.
• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Stars in the
Backyard” (Hugo Haas Prods.), with Carol
Morris and Don Sullivan. Hugo Haas, pro¬
ducer-director.
• Jack Marta, “Girl in the Woods” (Ab-PT
Pictures) with Margaret Hayes and Forrest
Tucker. Tom Gries, director.
• Ted McCord, ASC, “The Proud Rebel”
(Samuel Goldwyn Jr. Prods, for UA release;
shooting in Cedar City, Utah) with Alan
Ladd and Olivia de Haviland. Michael Curtiz,
director.

(Continued from Page 660)

graphic treatment their personal popu¬
larity increased; when a picture was
photographed with great care, it raised
the level of audience appreciation to
where people talked about the picture
enthusiastically to their friends, thereby
increasing its boxoffice potential. These
are the things that good cinematography
can do for television pictures, too. And
the producer who is in the business to
survive, who has faith in this growing
industry and who wants to be a part of
it long after the “fast-buck” merchants
pull out, will never underestimate the
value of good photography as an im¬
portant element of successful TV film
production.
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• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Toughest Gun in
Tombstone” (Peerless Prod, for UA release),
with George Montgomery and Beverly Tyler.
Earl Bellamy, director.
• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Big Country,”
(Anthony-Worldwide Prods, for UA release)
with Gregory Peck and Jean Simmons.
William Wyler, director.
• Alan Stensvold, ASC, “Thunder Road”
(UA release; shooting in Asheville, N.C.)
with Robert Mitchum and Sandra Knight.
Arthur Ripley, director.
• Gilbert Warrf.nton, ASC, “Flying Ti¬
gers”* (Flying Tiger Prods.) with Arthur
Fleming and Sammy Kenyon. E. Sutherland,
director.
• Bub Weilf.r, “Russell Hayden Presents” *
(Russell Hayden Prods.).
Oliver Drake,
director.

PRECISION* SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

Look
for
this
trademark

Magnetic Sound Attachment for Moviola Synchronizer
Complete units feature magnetic head mount,
six-foot cable for magnetic head, and a
high-gain
amplifier.
The Magnetic Head
Mount features adjustments for track loca¬
tions, (in and out movement), and magnetic
film and tape thickness. Amplifiers feature
4-watt power output, heavy-duty Alnico V
speakers, pilot light, 6 foot heavy duty
line cord.

Sound Attachment with Amplifier

All amplifiers are safety fused,
117 volts, 60 cycle AC.

operate on

Attachment for Moviola Synchronizer, com¬
plete with amplifier.$127.50 Net
Magnetic Head only. 75.00 Net
Attachment for HFC Synchronizer, complete
with amplifier .$127.50 Net
Magnetic Head only. 75.00 Net

Attachment for
complete with
Magnetic Head
Amplifier only

Neumade Synchronizer,
amplifier..$129.50 Net
only.. 77.00 Net
... 52.50 Net

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

lilfi PRECISION LABORATORIES
1037

UTICA AVENUE

BROOKLYN

• Fred West, ASC, “Jet Alert” (Catalina
Prods, for American International), with
John Agar and Audrey Totter. Edw. L. Calm,
director.

3,

N. Y.

FILMLINE

KEYWEST STUDIOS
• Leonard
Claremont,
“The
Book
of
Israel” (Family Films), with Robert Shayne
and Joan Woodbury. Edward Dew, director.

MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR

KLING STUDIOS
• Ray Foster, ASC, White King
cial.* Jack Fennamore, director.

commer¬

KTTV STUDIOS
• Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Lassie” *
Ford, director.
• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Fury” *
Prods.). Sidney Salkow, director.

Phil

(TPA

LA BREA PRODS.

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★

• Ray Foster, ASC, “Nabisco Wafers com¬
mercial.* A1 Lee, director; Brickie Brackle,
Star Kist Tuna and Quik Whipped Cream
commercials.* Hank Ludwin, director.

times

from

IV2

to

12

VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development

minutes ★ COMPLETE

on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★
FT. MAGAZINE

permits

DAYLIGHT

OPERATION

FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200*

uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS

STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Underwater War¬
rior” (CinemaScope; Ivan Tors Prod.), with
Dan Dailey and Claire Kelly. Andrew Martin,
director.

• Double Capacity Spray Wash
• Self-Contained Plumbing
• Uniform Tank Sizes • Filtered Air Supply
FRANK c. zucher
* Cantilever Construction
• Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

• Robert Bronner, ASC, “The Sheepman,”
with Glenn Ford and Shirley MacLaine.
George Marshall, director; “The Thin Man.” *
Oscar Rudolph, director.

• Ball Bearing Gearbox
* Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Other models available. Write for literature.

(^flm€RR€ouipm€nT(6.,inc.
Dept. WN 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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(Continued from Page 685)

• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Mock Trial,”
with Dean Jones and Joan O’Brien. David
Friedkin, director.
• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Gigi,” (shoot¬
ing in France) with Maurice Chevalier and
Leslie Caron. Vincente Minnelli, director.
• Lester Shorr, ASC, “Union Pacific,” *
(Calif. National Prods.).
Sobey Martin,
director.
• William Spencer Jr., “Northwest Pas¬
sage.” * J. Tourneur, director; “The Thin
Man.” * Oscar Rudolph, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Cry Terror,”
(Andrew Stone Prod.) with James Mason,
Inger Stevens and Rod Steiger. Andrew
Stone, producer-director.
• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Merry Andrew,”
(CinemaScope & Metrocolor) with Danny
Kaye and Pier Angeli. Michael Kidd, director.

• Ray June, ASC, “Houseboat,”
(Vistavision) with Cary Grant and Sophia Loren.
Mel Shavelson, director.
• Charles Lang, ASC, “The Matchmaker,”
(VistaVision) with Shirley Booth and An¬
thony Perkins. Joseph Anthony, director.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET
• William Bradford,
er” * (Revue Prods.),
John English, director.

ASC, “State Troop¬
with Rod Cameron.

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Court of Last
Resort.” * (Walden Prods.) Various directors.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, “State Trooper” *
(Revue Prods.), with Rod Cameron. Richard
Irving, director.

• Morris
Hartzband,
Woman
Without
Shadow" (Knight Prod., RKO release), with
Rosemary Harris & Steve Hill. John Newland, director.

ASC,
“Dragnet,” *
(Mark VII Prods.) with Jack Webb and
Ben Alexander. Jack Webb, director.
• Edward

• Robert de Grasse, ASC, “The Danny
Thomas
Show,” *
(Desilu
Prods.)
with
Danny Thomas and Marjorie Lord. Sheldon
Leonard, director; “Eve Arden Show,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Eve Arden. S. Berns,
director.
• Sid
Hickox,
ASC,
“Date
with
the
Angels,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and
Frances Rafferty. Fred de Cordova, director;
Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz. Jerry Thorpe,
director.
• Joe Novak, ASC, “Official Detective” *
(Desilu Prods.). Lee Sholem, director.
• Robert Pittack, ASC,
ian,” *
(Desilu
Prods.).
director.

“The Californ¬
Byron
Haskin,

• Howard Schwartz, “Wyatt Earp,” * (De¬
silu Prods.)
with Hugh O’Brian. Frank
MacDonald, director.
• William Skall, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s," * (Brennan Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
George Archainbaud and Anton Leader, di¬
rectors.

Colman,

• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Buccaneer,”
with Yul Brynner, Charlton Heston and Inger
Stevens. Anthony Quinn, director.
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© Guy Roe, ASC, “Trackdown,” *
(Four
Star
Prods.).
R.
MacDougall,
director;
“Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre,” * (Four
Star Prods.) with Dick Powell. John English,
directoi.

• Brydon Baker, “Cattle Empire” (CinemaScope Prod.), with Joel McCrea and Phyllis
Coates. Chas. Marquis Warren, director.
Cline, ASC, “Hell Bent Kid”
(CinemaScope 55 & Color), with Don Murray
and Diane Varsi. Henry Hathaway, director.
• Wilfrid

• Stanley

Cortez,

ASC, 2nd Unit, “South

Pacific.”

“Wagon
Train” *
Mark Stevens, director.

(CinemaScope & Color), with Robert Stack
and Lauren Bacall. Jean Negulesco, director.

ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents”*
(Revue
Prods.).
J.
Addiss,
director;
“Bachelor
Father” *
(Bachelor
Prods.). Don Weis, director.

• Joseph. MacDoNALD, ASC, “The Young
Lions,” (CinemaScope; shooting in France)
with Marlon Brando and Joan Woodward.
Edward Dmytryk, director.

• Jack Marta, “Juvenile Jungle” (Coronado
Prod.), with Corey Allen, Nick Adams and
Rebecca Welles.
William Witney, director.

• William Mellor, ASC, “Singin’ Idol”
(CinemaScope) with Tony Sands and Lili
Gentle. Henry Ephron, director.

• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars” * (Revue Prods.). John Brahm,
director;
“Manhunt”*
(Revue
Prods.).
B.
Garard,
director;
“Alfred
Hitchcock
Presents” * (Revue Prods.). Paul Heinreid,
director.

• John Nickolaus, Jr., “Shadow of a Gun¬
man” (Regal Films), with Charles Bronson
and Fintan Meyler. Gene Fowler, Jr., direc¬
tor; "Ambush at Cimarron Pass” (Regal
Films), with Scott Brady and Margia Dean.
Jodie Copeland, director.

• John Russell, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre” *
(Revue Prods.
G. Chamption,
director;
“Schlitz
Playhouse
of
Stars” *
(Revue Prods.).
Paul Henreid, director;
“Jane Wyman Theatre”*
(Revue Prods.),
with Jane Wyman. A1 Miner, director.

• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “South Pacific,”
(Todd-AO & Color; shooting in Hawaii) with
Rossano Brazzi and Mitzi Gaynor.
Joshua
Logan, director.

(Revue

Kirkpatrick,

Prods.).

• Lionel

Lindon,

• William Sickner, ASC, “Leave It to
Beaver”* (Gomalco Prods..) Norman Tokar,
director;
“Bachelor
Father” *
(Bachelor
Prods.). Jerry Hopper, director.
• Mack Stengler, ASC, "The Millionaire” *
(Don Fedderson Prods.). Various directors;
“General Electric Theatre” * (Revue Prods.).
James
Neilsen,
director;
“Suspicion” *
(Revue Prods.). Edw. Ludwig, director.
• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Restless Gun” *
(Window-Glenn Prods.). B. Ludwig, direc¬
tor; “Manhunt”* (Revue Prods.). B. Garard,
director; “The Millionaire”* (Don Fedder¬
son Prods.). James Sheldon, director.
• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Manhunt” *
(Revue Prods.). B. Garard, director.

PARAMOUNT

• Robert Burks, ASC, “From Amongst the
Dead
(VistaVision; shooting in San Fran¬
cisco), with James Stewart and Kim Novak.
Alfred Hitchcock, director.

• George Diskant, ASC, “Mr. Adams and
Eve”*
(Bridget Prods.), with Ida Lupino
and Howard Duff. Richard Kinon, director;
“Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre” * (Four
Star Prods.), with Dick Powell. John English,
director; “Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre” * (Four
Star Prods.). Robert Sinclair, director.

• Milton Krasner, ASC, “The Gift of Love”
• Herb

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Walter Winchell Show,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Walter
Winchell. Various directors.

Zane
with

20TH CENTURY-FOX

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

• Henry Cronjager, “Sheriff of Cochise,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Harve
Foster, director.

• Charles
Burke,
“Dick
Powell’s
Grey Theatre,”* (Four Star Prods.)
Dick Powell. Tom Carr, director.

PRODUCTION CENTER (New York)

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “Best of the
Post,”* (Robert Enders Prods.). Roger Kay,
director.

RKO-PATHE

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,” *
with
Gale Storm.
Wm. Seiter,
director.
• Paul Ivano, “Telephone Time,” *
John Nesbitt. Various directors.
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• Leo Tover, ASC, “Fraulein,” (Cinema¬
Scope & Color; shooting in Germany) with
Mel Ferrer and Dana Wynter. Henry Koster,
director.
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL
• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Once Upon a
Horse,” (CinemaScope) with Dan Rowan and
Martha Hyer. Hal Kanter, director.
• William Daniels, ASC, “No Power on
Earth,” (CinemaScope) with Richard Egan
and Julie London. Harry Keller, director.

• James Drought, Pepsi Cola commercial.*
Wil Cowan, director; Dow Chemical commer¬
cial.* Jack Daniels, director.
• Arthur Feindel, ASC, Plymouth com¬
mercial.*
George
Fox, director;
Burgermeister beer commercial.*
Jack
Daniels,
director.
• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Twilight for the
Gods” (Color; shooting in Hawaii), with
Rock Hudson and Cyd Charisse.
Joseph
Pevney, director.

with
(Continued on Page 688)
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35MM
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PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

SPECIALS

TO

STUDIO

TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept,
Western Branch—6331 Holl’d Blvd., Hollv’d,
Phone HO 7-2124
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Calif.

BUT YOU CAN STILL BUY THEM AT 75% OFF LIST
WE DON’T UNLOAD THEM AS IS
— EACH IS GUARANTEED —
Bell & Howell Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider
turret
motor mount,
2"
B&H
lens,
400'
magazine and drum type finder .$ 295.00
Trunks (Model A) for camera, lenses, etc.
14.95
Trunks (Model B) for camera, mags, lenses,
etc.
29.50
B&H 400' Magazines—plastic $29.95:
Metal
59.50
Trunks for 2 magazines .'.
14.95
Eyemo Motors 12, 24 or 115 volt. From ....
55.00
B&H
Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider turret,
3 lenses, motor & cable, 2 magazines, posi¬
tive finder, 3 objectives and trunk. ONLY
495.00

TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holl’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124
16MM PROFESSIONAL equipment, complete, like new.
Free
descriptive
list.
WILLIAM
SAUNDERS,
149
Crosman Terr., Rochester, N.Y.
COMPLETE
16mm and
35mm
rack and tank
lab.
Stainless steel tanks. Cypress racks, 400 ft. Drying
drum, 1600 ft. capacity, portable. Photos and in¬
formation, $1.00. 16mm sound and picture printer,
automatic light changer, cost $1500.00, sell with
lab. $700.00 complete outfit. 35mm Neumade film
cleaner, $14.00. ROYAL FILM SERVICE, Box 206,
Passaic, N.J.

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19—Deot.
Western Branch—6331 Holl’d Blvd,, Holly’d,
Phone HO 7-2124

fc
Calif.

UHLER
16MM PRINTER.
1200-ft. capacity.
Excellent
condition. Two printing heads, one picture and one
sound. Cost $850, will sell for $400. O. O. RUSSELL,
P.O. Box 6474, Jacksonville 5, Florida.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.
16MM HOUSTON-K-1A .
.
.
developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo
lenses,
35mm x
1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
CINE Special Series 1.
Perfect.
1”
lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
PRECISION

EQUIPMENT

IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT
OF
SOS
ACTION
VIEWERS—less than '/2 cost of competing
devices .$ 139.95
Original
Zoomar lens with coupled finder.
Dual
range—17 to 53mm and 35mm to
106mm. Does work of 5 lenses. Originally
$1800.00, close out .
395.00
AURICON 200' SINGLE SYSTEM, CT70 Cam¬
era,
converted
NR22
amplifier,
parallax
finder, lens, complete. $850.00 value .
395.00
AURICON
RT
DOUBLE SYSTEM VD Optical
Recorder, 1200' magazine, converted NR25D7 amplifier, mike and cables. $1000 ori¬
ginally
.
395.00
MITCHELL 16 WITH BLIMP; Folio-focus; 220V
3ph sycmotor; 4 Baltar lenses; large view¬
finder;
3-400' mags.;
complete w/cases.
$7,500.00 value . 5995.00
B&H
70DA
CAMERA
w/3
lenses;
positive
finder,- objective and case.
249.00
BEAUTIFUL MAURER 05 CAMERA, 2 mags, 2
motors, viewfinder, sunshade, trunk. 2495.00
WESTERN
ELECTRIC 639
CARDIOID
Micro¬
phones, $236.00 value .
169.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS
8th Edition, % price .
2.50
NEW
16MM GREEN
MOVIOLAS with rect¬
angular picture.
395.00
RCA 400 OPTICAL/MAGNETIC 16mm Sound
Projector, separate speaker, automatic cord
reel. $900.00 value.
495.00
B&H FILMORAMA Cinemascope type lens for
Cine Special II with all projector attach¬
ments, $750.00 value.
395.00
NEW E-Z 8/16 FILM SPLICERS, non-magnetic,
butt splice.
34.95
MAURER MODEL E RECORDING SYSTEM. In¬
cludes Type
10
Recorder,- V.D.
galvano¬
meter; 400' magazine; 4 pos. mixer,- ampli¬
fier,- noise reduction,- power supply; voltage
regulator, cables and cases. $10,500 value.
5995.00
KINEVOX
4
POSITION
REMOTE
Amplifier
Mixer. $425.00 value, likenu.
249.50
ifinuR

TRADES TAKEN

WE’VE SOLD 60 EYEMOS ALREADY

PRODUCTION

BE WISE—LOOK AT THESE 16MM BUYS

START OUR 32ND YEAR

OLESEN 5KW SPOTS, heads only.$
79.50
MOVIOLA UDCS Composite 3'U"xA" picture
and sound on caster stand, $1800.00 value,
excellent ..
985.00
NEW COLLAPSIBLE TRIPOD TRIANGLES with
tiedown clamps .
29.50
BLIMP FOR ARRIFLEX 35mm w/follow focus.... 1095.00
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for Mitchell,
Arriflex,
etc.
$5000 value,
make CinemaScope compatible pictures. 1000.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—non-magnetic, butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm.
DeLuxe
Model..$69.50. Std. Model.
59.50
HOUSTON 35mm N-35
PROCESSORS,
negative/uositive. Include refrigeration, recircu¬
lation, airpump, temperature control. Speeds
to 1200' per hour. Gov t paid $8,000.00.
‘’Reconditioned.$1995.00.
Used.
1495.00
PETERSON MASSIVE ANIMATION STAND with
motorized zoom, air platen, all movements,
sliding cellboard. $6500 value, likenu. 3995.00
MOVIOLAS WITH 3" MAGNIFIED PICTURE,
automatic take-ups, serviceable condition.
(Add $125.00 for 3'A"x4" viewing screen)
189.00
35mm MOVIOLAS, new condition.
289 00
DOLLY TRACK WITH CONNECTORS, 5', 10',
15' lengths, per ft.
4.95
With self-levelling screws, per ft.
5.95
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonograph, w/preamplifier, transformer &
mtg. bracket .
575.00
DEPUE AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROLS—almost
2/3 off price. Twin 75 scene .
695.00
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
OPTICAL
RECORDING
Systems,
complete with
mixer,
amplifier,
2-1000' magazines,- syncmotors; mike, ca¬
bles & cases. Rebuilt, from . 5375.00
HEAVY
DUTY 35mm
LOOP ATTACHMENTS.
Ball bearing rollers. For elevators in lab
or sound recording. Cost $500.00 to build.
195.00

&

Magnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

-

Industry

SINGLE lens Eyemo with 4.5 FF, bracket for Octa¬
meter
finder,
good
condition.
Best
cash
offer.
HENRY KO-KOJAN, 9009 Freeport, Dallas 28, Texas.
SAVE $300.00; Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm negative-positive
processor
used
few
times,
like
new,
$795.00.
MASTER FILM, 207 Third St., Elizabeth, N.J.
WALL 35mm sound camera with two lenses, two 400'
magazines, 12 volt motor, Tachometer, viewfinder,
galvanometer—as
is—$1550.00.
JACK
WALTON,
P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
MITCHELL 16mm high speed movement, new, $250.00.
Sound
recording amplifiers. Wall, also Cine
Pro
in carrying case—as is—$40.00 each. JACK WAL¬
TON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
19

B&H EYEMO doors, Type A-4, with mechanism,
38 front plates with mechanism (shutter, intermit¬
tent and aperture plate). Prefer selling as a lot.
Make offer. JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa.
Fla.

CONVERT your K-100 to motor driven 1200 ft. ca¬
pacity
camera.
PROFESSIONAL CINE
PRODUCTS,
6055 Ridgecrest. Dallas, Texas.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
B&H 35mm STANDARD CAMERA #1139, prac¬
tically new .$2100.00
B&L
ENLARGING
CONDENSERS
(pair)
14"
diameter. Good condition; for both.
125.00
EKTAR 14" COMMERCIAL
LENS in barrel.
New condition .
110.00
ANIMATION STAND 35mm with ACME CAM¬
ERA complete in every detail. Full infor¬
mation on request.
MITCHELL THEODALITE CAMERA custom re¬
built—rackover,
stop
motion,
lens
and
magazines.
Excellent
for Television
ani¬
mation work.
Bargain.
950.00
ROTOSCOPE REGISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT,
35mm custom built.
Full
information on
request.

LOUIS MEYER
6337 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywod 38, Calif.
HOIlywood 9-8209.
FOR SALE
Used
late
model
MAURER
priced. Write for details.

315

cameras.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

American

Cinematographer

York.

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ADD a critical focus to
PROFESSIONAL CINE
Dallas, Texas.

any turret model Cine-Voice.
PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,

WE GUARANTEE our Cine-Voice 400
to give perfect wow-free sound.
CINE PRODUCTS.

foot conversion
PROFESSIONAL

ADD filter slot to any Auricon Cine-Voice or Pro.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.
ARRIFLEX
16mm
camera
complete.
DUCTIONS, Box 312, Ridgewood,

MICHAEL
N.J.

PRO¬

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Photographers services.
Producers let
us help cut your production cost in this area. We
cover the Eastern seacoast for all phases of mo¬
tion
picture
filming.
Finest
16-35mm
equipment
used. Sound or silent. Complete aerial coverage
by plane or helicopter. Footage or complete film
from T.V. news to sports to scientific stop motion.
Footage supplied to N.B.C. coast to coast: WRCVTV; WPTZ-TV; State Police,- local Government agen¬
cies
and
others.
Write-wire-phone.
Discount
to
advertising and travel agencies. MIRABELLO EN¬
TERPRISES, INC., Motion Picture Div., 15 Bustleton
Pike, Feastervil le, Penna.
PRODUCTION Services Available at low-budget rates.
Specialty:
highly technical camera work. Ask for
ROLAB booklet. ROLAB STUDIOS, Sandy Hook, Con¬
necticut. Telephone-. Garden 6-2466.

POSITION WANTED
ANYTHING CONSIDERED in cinematography, 27, free
to travel, own 16mm equipment, also journalism
background.
Box
1278,
AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
SOUND
RECORDING
at
a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production — Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.

WESTERN

CINE

SERVICE,

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado.
WE RENT AND SELL TV FILM PRODUCTION EQUIP¬
MENT. Colortran, McAlister, M-R, B-M lights. Pole¬
cats, Magnasync 400X, Eyemo 35 1200', Cine Voice,
Arriflex
16.
Want
Cine
Specials,
Tripods,
etc.
CENTURY CAMERA,
20 S.
7th St.,
Minneapolis,
Minn. FE 8-5858.

Economically

INC.
TAbor 5-2812

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN’S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

(Continued on Next Page)
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Classified Ads

(Continued from Page 686)

(Continued from Preceding Page)
• Phil
Lathrop,
“Money,
Women
and
Dreams" (CinemaScope & Color), with Jock
Mahoney. Richard Bartlett, director.

WANTED
PILOT FILMS, amateur productions—adventure, travel,
documentary—wanted for TV. We agent or take on
contract. WORLD FILMS, INC., Box 38644, Holly¬
wood 38, California.

Cry,” (CinemaScope) with John Saxon and
Sandra Dee. Helmut Kautner, director.

ALL ISSUES of the Journal of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers and the American Cinematograph¬
er prior to April, 1954. JAMES G. BARRICK, 1278
West 103 St., Cleveland 2, Ohio. State price asked.

• Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Middle of the
Street” (CinemaScope & Color), with Audie
Murphy and Gia Scala. Jesse Hibbs, director.

• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Teach Me How to

TRY F4B LAST
• Warren Lynch, Ford
Jack Daniels, director.

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your
production
and
struggle
with
old
or
used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.

1845

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York

23,

N.Y.

AND

THIS STORE HAS CUSTOMERS GALORE
WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN
WE’LL GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE

ELSE

Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.

WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE WORK
ON SMALL PRECENTAGE.
Telenrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

• Carl Berger, ASC, “Maverick.” *
las Hayes, director.
• Ellis Carter, ASC,
Boetticher, director.

Mitchell

• Russell Metty, ASC, “There’s a Time to
Love,” (CinemaScope & Color; shooting in
Germany) with John Gavin and Lisa Pulver.
Douglas Sirk, director.
• Clark Ramsey, ASC, Kellogg and Oasis
cigarette commercials*. Jack Daniels, direc¬
tor;
DuPont
commercial*
Virgil
Vogel,
director; Ford commercial.* Joseph Parker,
director; “Once Upon a Horse” (Second unit;
CinemaScope). Hal Kanter, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Minnesota Mining
commercial.*
Jack Daniels, director; U.S.
Navy Industrial
Short
(Shooting in San
Diego). Joseph Parker, director.
• Charles
Wf.lborn,
Ford
commercial*
(shooting in Denver). George Blair, director;
Marlboro and for commercials. Virgil Vogel,
director.

NATIONAL
209 West 48th St.

CINE

EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York, N.Y.

commer¬

Guthrie,
ASC, “Hell’s Highway”
(Lakeside Pictures), with Brian Keith and
Merry Anders. Howard W. Koch, director.
• Carl

• H. F. Koenekamp, ASC, “Camay commer¬
cial.* Dave Monahan, director; Willys Jeep
commercial.* Harold Daniels, director.
• Peverell Marley, ASC,
cial.* Mel Dellar, director.

Prell

commer¬

• Hal Rosson, ASC, “Onionhead,” with
Andy Griffith and Erin O’Brien.
Norman
Taurog, director.
• Harry Stradling, ASC, “Marjorie Morningstar,”
(WarnerColor; shooting in New
York) with Gene Kelly and Natalie Wood.
Irving Rapper, director.
• Harold Stine, ASC, “Cheyenne” *
ard
Bare,
director;
“Sugarfoot.” *
Adrion, director.
• William Whitley, ASC, “Colt 45.” *
Bernds, director.

Rich¬
Pete

Ed.

ZIV STUDIOS
WARNER BROS

Eyemo

Bud

1958 commercial.*

• Monroe
Askins,
“Blood
of
Dracula”
(American
International
Pictures),
with
Sandra Harrison.
Herbert Strock, director.

N. Y.

— Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

“Maverick.” *

• Arthur Feindel, ASC, Kellogg
cial.* Mel Dellar, director.

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36,
CABLE: CINEQUIP

Doug¬

• Wesley Anderson, “Colt 45.” * E. Bernds,
director;
Kaiser
Aluminum
commercial.*
Pete Monahan, director, Kellogg commerical.*
Ross Lederman, director.

• George
Jacobson,
^Harbormaster” *
(shooting in Rockport, Mass.), with Barry
Sullivan. Various directors.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
SOUTH AMERICA
BOUND,
Amazon
River,
Ecuador,
Brazil, Peru, Venezuela, 16mm and 35mm. Leaving
early 1958. Complete production facilities. Box 1279,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Call Judson 6-2272.

JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK
THE
MOST
EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE
NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION: ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS, 385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA
SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESSZENIER TOKYO.

EUROPEAN
COVERAGE
undertaken
anywhere.
20
years experience, see International Almanac. Stock
shots
available.
JOHN
BYRD,
27
Arthur
Road,
London, S.W. 19, England.

FOOTAGE FOR SALE
TRAVEL and Sportsfilms, ideal for TV, 16mm color.
Also footage in B&W. For details write: WM. M.
STRAUBMUELLER, P. O. Box 131, New Hyde Park,

N.Y.

STOCK SHOT FOOTAGE
STOCK SHOT FOOTAGE
WILL PURCHASE selected footage,
16mm or 35mm,
color or black-and-white, suitable for commercial
library. Payment based on subject matter and photo¬
graphic quality. Submit films or description to
Elmer Dyer,

ASC,

WORLD WIDE FILMS
108

688

So.

La Jolla, Hollywood 48, California
Phone: WEbster 9-8308

American
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“True lifelike qualities can only be achieved with arc
light. Its intensity and spread cannot be duplicated. ”

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...
NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN.

1 he terms "National" and "Union Carbide" are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY

•

Division of Union Carbide Corporation •

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta. Chicago. Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles. New York. Pittsburgh, San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.
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LEONARD CLAIRMONT

^ This festte ■ ■ ■

• The Photography of “Sayonara’
• Producing Low-budget TV Spots
Tracks For the Amateur Travel Film

55c
FOREIGN 45<

In the “Flying A” studio are (left to right) DuPont Technical Representative J. W. DuVall; Gail Davis as “Annie Oakley”;
William Bradford. Director of Photography; Cameraman Robert Burkitt: and the Director of the TV series, George Archainbaud.

“Indoors or out, you can count
on good shots with 'Superior' 4”
says William Bradford, A.S.C., Director of Photography for Flying A Productions,
producers of “Annie Oakley,” “Range Rider” and other well-known TV Westerns.
Mr. Bradford’s f irst experience wi th
Du Pont Superior® 4 motion picture film
convinced him that for speed and latitude,
this film is hard to heat.
“We were on location,” he says, “shoot¬
ing fast action for ‘Annie Oakley.’ Sud¬
denly a storm headed our way and the sky
grew black —too dark for ordinary film.
Most of the company thought we’d have to
quit, but with the tight shooting schedules
you’ve got in TV work, I hated to lose a
day. I was sure the new ‘Superior’ 4 would
do the job. We got our last shot just as the

m PO NT
REG

U. S. PAT

Off

Better Things for Better Living
. through Chemistry

rain hit us and the results couldn’t have
been better.”
Since “Annie Oakley” requires shooting
both in the studio and on location, wide
latitude is essential. Mr. Bradford tells us
that “Superior” 4 is “adaptable to all light¬
ing conditions. Its visual accuracy and
wide contrast range permit good dramatic
effects, and I particularly appreciate being
able to ‘stop down’ for greater depth of
focus. ‘Superior’ 4 simplifies many prob¬
lems for me and makes it possible to pro¬
duce pictures of higher technical quality.

For more information on Du Pont motion
picture films, contact the nearest DuPont
sales office, or write Du Pont. Photo Prod¬
ucts Dept., 2420-2 Nemours Building,
Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada,
DuPont Company of Canada (1956)
Limited. Toronto.
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta 8, Georgia
Boston 10. Mass.
Chicago 30. Ill.

140 Federal Street
4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

Cleveland 16, Ohio
Dallas 7. Texas
Los Angeles 38. Calif.
New York 11. N. Y.
Phila., Pa.

805 Peachtree Building

20950 Center Ridge Road
1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
248 West 18th Street

308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood

Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM
Positive — Rapid Reversal—Negative — Sound Recording—TV Recording

ACCESSORIES

BABY WALL PLATE
Type 500141

COOKIE
Type 1541
Provides shadow pattern. Use
Type 324 Century Stand.

JUNIOR WALL SLED
TYPE 500191

Used to hang lamps on set
wall or top.

Hangs over set top to sup¬
port Junior on set wall.

BABY PEDESTAL TRIPLE HEAD
TYPE 500216

SNOOTS

Mounts on baby pedestal to provide concentration
of three lamps.

Sets of three sizes for directing light to a
ticular spot.

DOT OR TARGET
Solid, or single or double scrim.

GOOSE NECK AND CLAMP
TYPE 2432

See goose neck.
See price list for sizes.

Dots and targets attached to
goose neck for placement as
desired.

par¬

BABY TROMBONE
TYPE 500190
Hangs over set top to
support lamps on set wall.

TYPE 24 SCRIMS, FLAGS AND CUTTERS
Used with Type 24 Century head. Available
in single and double scrims, cloth and wood
flags, and cutters. See price list for sizes.

TELEPHONE
OLDFIELD 4-3660

LAMP SCRIMS
Diffusing medium available in single, double, half
single and half double thickness.

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
937 N. SYCAMORE AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Factories, Branches and Distributors throughout the World

CABLE ADDRESS
MORINC

BUTTERFLIES
FEATURES
Essential in harsh sunlight to soften shadows.
Frame knocks down easily.
Frame light in weight but sturdy.
Several components may be purchased as desired.
May be mounted on any suitable pedestal.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frame:
Size: 6 feet square; side tubes may be shorter or longer.
Construction: Aluminum except steel stem end.
Stem: 3/g inches in diameter.
Weight: 5 pounds.
Covers:
Size: 6 feet square.
Components 50073, 244,

14910,

1491

and

14916

mounted on Type 3272 Pedestal.

Construction: Elastic corners and ties along sides for easy attachment of
single scrim, double scrim or silk.
Bag: Holds set of three covers.
Mounting Arrangements:

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE
OF SPECIALIZED
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
EVER OFFERED BY

3/3" stem may be inserted in any suitable holder.
Our system, pictured below, requires a %" spud at the pedestal. The
Junior to Baby Pedestal Adapter shown adapts an M/g" pedestal socket
to a 5/3" spud on which the Century head fits, providing a base for the
rod and Century head. Any suitable pedestal may be used, but the Type
3272 Moleflector Pedestal is especially fitted for the purpose.

ONE MANUFACTURER

COMPONENTS
In picture to right

50073 Junior to Baby Pedestal
Adapter.
244 Century Clamp Head.
14910 Rod and Century Clamp (48")
1491

Frame Complete.

1492 Frame Stem End.
1493 Frame Off End.
1494 Side Tubes (Two required)
14913 Set of Covers (Single and
Double Sc rim an d Silk in Bag.)
14914 Bag.
14915 Cover—Single Scrim.
14916 Cover—Double Scrim.
14917 Cover—Silk.

TELEPHONE
OLDFIELD 4-3660

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
937 N. SYCAMORE AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF

Factories, Branches and Distributors throughout the World

CABLE ADDRESS
MORINC

PROBLEM: How to make 16mm Kodachrome Intermediates with the same emulsion position as the original.
SOLUTION: A specially designed,“one-to-one” optical printer.

This is Job Sanderson, CFI Equipment Supervisor and a staff member for 22 years, with the newly com¬
pleted 16mm Kodachrome “one-to-one” optical printer. During the printing operation, a separate film control
strip makes scene-to-scene hue and intensity corrections resulting in a 16mm Kodachrome Printing Master
that is balanced for color and density. Most important, the optical printing provides an Intermediate with the
same emulsion position as the original. Advantages: 1) the Intermediate and original can be spliced into the same
roll for subsequent printing; 2) prints from the Intermediate can be spliced into existing prints to make replace¬
ments; 3) the Intermediate can replace the original Kodachrome without making, a new sound track negative.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES 959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif., Hollywood 9-1441 /521 W.7th, New York 19, N. Y. Circle 6-0210

CAMERAS RECORD NUCLEAR WEAPONS TEST DROPS

At the Atomic Energy Commission's Salton Sea Test Base this special tracking mount uses a 35mm high speed Mitchell camera.Operated by Sandia Corporation,
this base uses Mitchell cameras for recording test operations.

Salton Sea Test Base Uses Mitchell Cameras
to Capture High Speed Action of Dummy Bombs
High speed flight and laboratory tests, which hitherto have been difficult or
impossible to view with the human eye, are today providing revealing informa¬
tion through high speed film recordings.
Typical example of the widespread use of high speed cameras is the Salton
Sea Test Base in Southern California, where drop testing of “dummy” bombs is
a major activity. In testing carried on there, by Sandia Corporation for the Atomic
Energy Commission, as many as 20 Mitchell high speed cameras may record dif¬
ferent angles in the flight of an experimental weapon “shape” from drop aircraft
to impact area.
Operating at 48 to 100 frames per second, the Mitchell cameras film accurate,
steady images with maximum uniformity —even under difficult and complicated
filming conditions.
Tracking at 40,000 feet, this film frame from a Mitchell
camera operating at 96 frames per second provides an
accurate record.

High speed
Mitchell
Camera in
operation on
tracking

Mitchell cameras play a growing role in today’s research and development—
just as 16mm and 35mm Mitchell cameras have become the leading professional
motion picture equipment used by industry, television, and film studios through¬
out the world. Write on your letterhead for further information on the uses of
Mitchell cameras in the field of military and industrial research.

Photogrammetric mounts
for 8 Mitchell
cameras
determine the

telescope

position in

mount during

space of a

test run at
Salton Sea.

nuclear
explosion.
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ON THE COVER
SHOOTING THE SLATE—The camera assisant stretches way out to hold
slate before camera as cinematographer Ellsworth Fredricks. A.S.C. (leaning
on rail above, wearing white shirt and glasses) prepares to shoot a scene
featuring James MacArthur (in water) for Walt Disney’s “The Light in the
Forest.
Location site is shores of the Tennessee River.
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Message To A Man
WITH SOMETHING TO SELL

Makers Of Films
PLEASE take a few moments s
to run through this copy of
American Cinematographer.
Note the interesting number
of prominent business firms
now using it to sell their
products and services to those
in the motion picture indus¬
try, here and abroad.
As you turn the pages, note also
the helpful and informative edi¬
torial content—a policy which for
more than 38 years has made
American Cinematographer one of
the most widely-read publications
devoted to motion picture photog¬
raphy and production.

And the reason for this
success is simply that Amer¬
ican Cinematographer pro¬
duces gratifying results for
advertisers, month after
month.
No

wonder

advertisers

more and

are

more

swinging

to

American Cinematographer, the
one

publication

in

the

motion

picture field that delivers more
sales per unit of circulation than
any other, and at a cost far less
than that of any of the others.
If you have a product or serv¬
ice to sell those in the business
of producing motion pictures, if
you want your message to reach
more of the men who buy, in¬
clude American Cinematographer

in

your

1958

Advertising

Schedule.
SPACE RATES REMAIN
UNCHANGED FOR

1958.

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
>
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
Only one “Oscar” for cinematography
will be awarded annually by the Acad¬
emy of Motion picture Arts and Sci¬
ences, effective with the presentations of
Academy Awards for 1957, following an
edict by the Academy's Board of Gov¬
ernors announced early this month.
The announcement followed the Acad¬
emy’s decision to: 1) restrict nomina¬
tions voting in each Award category to
members of the Academy branch con¬
cerned; and 2) to reduce the number
of Academy Awards to be presented in
six categories: Art Direction from two
Awards to one; Cinematography from
two to one; Costume Design from two to
one; Music from three to two; Short
Subjects from three to two; and Writ¬
ing from three to two.
Until now, the various branches of the
industry called upon members of their
craft guilds to assist in the nominating
in advance of the entire Academy mem¬
bership doing the final Awards ballot¬
ing.
“Presentation of Awards for Achieve¬
ment in motion pictures is an Academy
function,'' the Board said in a statement.
“It has always been the intent that the
nominations balloting, like the final
Awards voting, should be a privilege
restricted exclusively to Academy mem¬
bers.’’
Previously, the selection of eligible
films to be nominated for photographic
achievement awards began with the in¬
dustry’s cinematographers themselves,
when they were invited by the Academy
to submit for Awards consideration the
name of one black-and-white and one
color feature production on which they
had received sole or joint credit.
This procedure is now abandoned and
hereafter, only those cinematographers
who are members of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences will
be eligible to nominate a feature pro¬
duction for awards consideration—and
only one, instead of two. as in the past.
“The reduction in the number of
Awards for Art Direction, Cinematog¬
raphy, and Costume Design recognizes
the maturity of color as a medium. ” the
Board further stated. “Awards for color
were instituted some years ago to en¬
courage excellence when color in motion
pictures was a new technique. Today,
with the use of color commonplace, it is
felt that separate awards for black-andwhite and color are no longer necessary.
Reaction to the decision on the part

November.

1957

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

. . .

of those cinematographers who are still
engaged predominantly in photograph¬
ing feature films has been mixed; but
most were of the opinion that because
black-and-white photography demands
different treatment than color, the Acad¬
emy’s decision tends to favor color pro¬
ductions by virtue of the fact it is natu¬
ral for people to favor color over blackand-white in any medium.
As one veteran cinematographer put
it: “It takes more skill and artistry as
well as more work to photograph a
black-and-white film than it does one in
color because with the latter, color with¬
in the scenes provides the contrasts and
shadings that otherwise must be put
into black-and-white scenes by the cine¬
matographer through skillful lighting.”
Another new rule, voted by the Acad¬
emy Board of Governors, provides the
Academy with the prerogative of mak¬
ing the final decision on the classifica¬
tion of performances and who is to be
listed as the possible nominee for each
specific achievement, when nominations
are being voted.
Academy President George Seaton
stated that eligibility for all Awards will
always first be considered on the basis
of how they appear on the screen and
information submitted to the Academy
by the producing company. Should a
question arise concerning any studio
credit, however, the Academy will then
assume responsibility of making the fi¬
nal decision.

•

•

•

A new contender for the video tape
equipment market has entered the field
with the annoucnement this month by
Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
North Hollywood, of its plans to develop
a simplified video tape recorder under
patents of Dr. Lee de Forest. The com¬
pany, which manufactures automation
and magnetic recording systems, re¬
cently acquired world rights to the de
Forest patents on video tape.
According to D. J. White, company
President. Magnasync will applv ad¬
vanced technology toward the early in¬
troduction of economical VTR equip¬
ment for small independent TV stations
as well as the home market where, ac¬
cording to W hite, “Within ten years
video tape recording of pictures in the
home will be as popular as home movie¬
making and tape recording of sound is
today.”
(Continued on Page 700)

FILMAGNETIC
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FEATURE

AVAILABLE FOR FACTORY INSTALLATION
ON ALL NEW OR EXISTING AURICON
OPTICAL SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

U.S. PAT. OFF.

FILMAGN ETB C
M

Auricon proudly presents “Filmagnetic” High-Fidelity sound-on-film Recording, for
lip-synchronized Talking Pictures and Music of Quality, on 16 mm black and white or color
film pre-striped for magnetic sound before it is exposed to light. “Filmagnetic” sound and
optical picture are recorded Single-System on the same film at the same time! The “Filmagnetic”
Unit, installed at the Factory in any Auricon Camera, can be temporarily removed without the
use of tools, thus providing a choice of High-Fidelity Optical or Magnetic sound-tracks. Your
pre-striped film with magnetic sound lip-synchronized to your picture, passes through the normal
picture-development and is played back on any 16 mm Magnetic Sound Projector, including the
Ampro, B&H, RCA, and others.
"Filmagnetic” Outfit complete... $870.00
PLEASE MAIL COUPON BELOW FOR FREE INFORMATION.

“Filmagnetic” Twin-Head Camera
Recording Unit, with Record and
Instant-Monitor Magnetic Heads,
which automatically open for easy
threading ... complete with Model
MA-10 Amplifier, $870.00 installed
on any new Auricon Camera at the
Factory. Small extra installation
charge on existing Auricon Cameras.
“Filmagnetic” 3 Input Amplifier,
Model MA-10, with High-Fidelity
Microphone, complete Cables and
Batteries, in a Cowhide-Leather
Carrying Case. Super-portable,
weighs only 7 pounds, carries easily
with shoulder-strap during operation!

■FILMAGNETIC” SOUND FOR COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE

Hollywood,

16 MM SOUND-ON-FILM SINCE 1931

GUARANTEE

r0i

All Auricon Equipment is sold with

If

gSS

a 30 day money-back guarantee.

§£

^

You must be satisfied!

Wmmmmmmmmm

H® ^GTayb-aR

AURICON Division
BERNDT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street
Hollywood 38, California

I
j Please send me free information on “Filmagnetic”
1—J equipment for Auricon Cameras.
I
I Without obligation, please send me cost of installing
‘—1 “Filmagnetic” on my Auricon Model.Camera.

OHIOl IN MINOfM (ITUS

NAME.

.TITLE.

FIRM.
THE

STREET.
CITY...
LINE

CINE-VOICE n

AURICON PRO-600

SUPER-1200

$795.00 & up

$1871.00 & up

$5667.00 & up

.ZONE.

.STATE.

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—
to

the

large

needs of

film

producers,

or small, feature or com¬

mercial, because—

• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• If serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”

• Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is

an

engineering

achieve¬

BUT

MOST

OF

ALL,

the

MAG¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other

NASYNC

recorder.

contains exclusive features found

Has

recording,

playback,

and

bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in

in

no

MAGNAPHONIC

other

recorders,

yet

line
all

carry low, low price tags.
assemblies;

easy accessibility

components;
mote

push-button

control

footage

counter,

film-direct monitor switches.
17 Vi mm &

35mm

to

motor

all

amplifier

controls;
record-play

re¬
&

Available in 16mm,

priced from

Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound

Man’s

judgment.

Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

$2,145.00

INDUSTRY NEWS
(Continued from Page 698)

Super Anscochrome, Daylight Type,
said to be the world's fastest color film,
is now available in 35mm and 70mm
widths as well as 16mm, according to
Ansco.
Th is new him. which is ten times fast¬
er than traditional color films, has an
official Exposure Index of 100 with nor¬
mal processing. It is especially suited for
the rapidly expanding specialized in¬
dustrial held, brought about by the
Rocket and Missile Age.
The him is so fast that Ansco recom¬
mends it for use in professional equip¬
ment only where fast shutter speeds per¬
mit full utilization of the hlrn’s extreme
sensitivity to light.
•

©

©

Special automatic motion picture cam¬
eras designed especially for recording
radar screen data, have been announced
by the manufacturer. Gordon Enter¬
prises. North Hollywood. Calif. Made to
specifications of the Civil Aeronautics
Administration, cameras will record in¬
formation on plan-position radar indi¬
cators during special flight tests to re¬
place data collection by human observ¬
ers.
“When information is collected on
him." the company explains, “it is pos¬
sible to make detailed studies after the
test period has been completed to make
sure no significant data has been over¬
looked."
The cameras, using 35mm him in
100-foot magazines, are operated auto¬
matically by the sweep of the radar an¬
tenna. In addition to photographing the
radar screen, the cameras simultaneous¬
ly photograph a clock face, so that the
exact time is included as part of each
picture.
©

•

•

Ground was broken early this month
OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM "B” includes Model
microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.

G-932

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is

a

film

completely
recording

detail.
as

synchronous

channel,

16mm

professional

Magnetic
in

every

Can be operated in "console" position,

shown,

or

stacked

as

one

unit.

Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬
eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power
consumption.

Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00

MARK IX SYSTEM"C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re¬
mote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

in Hollywood by Consolidated Flm In¬
dustries for the construction of a new
two-story addition to the company’s
present 35mm him laboratory. Accord¬
ing to CFI Vice-president Sid Solow,
new building will provide additional
color him processing facilities.

CORRECTIONS

$2,520.00
TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor
amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

$1,570.00

Prices subject to change without notice
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PRECISION SOUND READERS

NEW
ARRIFLEX

Simple threading . . . polished stabilizer
drum with needle bearings, with a surface
which cannot damage film. Film rollers ma¬
chined to conform with SMPTE standards,
and equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimensions
" x 6" x 71/2".
Amplifier: 117 volts-60 cycle-A.C. Power
output —4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V
speaker . . . safety fused.. . . prefocused
socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy duty
cord.
Optical Model 600 —16mm and 35mm
$185.00

6

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00

Magnetic Model 700- 16mm, 17.5mm, 35
mm and 1/4 inch.$198.00

75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

f

Optical-Magnetic Model 800-16mm, 35mm
and 1/4 inch.$259.50

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.!
Features high gain "long-shot” microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for "speech-music" selection.
Self-contained play¬
back system for
:>s\
"film-direct"
: i tor. Famous Magna£&’
sync “synkinetic”
gpy precision film trans¬
it
port. High speed rewind, sync speed re¬
verse and fast for¬
ward. Convenient ar¬
rangement for "sync
i
marking.” Footage
counter, extended ca,
pacity arms, “quickdetach” mount for
special motors. Un¬
conditionally guar¬
anteed! . . $985.00
Magnasync M-8
**
speaker, amplifier,
and accessory case,

A,

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15 ampere fuse!
moni-Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you'll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$208.50
SENIOR KIT — produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

$110.00
4-position mixer, high level mixing W/4V2"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $395.00

AURICON PRO-600
16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self - blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

BOLEX H-16
REFLEX
Through the lens viewing
and focusing while
shooting.
The movie camera that gives you
professional quality framing . . . your
eyes see exactly what your lens does.
Precision triple turret camera. Vari¬
able speeds. Turret for three lenses
Parallax corrected down to 18 inches.
Critical focusing from above camera
with f/l.q lens
$419.50

BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 70 f/2.4 lens, focusing from
17Vi feet to 70 feet
$449.50
Pan Cmor 100 f/3.4 lens, focusing from
25 feet t3 100 feet
$499 50
Swltar 10mm w w. f/1.6 FM 8" to inf
"C” mount. Visifocus
$149 50
Switar 16mm w a. f/1.8 FM 8” to inf.
"C" mount. Visifocus
$99 50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM 1V2' to inf.
Visifocus
$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele 4-power mag¬
nification. Focuses 8' to inf.
$89.50

Yvar 16mm w. a. f/2.8 Focuses 1' to inf.
“C” mount. Visifocus
$59 50
Pizar 26mm 1" f/19 Focuses IW to
inf. “C“ mount. Visifocus
$82.50
Yvar 75mm 3'' f/2.8 tele. Focuses 5' to
inf. "C” mount. Visifocus
$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses IV2' to
inf. "C” mount
$168.00
Switar f/1 4 50mm 2" tele. lens. Ultrahigh speed. Focuses 3' to inf.
$169.50
Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens. 7Uj"
length. FM 10' to inf, with case $145.75

16mm sound-on-film
movie camera with pro¬
fessional heavy-duty
3-lens turret. Operates
from house current or
car battery. Available in
a choice of models to
suit a variety of filming
requirements ... $795.00

CINE-VOICE I

AURICON ‘‘SUPER-1200’
16mm sound • on-film
camera (self - blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for“C"
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

SUPER
1200

CV i

AURICON PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment
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16 and 35mm
Release positive—

GEVAERT makes
the best in cinefilm

THE GEVAERT COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.

Quality Photographic Products Since 189,
Sales Offices & Warehouses at
321 West 54th Street
New York 19, New York

150 No. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois

6370 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles 38. Calif.

9109 Sovereign Row
Dallas, Texas

In Canada: Gevaert (Canada) Limited
345 Adelaide St., West,Toronto, 2-B, Ontario
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BOOKS, BOOKLETS and BROCHORES
5000 watto o(f

mination Definitions, all drawn from the

American Standards Association official
definitions. They provide standard usage
throughout the photographic profession
and industry and the illumination field.
The 128-page volume is available with
paper cover at $2.50; the hard cover, at
$3.50.

color corrected

Lor 9 cuttpA.!
lor 5 ftourdo!
With aColorTran and a
GROVER

ASTER!ITE

^enuCfcc!

Focal Encyclopedia of Photography—
The Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Ave.,

NATURAL LIGHTING CORP.
GUHDAU

N.Y. Price $20.00.

CAllfOAWA

A huge 1,468-page volume, compiled

In 16mm Film
developing
16MM COLOR
16MM B&W REVERSAL

under the direction of 10 editors over
a ten-year period, it features over 2.000
articles, 400 choice photographs and
1500 pictorial diagrams, in addition to
giving definitions and explanations of
thousands of photographic terms and
processes. The volume has been carefully
planned and set out in alphabetical
order for easy reference.
It covers quite completely the vast
technology of photography and follows
up all its uses for picture making. It de¬
fines terms, identifies personalities and
quotes rules. It sums up scientific theory
and instructs in up-to-date practice—and
although comparatively little of it is de¬
voted to motion picture photography,
still there is so much that it contains
about photography in general that the
book has unquestioned value for the
cinematographer as well as the still
cameraist.

Mole-Richardson Catalog F—The cov¬
er is unchanged but the addition of
four pages to this revised catalog of
motion picture lighting equipment at¬
tests to the continuing growth of this
pioneer equipment manufacturer. The
catalog is virtually a handbook on mo¬
tion picture set lighting because of the
detailed specifications and informative
data that accompanies the illustration of
each piece of equipment. Pages are de¬
voted to helpful technical data related to
set illumination such as that on Power
Distribution Data. Illumination Tables.
Data Sheet on Light Globes, and the
page devoted to Lighting For Color
Photography.
Request on your letterhead to MoleRichardson Company, 937 No. Syca¬
more, Hollywood 3, Calif., will bring you
a copy if you'll mention you read about
the Catalog in American Cinematog¬
rapher.

7

16MM B&W NEGATIVE
16MM B&W POSITIVE

Photo Dictionary—Morgan & Morgan,

•

Inc., 101 Park Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y. Price $3.50.

Fast Service And
Professional Quality!

350 West 50th Street
New York 19r N. Y.
TELEPHONE:

704

JUdson

6-7196

American Cinematographer

Here is a useful hook packed with in¬
formation conveniently arranged for pro¬
fessional and amateur alike. Thousands
of concise, authentic, reliable definitions
are arranged in four easy-to-use sections
to save time when time counts.
Two divisions are of especial interest
to the motion picture photographer:
Motion Picture Nomencfdti&e and Illu¬
November, 1957

Carter Catalog—The company's new
line of DC-to-AC converters is presented
in Converter Catalog No. 557. issued by
Carter Motor Co.. 2711 W. George St.,
Chicago, Ill. A free copy may be had by
writing the company direct and mention¬
ing American Cinematographer maga¬
zine.

new; A color material that gives you the ultimate in carry-through
of every subtle tone and gradation in the original scene.
iV

ANSCOCHROME PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM TYPE 242
Now you can profit from Ansco’s years of intensive research dedicated
TECHNICAL DATA —ANSCOCHROME
PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM TYPE 242

to produce the finest possible 16mm low contrast originals with the
best possible print-through characteristics.

General Characteristics

A low contrast 16mm tungsten
color original film designed for
optimum quality in the final
release prints.

Balanced

tor

tungsten—the

SIONAL CAMERA FILM

new

ANSCOCHROME

PROFES¬

IYPE 242 captures a full scale image

that is designed to yield final release prints of unparalleled brilliance,
Exposure Index

El 10 Tungsten
El 8 Daylight (with No. 83
filter)
3200K illumination

color saturation and flesh tones on 16mm AnscoType 238 Color Dupli¬
cating Film.
Types 242 and 238, when used together, torm a combination that pro¬

Available Lengths

16mm x 100, 200, 400 and
1200 feet. Latent image foot¬
age numbered.

vides “that Anscochrome look’’—color saturation, balance, and uni¬
formity—in the final release print. Ansco, Binghamton, New York.
A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco

. the finest compliment you can pay your skill
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• Frank Phillips, “Circus Boy”*
Gems)

Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry's cameramen

were shooting last month.

(Screen

Fred Jackman, director.

WALT DISNEY

• Gordon

Avil,

ASC,

“Zorro.” *

Various

directors.
‘Asterisks indicate television film productions.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

• Virgil
• Fleet

ALLIED ARTISTS

• Floyd Crosby. ASC, “The Cry Baby Kil¬
ler” (Roger Corman Prods) with Jack Nich¬
olson and Carolyn Mitchell. Jus Addiss, di¬
rector.
• Lee Garmes, ASC, “Never Love a Strang¬

“Gunsmoke,”*
(Fil¬
master Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. John Rich, director.

e Harry

Neumann, ASC, “Cole Younger,
Gunfighter,” (CinemaScope & Color) with
Frank Lovejoy and Abby Dalton. R. G. Spring¬
steen, director.

COLUMBIA

• Henry
Freulich,
ASC,
“Wild
Bill
Hickok" * (Screen Gems), with Guy Madi¬
son and Andy Devine. Louis King, director.

• Karl Struss, ASC, “The Rawhide Breed”
(Terry & Lyon Prods.) with Rex Reason and
Nancy Gates. Robert Gordon, director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Adventures of Super¬
man”* (Ziv-TV), with George Reeves. Various
directors.

• Monroe Askins, “Tombstone Territtory”*
(Ziv-TV) Various directors; “Highway Pa¬
trol”* with Broderick Crawford. Jack Hirschberg, director; “Sea Hunt”* (Ziv-TV) Herb
Strock, director.

• Curt Fetters, “Harbor Command”*

(ZivTV) with Wendell Corey. George Blair, di¬
rector; “Highway Patrol”* with Broderick
Crawford. Jack Hirschberg, director; “Tomb¬
stone Territory”* (Ziv-TV) with Pat Conway
and Richard Eastham. Walter Doniger. direc¬
tor.

• Bob Hoffman, “Harbor Command”* (ZivTV) with Wendell Corey. Lew Landers, di¬
rector.

BILTMORE STUDIOS (New York)

and

Phil

Carey.

Gerd

Gems).

Wm. Beaudine, director.

• Hal Mohr, ASC, "The Line Up,” with
Eli Wallich and Mary La Roche. Don Siegel,
director.
• F. E. Moore, “No Time to Die” (CinemaScope; Warwick Prods.; shooting in Libya)
with Victor Mature and Leo Genn. Terence
Young, director.
• Oswald Morris.
Prods.; shooting in
Holden and Sophia
director.

• Freddie Young, “Gideon’s Day,” (Colum¬
bia British Prod., Ltd.; shooting in London)
with Jack Hawkins and Anna Lee. John Ford,
producer-director.
• Jack Asher, “The Snorkel”
(Hammer
Prods.; shooting in Italy), with Peter Van
Eyck and Betta St. John. Guy Green, director.
• Wilkie Cooper, “The Whole Truth” (Ro¬
mulus Films shooting in England) with Ste¬
wart Granger and Donna Reed. John Guillermin, director; “The 7th Voyage of Sinbad”
(Morningside Prod.; shooting in London)
with Kerwin Mathews and Kathryn Grant.
Nathan Juran, director.

• Kit Carson, “Father
Knows
Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

• Roger

Sherman,

“Matinee

Theatre,” *

Various directors.
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Enger, ASC, “Broken Ar¬
Lupton.

Ralph

Murphy,

• Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show,”* with Raymond Burr. Laslo Benedek,
director.
• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “How to Marry A Mil¬
lionaire.”* Various directors.
GENERAL SERVICE

Show,”*
(McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns.
Rod Amateau,
director; "Bold Journey”* (Advenco Prods.).
Sherman Rose, director.

• Harry
Wild,
ASC,
“Bob
Cummings
Show,” * (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary De Camp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
(Continued on Page 718)

• George
Perinal,
“Bonjour
Tristesse,”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in France)
with David Niven and Deborah Kerr. Otto
Preminger, producer-director.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

• William Margulies. “Have Gun Will
Travel,”*
(Filmaster Prod.) with Richard
Boone. Andrew McLaglen, director.

John

“The Key,” (Highroad
England) with William
Loren. Sir Carol Reed,

• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Ghost of the
China City” & “Forbidden Island” (Chas. B.
Griffith Co.) shooting in Hawaii.

Andriot, ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.

• Charles Van
row,”* with
director.

• James Van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen

• J. Burgi Contnf.r, ASC, “The Mugger”
(Barizon Prod, for UA release), with Kent
Smith and Non Martin.
William Berke,
director.

• Lucien

ASC, “You
Bet Your
Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan,

• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Screaming Mimi,”
with Anita Ekberg
Oswald, director.

• Benj. Kline, ASC, “Circus Boy”* (Screen
• Wm. Whitley, ASC, “Quantrill's Radilers”
with Gale Robbins and Leo Gordon. Edward
Bernds, director.

Miller,

Life,” * with
director.

FOX WESTERN AVE.
• Lester White, ASC, “Boots & Saddles—
The Story of the Fifth Cavalry.” * (Calif.
National Prods.). Wm. Hole and B. Kowalski,
directors.

er” (shooting in N.Y.), with John Barrymore,
Jr. Robert Stevens, director.

e John Martin. ASC, “Seven Guns to Sin”
with Lola Albright and Charles Quinlivan.
Edward Dein, director.

Southcott,

• Irving Lippman, “Adventures of Rin-TinTin"* (Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and
James Brown. Robert Walker, director; “Cas¬
ey Jones”* (Screen Gems. Various directors.
• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Playhouse 90”*
(Screen Gems) P. Wendkos, director; “Ad¬
ventures of Rin-Tin-Tin”*
(Screen Gems)
with Lee Aaker and James Brown. Fred
Jackman, director.

November, 1957

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
prised of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

OFFICERS
Burnett Guffey, President
Arthur Edeson, First Vice-President
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-President
Joseph Ruttenberg, 3rd Vice-President
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Charles G. Clarke, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
John Boyle, Milton Krasner, Victor Mil¬
ner, Robert Pittack, Ray Rennahan, Wil¬
liam Skall, Paul Vogel, John Seitz.
ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
Hal Rosson, Lee Garmes, Sol Polito,
John Arnold, James Van Trees, George
Clemens, Joseph MacDonald, Harry Perry,
Lester Shorr, Ellis Carter.
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PROCESS YOUR 01 FILMS

ddilming

J^o (e

with BRIDGAMATIC--saves time & money!

(dxjicditi on

Operation
'[leral

freeze

Get

TOP

professional
results

AURICON PR0-600

fully

with this
automatic,

self-contained
16mm

for 16mm Optical Sound • On - Film
Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

Film

developing
machine

BRIDGMATIC JR. does automatic 16mm film processing better faster
and at far less cost.
one-man

lab.

Assures sharp, clear, permanent image.

No speical

skill required.

watching—simply plug in and operate.
in most any corner.

No rigging, no constant

Anyone can operate it.

ing 600’ positive, 1 80’ negative per hour; from.
CAPACITY

Fits

Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel

tanks, air squeegee—develops and dries ready for show¬

LARGER

A true

negative/positive,

Reversal

and

$1195

Color

models

available 16/35/70mm standard or custom built; from.$1987
Write for illustrated brochure

f YOUR FILM TITLES
with TEL-Animaprint

Auricon Pro-600” with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

Greatest dollar for dollar
“Auricon Pro-600” with SingleLens “C"
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation
The whisper-quiet film
Tow ot The
"Auricon
Pro-600
is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up
"Pro-600"
Camera noise!
★ 600

ft.

film

Magazines with

Auricon-

Electromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming
★ Synchronous
System"
cording.

or

Motor

Drive

for

"Single-

"Double-System"

Re¬

value in the industry!
The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS
TITLE MACHINE for high quality,
fast, dry lettering—the answer to
economy and precision accuracy in
film titling. Prints dry from colored
foil for instant use. Acme pegs as¬
sure perfect registration on paper
or acetate cells. Prints all colors.
Will produce titles in any lan¬
guage— main titles, sub titles,
trailer titles, TV commercials, slide
films, super-imposed sub-titles,
shadow and third dimen¬
sional effects, etc.
WITH

Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens

‘Auricon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

NEW HEATING
CONTROL

Only $435

Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens
Sun-Shades,
Tele-Finders,
etc.

Write

for

TEL-Anima

chure—covering

PRICES START AT $1165

motion

every

broani-

need.

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
Write

for

free

illustrated

"A UR/CON

PRO-600”

literature

and

prices.

Under rigorous Antarctica below zero tempera¬
tures, “Operation Deepfreeze,” cameraman Bill
Hartigan’s Auricon Pro-600 operated perfectly
throughout the changing climatic conditions.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY COUP.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
S.O.S. TIME-PAYMENT PLAN
Convenient payment terms arranged. You may apply
your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440, Cable: Sosound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.—Phone HO 7-2124

^ FOR an EXCELLENT BUY IN ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND, SEE PAGE 719<

ACTION VIEWER & SOUND READER
Available for
Immediate Delivery!
P r o f e s sional
] 6mm
Action
Viewer — pro¬
jects big, clear
aerial
image,
3"x4" -— oper¬
ates
left
to
right -— elimi¬
nates
film
scratching
and
damage
to
sprocket holes
— built-in cue
marking
device
■—hum-free am¬
plification—syn¬
chronized
with
Precision Sound
Reader on Spe
cial
Base
or
S O S.

Ediola

S.O.S.

Optical

Action

Viewer..$139.95

Sound Reader.

S.O.S. Viewer, Sound Reader & Base
S O S.

Ediola

Base

185.00
362.45

only. .

49.50

SAVE over 80%
HOUSTOM INI-35

35mm Negative or Positive
FILM DEVELOPING MACHINES
•

Can be converted to 16mm or Combination 16/35mm

may
seP
arated
tor
individual
use.
,
Write
chure.

,
tor

bro-

IITLER X SPECIAL EFFECTS ME
For Top
Professional
Results

Takes
most
of

types

cameras

For producing the widest range of titles, trick films, cartoons, ani¬
mation, etc. Horizontal and vertical operation. Table adjustable
north, east, south, west. Front and rear illumination. Title board
size 7 '/e" x 9y2" with tipping frame, overall dimensions 40" x
!/' *
12”'
we'9ht
lbs.
Complete
with
accessories.
Write

40
all
for

brochure.

Model TG, II,
„ . .
...
Model TG, III,
Model TG, IV,

16mm..$175
,,
"
^
16mm
$225
16/35mm

(illus.)..$325

HIM IIIUMBERI1G PEIS OFF
Unnum¬
bered
films
cause
confusion
and
loss of
time.

YOURS FOR AS LOW AS.

The
MOY
edge
numbers
every
foot of
171 2
35mm
film.

16,

/,

Simplifies task of checking titles, footage.
Replaces cue marks,
perforations,
messy
crayons,
punches,
embossing,
etc.,
which
mutilate film. Work prints showing special effects, fades and dis¬
solves require edge numbering to keep count of frames cut or
added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic re¬
cordings make edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.

With

1495

U.S. Gov’t. Paid Over $10,000

New

Improved

Non-Clog

Inking

System,

$2475

Entirely self-contained so that complete job is delivered
wound on a reel, ready for immediate printing or projection.
Speeds variable to 1200' per hour plus, depending upon
developing times. Loading and unloading spools are next to
each other and to central panel containing motor drive, speed
control, stop-start switch, development time indicator, thermo¬
stats, thermometers, fuses, transformers and relay cabinets.
Buil in one complete unit, designed for continuous work.
Simply connect into 220V AC, water system and to a drain.
The Houston N-35 is for darkroom operation. Top drive with
floating bottom elevators assures uniform tension of film dur¬
ing processing. Size: 1 10” long, 80” high, 33” wide. Ship¬
ping weight approx. 4000 lbs.

All

orders

subject

to prior sale

Immediate

shipment

COMPLETE WITH:
5

Stainless

Bottom

Steel

Drains,

Tanks,

Refrigera¬

tion,

Recirculation,

Pump,

Dry

Strip

Box,

Heaters,

Air

Blowers,

Sprays.

LIMITED QUANTITY!
Used,

complete,

cleaning

require

. $1495

Used, but completely recon¬
ditioned

F.O.B.

N.Y.

.$1995

Plus

Packing

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

5.0.5.

miFMl
CIIPPI V POPP
OlIvLIvin OUI I LI uUIII

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

Cable: S0S0UND

5=WESTERN BRANCH — 6331 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA — Telephone: HOLLYWOOD 7-2124
-FOR AN EXCELLENT BUY IN ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND, SEE PAGE 71 9<_
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16mm-35mm
Negative-Positive Processing

1

Plus exclusive ADDITIVE
scene to scene—color balanced
KODACHROME printing.

F&B PARADE OF NEV PRODUCTS
F & B LEG-LOK
TRIANGLE

TEWE DIRECTORS
FINDER
The only efficient, ac¬
curate Director's View
Finder:
Used
in
all
leading studios —

MOVISCOP-VIEWER
PIC-SOUND EDITOR
Most

Three Models available:
35mm Model—Focal Length 25 to
200mm
$68.50
35mm Widescreen
Model — Covers
all ratios from 1:75 to 2:55.$98.50
16mm Model — Focal Length 11.5
to 75mm .$68.50
All Models provided with Leather Case
and Neckchain.

Sturdy
metal
tri¬
angle
locks
tripod
legs in position. One
man can move cam¬
era, tripod and tri¬
angle. Gives absolute safety and
rigidity on wooden, composition,
concrete,
metal
and
slippery
floors.
Price $26.95

brilliant

sharpest

image

of

any viewer—2 ’/4 " x
3"

picture

size.

Notching

device —

Universal

use—Op¬

erates

on

110

to

240 volts AC. Guar¬

MOVIOLA
TITEWIND

FILM REPAIR & SPLICING BLOCK

and

anteed not to scratch.
List Price ... $125.00

A
new
product
by
a
famous company. Compact,
efficient unit
for
16mm,
17 '/2 mm or 35mm. Can be
used as regular rewinder
also or in combination with
all other units.
Includes double-duty hub for
male & female plastic cores. Immediate deliveiy.
$33.00

For use with Magic Mylar sprocket¬
ed transparent splicing tape.

$19.95

Magic Mylar Sprocketed Transparent Tape repairs
torn, gouged films as good as new . . . without
the loss of a single frame.
Applied directly on both sides of the damaged
film. Mylar (only 1/1000 of an inch thick) re¬
pairs, reinforces and holds the broken film to¬
gether . . , WITH THE STRENGTH OF MORE
THAN 3 TIMES THE ORIGINAL FILM.
•

REPAIR TEARS
• REPLACE BROKEN SPROCKET HOLES
• REPLACE GOUGES
• STRENGTHEN LAP SPLICES
• MAKE BUTT SLICES

PREMIER

AUTO-MATIC

For 8mm-l6mm Combination
and 35mm with the
Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER

Consisting of — Moviscop-Viewer, Precision
Optical Sound Reader #600RL and Base.
List Price .$370.00

A PERFECT SPLICE EVERY TIME!
The major cause of film failures is poor splicing
. . . and the major cause of poor splicing is im¬
proper scraping (either too much or too little).
Solve both of these problems with this automatic
scraper that takes off exactly the right depth of
emulsion every time . . . regardless of applied
pressure.
Automatic splicer is a
precision tool . . . im¬
ported from England. It
has a precision-ground,
tungsten
steel
scraper
that is preset and ready
for making thousands of
splices.

MAGIC
MYLAR
TRANSPARENT
SPROCKETED

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER—Complete Outfit
(frtQF An

F&B (HANGING BAG
Finest,

TAPE

35mm—66 foot roll .

9.00

Fabric.

Generous
Size

$ 5.00

Rubberized,

Lightproof

SPLICING

16mm—Single and double perf.,
66 foot roll .

(This offer good only for a
limited time.)

35 "x44"

with

Elastic

Arm Holes.

Double

Zippered,

Including

Zipper

Carrying

Case—Reg.

$24.95,

only . . .

16mm $ 79.50
35mm $104.50

$13.95

JARO-SALFORD
PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE METER

PRESTOSEAL
Electric

butt-weld

splicer.

No

Scraping, no brushes, no cement.
Perfect alignment, permanent

This meter combines the functions of
both a photometer and an exposure
meter in one instrument. The line
scale of each meter is hand-calibrat¬
ed for the utmost in accuracy.

splices in seconds.

Price on request

FLORMAN

&

68

New

45th

16mm or

Combination 16mm/35mm model,

$295.00

West

For

35mm.. .$547.80

Street,

BABB,
YORK

36,

N.Y.

INC.
MU

2-2928
711

pecially for the newer Bolex H-16 Re¬
flex will henceforth be installed in Bolex
H-8 and H-16 cameras.
Price of the companion device—the
Yolo Dissolve—which they also install
in Bolex cameras, remains at $57.00.

. . . in equipment, accessories, services

Video Processes Color
Video Flm Laboratories, 350 West
50th Street, New York, N.Y., announces
installation of color film processing
equipment which now enables them to
service producers of 16mm color films.
Specializing in reversal film processing
for the past eight years, company an¬
nounces it now offers fast service and
professional quality in both black-andwhite and color film processing.

Power Converter

Magazine for Kodak K-100

Forney Industries, Fort Collins, Colo¬
rado, announces its model 500 Cinetron
portable lighting system and power con¬
verter for motion picture illumination.
Designed for use with RFL lamps and
other standard long-life lamps, the unit
multiplies intensity and color tempera¬
ture to the desired Kelvin degree for
professional color film exposure.
Unit can be powered with 115-125 or
208-240 volt circuits with up to 6,000
watts input. At 230 volts AC it is pos¬
sible to feed current to as many as
forty 150-watt lamps and obtain correct
color temperature.
Extra heavy-duty wiring, switching,
and components are incorporated
throughout. In addition to four cable
connections on front of the panel and
one at each side, there are additional
outlets at either side for tapping 110-v
power to operate cameras and recorders.
List price is $349.00, FOB factory.

PAR Products Corp., 602 Colorado
Ave., Santa Monica, Calif., announces a
400-foot magazine adaptation for the
Kodak K100 16mm camera, which re¬
quires little modification of camera and
permits use of 100-ft. daylight loading
spools with or without the 400-ft. mag¬
azine in place.
Addition of PAR spring takeup en¬
ables the camera spring motor to easily
handle the 400-ft. film load. Further
information and prices may be had by
writing company direct.

Underwater Blimp
Birns & Sawyer, 8910 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif., announce
the Aquarri — an all-new underwater
housing for use with the Arriflex 16
camera with 500-ft. film load. Made to
U. S. Navy specifications, the Aquarri
has been tested at depths to 160 feet.
Compact and streamlined in design, it
is easy to move through the water. Ad¬
justable balance plates compensate for
buoyancy in either fresh or salt water.
Construction is of cast aluminum, with
an anondized and painted finish to pro¬
vide double protection. List price is
$1,495 FOB Los Angeles.

Moviola Insurance
Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York, N.Y ., announces a new
"Moviola Insurance” plan which em¬
braces complete overhaul, monthly in¬
spection and maintenance, and emer¬
gency service on customer-owned Movi¬
olas. Service contracts provides full guar¬
antee on repairs, parts at factory prices,
and free loan replacement Moviolas.
Complete details on this service may be
had by writing the company at 68 West
45th Street, New York.
712
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Price Change
Pellegrini-Piek, 1545 Lombard St.,
San Francisco 23, Calif., manufacturers
of variable shutters for Bolex H-8, H-16,
and H-16 Reflex cameras, announce
that effective January 1, 1958, price of
their variable shutters will be $125.00
installed in camera, including cost of
return transportation. Company also an¬
nounces that the new improved type
variable shutter mechanism designed es¬
November, 1957

Animation Device
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., 315
West 43rd St., New York, has acquired
national distribution of the PrograMaster, an electronically-controlled de¬
vice for producing continuous crawl of
titles, background plates, etc., before the
camera. It is especially suited to making
travelling titles. Speed of travel of title
strip can be regulated to a wide range
of speeds, even while device is in motion.
Complete descriptive brochure is avail¬
able from the company.

Frequency Shifter
Professional Cine Products, 6055
Ridgecraft Rd., Dallas 31, Texas,
announces a frequency shifter for CineVoice and Aurieon-Pro cameras to per¬
mit shooting sports events at 32 fps
without altering sound quality.

NOW
Famous
Varifocal

Pan-Cinoy
Lenses

for

Arriflex IB & 35 Cameras
No camera is so well suited for
the Pan Cinor’s as the Arriflex!

PAN-CINO
150

By simply moving a lever, you
can vary the focal length of these
lenses from wide angle to tele¬
photo — and back — smoothly.
You observe the results even
while shooting, as you view the
'mage through the Arri PanCinor lens in the Mirror Reflex

viewing system of the Arriflex.
No external finder is needed.
The Pan Cinor saves expensive
dolly'' shots as the camera can
remain in one position and a
dolly effect obtained by "zooming.
•

^

11

SPECIFICATIONS

Model 70
Varifocal Range:
Aperture Range:
Focusing Range:
Can be used on:
Built-in lens hood
filter holder:
Filters:
Weight:
Overall length:
Price:

Model 1 50

17.5mm to 70mm
f:2.4 to f:22
6'/2 feet to infinity
Arriflex 16 only

38.5mm to 154mm
f:3.8 to f:22
7 feet to infinity
Arriflex 35 & 16

Yes
Series VIII
28 ounces

Yes
Special size
4% lbs.
- 10"
$1,310.00*

6 Vi "
$360.00

Prices slightly higher on the West Coast

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

PHOTO co:RP
257 FOURTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

7303 MELROSE AVENUE,

PAN - Cl NOR 70

LOS ANGELES 46. CALIF.
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INTRODUCING THE

AQUARRI
all new underwater housing for Arriflex 16 camera
made to U.S. Navy specifications by BIRNS & SAWYER*!

Open, AQUARRI rests on hand-molded handles
for easy loading. Battery nestles in blimp door.
Nose glass is water-white for true color filming.

F.O.B. LOS ANGELES ^

^

«Rear view shows viewing port, shutter control,
motor speed adjustment. Right handle knob con¬
trols focus. Left handle has thumb switch.
Sportsfinder of stainless steel has two-position
parallax sight.

Giving the already versatile Arriflex 16 camera
new fields to cover is the all new Birns & Sawyer
underwater blimp. Made to U.S. Navy specifica¬
tions, the AQUARRI is of clean, functional design,
engineered by Birns & Sawyer in conjunction with
Hollywood and U.S. Navy cameramen and divers.
The AQUARRI is tested to a depth of 160 feet.
Compact, streamlined, it slips through the water
easily. Adjustable balance plates compensate for
balance and buoyancy in either fresh or salt water.
Made of cast aluminum, anodized and painted for
double protection.
The AQUARRI brings good news to geologists, oil
hunters, marine salvage firms, marine biologists,
etc., who need the adaptability of the batterydriven Arriflex 16 with 500-foot film load for
underwater work.
’"BIRNS & SAWYER stocks, sells, and services more Arriflex cameras and
accessories for industrial, motion picture, television and educational
institutions than any other western dealer.

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970
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Side view shpws camera and magazine in posi¬
tion. Cadmium-plpted gears control aperature
and focus. Built-in filter holder mounted in front
of lens. Magnifying lens enlarges view of eye¬
piece prism.

CINE EQUIPMENT
PHOTO SUPPLIES

Ceco
16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can t
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments

Come

in

and

see

You’ll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For
tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing
for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬
able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6Vz x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:
Lenses from 20 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL

. f
(JflmeRH €ouipmenT(o..inc.
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

."j

TECHNICAL

NOW . . .

(OAST
FILM
LABORATORIES, INC.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge/ A.S.C.

in Hollywood
Announces the opening of
a complete motion picture
film lab
35mm & 16mm B&W pro¬
cessing
35mm & 16mm Reversal
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
New
SPECIAL BELL & HOWELL
PRINTER, 1st of its kind
Films RETURNED SAME DAY
—if in immediate area

(OAST
FILM
LABORATORIES, INC.
6314 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone: HO 3-3350

Mixing your
own chemicals?

Reversal Processing can be easy!
. . . Atkinson Reversal Processing
Chemicals are already mixed!
We’re THE place to get them
ready-to-use. (Either dry or
liquid form)
Other Labs and TV stations are
using them . . . you can save
time and money, too

dtiiMOn

LABORATORY, INC.

7070 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 38, California
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Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

Q

I am an optical cameraman and am
having considerable difficulty in pro¬
ducing satisfactory traveling mattes for
live action. The first method 1 tried was
a frame-by-frame projection of a scene
from a line grain dupe through the
auxiliary shutter of a Bell & Howell
standard, and I made tracings on anima¬
tion paper. Cels were then overlaid on
the tracings and matte paintings made
and in turn photographed on high-con¬
trast film stock.
This proved to be a costly operation
and quite inadequate, as there was con¬
siderable movement between the mattes
and the live action scenes. The above
method works fine for us but only with
a static scene.
The next method tried was making a
series of frame enlargements; the people
from the photographers came and painted
the underside black and then shot the
mattes. This also proved unsatisfactory
as a considerable amount of inter-image
movement was still detectable in the final
print.
After four takes I decided not to try
live action mattes again, although I know
they can be done as I have seen them in
numerous Hollywood productions. I am
using an Oxberry printer equipped with
an Acme camera, and I am certain the
printer is not at fault.
I would appreciate any information
you can give that will aid me in making
live action mattes.—M. W., Woodhavert,
a. y.

Answer: This type of work requires
maximum precision in every step of the
way. The equipment you are using is
first class, and if properly maintained
should give no trouble. Your problem
seems to be that there is too much of
a margin for matte line errors in both
the methods you have outlined.
The first method should give satisfac¬
tory results if extreme accuracy is used
in tracing the image, and if the matte is
painted directly to the tracing on anima¬
tion paper with great care, thereby elim¬
inating the extra step of using the cel.
The second method is not good be¬
e
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cause of the great possibility of inac¬
curacy due to mis-register between the
successive enlargements, and possible
physical distortion of the paper during
development. This type of painted trav¬
eling matte shot can show quivering
matte lines when made under the best of
conditions, and is generally utilized only
when the photographic method cannot
be practically applied. The article on
Special Effects in last month’s issue car¬
ries considerable additional information
on this process.—Linwood G. Dunn,
A.S.C., R.K.O. Studio, Hollywood.

Qlf,

as I understand it, color-cor¬
rection in lenses relates to definition
only, and does not change the color trans¬
mitted, then why do so many photogra¬
phers feel that color-corrected lenses are
more important when shooting in color
than in black-and-white?—S. B., Newark,

A. J.

Answer: Photographers who believe CC
is more important in color photography
than in B&W are misinformed. Profes¬
sional cinematographers learned many
years ago, at the time that panchromatic
film and incandescent lighting were dis¬
placing arc lighting and ortho film, that
color-correction is equally important in
both types of photography.
Many of these cameramen found,
when they switched to the faster film
and incandescent lighting, that their
black-and-white photography was no
longer sharp. Investigation showed the
trouble was due to lack of color-correc¬
tion in the lenses used at that time. With
older lenses, lacking color-correction, as
they did, light rays of different colors
were not brought to a focus in the same
plane, because each color has a different
wave length. Even though the difference
was measured in a fraction of an inch, it
was enough to show up in the screened
results.—A.E.G.

QCan

I have reversal film containing
many splices sound-striped? Will the
splices affect sound quality?—G. C., La¬
guna Beach, Calif.

Answer: 1st question: Yes. 2nd ques¬
tion: No.—Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

o.
OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
•

16mm or 35mm single & double system—optical
magnetic sound track.

•

Synchronized to any picture viewer.

•

Right to left or left to right operation.
16mm or 35mm Magnetic Model.$185.00
16mm or 35mm

Optical

Model.$195.00

CAMART SLATE
& CLAPSTICK

&

or

AURICON PRO 600
& SUPER 1200

BARDWELL
McAlister lights

Single-system sound on film cameras.
Latest
model
Cine-Voice
II
sound
cameras. TV kinescope shutters. New
& used in stock.

Complete stock of 750 to 5000 watt
professional
motion
picture
lighting
equipment
and
accessories.
From
$81.00.

MACO VIEWFINDER

OPTICAL FX UNIT

Contains space for all essential
informa.ion. Originally sold for
$11.75. Now only $4.75 plus
postage.

For motion picture and television cameras. Re¬
produces multiple images in rotation. Many
varied effects possible. $119.75.

Professional type side viewfinder, with large
bright, erect image. For Cine Special, Filmo,
Bolex, and Cine-Voice cameras. $139.50.

ECCO FILM CLEANER

A.C.E. 35MM ROTARY VIEWER
CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only a four-wheel dolly will provide the balance and
stability required for professional production. Adjust¬
able
seat
for cameraman;
platform
accommodates
able seat for cameraman,- platform
accommodates
assistant.

$425.00

Ecco No. 1500 Speedroll Applicator—
an
efficient
time-saving
method
for
cleaning films. $29.50.
Ecco
No.
1500
Cleaning
fluid,
per
gal., $9.60.
Ecco
No.
2000
Negative
Cleaning
fluid, per gal., $6.50

Permits viewing of film between rewinds forward
or backward—at rewind speed. Designed to fa¬
cilitate
viewing
original
negative
film
without
scratching.
Ideal
for
Lab
workers,
Animators,
etc. $159.50. Footage & Frame Counter Optional,
$64.90.

ON THE WEST COAST CAMART PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

.’**r J g ‘
l^1- !'•

«enMEiM Ma Mi*

*. ;. y;

FROM BIRNS & SAWYER, INC., LOS ANGELES
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 706)

• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David & Rickey Nelson. Ozzie Nel¬
son, director.

cameras:
16 mm
and
35 mm

ARRIFLEX
AURICON
BELL & HOWELL
CUNNINGHAM
MAURER
MITCHELL

why buy?

• Arch

Greater savings on taxes ... no main¬

• Frank

tenance problems ... no obsolescence
loss ... TOP RATED Equipment!
•

SWIFT SERVICE: same-day ship¬
ment of equipment by Air, Truck
or Rail.

•

A-l CONDITION: all serviced and
inspected by our own Shops.

•

RENTED FOR USE ANYWHERE,
in U.S., or by arrangement in for¬
eign locations.

•

MAXIMUM TAX SAVINGS, no
upkeep cost, no storage.

•

MODERATE RATES:

by day,

Prods. I.

Dalzell,
“Panic” *
Various directors.

(McCadden

Phillips, “Navy Log.”*
Prods.). Sam Gallu, director.

(Gallu

• Philip
Tannura,
ASC, “The People’s
Choice,” *
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin.
Jack Cooper,
director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Norbert
Brodine,
ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.” *
(Lewislor Prods.) with
Loretta Young. Various directors.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Frank Sinatra
Show,” *
(Hobart
Prods.)
with
Frank
Sinatra. Various directors.

week, month, long-term lease ararrangement.

INDEPENDENT

WRITE FOR RENTAL LIST

• Jack Cardiff, “The Vikings” (Technirama
& Technicolor; Kirk Douglas Prod.; shooting
in Norway, France, Germany) with Kirk
Douglas, Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh. Rich¬
ard Fleischer, director.
Gilks,
ASC,
“Indemnity”*
(United National Film Corp. of Dallas,
Texas), starring Richard Kiley.
• Alfred

special cameras:

ASC, "God’s Little Acre”
(Security-Anthony Mann Prod. f*r UA re¬
lease; shooting in Stockton) with Robert
Ryan and Tina Louise.
Anthony Mann,
director.
• Ernest Haller,

HULCHER
EASTMAN
FASTAX
PHOTOSONICS

Harlan, ASC, “Run Silent, Run
Deep” (Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for UA release)
with Calrk Gable and Burt Lancaster. Robert
Wise, director.
• Russell

accessories:
TRIPODS
LENSES
FILTERS, ETC.

• Jack
MacKenzie,
ASC, “Stars in the
Backyard” (Hugo Haas Prods.), with Carol
Morris and Don Sullivan. Hugo Haas, pro¬
ducer-director; “Curse of Dracula” (Gramercy Pictures for UA release) with Francis
Lederer and Norma Eberhardt. Paul Landres.
director.

editing
equipment:

• Jack Marta, “Girl in the Woods” (Ab-PT
Pictures) with Margaret Hayes and Forrest
Tucker. Tom Gries, director.

MOVIOLAS, SPLICERS
REWINDS,
COUNTERS,
SYNCHRONIZERS,
ETC.

McCord, ASC, “The Proud Rebel”
(Samuel Goldwyn Jr. Prods, for UA release;
shooting in Cedar City, Utah) with Alan
Ladd and Olivia de Haviland. Michael Curtiz,
director.
• Ted

• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Big Country,”
(Anthony-Worldwide Prods, for UA release)
with Gregory Peck and Jean Simmons.
William Wyler, director.

PROJECTORS,
BACKGROUND
& STILL

We Ship via Air, Rail or Truck
5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BlVD.

gordon enterprises

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

• Alan Stensvold, ASC, “Thunder Road”
(UA release; shooting in Asheville, N.C.)
with Robert Mitchum and Sandra Knight.
Arthur Ripley, director.

Cable: GORDENT

Phillips, “Ten
Days to Tulara”
(Shooting in Mexico; Geo. Sherman Prods,
for UA release) with Sterling Hayden and
Grace Raynor. George Sherman, producer-di¬
rector.
• Alex

Servi nj the World

(Continued on Page 750)
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TEL-Animastand

ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera
• Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields
• Massive main column (3%" dia.) guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance
• Bail bearings for smooth zoom action
• Precision machining thruout with .001 accuracy
• 60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel
• 360° Rotational table; precise locking action
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements
• Twin heavy-duty rods support rigid, counter¬
balanced camera faceplate
• Roller chain drive; ultimate strength 2000 lbs.
• Easy to install & operate. Passes thru 30" doorway
• Acme registration “Standard of the Industry
• Heavy welded steel base
• Wt. 850 lbs.; Ht. 9 ft.

(ufy *2995
CONVENIENT PAYMENT

PLAN AVAILABLE

Write for illustrated brochure describing
many adaptations of the TEL-Animastand
Here is a partial list of the many
satisfied Tel-Animastand users:
Associated Missile Products Corp., Pomona, Calif.
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M.
Telefects, Inc., New York, N. Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
University of California, Livermore, Calif.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Viguie Film Productions, Inc., Santurce, P. R.

She department Store of tlie 7Yjotion picture 3ndu6try”

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7 0440 • Cable: SOSOUND
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif. • Phone: HO 7-2124

One Cell for ell You Need
in

UGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

DOLLIES
Fearless and
Raby Panoram
Dollies
Crab and
Western

For quick service, expert advice
and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on
one of the nation’s largest suppliers
of temporary lighting facilities—
Jack Frost, His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are
just a few of the many items
available for quick delivery
whenever and wherever needed.

Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING

PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMENT

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment
M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

MacTon Turntable
for Cars and
Displays
Mole Richardson
Boom and
Perambulator

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,000W
Diffusion

AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Caster-mounted)
Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil
Portable Substations

Scoops
Reflectors
Bullboards
Cable

Parallels
Ladders and Steps
Scrims and Flags
Dots bnd Stands

Write or Wire
for
Catalog and
FREE
ESTIMATES!

JACK A. FROST
Dept, {jjj
234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:
41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario
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modular

MIXING CONSOLES
for custom installations

... by Magnasync

What are your mixing requirements —monaural,
stereophonic and optical-directional sound all in one
console? Interlocked dubbers, recorders and projectors
all in one system? Magnasync low cost modular
construction makes custom consoles and tailored
systems practical in any studio installation,
large or small.
Magnasync consoles are designed with quality
components throughout... modern slide-wire
attenuators for mixing ... precision potentiometers for
program equalization ... push button remote interlock
control. Magnasync systems are designed by and
for magnetic film recording engineers! We will be
happy to submit a proposal based on your
individual requirements.

INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

MICROPHONE MIXERS.
Cinemascope and.
TELEVISION REPRODUCERS

PORTABLE FILM RECORDERS

THEATRE
SOUND
EQUIPMENT

STUDIO and
AUTOMATION
REPRODUCERS

QUALITY AMPLIFIERS for
MAGNETIC RECORDING and REPRODUCTION

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
DEALERS

rmflcnflsvnc]
JS£Z-r-^

c°.

y/fa/uft/mic
SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St.
New York 36 JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.
CHICAGO —Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.
INDIA—Kine
Engineers,
Bombay, India.
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ON LOCATION IN JAPAN for scenes for “Sayonara,” the hooded
Technirama camera rolls under direction of Ellsworth Fredricks, A.S.C.

(to right of lens hood). Seated below him is director Josh Logan
watching performances of Marlon Brando and James Garner.

The Photography Of

Sayonara

The camera played more than an ordinary role.
Bv

ELLSWORTH

FREDRICKS.

W

in Japan but a few weeks preparing
to shoot “Sayonara,” the thing that struck me most in
planning the photography is that Japan should be photo¬
graphed with the heart as well as the camera.
The art of this fabulous country is symbolized in the
prints and sculptures of earlier eras, which offers hut little
insight into the emotions of today’s Japanese people. So
beautiful is this art in its keen and delicate sense of form
that one’s first impulse is to try and achieve, photographic¬
ally, this highly stylized aspect in photographing a motion
picture. Others before us had attempted this very thing;
fortunately both producer William Goetz and director Josh
Logan wisely decided upon a completely different photo¬
graphic approach for “Sayonara.”
To achieve their aim, they felt is was important that key
members of the production staff, including all members of
hen I had been
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the camera crew, spend two weeks in Japan prior to the
start of the picture in order to study the country, its man¬
ners and customs, and its people. As a result, there is an
intangible quality to the finished picture that might other¬
wise not be there.
In our pre-production talks, Josh Logan had empha¬
sized that our photographic approach was “to be bold; to
employ the art of cinematography to the fullest; to utilize
to the utmost the full scope of artistry and theatrics that is
peculiar to the motion picture medium; and whenever pos¬
sible to so use the camera to capture the full flow and move¬
ment of the natural locales to point up the scenic attributes
and the time of the action as only the motion picture cam¬
era can do it.”
Such an expression could only mean one thing for me:
that the photography of “Sayonara” was to be at all times
1957

the important factor that it is. Here would be a truly
Utopian situation in the annals of contemporary film mak¬
ing, for few screen directors today really appreciate the
potentials of the motion picture camera, imaginatively used.
From a purely photographic standpoint, “Sayonara'’ pre¬
sents a different view of Japan than has been revealed in
American-made films which have preceded it.
The story of “Sayonara' unfolds in the cataclysmic days
of the Korean War, when a battle-fatigued American jet
ace, played by Marlon Brando, travels to Japan for rest and
rehabilitation. Here he meets and falls in love with Japan’s
premiere dancer, Miiko Taka. A West Pointer and a slightlybigoted scion of a military family from the Deep South, he
fights himself, the attitude of the Air Force, his parents
and the consuming love of his American fiancee—and then
the almost immovable disapproval of the inscrutable Orientin his fight for the beautiful Japanese girl.
The tortures of this East-West affair against the fabulous
background of Japan make for one of the most poignant
love stories of all time, for it is as real as today’s front pages
and as compelling as any of the storied romances of the ages.
Because it brings into brilliant relief much of Japanese
culture intertwined cleverly as part of the story line, the
camera played more than an ordinary role, entrusted as it
was with vitalizing the picture visually in a manner most
enhancing to the atmosphere, tempo and progression of the
story.
Technirama (described in the March, 1957. issue of
American Cinematographer) was the photographic system
chosen by the producer for this picture. The usual thing
would have been to emphasize pictorial scope and size with
the horizontal expanse of screen afforded by Technirama's
double-frame negative. We didn't. With one of the finest
love stories begging for simple, understandable photographic
interpretation, director Logan was determined that every
nuance of its telling should be clear to any audience and
that every emotion experienced by Brando, Taka and other
players should be captured by the camera with such honesty
that audiences would share these emotions with them.
We accomplished this frequently by employing the huge
closeup—something that went into discard rather generally
during the early days of sound, and even more completely

CONTINUOUS OVERCAST made constant check of light imperative to good
color photography.

Here cinematographer Fredricks takes a meter reading

prior to starting camera rolling on scene for “Sayonara” involving Marlon
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with the advent of wide-screen photography. In addition,
long dolly shots, tricky camera angles and many of the
mechanical photographic touches given so many films today
were avoided in favor of simple, straightforward camera
techniques. The effectiveness of this is especially notable in
the many dramatic “king-size"' closeups we filmed with the
135mm lens.
Principle Japanese locations for the picture were in Kyoto,
Tokyo, Kobe, Osaka, and the Isle of Takamatsu. Produc¬
tion schedules dictated that filming should begin in the
wintertime. During these months Japan is not the land of
cherry blossoms so commonly pictured. Despite this, the
very bleakness of the season, with its stark landscapes, pro¬
vided a mysterious beauty that became a challenge to color
photography. Technically, the wintry atmosphere gave me
a big assist; the softness of the light, which often required
opening up the lens to f/3.5, worried me at first. But as
it turned out, it resulted in color scenes of rare and breath¬
taking beauty—something we rarely achieve in location film¬
ing in the U. S.
It is not possible, of course, in the limited space avail¬
able here to go into detail on the filming techniques em¬
ployed in every major scene for “Sayonara.’’ A few of the
most challenging situations, however, entailed some un¬
usual camera and lighting procedures that may prove inter¬
esting to readers.
Director Logan, long-experienced in the use of stage light¬
ing for dramatic effects, decided that scenes filmed in the
studio should be “pure theatre" from the standpoint of color.
(Continued on Page 742)

Brando and Miiko Taka.
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suggested we aim for something unusual
and eye-catching.
It was mutually
agreed that inasmuch as funds were lim¬
ited, we would forego the use of art
work or special effects such as fades and
dissolves. “Just a simple approach,” he
said, “making use of parts of a human
anatomy to achieve the desired pictorial
effect.”
Basic studio costs were saved by stag¬
ing the action in a private home where
photofloods could be used for lighting.
It happened that the home selected was
ideally-suited for our needs. It was
small, well insulated and sound-proofed.
Talent costs were eliminated when a
local radio announcer and two members
of the Symphony Society donated their
services. Props used were the property
of the Society and consisted of a music
stand, a baton, director’s musical score
and an oboe.
SIMPLE BUT effective composition of two TV spot announcements described by author
is shown in 16mm film clips above.

Producing Low-budget TV Spots
By

ELY

I .

A

like advertising space in a
newspaper, is only the first cost for
the TV sponsor; in most cases he must
also provide the ad¬
vertising or promo¬
tional material, just
as he would copy
and layout or a cut
for a newspaper ad.
Filmed commercials
are perhaps the most
effective. Once film¬
ed and edited, they
assure
a
flawless
presentation of the
Bergman
sponsor’s message.
Production of TV commercials has
opened up many opportunities for the
small, local business film producer.
ir time,
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Those who are able to turn them out at
reasonable cost find the business steady
and profitable. I emphasize “reasonable
cost” here because most local advertis¬
ers using television rarely have the re¬
sources of big national advertisers. The
local film producer, therefore, with
smaller operating costs, can turn out TV
ad films to meet small-advertiser budgets
and make a profit.
Our company, Universal Film Produc¬
tions, Ltd., recently completed a series
of 10- and 15-second TV spots for the
San Antonio (Texas) Symphony Soci¬
ety, the production of which may be of
interest to others in the business of mak¬
ing 16mm TV commercials.
During a pre-production conference
with the Society’s publicity director, he
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We used a modified Auricon CineVoice single-system sound camera on
which was mounted a wide-angle Switar
lens. Two photofloods in reflectors
mounted on collapsible stands supplied
illumination. Shooting was done on
16mm Tri-X reversal film.
The first spot opened with the ca¬
mera focused on a music stand with the
closed music score and baton properly
placed. A hand, comes into view, picks
up the baton, opens the score and raps
for attention. Sound accompaniment is
that of an orchestra tuning up, which is
lowered as the announcer’s voice comes
on to remind viewers of the forthcoming
Symphony season and urging early pur¬
chase of tickets.
The physical set-up for this shot is il¬
lustrated in Fig. A in the diagrams. The
camera was elevated about 18 inches
above top of the music stand and point¬
ed downward to give the effect of “look¬
ing over the shoulder” of the musical
director, as shown in Fig. B. The filmed
result is shown in the film clip repro¬
duced above.
One of the major problems we had to
overcome in making this spot was using
sound of the orchestra tuning up. Union
rules precluded use of actual recordings
by the local Symphony. We finally lo¬
cated a sound effects record having the
desired musical effect and played a tape
(Continued on Page 755)
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CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long-forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It’s just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
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TO PRODUCE the soft light necessary to enhance detail in the new Philco portable TV set,
a white-surfaced panel was set up at base of camera, which reflected

illumination

from

spotlight at right of set.

Problems With Light Reflections
How Philco’s staff cameraman licked a vexing
reflection

problem

in

shooting

a

promotional

film for company’s new series of TV receivers.

colors. Attractive wood finishes can be
photographed to enhance grain detail,
etc., through skillful application of il¬
lumination
to
produce
separation
through reflected light.
To eliminate an undesirable reflection
in a scene, the first thing to consider is
changing the camera angle or the angle
of the lights — or the subject can be
turned or tilted until the unwanted re¬
flection or glare is no longer visible to
the camera lens.
By moving the lamp that is reflected
to one side or by raising or lowering it,
the reflection can be moved out of line
of sight of the camera. To determine
whether better results are to be had by
moving the camera, the cameraman can
stand directly in front of the camera lens
—with his head on the same level as the
lens—and observe the effect of the estab¬
lished lighting set-up. Sometimes both
composition and lighting can be im¬
proved by moving camera and lights. As
a final resort, the use of gobos or a black
drop may solve the problem.
In our studio, we recently encountered
a glare problem which none of these ex¬
pedients could solve. Our subjects were
Philco’s new line of television receivers,
and the curved surfaces of the tubes
posed a problem in lighting that, for
awhile, seemed to defy solution. No mat¬
ter what the lighting set-up, the tube
surfaces acted mirror-like in reflecting a
wide-angle view of the whole studio,
making use of conventional front or side
lighting impossible.
The solution was to transform the
curved glass surface of the receiver
tubes from reflective to non-reflective.
This was done by removing the protec¬
tive glass plate, then spraying the tube
surface with a light grey water color,
which could readily be washed off after
shooting was completed.
With this problem solved (the flat
(Continued on Page 745)

By

ROY

ZEPER

Staff Cinematographer, Philco

I

of cinematography,
perhapes, are random glare and light
reflections such a vexing problem as in
industrial Him production. Called upon,
as he is so often, to photograph such
items as appliances, TV sets, automo¬
biles, machinery, etc., the industrial film
photographer often is hard put to sub¬
due if not to eliminate all the attentiondiverting light flashes that crop up in
scenes otherwise photographically per¬
fect. All too often the distracting effect
of light bouncing off bright objects is
not detected until after the scene is shot
and printed.
There are, of course, a number of
remedies available for toning down
bright surfaces: a dulling solution avail¬
N NO other field

728
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Corp.

able in an aerosol spray can; putty,
which is dabbed over the offending
bright surface; furniture polish, which
dries to a soft velvety lustre, etc. How¬
ever, it is the insidious, softer reflections
from window glass, large polished sur¬
faces, etc., that often produce trouble—
especially noticeable when the scene is
lengthy and action within it slow, per¬
mitting audience attention to wander.
It is a well-accepted law of physics
that, in dealing with light, the angle of
incidence is equal to the angle of reflec¬
tion. By understanding this law, the
cinematographer can more readily deal
with the problem of reflections, or turn
it to his advantage when shooting such
subjects as machinery finished in dark
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BACKGROUND ACTION of grazing cattle is effectively used here to backdrop a close shot
of Joel McCrea for U-I’s “Once Upon A Horse,” giving the scene a desired western atmos¬
pheric touch. Directing the photography is Arthur Arling, ASC.

Action In The Background
Background action of the wrong type or tempo,
or when

over-lighted,

can

distract audience

attention from the main elements in a scene.

By

FREDERICK

P

AS well as dramatic co¬
ordination between background ac¬
tion and foreground action in a scene
is a phase of picturemaking often
taken for granted. Yet it is of highly
practical importance to both cinematog¬
rapher and director, for it can mar
a scene both photographically and dra¬
matically when it is lacking.
ictorial

Although this coordination is the re¬
sponsibility of both the director and
the cinematographer, the director can
deal with the strictly dramatic effects
of what happens in the background,
but he cannot always evaluate it in
terms of its effects on photographic com¬
position. Similary, the cinematographer
can deal with it as a phase of composi730

•
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FOSTER

tion, but he may not always consider
it solely from this viewpoint alone.
Thus, for the completely coherent re¬
sult both are seeking, the two should
work as closely together in caring for
this detail as they naturally do in deal¬
ing with the broader aspects of their
work.
It might easily be expected that pictorially intrusive background action
might be more of a perplexing prob¬
lem only in large scenes, in which size¬
able groups of people are involved, be¬
cause invariably when shooting scenes
of such magnitude both the director and
the cinematographer are keenly alert
that nothing takes place in the back¬
ground to detract attention from the
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main action being played closer to the
camera.
However, both cameraman and di¬
rector often are caught off guard when
shooting smaller scenes in which only
a few people are involved, when spe¬
cial attention is given to the lighting
and to the action of the players im¬
mediately before the camera. It is when
shooting scenes of this type that some
of the most disturbing background er¬
rors occur.
Perhaps one of the commonest faults
of this nature is calling for action in
the background without specifying what
kind of action is desired to coordinate
pictorially with the foreground action.
Here background action of the wrong
type or tempo can divert audience at¬
tention from any but the fastest-moving
foreground action with amazing per¬
sistence.
An example of this occurred in a
recent picture when the leading man
was shown singing a song in the music
department of a department store.
Shooting this as a two-shot, there should
have been some minor action in the
background to enhance the atmosphere
of a buzy department store. Which is
probably what the director aimed for.
But in this particular case, the domin¬
ant background action (which appeared
in several separate cuts) featured a
young woman shopper descending a
flight of stairs. The set lighting was
such that she was overly-prominent in
the scene with the result that audience
attention was diverted from the singer
to the young woman. Here, subdued
lighting on the woman, and properly
subdued costuming would have mini¬
mized the player’s importance. But the
director could have made the whole
thing much simpler by having a few
shoppers in the background casually
pawing over merchandise on the coun¬
ters; the cinematographer would con¬
tribute his part by bringing down the
lighting in the background so as not
to give the shoppers too much promi¬
nence—just enough so “signs of life’’
were apparent.
But in the scene described, what
happened was that those concerned with
making the scene either forgot or over¬
looked the fact that the singer, even
though nearer the camera and in bet¬
ter focus, was necessarily practically
motionless—a visually passive element
—while the sharply contrasting diagonal
movement of the girl in the background
was, compositionally speaking, a much
more dominant element of the compo¬
sition. In addition, this particular move¬
ment, beginning at the upper left-hand
corner of the frame, was also more
forceful compositionally, from its mere
positioning. The same girl, quietly ex¬
amining merchandise on an equally dis¬
tant counter, or slowly moving about

the store, would have been fully as
natural for background purposes—and
not as visually intrusive.
A similar error was observed in a
scene enacted in a busy de-luxe restaur¬
ant. In reality, in such a cafe at a busy
hour, the waiters are likely to be rush¬
ing very briskly back and forth with
their trays. But on the screen, if waiters
were to move at anything like the pace
they would in a real cafe, their swift
movement would
almost certainly
“steal ' the scene from the principals
seated at a table in the foreground! To
be cinematically effective, the action
of waiters and “extra" diners alike
should be underplayed in order to con¬
vey an impression of reality.
Incidentally, a smart restaurant is
a fine place for director or cinemato¬
grapher to learn about grouping people.
Go into any first-class eatery—especially
during a moderately slack hour — and
notice how skillfully the Maitre d'
has scattered the patrons about the
room. If he knows his business, there
will be no grouping of guests in one
area, with an ocean of empty tables
elsewhere. Instead, he will see to it that
there is a table or so in use in almost
every part of the room, so that later cus¬
tomers get an impression of a wellpatronized eating place, even though
comparatively few patrons may actually
be there.
The

same

trick

can

be

WHILE

CRUISING

color film
of

one—a

around

production,
jet

plane

in

James
crash

search
Watson
in

a

of

a

likely

suddenly

residential

spot
found

news

event

for his

himself right in

neighborhood

of

16mm

the midst

Worcester,

Mass.

Above, at left, he is shooting action of fireman dousing smoking fragments of craft.

I Needed Another Sequence!

used—and

(Continued on Page 744)

Fate takes a hand to bring about an event such
as this film maker dreamed of but never expected
to happen.

By

JAMES

L

WATSON

B

this story goes to press, 1 will have completed a 26-minute
16mm motion picture for the publishers of the Worcester (Mass.)
Telegram and Evening Gazette titled “The Papers That Go Home."
Purpose of the film is to show how these local newspapers are made—
from gathering the news to printing it—and also to show the production
activities of some of the more than eight hundred people whose combined
efforts make it possible for residents of Worcester County to enjoy their
copies of “The Papers That Go Home.7'
The final rewrite of my shooting script was completed last April and
shooting began on May 20th. About half way through the film it oc¬
curred to me it would be a good idea to add a sequence showing how
a press photographer gets a dramatic on-the-spot pictorial news story.
This posed something of a problem for it meant that I would have to
accompany one of the newspapers’ staff photographers on a typical news
story assignment. Because my film was being made on Kodachrome
Commercial film, I felt that it would be best if the event I was to film
occurred during the day and out of doors to avoid involvement in a
difficult lighting setup. And, of course, the most satisfactory photographic,
results would follow if the day were bright and sunny.
I was not really sure I would be able to get the sequence because,
for one thing, it meant that I would have to travel around with photog¬
raphers every day until a newsworthy event occurred that would tit
Y THE TIME

EXAMPLE
to

OF

minimize

how

lighting

essential

was

background

effectively
action

used

without

taking anything away from the scene. The brighter
lighting

on

players

in

foreground

sustains

at-

(Continued on Page 747)

te ition on them.
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Portable Lighting Equipment Sparks
Trend Toward More Location Filming
Addition

of

Masterlite

to

Colortran

equip¬

ment gives cinematographers powerful set-lighting
unit that meets most remote location requirements.

By

GROVER

MASTERLITE

Colortran

lighting

64

lamp

it

illumination

O

delivers
at

is

new

equipment.
325

distance

of

addition
With

foot
20

a

732

OF

the

V.

MASCELLI

to

PAR-

candles

of

feet.

trends in
Hollywood film production is the
growing practice of shooting all or most
budget productions on remote locations.
Two factors have made this possible:
faster negative stocks and powerful port¬
able lighting equipment that operates on
house current. The latter, of course, is
the more important because—save for
very special cases—it is impractical to
transport generators and heavy-duty
studio lighting equipment to remote lo¬
cations of any distance. “Suitcase ’ light¬
ing equipment for motion picture pro¬
duction is now a practical reality.
One of the important basic factors
in this new type lighting is the rugged
mushroom-type lamp, such as General
Electric’s 300-watt PAR-56 and the more
recent 500-watt PAR-64 sealed-beam.
These lamps, when used in conjunction
with voltage-boosters such as the Color¬
tran Converter, provide an effective new
source of set lighting illumination. The
lamps named serve as powerful spot¬
lights and provide sharper shadows,
greater penetration and the highest vol¬
ume of illumination per unit of any
lamps yet introduced for use on ordinary
110-120 volt circuits.
Recently Natural Lighting Corpora¬
tion, makers of Colortran equipment,
introduced a new lighting unit called
the Grover Masterlite, designed espe¬
cially to take the PAR-56 and 64 lamps.
NE

JOSEPH

significant
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CINERAMA crew setting up Masterlites in Oberoi’s Palace Hotel, Srinagar, Kashmir, prepara¬
tory to shooting color scenes for recent Cinerama production.
ments for the 146

Equipment easily met require¬

horizontal picture spread of Cinerama’s 3-lensed camera.

The Masterlite housing measures only
nine inches in diameter and weighs but
five pounds. When equipped with a 500watt PAR-64 lamp it will deliver 325
foot candles of illumination at a distance
of twenty feet—equivalent to the per¬
formance of a 5,000-watt studio lamp,
but using only ten amperes of current.
These lamps project a horizontal pattern
of light and the units can be rotated to
produce either vertical or horizontal
coverage. Several Masterlites can thus
be set up in a row to cover a large area
with even illumination.
While the Masterlite does not have
the focusing feature of the focusingtype spotlights of heavier equipment,
the availability of PAR lamps in a choice
of three different light-beam widths—
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narrow spot, medium flood, and wide
flood—permits the lamp to function effi¬
ciently with this equipment in a wide
range of situations.
The medium flood and wide flood
lamps are most useful for key lighting,
while the narrow spot is highly effective
when used for back cross-lighting from
a distant high angle—such as at the top
of a deep set.
The advent of these new lamps has
made Colortran — heretofore simply a
source of soft fill-light — a complete sys¬
tem of lighting for certain types of mo¬
tion picture production, based on the
principle of key lighting, which has be¬
come standard with professionals every¬
where.
hen it was first introduced
about fifteen years ago, Colortran was

utilized more or less as emergency set
lighting by small film producers whose
budgets required utmost economy in
filming location interiors. The camera¬
men shooting such productions invar¬
iably were pleasantly surprised with the
evenly-illuminated color-correct results.
But even then, good photography re¬
quired the additional use of a conven¬
tional key spotlight, which removed some
of the advantages of Colortran equip¬
ment.
Colortran is not the answer to every
lighting problem, nor was it ever in¬
tended to supplant the heavy-duty set
lighting equipment in use in studios
today. Studios, however, are now adopt¬
ing it for some remote location produc¬
tion, particularly in black-and-white,
where power economy and ease of trans¬
portation are important factors.
Actually, light, easy-to-carry-and-setup lighting equipment is influencing the
writing of some motion picture scripts.
Stories can now be written with more
realistic settings and action with the
knowledge it is now possible to stage
the action in actual locales instead of
building sets on the sound stage.
Two recently-completed independent
productions are notable for the fact they
were filmed almost entirely outside the
studio. Walter Strenge, A.S.C., used
Masterlites successfully to light remote
locations ranging from rooms in lavish
Hollywood homes to the elevator shaft
of a Los Angeles office building for
M-G-M’s “Cry Terror.” Hal Mohr, A.S.C., used similar equipment to light and
photograph the major part of “The Line¬
up' on location in San Francisco for
Columbia Pictures.
Until recent addition of the Masterlite
to the Colortran lighting system, absence
of a key light retarded use of the equip-

ment in professional film production.
Now more and more cinematographers
are employing it. The Armed Forces,
particularly the Air Force, have made
Colortran one of its standard items of
photo equipment which is issued to all
photographic units. Scores of small film
producers also have found Colortran the
answer to interior shooting at low cost
and with the least operational delay.
Interior filming has always been the
small producer’s big bugaboo. The bud¬
get for a small-scale industrial or tele¬
vision film is greatly influenced by the
amount of interior lighting involved.
Using Colortran equipment, the smallest
film producer can easily meet the com¬
petition of larger producers, budget-wise.
Colortran’s claim to professional status
is substantiated in a report of a prac-
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deal lighting test conducted by Frank
Leonetti, vice-president of Carthay
Sound Stages, Los Angeles. It explains
the ease and speed with which a 20x20
foot set was rigged and photographed
with Masterlites and other Colortran
equipment.
“We purposely placed many hard-tolight components—such as oil paintings
and antiques—about the set,” states Mr.
Leonetti, a veteran electrician who has
used every type of lighting equipment
during his many years of working on
both Hollywood sound stages and distant
locations throughout the world.
“We found,” continued Frank, “that
we were able to completely rig and light
our set in less than twenty-five minutes
to provide 300 foot candles of illumi¬
nation.”
A total of only sixty-three amperes
was consumed. Lighting the same set
American Cinematographer
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with conventional studio units would
have pulled approximately 375 amperes
and the equipment would, of course,
have required more personnel and a
greater length of time to set up.
A series of illumination tests by a
national television network has brought
out some very interesting data based on
the use of Colortran lighting for color
TV, adaptable, of course, to motion pic¬
ture filming. The Masterlites were found
compatible with regular studio lighting
units and could be mixed and easily
balanced with lighting from standard
equipment. The weight, ease of han¬
dling and power consumption of the
units were favorably noted and particu¬
lar mention was made of the Masterlite’s
outstanding performance.
This inde¬
pendent test clearly showed that the
Masterlite, when used with a PAR-64
narrow beam lamp, actually projected
six times the light intensity of a 5,000watt Fresnel spot. The limited beam
spread allows the lamp to be used at
greater distances and it is excellent for
highlighting props and furniture and for
special effect lighting with colored gela¬
tins.
The report explains further that the
wide flood and medium flood Master¬
lites have a smaller effective light source
diameter than the 5,000-watt Fresnel
spot. The Masterlite thus casts sharper
and less-diffused shadows, thereby pro¬
viding a better key light. In conclusion
the engineering survey makes a very
interesting observation: since the sha¬
dows are sharper, because of the lamp
filament’s small point source, the actual
resolution of the resulting TV image
appears greater. The TV camera is thus
given an opportunity to “show” its high¬
est resolution—which is lost under con¬
ditions where the lighting is soft.
It is estimated that there are now
(Continued on Page 749)
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Festival of Film Artists First to retrospectively honor
cameramen on an equal basis with the directors, the
actresses and actors.

ight

veteran

cinematographers

were among the more than thirty
film artists honored last month by
George Eastman House in Rochester,
New York, for distinguished contribu¬
tion to the art of motion pictures during
734
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the years 1926 to 1930. They are Will¬
iam Daniels, Arthur Edeson, George Fol¬
sey, Lee Garmes, James Wong Howe,
Peverell Marley, Hal Mohr, and Charles
Rosher—all members of the American
Society of Cinematographers.
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In recognition of their respective pho¬
tographic achievements during the mem¬
orable era that saw the advent of
“talkies,” each cameraman was pre¬
sented with the George Eastman House
Medal of Honor at the presentation cere¬
monies October 26th.
In 1955 the George Eastman House
sponsored the first Festival of Film Art¬
ists to afford unique opportunity for
motion picture artists to honor their col¬
leagues of the silent film period of 19151925. Those artists who had been active
in a major capacity in this period were
asked to select among themselves by bal¬
lots those who made the most important
contributions to the development of this
early era of the cinema. This was the
world’s first retrospective film award.
Three of the cinematographers who were
(Continued on Page 752)
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FOR A HAPPY PRESENTATION
The joy of accomplishment is a universal happiness.
Especially in the case of a film which is your creation, born
out of hard work and careful planning.
Because Precision’s staff of specialists adds its own
creative efforts to yours by the use of specially designed
equipment, and by careful handling and intelligent timing —
you might say we are fellow creators, working with you
to bring out all you’ve put into the original.. .Yes,
and maybe more!
So, when you turn those 16mm dreams into
realities, be sure to call upon Precision for the accurate, sound
and exact processing your films deserve.
Remember: Precision is the pace-setter in processing
of all film. No notching of originals —scene to scene
color correction, optical track printing,
all are the very best... 35mm service, too!
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INCE the early days of photography,
there has been the problem of know¬
ing in advance how colors will repro¬
duce when photographer in black-andwhite.
While experience provided a
rough guide for veteran photographers,
nevertheless a dependable standard was
needed. Toward this end, many pho¬
tographers made charts of their own
which would provide instant reference
and obviate the need for making timeconsuming tests. These usually consisted
of color patches or “chips” mounted
on a card alongside of which were
shown the monochrome equivalents that
resulted when photographed according
to the film and lighting conditions
normally employed by the respective
photographers.
However, such charts were of limited
use value. Publishers of some photo¬
graphic books sought to provide a
standard by inserting color charts with
the illustrations. Such charts had the
disadvantage that only a limited num¬
ber of colors could be shown, and the
greys reproduced were made under cer¬
tain specified conditions, which often
varied considerably from those of nor¬
mal use.
In the United States, one or two
relatively expensive charts subsequently
were put on sale. These covered a wide
range of colors and were intended pri¬
marily for use in television. It was
obvious, however, that there was de¬
mand both from television and photo¬
graphic technicians for an inexpensive,
standardized chart that would be simple
to use and would cover all normal re¬
quirements in day-to-day photography.
After many months of painstaking
research, Wallace S. Sharps of London,
who is an established lecturer and au¬
thor on television photography and
its applications, designed a comprehen¬
sive color chart and grey scale which
is now being marketed under the name
of Sharp’s Colour Chart & Grey Scale.
According to Mr. Sharp the chart was
prepared with use value by camermen
and technicians “on the floor” as its
foremost aim. and it is not primarily
intended solely as a laboratory refer¬
ence.
It provides an easy-to-use precision
reference chart for use in television,
motion picture photography, and the
general
fields of photography and
graphic arts. It is an ideal tool for the
motion picture art director also.
The photographers and producers of
television and industrial films will find
a chart of this kind especially advan¬
tageous. Despite the increasing use of
color film, there still is substantial pro¬
duction of black-and-white motion pic¬
tures in addition to those being made
for TV, where knowledge of the mono¬
chrome rendition of colors is perhaps
more vitally important than in the pro¬
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Color Chart and Grey Scale
Insures correct evaluation and choice of colors
to create the desired tonal effects in monochrome.

duction of motion pictures for other
uses.
The Sharps chart offers more than
simply the monochrome rendition of
colors. It insures a correct assessment
and choice of colors to create a desired
tonal effect in monochrome. It sug¬
gests new ways of combining colors for
maximum visual effect in all reproduc¬
tion processes. The standard ten-step
grey scale provides a ready and accu¬
rate gauge for testing television trans¬
mission apparatus and all types of
photographic materials.
The color conversion table provides
a guide to the relative color responses
of television tubes, and of photographic
materials.
The color spectrum is dependable,
abstracted as it is from the interna¬
tionally-used Wilson Color Chart.
The grey scale has ten steps, each
one of which reflects approximately 1.66
times as much light as the one preced¬
ing it. In the design stage of the chart,
the steps were accurately measured on

American Cinematographer

specimen printed sheets and, taking
magnesium oxide as 100, it was shown
that the lightest step reflected 71% and
the darkest 7% of the light falling upon
them. The illuminant in each case was
diffuse light and the reflectances of the
darkest and lightest steps are in the
ratio of 1 to 10. This means that the
scale is well within the desired range
for optimum quality television repro¬
duction. In fact, if alternate greys only
are used, they will show up distinctly
and be well separated even in poor re¬
ception areas. For photography, all ten
intermediate tones together with a
whiter white and a darker black would
reproduce well to give a brilliant nega¬
tive, but one full of detail.
The four color cards included in the
grey scale each have eight numbered
color patches (see illustrations). Those
shown are twelve full hues from the pre¬
viously-mentioned Wilson Color Chart,
a similar set of twelve full hues with
an over-printed grey, seven mixture
(Continued on Page 744)
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Tracks For The Travel Film
The best time to begin thinking about
the shape the final sound track will take
is during shooting. Aim for
authenticity and originality.
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playback on tape. The commentator’s job is to give infor¬

mation, not repeat what audiences can already see on the screen.

A
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Hill’s

travel
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film,

adapted

produces
from

background

fee-free

holiday trip never ends with
* quite the same finality as the average vacationer’s. His best
memories will be recaptured a few days after he gets home;
and as his suntan vanishes, his film will grow.
But when the last splice has been made and the picture
needs only a sound track to complete it, doubts often arise.
What is the best way of recreating in sound the atmosphere
of the places visited? Is music alone enough? Can a few
effects help, or must every visual have its own sound ef¬
fects? What part should the commentator play? And if
music, effects and commentary are all used, what should
be the relationship between the three?
These questions are common to all amateurs who give
their travel films sound tracks, whether they use tape,
stripe or optical sound accompaniments. Let’s assume that
the techniques of recording and cutting sound have been
mastered, and explore some of these basic problems.
The best time to begin thinking about the shape the
final track will take is during shooting. If you try to work
it out earlier, you’ll find—unless you’ve visited your loc¬
ation before—that you simply don’t know the sounds which
give the place its special atmosphere. Leave it until you’ve
finished editing, and you'll have become so absorbed in
the visuals that the chances are you'll have forgotten many
of the most characteristic sounds.
So keep your ears as open as your eyes during shooting.
Use your indispensable notebook to jot down notes on the
noises you hear. No location is completely silent. The sounds
may be so much a part of the location that you really have
to listen for them.
Waves, birds, the purr of a distant
motorboat can all be so gentle and continuous that you
hardly realize they are there. But these are the effects you
need to take the edge off complete silence.
Other sounds help convey the particular atmosphere of
a place by their very unusualness; yet after a few days
you can become so accustomed to them that without that
notebook they’ll be forgotten by the time you get back home.
The first day or two in the Swiss Alps you’ll hear nothing
but cow-bells, but by the time you leave they seem no more
unusual than the sound of a passing car.
Alpine visitors won’t forget the fierce Continental klax¬
on horn, especially those used in mountainous Mediter¬
ranean countries where it’s obligatory to drive on the horn.
If you stay in a village within earshot of mountain roads,
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you'll hear this warning blast a hundred
times a day — but again, you’ll not
notice it after a couple of days.
Local songs and music should fea¬
ture prominently in your notebook, too.
You probably won’t have a tape record¬
er with you, when filming your travel
movies, but if you write down enough
details it isn’t too difficult to recreate
something similar when you get back
home. As often as not you can buy
discs of typical folk music. These should
never be used until you’ve checked the
copyright position; but they can be
useful to give your own musicians or
singers an idea of what your trying to
get. or simply to remind you of the
style you’re searching for among avail¬
able music when you return.
Finally, and perhaps most important
of all, use your notebook to write down
all the facts you learn about the scenes
and people you film. It may be an
anecdote about a waterfall, the date of
a bridge, the origin of a local custom
or the population of a village. You
may find it in a guide book or overhear
it in a cafe. No matter what it is or
how you discover it, if it concerns
something you’ve shot, jot it down.
You can’t have too much information.
If you follow this advice, you’ll have
more than you need to compose a nar¬
rative track which is at once informa¬
tive, apt and atmospheric. But the se¬
lection and blending of your different
elements can be as cotaplex a job as
visual editing. At the same time, it’s
every bit as creative; and tackled in
the right way can be just as fascinat¬
ing.
Let’s take effects first. Go through
your visuals and make a note of each
shot that actually demands an accomp¬
anying effect. You’ll find there are far
fewer than you imagined. Go through
again and note the scenes that could
be helped by off-screen sound effects—
such as the mountain-road klaxons men¬
tioned above. With these two lists you
now have the maximum effects you
require.
But if you use one, isn’t it essential
to use them all? Aren’t there unbreak¬
able rules against using just a few ef¬
fects? Won’t it jar if one mule cart is
accompanied by hooves and creaking
wheels and the next by silence?
That depends on how you use your
music. Non-stop musical accompani¬
ments have always been the fashion;
but you can vary your track with se¬
quences of effects and silence. In other
words your first mule cart might have
a conventional clip-clopping, atmospher¬
ic music accompaniment. But the sec¬
ond, if it were part of a sustained and
self-contained sequence, could interrupt
silence with its natural effects.
Try to think not in terms of indiv-

Control Of Perspective
How proper use of lenses of different focal
length

can

enhance

pictorial

ow to control perspective in pic¬
torial composition is one of tech¬
niques of cinematography important to
both amateur and professional photog¬
raphers.
The best cameramen aren’t
satisfied to adjust only subject tones
with lighting and inject “plane composi¬
tion” in the framing. They know that
perspective, too, can be equally under
their control and they choose angles and
lenses accordingly.
Most amateur and
some documentary filmers decide on
what lens to use only on the basis of
the amount of subject matter to be in¬
cluded in the scene; the very important
effects on perspective that lens choice
causes are too often overlooked.
From a given camera position, the lens
of short focal length will take in more
of the setting while a longer focal length
lens takes in less. And the amount in¬
cluded in the scene is inversely propor¬
tional to the focal length of the lens.
But if you should move back with the
longer lens to include the same view
obtained with a short one, the final ef¬
fect will not be the same. Scenes made
with the wide-angle lens will have a
stronger perspective.
In other words,
foreground objects will be enlarged and
and distant objects made much smaller.

H

FILM

SIZE:

The wide-angle is a lens of many uses,
but its chief advantage is probably the
ability to dramatize picture set-ups. Per¬
spective is increased, objects and persons
are rounded out, and movement towards
and away from the lens is sharply ac¬
centuated. Melodramas filmed with short
focal length lenses give scenes extra
“punch.” The 24mm and 28mm lenses
are the extreme ones; their equivalent
in 16mm photography would be 12mm
and 14mm. Viewing low angle scenes
made with these lenses, the camera
seems to be a foot below the floor level.
Walls seem to curve outwards, and
shadows become menacing.
The 35mm lens, once considered
strictly a wide-angle lens for 35mm cine¬
matography, is now used as standard
in several studios. It lends better model¬
ing to the actors if they're not in too
close and retains good perspective that
lends an illusion of 3rd dimension on a
flat screen. Some faces, however, are
definitely not flattered by this lens, and
it should not be used for big closeups
except where slight distortion is desired.
A closeup with this lens has the distor¬
tion of a 28mm or 32mm lens on a long
shot. The equivalent lens for 16mm cam(Continued on Page 740)
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CONTROL OF PERSPECTIVE
(Continued from Page 739)

NATURAL LIGHTING CORP.
612 West Elk flve., Glendale 4, Calif.
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Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm 16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.
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WANTED:
COMPANY MANAGER
Exceptional opportunity for qualified man with
18 year old Los Angeles manufacturer of film
laboratory equipment. Must be over 30, pref¬
erably experienced in laboratory equipment
manufacture and operation, capable of eval¬
uating product design.
Full management re¬
sponsibility. Require a leader to direct opera¬
tions, develop equipment, spark sales, keep
things moving!
Good salary with genuine
opportunity.
Write
qualifications
and
ex¬
perience.
Box No. 1280
1782 North Orange Drive
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eras is the 17mm, one that can well be
used as standard. While few 16mm cam¬
eras can produce the crisp, sharp pho¬
tography of the 35s, the 16mm hlmer is
not bound by any limitation on perspec¬
tive. Thus use of the 17mm lens can give
his compositions a forceful impact, pictorially. Filmers of industrial subjects
w ill find th is lens especially useful as a
means of dramatizing compositionally a
client’s factory, display room, etc. As¬
sembly lines photographed with this lens
appear 30% longer, and buildings ap¬
pear generally more spacious. The im¬
aginative cameraman, always alert to
use of foreground props to enhance com¬
position and enliven dull scenes, will
find the 17mm lens will be of immense
help in this respect. Being shorter than
the one-inch lens, it has more depth and
will keep the foreground area in focus,
in addition to lending separation be¬
tween the various planes in the picture.
Photographers of sports events can bene¬
fit from this lens also, because it covers
the scene in such a way as to give spec¬
tators more of the action.
By using the shorter focal length lens
for TV films, the pictorial perspective
obtained is more compatible with the
picture format of today’s TV home re¬
ceivers. Moreover, perspective lines are
strengthened and thus make up for some
of the detail loss that results in the TV
transmission process.
The tendency of wide-angle lenses to
increase apparent subject motion to and
from the camera can be used to advan¬
tage at times. A train roaring toward
the camera can be given added motion
impact when photographed with a short
focal length lens. Filmers of TV com¬
mercials can use the unusual perspective
qualities of the wide-angle lens to
achieve effects that might otherwise re¬
quire a zoom lens—such as when man¬
ually moving the sponsor’s product sud¬
denly up close before the lens. Use of
the wide-angle lens will acentuate the
forward motion most effectively for shots
of this kind.
Dolly shots, when made with a track¬
less dolly, are more effective when made
with a short-focus lens; the shorter the
focal length of the lens used, the less the
dolly must be moved to produce the de¬
sired change in image size.
When shooting out of doors, the short
focal length lenses tend to take in more
foreground than longer lenses. Thus
wonderful pictorial results follow where
long shots of flower gardens are photo¬
graphed in 16mm with a 15mm or
17mm wide-angle lens. The gardens will
appear much more spacious than in real¬
ity. Increase in foreground area can also
be achieved by elevating the camera and
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tilting it down slightly. Conversely, the
foreground area in front of the camera
can be diminished by shooting from a
lower angle and tilting the camera up a
bit. This is a useful fact to remember
when a shot, as seen in the finder, ap¬
pears to have excess foregound area.
Settings or scenes that would look
cramped when filmed in 16mm with a
standard (one-inch) lens can be made
to appear larger simply by shooting with
a wide-angle lens. There will be more
separation apparent between the people
in the scene and walls of the room (if
the shot is an interior) will not appear
so enclosing.
Where it is desired to give a set,
room, etc., a larger appearance, the de¬
sired result can be achieved by using a
wide-angle lens and a lower camera
angle.
The perspective that is obtained with
the one-inch lens which is generally sup¬
plied as “standard” on most 16mm cine
cameras, is approximately that seen by
the human eye. Therefore, it is a safe
lens to use for most purposes where a
forced perspective is not essential. With
such lenses, there’s no danger that you
will get the awkward perspective abberations and distortions that sometimes oc¬
cur when lenses of shorter focal length
are used.
Long focal length lenses, of course,
produce an opposite effect on perspec¬
tive; for example, it is common in Hol¬
lywood to photograph closeups with a
75mm lens. Result is a player’s face is
pictured with the utmost flattery; and
the fact the cinematographer doesn't
have to work right up close to the play¬
er with the camera induces a more re¬
laxed portrayal. With few exceptions
(like people with uncommon flat faces),
almost anyone will look better on the
screen when filmed in closeup with a
lens of long focal length.
When it comes to photographing long
shots with longer lenses, new and dif¬
ferent problems are introduced; scenes
have a tendency to look “cluttered.” es¬
pecially if there are several different
planes of subject matter in the picture
area.
This “cluttered” effect can be turned
to good advantage, however, when film¬
ing certain scenes. A shot showing con¬
gested traffic moving slowly along a
highway or street can be given an extra
measure of “congestion” by shooting the
scene with a lens of long focal length.
Scenes of marching soldiers have been
made to appear more dense when shot
with a six- or eight-inch lens.
For the most critical work, it is ad¬
visable that the cine photographer with
an assortment of lenses ranging from

... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
cinematography

HOLLYWOOD
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MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
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Fluid-Action

MILLER HEAD

wide-angle to telephoto, have each one
balanced or re-calibrated to insure uni¬
form exposure at a given stop. In this
way, if your meter indicates a stop of,
say f/8, you can use all your lenses
interchangeably set at f/8. with full con¬
fidence that exposure results will be
identical with all lenses.
It has not been uncommon to find

top quality lenses varying as much as
one full stop, when put on the test bench.
It would, therefore, be shortsighted of
the photographer to work for perspective
control without first taking steps to in¬
sure uniform photographic quality be¬
tween shots by having his lenses checked
and re-calibrated where necessary.
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(Continued from Page 723)
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Whereas the natural beauty of winter¬
time and stark landscapes had been most
effectively used for the exteriors, the
warmer colors of red. yellow and tanger¬
ine were employed in set lighting to
accentuate the passion, warmth and
i beauty of the love scenes between Brando
and his lovely Japanese sweetheart.
As we prepared to light and film the
sequence in which Brando sees Miiko
Taka waiting for him for the first time
in the house he has provided for her,
Josh Logan said to me: “I want Miiko’s
beauty to he so electrifying in this scene
that the pulse of every man in the aud¬
ience will skip a beat or two!”
e
achieved Logan s aim by dramatic use
of yellow and gold in the lighting (plac¬
ing colored gelatines on certain lamps
and projecting the colored light into the
scene in appropriate places). It was not
realistic lighting, to be sure, but it pro¬
vided t h e emotional effect we were
seeking.
Some of the picture’s most colorful
action takes place in the Takarazuka
theatre near Osaka. Here were staged
| several spectacular dance numbers in
which the theatre’s original 125 dancing
girls take part, with Miiko Taka por¬
traying the star of the revue. Director
Logan wanted a strong spotlight trained
on Miss Taka to give pictorial emphasis
to the fact she was the star of the dance
revue, but there was no balcony in the
area where the spot was to be mounted;
in fact, no spotlights had ever been used
in the theatre before. But the Japanese
stage electricians were eager to help us
in every way. Overnight they hung a
spotlight from the ceiling along with an
ingenious gear for the operators that
consisted of two chairs on pulleys, which
enabled the operators to be hauled up
and suspended alongside the spotlight to
operate it.
For a backdrop for the main dance
number, Logan visualized a curtain com¬
posed entirely of huge lighted Japanese
lanterns, reaching from floor to ceiling
of the stage. So enormous is this stage
that 300 lanterns, each four feet in
height, were required—arranged in rows
extending across the stage and one on
top of the other. To light such a back¬
drop on a Hollywood sound stage would
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be no problem at all, but since we were
working with approximately 25% of the
electrical equipment normally available
to us in Hollywood, we were faced with
a frightening task.
The final solution was to install a
photoflood lamp inside each of the lan¬
terns. Because of the intense heat gen¬
erated by these lamps and of the fact
the paper lanterns were highly com¬
bustible, we were permitted to light
them only for short periods of time. As
a result the dance action was filmed in
a series of 3-lminute takes—with a Jap¬
anese fire brigade back stage (unbe¬
known to us at the time!) standing by
with fire hoses trained on the lanterns
in case they burst into flames.
We encountered other seemingly im¬
possible production problems but they,
too, dissolved as a result of inventive¬
ness born of the great enthusiasm that
we had created in filming this produc¬
tion in actual Japanese locales. Every¬
one concerned saw only the beauty of
what there was to be seen everywhere
around us—not how difficult it would
be to set up and photograph scenes in
these locales. One case stands out, per¬
haps, from all the rest.
The Japanese revere and treasure
their many gardens, famous for their
beautiful stonework and seemingly end¬
less mossy formations. The reverence is
almost a religion. One such place is
the grounds of the Emperor’s summer
palace. Ours was the very first Holly¬
wood company ever permitted to photo¬
graph there. Our initial problem was
how to set up the huge arc booster
lights in the gardens without trampling
the treasured plantings. My grip, Wel-

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
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as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
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properly identify your address stencil.
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ican
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you
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without
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delay

or

omission of issues. Thank you.
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don Gilbert, solved the problem by pro¬
viding sacks of sawdust that formed
huge cushions under the lights.
Our most interesting photographic ac¬
complishment, I think, is the doubleexposed day-for-night scene we made
showing Brando and Miss Taka in a love
tryst on a bluff above the ocean backdropped by a spectacular fireworks dis¬
play. The scene was shot at Malibu
after the company returned to Holly¬
wood from Japan, and it marks the first
double-exposure for a feature film ever
made with a Technirama camera.
A shot of this type is usually turned
over to the special photographic effects
department. To do so in this case would
have entailed an impossible delay in the
production. After Director Logan ex¬
plained what was wanted, I told him we
could forget about special effects and
make the shot with the camera in two
separate exposures—superimposing the
fireworks display over the initial expos¬
ure of Brando and Miss Taka.
To do this effectively, we had to
choose a dull, overcast day for shooting
the first phase of the shot so that the sky
area would not be too bright. Then, be¬
cause the scene was essentially one of
night, we decreased exposure two stops
but used no filters.
In addition to the lights used for nor¬
mal night effect illumination, a number
of Brutes fitted with colored gelatin fil¬
ters were set up and used to flash col¬
ored light into the scene and upon the
players to simulate the effect of light
from the bursting fireworks falling upon
them. As filming was in progress, the
lights were flashed on and off or raised
or lowered in intensity.
After the take was okayed, Brando
and Miss Taka were excused and shoot¬
ing of the second phase deferred until
dusk. It was around 6 p.m. when we re¬
turned to the location to resume shoot¬
ing. The film had been wound back in
the camera to the exact frame where the
first exposure began. The camera was
started rolling with the first fireworks
display and continued shooting for the
length of the previous exposure. When
the scene was printed we were delighted
to find the result far surpassed our ex¬
pectations. Not only did the fireworks
register perfectly but the sand and surf
in the distance was visible during the
fireworks flashes.
The same lens was used—wide open
-—for the second exposure. Underexpos¬
ure of the dark areas in the initial shot
was sufficient to provide a medium for
satisfactory exposure of the fireworks in
the second stage of the shot.
In the beginning, Josh Logan had
said to me: “Pull out all the stops! Cre¬
ate! Invent!” These words were an in¬
centive seldom expressed by directors to¬
day. With such complete understanding
between director and cameraman, only

A man
we don’t
compete with . . c
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...we work
with him

true creative results could ensue.
Both before and during production,
Josh Logan said a lot of things that
made sense and marked him a true
“cameraman’s director.’’
“Something tragic has happened to
the art of picture making,’' he once said.
“Something I do not want to happen
with ‘Sayonara.' I want the camera to
record with genuine feeling the mean¬
ing of a nervously-fluttering eyelash, the
appeal of parted lips—all the fragile nu¬
ances of human emotions as only the
motion picture camera—imaginatively
used—can do." And so that became our
aim.
I am especially flattered by the words
of one reviewer who said: “The photog¬
raphy of "Sayonara" is a sort of visual
music that expresses human thoughts
and emotions in a manner understand¬
able to all ages and races.”

ACTION IN THE BACKGROUND
(Continued from Page 731)

get the same result —when scenes of a
similar nature are filmed.
A skillful
director or cinematographer can make
an economically small handful of extras
seem like a much larger crowd through
careful grouping.
Another important point to observe
when coordinating the background and
foreground elements of a scene is to
avoid distracting tonal contrasts. This
is sometimes a difficult thing for a
director to guard against, for he is not
likely to::know the photographic values
of fabrics, colors, etc., as thoroughly
as does his colleague at the camera.
Therefore, when the director is picking
out extras to carry on background ac¬
tion in close shots, he should check this
detail thoroughly with the cinemato¬
grapher. And the man at the camera
should certainly tell him, if this advice
isn't asked, that the girl in the blue
dress is likely to make a distracting,
light-toned spot in the background, and
it would be better to replace her with
• RCA Sound Recording
another
wearing
a
less-conspicuous
dress.
• Editing
Such details are becoming increasing¬
• Processing
ly important in making color pictures.
The color negative has peculiar affinities
• Printing, Color and
for certain colors. And these affinities
Black-and-White
do not always coincide with the visual
appearance
of a fabric. Often two fab¬
• Magnetic Laminating
rics which are visually very similar-—
even identical—shades will photograph
quite differently.
An example of this type was seen in
a recent color picture in which an
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
extra girl, wearing a certain shade of
1905 Fairview Ave., IM. E.,
blue, distracted attention from the star
simply because of the peculiarly pen¬
Washington 2, D. C.
etrating quality of that particular shade
LAwrence 6-4634
of blue. This was true, even though the
blue-clad extra was positioned some
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thirty or forty feet behind the star. A
costume of almost any other coloring
would have been inconspicuous in that
scene; but the particular shade of blue
used caught and held the eye even
though one of the industry’s most at¬
tractive feminine stars was singing in
the immediate foreground.
In checking these and innumerable
similar details, the services of an alert
operative cameraman are invaluable to
both director and cinematographer. The
director is usually busy with the prin¬
cipals. The director of photography is
equally busy with his gaffer, arranging
the lighting, etc. But the operator sits
there with his eye glued to the finder—
and if that eye is really alert he can
often detect such flaws before either
director or cinematographer have a
chance to notice them. Therefore, while
the operative is usually classed as the
cinematographer’s right-hand man, he
can be fully as valuable to the director,
too.
Even when the director and the cine¬
matographer exercise the utmost cau¬
tion to avoid compositional conflicts
between foreground and background
action, checking the scene through the
finder during a rehearsal should reveal
any errors and lead to their correction.

SHARPS’ CHARTS
(Continued from Page 737)

tints and the grey used for over-print¬
ing. This provides a wide range for
scenic and pack design and a good
guide in matching natural colors. Colors
other than those shown can be supplied
to order and made up in similar
fashion.
Printed alongside the Grey Scale is
a table showing the equivalent grey
obtained by transmitting color via an
image-orthicon or a photo-conductive
television tube, or after photographic
recording on any of the standard nega¬
tive films.
Each color patch was checked in
both artificial light (TV 2850°K, films
3150°K) and daylight (TV 6000°K,
films 6500°K). The transmissions and
photography took place with the grey
scale and colors together, so that ade¬
quate controls were available. It is
emphasized, however, that the results
given in the Color Conversion Table are
intended to be a general guide and the
method of evaluating other colors is
detailed.
The color cards fit within a folder
carrying the grey scale and conversion
table and the whole slips neatly into a
strong plastic wallet.
Sharps’ Color Chart & Grey scale is
available in the l nited States from
Camera
Equipment
Company,
New
York City.
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LIGHT REFLECTIONS
(Continued from Page 728)

glass in front presented no lighting prob¬
lem) we were now in position to utilize
bounce (reflected) light to produce the
photographic effect we sought.
How this was done, in the case of
photographing the new Philco light¬
weight portable TV set, is illustrated in
the photo at top of page 728. A frame¬
work was covered with a large sheet of
heavy white paper and set up about six
feet in front of the subject being photo¬
graphed. A spotlight, to right of subject
but out of camera range, was directed
upon it and its light thus reflected to the
TV set. Later, we used a panel of ply¬
wood painted white instead of the white
paper. Both mediums gave us a quality
of lighting, soft and diffused, which
greatly enhanced detail of control knobs
and ornamentation on the sets, giving
them dimension, form and separation
from the background. And the tube sur¬
faces — which formerly had posed our
biggest problem—were especially com¬
plimented by the combination of surfacfe
treatment and bounce light.
Of course, much of this may not be
new to some industrial film photogra¬
phers; but for us, the problem had to be
solved the hard way—by trial and error,
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idual shots but in whole sequences.
Just as you have already created visual
sequences, you now have to build se¬
quences in sound. It depends on you
and your material whether you feel a
beach sequence is better accompanied
by appropriate holiday music, by lap¬
ping waves, shouting children, a dis¬
tant radio, and seagulls, or by a com¬
bination of music and effects together.
(Be warned, though—this is the most
difficult of the three, and unless you're
very experienced in track laying, it
can easily become an unhappy and
meaningless muddle.)

San Francisco 23, Calif.

If you plan your balance of effects
and music in detail before you work
out your commentary, you'll be free to
let your speech fall over the top of eith¬
er. Effects and music both drop natur¬
ally behind the commentator’s voice
during dubbing, and are equally accept¬
able at this level.
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MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES
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Photography, Studio and
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Titling and Animation

So at this stage concentrate on get¬
ting the most out of your accompani¬
ments. Just as you’re free to underline
and explore the atmosphere of the loc¬
ation you’re showing with judicious
sound effects, so you can use music to
comment. Don’t be content to rely on
the usual musical cliches. Try to balance aptness with originality.
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Processing
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world-famous Camera manufacturers as
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One of my most successful experi¬
ments was to accompany underwater
fishing scenes with a clarinet blues num¬
ber. stressed by an echo provided by
the balance engineer in recording. In
the same film I tried to point up the
contrast between the Mediterranean loc¬
ations and the visiting tourists by using
sophisticated jazz over conventional
shots of an excursion around Tuscany.
This. I must admit, didn’t come off; but
I think the fault was in my choice of
visuals rather than music. If all the
scenes had been deliberate picture post¬
card shots, the stylization of the se¬
quence might have carried it through.
In my latest travel film, shot in Cor¬
sica and Sardinia, I hope to balance
the music with long sequences of nat¬
ural effects—the roar of a plane, the
purr of a car, the popping engine of
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a tiny fishing boat, etc.—which will
introduce and sign off their appropriate
sequences and kill the silence behind
the commentator, who will have more
information to give in these scenes than
in most of the others.

“Oivi Fitwtme Pnemm
gim m tkeaieJi-qmlUy
(twinge aulmiUically*-FREES US FOR OTHER WORK”

Remember that your commentator’s
job is, quite simply, to give informa¬
tion, not to repeat what audiences can
already see for themselves, nor to add
facetious remarks. Consult your notes
again, and decide how much of the in¬
formation you’ve collected is really val¬
uable in relation to the edited visuals.
Prepare everything you need in its most
concise form, checking and, where nec¬
essary, rephrasing with aid of a stop¬
watch. The less your commentator has
to say, the better your film is likely to
be, for most amateurs using sound tend
to keep up a non-stop flow of pointless
patter.

— says Leo Alexander
of Sports Film Labs, Inc.

When you’re satisfied that every
sound in your effects track, every phrase
in your music track, and every word
in your commentary is doing a worth¬
while job, you're ready to dub. These
three tracks can add a new dimension
to your travel film; so give them the
time and attention they deserve.

ANOTHER SEQUENCE
(Continued from Page 731)

my plans. To say the least, this would
be both impractical and expensive.
Nevertheless 1 never gave up the
idea, always hoping that something
would turn up to make the project fea¬
sible. And then fate took a hand. Late
in July I happened to be downtown
in the vicinity of the newspaper office.
There was nothing pressing at the mo¬
ment, so I casually dropped into the
photography department. I asked one
of the staff men, George Cocaine, if I
could ride around with him that after¬
noon in his two-way-radio-equipped car,
adding that I felt this was the day
something dramatic or tragic was to
occur to make big news.
George readily consented, and after
I loaded my Bolex H-16 camera and
gear into the car, we set out shortly
before noon on what was to be a rou¬
tine tour in search of news. George
had arranged to look at a new car that
was being readied for him at a local
dealer’s, so that was to be our first
stop. Enroute, I spotted three small
boys on a makeshift raft poling their
way around a small pond. This is it!
I thought. I called George’s attention
to the boys and he brought the car to
a stop. We got out and while George
made a series of shots of the boys on
the raft, I shot about 50 feet of Kodachrome aimed to show a press photog-

CONTROLLED PROCESSING
makes the difference!

^42,000 feet in one continuous 8 hour operation
with their new R-90 Processor, proved to Sports Film
Lab, Arlington, Mass., just how easy and economical
FILMLINE Processors are to operate. Simply-load the
machine, push button, and walk away. Immediately
... Controlled Processing takes over. The exclusive
Overdrive FILM Transport System* prevents film
breaks, scratches and static marks. Film Footage
remains constant in all tanks at all times assuring
consistent development roll after roll. And Film¬
line’s Precision-Engineered “Temp-Guard” system
automatically provides proper heating and cooling
of all solutions. Choose from 14 standard models.
Stainless Steel construction, precision parts and
bearings. Long Life operation.

Illustrated: Model

R-15

16mm

Re¬

versal & Negative-Positive Processor.
Variable speeds to 1200 ft. per hr.
from $2995.00 Mfrs. List Price Sub¬
ject to Change.

Recent Filmline Installations:
•

Atomic Energy Comm. • Du Pont

•

G.E.

•

United Aircraft • U.S.N. Research

Lab.

•

•

I.B.M.

•

U.S. Senate

Union Carbide
•

U.N.

•

U.S.

Treasury • U.S. Signal Corps. • Pratt
Whitney • McDonnell Aircraft.
*Pat. Pending

DEPT.

AN-57

filmline corp.,

FJImliMiG

MILFORD,

‘

FLORIDA

CONI

STAGE

AND

STUDIO
2835 N.W.
MIAMI,

RENTALS

LIGHTING
35th STREET
FLORIDA

II

MOLE-RICHARDSON

i!

BARDWELL-McALISTER

DAY: NE 4-3475
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ARE YOU
sitting up with a
sick friend?
(We mean film)
The right doctor
can do wonders.
Let's have a consultation.
Why postpone an
operation that will bring
Smiles instead of Tears?
Phone, wire or write

RAY MERCER & CO.
4241

8MM &

*

\ j

We had gone about five miles when
I casually looked up at the clear blue
sky and observed that there weren’t
any flying saucers to be seen. “Only
a couple of jets,’’ I said.
As if on cue, the bell on the mobile
telephone rang. George casually picked

up the receiver and after listening a
moment he turned to me with a strange
look in his eyes and called me some¬
thing unprintable. “How psychic can
you get!” he added.
“A jet plane just crashed in the
heart of the residential district of Wor¬
cester,” he announced grimly as he
swung the car around and headed
back toward town.
In less time that it takes to tell, we
were at the scene of the crash. I had
gotten my camera out. set the lens at
f/6.3, and given the motor spring a
last-minute wind. The moment we park¬
ed, I was out of the car and making
shots of George as he hustled out on
the other side, camera in hand, and
headed for the smoking ruin of the
crashed plane. In all, I shot about 40
feet of Kodachrome, which pictured a
press photographer shooting stills of a
dramatic on-the-spot news story—exact¬
ly as 1 had visualized and written the
added sequence for my script!

Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

i

rapher at work shooting a human in¬
terest story.
We proceeded from here to the car
dealer s showroom and after looking
over the new car, George said our next
stop would be to pick up a woman re¬
porter and her assistant, and from there
we would drive to a place outside of
town on a feature story for the wo¬
men’s page of the Sunday Telegram.
This delighted me because it meant I
would be able to shoot another on-thespot news story as it was happening—and more important, as the newspa¬
per's reporter and photographer were
recording it. We picked up the reporter
and her companion and headed the
car out of town.

*
i

16MM

i

Corrugated Paper "Sound-conditions” Room

BLACK and WHITE

%

*
i

\ |

f | s ■ iv •

HjBrj

reversal
processing
SPECIAL DELIVERY SERVICE ON
AN HOURLY MAILING SCHEDULE
All film processed by sensitometrically
computed gamma analysis
SPECIALIZED DEVELOPMENT GIVE'!
EASTMAN TRI-X and DuPONT 930 & 931
SEND FOR BROCHURE

fii-jIm: laboratories
DEPARTMENT 7 A

608 CENTER

ST. EXT., BRIDGEPORT, CONN

W/rat fabulous new
cement guarantees
to hold your
splices
permanently? . . ^1

1 0z. 40c

Vi Pt. $1.50

1 Pt. *2.50

Please include Postage with order.
writ* for fr*« tofnpf*.
Dealer Inquiries Invited

FLORMAN
68

748

W 45th

&

BABB,INC.

St, N.Y. 36, N. Y. MU

2-2928
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Corrugated

paper

tones

up

room.

Sheets of corrugated board improve
tone and cut down barreling of sound
as camera crew makes sound-on-film
recording for .WRCV-TV telecast in
office of David H. Harshaw, president
of John B. Stetson Company, Phila¬
delphia hat manufacturer.
Recording
was one of number made of Phila¬
delphia area company presidents in
connection with National Broadcasting
Company Know - Your - Schools cam¬
paign When film crew reported walD

November.

1957

and floor of his office were too hard for
good sound-on-film quality, President
Bryant W. Langston of Samuel M.
Langston Company, Camden, N. J.,
manufacturers of corrugated container
machinery, thought first of corrugated,
a product made on Langston machinery.
Lengths of single faced corrugated,
placed on edge around office, success¬
fully cut down reverberations. Camera
crew was from Photo-Arts Productions,
Inc., Philadelphia. — Photo Courtesy
Samuel M. Langston Company.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

FILMLINE

(Continued from Page 733)

more than 25.000 Colortran outfits
(packaged units including converters)
in use bv Hollywood studios, by tele¬
vision. educational, industrial, and docu¬
mentary film producers, and the many
divisions of the U. S. Armed Forces.
The equipment has been successfully
used in filming sequences in remote
world corners for Cinerama productions.
Twenty Colortran kits were used to aug¬
ment other lighting for special scenes
for the Ten Commandments. Numerous
television film shows, such as Wild Bill
Hickock. Silent Service, Annapolis Story,
and West Point Story regularly employ
Colortrans on location. In many cases
it is a choice of lighting remote and
often difficult interiors with this equip¬
ment or not filming at all.
The addition of the Masterlite, cam¬
eramen say, now' makes the equipment
adequate for any remote location film¬
ing requirement, and exceptionally suit¬
ed to many otherwise impossible location
situations.

Skin tone and facial detail, both of
which can be enhanced by proper light¬
ing, are often as necessary as dialogue
in telling a story on color television.

MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from IV2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
*

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes

•

•

Self-Contained Plumbing

Filtered Air Supply

•

Cantilever Construction

•

Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•

Ball Bearing Gearbox

•

Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Other models available. Write for literature.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

MISSILE TRACKING^

(Continued from Page 718)

• Bob

40"

CAMERA

LENS

FOCUSING

MOUNT

OPTICS FOR THE JET AGE
from BURKE & JAMES
Developed for the Missiles System Div. of
Raytheon Mfg. Co., from their design data com¬
plete with 40" F/8 telephoto coated lens in
helical focusing mount for Eyemo 35mm
Camera with reflex focusing viewer, boresighted
and
collimated.
Used
with
10X
Prismatic Telescope Viewfinder — Collimated
with camera and lens. Colored reticle showing
film area permits tracking and leading image
into picture frame.

FREE CATALOG

• Lothrop

f/8

TELE
HELICAL

"Russell Hayden Presents”*
Hayden Prods.).
Oliver Drake,

Weiler,

(Russell
director.

120 Pages Of
Photo Equipment

Guthrie,
ASC, "Fort Massacre”
(CinemaScope & Color: Miriscli, Inc. for UA
release) with Joel McCrea and Susan Cabot.
Joseph Newman, director.
• Carl

ASC, “The Fantastic Pup¬
pet People” (American International Pic¬
tures) with John Agar and June Kenney.
Bert I. Gordon, director.
• Ernest Laszlo,

ASC, “I Was a Teenage
Frankenstein” (American International Pic¬
tures) with Whit Bissell and Phyllis Coates.
Herbert Strock, director.

the
Arthur

of

Perinal. “Tom Thumb” (Galaxy
Piets. Prod.; shooting in England) with Russ
Tamblyn and Terry Thomas, George Pal,
director.
• George

• George Folsey, ASC, “Bay t h e Moon”
with Jose Ferrer and Gena Rowlands. Jose
Ferrer, director.

• Lathrop Worth.

“Lost and Lonely”
(Bon Aire Studios: shooting in Alabama)
with Ken Clayton and Barbara Wilson. Frank
Meyers, director.

“Greatest Lens Offerings!
“Cameras— Regular, Indus¬
trial & Scientific! “Enlargers
—Solar Etc! “Lighting—Pro¬
fessional—Strobe Etc! “Ac¬
cessories- 1 X'rite to:

Rotunno, “Anna of Brooklyn”
(Circeo Cinematografica for RKO release;
shooting in Rome) with Gina Lollobrigida
and Vittoria DeSica. Reginald Denham, di¬
rector.
• Giuseppe

★

FOR THE

FIRST TIME

• Aldo Tonti. “Fortunella”
(DeLaurentiis
Prods, for RKO Release: shooting in Rome)
with Giulietta Masina and Paul Douglas. Ed¬
uardo De Filippo, director.

PECIAL PURCHASE

LINKLETTER

BRAND NEW4*

HOLMES 35mM

PLAYHOUSE

Stensvold. ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny”* with Art Linkletter. Irv Atkins, direc¬
tor; “Ranch Party”* (Atkins-Gilbert Prod.)
Irv Atkins, director.
• Alan

KEYWEST STUDIOS
• Leonard
Claremont,
“The
Book
of
Israel” (Family Films), with Robert Shayne
and Joan Woodbury. Edward Dew, director.

Bearing 35 mm.
rtable Sound Projectors
constont speed motors, 1000 watt Mazda lamphouses, 2000' upper ond lower magazines,
photocells, exciter lomps, etc. (Brand New).
2 —Series 1 4“ lensos, with adopters (New).
1 — Set projector, photocell ond exciter lamp
cables (New). I—Amplifier, late model, 25/30
wott output (Rebuilt like New). I—Jensen Heavy
Duty 1 2
PM speaker, with baffle and 75 feet
cable guaranteed same as new.

★star cinema supplyco.

MOTION PICTURE

CENTER

KTTV STUDIOS

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Walter Winchell Show,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Walter
Winchell. Various directors.
• Robert
de
Grasse,
ASC, “Eve Arden
Show,”* (Westhaven, Inc.) with Eve Arden.
S. Berns, director.
• Sid
Hickox,
ASC,
“Date
with
the
Angels,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
F. De Cordova, director; “December Bride,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and
Frances Rafferty. Fred de Cordova, director;
Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz. Jerry Thorpe,
director.

• Robert Pittack, ASC,
ian,” *
(Desilu
Prods.).
director.

“The Californ¬
Byron Haskin,

• Howard Schwartz, “Wyatt Earp,” * (De¬
silu Prods.)
with Hugh O’Brian. Frank
MacDonald, director.
• William Skall, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s,” * (Brennan Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

Phil

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
George Archainbaud and Anton Leader, di¬
rectors.

• Joseph
Biroc, ASC, “Underwater War¬
rior” (CinemaScope; Ivan Tors Prod.), with
Dan Dailey and Claire Kelly. Andrew Martin,
director.

• Joe Novak, ASC, “Official Detective”*
(Desilu Prods.) Lee Sholem, director; “Meet
McGraw”* (Desilu Prods.) with Frank Lovejoy. Various directors.

• Stuart

Thompson,

ASC, “Lassie”*

• Henry Cronjager, “Sheriff of Cochise,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Harve
Foster and P. Gilfoyle, directors.

Ford, director.

621 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

• Robert Bronner, ASC, “The Sheepman,”
with Glenn Ford and Shirley MacLaine.
George Marshall, director: “The Thin Man.” *
Oscar Rudolph, director.

$190 Special Purpose
600 FOOT
CONVERSION FOR
AURICON
CINE-VOICE
Take-up is in camera on 100ft. reel. Used on horse race
tracks and other applications
where 100-ft. or less is ta¬
ken, then processed.
Regular

conversion

with

600-ft. takeup . $295.00
GREAT
12037
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ASC, “Best
Enders Prods.).

Worth.

Post,”*
(Robert
Hiller, director.

• Ted & Vincent Saizis,

60th ANNIVERSARY

I

Robert Surtees, ASC, “Merry Andrew,”
(CinemaScope & Metrocolor) with Danny
Kaye and Pier Angeli. Michael Kidd, director.
•

INDEPENDENT

LAKES
Grand

MOTION
River

Ave.,

PICTURE
Detroit

SERVICE
4,

Mich.
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PARAMOUNT

• Harold Marzoratt. ASC, “Mock Trial.”
with Dean Jones and Joan O'Brien. David
Friedkin, director.

• Robert Burks, ASC, “From Amongst the
Dead” (VistaVision; shooting in San Fran¬
cisco), with James Stewart and Kim Novak.
Alfred Hitchcock, director.

• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC. “Gigi,” (shoot¬
ing in France) with Maurice Chevalier and
Leslie Caron. Vincente Minnelli, director.

• Loyal
Griggs,
ASC, “The Buccaneer,”
with Yiil Brynner, Charlton Heston and Inger
Stevens. Anthony Quinn, director.

• Lester Shorr, ASC, “Union Pacific,” *
(Calif. National Prods.).
Sobey Martin,
director.

• Ray
June,
ASC, “Houseboat,” (Vistavision) with Cary Grant and Sophia Loren.
Mel Shavelson, director.

• William Spencer Jr., “Northwest Pas¬
sage.” * J. Tourneur, director; “The Thin
Man.” * Oscar Rudolph, director.

• H. Boggs. “St. Louis Blues” (VistaVision)
with Nat “King” Cole and Eartha Kitt. Allen
Reisner, director.

©
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• George

ASC, “Sally”* (CaulJoan Caulfield. William

Clemens,

ross Prods.) with
Asher, director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
•

William

Bradford,

er * (Revue Prods.),
John English, director.

ASC, “State Troop¬
with Rod Cameron.

Crosby, ASC, “The Court of Last
Resort.” * (Walden Prods.) Various directors.
• Floyd

• Harry Neumann, ASC, “The Court Re¬
sort * (Walden Prods.) with Lyle Bettger.
Various directors.

PRODUCTION

CENTER,

New York

Hartzband, “Decoy”*
(Pyramid
with Beverly Garland. Ted Sills, di¬

• Morris

Prods.)
rector.

REPUBLIC

• Edward
Colman,
ASC,
“Dragnet,”*
(Mark VII Prods.) with Jack Webb and
Ben Alexander. Jack Webb, director.
• Herb
Kirkpatrick,
“Wagon
(Revue Prods.). Various directors.

Train” *

A new boon for the Cameraman in-a-hurry!

CECO’S NEW

• Jack Marta,
Joy Ride'
(Coronado
Prods.) with Gene Evans and Scott Marlowe.
William Witney, director.
Russell, ASC, “Jane Wyman Thea¬

tre"* (Revue Prods.) with Jane Wyman. A1
Miner, director; “Schlitz Playhouse of Stars”*
(Revue Prods.) Various directors; “Uncle
Bentley * (Revue Prods.) Jerry Hopper, di¬
rector; “Bachelor Father”*
(Bachelor
Prods.) with John Forsythe. Jerry Hopper,
director; “Leave it to Beaver”* (Gomalco
Prods.) Norman Tokar, director.

rigid,

stable

perform¬

• William Sickner, ASC, “Bachelor Fath¬
er"* (Bachelor Prods.) with John Forsythe.
Jerry Hopper, director; “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) Norman Tokar. director.

MOST IMPORTANT

— these dollies are

ance; but collapses into compact shape

engineered with the optimum weight rigidity

for easy transporting.

and

For use with

either professional or semi-professional
tripods.

Tripod is easily attached to

dolly with yoke clamps.

Dolly con¬

struction consists of high tensile strength
aluminum castings and chrome plated

• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “The Millionaire”*
(Don Fedderson Prods.) James Sheldon, direc¬
tor: “M Squad”* (Revue Prods.) B. Garard,
director;
"Restless Gun”*
(Window-GIenn
Prods.)
Various directors;
“Heinz Studio
57 * (Revue Prods.) B. Garard, di“Suspicion”* (Revue Prods.) B. Garard, di¬
rector.

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

The Junior weighs 15 Vi lbs.— The Senior weighs 18 pounds.
Designed for

• John

3-WHEEL LIGHTWEIGHT

tubing.

Ball

bearing, locking, rubber

tired casters have indexing device spaced
to 120° for straightline direction.

dependable

models

.

.

.

performance.

judge

their

See

these

outstanding

value.

Dimensions of 3-wheel “Junior” Dolly:
Overall collapsed size 8V2"xl2"x27V2"
Distance

between

position

tripod

receptacles,

34’/2"—Tube diameter

diameter 4"—Price:

open

1"—Wheel

$99.50

Dimensions of 3-wheel “Senior” Dolly:
Overall collapsed size 91A”xl 11A"x29t/2"
Distance

between

position

tripod

receptacles,

39"—Tube diameter

diameter 5"—Price:

open

1 '/2 "—Wheel

$150.00

C. ZUCKIR

(7flm€Rfl €ouipm€iiT(ojnc
Dept. A

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents”* (Revue Prods.) Various directors;
“General Electric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)
Robert
Sinclair,
director;
“Jane
Wyman
Theatre”* (Revue Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
A1 Miner, director.

31S West 43rd St.,

JUdson 6-1420

New York 36, N. Y.

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro and Victor
16mm projectors at synchronous
speed.

• Mack Stengler, ASC, “General Electric
1 heatre * (Revue Prods.) James Nielsen, di¬
rector; “Suspicion”* (Revue Prods.) Edward
Ludwig, director; “The Millionaire”* (Don
Fedderson Prods.) A1 Green, director: “Jane
Wyman Theatre”* (Revue Prods.) with Jane
Wyman. A1 Miner, director.

Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

• Ellsworth Fredricks. ASC, “Suspicion”*
(Revue Prods.) James Nielsen, director: “Al¬
fred Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue Prods.)
Don Taylor, director.

and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

• Kenneth Peach. ASC, “The Millionaire”*
(Don Fedderson Prods.)
Bud Springsteen,
director.

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector

Immediate Delivery!

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,
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smooth,
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Write for more details and prices.

763 ioth Ave., n.y., n.y., piaza 7-3511
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Rennahan, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents”*
(Revue Prods.)
Paul Henreid,
director; “Heinz Studio 57” (Revue Prods.)
Bruce Humberstone. director; “The Million¬
aire”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) Gerald May¬
er, director;
“General Electric Theatre”*
(Revue Prods.) Hershel Dougherty, director.
• Ray

HAL ROACH

with

• Paul

Ivano,

John Nesbitt.

Gale

Storm.

Wm.

“Telephone Time,” *
Various directors.

Seiter,

with

RKO-PATHE

ASC, “Mr. Adams and
Eve”*
(Bridget Prods.), with Ida Lupino
and Howard Duff. Richard Kinon, director;
“Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre” * (Four
Star Prods.), with Dick Powell. John English,
director.
• George

Diskant,

• Guy
Roe,
ASC, “Trackdown,’’ *
(Four
Star
Prods.).
D.
MacDougall,
director;
“Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre,” * (Four
Star Prods.), with Dick Powell. Robert Florey,
directoi.

20TH

• Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Hell Bent Kid”
(CinemaScope 55 & Color), with Don Murray
and Diane Varsi. Henry Hathaway, director.
Cortez,

com¬

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Twilight for the
Gods” (Color; shooting in Hawaii), with
Rock Hudson and Cyd Charisse.
Joseph
Pevney, director.
• Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Middle of the
Street” (CinemaScope & Color), with Audie
Murphy and Gia Scala. Jesse Hibbs, director.
• Russell Metty, ASC, “There’s a Time to
Love,” (CinemaScope & Color; shooting in
Germany) with John Gavin and Lisa Pulver.
Douglas Sirk, director.
• Arthur Arling, ASC, "This Happy Feel¬
ing” (CinemaScope & Color) with Debbie
Reynolds and Curt Jurgens. Blake Edwards,
director.

“Death Rides This Trail”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Will Rogers Jr.
and Maureen O’Sullivan. Charles Haas, direc¬
tor.
• Phil

Lathrop,

• William Snyder, ASC, “If I Should Die”
(CinemaScope) with Jeffrey Hunter and Jo¬
anna Moore. Richard Carlson, director.
• Clark Ramsey. ASC, DuPont commercial*
Virgil Vogel: director; American Products
commercial* Gordon Minter, director.

CENTURY FOX

• Brydon Baker, “Cattle Empire” (CinemaScope Prod.), with Joel McCrea and Phyllis
Coates. Chas. Marquis Warren, director.

• Stanley

• Arthur
Feindel,
ASC, Plymouth
mercial.* Joe Swavely, director.

STUDIOS

• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm

Show,” *
director.

• Edwin Dupar, ASC, “Colt 45”* with Wayde
Preston. Allen Crosand, director.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

ASC, 2nd Unit, “South

Pacific.”

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Union Oil com¬
mercial* Jack Daniels, director; Post Sugarcrisp Fury commercial* Joseph Parker, direc¬
tor; “The Point of View” (U.S. Army short
shooting in Oklahoma) Jack Daniels, direc¬
tor.
• James Drought, Dow Chemical commer¬
cial* Jack Daniels, director; Kellogg commer¬
cial* Virgil Vogel, director; Camay commer¬
cial* Nathan Juran, director.

• Milton Krasner, ASC, “The Gift of Love”
WARNER BROS.

(CinemaScope & Color), with Robert Stack
and Lauren Bacall. Jean Negulesco, director.
• Hal
• Joseph. MacDoNALD, ASC, “The Young
Lions,’ (CinemaScope; shooting in France)
with Marlon Brando and Joan Woodward.
Edward Dmytryk, director.
Mellor,
ASC, “Singin’ Idol”
(CinemaScope) with Tony Sands and Lili
Gentle. Henry Ephron, director.
• William

• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “South Pacific,”
(Todd-AO & Color; with Rossano Brazzi and
Mitzi Gaynor. Joshua Logan, director.

ASC, “Onionhead,” with
Erin O’Brien.
Norman

Stradling, ASC, “Marjorie Morningstar,”
(WamerColor; shooting in New
York) with Gene Kelly and Natalie Wood.
Irving Rapper, director.
• Harry

•

• John Nickolaus, Jr., “Shadow of a Gun¬
man
(Regal films), with Charles Bronson
and Fintan Meyler. Gene Fowler, Jr., direc¬
tor.

Rosson,

Andy Griffith and
Taurog, director.

Peverell Marley, ASC, “Westbound” with

Randolph Scott and
Boetticher, director.

Virginia

Mayo.

Budd

Musuraca, ASC, “Too Much, Too
Soon” with Dorothy Malone and Errol Flynn.
Art Napoleon, director; “Maverick”* with
James Garner. Richard Bare, director.
• Nick

• Benj. Kline, ASC, “Gun Trap at Abilene”

• Leo Tover, ASC, “Fraulein,” (Cinema¬
Scope & Color; shooting in Germany) with
Mel Ferrer and Dana Wynter. Henry Koster,
director.
• Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “The Long, Hot
Summer” (CinemaScope & Deluxe color; Jer¬
ry Wald Prods.) with Paul Newman and
Joanne Woodward. Martin Ritt, director.
• Charles Clarke. ASC, “The Townsend
Harris Story” (Cinemascope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in Japan) with John Wayne. John
Huston, director.
• John Nickolaus, Jr. “Thunderjet” (Re¬
gal Films) with Rex Reason and Willard
Parker. Helmut Dantine, director.
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(Vogue Prods.) with George Montgomery and
Neville Brand. Fred Sears, director.
Stine, ASC, “Sugarfoot”*
with
Will Hutchins. Pete Adrion, director; “Mave¬
rick”* with James Garner. Leslie Martinson,
director.
• Harold

• Carl Berger. ASC, “Cheyenne”* with Clint
Walker. Douglas Hayes, director; “Maverick”*
with James Garner. Pete Adrion, director.
• William Whitley, ASC, “Colt 45”* with
Wayde Preston. Edward Bernds, director;
“Cheyenne”*
with Clint Walker.
Douglas
Hayes, director.
• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Sugarfoot”* with
Will Hutchins. Pete Adrion, director.
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• Frank Phillips, “Colt 45”* with Wayde
Preston. Walter Grauman, directoi ; “Mave¬
rick”* with James Garner. Douglas Hayes,
director.

• H. F. Koenekamp, ASC, Willys Jeep com¬
mercial* Dave Monahan, director. Chevrolet
commercial*
• Arthur Feindel. ASC, American Wave Set
commercial* Gordon Minter, director; Kaiser
Aluminum commercial* Dave Monahan, di¬
rector.
• Wesley Anderson, Kaiser Aluminum com¬
mercial* Dave Monahan, director.

ZIV STUDIOS
Jacobson,
“Harbormaster”*
(shooting in Rockport, Mass.), with Barry
Sullivan. Various directors.
• George

CAMERAMEN HONORED
(Continued from Page 734)

honored at the initial Festival were simi¬
larly honored again this year. They are
Arthur Edeson, Lee Garntes, and Charles
Rosher—each of whom received a spe¬
cial double-award Medal of Honor.
One of the most significant things
about the Eastman House awards is the
fact they are the first to retrospectively
honor the cinematographers on an equal
basis with the directors, the actresses
and actors. Those chosen by their col¬
leagues for this year’s Medal of Honor
awards rank among the best cinematog¬
raphers in the whole motion picture in¬
dustry.
William Daniels. A.S.C., is the master
cameraman whom Greta Garbo finally
insisted on having for all her films. He
photographed her first American pic¬
ture, “Torrent.’’ He was responsible for
the memorable pictorialism of “Bardeleys The Magnificient,” “Flesh And The
Devil.'' “Love,’’ “The Mysterious Lady,"’
“Wild Orchids,” “A Woman of Affairs.”
"The Kiss,” and "Romance.” Daniels
also photographed many of the films of
Norma Shearer and Joan Crawford dur¬
ing 1926-1930 period.
Veteran cameraman Arthur Edeson,
A.S.C., climaxed this period of picture
making with his unforgettable photog¬
raphy of “All Quiet On The Western
Front." He also shot such delightful pic¬
tures as "The Bat.” “The Patent Leather
Kid’ (with Richard Barthelmess), “The
Gorilla.” “In Old Arizona,” and the
spectacular "The Big Trail,” which
brought John V ayne to motion pictures.
George Folsey, A.S.C., filmed many of
the popular comedies of Coleen Moore,
such as "Orchids and Ermine.” “Naugh¬
ty But Nice,” and “Her Wild Oat.” He
is distinguished for his photography of
one of the first outstanding early dia-

PRECISION* SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

OPTICAL

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC
Model

800 RL, 16mm, 35mm and
tape NET PRICE $269.50

All

Pri ces F.O.B.

Factory,

UTICA

N. Y.

Motion Picture and Television

Lee Garmes, A.S.C., has been an out¬
standing cinematographer since 1918.
His association with director Joseph Von
Sternberg in photographing “Morocco,"
the first American film of Marlene Dietrich in which Gary Cooper was starred,
founded a new reputation for Garmes as
one of the most lyrical camera artists in
the country. Before “Morocco” he had
to his credit many noteworthy films in¬
cluding “Disraeli," “The Barker,” “The
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come.”
“The Garden of Allah.
“The Private
Life of Helen of Troy, and the mem¬
orable “The Grand Duchess and the
Waiter.”
James Wong Howe. A.S.C.. early es¬
tablished a unique style in black-andwhite photography that has endured to
this day. He contributed immensely to
the success of such hits as “Mantrap,”
“The Rough Riders.” “Sorrell And Son.”
and Lon Chaneys “Laugh Clown,
Laugh!" in which his masterful lighting
and composition did much to bring
Loretta \oung her first outstanding per¬
formance.

Industries

_

LAHUIlAI URlBd
BROOKLYN

AVENUE

starring
logue films, “The Letter,
Jeanne Eagles. “Applause,” directed by
Festival Chairman Rouben Mamoulian.
with Helen Morgan, was photographed
by Folsey as was “The Big Pond,’ fea¬
turing Maurice Chevalier, and “Laugh¬
ter” starring Frederic March.

(Continued on Page 755)
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Built to SMPTE Standards or your own speci¬
fications. Features chrome-plated steel base,
finest chrome steel slitting blades.

drum with needle bearings (surface can.
not damage film). Dimensions' 6" x 6"
x 8'/2AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt. 60 cycle
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty
Alnico V speaker; safety fused; pre¬
focused socket; pilot light; 6' heavy-duty
cord.

Sound track is read by placing it towa ds the operator and reading from
Right to Left. (May also be used from
Lett
to
Right!.
FEATURES:
Simple
threading;
SMPTE
Standard
machined
film tofers with oilless bearings; preci¬
sion ground shafts; polished stabilizer

Designers and

CUSTOM MADE
FILM SLITTER

Model 600 RL, 16mm and 35mm.
Net Price $195.00

Vi"

3,

N.

Y.

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

FROM
CAMERAS

ONE

SOURCE

LIGHTING

EDITING

MITCHELL

Mole Richardson

Moviolas • Rewinders

16mm

BardweH McAlister

Tobies • Splicers

35mm Standard

Colortran
Century

Viewers (CECO)

35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

Cable

BELL & HOWELL

Spider Boxes

GRIP E9UIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Stops • Apple Boxes

Bull Switches

Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

Scrims • Flags

Strong ARC-Trouper

ARRIFLEX

Gabo Stands

10 Amps 110V AC 5000W2000W-750W

16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

Complete grip equipment

CECO Cone Liles

SOUND EQUIPMENT

(shadowless lite)

Magnasync-magnetic Aim

Gator Clip Lites

Reeves Magicorder

ECLAIR CAMERETTE

Barn Doors

Mole Richardson Booms and

35mm •

Diffusers

Perambulators

16/35mm

Combination

Dimmers

AURICONS

Reflectors

all models single system

ZOOMAR 35mm

Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

Blimps • Tripods

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

FRANK

DOLLIES

C.

ZUCKER

(?nni€Rfl €c;>uipmsnT(ojnc.

Fearless Panoram
McAlister Crab

Dept. A

Platform • Western
3-Wheel Portable
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In Television, too...
Good cinematography has contributed

as much

to

the advancement of

television as any other factor. Today, the bulk of the important TV pro¬
gramming is on film, with more to come. For this reason discriminating
producers of TV films choose members of the American Society of Cin¬
ematographers to direct the photography of their pictures . . . More and
more, you see “ASC” after the names of the cinematographers who shoot
the industry’s best television films.
Hallmark
of Superior
Cinematography .

A
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MOVIOLA

(Continued from Page 753)

Peverell Marley, A.S.C., is a camera¬
man associated with the early successes
of Cecil B. De Mille. It was he who
photographed De Milles “Volga Boat¬
man.” “The King of Kings.” “The God¬
less Girl,” and “Dynamite.”
Hal Mohr, A.S.C., has the distinction
of having photographed the picture that,
more than any other, firmly established
talkies and changed the destiny of the
industry. That was A1 Jolson’s history¬
making “The Jazz Singer. " He was also
responsible for the outstanding photog¬
raphy in “Outward Bound.” “The Last
Performance,” “Broadway,” “The Last
Warning," and “Noah's Ark”-—a film
that is still being played.
Charles Rosher, A.S.C., long known
as “Mary Pickford’s cameraman,” has to
his credit many of the best films pro¬
duced during the period 1926 to 1931.
In addition to the Pickford pictures,
“Sparrow" and “My Best Girl,” he
(jointly with Karl Struss, A.S.C.) pho-
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tographed the exquisitely beautiful “Sun¬
rise,” which received the Academy
Award for the best photographed pic¬
ture of 1928. The “Oscars” awarded to
Rosher and Struss were the very first
given by the Academy for cinemato¬
graphic achievement. “Tempest” with
John Barrymore and “Atlantic44 with
Madeline Carroll were splendid exam¬
ples of American cinematography at its
best and typical of the superb artistry of
Charles Rosher.
Other winners of Eastman House
Medal of Honor awards, in addition to
the cameramen listed above, are:
Actresses Greta Garbo, Mary Pickford, Janet Gaynor, Lillian Gish, Gloria
Swanson. Clara Bow, Joan Crawford,
and Norma Shearer.
Actors Ronald
thelmess, Harold
Charles Chaplin,
Cooper, Ramon
Chevalier.

Colman,
Llovd.
Frederic
Novarro,

FILM EDITING
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BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
H8

Battery
Lens

and

Camera

Extension

Turret

Lever

Filter Slides
Handle

LOW-BUDGET TV SPOTS
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For

The Festival Committee is composed
of Rouben Mamoulian. Chairman; and
James Card, Bosley Crowther. Richard
Griffith. Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.. Jesse L.
Lasky, Walter Pidgeon, and Oscar N.
Solbert. The Festival is sponsored by the
George Eastman House, whose special
motion picture mission is to collect, pre¬
serve and by study evaluate the im¬
portant films of the past and their
makers.

the

i

Richard Barilliam Powell.
March. Gary
and Maurice

Screen Directors Cecil B. De Mille.
Frank Borzage. King Vidor. John Ford,
Frank Capra, Clarence Brown, Frank
Lloyd, and Joseph Von Sternberg.

of
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•

HI 6
Drive
Tubes
Third

cameras:
•

Time-Lapse

•'

Turret

Camera Base

Complete

Timer

Alignment

Factory

Stop
•

•

Gage
Turret

Lens Control

Parts

&

Service

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
VARIABLE

SHUTTER

FOR

H16

REFLEX

Write today for 1957 Illustrated Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421

Military Ave., Dept.

West Los Angeles 64,

A

Calif.

Phone GRanite 3-3227

SPLICE-O-FILM

(Continued from Page 724)

In 3 seconds a

recording of it through the Cine-Voice
amplifier.
In lighting the set-up. we used a
single No. 2 photoflood mounted high
and focused on the music stand. With
the lens at f/7, we made ten separate
takes of the same action and sound, with
1-foot dead intervals between takes for
editing purposes. In this way we pro¬
vided ten separate spots without involv¬
ing any printing costs.
For the second spot announcement, we
used the same recording of the orchestra
tuning up to open it while the camera
focused on a closeup of an oboe player
running the scales with his instrument
in concert with the orchestral tuneup.
Here again we had to fake the actual
playing of the instrument because of
musician’s Union restrictions. In com¬
posing the shot, we cut in extremely
close so that only the musician’s lips and
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perfect

scrape

within 1 /1 0,000
of an inch
Only
$99.50

J
AC

theHARWALDco
1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston, III.

•

Ph: DA 8-7070

FOR SALE

BELL & HOWELL
35mm to 16mm

Reduction Printer
Like New - Fully Guaranteed
Price Reasonable

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y.
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400-Foot
Conversion
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow - free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
lack in camera and
complete refinishing.

fingers on ihe oboe, his legs, and the
music stand appear in the scene. To give
the shot a dramatic note, a shadow of
the oboe was cast on the wall in the
background. This was achieved by plac¬
ing the key photospot in the center of
the set. near the camera, and another
and smaller spot some two feet above the
floor and focused on the subject to pro¬
duce the best side and shadow effect.
Camera was placed approximately 4 feet
from subject and the action shot at f/9
on 16mm Tri-X reversal film. Figure

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .

New Process Alters Vidfilm Sponsor I.D.

Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write

for

Pictures

and

Complete

“C” illustrates the physical set-up.
As with the first spot, the second was
also shot 10 times with 1-foot intervals
spacing the takes.
The finished, unedited films were pro¬
jected for directors of the Symphony So¬
ciety and the best spots selected for ac¬
tual TV transmission. In all, eight were
chosen; the films were then edited and
delivered to the client. Total elapsed
time from commencement of shooting to
delivery to client was approximately 72
hours.

Details

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055 Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas

S' Ready-Cdxiy 4K
U.

S.

Registered Trademark

HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time, frame count? etc.
A MUST FOR
EVERY¬
ONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.

NEW LOGOFILM process removes one sponsor’s identification from video films and replaces
it with that of another without need for costly labortory alteration of negative. Reproduc¬
tions above show typical transition of sponsor ID for the Groucho Marx show.

R

$2.00 Prepaid
(Delivered

in U.S.A.)

At your dealer, or ‘write—
READY-EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

Conn.

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
B 4 W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
EDGE NUMBERING
VACUUMATING
All work voporotod at no oxtra charge

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box 4425

Washington 17, D. C.

**like adding a sixth sense

...”

PAR ACCESSORIES ADD VERSATILITY to—
Cine Special, K-100, Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70
series, 200-TA &
N-9 Cameras; Bell &
Howell,
Houston & Depue Printers.

Alto optical engineering, devices A systems.

PAR Products €orp.
602 E. Colorado Ave.

•

Santa Monica, Calif.

•^rII’TER8

In World-(/did? Us?
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime, fog scenes-diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information moiled on

request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIG1MATOKS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0. Bex 46834, Hollywood, Calif.
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e-use of tv films by sponsors other
than the original is now possible,
thanks to a new process that removes
one sponsor's advertising or trademark
from the films and replaces it with that
of the new.
The process, known as Logofilm, is
the development of Filmcraft Produc¬
tions. the company that films “You Bet
Your Life,” starring Groucho Marx, for
NBC in Hollywood. Logofilm evolved
from a specific problem that arose when
this popular show found a ready re-run
market, providing that the original spon¬
sor’s identification could be replaced
with that of the new. In the case of
“You Bet Your Life,” sponsor identifi¬
cation appears frequently in scenes as
well as in titles.
Filmcraft set about to find a method
of altering sponsor identification in TV
films that would be less involved and
expensive than the conventional trav¬
eling matte process.
The exclusive and as yet secret Logofilm process is the result. According to
Filmcraft, this process makes it possible
to:
a) Remove any existing sponsor iden¬
tification, title of show, or trademarks
that appear either in titles or within
scenes of the show itself.
b) Replace sponsor identification or
any other identification with entirely’
new identification.
c) Enable a producer to film pro¬
grams without any identification so that
it may be added at any time to suit a
specific sponsor, product or market.
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d) Clean and sharpen the photo¬
graphic image.
e) Produce titles by a unique photo¬
graphic method that eliminates need for
hand-lettering title text.
The cost of the Logofilm process is
approximately one-half that of other
methods, according to Filmcraft. It was
successfully
employed
by
National
Broadcasting Company this summer for
removal as well as replacement of spon¬
sor identification in the 1957 re-run
series of “You Bet 'tour Life.” released
as “The Best of Groucho,” for the al¬
ternate sponsors, which are De SotoPlymouth and Creamy Prom.
The process has proved so successful
for NBC and these sponsors that it is
now being utilized in the current net¬
work series of “You Bet Your Life.”
which Filmcraft is continuing to film for
the eighth consecutive year.
Filmcraft states that the process is
available to other producers of TV films
so that any filmed video program may
expand its residual value through sec¬
ondary or alternate sponsorship for syn¬
dication or otherwise.

For color films produced for color TV
programming, the best lighting contrast
should be lower than that for the usual
theatrical motion picture. When the lu¬
minance range of such films is held
within a range that the TV system will
accept, the film image can be trans¬
mitted with best reproduction quality.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.
Text set in lightface capital letters Iexcept 1st word and advertiser's
name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text set in boldface
type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with
STUDIO
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35MM VALUES FOR OUR 32ND ANNIVERSARY
NEW CL-2 NEUMADE 35mm CLEANING MA¬
CHINES—200' capacity. $425.00 regularly.
SURPLUS .$ 295.00
(for conversion to 16/35mm add $50.00)
STEPHENS TRUSONIC WIRELESS MIKE OUTFIT.
Has 2 "invisible" concealed microphones,
power supply, transmitter, antenna & re¬
ceiver. $1500.00 value likenu .
995.00
MOVIOLA UDCS Composite 3’/, "x4" Picture
and Sound on caster stand, $1800.00 value,
excellent .
985.00
BLIMP FOR ARRIFLEX 35mm w/follow focus.. 1095.00
FAMOUS VISTARAMA ANAMORPHIC LENSES
for Mitchell,
Arriflex,
etc.
$5000 value,
make Cinemascope compatible pictures. 1000.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—non-magnetic, butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe
Model $69.50; Std. Model ..
59.50
HOUSTON 35mm N-35 PROCESSORS, negative/
positive. Include refrigeration, recirculation,
airpump,
temperature
control.
Speeds to
1200' per hour. Gov t paid $10,000. **Reconditioned $1995.00; Used . 1495.00
PETERSON MASSIVE ANIMATION STAND with
motorized zoom, air platen, all movements,
sliding celboard. $6,500 value, likenu. 3995.00
MOVIOLAS WITH 3" MAGNIFIED PICTURE,
automatic take-ups,
serviceable condition.
(add $125.00 for 3'/4"x4" viewing screen)
189.00
35mm MOVIOLAS, new condition.
289.00
DOLLY TRACK WITH CONNECTORS, 5', 10',
15' lengths, per ft...
4.95
with self-leveling screws, per ft.
5.95
NEW MAGNETIC PLAYBACK UNIT for Film
Phonographs,
w/preamplifier,
transformer
& mtg. bracket .
575.00
DEPUE AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROLS—almost
2/3 off price. Twin 75 screen.
695.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE OPTICAL RECORDING Sys¬
tems, complete with mixer, amplifier, 21000' magazines; syncmotors; mike, cables
& cases. Rebuilt, from . 5375.00
HEAVY
DUTY
35mm
LOOP ATTACHMENTS.
Ball bearing rollers. For elevators in lab
or sound recording. Cost $500.00 to build
195.00

TRADES TAKEN.

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19. Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124
WE’VE SOLD 60 EYEMOS ALREADY
BUT YOU CAN STILL BUY THEM AT 75% OFF LIST
WE DON’T UNLOAD THEM AS IS
— EACH IS GUARANTEED —
Bell & Howell Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider
turret motor mount, 2" H&H lens, 400"
magazine and drum type finder .$ 295.00
Trunks (Model A) for camera, lenses, etc.
14.95
Trunks (Model B) for camera, mags, lenses,
etc.
29.50
B&H 400' Magazines—plastic $29.95;
Metal
59.50
Trunks for 2 magazines .'.
14.95
Eyemo Motors 12, 24 or 115 volt. From ....
55.00
B&H
Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider turret,
3 lenses, motor & cable, 2 magazines, posi¬
tive finder, 3 objectives and trunk. ONLY
495.00

TRADES TAKEN

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable; SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street.. New York 19—Dept,
Western Branch—6331 Holl’d Blvd., Holly’d,
Phone HO 7-2124

fc
Calif.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1” lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
PRECISION

Magnetic
Erase -

Heads for Engineers
Record - Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
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rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th
of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

OUR 28th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1—28mm
Schneider
lens,
1—50mm
lens. Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 . 1250.00
SENSITESTER
35mm.
Value
Special .

1150.00

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar,
and
6"
f4.5
Telephoto
Xenar
Lenses,2-400' Magazines,Motor,Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod;
Carrying
Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special . 1150.00
1 BRUNT-MYER
BLIMP
for
Cine
Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, synchron¬
ous motor,
Astro erect-image viewfinder,
follow focus gears. Value $990.00. Special
625.00
35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.-.
285.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite galvanometer,
amplifier,
motor,
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines.
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed . 2,900.00
SCHOEN
PRINTER, sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute,- 12 adjustable light changes.- AC-DC
conversion unit. New .

899.00

35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition .
675.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
and Lamp BOOM. Special.
195.00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.—
95.00
SOLENOID STOP MOTION MOTORS, time con¬
trol for 16 or 35mm animation cameras....
165.00
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens.
235.00
5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS.
175.00
16mm Sound Cameras.
Auricon Pro Jr. 200
ft. magazine capacity. Also Cine Voice 100
ft. magazine.
Garantee BIG saving.
35mm 400 ft. Cineflex magazines.
Arriflex
adaptable. Value $165.00.
Price.
100.00
Olsen 5 KW 14" fresnell.
Heavy duty stand
with
rotating
barn doors.
Color frame.
Value, $561.00.
Special.
365.00
35mm WILLART OR PATHE professional cam¬
eras, 400 ft.
magazines,
studio models,
direct view through-lens focus.
Good for
animation, newsreel or experimental work.
Special .
195.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.

1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BVLD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

CONVERT your K-100 to motor driven 1200 ft. ca¬
pacity camera.
PROFESSIONAL
CINE
PRODUCTS,
6055 Ridgecrest. Dallas, Texas.
WE RENT AND SELL TV FILM PRODUCTION EQUIP
MENT. Colortran, McAlister, M-R, B-M lights, Pole
cats, Magnasync 400X, Eyemo 35 1200', Cine Voice
Arriflex
16.
Want
Cine
Specials,
Tripods,
etc
CENTURY CAMERA,
20 S. 7th St., Minneapolis
Minn. FE 8-5858.
MITCHELL
16mm—complete
and
perfect!
6
T-stop
Baltar lenses, 4-400 ft. magazines, 12v. and 220v.
motors,
finder,
matte-box,
tripods,
hi-hat,
filter
holders,
C-mount
lens
adapter,
cases.
Over
$7,000.00 when new.
Yours for $3,900.00.
BOX
1275.
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
16MM
ARRIFLEX
cameras
with
all
stock.
WESTEN’S, INC., 800 State,
California.

accessories
in
Santa Barbara,

ARRIFLEX
16mm,
Schneider
lenses,
16mm,
25mm,
75mm;
Kilfit 150mm case,
batteries,
matte box,
$1495.00
complete.
Used
less
than
3,000
ft.
THELANS CAMERA CENTER, 6731 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, California.

American Cinematographer
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PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

B&H 35mm STANDARD CAMERA #1139, prac¬
tically

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

ART
REEVES
$2,000.00.

STUDIO

.$2100.00
CONDENSERS
(pair)
14"
diameter. Good condition,- for both.
125.00
EKTAR 14" COMMERCIAL LENS in barrel.
New condition .
110.00
ANIMATION STAND 35mm with ACME CAM¬
ERA complete in every detail.
Full infor¬
mation on request.
MITCHELL THEODALITE CAMERA custom re
built—rackover,
stop
motion,
lens
and
magazines.
Excellent
for Television
ani¬
mation work.
Bargain.
950.00

BL

new

ENLARGING

ROTOSCOPE

REGISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT,

35mm custom
request.

built.

Full

information

on

LOUIS MEYER
6337 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywod 38, Calif.
HOIlywood 9-8209.
16MM PRODUCERS—CHECK THESE SPECIALS
IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT
ON
SOS
ACTION
VIEWERS—less than '/2 cost of competing
devices .$ 139.95
Original
Zoomar lens with coupled finder.
Dual range—17 to 53mm and 35 to 106mm.
Does work of 5 lenses. Originally $1800.00,
close out .
395.00
AURICON
RT DOUBLE SYSTEM VD Optical
Recorder, 1200' magazine, converted NR25D7 amplifier, mike and cables. $1000 or¬
iginally .
395.00
OLESEN 5KW SPOTS, heads only.
79.50
MITCHELL 16 WITH BLIMP; Folio-focus; 220V
3ph syncmotor; 4 Baltar lenses; large view¬
finder;
3-400'
mags.;
complete w/cases.
$7,500.00 value . 5995.00
B&H 70DA CAMERAS w/3
lenses,positive
finder,- objectives and case .
249.00
BEAUTIFUL MAURER 05 CAMERA, 2 mags,
2 motors, viewfinder, sunshade, trunk. 2495.00
NEW COLLAPSIBLE TRIPOD TRIANGLES with
tiedown clamps .
29.50
WESTERN
ELECTRIC
639
CARDIOD
Micro¬
phones, $236.00 value .-.$ 169.50
NEW 16MM GREEN MOVIOLA with rectan¬
gular picture .
395.00
NEW E-Z 8/16 FILM SPLICERS, non-magnetic,
butt splice .
34.95
MAURER MODEL E RECORDING SYSTEM. In¬
cludes Type 10 Recorder; V.D. galvanome¬
ter; 400' magazine; 4 pos. mixer; amplifier;
noise reduction; power supply,- voltage reg¬
ulator
cables and cases. $10,500 value. .. 5995.00
KINEVOX
4
POSITION
REMOTE
Amplifier
Mixer. $425.00 value, likenu .
249.50
DULLING SPRAY—SUBDUES HIGHLIGHTS from
shiny surfaces.
Wipes off clean
without
solvent 12 oz. can .
1.95
Dozen
lots .
1 .35

TRADES TAKEN.

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19. Dept, fc
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124
LATEST Arriflex 16, 400 ft. magazine, unused, $700.00.
Under list. Call Seattle, AD 1115.
AURICON
Pro-600,
variable
area
sound,
Auricon
amplifier,
cables,
microphone,
head phones,
K-P
lens,
16mm,
25mm
and
75mm,
turret,
hood,
Auricon parallax viewer, TV mattes, optical groundglass
focussing,
two
600-foot
magazines,
extra
zoom lens door, Auricon tripod and dolly, portable
power unit,
battery
and
charger,
camera
case.
This
equipment
is virtually new.
Price,
$3,345.
Write JOHN L. DOUGLAS AND ASSOCIATES, Rags¬
dale Bldg., Bradenton, Florida.
BELL & HOWELL Eyemo Q with 3 lens spider turret,
motor mount, Baltar 25mm f2.3, Eyemax, 2" f2.8,
TTH 4" f2.5, Eyemax 6" f4.5.
Prism focus, positive
turret viewfinder with 3 objectives,
handle and
strap, fitted case
two 400' magazines with fitted
case, $350.00. TRI CITY CAMERA EXCHANGE, 5952
W. Roosevelt Rd., Chicago, III.
AU. 7-1134.
PRIVATE Party must sell, RCA 400 Magnetic-Projector,
with two lenses, 2" and 3"; Bogen Record Player,
3 speed; Pentron mixing panel, 4 channels (6 inputs,
4 high for "mikes," 2 low for direct sound re¬
cording);
2
microphones,
with 50' cable,
extra
speaker 12" in separate cabinet, with 100' cable
on cordomatic reel. All highest professional quality,
guaranteed like new. Total value, $1250.00, all
for $595.00.
CARL E. HOUSTON, 613 Jones Bldg.,
Seattle 1, Washington.

(Continued on Next Page)
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16MM MORTON Sound
magazine
complete
WESTEN'S, INC., 800
fornio.

EQUIPMENT

camera 3 lens turret extra
with
3
lenses
$595.00.
Stote, Santo Barbara, Cali-

EYEMO Front Plates {A-4) complete with mechanism,
(shutter, intermittent, aperature plate, etc.) $10.50
ea. B&H Eyemo (AH) with 6" lens $85.00. Amplifiers,
sound recording, Wall or Cine Pro, used, as is
$40.00 ea.
Magazines B&H 400', used,
$40.00,
1000' $50.00.
Recording Galvanometer, Modulite,
variable density, $128.50. B&L Raytar f/2.3 40mm,
Wall Mount, $60.00.
Mitchell
16mm high speed
movement, new, $250.00. Cash with order, please.
JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

THIS STORE HAS CUSTOMERS GALORE
WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN
WE’LL GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE

Atkinson Laboratory, Inc. 716
ELSE

Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.

cameras.

Economically

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

315

York.

Bausch & Lomb . 741
Berndt-Bach, Inc. 699

WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE WORK
ON SMALL PRECENTAGE.
WIRE US - WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch^-6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
PILOT FILMS, amateur productions—adventure, travel,
documentary—wanted for TV. We agent or take on
contract. WORLD FILMS, INC., Box 38644, Holly¬
wood 38, California.

FOR SALE
Used
late
model
MAURER
priced. Write for details.

. 705

ALL ISSUES of the Journal of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers and the American Cinematograph¬
er prior to April, 1954. JAMES G. BARRICK, 1278
West 103 St., Cleveland 2, Ohio. State price asked.

Birns & Sawyer .

714

Brooks Camera . 702
Burke & James . 750
Byron Studios & Laboratory ..Back Cover
Camera Equipment Co. ..700, 71 5, 726
727, 745, 746, 749, 751,753, 755
Camera Mart, Inc.-. 717
Capital Film Laboratories .743, 744
Cinekad Engineering Co.745, 751
Coast Film Laboratories, Inc. 716
George W. Colburn Laboratory,

TRY FAB LAST
BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ADD a critical focus to any turret model Cine-Voice.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.

WE GUARANTEE our Cine-Voice 400
to give perfect wow-free sound.
CINE PRODUCTS.

foot conversion
PROFESSIONAL

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

Consolidated Film Industries . 695

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Dupont .Inside Front Cover

WANTED

Eastern Film Laboratories . 748

WANT Mitchell
35 camera or equiv.
with lenses,
blimp w/follow focus, single frame motor, tripod,
two 1000 ft. magazines, matte box, carrying cases.
Will sell or trade Auricon Super Pro 1200 w/o
sound on above.
CENTURY CAMERA, 20 W. 7th,
Minneapolis, Minn.
FE 8-5858.

ADD filter slot to any Auricon Cine-Voice or Pro.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Photographers services.
Producers let
us help cut your production cost in this area. We
cover the Eastern seacoast for all phases of mo¬
tion
picture
filming.
Finest
16-35mm
eguipment
used. Sound or silent. Complete aerial coverage
by plane or helicopter. Footage or complete film
from T.V. news to sports to scientific stop motion.
Footage supplied to N.B.C. coast to coast: WRCVTV; WPTZ-TV; State Police; local Government agen¬
cies
and
others.
Write-wire-phone.
Discount
to
advertising and travel agencies. MIRABELLO EN¬
TERPRISES, INC., Motion Picture Div., 15 Bustleton
Pike, Feasterville, Penna.
PRODUCTION Services Available at low-budget rates.
Specialty:
highly technical camera work. Ask for
ROLAB booklet. ROLAB STUDIOS, Sandy Hook, Con¬
necticut. Telephone: Garden 6-2466.

LABORATORY

&

SOUND

SOUND
RECORDING
at
a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

WESTERN CINE

SERVICE,

Denver 3, Colorado.

INC.
TAbor 5-2812

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-49*25.

Filmline Corp.

747

Florman & Babb .711,748
Jack Frost . 720

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

General Film Laboratory .

FRENCH CAMERAMAN, film editor, ex-war correspond¬
ent in
Indochina accepts dangerous assignments.
Box 1286, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
FLORIDA and this section of the world.
Any type
assignment—Production,
Shorts,
Commercials,
etc.
Color, B&W, Sound, Silent, 35mm, 16mm Mitchell
equipment
includes
Hi-Speed
Studio
focilities,
25'x40' stage.
28 years experience—14 years staff
RKO-Pathe.
I.A.T.S.E.
HOWARD WINNER,
11050
S.W. 80th Ave., Miami, Florida.
Phone: Mohawk
7-3127.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St.. N. Y. C.
Call Judson 6-2272.

JAPAN, KOREA, OKINAWA, FORMOSA, & FAR-EAST,
16-35 NEWS, DOCUMENTARY, PRODUCTION WORK.
THE
MOST EXPERIENCED & CAPABLE
NEWSREEL
TEAM IN ENTIRE FAR-EAST WITH U. S. DEPT. OF
DEFENSE ACCREDITATION: ZENIER BROS. TV NEWS
PRODUCTIONS, 385 2-CHOME, SENDAGAYA, SHIBUYA-KU,
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
CABLE
ADDRESS:
ZENIER TOKYO.

EUROPEAN
COVERAGE
undertaken
anywhere.
20
years experience, see International Almanac. Stock
shots
available.
JOHN
BYRD,
27
Arthur
Road,
London, S.W. 19, England.

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —Production —Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.
114 E. 8th Ave.,

Florida Stage & Studio Lighting .... 747

707

W. J. German, Inc. 725
Gevaert Co. of America, Inc. 703
Gordon Enterprises . 718
Great Lakes Motion Picture Service 750
The Harwald Company . 755
Hollywood Film Co. 735
Kinevox-Hallen

. 749

Kling Photo Corporation .

713

Lakeside Laboratory . 695
Magnasync Mfg. Company, Ltd. 721
Ray Mercer ....746, 748
Micro Record Corp. 740
Mitchell Camera Corp. 696
Mole-Richardson Company ...693, 694
Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc .... 742
Movielab Color Corp.

710

Moviola Mfg. Co.—. 755
National Carbon Co...Inside Back Cover

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

National Cine Equipment, Inc. 729
EXPERIENCED motion picture cameraman. Editing and
still photography experience desired but not essen¬
tial.
Excellent opportunity with growing producer
in the South. Write Box 1282, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

National Cine Laboratory . 756
Natural Lighting Corp.704, 740
PAR Products Corp.

756

Pellegrini-Piek . 746

WANTED

Precision Film Laboratories, Inc. 736
WHY SACRIFICE
your
production
and
struggle
with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1145 Broadway PLoza 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

ADVERTISERS—

Precision Laboratories .. 753
...

Cinematographer

your
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

Mitchell

758

N.

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

NATIONAL CINE
209 West 48th St.

product

to

can

how American
sell

more

advanced

of

movie

amateurs — the group that buys the

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL
B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT.

CAMERA EOUIPMENT COMPANY
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36,
CABLE: CINEQUIP

let us tell you

most and uses the most amateur cine

756

Charles Ross, Inc.

701

Scheibe Filters Company . 756
SOS Cinema Supply
Corp...708, 709, 719

American

Star Cinema Supply Co. 750

Cinematographer

1782 N. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York, N.Y.

American Cinematographer

Ready-Eddy .

equipment and films!

Y.

Eyemo

Professional Cine Products . 756

U. D .Photo Engineering . 742
Video Film Laboratories . 704
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“True lifelike qualities can only be achieved with arc
light. Its intensity and spread cannot be duplicated.
THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...
NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN.

1 be terms "National" attd "Union Carbide" are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation
NATIONAL

CARBON

Sales Offices: Atjanta. Chicago. Dallas. Kansas

COMPANY •

City.

Division of Union Carbide Corporation •

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.

Exacting
Color Specifications

. . . Highest Quality
Every Time

color-co

• true fidelity color duplicates which
go far beyond mere color balancing.
That’s because
quality control is the very
heart of byron’s exclusive
color-correct process . . .

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm arid 16mm negative for
16mm release.
For information and price list, write, phone or wire

Studios and Laboratory

,

1 226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7 D.C.

FEderal 3-4000

PRACTICALLY EVERY 16MM FILM PRODUCER IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE IS A CLIENT OF BYRON

DECEMBER

THE

MAGAZINE

Ift7his/sstte--'

OF

PICTURE

1957

PHOTOGRAPHY

• The Technique of Follow-focus
• Color From B&W Films For Television
• Ten Good Books of Cinematographic Knowledge

35c
FOREIGN 45c

“To deliver a lot of light where it is
needed most I use ‘NA1 IONAL’ carbons.”

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...
NOTHING

BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN.

The terms "National" and "Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY* Division of Union Carbide Corporation

•

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta. Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York. Pittsburgh. San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.

-r>
"Auricon Pro-600”
with Single-Lens "C” Mount,
Tele-Finder Objective, plus
Standard Auricon Finder.

"Auricon Pro-600”
with Critical Ground-Glass Focussing,
available on 3-Lens Turret Model.

Preferred by
PROFtSS/OMS..

EW

THE ALL

“AURICON PRO-GOO”

with FILMAGNETIC ,
16 mm sound-on-film

(OR OPTICAL SOUND-ON-FILM OPTIONAL)
Self-blimped for completely quiet studio operation. The whisper-quiet film flow
of The "Auricon Pro-600" is silent proof of precision design. Your sound-recording
microphone never picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!
600 ft. film Magazines with Auricon-Electromatic Take-up,
for 16 minutes of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
Synchronous Motor Drive for "Single-System" or
"Double-System" Recording.
$1,871.00 list.. .for Auricon Pro-600 "Double-System"
professional picture-camera with built-in features.
Also available at added cost is "Single-System"
equipment for Optical Sound-Track-On-Film, "C-mount"
Lenses, View-Finders, Film Magazines, 3-Lens Turret,
Critical Ground-Glass Focusing, Lens Sun-Shades,
Tele-Finders, etc...
Sold with 30 day money-back guarantee, you must
be satisfied!
Write for free illustrated "Auricon Pro-600" literature
and price schedule.

Hoiiyil

Auricon
A

PRODUCT

OF

BERNDT-BACH, INC
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Californii
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

CINE-VOICE n
$795.00 & up

PORTABLE POWER UNIT
$269.50 & up

TRIPOD

SUPER 1200

$406.25 3. up

$5667.00 & up

SOUND RECORDER
$3630.55 &

up

Mitchell Camera Films full color panoramic views of Roman Soldier sequence from the Bob Jones University Film, “Wine of Morning.''

UNIVERSITY MAKES FEATURE FILM
University Film Production Unit
Shoots Full-Length Motion Picture on Campus
In Greenville, South Carolina, Bob Jones University is demonstrating
a remarkable new trend in campus-produced films. This institution has
not only reduced filming costs, but has created professional theatrequality films, like the full-length, feature “Wine of Morning,” to equal
Hollywood’s best efforts.
These remarkable changes have been accomplished through the ap¬
plication of motion picture set techniques and the adoption of profes¬
sional equipment used by major motion picture studios. The leading
example of this development is seen in the increased use of the Mitchell
16mm Professional Camera, whose service-free operation and broad
range of use has materially cut the costs of campus film production.
Representative of film departments owning Mitchell Cameras are: Bob
Jones University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Moody Institute of
Science, and the Universities of California ... Mississippi... Southern
California... and Washington.
Complete information on Mitchell Cameras is available upon request
on your letterhead.

Camera instructions are given by Mrs. Katherine Stenholm,
Director of the Bob Jones University's film unit.

★ 85% of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell Camera.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: “MITCAMCO”

On the set of Pilate's Judgment Hall

University cameraman uses standard

the Mitchell Camera focuses on set de-

Hollywood studio 16mm Mitchell Camera

tails created by students.

for interior scene.

AMERICAN

16mm Color Motion Picture
16mm Color Internegative
Positive Printing and
Processing

Cinematographer
THE
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The Technique of Follow-Focus—By Joseph V. Mascelli

...

Color from B&W Films for Television—By Arthur Rowan
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788
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791
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792

Subway Filming Poses Problems in Lighting and Photography
-—By Daniel Darnul
Norwood Introduces New. Improved Exposure Meter
....

796
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Ten Good Books of Cinematographic Knowledge—By Frederick Foster

New7 Table-top Film Processor.799
Simple Animation Sells Playing Cards on TV—By John Forbes
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800
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802

AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHY
Now You Can Shoot Color Anywhere—By George If. Cushman
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-.766

Hollywood Bulletin Board.772
What’s New7 in Equipment, Accessories, Services.776
Photographic Assignments

-

782

Technical Questions and Answers.784

ON THE COVER
ON LOCATION in Colorado Rockies, shooting MGM’s “Saddle The Wind.'
starring Robert Taylor and Julie London, Director of Photography George
Folsey, A.S.C., takes a reflected light reading with his meter, holding hand
above meter cell to prevent bright sky light from unduly influencing reading.
Microphone at end of fishpole is being extended overhead, out of camera
range, to catch Robert Taylor’s dialogue. White cloth softens impact of
wind striking mike.—Photo by Jim Mannatt.
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Message To A Man
WITH SOMETHING TO SELL

Makers Of Films
PLEASE take a few moments
to run through this copy of
American Cinematographer.
Note the interesting number
of prominent business firms
now using it to sell their
products and services to those
in the motion picture indus¬
try, here and abroad.
As you turn the pages, note also

/P

the helpful and informative edi¬
torial content—a policy which for ij
more than 38 years has made
American Cinematographer one of
the most widely-read publications
devoted to motion picture photography and production.

And the reason for this
success is simply that Amer¬
ican Cinematographer pro¬
duces gratifying results for
advertisers, month after
month.
No

wonder

advertisers

more and

are

more

swinging

to

American Cinematographer, the
one

publication

in

the

motion

picture field that delivers more j
sales per unit of circulation than
any other, and at a cost far less
than that of any of the others.
If you have a product or serv¬
ice to sell those in the business
of producing motion pictures, if
you want your message to reach
more of the men who buy, in¬
clude American Cinematographer

in

your

1958

Advertising

Schedule.
SPACE RATES REMAIN
UNCHANGED FOR 1958.

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
The American Society of Cinematographer’s
Macazine of Motion Picture Photography
=3;-
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NEWS
Re Academy Awards—Despite fact
some dissatisfaction was voiced by cine¬
matographers last month following an¬
nouncement of Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences that its annual
awards for cinematography will hence¬
forth be cut from two to one, there will
be no change in the Academy’s deci¬
sion, at least for the 1957 awards.
Although cinematographers have sub¬
stantial representation on the Academy’s
hoard (two) the craft is not well repre¬
sented from membership standpoint.
Out of some 200 cinematographers in
Hollywood, less than 50 are members of
the Academy. There is growing opinion
that more substantial representation in
the Academy would command greater
consideration
for
the
photographic
phase of film production. Many cinema¬
tographers feel that the Academy’s de¬
cision to limit the annual awards for
cinematography to one tends not only
to lessen the importance of photography
to film production hut penalizes the
cameraman whose forte is black-andwhite photography.
The controversy has rekindled again
1 an often-discussed idea of the A.S.C.
establishing
an
important
annual
awards festival exclusively for cinema¬
tography in which evaluation of feature
film photography would be done by
qualified experts such as recognized in¬
ternational photographers, painters and
color experts.
Cameramen in general have not fav¬
ored the idea of the Academy whereby
the general membership (which in¬
volves people in almost every phase of
film production ) votes to select the best
photographed picture. In the present
system, it is pointed out. it is too easy
for Academy members faced with last
minute task of marking ballots for best
achievements in a wide range of cate¬
gories from acting to costuming to place
an X after a picture title without ever
having seen the picture, and only be¬
cause some associate suggested it. True
evaluation of photography, according
to cinematographers, can come only
from those who actually have seen the
pictures nominated and who are them¬
selves, by virtue of avocation, qualified
judges of photography.

•

•

•

The Cannes Film Festival has just is¬
sued a new ruling whereby each nation
will be permitted to enter only one fea¬
ture-length film and one short subject in
the 1958 Festival, which takes place in
December,

1957

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress . . .

Cannes next May.
Those nations which do not enter a
long feature may present two short sub¬
jects. Countries affected will be United
States, which had three entries in 1957,
and France, Italy, USSR, and Japan,
which had two each in the entry lists.
Decision is aimed toward reducing
number and length of screenings during
Festival.

•

•

•

Hal Roach Studio, long the bastion of
TV film production, will re-enter fea¬
ture film production in January, accord¬
ing to announcement by Hal Roach, Jr.
Twelve features, fully financed, are
scheduled. First to roll will be ‘"Pirate
Woman,” which goes before the camera
January 15th. Studio will continue its
present TV film activity.
•
e
e
Closeups without horizontal facial dis¬
tortion, which exist in some 35mm
anamorphic photography, is promised
by a new series of lenses developed by
Panavision, co-developers of the MGM
Camera 65. Utilizing radically new opti¬
cal principles, the lenses insure 35mm
anamorphic photography of superior
quality according to tests recently com¬
pleted at MGM studio for the forth¬
coming “Green Mansions.”
The lenses are single-focus controlled
and are available in a full range of fo¬
cal lengths, according to Panavision
president Robert E. Gottschalk.
•
•
©
Both Eastman and DuPont hiked prices
on several types of black-and-white neg¬
ative films December 1st. Films affected
are panchromatic and Tri-X in both
16mm and 35mm. in addition to dupli¬
cating and negative types. Increase is
the first on raw stock since 1939. Prices
on positive film remain unchanged.

•

•

•

Two types of dyes are necessary in a
color film—one to “see” the color, and
the other to record it, according to Ko¬
dak research scientists Dr. Edgar A.
MacWilliam and Dr. Kenneth Kennard.
They explain that the image dyes used
in the images of color products must be
as light-stable as possible and must be
produced only at the points in the pho¬
tograph corresponding to those in the
original of that color.
The sensitizing or “seeing” dyes help
extend the visability range of a given
emulsion by absorbing light and trans¬
ferring some of the absorbed energy to
(Continued on Page 770)

16 and 35mm
Release positive
makes
best in cinefilm

THE GEVAERT COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.

Quality Photographic Products Since 1894
Sales Offices & Warehouses at
321 West 54th Street
New York 19, New York

150 No. Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois

6370 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles 38. Calif.

9109 Sovereign Row
Dallas. Texas

In Canada: Gevaert (Canada) Limited
345 Adelaide St., West.Toronto.2-B, Ontario
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CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long - forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It’s just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
He rewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR* TRIPOD
TR11-CEC0 SMALL GYRO
TRIPOD features "controlled
action". Has two speeds—
slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting. Especially
recommended for 16mm
Mitchell, 16mm Maurer,
B&H Eyemo and similar
cameras. Weight, 19 lbs.
Precision construction, also
used as gear head. Crank
handles included.

The newest PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR Tripod with the removable
head — world standard of quality — brings you these
great, modern improvements:
Simplified camera attaching method with easily accessible
knob — Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle, and sockets for left, right or reverse tilt — Special
pan tension adjusting knob, independent of pan lock —
Cast in tie-down eyelets — Self-aligning double leg locking
knobs. This newest PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR still maintains its
world-famous precision workmanship at NO INCREASE IN

PRICE-

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS h ave cast
top flanges and upper leg portion
made of one-piece aluminum alloy
castings.
Lower legs are 1’/j"
seamless steel tubes, hard-chromed
legs slide easily and have tie-rods
to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up. Accepts “Balanced" TV head,
Mitchell, other similar Professional
Tripod heads.

$600.00 COMPLETE

TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD
used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control pan
& tilt action.

$150.00

$ 1 50.00

HEAD ONLY

$200.00

COMPLETE
WITH TRIPOD

$1 50.00
$200.00

ADJUSTABLE COLLAPSIBLE ALUMINUM TRIANGLE insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs. Prevents slipping and damage
to floors.
Model C (illustrated) $32.00
Model B

$1350.00

(less clamps)

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice

$26.00

fHl-CECO PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter
for extremely low-mount set¬
ups; also used for title stands
and permanent mountings.
Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads.

TH7-CEC0 BLIMP-TYPE GEARED
HEAD offers two-speed pan
and tilt—slow and fast. Pro¬
vides extreme tilts, can be
used as Freehead.
Super¬
smooth action, rugged con¬
struction. Ideal for use with
Mitchell BNC. Can be used
with
silent
cameras
with
bridge
plate.

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. No. 231 8910

SALES

'

SERVICE •

RENTALS

TR12-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬
ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts
all Professional Jr. Tripod Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures 26" extended from floor
to flange, 18" collapsed. Weight 7lbs.

TH2-CEC0 NEW "BALANCED" TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity adjustable, offers smooth
tilt with 360° pan action, perfect balance.
Quick relase handle locks in position. Has
tension adjustment, built-in spirit level and
telescoping extension pan handle. Camera
moveable on top plate to counter-balance
film load or long lenses.
Tripod for “BALANCED” TV Head

$140.00

FRANK

C.

HEAD ONLY

COMPLETE WITH TRIPOD

TH11-PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is similar in construction
to Ceco Balanced TV head.
Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other cameras.
Spring-load
tilt assures that camera will
return
to neutral
position
when lever is in unlocked
position. Built-in spirit level.

$285.00 HEAD ONLY
TH3-CEC0 MICRO WAVE RELAY BEA
REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabolc
up to 6-foot diameter. Withstanc
torques of 225 ft pounds in elevatic
and 150 ft pounds in azimuth. Env
ronpiental treated for extreme weathi
conditions.

TUCKER

(TflmsRfl €ouipm€nT(o.,mc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Big Leaguer or Beginner...
you help your Career with
ALUMINUM

Film

SPLIT APART REELS
Economically Priced

•

Equipment

Highest Quality

CECO Aluminum Split Apart Reels are a fast and in¬
expensive method of winding film from reels to cores,
or core to core and can be used for projection reels
without the necessity of having the film put on solid
reels. The core is threaded for quick locking, and a grip
is pressed into the flange wall to hold the plastic core.

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the
world’s finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—also an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their technical
problems. May we help you?

16MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

400'
1200'

$4.20
7.00

35MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

1000'

$6.90
MM16-AKG D-25 MICROPHONE
is dynamic cardioid type.
Eliminates wind and AC
hum. Excellent frequency re¬
sponse from 30 to 15,000
cps. Completely shock
mounted, light enough to be
used on microphone “fishpole'', weighs only 24
ounces.
Contains built-in
dialogue equalizer with
three steps to attenuate
progressively at 50 cycles.
A variety of models for
every specific need.

17-1/2 MM
Size

Price

400'
1200'

$4.70
7.50

$232.00

$259.50
SR4-PRECISI0N
LABORATORIES
OPTICAL
AND
MAGNETIC SOUND READER accepts both 16mm
and 35mm optical or magnetic film. Consists
of amplifier, head assembly and film trans¬
port. SR5-Set of collapsible rollers for use
with 17.5mm and ’A" tape. SR6-Similar, but
without magnetic head mount. Available with
either Optical or Magnetic sound only.

$22.00
El00-CECO DOUBLE ZIPPER CHANGING BAG Is
light-proof, large enough to accommodate
1000' 35mm magazines or 1200' 16mm
magazine. 34" x 48" black sateen outer
bag. Inner bag of heavy rubber fabric pro¬
vided with roomy sleeves having elastic light¬
tight wristlets.

CECO OUTDOOR REFLECTORS for re¬
flection of sunlight. Surfaced with
silvered reflection papers. In sizes
24" x 24", 30" x 30", 36" x 36",
and 48" x 48" for use with yoke
& stand. Scrims & Dots available.

o

$8.50

FC4-ECC0
"1500"
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR
permits cleaning and inspection of roll,
strip or movie film in one easy operation.
Consists of bakelite cleaning unit, woolfelt cleaning wicks, teflon idler rollers; also
a 10 oz. glass fluid unit guaranteed against
leakage. Valve controls flow of cleaning
fluid which is always visible. 16mm or
35mm model. $29.50

X101-CECO VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR with tach¬
ometer for CINE-KODAK SPECIAL. Speeds from
16 to 64 frames per second. Quick mounting,
no tools required. 1 2-volt or 1 10-volt opera¬
tion. Also available 110-volt Synch Motors
for Bolex, Mitchell, Bell & Howell & Eastman
Cine Kodak K-100 Cameras. Variable speed
motors with Tach for Mitchell & Bell & Howell
cameras.

and up

CECO SLATES. E67-MASONITE, 11"
x 14", with clapstick.
E68-12"
high, 1 1" wide, metal sliding num¬
bers, with clapstick. E69-131/2" x
131/2", made of fiberboard with
metal border, flip numbers, clap¬
stick.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS —Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric

FRANK

Footage Timers • Exposure Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors • Screens • Film Processing
Equipment • Film Shipping Cases • Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens Labels • Blooping Tape
• Blooping Ink
•
Dulling Spray
• Alpha Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters •

BflCouipmcnTfojnc

Number & Letter Punches • Camera & Projector Oil • Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders.

Dept. A

C.

ZUCKER

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—

INDUSTRY NEWS
(Continued, from Page 766)

to light-sensitive silver bromide grains.
The Kodak researchers said most col¬
or films are constructed of a blue-sensi¬
tive emulsion, a yellow filter, a greensensitive emulsion, and a red-sensitive
emulsion, each of these in a layer only
about l/10,000th of an inch thick.
In the Kodachrome process, chemi¬
cals called couplers are mixed with a
developer to give three solutions, each
of which is used to develop one of the
sensitive layers.

•
to the needs of film producers,
large or small, feature or com¬
mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
• It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• It serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM "A”

• Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is an

engineering

achieve¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier
components;
mote

control

push-button

motor

footage counter,

controls;

re¬

record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,
17y2mm & 35mm priced from

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG¬
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line
contains exclusive features found
in no other recorders, yet all
carry low, low price tags.
Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound Man’s judgment. Switch
to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

$2,145.00

OTHER MODELS:
MARK IX SYSTEM “B” includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is a completely synchronous

16mm Magnetic

film recording channel, professional
detail.

in every

Can be operated in ‘'console" position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit.

MARK IX SYSTEM "C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re¬
mote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬
eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power
consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00

$2,520.00
TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor
amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

$1,570.00

Prices subject to change without notice

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.,inc.
Dept. A '315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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•

•

Skindiver photographers next year will
ride underwater to desirable picture lo¬
cations rather than swim, as in the past.
Following announcement of a novel un¬
derwater vehicle at recent SMPTE Convetion in Philadelphia, Pa., orders for
the equipment are said to be pouring in
to Cinefot International Corp., New
Tork, U.S. distributors of the equip¬
ment designed and manufactured by
Dimitri I. Rebikoff.
The novel underwater vehicle called
“Pegasus,” on which a diver can ride
deep into the ocean and scoot through
the depths at speeds close to ten miles an
hour, was described at the SMPTE con¬
clave as a forerunner of a line of minia¬
ture and subminiature one-man subma¬
rines.
The
submersible
scooter,
which
weighs less than a man and is little
more than eight feet long, makes it pos¬
sible for the underwater explorer, pho¬
tographer or frogman, whose underwat¬
er stay is limited by air reserve, to cov¬
er maximum underwater distances in
minimum time.
Ridden somewhat like a motorcycle,
the “Pegasus” provides a novel “joy¬
stick” and foot pedals for simultaneous
control of various steering and maneuv¬
ering operations. It has a depth range
of 400 feet.

e

•

•

A film entirely new in style, carrying
the title “Vision Fantastic,” and shot in
Spain by Eugene Deslaw, is composed
entirely of solarized images.
Solarization or, more precisely, pseudo-solarization is the result of a second,
total exposure of the sensitized film dur¬
ing the process of development. By
means of skillful manipulation of the
light one obtains pictures which are
partly negative and partly positive. The
image on the screen is surrounded by an
edging—white or black as the case may
be—which gives the viewer an impres¬
sion of seeing the pictures in relief.
The work was carried out on Gevaert
duplicating negative fine grain panchro
type 463 film by a Swiss laboratory
which has perfected the solarization pro¬
cess for motion picture film on an in¬
dustrial scale.
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Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync
Magnaphonic Sound Recorders
For quality & economy
MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—

INDUSTRY NEWS
(Continued from Page 766)

to light-sensitive silver bromide grains.
The Kodak researchers said most col¬
or films are constructed of a blue-sensi¬
tive emulsion, a yellow filter, a greensensitive emulsion, and a red-sensitive
emulsion, each of these in a layer only
about 1/10,000th of an inch thick.
In the Kodachrome process, chemi¬
cals called couplers are mixed with a
developer to give three solutions, each
of which is used to develop one of the
sensitive layers.

•
to the needs of film producers,
large or small, feature or com¬
mercial, because—
• It delivers clean, distor¬
tion-free sound.
* It is compact, light¬
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand¬
ards.
• It serves every segment of
motion picture and spot TV pro¬
duction.

The New MARK IX
MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM “A”

• Purchaser is not required to
pay royalties on footage con¬
sumed.

with built-in record play amplifier and remote
control

assembly

is an engineering

achieve¬

ment with exclusive features found in no other
recorder.

Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in
assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier
components;
mote

control

push-button

motor

controls;

re¬

footage counter, record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,
17’/2 mm & 35mm priced from

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG¬
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line
contains exclusive features found
in no other recorders, yet all
carry low, low price tags.
Trust your own ears—trust your
Sound Man's judgment. Switch
to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

$2,145.00

MARK IX SYSTEM‘‘B” includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2
channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

Model X-400
is a completely synchronous

16mm Magnetic

film recording channel, professional
detail.

in every

Can be operated in ‘‘console” position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit.

MARK IX SYSTEM "C” includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re¬
mote control assembly packaged
in matching portable case.

Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan¬
eous ‘‘film-direct'' monitoring, and low power
consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00

$2,520.00
TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor
amplifier, separate overdrive torque
motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced from

$1,5 70.00

Prices subject to change without notice

FRANK

C.

2UCKER

(7flm€Rfi€ouipm€nT(ojnc
Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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Skindiver photographers next year will
ride underwater to desirable picture lo¬
cations rather than swim, as in the past.
Following announcement of a novel un¬
derwater vehicle at recent SMPTE Convetion in Philadelphia, Pa., orders for
the equipment are said to be pouring in
to Cinefot International Corp., New
\ork, U.S. distributors of the equip¬
ment designed and manufactured by
Dimitri I. RebikofT.
The novel underwater vehicle called
“Pegasus,” on which a diver can ride
deep into the ocean and scoot through
the depths at speeds close to ten miles an
hour, was described at the SMPTE con¬
clave as a forerunner of a line of minia¬
ture and subminiature one-man subma¬
rines.
The
submersible
scooter,
which
weighs less than a man and is little
more than eight feet long, makes it pos¬
sible for the underwater explorer, pho¬
tographer or frogman, whose underwat¬
er stay is limited by air reserve, to cov¬
er maximum underwater distances in
minimum time.
Ridden somewhat like a motorcycle,
the “Pegasus” provides a novel “joy¬
stick " and foot pedals for simultaneous
control of various steering and maneuv¬
ering operations. It has a depth range
of 400 feet.
e
•
•
A film entirely new in style, carrying
the title “Vision Fantastic,” and shot in
Spain by Eugene Deslaw, is composed
entirely of solarized images.
Solarization or, more precisely, pseudo-solarization is the result of a second,
total exposure of the sensitized film dur¬
ing the process of development. By
means of skillful manipulation of the
light one obtains pictures which are
partly negative and partly positive. The
image on the screen is surrounded by an
edging—white or black as the case may
be—which gives the viewer an impres¬
sion of seeing the pictures in relief.
The work was carried out on Gevaert
duplicating negative fine grain panchro
type 463 film by a Swiss laboratory
which has perfected the solarization pro¬
cess for motion picture film on an in¬
dustrial scale.
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News briefs about the A.S.C.
its members, and important
industry personalities

drive-ins, star salary demands, televi¬
sion and babysitters.
Despite the ever-present atmosphere
of crisis, Wald said, individual pictures
keep setting new all-time box-office rec¬
ords, so “the movies might well be
called The Healthy Invalid.” The poten¬
tial of the business right now is health¬
ier than ever, he declared.
Wald produced “Peyton Place” for
20th Century-Fox, was formerly a pro¬
ducer at Columbia Pictures.

GUESTS OF HONOR at November meeting of American Society of Cinematographers were
(left to right) producer Jerry Wald, actor Leon Ames and Lou Greenspan of Motion Picture
Industry Council.

The ASC at its November meeting host¬
ed representatives of the Motion Picture
Industry Council. Guests of honor were
film producer Jerry Wald, screen actor
Leon Ames, and Lou Greenspan, all of
whom addressed the cinematographers
following the dinner.
Jerry Wald told the cameramen that
traditional cycles and constant “crises’'
in the film industry can be met and
overcome by the unmatched “arsenal of
manpower, artistic and commercial tal¬
ent” now at work in the industry. Nev¬

er before, lie said, has so much enthusi¬
asm and drive been generated in the
ranks of those who make and sell films.
Speaking of crises, the producer
pointed out that the industry has been
in a state of “crisis” practically since
the nickleodeon days. Griffith created
a crisis in 1913 by daring to make a
six-reel picture, he said, and then came
the foreign market crisis caused by
World War I, the talking picture crisis,
the radio crisis, the wide-screen crisis
and scores of other crises down to the

Expressing his sincere desire that prop¬
er credit be given where credit is due,
Winton Hoch, ASC, last month ad¬
dressed a letter to the Society in which
he acknowledges the photographic con¬
tributions of other cameramen who did
aerial photography on “Jet Pilot.”
“I regret that the screen credits did
not list the photographers responsible
for this excellent aerial work,” the letter
states, "and I would like to acknowledge
their contributions. To the best of my
knowledge, the major portion of the
aerial scenes were photographed by
William
Colthier,
Thomas Tutwiler,
ASC, Hans Koenekamp, ASC, Harold
Wellman, ASC, and Kenneth Peach.
ASC.
In the credit titles of the picture the
producer of “Jet Pilot” credited only
Winton Hoch for photography.
William Mellor, ASC, who directed the
photography of “Peyton Place” at 20th
Century-Fox, has been signed to a new
term contract by that studio and set to
direct the photography of Fox’s “The
Diary of Anne Frank.”

" ; i ■ rtilfi

ASC’S NOVEMBER meeting was replete with
equipment exhibits. Above, Kling Photo rep¬
resentatives Sydney Abbott (left f.g.) and
Dick Halpert (far right) demonstrate new
blimp for 35mm Arriflex to James Wong
Howe, ASC, and Elmer Dyer, ASC.

Am erican Cinematographf.r

ARTHUR EDESON, ASC, (right) shows interest
in new model Norwood Director incident
light meter which its designer, Don Norwood,
is explaining. Meter features many new
improvements over earlier models and is ex¬
pected to be generally available in January.
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NEW TWO-PIECE film magazine for 16mm
professional cameras is demonstrated by R.
Braxton Tabor (right) to George Mitchell and
Len Roos (left to right). Dual-chambered
magazine reduces equipment weight, as only
one side is necessary for reloads.

END OF YEAR SALE!
Thousands of Dollars Worth of Equipment Priced 'way Below Cost!

ACT FAST: Wire or Phone PLaza 7-6977!
CAMERAS, 35mm

Cine

Special

II,

Yolo

dissolve,

B&H

side

Mitchell

NC

camera,

equipped

like

completely

new,

value

Mitchell

Standard

camera,

cially priced at .

follow

lent

focus

controls,

Mitchell

latest

type

viewfinders,

floating

like

new,

Arriflex

model

lenses,
case,

II

camera,

2-200'

mags,

Arriflex 200'
200'

x

35mm

conversion

sories,

magazines

...

595.00

59.50

995.00

100mm

focus,

Cooke

525.00

2

lens

fields

and

lens,

Special

motor,
zoom

from

excellent

case,

strap,

case,

Eyemo

Camera

doors

Filmo

at
Filmo

synchronous
DL,

or

basic

395.00

mount,

demonstrator
titler

special

Frezzolite
195.00

ly
125.00

two

Zoom

Senior

lights,

priced

at

over
74.50

B&H 400' x 35mm metal mags, new

79.50

B&H

95.00

sync motor and base plate

the

Arriflex

35mm

Zeiss

Ikon

hi-speed

35mm

kit

stands,

built

erase,
295.00

playback

speaker,

special

camera,

Hallen

Jr.

corder,

16mm
two

magnetic

channels,

film

with

at

.

395.00

CAMERAS, 16mm

special

designed

'/t ”

tape recorder, ope¬

rates

7'/2

and

15

Maurer

professional

ips,

back amplifier and speaker,

2-400'

mags,

sync

finder,

sunshade,

camera,

motor,

case,

view¬

lightweight

built

for

Maurer,
Arriflex

Maurer

battery

or

like

reflex
new,

3

$1,395.00

silent

surplus,

.
silent

excellent,

separate
be

265.00

pic¬
no

.

can

465.00

pic¬

125.00

optical

added

to
265.00

and

used,

2

995.00

used,
59.50

only

a

few

left,

.

35mm

combination

synchronizer,

excellent,

.
1/16mm
1

measuring

ma¬

measuring

ma¬

175.00
59.50

35mm

.
35mm

79.50

2/16-

.

chine

$

speaker,

.

Moviola 2/35mm synchronizers, sur¬

chine

film

waxers,

gov’t surplus, list $40.00, special
16/35mm

optical

39.50

new,
19.95

readers,

excellent ..
B&H
1,050.00

Ceco
Robot

Filmotion

1 1 4.50

16mm viewer, used..

69.50

16mm viewer, large screen ....

195.00

35mm

$600.00,

play¬
mix¬

Ace
395.00

film

splicer,

splicer,

excellent,

Clear-Vision

excellent

16mm optical film recorder,

cap.

all

lent,

special .

Berndt-

sound

accessories,

16/35mm,

list

special

.

magnetic

film

slightly

used,

....

375.00

39.50

exel325.00

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

350.00

camera,

latest

B&H 385B, two case latest model ..

lenses,

case,

B&H

.

ike

995.00

custom

follow focus .

16mm

model,

metal,

$

pic¬

galvo, amplifier, sync motor, 200'

excellent

. . . specially priced at .
Blimp,

Auricon

silent

.

used,

special

head

Neumade

er, li ke new, special .
Berndt

room

desired,

present Moviola .

Neumade

mixer,

Magnecord
at

if

35mm

35mm

Neumade

re¬

value over $1500. Special .

specially

optical

head,

new,

and
priced

195.00

and

like

D

Synchromaster

mag¬

amplifier

35mm

35mm

special

viewer,

take-ups,

plus,

con¬

.

D

model

special

specially

up attachments, ideal for scientific
work,

new,

Moviola

EDL

up to 2000 fps, 10 Proxar closeindustrial

1 89.50

with

17.5mm

preview

35mm

special

w amplifier

.

custom

ma¬

on

head

D

model

special

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Camart

295.00

Moviola 35mm optical sound reader

light

senior

excellent,

new,

Moviola

sound

camera

complete

model

Moviola

netic film recorder, three channels,

camera,

new, special .

newsreel

Moviola

ture
295.00

95.00

reflector,

editing

sound

third

special

$350.00 Special .

for

145.00

priced at .

Colortran

Finder with lens fields from 25mm

Cinekad

demon¬

separate

add

like

.

frame,

picture

ture viewer, w/take-ups,

demon¬

camera

film

35mm

magnetic

ups,
49.50

.

with

new,

ture viewer, w/counter and take-

model

unit,

portable

complete

Ike

excellent .

bracket, power unit, new special¬

spe¬

1000' x 35mm mags, excelle t

1"

lens,

for

and
to

priced

cameras,

lights,

strator,

Finder,

value

motor

DR

to

new,

1f3.5

English

screen,
295.00

.

cases,

brand

excel¬

Acmiola
chine,

.

verter,

10,

turret,

specially

model,

495.00

sound

EDITING EQUIPMENT

195.00

A,

case

or

case

fps,

single

late

and

.

.

re¬

lens,

128

16mm

projector,

295.00

39.50

.

model

Bolex

with

2"

condition,

10'\

excellent,

special

motor,

Vry

w/amplifier

excellent

special

95.00

finder,

Hi-Speed,

model,

.

319.50

fl.5 lens, very fine condition, spe¬

est

.

filter,

Filmo

..

Pan Cinor model 70 zoom lens, lat¬

Eyemo 71K camera, 2" lens, handle,
cial

special

with

Zoom

special

for animation

70DA,

strator

Eyemo 71K camera, 2" lens, handle,
filter,

Filmo

De

for

149.50

less

1000 watt lamphouse,

cap,

speaker,

395.00

_

auto-parallax

filter

to

2000

100' aerial camera,

ideal

has

25mm

excellent,

4" lenses,

1,195.00

for

chambers

motor, very fine,

finder

.

strap,

B&H

DA,

not surplus, adapted for external
magazines

16mm

special

good

Eyemo 7ll< camera, like brand new,

slot,

titles,

B&H

lenses,

case, like new .

.

motor

cial .

2-400' mags, 25mm Baltar, 50mm
Eymax,

in

gistration,

B&H

tor for the Arriflex camera, follow

critical

x

16mm x

lent,

Cinekad blimp and synchronous mo¬

camera,

sync

Kodak model A, built in
1,595.00
39.50

71Q

condition

and

Special,

Kodak
built

135.00

Eyemo

200'

Cine
295.00

.

.

blimp

Cine Special, like new, special ....
Kodak

400' x 35mm magazines .

focus

very fine

Auricon

245.00

.

projector,

amplifier and speaker, excellent ..

sunshade,

magazines

special

sound

Holmes Pair 35mm sound projectors,

3

like new .

,excellent,

35mm

camera, turret, suto-parallax find¬

list

motor,

De Vry

.

syncmotor

er, amplifier, galvo, sound acces¬

matte

$450.00, specially offered at .

projector

special

4,695.00

excel¬

.

sound

silent projector with

attached

945.00

case

condition,

Auricon Pro-200 single system sound

Fearless soundproof blimp for Mitch¬
ell,

two

$7,995.00

com¬

pletely equipped, special .

B&H

sunshade, case, like new . . . spe¬

over

$9,000. Specially offered at .

179

excellent

optical finder, 100' chamber, lens,

1,650.00

202C

optical-magnetic,

case sound projector,

$

425.00

single

like new ..

495.00

cflMERp mm

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

me.

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Coble: Ccmeramart

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
773

grips
reflectors
dollies
mike
booms

lights

scrims
nets
parallels

inkies
arcs
dimmers
cables
boxes
hydraulic
stands

props
directors
chairs
drops

location
umbrellas
water
coolers

Rental Rales on Request

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470

774

16mm-35mm EASTMAN COLOR
Negative-Positive Processing
Plus exclusive ADDITIVE
scene to scene—color balanced
KODACHROME printing.

--

54th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y., JUDSON 6-0360

NEW!
FOR BLOW UPS
The first film specifically designed
for blow-up color negatives from
16mm originals . . .

Eastman Internegative
Type 5270
•

Higher color quality

•

Finer grain

•

Perfect contrast

•

Maximum definition

. . . in equipment, accessories, services

be the only low-priced recorder equipped
with Davis filter. Standard reels accom¬
modate up to 1600 ft. of Mylar mag¬
netic film.

The first feature film blown up on this
exciting new film, and soon to be re¬
leased . . .
“LO - THE

Unit features combination recordplayback amplifier, VI meter, and moni¬
tor jack. Frequency response is flat from
50 to 8000 cycles, distortion is less than
1.5% with total harmonic at 400 CPS.
The 28-lb. unit lists for $895.00.

INDIAN!”

Theater of Life Productions
In preparation
“THE

MATING URGE”

Howard C. Brotvn Productions
Specialized Laboratory Services
DIRECT REVERSAL BLOW-UP
THEATER PRINTS
OPTICAL PRINTING
TITLES
INSERTS
MATTE PAINTINGS
ANAMORPHIC CONVERSIONS
SPECIAL EFFECTS

FILMEFFECTS
OF HOLLYWOOD
1153

NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIE.

Linwood Dunn, ASC
30 years of Major Studio

Cecil Love
Experience

Mini-finder
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., New
York, N. Y., announces a new and
smaller model of the popular Tewe di¬
rector’s viewfinder, featuring standard
Academy aperture and zooming opera¬
tion. New model is available for both
16mm and 35mm. The 16mm model is
calibrated from ^I/hmm to 50mm, the
35mm model from 28mm to 150mm.
List price is $50.00.

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MM
Service
Laboratory

Spider Dolly

Arel, Inc., 4916 Shaw Ave., St. Louis,
Mo., announces something radically new
in a bar-light for movie photography.
Unit features V-shape case design that
permits bar to he placed in carrying
case without need for removing hot
bulbs, camera or bar-light handle.
Size of the V-Pak is 17%" long by
6" high. Bar takes four PH375/34R3
reflector flood lamps. List price is
$12.95 plus bulbs.

Cinekad Engineering Company, 500
West 52nd St., New York. N. Y., an¬
nounces a new all-directional “spider”
dolly for use with motion picture or
television cameras. Dolly, with camera
mounted, is easily moved by cameraman
in any direction. Steering wheel guides
three rubber-tired wheels. All wheels are
locked parallel, permitting best tracking
results in a straight line or move sharply
in any direction. Construction is of light
weight aluminum. Weight is approxi¬
mately 80 pounds. Literature and prices
available by writing manufacturer di¬
rect.

Kinevox-Hallen Recorder

8mm Movie Editor

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602
West 52nd St., New York, N. Y„ an¬
nounces availability of the new7 KinevoxHallen 616 magnetic recorder, said to

Praco Products Co., 2286 Amsterdam
Ave., New' York 33, N. Y., announces
a portable 8mm movie editing outfit

Unsurpassed for ...
Compact Bar-light

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC

Phone BRoadway 5-2323
1672 Union Ave.
rf\- Memphis 4, Tenn.

Tike 'yVjaiter
'l/)our

i(m

★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States
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ANSWER TO THE SOUND

PUZZLE:

an integrated system by Magnasync
No need to puzzle out that new sound
system all alone. We have the engineers
and the experience to assist you to
custom-tailor a high-performance system.
For a sound solution to any
sound problem, call Magnasync.
dealers
new york — camera equipment co., 315 w. 43rd st.
new york 36. judson 6-1420. cable address CINEQUIP.
CHICAGO — zenith cinema service, inc.; 3252 foster ave.,
Chicago 25, ill. irving 8-2104.
san Francisco — brooks camera co., 45 kearney st.,
san francisco, calif, exbrook 2-7348.
India —kine engineers, 17 new queen's rd., bombay, india.

just write or phone for information
on a complete system, or any part
MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD.

55^6 satsuma ave., no. Hollywood, calif.

-INVENTORY
(jrea test

fluent in 32 *ljears!

LIMITED QUANTITIES . . . MANY ONE OF A KIND. HUNDREDS OF
UNADVERTISED SPECIALS. ALL PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL JAN 31,
1958. CONVENIENT TIME-PAYMENT TERMS MAY BE ARRANGED.
Professional
Jr.

S.O.S. REMOVES THE GUESS—BUY THESE
CLEARLY
Many
leading

DESCRIBED

came

from

studios,

BARGAINS

our

labs,

rental

SAFELY

inventory,

producers or from

U.S. Gov’t excess stocks. Unless otherwise
indicated,

everything

operating

condition,

is new or in good
ready

for

instant

use, guaranteed exactly as represented.

Mitchell, single lens mount; 115V syncmotor
(16 fps); counter. Reconditioned .$ 747.50
B&H 2709 w/rackover; 4-400' magazines; ani¬
mation stopmotion motor; 2" Cooke lens;
pilotpin movement; $6,500 value, recond. $2995.00
Mitchell NC w/4 Baltar lenses; 2 magazines;
viewfinder; 2 motors; mattebox; sunshade;
tripod. Reconditioned .$7395.00
Cameraflex,

24V

motor;

2-200'

mags.

Good.

$ 339.50

Arriflex II, 3 lenses; 2 magazines; mattebox;
motor. Reconditioned .$1195.00
Mitchell single system w/RCA sound; 4 Bal¬
tar lenses;
viewfinder;
motor;
mattebox;
sunshade;
2
magazines;
tripod.
$15,000
value. Reconditioned .$5995.00
Wall
single
system
w/galvanometer;
3
lenses; viewfinder; motor; mattebox; sun¬
shade; 4-400' magazines; cases.
$10,000
value. Good condition .$3995.00
Akeley Audio single system w/RCA galvano¬
meter;
RCA
amplification;
4 lenses and
matched
finders;
motor;
mattebox;
sun¬
shade; 2-1000' magazines. $10,000 value.
Excellent condition .$1995.00
Eclair
Camerette
Model
B
w/4
Kinoptik
lenses; 2-400', 1-100' magazines; 2 mo¬
tors;
extension
tubes;
automatic
focus
changer; cases. $5,000 value. Excel, cond. $2495.00
Single
Frame
Radar
Oscilloscope
Camera;
28V motor. $800 value. Good condition ....$

69.50

B&H Eyemo Q w/3 lens spider turret; motor
mount; 2" B&H lens; 400' magazine, drum
finder. Good condition .$ 249.50
B&H
Eyemo O w/3 lens spider turret; 3
lenses;
motor and
cable;
2
magazines;
positive finder; 3 objectives; trunk. Fine .$ 397.50

0 CAMERAS 16mm
Auricon Pro 600 w/3 lens turret; TV-T shut¬
ter; V.D. galvanometer; NR amplifier; pres¬
ent list approx. $4,400. Excellent condition .$2800.00
Auricon Pro 200 w/noise reduction amplifier.

$ 787.50

Mitchell 16 w/Blimp; follow-focus; 220V 3ph
syncmotor;
4 Baltar lenses;
large view¬
finder; 3-400' mags.; cases. $7,500 value $5995.00
EK High Speed Model III w/63mm f2.7 lens.
1000
to
3000
pictures
per
second.
$1,713.50 value. Excellent condition .$1095.00
B&H 70DA w/3
jectives; case.

lenses; positive
Good condition

finder; ob¬
.$ 249.00

Beautiful Maurer 05 w/2 magazines;
tors; viewfinder; sunshade, trunk.

2 mo¬
Excel. $2495.00

0 CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Blimp for Maurer with 400' magazine. Alu¬
minum,
sponge
lined.
Includes
followfocus. Custom built. 22Vz "x20"xl 5/2" high
at center. Good condition .$ 395.00
Arriflex
35mm
200'
Cineflex type. New

778

magazines,
converted
..$

54.50

Jr.

Hi-Hats

Tripods,

regularly

demonstrators,

$18.
like

New $

9.95

new. ...$ 119.50

Mitchell Freehead Tripod Heads w/legs, ex¬
cellent .$ 395.00
(Baby Legs only
$65.00)
Elevator Tripod Dolly, Heavy-duty. Complete
with Friction Head and Push Handle .$ 149.50
Cine Special 200' chambers for double per¬
foration. Good condition.$ 149.50

Western Electric 639 Cardioid Microphones.
$236 value. Good condition .$ 169.50
Maurer E System w/Type 10 Recorder; V.D.
galvanometer; 400' magazine; 4 pos. mix¬
er;
NR amplifier; power supply; voltage
regulator,
cases.
$10,500
value.
Excel¬
lent condition .$4995.00
Magnetic Playback Unit for 35mm film phono¬
graphs, w/preamplifier, transformer. New $ 575.00

condition $

99.50

Reeves
35mm
Optical
Recorder;
interlock
motor; footage counter; tachometer; glowlamp; amplifier; mixer. Originally $5,000.
Needs repairs . $ 295.00

Blimp for B&H 70, plywood, room for sync¬
motor. Good condition .~.$

89.50

RCA Type 6 Channel Mixer w/power supply.
$2,000 value. Good condition .$ 495.00

Cineflex
35mm
200'
magazines.
ble to Arriflex) Good condition

19.50

Cine Special 100' chambers for single per¬
foration. Good condition.$ 125.00
B&H

0 CAMERAS 35mm

Type

200'

16mm

Pan

Cinor

latest

Pan

Cinor

earlier

magazines.

17.5/70mm
20/60mm

Good

(Converti¬
.
$

zoom type

lens $ 369.50

zoom

lens $

149.50

Harrison K2 4" glass filters in leather case.
$9.00 value. New .$

type

1 -95

Tripod
Triangles,
prevent
slipping,
$30.00
value. New .-.$

16.95

Collapsible
Tripod
Triangles
with
tiedown
clamps. New .—$

29.50

Original
Zoomar lens with coupled finder.
Dual range.
17/35mm - 35/106mm.
Does
work of 5 lenses. Originally $1 ,800. Close
out. Excellent condition .$ 395.00
Dolly
Track
with
connectors,
5'-10'-15'
lengths, per foot, new .$
w/self-levelling screws, new, per foot .$

4.95
5.95

Weston Lightmeters, less than V2 price. Good. $

9.95

Photo Research Spectra 3 Color Meter with
computer. $350 value. Good condition
$ 195.00
Cinekad Collapsible Tricycle Jr. Dolly, De¬
monstrator
.$
65.00
Cinekad Tricycle Sr. Dolly. Demonstrator
$
87.50
S.O.S. Body Brace Camera Pods, from rental
stock. Like new .$
24.95
Duraluminum Blimp, sponge-lined, for 120Oy
Maurer
or
other
cameras
with
vertical
mounted motor. Good condition
$ 195.00
Blimp for Arriflex 35mm with follow-focus.
Excellent condition .$1095.00
Vistascope 16mm Anamorphic lenses, likenu. $
29.50

Tel-Animaprint Hot Press Outfit for making
titles. Demonstrator .$ 377.50
Bolex Film Titler Outfit, horizontal or vertical
operation. $200 value. Good condition .$

99.95

S.O.S. Professional Titler & Special Effects
Kit. Demonstrators—TG II reg. $175 .$ 139.50
TG III reg. $225.00 .$ 189.50
TG IV reg. $325.00 ..$ 269.50
Famous Tel-Anima-Scale.
Standard
mation industry. Regularly $2.50.

of ani¬
New ....$

1.25

Peterson Massive Animation Stand with mo¬
torized zoom, air platen, all movements,
sliding celboard. $6,500 value. Like new $3995.00
Filmcraft
35mm
Movie
Background
Process
outfit on dolly. w/Super Simplex Projector,
lenses, interlock distributor, Selsyn motor
for Mitchell Std. Camera, Super Hi 135A
ardamp,
rectifier,
12' x 16'
translucent
screen. $15,000 value. Like new . .$4950.00
Background
Process
Arc
Projector — 4"x5"
slides blow up to 20' at only 20' throw.
Includes full complement of slides. $3,500
value
.$1495.00
Bodde 2000W P3AC Background Proces Pro¬
jector on rolling stand, w/blowers, powerstat, and 4"x5" slide carrier. $945 value.
Excellent condition .$ 495.00

0 LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

0 CAMERA MOTORS
Cine
Special,
12V
variable w/tachometer.
$350 value. Good condition .-.$
Cine
Special
110V
AC
synchronous.
$150
value. Good condition .$
Mitchell NC 24V w/tachometer, $525 value. $
Mitchell, 110V AC/DC Wild Motor w/tacho¬
meter. $525 value. Good condition .$
B&H 2709, 12V governor controlled, excel — $
Cineflex (Cameraflex), DC 12V & 24V. New,
shelfworn .$
Richardson Animation Stop Motion for B&H
2709. 110V start, stop, continuous, single
frame, reverse. Frame counter. $750 value.
Reconditioned
.$
Torque Motors for take ups. New .$

0 ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

195.00
99.50
325.00
349.50
195.00
97.50

Mole-Richardson 120 Amp Molarc (Type 90)
on Pedestal with Grid & Cables. $1,160
value. Excellent condition .$ 595.00
B&M Mutiple Airport Barlites. 3 quadruple
heads hold 12 bulbs on 15' rolling stand.
$300 value. Like new .$
B&M 15 ft. stands only .$

59.50
14.95

Power plant searchlite set. w/gas engine,
600W generator, lamp, 6 PAR 64 600W
Aircraft
approach
bulbs
&
tripod.
Cost
Gov’t $600. New .
$ 159.50
Olesen 5000W Sr. Spots on stands with cast¬
ers, fine condition .$ 149.50

495.00
55.00

© RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Single System 35mm Recording Head for B&H
2709 camera w/galvanometer. Like new ....$ 495.00
Stephens Trusonic Wireless Mike Outfit. Has 2
“invisible”
microphones;
power
supply;
transmitter; antenna and receiver. $1,500
value. Like new .$ 695.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Sys¬
tem; complete w/mixer; amplifier; 2-1000'
magazines;
syncmotor;
mike;
cables and
cases. No license required. Good condition $2995.00
Kinevox 4 position remote amplifier mixer.
$425 value. Like new .$ 249.50
Auricon RT Double System VD Optical Re¬
corder,
w/1200'
magazines;
converted
NR25-D7
amplifier;
mike
and
cables.
$1,000 originally. Good condition
$ 395.00

Good.$

99.50

KNOCKDOWN PRICES ON FAMOUS GATOR
GRIPS, brand new.
Gator Grip, basic unit .
$
Gator Grip w/socket, 9' cord and switch
$
Gator Grip w/socket, 9' cord and reflector $
Gator Grip w/socket, 9' cord & barndoors..$

Kliegel 5000W Sr.

Spots less stands.

2.75
3.75
4.95
12.50

MR Twin-Arc Broad on heavy stand, with
ballast, 35/40 amps.
$300 value, good
condition
.
$
Century 750W Lekolites. Have 4 built-in push
shutters,
plano-convex
condenser.
$75.00
value. Good condition .
$
Cukaloris Shadow Lighting Sets—3 Cookies,
Blade, Flag, Target. $25.00 value. New
$
Dulling
Spray—kills
glare
and
annoying
high-lights. 12 oz. can, reg. $2.25. Fresh
stock .
$
1000 Watts G48 GE Mazda Spotlamps, Mog.
bipost. $13.50 list. New .$

49.50

19.50
16.95

1.29
6.95

CLEARANCE!!!
• PROJECTORS, SCREENING
AND PREVIEW
Holmes 16mm arc projector, w/15 amp. rec¬
tifier; pedestal; amplifier; 2-12" speak¬
ers; lens. Good condition ...$ 595.00
Weber Syncro-Dynamic 35mm Theatre Type
Sound Projectors.
Heavy pedestal.
3000'
magazines;
built-in High
Fidelity soundhead. Less lens and lamphouse. Originally
$1,500. New . .$ 395.00
Simplex Acme 35mm Sound Projector with
built-in RCA soundhead; 2000' magazines;
1000W lamp, (1500W—add $5.00); lens;
heavy
pedestal;
amplifier
and
speaker.
Excellent condition ... .$ 495.00
(for second Acme Projector to make
dual outfit, add $300).
Holmes
35mm
Sound
Projectors.
w/2000'
magazines; lens; built-in soundhead; 1000W
lamphouse. Excellent condition . .$ 195.00
35mm
Interlock
Simplex
Projector
w/RCA
soundhead;
2000' upper magazine;
pre¬
view magazine; 1500W lamp; lens; heavy
pedestal; amplifier; two way speaker. For
screening, previewing separate track and
picture, also re-recording. $3,500 value Ex¬
cellent condition
.$1995.00
Ampro
Arc
16mm
Sound
Projector
w/Hi
Intensity
arc-lamp;
lens;
pedestal;
30A
rectifier;
55W amplifier and 2 speakers.
Excellent condition .$ 849.50
Hilux
Professional
16mm
Anamorphic
Pro¬
jection Lens. New .$

MAKE YOUR

96.60

Houston Rubber Squeegees, soft, pliable wi¬
per blades for 16 or 35mm
processors
or cleaners. New, oer dozen, $1.50;
per 100
$

9.00

Micro Record
16/35mm daylight automatic
processors w/3 nesting tanks, motor driven.
Demonstrators
.$ 136.95

• CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

35mm splicers

R-2.

4.95

Good cond.$

15.95

Prestoseal Hot Splicers 16mm or 35mm op¬
tional. Excellent condition .$ 395.00
Geared

35mm rewinds,
16mm rewinds,

.$
.$

15.95
17.95

Neumade AS-16 Film Cement Applicators—
$4.00 value. New .$

1.95

SOSoft Editing Gloves—light wt., doz. pair....$
Medium weight, doz. pair .$

1.95
2.29

Reddy-Eddy

2.00

Film

Special,
Special,

Editors

Pr.
Pr.

calculator

New
New

.$

Neumade film storage racks & cabinets:
MM-102
Cabinets—hold
100-400'
16mm
reels. Originally $195. Good condition ..$
99.50
MM-184
Cabinets—hold
250-400'
16mm
reels. Originally $330. Good condition ..$ 149.50
RK-102 Racks—hold 102-1000' 35mm reels.
(over 200-400' 16mm) Reg. $165. New $
87.50

EZ

—These Closeouts Won’t Be Here Long!

• LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Eastman Mark 11 - B Time Scale Sensitometer.
Motor driven drum and density wedges.
Can be converted for color into Mark l-B
with step tablets instead of drum. $3,000
value, “as is’f .$ 895.00
Eastman
Electric
35mm
Film Waxing
Ma¬
chine w/heating element and motor. Re¬
built. $1,500 value.$ 795.00
Includes
Rectifier
.$1495.00

Herrnsfeld 1205 Scene Tester for B&W. Similar
to Cinex. Color correction filter combina¬
tions available. Govt surplus, looks com¬
plete. $2,500 value .$ 695.00
SOSOLVEX
cleans,
revitalizes
film.
Anti¬
static, dries immediately.
Safe, no dan¬
gerous
fumes.
No
carbon-tet.
Non-toxic
non-inflammable.
1
Qt. trial size $2.25,
5 Gal. cans, per gal.,$5.95. 1 Gal. cans,
$6.95. 55 Gal. drums, per gal.$

4.95

8/16 Film
splice.
New

59.50

Splicers, non-magnetic, butt
.$ 34.95

Kum-Kleen Labels box of 1000. 35mm $1.49;
16mm .$

1.19

Editors razor
Per 1000

2.95

$125

for 3'/4"x4"

viewing

screen)

• PRINTERS
Debrie 35mm sound and picture printer. Matipo Model w/light changer. $8,000 value.
Good “as is” .$1495.00
Acme Optical Color Printer, modified for Cinecolor. Orig. cost $14,000. Excel, condition $7950.00
Depue Optical Reduction Soundtrack Printer
35/16mm. Includes sync motor and gene¬
rator. $7,500 value. Reconditioned .$1995.00
B&H Model J 16mm Printer with 300W lamp
and blower. Rebuilt .$3275.00
B&H Model D 35mm feed and takeup sprock¬
ets. New, half price.$

29.50

Houston 16mm Bench Mount Continuous Print¬
er. Manual light change. Composite picture
and sound only. 1200' load. New. Gov’t
surplus. Originally $1,250 .$ 595.00

S.O.S. Jr. Action Viewer
List Price $180.00 New

Depue Automatic Light Controls, almost %
off price. Twin 75 scene. Good condition ..$ 695.00

(Zeiss Moviescop)
. $

99.50

S.O.S. Sr. Action Viewer, large 3"x4" pic¬
ture with hold-down pressure pads. New
Demonstrators.
Limited quantity .
$

124.50

Movie Stopwatch, calibrated 16mm and 35mm,
footage, stops, starts, resets, $37.50 value.
New
.
$

11.95

Neumade
16mm one gang measuring ma¬
chine. Excellent condition .$

49.50

Neumade 16mm two gang
chine. Excellent condition

$

69.50

Neumade 16mm two gang synchronizer. Good $

74.75

measuring

ma¬

$

49.50

Moy 35mm Film Edge Numbering Machine.
Demonstrator. New
.$1995.00

Micro motorized 16mm picture viewer, with
foot-switch. $250 value. Good condition ..$

99.50

New CL-2 Neumade 35mm cleaning machines
—2000' capacity. $425 reg. Surplus. Like
new .$ 295.00
(for conversion to 16/35 mm add $50)

Micro 16/35mm Opitcal Sound
value. Good condition .

99.50

Reader.

ma¬

$200
$

• TECHNICAL BOOKS, Reduced
Technique of Film Editing—Reisz.$
Film and Its Techniques—Spottiswoode .$
Painting with Light—Alton .$
Movies for TV—Bettison .$
A Half Century of Color—Sipley .$
American Cinematographers Handbooks—
8th edition .$
UFPA Glossary of Production Terms .$
NAVED Reference Projection Manual .$
Profesional Cine Photographer—Clairmont ... $
The Art of The Film—Lindgren .$

400
ft.
16mm
cans,
like
new.
500
for
$39.95; 100 for $9.50; 20 for .$
2.00
Neumade 6" combination 16/35mm stripping
flanges. Round keyway. New Shelfworn
$
2.95
35mm exchange type reels. Good. 2000'
89{*
Plastic 35mm film strip containers. Flip-open,
snap-shut with one hand. All colors. (100
lots). New
8c
16mm Fibre Film Shipping Cases. Dozen Lots. New.
400'
800'
1200'
1600'
2000'
1 reel . $1.10
$1.35
$1 .50
$2.00
$1.75
2 reel
... 1.20
1.55
1.65
1.95
2.35
1.35
1 .80
3 reel .
1.75
2.10
2.55
4 reel
... 1.50
2.25
2.05
2.35
2.75
Add 15<? for handle. Prices F.O.B. Hollywood.

6.75
6.75
6.75
5.00
7.25
2.35
.50
.25
3.25
4.00

• MISCELLANEOUS
Directors Chairs, folding, hardwood, canvas
seat and back. White with red or black
with white canvas. New .$
Highly refined lubricating oil for cameras,
Moviolas,
printers,
recorders,
projectors,
etc. Per gallon ..

• REELS, CANS, FILM CASES

Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. Includes air
pump; drain pump; stapler, $1,600 value.
Good condition .$ 975.00

(Add

Hughes 35m Step Printer. Pilot pins; single
pull-down, double frame; footage counter;
solenoid;
heavy pedestal.
Orig.
$4,000.
Excellent condition
.$ 795.00

55.00

Houston K-3
Processor,
16mm
neg/pos/re¬
versal,
w/refrigeration; temperature con¬
trols;
recirculation;
air
pump;
stainless
steel construction. Rebuilt like new .$2595.00

35mm Moviolas with 3" Magnified Picture,
automatic takeups,
serviceable
condition.
(Brand new $289.00) .$ 189.00

Zeiss Moviescop Viewers with base and Pre¬
cision
Optical
Sound
Reader.
List
Price
$370.00;
New .
$ 279.50

$

Neumade 35mm one gang measuring
chine. Excellent condition .

Houston-Fearless
16mm
daylight
loading
mogazines for
all
HF
processors.
$300
value. Good condition .$ 119.50

KP 16mm Green Moviolas w/2Vz"x3’/4" pic¬
ture. New
.$ 395.00

• EDITING EQUIPMENT

quality.
Per 100

Neumade 35mm one gang synchronizer. Good $

Houston K1A 16mm reversal processor w/re¬
frigeration; temperature controls; recircula¬
tion; air pump. Good condition .$ 895.00

Akeley
Editing
Machine—does
matching,
spotting, dubbing, synchronizing, etc. Foot¬
age and frame counters. Projects sharp
5"x7" picture. Variable drive 6/60 fps or
constant 24 fps, 2000' automatic takeups
and
“slip-off”
flanges.
Cannot
damage
film. $3,000 value. Recently rebuilt .$ 995.00

Duplex 16mm Automatic Step Printer. Two
positive printing machines on one pedestal.
2-40 scene automatic light change controls.
Original cost $5,000. Good “as is’’ .$1295.00
Duplex 16mm Automatic Step Printer, as
above, reconditioned .$2495.00

blades, finest
$
22.50;

Heavy-duty
35mm
Loop
Attachments.
Ball
bearing rollers.
For elevators in lab or
sound recording. Cost $500 to build. Like
new .$ 195.00

• FILM PROCESSORS

Moviola 35mm UCS 3"x4" picture on one
side, optical and magnetic sound on other.
No reel arms. Good condition . .... $ 695.00

Moviolas UDCS Composite 3’/4"x4"
picture
and sound. $1,800 value. Excellent cond. $ 985.00

B&H
35mm
hand
splicers,
$25.00
value.
Good condition .$
Griswold

• MOVIOLAS & EDITING MACHINES

Moviolas MT 35mm Composite picture and
sound. Good condition .$ 495.00

Ace Film Splicers, non-magnetic, butt or lap
all
sizes 8/16/35/70mm.
DeLuxe Model
$69.00 (new); Std. Model (new) .$

CHOICE EARLY

Westrex
RA
100B
Densitometer.
Power
Unit
RA-1250
and
20B
Unit. Originally $2,300. Like new

Houston
35mm
N-l
Processors,
neg/pos.,
w/refrigeration;
recirculation;
air
pump;
temperature control. Speeds to 1200' per
hour. Gov’t paid $10,000. Reconditioned,
$1995; Good used condition .$1495.00

Veeder Root 3 Digit Counters, ratchet type
w/reset. $20 value. Gov’t surplus. New
$
4 digits; non-reset, counts l/10s, adds
and subtracts, used
$
3 digits; non-reset, counts 1/10’s, adds
and subtracts, used .$

9.95

95<?
1.95
2.95
1 .95

WIRE OR PHONE FOR INFORMATION
DON’T WAIT UNTIL YOU’RE
LEFT BEHIND

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

8.0.8. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
WESTERN BRANCH — 6331

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 7-0440

iT-ffil
-1
’ Ul 92

Cable: SOSOUND

HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA — Telephone.- HOLLYWOOD 7-2124

(Continued from Page 776)

why buy ?

ARRIFLEX

ramerasUdllieidb.
16 mm
and
35 mm

AUR,C0N
BELL & HOWELL
CUNNINGHAM
MAURER
MITCHELL

Greater savings on taxes... no main¬
tenance problems ... no obsolescence
loss ... TOP RATED Equipment!

housed in a sturdy carrying case that
resembles a tape recorder in appearance
and operating style, and adapts many
of the functional features of the portable
typewriter.
Wide, jutting reel-arms usually asso¬
ciated with other editing units are

• SWIFT SERVICE: same-day ship¬
ment of equipment by Air, Truck
or Rail.
• A-l CONDITION: all serviced and
inspected by our own Shops.
• RENTED FOR USE ANYWHERE,
in U.S., or by arrangement in for¬
eign locations.
• MAXIMUM TAX SAVINGS, no
upkeep cost, no storage.
MODERATE RATES: by day,
week, month, long-term lease ararrangement.

WRITE FOR RENTAL LIST

eliminated; reels attach to spindles on
face of unit panel, as shown in photo.
Viewer screen is 2 3/16" x 3" in size.
A precision splicer, supply of film
cement and spare reel complete the out¬
fit. List price is $49.50.

special cameras
Mirror Surfacing
Panchro Mirrors, Inc., 2958 Los Feliz
Blvd., Los Angeles 39, Calif., has in¬
creased its facilities for providing dur¬
able, high-reflecting front-surface mir¬
rors, as well as many types of beam¬
splitters, reflection-reducing films and
high-reflecting ultra-violet and infra-red
films; also dielectric coatings and neu¬
tral density graduate filters for the pho¬
tographic, technical and motion picture
industries.

HULCHER
EASTMAN
FASTAX
PHOTOSONICS

accessories:
TRIPODS
LENSES
FILTERS, ETC.

editing
equipment:

Camera Rentals
Skindiver-photographers can now shoot
underwater pictures with rented cameras
and submarine equipment by utilizing
a new camera rental service inaugurated
by Gordon Enterprises, 5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.

MOVIOLAS, SPLICERS
REWINDS,
COUNTERS,
SYNCHRONIZERS,
ETC.

Cameras such as the Eyemo complete
with underwater blimp are available to
aquatic cameramen and film producers
on a daily, weekly or monthly rental
rate.

PROJECTORS,
BACKGROUND
& STILL

We Ship via Air, Rail or Truck
5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BLVD.

gordon enterprises

NORTH HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Cable: GORDENT

Serving the World

Closeup Adapter
Paillard, Inc., New York 13, N. Y.,
announce a new adapter ring that per¬
mits mounting 16mm extension tubes on
all 8mm cine cameras having standard
“D” mounts.
(Continued on Page 820)
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BEAM SPLITTER REFLEX

MIRROR REFLEX SHUTTER

The great advantages of a reflex viewing system in a movie camera are obvious:

No parallax, no finders to match, no rackover inconvenience
but continuous focusing and viewing through the taking lens.
There are two ways in which reflex viewing can be accomplished:
I. By means of a mirror reflex shutter which rotates at 45°

2. By means of a beam splitting mirror or prism which is
mounted between lens and film. This reflects some of the

between lens and film plane.
The great advantage of this system is the fact that 1 00 %
of the light goes to the film and the eye intermittantly.

light (about 20%) to the eye and transmits the balance
to the film.
The disadvantages of this system are:

When the shutter is open there is no interference be¬

The light reflected to the eye is so weak that it is difficult

tween film and lens. When the shutter is closed, its mirror

to focus or even sight, unless the lens is wide open and

surface reflects all of the light to the eye. Result: Easy

the scene brightly illuminated. In dim light, or if the lens

focusing and viewing on a bright crisp ground glass

is stopped down, the finder image is so weak it is prac¬

image even in dim light, or when the lens is stopped

tically useless. But the light going to the finder is taken

down.

away from the film, requiring the f stops of the taking
lens to be specially adjusted. The beam splitter perma¬

The Arriflex — designed for the professional — uses the

nently in the light path, and close to the film plane,

mirror reflex shutter, which of course is a much more

frequently accumulates dust and other foreign matter

costly design.

which may ruin the picture.

Don’t take our word for it! Try it yourself. Take an Arriflex 16 and a
“beam splitter reflex” and look at the same scene, through similar focal
length lenses, at various f stops from wide open to f22. You will exclaim
with us: Vive la difference!
Write for 16-page Arriflex catalog. Free if.requested on your business letterhead; otherwise 10c to cover handling.

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

HZImUSTfjr

PHOTO CORPORATION

257 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N. Y. • 7303 MELROSE AVENUE. LOS ANGELES 46, CALIF.

In Canada: Gevaert (Canada) Ltd., 345 Adelaide St., West, Toronto
781

GENERAL SERVICE

Photographic Assignments
Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
’Asterisks

indicate

television

ALLIED ARTISTS

• John Martin, ASC, “Bullwhipped” (CinemaScope & Color) with Guy Madison and
Rhonda Fleming. Harmon Jones, director.
• William Margulies, “Dateline Tokyo”
(Nacirema Prod.) with Michi Kobi. Norman
T. Herman, producer-director.
• Wm. Whitley, ASC, “Quantrill’s Raiders "
with Gale Robbins and Leo Gordon. Edward
Bernds, director.
AMERICAN

NATIONAL

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Adventures of Super¬
man”* (Ziv-TV), with George Reeves. Various
directors.
Hunt” *

• Curt Fetters, “Sea Hunt” * (Ziv-TV).
Leon Benson, director; "Tombstone Terri¬
tory” * (Ziv-TV) with Pat Conway. Walter
Doniger. director; “Highway Patrol” * (ZivTV) with Broderick Crawford. Eddie Davis,
director.
• Bob Hoffman, “Harbor Command"* (ZivTV) with Wendell Corey. Lew Landers, di¬
rector; “Tombstone Territory” *
(Ziv-TV)
with Pat Conway. Walter Doniger, director.
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

• Lucif.n Andriot, ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.
• Hal Mohr, ASC, “Versatility, Unltd.” *
(Transfilm, Inc.).
Chuck Wasserman, di¬
rector.
• Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with James Amess and Dennis
Weaver. Ted Post, director.
• Lester White, ASC, “Boots & Saddles—
J’he Story of the Fifth Cavalry.” * (Calif.
National Prods.). Wm. Hole and B. Kowalski,
directors.
COLUMBIA

• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Adventures of
Rin-Tin-Tin” *
(Screen Gems)
with Lee
Aaker and James Brown. Fred Jackman,
director;
“Shirley
Temple’s Storybook” *
(Screen Gems). Robert Sinclair, director;
“Playhouse 90”* (Screen Gems), Arthur
Hiller, director.
• Wilkie Cooper. “The Whole Truth” (Ro¬
mulus Films shooting in England) with Ste¬
wart Granger and Donna Reed. John Guillermin, director.
• Kit Carson. “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
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• Harry
Wild,
ASC,
“Bob
Cummings
Show,” * (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary De Camp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.

productions.

• Henry
Freulich,
ASC,
“Wild
Bill
Hickok” * (Screen Gems), with Guy Madi¬
son and Andy Devine. Louis King, director.
• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Me and the
Colonel” (Wm. Goetz Prods.; shooting in
France) with Danny Kaye and Curt Jurgens.
Peter Glenville, director.

Am erica n Ci n em atogr a ph er

• Neal Beckner. “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet,” * (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David & Rickey Nelson. Ozzie Nel¬
son, director.
Dalzell,
“Panic” *
Various directors.

• Arch

Prods.).

(McCadden

Phillips, “Navy
Log.”*
Prods.). Sam Gallu, director.

• Frank

“Adventures of Rin-TinTin” * (Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and
James Brown. William Beaudine and Joseph
Walker, directors.
• Fred

Jackman,

ASC, “Gunman’s Walk”
(CinemaScope & Technicolor; shooting in
Arizona) with Van Heflin. Tab Hunter and
Kathryn
Grant.
Phil
Karlson,
director:
“Father Knows Best”* (Screen Gems) with
Robert Young and Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewks¬
bury, director.
• Charles Lawton,

• Monroe Askins, “Highway Patrol '* with
Broderick Crawford. Various directors.

• EnwAKi) Cronjager, ASC, “Sea
(Ziv-TV). Leon Benson, director.

film

Van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,” * (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns.
Rod Amateau,
director: "Bold Journey’’ * (Advenco Prods.).
Sherman Rose, director.
• James

• Irving Lippman, “Casey Jones” *
Gems). George Blair, director.

(Gallu

• Philip
Tannura,
ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin.
Jack Cooper,
director.
GOLDWYN

STUDIOS

• Norbert
Brodine.
ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.”*
(Lewislor Prods.) with
Loretta Young. Various directors.
INDEPENDENT

(Screen

Ellis
Carter,
ASC,
“Grey
Ghost” *
(Lindsley Parsons Prods.) with Tod Andrews.
Harold Schuster, director.
•

• F. E. Moore, “No Time to Die” (CinemaScope; Warwick Prods.; shooting in Libya)
with Victor Mature and Leo Genn. Terence
Young, director.

(Continued on Page 786)

• Oswald Morris. “The Key,” (Highroad
Prods.; shooting in England) with William
Holden and Sophia Loren. Sir Carol Reed,
director.
• Gilbert Waiirenton, ASC. “Ghost of the
China Seas” (Chas. B. Griffith Prods.; shoot¬
ing in Hawaii) with David Brian.
Fred
Sears, director; “Forbidden Island” (Color
& Widescreen; shooting in Hawaii; Chas. B.
Griffith Prods.) with Jon Hall and Nan
Adams. Chas B. Griffith, producer-director.

WALT DISNEY

• Gordon Avil, ASC, “Zorro" * with Guy
Williams. Various directors.
• Fred Gately, ASC, “Annette” * with An¬
nette Funicello. Charles Lamont, director.
• Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “Andy Burnett” *
with Jerome Courtland. Lewis Foster, di¬
rector.

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
• Virgil
Miller,
ASC. “You Bet Your
Life,” * with Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan,
director.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
prised of the leading directors of photog
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

OFFICERS

Burnett Guffey, President
Arthur Edeson, First Vice-President
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-President
Joseph Ruttenberg, 3rd Vice-President
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Charles G. Clarke, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

FOX WESTERN AVE.

® Fr'NK RfDaian. ASC. “The Perrv Ma=nn
Show,”* with Raymond Burr. Laslo Benedek,
director.
• Charles
Van
Encer,
ASC,
“Broken
Arrow" * with John Lupton. Ralph Murphy,
director; “Man Without a Gun” * with Rex
Reason. Douglas Hayes and Charles Haas,
directors.
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John Boyle, Milton Krasner, Victor Mil¬
ner. Robert Pittack, Ray Rennahan, Wil¬
liam Skall, Paul Vogel, John Seitz.
ALTERNATE

BOARD MEMBERS

Hal Rosson, Lee Garmes. Sol Polito,
John Arnold. James Van Trees, George
Clemens, Joseph MacDonald, Harry Perry,
Lester Shorr. Ellis Carter.

C E C 0 is the foremost headquarters for

16mm and 35mm cameras,
blimps and accessories.
As you might expect, CECO features the com¬
plete ARRIFLEX line. We have sold these superb
cameras to the top pros in the TV, newsreel and
commercial film field. We believe that for versa¬
tility and professional performance, you can't
beat

ARRIFLEX.

beauties.

XL-ARRIFLEX 16mm. Incorporates the most advanced developments

Come

in

and

see

You'll fall in love with them.

these
How

about today?

ever featured in a Professional Motion Picture Camera, including
registration pin movement, side pressure rail, three-lens DIVERGENT
turret and quickly interchangeable motors. Also includes such stand¬
ard Arriflex advantages as viewing and focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation. Viewfinder shows parralax-corrected
right-side-up image. Accepts 100-ft. daylight loading spools; also
accessory 400-ft. magazines.

ACCESSORIES FOR ARRIFLEX 16: Large Choice of Lenses from
11.5 mm to 600 mm • 400 ft. magazines • nickel cadmium bat¬
teries • 110 volt Synch motor • Shoulder Pod.

NEW 35mm MODEL 2A
WITH 180° SHUTTER. For

tough and trying assign¬
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in
a class by itself. Reflex
focusing through photo¬
graphing lens while camera
is operating — this is just
one outstanding ARRIFLEX
feature.

ARRIFLEX 35 BLIMP is a sound-proof housing

for use with the Arriflex 35 camera using the
400' or 200' magazine. Synchronous motor.
Cast-magnesium alloy with black crackle finish.
Internal walls are lined with corduroy velvet.
All doors are sealed with foam rubber gaskets,
and secured by heavy clamp locks. Regular
cover and optical system is removed from
camera and replaced with a special cover which
permits reflex viewing when camera is blimped.
Oversized focusing scale is linked with taking
lens and can be seen through window.
ARRIFLEX 16 BLIMP ALSO AVAILABLE.

We carry a complete stock of parts and
our factory-trained technicians are avail¬

Equipped with bright,
right-side-up image finder,
6V2 x magnification. Solves
all parallax problems. 3
lens turret. Variable speed
motor built into handle op¬
erates from lightweight bat¬
tery. Tachometer register¬
ing from 0 to 50 frames per
second.
Compact, light¬
weight for either tripod or
hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine.
Write for free folder.
FRANK

ARRIFLEX 35 ACCESSORIES:

Lenses from 20 mm to 600 mm • 200
to 400 ft magazines • nickel cadmium
batteries • 110 volt Synch motor • HiHat adapter for use on Pro Jr Tripod •
Shoulder Pod.

ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
C.

ZUCKER

(£flm€RH Couipmevr (o.,mc.

able to give prompt guaranteed service.

Dept. A 31$ West 43rd St . New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Questions

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.

QTlie

present high standard of regis¬
tration and definition being what it
is, how does Walt Disney approach the
norm with so much of the film lie uses
shot with the Cine Kodak Special? Is
the lack of registration pin in this cam¬
era an asset to image steadiness because
of film shrinkage?
I realize that the Cine Special is used
widely by many small film producers
and I have no doubt that the use of
Kodaclirome film and precision optical
printing of 16mm to 35mm helps Disney
a great deal. Still, wouldn’t cameras such
as the Arriflex and the Camerette pro¬
duce a better product? How does the
Pathe-16 camera compare with the Cine
Special in image steadiness and regis¬
tration?—C. IS. A., Laurel, Md.

Answer: Image steadiness in the cam¬
era depends on the elimination, from
frame to frame, of lateral image shift
and vertical image movement. Theoretic¬
ally perfect registration would permit
multiple exposures of a motionless sub¬
ject at any reasonable camera speed,
both forward and reverse, with no im¬
age deviation (and with complete film
immobility during exposures). Within
detectable limits this ideal is achieved
with several types of 35mm cameras,
particularly those employed in optical
printing.
Horizontal image steadiness is con¬
trolled by edge guiding of the film in
all 16mm cameras except the Mitchell,
where one of the pilot pins registers a
perforation laterally during exposure.
There are good technical arguments
favoring each method. Vertical steadi¬
ness is most often held solely by gate
pressure after the pull-down claw has
positioned successive frames. In addi¬
tion, the Maurer and Arriflex 16 cam¬
eras utilize single pilot pins which reg¬
ister one perforation in both dimensions
during exposure; while one of the
Mitchell 16 pilot pins registers a per¬
784
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foration vertically. Obviously, multiple
exposures in both directions would re¬
quire pilot pin registration whenever
precise lineup was needed.
Manufacturer’s data on registration
tolerances varies for better 16mm cam¬
eras from .002" in one direction at
normal speeds to .0002" for either hori¬
zontal or vertical through a range of
speeds. (We have no available data for
the Pathe Super-16.) Film shrinkage is
not normally a serious registration prob¬
lem with modern film base, except pos¬
sibly in optical printing of old or im¬
properly-stored negative.
Since all optical printers register on
the perforations both horizontally and
vertically, it would seem desirable for
maximum steadiness in blowups to select
the most precise camera equipment that
budget and portability would permit,
and to shoot only on precision-perforated
stock. This is perforated one frame at
a time, rather than 3 frames as is usual
with 16mm materials. Commercial Kodachrome is regularly supplied with this
perforation, and it can be obtained on
special order for Daylight and Type A
Kodachrome (with core winds and edge
numbering). This is done by Disney
and other producers who use these ma¬
terials for blowup release.
However, this writer has been told on
good authority by Technicolor experts
that their only valid criterion for satis¬
factory steadiness is the result after
blowing up, no matter how good the
original camera might have been. Fre¬
quently equipment not designed for
accurate registration will produce very
steady images. Moreover, they state that
no film from any 16mm camera can be
blown up for traveling matte, process
or similar precision requirements and
meet theatrical standards of steadiness.
The problem of getting such steadiness
from 16mm is, after all, quantitative—
compare 16mm and 35mm perforations
and pilot pins, for example. Every devi¬
ation of the original is magnified in the
optical printer, and then again in pro¬
jection.
From a practical standpoint, some un¬
steadiness may be admissible or un¬
noticed in many types of subject matter
December, 1957

most frequently blown up from 16mm,
including natural history, news, combat
or documentary subjects. It would often
be impractical if not impossible to film
some of these without the facility of
16mm cameras, many of which have
been adapted for highly-specialized tech¬
niques.—Ralph Woolsey, ASC.

Q

Please give information on material
used for screens for background
proection. I have used panels of frosted
glass for title work, but the reproduction
of the projected image was not satisfac¬
tory.—E. T. C., Hagerstoum, Md.

Answer: The composition of the profes¬
sional-type background projection screens
is Ethyl cellulose, a thermal plastic true
resin. The material is cast on a seamless
matrix which in turn produces a seam¬
less screen of large area.
The diffusion and/or dispersion char¬
acteristics of the determined screen is
accomplished by the type of material
applied to the “finished’’ side of the
screen (which faces the camera); the
opposite or projector side of the screen
is an inverse replica of the screen-cast¬
ing matrix.
Such screens may be purchased from
Bodde Screen Co., 11541 Bradley Ave.,
(P.O. Box 711), San Fernando, Calif.
—Robert Hansard, A.S.C. Associate

QOn

page 669 of your October, 1957,
issue is a photo of a man wearing a
head-set operating two B&H Magneticrecording projectors. The machines are
set at right angles and there is a flexible
cable coupling the two.
Please explain why the projectors were
used in that manner. Is it part of a
technique of using one projector for
screening workprint while the other re¬
cords the final sound track? Is the cou¬
pling cable some sort of electrical inter¬
lock ?
Also, please advise if a work print
having a great many splices preclude
having it sound striped? Wotild a 16mm
lab be able to use such a sound track
and re-record it to optical track on nega¬
tive for printing with the regular picture
negative?—O. E., Florala, Alabama.

Answer: Picture in question shows Tullio Pellegrini, of San Francisco, Calif.,
re-recording music and sound effects for
one of his 16mm films. Music and sound
effects thus were recorded on a master
track of 16mm striped film, prepared so
that it synchronized with the picture.
The original sound was originally re¬
corded “wild” with a portable, batterydriven recorder. The cable is a direct
interlock connection that keeps the two
projectors in sync. The photo first ap¬
peared with Mr. Pellegrini's story of the
equipment’s use in our December, 1955,
issue.
Answering the last part of your ques¬
tion: splices in workprint will not affect
soundstriping nor the sound recorded
thereon. Your lab can subsequently re¬
record the track to produce an optical
track negative.—Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

GET THE "PACKAGE’'AT BIRNS & SAWYER
RENT OR BUY, WE HAVE IT ALL HERE!

C0L0RTAN STUDIO LIGHTING
Portable, Lightweight, Packaged
Lighting for Color-Calibrated, Highoutput use. Available in Kits, Sep¬
arate Heads or Combinations.
3200°-3400° Kelvin Rating AC-DC,
110 or 220 volts.

NEW ARRI 35“300”
Only one of its kind in
the U. S. With External
Aperture Control, Folio
Focus, 1000-ft. Film
Capacity, Sync Motor,
Matched Zeiss Lenses.

FROM

*3675

*6,905

COMPLETE

ARRIFLEX 16
Most desired 16 mm
Camera ... Registration
Pin, Through-the-Lens
Viewing, Divergent
Turret, Variable motor,
Immediate Delivery.
FROM

Kits and Lights
Rented By Day,
Week or Month
Get Our Quotes!

$1,625

Magnasync Sound Record¬
ers from X400 through
Mark IX. The finest for
clarity, fidelity. Perfect
sync with Arriflex, Mitchell,
Auricon-double system.

Going Underwater.
For underwater
work see the NEW
Birns & Sawyer
AQUARRI Blimp for
Arri 16 with full
400 foot film load.

*1,495

FROM

*985

Exclusive Los Angeles Magnasync Dealer

AURICON CAMERAS
For single or double system, Magnetic or Optical
Auricon. Self-blimped Cameras make
16 mm production easy. We have
Cine-voice, Pro 200’s, Pro 600's,
Converted 1200’s, etc., In Stock.
from

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • Oleander 5-6970

F.O.B.
LOS ANGELES

WRITE
FOR OUR
EM:

RENTAL
SCHEDULE

CECO
H.D. TRIPOD
$140

CINE EQUIPMENT
PHOTO SUPPLIES
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 782)

For More Information

• Floyd
Crosby,
ASC,
“Hell
Raiders”
(American
International
Pictures)
with
Michael Conners and John Ashley. Edw. L.
Cahn, director.

On Advertisers Products

• Daniel Fapp, ASC, “Kings Go Forth’’
(Frank Ross-Eton Prods, for UA release)
with Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis and Natalie
Woods. Delmer Daves, director.

Or Services....

• Russell Harlan, ASC, "Run Silent, Run
Deep” (Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for UA release)
with Calrk Gable and Burt Lancagter. Robert
Wise, director.

Every advertiser in this issue has available pamphlets or

• Carl Kayser, “Lowell Thomas Adventure
Series” * < Odyssey Prods.; shooting in New
Guinea and Australia).
Lee Robinson, di¬
rector.

other literature illustrating and describing his products or

• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “The Fantastic Pup¬

services beyond the capabilities of the limited space afforded
in his advertisement.

pet People”
(American International Pic¬
tures) with John Agar and June Kenney.
Bert I. Gordon, director.
McCord, ASC, “The Proud Rebel”
(Samuel Goldwyn Jr. Prods, for UA release;
shooting in Cedar City, Utah) with Alan
Ladd and Olivia de Haviland. Michael Curtiz,
director.
• Ted

You are invited to write to these advertisers direct for
any information you may desire.

Advertisers appreciate direct inquiries from read¬

• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “The Lone Ranger
in the Lost City of Gold” (Jack Wrather
Prod, for UA release; Eastmancolor; shoot¬
ing at Tucson) with the Lone Ranger and
Tonto. Leslie Selander, director.
• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Big Country,”
(Anthony-Worldwide Prods, for UA release)
with
Gregory
Peck
and
Jean
Simmons.
William Wyler, director.

ers because it shows a bona-fide personal inter¬
est in their product or services—as aainst the
mass inquiry post card type of communication.
This is why we have never adopted this type
of promotion.

• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Terror in a Texas
Town” (Seltzer Films for U\ release) with
Sterling Hayden and Carol Kelly. Joseph H.
Lewis, director.
• Giuseppe Rotunno, “Anna of Brooklyn”
(Circeo Cinematografica for RKO release:
shooting in Rome) with Gina Lollobrigida
and Vittoria DeSica. Reginald Denham, di¬
rector.
• W. J. Storz, ASC,
Carauel Pictures and

When inquiring, write on your business letterhead when pos¬
sible—although a post card will bring you equally prompt

TV commercials for
McConnachie Prods.

• Karl
Struss,
ASC,
“Counterplot”
(J.
Harold Odell Prods. UA release) with For¬
rest Tucker and Allison Hayes. Kurt Newmann, director.
• Ai.do Tonti. “Fortunella” (DeLaurentiis
Prods, for RKO Release; shooting in Rome)
with Giulietta Masina and Paul Douglas. Ed¬
uardo De Filippo, director.

response.

• Bob Weiler, “Russell Hayden Presents”*
(Russell
Hayden
Prods.).
Oliver
Drake,
director.

And we’d appreciate it very much if you’d tell them you
KLING STUDIOS

saw their advertisement in . .

.
• Perry Finnerman, “Stopover with
Lon¬
don'' (H & R Prods.) with Buddy Hart and
Wendy Stuart. Ron Rondeau, director.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

KTTV STUDIOS
Thompson,
ASC,
“Lassie”*
(Robt. Maxwell Prods.) with Jon Provost
and Cloris L.eachman. Phil Ford, director.
• Stuart

(Continued on Page 821)
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F&B PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS
F & B

F&B (HANGING BAG
Finest,

Lightproof

35"x44"

Size

with

Elastic

Arm

Holes.

Double

Zippered,

Including

Zipper

Carrying

Case—Reg.
.

BUTT SPLICING BLOCKS

Fabric.

Generous

only .

MOVISCOP VIEWER
250% MORE LIGHT

Rubberized,

Now ... a new, amazingly simple device
for butt-splicing 16mm and 35mm film with
Magic Mylar.

$24.95,

Simple as A-B-C . . .

.

$13.95

!

A Register film in guide sprockets; cut
with angled razor blade in groove.
B Remove film, lay in Magic Mylar, sticky
side up.

TEWE DIRECTOR
FINDER

C Lay film on top of Magic Mylar, care¬
fully registering sprocket holes; apply
finger pressure on film.

WITH MOVIESCOP
16MM VIEWER
• Most brilliant image
of any viewer
• Guaranteed scratchfree operation
• Fine-grain, optically
ground glass screen
• Precision optical
focusing
• Built-in film marker
• 70% heat resistant
glass filter
• Rotating glass prism
in drum shutter
• Built-in voltage
transformer for
llOvolt to 240 volt
AC operation
List Price $125.00

PIC-SOUND EDITOR

That’s all . . . the Butt Splice is finished!

The only efficient, ac¬
curate Director's View
Finder:
Used
in
all
leading studios —

(For double strength, Magic Mylar may be
placed on both sides of film.)

Three Models available:
35mm Model—Focal Length 25 to
200mm .$68.50
35mm Widescreen
Model — Covers
all ratios from 1:75 to 2:55.$98.50
16mm Model — Focal Length 11.5
to 75mm .$68.50
All Models provided with Leather Case
and Neckchain.

Model B-1 6 for
Model B-35

16mm.$ 9.50

for 35mm.

11.50

Model B-4 for V4" magnetic tape.

6.50

Model B5B combination unit for
16mm, 35mm and '/," mag¬
netic tape . 24.50

F & B LEG-LOK TRIANGLE

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER—Complete Outfit

MAGIC
MYLAR
TRANSPARENT

/jQr Y^ifS

SPROCKETED

Sturdy
metal
tri¬
angle
locks
tripod
legs in position. One
man can move cam¬
era. tripod and tri¬
angle. Gives absolute safety and
rigidity on wooden, composition,
concrete,
metal
and
slippery
floors.
Price $26.95

SPLICING
Consisting of — Moviscop-Viewer, Precision
Optical Sound Reader ^f600RL and Base.

TAPE

List

16mm—Single and double perf.,
66 foot roll .

Price

9.00

F & B

F&B FAMOUS SPLIT REELS
FILM REPAIR & SPLICING BLOCK

Top Quality Steel—Precision Machined
400

Feet—16mm .$ 4.50

800

Feet—16mm

6.00

Feet—16mm .

7.50

1600

Feet—16mm

9.00

2000

Feet—16mm . 12.00

.

.$370.00

$ 5.00

35mm—66 foot roll .

1200

(This offer good on'y for a
limited time.)

CAMERA
SLATE
LARGE H"xl4" Size, Erasable Slate Finish,
Sturdy-Durable
Construction.
Reg.
$8.75,
only . . . .$4.75

ALL
ALUMINUM — NON-MAGNETIC:
400
Feet,
$6.50; 1200 Feet, $9.00; 35mm 1000 Feet, $9.75

V4" MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE

JARO-SALFORD
Professional
Exposure Meter
Combines functions of
both
photometer and
exposure meter in one
instrument.
Line scale
of each meter is handcalibrated
for utmost
accura cy

For use with Magic Mylar sprocket¬
ed transparent splicing tape.

Magic Mylar Sprocketed Transparent Tape repairs
torn, gouged films as good as new . . . without
the loss of a single frame.
Applied directly on both sides of the damaged
film, Mylar (only 1/1000 of an inch thick) re¬
pairs, reinforces and holds the broken film to¬
gether . . . WITH THE STRENGTH OF MORE
THAN 3 TIMES THE ORIGINAL FILM.
•

$295.00

REPAIR TEARS
• REPLACE BROKEN SPROCKET HOLES
• REPLACE GOUGES
• STRENGTHEN LAP SPLICES
• MAKE BUTT SLICES

FLORMAIM

&

68

New

West

$19.95

45th

Street,

SPECIALLY MADE FOR F&B. WE PURCHASE THIS
TOP-QUALITY TAPE IN HUGE QUANTITIES
AT ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES
5"
5"
5"
7"
7"
7"
7"

3 Rolls 10 Rolls
Reel— 600'—1 % Mil Acetate
$2.85
$9.00
Reel— 900'—1
Mil Acetate
3.40
11.00
Reel— 900'—1
Mil Mylar
4.20 13.00
Reel—1 200'—1 % Mil Acetate
3.95
12.50
Reel—1800'—1
Mil Acetate
5.25
16.00
Reel—1800'—1
Mil Mylar
6.85 22.00
Reel—2400'— % Mil Mylar
10.60 32.00
All new fresh, top quality—•
packed in individual boxes.

If unsatisfactory for any reason you may return
all tape for full money-back refund.
Postage extra—add 20c per reel.
Any excess will be refunded.

BABB,
YORK

36,

N.Y.

BMC.
MU

2-2928
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The Technique Of Follow-Focus
Successful moving camera shots require split-second timing
in adjusting the lens to keep subject in sharp focus
from start to finish of the shot.
By

B

theatrical motion pictures
are photographed with a highly ilexible camera that may be raised, lowered,
or dollied about the set during a take,
arbitrary restrictions are not imposed on
writers, directors or actors. The result is
a more realistic picture because, with no
restriction on movement of either the
players or the camera, the cinematog¬
rapher is permitted unlimited composi¬
tional control of the camera throughout
the shot. Moving the camera toward or
away from players or other subjects dur¬
ing a take introduced the need for ad¬
justing focus of the lens as the camera
moved in order to keep the players
“sharp" from start to finish of the shot.
This technique is known as follow-focus.
ecause

It is the assistant cameraman’s task
to maintain sharp image by riding the
focus, i.e., continually changing the lens
to predetermined settings, as the action
progresses, or as the camera itself moves
about on a dolly. Follow-focusing is
achieved with cameras such as the Mit¬
chell by turning a knob on one side of
the camera which is geared directly to
the lens mount. In some cases a remote
control is employed, which allows assist¬
ant to work with more freedom at a
distance from the camera. The same re¬
sult, of course, can be accomplished by
simply adjusting the lens mount manu¬
ally.
Follow-focus filming requires the aid
of a good assistant cameraman with ex¬
perience and a knack of “hitting the
mark" instinctively. This can be ac¬
quired through understanding of the
principles involved and by considerable
practice in developing the feel for co¬
ordinating camera, subject and lens
movements.
The Hollywood assistant cameraman’s
accuracy in follow-focusing is a prime
factor in judging his overall ability. The
small producer of industrial or television
films, with a camera crew able to deliver
accurate follow-focus shots, can liven the
static deadliness of fixed distance shoot¬
ing by introducing camera and subject
movement found in the best theatrical
motion pictures.
The "secret’’ of follow-focusing is that
it must be accomplished with an uneven
motion. A simple analysis will show
788
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why: the focusing calibrations for near
distances on most lenses are spaced
farther apart than for greater distances.
The space between two and three feet is
a large turn of the lens mount—but the
latitude for adjustment from twenty-five
feet to infinity, particularly on a wideangle lens, may be almost microscopic.
Thus a person walking away from the
camera at a constant pace requires re¬
volving the lens mount fast, and then
slow as the subject recedes into the dis¬
tance. Coming toward the camera re¬
quires opposite treatment: very slow
turning at the start, then faster until the
final mark. It must be borne in mind
that focus must not only be accurate at

WHERE

THE ASSISTANT cameraman

follow-focus is maintained

either end of the change, but all the
way in between. Anyone can turn a lens
from one position to another, but ac¬
tually “riding the focus’’—so that a
moving subject is sharp at all times is
not quite as simple.
There are four basic types of followfocus techniques. These are sometimes
used in combination on complex shots.
1. The camera moves about the set
and films either stationary or moving
action. It may either dolly toward or
away from the set or it may track with
the actors at a definite distance.
2. The camera is stationary but the
subject moves toward or away from the
camera.

cannot ride along

by remote control.

with the

camera

in

a

boom

Here assistant operates the control

shot,

(arrow,

lower right) as shot progresses. Pre-determined footage marks penciled on scale of remote
control

show where

December,
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lens

to

correspond

with

the

action

and

position

of

camera.

3. The camera is stationary but is
panned or tilted, or both, from one
object or subject to another at a dif¬
ferent distance.
4. The camera is stationary and films
stationary action but various objects or
subjects in the scene alternate in focus
during the shot.
The first method—in which the cam¬
era dollies while filming a stationary or
moving subject — requires the utmost
smoothness in camera movement. The
dolly must gradually accelerate, glide
with a floating action, then decellerate to
a stop. The camera must create the im¬
pression of floating through space; any
jerkiness, bumps or erractic movement
will detract from the picture. Track
should be laid for the dolly to travel on
where the floor is uneven. An old trick
in laying track is to have it tilt slightly
in the direction the dolly rolls, employ¬
ing gravity to aid smooth starting and
movement.
In a simple traveling shot the camera
moves in a straight line. The movement
is axial when the camera moves for¬
ward or backward; lateral when the
camera moves horizontally across the
screen or vertical when moved up or
down, as when on a boom. Complex
camera movements include a combina¬
tion of any or all of these plus a broken
movement, a curving movement or an
oblique movement along a diagonal.
Movement is limited only by the physi¬
cal problems involved and the imagina¬
tion of the cameraman and director.
A greater three-dimensional effect can
be imparted in an axial dolly shot if the
camera pulls back past people or ob¬
jects—such as over tables, through doorwas, under chandeliers — thus bringing
things into view that seem to move past
each other as they appear at the sides or
top or bottom of the frame. In a lateral
dolly shot people and props should be
placed at various distances between the
camera and the background. As the
camera moves across the set they will
appear to move at different speeds: the
closest will move fastest and the back¬
ground hardly at all. A lateral or
curved dolly movement creates chang¬
ing linear perspective strongly suggest¬
ing a three-dimensional effect.
The axial dolly shot, which moves in
or pulls back from the subject is pro¬
bably the most widely used. The scene
opens with a long shot of a man sitting
behind a desk. As he speaks the camera
moves into a tight closeup. The focus
change—in which the lens should be
moved slowly at the start and then faster
as the dolly moves in—is geared to
match the dolly movement at every
point. Far and near marks should be
chalked or taped on the floor to mark
terminus of the dolly run. The inexpe¬
rienced assistant cameraman can also
place inscribed tapes at intermediate dis-

FOLLOWING FOCUS on a difficult combination dolly and pan shot. Here assistant, at left
of camera, carefully controls focus of lens as camera moves back, then pans away from
player in background to the one at far right.

tnnces to cue him during the movement,
thus picking up small errors enroute and
assuring himself of sharp focus all the
way. Someone can call out the distances
if it is a silent shot—or tap him on the
back at intervals if a sound take. Intri¬
cate shots involving movement over
great distances, even with wide lens
apertures, can be easily accomplished in
this manner. During rehearsal careful
check should be made that none of the
telltale tapes show in the picture.
A small piece of paper tape placed
over the distance calibrations and in¬
scribed: “N” and “F” for near and far
focusing marks, will be much easier for
the assistant cameraman to read than
the mass of engraved numerals on the
lens mount, particularly when looking
away from the glare of a brilliantly illu¬
minated interior to the relative shadow
of the camera. If more than two posi¬
tions are called for by the script, then
the various stops should be numbered
on the tape, after carefully ascertaining
their position by actual measurements.
Before starting to shoot, the assistant
should check to be certain that the lens

FOLLOWING

FOCUS

by

remote

control

is focused on the first position. Nothing
is so exasperating than to begin filming
a near object and find the lens set for
the distant focus. During actual filming
the assistant must take care not to ob¬
struct the viewfinder with his hand,
while revolving the lens mount. Where
the camera is a turret model it is advis¬
able to remove the extra lenses so that
the taking lens can be manipulated with
greater freedom.
It is often easier to achieve precise
framing of a small area, like a point on
(Continued on Page 810)

has

been greatly simplified for cameramen work¬
ing with the Mitchell BNC camera, thanks to
improved remote control developed by Holly¬
wood

film

technician.

Gene

Polito,

shown

here explaining operation of device to direc¬
tor Hall

Bartlett

(left)

and

cinematographer

Jack Warren, A.S.C.
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That happy glow (limelight?) in Precision's corner
is simply the radiance of a solid reputation for
sound, careful and

accurate film

processing.

Wotta performer.
Precision is the pace-setter in film processing. In
the past. Precision found techniques to bring the
best out of black and white or color originals.
In the present, facilities are the profession's very
best for any of your processing needs.
And, in the future. Precision will, as usual, be
first again (depend on it) with the newest
developments to serve you better.

A DIVISION OF J

In

everything, there

is

one

best

...

in

film

A. MAURER. INC

processing, it’s

Precision

Color From B & W Films For Television
Future of color television enhanced by unique process which
produces

full

color

By

T

of projecting in color,
motion pictures photographed on
black-and-white film, has long been the
dream of many inventors, both in and
out of the film industry. The practical¬
ity of its application to commercial
entertainment film production has never
been successfully demonstrated, and it
has remained for television to provide
the vehicle by which color from blackand-white films becomes both feasible
and practical.
The process, or more correctly, its
application to television, was unveiled
for the first time early this month at
Shamrock Studios in Winter Park,
Florida. It embodies a patented prin¬
ciple by which a black-and-white image
on film is converted to compatible
color for transmission over the present
Yidicon film camera system. No special
electronic matrix is involved and there
is no change required in the circuitry
employed today by broadcasting studios.
Original development is the work of
Dr. Warren Millais, whose experiments
on the system date back some fifteen
years. Millais will be remembered as
the technical coordinator for the Magna
Theatre group during the development
of the Todd A-0 camera. He is widely
known also for other advancements in
the field of motion pictures.
John Arnold, A.S.C., formerly execu¬
tive director of MGM’s camera depart¬
ment, entered the picture several months
ago to lend the project the full benefit
of his extensive background in cinema¬
tography. An inventor of note with
many important motion picture equip¬
ment developments to his credit, includ¬
ing the RO camera crane, camera
blimp, buckle switch, bloop light, re¬
mote focus control, camera heater, and
a host of others, Arnold foresees a bril¬
liant future ahead for the Millais
process in view of the strong trend of
televsion networks to go all out for
color telecasting.
The impact of this new process on
the photographic science of today is
likely to enhance present values rather
than obsolete them. Basically the meta¬
morphosis of color from black-andwhite is achieved through the use of
one separate 35mm frame to encom¬
pass the complete color image eompohe

pictures

from

ARTHUR

black-and-white

ROWAN

magic

JOHN ARNOLD, ASC (left) holds special filter
for camera while Dr. Warren Millais examines
the projection lens filter, both of which are
key components of unique conversion system
invented by Dr.

films.

Millais.

nents, differing from other and earlier
attempts whereby a single frame of
35mm film was divided into three seg¬
ments, each of which represented one
of the three basic colors which netted
a full-color image when projected with
special apparatus.
Significantly, the
Millais method means that a full-color
image is obtained by projection of a
single frame of 35mm film. This phe¬

nomenon is actually a controlled re¬
sponse of color wave-lengths to film
densities.
According
to
John
Arnold,
the
process opens up greater possibilities
than ever before for color television.
The backlog of black-and-white films
being made available to television by
the major studios can now be televised
in color, just as though they had
originally been photographed in color.
Those producing films for television
may soon forego shooting their pictures
on color negative as an added invest¬
ment toward the day when color tele¬
casting will be general and the demand
for color TV films increased; pictures
shot in black-and-white today may be
televised in color, when desired, thanks
to the Millais invention. TV commer¬
cials won't have to be shot on the more
expensive color film for color telecast¬
ing; the black-and-white prints may be
televised in color simply by adding a
filter to the projector.
According to Arnold, any picture
shot on panchromatic film can he tele¬
vised in color, using the Milais process.
Exisiting black-and-white
films,
not
originally
photographed
for Millais
process telecasting in color, require
only new prints be made having densi¬
ties coresponding to the Millais process
requirements.
While complete technical data on the
(Continued on Page 808)

DIAGRAM OF Vidicon system of film projection for color telecasting, which shows location
of the Millais conversion filter incorporated with the standard projection lens for projecting
black-and-white films in color for TV.
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Ten Good Books Of Cinematographic Knowledge
A digest of some of the better books available on cinematography and motion
picture

production

which
By

O

frequent requests
addressed to the editor of this mag¬
azine is for a list of good books on cine¬
matography. Over the years a great
many books have been written dealing
either entirely with cinematography or
with the mechanics of making motion
pictures—some good, some just fair, but
all of them containing a goodly meas¬
ure of information, instruction and ad¬
vice. Some of the books have been di¬
rected at the amateur level while others
have been written for the edification of
the student of cinematography and the
filmer already on his way as a profes¬
sional motion picture photographer or
producer.
Out of these books the editors have
selected ten which they believe offer the
student of cinematography a substantial
grounding in the basics of motion pic¬
ture photography and which can be rec¬
ommended as valuable additions to
NE OF the MOST

THE ART and

purpose of the moving

deserve

a

place

FREDERICK

in

one’s library of reference books on the
subject. We do not imply that these ten
are the best books on the subject; one
can always find differences of opinion
on books as with horses, food and wom¬
en. But in these volumes will be found
the answers to countless questions and
problems, instruction on basic motion
picture photography, treatises on the
procedures employed in making profes¬
sional motion pictures, and over-all —
the professional advice of men respected
in their field.
Some of these books, such as Hand¬
book of Basic Motion Picture Tech¬
niques and Pictorial Continuity were
written essentially for the serious 16mm
and 8mm movie maker. They have been
included in the group of ten because of
the very thorough manner in which
they have been planned, written and il¬
lustrated—making them invaluable to
to the semi-professional as well as the

camera is exceptionally well

defined
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film

maker’s

library.

FOSTER

in

“Dynamics

and the Film,” by Joseph and Henry Feldman. Here William Mellor, A.S.C. and his crew
make a tracking shot for “Love In The Afternoon” (Paramount).
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the

amateur and student of cinematography.
FILM AND ITS TECHNIQUES, by
Raymond Spottsiwoode. Published 1951
by University of California Press, Los
Angeles. Price $7.50.
This
authoritative 516-page
book
deals first with the ideas for a documen¬
tary film, and shows how they are em¬
bodied in a script. It explains how the
production unit is assembled and goes
on to describe the mechanism of the
camera, the primary instrument of film
making. The chapters which follow dis¬
cuss the important creative process of
editing, optical printing, the film li¬
brary, and negative cutting. A special
section deals with the physics of sound,
the technical methods of recording it,
and the creative uses to which sound
can be put in film. A long chapter de¬
scribes most of the current color proc¬
esses in 16mm techniques.
One of the outstanding features of the
book are the illustrations which are all
line drawings instead of photographs
and because of their clarity get across
points that otherwise would not be pos¬
sible with photographs.
Most all of the cameras currently in
use today in professional film produc¬
tion are described in detail as are most
of the accessories and camera equip¬
ment used in conjunction with them.
The book closes with one of the most
complete glossaries to be found any¬
where on the subject of film making.
Raymond Spottiswoode, the author,
has had considerable experience in film
making. He spent three years in Eng¬
land with John Grierson’s original doc¬
umentary production group and with
commercial companies. From 1945 to
1948 he wrote, directed and produced
documentary films in the United States.
His book is considered one of the out¬
standing contributions in educational
media dealing with contemporary film
production.
HANDBOOK OF BASIC MOTION
PICTURE TECHNIQUES, by Emil E.
Brodbeck. Published 1950 by McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., New York.
Price $5.95.

Unlike other books on the subject of
film making, this volume deals almost
entirely with the photographic tech¬
niques of motion pictures. Mr. Brodbeck starts with a thorough discussion
of mechanics and techniques of the
camera, lenses, exposure, etc. He then
takes up, one by one, the ten stumblingblocks in motion picture making: pan¬
ning, using the tripod correctly, shot
breakdown, screen direction, matching
action, newsreel technique, build-up in
scenario planning, composition, indoor
lighting, and applied techniques.
While this book was written espe¬
cially for the 8mm and 16mm movie
maker, it is so thorough in its explora¬
tion of cinematographic techniques that
it soon became “must" reading for stu¬
dents of cinematography everywhere.
Today the 16mm cameraman aiming
for a career as cinematographer in the
production of industrial, educational,
television and newsreel films can find
no better book on basic camera proced¬
ure.
Mr. Brodbeck doesn’t stop at simply
laying down the simple rules for good
picture making. In a later chapter he
sets down a series of practice assign¬
ments with detailed instructions on how
the reader may proceed to achieve the
desired results.
In the chapter devoted to Mechanics
and Techniques, the reader will find
ideas concerning the mechanics of
movie making which are literally gems
of knowledge. These have been included
to save the reader years of stumbling
upon them in various articles, books
and through experience. It will be
noted, however, as the reader gets deep¬
er and deeper into the book, that the ac¬
cent is on technique. It was absolutely
imperative to concentrate on technique
because that is the side of movie mak¬
ing no one has to teach you correctly.
“The whole purpose of this book,”
says Mr. Brodbeck, “is to do as much as
possible to help the movie maker to
achieve successful motion picture pho¬
tography—especially those who want to
enter the professional motion picture or
television film fields."
PICTORIAL CONTINUITY, by Ar¬
thur L. Gaskill and David A. Eng¬
lander. Published 1947 by Duell, Sloan
& Pearce, Inc., New York, N.Y. Price
$3.00.
While this book also was written ex¬
pressly for the amateur, it is the first
book to break down the complicated
technique of camera continuity and put
the simple means for achieving it in the
hands of the movie maker—amateur or
professional.
Pictorial contniuity, in simple terms,
is the coherence which enables separate
shots on a strip of film to flow together
like the sentences of any good story; it

THE CAMERA “rule of three” is contrasted with a moving camera shot (right) in these two
illustrations from Raymond Spottiswoode’s book, “Film and its Techniques.” (Courtesy Univ.
of

Calif.

Press.)

is what every professional motion pic¬
ture has and has to have. It is not a
matter of sound effects, of technical ex¬
perts, of dozens of cameras shooting
from cranes and dollies. It is something
within the ability and equipment of the
cameraman to provide.
Pictorial continuity is broken down
into elements, explained step by step
with practical examples and detailed il¬
lustrations in this book so that the read¬
er can put it into effect in his own film
making. No other book dealing with
motion picture photography so effec¬
tively explains and illustrates the basic
steps required to achieve real profes¬
sional results in photographing a motion
picture.
The authors have done a particularly
fine job in illustrating the book. All
photographs were especially staged to
illustrate the points intended or are re¬
productions from 16mm films which
they have produced themselves. In all,
they provide an excellent blue-print for
filming technique which the reader will
do well to keep handy for ready refer¬
ence.
DYNAMICS OF THE FILM, by
Joseph and Harry Feldman. Published
1951 by Hermitage House, New York,
N.Y. Price $3.50.
While this volume is more informa¬
tive than instructional, it is notable for
presenting some of the technical aspects
of cinematography in a new light, and
for picturing film production from the
standpoint of its basic functions as an
entertainment and informational media.
To appreciate the art of the film, it is
necessary first to see how film art dif¬
fers from literature, drama, and the the¬
atre. The authors clearly establish the
differences, and then set forth the pe¬
culiar logic of the film. This logic starts
from montage, “a method of editing
shots so that their connection is not lit¬
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erary but purely filmic,” and for once
in a book on the motion picture, mon¬
tage is explained in simple terms.
Similarly, the authors give simple ex¬
planations of such technical procedures
as parallel editing, referential cross-cut¬
ting, and decomposition. The reader is
enabled to grasp the basic elements of
the film which have no counterparts in
the other arts.
Among other topics treated with wide
knowledge and expository skill are
lighting, camera angles, the closeup,
rhythm, the actor, and sound and
speech. Photographs of scenes from out¬
standing theatrical motion pictures are
used to illustrate.
(Continued on Page 813)
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On mine honor, sir
A

dramatic situation! Yes ... but, it’s
not just the plot that holds the audi¬
ence captive. It’s a startling sense of
“reality” due, in great part, to new
bigness of screen and scope—new
technics of production, processing.
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and projection. Whatever your project
—or problem—Kodak stands ready
to lend a hand through the Eastman
Technical Service for Motion Picture
Film. Offices at strategic centers.
Inquiries invited.

i

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division

Midwest Division

342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd

Hollywood 38, Calif.
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DIRECTOR Jean Belanger (left) and cinematographer Georges Leclerc (right)

look on while

the 35 mm Eclair Cameflex is set up in a tight spot on location in a Paris subway for a scene
for Film Oberon’s “Tube Trains On Tires,” photographed on Eastman Color film.

Subway Filming Poses Problems
In Lighting And Photography
Recent French achievement of putting
way trains on

rubber tires

is

Paris Sub¬

photographed the

hard way for a 13-minute documentary film in color.

By

A

DANIEL

things for which
Paris is unique is its subway trains
which roll underground on rubber-tired
wheels and rails instead of on those of
steel, as is the case elsewhere.
Recently Films Oberon, a Paris film
production company, made a thirteenminute short-subject titled ‘'Tube On
Tires,” picturing this new innovation,
which has opereated successfully for
Parisian commuters for the past four¬
teen months. It was decided that the
film should be shot in 35mm Eastman
Color, that a total of sixty scenes should
be photographed in different parts of
mong

796

the

many
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the subway, and that most of these
scenes should show the trains in opera¬
tion.
The greatest problem which the un¬
dertaking posed was that of lighting
the many subway setups which had
been mapped out in the pre-production
planning. After contemplating the use
of conventional studio arc lamps, direc¬
tor Jean Belanger and cinematographer
George Leclerc abandoned the idea as
impractical.
Many of the Metro stations are made
than 250 feet in extent, but no wider
than 45 feet; and as the walls are not
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wild and the vaulted roofs are not high
enough to permit use of catwalks, it was
decided that all lighting would have to
be from floor units set up on platforms.
Another consideration that voided the
use of arcs is the fact they are quite
heavy and carrying them down stair¬
ways and along narrow tunnel ballasts
would not be easy. And finally, the
light they provide would be too intense
and give a wrong impression of the
lighting actually used in the subway
stations.
The alternative, of course, was in¬
candescent lamps: a few 10 KW spots,
and about thirty 5 KWs and 2 KWs. The
tens and fives were generally set up on
platforms or tracks, with the 2 KWs
placed in the recesses that are provided
in the tunnel walls to afford refuge for
workmen when trains approach.
No more than six generators could
be employed at any one time. These
provided up to 1,800 amps. For inte¬
rior shots within the coaches, 500-watt
spots with clamp-on fixtures were em¬
ployed and gave the effect of flat light¬
ing achieved by the fluorescent tubes
normally used for illumination in the
coaches.
Pictorial composition was a constant
problem because with immovable coach
roofs and lack of wild walls, the light¬
ing units were invariably uncomfort¬
ably near the camera’s field of view.
Still another lighting bugaboo was
encountered when shooting inside the
tile-lined tunnels of the subway. It was
an endless task moving and adjusting
the various lamps to prevent hot spots
or light reflections bouncing off the tile
and directly into the lens.
Avoiding lamp reflections on the
bodies of the coaches, which were
painted a periwinkle blue or lemon yel¬
low; coping with the exhaust fumes
from the portable generators mounted
on trucks coupled to the trains; and
getting the camera into the right posi¬
tion in tight spots, were just a few more
of the difficulties encountered by this
company in starting to film this seem¬
ingly simple documentary. It was a real
test of patience and ingenuity for cine¬
matographer Leclerc.
Another factor that made filming
difficult was the fact the company in¬
variably had to wait until the last train,
called “le balai” (the broom), had
passed through the tunnel at 1:30 a.m.,
in order to have free use of the subway
platforms, lines and trains.
From 1:30 on, production went at a
furious pace, for by 4 a.m., the com¬
pany had to clear the subway of per¬
sonnel and equipment to make way for
resumption of the Metro’s daily opera¬
tions.
Because there was no place to store
underground the many lighting units,
the more than 5,000 feet of cable, the

dozens of parallels, props, dollies, etc.,
all this equipment, along with the
camera, had to be brought up from the
subway each night and transported
back to production headquarters by
truck—then transported back again
each evening. This curtailed further
the extremely short shooting period
available after the last train
(the
broom) had trundled quietly on its
rubber-tired wheels over wooden tracks
to the main station to rest until service
was resumed a few hours later.
Belanger, Leclerc and the rest of the
crew had scarcely two hours each night
in which to unroll the cables, set up
camera and lights, rehearse the lighting
and train movements, etc., and get the
scheduled number of shots in the can.
Two studio gaffers supervised the
work of fifteen electricans provided by
the Regie Autonome des Transports—
otherwise known as the RATP—the
authority in charge of all Paris trans¬
portation. The RATP electricians are
always used when scenes are shot in the
Metro subway because they are accus¬
tomed to working around the highlydangerous 600-volt charged rails.
If work was often gruelling for all,
it also meant an anxious time for the
Films Oberon production unit. Time
would imperceptibly get on while the
company was feverishly working. Then,
all too soon, one of the subway’s traffic
officials would suddenly appear from
out of nowhere, watch in hand, and
exclaim with an exquisitely urbane
ruthlessness: “Sorry, but in twenty
minutes the line will have to be
cleared!’’ or “Sorry, but you’ve got only
nine minutes left!”
One night, at the Pyrenees station,
lighting scenes and coordinating the
respective movements of two trains
proved very tricky. An advancing train
was to be shot from another one run¬
ning ahead in the same direction at
such speed that the first train should
overake, and finally at a particular
moment, outdistance the tracking out
camera on the second train. It was
hoped that the scene could be lined up,
rehearsed and shot within the allotted
time, but it was finally impossible. The
little man with watch in hand appeared
all too soon! All the equipment had to
be packed up and sent back at 4 a.m.,
to be returned and set up again the next
night when, luckily, the first take was
successful.
The final scene presented some very
special problems.
On the NeuillyVincennes line, not yet converted to
trains on tires, the recently re-decorated
Franklin D. Roosevelt station is by far
the finest in Paris. It was deemed
highly desirable that Films Oberon,
during this film production, evoke the
time when trains on tires will run
(Continued on Page 807)
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Norwood Introduces New,
Improved Exposure Meter
Both

amateur and

professional

will

find

in

benefits

cinematographers

improved

features

of

the

new Norwood Super Director meter.

NEW
sure

NORWOOD
meter

Super

retains

photosphere,

has

the

Director

expo¬

light-collecting

improved

light

valve

that eliminates slides. The automatic f/
stop

scale

has

excellent spacing

in

re¬

gion which is used most in professional
cinematography.

W

the Norwood director in¬
cident-light meter was introduced
in 1939, photographers — and cinema¬
tographers in particular — discovered a
light-measuring instrument that was as
advanced as it was new in design. With
its hemisphere light collector and its
simplified scale which read f/ stops di¬
rectly, it became the studio cinematog¬
rapher’s first practical exposure meter.
This was the Norwood Director. Model
A.
In 1947, a radically new model Nor¬
wood Director meter was designed es¬
pecially for amateur and general photo¬
graphic use. In order to obtain the de¬
sired versatility for such use it was
necessary to depart from the simplicity
of the original Model A, and to incor¬
porate a calculator on the meter. Each
exposure determination was then made
through the medium of the calculator.
The inventor, Don Norwood, long has
pondered the problem of improving the
meter still further to bring about an
instrument offering both the simplicity
of operation of the original Model A
and the versatility of the later models
without involving undue complications.
With the recent announcement by
Norwood of the new Norwood Super
Director exposure meter, this goal has
been achieved. The new meter, like the
Norwoods which have preceded it, is
hen
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also for evaluating incident light. For
the sake of photographic accuracy, it
retains the now familiar hemisphere
light collector. In other respects, how¬
ever. it presents new, unusual and very
desirable features, and it incorporates
two basic new inventions which set it
apart from all other exposure meters. A
marked improvement is the unique new
light valve which greatly simplifies op¬
eration of the meter in that it replaces
the several separate slides which were
required with early model Norwood Di¬
rector meters.
The new meter, actually a double¬
duty instrument, offers simplified opera¬
tion for the casual or practicing photog¬
rapher who normally encounters what
might be called usual situations. In
addition, it offers utmost versatility in
reserve which enables it to function
efficiently in the unusual situations which
may be encountered from time to time

by the most advanced professional.
Usual Situations:—Under these con¬
ditions the meter is fully automatic in
operation. There is one control which
can be pre-ad justed to take care of any
of the usual combinations of film sensi¬
tivity and shutter time. The meter is
then operated at the location of the
photographic subject in the usual man¬
ner. The pointer on the meter will di¬
rectly indicate the appropriate f-stop
setting for the camera lens. The result
will be the best possible exposure for
the scene.
Unusual Situations:—The meter is
provided with a unique new calculator,
in reserve. The calculator may be op¬
erated, when desired, to take care of
unusual selections of shutter time or
film sensitivity, or both. The calculator
is the paragon of simplicity in design.
The figures are relatively large and easy
(Continued on Page 808)
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NEW METER was exhaustively field-tested over a long period of time by its inventor, Don
Norwood, ASC
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Fig. 4—Whole roll is processed

A

Fig. 5—23 minutes later . . . projected

automatic,
self-threading,
portable, rapid film processor able
to develop 16mm film, dry-to-dry, at
speeds from 6 to 10 feet per minute with
full commercial quality has been an¬
nounced by the Industrial Camera Divi¬
sion of Fairchild Camera and Instru¬
ment Corporation.
If time is the luxury commodity to
you that it is to most people today,
you’ll be interested to know that this
processor makes it possible to view a
hundred-foot roll of film in less than
20 minutes after it has been shot. It of¬
fers a means for ending the possibility
of having to make a new camera set-up,
(to correct an error or to continue a
film study) after waiting a day or a
week for processing of the film exposed
in your current project.
“Our target,” says Fairchild’s engin¬
eers, “was to turn out a truly portable
and reliable 16mm film processor that
would enable speedy film evaluation,
most particularly in engineering photo¬
graphic work. We were thinking in
terms of laboratory and field camera
new

Fig. 6—Interior view of processor

New Table-top Film Processor
Fairchild

introduces a completely automatic, self-

threading, leaderless-loading unit for 16mm film.

users in the whole range of work cov¬
ered by ordinary cine-event recording,
high-speed motion pictures, oscilloscope
recording, gun and missile-scoring cam¬
eras, time-lapse, and time-and-motion
studies—in short, the full province of
photo instrumentation. By no means,
however, did we forget other areas, such
as the people in television who need effi¬
cient equipment for fast processing of
TV news films.’’
What Fairchild’s engineers aimed for
was a processor with plenty of utility,
and what they have come up with in
the Mini-Rapid
16, more formally
known as the Fairchild Model F316

American Cinematographer

Automatic 16mm Processor, is this:
Operation is completely automatic,
enhanced to the ultimate by leaderless
feeding and self-threading of the film.
Processing rate, to dry state, is normally
6 feet per minute, with a maximum of
10 feet per minute. Four easy-to-change
tanks are used, containing, in order, a
high-speed developer, a rapid fixer, a
hypo clearing agent and. ordinarily, a
static rinse. By ordinarily is meant that
no plumbing is required so that the
process can be used in odd corners of
the lab, desert test shacks, a hotel room,
or any location where running water is
(Continued on Page 807)
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WITH THIS PRECISION Oxberry animation equip¬
ment,
TV

Pelican

Films,

commercials

work

and

Inc.,

with

only

production

time.

turns
a

out

animated

minimum

of

art

W

the Association of Ameri¬
can Playing Card Manufacturers
checked recent survey figures the facts
showed conclusively that 4 out of 5
homes own at least one deck of cards.
As a result, the Association decided to
do two things:
hen

SIMPLE ANIMATION SELLS
PLAYING CARDS ON T V.
By

800

JOHN

FORBES

1. Introduce card playing into the
20% group of homes where the
pastime has been overlooked.
2. Put more decks into the 80% group
of homes where cards are popular
already.
The basic problem called for stimu¬
lating greater interest in card games.
After studying the various media suit¬
able for carrying the message, the final
decision assigned the job to television
via filmed commercials.
J. Walter Thompson Advertising
Agency was given the task of developing
a short animated film which would sell
playing cards, yet be acceptable as edu¬
cational and entertainment material for
network and local stations.
Pelican Flms, Inc., New York, N. Y.,
was selected by the advertising agency
to produce the film in both black-andwhite and color. Since the budget was
limited, multi-cel animation was held to
a minimum and the animated effects
were achieved through techniques made
possible by motorized camera equipment
designed by John Oxberry.
"It’s All in the Cards” runs 11:02
minutes on the screen and is rated one
of the cleverest animated T.V. films
turned out in a long time. Two stylized
characters, Mr. Meek and Mr. Boomer,
are featured from beginning to end. Mr.
(Continued on Page 817)

SOME OF THE basic drawings that were used by Pelican Films, Inc.

the public.

in the entertaining TV commercial designed to sell playing cards to

camera and the associated animation equipment.
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Characters come alive through skillful manipulation of
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Now You Can Shoot Color Anywhere
Tests shot under a wide range of conditions indicate Ansco’s new Super
16mm color film gives to color photography what Tri-X and DuPont’s
Type 928 has to black-and-white: a faster film producing
excellent results under inferior light conditions.
By

P

slow mo¬
tion on dull days, greater depth of
field with telephoto shots — Ansco’s new
Super Ansochrome 16mm film has turned
such color filming conditions into ones
of comparative ease.
Now, good color is possible with a
minimum of exposure, thanks to this
new emulsion which is rated at 100 ASA.
Is it really that fast? How about the
color, is it good? What about grain
size in such a fast emulsion?
These are the usual questions the
photographer asks when a new film is
placed at his disposal. Normally there
is just one way to get those answers,
and that is to try a roll of the new
product — which I did.
Illustrated in the 16mm frame en¬
largements on opposite page are some
results of my first test roll.
At an ASA rating of 100, which
meant 80 on my Weston Master II
exposure meter, it was indeed difficult
to believe that such lens settings as the
meter indicated would result in good
color exposure.
A wedding assignment seemed like a
good, practical test of the new color
film. Outside, clouds obscured the sky,
but it so happened that the church had
large windows all along both walls. They
admitted not too much light, however.
Pointing my exposure meter toward the
back of the church, the meter read .8
which, I soon saw, was not enough
light for an exposure at f: 1.9.
But when the bride entered on her
brother’s arm, I noticed that not only
was she in a white gown, but he, also
was dressed in white. This condition, I
knew, would help the exposure; perhaps
give the additional full stop I needed.
The results, shown in Figure 1, in¬
dicates there was enough light, even at
the low meter reading of .8 candlepower,
to produce a good picture with this new
outdoor type Ansco color film, with its
amazing emulsion speed. I was even
OORLY-LIGHTED
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more surprised at the detail in the back
of the church which I had expected
would be badly underexposed.
A meter reading of the front of the
inside of the church showed the re¬
flected light to be almost twice as strong
as at the rear, being almost 1.6. This
was enough to give proper exposure at
f: 1.9, and that is exactly what I gave
the shot of the ceremony, as shown in
Figure 2. I was pleasantly surprised
when I saw the result on the screen.
Not only was it perfectly exposed, but
the color over the entire screen was
excellent. I was also pleased to notice
the depth in the scene, and to see that
the background beyond the altar was
well exposed and in true color, some¬
thing impossible when flood lights are
set up on the principals only.
I had hoped to try the film outside,
but the light at that particular moment
was so bright that I would have had to
close down to f:29, and my lens doesn’t
go down that far. I had not come equip¬
ped with any neutral density filters,
which are required if this super fast
film is to be used in direct sunlight.
But late in the day the bride was
getting a last minute alteration on her
gown, and a meter reading showed the
light to be below 50. This called for
f: 11 at 16 frames per second. I coudn’t
believe I would get any usable picture
at this exposure in such poor light so
late in the day. How wrong I was can
be seen in Figure 3. The detail, even
in the shadows, is good while the high¬
lights are not too far gone. The color,
even under such poor lighting condi¬
tions, was very good.
A few days later it rained, and I
thought this would afford another good
test of the film. Pointing the meter at
the wet sidewalk outside my front door,
I read 13. This called for a stop of
f:6.3. Surely, I thought, this won’t be
any good on the screen.
Again. I was wrong. The exposure was
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right on the button, the color was posi¬
tively amazing, and the raindrops falling
on the wet sidewalk were extremely
realistic. It is the best rain shot I ever
made, and as good as any I have ever
seen outside the professional realm.
A few days later my son was cleaning
out the fish pool on the north side of
the house. The prevailing light wasn't
very good; a meter reading indicated it
was 25. This called for a stop of f:9,
less than I normally give such a scene
in direct sunlight! Once again, the ex¬
posure and color were excellent. (Fig¬
ure 5.)
I thought I would try a closeup tele¬
photo shot, and prevailed upon my
youngest son to cavort a bit, which isn’t
hard for him to do. In the sun, the
meter indicated I would have to shoot
at slow motion at f:16. On that live
wire, slow motion seemed a good idea.
Figure 6 shows the result. I noticed good
depth of field on the subject, which is
a great advantage of this super-fast
color emulsion — so fast that it requires
four stops less exposure than ordinary
color films commonly in use today.
Shortly thereafter a neighbor boy
came over and the two of them went in
the house, sat down and began to look
at a book. The room has windows on
two sides, and a meter reading called
for a lens setting of f:2.8. Surely, I
thought, good color movies at this ex¬
posure just aren’t possible. But when
the film was projected, the results in
Figure 7 (Page 816) showed how long
I was. Even the dark jacket and brown
colored sofa were true in their color
rendition.
Later that day, about sundown, the
family dog was lying underneath a
canopy. I thought here is really a severe
test. The meter was about ready to give
up. Close to the dog’s face it flickered
up above .4 which was a full stop less
than my lens was able to go. I thought
(Continued on Page 816)

,

FIG.

1—Indoors af f/l.9.

FIG. 2—Also shot at f/l.9.

FIG. 3—Outdoors at f/1 1.

FIG. 4—Rainy day shot at f/6.3.

FIG. 5—Good detail in shade at f/9.

FIG. 6—Slow motion at f/16.
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CLOSE-UP DIAPHRAGM CALCULATOR
3 INCH LENS
DISTANCE OF LENS TO OBJECT ^
20 in.

LIGHT

10 in.

7 in.

6 in.

5 in.

in.

4 in.

3H In.

3M in.

3Ji in.

F.

F.

F.

EFFECTIVE APERTURE
F.

F.
3.2

I

Becomes

F.
2.3

2.8

Becomes

3.2

4

4.5

F.

2.8

F.

F.

F.
5.6

4

4.5

5.6

6.3

8

F.
8

11

12

16

11

16

18

22

4

Becomes

4.5

5.6

6.3

8

9.1

11

16

22

25

32

S.6

Becomes

6.3

8

9.1

11

12

16

22

32

36

45

8

Becomes

91

11

12

16

18

22

32

45

11

Becomes

12

16

18

22

25

32

45

16

Becomes

18

22

25

32

36

45

22

Becomes

25

32

36

45

3K in.

4M in.

5 in.

tographers who do not use their cameras
regularly just don’t have such pertinent
information at hand or memorized.
Knowledge of this sort is acquired only
through constant use of the camera.
The professional, whose daily business
is photography, encounters problems
and subsequently solutions that become
part of his store of knowledge through
repetition. The amateur, on the other
hand, might have occasion to make
slow motion movies of a diver only
once a year or so, and cannot be ex¬
pected to know from experience just
how much additional exposure to allow
when he switches his camera speed
from 16 f.p.s. to the higher speed of
48 f.p.s. (A glance at the Diaphragm
Compensator chart on this page will
show that if the prevailing light indi¬
cates a stop of, say, f/6.3 for 16 f.p.s.,
the lens will have to be opened up to
f/2.8 in order to get an equivalent ex¬
posure at 48 f.p.s.).
Those who aim to make movies hav¬
ing a touch of professional class—with
innovations and perfection in the pho¬
tography that set them apart from the
work of the beginning amateur—must
employ the full scope of the camera
and its lens or lenses. For the week¬
end cine photographer, the vacation
(Continued on Page 806)

DISTANCE OF LENS TO FILM
8 in.

6 in.

9 in.

12 in.

16 in.

20 in.

24 in.

no apparent change in the F. values when the camera is at least ten times the local length of the lens away from
the object, but as the camera distances to the object decreases and the camera extension increases, it greatly affects
the F. value, since less light reaches the film.

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE for the cine photographer is contained in tables above, extracted
from American

Cinematographer Hand

Book.

Lens

lore such as this is vital

to

successful

filming.

DIAPHRAGM COMPENSATOR
Lens Stop Conversion
For Various Camera Speeds
16 mm. AND 8 mm. CAMERAS
8
12
16
24
32
48
64
Pictures Pictures Pictures Pictures Picture, Picture, Pictures
Second

Second

per

Second

Second

Second

Second

Second

LENS STOPS COMPENSATED FOR SPEEDS ABOVE
F. Value F. Value F. Value F. Value F. Value F. Value F. Value

Tables Are Helpful....
. . . especially to the cine photographer
who shoots only occasionally.

W

lens stop would you use to
compensate for the reduction of
light reaching the film when shooting
at 64 frames per second instead of 16?
What is the depth of field of a
121/omm lens on an 8mm camera set at
f/3.5?
Do you know the field of view of your
camera lens at a distance of 10 feet
from subject?
Do you know where to set your lens
hat
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when required to open up one full stop,
say from f/4.5? or from f/1.5?
Unless you are using your camera
fairly regularly, the chances are you
cannot immeditely answer these ques¬
tions; and should you encounter any
one of them in actual practice, it is
likely that you will avoid making the
shot unless the answer to your prob¬
lem is known or easy to come by.
It is understandable that cine pho-

•
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2.8
3.2
4.
4.5

5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.
36.
45.
64.

2.

2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.
36.
45.

2.3
2.8
3.2

4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.
36.

1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.

1.4
1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.

1.4
1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.

1.4
1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.

EXAMPLE: With a light value of F.8 st 16 pictures per second
which is normal to shoot
speed of 32 pictures per second,

at s

lens is closed to F.11.3 SHUTTER OPENING IS CONSTANT.

WHEN
camera

YOU

wish

speed,

this

to

shoot

at

chart will

a

different

show

to set the lens for correct exposure.

where
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JBP
rewind w/universal joint and
end support to hold
up to 5 - 35mm reels.
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rewind
w/16 - 35mm
combination
tightwind
REF-1
friction control
rewind w/1 reel
shaft 35mm. *

RE-1
rewind w/1 reel
35mm shaft

■ .. . ■

y

SB-1
swivel base
attachment
for rewind i

SP-1G (16mm) spacer
SP-35 (35mm) spacer

SL-1
spring locks
ASC-35
35mm aluminum shaft
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LS-1
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rewind
attachments
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TABLES ARE HELPFUL

Mixing your

(Continued, from Page 804)

own chemicals?

Reversal Processing can be easy!
. . . Atkinson Reversal Processing
Chemicals are already mixed!
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ready-to-use. (Either dry or
liquid form)
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using them . . . you can save
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movie maker—in short, for the amateur
movie maker whose picture making is
only occasional—a handy means of
quick reference to necessary technical
information is essential.
One way. of course, is to soak up this
knowledge or information by memoriz¬
ing it—one phase at a time. Take fast
and slow speed photography, for in¬
stance. No matter what the subject, you
can always find use for the various
shutter speeds provided by most cine
cameras. One method is to expose a
roll of film in your camera, using the
full range of camera speeds and study¬
ing the results on the screen.
Eight frames per second speed is
one-half the speed of normal 16 f.p.s.
At 8 f.p.s., your camera admits twice
as much light per frame as at 16 f.p.s.
Thus to obtain a normal exposure
(equivalent to that obtainable at 16
f.p.s.) the lens must be stopped down
one full stop.
Now you may not know what con¬
stitutes a full stop on your particular
lens because not all cine camera lenses
are graduated in full stops. Here, then,
you must have some dependable source
of reference; but once it is acquired,
you can memorize the stops and there¬
after you will know where to set the
lens diaphragm when conditions indi¬
cate opening up one stop or closing
down two stops, etc., etc.
Good motion pictures depend upon
accurate exposure and sharp focus—in
short, about 99% of your movies’ suc¬
cess depends upon the camera lens. So
if you lack general knowledge of lenses
and if you are one of those filmers who
would rather just skip making a shot
rather than take the time required to
determine the correct exposure and
focus, you are going to miss the boat
insofar as achieving perfection as a
photographer. Every cine photographer,
no matter how infrequent he uses his
camera, can and should aim for pro¬
fessionalism in photographic practice.
In no other way can the 8mm or 16mm
cameraist achieve professional class in
his work; and remember, it isn’t neces¬
sary to own the most expensive camera
fitted with the last word in gadgets to
attain this perfection—but you do need
the ‘"know how" about lenses.
We don’t mean to infer that every
cine photographer should memorize all
the important facts pertaining to lenses,
etc., but he should know where to find
such facts when they are needed. Bet¬
ter still, the information should be close
at hand whenever there’s shooting
going on, and the best medium of in¬
formation is a handbook and compen¬
dium of cinematographic information
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such as the American Cinematographer
Handbook, compiled and edited by the
late Jackson J. Rose, A.S.C.
Reproduced at the beginning of this
article are three pages of useful facts
and data from the current edition of
the Rose handbook. The first shows
the depth of focus (more properly
“depth of field") of a 121/2mm lens
for 8mm cameras. By referring to this
chart it is possible to determine in an
instant if the background of a scene
will be in sharp focus when located
10 feet from the camera with the lens
stop set at, say, f/2.5.
The chart is also particularly useful
as a guide when shooting miniature
sets or ultra-closeups of small objects,
where artificial light is used for illu¬
mination and therefore easily controlled
in order to gain use of the desired lens
stop to achieve limited or unlimited
depth of field.
The Closeup Diaphragm Calculator
chart for the 3-inch lens shows a quick
method of determining changes in ef¬
fective aperture from the measured
light value, when photographing small
objects at close range. Normally there
is no apparent change in lens f/ values
when the camera is at least ten times
the focal length from subject. But as
the camera - to - subject distance de¬
creases, as in ultra-closeup photography,
the lens extension increases which
greatly affects the f/ value, since less
light reaches the film during each ex¬
posure. This chart makes it possible to
compensate exposure for such light loss.
The Diaphragm Compensator chart
on the same page is one which the
movie amateur will frequently refer to.
It indicates the correct lens stop conver¬
sion when camera is used at various
speeds. You may have occasion some¬
time to photograph a commercial film.
If so, it will probably be necessary to
shoot at 2-1 f.p.s. (for sound). You will
have to know how much to open up
the camera lens from the setting nor¬
mally established for 16 f.p.s.—or bet¬
ter, to know exactly what stop to use

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican
ing

Cinematographer
to

omission

you

regularly

of issues.

will continue
without

Thank

com¬

delay

or

you.

—American Cinematographer

at 24 f.p.s. This chart gives it to you
at a glance.
Cut these charts out and paste them
in a note book for handy reference
when using your camera. Let this be
the start of an important technical guide
for your movie making. The American
Cinematographer Handbook, of course,
contains many more such tables and
charts making it an invaluable guide
and source of knowledge for the pho¬
tographer — both amateur and profes¬
sional. Indeed the wealth of informa¬
tion it contains, gathered over a period
of more than twenty-five years, more
than justifies it’s nominal price of $5.00.
Copies are available from many camera
stores and photographic dealers, and
also from the publishers of American
Cinematographer.

FILM PROCESSOR
(Continued from Page 759)

hard to come by. But for more refine¬
ment in the rinse operation, provision
has been made for use of an accessory
tank for circulating water. The only
utility required for the unit is ordinary
110-volt a.c.
Major elements of the tiny processor,
about the size of a standard file drawer,
are the easily-interchangeable film trans¬
port plastic inserts containing developer,
fixer, hypo eliminator and rinse; and
the high-velocity air jet method of dry¬
ing the processed film.
A wide-range capacity of film length
and longevity of chemical solutions are
two more features. Film lengths as long
as 400 feet may be processed without
the necessity of changing or replenish¬
ing the chemical solutions.
Construction is of welded stainless
steel with an aluminum rear housing af¬
fording lightness, rigidity and economy.
All chemical tanks, which hold 18
ounces of liquid each, are easily remov¬
able for rinse, cleaning and renewing of
solutions. All compartments are access¬
ible for cleaning and wiping by hand.
The unit is ordinarily placed on a table
top for operation; no fasteners are re¬
quired. Weight of the Mini-Rapid 16
dry is 70 lbs. Size is 27" long, 12" wide
and 13" high.
Manual operation of the unit begins
with the placement of exposed 16mm
film in the film compartment. Film on
daylight loading spools is placed directly
in the processor; film on special maga¬
zines require re-spooling on daylight¬
loading spools. Film loads larger than
400 feet must be re-spooled or the ac¬
cessory 1,000-foot cassette may be used.
After insertion of the film emulsion side
down into the entry port, the film supply
compartment is closed. The film then
automatically threads itself through the

processor to the take-up compartment, a
trip of approximately 6 feet and 8
inches.
Rubber rollers on the plastic insert
assembly serve a triple function — as
drive rollers for film transport, as a
means of agitation, and for squeegeeing
the exhausted solution back into the so¬
lution container, thus reducing solution
carryover from the tank to another. The
rollers are on floating shafts which are
retained against the driven center drum
by means of an elastic member.
The film is guided in its path by
grooves in the sides of the plastic inserts.
Once the film passes between the rub¬
ber rollers and the center drum it is
automatically transported to the next
rubber roller and on through each in¬
sert.
Drying of the film is effected by im¬
pingement of heated air on the emulsion
side of the film. The base side of the
film is held against a driven fabric belt
by means of the air blower which as¬
sists in the transport of the film on the
drier.
Take-up, which is the second manual
operation, is accomplished by attaching
the leading edge of the processed film
to a standard daylight loading spool and
dropping the spool into the take-up com¬
partment where it rides on a rubber cov¬
ered film spool which is slightlv over¬
driven. This method takes up the film
firmly and ready for projection.
A variable speed film drive system
makes it possible to adjust the rate of
processing for over- and under-exposure
and for temperature variations. The film
may be checked for degree of develop¬
ment at the take-up spool and the proc¬
essing speed adjusted to compensate for
any errors in exposure. Thus the con¬
trol may be used to pre-select a specified
degree of development when all the
other factors are known.
Fairchild is presently demonstrating
this new processor in key cities across
the nation, including New York City,
Washington. D.C.. Chicago, and Los An¬
geles. Retail price is understood to be
around $1,250.

When practically
everything flies .

SUBWAY FILMING
(Continued from Page 797)

through it. So the RATP provided a
brand new train on tires, or rather the
brand new bodies of coaches mounted
on steel wheels. But as it goes to the
depot the new rolling stock never runs
on the Neuilly-Vincennes line. So spe¬
cial work had to be done to reconnoitre
the line and adjust the tunnels to the
maximum structure of the new coaches.
Then cinematographer Leclerc and his
assistant cameraman had to light the
scene and frame the camera so as not
to disclose that the train shown running
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into the Franklin D. Roosevelt station
was not running on tires.
“Tube Trains on Tires,” of which
versions are being prepared in Spanish,
Portuguese and English, not only pic¬
tures dramatically new French tech¬
niques in the field of public transpor¬
tation, but graphically shows the ad¬
vantages that have accrued to Metro’s
commuters. It points up in an inter¬
esting manner how the excellent grip
of pneumatic tires on special wooden
tracks makes it possible for the new
trains to start faster, gather speed, and
slow down and stop more quickly and
smoothly than old steel-wheeled trains.
As a result, trains are more frequent,
coaches much more quieter, and general
passenger comfort greatly improved.
The long, tiring waits on station
platforms previously experienced by
passengers are not only shortened but
the irritating rumble and rattle of the
old steel-wheelers has given way to
soothing quietness. All this is forcefully
delineated on the screen through a
combination of good color photography,
skillful planning and direction, and the
sincere, “labor-of-love” efforts of a wellcoordinated production crew.

COLOR FROM B&W
(Continued from Page 791)

Millais process is unavailable at this
time, it is known that the process is
based on the relationship of certain film
densities to color wave-lengths, and
involves the use of specially designed
filters. One type filter is used over the
lens of the camera employed in photo¬
graphing motion pictures especially for
color telecasting. This filter provides a
means of color separation in black-andwhite which directly influences the
quality of the projected image. Film,
once exposed in this manner, is then
developed to a specific gama. This be¬
comes the second control factor neces¬
sary to achievement of the process.
The very heart of the patented proc¬
ess is reportedly encountered when the
film reaches the point of projection
through a standard projection lens
equipped with a filter of geometrical
design—about which American Cine¬
matographer hopes to reveal more in a
future article on this new process.

Distance is not important . . .
Quality and Fast Service ARE.
We supply both.
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• Editing
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NEW EXPOSURE METER
(Continued from Page 798)

CAPITAL

to read. Only two full-length scales are
visible, one for f-stops and one for
shutter-time. In a neat compartment in
the leather case, which comes with the
meter, there is provided in secondary
reserve a convertor-type calculator. This
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convertor can be employed, when de¬
sired. to take care of any one of several
different types of answers which a pho¬
tographer may wish for the job at hand.
These include answers in terms of such
units as L V S; Polaroid; extreme range
of f-stops; extreme range of shutter
times; and unusual frames-per-seeond
speeds of some cine cameras.
The over-all range of the light meter
is as follows:
FILMS —ASA 3 to ASA 20,000
SHUTTER — 1/2000 sec. to 128 sec.
LENS —f-0.7 to f-128
CINE CAMERAS — 8 to 128 framesper-second
L V S NUMBERS —3 to 19
POLAROID NUMBERS —1 to 8

NATURAL LIGHTING CORP.
612 West Elk Ave., Glendale 4, Calif.
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on the
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The new meter will be supplied by
Helio-Tech, Ine., Pasadena, Calif. HelioTech, Inc. now holds the exclusive patent
license for the meter from the inventor,
Don Norwood. Former licenses to other
firms have now been terminated. The
actual manufacture of the meter is ac¬
complished at a high precision electric
meter plant in Tokyo, Japan, according
to Norwood. There the meter is made
according to the exacting standards es¬
tablished by the inventor. “An advantage
resulting from this arrangement,” Nor¬
wood says, “is that Helio- Tech is able
to offer an exposure meter of most ad¬
vanced design and highest possible qual¬
ity workmanship, at a price so reason¬
able that all photographers now can
enjoy its important new benefits.

FOLLOW FOCUS
(Continued from Page 789)

a map, for example, by shooting the
scene in reverse. Thus, instead of mov¬
ing in from a full view of the map to
the pinpointed area, the camera starts
shooting up close, then pulls away from
the tiny area to the full shot. This is
particularly helpful when employing a
very light dolly or rolling tripod that
will not travel in an absolutely straight
line. Running the camera in reverse—
or filming forward with an upside-down
camera—will permit shooting the move¬
ment backwards. The pull hack can be
combined with an undercranked camera
to accomplish a fast zoom-type shot. Per¬
fect centering is assured on the first
take, whereas several takes of straight¬
forward filming would be necessary. If
any action is included—turning the
page of a book, for instance—it should
be done in reverse. Reverse filming must
be carefully planned if it includes ac¬
tion, particularly people. Any scene
where the camera must impart a wide
searching motion including panning and
tilting at the beginning of the dollv
movement and then settle down and pick
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out a definite spot as it moves in—can
be reduced from a very difficult to the
simplest of moving shots. Small area
pull-backs filmed in reverse simplify the
parallax problem, even with “blind”
cameras, since the lens can be centered
on the closeup and then dollied back¬
wards.
In tracking shots the camera remains
a fixed distance from the actors, who
may be walking, riding horses or in a
moving auto. The focus will remain con¬
stant except, perhaps, at the beginning
or end of the scene when the camera,
or the actors, move into positions fur¬
ther away, or closer, than during the
actual movement. The camera would,
for example, change focus as the actors
approach. Then, when they reach a
waist-level two-shot, move ahead of them
as they walk.
Tracking shots are filmed directly in
front, from the side or from a front
three-quarter angle, although the cam¬
era sometimes follows from behind—in
which case we see the actors’ faces in
profile as they turn to talk to each
other. Where difficulty is encountered in
keeping the actors a fixed distance from
the dolly, two sticks, in the form of a
“T” are sometimes attached to the dolly
just below the filmed area.
The second method—in which a sta¬
tionary camera films a moving actor—
is governed by the same follow-focus
rules as the moving camera. It is simp¬
ler, however, because we are not con¬
cerned with dolly movement. The actor s
position is measured at the various
points he travels, or pauses, during the
scene, and focus is maintaine d by
smoothly turning the lens mount to
match the action. Here are two ex¬
amples: the heroine reads a letter in a
tight closeup, then turns and walks to
the far end of the room and pauses
reflectively in front of a fireplace. The
lens is revolved fast as she begins to
move back and then is gradually moved
slower as she retreats from the camera.
Or, the hero enters through a far door,
walks toward the camera, picks up a
telephone and speaks into it in a large
full-screen closeup. The lens movement
here would be just the opposite—slowly
in the beginning of the shot and then
gradually accelerating as the actor ap¬
proaches the camera.
Method three—in which the camera
is stationary, but panned, tilted, or both
—offers wonderful opportunities for in¬
creasing the dramatic effectiveness of a
scene. Instead of telling the story in two
or more separate shots, a single take can
be filmed which will introduce, uncover
or reveal a person or object and thus
tie them dramatically together. Familiar
examples are: an ashtray full of ciga¬
rette butts fills the screen—then the
camera tilts up to reveal a man walk¬
ing nervously in a smoke-filled room.

Or, two men stand glaring fiercely at
each other, and as they look down the
camera tilts to a big closeup of a re¬
volver on a table. This is the simplest
focus change since it is made while the
camera is moving from one position to
another and we are not particularly con¬
cerned with anything in between.
The fourth method—in which the
camera remains stationery, but several
persons or objects in the scene alternate
in focus—is used to suddenly shift em¬
phasis. A person’s face fills the frame,
it turns suddenly to look at a clock on
the wall. As the head turns the focus
is changed so that the clock is sharp
and the face goes out of focus. Or, two
actors are talking in a profile two-shot,
while a third person is standing in be¬
tween them some distance back, in soft
focus. As they suddenly turn to look at
him, the focus shifts so that they are
soft and he is now in sharp focus. He
speaks and then the actors turn to face
each other again and the focus shifts
back to them. This is a variation of
follow-focus termed snap-focus. This
method of shifting focus is abrupt, rath¬
er than continuous. As emphasis changes
within the scene to some other person or
object the focus is instantly changed to
bring the newly-introduced action into
sharp focus.
In a full frame shot, a newspaper

FILMLINE
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
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Another shipment of Simplex rear shutter
double

bearings

has arrived

from

large

circuit. High numbers, latest features. Good
condition, for regular or standby use. A
steal at only $99.75 each.
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HANDY DISK COMPUTER GIVES
READY ANSWERS TO FILM PROBLEMS
At a glance gives an¬
swers to such questions
as: What is screening
time
for
16mm
or
35mm film of a given
length? How long must
a film be to screen for
a
certain
period
of
time, frame count? etc.
A MUST FOR EVERYONE WHO MAKES MO¬
TION PICTURES.

with a headline and picture of a mur¬
derer at large suddenly drops to reveal
the murderer sitting across the table
from the reader. In an industrial pro¬
gress report film the elevation plan of
a building fills the screen—Then it is
suddenly lowered to show the actual
construction. Snap-focus requires an
immediate change in focus from one ob¬
ject to another as the action indicates.
The wide-angle lens, because of its
inherently greater depth of field, will be
found easiest to use for follow-focus
filming. Its short focal length will cancel
small focusing errors, even at full aper¬
ture, and its large angular coverage will
spread any bumps or jerks in a dolly
shot over a greater area and make them
less apparent. Wide-angle lenses for
16mm filming are now available in sev¬
eral focal lengths. When normal, semi¬
telephoto and telephoto lenses are em¬
ployed great care must be taken, partic¬
ularly at large apertures. Their use de¬
mands perfect focus changes and very
smooth dollying since any focus errors
or jerkiness will be magnified on the
screen.
Focus and parallax problems can both
be eliminated when filming with a mir¬
ror-reflex camera such as the Arriflex
or Camerette, since the scene is viewed
continuously through the taking lens.
Equally accurate is the follow-focus

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$2.00 Prepaid
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Processes up to 400 Ft.
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—

READY-EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

FILM DRYER

Conn.

. Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
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finder attachment available for the
16mm Mitchell. However, blind cam¬
eras, providing their viewfinders can be
set accurately for parallax, will deliver
excellent results if the cameraman keeps
these things in mind: to always set
parallax for the end of the moving shot.
The camera should be accurately lined
up for the beginning of the scene—
either on the racked-over ground glass
or with the finder set for that distance.
Then just before filming the finder
should be set for the end of the shot;
it will permit perfect centering as the
camera pulls back or moves into its final
position. A pull-back, for instance,
would thus be composed in the near
position before filming and the finder
set for the far position.
A good assistant cameraman can
quickly master the mechanics of followfocusing techniques but the acquisition
of perfect timing, so that it becomes
instinctive, takes considerable practice
and experience. Timing, whether riding
focus on movement or snapping focus on
abrupt changes, demands absolute splitsecond timing to coordinate lens move¬
ment, camera movement and action so
that everything dovetails perfectly.
Movement must be anticipated but focus
must be changed so that it coincides
with the movement, not leap ahead or
lag behind. Perfect follow-focusing
should never be apparent on the screen,
except perhaps on certain snap-focus
changes where persons or objects shift
in out of focus in the same frame. All
focus changes, particularly snap-focus¬
ing, should be cued to dialogue or action
or to a count so that camera crew and
actors can coordinate their movements
and accurately hit their marks.
A Hollywood crew filming a tricky
moving shot, especially from a camera
crane, creates the appearance of a ballet
troupe in action, so smooth and beauti¬
fully eoodinated are the movements of
technicians and actors involved. It is
this instinctive feel for the precise rhy¬
thm. pace and timing that a camera
crew must acquire if they desire film¬
ing with a fluid camera in the best
modern manner.
Since follow-focus filming covers a
great deal more than shooting with a
moving camera it should become the
stock in trade of every camera crew re¬
gardless of size, budget limitations or
absence of elaborate dolly equipment. A
thorough practical knowledge of followfocusing will permit shooting a smooth¬
er flowing film, eliminate much un¬
necessary cutting, add dramatic impact
and allow shooting with a much lower
level of illumination.

TEN GOOD BOOKS
(Continued from Page 793)

FILMS IN BUSINESS AND IN¬
DUSTRY, by Henry Clay Gipson. Pub¬
lished 1947 by McGraw-Hill Book Com¬
pany, Inc., New York, N.Y. Price $4.00.
Unlike the other volumes in this
group of ten, this book is not intended
as a technical guide to him making but
discusses the various ways in which
non-theatrical films can be profitably
applied to various business needs. As
such it is an invaluable addition to the
library of the serious him maker in that
it sets forth the broad held of opportun¬
ity open for him in the production of
business and industrial hlms.
The author, from his years of experi¬
ence in this held, warns against the
more common faults made in using
hlms for industrial purposes, and shows
the reader how to avoid them. Special
sections devoted to the use of hlms in
television and related helds make the
book of paramount interest to TV him
producers, script writers, and others.
Of particular note is the chapter
“How Much Should A Film Cost?”
Here is outlined the procedure for cor¬
rectly estimating the cost of a business
or industrial him so that the producer
may undertake production assignments
with complete confidence that his bid
insures a proht.
Equally interesting is the chapter de¬
voted to “The Script.” It includes ex¬
amples of script preparation, the mak¬
ing of a story board and the writing of
a narration script.
MOVIES FOR TV, by John H. Battison. Published 1950 by The Macmillan
Company, New York, N.Y. Price $4.25.
As the bulk of television broadcasting
today involves hlms, knowledge of the
techniques and uses of motion pictures
for television is prohtable for techni¬
cian, producer, station director and
cinematographer alike.
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Although Mr. Battison was among the
hrst to write a book on this subject,
many of the techniques he set forth on
paper seven years ago still endure.
However, the growth of hlms in tele¬
vision has naturally brought about some
change both in the method of their pro¬
duction and in transmission and some
of the newer techniques are notably
missing from this book, as a conse¬
quence.
Nevertheless, no other volume de¬
voted to the subject of him making for
television so completely deals with the
subject, and the motion picture photog¬
rapher aiming for TV him production
in any phase—entertainment, newsreel,
TV commercials—will do well to give
this book a thorough reading from

3-WHEEL LIGHTWEIGHT
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New York 36, N. Y.
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cover to cover. Chapters are devoted to
film transmission equipment, kinescope
recording, lenses, lighting, color, edit¬
ing and continuity, titles and special
effects, making films for TV, newsreels
for TV, planning scenes for TV films,
film commercials, and copyright and re¬
leases—the last highly important to the
producer of films involving advertising.

5000 watiU
colon connected,
Lon 9 ctmfte. •

INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES,
published 1957 by Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y. Price 50<f.
Although the least expensive of all
the books listed here, Industrial Motion
Pictures is a real “must” for the cine¬
matographer and producer interested in
this profitable field of film production.
Authentic in every detail, comprehen¬
sive, and well illustrated with photo¬
graphs, this 76 page book embraces the
following subjects as they relate to pro¬
duction of industrial films: planning,
script and shooting schedule, equipment
and procedures for shooting, pictorial
continuity, lighting, special camera ef¬
fects, editing, titling, sound, lab serv¬
ices, and industrial applications of films.
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All the modern techniques of mo¬
tion
picture production
have been
boiled down for quick reference and
easy digest. The chapter on editing is
especially well-written and highly in¬
formative for the 16mm film maker who
may be entering this phase of profes¬
sional film making for the first time.
The chapter on Industrial Applications
is especially informative also and shows
the 16mm film maker what opportuni¬
ties lie in the fields of motion-and-time
study, slow-motion studies, time-lapse
films, micro-motion analysis films, meth¬
ods comparisons, infrared motion pic¬
tures, cinephotomicrography, and ani¬
mation.
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ELEMENTS OF COLOR IN PROFES¬
SIONAL MOTION PICTURES, pre¬
pared by a special committee of the
Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers. Published 1957 by the
Society at New York, N.Y.
With an increasingly greater amount
of motion picture production being pho¬
tographed in color, knowledge of color
and its application to film production
and especially its treatment photograph¬
ically is all important to anyone engaged
in making films today.
The SMPTE has given the industry
a valuable book on the subject, more
concise and readable than any other
published thus far. It begins esentially
with an explanation and demonstration
of color fundamentals, describes the
characteristics of color, and from there
goes directly into the meaty subjects of
Color Films and Processes; The Plan¬
ning of a Motion Picture in Color; Pho¬
tographing a Motion Picture In Color;

•
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Color Photography Outdoors and In The
Studio; Special Effects; and Motion
Pictures for Color Television;
In these chapters are discussed such
vital subjects as color harmony, color
coordination, color temperature, subject
contrast and ratio, variations in color
quality, effect of lighting on color satu¬
ration, lighting and subject contrast,
lighting and distribution, duplicating
sunlight effects, controlling background
color—and many, many more.
Of special significance is the chapter
devoted to motion pictures for color
television. It is timely and thoroughly
explores all the problems involved in
turning out color motion pictures for
the video medium.
I6MM SOUND MOTION PICTURES,
by W. H. Offenhauser, Jr. Published
1949 by Inter science Publishers, Inc.,
New York, N. Y.
Five hundred and eighty pages in
extent, this is the most volumnous of
the ten books in this group. It is also
the most comprehensive (obviously),
dealing as it does most thoroughly
with just about every phase of the busi¬
ness of producing modern motion pic¬
tures.
In sixteen chapters are embraced the
following subjects: 16mm film and its
relation to other sizes; making a 16mm
motion picture from photography to
release printing; 16mm film and its
characteristics; making 16mm originals;
the problem of 16mm emulsion position;
cameras, camera equipment, and cine¬
matography: sound recording; sound
recording equipment and its arrange¬
ment; editing and assembly of films;
preservation and storage of films; pro¬
cessing and release printing; projecting
and projectors; duplicating of tri-pack
color films; industrial applications of
16mm sound motion picture equipment;
and Television and Film.
Two subjects of especial interest to
the photographer are dealt with at
length: the measurement of exposure,
in which the science of measuring lieht
with respect to photography is carefully
explored, and lenses and lens aperture
markings—regarded one of the most
valuable contributions on the subject.
Makers of 35mm films will find this
book equally as interesting and informa¬
tive as those in the field for which it
was written.
PAINTING WITH LIGHT, by John
Alton. Published in 1949 by the Mac¬
millan Company, New York, N. Y.
Price $6.00.
This is the only book in this group
written by a professional Hollywood di¬
rector of photography—if not the only
book on the subject of motion picture
lighting and photography ever written

by one in the motion picture industry.
John Alton, who has been photograph¬
ing pictures for MGM in recent months,
has turned out a book of extroardinary
interest to the student cinematographer,
but unfortunately it falls far short of
the mark set by its title because the
author has kept his text so concise as
to be almost an abridgment. What it
lacks in text, however, the book makes
up for in illustrations and diagrams, for
which it is rich and profuse. In this
respect, the book is a comprehensive
catalog of the tools employed in motion
picture set lighting and photography,
with just enough description to properly
identify or explain what is illustrated.
All this is not to minimize the im¬
portance of this book to the student of
cinematography, however. On the con¬
trary, it is a must for any student’s
library for it represents not only the
very first effort of a professional cine¬
matographer to describe how feature
motion pictures are lighted and photo¬
graphed but an honest writing effort
hampered only by lack of time for the
greater research and preparation a sub¬
ject of this magnitude deserves.
The book begins with an explanation
of the functions of various members of
the photographic staff and the various
studio production departments then goes
on to illustrate and describe various
articles of camera and lighting
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merit which are in daily use in the
Hollywood studios. The various kinds of
lights used in set illumination are de¬
scribed and substantial space is given
over to certain principles of set illumina¬
tion. with line drawings illustrating how
equipment is used on the sound stage
for special lighting effects.
Every light, from the senior solar spot
to the inky-dinkie, every reflector for
either indoor or outdoor work, the
gobos, flags, cookies, diffusers, filters.

In 16mm Film

SHOOT COLOR ANYWHERE

developing
16MM ANSCOCHROME
16MM B&W REVERSAL
16MM B&W NEGATIVE
16MM B&W POSITIVE
•
Fast Service And
Professional Quality!

350 West 50th Street
Hew York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE:

JUdson

6-7196

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
SQUEEGEE
TROUBLES?
Want

a

Nylon
minus

sure

mounting

bracket

(Continued from Page 802)

I’d use a few frames anyway. The re¬
sult, as may be seen in Figure 8 on this
page, startled me. It is a bit underex¬
posed, as can be seen in the dog’s eyes
and by his black nose. These are devoid
of detail. But the rest of the brown fur
coat is satisfactory, and the cement
background is more than fully exposed.
I felt this shot was asking a lot from the
new film. It was, however, a usable
shot, with the color quite good under the
circumstances.
I had Ansco develop the film, and it
was given their standard processing.
Whether its speed could be increased
through a prolonged first development,
I do not know. But when the film gets
normal processing, such as this roll had.
the results are certainly satisfactory, and
the manufacturer’s rating of ASA 100
is not at all exaggerated. I felt every
shot was fully exposed, and I think
slightly less exposure would have been
better on some scenes.

cure?

squeegee,

$48.00

With mounting brack¬
et and rollers $58.00

What about the grain? It is there,
but it is not nearly as bad as I had
expected it would be. It was most notice¬
able in the highlights, but in the normal
or middle tones it is certainly not ob-

CHEMICAL
PUMPS
’/,

h.p.

$63.00
PROFESSIONAL FILM PROCESSORS
with the famous Micro-Tension Drive

METAL MASTERS
University Ave.,

San

Diego 5,

Calif.

FOR SALE

BELL & HOWELL
35mm to 16mm

Reduction Printer
Like

Xeiv

-

Price

Fully

Guaranteed

Reasonable

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y.
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now made easy. Shots indoors without
photofloods are now a simple matter,
as my experiments show. A greater
depth of field in all shots is assured due
to the four stops less exposure required
of this film over existing color emulsions.
Large interiors, previously out of the
question for the average filmer because
of the necessity of extra lights, are now

FIG. 8—The “Impossible” shot!

easy to shoot. The color filmer can go
right into the school room, the factory,
the home, wherever his subject may be
found during daylight hours, and proper
color and exposure will no longer be a
problem.
Color filming should take on a new
dimension for all filmers, thanks to this
new Ansco super-speed color film, and
shots which were given up in the past
can now be made with ease and success.

pump

with motor

5599

screens and all the many gadgets used
in Hollywood lighting are clearly ex¬
plained and illustrated.
There are many useful facts on lenses,
on the care of cameras and equipment
out-of-doors, and on developing him.
And there is much good advice on such
matters as mirrors, shiny objects, or
other props that can enhance photogra¬
phy, on makeup, and on the best colors,
from a photographic point of view, for
clothes and backgrounds.
END

FIG. 7—Indoors at f/2.8.

jectionable, and in the darker shades
it cannot be noticed. On my four-foot
projection screen, the grain is no larger
than that seen on the professional screen
when similar film emulsions are used.
Has this new film many uses? Indeed
it has. Shots heretofore impossible are

December,

1957

(NOTE: Super Anscochrome, Daylight
Type, now the world’s fastest color film,
is now available in 35mm and 70mm
widths as well as 16mm. It is not avail¬
able in 8mm. 50-foot 16mm magazines,
nor in Tungsten Type. Official exposure
index is 100 with normal processing.
The film is so fast that Ansco recom¬
mends it for use in professional equip¬
ment only where fast shutter speeds
permit full utilization of the film’s ex¬
treme sensitivity to light.—Editor.)

0=9

35mm Professional Film Viewer $500.00

Every film editor will appreciate
a viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right on a
large 6" x 4!/6", brilliantly illum¬
inated screen.

threading, portable, will not scratch
film. Put either of these viewers
between your rewinders and speed
up your editing. If desired, Counter
and/or Sound Reader can be easily
attached to either viewer.

The Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy

Ask us about these time savers today!

fllH€RR

16mm Professional Film Viewer—,$350.00
. 75.00

Counter additional.

Dfipt.

A

315 West 43rd St.,

N.Y.

36,

N. Y. Jlidson 6*1420

Sound Reader additional.

150.00

SIMPLE ANIMATION
(Continued from Page 800)

Meek is a quiet little T.V. polltaker call¬
ing on Mr. Boomer who shouts and hol¬
lers with a voice like a bullfrog and
exhibits the manners of a bull. In spite
of all this, the viewer grows to like
Boomer as the plot unfolds. Mr. Boomer
likes television fine but his special en¬
thusiasm is card games.
With the first bars of music, a mosaic
of playing cards builds up on the
screen forming the background for the
titles. This dissolves into the first scene
which is panned to show Mr. Meek com¬
ing up a street in a residential neigh¬
borhood. He stops, looks at his notebook
and at a house, then goes to the door
and knocks.
This action is accomplished with very
few drawings. The background scene is
panned under a cel drawing of Mr.
Meek. On the screen he moves over the
background from left to right. By elimi¬
nating the arm and leg movements re¬
quired for full animation, hundreds of
drawings were saved—yet the action is
effective.
Mr. Boomer opens the door and shouts
“whadda you want?” Mr. Meek says he
is making a survey and is ushered into
the living room. All through this se¬
quence, drawings are held to a mini(

FOR BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT . . .
See Classified Advertising on pages 687, 688 of this issue.

A 400ft., Magazine for Your

BOLEX H-16
Permits
Continuous Run of
400 ft., 16mm Film
•

•

•

For Any and All Occasions
Ideal for
Newsreel Work,
Shooting Wrestling
Matches, Prizefights,
Football Games, etc.

LOW
PRICE
♦COMPLETE

Write today for
FREE detailed information

with

Synchronous

Motor

and

Base—Includes Installation and Case.

TOLEDO CINE ENGINEERING
1309 Milburn Ave.
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mum by sliding the characters across
the living room background and seating
them quickly. Boomer takes his place at
a table where he has been playing soli¬
taire and Meek sits in a chair opposite
the table.
From here on to the end of the movie,
this scene remains practically the same
except for reverse angles and cut-aways
to other material which illustrates the
story. To animate this, only a few basic
two-shot situation drawings were need¬
ed to move heads, eyes, arms and bodies
of the two characters to new positions.
Mr. Meek asks Mr. Boomer if he
watches television frequently and the
answer is “yes”. Soon the conversation
swings over to cards and continues on
this subject until the final word is
spoken. Although Meek claims he never
plays cards, Boomer gets him to try Gin
Rummy and later Meek wins much to
Boomer’s dismay.
V hile the sound track carries the con¬
versation between Boomer and Meek in
this part of the film, several cost-saving
animation techniques are used to add
interest to the picture. As Boomer ex¬
plains how George Washington, Napo¬
leon and Columbus played cards, draw¬
ings of these characters flash on the
screen. The camera focuses on one of
these portraits at a time and they come
alive through use of only a few draw¬
ings.
To animate Boomer's word story that
tells how George Washington kept a
record of his card wins and losses, the
scene flashes to a notebook showing the
tally and another entry which reads
“also crossed Delaware.” Napoleon’s
portrait shows him holding a fanned out
group of cards in his left hand with his
right hand thrust typically into his jac¬
ket. Just before the shot dissolves out,
Napoleon winks and pulls his right hand
out of his jacket with a hidden card.
Boomer tells about a new booklet full
of card games and historical facts. Here,
the camera shows the book which re¬
quires but one drawing. He tells how
cards were invented by the Chinese who
also invented gunpowder. The scene
shows a group of Chinamen, then an
explosion, and finally a bandaged China¬
man. This is done with only three draw¬
ings. When the spread of cards to all
parts of the world is discussed, the ani¬
mation camera pans across a back¬
ground that shows scenes in India, Per¬
sia and Europe.
Later, Boomer relates how cards help
young couples get acquainted in new
neighborhoods. The camera zooms in on
a house window where a man and wo¬
man sit in each other’s arms with a
sad and lonely look on their faces. Then,
another drawing depicts the window of
a home where two couples are happily
engaged in card playing.
Again, cards are suggested to baby
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sitters as a way to keep little demons
out of mischief. The camera shoots one
drawing where the kids are climbing all
over the furniture. A second drawing
pictures the kids peacefully playing
cards with the baby sitter.
Another part of the Boomer-Meek con¬
versation deals with the problem of
entertaining the boss and his wife. On
the screen two drawings are used: One
shows an icy situation with four people
glaring at each other. The second shows
the same individuals warmly enjoying
themselves at cards.
The value of cards is also stressed with
respect to fund raising campaigns. In
this ease, one drawing is Hashed on the
screen and it shows first and second
floor windows in a house with silhou¬
ettes of people playing cards in each of
the windows.
Sandwiched in between the scenes
mentioned, of course, the camera flashes
back to the room in which Boomer and
Meek are playing cards. Some scenes
are thus used more than once because
the viewer is not aware of repetition due
to proper spacing of the repeat situa-

tions.
After Meek wins at Gin Rummy,
Boomer wants to play another game but
Meek suggests a repeat match the next
evening. As Meek leaves, he asks Boom¬
er where he can get a copy of the book
on card games. The camera then shows
the book and zooms in on the name and
address of the Association of American
Playing Card Manufacturers.
As the dialogue terminates, the audio
track once again takes up the musical
theme, the title “It’s All in the Cards”
flashes on the screen, and this is fol¬
lowed by “The End’’ superimposed on a
background of assorted playing cards.
All in all, this is an entertaining as
well as educational T.V. film. It is
cleverly done and demonstrates how the
full impact of animation was obtained
with a minimum of art and production
expense. It is an excellent example of
what can be done today by industrial
film studios equipped with the most
modern animation equipment. There’s
little doubt that interest in card games
will be stimulated wherever the movie is
shown.

New Bolex-8 Features Variable Shutter
on any other movie camera available to
the amateur. With the B-8 VS, he can
control depth of field; sharpness of ac¬
tion; and he can readily fade in or out
of any scene while the camera is in
operation.

Arrow
the
user

indicates

new
can

Bolex

variable

shutter

B-8

camera

control

VS

depth

of

field,

control
by

on

which

sharpness

of image and produce fades.

camera with a
built-in variable shutter is now ready
for the American market. It is the Bolex
B-8 with variable shutter, as it is offi¬
cially designated, and is the latest addi¬
tion to the home movie camera line of
Paillard Incorporated.
The B-8 VS has a draw-blade vari¬
able shutter, which can be opened from
0° to 165°.
Basically, the B-8 VS gives the home
movie-maker three controls not found
The

first

8mm

movie

December, 1957

When it is completely open, at 165°,
the shutter speed at which the camera is
operating (at 16 frames per second) is
tbe normal 1/35 second. When the shut¬
ter is closed half way, the shutter speed
is equivalent to 1/70 second, at which
time the blades are set at 80°. By con¬
tinuing to turn the variable shutter dial
and to shorten the blade angle, the
movie-maker constantly controls his
shutter speed. So, when the shutter is,
for instance, closed down to 40°, the
picture is being taken at a shutter speed
of 1/140 second; at 20°, 1/280 second;
at 10°, 1/560 second. The 1/35 and
1/70 shutter speeds are engraved on the
Variable Shutter dial.
All this with no variation of the mo¬
tor speed. If the motor speed is in¬
creased. even more variation is possible.
For instance, at 32 FPS the shutter
speeds listed above are doubled.
Some of the results can be readily
imagined. In the case of fast action,
reducing the angle of the shutter blades,
thereby increasing the shutter speed,
there is less time for the subject to
move (and blur) individual frames of
the film. The result is sharper detail and
brilliant stop-action shots.
For depth of field control, the movie-

Ptecto'oh
Pf/fn Pcfoo/Formerly Sold for
Now

$3800.00

$1200.00
Continuous projection process makes it
SAFE for originals and fine grain masters

No longer do you have to defer editing until
duplicates are made. The Precision Film
Editor is so machined that no portion of the
film except the sprocket holes, comes into
contact with any surface. Permits several
persons to view a clear, fiickerless 1" x 9"
picture under any studio or telecasting situa¬
tion—without time loss for modification or
special setup.
Electromotor drive with a stepless variable
gear. Ratio of 1:28 permits filmspeed varia¬
tion between 2-56 fps. Ratchet action indi¬
cates 24 fps. Direction can be reversed at
FRANK

any speed by foot pedal or switch. True opti¬
cal system of a 12-surfaced rotating prism
ideal for daylight viewing. Less noisy than
conventional machines. Sound synchronizing
possible whether machine is running or
stopped. May be equipped with built-in film
counter. Console on top of attractive desk
contains 8" speaker, screen and 4 w ampli¬
fier. Many other wonderful features. Avail¬
able in both 16 mm and 35 mm models.
Every busy film editor will say it’s the an¬
swer to a prayer. See the Precision Film
Editor today.
C.

ZUCKER

€ouipm€nT (o.,me.
Dept. A

maker can manipulate depth of field
through the simple adjustment of the
aperture. For example, to blur a back¬
ground while keeping foreground im¬
ages sharp requires opening the iris dia¬
phragm. The Bolex B-8 VS user can
open his diaphragm all the way if he
likes in the brightest sunlight. Then, he
can compensate in exposure by closing
down the blades of his variable shutter,
as do professional 35mm cameramen.
One of the more obvious uses of the
variable shutter is as a fading device.
By the simple expedient of turning the
variable shutter dial all the way from
160° to 0° in a continuous motion, the
photographer can fade a scene from
normal exposure to complete darkness.
Starting with the variable shutter closed
and reversing the procedure, he can
fade the next scene back to normal ex¬
posure, saving himself the necessity of
editing or otherwise inserting this effect
between consecutive scenes. And, con¬
veniently enough, by simply turning the
dial just past the fully-closed point, the
cameraman
automatically
stops
the
camera motor.
The Bolex B-8 VS looks basically like
the Bolex B-8 without the Variable
Shutter, and differs in appearance only
because of the addition of the variable

JUdson 6*1420

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

This is the latest IMPROVED

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in the
studio.
Dolly can be used with any tripod. The special
individual caster locking system makes it possible
to lock either two

or three wheels in a parallel

position,

dolly

enabling

to

track

in

a

straight

line for rolling shots.
Dolly

folds

carry unit,

quickly

23”

in

into

a

compact,

length, weighing

easy-to-

16 lbs.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy duty rubber-tired swivel
wheels.
Write for Prices and Literature

P
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CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
ALL
IN

MODELS

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 13 feet; has
external directional mike control.

YOUR CAR!

3

Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.

4

Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20
has external directional mike control.

5

“Fishpole” mike boom extends from 6 to
12 feet. The monopod feature permits op¬
erator to handle “Fishpole” mike boom for
hours without fatigue.

For Prices and Literature,
Ask Your Dealer or Write

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

BR-12

extends

from

6

to

12

feet.

FIT

feet;

shutter dial. This dial is, as is the case
with other controls on Bolex movie cam¬
eras, of a perfect size for easy opera¬
tion, and its knurled knob is slip-proof.
Also added to the new camera are large
plastic knurled knobs for the speed and
zoom finder controls.
It is marked for 1/35 and 1/70 sec¬
ond, and for full and half-opened shut¬
ter blades, as well as for completely shut
blades. It is set conveniently close to the
release.
As with other B-8 cameras, the B-8
VS has a front turret which accommo¬
dates two lenses, and optical zoom-type
viewfinder. It has seven film speeds,
ranging from 8to 64 frames per second.
The camera has a single-frame device,
and a continuous run lock, which serves
as a self-filming device.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a
sturdy 5-foot stand, which can be
elevated to a height of 10 feet.

10TH

AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
PLaza 7-3511
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURES AND TV EQUIPMENT

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page ,8^)

Camera Shoulder Brace
Cinekad Engineering Co., 500 V est
52nd St., New York 19, N.Y., announces
a new shoulder brace for use in carry¬
ing a tripod-mounted camera during
filming assignments. Made of aluminum
and cushioned with rubber it may be
used with any 16mm or light 35mm
camera. Net weight is one-half pound.

Bell & Howell Telephoto

HAVE YOU SOMETHING TO SELL TO
PRODUCERS OF MOTION PICTURES?

This issue will be read in virtually every film production center in the
United States and in more than 70 foreign countries.
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•
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A new 2-X telephoto attachment lens
for Bell & Howell 20mm lenses, fits the
B&H 16mm electric eye camera and the
Sunomatic lenses on the 200 series with¬
out affecting the automatic exposure fea¬
tures of the cameras, according to Bell
& Howell Co., Chicago. The attachment
doubles focal length of camera lens and
in effect brings subjects closer to cam¬
era. When used on the f/2.5 universalfocus lens, no focusing is required. V ith
the f/1.9 focusing mount lens, the latter
is focused according to simple figures
engraved on collar of the attachment
lens. Available generally through B&H
dealers, list price is .$89.95. Viewfinder
objective to match is $10.50 additional.

0
WIPES

N
•
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L

SUPERIMPOSURES

• SPECIALIZED TITLES •
OPTICAL EFFECTS
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CinemaScope
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CHART &

INFORMATION
NOrmandy 3-9331

Filmline

announces
a new concept in developing film

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 786)
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LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE
• Perry

Finnerman,

kins Gilbert Prods.).

“Ranch Party” * (At¬
Irving Atkins, director.

• Alan Stensvold, ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny”* with Art Linkletter. Irv Atkins, direc¬
tor.
McGOWAN

STUDIOS

® Brydon Baker, “Sky King” * with Kirby
Grant and Gloria Winters. Various directors.
• Hal McAlpin. “Death
S. E. McGowan, director.

Valley

Days.’’ *

from
o-r TO FINISH

MERCER STUDIOS

• Ray Foster, ASC, Ludens cough drops
commercial* (Roland Reed Prods.). Arthur
Pearson, director.

► HO

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Underwater War¬
rior” (CinemaScope; Ivan Tors Prod.), with
Dan Dailey and Claire Kelly. Andrew Martin,
director.

ONLY FtLMUNE BRINGS^
SYSTEM

all chemical solutions.
_
both heating and coolmgcn^^^^^-

• Robert Bronner, ASC, “The Sheepman,”
with Glenn Ford and Shirley MacLaine.
George Marshall, director.
• Ray Foster, ASC, Scripto Pen commer¬
cial.* John Rogers, director.
• George Perinal. “Tom Thumb” (Galaxy
Piets. Prod.: shooting in England) with Russ
Tamblyn and Terry Thomas, George Pal,
director.
• Lester Shorr, ASC,
(Calif. National Prods.)
Sobey Martin, director.

“Union Pacific,” *
with Jeff Morrow.

even an amateur can produce top

Illustrated: Model R-15 16mm
Reversal & Negative-Positive
Processor. Variable speeds to
1200 ft. per hr. From $2795.00.

quality footage. Just load the ma¬

Atfrs. List Price Subject to Change.

NOW—with a FILMLINE Processor

chine—"flip the switch and walk
away"—FILMLINE ControlledProcessing does the rest. Choose
from

14

standard

models.

All

metal construction with heavy
gauge,

® William Spencer, Jr., “The Thin Man” *
with Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk. Oscar
Rudolph, director.

heliarc

welded

stainless

isiif

steel tanks. Custom models built
to specification. Write today for
full information.

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “The Law and Jake
Wade” with Robert Taylor and Richard Widmark. John Sturges, director.
MOTION

PICTURE

Recent Filmline Installations:
Atomic Energy Comm. • Bell Aircraft
• Du Pont • G.E. • I B M. • Union
Carbide • United Aircraft • U.S.N. Re¬
search Lab • U. S. Senate • UN •

CENTER

• Charles Burke, “This Is Alice”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Patty Ann Gerrity.
Sidney
Salkow, director.
Cronjager, “Sheriff of Cochise,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Harve
Foster and P. Gilfoyle, directors.

cwtro, {or

FILMLINE CORP., Dept

AD-57

MILFORD, CONN

*Pat. Pending

• Henry

ASC, “The Walter Winchell Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Walter
Winchell. Various directors.
• Maury Gertsman,

• Robert
df.
Grasse,
ASC, “Eve Arden
Show,”* (Westhaven, Inc.) with Eve Arden.
S. Berns, director.

(Continued on Next Page)

Note:
The

television

productions

in

the

listings

in this column are indicated by asterisks.

(CAMERA REPAIRS
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

The Best Repair Department
East of Hollywood
Don’t take our word for it. Ask such
world-famous Camera manufacturers as
Mitchell, Bell & Howell, Arriflex, Auricon, Maurer etc.
They will tell you that Ceco’s trained
specialists are second to none in ability
and experience . . . that Ceco’s fullyequipped shop and genuine factory-

Am f.kican Cineviatograi>h er

16mm>
35mm
AND

produced parts are your guarantee of
satisfaction.
You spend a lot of money for your
cameras and equipment. Play safe—
entrust them to Ceco.

(^RmERfl €ouipm€nT„(o..inc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Preceding Page)
• Sid
Hickox,
ASC,
“Date
with
the
Angels,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Betty White.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,” *
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and
Frances Rafferty. Fred de Cordova, director;
“Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz Show” * with
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz. Jerry Thorpe,
director.
• Robert Pittack, ASC, “The Californ¬
ian,” * (Desilu Prods.) with Adam Kennedy.
Byron Haskin, director.
• Howard Schwartz, “Wyatt Earp,” * (De¬
silu
Prods.)
with
Hugh
O'Brian.
Frank
MacDonald, director.
• William Skall, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s,” *
(Brennan Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,”*
(Jim
Bowie
Int.)
with
Scott
Forbes.
George Archainbaud
and
Anton
Leader, directors.
• Joe Novak, ASC. “Official Detective”*
(Desilu Prods.) Lee Sholem, director; “Meet
McGraw”* (Desilu Prods.) with Frank Lovejoy. Various directors.
PARAMOUNT
• Robert Burks, ASC, “From Amongst the
Dead" (VistaVision; shooting in San Fran¬
cisco), with James Stewart and Kim Novak.
Alfred Hitchcock, director.
• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Buccaneer,”
with Yul Brynner, Charlton Heston and Inger
Stevens. Anthony Quinn, director.
• H. Boggs, “St. Louis Blues” (VistaVision)
with Nat “King” Cole and Eartha Kitt. Allen
Reisner, director: “Rock-A-By Baby” (York
Prods. VistaVision; Technicolor) with Jerry
Lewis and Marilyn Maxwell. C. C. Coleman,
director.
• George Clemens, ASC, “Sally”* (Caulross Prods.) with Joan Caulfield. William
Asher, director.
• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Maracaibo”
(Theodora Prods.) with Cornel Wilde and
Jean
Wallace.
Cornel
Wilde,
producerdirector.
• Jack Hildyard, “Another Time, Another
Place” (Kaydor-Lanturn Prods.) with Lana
Turner and Barry Sullivan.
Lewis Allen,
director.

• Arch Dalzell,
dow-Glen Prods.).
• Benj.
Prods.).
Train”*
director.

“Wagon Train” *
(Win¬
Mark Stevens, director.

ASC, “M Squad” * (Revue
Ed.
Ludwig,
director;
“Wagon
(Revue
Prods.).
Earl
Bellamy,

Kline,

• Reggie
Lanning,
“Suspicion” *
Prods.). James Nielson, director.

20TH CENTURY FOX

(Revue

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents”* (Revue Prods.). Various direc¬
tors: “Suspicion” * (Revue Prods.). Robert
Stevens, director.
• Jack Marta, ‘‘Joy Ride’’ (Coronado
Prods.) with Gene Evans and Scott Marlowe.
William Witney, director.
• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “The Millionaire”*
(Don
Fedderson
Prods.)
Mark
Stevens,
director.
• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre” * (Revue Prods.). Hershel Dough¬
erty, director.
• John Russell, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of
Stars” *
(Revue
Prods.).
Don
Weis,
director; “Jane Wyman Theatre” * (Revue
Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
A1 Miner, di¬
rector; “General Electric Theatre”* (Revue
Prods.). Hershel Dougherty, director; “The
Millionaire"*
(Don
Fedderson
Prods.).
Jerry Mayer, director.
• John
Seitz,
ASC,
“General
Electric
Theatre” *
(Revue Prods.).
Rudy Mate,
director.
• William Sickner, ASC, “Bachelor Fath¬
er”* (Bachelor Prods.) with John Forsythe.
Jerry Hopper, director; “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods) with Barbara Billingsly and
Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, director.
• Mack Stengler, ASC, “M Squad”* (Re¬
vue Prods.). Earl Bellamy, director; “Schlitz
Playhouse of Stars” * (Revue Prods.). Lewis
Milestone, director; “The Millionaire” * (Don
Fedderson Prods.). Various directors; “Heinz
Studio 57”* (Revue Prods.). John Brahm.
director: “Jane Wyman Theatre” * (Revue
Prods.) with Jane Wyman.
A1 Miner, di¬
rector.
« Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Suspicion”* (Re¬
vue Prods.). B. Garard, director; “Restless
Gun”* (Window-Glen Prods.). Ed. Ludwig,
director; “M Squad” * (Revue Prods.). Ed.
Ludwig, director.
HAL ROACH STUDIOS
• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,” *
with
Gale Storm.
Wm. Seiter,
director.

• Charles Clarke, ASC, “The Townsend
Harris Story” (Cinemascope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in Japan) with John Wayne. John
Huston, director.
• Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Hell Bent Kid”
(CinemaScope 55 & Color), with Don Murray
and Diane Varsi. Henry Hathaway, director.
• Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “The Young
Lions,” (CinemaScope; shooting in France)
with Marlon Brando and Joan Woodward.
Edward Dmytryk, director.
• John Nickolaus, Jr. “Thunderjet” (Re¬
gal Films) with Rex Reason and Willard
Parker, Helmut Dantine, director; “Desert
Hell” (Regal Films Prod.) with Brian Keith
and Richard Denning.
Chas M. Warren,
director.
Shamroy,
ASC, “South Pacific,”
(Todd-AO & Color) with Rossano Brazzi and
Mitzi Gaynor. Joshua Logan, director.
• Leon

• Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “The Long, Hot
Summer” (CinemaScope & Deluxe color; Jer¬
ry Wald Prods.) with Paul Newman and
Joanne Woodward. Martin Ritt, director.

• Wm. J. Storz, ASC, Screen test (B&W &
Eastmancolor in New York).

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
• Arthur Arling, ASC, “This Happy Feel¬
ing” (CinemaScope & Color) with Debbie
Reynolds and Curt Jurgens. Blake Edwards,
director; Hill Bros. Chevrolet commercial*
Wil Cowan, director.
• William Daniels, ASC, “And Ride A
Tiger”
(CinemaScope)
with June Allyson
and Jeff Chandler. Helmut Kautner, director.
• James Drought, Ford commercial* Joe
Swavely,
director;
Kellogg
commercial*
James Sherwood, director.
• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Twilight for the
Gods” (Color; shooting in Hawaii), with
Rock Hudson and Cyd Charisse.
Joseph
Pevney, director.

with

• Phil Lathrop, “Death Rides This Trail”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Will Rogers Jr.
and Maureen O’Sullivan. Charles Haas, direc¬
tor; “Take Five from Five” (Jewell Enter¬
prises) with Mara Corday and Mark Richman. Paul Henreid, director.

“Alcoa-Goodyear Thea¬
tre”* (Four Star Prods.) A1 Ganzer, director.

• Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Never Steal Any¬
thing Small” (CinemaScope & Color) with
James Cagney and Shirley Jones. Charles
Lederer, director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “State Troopers” *
(Revue Prods.) with Rod Cameron. Various
directors.

• Guy Roe, ASC, “Trackdown”* (Four Star
Prods.) Various directors; “Alcoa-Goodyear
Theatre”* (Four Star Prods.) Various direc¬
tors; “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre"*
(Four Star Prods.) with Dick Powell. James
Sheldon, director.

• Paul Ivano, “Telephone Time,” *
John Nesbitt. Various directors.

RKO-PATHE
• Harry

ASC, “The Court Re¬
Prods.) with Lyle Bettger.

Neumann,

sort’* (Walden
Various directors.

REPUBLIC
Edward
Colman,
ASC,
“Dragnet,” *
(Mark VII Prods.) with Jack Webb and
Ben Alexander. Jack Webb, director.
•

“Wagon
Train” *
(Revue
Prods.).
Various
directors;
“M
Squad * (Revue Prods.). John Brahm, di¬
rector.
• Herb
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• Charles

Burke,

• George Diskant, ASC, “Alcoa-Goodyear
Theatre”* (Four Star Prods.) Robert Florey,
director;
“Mr. Adams & Eve”*
(Bridget
Prods.) with Ida Lupino and Howard Duff.
Richard
Kinon,
director;
“Richard
Dia¬
mond”* (Four Star Prods.) with Dave Janse.
Leigh Jason, director.

Kirkpatrick,

American Cinematographer

Fitzgerald, ASC, "Richard Dia¬
mond”* (Four Star Prods.) with Dave Janson. Leigh Jason, director.
• Edward

December, 1957

• Russell Metty, ASC, “There’s a Time to
Love,” (CinemaScope & Color; shooting in
Germany) with John Gavin and Lisa Pulver.
Douglas Sirk, director.
• William Snyder, ASC, “If I Should Die”
(CinemaScope) with Jeffrey Hunter and Jo¬
anna Moore. Richard Carlson, director.
(Continued on Page 824)
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set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, SI.00.

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters texcept 1st word and advertiser's

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th
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of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

15c per word.

Modified display format (text set

in

boldface

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

STUDIO

&

PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

STUDIO

GUARANTEED LIKE NEW!

OUR 28th

BOLEX 16mm STEREO ATTACHMENT .
BAIA EDITING OUTFIT COMPLETE .
BELL & HOWELL DIPLOMAT 16 PROJECTOR
CINE' SPECIAL LL FI.9 AND CASE .
MIDGETAPE RECORDER OUTFIT COMPLETE .
WESTON CINE' MASTER II EXPOSURE METER

f 49.50
29.95
179.50
550.00
195.00
14.95

Mail Orders Filled Promptly
CAMERA CRAFT 42ND ST., INC.
18 East 42nd Street—Dept. G
New York 17, N. Y.

TRADES TAKEN

Cable: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPPORATION—Dept,
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19

fc

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124
FOR SALE
16/35 CAMERETTE, Cinemascope Aperture, 4 - 400 ft.
35mm magazines, 2 - 16mm 400 ft. magazines;
18.5 - 25 - 35 - 50 - 75mm lenses in geared mounts,Pan Cinor 70 Zoom lens, cases and accessories.
Like new. Original cost—$6,000.00.

ANCHOR PRODUCTIONS
1546 Argyle Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif.
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-and-white
and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for lists.
FILMLINE
CORPORATION,
Erna
Street,
Milford,
Conn.
16MM HOUSTON-K-1A .
.
. developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo
lenses,
35mm x
1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
CINE Special Series 1.
Perfect.
1”
lens.
$400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
PRECISION

Magnetic
Erase -

Heads for Engineers
Record - Playback

-

Industry

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
CONVERT your K-100 to motor driven 1200 ft. ca¬
pacity
camera.
PROFESSIONAL
CINE
PRODUCTS,
6055 Ridgecrest. Dallas, Texas.
WE RENT AND SELL TV FILM PRODUCTION EQUIP¬
MENT. Colortran, McAlister, M-R, B-M lights, Pole¬
cats, Magnasync 400X, Eyemo 35 1200', Cine Voice,
Arriflex
16.
Want
Cine
Specials,
Tripods,
etc.
CENTURY CAMERA,
20 S.
7th St.,
Minneapolis,
Minn. FE 8-5858.

WE GUARANTEE our Cine-Voice 400
to give perfect wow-free sound.
CINE PRODUCTS.

foot conversion
PROFESSIONAL

FOR SALE

315

cameras.

SENSITESTER
35mm.
Value
Special . 1150.00

& H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar,
and
6"
f4.5
Telephoto
Xenar
Lenses;
2-400'
Magazines,Motor,Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod;
Carrying
Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special . 1150.00
1
BRUNT-MYER
BLIMP
for
Cine
Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, synchron¬
ous motor.
Astro erect-image viewfinder,
follow focus gears. Value $990.00. Special
625.00
35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.
285.00
35mm B & H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite
galvanometer,
amplifier,
motor,
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines.
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed . 2,900.00
SCHOEN
PRINTER, sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute; 12 adjustable light changes; AC-DC
conversion unit. New .
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition .
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
and Lamp BOOM. Special.
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.-.
SOLENOID STOP MOTION MOTORS, time con¬
trol for 16 or 35mm animation cameras....
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens.
5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS.
16mm Sound Cameras.
Auricon Pro Jr. 200
ft. magazine capacity. Also Cine Voice 100
ft. magazine.
Garantee BIG saving.
35mm 400 ft. Cineflex magazines.
Arriflex
adaptable. Value $165.00.
Price.

899.00

675.00
195.00
95.00

Economically

235.00
175.00

100.00

365.00

35mm WILLART OR PATHE professional cam¬
eras, 400 ft.
magazines,
studio models,
direct view through-lens focus.
Good for
animation, newsreel or experimental work.
Special
.

195.00

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY.INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

York.

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ADD a critical focus to any turret model Cine-Voice.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.
COMBINATION 16 & 35mm Oxberry Animation stand
completely motorized; is equipped with all available
access. Less than 2 yrs. old. Today's replacement
cost over $16,000. We must move this stand within
30 days. Best offer over $10,500 will be accepted.
Available for immediate delivery. WEBSTER VISUAL
SALES COMPANY, 539 Vine Street, Chattanooga,
Tenn.

CINE SPECIAL II WITH ACCESSORIES

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1 1.
12.

(With 25mm Ektar 1.4 and 100 Ft.
Chamber] .List $1445.00
200 Ft. Chamber .List
595.00
Wide Angle Lens Convertor Fl .4.List
71.50
63mm Telephoto Lens (Kodak) .List
115.00
100mm Telephoto Lens (Kodak) .List
125.00
Cine Viewfinder (Fitted).List
185.00
Synchronous Motor for Cine Special ..List
175.00
Fitted Carrying Case for Camera.List
85.00
Nikor Processing Kit (With Motor) ..List
250.00
Craig Editor-Viewer .List
79.50
Weston Light Meter (Master) .List
34.50
6 Fresh 100 Ft Rolls Kodachrome ....List
42.90
Total

tically

BL

new

.$2100.00

ENLARGING
diameter.

EKTAR
New

CONDENSERS

Good

14"

(pair)
14"
both.—

125.00

in
barrel.
._.-.

110.00

condition;

COMMERCIAL

condition

for

LENS

ANIMATION STAND 35mm with ACME CAM¬
ERA complete in every detail.
Full infor¬
mation

MITCHELL

on

request.

THEODALITE

CAMERA custom re¬
built—rackover,
stop
motion,
lens
and
magazines.
Excellent
for Television
ani¬
mation work.
Bargain.

ROTOSCOPE

REGISTRATION

35mm custom
request.

built.

Full

PIN

950.00

MOVEMENT,

information

on

LOUIS MEYER
6337 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywod 38, Calif.
HOIlywood 9-8209.
EASTMAN 16mm Cine Special with complete Par four
lens, turret, magnifier, tubes, case, etc. $750.00. T.
J. BROWN, 317 Downing Drive, Waukesha, Wise.
100MM T/2.2 (F/2) General Scientific Miltar, coated
brand new,
in Eyemo focusing C mount.
Linear
diaphragm, gray enamel finish. Only $95.00. Sold on
ten day trial. Box 1284, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
VARIABLE speed motor & mounting plate for Cine
Special. Eastman Kodak make. Speeds from 1 to
64 F/P/S. Excellent condition, $225.00. MIRABELLO
ENTERPRISES, INC., 4 Bustleton Ave., Feasterville,
Penna.

WALL
35mm
camera,
four lenses,
six
magazines,
Mitchell
finder,
tripod,
etc.
superb
condition,
$3500.00. Wall camera body with two lenses, two
magazines, $1550.00 fob Tampa. JACK WALTON,
P. O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

165.00

Olsen 5 KW 14" fresnell.
Heavy duty stand
with
rotating
barn doors.
Color frame.
Value, $561.00.
Special.

1.

B&H 35mm STANDARD CAMERA #1139, prac¬

CINE Ektar 1" f/1.4, $75.00. Cooke Panchrotal 2.8"
T2.5, $80.00. M. GRAYSON, Box 4, New York 53,
N.Y.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 CAHUENGA BVLD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

ADD filter slot to any Auricon Cine-Voice or Pro.
PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055 Ridgecrest,
Dallas, Texas.

Used
late
model
MAURER
priced. Write for details.

EVERYTHING

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC
35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1—28mm
Schneider
lens,
1—50mm
lens, Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 . 1250.00

B

See Pages 00-0-000

Phone PL 7-0440

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING

ART
REEVES
$2,000.00.

S.O.S. PRE-INVENTORY CLEARANCE
Our greatest event in 32 years.

&

List $3,202.90

$1500.00 Takes This Entire Package!
Most of this equipment has never been used. Less
than 2000 feet of film shot on Cine Special. Bought
for filming TV commercials. Change in our advertis¬
ing policy forces this sale.
A.

E. FORTIER ASSOCIATES
3424 East Lake Street
Minneapolis 6, Minnesota

Amekica.n Cinematocrapher

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Photographers services.
Producers let
us help cut your production cost in this area. We
cover the Eastern seacoast for all phases of mo¬
tion
picture
filming.
Finest
16-35mm
equipment
used. Sound or silent. Complete aerial coverage
by plane or helicopter. Footage or complete film
from T.V. news to sports to scientific stop motion.
Footage supplied to N.B.C. coast to coast: WRCVTV; WPTZ-TV; State Police,- local Government agen¬
cies
and
others.
Write-wire-phone.
Discount
to
advertising and travel agencies. MIRABELLO EN¬
TERPRISES, INC., Motion Picture Div., 15 Bustleton
Pike, Feasterville, Penna.

POSITION WANTED
OWNER of small Southern movie production firm would
like to JOIN SALES FORCE of larger company to
attain more security; 5 years sales and some camera
experience. Will sell present studio or integrate into
larger firm
and
travel
south.
Write
Box
1283,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
EXPERIENCED
16mm
Motion
Picture
Photographer,
Editor and Sound Recordist desires position. Wife,
secretary, writes copy, scripts. Free to travel any¬
where
Linguists. Write Box 1285, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

STOCK SHOT FOOTAGE
AUSTRALIA, NEW GUINEA, Barrier Reef and South
Pacific Islands, offer pictorial and unusual interest
shots never seen in U.S.A. We can give quotations
for stock shots, footage, or complete films. Write
TV FILM PRODUCTIONS, 21 Onslow Ave., Sydney,
N.S.W., Australia.
16MM ASSIGNMENTS. Complete production in color
and B&W.
Industrial, documentary, wild footage.
CAL WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS, 2521 F St., Bakers¬
field, California. Phone FAirview 2-0646 Collect.

(Continued on Next Page)
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(Continued from Page 822)

(Continued from Preceding Page)

© Wm. J. Storz. ASC, Dow Chemical com¬
mercial in Eastmancolor*.

LABORATORY & SOUND
B&W REVERSAL DUPLICATES .05 per ft. Reversal procesing 931 Tri-x, Plus-x .025 per ft. Prompt Serv¬
ice. AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE CO., 3075 Palo Verde
Ave., Long Beach 8, Calif.
SOUND
RECORDING
at
a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERViCE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

i 6MM

HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording —-Editing — Production — Rental
Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List.

WESTERN
114 E.

8th Ave.,

CINE

SERVICE,

Denver 3, Colorado.

INC.

WANTED
WHY SACRIFICE
your
production
and
struggle
with
old
or
used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Broadway PLaza 7-6977 New York

23,

N Y.

GOOD
used
Arriflex
35mm
camera,
lenses,
sync,
motor, wild motor & batteries, sound blimp, and
tripod. Will trade Arriflex 16mm camera and access,
or Cine Spec. II with 4 lens turret, or still camera
equip.
WEBSTER
VISUAL
SALES COMPANY,
539
Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL
B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36,
CABLE: CINEQUIP
Mitchell

N. Y.

—■ Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras -— Lenses — Equipment

NATIONAL
209 West 48th St.

CINE

Eyemo

EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York, N.Y.

WE BUY • SWAP • SELL • CONSIGN
WE’LL GET YOU MORE THAN ANYONE

ELSE

Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.

WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE WORK
ON SMALL PRECENTAGE.
WIRE US - WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
PILOT FILMS, amateur productions—adventure, travel,
documentary—wanted for TV. We agent or take on
contract. WORLD FILMS, INC., Box 38644, Holly¬
wood 38, California.

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
WANTED
WANT Mitchell
35 camera or equiv.
with
lenses,
blimp w/follow focus, single frame motor, tripod,
two 1000 ft. magazines, matte box, carrying cases.
Will sell or trade Auricon Super Pro 1200 w/o
sound on above.
CENTURY CAMERA, 20 W. 7th,
Minneapolis, Minn.
FE 8-5858.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots,
newsreels,
industrials,
featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications.
ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Call Judson 6-2272.

EUROPEAN
COVERAGE
undertaken
anywhere.
20
years experience, see International Almanac. Stock
shots
available.
JOHN
BYRD,
27
Arthur
Road,
London, S.W. 19, England.
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WARNER BROS.
© Wesley
Anderson,
“Sugarfoot"*
with
Will Hutchins. Pete Adreon, director; ‘"Mav¬
erick"* with James Garner. Richard Bare,
director.
® Carl Berger, ASC, “Cheyenne"* with Clint
Walker. Various directors.

Laboratory,

Inc.806

Berndt- Bach, Inc. —.763
Birns & Sawyer ...785
Byron Studios & Laboratory. Back Cover
Camera Equipment Company, Inc
768, 769, 770, 783, 811, 813, 815,
816, 817, 819, 821
Camera Mart, Inc.773
Capital Film Laboratories, Inc...807-808
Cinekad Engineering Co. 813, 819, 820
George W. Colburn, Inc.

812

© Joseph Biroc. ASC, “Born Reckless" with
Mamie Van Doren and Jefl Richards. How¬
ard W. Koch, director.

Consolidated Film Industries .771

© Joseph Brun, ASC, “Across the Ever¬
glades" (Shulberg Prods.; Eastman color;
shooting in Florida) with Christopher Plumb¬
er and Gypsy Rose Lee. Nicholas Ray, di¬
rector

Filmeffects of Hollywood .— 776

© Edwin Dupar. ASC, “Maverick”* with
James Garner. Abner Biberman, director.

Eastman Kodak Company .794-795

Filmline Corporation

.... 821

Florman & Babb .787
Jack A. Frost -

809

W. J. German, Inc. __801
© Arthur Feindel, ASC, Kaiser Aluminum
commercial* Various directors.
• Perry Finnerman, “Colt 45”* with Wayde
Preston. Leslie Martinson, director.
© Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Colt 45"* with
Wayde Preston. Monte Pittman, director.
• Benj. Kline, ASC, “Gun Trap at Abilene”
(Vogue Prods.) with George Montgomery and
Neville Brand. Fred Sears, director.

Gevaert Company of America, Inc..767
Gordon Enterprises ..

780

Great Lakes Motion Picture Service..814
Hollywood Film Company.__
Kinevox-Hallen

805

..815

Kling Photo Corporation....781
Lakeside Laboratory ..

765

Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd...777

YE OLDE TRADING POST HERE 32 YEARS!
AND

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Hill Bros, com¬
mercial* Charles Skinner, director; Philip
Morris Cigarette commercial* Ralph Staub,
director.

Atkinson

TAbor 5-2812

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor, 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

American Gine.matocrapher

® H. F. Koenekamp, ASC, United Motors
commercial* Jack Daniels, director; Ford
commercial* Pete Monahan, director.
® Peverell Marley, ASC, “Westbound" with
Randolph Scott and Virginia Mayo. Budd
Boetticher, director.
• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Too Much, Too
Soon" with Dorothy Malone and Errol Flynn.
Art Napoleon, director.

Ray Mercer & Co.820
Metal Masters .816, 820
Micro

Record

Corp.812

Mitchell Camera Corporation ..764
Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc_776
Movielab Color Corporation ..775
Moviola Manufacturing Co. ..806

• Hal Rosson, ASC, “Onionhead,” with
Andy Griffith and Erin O’Brien.
Norman
Taurog, director.
• Harold Stine, ASC, “Sugarfoot”* with
Will Hutchins, Pete Adreon, director; “Mave¬
rick” * with James Garner.
Pete Adreon,
director: “Girl on the Run" with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. and Erin O'Brien. Frank Tuttle,
director.
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